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Chapter 16 

CARBON AND ITS COMPOUNDS WITH OXYGEN 

(c, c , c2, c3> co, co+, co2, c3o2, HCO, h2co, fco, f2cc, 
HFCO, C1C0, Cl2CO, FC1CO) 

The thermodynamic properties of a large group of compounds, con¬ 

taining carbon, are treated in the Handbook. Carbon and the compounds 

of carbon and oxygen, and compounds of carbon with oxygen and hydro¬ 

gen, oxygen and fluorine or oxygen and chlorine will be discussed in 

the present chapter. Methane is treated in Chapter 17, ethylene in 

Chapter 18, acetylene and their halogen derivatives in Chapter 19. 

Compounds of carbon containing more than tMo carbon atoms (with the 

exception of C302) are not considered in the Handbook. Ethane and its 

derivatives were also not Included in the Handbook, Chapter 20 treats 

the dissociation products of methane, ethylene and acetylene and 

their fluorine-chlorine derivatives. The simplest compounds of carbon 

and sulfur (CS, CSg, COS), nitrogen (CN, CgNg, HCN, PCN) and phos- 

phorus (CP) are treated in Chapter 21. 

It should be pointed out that methane, ethylene and aoetylene, 

their halogen derivatives and the compounds of carbon and nitrogen 

are thermodynamically not very stable and decompose upon heating with 

separation of carbon In the amorphous state (carbon black). The most 

stable are the compounds of carbon and oxygen. The high dissociation 

energy of carbon monoxide (about 255.8 kcal/mole) prevents the dis¬ 

sociation of this compound even at very high temperatures. 

The Handbook gives the thermodynamic properties of the two alio- 
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tropic crystalline modifications of elemental carbon: graphite and 

diamond. At normal pressure and temperature, graphite is the therm¬ 

odynamically equilibrated modification of carbon, which is used as 

the standard state of carbon. However, the transformation of diamond 

into graphite ("graphitization") begins to take place at a noticeable 

rate only at temperatures above 1300°K. 

In addition to the crystalline modifications, different forms of 

so-called amorphous carbon are also known, such as carbon black, coke, 

wood and animal charcoal, etc. The heats of formation of these sub¬ 

stances from graphite are 0.5 to kcal/g-atom [98, 813]. X-ray 

studies of "amorphous" carbon showed that it consists mainly of very 

small graphite crystallites which are arranged without order [306], 

Upon heating to 2000-300°K, "amorphous" carbon is transformed into 

graphite. The thermodynamic properties of "amoi^hous" carbon as well 

as of other substances in the amorphous state, are not given in the 

Handbook. 

In spite of the fact the long-lasting dispute concerning the 

heat of sublimation of carbon has now become solved, the composition 

of the products of evaporation of carbon, particularly at high tem¬ 

peratures, remains as yet unexplained. In addition to the compounds 

C, C+, C2 and 0^, discussed in the Handbook, there are indications 

concerning the presence of compounds such as C”, 0^, [1113, 1405] 

and even more complex molecules [3256] in saturated carbon vapor. 

This problem requires further clarification. 

The stable compounds of carbon and oxygen are fully presented in 

the Handbook. In addition to the well-known oxides CO and C02, the 

thermodynamic properties of the under normal conditions comparatively 

unstable molecule C^Og are also given. 

The group of compounds with the formula XgCO or XYCO, where X and 
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Y are hydrogen, fluorine or chlorine, contains several compounds 

which are generally not very stable. Under certain conditions, how¬ 

ever, these compounds (particularly PgCO) can be Important components 

of the reaction products. Also Included in the Handbook are HCO, PCO 

and C1C0, the dissociation products of the above-mentioned compounds 

of the type X^CO. 

On the whole, the thermodynamic data, presented in the present 

chapter and in other chapters, in which carbon compounds are treated, 

make it possible to carry out fairly accurate calculations of the 

compositions and thermodynamic properties of the products of inter¬ 

action between carbon and oxygen, hydrogen, halogens, sulfur, phos¬ 

phorus and nitrogen. 

§57. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

C. In the -T-ground state, the carbon atom has the electronic 

configuration ls22s22p2, to which correspond two more states: 

and 1S. When one of the 2p electrons Is excited, the group of states 

ls22s22p(2p)nü arises, whose ionisation limit is situated 90,878.3 ci:“1 

above the lower 3pQ substate. This group consists of triplet and 

singlet terms with L = 1 at ¿ = 0 and L = i, ¿ ± 1 at £ > 0. Pour* 

more groups of terms are connected with the excitation of a single 

2s electron: 13¾¾2^}3^^ ls22s2p2(2D)n ; ls22s2p2(2S)ni" 1 ; 

Is 2s2p "( Pjni"’1' the terms of the other groups which correspond to 

an excitation of the Is electrons or the simultaneous excitation of 

two electrons with n = 2, have an energy over 200,000 cm”1 and are 

not treated in the present Handbook. 

Table 124 gives the levels of the carbon atom, corresponding to 

the electronic configurations ls22s22p2, ls22s22pn¿ arj ls22s2p2ni 

with values of n < I3. The excitation energies of these states were 

adopted on the basis of the figures, recommended by Moore [2941]. The 
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States with similar excitation energies are combined into a single 

level with a mean energy and a summary statistical weight. It should 

be pointed out that for the group ls22s22pn¿, data are given in the 

summary [2941] only for the states with n < 11, mainly for the S and 

D terms. 

TABLE 124 

Energy Levels of the Carbon Atom 
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32 
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ii«2i2p*(«P),4<n<i3 

0<i<12 
¡ ts*2s2p*(«P)3s 

¿ = i/|,ii±i| 

*p* 
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120098 133830 

33 ií*2s2p»(*í». 3 < n < 13 
0<i<12 U±t|.|/±2| 

10020^ 165809 

34 l«*2s2p*(W),3<ft<s;i3 
0<t<12 t-|/| 

„ d 
2002' u 187372 

35 
ls*2s2p*(V). 3<n<13 

0<t<12 
. e 6012A 201503 

* the state has not been observed experimentally. 

a) the value of is given for n < 11; at n < 12 

PM = 6768; at n< 13 pM = 8796; 

b) the value p^ is given for n < 11; at n < 12 pM 

= 15465; at n < 13 pm = 19521; 

c) the value pM is given for n < 11; at n < 17 p^ 

= I29OO ; at n < 13 Pjyj = I628O; 

d) the value p^ is given for n < 11; at n < 12 p^ 

= 258O; at n < 13 pm = 3256; 

e) the value of p^ is given for n < 11; at n < 12 Pj4 

= 7740; at n < 13 PM = 9768. 

A) Number of level; B) state; C) electronic config- 
guration; B) term; E) statistical weight; F) energy 

cm“^.. 

For the states which belong to the other groups, experimental data 

exist only for the states corresponding to the electronic configu¬ 

rations ls^2s2p^ and ls^2s2p^(^P)3s. The excitation energies of all 

the other states are unknown and the figures given for them in Table 

124 are based on approximate estimates, carried out in correspondence 

with the previously formulated rules (see page 55). In particular, 

in the group Is 2s£"2p(t'P)ni, the excitation energies of trie JP states 

with n = 5-7 and £=0, were assumed to be equal to the excitation 

1 1 
energies of the P terms, the excitation energies of the p terms, the 
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excitation energies or the states . . . nhs arid r 3p 
■ jp u and . . , 5p p V.!'• ]T as- 

SP1!’ and ... , . 
nu.ed to be equal to the energies or the ten« 

Because the excitation energies or all the states with f, > 3 

are unknown, they were assumed to do equal to the energy or tb¡ Ion¬ 

isation limit. The maximum uncertainty In the estimation or the en¬ 

ergies or the levels In this group Is that for the states with the 

n" , at 
guration ... ( P) 4f and amount to approximately 6000 o 

an energy of about 90,000 cm“1. 

Ihe experimentally not observed 
y uDstived states, corresponding to the 

configuration Is W»,, were atso assigned to the Ionisation Zlmfts 

of the respective groups of terms. The maximum error In the excita¬ 

tion energies ol the levels .,1th low principal quantum numbers n 

adopted on the basis of these estimates can attain 25,000-30,000 cmr1 

with a^magnltude or these energies of about 120,000-170,000 onV1. 

- In the gr0Umi State ^ P°®ltiv© ion or monatomic carbon 

haS the electro"le ccoriguratlon 1,%AP. When one of the 2p elec¬ 

trons is excited, a group of doublet states appears, having the el- 

ectronic configuration l^PS)ni; the corresponding Ionisation 11- 

mlt haS an enerEy °f 196'658 «-1- ^ other groups of states with 

the electronic configurations ls22s2P(3p)ni a.ui Is^pfhjnf are 

connected with the excitation of a single 2s electron. The energies 

Of the ionization limits of these ermine- 
groups aie unknown, but exceed the 

energy of the ionisation limit of the group ls22s2(h)„f. Table 125' 

gives the energy levels of the Ion C+, corresponding to the electro- 

nie configurations ls¿2s22p and ls22s2p2 with excitât! n 
i excitation energies of 

less than 100,000 cm ^ The states with higher excitation energies 

are not treated in the Handbook, because their contribution to the re¬ 

sults of the following calculations is small. The excitation energies 

Presented in Tabie 125, were adopted on the basis of the data of Moorl 



[2941].; for the multiplet states, the mean excitation energies and 

the summary statistical weight are given. 

TABLE 125 

Energy Levels of the Ion C+ 
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43033 
74 930 
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A) Number of level; B) state; C) electr¬ 
onic configuration; D) term-E) statis¬ 
tical weight; P) energy, cm“1. 
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Fig. 15. Scheme of the energy levels of the molecule C0. The horizon¬ 

tal lines designate the electronic states. The electronic tranQ-i+-1 
observed in the spectrum of C are indicated by àr™ws[ wte« î l 
PHIll'Irxcf w, / TT 1 —."1“ \ \ . . i"f“ 

A ~ 2 g- 

U' .. ‘ ~ .. 

Phillips system ( Hu - ^2+g); 2) Milliken system ±Zt ^ ; 3) 

Beslandres-Azambia system (1ng - 4) Freimark system (1^ - ^ ) 

5) Ballik-Ramsay system (^2 g - “H^); 6) Swan system (¾ _ j. 
LI 0 g H 

7) Pox-Herzberg system (3Hg - \); intercombination transitions have 
not Vi PPM í m 4- V-i ^ r-. ^ ^ a   not been observed in the spectrum of 0 The existence of the state 
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3.,+ 
V and ltS excltatlon energy is reported in the work [527] with a 

r-e erence to a private communication by Ballik and Ramsay. 

-2-‘ Three systems of bands were observed in the emission spec¬ 

trum of the C2 molecule connected with the transitions between the 

triplet states: Swan (¾ _ ^). Pox _ Herzberg (3n 

ë 
3,: 6 u- --0 \ — nu) ; and 

Ballik anc Ran,say (Vg - and four system, due to transition, 

between the singlet states: Phillips (½ Deslandres - 
.It _ u g 

), Mulliken (^2+ 
u ' u 

' f ' I — FT. I 

The systems of Swan [3234], Phillip's [3233,, Deslandres - Azafbla 

[2049], Mulliken [2556] and Ballik and Ramsay [629] were also observed 

in the absorption spectrum (see Rig. 15). 0n the basis of the metnod 

of molecular orbits, Mulliken [2983, 2997] showed that in addition to 

the states, observed experimentally and given In Pig. 15, the exis¬ 

tence of several more stable electronic states is possible, which" have 

relatively low excitation energies, In particularly the states 

and 2 g. Prom the theoretical analysis, carried out by Mulliken [2997] 

followed that the electronic ground state of the c2 molecule may be 

the states 
g* 3lIu> and 1A . 

u g g 

bp to 1959, the lower triplet state, namely the state h , had 

been taken for the electronic ground state of C,. This assignment was 

based on the fact that the system of Swan is easily observed In the 

absorption spectra. This was also confirmed by the experiments of 

Robinson and MacCarty [3459a], in which c, molecules were froze,, 1,, 

an inert gas matrix at a temperature of 4.2¾ and Swan bands with con¬ 

stant intensity appeared In tne absorption spectrum for several hours 

The swan bands were also observed In the emission spectrum of comets 

[3909a], and were connected with the process of resonance fluorescence. 

Moreover, Hicks [2068] measured the temperature coefficient of the In- 

tensity of the Swan and Phillies hnnHc. a 
ps band& in -he emission spectrum of a 
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King furnace and arrived at the conclusion that the state 

be situated 2Ò00 + l400 cm ^ above the state -½ 
u " 

TABLE 126 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of C, 

1 ,+ 
3110 aid 

0 
717* C 

6243,5* e 

8391,66 

ioooo*e 
14000* e 

14300^ 

19023,0 

34261,9 

40523.4 

43240,23 

55035.4 

1655,18 

1641,328 

1470,438 

1608,284 

1481"1 

1470*1 

1891*1 

1738,22-1 

1809,1' 

1106.56 

1829.57 

1671,5 

13,71 

U,625r 

11,166* 

12,047¾ 

11,14*1 

10,06*1 

14,23" 1 

16,44 

15,81 

39,26 

13,97 

40,02 

m 

1,82052 

1,6326 

1,49852 

1,61700 

l,486*n 

1,475*1 

1,897"! 

1,7527 

1,7834 

1,1922 

1,8334 

1,7930 

1,832 

1,683 

1,634 

1,720 

1.5*1 

1,3"! 

1,8*1 

1,6081,11 

2,42 

2,04 

1,21 

:.36 

7,02 

6,23 

6,35 

5,98“k 

5,94¾ 

7,64¾ 

6,74 

6,8 
6,3 

7.89 

-0,12 

-0,103° 

0,7 

1,2422 

1,3117 

1,3631 

1,3180 

1,375"! 

1,380^1 

1,217" : 

1,2660 

1,255 

1,5350 

1,2378 

1,25 

a) in the work oí Altman [527] reference Is rmrip -t-,, 0 > 

vate communication by Balllk and Ramsay and the fohowlíg" 

constants (in cm"1) are given for this state: ^ = 1054,72; 

e e 13.34; cu y 
eJ e •0-17; B = 1.81984; U 

a2 -0.00023; b) = -0.O6 cm“1; c) A 
= O.OI765; 

-16.4 cm"1; d) — 1 c: c; j -, - * - — w. 1 

Ve = -0-029Ö cm- ; e) the value T Is given; r) coy 

- -0.016 cm ; g) ujeye = -0.062 cm" ; h) this stateLas not 

the basis of the relation (1.36); Í) th¿ víbrttloÍaÍ coni 

slants for the state dilg, given In the Table, are the co¬ 

efficients of the equation which holds for v < 3 (see nae-e 

869); m) = -0.5067 cr1 “ P b 

= -0.0442.10-^1. A) State; B) cm'1 
My ctg — —O.OOI274 cm ±; 0) 

'2 

It was found, however [630] during the analysis of the vibra¬ 

tional and rotational structure of the bands of the infrared system 

2 g “ 3V fj-rst detected by Balllk and Ramsay [629] in the emission 

spectrum of a carbon furnace, that certain rotational levels of the 
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JZ state are subjected to perturbations. Because Balllk and Ramsay 
O 

[630] found the corresponding perturbations in the bans of the Phil- 

lips system, they arrived at the conclusion that the states “’j,"’ and 
g 

1 + 
2 g perturb each other. Analysis of the perturbations showed that the 

zero rotational level of the state 1z+CT is 610 cm-1 below the zero 
ë 

vibrational level of the state 3n+u.* Thus it has been proved indis¬ 

putably that the electronic ground state of the molecule C2 is the 

singlet state 12+g.^0n the basis of the „ork of Ballik and Ramsay [630], 

the state 1Z+g has been adopted in the present Handbook as the ground 

state of Cg. In this connection, the designations of the states (X, 

A, B, ... ) given In Table 126 and used In the present Handbook, differ 

essentially from the corresponding designations, used by Herzberg 

[2020] and Rosen [649] and which have been widely adopted in the 

spectroscopical literature. 

The molecular constants of Cp in the ground state X12+ were 
S 

found by Landsvert [2556] and Phillips [3233] as a result of an ana¬ 

lysis* of the bands in the systems E1^ -► X z+^ and A1II+u -* x1^, 

respectively. 

Landsverk [2556] studied the bands of the sequence Av = 0 with 

V < 3 in the system E12+u X1^. A carbon arc, which burned In a 

helium atmosphere, served as the radiation source. The bands were 

photographed on a spectrograph with a lattice which had a dispersion 

of O.25 A/rnm in the third order. As a result of the analysis carried 

out by him, Landsverk found the following values of the rotational 
4» 

constants of Cp In the state X1^ (in cm-1): Bd = 1.8223; a. = 0.0195; 
6 0 6 1 

De = 7.86*10 ; = 9.4* 10“^ and estimated the value of o>e = 1774 cm“ . 

For the state E1^ he found the values B = 1.8334; a-, = 0.0204; 
6 1 

De = 7.89-10“b; ß1 = 7.O.IO"7; and u)e = 1767 cm"1. 

Phillips [3233] investigated the bands of the system 1]I _ T 
'l CJ 

ttuUhlM 
J ...... 



during excitation In a discharge tube, filled with a mixture of ben¬ 

zene and argon. The spectrum, situated in the region from Y'oOO to 

9000 A, was recorded in the first order of a 21 foot grating with a 

dispersion of 2.5 A/mm. Phillips measured the rotational structure 

and determined the positions of the zero lines of five bands (v1 = 

= 2, 3, 4 and 5 and v" < 2). On the basis of the analysis carried out 

by him, he recommended the following values for the molecular con¬ 

stants of 0o in the state X1%+ : cs = 1855.68; co x = 1,4.08; B = 

= 1,82052, a1 = 0,01832, D, — 7,36-10'*. =_-(-0,4l• 10‘* cm"1 and correspondingly 

for the upperstate of the observed transition (A1!!^) : ts = I608.33; 

cuexe = 12.14; Be = 1.61700; a1 = 0.01720; De = 6.33.IÜ"6 and ^ ■•= 

= -0.12.10~6 cm"1. 

Extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the state X1^ on the 

basis of the constants, found by Phillips [3233J, leads to a disso¬ 

ciation limit at 60,212 cm , which exceeds considerably the value 

Dq (Cg), adopted in the present Handbook (see page 932). Hence, when 

the Handbook was prepared, the values of the vibrational constants of 

C2 in the state X1z+ were calculated again on the basis of the val¬ 

ues AG-jyg and ^3/2’ found by Phillips [32331, the value of D0 (C0) = 

= 50,072 cm”1 (see page 952) and the relations (l.l4a) and (1.14b). 

The vibrational constants thus obtained are given in Table 126 and 

were adopted in the Handbook. 

Analogously, extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the 

state A1!! on the basis of the constants, found by Phillips [3233) 

leads to a dissociation limit at 52,465 cm“1 which is approximately 

10,000 cm”1 higher than the value, calculated on the basis of the 

adopted dissociation energy of 0o in the state X1/1 and ahe excita- 
b 

tlon energy of the state A1!!. Hence the vibrational constants of C0 
u. 

in the state A [I, given in Table 126 and adopted in me present Hand- 
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book, differ slightly from the constants, recommended by Phillips. 

They were calculated on the basis of the experimental data, given in 
|li> 

the work of Phillips, taking into account the dissociation energy of 

Cg, adopted in the Handbook. The values of the rotational constants 

of C2 in the states X1^ and A1!! given in Table 126, w-ere taken from 

the work of Phillips [3233]. 

As has been pointed out earlier, the state a%u (excitation en¬ 

ergy 717 cm“1) which is the lower state of the wellknown Swan system 
Q O 

(dûng - a-5nu) is directly adjacent to the electronic ground state 
1 + 

X 2 An analysis of the vibrational and rotational stx-ucture of the 

bands in the Swan system has been carried out by many authors [2261, 

3697, IOO6, 1589, 323^j 2019]. In order to obtain more accurate mo¬ 

lecular constants of C2, Phillips [3234] carried out an analysis of 

the vibrational structure of the band systems, found by various 

authors and connected with the state 3Ilu [I589, 3234, 2019] and showed 

that the binomial formula with the constants coe = 1641.35 cm“1 and 

U)exe = II.87 cm“1 describes the energy of the vibrational levels of 
•a 

the state 'JHu satisfactorily up to v = 11. However, Phillips [3234] 

did not succeed in finding an equation which describes sufficiently 

accurately the experimental data on the energy of the vibrational 

levels of C2 in the state 3rig. This is due to the fact that the de¬ 

pendence of AG on v for the lower vibrational levels is practically 

linear, while for the high vibrational levels there is a considerable 

deviation from linearity. Hence, Phillips [3234] used two third pow¬ 

er equations to describe the vibrational levels of the state 3n . 
S 

The first equation has the form GQ (v) = 1771.40v - 17.200v2 - 0.5067v3 

at v > 5, it already gives a considerable error (the difference be¬ 

tween the observed and calculated values of G0 (lO) is 239 cm"1). The 

second equation Gq (v) = I767.5IV - 13.900v2 - 1.0345v3, obtained by 
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using all observed vibrational ternis, is only approximate, because 

the differences between the observed and calculated values of (v) 

attain +4 cm" for the low as well as the high levels. The use of a 

fourth power equation does not give a greatly improved accuracy of 

the description of the vibrational levels. The vibrational constants 
O 

of C2 in the state d IIg, adopted in the present Handbook, are given 

in Table 126. 

The values of the vibrational constants of Cri in the state a^n 
¿ uJ 

adopted in the Handbook, were calculated on the basis of the data 

given in the work of Phillips [3234], taking into account the adopted 

value of the dissociation energy of Cg. 

The values of the rotational constants for the electronic states 

a nu and found by Phillips [323^-] and in the works of other 

authors [1006, 1589], agree well with each other. Because there v/as 

no reason for giving preference to any single value, Phillips [3234] 

recommends as the most probable values of the constants the averages 

of those obtained in the works [1006, 1539, 3234]. These values are 

given in Table 126 and were adopted in the Handbook. 

Presented in the same Table are the molecular constants of C 
o _ 2 

in the state b 2 g, first observed by Ballik and Ramsay [629]. The 

vibrational constants of C2 in this state were calculated on the ba¬ 

sis of the data, given in the work [527] and the adopted value of the 

dissociation energy of C2; the values of the rotational constants were 

borrowed from the work of Altman [527] who refers to a private com¬ 

munication from Ballik and Ramsay. 

The molecular constants of CQ in the singlet states 0½ , E1v+ 
I + ë a' 

and F £ g, adopted in the Handbook, were obtained in the works [3233, 

2049, 2556, 1611] as a result oi an analysis of the bands in the sys¬ 

tem of Deslandres - Azarubia, Mulllken and Freimark. 
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The values of the molecular constants of C0 in the state e3n 
g ’ 

adopted in the Handbook (see Table 126), were found in the work [3235] 

on the basis of an analysis of the band system of Pox - Herzberg. 

Clementi [1128b], in accordance with the results of the theore¬ 

tical calculations of Mulliken [2983, 2997] and Pitzer and Clement! 

[3256, 1128c] proposed that in addition to the experimentally obser¬ 

ved states, the stable states 1Z+g and Vu with low excitation 

energies (10,000-14,000 cm-1) should exist in the molecule Cg. The 

values of the molecular constants of C2 under these conditions, found 

in the work [1128b], obtained on the basis of approximate estimates, 

are given in Table 126 and were adopted in the present Handbook. Be¬ 

cause the analogous estimate of the molecular constants of C0 in the 

investigated experimental states (^, \, ^ Vg, etc.) carried 

out by Clementi, leads to values which differ from the experimentally 

found values by not more than 3-5^ it may be expected that the error 

in the constants of C2 in the states Vg and Vu, estimated by 

Clementi, does not exceed 3-5$. 

should be pointed out that linear extrapolation of the vib¬ 

rational levels of the states B1^, cVg and c3s+u on the basis of 

the constants, recommended by Clementi [1128b], leads to dissociation 

limits, whose energy is considerably higher (by 80OO, 17,000 and 

26,000 cm"1, respectively) than the excitation energies of these states 

osculated on the basis of the adopted values and the dissociation en¬ 

ergy of the C2 molecule.* 

CO. The molecule of carbon monoxide has the ground state 1S+ and 

several triplet and singlet excited states. The spectra of the CO 

molecule have been studied more intensively to date than the spectra 

of most other diatomic molecules. Figure 16 shows a scheme of the 

known electronic states of the molecule CO, whose excitation energies 
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do not exceed 100,000 cm-1 and Indicates the observed transitions 

between these states. In addition to the electronic spectra, situated 

in the ultraviolet, visible and near infrared regions, the vibration¬ 

al - rotational and rotational spectra of CO in the infrared and mi¬ 

crowave regions have also been studied. 

Fig. 16. Scheme of the energy levels of the CO molecule. The thick 
horizontal lines Indicate the electronic states. The finer lines co¬ 
rrespond to the vibrational levels. The figure at left; Inaica'ce the 
number of observed vibrational levels in the given state. The dotted 
arrows indicate the dissociation limits of the electronic slates. 
These limits are marked by dotted horizontal lines. The horizontal 
arrows (rip) Indicate the predissociations. The electronic transitions, 

observed In the spectrum of CO, are Indicated by thick arrows, where 

l) band system Axn — Xx2'r (fourth positive band system); 2) B'1!"1' — 

- Axn (Angstrom band); 3) C^z"1* - A1!! (Herzberg bands); 4) D1!4" - 
(Chulanovskiy band); 5) Hopfield - Birge bands with the lower state 

X^Z1"; 6) a3n - x^z"4" (Carneron band); 7) d“*!! — X'L2’4’ (Tanaka band); 
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d) bY - xV (Herzberu - Hugo band); 9) a'V - ah (Asundi band); 

0) d"- a 11 < ' t?nd system); 11) bV ^ a^n (th.rd positive 
band system); 12) - a il (band system "3A"). 

Basic Ini orrnatlon on the molecular constants of CO in the X^y+ 

state was obtained as a result of a study of the fourth positive band 

system; situated in the region 1300-2700 A ard corresponding to the 

transition A1II - xV and also the vibrational-rotational spectra of 

this molecule. The most detailed investigation of the system A1n - 

- X1^ has been carried out by Gero [1688, 1689] and Schmid and Gero 

[3635] who obtained on a spectograph with a dispersion of 1.2 A/mm, 

a large number of bands, connected with transitions to different vi¬ 

brational levels of the ground state with values of v" from 8 to 24, 

and who carried out an analysis of their rotational structure. The 

bands corresponding to the transitions to the lower vibrational le¬ 

vels of the state X1^ were studied by Read [3405, 3406] (v" from 

0 to 10), and Chulanovskiy and Stepanov [459] (v" from 5 to 8). 

Read [3406] and Schmid and Gero [3635] calculated on the basis of 

the results of investigation of the band system A1n - X1^ the con¬ 

stants in the equations for the vibrational and rotational energies, 

Which describe the experimental data satisfactorily. The other band 

systems of CO were observed in absorption or were obtained on low dis¬ 

persion devices. The results of the investigations on tnese systems 

did not Permit the introduction of improvements into the values of 

the constants for the state xV, found on the basis of an analysis 

or the system A1!! - xV. The sole exception is the Investigation of 

the band system a3ll - xV (Cameron band), carried out by Oero [1691], 

Gero, Herzberg and Schmid [1697], Kao [3390] and McCulloh and Glöckler 

[2697], in which the structure of the bands, corresponding to values 

of v" < 5, was studied. 



In order to define the energies of the first vibrational levels 
1 + 

of the X X state more accurately, careful investigations of the vi¬ 

brational-rotational spectrum of CO were carried out in several works. 

In the works of Lagemann and coauthors [4243, 2515], G. Herzberg and 

Rao [2043], Rao [3391] and Rank and coauthors [3375] the infrared 

absorption spectra of CO were studied in the range of 1.2-5 microns 

(8300-2000 cm“1) and an analysis of the bands 1-0, 2-0, 3-0 and 4-0 

was carried out. Plyler and coworkers [3279, 3274, 3280, 328I, 3273] in 

vestigated the infrared emission and absorption spectra of CO con¬ 

taining flames and carried out an analysis of the bands, correspond¬ 

ing to the transitions with Av = 1 and Av = 2 for values v < 5. Fin¬ 

ally, Goldberg and Muller [1791], as a result of an analysis of the 

Infrared spectrum of the sun In the region 2.5 microns (4000 cm“1), 

investigated six CO bands, corresponding to the transitions with 

Av = 2 1er v < 7. The data obtained as a result of the investigations 

on the vibrational-rotational spectrum of CO enabled the values of 

G0(v) and Bv for v from 0 to 7 to be considerably improved. The ro¬ 

tational constants of CO (Bq, D0) determined in these studies, 

agree well with those obtained from the purely rotational spectra, 

situated in the far Infrared [3167] and microwave [1750] regions. 

On the basis of the Investigations of the infrared spectrum and 

also the results of earlier investigations of the bands A1!! - X1^,+ 

and a II — X 2 of carbon monoxide in the works [4243, 2515, 2043, 

3375, 3279, 3281, 2697, 836, 1791], values were proposeo for the con¬ 

stants in the equations for the vibrational and rotational energies 

of the molecule CO in the xV state. As can be seen from Table 127 

the values of G0(v), calculated on the basis of the constants, pro¬ 

posed by various authors, and the values, found experimentally, agree 

væll with each other. However, the levels of the vibrational energies. 
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calculated on the hauls of these constants, converge in the region of 

ill;,000-96,000 cm ]-, i.e., considerably above the dissociation limit 

oi the X 2 state (see page 950). 

TABLE 127 

Energies of the Vibrational Levels G0(v) of the Mole¬ 
cule CO in the State (in cm-1) 

Experimental Jala 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10 
IS 
20 
24 

'aux 

2143,274 [3231] 

4260,06 [32791 

6350.42 [836) 

8414.42 [3273] 

10452,18 [3273] 

20249.2 [1689] 

29401.2 [1689] 

37916.2 [1689] 

44273,1 [1689] 

89595 ± 30 

a (7.(0)-2156,539 0 — 13,2826 p* +0,0123 o*- o 

0(7.(0)-2156,533 0-13,2797 o* + 0,01150 o»; c 
‘ p Rlil 

(7.(0 — 2156,543 0 -13,2777 o*-f-0,01150 o»; vmtt ,,d 

I2W7|* 
b 

(Mfi.lTBtl® 
1 c 

133751« TaÖJi. 128 

2143,28 

4266,05 

6350,42 

84Í4.42 

10452,20 

20249,4 

29401,0 
37916.1 

44276.2 

94230 

2143,274 
4260,05 

6350.41 

8414.42 
10452,11 

20248.9 

29398.9 

37910.9 

44268.8 
94960 

# 

2143,276 

4260,07 

6350,44 
8414,47 

10451,21 
20249.1 

29399,5 
37911.» 

44268.1 

94970 

_ 

1 

2143,317 
4260,06 

6350,33 

8414,22 

1045(,83 

20248,9 

29401,2 

37916,1 

44272,6 
89615r 0 

105. 

= 92. 

>92- 

In view of this the authors of the Handbook calculated the va¬ 

lues cf the constants in the fourth power equation (previously the 

constants had been determined only in second and third power equa¬ 

tions). The calculation was carried out on the basis of the experi¬ 

mentally obtained values of Qo(v) for v < 24 (see Table 127), under 

the assumption that 0^) = Do(Co) = 89595 cm-1. As is evident 

from the Table, the constants thus obtained describe the experimen- 

teil V3luGS OÍ* Q. fv) W01 i rind ■f-K/i • q\ ) ana oatlofy the requirement for the conver- 

gence of the levels near the dissociation limit. 

These values of the vibrational constants were adopted in the 

present Handbook and are given in Table 128. The values of the rota- 

tiohai constants of CO in he xV state, adopted on the basis of 



the work [836] can also to be found there. 

The first excited state of CO, the state a%, has an energy of 

48473.97 cm”1 [3390] and a general dissociation limit with the state 

X 2 . The molecular constants of CO in the a^II state can be deter¬ 

mined on the basis of an analysis of the Cameron bands (a^Il - X1^4'), 

Asundi (a - a^n), the triplet system (d^ll - a^n), the third pos¬ 

itive system (b^2+ - a^il) and the system "3A" (c^2+ - a^n). The 

Cameron bands were obtained in the emission as well as the absorption 

spectra of CO, the other systems were observed only in emission. In 

most works, carried out on low dispersion apparatus, only the band 

edges could be observed. An analysis of the rotational structure of 

the Cameron bands was carried out in the works of Gero, Herzberg and 

Schmid [1697] and Rao [3390], of the Asundi bands in the work of 

Gero and Lorinczi [I698], of the triplet system, in the work of Gero 

and Szabo [1702], of the third positive system in the work of Dieke 

and Mauchly [1344, 13^5, 1346], Schmid and Gero [3633, 3636, 1690], 

Beer [715] and for the system "3A" by Gero [IÖ92]. The results of the 

analysis had shown that the 3¾ state is a normal % state. The rota¬ 

tional constants of CO in the state had been calculated by Dieke and 

Mauchly [1346], Beer [715] and Budo [IOO6]. The values of the rota¬ 

tional constants given in Table 128 were taken from the works [1346, 

IOO6]. 

In all band systems connected with transitions to the a3n state, 

bands were observed which correspond to transitions only to several 

of the first vibrational levels (v < 5) of this state. The vibra¬ 

tional constants of CO In the a3Il state, calculated in the works of 

Birge [824], Garg [I65O] and those adopted In the handbook [649] 

and the monographs of Herzberg [2020], describe the experimental val¬ 

ues of Gq(v) with Insufficient accuracy. Moreover, the levels of the 

vibrational energies calculated on the basis of these constants, con- 
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veree about .10,000 cm"1 above the dissociation limit of the state 

" ' ' whlch should be the same as for the a^n state. Hence the au¬ 

thors of the Handbook calculated new values for the constants In 

third power equations on the basis of the known values G0(v), assum¬ 

ing, that the states xV and a3ll have the same dissociation limit, 

and for the^state a3,, 00(vmM) = Do(co) - ^ (a3n) = 89,595 - 48,474 

41,121 cm . The constants thus determined are given in Table 128 

They describe the experimental data much better and lead to a con¬ 

vergence of the levels at vmax = 44 and G0(44) = 41,126 cm"1. 

The molecular constants of CO in the second excited state 

a ¿i were determined on the basis of an analysis of the band sys¬ 

tem of Asundi (a 3z+ ~ a3Il) and Hopfield - Birge (a'32+- X1/). The 

iirst system was obtained in emission by Asundi [577], Vaydya [4o47J, 

Gero [1693], Gero and Lorinczi [1698] and Garg [165OJ, bands co¬ 

rresponding to V' < 29 being observed in the work [I650J. On the ba¬ 

sis of these research results Garg [1650] recommended the values of 

the constants of CO in the a’V state, which were adopted in the 

Handbook [649] and the monographs [2020]. More accurate values of 

the constants if this state were found by Herzberg and Hugo [2033] 

during an investigation of the band system of Hopfield - Birge on a 

vacuum device with high dispersion. The authors of the work [2033] 

carried out an analysis of the rotational structure of all observed 

bands (v1 < 23), determined the excitation energy of the state 

a'V more precisely and determined the constants of CO in this state 

(given in Table 128). These constants describe well all the experi¬ 

mental data with the exception of the levels, found by Schmid ana 

Gero [3636] in their analysis of the perturbations of the bands in the 

third positive system. The differences in the values of G0(v), cal¬ 

culated by means of the adopted constants and those found experimen- 
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tally, attain several hundred cm 1 In this case. These differences 

are possibly due to the inaccuracy of the method, used in the work 

[3636] during the analysis of the perturbations (see [390]). 

TABLE 128 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of CO 

State T» <d« u,yt «1 «1 j D, r. 

cm 1 A 

X'l+ 

A>nh 

6*1 

ß,21. 
*2k' 
C'l 
c*2 

»IT 
pm 

0 

48687,52 

55823,07 

62300,4 
65075.6 

65340,05 
83816 
86927.6 

91947,9 
91937 
93158,0 
92938 

97730,0 
99806 

2169,999 

1743,40 

1230,651 

1137,79 
1515,61 

1093,993 
2198" i 
2160,7 

21331 i 

21341 1 

2112 

13,371 

14,31 

11,0130 

7,624 
17,250 

9,578 

39,3 
* __ 

198 

0,01884* 

-0,0824 g 

0,07378* 

-0,1125 

0,00587 

1,93130 

1,6810 

1,3453 

1,2615 
1,611¾ 

1,2663® 
2,075 
1,961 £ 

1,1764* 
1,9422* 
1,9563* 

~ £ 

1,134* 

0,017520 

0,0193 

0,1872 

0,0170 
0,02229 

0,0179 
0,033 
0,027 

£ _ 
£ _ 
£ _ 

4.510-* 

- f 
2,0510-«' 

-1,05 10-« 

1,10-« 

—tr 

6,26-10-«® 

6.M0-« 

6.5.10- 1 

6.5.10- « 

6.1.10- « 

1.1282 

1,2093 

1,3518 

1,3960 
1,2351 

1,3933 
1,088 
1,120 

1,1250 
1,1210 

a <»,*, = 0,000171 cm-1. 

b ß => — 2,99-tO** cm'*. ‘ 

C )4 = 41,5. y = 24,7 CM-'. 

d JL +^- = -1,13 c*-‘. 

e oi,/, = 0,00115 cm~1 

f a* = 5,1 ; 10-* CM~l. 
g )4 = -34,6 Ci«-1, 

y =—27,63 cm-'. 

h X+y =+0,84c)H-1. 

7- Wq. 
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The vibrational levels of the a'32+ state, calculated by means 

of the adopted values of the constants, converge in the region of 

90,900 cm-1 which compels us to assume that this state has the same 

dissociation limit as the X12+ state. The authors of the work [3991a] 

arrived at an analogous conclusion on the basis of a calculation of 

the potential energy curve of CO in the state a'3Z. 

The molecular constants of CO in the d3il state were determined 

as a result of Investigations of the triplet band system d3ll - a3n 

in the emission spectrum of this molecule. An analysis of the rota¬ 

tional structure of individual bands of the system was carried out 

in the work of Gero and Szabo [I702], who showed that the d3H state 



10 I'eVerSed a,,d Wh° deter,"lneci the values Of 3V for several vlbra- 

Uü,lal leVelE- The aC°Urate the vibrational oonstants 

°f “ ln the d “ State WOre calculated by Asundl [578] „ho obtained 

two new bands of the triplet syste,,, and improved the number^ of the 

tbnds. The constants found by Asundl „ere confirmed by Tañaba and 

coauthors [3935J who studied the band system d3n - x1^ in absorp¬ 

tion. The highest vibrational level of the d3h ,1=.0 
01 one d .1 state, observed in the 

absorption spectrum of CO (v ~ oi\ ^ 01 bo ,v - ai)j has an energy of about 8i^i50 

While extrapolation on the basis of the values of bfl leadi5 to thelr 

convergence m the region of 90,000 cnTf The rotational constants of 

CO in the d n State, given in Table 128, „ere adopted on the basis of 

the data U703], the vibrational constants on the basis of the „orb 

7 I; the Same ValUeB are fecommcnded in the Handbook [649] and the 
monographs [2020].* 

The existence of the eV state of 00 had been predicted by 

Coster and Brons [1188J and Schmid and Oero [3637] on the basis of 

observations of perturbations in the A1n -täte a a f n 
R Ji -täte. A detailed investi¬ 

gation of the constants of this -fat-e hQO K 
13 ùtate has been carried out by Herz- 

berg and Hugo [2033] during a study of the a ho 
y 1 the absorption spectrum of CO 

In the vacuum ultraviolet on a high-disner-<nn Q 
L dlsPe^bon apparatus. The authors 

° ils work carried out an analvdic* 
analysis of the rotational structure of 

several bands in the system eV y1^ ^ ^ 
y e 2 - X 2 and found the constants 

given in Table 10« +.1 , ’ 
• In the work of Tanaka and coauthors [3935] it is 

pointed out that the data obtained by them during the study 0^ the 

i“ X S °n - ~ - -er dispersion, ^ Kell 

xcuults oí the analysis by Herzberg and Hugo [2033]. 

The highest vibrational level (v = 17) of phe state e32-, ob_ 

xperlmentally, has an energy of approximately 80,500 cm“1 
relative to the v 

0 level of tiie state *..< 
Zj • extrapolation of tho 



levels on the basis of the constants proposed In the work [.1033], 

leads to a dissociation limit In the region of y0,000 ct,-1. If a more 

rapid convergence of the levels Is assumed, this state could have a 

common dissociation limit with the stare xh*. However, the existing 
experimental data are Insufficient for a verification of this hypo- 

thesis.* 

The molecular constants of CO In the bV state can be deter¬ 

mined by means of an analysis of the third positive system of bands 

(bV - a3n), to which belong also the bands , designated previously 

as the system "5B", and also from an analysis of the system of Hop- 

fleld-Blrge (bV - xV)- The third positive system in the emission 

spectrum of CO has been Investigated repeatedly by several authors. 

An analysis of the rotational structure of the bands In this system 

was carried out in the works [1346, 3633, I69O, 715]. The system 

of Hopfleld-Birge was studied in the works [3634, II88]. The constants 

of CO in the b3s+ state were adopted on the basis of the data [3633, 

I090]. A typical feature of the bV state of CO is the presence of 

predissociation in the region of 69,500 cm“1 on levels with the val¬ 

ues v = 0 and v = 1. until recently it has not been possible to ob¬ 

serve the bands, connected with the second vibrational level of this 

state, which should have an energy of approximately 66,200 cm“1. How¬ 

ever, in the work of Tanaka et al [3935], a band was found in the 

absorption spectrum of CO whose wavelength X = 1133.4 A practically 

coincides with that calculated for the band 2-0 in the system b‘ 

X1^. 
’ + 

The molecular constants of CO In the first excited singlet stat, 

were determined by means of an analysis of the fourth positive band 

system A1n - x12+, which has been investigated In emission as well as 

absorption, and also the Angstrom bands flk - X'hO in the absorptlor 
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Spectrum of CO, the band system A1!! - X1^ is developed to v' = 20 

[3935], the energy of the last observed level of the A1]! state being 

8^,^42 cm . A brief extrapolation of the curve Ag n for the 
^ v+1/2 

A II state leads to a dissociation limit* in the region of 90,000 cm-1, 

It should be pointed out that Gero [1688, I689] and Schmid and Gero 

[3634] advanced a hypothesis concerning the presence of a predisso¬ 

ciation at several vibrational levels (v = 4, 7, 8, 9) of the 4½ 

state on the basis of an analysis of the spectra of the 4½ — X^2+ 

and B 2 — X 2 systems of CO. However, careful Investigations of 

these two band systems in the works of ^ouglas and Möller [1378] and 

Tanaka et al [3935] showed convincingly that anomalies attesting to 

the presence of predissociation are absent in the intensity and po¬ 

sition of the levels of the A^II state. The most accurate values of 

the vibrational constants of CO in the A^n state, given In Table 128 

were determined by Read [3405, 3406] during an analysis of the bands 

of the system A^n — X^z"*". It has been shown in the work [2f<97] that 

these constants agree well with the magnitudes, obtained during the 

analysis of the bands A1R - X12+ and B12 - A1n for the molecule 

C 0. The rotational constants were adopted on the basis of the data 

of Schmid and Gero [3635]- The same values of the constants are re¬ 

commended by Herzberg [2020] and in the Handbook [649]. 

Two systems are connected with the second excited singlet state 

B 2. the Angstrom bands B 2 — A^n, observed only in emission and the 

Hopfield-Birge bands 6½ - X^x"^, which were studied in emission and 

absorption. An analysis of these two systems was carried out by Read 

[3405, 3406] and of the Angstrom bands by Schmid and Gero [3632]. A 

typical feature of the B^Z state of CO is the presence of predisso¬ 

ciation at the levels v = 0, K = 38 and v = 1, K = l8 in the region 

90,700 cm"1. Until recently, the levels of the B12+ state with v > 1 
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have not been observed tn the spectrum of CO, in consequence of which 

the vibrational constants in this state could not be determined. How¬ 

ever, the 2-0 band was detected in the work of Tanaka et al [3935] dur¬ 

ing an investigation of the system 13½ X1' and the energy of the 

level V = 2 relative to v = o of the state X1^ has been deter¬ 

mined as 91.000 cm . The vibrational constants, given in Table 128, 

were found by McCulloh and Glocklet [2697] on the basis of a simul¬ 

taneous analysis of the Angstrom bands in the spectra of C120 and C130. 

These agree well with the values calculated on the basis of the data 

in the work [3935] (<r = 2148 and co x = 37 cn-1). 

The rotational constants of CO in the £3½ state, given in Table 

128, were found by Schmid and Gero [3632]. 

In addition to the eight above discussed electronic states of CO, 

transitions were also observed in the electronic spectra of this mo¬ 

lecule In one triplet state c3s and a number of singlet states. Table 

128 shows the excitation energies and the molecular constants of CO 

in these states, having excitation energies under 100,000 cm-1, which 

were adopted in correspondence with the values recommended by Herz- 

berg [2020] and In the Handbook [649]. 

The singlet electronic states of CO which form three Rydberg ser¬ 

ies and have excitation energies over 100,000 cm"1, are not presented 

In the Table. The research results on these states are described in 

the works of Tanaka [3918, 3926]. 

C0^_. The electronic ground state of the molecule C0+ Is the 
2 

state 2. Three band systems are observed In the spectra of the mol¬ 

ecule C0+ which are connected with transitions between the three 

electronic states: A211 - X22, B2x - X2z and B2z - A2n. 

The first Investigations on the band systems A2n — X2S and 
-n2_ v2 
•d Z X 2 on an apparatus with high dispersion were carried out by 
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Blackburn [833> 834], who determined the values of the constants of 

C0+ in two electronic states as a result of an analysis of the struc¬ 

ture of the bands B2Z - X2Z. Later on, the band system B22 - X2£ was 

again studied by Coster, Brons and Bulthuis [II89] and Schmid [363O] 

(errors committed by Blackburn in the detennination of the rotational 

constants were detected in the work [3630] and also by Biskamp [831] 

(up to v' = 12 and v" = 8) and Schmid and Gero [363I] and the band 
2 2 system A n - X E by Coster and coauthors [II89] and Schmid and Gero 

[3631]. 

The third band system of C0+, situated in the region 3300-4845 A, 

was studied by Bulthuis [IOI5] who showed on the basis of the values 

of the Raman differences that this system is connected with a trans- 
2 ? it ion between the states B 2 and A II. Bulthuis also carried out de¬ 

tailed investigations on two other band systems of C0+, the results 

of which were described in his doctoral thesis [IOI6] which the au¬ 

thor of the present Handbook was unable to obtain. 

The most complete analysis of the bands of the systems A2n - 

- X22 and B22 - X2s was carried out in 1950 by Rao [3392, 3393] who 

used a discharge tube with hollow water-cooled graphite cathode as 

a radiation source. As a result of the analysis which he had carried 

out, Rao gave more accurate values of the rotational constants in the 

states X22 (v 7) and A2n (v < 11) and showed also that the state 
2 a. 

A II is reversed. The values of the constants of the molecule CO , 

obtained in the works of Rao [3392> 3393] are recommended in the 

Handbook [649] and the monographs [2020]. However, the values of the 

vibrational constants of the state X22 of the molecule C0+, found by 

Rao [3392], evidently do not describe satisfactorily the energy of 

the high vibrational levels of this state because the levels, calcu¬ 

lated on the basis of these constants, converge at 79,457 cm-1, while 



the dissociation energy of C0+ is 67,140 ± 160 cm“1 (see page 954). 

In view of this, new values of the vibrational constants of C0+ in 

? 
the state X Z were calculated in the work [173], which lead to the 

convergence of the vibrational levels in the region of the dissocia¬ 

tion energy. Table 129 gives a comparison of the values of AGv+:iy.,, 

calculated on the basis of the constants proposed by Rao and in the 

work [173] 1011 v < 12, with the experimental data. It can be seen 

from this Table that although for v < 6 the constants proposed by Rao, 

describe the data better, at high values of v they lead to consider¬ 

able divergences from the experimental data. 

TABLE 129 

Values of of the state X^S of the Molecule C0+ (in cm“1) 

0 

SKcnepHMCH- 
Ta/Itiiuc 3 h a - 

ICH H H 
[3303, 831| ^ 

Packer no nnriOHHnuM I 

Ü 

3KCliepllMl'H- 
TSAbiiMe 111a- 

ICKIIH 
13393, 831 Iß 

8 PaOCT no IIOCTOMIIIIUM 

13392.33931» 1*6«. 130 13392,33931» T064. 130 

0 

1 
2 

3 

* , 
5 
6 

2183,89 

2153,58 
2123,21 

2092,93 

2062,53 

2032,16 
1999,0 

2183,91 

2153,58 

2123,29 
2092,90 

2062,55 

2032,20 

2001,85 

2184.3 
2253,6 

2122.9 

2092.4 
2061.9 

2031.4 
2003,8 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 
12 

1968,9 

1939,4 
1907,6 

1879,0 

1849.2 
1790.3 

1971,48 

1941,13 
1910,75 

1880,38 
1850,01 

1819,63 

1970.1 

1939.5 
1908.6 

1877.7 

1846,6 

1814.1 

A) Experimental values; B) calculated on the basis of the con¬ 
stants. 
a) AGv+l/2 = 2183.917- 30,326v + 0.0021 v . 

Table I30 gives the constants of the molecule CO , adopted in the 

present Handbook; all values of the constants, with the exception of 

2 
the vibrational constants of the state X'2, adopted on the basis of 

the works of Rao [3392, 3393],* and the vibrational constants of the 

state X^Z on the basis of the work [173J* 

Çy A group of bands, known in the literature as the "band group 

4050" is connected with the molecule C0. The bands X 4050 A were first 

observed in the radiation spectra of comets [2309] and in the absorp- 
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tion spectra of stars [2716, 3910]. These bands were later found under 

laboratory conditions during investigations on the emission spectra 

of electrical discharges [2017, 183^, 1133, 2004], hydrocarbon flames 

[4393, 1^25. 1873, 2395, 2396, 2780, IO38, 2781], carbon furnaces 

[1655, 3236] and in the absorption spectra obtained during impulse 

photolysis of various hydrocarbon compounds [3104, 1048, 2449]. The 

most comprehensive review of the research results on the conditions 

of appearance and structure of the bands has been given in the works of 

Rosen and Swings [3489] and Herzberg [2025]. Douglas was the first to 

advance the hypothesis that the source of the bands is the molecule 

CL, [1388]. He obtained bands with a wavelength of X ^-050 A in the dis¬ 

charge spectrum of a mixture of xenon and hydrogen between carbon el¬ 

ectrodes. The spectrum was photographed in the third order of a six- 

meter concave grating with a resolution of approximately 200,000. An 

analysis of the bands, carried out under the assumption, that they 

are connected with the transition ^TI — of the linear triatomic mo¬ 

lecule Cy made it possible to obtain the rotational constants which 
lead to a value oí the interatomic distance in the electronic ground 

state of the molecule (rQ=Q = 1.28 A) which is entirely reasonable 

for a carbon double bond and agrees well with the bond length C = C 

in hydrocarbons of the aliene type. The data on the isotope shift of 

the band edges obtained in the study of the spectrum of a mixture con¬ 

taining 50$ °T the isotope an¿ also the results of the investiga¬ 

tions of the spectra appearing only in presence of the isotope 

[I.133, 1368] do not leave any doubt that the linear triatomic molecule 

is the source of the bands. 

The molecule belongs to the symmetry class D^ and should have 

three fundamental frequencies: tv/o frequencies, due to the valency vi¬ 

brations (v^ and v3) and one (Vg) due to the defórmate 
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It has not been possible co date to carry out an analysis ol the vi¬ 

brational structure of tue electronic spectrum oí' the molecule C ,. At- 
3 

tempts to carry out such an analysis, undertaken in the works of Her¬ 

man [I998J, Goupil and Herman [1834], Rosen and Swings [3485], Keiss 

and Broida [2395, 2396], and Tatevskiy Mal'tsev and Shovel'kov [55] 

were not crowned with success. As the infrared spectrum and the Raman 

spectrum of C., have not been obtained, the vibrational frequencies of 

the molecule Ch were estimated by several researchers on the basis of 

theoretical calculations. 

TABLE 130 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of CO + 

COCTOKMC 

' A 

T. “A “A «i ». 
CM-' A 

A*n, 
0 d 

20733,19r 

45876,70 

2215,10 

1562,06 

1734,18 

15,445 

13,532 

27,927 

ci 

0 0237* 

0,0131 

0,3283 

1,97720 
1,58940 

1,79992 

b 
0,01896s 
0,01942 

0,03025 

C 
6,37-10-»* 
6,60-10-* 

7,75 IO"*", 

1,1150(, 
1,24367 

1,16868 

a • 0,1, = 0,00118 or ». 

b a a, «=_ 0,000037 CÜ-». 

c • ßi = M0-* or1. 

d r A = 117,5 « «. 

e » ßt = 2,2-10-1 CM 1. 

Tatevskiy, Mal'tsev and Shevel'kov [55] and the authors of the 

present Handbook calculated the vibrational frequencies of C^ by mean; 

of Eqs. (P4.31) after an estimate of the force constants of this mole¬ 

cule had been made. The force constants of C^ were estimated on the ba¬ 

sis of a comparison between the force constants of the molecules aji^, 

C2 and CoH^. Upon transition from the ethylene molecule to the radical 

C2 the quasi-elastic coupling constant of the C = C bond varies from 

9.04*10j [366] to 9.53*10^ dyne•cm-1 [3234] and the Interatomic dis¬ 

tance from I.33 [3876] to I.3I -A [3234]. The assumption is natu¬ 

ral that upon transition from the aliene molecule C^H^ with its inter¬ 

atomic distance of r C=C I.308 A [3874] to the radical COJ in which 
3 
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rc=c = 1.28 Aj the relations of the force constants will be approxima¬ 

tely the same as upon transition from to C?. On the basis of 

these conceptions and the force constants of the aliene molecule, cal¬ 

culated by Sverdlov [364] on the basis of the results of the most re¬ 

cent studies on the spectrum of [265I, 3I.8I, 2652], the value of 

the quasi-elastic coupling constant C = C of the molecule was as- 

¢5 _1 
sumed to be fd = 10.1-10^ dyne-cm . The bond interaction constant 

and the deformation constant of were taken as being the same as in 

the aliene molecule: fdd = 0.1O1CK dyne*cm , fa/d = 0.29*10^ dyne* 

•cm“1. The values of the basic frequencies of calculated by means 

of Eqs. ( P4.31) are (in cm-1): v1 = II60, vp = 480, = I980. The 

following frequencies were obtained in the work [55] on the basis of 

analogous calculations (in cm“1): = II7I, v2 = 496, and = 2004, 

and the following frequencies were recommended as the most probable 

(in cm"1): v1 =.1200, vp = 500 and v3 = 1970. 

The value of the frequency Vg calculated in this manner agrees 

satisfactorily with the magnitude of the constant for the difference 

(523 cm"1) between the positions of the band edges of the progression 

obtained by Kiess and Broida [2395, 2396] in the spectrum of C^. The 

authors of the works [2395, 2396] pointed out that the value of this 

difference is close to the frequency which one would expect for the 

deformation vibrations of the carbon double bond. The calculated value 

of the frequency practically coincides with the corresponding fre¬ 

quency in the molecule of aliene (i960 cm“1) and the value vd exceeds 

the frequency of the valency vibration of the C = C bond in the mole- 

cule (IO80 cm“ ) by about 90 cm.“ . Values of the basic frequenci¬ 

es of the molecule C^, fairly close to those given above, were esti¬ 

mated by Goupil and Herman [1834] (v1 = 1263 and = 1947 cm“1) and 

Glöckler [I766] (v^ = I070, Vg = 355 and = 198O cm“1). Because, how- 
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ever, the details of these calculations are not reported, a discussion 

of the results thus obtained is made more difficult. 

The values, recommended in the work [55] and given in Table 131,* 

which are close to the averages of the above listed values, have been 

adopted in the present Handbook for the fundamental frequencies of 

the molecule C^. It must be pointed out that these values may only be 

regarded as approximate, containing an uncertainty of 10-15^. 

An analysis of the rotational structure of the bands with X 4050 

and X4072A, appertaining to the molecule C3, has been carried out by 

Douglas [1368], Kiess and Bass [2393] and Kiess and Broida [2395]. The 

values of the rotational constants B" and D" found by these authors, 

practically coincide.** Table I3I presents the values of the rotation¬ 

al constants of the molecule C^, obtained in the work [2395], 

TABLE 131 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Con¬ 
stants of C« in the Electronic Ground 
State -3 

»•(2) V* B D 
a 

cm-' 

1200 500 1970 0,4280 0,46.1o-» 2 

Experimental data which would enable the problem of the type of 

ground state of the radical to be decided unequivocally are lacking 

at the present time. In the analysis of the electronic spectrum of 

in the wo3’ks [1368, 2393, 2395] it was assumed that the observed bands 

are connected with transitions of the type This hypothesis 

was supported by the absence of any splitting of the rotational lines 

in the spectrum but because of the small rotational constant of this 

molecule such an effect may also be caused by insufficient resolution 
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coup- of the rotational structure of the bands and the low value of the 

ling constant. Glöckler [1766] assumed in the estimation of the con¬ 

stants of C3 that the ground state of is a quintet. Because this as¬ 

sumption is not substantiated in any way in the work [1766] and it is 

difficult to account for the presence of two unpaired electrons in 

each of the outer carbon atoms.,, the hypothesis that the ground state 

of C3 is the state 2 appears to be more justified. This hypothesis 

has been adopted in the present Handbook.* 

The energy of the excited state of with which the band X 4050 

A are connected, is about 25,000 cm-1. 

COg. The molecule C02 has a linear symmetrical structure and be¬ 

longs to the point group D^. Two fundamental frequencies of C02(v2 and 

v^) are active in the infrared spectrum, the third one (v^ in the 

Raman spectrum. The infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum of carbon 

dioxide have been studied in dozens of works and have been investiga¬ 

ted better to date than for any other polyatomic molecule. Herzberg 

[I52], on the basis of an analysis of the data, published prior to the 

year 1944, recommends for the molecule CC>2 the values of the vibra¬ 

tional constants, determined by Dennison [1314] and the rotational con¬ 

stants, obtained by Adel and Dennison [490] (see Table I32). 

It should be pointed out that a strong perturbation of the energy 

levels occurs in the molecule C02 owing to the Fermi resonance between 

the vibrational states (v^ v2, v3) and ^ - 1, v2 + 2, v3). This 

circumstances make an analysis and the determination of the molecular 

constants of C02 of the spectrum considerably more difficult. In the 

calculation of the values of the vibrational constants of CC>2 in the 

work [1314] the assumption was made that the constant of the resonance 

interaction W is independent of the vibrational quantum numbers. 

During the Fifties, the spectrum of C02 was again studied in sev- 
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eral works. Individual bands in the infrared spectrus, were obtained 

pparatus with great resolving power. Nielsen and Yao [3079] (v )• 

Benedict, Herman and Silverman [729] (six bands with Av = 1); BJ¿ct 

and Plyler [73O] (2v2 and vx + v3); Piyler and Ball [3274] (v and v, + 

+ v3 vg); A. Nielsen and Lagemann [3074]; Gailai and Plyler [1639] 

(3V3^ Rosman, Rao and H. Nielsen f 35111 (v \ • Rn 
o ea \V2' ’ Rossmann, France, Rao 

and H. Nielsen [3510] {v3 - Vl and v3 - 2v2] and Blaine, Plyler and 

idwell [836] (v3). m some of these works [3074, 3079, 729] and also 

in the work of Goldberg and coauthors [1790] who investigated the ro- 

tational-Structure of 13 CO, bands in the region 1.5-8.1 mk (6670- 

-1250 cm ) i„ the emission spectrum of the sun, gave more accurate 

values for the individual constants of the CO, molecule. 

Detailed investigations of the infrared spectrum of CO., were car¬ 

ried out by Taylor, Benedict and Strong [3951], G. Herzberg and L 

Herzberg [2030] and Oourtoy [li99]. Taylor et al .,QR1, 
L layior et al. [3951J studied the 

absorption spectrum of carbon dioxide gas heated to 500°c within the 

range of 5 microns (2000 cm'h on a prism spectrometer and in the ran- 

8e of 15 microns (670 cm'1) on an apparatus with a diffraction grid 

By an investigation of the spectrum of the hot gas, the authors of the 

work [3951] obtained 22 new 00, bands, connected with transitions be¬ 

tween energyblevels with the values v, < 3 and v, < 5, most of which 

were perturbed by a Permi resonance, and also to determine more pre¬ 

cisely the frequency of the band 2V, - v,. m the work [3951] it was 

ound for the first time that the interaction of the Permi resonance 

in CO, is not constant but depends on the vibrational quantum numbers 

On the basis of the experimental data thus obtained, the authors [3951] 

determined the vibrational constants of CO, with greater precision 

(see Table 132) and also determed W as a function of the values of 

v2 and v^.* 
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G. Herzberg and L. Herzberg [2030] investigated the spectrum of 

C0o in the range 0.8-1.25 microns (12,500-8000 cm“1) on a large dis¬ 

persion apparatus (1.25 and 2.5 A/mm) using thick layers of the absor¬ 

bing gas (from 53O to 55OO m). I3 new composite and difference bands 

of COg were discovered in this work, corresponding to the values 

v0 < 4 and v^ < 5, and an analysis of the rotational structure of 11 

bands was carried out. By means of an investigation in the photograph¬ 

ic range, the authors of [2030] determined the wave numbers of the 

lines with an accuracy of +0-02 cm“1 which made it possible to incre¬ 

ase considerably the accuracy of the determination of the rotational 

constants. Their combination differences obtained in the analyst of 

six bands, were found to be B000 = 0.39020 + 0.00010 cm-1 and D0 = 
O *i 

= (12 + 4)-10- cm“' . On the basis of the magnitudes of B which 

had been found and also the data obtained in the works [1790, 730, 

3079], G. Herzberg and L. Herzberg determined the values of the rota¬ 

tional constants of C02 given in Table 132 and showed that the usual 

formula (I.56) with these constants describes the values of B 
vpv2v3 

for the unperturbed states with an accuracy of +0.00003 cm“1 and the 

mean values of the constants B for the polyads, connected with 
V1V2V3 _! 

the Fermi resonance, with an accuracy of +0.0002 cm . 

The most accurate values of the constants of C0o were obtained in 

the work of Courtoy [II99] which was essentially a continuation of the 

work of G. Herzberg and L. Herzberg. Courtoy investigated the absorp¬ 

tion spectrum of carbon dioxide gas in the range 1.25-2.85 microns 

(8OOO-35OO cm“1) on a high-dispersion apparatus. In order to increase 

the accuracy of determination of the wavelengths of the lines, a Fabry- 

Perot interferometer was used. Courtoy obtained 27 composite and dif¬ 

ferent bands, including the bands corresponding to the transitions be¬ 

tween the states with £ = 1 and £ = 2. and carried out an analysis of 
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the rotational structure of these bands. In order to determine the 

vibrational constants of C02, Courtoy used, in addition to his own 

data, the results of at the time unpublished investigations on the 

infrared spectrum of COg, including the data of Benedict for the sta- 

tes 03 0 and 02^0 and the Raman spectrum) data of Stoicheff for the 

bands, see [3877] and also the data [3511., 836, 3951, 2030]. Cuurt- 

oy proposed the expression 

W — (U70 ~ 

for the dependence of the constant interaction of the Fermi resonance 

W on the vibrational quantum numbers. This expression agrees with the 

formula obtained by Amat and Goldsmith [536] on the basis of the gen¬ 

eral perturbation theory. 

The constants found by Courtoy in the cubic equation for the en¬ 

ergies of the unperturbed vibrational levels of CO and also the con- 

stants in the expression for W, are given in Table I32. The values of 

G0^v1v2v3^^ ^°1, ^ vl'bra'tional levels of C02 corresponding to the va¬ 

lues <4, Vg < 8, v^ < 5 and ^ < 5, calculated on the basis of these 

constants, agree with those found experimentally within the limits of 

+0.5 cm”1. 

The rotational constants of COg in the ground state were determin¬ 

ed by Courtoy on the basis of the combination differences, obtained in 

the analysis of 14 bands and found to be equal to B000 = 0.39021 + 

0.00004 cm" and Dq = (I3.5 ± 0»5)•10"° cm" . To this value of B000 

corresponds Tqqq (CO) = I.I6213 + 0.00012 A. On the basis of the dis¬ 

covered values of B and also the data obtained in the works 
V1V2V3 

[3510, 836, 3951], Courtoy calculated the values of the rotational con¬ 

stants in the second-order equation 

+t) + T’) » 
• mm 
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given in Table 132. It should be pointed out that if one calculates on 

the basis of these constants the unperturbed values of 3 and 
-L 2 3 

thei. calculates by means of the constants which characterize the pro¬ 

portion of the unperturbed vibrational eigenfunctions in the perturbed 

functions, the values of Bir _r for the perturbed states, the cor- 
V1V2V3 

responding magnitudes agree with those found experimentally within 

1*10-^ cm~*L.* 

TABLE 132 

Molecular Constants of CC>2 (in cm“1) 

nocTOflaaaa [1521 |395l| [2030( 

-ÎTCT“ 
(II991*'0’* 

«I 

<M2) 
U) 

Xu 

xn 

X» 

Xu 

Xu 

xn 

in 

B. 

«i 

a* • 

a» 
£V10* 

1351,2 

672,2 

2396,4 

—0,3 

—1.3 
-12,5 

5.7 
-21,9 

-11,0 

1.7 
50,4 

0,3906 

0,00056 

-0,00062 

0,0029 

1354,42 

672,43 

2396,80 

-2,20 

-0,75 

-12,50 
+3,76 

-21,84 

-11,58 

1,03 e 
51,01* 

2396,31 
—2,61 

—12,50 

—19,17 

-12,42 

0,3915 

0,00109 

-0,00073 
0,00307 

12 

1354,94 

673,02 

2396,40 

-3,75 
—0,63 

-12,63 

3,62 

-19,37 d 

-12,53r 
0f775p 

0,39162*^ 

0,00126 
-0,00076 

0,0030875 

13,5 

A) constant; 
a) several different values for the vibrational constants 
obtained without taking into account the data of several 
preceding works are given in the work of Courtoy [1200]. 
b) practically the same values for the constants of 

1 ° 
C 0o are given in the work of Courtoy [1201]. 

c) the basic frequencies v = 1388.I5, v = 667.40, v = 
*L ^ 

= 2349.1b cm , correspond to the presented values of the 
vibrational constants. 

d) y2_2_2_ = ^222 =: ^333 = = 

y122 = yl33 " °*07^ y113 = y223 = 0i' y233 = 
y = 0.02 cm“1. 

J "1 

e) ß2 = O.025, ß3 = O.OO95 cm"-1. 

f) \1 = 0.15, k2 = 0.4l, X3 = O.78, cm"1, \£ = 0. 
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S) I'll = 1?SL = °' V5:f 
= y23 = i'10 cm • 

■ 10 7 13 

The constants found by Courtoy for the centrifugal stretching Dy 

in the perturbed states of C0o differ considerably from the magnitude 

of this constant in the ground state [1204]. However, owing to the 

fact that the mean values of Dy for each group of interacting levels 

is close to the value of D0, this is of no importance for the subse¬ 

quent calculation of the thermodynamic functions. In the work [1201] 
13 , 

Courtoy investigated the infrared spectrum of C 0g in the region 

5,440-8000 cm"1, determined the molecular constants of this isotope mo¬ 

dification of C0o and calculated also the values of the molecular con- 
C- 

slants of its other isotope modifications. Practically the same val- 
12 

ues of the constants are recommended in the work [1201] for C 0g 

as those found in the work [1199]. 

According to the present theoretical concepts, the molecule COg 

should have several electronic states with relatively low excitation 

energies. Experimental studies of the absorption specura of COg show¬ 

ed that the gas is transparent up to X 17OO A and that the excitation 

energy of the lower electronic ground state of ^Og should exceed 

58,000 cm”1. This inference has been confirmed by the theoretical cal¬ 

culations of Mulligan [2971] according to whom the first excited state 

of C0o should have an energy of about 7-6 ev (01,000 cm 
C. 

It should be pointed out that a system of bands can be observed 

in the emission spectrum of carbon monoxide flames in the region 3OOO- 

-5500 A, which several authors relate to the molecule COg (see [14-2]). 

Gaydon [14-2] identified this band system with the system which is pre¬ 

sent in the emission spectrum in the region below I7OO A and which is 

connected with a transition between the triplet state of COg (in which 
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the molecule C02 is Dent) and the singlet ground state. The fact that 

the hands of this system, observed in emission, lie in the region of 

longer wavelengths, than in absorption, Gaydon explains by the differ¬ 

ent configuration and dimensions of the molecule in the excited and 

ground states.* Walsh [4l4o] proposed a different interpretation of 

the bands of CO flames, assuming that they are connected with a tran¬ 

sition between two excited triplet states of this molecule the lower 

of which (^B2 state), in his opinion, should have an excitation energy 

of about 20,000-25,000 cm“1. The absence of transitions between this 

^B2 and the 1£ ground state of COg in the spectrum of carbon dioxide 

Walsh explained by the fact that the respective transitions are for¬ 

bidden by the selection rules. 

The erroneous nature of the hypotheses of Walsh in the interpre- 

lation of the bands of carbon monoxide flames has been demonstrated in 

detail by Gaydon (see [l42]). In particular, the calculations of 

Mulligan [2971] showed that the lower triplet state of C02 should have 

an energy over 60,000 cm“1 and that in the absorption spectra of C02, 

obtained in :arge absorbing layers, bands which could be related to 

transitions between the lower triplet states, are absent. 

In agreement with this, it has been assumed in the present Hand¬ 

book that the molecule C02 has excited states with energies in excess 

of 58,000 cm”1, which cannot be taken into account in the calculations 

of the thermodynamic functions of carbon dioxide. 

C^Og . The first investigations on the structure and basic fre¬ 

quencies of the molecule C302 were carried out in the Thirties [857, 

962, 963, 1485, 2653]. The problem of the possible structure of the 

molecule and the problem of the basic frequencies of connected 

with it, are examined in fairly great detail in the monograph of 

Herzberg [152]. However, because of the equivocal interpretations of 
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the experimental data, the problem of the structure of the molecule 

C~0o could not be considered tc have been solved until recently. 
J £- 

Qn the basis of the general concepts concerning the directions of 

the valencies, the hypothesis of the linear symmetrical model for 

C,,0o is the most, probable. The electron diffraction measurements, car- 
D <- 

ried cut by Brockway and Pauling [962, 963] and Boersch [ 89', ], con¬ 

firmed this hypothesis. These authors found r^^^ = I.30 + 0.02 A and 

rC-0 = ^*2Cl — 0*02 A. S. Lefebre and D. Lefebre [2586] found, however, 

that the molecule C202 has a dipole moment of 0«7 D, which contradicts 

the hypothesis of its symmetrical structure. 

The results of the first spectioscopic studies proved to be con¬ 

tradictory. An investigation of the infrared absorption spectrum 

[2653] made it possible to give preference to the linear model of C.-,02 

belonging to the point group symmetry D^, while an investigation of 

the Raman spectrum [1485] attested to the nonlinear structure of Cç,02 

(point group symmetry CQ ). 
¿v 

In I95I, Mackle and Sutton [2720] again carried out electron di¬ 

ffraction measurements on an apparatus which was improved as compared 

with that used in the works [962, 963* ^57] • The detailed analysis of 

the electron diffraction patterns thus obtained by the authors of 

[2720] showed that the best agreement between theory and experiment 

can be obtained only for the linear model at 0=0 
I.I9 + 0.03 A and 

rr,_p = I.28 + 0.03 A. The hypothesis that the disagreement between the 

earlier experimental data had been due to the presence of various im¬ 

purities in the investigated samples of C^Og, connected with the pro¬ 

cess of production of C^02, and, in particular, the presence of ketene, 

was expressed for the first time in the work of Mackle and Sutton 

[272O]. This hypothesis was confirmed by O'Loana [3133], who detected 

the ketene bands in the infrared spectrum of C^02. The presence of Ke- 
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teñe obviously accounts for the appearance of the dipole moment, found 

in the work [2386] and the presence of several bands in the Raman 

spectrum and in the infrared absorption spectrum of Co0o.* 

The doubts with regard to the structure of the molecule were main¬ 

ly due to the incompleteness of the spectral data [1485, 2653]. Be¬ 

cause of this. Long, Murfin and Williams [2640] and Rix [3446] re¬ 

peated the investigation of the infrared absorption spectrum and the 

Roman spectrum of C^. The authors of the work [2b40j paid special 

attention to the process of the synthesis and purification of the 

investigated compounds. The Raman spectrum of the liquid was record¬ 

ed on a two-prism photoelectric spectrometer. The accuracy of the de¬ 

termination of the wavelengths of the Raman lines was +3 cm“1. The 

infrared spectrum of gaseous carbon suboxide in the region from 275 

to 4600 cm was rec ’ded in the work [2640] on a Perkon-Elmer spec¬ 

trometer. The authors of [2640] recorded the absorption spectrum of 

different fractions of at different stages of purification which 

enabled them to detect changes in the spectrum due to the presence of 

impurities. The detailed analysis of the observed spectra and the com¬ 

parison with the spectra obtained in the previous works [1485, 2653] 

and also the calculation of the force constants of Ch0„, carried out 
3 ¿ 

by the authors of the work [2640] to select the basic frequencies 

of the molecule and to give an interpretation of the infrared bands 

and the Raman spectrum on the basis of the hypothesis that the mole¬ 

cule Ch02 is linear and belongs to the point group symmetry D , 

This involved postulating the existence of the frequency = 198 cm“1 

which is active in the infrared spectrum. Having investigated the 

spectra of different compounds in the far infrared region, O'Lcane 

[3133] really found this frequency in the spectrum of CQ0o, which con- 

firmed the correctness of the assignment of the frequencies of C^0c# 
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proposed in the work [2640]. 

Table 133 presents the values of the fundamental frequencies of 

the molecule C^Og found by the authors of the work [26^-0] and the va¬ 

lue of the moment of inertia calculated on the basis of the results of 

the electron diffraction measurements of Mackle and Sutton [2720] on 

the basis of the assumption that the molecule has a linear structure. 

TABLE 133 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of C^Og 

V! V» V. V4 v,(2) J V« (2) Vj(2) / 
0 

Cli-‘ 10—** 

220011 832* 2258 1575 578* 549 198 38,9 2 

a) the frequencies Vg and were found as a 

result of a study of the Raman spectrum of liquid 

The investigation of the vibrational spectra of C^Og, carried out 

by Rix [3446] led to a different conclusion. Although the results of 

the measurements of the polarization of the lines in the Raman spec¬ 

trum indicated a linear structure of the molecule C^g, the analysis 

of the form and structure of the infrared absorption bands led Rix to 

the cohclusion that a zigzag of the C^Og molecule is the most prob¬ 

able.* However, the author of the work [3446] himself dess not con¬ 

sider this conclusion to have been completely substantiated. I'o should 

be pointed out that the concept of the zigzag structure of the C^g 

molecule does not agree with the theoretical ideas on the direction of 

the valencies of the carbon atom and has not been confirmed by the 

results of later studies.** 

ECO. The molecule ECO is nonlinear, unsymmetrical and belongs to 

the point group symmetry Clv. The bands of the molecule ECO, situated 
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in the region 2500-4200 A and having a very complex structure, were 

first observed in the em'ssion spectrum of different hydrocarbon fla¬ 

mes by Vaidya [4o48] and later by several other researchers [2126, 

3008, 1666, 1672]. This group of bands was obtained in the emission 

spectrum during the photochemical decomposition of formic acid [419] 

and also in the fluorescence spectrum of formaldehyde [1437], Vaidya 

[4048] first advanced the hypothesis that the radical HCO is the emit¬ 

ter of these bands, known in the literature as "hydrocarbon flame 

bands". The hypothesis of Vaidya was confirmed by the observation of 

the isotope displacement of the edges of the bands ccurring when the 

spectrum is excited in flames of + o2 and C?D2 + 02 [2126, 3OO8, 

4052] and the analogy between the vibrational structure of the ob¬ 

served bands and the structure of the ß bands of the molecule NO, 

which is isoelectronic with the molecule HCO. 

With the aim of obtaining the hydrocarbon flame bands in the ab¬ 

sorption spectrum, Ramsay [3357] studied the absorption spectra which 

are observed during impulse photolysis of various compounds (HoC0, 

CHICHO, (HC0)2) but did not detect any absorption in the region 2600- 

-4100 A, where these bands are situated in the emission spectrum. How¬ 

ever, he found extremely weak series of bands with a very simple 

structure and maxima at 6138.8 and 5624.1 A in the red and green region 

of the spectrum. An analysis of the rotational structure of the P-, 

Q- and R- oranches of these bands showed that they are connected with 

an electronic transition from a higher state in which the HCO mole¬ 

cule is bent, to a higher state in which the molecule is linear. The 

following rotational constants for the lower state were found: = 

1.496, C000 = 1.403 cm . Later on, Herzberg and Ramsay [2042], us¬ 

ing the method of impulse spectroscopy during the photochemical decom¬ 

position of acetaldehyde and CH^CDO, obtained 9 HCO bands and 10 DC0 
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bands in the absorption spectrum. The spectra were photographed in 

the first and second order of a 21-foot spectrograph with curved grid. 

The relative accuracy of determination of the wave numbers of the lines 

was +0.02 cm"1. The results of an analysis of the rotational structure 

of the bands of the molecules HCO and DCO confirmed the conclusions of 

Ramsay [3357] to the effect that their emitter is formyl. On the basis 

of a study of a large number of bands, the authors of the work [20t‘2] 

improved the values of the rotational constants of HCO slightly and 

found Bqqq = I.4944 and C000 = 1.4008 cm”1. Assuming that the inertial 

defeat in the vibrational ground state is negligibly small, Herzberg 

and Ramsay obtained &qqq = 22.365 cm” . The values recommended in the 

work [2042] for the rotational constants and also the value of the 

„ i 

centrifugal stretching constant Cqqq = 9*o*10 cm were adopted in 

the present Handbook and are given in Table 134. An analysis of the 

rotational structure of the bands of HCO and DCO enabled Herzberg and 

Ramsay [2042] to suggest that rc_H = I.08 + 0.02 A, and to determine 

the values of the structural parameters of the radical HCO in the low¬ 

er electronic state: rc_0 = I.I98 A and /HCO = 119o30' (these values 

are close to the analogous magnitudes in HgCO [see further on, page 

907] )• 

The vibrational structure of the band system of HCO has been stu¬ 

died in the works [4o48, 3008, 2128], 

Murphy and Schoen [3008] showed on the basis of an analysis of 

the spectrograms obtained by Baidya [4o48], that the bands of HCO can 

be interpreted as being connected with the two vibrations: = 1229 

and v,2 = 1070 cm”1 in the upper state and v"^ = 1880 and v"2 = 1538 

cm” in the lower state. These values enabled the authors of [3008] to 

regard these vibrations as a valency vibration of the C = 0 bond and 

a deformation vibration of the molecule HCO. Comparison of the basic 
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froqufineioß in the lower state with the frequencies of the correspond¬ 

ing vibrations of the formaldehyde molecule (1744 and I503 cm" ) pro¬ 

vided additional confirmation for the hypothesis that the investiga¬ 

ted spectrum appertains to the molecule HCO. 

TABLE 134 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of HCO, H^CO and CloC0 

Mojieity/ia 

A 

Vi V, Vj V« V| v. • ^000 flaw £<x» 
0 

CM~‘ 

HCOa 
HjCO 
Cl,CO 

1830 

2766,4 

570 

1538 

1746,07 

1827 

2850 
1500,6 

285 

2843,4 

849 

1247,4 

440 

1169,5 

585 

22,365 

9,41003b 

0,2641416 

1,4944 

1,29536 b 

0,1159136 

1,4008 

1,13425 b 

0,0804646 

1 
2 

2 

2 + 1 
A) moleculej a) an excited state 2 with an energy of 8468.13 cm 
is known. oc- 
b) the values for the rotational constants for Cl^ CO have been 
given. 

In order to obtain intense HCO bands free of overlapping by 

bands of diatomic molecules, normally present in hydrocarbon flames, 

Hornbeck and Herman [2128] used a special burner which made it possi¬ 

ble to obtain a stable flame, fed by a very lean hot mixture (the ratio 

of fuel to oxidant was varied from 0.01 to 0.05). The high dispersion 

of the apparatus, by means of which the spectrum was photographed 

(4 A/mm) and the low temperature of the excitation source enabled Horn- 

beck and Herman [2128] to obtain a larger number of bands and to carry 

out more accurate measurements than in the work of Vaidya [4o48]. Al¬ 

though the presence of only two progressions in the spectrum of HCO 

provided little scope for carrying out a vibrational analysis of the 

spectrum of the polyatomic molecule, the smoothly varying horizontal 

and vertical differences between the edges of the bands, measured in 

the work [2128], led to two frequency values: about I782 and 285I cm“1. 

The first frequency proved to be close to the characteristic frequency 
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of the C = 0 bond and was identified in the work [2128J with the fre¬ 

quency v1.* Because the value v1 = l880 cm"1, found by Murphy and 

Schoen [3OO8J, and the value I782 cm"1, found in the work [2128], are 

only approximate, the mean value = 1830 cm 1 has been adopted in 

the present Handbook for the basic vibration frequency of the C - 0 

bond in the molecule HCO. The second frequency found in the work [2128] 

(about 2n81 cm“1) lies in the frequency region of the valency vibra¬ 

tions of the C - H bond and was assigned by the authors of [2128] to 

the vibration An estimate of this frequency in analogy with the 

corresponding frequencies in the molecule HgCO = 2780 and vi( = 

= 2847 cm-1) and also on the basis of a comparison of the frequencies 

of the valency vibrations of C - H in molecules of different types 

leads to a value of = 2850 cm"1, which agrees with the value found 

in the work [2128]. 

The authors of the Handbook calculated the values of the basic 

frequencies of HCO by means of the equations of the field of the va¬ 

lency forces (P4.25). The calculation was carried out on the assumption 

that the force constants of the C — H and C = 0 bonds and the deforma¬ 

tion constant of the radical HCO are equal to the corresponding for¬ 

ce constants of the formaldehyde molecule (respectively 4.43*10 

12.5*10^ and 1.2•iq”11 dyne•cm"1). The calculated values of the fre¬ 

quencies = 1820 and = 2840 cm"1 practically coincide with the 

frequencies found experimentally and the value of the frequency of 

the deformation vibration v2 = l4l0 cm 1i although it is much smaller 

than that found experimentally [3OO8] (v2 = 1538 cm 1), agrees with it 

within the limits of the accuracy of the calculation (about 10%), 

The values of the basic frequencies of the molecule HCO adopted 

in the Handbook are given in Table 134. The possible error in the va¬ 

lues of the frequencies v]L and do not exceed 5$, while the uncer- 
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ta int y in the value of v;i may be considerably greater.* 

An analysis of the structure of the bands, observed in the vis¬ 

ible region and correlation of the electronic states of the molecule 

HCO with the electronic states of the hydrogen atom and the molecule 

CO enabled Herzberg and Ramsay [2042] to identify the investigated 

bands in the absorption spectrum of HCO as being connected with the 

transition 2 •<_ A". As Walsh [4l42] showed, such a transition should 

correspond to an increase in /HCO to l8o° in the upper state and to 

a partial increase in the distance rc=0 Hence, such a transition 

should include a deformation vibration and a valency C = 0 vibration 

which is actually observed [3008, 2042]. 

The authors of the work [2042] pointed out that although it is 

natural to take the lower 2A" state for the ground state, one cannot 

exclude the possibility that the 2A" state is a lower metastable state 

An analysis of the bands, carried out by Herzberg and Ramsay [2042] 

showed that the excitation energy of the 22+ state is 8468.13 + 1.0 

cm-1. At the same time, several constants of HCO in this state were 

fmnd in the work [2042]: co° = 811.0, + x°3 = 3337.5 cm"1 and the 

value B¿00 = 1.3419 cm"1. To this rotational constant correspond the 

interatomic distances rQC — H) = l.O? + 0.01 A (taken by analogy to 

the hydrocyanic acid molecule), r0(C - 0) = I.I83 + 0.0025 A. 

Herzberg remarked in the work [2026] that the HCO bands observed 

in the emission spectra of various hydrocarbon flames, are connected 

with a transition between the lower state, identical with the lower 

iate of the absorption bands studied in the work [3357, 2042] which is 

the ground state of the molecule HCO, and the upper state, whose ex¬ 

citation energy considerably exceed the energy of the state 2A". Herz- 

berg also suggested that the complexity of the structure of the hydro¬ 

carbon bands can evidently be explained by the fact that in the upper 
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state, with which these bands are connected, the molecule HCG is non¬ 

linear, the same as in the ground state. 

FCQ and C1C0. The spectrum and the structure of the molecules FCO 

and C1C0 have not been studied experimentally. In the present Handbook 

it is being assumed that the structure of the molecules FCO and C1C0 

is analogous to the structure of the molecule HCO, i.e., it is assumed 

that FCO and C1C0 are nonlinear and asymmetrical molecules, whose ge¬ 

ometrical structure is determined by the valency angle XCO and the 

lengths of the C - X and C = 0 bonds, where X = F and Cl, respectively. 

Because the interatomic distances rç=0 and rc ^ and the angle between 

the HCO bonds in the molecule of formyl and the molecule of formalde¬ 

hyde are practically identical, it is being assumed in the Handbook, 

that the structural parameters of FCO and C1C0 are similar to the cor¬ 

responding parameters of F CO and Cl CO and are equal to r = 1.17, 
£_ (— — W 

rc_F = I.3I A and /FCO = 120° for FCO and rc_0 = 1.17, rc_ci = ^7^ A 

and /C1C0 = 120° for C1C0, respectively. 

The probable error in the values r^^ is + 0.02 A, in r^, ^ + O.05 

A and in the values of /XCO + 5°. The values of the products of the 

inertial moments of FCO and C1C0, calculated on the basis of these mag¬ 

nitudes, are given in Table 135* 

The nonlinear molecule XCO should have three fundamental fre¬ 

quencies: the frequencies v1 and v^, connected with the valency vibra¬ 

tions of the bonds C - X and C = 0, respectively, and the frequency of 

the deformation vibration Vg. The values of these frequencies can be 

estimated approximately by comparing the corresponding frequencies of 

HCO, HgCO, FgCO and ClgCO or as a result of calculation on the basis 

of Eqs. (P4.25) on the assumption that the force constants for FCO and 

C1C0 are equal to the corresponding force constants of FgCO and ClgCO 

[2749J. The values .of the fundamental frequencies thus calculated are 
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for FCO (in cm“1): 

v1 = 2020, 

V, = 1940, 

and for C1C0 (in cm”1): 

vx = 1920, 

v1 = 1830, 

v2 = 640, v3 = 1250 

v2 = 590, v3 = 1200 

v2 = 300, 

v2 = 400, 

v'3 = 850 

v3 - 84o 

The values of the frequencies of FC0 and C1C0, which are close to 

the averages of the values, obtained as the results of two different 

estimates, and which are presented in Table I35, have been adopted in 

the present Handbook. The possible error in the adopted values of the 

frequencies is 10$.* 

Because there is a single free electron in the radicals FC0 and 

C1C0, their electronic ground state should be a doublet. In analogy 

with HC0 it is being assumed that this state is a state of the type 
2 

In analogy with HC0 one can also assume that excited electronic 

states with an energy of less than 10,000 cm“1 exist in FCO and C1C0. 

H2C0* Ii:' has been shown unequivocally by electron diffraction 

and spectroscopic measurements that the formaldehyde molecule is flat 

and symmetrical, with a symmetry axis along the C = 0 bond (point group 

symmetry C2^) ’ H2C0 slx nonciegeïierate vibration frequencies which 

are active in the infrared spectrum and in the Raman spectrum. 

The infrared absorption spectrum of gaseous formaldehyde has been 

studied by many researchers [3080, 1444, 1445, 84l, 3743, 2501, 1272, 

3085, 2085, 840]. 
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TABLE 135 

Adopted Vaiues of the Molecular 
P2C0, HFCO, FC1C0 Constants of FCO, C1C0, 

A) molecule. 

On the basis of an analysis of the works carried out up to 1945, 

Herzberg [152] recommended the fundamental frequencies of 11,00, pro/ 

posed by Bbers and Nielsen [1444, 1445] (v, = 2780 „ _ 17L l 
= -, = 2874, y5. 1280, y6. q^^-1, ;e -that 

the investigations of the electronic spectrum of formaldehyde [2072, 

1837, 3827] give slightly different values for the frequencies of the 

deformation vibrations and Vg. However, in the work of Brand [899] 

dealing with the study of the fluorescence spectrum of formaldehyde 

and in the work of Walsh [4138], in which the ultraviolet spectra of 

I4.CO and D2C0 have been analyzed, the frequency values ^ = 1280 cm“1 

and vg = 1165.9 cm'1 were found, which practically coincide with the 

frequencies, obtained as a result of the analysis of the infrared spec¬ 

trum of h2C0 [1444, 1445]. Because the investigations of the infrared 

spectrum and the Eaman spectrum of gaseous formaldehyde, carried out by 

Kuratani [2501] and Davidson, Stoicheff and Bernstein [1272] also con¬ 

firmed the recommendation of Herzberg [152], the values of the basic 

frequencies, found by Ebers and Nielson [1444, 1445], were adopted in 

the first edition of the present Handbook. 

The work of Blau and Nielson [84l]* dealing with a study of the 
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infrared absorption spectrum of formaldehyde vapor, carried out on 

high-dispersion apparatus, was published in 1957* The region 3-4 mic- 

-1 
rons (3300-2500 cm ) was investigated on a modified Pfund spectrome¬ 

ter with an echelle-type grating. In the region 5.7, 6.7 and 7.5-10 

microns, the work was carried out on a vacuum spectrometer with grat¬ 

ing. The use of the vacuum device made it possible to avoid the ap¬ 

pearance of atmospheric absorption bands which would be superposed on 

the investigated formaldehyde bands in the spectrum. Blau and Nielsen 

measured the fine structure of seven bands in the spectrum of E->C0 

with great accuracy (six bands are connected with the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies and one with a Raman frequency). The coriolis interaction 

between the levels and Vg* was taken into account in the analysis. 

The frequencies of the band heads connected with the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of HgCO, which had been found in the work [84l] are given in 

Table 134 and were adopted in the present Handbook. It should be 

pointed out that the values of v^, and Vg correspond to perturbed 

energy levels. 

As comparison with the frequencies, recommended by Herzberg [152] 

on the basis of earlier studies [1444, 1445] shows, considerable dif¬ 

ferences (approximately 30 cm-1) exist only for the frequencies 

and V . In the case of this difference is connected with the pre¬ 

sence of a strong Fermi resonance between the levels v„ + v,- and v,, 
25 4 

and, for v^, it may obviously be explained by a coriolis interaction 

with the state Vg. 

Investigating the microwave spectrum of formaldehyde and taking 

into account the centrifugal stretching into an asymmetrical rotator, 

Lawrence and Strandberg [2572] found rotational constants in the form 

(A - C) and (B - C). Using the measurement results of the band struc¬ 

ture 101 +- 000, giving a value (B + C) [2571]* the authors of the 
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work [2572] determined the rotational constants B and C; their 

data are presented in Table 134 and were adopted in the Handbook. 

These values are in excellent agreement with the magnitudes found by 

Dieke a:id Kistiakowski [1343] as a result of an analysis of the ultra¬ 

violet spectrum. The results of the work [2572] are also confirmed by 

the data of Erlandsson [1493], the works of Bragg and Sharbraugh [894], 

Dam [1256], Dam and Bell [1257] and a series of works dealing with the 

investigation of the microwave spectrum of formaldehyde, carried out 

in Japan [3122, 3123* 2078, 2077]* On the basis of the results of re¬ 

search on the microwave spectra of H2C120 and H2C130, Lawrence and 

Strandberg [2572] estimated the equilibrium structural parameters of 

the formaldehyde molecule and found rc_H = 1.21 + 0.01 A, rc=0 = 1.21 

± 0.01 A, /HCH = II8 + 2°.* 

The investigations of the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the 

molecule HgCO and the fluorescence spectrum of formaldehyde [4138, 

1343, 895, 3655, 1434, 897, 1144, 896, 561, 2091, 3718, 3457, 1755] 

showed that the first excited electronic state 3A2 is situated 24,279 

-1 1 
cm higher than the ground A1 state of H2C0. In agreement with theo¬ 

retical concepts [299I, 2724, 4l44] it was found that in this state 

the molecule HgCO has the structure of a pyramid (with the C atom at 

the apex) slightly reminiscent of the shape of the molecule of halo- 

gensubstituted ammonia. On the basis of an analysis of the fine struc¬ 

ture of the bands in the electronic spectrum. Brand [896] obtained for 

the molecule H2C0 in the excited ^ state the following structural 

parameters: rc_H = I.09, rc=Q = I.32 A, /HCH = 120° and /HCO = ll6°. 

An analysis of the vibrational structure enabled him to calculate 

the four fundamental frequencies in this state: 286I, 1322, II82 and 

690 cm-1. 

It should also be pointed out that the next electronic state of 
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H CO ifj the state of'^ty^e 1A? and has an excitation energy of about 
2 . "'v, 
28,000 cm-1 [561]. 

'x 
FgCO . The molecule of caftipn oxydifluoride, like the formaldehyde 

moleculej has a flat s^etrlcal^uotufe and helones to the point 

group Cq • In analogy to the formaldehyde molecule, the intramolecular 

vibrations of the molecule FgCO are characterized by six nondegenerate 

vibrations. 

The spectrum of carbon oxydifluoride was studied by Nielsen 

[3069], Woltz, Jones and Nielsen [4312], Wdyltz and Jones [4311], 

Jones and Burke [2291]. In a joint work by kiese authors, published in 

1952 [3072] the Raman spectrum of liquid FgC^) and the infrared spec¬ 

trum of gaseous F2C0 in the range from 2 to 2^8 microns (5OOO-360 cm" )’ 

were again investigated. The values of the fundamental frequencies of 

F CO recommended in this work, were found by the authors as a result 

^ \ 
of the measurement and analysis of 22 bands in the infrared absorption 

spectrum o. gaseous FgCO. These values are given in Table 135 and have 

been adopted in the present Handbook. I 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of F^CO, also 

given in Table 135, has been calculated by Nielsen \[3069] on the basis 

of the results of an investigation of the microwave spectrum of the 

molecule F^CO, carried out by Smith, Tidwell, Williams and Senators 
d. 

[3778]. The values found by Nielsen [3069] for the moments of inertia 

IA = 6.988*10"39 , IB = 7.170»10"39 and Ic = l4.l68*10"39 g*cm2 and 

the results of an electron diffraction study of the structure of the 

FoC0 molecule [98I] lead to the following values for the structural 

parameters: r^,_p = I.3I ± 0.02, r^Q = 1.17 ± 0.02 A and /FCF = 112.5 

+ 6°. 

HFCO. The molecule HFCO is flat, and belongs to the point group 

symmetry Cg. The spectrum of HFCO and DFCO was first obtained by 
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San, Staats and Goldstein [2950]. The authors of [2950] investiga¬ 

ted the in I I   in^trum of HFCO and DFCO, in the gas phase and in 

the form of a solid soliitioV*i»»^he Raman spectruin of liquid formyl 

fluoride. The infrared spectrum was studl^^ln the region from 400 to 

5000 cm_J*. The Raman spectrum of liquid HFCO and^lffCO was investiga¬ 

ted at temperatures of -(34-40)^. The values of the^^quencies of 

the observed bands were determined with an accuracy of +1 in the 

region 800 cm“1 + 2 cm“1 in the region 1600 cm"1 and +4 cm“1 inVthe 

region 2500 cm"1. An analysis of the shape, intensity and isotopeV 

shifting of the bands enabled the authors of the work [2950] to find 

the values of five fundamental frequencies of the molecule HFCO. The 

determination of the frequency of the nonplanar vibration Vg involved 

considerable difficulties. One would have expected that such a vibra¬ 

tion would give a weak band of the perpendicular type near 1000 cm"1. 

However, it was not possible to detect in the infrared spectrum of 

HFCO any other bands in this region except the P-branches of the band 

which is connected with the valency vibration C - F. On the basis of 

the Teller-Redlich product rule, on the assumption that the fundamen¬ 

tal frequency of the molecule HFCO is situated in the region 1000- 

1050 cm"1, the authors of this work calculated that the band of the 

corresponding vibration of the molecule DFCO should be in the region 

850-900 cm"1. A band of the perpendicular type with a maximum at 

858 cm"1 was actually found in the spectrum of DFCO. This confirms the 

hypothesis that the band corresponding to the frequency of HFCO 

should lie in the region IOOO-IO50 cm"1. This hypothesis is confirmed 

by a comparison of the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

molecule HFCO with those of the structurally similar isoelectronic mo¬ 

lecules HCOOH [363] and HC0NH2 [I508]. 

The correctness of the interpretation of the HFCO spectrum was 
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confirmed by a theoretical calculation of the vibration frequencies 

for a model of the field of valency forces, carried out in the work 

[2950]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the molecule HFCO 

adopted in the present Handbook on the basis of the work [2950] are 

given in Table 135.* This Table also gives the value of the product 

of the moments of inertia, calculated on the basis of the following 

structural parameters of HFCO which were found as a result of lectron 

diffraction measurements [2304]: rc_H = 1.09 A (adopted), rc F = 1.351 

± 0.013, T"c=0 = 1.192 + 0.011, r0ii<F = 2.225 ± O.OI9 A, /FCO = 121.9 

± O.90. The angle HCF which is necessary for the calculation was esti¬ 

mated as ll8° on the basis of a comparison of the results of the el¬ 

ectron diffraction and microwave measurements on analogous molecules.** 

The ultraviolet spectrum of gaseous formyl fluoride was investi¬ 

gated in the works of Giddings and Innés [1726a, b] and Foffani and 

coauthors [1570a]. A large number of sharp bands with well developed 

fine structure was observed in both works in the region 2200-2700 A. 

The bands are connected with a singlet-singlet electronic transition 

between the excited and ground state of HFCO. The frequency of the 

transition 0-0 is 37,500 cm . The spectrum consists of progressions 

which correspond to the valency vibration of the carbonyl group (about 

1100 cm“1) and deformation vibration of the FCO group (about 640 cm“1). 

The rotational constants in the excited suâtes A-B = 1.743 and 

B = 0.360 cm“1, found in the work [1726a] show that in this state the 

molecule HFCO is not flat. 

ClgCO. Like the molecules HgCO and P2C0, the molecule of phosgene, 

ClgCO, has a flat symmetrical shape and belongs to the point group sy¬ 

mmetry C2v. The molecule ClgCO has six normal nondegenerate vibrations, 

which are active in the infrared spectrum as well as in the Raman spe.c- 
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trum. 

The Raman spectrum of ClgCO was first obtained by Ananthakrishnan 

[545], who observed five lines, connected with basic vibrations. The 

infrared spectrum of phosgene in the region from 2 to 19 microns (from 

500 to 5000 cm"1) was investigated by Bailey and Rale [617]. These au- 

th^RS found only three fundamental frequencies in the above-indicated 

region^v 

The spectrum of Cl^CO was very carefully studied by Nielsen, 

Burke, Woltz a^cTlfenes [3072]. As a result of the investigation of the 

Raman spectrum of liquid phosgene and the infrared absorption spectrum 

of gaseous C12C0 (the region from 2 to 38 microns (from 260 to 5OOO 

cm"1 was investigated)), the authors of the work [3072] recommended the 

following values for the fundamental frequencies of the molecule C12C0: 

v1 = 575, v2 = 1827, v3 = 297, v4 = 849, ^ = 240,* and = 440 cm"1, 

which were adopted in the first edition of the present Handbook. 

It was shown, however, in the work of Catalano and Pitzer [IO72] 

that the entropy of C12C0, calculated on the basis of the frequencies, 

recommended by Nielsen et al. [3072] differs from the value S28o>66oK 

found as a result of calorimetric measurements [I715], by 1.6 cal/ 

/mole-degree. For this reason, Catalano and Pitzer [1072] again inves¬ 

tigated the infrared absorption spectrum of ClgCO. The spectrum was 

recorded in the near infrared on a Perkin-Elmer apparatus, model 21 and 

12C and in the far infrared, on a specially designed apparatus with 

diffraction grating [859]. The frequencies, obtained in the absorption 

spectrum of gaseous ClgCO agreed in the main with the frequencies found 

by Nielsen et al [3072], The band with the lowest frequency was found 

in the region 285 cm"1 which corresponds to the band = 297 cm 1, 

obtained in the work [3072]. The value of v3 found by Catalano and 

Pitzer [IO72] is obviously more reliable, because the measurements in 
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the far infrared region were carried out in the work [1072] on an ap¬ 

paratus with a diffraction grating. In the region of 240 cm“1, absorp¬ 

tion bands were not observed. 

In addition to the infrared spectrum of gaseous C12C0, the absorp¬ 

tion spectrum of ClgCO was also studied In the work [1072] by the me¬ 

thod of matrix isolation, which makes it possible to obtain very nar¬ 

row absorption bands of pure substances.* Examination of the absorp¬ 

tion curves, obtained by this method, showed, that the band 575 cm ^ 

consists of two bands with different symmetry with centers at 568 and 

582 cm'1. 

Using the results of the measurements of the intensity and polar¬ 

ization of the lines in the Raman spectrum [545, 3072] and also the 

product rule for the frequencies of the substituted compounds, the au¬ 

thors of the work [IO72] determined the symmetry of the bands of dif¬ 

ferent vibrations and gave a new assignment of the frequencies of 

ClgCO. 

Because the differences between the entropy value Sog0 

calculated on the basis of the frequencies, recommended in the work 

[IO72], and the values as a result of calorimetric 

measurements [I715]** (O.36 cal/mole»degree) are much less than when 

calculated on the basis of the frequencies, found in the work of Niel¬ 

sen et al [3072], the values of the basic frequencies of the molecule 

ClgCO recommended in the work [1072]*** were adopted in the present 

Handbook. These frequencies are given in Table 134. 

The same Table gives the values of the rotational constants of 

ClgCO found by Robinson [3456] on the basis of an analysis of the 

structure of the microwave spectrum of C12C0. To these values corres¬ 

pond the following structural parameters of the phosgene molecule: 

rC=0 = 1,166 - 0‘°02t rcl_cl = 2.884 + 0.001, rci_0 = 2.589 + 0.C01, 



rC-Cl = 1,746 - 0,004 A and Zclcca-= (1]L1-3 ± 0.1)°, which a^ree well 

with the results of the electron diffraction measurements [959]. 

FC1C0. FC1C0 is a flat molecule and belongs to the point group 

symmetry Cg. Like the molecules FgCO and C19C0, the molecule FC1C0 has 

six nondegenerate vibrations which are active in the infrared spec¬ 

trum and in the Raman spectrum. 

The infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum of FC1C0 were first 

obtained by Jones and Burke [2292]. This work was later continued by 

Nielsen, Burke, Woltz and Jones [3072] during a detailed study of the 

spectra of FgCO, ClgCO and FC1C0. In the Raman spectrum of liquid 

FC1C0 the authors of the works [2292, 3072] observed seven lines (six 

of which are connected with fundamental vibrations and one which is 

due to the frequencies V-^ + v^). 

The infrared absorption spectrum of gaseous FC1C0 was studied in 

the region from 250 to 4200 cm“1. A cell with a length of 1 m was used 

in order to obtain the maximum possible number of Raman bands and 

harmonics. Gratings with 144 and 288 lines per mm were used for the re¬ 

cording of several bands with very complex structure as dispersing sy¬ 

stems. 

Nielsen, Burke et al [3072] detected six bands in the infrared 

spectrum which are connected with basic vibrations and 24 absorption 

regions due to Raman bands and harmonics. An investigation of the form 

of the contours and structure of the observed bands led the authors of 

the work [3072] to the conclusion that the molecule FC1C0 is an asym¬ 

metrical rotator. The assignment of the bands proposed in this work 

does not arouse any doubts because the calculated values of the fre¬ 

quencies of the Raman bands and harmonics agree well with those ob¬ 

served experimentally. The values of the basic frequencies of the mo¬ 

lecule FC1C0 recommended in the works [3072, 2292] were adopted in the 
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present Handbook and are given in Table 135. It should be pointed out 

that because of the Fermi resonance between the levels v„ and v, + v, 

the corresponding bands are slightly displaced in the spectrum. Table 

135 gives the undisplaced value of v„. 

Experimental data on the structure of the molecule FC1C0 are lack¬ 

ing. In the works [3072, 2662, 2749], the interatomic distances rn 
L -r 

and rc_cl in the molecule FC1C0 were taken to be equal to the corres¬ 

ponding parameters of the symmetrical molecules FgCO and ClgCO and the 

angle FCC1 and the interatomic distance rc=0 were taken as equal to 

the mean values for F2C0 and ClgCO.* 

In agreement with this, the following values are adopted in the 

present Handbook for the structural parameters of FC1C0: rn__n = I.17 

± 0.02, rc_F = 1.31 + 0.02, rc_ci = I.74 + 0.02 A, /FOCI = 112 + 5° 

and /FC0 = ¿C1C0 = 124 + 5°, on the basis of which the product of the 

moments of inertia, given in Table 135, was calculated. 

§58. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF THE GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of the substances, examined in the 

present chapter, in the ideal gas state, were calculated on the basis 

of the molecular constants, adopted in the preceding paragraph and 

given in Tables 130-137, 142, 143, 148, 149, 156, 161, 162, 169 of 

Volume II of the present Handbook. For four gases (C, C+, CO, C0+), 

the calculations were carried out up to 20,000°K, for the others, to 

6000°K. The differences between the constants of individual isotope 

modifications of the compounds, which are considered in the present 

chapter, were not taken into account in these calculations. 

Appendix 5 gives data which enable the influence of the molecular 

interactions on the thermodynamic functions of CO, C02 and CloC0 to 

be taken into account. For the other gases the data, necessary for 

taking into account such molecular interactions, are lacking. 



C. The thermodynamic functions of 

monatomic carbon, given in Table 130 

(2), were calculated for the tempera¬ 

tures from 293.15 to 20,000°K by means 

of Eqs. (11.22)-(11.23). The transla¬ 

tional components were calculated by 

means of the relations (II.8) and (II.9) 

using the values of A$ and Ag given in 

Table 136; the electronic components, 

by means of the Eqs. (11.20) and (II. 

21). The partition function of the 

electronic states and its derivative with respect to temperature were 

calculated by direct summation over the energy levels given in Table 

124 on a fast electronic computer. The calculation was carried out, 

taking into account the finite number of the states of the carbon atom 

in correspondence with the method, described in §6 (see page 133, Eq. 

(II.18)). In order to simplify the calculation at temperatures under 

8000°K, all energy levels with values of the principal quantum num¬ 

bers n < 11 ware taken into account. Owing to the high excitation en¬ 

ergies of the levels of the carbon atom with n > 7, the error due to 

taking into account the excess levels is negligibly small and does not 

exceed O.OOO5 cal/g-atom»degree. At temperatures above 8000°K all en¬ 

ergy levels with values of n < n_were taken into account, the mag- 

nltude of n^ increasing monotonously with increase in the temperature 

from 8OOO to 20,000°K (see page 135). 

The error in the values of the thermodynamic functions of mona¬ 

tomic carbun thus calculated at temperatures under 10,000°K was due 

mainly to the inaccuracy of the universal constants and does not ex- 

ceed 0.002-0.003 cal/g-atom*degree in the values of ¢,, At higher 
X « 
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TABLE 136 

Values of the Constants 
for the Calculation of 
the Tnermodynamic Func¬ 
tions of C, C+, CO, C0+ 
and Cg 

Brmfcuo 

A 

1 AS 

KOA/mott-tpai B 

C,C+ 
CO,CO* 

C» 

0,1264 
2,6505 
0,8152 

5,0946 
7,6187 
5,78:34 

A) Substance; B) cal/mole* 
•degree. 
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temperatures, the errors connected with the use of an approximate me¬ 

thod of determining the maximum value of the main quantum number be¬ 

comes important. 4n error in this value of ±1 (at = 13) leads to 

errors in the values of <£*, of O.06 and 0.3 cal/g-atom* degree at 

15,000° and 20,000oK, respectively. 

It should be pointed out that the errors in the values of the 

thermodynamic functions due to the inaccurate estimation of the ener- 

gieu of individual levels in the cases, when experimental data for 

them are lacking, are smaller than these values by an order of magni¬ 

tude. 

The thermodynamic functions of monatomic carbon have been calcu¬ 

lated earlier by several authors.* Among the calculations, carried out 

in the last years, in addition to the first edition of the present 

Handbook we must mention the works of Kolsky and coauthors [2462] 

(T < 8000°K) Kroeplelin, Neumann and Winter [2489] ($* for T < 7000°K) 

and also the Tables of functions, given in the Handbook of Huff, 

Gordon and Morrell [2142] (T < 6000°K) and the U.S. Bureau of Stand¬ 

ards [3680] (T < 5000°K). The results of most of these calculations 

agree with each other and with the data given in volume II of the pre¬ 

sent Handbook with an accuracy which is determined by the differences 

in the values of the universal constants. 

—* The thermodynamic functions of the positive ion of monatomic 

carbon, calculated by means of Eqs. (11.22), (n.23) for temperatures 

from 293.15 to 20,000% are given in Table I3I (2). The translational 

components in the values of the thermodynamic functions of C+ were cal¬ 

culated by using the same values for A$ and Ag as for monatomic carbon 

(see Table 136) and the electronic components, by means of Eqs.(11.20) 

and (11.21) on the basis of the energy levels, given in Table 125. 

At temperatures under 10,000°K, the uncertainties in the calcu- 
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lated values of the thermodynamic functions are due to the inaccuracy 

of the adopted values of the universal constants and do not exceed 

0.003-0.005 cal/g-atom*degree. At higher temperatures, the errors due 

to neglecting the contributions of the levels which are not given in 

Table 125, become important. However, because of the large excitation 

energies of these levels and the large ionization energy of the ion 

C+ (see page 950), the corresponding errors, amount to several hun- 
■¥c 

dred cal/g-atom*degree in the values of „„„. ¿U,uuu 
The thermodynamic functions of C+ were calculated in work of 

Green, Poland and Margrave [1851a] for temperatures from 298.15 to 

50,000°K. The results of this calculation are practically identical 

with those given in Table 131 (2). 

Cg. The thermodynamic functions of diatomic carbon for tempera¬ 

tures from 293.15 to 6000°K, given in Table I32 (2), were calculated 

by means of Eqs. (11.34) and (11.35)* The translational components 

were calculated by means of Eqs. (II.8) and (II.9), using the values 

of and Ag, given in Table 136, and the intramolecular components, 

by means of Eqs. (II.131) and (II.132) on the basis of the molecular 

constants, given in Table 126. The partition functions of the vibra¬ 

tional and rotational levels of the states , a^n , b^E+, A1!! and 

their derivatives with respect to temperature were calculated by di¬ 

rect summation over the energy levels of these states by means of an 

electronic computer. The values of the energies of the vibrational and 

rotational levels required for the calculation were given by the equa¬ 

tions as functions of the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers 

and the corresponding molecular constants, given in Table 126. The 

components of the three substates of the state a^il were calculated as 
ÜL 

the components of three individual statesj -che energies of the rota¬ 

tional levels of this state were calculated by txie Budo Eqs. (1.26); 
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Q 1 
the multiplet nature of the electronic states and A n was taken 

into account by means of statistical weighting. 
I I O O 

The components of the states B A, C 2, cJ2 and dJTI were calcula¬ 

ted by the Eqs. (11.117) and (II.II8). The values of Ï-L and in these 

equations were calculated by the method of Gordon and Barnes (rela¬ 

tions (II.137) and (11.138) without limitation of the number of rota¬ 

tional levels of each state. The components of the four electronic 

states with excitation energies of 34j26l to 43,240 cm“1 (see Table 

126) were calculated by means of Eqs. (11.120) and (11.121). 

The basic errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions C2 are due to: a) the absence of experimental data on the 

energies of the high vibrational and rotational levels of the states 

X1^ A1!!; b) the absence of experimental data on the exci- 

tation energies of the states B A, c 2 and cJ2 and the constants C_ in 
2 

these states; c) the use of an approximate method of calculating the 

components of the electronic states with excitation energies over 9000 
—1 * * * 

cm . The total error in the values $298 15' 4>3000 anci *6000' 6iven 

in Table 132 (2), is estimated as 0.01; O.03 and 0.1 cal/mole»degree, 

respectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of diatomic carbon over a wide temp¬ 

erature range were calculated in the works of Overstreet [3158] ($* 

to 5000°K), Gordon [I808] ($* from 2000 to 6000°K), A. Gurvich and 

Prost [I68] ($* to 5000°K), Pickett and Cowan [1556] (S£ from 30OO to 

12,000°K), Kroepelin and Neumann [2489] ($* from 2000 to 7000°K), 

Pitzer and Clement! [3256] (from 2000 to 4000°K), Altmann [527] (to 

5000°K) and Clement! [1128b] (from 2000 to 6000°K). In all these works, 

with the exception the last two, the calculations were carried out on 

the assumption that the electronic ground state of the molecule C2 is 

the state %u. Because the state 12^ (see page 803) has been taken in 
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the present Handbook as the electronic ground state of C0 and, more¬ 

over, a large number of other electronic states with low excitation en- < 
I i \ / 

ergies has been taken into account, the values of the thermodynamic 

functions of Cg, given in these works, differ considerably from the 

data in Table 132 (2). 

The book of Zeise [4384] gives the results of the calculation of 
-ft 

Gordon [l808] for Cg. The values of $T tabulated in the Handbook of 

Kelley [2363] (T < 5000°K) and also the values of 4>* and S£, tabula¬ 

ted by Stull and Sinke [3894] (T < 3000°K) are smaller than the data 

of other authors by the amount R In 3; the causes of this difference 1 

have not been ascertained by the discrepancies between the tabulated 

values and those given in Table I32 (2) attain 1-2 ca]/mole«degree. 

The calculations in the works of Altmann [527] and Clement! 

[1128b] for the thermodynamic functions of CQ were carried out on the 
1 + assumption that the molecules of this gas have the ground state 2(t 

as adopted in the present Handbook. In the work of Alatmann, the cal¬ 

culation was carried out by the method of Pennington and Kobe, in the 

work of Clement!, by means of a method, based on the calculation of 

the partition functions and their derivatives by direct summation || 

over the vibrational energy levels. The excited electronic states of 

Cg were taken into account in both calculations, the states 

C 2-, c-'Z which are not observed experimentally in the spectra, being 

taken into account in the work of Clement!. The difference between the 
! 1 

results of these calculations and the values given in Table 132 (2) 

amount to 0.2-0.5 cal/mole»degree for the work of Altmann and 0.02- 

-O.I5 cal/mole«degree for the work of Clementi. They are due to the 
; 

fact that less accurate methods of computation have been used in these j 

works. 

Iu the first edition of the Handbook, the thermodynamic functions | 
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of Cp were calculated by the method of Gordon and Barnes, on the as¬ 

sumption that the molecule Cp has the electronic ground state %u. 

The differences between the values of the thermodynamic functions, gi¬ 

ven in the first and present editions of the Handbook, attain 3 cal/ 

-ft 

/mole«degree in the values of (they are a maximum at 293.15°K, 

decrease with increase in temperature, change sign at 3000°K and again 

increase towards 6000°K) and 1 cal/mole*degree in the values of S°. 

CO. The thermodynamic functions of carbon monoxi.de, calculated by 

means of Eqs. (11.34) and (II.35) for temperatures from 293.15 to 

20,000°K, are given in Table 134 (2). The translational components 

were found by means of the relations (II.8) and (II.9), using the va¬ 

lues of and Ag, given in Table I36; the intramolecular components 

by means of Eqs. (II.13I) and (II.132). The partition functions of the 

vibrational and rotational states of the electronic states X12+, a^n 
Q -f 

and a.'-'Z of the molecule CO and their drivâtives with respect to tem¬ 

perature in the Eqs. (11.131)-(11.132) were calculated by means of an 

equation of the type (II.131) by direct summation on an electronic 

computer. The v alues of the energies of the vibrational and rotation¬ 

al levels of these states needed for the calculation were given by 

the equation as functions of the vibrational and rotational quantum 

numbers and the corresponding molecular constants, given in Table 128. 

The dependence of the values of J . calculated by means of the me- 

thod, described in §3 (see page 73) on the values v for X12+-, a3II- 

and a.'-’Z- states of CO is shown in Fig.17. 

In the calculation of the partition functions of the states and 

their derivatives for the a3l and a'32- electronic states, the multir 

plet nature of the rotational levels of both states were taken into ac¬ 

count by means of the statistical weights 6 and 3, respectively. This 

simplification does not affect the calculation accuracy because the 
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splitting of the levels of the states a3n and a,3Z is negligibly small 

as compared with the energy of the corresponding rotational levels 

relative to the level J = 0, v = 0 of the state X^2+. 

In addition to the three above-examined electronic states, the 

molecule CO has several other states with excitation energies over 

60,000 cm"1 (see Table 128). The components of the states d3n, h1n and 

whose excitation energies do not exceed 70,000 cm , were calcu¬ 

lated by means of Eqs. (11.126), (11.127), and the components of the 

eight higher states, given in Table 128, on the basis of Eqs. (11.120) 

and (11.121), i.e., without taking into account the differences in 

the constants of the molecule CO in these and the X12+ ground state. 

The molecular constants of CO in the ground state are known with 

great accuracy and the dissociation energy of the carbon monoxide mo¬ 

lecule is very large. Because of this, the use of the method of direct 

summation made it possible to obtain highly accurate values of the 

thermodynamic functions of carbon monoxide, the errors of which at 

temperatures to 10,000-12,000°K are due mainly to the inaccuracy of 

the adopted values of the physical constants and do not exceed 0.005 

cal/mole»degree. At higher temperatures, the error in the calculated 

values of the functions increase owing to the absence of experimental 

data on the energies of the high vibrational and rotational levels of 

the ground state and also the molecular constants of CO in the excited 

states. Nonetheless, it can be assumed that even at 20,000°K, the error 

in the calculated values of the functions of CO do not exceed some 

tens cal/mole*degree. 

It should be pointed out that the thermodynamic functions of car¬ 

bon monoxide, calculated for T < 6000°K in the first edition of the 

Handbook by the method of Gordon and Barnes, practically coincide with 

those found by direct summation. This is explained by the high disso- 
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dation energy of the molecule CO and the fact that it agrees well 

with the value found by linear extrapolation. 

*MZ 

Pig. I?. as a function of v for 
max i _l_ o 

the electronic states , a^II and 

a'^Z+ of the molecule CO. 

The thermodynamic functions of CO have been calculated previously 

by many authors. In several Handbook editions ([4384, 2142, 368O, 350?, 

137] and others) Tables of the thermodynamic properties of carbon mon¬ 

oxide are presented, based on the calculations of Clayton and Glauque 

[1126, 1127] (i>* for T < 5000°K) and Johnston and Davis [2274] for 

T < 5000°K) carried out in the years 1932-1933 and recalculated to 

the modern values of the universal constants by Warman and others 

[4122]. The differences between these data and the data given in Table 

134 (2) are of the order of O.O85 cal/mole»degree in the values of 

-ft 

and over the entire temperature range and are due to the fact 

that the calculations in the works [1126, II27, 2274] were carried out 

on the basis of the erroneous value B = 1.853 cm“1, found by Birch on 

the basis of the measurements of Snow and Rideal [3808]. 

Of the calculations of the thermodynamic functions of carbon mo¬ 

noxide, carried out in later years, we must mention the work of Goff 

and Gratch [I786] (<t* and Sj for T < 2777°K by the method of Kassel) 

-ft 

and also the work of Beizer and Savedov ($T and S° for T < 5000°K) 
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whose results are given in the Handbook [2076]. The values of the 

thermodynamic functions of CO, calculated in these works, agree with 

those given in Table 134 (2) with an accuracy of a few thousandths 

cal/mole•degree. 

Fickett and Cowan [1555, 1556] extrapolated the thermodynamic 

functions of CO, recommended in the work [368OJ, to a temperature of 

12,000°K as they had done for several other gases (see, for example, 

page 320). At temperatures up to 10,000% the differences between the 

data of Pickett and Cowan and the values given in the present Handbook, 

as in the case of the other Tables, are based on the calculations of 

Clayton, Glauque, Johnston and Davis, are approximately O.086 cal/ 

/mole.degreee. At higher temperatures, the errors due to the use of 

the approximate method of calculation by Fickett and Cowan, which par¬ 

tially compensate the errors, due to the incorrect value of B , begin 

to exert an effect. 

Calorimetric measurements of the specific heat and the heats of 

the phase transformations of CO were carried out in several works 

(see [2364]. Kelley [2364], based on the data obtained by Clayton and 

Giauque [1126], recommends the value S°98 = 46.22 cal/mole-degree 

which is considerably less than the value given in Table 134 (2) and 

amounts to 47.2167 + O.OO50 cal/mole-degree. The difference of about 

1 cal/mole-degree between the values of the standard entropy of CO, 

calculated by statistical methods and obtained as a result of the ca¬ 

lorimetric measurements, Clayton and Giauque explained by the presence 

of the residual entropy in crystalline carbon monoxide at 0°K. 

C0\ The thermodynamic functions of ionized carbon monoxide were 

calculated by means of Eqs. (II.34) and (H.35) for the temperatures 

from 293.15 to 20,000°K and are given in Table 135 (2). in the cal¬ 

culation of the translational components $* and Sj, the same values of 
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\ and As were used as for carbon monoxide (see Table 136). The in¬ 

tramolecular components were calculated by means of Eqs. (II.I31) and 

j (II.I32). The partition functions of the vibrational and rotational 

levels and A IT of the electronic states of C0+ and their deriva¬ 

tives with respect to temperature in the Eqs. (II.131) and (II.132) 

were calculated by direct summation on a fast electronic computer. The 

energy values of the individual levels required for the calculation 

were given by the equations as functions of the molecular constants, 

given in Table 130 and the corresponding quantum numbers. Allowance 

was made for the multiplet nature of the rotational levels of the 

X4 2- state by introducing the statistical weight 2, and the components 

A ni/2~ 911(1 A n3/2- substates were calculated as components of indivi¬ 

dual states. Figure l8 shows the curves which determine the maximum 

values of the quantum numbers v and J for the Ä- and A2II- states, 

calculated according to the methods described in §3. 

The components of the state B22 

in the values of and S^, were calcu¬ 

lated by means of the relations (II. 

126) and (II.127), i.e., by making 

allowance for the difference in the 

constants of the B2Z- and X2^- states. 

Because of the large value of the 

dissociation energy and the vibration 

frequency of CO (see §57 and 60), and 

also the existence of reliable data on 

the molecular constants of C0+ in the 

ground state, the use of the method of direct summation of energy le¬ 

vels enabled the thermodynamic functions of ionized carbon monoxide 

to be calculated with great accuracy. At temperatures to 8000-10,000% 
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th6 uncertainly in the calculated values of and S^, is determined 

only by the inaccuracy of the values of the physical constants used in 

the calculations; the absence of experimental data on the energies of 

the higher electronic, vibrational and rotational levels leads to con¬ 

siderable errors only at higher temperatures. 

The thermodynamic functions of C0+ are published here for the 

first time. 

COg. The thermodynamic functions of carbon dioxide, calculated on 

the basis of Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) for the temperatures 293.15- 

6000 K, are given in Table I36 (2). The calculation of the values ln2 

and Ini + T Ò/ÒT ln2 was carried out by the method of Kassel on the 

basis of the vibrational constants of C0o, adopted by Wooley [4325] 

on the basis of the data of Taylor, Benedict and Strong [3951] and 

unpublished work of Benedict, and the rotational constants of CO 
2* 

found by G. Herzberg and L. Herzberg [2030] (see Table I32). Table 138 

gives the values of C$ and Cg, by means of which the components of the 

translational motion and the rigid rotator in the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of carbon dioxide gas and also the values of for the calcu¬ 

lation of the harmonic oscillator components were calculated. 

The corrections for the anharmonicity of the vibrations of the 

molecule CO^, its centrifugal stretching and the rotation and vibra¬ 

tion interactions in the values of (values R ln2) were calculated 

by the method of Kassel [R In a in Eq. (11.210)] for the temperatures 

298.15; SOO; TOO; 1000; I50O; 2000; 3000; 4000; 50OO and 6000°K. For 

the first three temperatures terms with i + j + k < 2 were included in 

the sums Z for the five following temperatures with i+ j + k < 

< 4, and at 5000 and 6000°K, ci + J + k < 6. For the other temperatures 

the values Rina were found by quadratic interpolation. 

As pointed out earlier (see page 888), there is a sharp resonance 
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of the vibrational states v-^ v?, and v1 - 1, v2 + 2, in the C02 

molecule. To make allowance for the influence of this resonance on the 

magnitude of the approximate relation, proposed by Wooley [4323] 

was used, according to which* 

^- = y[w wo)'e~t9,/r -(1- ^*vr)"1 -(1- 

where Q is the sum over the intramolecular states, calculated without 

taking the resonance into consideration, and Aq, is the correction for 

the resonance applied to the value of Q. 

On the basis of the values Rina and Aq/q thus found, the correc¬ 

tions for the values of of carbon dioxide were calculated and the 

rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator calculated in approximation 

Rín<x' = /?lna + /?^-. 

The corresponding corrections for the values of S° were obtained by 

numerical difxerentiation of the values Rina1 on the basis of the usual 

Equations (see [265])* 

The errors in the values of the thermodynamic functions of C02 

calculated in this manner at low temperatures are mainly due to the 

inaccuracy of the molecular constants of CC>2 used in the calculations. 

At higher temperatures the deficiencies of the adopted method of cal¬ 

culation begin to have an effect, in particular, the calculation of 

the sum of the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers on the as¬ 

sumption that the upper limits are equal to infinity. Another source 

of error may be the calculation of the Fermi resonance by an approxi¬ 

mate method. 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the calculated values of 

the thermodynamic functions of C02, they were calculated by the method 

proposed by Gordon, using the same constants as in the basic calcula¬ 

tion (1) and also by means of the more accurate constants of C02, found 
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by Courtoy (2) (see page 89O). The results of the two calculations are 

given in Table 137, where they are compared with the values, given in 

Table I36 (2). 

TABLE I37 

Comparison of the Thermodynamic Functions of CC>2, 

Calculated by the Method of Gordon and Kassel and 
Different Sets of Molecular Constants 

r.'K 

Qf.KOA/MOM-tpad A Sf. KOA/MOât-êpad ß, 

Marax B 

KarxtJi^, Topaoa« 
D 

ropxoaa 
W) D 

KaccaJia 
C 

ropxoaa 
U) D 

ropAOHi 
<u, D 

298.15 
1000 
2000 

. 3000 
4000 
5000 
6000 

43,562. 
54,113 

. 61,845 
66,911 
70,705 
73,744 
76,283 

43,562 
54,110 
61,838 
66,890 
70,686 
73,716 
76,250 

43,562 
54,110 
61,838 
66,900 
70,690 
73,719 
76,258 

51,071 
64,333 
73,892 
79,838 
84,151 
87,545 
90,355 

51,067 
64,326 
73,872 
79,802 
84,098 
87,467 
90,"¿3 

51,066 
64,325 
73,874 
79,807 
84,107 
87,475 
90,270 

A) cal/mole»degree; B) method; C) Kassel; D) Gordon. 

It can be seen from Table 137 that the inaccuracy of the molecu¬ 

lar constants of COg result s in errors of not more than 0.01-0.02 

•¥c 

cal/mole»degree in the values of $T and SJ. A comparison of the values 

obtained in the calculations by different methods, shows that at T < 

< 3000°K, the error in the value of does not exceed 0.01-0.02 cal/ 

/mole-degree. At higher temperatures, the errors increase but because 

of the great stability of the molecule COg and its high vibrational 

frequency, they apparently do not exceed 0.15-0.20 cal/mole-degree in 

the value of $g00o* The uncertainty in the values of ^ and $*000 

is O.OO5 and O.03 cal/mols-degree, respectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of carbon dioxide gas have been cal¬ 

culated by many authors. References to the calculations, carried out 

before 1940, can be found in the paper by Wilson [4291]. Of these works. 
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we need mention only the calculation of Kassel [2332], carried out on 

the basis of the constants found by Adel and Dennison [490]. At tem¬ 

peratures under 1500°K, the calculation was carried out by the method 

worked out by Kassel, but without allowing for the rotation-vibration 

interaction in the molecule C02, owing to the absence of the respect¬ 

ive constants. At higher temperatures (1500 < T < 3500°K), certain sim- 

plications were used in the calculations, whose nature has not been 

indicated in the work [2332]. The data of Kassel were recalculated for 

the modern values of the universal constants in the work of Wagman et 

al. [4122] and were incorporated in several Handbook editions [4384, 

3507, 2142, 3680]. 

Of the calculations, carried out in the Forties and Fifties, the 

works of Wooley [4325] (T < 5000oK, Kassel method) and Gratch [1843] 

(T < 2777°K, Kassel method) must be mentioned. The data obtained by 

Wooley, were calculated on the basis of constants similar to those 

adopted in the present Handbook; they agree well with those given in 

Table I36 (2) (the differences over the entire temperature range do 

not exceed 0.01 cal/mole*degree) and are presented in the Handbook 

[2076]. At the same time, the functions of COg, calculated in the 

work of Gratch, differ from the data of Wooley and from the values pre¬ 

sented in Table I36 (2), by 0.04-0.08 cal/mole»degree, in spite of the 

fact that the calculations were carried out by identical methods prac¬ 

tically with the same values of the molecular constants. This entitles 

us to assume that certain systematic errors must have been committed in 

the work [1843]. 

An analysis of the data of Gratch, carried out by the authors of 

the Handbook during the preparation of the first edition, showed that 

the vibrational components in the work [1843] were evidently calcu¬ 

lated on the basis of the constants or instead of the constants a>°. 
n n 
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As pointed out earlier, the thermodynamic functions of carbon dioxide, 

given in several Handbook editions [3507, 2142, 368O] at T < 2000°K, 

are based on the calculations of Kassel [3808] and Wagman et al. [4122]. 

At higher temperatures (2000 < T < 5000°K) [3507* 3680] and (2000 < 

< T < 6000°K) [2142] these Handbooks give practically the same values 

which differ greatly (by 0.1-0.2 cal/mole*degree) from those calculated 

in the present Handbook and in the work [4325]* These values were ob¬ 

viously obtained by the U.S. Bureau of Standards as a result of an 

approximate calculation and were used by Pickett and Cowan [1555* 1556] 

for the extrapolation of the functions of C02 to 12,000°K. 

The entropy of carbon dioxide at 298°K was determined on the ba¬ 

sis of calorimetric measurements by several authors. Kelley [2364] 

recommended the value Sg^g = 51»H + 0.10 cal/mole»degree, found by 

Glauque and Egan [1713a]. This value agrees well with that calculated 

in the present Handbook: S298.15 = cal/mole»degree [see Table 

136 (2)]. 

Co. The thermodynamic functions of triatomic carbon, calculated 

by means of Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242), using the approximate model of 

the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator for temperatures of 293.15-6000°K 

are given in Table 133 (2). The calculations were carried out by means 

of the constants, given in Table I3I. Table 138 presents the values of 

CL, Cc and 6 , used in these calculations. 

The basic error in the calculated values of the functions of C^ 

is due to the absence of reliable data on the type of electronic ground 

state of this molecule. If we assume that the ground state of C^ is a 
* 

quintet, which is not very probable, the errors in the values of $T 

and S° amount to approximately 3»13 cal/mole»degree. However, if it 

is assumed that the ground state of Cg is the state 12 (see page 888), 
")(■ "X* 

the errors in the values of $298.15' ^3000 and $6000 
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curacy of the chosen values of the molecular constants and the approx¬ 

imate method of calculation amount to about 0.3, I.5 and 3 cal/mole* 

j «degree, respectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of were calculated previously in 

the work of Glöckler [1?65] on the basis of the constants, obtained as 

a result of approximate estimates (see page 886) and with the statis¬ 

tical weight of the ground state of this molecule, taken as 5. The 

differences between the results of Glocker's calculation and the data, 

given in the Handbook, should be quite considerable, but because 

Glöckler does not give the values calculated by him, a comparison is 

not possible. 

Stull and Sinke [389^] gives the values for the thermodynamic 

functions of ^or T < 3000°K, calculated by means of the constants 

proposed by Glöckler. The values recommended by them differ from those 

given in Table 133 (2) by 3.7-4.8 cal/mole»degree. 

TABLE 138 

Values of the Constants for the Calculation of 
the Thermodynamic Functions of C^ C02, HCO, 

FCO and C1C0 

* 
• 

Bwkcctm 

A 

Oi 6, j •» C® Cs 

: ' B 0 KiUfM04*-*pad 

c. 
CO, 

HCO 

FCO 
CICO 

1726.6 

1934,9 

2633,0 

2877,8 
2733.7 

719,40 (2) 

. 959,51 (2) 

12212,9 
863,27 

503,58 

2834.4 

3397,2 

4100,6 

1726.5 

1223,0 

2,9871* 

3,7680* 

0,3646 
5,8434 

8,2504 

9,9426* 
10,7235* 

8,3137 

13,7925 

16,1995 

A) Substance; B) degree; C) cal/mole*degree 
a) the values of C^, and Cg are given. 

The thermodynamic functions of C^ for various temperatures in the 

range from 2000 to 4000°K were also calculated in the work of Pitzer 

and Clementi [3256] on the basis of estimated values of the molecular 
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constants (see remark on page 88? )• The authors of this work assumed 

that the molecule has an electronic ground state of the type 

The results of the calculations by Pitzer and Clement! agree with the 

data of Table 133 (2) to within 0.4-0.7 cal/mole*degree. 

C3Q2» The thermodynamic functions of carbon suboxide for temper- 

atures of 293.15-6000% given in Table 137 (2), were calculated by 

means of Eqs. (11,241) and (11.242) using the approximate model of 

the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator on the basis of the molecular 

constants, adopted in the Table I33. Table I39 gives the values of 

c$ and cs* whlch enter into the equations for calculating the rota¬ 

tional-translational components in the values of and Sj and also 

the value of by means of which the vibrational constants were cal¬ 

culated. 

TABLE 139 

Values of the Constants in the Calculations of the Thermo¬ 
dynamic Functions of C^CU, HoC0, FoC0, HFCO, CloC0 and 
FC1C0 q £ ¿ ¿ ¿ 

Bemecrao 

A 

* 'i e. e. 0» 9. 0» 

•pad -g £ Kaj/MOAb tpad 

QO, 
H,CO 

FjCO 
HFCO 

0.00 
FCÍCO 

3165 

3980.3 

1388.4 

4282 

820,11 

1116.5 

1197 

2512,2 

2774,0 

2639 

2628.7 

2687.7 

3249 

2159,1 

900,7 

1531 

410,055 

720,83 

2266 

4091,1 

1797,0 
951 

1221.5 

1575.5 

832(2) 

1794,8 

840,25 

1934 

663,07 

597,10 

790(2) 

1682,7 

1113,6 
1475 

841,69 
959,67 

285(2) 8,4254* 

-1,0766 

7,3395 

5,2330 
11,0552 

10,6789 

15,3809* 

6,8725 

15,2882 

13,1821 

19,0043 
18,6280 

A) Substance] B) degree; C) cal/mole»degree; a) the va¬ 
lues of C^ and Cs are given 

The errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of carbon suboxide are mainly due to the impossibility of allow¬ 

ing for the anharmonic vibrations of the molecule Co0o and also to the 
J 2 

absence of data for limiting the number of vibrational and rotational 

levels. The latter should be considerable because of the slight stabi- 
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lity of C302. The errors in the values of $>298.15 and ¢3000 are of the 

order of 0.I5 and 3 cal/mole»degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of carbon suboxide were calculated 

previously by Thompson [3969] for temperatures up to 1000°K. The dif¬ 

ferences between the calculation results are O.O5-O.07 cal/mole-degree 

but at 600°K, probably because oí an accidental mistake, it attains 

0.26 cal/mole-degree. The results of Thompson's calculations are given 

in the book of Zeise [4384]. In the work of Kobe et al [2449a], values 

of Cg and - H^g, for temperatures to 1500°K were given, calculated 

on the basis of the same values of the molecular constants, as those 

used by Thompson. 

HCQj. FCO and C1C0. The thermodynamic functions of formyl, and 

carbon oxyfluoride and oxychloride, calculated by means of Eqs. (II. 

243) and (11.244) for the temperatures 293.15-6000°K, are given in 

Tables 142, 148 and I61, respectively, of volume II of the present 

Handbook. The calculation was carried out using the ep proximate model 

of the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator on the basis of the constants, 

used in the preceding paragraph (Tables 134 and I35). Table I38 pre¬ 

sents the values of and C¿ in the equations for calculating the 

rotational-translational components of and Sj and also the values 

of 6n by means of which the vibrational components were calculated. 

Because it has been assumed earlier, that the ground states of the mo¬ 

lecules of the gases under consideration are doublet states, the com¬ 

ponents R in 2 are included in the values of C! and C. 
Q S* 

The molecule HCO has an excited electronic ground state with a 

low excitation energy] the components of this state in the values of 

and Srp were calculated by means of the relations (11.120) and (II. 

121), i.e., without allowing for the differences in the constants and 

the structure of HCO in the excited and ground states. 
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The main errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of formyl are due to the isufficient accuracy of the adopted 

values of the basic frequencies of HCO and the fact that the calcula¬ 

tion was carried out on the basis of the approximate model of the 

rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator (about 0.2 and 0.3 cal/mole*degree, 

respectively, in the values of $3000)* temperatures above 300O- 

-4000°K, the errors due to the approximate method of calculation of the 

2 
excited state A1 are added to these errors. The errors in the values 

'ft -ft -ft 

°f ^298.15^ i>3000 and $6000 are of the order of 0-°3j 0.6 and I.5 cal/ 

/mole»degree, respectively.* 

The errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of PCO and C1C0 at low temperatures are due to the absence of 

reliable data on the structure and rotational constants of these mole¬ 

cules. The corresponding values are Û.06-O.O9 cal/mole*degree. At high¬ 

er temperatures the errors due to the absence of experimental data on 

the basic frequencies of the two molecules and also the approximate 

nature of the calculation and the failure to allow for the excited 

electronic states begin to become important. The probable errors in 

*ft *ft ft 

the values of $3000 and ^6000 are 0,25; 1*2 and 2.5 cal/mole* 

•degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of HCO were calculated previously by 

Ribeaud [3426] for temperatures under 3500°K and by Ewing, Thompson 

and Pimentel [1517a] for the temperatures to 5000°K. The differences 

between the calculation results of Ribeaud and the data of the Hand¬ 

book vary from 0.25 to O.83 cal/mole»degree over the range from 298.15 

to 3500°K, but because of the absence of any indication concerning the 

values of the constants of HCO, used in the work [3426], the cause of 

the differences remains unknown. The thermodynamic functions of formyl, 

calculated in the work [1517a], differ from those given in Table 142(11) 
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"by 0.8-1.3 cal/mole*degree. These differences are a maximum at T = 

= 298.15°K because of the fact that the multiplet nature of the rota¬ 

tional levels of the ground state of HCO was not allowed for in the 

work [1517a]. With increasing temperature, the differences decrease 

because of the partial compensation of this error by difference in the 

basic frequencies and then increase again because the excited state of 

HCO was not allowed for in the work [1517a]. 

The differences between the values of the thermodynamic functions 

of formyl, and carbon oxyfluoride and oxychloride, given in the first 

and present editions of the Handbook,are due to certain improvements 

in the values of the constants of HCO, PCO and C1C0 and also the fact 

2 
that the excited state A-^ of HCO had been taken into account. Other 

calculations of the thermodynamic functions of FCO and C1C0 are not 

known in the literature. 

HgCO. The thermodynamic functions of formaldehyde, presented in 

Table 143(11) were calculated by means of Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244), 

using the approximate rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model on the 

basis of the constants, used in the preceding paragraph (see Table 

134). Table 139 gives the values of the constants C^ and C¿ in the 

Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) and also the values of Pn, by means of which 

the vibrational constants were calculated. 

The errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of formaldehyde are predominantly due to the approximate method 

of calculation, chosen because of the absence of data on the constants 

of the anharmonic vibrations and the rotational-vibrational interactions 

The total error in the calculated values of $298 ^3000 anci $6000 

is 0.02; 0.8 and I.5 cal/mole«degree, respectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of formaldehyde have been calculated 

in works of Thompson [3970], Beach and Stevenson [698] and Dworjanyn 
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[14301)]. The calculations of Thompson [3970] and Dworjanyn [1430b] 

were carried out on the basis of constants of HoC0> close to those 

adopted in the Handbook, for temperatures up to 1500 and 1200°K, resp¬ 

ectively. The results of these calculations agree within the limits 

0.1 cal/mole*degree with the values, given in Table 143(11). The book 

of Zeise [4384] gives the values of the thermodynamic functions of 

HgCO, calculated by Thompson. The work of Kobe and Pennington [2452a] 

gives the values Cp and H£ - "based on the results of the calcu¬ 

lation of Matsen and Hamper which remained unknown to the authors of 

the Handbook. 

The Tables of the thermodynamic functions of formaldehyde, given 

in the first and present edition of the Handbook, differ by O.03 to 

O.25 cal/mole-degree on account of a slight change in the physical 

constants and the molecular constants of HoC0, used in the calculations. 
d. 

PgCO, HFCO, ClgCO and FC1C0. The thermodynamic functions of 

these gases, given in Tables 149, I56, 162 and I69 of Volume II of the 

Handbook, were calculated by means of Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) from 

293.15 to 6000°K using the approximate model of the rigid rotator- 

harmonic oscillator. The calculation was carried out on the basis of 

the constants, adopted in Tables 134 and 135. Table I39 gives the va¬ 

lues of the constants and in the Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) and 

also the values of 6n, used for calculating the vibrational components. 

The basic uncertainties in the values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of FgCO, HFCO, ClgCO and C1FC0 are due to the approximate nature 

’ft 

of the calculation. The errors in the value of $2000 due t0 fail¬ 

ure to allow for the anharmonicity of the vibrations of Fr, CO, HFCO, 

ClgCO and C1FC0 are of the order 1.2; 1.0; 2.0 and 1.4 cal/mole•degree 

respectively. Owing to the slight stability of the molecules of these 

gases, the error caused by neglecting in the calculations the necessi- 
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ty for limiting the number of rotational and vibrational levels of 

the molecules may be of the same order. Hence the probable errors in 

the values of ¢3^ for F^O, HFCO, CIgCO and C1FC0 are 1.5-2 cal/ 

/mole«degree. At room temperature, the errors in the values of the 

thermodynamic functions are determined only by the inaccuracy of the 

molecular constants used in the calculation and are of the order of 

O.O5-O.I cal/mole*degree. 

In I960, Glauque and Ott [1717a] carried out careful measurements 

of the specific heat of three forms of crystalline C12C0 and, using 

the data on the specific heat of liquid C12C0 and the heat of evapora¬ 

tion, obtained earlier in the work of Glauque and Jones [1715], found 

S ö = 67.81 ± 0.05 cal/mole*degree. This figure agrees well with that 

given in Table 162 (II) at 67.780 cal/mole-deg. Kelley [2364] recom¬ 

mends the value S°q8 ^ = 67-50 cal/mole*degree, found by Glauque and 

Jones on the basis of specific heat measurements on another crystalline 

form of C12C0, in which a disorderly orientation of the molecules is 

retained at low temperatures. 

The thermodynamic functions of FgCO were calculated earlier by 

Xrishnamachari [2487] up to 1000°K and by Lovell et al [2662 to 

1500°K. Both calculations were carried out on the basis of constants 

identical with those adopted in the Handbook. The differences between 

the values given in Table 149 (2) and the data of [2487] do not ex¬ 

ceed 0.01 cal/mole «degree, while the differences with regard to the 

data of [2662] attain 0.04 cal/mole*degree at certain temperatures, 

evidently because of accidental errors committed in this work. The 

thermodynamic functions of C12C0 were calculated in the works of Beach 

and Stevenson [698], Pertierra [3224] and also Thompson [3970] to 

1500°K, Gordon and Goland [I818] to 4000°K and uiauque and Ott [1717a] 

to 500°K. All calculations, with the exception of those effected in 

the work [1717a], were carried out by means on incorrect values oí the 
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vibrational states, in consequence of which their data differ from 

those given in the present Handbook by 0.7-1.6 cal/mole-degree. The 

data of [1717a] agree with those presented in Table 162(H) to within 

0.04 cal/mole-degree. This difference is due to the fact that the ro¬ 

tational constants of the molecule CI^CO were used for the calcula¬ 

tions in the present Handbook, while the calculation in the work 

[1717a] was carried out on the basis of moments of inertia, averaged 

for the natural isotope mixture of CloC0. 

The thermodynamic functions of FC1C0 had been calculated earlier 

in tne work of Lovell, Stevenson and Jones [2662] by means of practi¬ 

cally the same constants as those used In the present Handbook, for 

temperatures of 298.15-1500»K. The results of these two calculations 

agree within 0.08 cal/mole*degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of F^O in the first and present edi¬ 

tions are identical and differ from C12C0 by 0.7-1.6 cal/mole-degree 

because of the change in the vibrational constants. The thermodynamic 

functions of HFCO are published for the first time in the literature. 

§59* THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF CARBON IN THE SOLID AND LIQUID STATE 

As indicated in the introduction to the present chapter (see page 

856), the present Handbook gives Tables of the thermodynamic functions 

of graphite (293.15-5000°K) and liquid carbon (5000-6000°K) and also 

of diamond within the range of 293-15-1200°K. Diamond is a metastable 

crystalline modification of carbon within this temperature range; its 

thermodynamic functions are given in Table 142. 

Table l40 gives thermodynamic values, including the equations for 

the specific heats, used in the Handbook for calculating the thermody¬ 

namic functions of graphite, liquid carbon and diamond, 

£..i£raPhite ). A resume of the literature data on the specific heat 

of graphite at low temperatures is given in Table l4l. 
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TABLE l40 

Adopted Thermodynamic Values for Graphite, Diamond and Liquid Car¬ 
bon 

Benceno 

Ç* 
—ItS.l* 

PKMiXpHUKeHTU a 
ypftBHCHMM AIM cy 

^ (iNTCpBi/l 
TCMncparyptf Tm 

B 
KttAfe-amem 

C 
naA/t-amom-tpad a 6-10* c-10~* •K •K 

B 
naMlt-amoM 

fpaÿHT .... 
9 • • • • 

fr • • • • 

fr • • • • 

/Khakhö yr/iepoA 
A/iMas .... 

234 

124 

1,29 
■_y .* 

0,566 

1.874 

1,41 

2,074 

4,785 

5,758 

5,52 

7,0 
« 
b~ 

3,79 
0,774 

0,25 

0,30 

1,182 

4,189 

8,403 

298.15- 500 

500—1500 
1500-3000 
3000-5000 

5000-6000 

298.15- 1200 

5000 35000 

A) Substancej B) cal/g-atom; C) cal/g-atom*degree; D) coefficients 

in the equation for C° a; E) temperature range; a) C° = a + bT - 

- cT“2 (cal/g-atom-degree); b) Table data [3680]. 1) Diamond. 
2) liquid carbon; 3) graphite. 

As De Sorbo and Tyler showed [1320, 1324], the specific heit of 

graphite depends on the structure and condition of the specimen. Thus, 

the specific heat of natural Ceylon graphite [1320] differs from the 

specific heat of synthetic Acheson graphite [1323] by 9% (at 250°K) 

and the values S°98>15 diifer by 6.4$ (1.29 + 0.01 and 1.372 + 0.005 

cal/g-atom-degree). This difference cannot be accounted for by experi¬ 

mental error, which does not exceed 1$, or by the slight difference in 

the ash content (0.06 and 0.2$, respectively). In the opinion Ox De 

Sorbo [I320], the differences are due to the different mean dimen¬ 

sions, of the crystal particles of Ceylon and Acheson graphites 

(400 and 23OA)* and also to the fact that the specimen of artificial 

Acheson graphite contained an admixture of amorphous carbon.** Because 

data obtained under conditions as near to equilibrium as possible, are 

required in the thermodynamic calculations, the data obtained by De 

Sorbo [I320] for natural Ceylon graphite have been adopted in the 

Handbook: S°q8>15 = 1.29 ± 0.01 cal/g-atom-degree and H°98>15 “ HS = 
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= 234 + 4 cal/g-atom.* 

TABLE l4l 

Summary of the Data on the Results of the Specific Heat Measure¬ 
ments on Different Graphite Specimens at Low Temperatures 

A 
A»Topu 

-ET- 

ro* 

C 

Ofipaseu rpa^ar* 

D 
Mhc/io 

■iHcpeiiaa 

HHTeonast 
leuncpa- 

ç* 
°M8.U ^SSil.U 

KOA/t-amoMtpad 
F. 

MA/t-amoM 
a 

, * 1 

HepHCT [3042] . 
XUeflKoÖc, riapKC [2198] 
Ae-Cop6o, Tafl^ep [1323] 
BepreH^iHA h ap- [754] . 
Khcou, ricp/iMaH [2343]. 
Ae-Goptio [1321] .... 
Ac-Copóo [1320] .... 

Aè-CopOo, Tañ/iep [1324] 

Ae-Cop6o, Hhko/ic [1322] 

• >• 

• ■ > t 

1911 
1934 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1955 
1955 
1957 

1958 

1958 
1958 

AMeCOHOBCKHfl g 

AiecoHOBCKiiñ 
A Meco HO BC K H fi* 

HcKyccrseHHuft 4 
Amccohobckhô g 

1 
Ampcohobckhh, o6‘ 

AyWHHUfl k 

KaHaACKHfl, npH- 
pOAHUfl 1 

TpaipHT H3 KOKCa 
fpaipHT H3 A3M- 

noacA caiKH n 

6 

30 
73 
78 
68 
61 
67 
72 

144 

i 67 
96 

28-87,5 
93-294 
13-300 

1.5- 90 
1-20 

1.5- 20 
17-300 
13-304 

1.3- 20 

1.3- 20 
1.3- 20 

1,36±0,02 

1,372±0,005 

1,29±0,01 
1,492±0,009 

252±3 

251 ±2 

234±4 
268 

Mmean dimensions of the graphite crystals 230 A 
**} mean dimensions of graphite crystals over 400 A 
A} Authorsj 
B) year; 
CM graphite specimen; 
D) number of measurements; 
E) temperature range, °K; 

cal/g-atom*degree; 
G) cal/g-atom. 
a| Nernst; 
b] Jabos, Parkes; 
c] de Sorbo, Tyler; 
d] Bergenlid et al. ; 
ej Keesom, Pearlman; 
fj de Sorbo; 
g) Acheson; 
hj artificial, 
ij Ceylon; 
k) Acheson, irradiated 

Canadian, natural; 
irn graphite from coke; 
n) graphite from carbon black. 

In 19^8, de Sorbo and Nichols [1322] carried out careful speci¬ 

fic heat measurements on three graphite specimens over the range from 

1.3-20°K. For the same of Canadian natural graphite, the authors of 
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[1322] obtained even lower values of the specific heat than those 

found in the work [1320] for Ceylon graphite and also the values found 

in the works [75^.. 2343]. Calculation of the entropy at l6°K on the 

basis of the date [1322] leads to a value of = 0.0040 cal/g-atom* 

•degree, while in the work [1320] the larger value S°g = 0.0062 cal/ 

/g-atom*degree was used in the determination of S^g In view of 

the fact that the absolute entropy values of graphite at these tem¬ 

peratures are negligibly small as compared with the value S^g a 

correction was not applied to the value found in the work [1320]. How¬ 

ever, the error in the values of S^g ^ and H^g - H“, used on 

the basis of the data [1320], must be assumed to be + 0.05 cal/g- 

atom* degree and +20 cal/g-atom, respectively. 

Enthalpy measurements on graphite at temperatures above 298.15°K 

have been carried out by several researchers (see [2363]). Kelly 

[2363] proposed on the basis of these data, a single equation for the 

specific heat of graphite over a wide range of temperatures (298- 

-2300°K). Extrapolation of the specific heats by means of this equa¬ 

tion for higher temperatures leads to excessively large specific 

heats. 

The values of the specific heat, given in the Handbook of Rossini 

et al [3507] were adopted in the present Handbook for the calculation 

of the thermodynamic functions of graphite. Up to 1500°K these values 

coincide with those obtained in the work [4122] as a result of an an¬ 

alysis of experimental data. For the purpose of establishing the equ¬ 

ations for the specific heat of graphite, the temperature interval 

between 298.15 and 4000°K was divided into four parts (298.I5-50O; 

5OO-I50O; 1500-3000 and above 3000°K); the values of the specific heat 

recommended in the Handbook [3507] at 400, 500, 1000, I5OO, 2000, 3OGO 

and 4000°K were used as reference points and also the value C^^g ^ = 
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= I.874 cal/g-atom*degree, found by de Sorbo [1320]. Trinomial equa¬ 

tions of the type of Maier-Kelley equations [2745] (C° = a + bT - 

- cT"2) were derived for the three first temperature ranges on the 

basis of the above-indicated specific heats and for the fourch inter¬ 

val, a linear equation (see Table l40).* 

The data existing in the literature on the melting point of gra¬ 

phite are contradictory. Some experimental studies, carried out in 

the middle Twenties,** involving the determination of the melting point 

of carbon in the crater of a Voltaic arc, lead to values of 3760 to 

3900°K (3800 + 100°k [1524, 3570]; 3900°k [1927] ; 3760 + 65°K [525]; 

3845°K [3571]). Basset [674] found that the ternary point of graphite 

is approximately at 4000°K and a pressure of 100 atmospheres. However, 

Steinle [3844] showed that the melting point of graphite had not been 

attained in any of these investigations. As Brewer [915] pointed out, 

the temperature measurement on graphite by means of the optical py¬ 

rometer is difficult because of the condensation of carbon vapor whose 

pressure at temperatures of 4000°K and over attains a considerable 

magnitude. Taking into account that in accordance with the data of 

Basset [674] and Steinle [3844], the ternary point of graphite is at 

a pressure of over 100 atmospheres,, Brewer, on the basis of measure¬ 

ments of the pressure of saturated graphite vapor [921], arrived at 

the conclusion, that the melting point of graphite is over 5000°K.*** 

Thus, the above-listed data**** are not quite reliable and do 

not allow a selection of a reliable value for the melting point of 

graphite. The value recommended in the Handbook of Bichowski and Ros¬ 

sini [813] of 3873°K is certainly much too low. The value 4700°C, ad¬ 

opted by Kubashevskiy and Evans [267] is evidently based on the recom¬ 

mendations of Brewer [915]. In agreement with the recommendations of 

[267, 915], a melting point of 5000°K*****has been used in the present 
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Handbook for the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of gra¬ 

phite at high temperatures. The error in this value is several hundred 

degrees. The value of 5000°K for the ternary point of graphite was 

used by Udy and Boulger [4031] for the construction of the phase dia¬ 

gram of graphite (see [479a], page 110).* 

Experimental data of any kind on the heat of melting of graphite 

are lacking. The values of 11 and 10 kcal/g-atom for the heat of melt¬ 

ing, calculated by Hyschkewitsch [3570, 357I] and Fajans [1522], res¬ 

pectively, on the basis of the difference in the slope of the vapor 

pressure curves for solid and liquid carbon, are not reliable. An 

estimate of the entropy and heat of melting of carbon can be obtained 

on the basis of the entropies of melting of the elements of the IVth 

(main) group of the Periodic System. Scheil [3616] estimated the en¬ 

tropy of melting of carbon in this manner as 6.7 cal/g-atom*degree. 

Taking into consideration the more reliable vaJ.ues for the entropy 

of melting of silicon and germanium, found in recent times, the value 

Asm =7+1 cal/g-atom?degree to which corresponds a heat of melting 

of graphite of AHtû^qqq = 35 + 10 kcal/g-atom*degree** has been adop¬ 

ted in the present Handbook. The specific heat of molten carbon above 

5000°K has been estimated to be 7*0 cal/g-atom*degree. 

P—LPAamond). Kelley [2364] based on specific heat measurements on 

diamond over the temperature range 70-288% carried out by Pitzer 

[3253a], recommended a value of S°98.15 = 0.585 ± 0.005 cal/g-atcm* 

•degree. Extrapolation of the specific heat below 70°K leads to a 

value of S^0 = O.OO8 kcal/g-atom*degree. 

Measurements of the entropy changes of diamond H°0 - HjJ and 

H291 “ H90 carrled oat by Berman and Poulter [758b] showed that the 

results, obtained by Pitzer for low temperatures, are too high. Be 

Sorbo [1318c] carried out an investigation into the specific heat of 
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diamond over the temperature range of IT.4-300°K and obtained the 

value Q2SQ.15 ~ ± O.OO5 cal/g-atom»degree. Desnoyers and Morrison 

[1318b] and Bark and Friedberg [1024a] recently carried out careful 

measurements of the specific heat of diamond within the temperature 

range 12.8-277° and 11-200°K, respectively, and found a more accurate 

value for the entropy of diamond at 100°K (S°00 = 0.017 instead of 

S100 = 0,019 cal/g-atom*degree according to the data of de Sorbo). 

The Handbook gives the values 3°^^ = 0.566 + 0.005 cal/g-atom*de¬ 

gree and ^290.15 ~ Ho = 12i| ± 1 cal/g-atom, obtained on the basis of 

the data [758b, 1318b, 1318c, 1024a]. 

The most careful measurements of the enthalpy of diamond at high 

temperatures (272-ll8o°K) were carried out by Magnus and Kodier 

[2734a]. On the basis of these data, the U. S. Bureau of Standards 

calculated of Table of the thermodynamic functions of diamond to 

1200°K, which has been adopted in the Handbook, allowing for the chan¬ 

ges in the values 5°^ and H°98>15 - H°. 

The calculated thermodynamic functions of graphite and liquid 

carbon are given in "able 129 (II). The thermodynamic functions of di¬ 

amond to 1200°K are given in Table 142. 

Table 143 gives the results of the estimate concerning the errors 

in the values of $* for diamond and graphite. The abovementioned de¬ 

pendence of the specific heat of graphite on its structure was taken 

into account in the estimate of the accuracy of the thermodynamic 

functions of graphite. The marked increase in the magnitude of the 

error above 4000°K is mainly due to the absence of reliable data on 

the melting point and heat of melting of graphite. 
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TABLE l42 

Thermodynamic Functions of Diamond over the Temper¬ 
ature Range 293*15-1200°K 

T c-. ®r A A H’t-H'q A 

’ *K iuLt/t-aincM-tpad A uu/tamoM g 

283.15 

288.15 

400 : 

500 

800 :¡ 
700 ' 

800 
800 

1000 

1100 

1200 

1,41 

'1,46 

2,38 

3,14 

3,79 

4,29 

4,66 

4,90 

5,03 

5,10 

5,16 

0,139 

0,147 

0,320 
0,539 

0,798 
1,067 

1,347 

1,626 

1,806 

2,186 

2.445 

219 

259 
269 

280 

279 

280 

280 

259 

0,542 

0,566 

1,123 
1,733 

2,373 

3,003 

3,603 

4,163 

4,683 

5,173 

5,613 

610 

640 

630 

600 

560 

520 

490 

440 

118 

125 

321 

597 

945 

1355 

1805 

2283 

2777 

3286 
3801 

276 

348 
410 

450 

478 

494 
509 

515 

A) cal/g-atom»degree; B) cal/g-atom. 

TABLE 143 

Errors in the Values of of Graphite and Diamond 

(in cal/g-atom*degree) 

r. *K 238 1000 1500 2000 3000 <000 5000 

a 
Tpa^HT 

Annas b 
±0,05 

±0,01 
±0,07 
±0.05 

±0,10 ±0,15 ±0,2 ±0,3 ±1,0 

a) graphite; b) diamond. 

§60. THERMOCHEMICAL VALUES 

The standard state of carbon is C (graphite). 

C (Diamond). Prosen, Jessup and Rossini [3334], on the basis of 

the measurements of Jessup [2243] calculated the heat of combustion of 

diamond to carbon dioxide ^298.16 = “"94505,1. + 22.9 cal/g-atom. Re¬ 

calculation of this value, allowing for the atomic weight of carbon 

used, leads to the value 16 = —¿-*507+ 23 cal/g-atom. Using this 
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value and the heat of combustion of graphite (see section or the heat 

of formation of COg), the heat of formation of diamond from graphite 

was calculated: 

A//°U„(C. diamond) *= 0 »453i0,025 Rcal/g-atom, 

which has been adopted in the present Handbook. 

—...(Sa,s.)» heat of sublimation of carbon (graphite) can be de¬ 

termined on the basis of the measurements of the vapor pressure of 

carbon or the energy of dissociation of carbon monoxide because these 

values are connected by the simple thermochemical equation 

AHs0(C, Ktaphite ') so Dq(CO) — 86205kcal/g—atom• (XVI. 1) 

The results of numerous studies carried out by different methods, 

have long led to contradictory values for the heat of sublimation of 

carbon. These works were examined in detail and evaluated in the re¬ 

views of Gaydon [l4l, 1668], Springall [3829], Long [2642], Glöckler 

[1763], Goldfinger and Waelbroeck [1793], Cottrel [255], Kern [2372], 

Brewer and Searcy [932], Sehon and Szwarc [3677], et al. Hence, only 

the most important studies and works of recent years which are not 

included in the above-listed reviews, will be examined in the follow¬ 

ing. 

The dissociation energy of CO can be obtained on the basis of a 

study of predissociation in the spectrum of CO and also an investiga¬ 

tion of the dissociation of CO under the influence of electronic im¬ 

pact. As pointed out previously (pages 879-881), a discontinuity in 

the rotational levels appears in the B1^- and b32- states of the mo¬ 

lecule CO at V = 0 and V = 1 in consequence of the predissociation. 

Douglas and Möller [I378], as a result of an investigation of the band 

system bV - 4½ in the spectra of isotopic molecules C120 and C130, 

determined the exact position of the dissociation limit, with which 

the repulsive state causing these predissociations, is connected. They 
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found that the dissociation limit is situated at 89,595 + 30 cm“^ 

<at above the lower level (v = 0, J = 0) of the electronic ground state 

of CO.* Because extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the ground 

state leads to the conclusion that they should converge in the region 

90,000 cm 1 or higher, it is natural to assume that the dissociation 

energy of the molecule CO is 89,595 ± 30 cm"1. However, it has been 

assumed in several works [see [255, 151])that the dissociation limit 

of CO in the region 89,600 cm“1 is correlated with the excited state 

of oxygen or carbon atoms [for example, 0(¾ + 0(½) or 0(½) + 0(½)] 

and, consequently, that the dissociation energy is much lower: 79,401 

cm (9*85 ev) or 73,72? cm 1 (9.14 ev), respectively. These hypothe¬ 

ses were supported by the data of Gero [I689] and Schmid and Gero 

[3638] on the predissociation at certain vibrational levels of the 

state A1n in the region 9.I-9.7 ev. However, it has been shown unequi¬ 

vocally in the works of Douglas and Möller [1378] and Tanaka et al 

[3935] that there is no predissociation in the state A1!!. 

Thus, the analysis of the spectra of CO shows that experimental 

data of any kind which would allow the assumption of the existence of 

a dissociaticn limit of the molecule CO with an energy of less than 

89,595 + 30 cm 1 are lacking. Moreover, the results of studies of the 

band system A H - X1^ (see page 880) leads to the conclusion that the 

levels of the vibrational energies of the state A1!! converge in the 

region around 90,000 cm -1. in this region, the levels of the states 

a X and d il and, possibly, also the state e 2 , should evidently also 

converge in this region. Because the ground states of the oxygen and 

carbon atoms should correlate with several electronic states of the 

molecule CO, including the states 1n, ^Z+f and ^11, it must be as¬ 

sumed that the states A1!!, a,32 and d^n have a common dissociation li¬ 

mit identical with that which is connected with the repulsive state 
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which causes the predissociation in the states B1^- and b3S- and 

which is the dissociation limit of the state X12+. At the same time, 

the hypothesis that the dissociation limit of these states with an en¬ 

ergy of about 89,600 cm"1, may correspond to one of the excited states 

of the atoms 0 or C, requires a violation of the rule nonintersection 

of the potential curves, because in this case the molecule CO should 

have several II-, 2- and Jn- states with a dissociation limit in the 

region 73,000 or 79^000 cm“1. A detailed study of the state A1!! [3935] 

shows that data of any kind which would permit the assumption of an 

intersection of the potential curves of this state with the curve of 

the other 1n state or perturbation of the vibrational levels of the 

A1!!- state are lacking. Thus, extrapolation of the vibrational levels 

of several excited states also confirms the value D0(C0) = 89,595 cm“1. 

A serious argument in favor of a dissociation energy of CO of 

—1 
less than 89,595 cm“ (11.11 ev) were at one time the data obtained in 

investigations carried out by means of the method of electronic impact 

[1928, 1929, 1557* 2702, 903]. Values of about 9.85 ev were found in 

these works for the dissociation energy of CO, i.e., values which a- 

gree with the hypothesis that 0(½) + 0(3P) corresponds to a dissoci¬ 

ation limit of 89,595 cm 1. However, Hagstrum [I93O] showed that if a 

more accurate value of the electron affinity of the oxygen atom (see 

page 331) is used, the data obtained by the method of electronic impact 

lead to a value of D0(C0) « 11.11 ev. Subsequent investigations of the 

dissociation of CO by the method electronic impact [885, 2518, 2956] 

confirmed this value of D0(C0). 

The vapor pressure of graphite was measured by the effusion me¬ 

thod by Brewer, Gilles and Jenkins [92I], Brewer and Mastick [924], 

Simpson, Thorn and Winslow [3985* 37^2] and particularly carefully by 

Doehaerd, Goldfinger and Waelbroek [1356, 1357]. It was found that 
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the vapor pressure in the effusion vessel depends on the ratio of the 

cross section of the aperture to the area of the internal surface of 

the vessel. At ratios of 1: 250 and 1: 600, as was the case in the 

work of Brewer et al. [921], the measured vapor pressures proved to be 

in good agreement with the heat of sublimation of carbon of about 170 

kcal/g-atom, which corresponds to D0(CO) = 11.11 ev. Doehaerd, Gold¬ 

finger and Waelbroek [1356, 1357] carried out an investigation over a 

wider range of ratios of aperture cross section to internal surface 

(from 1: 100 to 1: 23,400) and found that when the dimensions of the 

orifice were reduced, the vapor pressure in the effusion vessel in- 

created. They axplainad the dependence nf tho uBptjimence oí the vapor pressure on the 

aperture dimensions by the fact that the evaporation coefficient of 

carbon is low (of the order of lo'h and recommended for the heat of 

sublimation of monatomic carbon the value Aho = 141.7 kcal/g-atom. 

(D0(C0) » 9.8 ev), obtained with the smallest orifices. However, sev¬ 

eral authors [932, 916, 923] pointed out that this relationship men¬ 

tioned in the works [1356, 1357] may be explained by the complex com- 

position of carbon vapor, in narf *i put qv> v, 4-u p j n particular, by the proposed (see [111]]) 

existence in the vapor of negative 0' ions and molecules Cc with a low 

evaporation coefficient.* These evaporation products may be" of great 

importance at high temperatures and small relative orifices of the 
effusion cell. 

ohould aloo be pointed out that the very low value of the ev- 

aporation coefficient of carbon, used by Doehaerd, Goldfinger and 

Waelbroek, gives rise to serious doubts [1112, 916, 923]. Hochj Black_ 

»urn, Dingledy and Johnston [2088] found during their investigations 

of the surface evaporation of graphite and tungsten and tantalum car¬ 

bides that the evaporation coefficient of carbon is within the range 

of 0.i-1.0 and Thorn and Winslow [3985], based on the results of a 
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comparison of the rate of effusion and evaporation from the surface of 

carbon, found the value O.15. 

A very important problem, arising during investigation of the 

vapor pressure of carbon, is the composition of the vapors. 

In the works of Honig [2117] and particularly, of Chupka, Inghram 

and coworkers [II09, 1110, 1111, 1112, III3 and l405] it was shown 

that carbon vapor contains the molecules C, C0, C0, Ci, and C,-.* The 
¿ o A- 5 

complex composition of carbon vapor makes the processing of the data 

obtained by the effusion method and the surface evaporation method 

very difficult. Of special value under these circumstances are the 

mass-spectrometric methods which enables the relative concentrations 

and heats of sublimation of each component contained in the vapor to 

be measured. By means of this method, Chupki and Ingram [II09, 1110] 

and Honig [2117] investigated the composition of the vapor and deter¬ 

mined the heat of sublimation during the surface evaporation of gra¬ 

phite. By means of the dependence of the intensity of the current of 

C+ ions on temperature, the activation energies of the evaporation of 

carbon were found, by means of which the limit of the possible values 

of the heats of sublimation of carbon can be established: Aho < 180 

kcal/g-atom. Of particularly great value are the mass-spectrometric 

studies of the vapor flowing out of the effusion cell, carried out by 

Chupki and Inghram [1111, 1112, 1113]. As a result of these researches, 

the heats of sublimation of monatomic carbon, of C0 and C^, equal to 

170.4 kcal/g-atom, 197 + 4 and 200 + 10 kcai/mole, were found. 

Thus, the investigations on the predissociation in the B12+- and 

b 2 - states, the later data, obtained by the method of electronic im¬ 

pact, the measurements of the vapor pressure of carbon and also the 

results of the measurement of some other magnitudes, connected with 

the value D0(C0), for example, D0(C0+) and D0(CN) (see [l4l, I668]), 
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do not leave any doubt that the dissociation products, corresponding 

to a dissociation limit at 89,595 ± 30 cm"1, are 0(3P) + C(3P) and, 

consequently, that the dissociation energy of CO corresponds to the 

largest of the several proposed values.* The studies of shock waves in 

carbon monoxide [3997* 2447a] and detonations in mixtures of acetylene 

and oxygen [2422] lead to the same conclusion. Because it is known, to 

which components of the 3P states of oxygen and carbon atoms (3P , 
3 3 ^ * 
P1 or P2^ corresponds the dissociation limit with an energy of 

39íj95 cm , the dissociation energy of CO may have a value between 

89,300 cm"1 (255.332 kcal/mole) and 89,620 cm"1 (256.247 kcal/mole). 

Although it is difficult to find convincing arguments in favor of the 

fact that the dissociation limit of CO may not be connected with the 

basic components of the 3P terms 0(¾) + C(3P0), the mean value 

D0 (CO) = 89 460 + 160 cm"11 = 255,79^0,43 kcal /mole, 

is adopted in the Handbook in correspondence with the recommendations 

of Brewer and Searcy [932] to which, according to (XVI.l), corres¬ 

ponds a heat of sublimation of graphite of 

AWs#(C, ophite) = A//7,(C, i-s)= 169,585±0,430 kcal/g-atom. 

S—Gaãff.1 » The ionization potential of the carbon atom, according 

to Moore [2941], is 

/(C) s= 90878,3 cm1 = 259,845 kcal/g-atom. 

The error in the value does not exceed 1 cal/g-atom. To the ad¬ 

opted value of the ionization potential corresponds 

A//70(C\ K«*) = 429,43±0,43 kcal/g-atdm. 

C2 (gas)* An estimate of the dissociation energy of the molecule 

C2 on the basis of an extrapolation of its vibrational levels leads to 

very contradictory and inaccurate values. To the linear extrapolation 

of the levels of the X1^- state corresponds a velue of 7 ev or approx¬ 

imately 160 kcal/mole. Phillips [3234], as a result of graphic extra- 
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polation of the levels of the d3n - state, obtained for the values of 

D (CL): 5.3 and 4.04 ev, depending on whether Cp in the state dis- 

sociates into C(3P) + C(3P) or C(3P) + 0(½) atoms. 

Herzberg [151, 2020], on the basis of the anomalous intensity of 

the band group with v' = 6 of the system 3IIg - 3IIU, assumed that the 

dissociation energy of C2 is close to the energy of the level V = 6 

of the state 3n (about 3-6 ev), but this value contradicts other ex- 
S 

perimental data. 

Brewer, Gilles and Jenkins [921] investigated the intensity of 

the Swan bands in the spectrum of C2 as a function of the temperature 

of the King furnace and found the value AH°f0 (C2, gas) = 233.1 + 7*0 

kcal/mcle, to which corresponds D0(C2) ~ IO7 kcal/mole (4.7 ev). This 

value is evidently erroneous, as one of the authors of this work 

pointed out (see [1110, 255]. 

Chupka, Inghram et al [1109* 1110, lili, 1112, 1113], as result 

of a mass-spectrométrie investigation of the composition of carbon va¬ 

por on the ionic current of C2 as a function of temperature, found for 

the heat of formation of C2 the value 197 ± 15 kcal/mole. Drowart, 

Burns, de Maria and Inghram in the work [1405] used an effusion chamber 

-5 
with a much smaller orifice than in the preceding works (10 ^ instead 

of 10“3). In this work on the dependence of the ion current of C¡2 on 

temperature, the value Ah0fQ (C2, gas) = 194.1 + 1.7 kcal/mole* was 

found. Furthermore, using the measured ionic current of C+ as a stan¬ 

dard, the authors of the work [1405] calculated the partial pressure 

of C2 in the effusion chamber and, by means of Eqs. (IV.I5), found 

the value AH°f0 (C2, gas) = 197*4+1.7 kcal/mole. 

The Handbook adopted the value 

A/TMC,, k“s)=196±3 kcal/mole, 

which is the mean of two values, calculated on the oasis of the results 
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obtained by Drowart et al. [l405]. 

To the adopted value corresponds 

DjC,)«=l43.17±3kCal/mole. 

CL (gas). Chupka and Inghrara [1109, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1113], on 
■I I II— Il II IM ....... 

the basis of mass-spectrometric studies on carbon vapor, carried out 

by them, found the value AH°f0 (C3, gas) = 200 + 10 kcal/mole. Thorn 

and Winslow [3905] investigated the rate of evaporation of carbon from 

a free surface and the flow of carbon vapor through the orifice of 

the effusion chamber and found that at 2400°K the vapor pressure of 

0^ is 1.05^10-^ atm and the heat of formation AH°f2^00 = 184.4 kcal/ 

/mole (to which corresponds a Anof0 = 188 kcal/mole.). A recalculation 

of the data of Thorn and Winslow, using the values of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of C3(gas) and C (graphite) adopted in the present Hand¬ 

book, leads to the value AH0fo = 194 kcal/mole. 

The mass-spectrometric investigation of carbon vapor in the work 

of Dworart, Burns, de Maria and Inghram [l405] was carried out with 

small relative orifices of the effusion chamber (less than 10in_ 

stead of 10 J [1113]). Under these conditions, the authors were able 

to measure the current of C3 with an accuracy considerably greater 

than in earlier measurements. On the basis of the relation of the ion 

current of C3 on temperature, the authors [1405] found AH°f0 (C3, gas) 

= 186.7 + 1.5 kcal/mole. In the calculations, the authors of [l405] 

used the values of — Hq for C3, calculated by Pitzer (see page 930). 

A recalculation using the values of H° - Hj, given and Clementi 

[3256] in the present Handbook, gives AH°f0 = 186.2 kcal/mole. 

A calculation by means of Eq. (TV.I5), based on the absolute va¬ 

lues of the partial pressure of C3 over graphite, carried out by the 

authors of [l405], leads to a value of AH°f0 = 188.I + 2.3 kcal/mole. 

A similar value (190 kcal/mole) was obtained on the basis of these 
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data by the authors of the Handbook, using the thermodynamic functions 

of graphite and Cy given in Tables 129 (II) and 133 (II)* On the ba¬ 

sis of these data, the value 

A/f7o(Cs. 1-)= ISSiSkcal/mole“1.* 

has been adopted in the present Handbook, This value is the average of 

the values obtained by two methods: on the basis of the dependence of 

the ionic current of on temperature and by means of the Eq. (IV.15) 

on the basis of the measurements of Dworart et al [l405]. To this 

value corresponds 

D. (C.) *= 320,755 ± 5,0kca 1/mole. 

CO (gas). The heat of combustion of carbon monoxide has been mea¬ 

sured many times. Review of these investigations are given in the works 

[813, 98, 3492, 3514, 3499]. Rossini [3492, 3496, 3499, 4122] carried 

out a very accurare measurement of the heat of combustion of carbon 

monoxide and obtained, after applying the necessary corrections, 

AH298 2_g = -67,636.1 + 28.7 cal/mole. The results of the deuermina- 

tions, carried out by Roth and Banse [3517], Penning and Cotton [1550] 

and Awbery and Griffiths [591] coincide, within the limits of the mea¬ 

surement accuracy, with the value, recommended by Rossini. Recalcula¬ 

tion of the value for the heat of combustion obtained by Rossini, al¬ 

lowing for the variability of the atomic weight of carbon (12.011 in¬ 

stead of 12.010) leads to the value ^ = -67.638 + 29 kcal/mole. 

To this value corresponds the heat of formaiiion of carbon monoxide, 

given in the Handbook: 

A/T7m.i*(CO, *■**) = — 26,416±0,031 kcal/mole. 

The value Dq(C0) = 255.790 + 0.43 kcal/mole adopted in the Hand¬ 

book is discussed in the section on the determination of the heat of 

sublimation of carbon (see page 9^5). 

C0+ (gas). The ionization potential of the carbon monoxide mole- 
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cule was determined by Takamine, Tanaka and Iwata [3918] by means of 

the edge of the Rydberg series in the absorption spectrum of carbon 

monoxide. According to the data of this study, the edge of the Rydberg 

series for the transition between the levels v = 0 of the state 

X2! of the molecule C0+ and the state X1Z of the molecule CO corres¬ 

ponds to 888.73 A or 113,0?9 cm"1. Watanabe [4175] found the limit of 

photoionization of the molecule CO at 885 A or 112,934 cm"1, which is 

in good agreement with the results of measurement of the limit of the 

Rydberg series. 

The Handbook adopted the value of the ionization potential of car¬ 

bon monoxide of 113,029 cm"1 [3918] or 

/(CO) = 323,179±0,010 kca 1/mole. 

To this value of I(C0) corresponds the energy of dissociation of 

C0+ into C+ and 0: 

D#(CO*)= I92/56±0,430 kca1/mole 

and the heat of formation 

A/T/.iCO*, *■*)*= 295,961 ±0,033 kcal/mole. 

Congas). Summaries of the results of the numerous measurements 

of the heat of formation of carbon dioxide are given in the works [813, 

98, 3504, 3334]. Deway and Harper [I326], Jessup [2243] and Prosen and 

Rossini [3339] measured the heats of combustion of different graphite 

samples. These works were carried out extremely carefully and served 

as the basis for the selection by Prosen, Jessup and Rossini [3334] 

of the best value of the heat of formation of carbon dioxide AH°f n 
298.15 

94,051 + 10.8 kcal/mole. The application of a corrections to allow 

for the atomic weight of carbon, used in the Handbook, leads to the 

value 

A/r/»«.»* W» ta‘ >) = -»4,054±0,011 kcal/mole, 

to which corresponds 
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D#(CO*) *»301,543^0,43 kca 1/mole. 

C^O^J^gas^. Reliable data on the heat of formation of C^Og are 

absent in the literature. Klemenc, Wechsberg, and Wagner [2436, 2437, 

2435] studied the equilibrium 

QDa i*“* ) *= CO, (k«») + C, (*"» ) 

and found that at 200°C the equilibrium constant is about 10“^ mm Hg. 

To this value corresponds a heat of reaction of about 40 kcal/mole and 

AH°f(C^Og) ^ 55 kcal/mole. However, the value of the equilibrium con¬ 

stant found by Klemenc, Wechsberg and Wagner is very unreliable be¬ 

cause side reacgions took place in the system and because it is not 

certain that the concentration of the.decomposition products attained 

the equilibrium value. These authors [2436, 2437, 2435] did not use 

their own value of the equilibrium constant for the calculation of the 

heat of formation of C_C> but obtained it on the basis of the estima- 
3 2 

ted heat of combustion of C^Og (300 kcal/mole) to which corresponds 

a hœat of formation of 18 kcal/mole. 

A more reliable estimate of the heat of formation of C^Og can be 

made by using the dissociation energies of ethylene, aliene [3507] 

and Ketene [3508] on the assumption that 

D(H,C = C « CHf) - D (OC = C = CO) » 2 (D (H,C = CH,) - D(H,C = CO)]. 

The value 

(C>Olf ga.i) = —8¿5 kcal/mole 

thus found is used in the Handbook. Another possible method of estima¬ 

tion, based on the dissociation energies of and C0g, is less justi¬ 

fiable because the valency states of carbon in the molecules 0^ and 

C^Og are not identical. 

To the adopted value of the heat of formation corresponds 

P#(C*0i)*= 635,234 ±5 kcal/mole. 

HC0 ( gas ). The energy required for removing the first hydrogen 
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atom from the formaldehyde molecule can be estimated on the basis of 

data on the photolysis of formaldehyde. This problem is discussed in 

detail in the work of Steacie [3841]. 

Two values are proposed in the literature for the activation en¬ 

ergy of the breaking of the bond H-CHO, equal to approximately 90 and 

78 kcal/mole, which corresponds to H-CO bond-rupture activation ener¬ 

gies of about 15 and 2J cal/mole. These values can be equated with the 

dissociation energies of the respective bonds, if the activation energy 

of the reverse process of recombination of the radicals is zero. At the 

present time there are several indications in favor of this hypothesis 

[3841, 3677]. 

Calvert, Steacie et al [IO52, IO5I, IO5O] proposed a mechanism 

for the photolysis of formaldehyde and expressed the opinion that the 

value D(H - CHO) = 91 kcal/mole agrees best with this mechanism. How¬ 

ever, this mechanism has caused serious doubts among other authors 

[2431, 1365]. The arguments in favor a smaller value for D(H - CHO) 

are more convincing. Thus, Gorin [I826] investigated the process of 

photodissociation of formaldehyde in presence of iodine vapor and sho¬ 

wed that the dissociation energy of the bond H-CHO should be less than 

78 kcal/mole. Klein and Schoen [2431] investigated the photolysis of a 

mixture of HgCO and D^CO under the influence of monochromatic light 

and found that dissociation begins at a wavelength of about 3650 A 

which corresponds to D(H - CHO) < 78 kcal/mole. Dorman and Buchanan 

[1364] based on the existing thermodynamic data and a theoretical in¬ 

vestigation of the surface potential energy of the system CO + H ar¬ 

rived at the conclusion that D(H - CO) = 23 kcal/mole and D(H — CHO) « 

* 82 kcal/mole. Herzberg and Ramsey [2042] determined, on the basis 

of the predissociation in the band system 2A1 - 2bi, that the upper 

limit of the possible values of D(H — CO) = 37.7 kcal/mole. 

A convincing argument in favor of a smaller value for D(H — CHO) 
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is the investigation by Reed [3411] of formaldehyde under the influen¬ 

ce of electronic impact, in which the value D(H - CHO) = 3- 3 ± °*1 'A 

= + 2.3 kcal/mole was found. Brand and Reed [öyC] investigated 

the electronic spectrum of formaldehyde and found that its peculiari¬ 

ties can be explained if one adopts the value B(H - CHO), found by 

Reed [3411]. A further predissociation in the region of 5j00 A detected 

in the electronic spectrum of I^CO is also a confirmation of this value 

for D(H - CHO). Klein and Schoen [2432] examined the results of the 

determination of D(H - CO) carried out by different methods and showed 

that the value 2? kcal/mole is correct, thus confirming the smaller 

value of D(H - CHO). 

The value D(H — CHO) = 74.5 kcal/mole, to which corresponds* 

A/TfiM.u(HCO, gas)= - 5,3±3 kcal/mole. 

has been adopted in the Handhook. This value is based primarily on the 

measurement results of Eeed [3411] and Brand and Reed [898]. To the 

adopted value of the heat of formation corresponds 

D#(HCO)*= 285,596 ±3 kcal/mole. 

H CO (gas). The heat of combustion of gaseous formaldyhyde has 

been measured by Wartenberg, Muchlinski and Riedler [416?] and by 

Wartenberg and Lerner-Steinberg [4l65]. The greatest difficulty in this 

work was the preparation of the monomer of formaldehyde. Heats of com¬ 

bustion of -158.8 kcal/mole [4167] and -134.1 kcal/mole [4l65] (at 

constant volume) were found in these investigations; the causes of 

this difference are not yet clear. Wartenberg and Lerner-Stemberg 

[4165] applied certain corrections more accurately and the value found 

by them is the most reliable. To this value corresponds AH0f293tl5 

(H^CO, gas) = -27.7 ± 1 kcal/mole. 

Newton and Dodge [3065] investigated the equilibrium of the for¬ 

mation of formaldehyde from hydrogen and carbon monoxide. To the equi- 
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librium constant found by them corresponds AH°f2g3 lg(H2C0J gas) = 

kcal/mole, which confirms the results of the measurements [4.165]. 

The heat of formation of HoC0 

^) = -27,7^1 kca 1/mole, 

based on the measurements of Wartenberg and Lerner-Steinberg [4l65] 

has been adopted in the Handbook. To this value corresponds 

Dq(H,CO)*= 358,66i 1,1 kca 1/mole. 

FÇO_í^asj_. The heat of formation of FCO adopted in the Handbook 

A/T7i*«.u(FC0, g«s) = — 45-j_20 kcal/mole 

adopted in the Handbook was estimated on the basis of the bond energies 

m the molecules FgCO, C12C0, and C1C0. To this value corresponds 

00(^0) = 292,21^20 kcal/mole. 

F2C0 (eas). Wartenberg [4l56] measures the heat of hydrolysis of 

F2C0 in caustic potash solution and found for the heat of formation of 

FgCO the value -142 kcal/mole. later on. Wartenberg and Eiteris [4168] 

measured the heat of hydrolysis of F2C0 in water more accurately and 

found the value -26.73 ± 0.2 kcal/mole. To the heat of hydrolysis found 

m the work [4168] corresponds the heat of formation AH°f2qo lt-(F„C0) = 

= -150.5 kcal/mole. J • 5 2 

Ruff and Shih-Chang Li [ 3565, 3708] investigated the equilibrium 

2p2C0 (gas) — C02 (gas) + CFj^ (gas) in a furnace at a temperature of 

650-1000^0 in presence of platinum catalyst and on the basis of the 

equilibrium constant as a function of temperature they found the heat 

of this reaction Ah = -28 kcal/mole, to which corresponds AH°f g ] 

(FgCO) = -164 kcal/mole. The calculation of the heat effect of this re¬ 

action on the basis of Eq.(iv.l5), using the thermodynamic functions 

of the reaction components adopted in the present Handbook, leads to 

the value 4¾ = -12 kcal/mole (AHfQ (FgCO) = -149 kcal/mole) which dif¬ 

fers markedly from the value obtained by means of the logarithms of 
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the equilibrium constants as a function of temperature. This attests to 

the unreliability of the data obtained in the works [3565, 3708]. The 

data of these works are also insufficiently reliable because of the 

small number of experiments, the marked divergence of individual points 

(these were not used in the calculations), the narrow temperature in¬ 

terval and the side reactions which took place [23]. 

Medvedev, Baybuz and Bergman [23] measured the heat of formation 

of FgCO by the method of explosion in a spherical bomb. The maximum 

pressures during the explosion of mixtures containing CF^, Co and 02* 

were measured in the work [23]« The results of six tests (maximum ex¬ 

plosion temperature 2364 to 28o4°K) enabled the value AH°^298.15 

(FgCO) = -148.5 + 2 kcal/mole to be calculated. 

The value 

A/f7*M.u(F»C0, «as)= — 149,5 382 kcal/mole, 

to which corresponds 

D, (F,CO) « 41 <348 £ 2,3 k c a 1 /m 01 e. 

has been adopted in the Handbook on the basis of the results of the 

investigations [23, 4l68]. 

HFCO (gas). The heat of formation of HFCO was estimated on the 

basis of the mean bond energies in the molecules FgCO and HgCO. The 

value thus obtained 

A/T’fm.u(HFCO, Kas) = —90±5 kcal/mole 

corresponds to the dissociation energy 

D0(HFCO) = :37,865±5 kcal/mole. 

C1C0 (gas). Burns and Dainton [1029] investigated the rate of 

photosynthesis of phosgene and found D(C1 — CO) = 6.3 kcal/mole (see 

also [3915])« To this value corresponds the heat of formation adopted 

in the Handbook 

A/TWCICO. BaS ) s —3,7;£2 kcal/mole 
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and the dissociation energy 

D0(ClCO) = 261,101 ±2 koal/mole. 

ClgCO (gas). Bichowsky and Rossini [813] recalculated the data of 

Thomsen [3981] on the combustion of phosgene and found that this heat 

of formation is -52.7 kcal/mole. Bychowsky and Rossini [813] also re¬ 

calculated the measurement results of Thomsen [398l] and Berthelot 

[780] of heat of hydrolysis of ClgCO in alkaline solution and found 

AlI291 = and -6o*6 kcal/mole, respectively. 

The equilibrium constants of the reaction 

go(Kos) + c\t( «..) ^ œci,(^«) 

have been measured several times. A calculation of the heat of this 

reaction on the basis of the data of Bodenstein and Duant [848], Atkin¬ 

son, Heycock and Pope [587], Bodenstein and Plaut [853] and Horak [2121] 

(the values of the equilibrium constants found by these authors are 

collected in the work of Thompson [3970]), was carried out during the 

preparation of the Handbook and led to the value Ahq = -24.4 + 0.4 

kcal/mole, to which corresponds a heat of formation of phosgene of 

Ah0f^^j^ = -51»8 kcal/mole. 

More reliable are the data obtained in the equilibrium investiga¬ 

tion, hence the value 

AÄ°/m.i.(CI,C0, gas) =a—52±2 kcal/mole, 

has been adopted in the Handbook for the heat of formation of phosgene, 

to which corresponds 

(05,00) = 337,281 ±2 kcal/mole. 

FC1C0 [gas). The heat of formation of FC1C0 adopted in the Hand¬ 

book 

A/Tfm,!» (FCICO, g««) = -- 101 ±5 kcal/mole 

was estimated, using the mean bond energies in the molecules FgCO, and 

ClgCO. To this value corresponds 

''■■"-‘»w, j ,3. 
. 
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D,(FCICO) = 376,043 ±5 kcal/mole. 

TABLE 144 

Adopted Values (in cal/mole) of the Thermodynamic Values 
of Carbon and its Compounds with Oxygen 

atgec^o CO^OMRI« 
Do. 1 HAH 

Affs, c AW/. AH’Wu ^»a.u "0 

C 
c 
c 

c* 
c, 
Ci 
CO 

ar¬ 
co, 

CA 
HCO 
H£0 
FCO 
F£0 
HFCO 
QCO 
C1£0 
FCICO 

H”pa4>HT 
EAjmaa 
FTaa 

» 
» 
» 
» 
» 
» 
» 
> 
a 
» 
» 
» 
» 

» 

189 565* a 
169 02311 

“ <sb *59 845® 
143170 
320 755 
255790 c 

323 179* 
381543 
635 234 
285 596 
358 660 
292 210 
414348 
387865 
261101 
337 281 
376043 

0 
562 

169585 

429430 
196000 
188000 

- 27218 

295961 
- 93984 
- 8505 
- 5392 
- 26824 
- 45138 
-148776 
- 89161 
- 3979 
- 51609 
-100421 

0 
455 

170897 

432 226 
198 027 
189643 

- 26 425 

298 210 
- 94054 
- 8016 
— 5296 
— 27 700 
— 45000 
-149 492 
— 89987 
— 3735 
— 52 000 
-100 996 

0 
453 

170913 

432267 
198061 
189664 

- 28416 

298 243 
- 94 054 
- 8 000 
- 5 300 
- 27 720 
- 45 000 
- 149 500 
- 90 000 
- 3700 
- 52000 
-101000 

225 
118 

1537 

1565 
2477 
2318 

• 2038 

2038 
2195 
3204 
2333 
2353 
2420 
2602 
2448 
2596 
3007 
2783 

234 
125 

1562 

1590 
2529 
2366 
2073 

2072 
2239 
3282 
2373 
2395 
2465 
2658 
2497 
2647 
3075 
2845 

a) The heat of sublimation is given 
b) the ionization potential of monatomic carbon is given 
c) the ionization potential of carbon monoxide is given. 

This value corresponds to a dissociation energy 

C0+ = C+ + 0, D0 = 192,456 + 430 cal/mole. 

A) substance; B) state; C) or; D) graphite; E) diamond; F) gas. 

Manu¬ 
script [Footnotes] 
Page 
No. 

866* Ballik and Ramsey [63O] pointed out-, that this value may 
contain an error equal to 10-20 cm” because of possible 
experimental errors during the determination of the mole¬ 
cular constants and of the fact that the magnitude of the 

multiplet splitting of the state 3Z~ is unknown. 

It is specially emphasized in the work [63O] that, although 

the state 12+ is the electronic ground state of the mole- g 
cule Cgj it need not be the lowest stat_ of Cg in matrices, 
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which agrees with the results of the experiments of Robinson 
and McCarthy who had shown that the lowest state of C0 in 

the solid phase is the state . 
1 u 

870 According to Mulliken [2982], the molecule C„ in the states 
11+^+ ^ 

B Ag* C 2 and cJ2 dissociates into unexcited carbon atoms 
bo ^ 

in the state “T. 

878 Mulliken arrived at conclusion, on the basis of theoretical 
calculations of the lower electronic states of CO, that the 
d state of the molecule CO should be a state of the type 

[3002], In the work [3002] Mulliken also pointed out that 
because of the inaccuracy of numeration of the band system 

dJA _ X 2 , the correct values of go and B for the state 
0 e e 

d-’A may be larger than those found in the above-listed works 
and the value of T , correspondingly less. 

879 A calculation of the potential energy curves for the lower 
electronic states of CO [3991a] attests to the fact that 

1 + 3^- 

the states X 2 and 6^2 have a common dissociation limit. 

880 Calculation of the potential energy curve of CO in the 

state A1!! permits the conclusion that the potential energy 
curve may have a maximum (see [3991a]). 

883 The vibrational levels of the A2n state of C0+, calculated 
on the basis of the adopted values for the constants, con¬ 
verge in the region of the dissociation limit. 

887* The values v1 = I300, v2(2) = 550 and = 2200 cm“1 were 

adopted in the work of Pitzer and Clement! [3256] for the 
basic frequencies of the molecule C^ on the basis of a com¬ 

parison of the respective force constants of the molecules 
C302, CHgCO and C^. 

887** The authors of the works [I368, 2395] emphasized that the 
analysis of the rotational structure carried out by them 
should be regarded only as preliminary, becuase the nature 
of the electronic states with whose transitions the obser¬ 
ved bands are connected, is not accurately known; moreover, 
in the analysis of the rotational structure of the bands 
C3, an error in numeration of the lines is possible, caused 

by the denseness of the rotational lines close to the band 
edges and the overlapping of different bands of the system. 

888 Pitzer and Clement! [3256], on the basis of a calculation 
by the method of molecular orbits, arrived at the conclusion 
that the electronic ground state of the molecule C3 should 

be a singlet state of the type Examination of the possi¬ 

ble electronic configurations and the excited states corres- 
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ponding to them showed that bands should be present in the 
spectrum of connected with two forbidden transitions: 

— and ' 2g “ ^g* au^hors of [ 3256] j in accordance 

with the earlier proposed interpretation [2395, 1133, 1368, 
2025] assumed that the bands of C3 at X ¿+050 A are due to 

the transition ]'n - ^ (according to calculations, the 
u e> 1 

excitation energy of the IIu state is approximately 3.I ev, 

which agrees well with that found experimentally and equal 
to 3.0b ev). 

889 Taylor, Benedict and Strong found that this relation can be 
described by the following empirical equation: 

- *•{« - *Kí(* + 2)*-í2Joí + 2fc - P*,}. 

892 An investigation of the rotational Raman spectrum of C02 

was carried out in the works of Houston and Lewis [2133]and 
Kotov, Tyulin and Tatevskiy [254]; the values of B000 (O.393 

and O.3895 cm"1) differ from those obtained by an analysis 
of the infrared spectra and are evidently less accurate. 

894 An analogous situation obtains with regard to the Schuman- 
-Runge bands of the molecule 02, which are below 1900 A 
in absorption, while the emission spectrum is situatied in 
the region of 3100-3300 A (see [142]). 

896* The work of Livingston and Rao [2630] which dealt with an 
electron diffraction study of the structure of C^02, was 
published in 1959. The use of the sector method of obtain¬ 
ing electron diffraction patterns enabled the authors of 
[2630] to determine with greater accuracy than in the pre¬ 
ceding works [962, 963, 857, 2720] the values of the inter¬ 
atomic distances rc=c = 1.28 + O.OI5 and rC;=0 = I.16 + O.OI5 

A. The bond length C = C found by Livingston and Rao [263O] 
coincides completely with the values adopted in the present 
Handbook, but the interatomic distance rc.__c is O.03 A less 

than the value obtained by Mackle and Sutton [2720], although 
it agrees with it within the limits of error indicated in 
the work [272O]. It should be pointed out that the results 
of the electron diffraction measurements [263O] agree with 
the linearly symmetrical model of but they do not ex¬ 

clude the possibility of slight (up to 5-10°) deviations 
from linearity. It is reported in the work [3876] that Bas- 
tiansen found for the distance C = C the value rc=c = I.279 A. 

896** Such a molecule should have seven fundamental frequencies: 
four nondegenerate and three doubly degenerate frequencies. 
Four vibrations should be active in the infrared spectrum 
(v3> viji v6> vj) and three in the Raman spectrum ( vx, v2, v ). 
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897* On the basis of this hypothesis and using rc_ ,., -- 1.28 and 

rC=o = ^ [2720]^ Rix [3446], on the basis of an analy¬ 

sis of the Raman bands obtained for /CCO the value 158°, 
which cannot be reconciled with the results of the electron 
diffraction measurements [2630] (see footnote page 896). 

897** Venkateswarlu and Pillai [4o85] in 1958 carried out a cal¬ 
culation of the force constants of the molecule C^Og by the 

method of Wilson on the assumption that this molecule, ac¬ 
cording to the results, obtained by Rix [3446], belongs to 
the point group symmetry Cgh (/CCO = 158% rc=c = 1.28 and 

rQ=0 = 1.19 -A) and has the vibrational frequencies (in cm“1) 

of type Ag: 2185, 817, 817, 577, type Au: IO50 and 780 and 

type Bu: 2258, 1670, 635 and 559, respectively. It should be 

pointed out that although the force constants found in the 
work [4085] agree within the limits of error with the con¬ 
stants found in the work [2640], the values of several fun¬ 
damental frequencies computed by means of these constants 
differ considerably from those observed experimentally. This 
indicates that the potential constants found in the work 
[4085] on the assumption of a nonlinear structure of C^O^, 

do not describe the force field of this molecule correctly. 

901 Spokes and Gaydon [3024a], using the burner, suggested by 
Hornbeck and Herman [2128], obtained bands in the region 
2400-2700 A in the spectrum of the acetylene-oxygene flame 
when heavy water was introduced. An analysis of the vibra¬ 
tional structure of these bands enabled Spokes and Gaydon 
to find the vibrational frequencies of the bond C = 0 in 
the lower and upper electronic state, equal to 1800 and 980 
cm" , respectively. 
We must also draw attention to the work of Van de Forst, and 
Duchesne [4069a], who found, as a result of calculation, 
the following values for the fundamental frequencies of HCO 
in the excited state: v1 = 1888, v2 = 767.5 and v3 = 3337.1 

Ewing, Thompson and Pimentel in i960 [1517a] investigated 
the infrared absorption spectrum of the photolysis pScts 
of mixture of HI, HBr, Dl and DBr, frozen in a matrix of 
solid carbon monoxide at 20oP^. Comparison of the absorption 
spectrum in the visible region with the spectrum of the 
gaseous radicals HCO and DCO [2042] showed that the radicals 
HCO and DCO are formed during the photolysis of the above- 
listed compounds. In the infrared spectrum of HCO, Ewing, 

and Pimentel observed two absorption regions (at 
I060 and 1091 cm“ which they related to the vibration of 
the C - 0 band (v^J and the deformation vibration of the ra¬ 

dical HCO (Vg), respectively. The work [1517a] contains re¬ 

ferences to an unpublished report of Jones and Ramsay, who 
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found as a result of an analysis of the hot bands in the 
spectrum of HCO for the deformation vibrations of HCO in 
the ground state the frequency value v0 = IO83 cm“1. The 

assignment of the frequency in the work [1517a] is •am¬ 

biguous. Ewing, Thompson and Pimentel estimated approximate¬ 
ly the frequency as being 30OO cm“1 on the assumption 

that the absence of this band in the spectrum is due to the 
low absorption coefficient for the vibration C — H. The au¬ 

thors did hot identify the band at 2493 cm-'1' observed dur¬ 
ing the hydrolysis of a mixture of CO and Hi because its 
frequency is too small compared with the corresponding vi¬ 
bration frequencies of the C — H bond in stable molecules. 
Thus, the values of the frequencies v, = i860 and v„ = 

— 1 ^ 
= 3000 cm , recommended in the work [1517a], are close to 

the corresponding values adopted in the present Handbookon 
the basis of earlier published studies. The frequency of 

the deformation vibration v, = 1091 cm“1 differs consider- 
a -1 

ably from the value v1 = 1538 cm" found by Murphy and 

Schoen [3008] which has been adopted in the Handbook. The 
existing data are insufficient to explain the cause of 
this discrepancy. 

904 The change in the geometrical parameters within the limits 
of the atove-indicated probable errors practically has no 
effect on the values of the fundamenta-1 frequencies. 

905 A short review of this paper [84l] has been published pre¬ 
viously in a journal of abstracts [840]. 

906 The theoretical interpretation of this interaction specially 
for che case of H^CO on the assumption that the molecule 

is completely symmetrical, has been given by Nicholson [308I] 
The more general case of flat molecules XYZ0 has been ex¬ 

amined by Silver [3724]. 

907 The studies of the microwave spectrum of formaldehyde and 
its deuterated substitution derivativas, carried out by 
Oka and Morino [3121a], made it possible to find the follow¬ 
ing structural parameters of the molecule H2CC: rc=.c = 1.21, 

rC-H = A an<1 ZHC0 = 120°. It should be pointed out that 

although the values for the angle of HCO and the interatomic 
distance rc=0 agree with the results of the electron dif¬ 

fraction measurements [3863] and the data of the work [2572], 
the interatomic distance rc_H found in the works [3121a, 

25721 is different. The value recommended by Oka and Morino 
(I.08 A) agrees better with the corresponding distances in 
the molecules of ethylene (I.071 A, [Í646]) and ketene 
(I.075 A [565]) than the value 1.12 A, found in the work 
(2572] and which are obviously too high. 
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910* After the text of the present chapter had been edited, the 
work of Stratton and Nielsen [3887a] was published, dealing 
with a study of the infrared spectrum of HFCO and DPCO 
which had been reported previously only in brief remarks 
[3884, 3885, 3886 and 3887]. 9 HFCO bands and 13 DFCO bands 
were observed in the spectra of HFCO and DFCO, obtained in 
the region from 500 to 5OOO cm“-1-. An analysis of the rota¬ 
tional structure was carried out for five fundamental fre¬ 
quencies of the two molecules, as a result of which the 
following rotational constants were found for HFCO: 

B" = O.3673, A"-B" = 3.661 cm“1 and for DFCO: B" = 0.3648, 
A" - B" = Í.806 cm“1. The work [3887a] also gives the values 
for the centers of the bands, connected with the fundamental 

frequencies for HFCO (in cm“1): = 2981.I, = 1836.9* 

= 1064.8, = 662.5, V,- = 1342.5 and for DFCO: v1 = 

= 2261.7* v2 = 1796.8, v3 = 1073.2, v4 = 657.5, v5 = 967.9 

and vg = S57.4 and the values of the vibrational constants 

of HFCO (in cm“1): = 1847-9, = IO7O.3, x22 = -11.0, 

X = .5.5, x53 = 10.7* x34 = -8.0 and DFCO: o| = 1803.9, 

u>3 = 1076. i , es,- = 970, x22 = -7»1* ^23 = “8*5, ^55 = ~2.6, 

Xj^3 = -14.9, x34 = -24.9, ^26 = ~í-'» "^53 = “li:--*5* ^54 = 

910** After the work on the MS of the present chapter had been 
completed, the work of Favero, Mirri and Baker [1533] ap¬ 
peared, whose authors calculated, on the basis of the re¬ 
sults of a study on the spectrum of HFCO in the millimeter 
wave region, the following rotational constants of the mo¬ 
lecule HFCO: A" = 3.04055, B" = 0.39228, C" = 0.34680 and 

k" = -O.96623 cm“1, to which correspond the following struc¬ 
tural parameters: = 1.093, rQ_p = ^093, rQ_p = 4.3^5, 

rc__0 = I.I90 A, /FCO = 121°. 46 and /FCH = Il8°.l4. Later on, 

the same authors [1553a], as a result of a study of the spec¬ 
tra of HFCO and DFCO, in which the centrifugal stretching 
was taken into account, again calculated the rotational con¬ 
stants of the formyl fluoride molecule and recommended 
slightly different values for the structural parameters of 
HFCO: rc_H = I.O87 ± 0.01, rc=0 = I.I82 + 0.003, rc_F = 1.342 

+ O.OO3"a, /FCO = 123.04 + 0°.02, /FCH = 114° and /OCH = 123°. 
The values of the structural parameters obtained in the 
works [1533* 15b3a] differ slightly from those found by 
Stratton and Nielsen [3887] who recommended the values 
rc_H = I.O80, rc__F = 1.3428, rc__0 = I.I857 A and /FCO = 

= 122°.14. 
In i960. Le Blanc, Laurie and Gwinn [2578a] investigated 

12 1^ 
the rotational spectra of the molecules HC OF, HC J0F and 

12 
DC OF and found the rotational constants of these molecules. 
In order to eliminate the errors, due to the closeness of 
the C atom to the center of gravity of the molecule, it was 
assumed in the calculation of the structural parameters that 
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911 

912* , 

912** 

912*** 

914 

rC-F^rC=0 ~ 1*134 + 0.005 (from electron diffraction 

measurements [2304]). As a result, the following values were 
obtained: rc_F = 1.341, rc=0 = I.198, rc H = 1.098 A, 

/FCO = 122°.7, /HOF = 108° and /HCO = 1290. 
lj Miller and Curl [29l4aT, to supplement the data 

obtained by Le Blanc et al [2578a], studied the microwave 

of HCO F and,^using the results of their own measurements 
obtained : rc_p = 1.338 + 

= 1*095 + O.OO8 A 

/FCO = 122°46' + 30*, ¿ECO = 127°20« + 30 and /HCF = 109°54< 

+ 3°. 

and the data of the work [2578a] 

± O.OO5, rc=0 = I.18I + 0.005, r, 

The value of the frequency v was found by the authors of 
the work [3072] on the basis^of observations in the Raman 

spectrum of a weak band with v = 240 cm“1. Earlier, Thompson 

[3970] had estimated the frequency as 230 cm"1 in ana¬ 

logy with the corresponding frequency of the thilophosgene 
ITIO JL6C UJLÖ • 

01 ma^rix isolation were described in the works 
Í244' 'i09’ Becker and Pimentel [709] showed that 

the vibration frequencies found in the work with matrices 
o.t inert gas, differ only slightly (not more than by IO-15 

cm" ) from the frequencies obtained in the absorption spec¬ 
trum of the gas. ^ 

Catalano and Pitzer [1072] pointed out that the accuracy of 
the value 8280.660^ found Glauque and Johnson [I715] is 
not very high. 

in 1959, Overend and Evans [3157] again carried out measur¬ 
ements in the region 550-600 cm“ in the absorption spec¬ 
trum of gaseous C12C0 on the spectrometer with high resolu¬ 

tion. On the basis of an analysis of the contours of the 
resultant absorption curve, the authors of [31571 showed 
that a band with a maximum at 580 cm“1 is present in the 
spectrum of Cl^CO which overlaps with a band having its max- 

imum at 576 cm \ Thus, the study of the spectrum of gaseous 
ClgCO confirms the assignment of the bands, carried out by 

and P1îZer [1072^ on the 'basls of an analysis of 
absorption spectrum of C12C0, obtained by the method of mat- 

St0kI and Schnelder [3880a] again 
studied the vibrational spectra of the carbonyl halogenides 

^also coni*ihmed the assignment of the frequencies of 
C12C0, proposed by Catalano and Pitzer. 

The clearly erroneous value 1.68 A is recommended for the 
bond length in the work [2662]. 

See, for example, Overstreet [3158] (0* for T < 5000°K); 
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926 

933 

938* 

938** 

939 

941* 

941** 

941*** 

:> 

Gordon [l8o8] (<6* for T < 6000"K); Goff, Gratch and ^ 

voorhis [1787] (T < 2777°K); Eiliaud [3426] (T < 4000°K). 

This relation is approximate because the anharmonicity oí 
ïhe vibrations was not allowed for in its derivation and be- 
cause it was assumed that v1 = 2v2. 

The thermodynamic functions of formyl, calculated by mean-, 
of the vibrational constant of HCO, found in the work of 
Ewing, Thompson and Pimentel (see page 900), differ from 
those given in Table 142 (II) by an amount of 0.01 in 4>298.15 

to O.56 cal/mole*degree in Sg000. 

Concerning the effect of the dimensions of the graphite par¬ 
ticles on their heat capacity at low temperatures, see also 
the work of Komatsu [24o2a]. 

Prolonged irradiation (for 8 months) of Acheson graphite cau¬ 
ses a destruction of its crystal lattice (displacement of 
the carbon atoms into the interlaminar space) and an in¬ 
crease in the heat capacity and entropy of the graphite 
^298 15 := 1,i+92 - 0*009 cal/g-atom«degree [1324JJ. 

An arithmetical error was committed by de ^320] dur¬ 
ing the calculation of the value H2g8 ^at 
and the value 230 + 4 cal/g-atom was oDtainea. 

Rasor and McClelland used the impulse method of measuring 
heat capacity [3401b] for determining the heat capacity of 
four samples of graphite within the range oi\}20?-390° K- 
The results of the measurements on the investigated sample^ 
agree among themselves within the limits of the measurement 
error (+5$ [3401a]) and also with the heat capacities, used 
in the present Handbook (to 3500°K). Within the range 
3500-3900°K, Rasor and McClelland [3401a] found an anomalou 
ly rapidly increasing heat capacity of graphite (from Cp3500 

= 6.6 to C°00 = 12.0 cal/g-atom*degree). This increase in 

heat capacity, in the opinion of the authors of [3401a], is 
only apparent and due to the marked sublimation of graphite 
above 3500°K. 

References to an earlier work on the determination of the 
melting point of graphite can be found in the Handbooks 
[813, 98]. 

At 5000°K, the partial pressures of C, Cg and over gra¬ 

phite, according to the data, adopted in the present Hand¬ 
book, are 4.50,11.25 and 13.00 atmospheres, respectively and 
their sum is about 29 at. It is difficult to estimate the 
partial pressures of C, and CR at this temperature. Accord- 
ing to the mass-spectríWtricWa of [1405], the sum of^ 
the partial pressures of C^ and C^ at 4100 K is approxima¬ 

tely 10$ of the sum of the partial pressures of C, Cg and C^ 
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94t**** in 1952j Euler [1506] examined the data on the thermal non 

e!=trodes ?£eXSSeCOn‘ range 01 jl90-4000 K and found a sharn dpo-rAnco -¡^ 1 

conductivity above 3700°K. The author of [15061 suggested 

S^Japh^e^^tSL^anS1?*°f “ Phase^rlnefSÍÍ n 
mation^ S (melting or polymorphous transfer- 

941**#*» Pickett and Cowan [ 1556] calculated the thermodynamic func 

“sISiS^T6 ‘Vk’0?0^ without taking “ccoSS its melting point and heat of fusion. 

942* 

942** 

946 

948 

949 

950 

Çoor^9ií^âÂít^r4o2eor:ioa"firánpS“^^ 

the same lattice parameters as natural graphité; 

Kubaschewski and Evans [2494] estimated Affin = 33 kcal/ 

/g-atom or Asm = 6.6 cal/g-atom<5degree. 

Until the investigations on the band system B12+ - A1n in 

ÍÍeo?Piwtr^ 0f ?13°' an accurate determination of the ener 

basis 0? thl pieãStScStiSí rtetteS]eviísai 15^%™ ]he 
ohe energy of the dissociation limit was taken as 89,620 + 

± 50 cm"1 (see [I668]). 

1)6 Marla and Inghram [1405] carried out a 
mass-spectroscopic investigation of the evaooratlon 
effusion chambers with a rllative orSicI o? Lss ?hS 

10 J (in the much earlier works [m3, 1111] the relative 

orifices were about 10‘3). it was found that the ratio of 
“f* 

and to the ion current of C+ re- the ion current of C 
J ---- W' J. G - 

i1?T‘?edi aPP^0xirnately the same as in the works rilll 
of1^ Ínñ3r' ThlS ih0WS that the evaPoration coefficients of and C5 are close to unity. UienTis 

parties“? c?rtcf?rÓm2C6)toa?CUlaínd tl>e ttermodynamic pro- oaroon irom to C-^. The authors of [3256] ar- 

rived at the conclusion that the relative concentrât!nn* nr 
the heavier molecules (0,-. C etc Whoina ratl0?f of 

temperature in saturatk5ía??ón ía¿4:h“«ve“ e^oIrSeítal 
measurements [14(15]. carried out uSder equiï?tei™Pco?dr 
tions (relative orifice of the effusion ?h,am£er ^aUe? than 

lecules^than t®'”p®ratures UP to 2700% heavier mo- 
able quanw?y?5 are n0t observe<i ln carb°n vapor in notice- 

It should be pointed out that the sole fact left unaccounted 
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951 

953 

957 

959 

for by this interpretation çf the ^OOO^P: 

âc^^artSsTredSsocLÍiorirobse^ed ^y at a sidle 

ïeveï (V = 0) and has been little studied, be assum¬ 
ed that neu studies will show that it does not contradict 

the adopted value of D0(C0). 

-, i y", f h P work ri4051 were recalculated, 
allowance bling made for the differences between the thermo- 

~Ct ÄÄaes? u^ed^in the^work [1405,. 

i’np-Plke ri484l, on the basis of the temperature dependence of 
the intensities of the absorption and Ji/ 
the molecule Cv calculated values of 171 and 197 ± 10 cal/ 

/mole This work is known to the authors of the Handbook on- 
ly°through5an°abstreet in the Journal of Abstracts. 

Tho naner rlêotal published after termination of the work on 
ïhe present chapter of the Handbook, gives the results of tit measurements of the potential of the occurence of 
R+ ions from a series of aldehydes with the S^eralnJ°™í^lc, 

r°„hi" ions"occurJl^dTo^hrcSncfd^nt valul AHf(H00) 
f Xrî 3hkcal/mole The value -Hf(HCO = 1 . ca /mole^ 
which corresponds to D(H - CHUJ - tveax/muxe, 
by the results of this work. 

rt wts not oossible to study explosiions of mixtures of CO 
and F because the reactions between these gases began a 
“om îempe?ature as soon as the mixture was prepared. 
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Chapter 17 

DERIVATIVES OF METHANE AND HALOGEN METHANE 

(CX4, CX3Y, CX^, CXpYZ, CXYZV) 

Methane and its halogen derivatives are very similar in their 

properties because of the similarity of their chemical structure. When 

considering these compounds, it is best to subdivide them into five 

groups, corresponding to the general formulae of the type CX^, CX^Y, 

CX^, CX2YZ and CXYZV, where X, Y, Z, V = H, F, Cl, Br, I.* 

The molecular constants and thermodynamic functions of the halo- 

gensubstituted methanes are considered in the present chapter in ac¬ 

cordance with the above-indicated groups, because different symmetry 

point groups** correspond to them. 

The degree to which the various halogen derivatives of methane 

have been investigated, is uneven. In addition to compounds such as 

CHi., CH„F, CH0C1, CH0Br and some others, which have been studied in 

detail, there are compounds which have been only little studied or 

never investigated at all. The least investigated are the properties 

of the iodine derivatives of methane because of their instability and 

the difficulty of their synthesis. Of the 69 halogen derivatives of 

methane, the fundamental vibration frequencies are known on the basis 

of the spectra for 40 compounds,*** the structural parameters and mo¬ 

ments of inertia have been determined as a result of electron diffrac¬ 

tion and spectroscopic studies for 28 compounds, and the experimental 

values of the heats of formation are known for 19 compounds. In view 

of the existence of regular changes in the properties of the halogen 
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derivatives of methane, these data are sufficient for an approximate 

determination of the constants of those of them, for which the corres¬ 

ponding experimental investigations have not been carried out. The 

halogen derivatives of methane for which the fundamental frequencies 

have been determined on the basis of their spectra and also CHgFI, 

CHF0I, CF2C1I, CF2BrI and CF2I2, whose spectra have not yet been in¬ 

vestigated, will be considered in the present Handbook. In the cal¬ 

culation of the thermodynamic functions of the latter, the vibration¬ 

al components were determined by means of the vibrational components 

of the other halogen derivatives of methane, whose fundamental fre¬ 

quencies are known (see page 1082 and 1086). 

For many of the halogen derivatives of methane, considered in 

the present Handbook, the structural parameters and heats of forma¬ 

tion have not been determined experimentally. The problem of the ap¬ 

proximate determination of these values on the basis of existing ex¬ 

perimental data is discussed in §6l and in the work of Yudin and 

Khachkurusov [471]. The results, obtained in the last-mentioned work 

for the heats of formation of the halogen-substituted methanes are 

used in the present Handbook. 

Studied in the greatest detail were the spectra of methane, its 

deuterium derivatives and of the halogen derivatives of methane, the 

spectra of CH3F, CH^Cl, CH^Br, CH^I. However, even for these compounds, 

the existing data are insufficient for determining reliable values of 

the anharmonicity constants and the constants of the vibrational-rota¬ 

tional interactions. Hence, the thermodynamic functions of methane 

and its halogen derivatives were calculated, using the approximate 

model of the harmonic oscillator-rigid rotator. The main error in 

these calculations is due to the failure to allow for the anharmonic 

vibrations. The errors due to the absence of any allowance being made 
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for the excited electronic states are small because a study of the el¬ 

ectronic spectra of methane and Its halogen derivatives has shown 

that the energy of the excited electronic states of the molecules of 

these compounds exceeds 50,000 cm“1. Information on the electronic 

spectra of methane and Its halogen derivatives can be found in the 

reviews of Sponer and Teller [3825, 3827] and in the works [2509], 

(CC14, CPC13, CHC13, CF*Cla, CHFCIi, CHiCIa), 11271] (CF^r, CFgBr^, CHFBr,,) ; 

[1231] (CF4); [4145, 575] (CI^I); [238O] (CC14); [4126] (CH2F?); 

[3879] (CH3F, CHF3); [4390] (CHC13, CC14, CC^F,,, CF4); [3291, 3902a] 

(cf3i); [2390] (cci4, cci2f2). 

Section 1. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

§6l. Structural Parameters 

Methane and its halogen derivatives have a very similar molecu¬ 

lar structure. The carbon atom is situated in the center of the mole¬ 

cule in all these compounds and around it are four other atoms (hy¬ 

drogen and halogens), arranged in such a manner that the angles be¬ 

tween the bonds are either strictly tetrahedral (109o28') or differ 

only slightly from the tetrahedral angle.* The bond lengths C-X for 

methane and its halogen derivatives have certain characteristic va¬ 

lues. Thus, the length of the C-H bond is I.07 to 1.11 A, the length 

of the bond C-F is 1.32 to I.39 A, the length of the bond C-Cl I.75 

to I.78 A, the length of the bond C-Br I.91 to I.94 A and the length 

of the bond C-I 2.I3 to 2.16 A. 

Experimental data on the structural parameters are known for me¬ 

thane and for 28 of its halogen derivatives.** On the basis of these 

data one can estimate fairly satisfactorily the structural parameters 

of the molecules of the other ha? jgen derivatives of methane. 

The main source of information on the experimental values of the 

structural parameters of the molecules of halogen-substituted methanes 
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are the results of electron diffraction studies. The greater part of 

these has been obtained in the years 1935-19^5, when the technique of 

electron diffraction investigation of molecular structure was not yet 

perfect and the results of the investigations inaccurate. The values 

of the structural parameters for several halogen derivatives of methane 

have been considerably improved in recent years by new electron dif¬ 

fractions investigations, based on the use of a more perfect techni¬ 

que. Moreover, highly important information was obtained on the struc¬ 

ture of the molecules during the investigation of their infrared and 

microwave spectra. 

The more reliable results of the experimental determination of 

the structural parameters of the molecules of halogen-substituted 

methane are used in the present Handbook for correcting inaccurate ex¬ 

perimental data and for calculating the moments of inertia in the 

cases where the molecular structure of several halogen derivatives of 

methane has not been determined. 

The influence of neighboring atoms results in variations of the 

length of the C-X bond in the molecules of different halogen-substi¬ 

tuted methanes. However, in most cases these variations are of the 

same order of magnitude as the experimental error in the determination 

of the length of the C-X bond. Exceptions are only the bond lengths 

of C-H and C-F, whose differences in the different halogen are great¬ 

er than the experimental error. 

Because l6 halogen derivatives of methane for which experimental 

values have not been obtained for the structural parameters, are being 

examined in the present Handbook, it is necessary to determine the 

most reliable characteristic values which can be used for calculating 

the moments of inertia and the thermodynamic functions of the corres¬ 

ponding compounds. An analysis of the available experimental data for 



the halogen derivatives of methane and other halogen-substituted sa¬ 

turated hydrocarbons makes it possible to recommend for this purpose 

the values for the bond lengths in the molecules of the halogen deri¬ 

vatives of methane, given in Table 145. The angles between the bonds 

can be considered with sufficient accuracy to be the same, 109o28'. 

The bond lengths given in Table 145 are used in the present Hand¬ 

book in the cases where experimental data are lacking or have been 

obtained in older investigations. 

An example for the considerable difference between the bond 

lengths of C-X, obtained in early electron diffraction studies and 

those of more accurate investigations, is CF^. In 1936, Brockway found 

rc_F I.36 + 0.02 A [100, 101] and in 1953-1955, rc_p = 1.322 + 0.005 

A [957, 428] after the technique of electron diffraction had been 

greatly improved. 

The errors in the characteristic values for the bond lengths in 

the molecules of halogen-substituted methane, given in Fig. 145, may 

be estimated to be +0.02 A. 

TABLE 145 

Characteristic Values (in A) 
for the Length of the C-X 
Bonds in Halogen Derivatives 
of Methane 

X
 1 0 rG-X C-X ''c-x 

C-H 
C-F 
C-F 
C-F 

•• 1,10 
' 1,33* 
1,35a13 
1,3E-C 

C-a 
C-Br 
C-I 

1,77 
1,93 
2,15 

a) for molecules with three 
fluorine atoms 
b) for molecules with two 
fluorine atoms 
c) for molecules with one 
fluorine atom 
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§62. Molecules of the Type Oh 

The molecules of methane and its halogen derivatives of the type 

CX^ have a strictly tetrahedral structure and belong to the point 

symmetry group Td(a = 12). The molecule of these compounds have four 

fundamental frequencies: the frequency v± of the fully symmetrical vi¬ 

bration of type A1, the frequency v2 of the doubly degenerate vibra¬ 

tion of the type E and two frequencies, v3 and v^, of the triply de¬ 

generate vibrations of type F2. All four frequencies are active in the 

Raman spectrum. Only the frequencies and are active in the in¬ 

frared spectrum. 

The molecules of methane and its halogen derivatives of type 

CX4 are spherical rotators and thus doe not have rotational spectra. 

Four compounds of the type CX^ will be examined in the present 

Handbook: CH^, CF4, CCl^ and CBr^. Carbon tetraiodide will not be dis¬ 

cussed because it does not exist in the gaseous state. 

CH^. A large number of studies on the spectra of methane end its 

deuteron derivatives is known. The studies of the spectra of these 

compounds, published prior to 1945 are considered in the monographs of 

Herzberg [152] and Hüben [206.5]. In later years, the Raman spectrum 

of gaseous methane has been investigated in the works [4204, 1546, 

387Ö, 3963a] and the infrared spectrum in the works [1020, 880, 881, 

4285, 1021, 3165, 509, 1054, 2722, 3040, 1053, 983, 3373a, 3286a]. 

The spectra of deuterated [2338, 880, 3702, 3404, 428$, 875, 2299a, 

3076a] and tritiated [2301, 2302] methane were also studied. In the 

works [1020, 880, 881, 1021, 875, 1546, 2338, 3878, 509, 3702, 2722, 

3040, 983, 3963a, 3373a, 3076a, 3286a, 3124a] the vibrational-rotation¬ 

al spectra of 0¾ and 0¾ were obtained on apparatus with high resolv- 

ing power. 

In opite of „he presence of such a large number of investigations 
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on the spectra of methane and its isotope modifications, the available 

data are insufficient for calculating the frequencies of the normal 

vibrations and the anharmonicity constants of CH^. The literature con¬ 

tains approximate values for the frequencies of the normal vibrations 

of CH^, calculated by means of the isotope qeuations of Teller-Redlich 

(see [1523 page 250) and Dennison [1314] on the basis of the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of CH^, CD^, CT^ [1314, 2338, 2302, 2919a] and also 

those calculated theoretically [I966]. 

The infrared spectrum of CH^ in the region I3OO-I600 cm“1 has 

been investigated by Burgess [1020] by means of a vacuum spectrometer 

with diffraction grating. In this region are the bands v2 and of 

methane. Burgess analyzed the fine structure of these bands and de¬ 

termined the position of their centers. The frequency is not active 

in the infrared spectrum but the existence of a cariolis interaction 

between v2 and makes its observation possible [152]. The band v2 

had not been observed in earlier investigations of the infrared spec¬ 

trum, because it is overlapped by a band of water vapor. The frequen¬ 

cy v2, determined by Burgess [1020], on the basis of the infrared 

spectrum of CH^, agrees with the value obtained by Feldman, Romanko 

and Welsh [1546] on the basis of an analysis of the fine structure of 

the corresponding band in the Raman spectrum. The frequency v^, found 

by Burgess, differs only by 0.3 cm“1 from the value, obtained by A. 

Nielsen [30?6] and which has been adopted in the book of Herzberg 

[152]. 

The region 250O-33D cm”1 in the spectrum of methane was studied 

on with large dispersion apparatus by Boyd, Thompson and Williamson 

[881], Stoicheff, Gumming, John and Welsh [3878] and Plyler and co¬ 

workers [509i 3286a]. This region contains the bands v1 and v^. An 

analysis of the rotational structure of the band has been carried 
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out in the works [88l, 3878, 509, 3286a] which made it possible to 

determine the beginning of the band v3 with an accuracy of +0.2 cm'1. 

The determination of the beginning of the band v1 is difficult because 

the narrow band v1 is overlapped by the band Stoicheff, Cuinming, 

John and Welsh [3878] found the center of the band v1 at 2916.5 cm'1. 

In earlier works, a value of 2914.8 cm'1 had been found for [152]. 

The fundamental frequencies of the molecule CH¿| adopted in the 

present Handbook are presented in Table l46. The value found by Stoi¬ 

cheff, Gumming, John and Welsh [3878] from the Raman spectrum was ad¬ 

opted for the frequency The values found by Burgess [1020] and 

Feldman, Romanko and Welsh [1546] as a result of an investigation of 

the infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum was adopted for the fre¬ 

quencies Vg and v^. For the frequency the value found by Allen 

and Plyler [509] as a result of an analysis of the rotational struc¬ 

ture of the corresponding band in the infrared spectrum* was taken 

for the frequency v^. 

TABLE 146 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants 
of Methane and its Halogen Derivatives of 
the Type CX^. (a =» 12) 

Momicyja 

A 

«1 v.(2) v,(3) v«(3) 

ejr-i - n lO-M (*.«,*>• 

CH« 
CF« 
ecu 
CBr« 

2916,5 

908,2 

458 

268,6 

1533,6 

434.5 

218 

122.5 

3018,9 

1272* 

775* 
671,7 

1305,9 

632 

310 
181,5 

0,1523 

3177,82 

117350 
2376100 

A) molecule; B) g-cm“1; a) the unperturbed 
values of the frequencies are given. 

The values of the harmonics and component frequencies of CH^, 

found before 1945, are given in the monograph of Herzberg [152]. In 
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recent years, Boyd, Thompson and Williams [88l] investigated the bands 

2v^ and v2 + v^. Brown [9Ö3]* the bands + v^, + and v2 + v^. 

Rank et al., [3373a] the band 2Vy 

The rotational constant Bq of the molecule CH^ was determined on 

the basis of an analysis of the fine structure of the bands in the 

vibrational-rotational spectra. Herzberg [152] recommended the value 

_ 5,252 cm“'*', obtained by Childs [IO98] as a result of an analysis 

of the fine structure of the bands and in the infrared spectrum 

of CH4.* 

After 1945, the rotational constants of methane and its deuter¬ 

ium derivatives were determined in the works [3878, 509* 1546, 880, 

875, 2338, 3404, 3702 , 3040, 2299a, 3963c]. Stoicheff, Cumins, John 

and Welsh [3878] studied the Raman spectrum of CH^ and carried out an 

analysis of the fine structure of the band and found BQ = 5*253 

cm"1. As a result of the analysis of the fine structure of band v2 in 

the Raman spectrum, Feldman, Romanko and Welsh [1546] obtained Bq = 

= 5.270 cm"1. Thomas and Welsh [3963c], on the basis of an analysis of 

the rotational structure of the bands v2 and v^, observed in the Raman 

spectrum of CH^, obtained values of BQ, of 5.240 + 0.002 and 5.2406 + 

+ 0.0011 cm"1. 

The value adopted in the present Handbook for the products of the 

principal moments of inertia of CH^ was calculated on the basis of the 

value B0 = 5.241 cm"1, found by Allen and Plyler [509] as a result of 

an analysis of the fine structure of the band vq in the infrared 

spectrum of CH^, in which the results of the structure analysis on 

band in the Raman spectrum were utilized [3878]. To this value of 

the rotational constant corresponds the interatomic distance r0(C - H) 

= I.O934 A. 

The bond length C - H in the methane molecule has been calculated 
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in the works [152, 3878, 509, 1546, 2338, 880, 875, 3404, 3963c] on 

on the basis of the value of BQ of the molecule CH^ as well as on the 

basis of the rotational constants of deuterium-substituted methane. 

The values of r0(C-H) obtained in earlier works differs only by 0.001 

A from the above given value. 

An electron diffraction investigation of the structure of the 

molecule CH^ and CD^, carried out by Bartell, Kuchitsu and de Neni 

[666a], led to the following effective values (r ) of the length of 
6 

the bond C-H and C-D: = I.IO70 and r^_^ = 1.1023 A. Kuchitsu and 

Bartell in the work [2497a] calculated the corrections r — r and 
S e 

r0 “ re for the ei‘i‘ec'tlve values of the bond lengths C-H and C-D 

in the molecules CH^ and CD^, determined as a result of electron dif¬ 

fraction and spectroscopic studies. Allowing for these corrections 

enabled the authors of the works [666a, 2497a] to determine the equi¬ 

librium value of the bond lengths in the molecules CH^ and CDi+: re = 

— 1.085 A. The calculations of Stevenson and Ibers [3860a], based on 

a method worked out by them earlier [2l62a] and the values of the 

constant Bq of the molecules CH¿|_ and CD^, found in the works [IO98, 

3878, 1546, 3076a, 3702] led to a value of r = I.091 A. 

CF^. The Raman spectrum of carbon tetrachloride was studied in 

the works [4364, 1117], the infrared spectrum in the works [621, 3277, 

4315, -830]. The study of the spectrum of CF^ was carried out only on 

apparatus with low and medium dispersion, in consequence of which the 

rotational structure of the bands could not be investigated. 

Yost, Lassetre and Grosse [4364] investigated the Raman spectrum 

of liquid carbon tetra.chloride (at -120°C) and determined the three 

fundamental frequencies;: v = 904, v = 437, and v0 - 635 cm“1. 

Daily, Hale and Thompson [621] investigated the infrared spectrum 

of gaseous CF^ in the region 526-5000 cm ^ and observed the two funda- 



mental frequencies and v3 at 630 and 1265 cm'1 and also several 

harmonics and composite frequencies. In I951, Plyler and Benedict 

[3277] aga.i Investigated the Infrared spectrum of CF^ In the region 

625-3330 cur1. They observed the fundamental frequencies v4 and v at 

630 and 1277 cm'1 and detected a Fermi resonance between 2v4 and v . 

Later on, Woltz and Nielsen [4315] obtained the Infrared spectrum of 

a more carefully purified carbon tetrachloride sample in the region 

300-5000 cm’1, where they observed and identified about 26 0¾ bands. 

They were able to observe the frequency vg, which is inactive in the 

infrared spectrum, at 435 cm'1, explaining this infringement of the 

selection rule by a Coriolis interaction between v2 and v4. The region 

1230-1285 cm'1 in the spectrum of CF4 requires further investigation. 

Wolts and Nielsen observed five bands in this region, of which they 

identified the bands at I283 and 1261 cm'1 with the frequencies v 

and 2v4. The origin of the bands at 1235, 1252 and I275 cm'1 in the 

work [4315] remained unexplained. Some of these bands possibly belong 

to the frequencies of the molecule C13F4, to which attest the results 

of an investigation on the infrared spectrum of a mixture of C12F4 

and C F4, obtained by Ooubeau, Bues and Kampmann [1830]. 

Five CF4 bands were observed in the Raman spectrum of gaseous 

carbon tetrafluoride, obtained by Klassen [II17] on an apparatus with 

a dispersion of 15 A/mm at 4358 A and 34 A/m at 5000 A. Of these, the 

sharpest and most intense band was that at 908.2 c;/1 which was iden¬ 

tified with the frequency Furthermore, two broad bands with medium 

intensity^were observed, of which one with a sharp single maximum at 

434.5 cm’ was identified with the frequency v2 and the other with 

two maxima at 624 and 638 cm'1, with the frequency v4> Two broad, weak 

bands with maxima at 865 and 1282 cm'1 were identified with the fre- 

quencies 2v2 and v^. 
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Thus,' the data on the fundamental frequencies of the molecule CF^, 

obtained in the study of the infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum, 
s 

are in ¿’¡ood agreement with each other and are complementary to each 

other. 

The values of the fundamental vibration frequencies of the mole¬ 

cule CFi+, adopted in the present Handbook are given in Table 146. The 

values found by Klassen [1117] in the Raman spectrum were taken for 

the frequencies and v^. The Handbook adopted the hint by Plyler and 

Benedict [3277] concerning the existence of a Fermi resonance between 

the frequencies and 2v^. Hence, Table 146 gives for the frequency 

v3 the unperturbed value which is determined approximately as the 

arithmetic mean of the observed frequencies and 2. For the lat¬ 

ter and also for the frequency v^, the values determined by Woltz and 

Nielsen [4315] on the basis of the infrared spectrum were adopted. The 

possible error in the unperturbed value of the frequency v^, given in 

Teble 146, is estimated to be 5 cm“1 while the error in the adopted 

values of the other frequencies of CF^ does not exceed 2 cm-1.* 

The bond length C-F in the molecule CF^ was determined by several 

researchers by the method of electron diffraction. Such a study was 

first carried out by Brockway [100] who found the value r = I.36 + 
V/ “•P •— 

± °*02 A* Later on, Hoffman and Livingston [2094] and Bowen [877] a- 

gain carried out an electron diffraction investigation of the struc¬ 

ture of CF¿j_, using the visual method of interpretation of the electron 

diffraction patterns and obtained considerably smaller values of 

rC_F, equal to 1.317 + 0.015 A [2094]** and 1.337 + 0.022 A [877]. A 

similar value (rc_p = I.33 A) was found by Alcock and Hurst [497] dur¬ 

ing a study of neutron diffraction in solid carbon tetrafluoride. Brock¬ 

way and coworkers [957], 428, 3986] carried cut the most careful elec¬ 

tron diffraction study of the structure of 01^,, using the sector - mic- 
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crophotometric method. The value of rc_F = 1.322 + 0.005 A obtained 

In the works [957, 428, 3986] was recommended In the Handbook [3916] 

and has been used in the present Handbook for the calculation of the 

inertial moments of CF^. 

CCl^. The infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum of carbon te¬ 

trachloride has been studied by many researchers. Most of these in¬ 

vestigations, however, dealt with the study of the spectra of liquid 

carbon (see [152, 2065]). On the basis of a study of the data, obtain¬ 

ed for CCl^ up to 1944, Herzberg [152] recommended for the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of the molecule CCl^ the values obtained by Langseth 

[2560] as a result of a study of the Raman spectrum of liquid carbon 

tetrachloride. The investigations of the infrared spectrum and the 

Raman spectrum of gaseous carbon tetrachloride began in 1949 and were 

carried out in the works [3277, I658, 274, 2581, 4202, 1117, 275].* 

The rotational structure of the CClj^ bands was not resolved in these 

works. 

For CC14, the authors of the works [I52, 3277, 2726, 1117, 4026, 

274] found the presence of a Fermi resonance between the frequencies 

v3 and v± + v^. it is pointed out in the work [274] that the transi¬ 

tion from liquid to gas does not eliminate the Fermi resonance bet¬ 

ween these frequencies. 

The present Handbook adopts the values of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of the CCl^ molecules, obtained in the works [4202, III7, 

274] (see Table 146). The unperturbed value, determined approximately 

as the arithmetic mean of the frequencies v3 (794 cm-1) and v, + 
1 -1 

(756 cm" ) with an error of +10 cra~x is given in Table 146 for the 

frequency v3. 

The structure of the CCl^ molecule has been investigated by elec¬ 

tron and X-ray diffraction methods [517, 666, 433, 101, 100, 2326, 
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2497í 3664], Por the calculation of the products of the moments of in¬ 

ertia the value rc_ci = I.766 + O.OO5 A,* obtained by Bartell, Brockway 

and Schwendeman [666] as a result of an electron diffraction study us¬ 

ing the microphotometric-sector method,** has been adopted in the 

Handbook. 

CBr^. The Raman spectrum [I302, 2849, 124l, 256O] and the infrared 

spectrum of CBr4 [2849, 2580, 635, 2582] were obtained for CBr4 solu¬ 

tions in benzene, carbon disulfide and carbon tetrachloride. The va¬ 

lue of the triply degenerate frequency v3 = 678 cm"1 was determined 

by Plyler, Smith and Acquista [3285] for the gas. In view of the ab¬ 

sence of a dipole moment in the molecule CBr4, the values of the other 

frequencies of. CBr4 should not differ greatly from the values obtain¬ 

ed on the basis of the spectra of the solutions. The scatter in the 

values of the fundamental frequencies of CBr4, found by different 

authors by means of the spectra of solutions of carbon tetrabromide, 

does not exceed 5 cm"1. 

In the present Handbook, the values for the fundamental frequen¬ 

cies of the molecule CBr4 were adopted on the basis of the data of 

Langseth [256O] (see Table 146). The latter studied the Raman spectrum 

of a solution of CBr4 in carbon tetrachloride on a four-prism spec¬ 

trograph with a dispersion of 8 A/mm. 

The bond Length C-Br in the molecule CBr4 has been determined by 

several investigators on the basis of electron diffraction studies 

and was found to be I.9I-I.94 A (see [517]). The most accurate value, 

1.942 + O.OO3 A, was determined in an electron diffraction investiga¬ 

tion by Finbak, Hassel and Olanssen [1558]. This value of r„ T was 
C-Br 

used in the present Handbook for the calculation of the product of the 

inertial moments of CBr4. 
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§63. Molecules of the Type CX^Y 

The molecules of halogen-substituted methane of the type CX^Y be- 
3 

long to the point group symmetry C3y (a = 3) and are symmetrical ro¬ 

tators. They have six fundamental frequencies. The frequencies 

vg, v3 correspond to fully symmetrical vibrations of the type and 

the frequencies Vg, to the doubly degenerate vibrations of 

type E. All fundamental frequencies are active in the infrared as well 

as the Raman spectra. The existence of a Fermi resonance between the 

frequencies and 2v^ has been established for the molecules of ha¬ 

logen-substituted methane of the type CH0X. 

All the halogen-substituted derivatives of methane of the type 

CX^Y, for which the vibrational spectra have been studied and the fun¬ 

damental frequencies determined, are being examined in the present 

Handbook. Vibrational spectra were not obtained for CFI , CC1I , CBrI , 
3 3 3 

CC1,I and CBr^I. 
3 3 

CH3F. The fundamental frequencies of the molecule CR^F were de¬ 

termined as a result of an investigetion of the infrared spectrum of 

gaseous fluoro methane [7^3, 4355, 3240, 546, I318]. The Raman spec¬ 

trum of fluoro methane has not been studied. Of the deuterium-substi¬ 

tuted fluoro methanes, the vibrational spectra were investigated only 

for CD^F in the works [ 546, l46l]. 

Investigations into the rotational structure of the bands in the 

infrared spectrum of C^F were carried out by Bennett and Maier [743], 

Yates and Nielsen [4355], Pickworth and Thompson [3240] and Andersen, 

Bak and Brodersen [5½]. Bennett and Maier [743] investigated the infra¬ 

red spectrum of C^F in the region 666-3330 cm"1, completely resolving 

bands bands v^, v^, and Vg and some rotational structure of bands 2vc 

and V-,. They detected an almost complete superposition of bands v0 and v 
2 5 

and strong overlapping of bands and v^. The fundamental fre- 
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quencies of CH^F determined by Bennett and Maier were subsequently 

corrected by Herzberg [152]. The latter extended the measurement re¬ 

sults of Bennett and Maier to vacuum and carried out an additional 

analysis of the data obtained by them. Herzberg found in this work 

that a Fermi resonance exists between the frequencies and 2v^. 

Yates and Nielsen [4355] again investigated the rotational structure 

of the bands My and carried out a special analy¬ 

sis of the overlapping bands and Vy 2v^. This analysis demon¬ 

strated the presence of a coriolis interaction between the states of 

CH^F, corresponding to the bands v2 and Vy and confirmed the correct¬ 

ness of the remarks made by Herzberg concerning tht presence of a 

Fermi resonance between v1 and 2v^. For the beginning of the bands 

V_ and 2V,-, Yates and Nielsen [4355] obtained values close to those 
1 5 

found earlier by Herzberg [152] and Bennett and Maier [743] but, in 

contrast to the latter, Yates and Nielsen reversed the assignment of 

the frequencies. This change, however, was not adopted in the subse¬ 

quent investigations of the infrared spectrum of CH^F [3240, 546, 

1318]. For the beginning of the bands v^, and v^, Yates and Niel¬ 

sen [4355] obtained slightly more accurate values, than in the works 

[152, 743] and similar values for the beginning of the band 

The spectrum of CH-F was obtained with the greatest resolution by 

Pickworth and Thompson [3240] in the region 1820-4000 cm“ . They car¬ 

ried out a detailed analysis of the rotational structure of the bands 

Vq, vi,., 2v^ and 2v^ and determined the head of these hands with the 

greatest accuracy. Later on, the infrared spectrum of CH^F was inves¬ 

tigated using prism spectrometers with medium [546] and low [I318] dis¬ 

persion. The low dispersion of the spectrometer, used in the work [546] 

was compensated for, however, by the use of an improved technique for 

recording the spectrum. In this work, carried out by Anderson, Bak 
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and Brodersen, the rotational structure of the bands v,,. \>r was 
4 5 o 

resolved and analyzed and all the fundamental frequencies of CH^F de¬ 

termined again. For the frequencies v1 and these authors obtained 

almost the same values as Pickworth and Thompson [3240] and for the 

frequencies and values which were very close to those found 

earlier in the works [4355] (for v^) and [152] (for v3 and v6). The 

value of the frequency = 1464 cm”1 was evidently estimated by An¬ 

derson, Bak and Brodersen on the basis of the values for the frequen¬ 

cy v,- adopted by them and the difference between the heads of the 

bands v2 and found by Yates and Nielsen [4355]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the molecule CH^F 

adopted in the present Handbook are given in Table 147. For the fre¬ 

quency the approximate unperturbed value is given which has been 

determined as the arithmetic mean of the observed values of the fre¬ 

quencies v1 = 2964.5 and 2v^ = 2863.2 cm"1 on the basis of the data 

of Pickworth and Thompson [3240], The adopted value of the frequency 

had also been obtained in the work [3240]. For the frequencies v0> 

Vj_ and values are given in Table 147, recommended by Anderson, Bak 

and Brodersen [546] and for the frequency v^, the value obtained by 

Herzberg [152] on the basis of the data of Bennett and Maier [743] 

was given. Of the adopted values the most accurate is that of the fre¬ 

quency v^, the least accurate that of the frequency v.., whose possible 

error is estimated to be approximately +10 cm"1. The uncertainty in 

the adopted values of the other frequencies of CH^F apparently does 

not exceed +3 cm"1. 



TABLE 147 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of the 
Halogen Derivatives of Methane of the Type CXY„ 
(0=3) 3 

MojtfKyjia 

A 

v»{l) v.(D M0 M2) M2) M2) lB 

i*-« B Ifr-“* (*'£«•)• 

CH,F 

CHjCl 

CH.Br 

CH,J 

CHF, 

CHCii 

CHBr, 

CHJ, 
CF,Cl 

CF.Br 
CF,J 

CFC1* 
CFBr* 

CCI.Br 

OClBr. 

2913,85* 

2923,5* 

2925* 

2915* 

3034,5 
3032 
3035 

3038 

1105 

1085 

1073 

1085 

1069 

718 

745 

1464 

1355,6 

1305 ; 

1251,4 
1137 

P71.1 

539 

437 

781,7 

762,5 

741 

535,0 

398 

420 

327 

1048,2 

732,1 

611 

533.4 

699,6 

364.8 

222 
153 

475.8 
350 

286 

349.5 
218 

247 

211 

3005.8 

3041.8 

3056,7 

3062,2 
1375 

1218 

1148 
1067 

1212 

1206 
1185 

847 

743 

775 

677 

1466.6 

1454.6 

1443.8 

1437.8 

1152 
767,7 

656 

578 
5C0 

548 

540 

398 

306 
295 

211 

1197,7 

1015 

954.5 

882.5 

507.6 

255,5 
154 
105 

350 

305 

265 

241 

150 

193 

140 

5,930 

22,0765 

42,404 

68,818 

972,95 
32853 

621340 

4483800 

9405 
23743 

44446 
57740 

808690 
257310 

1214200 

aThe unperturbed v1 frequency is given. 

A) Molecule; B) g*cm2. J = iodine. 

The values of the rotational constants of the molecule CH^F in 

the vibrational ground state were determined as a result of an analysis 

of the fine structure of the bands in the infrared spectrum [743, 152, 

^355, 3240, 546] and on the basis of the results of an analysis of 

the microwave spectrum [3967* 1749]. The most accurate value of the 

constant B0 = C0 = 0.85179 cm“1 was obtained in the work [3967] on the 

basis of the results of a study of the microwave spectrum of CH^F in 

the wavelength region 1-3 mm. Similar values for the constant B0 = 

= C0 were found in the works [743, 4355, 3240] during an analysis of 

the fine structure of the bands in the infrared spectrum. The value 

of the rotational constant A0 was determined by Herzberg [152] based 

on the data of Bennett and Maier .[743] (Aq = 5.100 cm“1) and Anderson, 

Bak and Brodersen [546] (AQ = 5-095 ± 0.010 cm“1) on the basis of me¬ 

asurements of the intervals between lines in the bands v^, and v^. 

lilllilii. 



The value given in Table 147 for the products of the main inertial 

moments of the molecule CH3F was calculated from the values of the ro- 

tational constants found in the works [3967, 546], 

The structural parameters of the molecule C^F were determined on 

the basis of the results of the electron diffraction investigations 

[517, 2627] and the results of an analysis of the fine structure of 

tne infrared and microwave spectra of fluoromethane [152, 164, 546]. 

The structural parameters of Ciy thus obtained agree with each other 

within the limits of the error involved in their determination. The 

most detailed work on the determination of the structural parameters 

of the CH3F molecule was carried out by Anderson, Bak and Brodersen 

[546] on the basis of a simultaneous consideration of the results 

obtained in spectrum and electron diffraction studies. According to 

the calculations of these authors, the following structural parame¬ 

ters correspond to the rotational constants of Ciy adopted in the 

present Handbook: r0(C - H) = I.106 ± 0.001, r0(C - F) = 1.38527 ± 

± 0-00005 A, /H - c - H = 109°59' ±3'. 

CH3C1- A larse number of studies deals with the investigation of 

the spectra of chloromethane. The investigations of the vibrational 

spectra of C^Cl, carried out prior to 1945, were examined in the mon¬ 

ographs by Herzberg [152] and Kohlrausch [236]. The infrared spectrum 

of CD3CI was investigated by Noether [3100], H. Nielsen and A. Nielsen, 

[3086] and the microwave spectrum, by Simmons and Goldstein [3730]. 

The infrared spectrum of gaseous chloromethane was investigated 

in the region 700-14,000 cm'1. However, the data obtained in this are 

inadequate for computing the frequencies of the normal vibrations and 

the anharmonicity constants of the molecule CH^Cl.* The rotational 

structure of the bands in the infrared spectrum of chloromethane was 

studied by Bennett and Maier [743] (v^, Vg), Nielsen and Barker 
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[3071] (v3), Plckworth and Thompson [3241] (v^ v2J 2v5) and Brown 

and Edwards [989] (2vi}). The results obtained by Bennett and Maier 

[743] were again analyzed and improved by Herzberg [152] who demonstra¬ 

ted the existence of a Fermi resonance between the frequencies v and 

2v^. The most detailed analysis of the rotational structure of the 

bands in the infrared spectrum of CH^Cl was carried out by Plckworth 

and Thompson [324l]. 

The Raman spectrum of gaseous chloromethane was investigated by 

Nielsen and Ward [3093], Welsh, Crawford, Thomas and Love [4202] on 

medium dispersion apparatus. Five bands corresponding to the funda¬ 

mental frequencies, were observed in the work of Welsh et al [4202], 

and the centers of the bands determined with an accuracy of 0.6-2 cm"1. 

The band v2 in the work [4202] was not observed, most likely because 

of its low intensity. The values of the frequencies v^, v^, were 

determined on the basis of the infrared spectrum and the Raman spec¬ 

trum and agree with an accuracy of 3 cm"1. The differences between 

the values of the frequency v3 = 725.3 cm"1, found in the work [4202] 

and the value - 732 cm , found from the infrared spectrum, exceeds 

the limits of the possible experimental error. The band in the 

Roman spectrum is enormously broad and has four maxima. The wave num¬ 

ber, corresponding to the center of this band, is l8 cm"1 larger than 

the wave number of the zero line in the infrared spectrum. 

For the fundamental frequencies of the molecule CH^l, values 

were adopted in the present Handbook, obtained by Herzberg [I52] (Vy 

v4* v5* on basis of the data of Bennett and Maier [743] and 

Plckworth and Thompson [3241] (v^ ^). The adopted values of the fre¬ 

quencies of CH3C1 are given in Table 147. For the frequency the 

unperturbed value, determined approximately as the arithmetic mean of 

the observed values of the frequencies v1 = 2967.8 and 2v^ = 2879.2 
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cm“'1' [3241] between which a Fermi resonance exists, was taken. 

The purely rotational infrared spectrum of Cil Cl in the region 

-1 
15-80 cm“ was investigated by Palik and Rao [3168]. The microwave 

spectrum of CH^Cl was studied in the works [3967, 2472, 1825, 3727, 

1245] in which the frequencies, corresponding to the transitions 

0-*l, 2-* 3, 3-* 4, 5-*6 were measured. An analysis of the microwave 

spectrum made it possible to determine the rotational constant B() for 

the isotope modifications of chloromethane and also the centrifugal 

stretching constant.* In the work of Kraitchman and Dailey [2472], the 

rotational constants BQ of the molecule CI^Cl35 and CIL^Cl37 in the 

excited vibrational states (corresponding to v^ = 1 and Vg = 1) were 

also determined and the constants a® and cxg calculated. 

The rotational constant B0, determined from the infrared spectrum 

obtained from the microwave spectrum [3967]: B0 (CH^Cl3^) = 0.443401, 

bo(CH3C1^) = 0-436572 cm“1. The rotational constant A0 = 5.097 cm“1 

was calculated in the works [152, I825] on the basis of the intervals 

between the lines in the perpendicular bands of the infrared spectrum 

<V V v6>- 
The values of the constants AQ and B0 = C0, found as a result of 

the Investigations on the microwave and infrared spectra in the works 

[3967, 152, 1825] were used in the present Handbook for computation of 

the products of the inertial moments of CH^Cl. 

The structural parameters of the molecule CH0C1 were determined 
0 

on the basis of the results of the electron diffraction studies in the 

works [517j 665] and have also been calculated in the works [164, 

2915, 24o6] on the basis of the rotational constants, found during 

investigation of the microwave and infrared spectra. The most accurate 
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values for the structural parameters of C^Cl, found on the basis of 

the results of electron diffraction studies: rc_H = l.u + o.oi, 

rC-Cl = ^783 ± 0.03 Ay /H — C — H = 110 + 20° [665], are in clise 

agreement with the corresponding values calculated on the basis of the 

microwave data: rc_H = 1.103 ± 0.01, rc..01 = 1.782 ± 0.003 A, ZH - c - 

“ H = 110°201 + Io [164]. 

CH£r. The spectra of bromomethane were investigated in numerous 

works. The vibrational spectra of CD^Br, CD^HBr and CDH^Br were in¬ 

vestigated in the works [4199, 3100, 1198, 4266], 

The investigations of the spectra of CH^Br, carried out before 

the year 1945, were examined in the monographs of Hersberg [152], 

Kohlrausch [236] and Hibhen [2065]. In recent years, the vibratilnal 

spectra of gaseous bromomethane were investigated in the works [II98, 

4202, 4199, 3377, 1553, 990], The data thus obtained permitted a fair¬ 

ly reliable determination of the fundamental frequencies of the mole- 

cule CH^Br. 

The fundamental frequencies of CHjBr, given in the monograph of 

Herzberg [152], are based on the results of studies on the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous bromomethane, obtained by Bennett and Maier [743] 

and Barker and Plyler [638]. Bennett and Maier [743] obtained the in¬ 

frared spectrum of CH^Er over a wide range on an apparatus with a se¬ 

lection of diffraction gratings and resolved the rotational structure 

of the bands V Barker anJ piyler ^ ^ 

rate measurement of the frequency V3.. Herzberg [152] was the first to 

show that a Fermi resonance must exist between the frequencies v and 

2v5 of the molecule CH^Br. Later on, the most detailed investigation of 

the vibrational spectra of CH^Br in the region of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies were carried out by Welsh and coworkers [4202]. (Raman spec¬ 

trum of the gao) and by Weissmann and coworkers [4199] (infrared 
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spectrum of the gas). The rotational structure of several bands, 

corresponding to composite frequencies, was investigated in the works 

[3377ß 99O] by means of a high-dispersion spectrometer. The fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of the molecule CH^Br, connected with vibrations of 

OH3 groups, were also determined in the work [1318]. 

Weissmann and coworkers [4199] obtained the infrared spectrum of 

gaseous bromomethane in the region 60O-37OO cm-1 on a double beam 

prism spectrometer and partially resolved the rotational structure of 

the bands and v^. The measurements of the wavelengths of the lines 

in the infrared spectrum of CH^Br in the work [4199] were compared 

with the results of the corresponding measurements in the works [4202, 

1198] and calculations carried out to determine the positions of the 

zero lines of the transverse bands v^, v^, Vg using the data of Ben¬ 

nett and Maier [743]» 

The values recommended in the work [4199] for the fundamental 

frequencies of the molecule CH^Br were adopted in the present Handbook 

and are presented in Table 147. For the frequency v^. Table 147 gives 

the unperturbed value, determined approximately as the arithmetic mean 

of the observed frequencies v1 (2972 cm“1) and 2v^ (2878 cm“1). 

The rotational constants of the molecule CH^Br AQ = 5.O6 cm“1 

and Bq = Cq = O.3I cm“1 were determined by Herzberg [152] on the ba¬ 

sis of an analysis of the data of Bennett and Maier [743]. Later on, 

the purely rotational spectra of the isotope modifications of the mo¬ 

lecule CH^I were determined by the method of microwave spectroscopy 

and the corresponding values of the rotational constant B0 and the 

centrifugal stretching constants (see [164, 4l6]) were determined with 

great accuracy. The values of the rotational constants A and B for the 

excited vibrational states of the molecule CH^Br were found in the 

works [4199, 3377,» 990] on the basis of an analysis of the fine struc- 
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ture of the corresponding bands in the infrared spectrum. 

The following values for the rotational constants of the funda¬ 

mental vibrational state of the molecule CH^Br have been adopted in 

the Handbook: A0 = 5.082 cm’1 [152], BQ = CQ = O.319I60 cm'1 (for 

CHjBr79) [3967], B0 = c0 = 0.317947 cm-1 (for CHjBr“1) [2028], These 

values were used for the computation of the products of the principal 

moments of inertia, given in Table 147. 

The values of the structural parameters of the molecule CH^Br 

were determined by means of electron diffraction measurements [517] 

and on the basis of the values of the rotational constant B0 for the 

isotope modifications of the molecule C^Br, found during an analysis 

of the microwave spectra [164, I825, 24o6, 2915]. To the values of 

the rotational constants adopted in the Handbook correspond the fol¬ 

lowing values of the structural parameters of the molecule CH,.,Br: 

rC~H = ^101^ rC-Br = ^938 A, - C - H = 110°48' [ 164, I825]. The 

values of the structural parameters of C^Br obtained in the works 

[2915, 2406] on the basis of microwave data, agree with those given 

to within +0.01 A for rc_H + 0.002 A for rc_Br and + Io for /H - C - ]j. 

^31, Numerous investigations on the vibrational spectra of io- 

domethane are known. The most detailed studies were carried out on 

the infrared spectrum of gaseous iodomethane. The Raman spectrum of 

liquid iodomethane was obtained by several researchers on low-disper¬ 

sion devices. Bands corresponding only to the fundamental frequencies 

of the symmetrical vibrations (v1# Vg, v^) were observed in the Raman 

spectrum of gaseous iodomethane, obtained by Ball [628]. The vibra¬ 

tional spectra of deuterated iodomethane have not been studied. 

The investigations on the vibrational spectra of C^I, carried out 

prior to 1945, were reviewed by Herzberg [152], Kohlrausch [236] and 

Hibben [2065]. 
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The infrared spectrum of gaseous icdomethane in the range of 

the fundamental frequencies 525-3130 cm"1 was investigated by Bennett 

and Maier [743], Barker and Plyler [638], Lagemann and Nielsen [2516], 

Bernstein, Cleveland and Voelz [787]. The infrared spectrum of CH^I 

in the region of the composite frequencies and harmonics was inves¬ 

tigated by H. Herzberg and L. Herzberg [2028] (4000-11,800 cm 1) and 

Wiggings, Shull and Rank [4266] (4550-6250 cm"1). The data obtained 

in these works made a fairly reliable determination of the fundamental v 

frequencies of the molecule CH3I possible. However, they are insuffi¬ 

cient fn* the reliable determination of the anharmonicity constants 

and the frequencies of the normal vibrations (see note to page 989). 

The highest resolution of the fine structure of bands in the in¬ 

frared spectrum of CH^I in the domain of fundamental frequencies was 

obtained in the works [743, 638, 2516], in which spectrometers with 

diffraction gratings were used. The values of the fundamental frequ¬ 

encies of the CH^I molecule given in the monograph by Herzberg [152] 

are based on data from these works. For the first time Herzberg [152] 

showed that Fermi resonance occurs between the oscillation frequencies 

V- and 2vc of the CH0I molecule. 
15 3 

In later works [2729, 1549, 767] the infrared spectrum of CE^I 

in the domain of fundamental frequencies was obtained with lower reso¬ 

lution making use of prism spectrometers. Values obtained earlier by 

Lagemann and Nielsen [2516] were chosen for the fundamental frequen¬ 

cies of the CH3I molecule in the works [272., 1549]. Bernstein, Cleve¬ 

land and Voelz [767] obtained the infrared spectra (of gas and liquid) 

and the spectrum of Raman scattering (of liquid) of two methyl iodide 

specimens: of ordinary methyl iodide and of iodide with an elevated 

content of 01¾^ molecules. On the basis of their own data and the 

data obtained by Bennett, Meyer [743] and Lagemann and Nielsen [2516] 
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the authors of the work [767] rendered more accurate the values of the 

12 
fundamental frequencies of the C molecule and determined the 

fundamental frequencies of C13H3I. In the work [767] in particular, it 

is noted that a slight inaccuracy in the calculations had been tol¬ 

erated by Herzberg [152] when determining the values of the frequen¬ 

cies Vg from the data in [7^3» 2516]. 

In the present Handbook values recommended by Bernstein et al 

[767] were chosen for the fundamental frequencies of observed in 

the spectra. For the frequency Table 147 shows an undisturbed 

value chosen approximately equal to the arithmetic mean of the obser¬ 

ved values of the frequencies = 2969.0 cm"^ [767] and = 2861 

cm“1 [152]. 

The values of the rotational constants AQ and B0 - C0 of the 

CH^I molecule were determined by Herzberg [152] (5-07 and 0.28 cm“1, 

respectively) on the basis of an analysis of the spectral data ob¬ 

tained by Bennett and Meyer [7^3]- Furthermore, the purely rotational 

spectra of isotopic modifications of the CH^I molecule were studied 

by microwave spectroscopy and the corresponding values of the rota¬ 

tional constant B0 and the constants of centrifugal stretching were 

determined with high accuracy (sea [l64, 4l6]). 

Bernstein, Cleveland and Voelz [767] re-analyzed the rotational 

12 
structure of the perpendicular bands (v^, v^, Vg) of the C H^I and 

C13H3I molecules on the basis of data obtained from a study of the in¬ 

frared spectrum in the works [743* 2516, 767] and making use of the 

value of Bq found from microwave spectra. As a result of the analysis 

carried out in the worj [767]* the values A0 = 5*09 and 5*07 cm”1 were 

12 iq 
found for the molecules C H^I and C respectively, and also the 

values of the constants B1 and A1 for the excited vibrational states 

of these molecules corresponding to the frequencies v^, v^, were 



determined. 

In the present Handbook, the following values of the rotational 

constants were chosen for the fundamental vibrational state of the 

C12H3I molecule: AQ = 5.09 cm"1 [76?], B0 = co = °*2502l6 cm"1 [1825], 

obtained from an analysis of the fine structure of bands in the infra¬ 

red (A0) and microwave spectra (B0).* The value of the product of 

the principal moments of inertia of CH^I given in Table 14? corres¬ 

ponds to these values of the rotational constants. 

The values of the structural parameters of the CH^I molecule were 

determined from electron diffraction data [101, 100] and from the re¬ 

sults of investigating microwave spectra of isotopic modifications of 

the CH0I molecule [164, 2915]. The following values of the structural 
j 

parameters correspond to the values of the rotational ocnstants of 

CH^I adopted in the present Handbook: r^_^ = 1.100, = 2.139 A, 

/H - C - H = 110°58', calculated by Gordy, Simmons and Smith [1825]. 

CHF^. The Raman spectrum of liquid fluoroform was investigated 
■ .1 Jm» 

by Glöckler and Leader [1778], Glöckler and Edgell [I77I], Rank, 

Shull and Pace [3383] and that of gaseous fluoroform by Claassen and 

Nielsen [III8]. The infrared spectrum of gaseous fluoroform in the 

range from 500-4000 cm"1 was investigated by Price,** Plyler and 

Benedict [3277], Rix [3445], Morcillo, Horranz and Biarge [2946]. 

Single bands of the infrared spectrum of CHF^ were investigated by 

Edgell and May [1459] (v2) and by Wiggins, Shull and Rank [4266] (2v1)( 

The infrared spectrum of CHF^ in the range from 4000-14,050 cm“J' was 

investigated by Bernstein and Herzberg [762]. Using high-dispersion 

instruments the infrared spectrum of CHF^ was obtained in the works 

[762, 4266], in which the rotational structure of the individual 

bands is studied. The infrared spectrum of CDF0 was investigated by 

Polo and Wilson [3294]. 
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The assignment of the frequencies observed in the spectra of the 

CHF^ molecule was carried out in the works [I778, 1771, 3383, III8, 

3277* 762, 3445, 1459], Views were divergent only about the problem of 

assigning the frequency v2 since the v2 band is superimposed on the 

intense band. Price [762] and Eix [3445] identified the band center 

at 1209 cm“1 with the frequency v2, owing to the shape of the outline 

of this band, whereas in the works [3383, 3277, 1459] this band is 

assigned to the sum frequency v3 + v^, and the frequency v2 is deter¬ 

mined equal to ll4o [1459] or II50 cm 1 [3277]» In the Raman spectrum 

of liquid fluoroform Rank, Shull and Pace [3383] determined the v2 and 

band centers at III7 and II60 cm“1, respectively. Claassen and 

Nielsen [III8] observed a weak band at 1137 cm 1 in the Raman spectrum 

of the gas and assigned it to the frequency v2. Claassen and Nielsen 

did not observe the frequency in the Raman spectrum of the gas and 

assumed it equal to II52 cm"1 on the basis of a study on the infrared 

spectrum [762, 3277]. Edgell and May [1459] carried out a special in¬ 

vestigation of the infrared spectrum of gaseous fluoroform in the 

range where the v2 band was supposed to be located. Comparing the in¬ 

frared spectra of gaseous fluoroform at different temperatures Edgell 

and May [1459] drew the conclusion that the Q branch of the v band 

lies at Il40 cm“ while the P and R branches lie at II30 and 1152 cm“1, 

respectively. The band center was determined by them close to II57 

cm . The work [1459] deals particularly with the problem of assigning 

the band at 1209 cm 1, and it is found out that assigning this band to 

the frequency v2 as proposed by Price (see [762]) and Rix [3445] is 

weakly founded. 

In the present Handbook, values based on data obtained in the 

works [HIS, 3277, 3445, 1459] are adopted for the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of the CEP., molecule. The values of the frequencies v v 
3 1* 2* 



v3 S-^ven in 'the Table 147 were obtained by Claassen and Nielsen [1118] 

from an investigation of the Raman spectrum. For the frequencies 

v5> v6 Table 14^ gives values obtained by Rix [3445] from an investi¬ 

gation of the infrared spectrum. 

In the investigation of the infrared spectrum the rotational 

structure of the parallel bands 2v1 + 2v^ and [762] and 2v1 [4266] 

was analyzed and the values of the constant BQ were determined equal 

to 0.34516 [762] and 0.3453 cm"1 [4266], The purely rotational spectra 

of the isotopic modifications of the OHF^ molecule were investigated 

with the help of microwave spectroscopy, in the works [I707, 1749 

1033], For the molecule these investigations yielded a value 

of B0 = O.34520 cm“1. 

The structural parameters of the CHF3 molecule were determined 

by electron diffraction [517, 2627] and calculated from the values of 

the rotational constant B0 [762, 1707]. The most accurate values of 

the structural parameters obtained from electron diffraction investi¬ 

gations of the molecular structure of CHF3 were those obtained by 

Brockway with the help of the sector microphotometric method. The re¬ 

sults Detained by Brockway were published in the works [2627, 2632, 

2633]: rc_F = I.334 + O.OO5 A, ¿F — C — C - 108°30' + 30'. Ghosh, 

Trambarulo and lordy [I707] calculated the structural parameters of 

the CHF3 molecule on the basis of the values of the rotational constant 

Bq of its isotopic modifications found from an analysis of the micro- 

wave spectrum. In the work [I707] the following values of the struc¬ 

tural parameters of CHF3 are obtained: rc_p = 1.332, r^ = I.098A, 

/F - C - F = 108o48', which were used in the present Handbook to cal¬ 

culate the product of the principal moments of inertia of CHF3 whose 

value is given in Table 147. 

CHC13» A great number of studies on the vibrational spectra of 
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liquid Chloroform and several investigations of gas spectra carried out 

with spectroscopes of low and medium dispersion is known. In a high- 

dispersion device only the 2v2 hand [4266] for which a rotational ana¬ 

lysis of fine structure was carried out was obtained. 

The monograph by Herzberg [152] gives a short review of the stu¬ 

dies carried out up to 1945. The books by Kohlrausch [236], Hibben 

[2065] and the works [4388, 2726] give a survey of the results of in¬ 

vestigations carried out on the Rawan spectrum of liquid chloroform. 

The work by Lisitsa and Tsyashchenko [276] considers the results of 

studies on the infrared spectrum of liquid chloroform. In this work, 

an assignment of lines in the infrared spectrum of liquid chloroform 

lying in the range from 230 to 16,300 cm“ is proposed. 

Nielsen and Ward [3093]* Rao [3398] and Welsh and collaborators 

[4202] investigated the Raman spectrum of gaseous chloroform, and the 

infrared spectrum was investigated by Jenkins and Straley [2238], 

Madigan and collaborators [2727], Plyler and Benedict [3277]j Gibian 

and McKinney [1724], and Wiggins and collaborators [4266]. 

The values of all fundamental frequencies of the CHCl^ molecule 

could be determined by investigating the Raman spectrum of the gas in 

the works [3093] and [4202]. With the highest resolution the Raman 

spectrum of gaseous chloroform was obtained by Welsh and collabora¬ 

tors [4202], who determined sufficiently reliable values of the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of CHCl^ agreeing well with the v alues of these 

quantities as obtained by other research workers. The values of the 

frequencies v^, v^, v^_, obtained in the work [4202] are more accu¬ 

rate than those found in other works by investigating the Raman spec¬ 

trum and the infrared spectrum of gaseous chloroform. The values of 

the frequencies = 1218 and v1 = 3032 cm“1 found in the work [4202] 

practically coincide with the somewhat more accurate values = 1218.9 
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and v1 - 3034.4 cm , found by Jenkins and Straley [2238] by studying 

the infrared spectrum. 

In the present Handbook, the values obtained by Welsh and colla¬ 

borators [4202] from a study on the Raman spectrum and given in Table 

14? were adopted for the fundamental frequencies of the CHCl^ mole¬ 

cule. A comparison with analogous results of other studies on the spec 

trun of CHC13 permits us to assume that the error of the adopted va¬ 

lues of the fundamental frequencies varies within the limits of +1 to 

±3 cm"1. 

The vibrational spectra of liquid and gaseous deuterotrichloro- 

methane (CDC13) were investigated by Bernstein and his collaborators 

in the works [2728, 768]. 

Single ranges of the rotational spectra of several isotopic mo¬ 

difications of the CHC13 molecule were determined by the methods of 

microwave spectroscopy in the works [1707, 3798, 4037, 4309], and the 

values of the rotational constant B0* (see also [164, 4l6]) corresp¬ 

onding to them were determined with great accuracy. 

The structural parameters of the CHC13 molecule were determined 

by Brockway [100, 101] from the results of electron diffraction 

studies and, more accurately, in the works [1707, 4309] as a result of 

calculations based on the values of the rotational constants of the 

isotopic modifications of the CHC13 molecule found by analyzing the 

microwave spectrum. Ghosh, Trambarulo and Gordy [I707] used the values 

of the rotational constant B0 of the molecules C12HC135, C12hC137 and 
35 3 9 3 

DC13 found from the microwave spectrum and calculated the followinc 

values of the structural parameters of the CHClj molecule: r0 = 

= 1.073, rc_01 = 1.767 A, /01 - C - Cl = 110°24', which are used in the 

present Handbook to calculate the product of the principal moments of 

inertia of CHCl,,, given in Table 147. Wolfe [4309] calculated the va- 
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lues of i’c__cl ar¿d /Cl - C - Cl, on the basis of the values of the ro¬ 

tational constants of the CHCl^ and CHCl^ciB? molecules he had ob_ 

talned and the value of rc_H = 1.073 -A found in the work [1707]. Thus, 

Wolfe found rc_ci = 1.762 A and /Cl - C - Cl = llo°55 in agreement with 

the values of the corresponding parameters found in the work [I707]. 

CíBr^. The vibrational spectra of liquid bromoform were studied by 

many research workers. In the monographs by Kohlrausch [236] and 

Hibben [2063] there are surveys on Raman spectrum studies. In a work 

by Meister, Rosser and Cleveland [2849] the results of studies on the 

Raman and infrared spectra of liquid bromoform published up to I950 

are considered and compared with the results obtained by the authors 

of this work. The work [2849] gives an interpretation of the vibra¬ 

tional spectra of liquid bromoform and on the basis of considering 

the results of studies on these spectra the most probable values of 

the fundamental frequencies of CHBr^ are recommended. Among the stu¬ 

dies on the vibrational spectra of liquid bromoform carried out in the 

following in order to make the values of the fundamental frequencies 

more accurate and to assign them only the investigation of the infra¬ 

red spectrum of CHBr^ carried out by Plyler and Benedict [3277] is of 

interest. 

Jenkins and Straley [2238] and Plyler and Benedict [3277] obtain¬ 

ed the infrared spectrum of gaseous bromoform in the range from 66O- 

-5000 cm 1 using instruments with low dispersion. The v1 and bands 

are situated in the mentioned spectral range. The bands corresponding 

to other fundamental oscillation frequencies of the CHBr^ molecule lie 

in the longer-wave range of the infrared spectrum studied only for 

liquid bromoform. The Raman spectrum of gaseous bromoform was not in¬ 

vestigated. 

Thus, mainly the vibrational spectra of liquid bromoform enable 
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us to draw conclusions as to the fundamental frequencies of the CHBr^ 

molecule. We have^ however, to note that in the transition from liquid 

to gas the most remarkable difference in the values of the fundamental 

frequencies must be expected for the frequencies and correspond¬ 

ing to totally symmetric and deformation vibrations of the C-H bond. 

According to the data of Plyler and Benedict [3277] this difference 
T 

amounts to l8 cm for V-j^ and 7 cm“ for v^. For the rest of freque¬ 

ncies, its order of magnitude is close to the error committed in de¬ 

termining their values from the vibrational spectra of liquid bromo- 

form. 

Table 147 shows the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CHBr^ molecule, adopted in the present Handbook. The adopted values of 

the frequencies v2, Vy Vy are based on the results of studies on 

the vibrational spectra of liquid bromoform, given in the works 

[2849, 3277]» For the frequency Table 147 gives a value based on 

the results of measuring the position of the center of the correspond¬ 

ing band in the infrared spectrum of gaseous bromoform [2238, 3277]. 

The values of the frequency obtained in the works [2238] (v1 = 3049.2 

cm-1) and [3277] (v-^ = 3058 cm"1) cannot be considered reliable. The 

value of the frequency v1 obtained from studies on the vibrational 

spectra of liquid bromoform [2849, 3277] also cannot be regarded as 

precisely established. On the other hand, this frequency is character¬ 

istic of the C-H bond in the CHX^ molecules, where X = F, Cl, Br, I. 

Owing to this fact, for the frequency V-j^ of the CHBr^ molecule a 

value equal to 3035 cm“1 whose error was estimated in the limits of 

+20 cm"1 was adopted. 

Ferigle, Cleveland, Boyer and Bernstein [1553] studied the vibra¬ 

tional spectra of CDBr^. More early studies are considered in the work 

[2849]. 
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The rotational constant B0 of the isotopic CHBr^ modifications 

was determined from the microwave spectrum [ 4282,2-159,2011,4281]. Making 

use of the values of the rotational constant B of the CHBrT^, CHBr^1 
79 8l 3 3 ■* 

CDBr? , CDBr3 molecules, Williams, Cox and Gordy [4281] calculated 

the following values of the structural parameters of the bromoform 

molecule: = 1.068 + 0.01, = 1.930 + 0.003 A, ^Br — C — Br = 

110o48', which were used to calculate the product of the moments of 

inertia in the present Handbook (see Table 147). 

An electron diffraction study of the structure of CHBr^ carried 

out by Levy and Brockway [2599] led to the values r^ „ = 1.91 A and 
O-JdP 

/Br - C - Br = 111°. 

CHI3« The fundamental frequencies of the CHI3 molecule are well- 

known on the basis of studies on the vibrational spectra of solid 

iodoform and its solutions in different solvents. 

The individual bands corresponding to vibrations of the CHI3 

molecule were in the infrared spectrum of iodoform dissolved in CHC13 

[1482], CS2 and CCl^ [3277, 3326] and in the spectrum of a CHI3 sus¬ 

pension in paraffin [635]. A spectroscopic study of molecular iodo¬ 

form monocrystals was carried out by Hexter and Cheung [2063] who 

investigated the polarized infrared spectrum in a wide range and by 

Goypiron and Mathieu [1835] who studied the Raman spectrum. In the 

works [2033, 1835] all fundamental frequencies of the CHI3 molecule 

were assigned. Stammreich and Forneris [3837] studied the Raman spec¬ 

trum of iodoform solutions in solvents of different polarity [(CoHr),0, 

CH®r3, CHgBrg, Cp-Hj-N] and found that the frequencies of the sharpest 

lines in the spectra of the different solutions vary within the limits 

of +1 cm . The difficulties in studying the Raman spectrum of CHI„ 
3 

are connected with the photochemical instability of iodoform and the 

presence of intense fluorescence proceeding from the decomposition pro- 
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ducts. Stammreich and Porneris mention the relative stability of iodo¬ 

form disso ved in pyridine. The helium lines X = 5875*6 and X = 6678.2 

A were used to excite the Raman spectrum in the work [3837], since for 

photochemically unstable molecules an excitation in the region of lon¬ 

ger waves is preferable. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of CHI^ obtained in the 

work [3837] are adopted in the present Handbook and given in Table 147. 

The values of the frequencies Vg, v^_ obtained in the work 

[3837] coincide with the values given in the works [3277, 2063, 1835] 

within the limits of 3-5 cm-1. The values of the frequencies of the 

totally symmetric valence vibrations v2 and v1 are, respectively, by 

11 and 60 cm"1 higher than those obtained from the spectrum of crys¬ 

talline iodoform. 

The molecular structure of iodoform '-as studied by the methods 

of X-ray diffraction [232] and electron diifraction [675, 2953, 100, 

101]. The following values were obtained for the C-I bond length and 

the valence angle of I - C — I: ï'q.j = 2.12 + 0.04 A [675, 100, 101], 

/1-0-1= 113° [675], rc_I = 2.16 A [2953].* 

The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

the CHI^ molecule given in Table 147 was calculated under the assump¬ 

tion of tetrahedral arrangement of the bonds and of C-H and C-I bond 

lengths as adopted in Table 145. In the limits of the errors indicated 

on page 975 the latter agree with the aforementioned results of de¬ 

termining the structural parameters of the molecule by electron 

diffraction. 

CFgCl. The Raman spectrum of liquid chlorotrifluoro methane was 

investigated by Kahovec and Wagner [2318], Delwaulle and Francois 

[I303, 1305]. The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CF^Cl 

molecule determined by these authors are close to the values of these 
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quantities obtained later on by studying the vibrational spectra of 

the gas. 

The infrared spectrum of gaseous chlorotrifluoro methane was ob¬ 

tained with the help of prism spectrometers by Thompson and Temple 

[3974] in the range from 78O-50OO cm"1 and by Plyler and Benedict 

[3277] in the range from 400-5000 cm"1. In these works the bands of 

CF^Cl are assigned and the values of the frequencies v¿. and 

are determined. 

The Raman spectrum of gaseous chlorotrifluoro methane was studied 

by Claassen [1117] by means of a spectrograph with three prisms. The 

Raman spectrum of CF^Cl was also obtained by Taylor [3955] who used a 

spectrometer with lower dispersion and a less perfect method of re¬ 

gistration. Practically coinciding values were obtained for the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of the CF^l molecule in the works [111?, 3955], 

The values of the frequencies of CF^l obtained by Claassen [1117] 

must, however, be considered more accurate, for reasons indicated above. 

In particular, Claassen succeeded in observing two separate maxima 

of the Vg band corresponding to the isotopic molecules CF„C1^ and 

35 ^ 
CF^Cl whereas Taylor did not achieve such a resolution. 

On the basis of a comparison of all data obtained for the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of the CF^Cl molecule in the works[3974, 3277,U,17, 

3955] u choice of the values of those quantities that are adopted in 

the present Handboox was carried out. In doing so, account was taken 

of the fact that the v1 and bands are considerably sharper in the 

infrared spectrum of CF^Cl than in the Raman spectrum, for which re¬ 

ason the values of the centers of these bands found from the infrared 

spectrum are more reliable than those found from the Raman spectrum. 

The values of the frequencies v2, v^, Vg given in Table 147 were 

obtained by Claassen [1117] from studies on the Raman spectrum, and 
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the values ci the frequencies and were obtained by Plyler and 

Benedict [3277] from an Investigation of the Infrared spectrum. 

The purely rotational spectrum of the CF^l molecule was studied 

with the help of microwave spectroscopy by Coles and Hughes [II56] who 

determined the values of the rotational constant BQ for CF^l35 

(0,111262 cm ) and CF^Cl3^0.108458 cm ^). On the basis of these data 

Coles and Hughes calculated the bond lengths of C-F (I.323 A) and 

C-Cl (I.765 A) in the CF^l molecule assuming that all angles between 

the bonds are tetrahedral. In the following, Sheridan and Gordy 

[3704] recalculated the bond lengths of C-F (I.328 + 0.005 A) and 

C-Cl (1.74o + O.OI8 A) from values of BQ for CF^Cl35 and CF^Cl37 found 

in the work [II56], assuming /F - C - F = I08 + 1° on the basis of 

electron diffraction data and the structural parameters of the CF^Br 

CF^I and CF^CN molecules found by them from microwave spectra. 

The values of the structural parameters of the CF^Cl molecule 

were also determined on the basis of results of electron diffraction 

studies [877* 665]. Bowen [877] applied a visual method of analyzing 

an electron diffraction pattern with 11 maxima and obtained the fol¬ 

lowing values of the structural parameters of CF0C1: r» „ = I.323 + 

O.O32, = I.747 + 0.4 A, /F — C — F = 108°30'. Bartell and Brock¬ 

way [665] applied the sectio microphotometric method and obtained data 

on the structure of CF^Cl that are essentially more accurate: rn „ = 

= I.328 + 0.002, rc_ci = I.75I + 0.004 A, ¿F - C - F = lOS^ó» + 24'. 

In the work [665] it was shown that the values of the structural para¬ 

meters of the CF3CI molecule found from electron diffraction measure¬ 

ments are in very good agreement with the values of these quantities 

as calculated from the rotational constants B~ of the CF^Cl3^ and 
0 3 

CF^Cl3^ molecules found by Coles and Hughes [II56] if /F — C — F = 

= 108o36', is assumed. 
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The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

the CF^Cl molecule given in Table 147 was calculated from the struc¬ 

tural parameters found by Bartell and Erockway [665]. 

CF3Br* The spectrum of gaseous bromotrifluoro methane 

was investigated by Plyler and Acquista [3271] with the help of prism 

spectrometers in the range from 330-5000 cm-1, by Polo and Wilson 

[3293] in the range from 625-4000 cm“1 and by McGee, Cleveland et al 

[2705, 2706], in the range from 400-2220 cm"1. The assignment of the 

observed bands given by these research workers was rendered more pre¬ 

cise and supplemented in the following by studies on the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous bromotrifluoro methane and the Raman spectrum of 

liquid bromotrifluoro methane carried out by Edgell and May [l460, 

1458], and by a study on the Raman spectrum of gaseous bromotrifluoro 

methane carried out by Taylor [3955]. 

The whole set of values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CPsBr molecule was obtained in studies on the Raman spectra [l46o, 

3955]* The lowest fundamental frequencies and were not observed 

in the investigation of the infrared spectrum*; in the works [3293, 

2705, l460] they were calculated from the frequencies of the corres¬ 

ponding overtones. Nevertheless, the values of the corresponding 

fundamental frequencies of the CF^Br molecule found in the aforemen¬ 

tioned investigations are slightly different. Table 147 shows the va¬ 

lues of the fundamental frequencies of the CF^Br molecule adopted in 

the present Handbook. For the frequencies Vg and the values ob- 

tdined by Edgell and May [l460] and Taylor [3955] from studies of the 

Raman spectra of bromotrifluoro methane were adopted. For the fre¬ 

quency a value obtained by Polo and Wilson [3293] in the investi¬ 

gation of the infrared spectrum of the gas and by Edgell and May [l460] 

from studies on the Raman spectrum of the liquid was adopted. The va- 
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luas of the frequency v5 obtained in other investigations of the vi¬ 

brational spectra of CF^r differ from the adopted value in the limits 

of +2 cm . For the frequency v2 a value was adopted that had been ob¬ 

tained in the Kaman spectrum of the gas by Taylor [3955] who used a 

three-prism spectrometer with a dispersion in 15 A/mm. piyier and 

Acquista [327I] and Edgell and May [l460] found the Q branch of this 

band at 76I cm 1 in the Infrared spectrum of the gas. The values of 

the frequencies and v1 adopted in Table 147 were determined by 

Edgell and May [l460] and Plyler and Acquista [3271] by studies on the 

infrared spectrum of the gas. The errors of the adopted values of the 

fundamental frequencies of the CF Br molecule can be estimated within 

±3 cm"1. 

An investigation of the purely rotational spectrum of the CF^Br 

molecule by the methods of microwave spectroscopy was carried out by 

Sharbaugh, Pritchard and Madison [3692] and by Sheridan and Gordy 

[3704]. In the mentioned studies the values of the rotational con¬ 

stant Bq of the CFgBr79 (0.699836 cm"1) and CF^r81 (O.693312 cm“1) 

molecules were determined with high accuracy. On the basis of these 

data Sheridan and Gordy [3704] determined the following values of the 

structural parameters of the CF^Br molecule: rc F = 1.330 + 0.005 , 

rC-Br ~ ^908 + O.OI8 A, /F — C - F = 108 + Io which are used to cal¬ 

culate the product of the principal moments of inertia of the CF Br 

molecule in the present handbook (see Table 147). 

The structural parameters of the CF^Br molecule were also deter¬ 

mined by Bowen [877] and Anderson [552] on the basis of results of 

electron diffraction studies carried out by them. The values of the 

structural parameters CF3Br(rc_F = 1.343 ± 0.01, rc_Br = 1.911 ± 

± O.033 A, Zp — C — F = 109.5 ± 2° [877] and rc_p = I.325 + 0.005, 

rC-Br = 1*910 ± °-06 A, /F - C - F = 109.2 + O.50) obtained in these 
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works are in agreement with each other and with the values found by 

Sheridan and Gordy [3704]. 

CF^I. The infrared spectrum of gaseous iodotrifluoro methane was 

studied in the works [3271, ?706, 3293, 2705, l46o, 1452]. The Raman 

spectrum was investigate:.! only for liquid iodotrifluoro methane in 

the works [l46o, 3955]. 

The fundamental frequencies v3 and Vg in the infrared spectrum 

of CF3I were not observed immediately. The values of these frequencies 

were estimated equal to 286 cm“1 [l46o, 2705] and 290 cm“1 [3293] for 

v3 and 265 cm“1 [l460, 3293] and 260 cm"1 [2705] for Vg from the over¬ 

tones and the composite frequencies. In the limits of 2 cm“1 these 

values coincide with those found from the Raman spectrum of liquid 

CF3I. The values of other fundamental frequencies obtained in the works 

of various authors are in good agreement with each other. 

In the present Handbook the values determined from the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous iodotrifluoro methane by Edgell and May [l460] 

are adopted for the fundamental frequencies of the CF-I molecule (see 

Table 147). 

The purely rotational spectrum of the C12F19I129 molecule was 

studied by the methods of microwave spectroscopy by Sheridan and Gordy 

[3704] and Sterzer [3849], who determined the value of the rotational 

constant B0 = I523.23 Me or O.O508093 cm“1. 

Fc. the first time, the structural parameters of the CFgl mole¬ 

cule were determined by Sheridan and Gordy [3704] on the basis of re¬ 

sults of a study on tha microwave spectra of CF^ and other compounds. 

In the work [3704] rc_p = 1.332 A, ¿F - C - F = I08 ± 1° was adopted 

for CF3I and on the basis of the value of BQ given above j = 2.134 + 

+ 0.016 A was calculated. The se values of the structural parameters 

were soon verified by electron diffraction investigations carried out 
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by Bowen [877](rc_F = 1.328 + 0.026, rc_J = 2.122 + 0.037 A, ¿F — n — 

- P = 108°l8r + 2°), Anderson [552] (rc_p = 1.332 + 0.004, rc_I = 

= 2.130 + O.OO8 A, /? - C - F = IO8.3 + Io) and by Wong and Schomaker 

[4316] (rc_p = 1.334, rc_I = 2.137 A, /F - C - P = 108°12»). In the 

work [4316] a rotating sector and the value of the constant B0 found 

from the microwave spectrum were used. 

The values of the structural parameters that were found by Sheri¬ 

dan and Gordy [3704] were adopted for CF^I in the Handbook; with the 

help of these parameters the product of the principal moments of inertia 

of the CF^I molecule given in Table 147 was calculated. 

CFCl^. The Raman spectrum of gaseous chlorotrifluoro methane was 

studied by Claassen [1117] and that of liquid one by Delwaulle and 

Francois [1303], Glöckler and Leader [1774], and By Zietlow, Cleveland 

and Meister [4388]. 

The infrared spectrum of gaseous CFCl^ obtained in prism spectro- 

meteers was investigated in the range from 300-3200 cm“1 [3971^ 3277* 

769]. In the works by Thompson and Temple [397^]* Bernstein, Zietlow 

and Cleveland [769] the fundamental frequencies v1, v2 and were me¬ 

asured. Ply1er and Benedict [3277] succeeded in measuring two low fre¬ 

quencies and in the infrared spectrum of CFCl^. The fundamental 

frequency Vg was determined only from the Raman spectrum. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of CFCl^ found from 

studies on the infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum by various au¬ 

thors agree in the limits of 75 cm“1. In the present Handbook the va¬ 

lues of the fundamental frequencies of CFCl^ recommended by Claassen 

[111?] (see Table 147) are adopted. 

The microwave spectrum of CFCl^ was investigated by Long, Williams 

and Weatherly [2643]. On the basis of the very accurately measured fre- 

quencies of the purely rotational transitions of the CFCl^ (I = 1 — 
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-*• 2) and CPCl^Cl^ (IT = 1q -♦ and = 1_1 — 20) molecules, the 

authors calculated the values of the rotational constants A0 and B() of 

these molecules (for CFClip A0 = B0 = 2465.39 Me = 0.0822364 cm“"L and 

for CFCl;pCl37 AQ = 2463.22 Me = 0.082l640 cm“1, B0 = 2398.50 Me = 

= 0.0800052 cm“1). 

The structural parameters of the CFCl^ molecule were determined 

by analyzing the results of electron diffraction studies [955, 956, 

4333] and investigating the microwave spectrum [2643]. In these works 

the same values were obtained for the C-Cl bond length (I.76 A) but 

different values for the C-F bond lengths and the angle of Cl-C-Cl. 

Electron diffraction studies led to the values rn „ = 1.40 + 0.04 A 

[955j 956] and 1.44 + 0.04 A [4333] and to the values /01 — C — Cl = 

= III.5 + Io [955j 9?6] and 113°18' [4333]. The results of studies on 

the microwave spectrum of CFC1 , however, led to the values r _ = 
j C-F 

= I.33 A and /01 — C — Cl = 109o40'. ^he value of the C-F bond length 

in the CFCI3 molecule obtained in tnc -ork [2643] is not more relia¬ 

ble than the values found as a result of electron diffraction studies«, 

In order to obtain the value of rc_F in the work [2643] the slight 

dependence of the constants A0 and Bq on the CFCl-pCl37" molecule on 

this quantity and the assumption that thé structural parameters of the 

CFCl3-3 and CFCl^Cl37" molecules are identical were used. The latter 

assumption would be rigorous if the equilibrium values of the rota¬ 

tional constants were known. A C-F bond length equal to I.38 A is 

characteristic of molecules of halogen substitution products of methane 

with one fluorine atom (see Table 145). Consequently, the values of the 

structural parameters of the CFCl^ molecule found by Brockway as a 

result of an electron diffraction study must be considered most satis¬ 

factory [955, 956]: rc_F = 1.40 + 0.04, rc_cl = I.76 + 0.02 A, /Cl - 

- c - ci = 111.5 + 1°. 
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The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

CFCl^ given in Table l4? was calculated by means of the value of the 

rotational constant Bq of the CFCl^'5 molecule (in the calcuiation of 

= T ) obtained in the work [264-3] and by means of the values of the 
A B' 

structural parameters, obtained by Brockway [955, 956] (in the calcu¬ 

lation of Ic). 

CFBro. The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CFBr^ mo- 
, , i, ..*¿ 

lecule are well-known from a work by Delwaulle and Francois [1303] who 

studied the Raman spectrum of liquid fluorotribromo methane. The cor¬ 

rectness of the frequency assignment carried out in the work [1303] 

is verified by polarization measurements, a comparison with the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of other fluorine and bromine substitution pro¬ 

ducts of methane, but also by calculating the frequencies by means of 

the force constants as were carried out in the work [2849]. The values 

of the fundamental frequencies of the CFBr^ molecule found in the work 

[I303] were adopted in the present Handbook and are given in Table 

147. 

An electron diffraction investigation of the CFBr^ molecule 

structure was carried out by Wouters and de Hemptinne [4333] who ob¬ 

tained = 1.44 + O.06, rQ_Br = I.9I ± 0.02 A, ¿Br — C — Br = 

= 113°48'. The method of studying the molecular structure of CFEr^ by 

electron diffraction in the work [4333] was not perfect, for which re¬ 

ason the values of the structural parameters of CFBr^ obtained in this 

work are not accurate. The data on the structural parameters of -che 

molecules of halogen substitution products obtained later on by more 

reliable methods permit the determination of more satisfactory values 

of these quantities for CFBr^. The calculation of the product of the 

principal moments of inertia of CFBr^ given in Table 14? was carried 

out under the assumption that the angles between -che bonds in the CFBr,_, 
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molecule are tetrahedral and the C-P and C-Br bond lengths are equal 

to (see Table 145): rQ_p = 1*38 + 0.03, rc-Br - ¿ O.03 A. 

CCl^Br. The vibrational spectrum of CCl-Br was only studied for 

liquid bromotrichloro methane and its solutions. The Raman spectrum 

of CCl^Br was studied by Wouters [4332], Delwaulle and Francois [1302] 

Zietlow, Cleveland and Meister [4388]. The infrared spectrum of CCl^Br 

was studied in the range from 300-23OO cm ^ in the works [25Ö2, 3277, 

2726]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CCl^Br molecule 

obtained by various authors agree in the limits of 10 cm“1. Without 

giving the preference to anyone of the works the mean values of the 

fundamental frequencies obtained in the works [3277, 2726, 4388, 1302] 

are adopted in the Handbook (see Table 147). We must point out the po¬ 

ssibility of a Fermi resonance between the frequencies v2 + and 

v^, as mentioned by Zietlow et al [4388]. 

The structural parameters of the CCl^Br molecule were determined 

by electron diffraction studies [1057, 6l]. In the work [1057] less 

accurate values of these quantities are obtained than in the work [6l]. 

In the last work carried out by Akishin et al. under the assumption 

that rc_cl = I.76 A, rc_Br = 1.93 ± 0.02 A and /Cl - C - Cl = 109.5 ± 

+2° was obtained. These values of the structural parameters of CCl^Br 

are adopted in the present Handbook, taking into account the fact that 

the inaccuracy of the value of in the work [6l] amounts 

to +0.01 A, such that the inaccuracies of the given values of rc_Br and 

/Cl — C — Cl amount to +0.03 A and +2.5°, respectively. The values of 

the structural parameters of CCl^Br recommended in the work [6l] were 

used to calculate the product of the moments of inertia whose value is 

given in Table 1+7• 

CClBr^. The Raman spectrum [2582, 1302, 2849] and the infrared 
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spectrum [2582, 3205, 2849] were only obtained for liquid chlorotri- 

bromo methane and Its solutions In CS2, CCl^ and CgHg. 

The Infrared spectrum of CClBr^ was studied in the range of 

wave numbers higher than 300 cm-1, on account of which the frequencies 

Vy Vp. and in the infrared spectra of liquid chlorotribromo methane 

were not observed. 

Six intense lines which Delwaulle and Francois [1302] identified 

with six fundamental frequencies were found in the Raman spectrum of 

CClBr^. According to calculations carried out by Simanouti [3725] and 

Meister and Voelz [2850] two fundamental frequencies * must, however, 

have values close to 211 cm-1. Meister, Rosser and Cleveland [2849] 

mention the great width of the line at 211 cm-1 as well as the fact 

that the degree of depolarization of this line is abnormally high for 

a totally symmetric vibration. For all these reasons, Meister, Rosser 

and Cleveland ascribed the value of 211 cm“1 to the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies (A-jJ and (E). The authors of the work [2849] identified 

the line observed in the Raman spectrum at 269 cm“1 with the overtone 

frequency 2v^. The values of the fundamental frequencies of CClBr^ re¬ 

commended in the works [2849* 285O] are adopted in the present Hand¬ 

book and given in Table 147. 

Experimental determinations of the structural parameters and ro¬ 

tational constants of the CClBr^ molecule were not carried out. 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of CClBr^ given 

in Table 147 was calculated on the basis of the following values of 

the structural parameters: rc_ci = 1*77 + 0»03i rc_Br = 1*^3 ± 0»°3 A, 

/Br - C - Br = /Cl - C - Br = 109^81 + 4° (see Table 145). 

§64. MOLECULES OF THE CX^ TYPE 

The CX^Yg type molecules of the halogen substitution products of 

methane belong to the point group symmetry C2v (a = 2) and prove to be 
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asymmetric gyroscopes. Such molecules have rir.e fundamental frequen¬ 

cies: four frequencies of totally symmetric vibrations of the type A 

(vl' V V v4^ one frequency of an antisymmetric vibration of the 

Ag (v5) type, two frequencies of vibrations of the B1 (vg, v ) type, 

and two frequencies of the B2 (vg, vp) type. None of the vibrations 

are degenerate. All nine fundamental frequencies are active in the 

Raman spectrum: in the infrared spectrum all frequencies are active 

except for the frequency in the Raman spectrum, polarised lines 

correspond to vibrations of the Al type, and depolarised ones to the 

other vibrations. 

In the present Handbook, only CC12I2 and CBr2I2 are not consi¬ 

dered among the CX^ type halogen substitution products of methane 

since these compounds are unstable and have not as yet been investi¬ 

gated. 

CH^. The infrared spectrum of gaseous methylene fluoride was 

studied by Stewart and Nielsen [3865] in the range from 1000-4000 cm“1 

Plyler and Benedict in the range from 408-5000 cm“1 and Porto [3310] 

in the range from 4000-10,000 cm"1. Rank, Shull and Pace [3383], Del- 

v/aulle and Francois [I305], Glöckler and Leader [1775] and Wagner 

[4.1.24] investigated the Raman spectrum of liquid methylene fluoride. 

The Raman spectrum of gaseous methylene fluoride was not investigated. 

The vibrational spectra of the deuteron substitution products of me¬ 

thylene fluoride were also not studied. The fundamental frequencies of 

the CHDF2 and CD2F2 molecules were calculated by Meister et al [2848] 

by making use of the force constants obtained from the fundamental 

frequencies of the CH2F2 molecule and other molecules of the halogen 

substitution products of methane. 

Stewart and Nielsen [3865] resolved the rotational structure of 

the v4, v6, v^v,.),: v, bands of CH2F2 molecule using instruments with Wood 
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difrraction gratings and determined the positions of the centers oi 

these hands. Owing to the fact that the v1 and v3 hands are partly 

overlapped hy other hands the positions of their centers were determin¬ 

ed less accurately by Stewart and Nielsen. The frequencies - 1^6. 

and v2 = 1508 cm“1 in the work [3865] were adopted on the basis of 

data [33Ö3] on the Raman spectrum since the corresponding hands m the 

infrared spectrum were not observed. The hand at I508 cm which ac¬ 

cording to polarization measurements carried out hy Rank, Shull and 

Pace [3383] belongs to a totally symmetric vibration must he active m 

the infrared spectrum. Plyler and Benedict [3277] remark that probably 

has a low intensity in the infrared spectrum and is masked m this 

range hy the absorption of water vapor. The 1262 cm“1 line in the 

Raman spectrum [33Ö3] is strongly depolarized and belongs to the fre¬ 

quency v5, which is not active in the infrared spectrum. Plyler and 

Benedict [3277] observed a weak band at 1262 cm“1 and explained this 

fact by a violation of the selection rule either on account of a 

Coriolis interaction between the frequencies and v? or on account 

of a strong intermolecular interaction. The assignment of frequencies 

adopted in the works [3277, 3383] is verified by a calculation of the 

frequencies of CH^ with the help of the force constants [2848]. 

Table l48 shows the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CHqF2 molecule adopted in the present Handbook. The values found by 

Rank et al [3383] by investigating the Raman spectrum of liquid meth¬ 

ylene fluoride were adopted for v2 and whereas the values found by 

Stewart and Nielsen [3865] from a study on the infrared spectrum oí 

gaseous methylene fluoride were adopted for the rest of the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies. 

Stewart and Nielsen [3865] and Nielsen [3310] carried out an ap¬ 

proximate analysis of the rotational structure of the hands in the in- 
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frared spectrum of CH^Fg. The purely rotational transitions of the 

CH?F0 molecule in the fundamental vibrational state were analyzed by 

Lide [2610, 2609] on the basis of the microwave specurum. The values 

of the rotational constants (AQ = I.63908, = 0.35371* = O.3085I 

cm“1) found by Lide [2610] were used to calculate the product of the 

principal moments of inertia of CH2F2, the value of which is given 

in Table 148. 

TABLE 148 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of the Halogen Sub¬ 
stitution Products of Methane of Type CXgYg (a = 2) 

A 

MoJicKyjia 
Vl V, V. V« V. V* v* v*i v* j ‘a'b'c^ 

tM-' 1 to-"’ (*«')' 

CHfF*, 
CHlClj 
CHjBj» 
CH»J, r 
CFjCl, 
CF.Br, 
CF.J, 
OCl.Br, 

2949 
2995,7* 

3008 

2967 

1098 

1090 

746 

1508 

1430,1 

1402 

1350 
667,2 

623 

380 

1116 

712,9 

59i 

486 

454,2 

340 

242 

528,6 

281.5 

174 

121 

261.5 

165 

154 

1262 

1153 

1091 

1030 

322 
282 

175 

3015,2 

3040 
3061 

3050 

922 

1153 

698 

1176,1 

893 

810 

716 

435,3 

367 

230 

1435,4 

1262 

1195 

.107 

1159 

831 

731 

1089,7 

748 

648 

572 

447,4 
330 

262 

122 58 

1870,5 
15998 
74877 

25848 

169320 

676170 

582650 

A) Molecule; B) (g»cm2)J; C) J = Iodine. 

* In ♦J 

The structural parameters of the CHgFg, molecule were calculated 

by Lide [2610] on the basis of the results of analyzing the microwave 

spectrum of C12H2F2 and C13}^: rc_p = 1.358 + 0.001, rc_H = I.092 + 

+ O.OO3 A, /F - C - F =-- 108° 17' +6', /H - C - H = 111°52' ± 25'. 

Similar values of r^ p and /F — C — F were found by electron diffrac¬ 

tion studies on the structure of the CH2F2 molecule in the works 

[2627, 1941] and on the basis of an analysis of the rotational struc¬ 

ture of the bands in the infrared spectrum [3310]. 

CHgClg. The vibrational spectra of methylene chloride were inves¬ 

tigated by Plyler and Benedict [3277* 3278] (infrared spectrum) and 

Nielsen and Ward [3093]* Rao [3398], Welsh et al [4202] (Raman spect- 
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™„). The results of the studies on the vibrational spectra of liquid 

methylene chloride carried out up to 1945 are considered in a mono¬ 

graph by Hersberg [152]. The vibrational spectra of the deuteron sub¬ 

stitution products of methylene chloride were not studied. 

Only three bands corresponding to the frequencies v v 
vw-w J -là 

and v 

were observed in earlier investigations of the Ercnan speciruf 0^1 

eous methylene chloride carried out by Nielsen and Ward [3093] and 

Rao [3398], The differences in the values of the frequencies v and 

v4 found in these works do not exceed 5 cm"1, whereas the difference 

in the values of the frequency v1 amounts to 14 cm’1. A more perfect 

investigation of the Raman spectrum of gaseous methylene chloride was 

carried out by Welsh, Crawford, Thomas and Love [4202]. They observed 

bando correspondrug to eight fundamental frequencies of C:i0Ci (only 

the band v6 was not observed), and studied the shape of thi bind out¬ 

lines, which in connection with the results of polarization measure¬ 

ments permitted a more accurate assignment of the bands to the oscil¬ 

lation frequencies of the CH^ molecule. The authors of the work 

[4202] estimate the accuracy of the determined values of the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of CiL,Cl;i between +0.4 and +2 cm"1. 

Plyler and Benedict studied the infrared spectrum of gaseous met¬ 

hylene chloride in the range from 500-5OOO cm'1 with a prism spectro¬ 

meter [3277] and in the range from 4340-6250 cm"1 with a diffraction 

grating spectrometer [3278]. In the work [3277] the values of all fun¬ 

damental frequencies of the 0¾¾ molecule were determined from the 

spectrum of the liquid and the values of the frequencies v,,, v4, vr 

and v9 from the spectrum of the gas. The latter values are^not accur¬ 

ate since they differ by 10-30 cm"1 from the values of the correspond¬ 

ing frequencies as determined in the works [3097, 3398, 4202] from the 

Raimn spectrum of gaseous methylene fluoride. 
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Table l48 shows the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CH ,C10 molecule adopted in the present Handbook. For the frequency Vg 

a value found by Plyler and Benedict [3277] from a study on the infra¬ 

red spectrum of liquid methylene fluoride was adopted. For the rest of 

the frequencies the values found by Welsh et al [4202] from a study on 

the Raman spectrum of gaseous methylene fluoride were adopted. 

On the basis of an investigation of the rotational structure of 

the bands in the infrared spectrum of CHgClg in the range from 4340- 

-6250 cm-1 Plyler and Benedict [3278] determined the magnitude of 

A" - B" + C" = O.955 cm"1. 

The values of the rotational constants of seven isotopic modifi¬ 

cations of the CHgClg molecule were determined with high accuracy by 

Myers and Gwinn [3015] on the basis of a careful investigation of the 

microwave spectrum. Using all these data Myers and Gwinn calculated 

the values of the structural parameters of the CHgClg molecule and 

with the help of diagrams picked out the set values of these parame¬ 

ters whose dependence on the character of the isotopic substitution 

would be minimum owing to the zero-point vibrations. The effective va¬ 

lue of the structural parameters of the CHgCl,, molecule found in this 

way in the work [3015] are equal to: rc_cl = 1.7724 + O.OOO5, rc_H = 

= I.068 + O.OO5 A, ¿01 - C - Cl = 111047' + 1, /H - C - H = 112°01 + 20'. 

These values of the structural parameters of the CH^Cl^ molecule ag¬ 

ree with the results of electron diffraction studies on the molecular 

structure of methylene chloride [100, 101]: = 1.77 ± 0.02 A, 

/Cl - C - Cl = 112 + 2°. The value of the valence angle Cl - C - Cl 

found in the work [3015] from the rotational constants of the isotopic 

modifications of CHgCl^ was verified by calculations of Myers and 

Gwinn based on the use of the correlation between the structures of 

the CHgClg and CD^Cl^ molecules and on the use of the value of the 
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constants of the quadrupole bond between the chlorine nuclei in these 

molecules as found by them from the microwave spectrum. 

The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

the CH0C10 molecule given in Table 148 was calculated with the help 
d C. 

of the values of the structural parameters found in the work [3015]. 

CH0Brn. The vibrational spectra of liquid methylene bromide were 

studied in the works [595, 1299, 4124, 1784, 2458, 4024] (Raman spec¬ 

trum) and [632, 3285, 635, 3278, 1482] (infrared spectrum). The Raman 

spectrum of gaseous methylene bromide was investigated by Nielsen and 

Ward [3093], and the infrared spectrum of gaseous methylene bromide 

by Plyler et al [3277, 3285, 3278]. The studies on the vibrational 

spectra of methylene bromide were carried out with low-dispersion in¬ 

struments. An exception is only the investigation of the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous methylene bromide in the range from 4340-6250 cm"1, 

carried out by Plyler and Benedict [3278] with a diffraction gratin g 

spectrometer. The vibrational spectra of the deuteron substitution pro¬ 

ducts of methylene bromide were not studied. The values of the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of the isotopic CHDBr^ and CD2Br2 molecules were 

calculated by Dowling and Meister [1397] from the force constants ob¬ 

tained from the experimental values of the fundamental frequencies of 

CH0Br0 and other halogen substitution products of methane. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CHgBr2 molecule 

found in various works are in good agreement with each other. Dowling 

and Meister [1397] considered the results of studies on the vibration¬ 

al spectra of methylene bromide obtained by different authors and in¬ 

dicated the most probable values, by their opinion, of the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of the CH2Br2 molecule. 

Table l48 shows the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CH0Br0 molecule adopted in the present Handbook. The values of the fre- 
d d 
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quencies v^, v2> v^, Vg_, vC) were obtained in the works [3093, 3285] 

from a study on the vibrational spectra of gaseous methylene bromide. 

-For the frequencies v^. Table 148 shows mean values from the 

results of studies on the vibrational spectra of liquid methylene bro¬ 

mide. 

The C-Br bond lengths and the angle between these bonds in the 

CH2Br2 molecule were determined by electron diffraction studies, car¬ 

ried out by Levy and Brockway [2599](rc_Br = I.91 + 0.02 A, /Br - 

- C - Br = 112 + 2°) and Morino et al [2953 (rc_Br = I.90 + O.03 A, 

/Br - C - Br = lió + 2°). Assuming, according to [2599] /Br - c - Br = 

= 112°, Plyler and Benedict [3278] calculated rc_Br = I.907 A on the 

basis of an analysis of the rotational structure of the bands in the 

infrared spectrum of CH2Br2. The electron diffraction investigation of 

the structure of the CHgBrQ molecule was, however, carried out by im¬ 

perfect methods in the works [2599, 2953], for which reason the values 

of rC-Br and ^Br ~ c “ Br are not accurate. Studies on the molecular 

structure of the halogen substitution products of methane and the ha¬ 

logen substitution products of other hydrocarbons carried out in the 

following showed that for these compounds the C-Br bond length must 

have a value close to I.93 A (see [3916] and §6l). 

The following values of the structural parameters are adopted in 

the present Handbook for CHpBrp, in accordance with Table 145: r« « = 

= I.93 ± O.03, rc_H = 1.10 + O.03 A, ¿Br - C-Br = /H-C-H = 109o28' 

+4°, which are used in the calculation of the product of the princi¬ 

pal moments of inertia, given in Table 148. 

CHgIp. The vibrational spectra of liquid methylene iodide were 

investigated with low-dispersion prism spectrometers. Tte Raman spectrum 

was Investigated in the works [595, 4124, 2458, 4024, 4ll4] and the in¬ 

frared spectrum in the works [3277, 635, 1482, 632, 4ll4]. The vibra- 
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tional spectra of the deuteron substitution products of methylene io¬ 

dide were not studied. The results of the studies on the vibrational 

spectra of methylene iodide in various works were analyzed by Voelz, 

Cleveland and Meister [4ll4] and compared with the results of their 

own investigation. The differences in the values of the fundamental 

frequencies of the CHglg molecule, obtained by various investigations, 

do not exceed 5 cm“1. A comparison of the fundamental frequencies of 

the CH0Br0 molecule obtained by investigating the vibrational spectra 

of liquid and gaseous methylene bromide shows that the influence of 

the intermolecular interaction in liquid methylene iodide on the values 

of the oscillation frequencies is smaller than the accuracy in the 

determination of these quantities from the existing spectra data. 

Table 148 shows the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CHglg molecule adopted in the present Handbook. The results of an in¬ 

vestigation of the vibrational spectra of methylene iodide obtained 

in the works [4ll4, 4124, 1482, 3277] were the basis on which these 

values were adopted. The errors in the adopted values of the fundamen¬ 

tal oscillation frequencies of the CH2I2 molecule may be estimated 

within the limits of +2 cm"1 for frequencies below 1000 cm-1 and with¬ 

in +4 cm"1 for frequencies above 1000 cm"1. 

The structure of the CHglg molecule was studied using electron 

diffraction methods by Brockway [100, 101] and Bastiansen [675]* 

Brockway [100, 101] was aware of the fact that the value of the C-l 

bond length equal to 2.28 A he had obtained was very inaccurate. Bas¬ 

tiansen [675] carried out a more perfect investigation of the molecu¬ 

lar structure of CH2IQ making use of a rotating sector and obtained 

r-, T = 2.14 + 0.04 A, /1 - C - I = 114°42'. But also Bastiansen's re- 

seults are not exact anough and require verification. 

In the present Handbook the values of the C-H and C-I bond lengths 
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given in Table 145 were used to calculate the product of the principal 

moments of inertia of the CHglg molecule given in Table 148, and the 

angles between the bonds were assumed to be identical and equal to 

109°28'. 

CFgCl^. The Raman spectrum of liquid Freon-12 was studied by 

Bradley [886] and that of gaseous Freon-12 by Claassen [III7]. The 

infrared spectrum of gaseous Freon-12 was studied by Thompson and 

Temple [3974] in the range fron 600-I8OO cm"1, Plyler and Benedict 

[3-77] in the range from 400-3400 cm"1 and Hadni [1921] in the range 

from 420-480 cm"1. 

For the first time, an interpretation of the vibrational spectra 

of CF2C12 and an assignment of the fundamental frequencies were given 

by Thompson and Temple [397^] on the basis of Bradley's data [886] on 

the Raman spectrum of liquid Freon-12 and using their own data on the 

infrared spectrum of the gas. In the following, it turned out that the 

assignment of the fundamental frequencies of the CF2C12 molecule pro¬ 

posed in the work [3974] required essential corrections. 

On the basis of a calculation of the frequencies from the force 

constants Plyler and Benedict [3277] showed that five fundamental fre- 

quencies must be smaller than 500 cm’1, and only four fundamental fre¬ 

quencies must be greater than 600 cm-1. An Intense band at 882 cm'1 

was interpreted as a composite frequency v3 + in the work [3277], 

and its high intensity was ascribed to a Fermi resonance wJ 4h a fre¬ 

quency v6 = 922 cm"1, m the range from 400-500 cm"1 Plyler and Bene¬ 

dict [3277] observed three weak bands at 437, 446 and 473 cm"1, which 

they identified with the frequencies v?, v3 and m the Raman spec¬ 

trum Claassen [1117] observed intense lines at 433 and ^57,3 cnr1^ 

which he identified with the frequencies v? and In view of the fact 

that in the Raman spectrum a line at 473 cm"1 was not observed, in the 

... ... .. 
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work [1117] Claassen adopted a value equal to 446 cm"“ for the frequ¬ 

ency Vy, it had been calculated from the force constants of CF Cl by 

Dowling [1395]i in accordance with a value of calculated previously 

by Masey [2796] on the basis of experimental values of the specific 

heat of gaseous Freon-12. 

In 1955i Hadni [I92I] obtained the infrared spectrum of CF0C10 in 
C- c. 

the range from 420-480 cm"1 with a diffraction grating spectrometer. 

The great resolving power of the spectrometer permitted him to observe 

the rotational structure of the bands and to assign them more accur¬ 

ately. Hadni obtained the following values of the frequencies: = 

= 435*3* = 447*4, = 454.2, Vg — = 472 cm“1; thus, he verified 

the interpretation of the vibrational spectra of CFpCl0 given in 

the works [1117* 1395]* 

Table 148 shows the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CF2C12 molecule adopted in the present Handbook. For the frequencies 

v3* v9 the values obtained by Hadni [I92I], for the frequency Vg 

the value obtained by Plyler and Benedict [3277], and for the rest of 

the frequencies the values found from the Raman spectrum by Claassen 

[1117] were adopted. 

Electron diffraction studies on the structure of the CF0C10 mo- 

lecule were carried out by Brockway [955, 956], Livingston and Lyon 

[2629] and Kristoff [2488]. The xeast complete and accurate data on 

the structure of CFpCl0 were obtained by Brockway [955, 956]: rp „ = 

= I.35 + 0.03, rc_cl = 1.74 + 0.03 A. Livingston and Lyon [2629] ap¬ 

plied the sector-visual method of electron diffraction and obtained: 

rC_F = 1,335 ± 0,°2' rC-Cl = 1,775 ± 0,02 A, /F - C - F = 109*5 ± 3°* 

/Cl — C - Cl = IO8.5 ± 2°. The values of the structural parameters of 

the CFgClg molecule obtained in the work [2629] were used in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook to calculate the product of the principal moments of in- 
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ertia (see Table 148). 

In 1958, the values of the structural parameters of the CF0C1„ 
d d 

molecule were made somewhat more accurate by Kristoff [2488], who ap¬ 

plied the sector microphotometric method of measurements. In the work 

[2488] the following values of the structural parameters of the CF0C10 

molecule are given: rc_p = 1.338 + O.OI3, rc_cl = 1.775 ± O.OI3 A, 

ZF - C - F = IO9.5 ± 2°, /Cl - C - Cl = IO9.5 j- Io. 

CF2Br2. The fundamental frequencies of the CF2Br2 molecule are 

knoxvn on the basis of an investigation of the Raman spectrum of liquid 

dibromodifluoro methane [1776, 1303, 1284] and of the infrared spec¬ 

trum of gaseous dibromodifluoro methane [1284, 1282, 327I] in the 

range from 400-4000 cm The values of the fundamental frequencies of 

the CF2Br2 molecule obtained by different authors differ from each 

other within the limits of 3 cm"1. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CF0Br2 molecule 

adopted in the present Handbook and given in Table 148 were determined 

by Decker, Meister, Cleveland and Bernstein [1284] on the basis of 

studies on the Raman spectrum of liquid dibromodifluoro methane 

(v3* v4* vq) and on the basis of studies on the infrared spec¬ 

trum of gaseous dibromodifluoro methane (v2, Vg, Vg). 

The structural parameters of the CF2Br2 molecule were not deter¬ 

mined experimentally. The value of the product of the principal moments 

of inertia of CF2Br2 given in Table 148 was calculated with the help 

of the following values of the structural parameters: rc p = 1.35, 

rC-Br = 1*93 A, /F - C - F = /Br - C - Br = 109°28' (see §6l. Table 

145). The errors in the adopted values of the C-F and C-Br bond lenghts 

are estimated within the limits of +0.03 A and those of the valence 

angles within +4°. 

CFglg. The spectra and the structure of the diododifluoro methane 
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molecule were not studied. The values of the fundamental frequencies 

of the CF2I2 molecule can only be estimated very roughly. The thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of gaseous diiodo-difluoro methane can, however, be 

estimated without carrying out such estimates (see page 1082). 

Using the results of studies on the molecular structure of the 

remaining halogen substitution products of methane it cam be verified 

that the C-F and C-I bond lengths in the CF0Ip molecule have values 

close to those shown in Table 145, and that the angles between the 

bonds are close to tetrahedral ones. The value of the product of the 

principal moments of inertia of the CF2I2 molecule given in Table 148 

was calculated under the assumption of the following values of the 

structural parameters: rc_F = 1.35, rc_I = 2.15 A, /F-C-F=/I- 

— C - I = 109o28I. The errors in the adopted values of the C-F and 

C-I bond lengths can be estimated within the limits of +O.03 A and 

those of the angles between the bonds within +4°. 

CClgBrg. The fundamental frequencies of the CCl2Br2 molecule were 

determined on the basis of studies on the Raman spectrum [2582, 1302, 

1273] and on the infrared spectrum of liquid dichloro-dibromo methane 

[2582, 3269, 3277], but also on the infrared spectrum of gaseous di¬ 

chloro-dibromo methane [1273]. The vibrational spectra obtained for 

dichloro-dibromo methane and their interpretation were considered by 

Davis, Cleveland and Meister [1273]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CCl0Br0 molecule 
C. d 

obtained by the authors of the works [1302, 1273, 3277] are in good 

agreement with each other. In the work [2582] clearly too low values 

were obtained for the fundamental frequencies of CCl2Br0, which is ex¬ 

plained (see [1273]) by insufficient purification of the dichloro-di¬ 

bromo methane specimen under investigation. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CCl0Br0 molecule 
d d 
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recommended by Davis, Cleveland and Meister [1273] and given in Table 

148 are adopted in the present Handbook. For the frequencies 

and the values determined from the infrared spectrum of gaseous 

dichloro-dibromo methane, and for the rest of frequencies the values 

determined from the spectra of liquid dichloro-dibromo methane were 

adopted. 

An electron diffraction investigation of the structure of the 

CCl2Br2 molecule was carried out in 1936 by Capron and Perlinghi [IO58] 

who obtained: rc_^1 = 1.75 and = 1*93 A. 

The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

CCl0Br0 given in Table 148 was calculated on the basis of the follow¬ 

ing values of structural parameters: rc_ci = 1.77* rc-Br = 

/Cl - C — Cl = /Br - C — Br = 109o28l - in accordance with the data 

adopted in Table 145. The errors in the adopted values of the C-Cl 

and C-Br bond lengths may be estimated within +O.03 A and those of 

the angles between the bonds within +4°. 

§65 MOLECULES OF THE C^YZ AND CXYZV TYPES 

The molecules of the halogen substitution products of methane of 

the CXgYZ and CXYZV types belong to the lower symmetry classes Cg and 

C1 (a = 1). They are asymmetric gyroscopes and have nine normal vibra¬ 

tions active both in the infrared spectrum and in the Raman spectrum. 

The fundamental frequencies of the molecules of the CXgYZ type 

belong to the A' and A" symmetry types: the frequencies v2, ..., 

Vg belong to the A' symmetry type, and the rest to the A" symmetry 

type. In the Raman spectrum the lines corresponding to the fundamental 

frequencies of the A' type are polarized, and the other lines are de¬ 

polarized. 

In the present Handbook l8 halogen substitution products of methane 

of the CXgYZ and one halogen substitution product of the CXYZV type 
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(CHFClBr) are considered. 

CHgPCl. The Raman spectrum of liquid fluoro-chloro methane was 

studied by Glöckler and Bachman [1770] and Delwaulle and Francois 

[1305]* The infrared spectrum of gaseous fluoro-chloro methane was 

investigated by Plyler and Lamb [3282] and Porto [3310]. 

Plyler and Lamb [3282] obtained the infrared spectrum of CH0FC1 

with a prism spectrometer in the range from 33O-50OO cm-1 and with a 

diffraction grating spectrometer in the range from 3840-6600 cm"1. 

Using the results of studies on the Raman spectrum of CH0FC1 obtained 

earlier and on the infrared spectra of CHgFg and CH2C10, Plyler and 

Lamb assigned 25 bands observed in the infrared spectrum of CII?FC1 

and determined the values of all fundamental frequencies of the mole¬ 

cule. In the work [3282] it is shown that the band at 1236 cm"1, which 

has not been observed previously in the Raman spectrum, belongs to the 

fundamental frequency Vg. Except for the frequencies and v¡-, the 

values of the fundamental frequencies of the CHpFCl molecule as de¬ 

termined from the infrared spectrum of the gas and from the Raman spec¬ 

trum of the liquid coincide. The frequencies and corresponding 

to the valency and deformation vibrations of the CH0 radical vary by 

about 20 cm"1 if liquid fluoro-chloro methane goes over into the gas¬ 

eous state. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CH0FC1 molecule 

recommended by Plyler and Lamb [3282] on the basis of an analysis of 

the results obtained from a study on the infrared spectrum and the 

Raman spectrum of fluoro-chloro methane and adopted in the present 

Handbook are given in Table 149. 

Porto [3310] investigated the rotational structure of three bands 

of CH2FC1 lying in the range from 4000-10,000 cm"1 and determined the 

value of A0 as 1/2 (BQ + C0) = 1.208 + 0.004 cm"1. Mueller [2970] 
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studied the microwave spectrum of the CHgFCl^' and CHgFCl molecule^» 

35 
The values of the rotational constants of the molecules CHgFCl ' (aq _ 

= 1.39463, B0 = O.I90655, C0 = O.I73273 cm-1) and CHgFCl3^ (AQ = 

- I.39223, B0 = O.I86145, C0 = O.I69503 cm-1) are used in the present 

Handbook to calculate the product of the principal moments of inertia 

of CHgFCl given in Table 149. 

TABLE 149 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of the Halogen oub- 
stitution Products of Methane of the OUYE and CXYZV Types 

(a = 1) 

MoJicuyJia 

I 

Vi V» V| V« Vi V. V, V. V| 1 A1 H 'c 

CM-1 ^ |0-»’ („•.f*’)* 

CHlFCl 
CH,FBr 
CHîFJ 
CHjCIBr 
CHjCIJ 
CHjBrL- 
CHFjCl 
CHF,Br 
CHF*J 
CHFC1» 
CHFGBr 
CHFBr, 
CHCljBr 
CHCIBr, 
CF,CIBr 
CFiClJ 
CF.BrJ 
CFa»Br 
CFGBr* 

2993 

2993 

2986 

2979 

2978 

3023 

3013 

3023 

3023 

3016 

3028 

3023 

1102 

1069 

1063 

1470 

1461 

1421 

1392 

1374 
1311 

1280 

1310 

1299 

1294 
1177 

1191 
872 

779 

790 

1351 

13!3 

1235 
1126 

1065 

1178 

1135 

1079 

1060 

1063 

734 
756 

648 

501 

462 

1068 

1050 

737 

718 
616 

809 

718 

742 

655 

620 
597 

576 

400 

334 
340 

760 

641 

618 
527 

517 

595 
577 

458 
426 

359 
330 

279 

380 

303 
267 

385 

314 

227 

194 
144 

422 
240 

276 

220 
172 
220 
168 

200 

215 

160 

3048 
3053 

3053 

3048 
3053 
1347 

1344 

1242 

1202 
1170 
1217 

1149 

115U 

825 

746 

1236 

1227 

1139 

1183 
1150 

1116 

1108 

804 
772 

704 
773 
669 

440 

390 

306 

1004 
939 

854 

801 

754 
365 

323 

368 

313 
296 

215 

201 
300 

203 
195 

481,62 
1160,6 

2048,0 

4727,8 

8998,1 
33267 

3585,3 
8832,7 

15940 

11708 

29648 
86536 

81521 
222280 

63976 

118400 

331470 
142270 

345720 

1) Molecule; 2) (g 
2 X 

>cm ) 3. 9 3) J - Iodine. 

The values of the structural parameters of the CHgFCl molecule 

were determined by electron diffraction [955, 956] and from the re¬ 

sults of an analysis of the microwave spectrum [297O]. The electron 

diffraction investigation of the molecular structure of CHgFCl carried 

out by Brockway [955, 956] led to the following results: rc_F = 1.40 + 

+ 0.03, rp = I.76 + 0.02 A, /F - C - Cl = 110 + 2°. By far more ac- 
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curate values of the structural parameters of CHpFCl were obtained by 

Mueller [297^] as a result of calculations based on the use of the 

afore-indicated values of the rotational constants of the CtLFCl^ an¿ 

CHgFCl molecules and carried out on the assumption that the angle 

between the C-H bonds in the CHgFCl molecule is equal to 111°56' (the 

mean of the values of the H - C — H angles in the CH0F0 and CEL Cl, 

molecules). Thus, in the work [297O] Mueller obtained the following 

values of the structural parameters of the CHpFCl molecule: r^ 

= 1.078 + O.OO5, rc_F = 1.378 + 0.006, rc_cl = I.759 ± 0.003 A, 

¿F - C — Cl = 110°1' + 2'. 

CH2FBr:' The Raman spectrum of liquid bromo-fluoro methane was in¬ 

vestigated by Delwaulle and Francois [I299, I305]. On the basis of po¬ 

larization measurements and a comparison of the observed frequencies 

of CHgFBr with the values of the frequencies of the halogen substitu¬ 

tion products of methane studied earlier the values of all fundamental 

frequencies of the CHgFBr molecule were determined in the work [1299], 

The infrared spectrum of bromo-fluoro methane was not studied. 

The values of the fundamental oscillation frequencies of the 

CHgFBr molecule obtained in the work [1299] ui’Q adopted in the present 

Handbook and given in Table 149. The errors in the values of these 

quantities are estimated within +5 cm“1. 

The values of the structural parameters of the CH0FBr molecule 

were not determined experimentally. In order to calculate the product 

of the principal moments of inertia of the CH^FBr molecule (see Table 

149) the following values of the structural parameters were used in 

the present Handbook: rc_H = 1.10, rc_F -= 1.38, rc_Br = I.93 A, /H - 

- C - H = /F - C - Br = 109°28', adopted on the basis of the results of 

a study on the molecular structure of other halogen substitution pro¬ 

ducts of methane (see Table 145). The errors in tne adopted values of 
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the bond lengths of the CIb.FBr molecule may he estimated within ±0.03 

cm A and the errors in the angles between the bonds within ±4 . 

CH, FI. The spectra and the structure of the CHgFI molecule were 

not studied. Consequently, the values of the fundamental frequencies 

of this molecule can only be estimated very roughly. The thermodynamic 

functions of this molecule were, however, calculated without such an 

estimate (see page 1086). 

The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

the CH0FI molecule given in Table 149 was calculated on the basis of a 

use of the following values of the structural parameters: rc_H = 1.10, 

rc-P = 1 38, re., = 2.15 A, ZH - C - H = /F - C - I = 109°28« . The latter 

values are based on the results of a study on the molecular structure 

of other halogen substitution products of methane (see Table 145). The 

errors in the values of the bond lengths adopted for CH2FI may be es¬ 

timated within ±0.o3 A and those in the angles between the bonds 

within ±4°. 

CH CIBr. The Raman spectrum of liquid brcmo-chloro methane was 

studied inTthe works [595, 1299, ^190] and the infrared spectrum in 

the works [1482, 3285, 4190]. The infrared spectrum of gaseous bromo- 

chloro methane was investigated by Weber, Meister and Cleveland [4190] 

in the range from 600-1450 cm-1 with a prism spectrometer and by Plyler 

and Benedict [3278] in the range from 3125-6250 cm 1 with a diffrac¬ 

tion grating spectrometer. 

The results of a determination of the values of the fundamental 

frequencies of the CH^ClBr molecule obtained by various authors were 

considered by Weber, Meister and Cleveland in the work [4190]. The va¬ 

lues of the fundamental frequencies of the CHgCIBr molecule recommend¬ 

ed by these authors are adopted in the present Handbook and given in 

Table 149«* 
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Plyler and Benedict [32?8] analyzed the rotational structure of 

several lines in the infrared spectrum of CH2ClBr and from the results 

of this analysis found AQ - 1/2 (BQ + C0) = 0.898 cm"1. Using this 

value and assuming that rc_H = 1.093 A and /H - C - H = 109o28', Plyler 

and Benedict calculated the values of the rest of the structural pûra- 

meters: = 1.^66, rQ.3r = 1*911 A, /01 — C — Br = 112°. The values 

of the structural parameters of the CHgCIBr molecule obtained in the 

work [3278] were used to calculate the product of the principal moments 

of inertia of CHgCIBr adopted in the Handbook (see Table l49). 

Ci^ClI, CHgBrI. The Raman spectra of liquid chloro—iodo methane 

and bromo-iodo methane were studied by Bacher and Wagner [595, 4124]. 

In these studies the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CH^CII and CHgBrI molecules were determined, but the problem of how to 

assign them was not solved quite uniquely. 

The fundamental frequencies of the CH2C1I and CPlßrl molecules 

adopted in the present Handbook on the basis of results of a study on 

the Raman spectrum of these compounds in the works [595, 4124] are 

given in Table 149. 

The products of the principal moments of inertia of the CH0C11 

and CH2BrI molecules given in Table 149 were calculated using the fol¬ 

lowing values of the bond lengths: rp „ = 1.10, r„ = I.77, r„ ^ = 

= 1*93, = 2.15 A and on the assumption that all angles between 

the bonds are identical and equal to 109°28'. The adopted values of 

the structural parameters of the CH2C1I and CH2BrI molecules are based 

on the results of experimental investigations of the molecular struc¬ 

ture of the halogen substitution products of methane (see Table 145). 

The errors in the adopted values of the bond lengths of the CH0C1I and 

CH2BrI molecules may be estimated within +O.03 A and those of the ang¬ 

les between the bonds within +4°. 
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CHFgCl. The Raman spectrum of liquid chloro-difluoro methane 

was investigated by Glöckler and Bachman [I769] and Glöckler and Lea¬ 

der [1778]. The infrared spectrum of gaseous chloro-difluoro methane 

was obtained with prism spectrometers and studied in the works [3277] 

(350-4200 cm“1) and [4200] (270-4000 cm“1). A summary of the main re¬ 

sults of these studies is given in the work [4200]. 

Similar values are obtained for the fundamental frequencies of the 

CHFgCl molecule in the works [I769.» 1778, 3277* 4200]. In the present 

Handbook the values obtained by Plyler and Benedict [3277] are adopt¬ 

ed for the fundamental frequencies of the CHFgCl molecule. These va¬ 

lues are given in Table 149. The errors in these values are estimated 

within +5 cm”1. 

An electron diffraction study of the molecular structure of 

CHFgCl was carried out by Brockway [955* 955] in 1937 when the methods 

of such investigations were still imperfect. In the works [955, 956] 

the following values of the structural parameters of CHF0C1 were ob- 

tained: rc_p = I.36 + 0.03, rc_ci = I.73 + 0.03 A, /F — C — F = 

/Cl - c - F = 110°30'. 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of the CHF0C1 

molecule given in Table 149 was calculated on the assumption that all 

angles between the bonds are identical and equal to 109°28', and the 

C-H and C-F, and C-Cl bond lengths are, respectively, equal to 1.10; 

I.35 and I.77 A (see Table 145)«* The errors in the adopted values of 

the bond lengths may be estimated within ± 0,03 A and those of the 

angles between the bonds within +4°. 

CHFgBr. The infrared spectrum of gaseous bromo-difluoro methane 

was investigated by Plyler and Acquista [3271] in the range from 

320-4300 cm"1 and by Palm, Voelz and Meister [3169] in the range from 

600-3800 cm"1 with low dispersion prism spectrometers. The Raman spec- 
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tram of 'bromo-difluoro methane was not studied. 

Plyler and Acquista [32?1] interpreted their own infrared spec¬ 

trum and determined the values of all fundamental frequencies of the 

CHFgBr molecule. The values of eight fundamental frequencies were de¬ 

termined immediately from the spectrum in the work [327I]. The value 

of the minimum frequency was determined equal to 240 cm-^ on the 

basis of data obtained for the composite frequencies. The assignment 

of the frequencies in the infrared spectrum of CHP0Br, and also their 

values obtained in the work [327I] were verified by Palm, Voelz and 

Meister [3169] who re-investigated the infrared spectrum of CHF03r 

and calculated the values of the frequencies by making use of a poten¬ 

tial function with a great number of force constants.* The same values 

as in the work [3271] were adopted by the authors of the work [3169] 

for the fundamental frequencies of the CHF2Br molecule. A value equal 

to 244 cm 1 was obtained for the frequency Vg by calculating the fre¬ 

quencies from the force constants, in the work [3169]. 

Previously, the values of the fundamental frequencies of CHF^Br 
2 

had been determined approximately by Glöckler and Leader [1778] by 

comparing the values of the corresponding frequencies of the various 

molecules of the CHXgY type, where X, Y = F, Cl, Br and by Stepanov 

[391] on the basis of approximate calculations with the help of the 

force constants of CH4, CF^, CCl^ and CBr4. The values of the high fre¬ 

quencies of CHFgBr (higher than 1000 cm"1) estimated in the works 

[1778, 39I] are close to the corresponding experimental values obtain¬ 

ed in the works [3271, 3169 ]. The values of the low frequencies of 

CHFgBr (lower than 1000 cm"1) estimated in the works [I778, 39I] are, 

however, very considerably different from the experimental ones. For 

the frequency Vg, in particular, Stepanov obtained a value equal to 

380 cm which was adopted in the following by Pitzer and Gelles [3298]. 
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For the remaining fundamental frequences of CHF^Br the values deter¬ 

mined from the infrared spectrum by Plyler and Acquista [3271] were 

adopted in the work [3258]. 

The fundamental frequencies of the CHF^Br molecule determined from 

studies on the infrared spectrum of gaseous bromo-difluoro methane 

[3271, 3169] were adopted in the present Handbook and are given in 

Table 149. 

The molecular structure of CHF^Br was not studied by electron di¬ 

ffraction. 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of the CHFgBr 

molecule given in Table 149 was calculated on the assumption that all 

angles between the bonds are identical and equal to 109o28', and that 

the C-H and C-F and C-Bi bond lengths are, respectively, equal to 

1.10; I.35 and 1.93 A (see Table 145). The errors in the values adopted 

for the bond lengths are estimated within +O.03 A and those of the 

angles between the bonds within +4°. 

CHFgl . Experimental studies on the spectra and the structure of 

iodo-difluoro methane were not carried out. Consequently, the values 

of the fundamental frequencies of the CEFgl molecule can only be esti¬ 

mated very roughly. For the present Handbook, however, such estimates 

need not be made. 

The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

the CHF2I molecule given in Table 149 was calculated on the assumption 

that all angles between the bonds are identical and equal to 109°28', 

and that the C-H, C-F, and C-I bond lengths are, respectively, equal 

to 1.10; I.35 and 2.15 A. The adopted values of the structural para¬ 

meters of the CHFgl molecule are based on the results of a study on 

the molecular structure of other halogen substitution products of me¬ 

thane (see Table 145). The errors in the adopted values of the bond 



lengths may be estimated within +O.03 A and those of the angles bet¬ 

ween the bonds within +4°. 

CHFC10. The Raman spectrum of liquid fluoro-dichloro methane was 

studied by Bradley [886], Glöckler, Edgell and Leader [1773] and Del- 

waulle [1298]. The infrared spectrum of gaseous fluoro-dichloro me¬ 

thane was obtained with prism spectrometers and investigated in the 

works [3974] (550-3090 cm"1), [3277] (360-4400 cm'1) and [4200] (270- 

-4000 cm"1). A summary of the principal results of studies on the vi¬ 

brational spectra of CHFClg is given in the work [4200]. The most com¬ 

prehensive data on the Raman spectrum of liquid fluoro-dichloro methane 

and on the assignment of the bands observed in it to the fundamental 

frequencies of the CHFClg molecule are obtained in the work by Delwaulle 

[1298], in which, in contrast to the studies carrie out earlier [886, 

1773]i the degree of polarization of the individual lines were deter¬ 

mined. The informations obtained from a study on the Raman spectra of 

liquid fluoro-dichloro methane facilitated the interpretation of the 

infrared spectrum. 

Similar values were obtained for the fundamental frequencies of 

the CHFC12 molecule in the works [886, 1773* I298, 3277* 4200]. In the 

present Handbook the values recommended by Plyler and Benedict [3277] 

and given in Table 149 were adopted for the fundamental frequencies of 

the CHFClg molecule. The errors of these values are about +1$. 

An electron diffraction investigation of the molecular structure 

of CHFC12 was carried out by Brockway [955* 956] in 1937 when the me¬ 

thod of such studies was still imperfect. In the works [955* 956] the 

following values of the structural parameters of CHFClg were obtained: 

rc_F = 1. 41 + 0.03, rC-C1 = 1.73 ± 0.04 A, /01 - C - Cl = 112 + 2°, 

/F - C - Cl = 109+2°. 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of CHFC10 given 
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in Table 149 was calculated on the assumption that all angles between 

the Donds are identical and equal to 109°28fJ and that the C-H, C-F and 
% 

C-Cl bond lengths are, respectively, equal to 1.10; I.38 and 1.77 A 

(see Table 145). The errors in the adopted values of the bond lengths 

are estimated within +0.03 A and those of the angles between the bonds 

within +4°. 

CHFCIBr. The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CHFCIBr 

molecule were determined on the basis of studies on the Raman spectrum 

[1777, 1298] and the infrared spectrum [3283] of liquid fluoro-chloro- 

bromo methane. Plyler and Lamb [3283] investigated also the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous fluoro-chloro-bromo methane and found that the fre¬ 

quency shifts in the infrared spectra of liquid and gaseous CHFCIBr do 

not exceed 10 cm“1. The difference between the values of the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of the CHFCIBr molecule, which were determined from the 

Raman spectrum [1777] and from the infrared spectrum [3283], does not 

exceed 3 cm“1, except for the frequencies Vg and Vp for which this 

difference is 5 cm"1. The frequency Vg was determined equal to 225 cm“1 

from the Raman spectrum [1777]* whereas it was not observed in the in¬ 

frared spectrum and determined equal to 220 cm“1 [32833 from data ob¬ 

tained on the composite frequencies. 

In the present Handbook the values obtained by Plyler and Lamb 

[3283] as a result of their own interpretation of the infrared spectrum 

of liquid fluoro-chloro-bromo methane were adopted for the fundamental 

frequencies of the CHFCIBr molecule. The values of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of CHFCIBr obtained in the work [3283] are given in Table 149« 

The errors in the adopted values of the fundamental frequencies of 

CHFCIBr are estimated within the limits of +5 to +10 cm”1. 

The structural parameters of the CHFCIBr molecule were not deter¬ 

mined experimentally. 
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The product of the principal moments of inertia of the CHFCIBr 

molecule given in Table 149 was calculated on the assumption that all 

angles between the bonds are identical and equal to 109°28'J and that 

the C-H, C-Fy C-Cl and C-Br bond lengths are, respectively, equal to 

1.10; I.38; I.?? and 1.93 A (see Table 145). The errors in the adopted 

values of the bond lengths are estimated within the limits of +0.03 A 

and those of the angles between the bonds within +4v. 

CHFBr?. The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CHFBr0 
... ... . ■ d 

molecule were determined on the basis of studies on the Raman spectrum 

of liquid fluoro-dibromo methane, which were carried out by Glöckler 

and Bachman [I768], Glöckler and Leader [1778] and Delwaulle and Fran¬ 

cois [1307, 1298]. In the work [1307] Delwaulle and Francois measured 

the polarization of the lines in the Raman spectrum, which permitted 

the frequencies to be assigned more accurately. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CHFBr0 molecule 

adopted in the present Handbook on the basis of data obtained in the 

works [1778, 1298] are given in Table 149. Practically identical values 

of the fundamental frequencies of CIIFBr0 were adopted by Pitzer and 

Gelles in the work [3258]. The errors in the adopted values of the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of the CHFBn, molecule are estimated from +3 cm"1 

(for low frequencies) to ¿8 cm"1 (for high frequencies). 

The structural parameters of the CHFBr9 molecule were not deter¬ 

mined experimentally. 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of the CHFBr0 mo- 

lecule given in Table 149 was calculated on the assumption that all 

angles between the bonds are identical and equal tc 109o28T, and that 

the C-H, C-F and C-Br bond lengths are, respectively, equal to 1.10; 

I.38 and I.93A (see Table 145). The errors of the adopted values of 

the bond lengths are estimated within +O.03 A and öhose of the angles 
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between the bonds within +4°. 

CHCl^Br. The Raman spectrum of liquid bromo-dichloro methane was 
M ' . 

I studied in several works. A survey of the results of these studies is 

given in the monographs by Hibben [2065], Kohlrausch [236] and in the 

work [3292]. The infrared spectrum of liquid and gaseous bromo-dichloro 

methane was investigated by Plyler and Benedict [3277] and Polo with 

collaborators [3292]. In the work [3292] also the vibrational spectra 

of CDCl0Br were studied. 

The infrared spectra of CHClgBr were obtained with prism spectro¬ 

meters. The infrared spectrum of liquid dichloro-bromo methane, which 

was obtained in the work [3277] in the range from 29O-50OO cm"1 and 

in the work [3292] in the range from 400-4000 cm"1, was studied most 

completely. Several ranges of the infrared spectrum located within the 

range from 490-3200 cm"1 were obtained for gaseous bromo-dichloro me¬ 

thane. 

Plyler and Benedict [3277] interpreted the infrared spectrum of 

liquid bromo-dichloro methane by using earlier obtained data on the 

Raman spectrum and comparing the infrared spectra of gaseous and liquid 

bromo-dichloro methane found the shifts of the frequencies v2, \>y 

and Vg due to the change of the state of aggregation. The values of the 

fundamental frequencies of the CHCl2Br molecule recommended by Plyler 

and Benedict [3277] were adopted by Pitzer and Gelles in the work 

[3258]. 

Using their own results of a study on the Raman spectrum of liquid 

bromo-dichloro methane and on the infrared spectra of liquid and gas¬ 

eous bromo-dichloro methane and taking account of the results of stu¬ 

dies carried out earlier Polo and collaborators [3292] determined the 

values of the fundamental frequencies of the CHClnBr molecule. In this 
Cl 

case, the difference in the values of the frequency v1 obtained in the 
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works [3277] and [3292] (from the spectra of liquid bromo-dichloro me¬ 

thane) proved to be equal to I9 cm-1, which is to be ascribed to the 

less careful measurements of the band center positions in the spectrum 

of CHClgBr in the work [3277]» In view of the fact that the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous bromo-dichloro methane was studied less thoroughly 

than that of the liquid, values of only six frequencies^, v0, v^, 

Vy, Vg)* differing from the values of the corresponding frequencies of 

the CHClgBr molecule in liquid bromo-dichloro methane within the limits 

of 3 to 7 cm-1 were obtained for the CHCl0Br molecule in the gaseous 

phase in the work [3292]. The frequencies v^, Vg and were determined 

only for liquid bromo-dichJoro methane. The difference of the values 

of the frequencies v^, Vg and obtained in the work [3292] from the 

corresponding values of the frequencies of the free CHCl0Br molecule, 

evidently, does not exceed 3 cm“1. 

Table 149 shows the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CHClgBr molecule adopted in the present Handbook. For the frequencies 

vl, v2, Vg, v4, v^, Vg the values found by the authors of the work 

[3292] from the infrared spectrum of gaseous bromo-dichloro methane, 

and for the frequencies v„, Vg, the values determined from the vi¬ 

brational spectra of liquid bromo-dichloro methane in the work [3292] 

were adopted. The errors in the adopted values of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of the CHCl2Br molecule are estimated with the limits of +3 

cm”1. 

The structural parameters of the CHClgBr molecule were not deter¬ 

mined experimentally. 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of the CHCl0Br 

molecule given in Table 149 was calculated on the assumption that all 

angles between the bonds are identical and equal to 109°28', and that 

the C-H, C-Cl and C-Br bond lengths are, respectively, equal to 1.10; 
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lo77 and 1.93 A (see Table 145). The errors in the adopted values of 

the bond lengths are estimated within +0.03 A and those of the angles 

between the bonds within +4°. 

CHClBr0. The Raman spectrum of liquid chloro-dibromo methane was 

studied in the works [1776, I298, 3297] and the infrared spectrum in 

the works [1482] (550-1200 cm [I658, 3277] (278-4280 cm ) and 

[3297] (550-36^0 cm-"L). The individual bands of CHClBr2 were observed 

in the infrared spectrum of gaseous chloro-dibromo methane [3277, 3297]* 

The Raman spectrum of gaseous chloro-dibromo methane was not studied. 

A survey of the principal results of studies on the vibrational spectra 

of chloro-dibromo methane is given in the work by Pontarelli et al„ 

[3297]. The vibrational spectra of CDClBr2 were investigated in the 

work [3297]. 

Using the results of a study on the vibrational spectra of liquid 

chloro-dibromo methane in the works [I298, 3277* 3297] the values of 

all fundamental frequencies of the CHClBr2 molecule which practically 

coincide with each other for the corresponding frequencies were deter¬ 

mined. An exception is only the frequency for which Plyler and 

Benedict [3277] determined a value equal to 3034 cm"1 from the infrared 

spectrum of liquid chloro-dibromo methane whereas in the rest of the 

studies on the vibrational spectra of liquid chloro-dibromo methane 

[1298, 3297] values within the limits from 3020 to 3023 cm“1 were ob¬ 

tained for this frequency. On the basis of a comparison of the infra¬ 

red spectra of liquid and gaseous chloro-dibromo methane Plyler and 

Benedict in the work [3277] determined also the shifts of the frequen¬ 

cies v2, v3, and Vg of the CHClBr2 molecule due to intermolecular 

interaction in the liquid. The values of the corresponding frequencies 

of the free CHClBr2 molecule obtained in the work [3297] are by 2-3 

cm“1 lower than those calculated from the data of Plyler and Benedict 
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[3277]. In the work [3297] for the free CHClBr2 molecule (In the ¿as) 

also the frequency was determined. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CHClBr? molecule 

adopted in the present Handbook are given in Table 1^9. For the fre¬ 

quencies v0, Vg the values obtained in the work [3297] from 

the infrared spectrum of gaseous chloro-dibromo methane were adopted. 

The errors in the values of these frequencies are estimated within +3 

cm"1. For the rest of the CHClBr2 frequencies the values recommended 

in the work [3927] on the basis of results of a study on the vibration¬ 

al spectra of liquid chloro-dibromo methane are given in Table 149. 

The errors in the values of these frequencies are estimated within the 

limits from +5 to 10 cm"1. 

The structural parameters of the CHClBrg molecule were not deter¬ 

mined experimentally. The value of the product of the principal moments 

of inertia of the CHClBr2 molecule given in Table 149 was calculated on 

the assumption that all angles between the bonds are identical and e- 

qual to 109o28', and that the C-H, C-03., and C-Br bond lengths are, 

respectively, equal to 1.10; 3..77 and 1.93 A (see Table 145). The er¬ 

rors in the values adopted for the bond lengths are estimated within 

+0.03 A and those of the angles between the bonds within +4°. 

CF^ClBr. Stepanov [391] was the first to obtain values of the fun- 

damenta1 frequencies of the CFgCIBr molecule as a result of calculations 

carried out on the basis of his own calculated values of the force con¬ 

stants of the CF^, CC14 and CBr^ molecules. In the following the results 

of these calculations facilitated the interpretation of the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous difluoro-chloro-bromo methane obtained by Plyler 

and Acqulsta [3271] with a prism spectrometer in the range from 264- 

-5000 cm"1. Immediately from the infrared spectrum of CF2ClBr Plyler 

and Acquista [3271] determined the values of the frequencies Vg, 
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3 7 8' ïhe valut": 0(1 the remaining fundamental frequencies of 

the CF2ClBr molecule „ere estimated Oy Plyier and Acquista with the 

help of the composite frequencies, on the basis of the results of cal 

dilations carried out by Stepanov [391] and of a comparison with the 

values of the corresponding frequencies of the and 0F2C1„ mole- 
cules. ¿2 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the O^clBr molecule 

etermaned in the worh [3271] are adopted in the present Handbook and 

given in Table 14q. The errnrq in ^ 
errors an the adopted values of the frequencies 

V V V V7 v8 are estimated within the limits of +3 cm"1 and 

those of the frequencies v,„ v v v w,th1 aw 
4 y v6* within the limits of +10 cm"1. 

The structural parameters of the CP CTRn mni n 
CigCIBr molecule were not deter- 

T" —dentally. Ihe value of the pro,uct of ^ prlnclpal moments 

° inertla °f the CI,2C1Br molscule Si^en in Table l49 was calculated on 

a assumptaon that the angles between the bonds are identical and 

to 109 28 , and that the C-F, C-Cl and C-Br bond lengths are e- 

9ual to 1*35; 1.77 and 1.93 A respectively (see §6l). The errors in 

the adopted values of the bond lengths are estimated within O.03 A 

and those of the angles between the bonds within +4°. 

CF2ErB- ExPer^htal studies on the Ipectra and the mole- 

cular structure of CF C1T and 
2 11 ana CP2BrI were nt>t carried out. The values 

of their fundamental freauencie, , w 
tax irequencies can only be estimated very roughly 

The thermodynamic functions of both gases can, however, be calculated 

without estimating the fundamental frequencies (see page 1086) 

With the help of the results of experimental studies on the mole¬ 

cular structure of the halogen substitution products of methane it is 

possible to verify the fact that the C-F, C-d, C-Br and C-I bond len¬ 

gths an the CF2C1I and CF2BrI molecules have values close to those 

shown an Table 145 and that the angles between the bonds are almost 
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tetrahedral. The values of the product of the principal moments of 

inertia of these molecules given in Table 149 were calculated on the 

assumption that the angles between the bonds are identical and equal 

to 109°28' , and that the C-F, C-Cl, C-Br and C-I bona lengths are, 

respectively, equal to 1.35i l*77j 1*93 and 2.15 A (see §6l and Table 

145). The errors in the adopted values of the bond lengths may be es¬ 

timated within +0.03 A and those of the angles between the bonds 

within +4°. 

CFClpBr, CF01Bro. The values of the fundamental frequencies of 

the CFClpBr and CFClBr2 molecules were determined by Delwaulle and 

Francois [1303] as a result of a study on the Raman spectra o*1 liquid 

fluoro-dichloro-bromo methane and fluoro-chloro-dibromo methane. The 

infrared spectra of these compounds were not studied. The assignment 

of the bands in the obtained spectra of the CFClpBr and CFOlBr,, mol¬ 

ecules was carried out by Pitzer and lelles [3258] with the help of 

the generalized Teller-Redlich product rule. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CFClpBr and 

CFCIBrp molecules obtained by Delwaulle and Francois in the work [1303] 

are adopted in the present Handbook and given in Table 149.* The errors 

in the adopted values of these quantities are estimated within +5 

cm"1. 

The structural parameters of the CFClpBr and CFCIBrp molecules 

were not determined experimentally. 

The values of the products of the principal moments of inertia of 

these molecules given in Table 149 were calculated on the assumption 

that the angles between the bonds are identical and equal to 109°28', 

and that the C-F, C-Cl and C-Br bond lengths are, respectively, equal 

to 1.385 1.77 and I.93 A (see §6l). The errors in the adopted values 

of the bond lengths arc estimated within +O.03 A and those of the 
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angles between the bonds within +4°. 

DIVISION 2. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF THE GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of methane and of 45 of its halogen 

substitution products calculated in the approximate harmonic-oscilla¬ 

tor-rigid rotator model are given in Volume II of the Handbook (Tab¬ 

les 141, 147, 152, 154, 155, l6o, 163-168, 170-203). The calculations 

were carried out with the help of the values of the molecular con¬ 

stants given in the Tables 146-149, without taking account of the in¬ 

fluence of the intermolecular interaction. In the Tables 4o8-4l7 of 

Volume II of the Handbook the values of the virial coeflicients and 

their derivatives are given for CH^, CF^, CK-^F, CCl^, CH2C1, CHC13, 

CHFC1 CFC10, CH0Br and CH„I, means of which the nonideality cor- 

rections in the values of the thermodynamic functions of these gases 

may be taken into account. The thermodynamic functions of methane and 

of 32 of its halogen substitution products were calculated in the tem¬ 

perature interval from 293*15-6000°K. For 13 gases which are most un¬ 

stable at high temperatures (CBr^, CH2Br2, CHglg, CCl2Br2, CH^I, 

CHBr3, CHI3, CCl3Br, CCIB^, CHgClI, CHgBrI, CHCi2Br, CHClBr2), the 

thermodynamic functions were calculated in the temperature interval 

from 293»45-^000oK» 

nmong the 69 halogen substitution product? of methane 24 compounds 

containing iodine are not considered*; the experimental values needed 

to calculate the thermodynamic functions were not obtained for them, 

nor could the values of the functions be determined by the method 

which had been applied to CFglg, CHgFI, CHFgl, CFgClI and CFgBrI (see 

§68 and 69). The halogen substitution products that are not considered 

in the Handbook are compounds which have been studied insufficiently 

owing to their low stability and the difficulty of being obtained in 

pure form. Many of them are unknown in the gaseous state (e.g., CBrly 
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The thermodynamic functions of methane and its halogen substitu¬ 

tion products were calculated with the help of the molecular constants 

in the approximation of the harmonic-oscillator-rigid rotator model, 

in many works. A survey of the results published up to 1953 for 35 

compounds of this class is given in the Handbook by Zeise [4384], Sub¬ 

sequently, the most comprehensive surveys of tables of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of the halogen substitution products of methane were com¬ 

piled by Gelles and Pitzer [1678] (for 39 compounds),* Sverdlin 

[359-361] (for l8 compounds) and Albright, Galegar and limes [496] 

(for 5 compounds). In all these works, the thermodynamic functions of 

the halogen substitution products of methane were calculated up to 

1000°K, and only Gelles and Pitzer [I678] calculated up to 1500°K. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of the halogen substi¬ 

tution products of methane given in the Handbook by Zeise [4384] were 

calculated by various authors in the course of the years 1935-1952 

making use of informations on the molecular constants of these com¬ 

pounds which have become out of date. In particular, the calculations 

of the thermodynamic functions of the gaseous halogen substitution pro¬ 

ducts of methane carried out at that time were, for the most part, 

based on values of the molecular fundamental frequencies determined 

from the Raman spectra of the corresponding substances in liquid sta¬ 

te, but also on inaccurate values of the structural parameters of the 

molecules obtained by earlier electron diffraction investigations. 

In the calculations of Gelles and Pitzer [I678] more reliable data 

for the fundamental frequencies obtained from an analysis of the infra¬ 

red spectra were used. It is, however, by no means all halogen sub¬ 

stitution products of methane considered in the work [I678] for which 

infrared spectra were obtained in a sufficiently wide range. Besides, 
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the assignments of the fundamental frequencies proposed in the origi¬ 

nal works had to be verified for many halogen substitution products 

of methane. Consequently, in the work [3258] Pitzer and Gelles veri¬ 

fied the correctness of the assignment of the fundamental frequen¬ 

cies of the halogen substitution products of methane with the help of 

the generalized Teller-Redlich rule. Using this semiempiric method 

Gelles and Pitzer succeeded in correcting the assignment of the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of several halogen substitution products of me¬ 

thane and in taking account of these corrections in the calculation of 

the -thermodynamic functions. For the majority of the halogen substi¬ 

tution products of methane the values of the fundamental frequencies 

adopted by Gelles and Pitzer were made more accurate in the following, 

a fact, that, however, exerted only an unimportant influence on the 

results of the calculations of the thermodynamic functions. The most 

significant drawback of the calculations carried out by Gelles and 

Pitzer is the use of inaccurate values of the product of the principal 

moments of inertia of the molecules of several halogen substitution 

products of methane. Besides, errors were tolerated in the calculation 

of the thermodynamic functions in the work [I678]. 

In Sverdlin's works [359-36-1] the values of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies calculated by Stepanov [392]* and Maslov [293]** were used to 

calculate the thermodynamic functions of the halogen substitution pro¬ 

ducts of methane rather than the experimental ones. This proved to be 

the source of additional errors, since for ail compounds considered in 

the works [359-361] (except for CI^) sufficiently reliable values of 

the fundamental frequencies were known on the basis of the experimental 

da ta. 

Albright, Galegar and Innés [496] calculated tables of the ther¬ 

modynamic functions of CCl^, CFC13, CF2C12, CF.C1 and CF^ in the tem- 
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perature interval from 100-1000°K, taking the corrections to the an- 

harmonicity of the vibrations into account, according to an empirical 

formula given by McCullough and his collaborators [2698] on the assum¬ 

ption that the proportionality coefficient in this formula is the same 

for all fluorine and chlorine substitution products of methane.* In 

the work [496] the latter quantity was found from the experimental 

data obtained for the specific heat of CPgClg [2796]. 

The attempt to make the values of the thermodynamic functions of 

CCl^, CFC13> CF2C12, CF3C1 and CF4 more accurate in the temperature 

interval from 100-1000°K undertaken by Albright et al [496] by approx¬ 

imately allowing for the anharmonicity of the molecular vibrations 

cannot be considered satisfactory since in this temperature interval 

the anharmonicity corrections are insignificant and their values of 

the same order as the errors due to the inaccuracy of the structural 

parameters of the molecules. The vibrational anharmonicity corrections 

to the values of the thermodynamic functions of the gases are essen¬ 

tial at temperatures above 1000°K. The anharmonicity constants of the 

molecular vibrations are needed to take account of these corrections. 

Their values for methane and its halogen substitution products were, 

however, not determined. 

For halogen substitution products used as working substances in 

refrigerating plants** tables of the thermodynamic properties in the 

low-temperature range (for the liquid and gaseous states) are given in 

Handbooks [3417, 79, 480]. 
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§66. CX^-Type Halocarbons 

The thermodynamic functions of CH^, and CCl^ and CBr^ given 

in the tables l4l, 14?, l60, and 173 in Volume II of this Handbook 

have been calculated for the corresponding ideal gases by means of 

Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) in the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator 

approximation with the molecular constants from Table 146. The values 

of the constants Jn(<in)i and C¿ used in the calculations are given 

in Table 150. 

TABLE 150 

The Constants for Calculating the Thermodynamic 
Functions of Gaseous CF^, CCl^, and CBr^ 

Bcsuecrao 
1 

MD 8, (2) 6.(3) 6,(3) Ci 
2 «pcO 1 3 wi/MOAb-rpad 

CH4 
cf4 
cet 
C8r« 

4196,2 
1306,7 
659 
386,5 

2206,5 
625.2 
314 
176.3 

4343,6 
1830- 
1115 
966,4 

1878,9 
909 
446 
261,1 

-8,8339 
6,1226 

11,3733 
16,6522 

-0,8848 
14,0717 
19,3224 
24,6013 

1) Substance; 2) deg; 3) cal/mole-deg. 

The errors in the values of the thermodynamic functions of CH^, 

CF^, CCl^ and CBr^ given in the above-mentioned Tables of Volume II of 

the Handbook are due mainly to inaccurate molecular constants and to 

the anharmonic vibrations of the molecules, which have not been taken 

into consideration. The former reason is predominant at T < 1000°K, the 

■if 

latter at higher temperatures. The overall error in $3000 ^or ^4* 

CCl^, and CBr^ has been estimated to be 0.7* 2.6, 2.4, and 3»5 cal/ 

mole*degree, respectively. 

In Volume II of the Handbook, tables of the virial coefficients 

and of their products for CH^, CCl^ and CF^, can be found, by means 

of which the corrections required in the thermodynamic functions of the 
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corresponding gases owing to intermolecular interaction can be calcu¬ 

lated (see Tables 407* 408,, 410). 

Below vie shall continue considering the required calculations of 

the thermodynamic functions of CH^, CF^, CCl^, and CBr^, and we shall 

compare the results of these calculations with the results of the 

corresponding calculations carried out during the preparation of this 

edition of the Handbook. 

CH^. The results of calculations of the thermodynamic functions, 

of methane in a gaseous state, published up to 1954, have been revie¬ 

wed by Frost [425, 426] and Justi [2312]. In the following years, the 

thermodynamic functions of methane have been calculated in the pub¬ 

lications [2450, 1079* IO78, 420, 2489, 2302] from the molecular con¬ 

stants of CH^, and in the paper [1933] with the aid of calorimetric 

measurements. The thermodynamic functions of methane given in the pa¬ 

per [4122], in the Handbooks [3680, 3426, 3507, 137, 4l8, 2363, 149], 

and in the monographs [119, 119a] for the temperature range of 298.15- 

-1500°K are based on the corresponding calculations carried out by 

Pitzer [3254]. 

The thermodynamic functions of CHl in the temperature range of 

100-1000°K have been calculated in papers by Cerny and Erdos [IO79, 

1078]. In the first edition of the Handbook, the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CH^ were calculated for the same temperatures as in this edi¬ 

tion, but they were based on somewhat different values of the molecu- 

lar and physical constants. The values of $T in the temperature range 

of 1000-6000°K have been calculated in the paper [2489]. Jones and Mc¬ 

Dowell [2302] have calculated the thermodynamic functions of gaseous 

methane and of 11 of its deuterium and tritium substitutes*in the 

harmonic-oscillator-rigid rotator approximation with the nuclear spin 

taken into consideration at temperatures ranging from -80 to +1000°C.** 
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The thermodynamic functions of gaseous methane calculated from the 

molecular constants of 0% in different papers differ slightly from one 

another and from the values of the respective quantities in Table l4l 

(II). The discrepancies of the order of a few hundredths cal/mole-de- 

* 
gree in and ST are due to the differences in the molecular and phy¬ 

sical constants used in the calculations. 

A survey on the results for S298.I5 of gaseous methane obtained by 

calorimetric measurements is given in the Handbook [98] where a value 

of S298.15 = ^*5 ± 0.2 cal/mole*degree has been obtained on the basis 

of measurements by Frank and Clusius [1596]; this value agrees with 

that given in Table l4l (II). 

The results of calorimetric measurement of the specific heat of 

methane in a gaseous state are given in a monograph by Justi [2312] 

for temperatures ranging from -70 to +208°C and in the Handbook [4l8] 

for temperatures of 0-600°C. Halford and Miller [1933] have precisely 

measured the specific heat of gaseous methane at T = 279°K and p ^ 10“3 

mm Hg and have obtained C = 6.36 + O.06 cal/mole‘degree. Within the 
v279 

limito of error, the results of all these measurements are in accord¬ 

ance with the corresponding quantities calculated from the molecular 

constants in the harmonic-oscillator-rigid rotator approximation. 

CFji^. The first attempt to determine the values of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of gaseous carbon tetrafluoride was made by Eueken and 

Bertram [1499]» They calculated C.° of CF^ in the temperature range of 

0-300°C with v1 = 1000, v2 = 503, V3 = 1350, and = 653 cm-1 on the 

basis of the CF^ infrared spectrum which they have taken in the range 

of 600-1500 cm“1, and by comparing the fundamental frequencies of the 

CBr^, CC14, and CF^ molecules with one another. In the paper [1499], 

the specific heat of gaseous CF^ has been measured also at T = II3, 

173, and 199°K. 
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Later, Eucken and Schroder [1505] measured the specific heat of 

carbon tetrafl loride in the temperature range of determined 

the heat of phase conversion and the heat of fusion of CF^ and on thi>.. 

basis calculated S°98<15 (CF4 gaseous) = 62.43 cal/mole-degree* which 

is in excellent agreement with the value calculated by means of the 

molecular constants of CF4 taken from this Handbook (see Volume II, 

Table 147). A calorimetric examination of the thermodynamic properties 

of carbon tetrafluoride in the temperature range of 12-95°K has been 

conducted by Kostryukov, Samorukov, and Strelkov [252]. The tempera¬ 

ture of the triple point, the heat and entropy of phase conversion, 

and the heat and entropy of fusion of carbon tetrafluoride have been 

determined with greater precision in the paper [252]. ±he value of 

3° of gaseous CF4 has not been calculated in the paper [252]. 

Eucken and Schroder [1505] have also calculated 

cal/mole»degree with the aid of the molecular constants of CF4, tak-^ 

ing v1 = 903, v2 = 427, v3 = 1350, v4 = 652 cm’1 and I = 62.81 x 10 KJ 

g.cm2. At the same time, Yost [4358] calculated S°98>15 of CF4 on the 

basis of the following values of the molecular constants: v1 = 904, 

Vo = 437, v3 = 1350, v4 = 635 cm-1 and rc_F = 1.36 A. The values of 

the molecular constants of CF4 used by Yost in his calculations have 

further been used by Kelley [2363] in the calculation of the thermody¬ 

namic functions of gaseous CF4 in the temperature range of 400-1200°K. 

After 1950, the thermodynamic functions of CF4 were calculated in 

the papers [I283] (at T = 100-1000°K), [36I] (at T = 298.2-1000°K), 

[1678] (at T = 100-1500°K), [496] (at T = 100-1000°K), and during the 

preparation of the first edition of this Handbook (at T = 293.16-6000° 

K). In all these calculations, except in the paper [496], the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of CF4 have been calculated in the approximation us¬ 

ing the harmonic-oscillator and the rigid-rotator as a combined model. 
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The thermodynamic functions of CF^ have been calculated in [496] with 

the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator model with approximate consider¬ 

ation of the anharmonicity of the vibrations according to the empiri¬ 

cal formula of McCullough and collaborators [2698] and with the speci¬ 

fic heat values of CFgClg as found experimentally by Mast [2796]. 

However, these corrections are small (about 0.05 cal/mole*degree for 

(J^Ooq) at the temperatures for which the calculations have been made. 

These corrections are considerably smaller than the error caused by 

inaccurate values of the molecular constants. 

The main discrepancy among the values of the thermodynamic func- . 

tions of CFj| calculated in the papers [ I283, 36I, 1678, 496], in the 

first as well as in this edition of the Handbook is due to the differ¬ 

ent values of the interatomic distance rc_F used in these treatises. A 

value of r = I.36 A has been used in the calculations of Decker, 
C -F 

Meister, Cleveland [I283], and Sverdlin and Godnev [36I]. In the pa- 
T T T 

pers [1678] and [496], identical values of the product 'A B C = 3240. x 

X lO“11''" g3*cm6 have been used; this value is near to the one used in 

this Handbook.* The thermodynamic functions of CF^ obtained in the 

paper [I678] are practically the same as the values of the respective 

quantities in Table 147 (II). Any slight deviations from the-corres¬ 

ponding quantities given in the paper [496] must be attributed to cor¬ 

rections accounting for the anharmonicity of the vibrations. Owing to 

the different values of rc_p used in the papers [I283, 36I] and in this 
-ft 

Handbook, the corresponding values of and differ by about 0.2 

cal/mole•degree. 

On the basis of the results of an electron diffraction study car¬ 

ried out by Hoffmann and Livingston [2094], = 1.317 A was taken in 

the first edition of the Handbook. This is the main reason why the 

values of the thermodynamic functions of CF^ obtained in the first e- 
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dition of the Handbook were slightly smaller than the ones In this 

edition (the difference in Oij, amounts to 0.03 to O.Of cal/mole*degiee). 

CCl^. The thermodynamic functions of carbon tetrachloride in a 

gaseous state have been calculated in many papers. A list of the re¬ 

sults of these calculations is given in Table 15I. This Table also 

quotes reference books which contain the results of the calculations 

of the corresponding original papers. In all the papers listed in 

Table I5I, the thermodynamic functions of CCl^ have been calculated in 

the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator approximation. The only excep¬ 

tion is the work by Albright, Galegar, and Innés [496] in which 

approximate corrections have been adopted accounting for the anharmo- 

nicity of the vibrations of the CCl^ molecule. The differences among 

the values of the thermodynamic functions of CCl^ calculated by various 

authors, are not great (in the case of they move within the limits 

of +0.2 at T = 1000°K and +0.8 cal/mole-degree at T = 6000°K compared 

to the values given in Table l6o (11)). They are due chiefly to the 

different values of the fundamental frequencies and of the C-Cl bond 

length in the CCl^ molecule that have been used in the calculations. 

The fundamental frequencies of the CCl^ molecule, used in this 

Handbook, are approximate to those used in the papers [3857, 3856, 

3858, 2726, 1079, 1078, 1678]. However, the rc_cl values used in these 

papers are smaller than the ones used in this Handbook, r^^^^ — 1. A 

in the papers [3857# 3858, 3856, 2726, 1678], and = 1-^55 A in 

the papers [1079, IO78]. It must be said that Gelles and Fitzer [I678] 

have made a mistake in calculating the thermodynamic functions of 
ft 

CClii. Hence, from a comparison of the values calculated in the pa¬ 

pers [2726, 1079, 1678, 359, 496] and in this Handbook and the values 

of the molecular constants used for CCl^ it can be seen that the value 

obtained for in the paper [I678] is by 0.1 cal/mole-degree great- 
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er than the one that should be in conformity with the constants used. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CCl^ differing main¬ 

ly from the values listed in Table l6o (II) have been obtained by 

Sverdlin [359] and Gordon [l8l6]. The 0*OOQ value obtained from paper 
"K* 

[359] is about 0.2 cal/mole*degree smaller and the value from 

[l8l6] is by about the same amount greater than in Table l60 (II). The 

difference can be explained by the fact that the paper [359] obviously 

used the somewhat high values of the frequencies v1 = 430 and v3 = 

V 787 cm"1 calculated in the paper [392] (see the first footnote on 

page 1048 ), and the value rc_cl = 1.755 A which is smaller 

than the one used in this Handbook. At the same time, Gordon [I816] 

purposely used lower fundamental frequencies of CCl^*in his calcula¬ 

tions in order to "partly make up for neglecting the anharmonicity of 

the vibrations in the calculations, the centrifugal elongation, and 

the vibrational-rotational interaction". Gordon assumed a C-Cl bond 

length of I.76 A. 

Likewise in the first as well as in this edition of the Handbook, 

the calculations in a paper by Albright et al. [496] have been carried 

out with CC1|| frequencies found by Claassen [1117] (cf. page 98l). 

The calculation in this edition of the Handbook differs from that in 

the first edition and the one in [496] in that the undisturbed value 

775 cm“1 of this quantity has been used for the frequency v3 instead 

of the observed value of 794 cm"1. For this reason and owing to the 
-X- 

different rc C1 and physical constants used, the values for CCl^ 

given in the first and in this edition of the Handbook differ by 0.042 

0.150, and O.I65 cal/mole«degree at T = 298.15, 3000, and 6000°K, res¬ 

pectively. 

In the calculations of Albright et al [496], an attempt was made 

to consider approximately the anharmonic ity of the CCl^ vibrations with 
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the help of an empirical formula deduced In the paper [2698] on the 

basis of experimental data on the specific heat of CF„C1„. However 

this attempt cannot be called justified (cf. page 10^9. 

TABLE 151 

Te1?Îac0hloSde0;ntaeGlS™s°ŒC fUnCtl°nS °f Carton 

AsTOpM Toa ony6- 
AMKOBa^l» 

0b| 

PÏOCT H Bjl3p (4361] . . 

Bom I4120J*. 

JlopA h B^auiapA (2649] 
Cthmhcoh h Bui (3856. 

3857, 3858] ....... 

ftocr (4358]. 

Ko6h Jloiir (2450] . . . . 

MaAHraK h Kjihbmha (2726] 

Mepauft h SpAeui (1079, 1078] 

reanec a ÜMTuep (1678] . . 

CaepAJiHH (359]. 

OjiÔpaflT K Ap. (496] . . . 
nepBoe M3AauHe Cnpasoi- 
.. 

FopAOH (1816] . 

3 
TepMOAHIIlMHMCCNHC *yiiKUHH 

1933 

1935 

1936 

1938 

1938 

1950 

1951 
a 

1953 

1953 

1954 

1954 

.1956 

1958 

Cnp.inoMmiKit 
H MOnori'^K 

Cp AAH T •=» 373,15 —773,15°K 

Sj. AJia T = 298,15 h 348,5#K 

sMe.i* ♦r* Hr~Hl r = 291,1—600’ K 

^198,1 
ST’ cp. — H» JW" r = 273 —1500* K 

sr- cp. ht — A'1" T = 298 —1000“ K 

°r* sr* cp. H‘t — H\ a™ T = 100 — 1000" K 

sr* cl< wr~ w« r= 100—1500“ K 

ár> cl< Hr— m* r=298,2 —1000“ K 

sr* cp> — Hi a,™ r = 100 —1000" K 

♦r* 5r> H’t— H*a bj\h T = 293.16 -6000" K 

^r* 5r> cl‘ h’t~ Hl AAh T=298,16—2000" K 

[2312,98] 

[100,149] 

[98,2364] 

(4384,119a] 

(119a] 

l) Authors. year of publicationj 3) thermodynamic fnno- 
tionsj 4) reference books and monographs; 5) for. 
a) On the basis of the C“ values cflcSlated by vhd, the 

corresponding empirical formulas have been deduced in 
L3o¿l, 2303]. The formula for Cp obtained by Kelley [2363] 

givenepaDe?sdr^fc6he^R?e ?SS0rjÍ2n?OnnectÍ0n wlth the g^ven papers [3056, 3857, 3858, 4358] for calculating 
^ ^298.16 and ST “ S298,l6 ln the ran6e of T = 400- 
-1000 K. b) The values of S^g and Sg^g c have been cal¬ 

culated in [2649] for all isotopic varieties of CCln 

and for a natural blend of isotopic molecules. 

The S298.i5(cclv gaseous) values have been calculated on the 

basis of the results of calorimetric measurements in several studies. 

The most precise result was obtained by Hildenbrand and McDonald in 
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1959 [2071]- A survey on the results of earlier calorimetric investi¬ 

gations of the thermodynamic properties of carbon tetrachloride at 

low temperatures can be found in the Handbooks [98* 2364] and in the 

paper [2071]. Hildenbrand and McDonald [2071] measured the specific 

heat of carbon tetrachloride in the temperature range of 17-298°K. 

From these data and by extrapolating the specific heat of CCl^ to 0°K 

the authors of [2071] found S°98<15(CCl^ liquid) = 51.67 ± 0.15 cal/ 

/mole«degree. Using furthermore the data they had obtained for the 

heat of fusion of CCl^, corrections accounting for non-ideal behavior, 

and a conversion to standard conditions, Hildenbrand and McDonald 

found S°98 15(CC14, gaseous) = 73-92 + 0.20 cal/mole-degree which is 

in accordance with the value calculated in various papers from the 

molecular constants, and with the value of S°98<19 = 74.107 cal/mole- 

•degree given in Table l60 (II). 

The specific heat of carbon tetrachloride in a gaseous state was 

measured by Eucken and Sarstedt [1504] at T = 465°K and by Aihara 

[494] at T = 279°K. The results of these measurements agree, within 

the limits of error, with the CCl^ specific heat calculated with the 

molecular constants used in this Handbook, when corrections accounting 

for non-ideal behavior are taken into consideration. 

CBr^. From the molecular constants, the thermodynamic functions 

of carbon tetrabromide have been calculated by Stevenson and Beach 

[3857, 3856, 3858] ($* and H° - H° at T = 291.1-600°K and 3°^), by 

Sverdlin and Godnev [36I], (<!*, 3°, C£ and H° - H°/T at T = 298.2-1000°K) 

and by Gelles and Fitzer [I678] (¢,^, S°, C°, H° - Hq at T = 100-1500°K). 

The and Sj values of CBr^ from the papers [3858, 3Ö57, 3856, 361, 

1678] and from Table 173 (II/ agree among one another within O.05 cal/ 

/mole-degree. Discrepancies, if any, are due to differences in the mo¬ 

lecular and physical constants used. 
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The first edition of the Handbook did not deal with the thermody¬ 

namic functions of CBr^. 

§67. CX^Y-Type Halocarbons 

The tables 152, 155, I63, I65, I66, 168,174,176,177,179,183,185,193 

I95, 196 oí Volume II of the Handbook give the thermodynamic functions 

of 15 CX^Y-type halogen substitutes of methane, calculated for the cor¬ 

responding ideal gases in the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator approx¬ 

imation, and with the molecular constants of Table 147. The values of 

the constants en(dn), and C¿, used In the calculations are given in 

Table I52. 

TABLE 152 

Constants for Calculating the Thermodynamic Functions 
of Gaseous CX^Y,Type Halocarbons 

Bcuiecrao 

1 

8»(1) •«(1) ®i(D 6*12) 06(2) 0,(2) c 
C5 

«poo 2 HOAjMOxb-tpad 0 

CH,F 

CH4CI 

CH«Br 
CH,J 4 
CHFj 

CHCU 

CHBr, 
CHJ, 

CF.Cl 

CFjBr ' 
CF»J 

CFO, 

CFBr, 

OCl.Br 
OCIBr, 

4192.42 

4206.3 
4203 

4194 

4366 

4362 

4367 

4371 

1590 
1561 

1544 

1561 

1538 

1033 . 

1072 

2106 

1950.4 

1878 

1800.5 

1636 

965,6 

776 

629 

1124,7 

1087 

1066 

770 
573 

604 

470 

1508,1 

1053,3 
879 

767,4 

1006,6 

524.9 

319 

220 
684,6 
504 

411 

502.9 

314 

355 

304 

4324,7 

4376,5 

4397.9 

4405.9 
1978 

1752 

1652 
1535 t 

1744 

1735 

1705 

1219 
1069 

1115 

974 

2110,1 
2092,9 

2077,3 

2068,7 

1657 

1104,6 

’ 944 

832 

806 

788 
777 

573 

440 

424 

304 

1723.2 

1460,4 

1373.3 
1269,7 

730,3 ‘ 
367,6 

222 
151 

504 

439 
381 

347 
216 
278 

201 

-0,1983 

2,2835 

4,8147 

6,4943 

7,0198 

12,1076 

17,2646 

20,5496 
10,4670 

12,4439 

13,8844 

13,0863 

17,7313 
15,6651 

18,3112 

7,7508 

10,2326 

12,7638 

14,4434 

14,9689 

20,0567 
25,2137 

28,4987 

18,4161 

20,3930 

21,8335 

21,0354 

25,6804 
23,6142 

26,2603 

1) Substance; 2) deg; 3) cal/mole»degree; 4) J = Iodine. 

The errors in the values of the thermodynamic functions of the 

CXsY-type halogen substitutes of methane are caused mainly by inaccu¬ 

rate values of the molecular constants used and by not considering the 

anharmonicity of the vibrations. At temperatures lower than 1000°K, the 
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error in the thermodynamic functions is due chiefly to inaccurate mo 

lecular constants, and it amounts to 0.05 to 0.1 cal/mole-degree with 

8 15. At higher temperatures, the error in the thermodynamic func¬ 

tion’s is due chiefly to a neglecting of the anharmonicty of the vibra¬ 

tions; it has been estimated to be from .1 to 3 cal/mole-degree with 

* 
^3000° 

Tables of the virlal coefficients and of their derivatives of 

six CX^Y-type halocarbons (CH^F, CH^Cl, CHCly CFCl^ CH^Br, CH^I) 

given in Volume II of the Handbook; with their help it is possible to 

consider the corrections for non-ideal behavior (see Volume II, Tables 

409, 411, 412, 4l4-4l6). 

Below, the results of earlier calculations of the thermodynamic 

functions of the individual CX^-type halocarbons are considered, and 

the results of these calculations are compared with the values of the 

thermodynamic functions of the same compounds given in Volume II of 

the Handbook. 

CH F. The thermodynamic functions gaseous fluoromethane have been 

calculated by Edgell and Glöckler [1455] (Sg^.i and Cp at T = 298,1" 

_600°K), by Sverdlin and Godnev [36l] Sj, c;, 1¾ - H°/T at T = 

= 298;2-1000°K), and by Gelles and Fitzer [I678] Sj, C°, 1¾ - H° 

at T = 100-1500°K). The thermodynamic functions of the deuterium sub¬ 

stitutes of fluoromethane have not been taken into consideration. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CH^F given in the 

papers [1455, 361, 1678] and in Table 152 (II) differ insignificantly 

though different values of the molecular and physical constants have 

been used in these papers. Despite the fact that different values of 

the structural parameters of the CH^ molecule have been used in these 

calculations, this is explained by practically identical products of 

the principal moments of inertia having been obtained, the differences 
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in the values of the individual frequencies obviously having been com¬ 

pensated during the calculation of the vibrational components of the 

thermodynamic functions. 

CH^Cl . The thermodynamic functions of chloromethane in a gaseous 

state have been calculated by Void [4120] (C° and E° - E° at T = 0- 

-500°C), Stevenson and Beach [3858, 3856, 385?] (^98.ió' CI>T and HT ~ 

- Hq at T = 291.1-1200°K), Cerny and Erdos [I080] ($*, S°, C°, - 

- HJ/T at T = 100-1000°K), Gelles and Fitzer [I678] (0*, - 

- at T = 100-1500°K) and Sverdlin [359] (¢^ ~ H^/T, C° 

at T = 298.2-1000°K). The thermodynamic functions of CH^Cl given in 

the Handbook by Zeise [4384] are based on the results of calculations 

performed in the papers [4120, 3856, 385?, 3858]. The C^Cl specific 

heat values calculated by Void [4120] are rendered in a monograph by 

Justi [2312] and have been used in the paper [382I] for to present 

the temperature dependence of C° in analytical form. The results of 
P 

the calculations made by Cerny and Erdos [IO8O] and by Gelles and 

Pitzer [1678] are given in a monograph by Vvedenskiy [119a]. The 

thermodynamic functions of the deuterium substitutes of chloromethane 

have not been considered. 

Earlier calculations of the thermodynamic functions of CH^Cl were 

based on obsolete values of the molecular constants. However, the 

differences in the values of the fundamental frequencies had little 

effect upon the results of the calculations. The greatest influence was 

found to be exerted by differences in the products of the principal 

moments of Inertia. For this quantity, values very close to the one 

used in this Handbook have been used in the papers [3857, 3858, 3856, 

IO80, 359]- The results of these calculations are therefore in good 

agreement with the data of Table I63 (II). The value of IAIBIC = 

= 17.9^10-11^ g^»cm^, which was taken by Gelles and Pitzer in their 
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calculations [1678], has been calculated for a tetrahedral molecular 

model on the assumption that rc_H = 1.10 and rc_ci = I.75 A, but It 

differs greatly from the IAIBIC value used in this Handbook (see 

Table 147)« This explains the systematic discrepancies in the values 

of the thermodynamic functions of CH^l given in the paper [I678] and 

in Table I63 (II). For $T and S° they amount to about 0.23 cal/mole» 

•degree. 

From the results of calorimetric measurements, Messerly and 

Aston [2860] obtained the value S°98<15 (CH^l, gaseous) = 55.94 + 

+ O.15 cal/mole»degree, which is in agreement with the value S° n 
290. 

= 56.021 cal/mole*degree given in Table I63 (II). 

The thermodynamic functions of gaseous methyl bromide have 

been calculated by Stevenson and Beach* [3856, 3857, 3858] (S°9g 

i>T and H” — H° at T = 291.1-.1200°K), Sverdlin and Godnev [36I] 

('íij» ST, Cp, Ht - Hq/T at T = 298.2-1000°K), Gelles and Fitzer [I678] 

(íTí ST, Cp, - Hq at T = 100-1500°K), and by Weissman et al [4199] 

ST, Ht - H°, C° at T = 100-1550°K). The thermodynamic functions 

of the deuterium substitutes of methyl bromide have been calculated by 

Weissman et al [4199] (for CD^Br) and by Dowling [I396] (for CH0DBr 
3 2 

and CHDgBr). 

The differences among the values of the thermodynamic functions 

of CH3Br in the papers [3858, 3857, 3856, 36I, I678, 4199] and in 

Table 174 (II) are small desoite the considerable discrepancies in the 

values of the molecular and physical constants used for the calcula¬ 

tions. The differences in the and values do not exceed O.05 

cal/mole»degree. The results obtained by Sverdlin and Godnev [36I] 

are the ones agreeing best with the data in this Handbook. Slight sys¬ 

tematic discrepancies between the values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CH^Br given in Table 174 (II) and in the papers [3858, 3857, 
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3856, 1678, 4199] are caused mainly by differences In the values of 

ITT 
the product ABC. This quantity was taken to be somewhat smaller m 

the papers [3858, 3857, 3856, 4199] than In this Handbook, correspond¬ 

ing to rc_Br = 1.91 A, whereas In the paper [I678] the greater value 

of 44.6-10-117 g3*crA 

Egan and Kemp [1467] have calculated the value S°^g -^(CH^Br, gas¬ 

eous) = 58.61 + 0.2 cal/mole*degree froxTi their results of calorimetric 

measurements of the specific heat of the heat of fusion of methyl bro¬ 

mide. The entropy of CH^Br at 298.15°K, determined from the calori¬ 

metric data agrees with the value of S298.I5 

given in the Table 174 (II). 

58.767 cal/mole-degree 

CHgl. The thermodynamic functions of methyl iodide have been cal¬ 

culated by Edgell and Glöckler [1455]* (S^g B an^ 0° at T = 198.1- 

-600°K), Fenlon et al [1549]** ($*, S°, C” and H° - H“ at T = 200- 

-1000°K), Gelles and Pitzer [I678] ($*, S°, H° - H° at T = 100- 

-1500°K), and by Sverdlin [359] (¢^ sr Cp’ HT ~ H0/T at T = 298.2- 

-1000°K). 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CH^I given in the 

papers [1549, 359] and in Table 193 (II) differ slightly from one 

another. The and S° values from the paper [I678] are systematical¬ 

ly lower by 0.20 cal/mole-degree than the values of the corresponding 

quantitites in Table 193 (II). The S^g^g value given in the paper 

[1455] is greater than the S°^g ^ value in Table I93 (II) by exactly 

this amount. These deviations are due to the fact that the low value 

of 55.1-10-117 g3-cm^ has been taken for IA1B1C in paper [I678]*** 

whereas a higher value of this quantity has been taken in the paper 

[1455] owing to obsolete data on the structure of the CH^I molecule. 

CHFo- The thermodynamic functions of gaseous trifluoromethane 

have been calculated by Glöckler and Edgell [1771] (C° at T = 256-650°K) 
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Decker, Meister, Cleveland [1283] (T = 298.2-1000°K), Sverdlin, Godnev, 

,J [361] (T = 298.2-1000°K), and Gelles and Pltzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K). 

The thermodynamic functions of CD^F have been calculated in the papers 

[I283J* (at T - 298.2-1000°K) and [3294] (at T = 200-1500°K). 

Owing to the insignificant discrepancies between the values of 

the molecular constants of CHF- used in the papers [I283, 36I, I678] 

and in this Handbook, the differences among the corresponding values 

of the thermodynamic functions of trifluoromethane do not exceed 0.02 

cal/mple•degree. 

Vanderkooi and De Vries [4055] conducted precise experimental me¬ 

asurements of the specific heat of gaseous trifluoromethane at low 

pressure, and they obtained C^qq = 10.23 + O.13 cal/mole*degree] 

this agrees well with the value of this quantity calculated from the 

molecular constants (10.25 cal/mole•degree). 

CHCl^. The thermodynamic functions of trichloromethane in a 

gaseous state have been calculated by Void [4120]** (C° at T = 0-500°C) 
Jr 

Stevenson and Beach [3857, 3856, 3858] (^298.1^ ^ HT “ H0 at 

T = 291.1-800°K), Madigan and Cleveland [2726]*** (T = 298.l6-1000°K), 

Kobe and Long [2450] (T = 273*15-1500°K), Cerny and Erdos [IO79] 

(T = 100-1000°K), Gelles and Pitzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K), and by 

Sverdlin [359] (T = 298.2-1000°K). The thermodynamic functions of 

CDCl^ have been calculated by Madigan et al in the paper [2728]*** 

(T = 298.l6-1000°K). 

The values of the thermodynamic functions calculated in the papers 

[3858, 3857, 3856, 2726, 2450, 1079, 1678, 359] for CHC13 agree with¬ 

in +0.1 cal/mole«degree with the values of the corresponding quanti¬ 

ties given in Table 165 (II). Any slight differences are due to dif¬ 

ferences in the molecular and physical constants that have been used. 

An experimental measurement of the specific heat of gaseous tri- 
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chloromethane, conducted by Aihara [494], led to the value of = 

= 13.8 cal/raole«degree. Within the limits of error, tills agrees with 

the value calculated from the molecular constants. 

CHBr0. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous trlbromethane have 
3 

been calculated by Stevenson and Beach* [3856, 3857> 3858] ^S298 , 1* 

4>* and at T = 291.1-600°K), Sverdlln and Godnev [36I] (T = 

= 298.2-1000°K), and Gelles and Pitzer [l6?8] (T = 100-1500°K). The 

thermodynamic functions of CDBr^ have been calculated in the paper 

[1553] (at T = 298.16-1000°K).** 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CHBr^ given in the 

papers [3858, 3857# 3856, 36I, I678] and in Table 176 (II) agree with 

. * Q 
each other within 0.2 cal/mole«degree. The and values calcula¬ 

ted by Gelles and Pitzer [I678] are about O.O5 cal/mole•degree smal¬ 

ler than the corresponding values of these quantities of Table I76 

(II); this is due mainly to the fact that a smaller value (I.9I A) of 

the C-Br bond length wa . used in the paper [I678] than in this Hand- 

book. The and S£ values calculated by Sverdlin and Godnev [36lj 

are about 0.2 cal/mole«degree greater than the corresponding quanti¬ 

ties of Table I76 (II). This discrepancy is due mainly to the fact 

that the authors of the paper [361] have not used the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies observed in the vibrational spectra of trlbromethane but in¬ 

stead have taken value calculated by Stepanov [392] from obsolete da¬ 

ta on the vibrational spectra of the halogen substitutes of methane 

(see footnote original pagelOtB). The values of the two doubly gener¬ 

ate Vg and in this case were found to be much lower than the fre¬ 

quencies observed in the vibrational spectra of CHBr^. 

Experimental measurement of the specific heat of gaseous tribro- 

momethane conducted by Aihara [494] led to the value C = 15*8 
279 

cal/mole«degree. Without any correction accounting for intermolecular 
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ini.oMon, i.Uir. pnntity amounl.r. to 1^1.7 (M;i/rnole*fl.v:rno. 

Clil.r Tll,:- thonnodynamic funotionr, uf f.aso ou.‘3 ioiU-rorn. have ooon 

caicuintoil hy hvordlin [.m 360J in tho tnnperaturc i-mge of 20,.2- 

-.1.00()°i.. The chtl-nlatlono were carried out on the barri ; of the molecu¬ 

lar contante, of f MT . the valuer, of which differed cm ; idorahly r-om 

thoce u. ed in Irhlo Handbook; thin gave rice to great d i ffermion.a be¬ 

tween the theriiind.ynamic functions of CHI0 given in tho..e papers and 

those of fable J ■ f, ( [.1 j. 

ppr '-aieulatring the thermodynamic functions of CHI, the approx- 

im;.i.te fundamenta.] frequencies evaluated by Maslov j ?• • ; ; by means of 

the influence factors and the structural parameters determined by 

Brockwav in one of h:ls earlier electron diffraction studies [956] 

Invr- been used in the paper [3591* The somewhat too high values of 

131 'uul 'l0 ice lively were in this case taken for the doubly 

degenerate fro,,u..nc Los v6 and v3, and for the C- L bond length the 

vfJuo or :m: A which is smaller than that need in th.b Handbook. The 

thermodynamic functions of CHI3 calculai,..1 ]n the pape) (.559] from 

those coast,ant., dll for .from those of Table I ( u) by, [.48 and 2.08 

1000' 

eal/molo*degree, respectively, with and ' 

^11 1 1 !°c'1 bai La f ion of the thermodynaivrio functions of CHI [^60] 

óvordlin used bettor values of the fundamental frequencies based on 

liis estimates ma do with the partial frequency method [362(. The va¬ 

lues of the thormodyn.mic functions of CHI, obtained In the paper [36OJ 

unlike those of the paper [359], are somewhat greater than the cor¬ 

responding quantiti :s of Table 195 (II) which must be attributed to 

the lower frequency values v,,, v^, and v6 used in the paper [36O] in 

Lho calculation of the thermodynamic fund.ions of CHI. . 

CF^b.L, CPClr The thermodynamic functions of CFMC1 and CFCl in 
3 3 

i.lcsir gaseous state have been calculated by Husti and Langer [2314] 
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(C°, C° at T = 173.15-473.15°K), Thompson and Temple [3974] (T = 250- 

-600°K for CF-jC1 ancl T = 298.l6-600°K for CFCly, Gelles and Pitzer 

[1678] (T = 100-1500°K)J and by Albright, Galegar, Innés [498] (T = 

= 100“1000°K). The thermodynamic functions of CF^Cl have been calcu¬ 

lated also by Decker, Meister, and Cleveland [1283] (T - 100-1000°K), 

and the thermodynamic functions of CFCl^ by Bernstein, Zietlov, and 

Cleveland [769] (T = 298.l6-1500°K). Zeise's Handbook [4384] renders 

the thermodynamic functions of CF^Cl as calculated in the paper [I283] 

and thpse of CFCl^ as calculated in the paper [3974]. 

In this Handbook as well as in all the papers with the exception 

of [496] - the thermodynamic functions of CF^Cl and CFCl^ have been 

calculated in the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rooator approximation. 

Approximate corrections for the anharmonicity of the vibrations of the 

CF,Cl and CFC1 molecules have been adopted in the pm or [496]. This 
3 3 

was accomplished with the aid of an empirical formula proposed in the 

paper [2698] and experimental data on the specific heat of CFgClg from 

the paper [2796]. 

As a result of the anharmonicity of the vibrations having been 

considered, the thermodynamic functions of CF^Cl and CFC1V obtained 

from [496] are somewhat greater than the corresponding quantities 

given in the other papers and in the Tables I66 (II) and 168 (II). In 

the temperature range examined in [496], however, the corrections ac¬ 

counting for the anharmonicity of the vibrations are small amounting 

‘ft 

to about O.13 cal/mole*degree with ¢^000 3114 60 about O.30 
ft 

cal/mole*degree with ¢^000 (CPC13)* They should be more essential at 

higher temperatures. Yet, the procedure of considering the anharmon¬ 

icity of the vibrations, used in the paper [496], cannot be applied 

at high temperatures. 

The differences between the corresponding values of the thermo- 
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dynamic functions of CP3OI and CPC13 given In the papers [3974, 

1678, 1283, 769] and In the Tables 166 (II) and 168 (II) d0 no¡ ex_ 

deed 0.1 cal/mole*degree with both t* and SJj they are due to the 

differences among the values of the molecular and physical constants 

used an the calculations. The differences among the values of the fun. 

damental frequencies of the CF^l and CPC13 molecules, used In the cal¬ 

culations, are Insignificant. Qreater are the differences among the 

values of the structural parameters and the products of the principal 

moments of Inertia corresponding to them. The values used for these 

quantities in the papers [1283, 769] are close to the ones used In 

this Handbook. The thermodynamic functions of 0^01 and CPCl, obtained 

m these papers are therefore close to the values given In the Tab¬ 

les 166 (II) and 168 (II). In their calculations, Thompson and Temple 

[3974] used inaccurate values of the structural parameters of the 

CP3C1 and CP013 molecules which had been found in an earlier electron 

diffraction investigation carried out by Brockway [956]. Prom these 

data, higher IAIBIC values than those in this Handbook have been ob¬ 

tained. m relation to this, the O* and the 1 
<Prp and the values obtained from 

the paper [3474] were higher than those in the Tables 166 (II) and 

168 (II). in the paper [1678] by Gelles and Pitzer, the same values 

Of the product Wo Of 0^01 and CPC13 are given also in the paper 

[3974]. When, however, the Í* and SJ values of OF Cl given In the 

paper [1678] are greater than the corresponding values of these func¬ 

tions in Table 166 (II), the values of these functions of CPC1, given 

m the paper [1678] will be smaller than in Table 168 (II). This is 

evidence of the values of the thermodynamic functions of 0PC1, given 

m [1678] not being in accord with the molecular constants of CF01 

used in the same paper.* ^ 

Along With calculations from molecular constants, some values 
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of the thermodynamic functions of gaseous CF^l and CFC13 have been 

found by experiment. Vanderkool and De Vries [4055] measured the spe¬ 

cific heat of trifluorochloromethane at an extremely low pressure by 

the "incandescent wire" method and. found C°300 = 14.10 + O.38 cal/mole* 

•degree, to be in agreement with the results of the corresponding cal¬ 

culations from the molecular constants.* Osborn, Garner, Doescher, and 

Yost [3148] measured the specific heat of fluorotrichloromethane in 

the temperature range of l4-298°K as well as the heat of fusion and 

the vapor pressures, and found the value S°^g 15(CFC13, gaseous) = 

= 74.07 + 0.1 cal/mole«degree; from these data by calculation; this 

agrees well with the value = 74.007 cal/mole «degree from 

Table I68 (II).* 

CFgBr, CFgl« The thermodynamic functions of gaseous CF3Br and 

CF3I have been calculated by McGee, Cleveland et al [2705] (T = 100- 

-1000°K) and by Gelles and Fitzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K). The results 

of the calculations in [2705] are rendered in the Handbook [4384], and 

the results from [1678] in the monograph [119a]. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CF3Br and CF3I given 

in the papers [2705, I678] and in the Tables I77 (II) and I96 (II) 

are close to one another**. Any discrepancies are due to differences in 

the molecular and physical constants used. 

CFBr3. The thermodyntunic functions of gaseous fluorotribromo- 

methane had been calculated earlier by Gelles and Pitzer [I678] in the 

temperature range of 100-1500°K. The difference between the correspon¬ 

ding values of and Sj of [I678] and of Table 179 (II) is 0.04 cal/ 

/mole«degree. This is due to the difference between the values of the 

structural parameters of CFBr3 used in the calculations. Apparently in 

their calculations. Gelles and Pitzer [I678] used the structural pa¬ 

rameters as found by Wouters and Hemptinne [4333] in an electron dif- 
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I'raction "investigation of I .he moloru.l iv a true turo of fluor - »tribromo- 

mnthane (200 ¡jage iülj). 

CCI ..Br, CCir.r.,.- Tho thormodynamic functions of CCI,Br and CCIBr, 
" 0..u -1 3 

had been calculated earlier by Glöckler and Edgell [177-3] (Cp at T = 

= ;>50-600°K) and by Gelles and Fitzer |1678] (T - 100-15G0°K). The 

thermodynamic functions of CCl^Br also have been calculated by Madi- 

gan and Cleveland [2726] (T = 298.2-1000°K). The values of the ther¬ 

modynamic functions of CCl,Br and CCIBr ^ given in the handbook by 

Zeise arc based on the results of the calculations made by Glöckler 

and Edgell [1772] and by Madigan and Cleveland [2726], The monograph 

[llha] contains the results of the calculations of [2726, 1678], 

The difference between the corresponding values of arid of 

CC.l,Br from the paper [2726] and from Table 1¾ (II) is not greater 

than 0.02 eal/mole•degree in spite of the considerable differences 

among the values of the molecular and physical constants used. In 

their calculations, Glöckler and Edgell [1772] obtained too high a 

specific heat Cn of CCl,Br which exceeds the corresponding quantities 
*-5 

in the papers [2726, I678] by about 0.22 eal/mole*degree. Tho discrep¬ 

ancies are due to inaccurate values of the fundamental frequencies of 

the CCl0Br molecule having been used in the paper [1772], The and 

Sr° values given in the paper [I678] are approximately 2 cal/mole»deg¬ 

ree lower than in the paper [2726] and in Table I83 (II). The cause of 

such a sharp discrepancy is apparently an error in the calculations of 

Gelles and Pitzer. 

The 4>t and 8" values of gaseous chloro-tribromomethane given in 

the paper [I678] are about 0.1 cal/mole*degree below the correspond¬ 

ing, values of these quantities in Table 185 (II). This difference is 

due to inaccurate calculations made by Gelles and Pitzer. The C° va- 
P 

lues of CCIBr, obtained from the papers [1772, I678] at T < 3000°K 
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differ greatly from one another; t^iis is due to different fundamental 

frequencies of the CClBr^ molecule having been used. 

§6Öo CXgYg-Type Halocarbons 

The Tables 154, 164, 167, 175, 178, 184, 194, 197 of Volume II of 

the Handbook show the values of the thermodynamic functions of CXgY^- 

-type halogen substitutes of methane calculated for the corresponding 

ideal gases in the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator approximation 

with the molecular constants from Table 148. The values of the con¬ 

stants 0 , Cl and CÍ, used in the calculations are shown in Table 153. 
n (P 0 

TABLE I53 

The Constants for the Calculation of the Thermodynamic Functions 
of Gaseous CX.Y^-type Halocarbons 

£_ 

ßiuiecmo 

1 

Oi 0. 8a 64 e» 6. 67 o. u* C<2> 

rpaà 2 

CH*F* 

CH»C1, 
CHïBr, 
CHW, 
CF*CI| 

CF,Br, 
CF^J, 

CCIaBr* 

4243 

4310,2 
4328 

4269 
1580 ' 

1568 

1073 

2170 

2057,6 
2017 

1942 

960,0 

896 

547 

1606 

1025,7 

850 

699 
653,5 

489 

348 

760,5 
405.2 

250 

174 
376.2 

237 

222 

1816 

1659 

1570 

1482 

463 

406 

.252 

4338,2 

4374 

4404 

4388 
1327 

1659 

1004 

1692,2 

1285 

1165 
1030 

626,3 

528 

331 

2065,2 

1816 

1710 

1593 

1668 

1196 

1124 

1567,8 
1076 

932 

823 
643,7 

475 

377 

4,8818 
9,0509 

13,3187 

16,1404 

12,7130 

16,2237 

18,7028 

17,8859 

12,8309 
17,0000 
21,2678 

24,0895 
20,6621 
24,1728 

26,651'J 
25,8350 

1) Substance; 2) deg; 3) cal/mole*degree; 4) J - Iodine. 

The errors in the calculation of the thermodynamic functions o± 

the CX ,7,,-type halocarbons are due mainly to inaccurate values of tho 

molecular constants and to the anharmonicity of the vibrations mb 

having taken into consideration. At temperatures below 1000°K, tne 

errors in the thermodynamic functions are due chiefly to inaccurate 

-X- 
molecular constants, amount to O.05 to 0.1 cal/mole«degree with ¢003 ] 

at higher temperatures than are due to the anharmonicity of the vib¬ 

rations not having been considered, and they are estimated at 1 bo 3 

cal/mole*degree with ^^OOO* 
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What follows Is a discussion of earlier calculations of the ther- 

inodynamic functions of the individual CX^,Y0-typo halocarbons and a 

comparison of the results of these calculations with the corresponding 

values of the thermodynamic functions of these substances given in 

Volume II of the Handbook. 

CH0F,,. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous methylene fluoride 

have been calculated by Glöckler and Edgell [1772] (C° at T = 25O- 

-600°K), Sverdlin and Godnev [36I] (T = 298.2-1000°K), Gelles and 

Pltzer [1678] (T = 100-1500°K), and Meister, Dowling and Bielecki 

[2848 (T = 10C-1000°K). In the paper [2848], the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CDHFQ- and CD2Fp have been calculated, too. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CHgFg given in the 

papers [1678, 36I] and in Table 154 (II) differ slightly from one an¬ 

other owing to slight differences in the molecular and physical con¬ 

stants. The differences between the corresponding values of and 

SJ do not exceed O.03 cal/mole*deg. The difference between the corres¬ 

ponding values of $* and Sj given in the paper [2848] and in Table 154 

(II) is 0.15 cal/mole*degree at T = 298.15°K, and 0.12 cal/mole*degree 

at T - 1000°K. This difference is due to the fact that in the paper 

[2848] obsolete values of the fundamental frequencies of the CH2F2 mole¬ 

cule and an inaccurate value of the C-F bond length (1.32 A) have been 

used. 

CII0C10. The thermodynamic functions cf gaseous methylene chloride 
t_c. 

have boon calculated by Void [4120] (C°, E° — Eq at T = 0-500°C), 

Stevenson and Beach [3858* 3057* 3056] ^T* HT — ^ T = 

= 291*1-800°K), Justi and Langer [2313] (C°, 0° from -50 to +150°C), 

Glöckler and Edgell [1772] (C° at T = 250-600°K), Kobe and Long [2450] 

(at T = 273.15-1500°K), Gelles and Fitzer [I678] (at T = 100-1500°K), 

and Sverdlin [359] (at T = 298.2-1000°K). The values of the specific 

heat C° calculated by Void [4120] are given in a monograph by Justi 
P 

[2312]. The thermodynamic functions of CH0C12 obtained from the pa- 
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pers [3850, 3857i 3856, ±7{'J., 2313] have been used in Zeise'a Handbook 

[4384] for compiling tables of the thermodynamic properties of gaseous 

methylene chloride. The values calculated by Glöckler and Edgell 

[1772] are rendered in analytical form in the paper [382OJ. The ther¬ 

modynamic functions of the deuterium substitutes of methylene chloride 

have not been calculated. 

In earlier calculations of the thermodynamic functions of methy¬ 

lene chloride [4120, 3856, 2313, 1772], too low values had been used 

for several fundamental frequencies of the CHgCl^ molecule, which led 

to somewhat high values of the thermodynamic functions. In later cal¬ 

culations [2450, 1678, 359] the values of the molecular constants of 

CH2C12 were not sufficiently reliable. The values of the molecular con¬ 

stants of CH2C12 closest to the ones used in this Handbook have been 

used in the paper [I678] by Gelles and Pitser. This 3s the reason why 

the values of the thermodynamic functions of CH0C10 given in the pa¬ 

per [1678] deviate slightly from the ones of Table 164 (II), the de¬ 

viation not exceeding 0.1 cal/mole*degree for both and 0°. In the 

calculations of the thermodynamic functions of methylene chloride, 

Sverdlin [359] used the fundamental frequencies of the CH?C19 mole¬ 

cule as calculated by Stepanov [392] (see footnote one on 

page 10^8) ; for the frequency the latter had obtained a value which 

was about 40 cm too high. Owing to the discrepancies in the values 

of the molecular and physical constants, the values of the thermody¬ 

namic functions of CHgCl^ calculated by Sverdlin are lower than Lhe 

values of the corresponding quantities in the paper [I678] and in 

Table 164 (II). The discrepancies between the values of and S° given 

in the paper [359] and in Table 164 (II) reach from 0.12 cal/mole- 

-degree at T = 298,15°K up to 0.24 cal/mole-degree at T = 1000°K. 

CH2BV The thermodynamic functions of gaseous methylene bromide 
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have been calculated by Stevenson and Beach [3858, 3857, 3856] 

(s298.1' ctT and iïT - at T = 291.1-600°K), Edgeli and Glöckler [1455] 

(£>298.1* a1: T = 298.1-600°K), Sverdlln and Godnev [36I] (at T = 

= 298.2-1000°K), Gelles and Pltzer [I678] (at T = 100-1500°K)i Dowling 

and Meister [1397] (at T = 100-1000°K). The values of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of CH2Br2 given in Zeise's Handbook [4384] are based on 

the results of the calculations carried out by Stevenson and Beach 

[3856, 3857, 3858] and by Edgeli and Glöckler [1455]. On the basis of 

the calculations of Edgeli and Glöckler [1455], an empirical analyti¬ 

cal formula for C° of methylene bromide has been composed in the pa¬ 

per [3820]. The thermodynamic functions of the deuterium substitutes 

of methylene bromide (CHDBr2 and CD2Br2) have been calculated by Dow¬ 

ling and Meister [1397] (at T = 100-1000°K). 

In all the earlier calculations for the fundamental frequencies 

of the CH2Br2 molecule, the authors used values that had been deter¬ 

mined from the vibrational spectra of liquid methylene bromide, and 

for the structural parameters they used values found in earlier elec¬ 

tron diffraction studies [100, 101, 2600] according to which the C-Br 

bond length in the CHgBrg molecule is I.91 A. However in this Hand¬ 

book, in the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of gaseous 

methylene bromide, the values determined from the vibrational spectra 

of gaseous methylene bromide have been used for the sixth and eighth 

fundamental frequencies of CH2Br2i for the C-Br bond length the value 

of I.93 A was used which is based on the results of new and more tho¬ 

rough investigations of the molecular structure of the halogen substi¬ 

tutes of methane. 

In their publications [3856, 3857, 3858] Stevenson and Beach used 

the inaccurate value of 478 cm“1 for the frequency Vg and hence they 

obtained exceedingly high values of ¿298.1 and Ht “ Ho* The ^ values 
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in the papera [3856, 385?, 3858] exceed the corresponding ** values 

in Table 175 (II) by more than 2 cal/mole•degree, which must be at¬ 

tributed to a numerical error committed in the papers [3856, 3857 

3858]. 

The values of S° and C° given in the papers [1455, 36l, 1678, 

139/7] and in Table 175 (II) agree with each other within 0.2 cal/mole» 

•degree. 

The discrepancies between the 0* and S° values in the paper 

[13971 and in Table 175 (II) do not exceed O.03 cal/mole»degree be¬ 

cause the differences between the values of the molecular constants 

have been compensated in the calculation of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions. The difference between the corresponding and S° values in 

the papar [I678] by Gelles and Pitzer and in Table 175 (II) is about 

0.1 cal/mole»degree. This difference is due mainly to the fact that in 

the calculations of [I678], the product of the principal moments of 

inertia of CHgBrg was taken too small by mistake. 

The $T and S° values of CH2Br2 in the paper of Sverdlin and God- 

nev [361] are about 0.2 cal/mole»degree lower than the corresponding 

values of these quantities in Table 175 (II), which must be attribu¬ 

ted to the fact that for the fundamental frequencies of CH2BrQ, the 

values calculated by Stepanov [392] (see footnote on page 

1048),well as IAIBIC values that are slightly lower than the ones used 

in this Handbook have been used in the calculations in [36I]. The 

major cause of the discrepancy is the high values of the frequencies 

and Vjj in the paper [36I] taken equal to 200 and 825 cm“1, resp¬ 

ectively. 

CH^Ig. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous methylene iodide 

have been calculated by Glöckler and Edgell [1772]* (C° at T = 250- 

-600 K), Voelz, Cleveland, Meister, and Bernstein [4117, 4115] (at T = 
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- 100-1500°K)Í and by Sverdlin [359] (at T = 298.2-1000°K). The ther¬ 

modynamic functions of the deuterium substitutes of methylene iodide 

have not been calculated. 

In all the earlier calculations of the thermodynamic functions 

of caseous methylene iodide, and likewise in this Handbook, the values 

found from the vibrational spectrum of liquid methylene iodide had 

been used for the fundamental frequencies of the CH.¿I2 molecule. The 

<t* and S° values given in Table 194 (II) are therefore somewhat high. 

However, the errors in the thermodynamic functions of CHglg caused by 

using the fundamental frequencies'of CH2I2 observed in the spectra 

of the liquid phase are small as compared to the errors due to inac¬ 

curate structural parameters and to neglecting the anharmonicity of 

the vibrations. The vibrational components of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CH I calculated in the Handbook and in the papers [1772, 

4117, 1678, 359] obviously should be close to each other since practi¬ 

cally the same fundamental frequencies of the CH2I2 molecule have 

been used in all these calculations. The main reason of the discrep¬ 

ancy between the values of the thermodynamic functions of CH2I2 is 

therefore to be sought in the different values used for the principal 

moments of inertia of the CHglg molecule and for the physical con¬ 

stants. 

In the calculations carried out Voelz et al [4117] and by Sverd¬ 

lin [359], the principal moments of inertia of CHglg had been computed 

with the aid of the structural parameters found by Bastiansen [675] in 

an electron diffraction study according to which the C-I bond length 

in the CHglg molecule was equal to 2.12 A. The principal moments of 

inertia of CH0I2 have teen calculated incorrectly in the paper [4117] 

and, hence, the ^ and S° values given in this paper exceed the cor¬ 

responding values of these quantities in the papeis [I678* 359] and in 
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labié 194 (II) by about 3 cal/mole*degree. This error has been correc¬ 

ted by the authors of [4117] in the memorandum [4115]0 
*X- 

The and S^, values of methylene iodide given in the paper [359] 

are lower than the corresponding values of these quantities in Table 

194 (II), viz. by about 0.I5 cal/mole«degree. This discrepancy is due 

chiefly to the different values used for the C-I bond length in the 

CH2!2 molecule. In the paper [359] by Sverdlin, the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies calculated by Maslov [293] have been used for CFLIr „* These 

values, agree within. +10- +20 cm ^ with the ones found by experiment. 

In the calculation of the vibrational components of the thermodynamic 

functions of these deviations compensated each other and had 

little effect upon the values of the thermodynamic functions of me¬ 

thylene iodide obtained from [359], 
* 

lhe and S° values of methylene iodide calculated by Gelles 

and Pitzer [I678] are about 0.22 cal/mole*degree lower than the cor¬ 

responding values of these quantities in Table I94 (II). This dis¬ 

crepancy is due to the fact that in [1678], inaccurate values of the 

principal moments of inertia of the CH2I2 molecule, obtained from the 

paper [3258], have been used. At T = 500°K the values of the thermody¬ 

namic iunctions of CH2I2 obtained from the paper [I678] were abnormal¬ 

ly high which obviously is due to an error in the calculation. 

CF2C12. The thermodynamic functions of dichlorodifluoromethane 

in a gaseous state have been calculated by iiucken and Bertram [ 1499] 

(Cy at T = 173, 199, and 279°K), Justi and Langer [2323] (C° and C° at 

T = 173-^73°K), Thompson and Temple [397^] (T = 250-600°K), Mas! 

[2796, 2797] (T = 200-1500oK), Gelles and Pitzer [I678J (T = 100- 

-1500°K) and Albright, Galegar, and Innés [496] (T = 100-1000°K). The 

values of the thermodynamic functions of CF2C12 calculated in the 

papers [3974, 2796, 2797] are rendered in the Handbook [4384], those 
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m I 

calculated in the papers [I678] and [496] are rendered in the mono¬ 

graph [119a]. 

in the papers [2796, 2797, 496], the thermodynamic functions of 
CF, Cl? have been calculated with the anliarmonicity of the vibrations 

having been taken into consideration, in the remaining papers as well 

as in this Handbook the thermodynamic functions of CF0C10 have been 

calculated in the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator approximation . 

Masi [2796, 2797] made precise measurements of the specific heat 

of gaseous dichlorodifluoromethane at T = 243.I5-363.15°K at pressure 

P Prom I.50 to O.33 atm. By extrapolating these data to p = 0, Masi 

obtained the CF values of an ideal gas, the error having been estima¬ 

ted to be +0.15$. At the same temperatures, Masi calculated C° in the 

harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator approximation using the CF0C10 fun- 

damental frequencies found by Plyler and Benedict [3277]. In this case, 

the calculated specific heat of dichlorodifluoromethane was 0.6-0.8^ 

below the experimental value. This discrepancy was ascribed to the 

inaccurate determination of the frequency vQ in the paper [3277] (v = 

-1 ^ V ° 
= 473 cm“ ) and to the fact that the anharmoniclty of the vibrations 

had not been considered when the specific heat of CF0C10 was calcula- 
c: d 

ted from the molecular constants. Therefore, in the final calculation 

of the thermodynamic functions of CF^Cl^ from the molecular con¬ 

stants, Masi took the value of 450 cm ^ for the frequency vn and used y 
the method developed by Stockmayer, Kavanagli, and Mickley [3871] 

lor approximately considering the anliarmonicity of the vibrations, wit! 

the anharmoniclty constants x^. found to be 7.5V10“11' ^ + v^), 

where and are the fundamental frequencies (in cm“1) of the 

CFgClg molecule.* It must be said that further investigations of the 

vibrational spectrum of CFpCl? [1117, 1921] (see page 102^) 

liave shown that the value taken in the calculations of Masi is very 
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close to the real one. 

In their calculation of the thermodynamic functions of CF,,C1 
u cl 

Albright, Galegar, and Innés [496] used more accurate values of the 

fundamental irequencles lound by Claassen [III7] from The raman spec- 

trujfi of gaseous dichlorodifluoromethane. The anharmonic natui'e of the 

vibrations was approximately considered in these calculations accord¬ 

ing to the method used in the paper [2698], together with the results 

obtained by Masi [2796, 2797] in his measurements of CF .Cl.. calcula¬ 

ted in this way in [496] practically coincide with the values of the 

corresponding quantities given in the papers [2796, 2797]. 

The use oí semi-empirical methods of considering approximately 

the anharmonic natui'e ol the vibrations in the calculations of the 

thermodynamic functions of CF^Cl^ in the papers [496, 2796, 2797] is 

not justified because the errors that are due to inaccurate structural 

parameters of the CFgCl^ molecule at temperatures of up to 1000-1500°K 

are more graver than the errors caused by neglecting the anharmonic 

natui^e of the vibrations. Even the methods used in the papers [496, 

2796, 2797] for taking the anharmonicity of the vibrations into con- 

üideiation are not reliable and may lead to considerable errors when 

they are used in calculating the thermodynamic functions at higher 

temperatures. 

The thermodynamic functions of CFpCl,, given in Table 167 (II) 

have been calculated in the approximation with the harmonic oscilla¬ 

tor and the rigid rotator as a model. The corresponding 9* and Sj 

values, however, given in this table and in the papers [496, 2796, 

2797] do not differ much from each other. They coincide at T = 298.150} 
-X" 

and at T = 1000°K the <f>T values diverge by O.09 cal/mole-degree and 

the b|j, values by 0.26 cal/mole • degree. This can be explained by the 

fact that In the papers [496, 2796, 2797] somewhat lower values were 
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used for the principal moments of inertia of the CF0C1,, molecule, 

which had been calculated from inadequate data on its structure [9^6] 

according to which the C-F and C-Cl bond lengths in the CF0C10 mole- 

cule had been taken equal to 1.39 and 1.74 A, respectively. More ac¬ 

curate data [2629] have been used in this Handbook, according to which 

the C-F and C-Cl bond lengths are equal to 1.335 and 1.775 A, res¬ 

pectively. It must be said that in all the earlier calculations of 

the thermodynamic functions of CFgClg somewhat lower values have been 

used for the principal moments of inertia, which were based on obso¬ 

lete structural data. 

* 
The <f>T and ST values obtained for CF?Clp in the papers [3974, 

1678] are smaller than those of Table 167 (II). The discrepancies are 

caused by the low values of the principal moments of inertia of the 

CF?C1? molecule and the high values of the frequency that have been 

used in the papers [3974, 1678]. 

Along with Mast [2796, 2797], Eucken and Bertram [1499] and 

Buffington and Fleischer [IOO8] also have conducted experiments to 

determine the specific heat of gaseous dichlorodifluoromethane. In 

[1499í 1OO8], the measurements were made only at atmospheric pressure 

and with an accuracy considerably below that of [2796, 2797]. 

CF2Br2* The thermodynamic functions of gaseous difluorodibroçio- 

methane have been calculated by Gelles and Fitzer [I678] (T = 100- 

-1500°K) and by Decker and collaborators [1284] (T = 100-1000°K). 

The f,. and S° values for CF2Br2 in [I678] and in Table I78 (II) 

agree with each other within O.05 cal/mole»degree. Somewhat lower va¬ 

lues than in this Handbook have been taken in [I678] for the product 

of the principal moments of inertia, corresponding to rc p = 1.34 and 

rC-Br = 1,91 and for the frequencies Vg, v^, and Vq. For the 

latter, the values, used in the Handbook, had been determined in the 
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paper [1284] from the infrared spectrum of gaseous difluorodibromome- 

thane, whereas in [I678] the values found from the investigation of 

the Raman spectrum of liquid difluorodibromomethane have been used for 

all fundamental frequencies of the CFgBrg molecule. 

In the calculations of the thermodynamic functions of CF,3Br2 which 

are given in the paper [1284] and in Table I78 (II), the same funda¬ 

mental frequencies but slightly different structural parameters of 

the CF0Br0 molecule have been used. The values used in [1284] were 
c. c. 

r_ „ = 1.33 and t, = 1.91 A, the ones used in this Handbook are 
C-F • C-Br 

rc F = I.35 and 1.93 A. Hence, the values of $T and S° given in [1284] 

are by 0.10 cal/mole«degree smaller than the values of the corresp¬ 

onding quantities in Table I78 (II). 

CF0I0. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous difluorodiiodome- 

thane have never been calculated before. 

In this Handbook, the translational and the rotational compounds 

of the thermodynamic functions of gaseous difluorodiiodomethane have 

been calculated with the formulas (II.6), (II.7) and (II.183), (11.184) 

in which the value appearing in Table 148 was used for the product of 

the principal moments of inertia of the CF2l2 molecule. The vibration¬ 

al components of the thermodynamic functions of CFglg were calcula¬ 

ted from approximate relations of the form 

(CFjJj) = 20)^ (CF3J) - (D™ (CF*) ( XVII. 1 ) 

in terms of the vibrational components of the thermodynamic functions 

of CF0I and CFi,, which were calculated for this Handbook with the aid 

of the fundamental frequencies of the corresponding molecules. The re¬ 

lations of the form of (XVII. 1) were chosen out of the row of other 

possible relations of the same type on the basis of a number of cal¬ 

culations of the vibrational components of the thermodynamic functions 

of CF Br that had been made with similar formulas as wen as on the 
2 2 
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buds of a comparison of the results obtained therein with the values 

calculated from the fundamental frequencies of the CF0Br2 molecule, 

used in this Handbook. This comparison showed that the best agreement 

is reached when relations of the form 

(CF tBr,) = 2<Dko/i (CFjBr) — (CF4), 

are used in the calculations; analogous to this, relation of the form 

(XVII.l) were used for calculating the vibrational components of the 

thermodynamic functions of CF0I0. 
d d 

CCl2Br2. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous dichlorodibromo- 

methane have been calculated by Glöckler and Edgell [1772] (C° at T = 

= 250-600°K), Davis, Cleveland, and Meister [1273] (T = 100-1000°K), 

Gelles and Fitzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K). The results of Glöckler 

and Edgell have been used in the paper [382O] for establishing the re¬ 

lation for the dependence of C° on temperature. The values of the 

thermodynamic functions of CCl2Br2 calculated in [I273] are given in 

the Handbook [4384], and the ones calculated in [I678] are given in 

the monograph [119a]. 

For the specific heat C° of dichlorodibromomethane, Glöckler and 

Edgell [I772] obtained higher values than in the calculations of 

[1273j 1678] which are of a later date. This can be explained by the 

fact that in the calculations of [1772], for the greater part of the 

fundamental frequencies of the CCl2Br2 molecule, lower values have 

been used which had been gotten from an investigation of the Raman 

spectrum of liquid dichlorodibromomethane. The difference between the 

corresponding C° values in the papers [1772, I273] is 0.10 cal/mole* 

•degree. 

In the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of CCl2Br2, the 

same fundamental frequencies have been used in this Handbook and in 
-X* 

the paper [1273]. The $T and SJ values of the paper [1273] are below 
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the corresponding values of these quantities in Table 184 (II) by about 

0.04 cal/mole•degree. These discrepancies are due mainly to the dif¬ 

ferent values of the principal moments of inertia which have been used. 

In [1273] they have been calculated for r^, , + c ^ 

whereas r^ : 

this Handbook. 

1.77 and r C-Br 

1.75 and rn = 1.93 ^ 

I.93 A have been taken for granted in 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CCl0Br0 given in 

the paper [1678] and in Table 184 (II) diverge but slightly although 

the molecular constants used in [I678] differ from the ones used in 

this Handbook. This results from the fact that the differences caused 

by different values of the moments of inertia and fundamental frequen¬ 

cies of the CCl^Br^ molecule compensate each other in the calculation 

of the thermodynamic functions. 

§69. CX0YZ and CXYZV-type halocarbons 

The tables 170-172, 1C0-I82, I86-I92, and 193-203 in Volume II 

of the Handbook contain the thermodynamic functions of I9 CX0YZ and 

CXYZV-type halocarbons calculated for the corresponding ideal gases ' 

in the harmonic-oscillator-rigid-rotator approximation with the mole¬ 

cular constants of Table 149. The constants 0 . C! and C' used in the n cp 0 

calculations are given in Table 154. 

The errors in the thermodynamic functions of the CX,YZ and CXYZV- 

type halogen substitutes of methane are due mainly to inaccurate va¬ 

lues of the molecular constants having been used and to the anharmon- 

icity of the vibrations having been neglected. At temperatures below 

1000°K, the errors in the thermodynamic functions are due chiefly to 

inaccurate molecular constants,amounting to approximately 0.1 cal/mole* 

-degree with At higher temperatures, the errors in the ther¬ 

modynamic functions are due chiefly to neglecting the anharmonicity of 

-ft 

the vibrations, amounting to from 1 to 3 cal/mole*degree with ^000 
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TABLE 154 

tíons0n?tr?tÍ7;r^HtpwS;LíUlatlon of tlie Thermodynamic Func- 
~ -of CXoYZ and CXY¿V-type Halocarbons In A Gaseous State 

Hcihcctbo 

1 

0. 02 0» 04 0» 0. (h 0. 0. 

tpad 
KOAlMOAk-tpad 

CHjFQ 
CH.FBr , 
CHjFJ 

. CHiCIBr 
CHjCIJ 
CH.BrJ 
CHF,a 
CHFjBr 
CHF|J 
CHFC1* 
CHFCIBr 
CHFBr» 
CHCl.Br 
CHCIBr» 
CFjClBr 
ŒiCU 
CF.BrJ 
CFCl.Br 
CFCIBr, 

4306 
4306 

4296 
4286 

4285 

4349 
4335 

4349 
4349 

4339 

4357 

4349 

1655 

1538 

1529 

2115 

2102 

2045 

2003 
1977 

1886 

1842 

1885 
1869 

1862 

1693 

1714 

1255 

1121 
1137 

1944 
1889 

1777 
1620 

1532 

1695 

1633 

1552 
1525 

1529 
1056 

1088 

932 

721 

665 

1537 

1511 

1060 

1033 
886 

1164 
1033 

1068 
942 

892 

859 

829 

576 

481 

489 

1093 

922 

889 
758 

744 
856 

830 

659 

613 
517 

475 

401 

547 

436 

384 

554 

452 

327 

279 

207 
607 

345 

397 
317 
247 

317 

242 

432 

309 

230 

4385 
4393 

4393 

4385 
4393 

1938 
1934 

1787 

1729 

1683 

1751 

1653 
1586 

1187 

1073 

1778 

1765 

1639 

1702 
1655 

1606 

1594 

1157 

1111 
1013 

1112 
963 

633 

561 

440 

1445 

1351 

1229 

1152 

1085 

525 

465 

529 

450 
426 
309 

289 

288 

292 

281 

8,4382 

10,8034 
12,4049 

12,6045 

14,1675 

16,1368 
11,1282 
13,2607 

14,7616 

12,8235 
14,8169 

16,6670 

18,1374 
17,8498 

15,9244 

17,2815 
18,8710 

17,0013 

18,5356 

16,3873 
18,7525 
20,3540 

20,5536 
22,1166 

24,0859 

19,0773 
21,2098 
22,7107 

10,7726 
22,7660 

24,6161 

24,0865 

25,7989 

23,8735 
25,2306 

26,8201 

24,9504 
26,4847 

1) Substance; 2) deg; 3) cal/mole*degree; 4) 
J = Iodine. 

GHgFGi. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous fluorochlorome- 

thane have already been calculated by Glöckler and Edgell [1772] 

(CP at T = 250-600°K) and by Gelles and Fitzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K). 

Ihe t] 10rmodynamic functions of the deuterium substitutes of fluoro- 

chloromethane have not been calculated as yet. 

The values of the specific heat of CH2FC1 given in the paper 

[1/72] are by about 0.1 cal/mole*degree greater than the ones calcula- 

ted ln the paper t ^-678], because several frequencies of CHgFCl which 

had been found from the Raman spectrum of liquid fluorochloromethane 

were somewhat too low. In the calculations by Gelles and Pitzer [I678] 

as well as in the ones made for this Handbook, identical fundamental 

frequencies of the CHgFCl molecule have been used which had been de¬ 

termined in an investigation of the infrared spectrum of gaseous fluoro 
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chloromethane. The differences of 0.02 cal/mole-degree among the 

and SJ values of CH^FCl in the paper [1678] and in Table 170 (II) are 

due chiefly to the fact that Gelles and Pitzer used slightly smaller 

values of the principal moments of inertia of the CH0FC1 molecule, 

which had been calculated in the paper [3258] for a tetrahedral model 

molecule with the assumption that the C-H, C-F, and C-Cl bond lengths 

were 1.10, 1.34 and 1.75 A, respectively. 

CHgFBr, CHgClI, CHgBrI, CHFCIBr, CF^ClBr. The thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CH2FBr, CH2C1I, Ci^Brl, CHFCIBr, and CFgCIBr in their gaseous 

states have been calculated so far only by Gelles and Pitzer [I678], 

ihe thermodynamic functions of the deuterium substitutes of CH0FBr, 

CHgClI, CH^Brl and CHFCIBr have not been calculated. 

Tne values of $T of CHgFBr, CH0C1I, CHpBrI, CHFCIBr and CF,.ClBr 

appearing in the paper [I678] are smaller than the corresponding va¬ 

lues of this quantity in the Tables ISO, 2 0 0 , 201, 192 and I89 of Volume 

II of the Handbook by O.06, 0.02, O.07, 0.10, and 0.04 cal/mole*deg¬ 

ree, respectively. These differences are caused mainly by the differ¬ 

ent values taken for the principal moments of inertia because the 

C-F, C-Cl, C-Br, and C-I bond lengths in the halocarbon molecules 

were taken somewhat smaller in [I678] than in this Handbook. The pro¬ 

duct of the principal moments of inertia of CFgCIBr was taken equal 

to 60,800*10"117 g3.Cm6 in the paper [1678] although a value of 

—117 3 f) 
62,990.10 gJ.cm would correspond to the CFgCIBr structural para¬ 

meters used in this paper. 

CHgFI, CHFgl, CFgClI, CF^Brl. The thermodynamic functions of 

gaseous CH^FI, CHFgl, CFgClI, and CFgBrI have not been calculated so 

far. 

In this Handbook, the translational and the rotational components 

of thermodynamic functions of CHgFI, CHFgl, CFgClI, and CF^Brl have 
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boon calculated from the formulas (11.6), (II.7) and (II.183), (11.184) 

in which the values of Table 149 have been used for the products of 

the principal moments of inertia of the molecules of these substan¬ 

ces. The vibrational components of the thermodynamic functions were 

calculated by means of the approximate relations 

O’ko, (CH^J) = ±<t>:on (CHjF,) +4-0):0, (CHjJj) . 

Oho, (CHF,J) = ®:0A (CFjJ) + <d;oj, (CHFj) -O:0fl (CF4). ( XVII- 2 ) 

Oho, (CFjClJ) = ®:on (CFClj) + d>:0A (CF,J) - (D;0fl (CF.Cl,), 

0>:o, (CFjBrJ) = ®;on (CFBr3) + cd‘ko, (CF.J) -<D*K0JI (CF.Br,) 

in terms of the vibrational components of the thermodynamic functions 

of CF2C12, CFBr3, CK^, CH2I?) CF3I, CHF3, CF^, CFCl^ and CF2Er2 

which were calculated for this Handbook from the fundamental frequen¬ 

cies of vibration of the corresponding molecules. The relations (XVII. 

.2) were chosen from the number of other possible relations of the 

same type because of several calculations of the vibrational compo¬ 

nents of the thermodynamic functions of CHgFBr, CHF9Brm CF2ClBr, and 

CF2Br2 accordinß t0 similar formulas and because of a comparison 

these results with the values used in this Handbook, which were cal¬ 

culated from the fundamental frequencies of the corresponding mole¬ 

cules. This comparison has shown that the best agreement is achieved 

when the relations 

Sho, (CHjFBr) = l-^o, (CH,F,) +4-^0,(0^,). 

^o, (CHFjBr) = <D;o, (CFjBr) + (CHF,) - (CF4). 

<D;o, (CFjCIBr) = <d;0, (CFCI,) + O«, (CF3Br) - (CF.CI,), 

<D:o, (CFjBrJ = <d;o, (CFBr^ + (CF,Br) - O»«, (CF^r,). 

are used in the calculations; similarly, the relations (XVII.2) have 

been used for calculating the vibrational components of the thermody¬ 

namic functions of CHgFI, CHFgl, CF?C1I, and CFgBrI. 

CH2ClBr. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous chlorobromometh- 
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une have already been calculated by Weber, Meister, Cleveland [4190] 

(T = 100-1000°K) and by belles and Pitzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K). The 

thennudynamic functions of the deuterium substitutes of chlorobromo- 

methane have not been calculated. 

In the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of CH0ClBr in 

the papers [4190, 1678] the products of the principal moments of in¬ 

ertia were taken somewhat smaller.* The differences among the 1* and 

S“ values of CHgCIBr in the paper [4190] and in Table I86 (II), which 

amount to C.03-0.04 cal/mole*degree, are caused by different values of 

the products of the principal moments of inertia and of the physical 

constants having been used» 

'ft 

The values of <$T and obtained in the paper [I678] at T = 

= P98.1]}°K almost coincide precisely with the values of the corres¬ 

ponding quantities in Table I86 (II). At higher temperatures, ohe 
ft 

<£t and Sj values obtained in [I678] slightly exceed the values of the 

corresponding quantities in Table I86 (II). This discrepancy is due 

to the fact that in the calculations of [1678] lower values have been 

taken for the fundamental frequencies of CHgCIBr, which had been found 

by Plyler and Benedict [3277] from the infrared spectrum of liquid 

chlorobromomethane. 

CHFgCl, CHFCl.j. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous difluoro- 

chloromethane and dichlorofluoromethane have been calculated by 

Glöckler and Edgell [1771] (C° at T = 25C-650°K), Gelles and Pitzer 

[1678] (T = 100-1500°K), and Weissman, Meister, and Cleveland [4200] 

(T = 100-1000°K). The results of the calculations of Glöckler and 

Edgell are rendered in the Handbook [4384], and the results of Gelles 

and Pitzer in the monograph [119a]. The thermodynamic functions of 

CDFgCl and CDFC1,, have been calculated by Weissman et al [4200] (T = 

100-1000°K). 
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"41 

In the ir calculât ¡.one Glöckler and Edgell t. o low valuoo of 

the; fundcjnental froqucnciec of the CHF Cl and CiiFCl , moloculoG, 

w''r''' fouild ■rrom Lhe Raman spectra of the corresponding substances in 

thoar liquid states and which were partly evaluated by the authors of 

[1(/1] by comparison of the fundamental frequencies of several halo¬ 

gen substitutes of methane. Hence, the specific heats of CHF,-,C1 and 

CHF Gig obtained in [1771] are by respectively 0.¾ and 0.07 cal/mole* 

•degree greater than the corresponding quantities calculated later in 

the papers [I678, 4200]. 

In their calculations Gelles and Pitser [I678] used the same 

fundamental frequencies of the CtIF Cl and CiiFCl , molecules as were 

used in this Handbook. The values of the fundamental frequencies of 

CHF;,Cl and CHFCX-, used in the calculations of l/eir.sman et al [4200] 

dliT a- but slightly from the values used in the Handbook. The differ- 

éneo., among the i’T and S° values given for Cl IF , Cl and CHFC10 in the 

papers [l6?3, 4200] and in the Tables 171 (H) and 1J2 (II) are 

therefore caused solely by the different values used for the struc- 

tural parameters and for the product of the principal moments of In¬ 

ertia calculated from the structural parameters. For CHF,,Cl these dif¬ 

ferences are 0.04 cal/mole-degree,* for CIIFC1, they are O.07 cal/mole- 

•degree. 

Neilsen and White [3037] have calculated S°v (CHF.Cl, gase¬ 

ous) = 63.92 + 0.28 cal/mole-degree with the aid of the results of 

measurements they conducted in order to find the specific heat and 

the heats of phase conversion of difluorochloromethane. The value of 

S232„30 (CHFgCl, gaseous) obtained in the paper [3037] is in accord 

with the value of 64.05 cal/mole-degree calculated with the help of 

the molecular constants of CHF^ used In the Handbook. The specific 

heats of the vapors of difluorochloromethane and dichlorofluoromethane 
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'■I' L huvi* been rae:uiU’ed 'by and McHarnysa [?d|ltj at pro.-...02-0 

atn in the ter.porature rang! j of 322.L’-4o8.5°1L in the case vi CHF.,C1 

and of 288.9-408.3°K in the case of CHFC1,. The results of these ;ne .- 

surements agree with the C“ values of the corresponding ganes calcu¬ 

lated from the molecular constants in trie panert- [ xõ'f'6, 4200j. 

CHF23r, CHFBr2. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous diflucro- 

broiftomethane and dibromofluoromethane have been cale-olated by Gelles 

and Pitzer [I678] (f = 100-1500°K) and in publications by Palm, Meis¬ 

ter, et [3006, 3169] (T - 100-1000°K). The thermodynamic functions o] 

CDF:_,Br have been calculated by Palm, Voelz, and Meister [3169] (T - 

100-1000oK). 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CTIFV.Br given in 

the paper [3169] and in Table 181 (II) are practically idéntico1. 

Any slight deviations are caused by different values used for the sbru 

tural parameters of the CHI' Br molecule. Tlie differences between cor¬ 

responding values of and SJ for CHF^Br given in [I678] and in Ta¬ 

ble 181 (II) range from 0.9 to 0.9 cal/mole»degree. They are caused 

mainly by the fact thus a value of 380 cm ", which is much too lew cud 

which has been found by estimates (see page 1035;, has been 

used it the calculations of [I678] for the frequency of the CHF0Br 

molecule. Moreover, a much smaller quantity than in this Handbook ha' 

been used in [I678] for the product of the principal moments of ium ~ 

tia. 

* 

lhe í>tji and values of CHFBr-, In the paper [I6y8] and in Table 

182 (II) differ from each other by about 0.06 cal/mole*degree, mainly 

due to the difference in the values of the product of the principal 

moments of inertia. The thermodynamic functions of CEFBr0 are not pavea 

in the paper [3006] since they proved to be exactly the same as tho,..e 

calculated earlier by Gelles and Pitzer [1678]. 
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CHCl2Br, CHClBr?. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous dichloro- 

bromomethane and dibromochloromethane have been calculated by Gelles 

and Fitzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K) and in publications by Meister, 

Cleveland et al [3292, 3297] (T = 100-1000°K). The thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CDCl2Br and CDClBr2 also have been calculated in the papers 

[3292, 3297]. 

The fundamental frequencies of CHCl2Br and CHClBr2 used in this 

Handbook and in the papers [3292, 3297] are identical. In their cal¬ 

culations, Gelles and Pitzer [I678] used somewhat lower values of 

the CHClgBr and CHClBr2 fundamental frequencies which had been deter¬ 

mined by Pleuler and Benedict [3277] in an investigation of the infra¬ 

red spectra of the corresponding liquids. The vibrational components 

of the thermodynamic functions of CHCl2Br and CHClBr2 calculated in 

[1678] must therefore be greater than the ones calculated for the Hand¬ 

book. The rotational components of the thermodynamic functions of 

CHCl2Br and CHClBr2 calculated for this Handbook must be somewhaat 

greater than in the papers [3292, 3297, I678] because in the above pa¬ 

pers rather than in this Handbook smaller values have been used for 

the product of the principal moments of inertia. Owing to some compen¬ 

sation of the discrepancies between the individual components, the 

$T and S°T values for CHCl2Br and CHClBr2 in the paper [I678] differ 

from the ones in the Tables I87 (II) and I88 (II) by not more than 

0.03 cal/mole.degree. The difference between the values of ^ and S° 

given for CHCl2Br in the paper [3292] and for CHClBr2 in the paper 

[3297] and the corresponding values in the Tables l8? (II) and I88 (II) 

is approximately O.08 cal/mole-degree. 

CFClgBr, CFClBr2. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous dichlo- 

rofluorobromomethane and dibromofluorochloromethane have been calcula¬ 

ted by Gelles and Pitzer [I678] (T = 100-1500°K) and by Gilbert, 
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PiotrowskI, Dowling, and Cleveland [17^4] (T = 100-1000°K). 

In the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of CFClgBr and 

CFClBr0 in this Handbook the sarnie fundamental frequencies of the mo- 
2 

lecules have been used as in the calculations of Grelles and Pltzer 

[1678]. Hence, the differences between the ¢^, and S^, values given for 

these substances in the paper [I678] and in the Tables I90 (II) and 

191 (II)# which amount to O.06 to 0.10 cal/mole-degree, are due to the 

different values taken for the principal moments of inertia. In the 

calculations rendered in the paper [1744] the fundamental frequencies 

V , v2, and v? of the CFCl2Br and CFClBr2 molecules were taken 15-19 

cm"1 greater than In this Handbook,* whereas for the C-F, C-Cl, and 

C-Br bond lengths smaller values were taken equal to 1.35# 1*75# a-xid 

1.91 A, respectively. Accordingly, the and values given in the 

paper [1744] for CFCl0Br and CFClBr2 are smaller than the correspond¬ 

ing values of these quantities in the Tables I90 (II) and 19I (II) by 

0.20-0.27 cal/mole*degree (in the case of CFClgBr) and by 0.10-0.15 

cal/mole*degree (in the case of CFClBr2). 

SECTION 3. THERMOCHEMICAL QUANTITIES 

Out of 69 halogen substitutes of methane, the experimental data 

of only 19 compounds** are known so that the heats of formation can be 

determined with their help. An examination of these data conducted by 

Yudin Khachkuruzov [471] has nevertheless shown that sufficiently re¬ 

liable values of the heats of formation can be determined by only l6 

halogen substitutes of methane.*** It was shown In [471] that the 

heata of formation of the remaining 53 halocarbons can be determined 

with an error of about +5 kcal/mole from the experimental values of 

the heats of formation of these l6 halogen substitutes of methane. With 

this end in view, the heats of formation of the halogen substitutes of 

methane have been calculated in [471] by three independent methods as 
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follows: from the mean energies of bond rupture, from the heats of 

combustion calculated by the Kharasch method [2392] and by means of 

interpolation formulas similar to the Bernstein formula [76I]. The 

results of these calculations are very close to one another and they 

agree well with the experimental values. The final selection of the 

calculated values of the heats of formation of the halogen substitu¬ 

tes of methane and the estimation of the probable error were accom¬ 

plished Karapet'yants comparative graphical method (see page 

288). . 

Theoretical values of the heats of formation of the halogen 

substitutes of methane were obtained also by P„ Maslov and Yu. Maslov 

[293]. Their calculations, however, were done by a simple additive 

system with initial data that were not grounded well enough] the re¬ 

sults of these calculations therefore have not been used in this Hand¬ 

book,, 

This part of the Handbook is composed mainly of material from 

an article by Yudin and Khachkuruzov [471].* A short reasoning of why 

the particular values of the heats of formation of methane and of 

19 of its halogen substitutes have been used in this Handbook is given 

in §70o For the remaining 26 halocarbons discussed in the Handbook, 

the calculated heats of formation suggested in the paper [471] haye 

been used. The values used for the heat of formation and for the en¬ 

ergy of dissociation of methane and 45 of its halogen substitutes are 

given m Table 155* The error in the calculated heats of formation of 

the halocarbons listed in Table 155 amounts to +5 kcal/mole, the error 

with CHgFCi, CHgPBr, CHgCIBr, CHFBr2, and CClBr^ is about +8 kcal/mole. 

§70o The Head of.Formation and the Energy of Dissociation of Methane 
and Its HalogenSubstitutes 

CH^ (gaseous)0 The heat of combustion of methane has been deter- 
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mined by several investigators. A large part of this work, however, 

was carried out in the last century when the accuracy of calorimetric 

measurement was not very great. A survey on the results of these in¬ 

vestigations is given in a paper by Rossini [3492], 

In 1931* Rossini [3492, 3490] determined the heat of combustion 

of methane using a calorimetric compensation method. Rossini's experi¬ 

mental technique eliminated the usual calorimetric errors related to 

the direct measurements of heat effects. The thorough technique of 

measurement and a careful examination of the reagents and combustion 

products permitted Rossini to determine the heat of formation of me¬ 

thane with great accuracy. The results of the first investigations 

[3492] were later determined with greater accuracy in Rossini's papers 

[3500, 3340] in which he obtained AH3c29g>15 = -212.798 + O.072 kcal/ 

/mole and ^ = -I7.889 + 0.075 kcalmole. At almost the same 

time as Rossini, Roth and Banse also [3517] determined the heat of 

combustion of methane (^c^g^ = -213.27 + 0.64 kcal/mole); within 

the limits of error measurement, their result agrees w'th Rossini's 

data. 

The value of 

A!f7»M,(CH4. «••) = — 17,88 + 0,08 kcal/mole 

is used in this Handbook for the heat of formation of methane on the 

basis of Rossini's experimental data [3492, 3490, 3500, 3340] with the 

slight change in the atomic weights of carbon and hydrogen taken into 

consideration. To the value of the heat of formation used for CH^ cor¬ 

responds a value of 

D#(CH«) = 392,118 ±0,45 kcal/mole 

CHgF (gaseous). Calorimetric data that could be used in determin- 

ining the heat of formation of monomethyl fluoride are not available. 

This quantity, however, can be determined approximately with the help 
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of the results of measurements obtained from [2661, 2559, I328] in 

the investigation of the dissociative ionization of CH^F under the in¬ 

fluence of electron impacts. 

The calculations based on using the appearance potential of the 

CH^ ion and of the ionization potential of the CH^ radical obtained 

from the papers [2661, 2559], as well as of the heats of formation 

of F and CH^ used in the Handbook, lead to the value Ah0 f298 (OH3P, 

gaseous) = -59 kcal/mole.* The data by Dibeler and Reese [I328] lead 

to a heat of formation, AH0f2^g(CH^F, gaseous), equal to -62 and -79 

kcal/mole, respectively, with an error of +15 kcal/mole. 

More reliable values of the heat of formation of monomethyl 

fluoride have been determined by Yudin and Khachkuruzov [4/1] by cal¬ 

culating this quantity from three different methods** and comparing 

the resulting AH0fo^g(CH^F, gaseous) values according to the Karapet 

yants method with the experimental values of the heats of formation of 

the other halogen substitutes of methane.***. The value 

fm.u (CHjF, 8a*) = — 68 + 5 ■kcal/mole 

was obtained from the paper [4/1]j it is used also in this Handbook. 

The dissociation energy corresponding to this value is 

D0 (CH,F) = 409,084 ± 5.0 he al/mole 

digCl (gaseous).The heat of combustion of gaseous methyl chloride 

was determined by Berthelot [786] and Thomsen [3983]. A more reliable 

value of the heat of combustion of methyl chloride, found by Thomsen 

(Ahc9q1 = -176.95 kcal/mole) was used also in the thermochemical 

Handbooks [3508, 813, 98] in the calculation of the heat of formation 

of CHgCl. The value AH°f2^g (CHgCl, gaseous) = -I9.6 kcal/mole cor¬ 

responds to this heat of combustion. 

Lacher and collaborators [2508] determined the heat of hydrogena¬ 

tion of methyl chloride at 521°K with great accuracy (AH°g21 = -I9.665 
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± 0.045 kcal/mole). The calculations which were based on the results 

obtained from the paper [2508], and the data in this Handbook concer- 

nine the therinodynamic properties of the reaction components in the 

hydrogenation of methyl chloride lead to the value 

A/r/«.u (CH.C1, ...,) » - 20,82^0,10 kc a 1/mo le 

which was used also in this Handbook. It corresponds to 

D#(CH,C1) m> 371,782 ¿0,45 kcal/mole 

CHgBr (gaseous). The heat of com ustión of methyl bromide was 

measured by Thomsen [3983] and Berthelot [786]. The ÄH0f29g (CH Br, 

gaseous) values calculated from the data of [3983, 786] are equal to 

-8.2 and -11.8 kcal/mole, respectively. The former value is used in 

the thermochemical handbooks [3508, 813, 98]. 

The results of thermochemical investigations conducted by 

Hartley, Pritchard, and Skinner [I961, 1962] and by A. Carson, E. Car¬ 

ton, and Wilmshurst [IO67] make it possible to determine the heat of 

formation of CH^r with much greater accuracy. In the papers [1961, 

1962], measurements were made of the heat of solution of Hg(CH ), 

Br2, CH3Br and HgBra as well as of the heat of bromination of mercury 

dimethyl in ethyl alcohol. In the paper [1067], the heat of combustion 

of liquid mercury dimethyl was determined. The calculations performed 

with the thermochemical quantities as found in the papers [1961, 

1962, 1067] lead to the value 

Atf7*M.»(CH,Br. «-.) = —8,6¿0,5 kcal/mole 

which has been used in this Handbook, and to which corresponds 

D*(CH*Br) *• 357,603 ¿0,7 kcal/mole 

CH3I (gaseous). The heat of combustion of gaseous methyl iodide 

has been measured by Thomsen [3983], that of liquid methyl iodide by 

Berthelot [792]. lhe results of Thomsen’s measurements lead to the 

value AH»f£98il5 (CH3I, gaseous) = -0.45 kcal/mole, which corresponds 
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to Ah°153 (liquid) = -7.4 kcal/mole, whereas Berthelot found 

¿‘H0f2^g liquid) = -1.8 kcal/mole. The latter value of the 

heat of formation of CH^I (liquid) was used in the thermochemical 

Handbooks [3508, 813, 98]. 

The thermochemical investigations carried out in the papers 

[1961, 1962, 1067, 1067a] make it possible to find the heat of forma¬ 

tion of methyl iodide with much greater accuracy. 

Hartley, Pritchard, and Skinner [I96I, I962] have measured the 

reaction heat of iodination of mercury dimethyl in methyl alcohol and 

the heats of solution of the components uf this reaction in methyl 

alcohol. A. Carson, E. Carson, and Wilmshurst [IO67] have measured the 

heat of combustion of mercury dimethyl. The results of the measure¬ 

ments obtained in the papers [I96I, I962, and IO67] lead to the value 

AH0f298.15(^31^ liquid) = -2.3 + 0.5 kcal/mole. 

In an adiabatic calorimeter,. Carson, Carter, and Pedley [1067a] 

measured the heat of reduction of liquid methyl iodide in an LiAlH^ 

solution in ether and the heat of the reaction between lithium hydride 

and iodine in a solution of LiAlH^ in ether. The results of these 

measurements lead bo the value AH°f2^g ^-(CHgl, liquid) = -2.9 + 

+0.5 kcal/mole. 

The values of the heat of formation of liquid methyl iodide s 

based on data of the papers [I961, 1962, IO67, 1067a] are equivalent 

with regard to their accuracy. The value AH°f2^Q ^ (CH^I, liquid) = 

= -2.6 + 0.7 kcal/mole has therefore been taken in the Handbook. In as 

much as the heat of vaporization of methyl iodide under standard con¬ 

ditions is 6.7 kcal/mole [3508]* the value 

*••) = 4,1 ±0,7 kcal/mole 

has been used for the heat of formation of gaseous methyl iodide, cor¬ 

responding to 
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EUCH, J) = 343,704 J; 0,8 kcal/mole 

CH2F2 (gaseous). The heat of combustion of gaseous methylene flu¬ 

oride has been determined in a calorimetric bomb by Neugebauer and 

Margrave [3049, 3052]. From the results of the measurements the value 

AH°*298.15(CH2F2* Saseous) = -IO5.5 kcal/mole was calculated in the 

paper [3052]. However, the heat of formation of methylene fluoride 

found in the paper [3052] is not reliable because the experimental tech¬ 

nique used in this study was imperfect. The inaccuracy of this value 

found by theoretical methods from reliably established heats of for¬ 

mation of halogen substitutes of methane. 

In the paper [2677], the value AH°f2g8(CH2F2, gaseous) = -110 

kcal/mole is given, which was calculated by Luft from his estimates of 

the energy of disruption of the C-H and C-F bonds in the CH2F0 mole¬ 

cule. It is, however, not stated in the paper [2677] what method had 

been used to estimate these quantities. 

Yudin and Khachkuruzov [471] have calculated the heat of forma¬ 

tion of methylene fluoride by three independent,* and they obtained 

the values -IIS, -121 and -121 kcal/mole. The first of these values 

agrees best with the experimental heat of formation of the other halo¬ 

gen substitutes of methane, if the values are compared to each other 

according to the Karapet'yants graphical method. Therefore, the heat 

of formation of methylene fluoride is taken equal to 

A//7îw,is(CHîF2, K«.)r= —ns kcal/mole 

in this Handbook5 the error is about +5 kcal/mole. To this heat of 

formation corresponds a 

D0 (CH,Ft) = 426,040 ¿ 5,2 kcal/mole 

CH2C12 (gaseous). The heat of combustion of liquid methylene chlo¬ 

ride has been measured by Berthelot and Ogier [798]; their data cor¬ 

respond to the value AH0f298>15(CH2C12, liquid) = -31.3 kcal/mole. 
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Much more accurate are the results obtained by Smith and co¬ 

llaborators [3786] in measurements of the heat of combustion of liquid 

methylene chloride: aHc298>;l5 = -144.517 ± 0.400 kcal/mole. This value 

refers to the following composition of the combustion products: HC1 

(1:600 H20) and C02 (gaseous). These data, together with the data from 

[3508] on the heat of solution of HC1 and the heat of vaporization of 

CH2C12, made it possible to find 15(CH2C12, liquid) = -29.3 + 

+ 0.4 kcal/mole and 

A/T/jm.uÍCHíCI,, s«) = -22,5±0,5 kcal/mole 

This value of the heat of formation of gaseous methylene chloride also 

has been used in this Handbook. The energy of dissociation corres¬ 

ponding to this value is 

D0(CHjClj) = 350,837¿0,7 kcal/mole 

CHglg (gaseous). A calorimetric measurement of the heat of 

combustion of liquid methylene iodide was carried out by Berthelot 

[792] who found AHc29g (CH2I2, liquid) = -I78.4 kcal/mole for the 

composition of the combustion products C02 (gaseous), HgO (liquid), I2 

(solid). The calculations based on these data and the thermochemical 

quantities used in this Handbook lead to the value AH°fnnQ nir(CH0IOJ 
cdyOm ±1) N 

liquid) = 16 kcal/mole. Together with the heat of vaporization of 

methylene iodide at 298.15°K, which is equal to 11.5 + 0.5 kcal/mole, * 

the above result makes it possible to determine the heat of formation 

of gaseous methylene iodide: 

A/f°fm.w(CHlJ|, «<*■,) » 27 kcal/mole*« 

this value has been used in this Handbook. The error in this value of 

the heat of formation of CH2I2 is estimated to be +4 kcal/mole. The 

energy of dissociation corresponding to this value is 

D. (CH,J,) « 294,772 ± 4 kcal/mole 

CHFg (gaseous). The heat of combustion of gaseous trifluoromethane 



has been measured in a calorimetric bomb by Neugebauer and Margrave 

[3052] whence these authors found AH0f2g8> CHF^ gaseous) .= -1Ö2.6 

kcal/mole. However, this result is not in agreement with the values 

of 4H0f2y8il5(CHF3, gaseous) calculated by various methods that make 

use of the well established values of the heat of formation of the 

halogenated methane compounds (see [471]). Besides, the reliability of 

the method used in [3052] for measuring the heat values of gas reac¬ 

tions in a calorimetric bomb is questionable. In the determination of 

the heat of formation of trifluoromethane it is therefore of interest 

to use the results of experimental measurements obtained from the 

investigation of the dissociative ionization of CHF^ under the influ¬ 

ence of electron impacts. 

Farmer and collaborators [1530] measured the appearance potential 

of CF^ ions during the dissociative ionization of CHF^ under the effect 

of electron impacts as well as the ionization potential of the CF ra¬ 

dical. The calculations performed in [4?!] with the above data le'ad to 

the value D298^F3C ~ H) = 102 + 2 kcal/mole. Exactly the same value 

of D298(F3 c - h) was obtained in the paper [471] from the results of 

an experimental investigation of the photolysis in CHF^ rendered in 

the paper [3359]* The calculation which was based on the value of 

D298^F3C ~ H) from [^71] and on the heats of formation of CF3 and 'H, 

used in this Handbook, leads to the following value of the heat of for¬ 

mation of trifluoromethane: 

A//°/»m*(CHF„ Ka.1)==_i70-¿:2 kcal/mole 

This value agrees satisfactorily with the heats of formation of 

other halogenated methane compounds found experimentally. A similar 

value. Ah *298.15gaseous) = -I68 kcal/mole, was calculated by 

Luft, [2677] who used the dissociation energy of the C-F bond in the 

CHF3 molecule as found by extrapolation from the dissociation energies 
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or the carbon-halogen bonds in the other trisubstituted halogenated- 

methane compounds. 

The above value of the heat of formation of trifluoromethane Is 

much better established than the value found by Neugebauer and Mar¬ 

grave [3052] in their calorimetric measurements. It was therefore used 

also m this Handbook. The dissociation energy corresponding to this 

value is 

D0(CHF,) = 445,071 ¿2,5 kcal/mole 

CHC13 (gaseous). The heat of combustion of trichloromethane has 

been determined by Berthelot [789], Thomsen [3983], Kablukov and 

Perel'man [200], and by Smith and collaborators [3786]. However, only 

the results found by these researchers can be used in determining the 

heat of formation of trichloromethane since the values of the heat of 

combustion of trichloromethane given in the papers [789, 200] do not 

refer to a definite composition of the combustion products. Also the 

values of the heat of combustion, found by Thomsen [3983], imply a 

great error whose magnitude is difficult to estimate.* 

Smith and collaborators [3786] measured the heat of combustion of 

liquid trichloromethane with the aid of a quartz spiral and found the 

value AHc^g^ = -113.145 kcal/mole which corresponds to the follow¬ 

ing final composition of the combustion products: C02 (gaseous), HC1 

(1.000 HgO), The calculation based upon these data, the data of the 

Handbook [3508] for the heat of solution of HC1, and the data from 

this Handbook for the other thermochemical quantities leads to the 

value AH°f298>15(CHCl3, liquid) = -32.351 kcal/mole.** Further calcu¬ 

lations being based on this result and on the data from the Handbook 

[3508] for the heat of vaporization of trichloromethane lead to the 

value 

MV»..,»(CHClj, iK..) = « 24,9±0,5 kcal/mole 
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which has also been used in this Handbook. The dissociation energy cor¬ 

responding to this value is 

D0 (CHCI,) = 330,629 ±0,7 rx.l/mole 

The value AH0f298> ^(CHCl.^ gaseous) = -24 kcal/mole, estimated by 

Bichowsky and Rossini [813] has been used in the thermochemical Hand¬ 

book [3508]. 

CHBr^ (gaseous). A calorimetric measurement of the heat of com- 

bustion of liquid tribromomethane was conducted by Kablukov and Perel' 

man [200] (AHc^^ = -90.11 kcal/mole), but the composition of the com¬ 

bustion products was not established. The calorimetric data obtained in 

[200] therefore cannot be used in the calculation of the heat of for¬ 

mation of tribromomethane. 

The value AH0f298i> 15(CHBr^ gaseous) = +6 kcal/mole, estimated by 

Bichowsky and Rossini has been used in the thermochemical Handbook 

[3508]. 

The calculations of Yudin and Khachkuruzov [471] which were made 

with the help of the mean energy of bond disruption, the heat of com¬ 

bustion calculated with the Kharasch method [2392], and the Bernstein 

interpolation formula [76l], led to AH°f298>15(CHBr3, gaseous) values 

equal to +10.0, +7.9, and +10.9 kcal/mole, respectively, which are in 

agreement with the value found according to the Karapet'yants graph¬ 

ical method. 

A//7s«M6 (CHBr3, *<..)= 10 kcal/mole 

which has been used in this Handbook. The error in this value of the 

heat of formation of tribromomethane has been estimated to be about 

+3 kcal/mole. The corresponding dissociation energy is 

D0 (CHBr,) - 289,532 ±3 kcol/mole 

tion of solid triiodomethane was carried out by Berth^lot [792]. His 
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H* 
.1,1 

J1 

value of Ahc2^1 = -I61.9 kcal/mole corresponds to the following com¬ 

position of the combustion products: C02 (gaseous), H20 (liquid), I2 

(solid). The calculations based on these data and on the thermochemi¬ 

cal quantities used in this Handbook lead to AH0f2^g ^ (CHI^, solid) = 

= 33*7 kcal/mole. This result, together with the heat of fusion 

AHn^gg.i^ = 3*9 kcal/mole [3508] and the heat of vaporization AHv0gg ^ 

= 13°2 + °*5 kcal/mole* of triiodomethane, leads to 

A/T’/aM.wíCHJj, ) = 51 kcal/mole** 

which has been used also in this Handbook. The error in this value 

of the heat of formation of gaseous triiodomethane is about +5 kcal/ 

mole. The corresponding dissociation energy is 

D0(CHJ,) *= 245,083 ±5 kca 1/mole 

CF¿j_ (gaseous). The heat of formation of carbon tetrafluoride was 

first determined by Wartenberg and Schutte [4171] from the results of 

their calorimetric measurements of the heat of fluorination of carbon. 

The value AH°f2gg(CF^, gaseous) = -I62.5 kcal/mole, which was found in 

the paper [4171] and used in the thermochemical Handbooks [3508, 813, 

98], has been calculated on the assumption that only carbon tetrafluo- 

ride is formed in the fluorination of carbon. Ruff and Bretschneider 

[3552] examined the products of carbon fluorination and found that, 

apart from CF^, they also contain other carbon fluorides. As it was 

not possible to analyze quantitatively the products of carbon fluorina¬ 

tion with a sufficient accuracy, the thermochemical investigation of 

this reaction has not been continued. 

For determining the heat of formation of CF^, Wartenberg [4157] 

proposed to measure the heat of combustion of alkali metals in carbon 

tetrafluoride. With this aim, the author of [4157] measured the heat 

of combustion of potassium in carbon tetrafluoride and from the re¬ 

sults of the measurements found the value AH°f2gg(CF^, gaseous) = -23I 
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kcal/mole. This result, however, cannot be regarded reliable because a 

thorough analysis of the initial substances and end products of the 

reaction was not made in the work of [4157]. This shortcoming was el¬ 

iminated in the thermochemical investigations conducted by Kirkbrlde 

and Davidson [24o8] and by Vorob'yev and Skuratov [129, 130] who, 

apart from this, used also a more perfect calorimetric measuring tech¬ 

nique. 

Kirkbride and Davison [24o8], as well as Wartenberg [4157], mea¬ 

sured .the heat of combustion of potassium in CF^. Vorob'yev and Skur¬ 

atov [I29, ISO] measured the heat of combustion of sodium in CF^, Ac¬ 

cording to Kirkbride and Davidson [24o8], the heat value of the re¬ 

action 4K (solid) + CF¿|_ (gaseous = C (graphite) + 4KF (solid) at 

298„15°K is -319«8 kcal/mole which corresponds to a value of AH°f 0 
29Ö.15 

(CFi|., gaseous) = -219.4 + 2.0 kcal/mole.* According to the measurements 

of Vorob'yev and Skuratov [I29, ISO], the heat value of the reaction 

4Na (solid) + CF^ (gaseous) = C (graphite) + 4NaF (solid) at 298.15°K 

is -325.5 ± 2.2 kcal/mole, which corresponds to AH0fOgg 15(0¾^ Sas~ 

ecus) = -220.9 + 2.3 kcal/mole.** 

Along with the measurements of the heat of combustion of alkali 

metals in carbon tetrafluoride, calorimetric measurements were taken 

of the heat values of other reactions*** in order to determine thç heat 

of formation of CF^. Scott, Good, and Waddington [3666] measured the 

heat of combustion of mixtures of teflon and paraffin in a revolving 

bomb and from the resulting data found the value AH°f298 ^(CF^, gas¬ 

eous) = -218.3 + 1.0 kcal/mole. Jessup, McCoskey, and Nelson [2244] 

measured the heat of combustion of methane in fluorine from which they 

were able to calculate ^(CF^, gaseous) = -220.3 ±3.0 kcal/ 

/mole. In order to determine the heat of formation of CF^, Duns [1430] 

and Neugebauer and Margrave [3050] measured the heat values of the 
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thermal decomposition and of the hydrogenation of tebrafluoroethylene. 

Duus [1430] obtained the value f2gg>^4' gaseous) = -212.7 heal/ 

/mole. Neugebauer and Margrave [3050]# however, pointed out the pos¬ 

sible systematic errors in the measurements of Duus which might arise 

because the heat values of the side reactions had not been fully con 

sidered and because the final reaction products had not been analyzed 

with sufficient care. Neugebauer and Margrave [3050] have therefore 

again measured uhe heat values of the thermal decomposition and of the 

hydrogenation of tetrafluoroethylene using better techniques of exam¬ 

ining the final products. From the resulting data, Neugebauer and Mar¬ 

grave [3050] found AH°f298.l5(CIV gaseous) = -217.1 kcal/mole. 

The most reliable values of the heat of formation of CF^ have 

been obtained by Kirkbride and Davidson [2408] and by Vorob'yev and 

Skuratov [129, I30]. Their results are confirmed by data which were 

obtained by completely different ways [3666, 2244]. The method chosen 

in the investigations of [1430, 3050] is less reliable because it is 

difficult to consider all factors that have an effect upon the final 

result. Not fully considering these factors resulted in Duus' value 

of An0fo^g 1j-(CF^, gaseous) which is clearly too low [1430]. Neugebauer 

and Margrave [3050] carried out a more thorough investigation than 

Duus. But also they were obviously not able to consider some side,re¬ 

actions completely, and so the value of AH°^298.15^^4^ gaseous) ob¬ 

tained in the paper [3050] must also be regarded as too low. 

On the basis of the above results of the experimental determina¬ 

tions of the heat of formation of carbon tetrafluoride the value 

A/T7i»i,i»(CF«f *»•)=»—220±2 kcal/mole 

has been used in this Handbook*; it corresponds to 

D0 (CF4) = 462,173 ± 3,0 kcal/mole 

CF^Cl (gaseous). The heat of formation of trifluorochloromethane 
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has been determined by Kirkbride and Davidson [24o8] and by Wartenberg 

and Schiffer [4109] from their results of thermochemical investiga¬ 

tions of the combustion of potassium in gaseous trifluorochloromethane. 

In the papers [24o8, 4169], the values of -I71 and -I62 kca1/mole, 

respectively, were found for AiTf^g ^(CF.^Cl, gaseous). The most re¬ 

liable value of the heat of formation of CF^Cl was found by Kirkbride 

and Davidson [2408]. Nevertheless, the authors of [24o8] admit that 

the error in their value of the heat of formation of CF^Cl may reach 

+5 kcal/mole. 

The value used in this Handbook for the heat of formation of 

CFgCl is based on data given by Mears and Stahl [2825] who measured 

the heat values of the complex substitution and of the disproportion¬ 

ation for CC14, CFC13, CF2C12, and CF^Cl*: 

A//0/»*,,s(CFjCI, ^.) = -171,3 + 5,0 kcal/mol#* 

which corresponds to 

D0(CF,Cl) = 423,732 + 5,0 kcal/mole 

CFgBr (gaseous). The dissociation energy of the C-Br bond in the 

CFgBr molecule can be found from data on the pyrolysis of trifluoro- 

bromomethane as were obtained from the paper [3913]* and from the re¬ 

sults of an investigation of the dissociative ionization of CF^Br by 

the electron impact method [1530* 1330, 2200]. Szwarc and Sehon [3913] 

found the value D^^F^C ~ Br) = 64.5 kcal/mole from data on the pyro- 

lisis of CFgBr. Yudin and Khachkuruzov [4/1] have calculated this quan¬ 

tity from the appearance potential of the CF^ ion during an, electron 

bombardment of CF^Br and from the ionization potential of the CFg rad¬ 

ical as obtained from the papers [1530* 1330, 2200]. The most accurate 

values of these quantitites were found in the papers [1530, 1330]. They 

corrospond to a value of D^giF^C ~ Br) = 64.6 kcal/mole which is in 

excellent agreement with the value of this quantity found by Szwarc 
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and Sehon [3913]. The data of the latter paper led to D0gg( p^c - Br) = 

= 65 + 2 kcal/mole. The calculations which were based on this value 

D298^CF3 “ Br) and 011 the heats of formation of CPg and Br used in 

this Handbook lead to the value 

A/f7»».i*(CFjBrf na.i) = -158 + 2 kcal/mole 

which corresponds to 

D0(CF,Br) = 408,383^3,6 kcal/mole 

CFgl (gaseous). The dissociation energy of the C-I bond in the 

CFgl molecule can be calculated from the data found by the electron 

impact method the papers [1330, 2782, 1530]. The D^g^C - I) values 

calculated by Yudin and Khachkuruzov [471] from data of the papers 

[1330, 2782, 153O] are eq„al to 49, 46, and 57 kcal/mole, respectively. 

The last value is less reliable than the first two since the data of 

[I53O] are interpreted with certainty than those of the papers [I330, 

2782]. According to [471], the value of D^giFgC - I) = 49 kcal/mole 

is the one that agrees best with the calculated values of the heat of 

formation and with the experimental values of the heats of formation 

other halogen substitutes of methane. Using this value of the dissoci¬ 

ation energy of the F^C -• I bond and the heats of formation of the CFq 

radical and of monatomic iodine, taken in this Handbook, results in 

the value 

A#r/M.ii(CFti, «••) = —144±5 kcal/mole. 

which was used in this Handbook. It corresponds to 

Do (CFj J) = 393,263 5,3 kcal/mole 

CF2C12 (gaseous). The heat of formation of CF2C12 has been deter¬ 

mined by Kirkbride and Davidson [2408] and by Wartenberg and Schiffer 

[4l69] with the aid of the results of thermochemical investigations of 

the combustion of potassium in gaseous dichlorodifluoromethane. Very 

similar values of Ah ^298.15(^2^‘2* gaseous), equal to respectively 
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-112 and -111 kcal/mole have been obtained from the papers [2408, 

4169].* However, this agreement does not mean that the heat of forma¬ 

tion of ŒFVC10 Is actually near -1112 kcal/rnole but rather Indicates 

that the same thermochemical methods have been used in the measure¬ 

ments of [24o8, 4169], and that the same errors have been made when 

the results of these measurements were used in the calculation of the 

heat of formation of CF0C10. In the paper of Kirkbride and Davidson 

[24o8] the error in the heat of formation of CF Cl is estimated to 

be +5 -kcal/rnole. At the same time, for the heats of formation of 

CF0C1 and CFC1-. using the results of an investigation of the combus- 
3 3 

tion of potassium in the respective gases. Wartenberg and Schiffer 

[4l69] found values that were lower than the mo^e reliable results of 

Kirkbride and Davidson [24o8] and Mears and Stahl [2825]. This fact 

points to systematical errors in the paper of Wartenberg and Schiffer 

[4l69] which led to low values of the heats of formation of the fluo- 

rochloromethanes. 

The value used in this Handbook for the heat of formation of 

CF0C10 is based on the results found by Mears and Stahl [2825] (see 

footnote one on page 1105) in measuring the heat values of 

complex substitution and of disproportionation of several chlorofluo- 

ro substitutes of methane. The ralculations carried out with these 

data and the values of the thermochemical quantities used in this 

Handbook lead to the value 

Á/r/298.16(CFaCIi, *a. ) = — 119,1 ±5 kcal/rnole 

which corresponds to 

Dft (CF,C1,) = 381,801 ±5 kc a l/mo 1 e 

CFC1-, (gaseous). On the basis of results of thermochemical in- 
...Ill ».Hiaai III ■ ..mmmmrnmmmmmm... 

vestigations of the combustion of potassium in gaseous trichiorofluoro 

methane, Kirkbride and Davidson [2408], Wartenberg and Schiffer [4l69] 
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and Neugebauer [3049] determined the heat of formation of CFCl^ The 

^11^298.15(^13^ gaseous) values found in the papers [24o8, 4l69, 

3049] are -70, -63, and -66.2 kcal/mole.* The most careful thermoche¬ 

mical Investigation of the combustion of potassium in trichlorofluoro- 

methane was conducted by Kirkbride and Davison [24o8]. Nevertheless, 

the possible error in the obtained value of the heat of formation of 

CFCl^ is estimated in the paper [24o8] to +4 kcal/mole. 

The heat of formation of CFCl^ found by Kirkbride and Davidson 

[24o8]. agrees with the value based on the results of a measurement of 

the heat values of the reactions of complex substitution and dispro¬ 

portionation of several chloro-fluoro substitutes of methane, obtained 

by Hears and Stahl [2825] (see footnote one on page IIO5)*# 

A/T/im.iíÍCFCI,, ««.) = —7°.9±5 Kcal/mole 

This value of the heat of formation of CFCI3 has been used in this 

Handbook. It corresponds to 

D0 (CFG*) = 343,893 ± 5 kcal/mole 

CCl^ (gaseous). The heat of combustion of gaseous carbon tetra¬ 

chloride has been measured by Thomsen [3903] and Berthelot [791], that 

of liquid carbon tetrachloride by Berthelot [791] and by Smith and 

collaborators lam].™«™«, [asea] obtained an evidently too high value of 

the heat of combustion of CCl^ owing to fundamental shortcoming in the 

experimental technique that he used (cf. [471]). Berthelot [791] and 

Smith and collaborators [3786] burned CCl^ in a calorimetric bomb; in 

these investigations, a mixture of carbon tetrachloride and paraffin 

was combusted, in which the amount of CCl^ was 4$ of the weight of the 

paraffin. As Berthelot has not brought the combustion products of such 

a mixture to a definite final composition, the data on the heats of 

combustion obtained by him cannot be used in the calculation of the 

heat of formation of CCl^. More reliable results were found by Smith 
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and collaborators [3786]. However, the actual inaccuracy in their va¬ 

lue of the heat of formation of liquid carbon tetrachloride (AH0fo 0 15 
c~ 0 

= -29.8 + 0.4 kcal/mole) is more greater than the one given in the 

paper [3786]. 

In the thermochemical Handbooks [3508, 813, 98] the value 

AH0f298.15(CCl!|, gaseous) = -25.5 kcal/mole has been used, which is 

based on the data given for the heat of hydrogenation of CC1¿, by Boden- 

stein, Gunther, and Hoffmeister [849]. Yudin and Ehachkuruzov [4/1] 

have a.gain calculated the heat of hydrogenation of CCl^ with the aid 

of data of measurements given in the paper [849] and considering the 

value used in the Handbook [3508] for the heat of formation of silver 

azide which was used in the work [849], to initiate the hydrogenation 

of CCl^. With the heat of hydrogenation of CCI,, obtained by this way 

(Ah°293 = -62.09 kcal/mole of CCli).), with the heat of formation of HC1 

used in this Handbook, and with the heat of formation of amorphous 

carbon [3050] taken into consideration the value 

A/T’fai.itCCCU, K«« ) = — 24,7±0,8 kcal/mole 

was obtained in the paper [471]; this value has been used also in this 

Handbook. 

Neugebauer [3049] determined the heat of formation of CClj4 with 

the aid of results of a measurement of the heat of combustion of mag¬ 

nesium in carbon tetrachloride. The value AH0fOQg ^(CCl^, liquid) = 

= -32.3 kcal/mole, obtained by him, corresponds to AH°f29g ^(CCl^, 

gaseous) = -24.5 +1.5 kcal/mole which is in agreement with the value 

used here.* The heat of formation of CC1J+ used in this Handbook cor¬ 

responds to 

D, (CC14) = 307.993 ± 1,0 ko al/mole 

CCloBr (gaseous). The heat of formation of trichlorobromomethane 

has been calculated by Yudin and Khachkuruzov [471] by means of data 
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given by Sullivan and Davidson [3900] on the kinetics of the reaction 

(XVII.3)j and with the aid of results of an investigation of CCl^Br 

by the electron impact method found by Farmer and collaborators [1530]. 

Sullivan and Davidson [3900] examined the kinetics of the rever¬ 

sible reaction 

CHa,(«-) + Br,(*».>) CCl,Br( Ra.) + HBr ( g») (XVII. 3) 

in the temperature range of 420-455°K and with the resulting data cal¬ 

culated the mean heat value of the reaction in this temperature range. 

Ah = -0.9 kcal. The calculations based on the experimental data of 

Sullivan and Davidson [3900] and on the thermodynamic functions of the 

components of the reaction (XVII.3) used in this Handbook made it pos¬ 

sible to find the heat value at 0°K, which is equal to -2.21 kcal/mole 

of CCl^Br, and which corresponds to the value* 

A//7,(CCI»Br, «■>■) = —8,18 + 0,50 kcal/mole 

which is confirmed by calculation based on the data of Farmer and co¬ 

llaborators [1530]. 
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TABLE 155 

The Vailles (in cal/mole) of the Thermochemical Quantitie 
Methane and of Its Halogen Substitutes in Their Gaseous 

s of 
State. 

' BeuiecTBo 
i-- 

Do A//°/0 
^*w.u "0 //* _//* "mb.is "o 

CH4 

CHJ1 
CHfa 

CH,Br 

CH»J b 

CH.F, 

CH,FCI 

CHjFBr 

CH.FJ 

■ 01,0, 

CHjOBr 

CHjCU 

CH,Br, 

CH.BrJ 
CHW, 

CHF, 

CHF,C1 

OIF.Br 

CHF^I 

; oiFCi, 

j CHFCIBr 

CHFBr, 
CHC1, 

CHO,Br 

CHClBr, 

CHBr, 

CKJ, 
CF« 
CF^II 

CF,Br 
CFJ 
CF^I, 

CF^IBr 

CF,aj 

CFtBr, 

CF.BrJ 

CF* 
CFO, 

CFCI,Br 

CFOBr, 

OBr, 

CO, 

OCl.Br 

' ' 392118 

409084 
371 782 

357 603 

343 704 

426040 

390 183 

376067 

362 400 
350 837 

338217 

323052 

323109 

310 948 

294 772 
445 071 

406272 

393 259 

378162 

368495 

355 428 

341 353 

330 629 

316 648 

303578 

. 289 532 

245 083 

462173 
423732 

408383 

393263 
381 801 

371650 

357 555 

357 628 

344539 

329353 

343893 

333 962 

320937 

307 905 
307 993 

291593 

—16005 

-«6103 
-18751 

—4 944 

6 364 

—116191 

-70 284 

-56 540 

—45 464 

—20 888 

-8 640 

3 934 

6096 

15 666 
29251 

-168 354 

—119 505 

—106 864 

-94 358 

—71 678 

-58 983 

-45 280 
-23 762 

—10153 

2¡545’, 

16 219, 

52 895 

-218588 
—170097 
-155120 

—142 591 
—118116 

—108337 

—96833 

-94687 

-84189 

-71594 

—70158 

—60 599 

-47 946 

—35286 

-24208 

—6180 

-17 845 

—67 965 
-20 586 

-8 543 

4143 

-117 969 

-71 973 

—59 950 

-46 984 

-22 476 

-11954 

2033' 

1070 

12 056 

27 041 
-169 977 

-120 982 

—109 961 

-95 976 

-72 987 

-61964 

—49 941 

-24 891 

-12 966 

-1944 

10079 

51037 
-219 987 

-171294 

-157 972 

-143 985 

-119098 

-110 976 

—97 99 Î 

-98 953 

-86 968 

-72983 

-70904 

-62982 

-51960 

—40937 

-24709 

-10333 
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2353 

2376 

2442 

2486 

2532 

2504 

2633 

2720 . 

3278 

2774 

2856 

2937 

2951 

3035 

3104 

2704 

2890 

3077 

3225 

3098 

3233 
3361 

3318 

3441 

3573 

3729 

4016 

2972 

3214 
3367 
3493 

3469 

3619 

3769 

3800 

3956 

4014 

3745 

, 3916 

4092 

4263 
4030 

4186 

2397 

2421 

2490 
2536 . 

2584 

2555 

2689 

2778 

3358 

2835 

2919 

3002 

3016 

3102 

3173 

2764 

2956 

2148 

3298 

3171 

3308 
3438 

3396 

3520 

3655 

3813 

4105 

3044 

3294 

3450 

3577 

3555 

3708 

3860 

3891 

4049 

4110 

3838 . 

4012 

4191 

4364 
4130 

4287 

1111 



BemccTso ^ Do H* //* ” 193.15 n0 

OCI.Br, 
CCIBr, 
CBr4 

280 221 
267 229 
255 219 

2820 
15 440 
27 078 

-963 
10060 
20082 

—1000* 

10 000* 

20 000* 

4363 
4573 
4765 

4467 
4680 
4874 

.1) Substance; a) estimated value, according to [471]; b) J = 

The above value of the heat of formation of CCl^Br at 0°K has 

been used in this Handbook. It corresponds to 

0,((0:1,80 = 291,593 ±0,7 kcal/molc 

I 
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Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

971* 

971** 

971*** 

973* 

973** 

978 

979 

982* 

[Footnotes] 

If one does not take into account the . 
difications, the number of compounds corresponding to this 
formula is 70. The possible number of f 30 
CX4 is 9, of type CX3Y 20, of type CX^ 10, type OXgïX 

and type CXYZV 5» 

The molecules of halogen-substituted methane of the type 
CXn belong to the point symmetry group Td, those of type 

CX„Y to the symmetry group C3v, those of type CXgYg to the 

symmetry group C¿v, of type CXgYZ to the symmetry group C1 

and those of type CXYZV to the symmetry group Cs. The mole¬ 

cules of the halogen derivatives of methane of the type CX^ 

are spherical rotators, those 'of type CX^ are symmetrical 

rotators and those of types CX^, CXgYZ, CXYZV, asymmetri¬ 

cal rotators. 

Numerous investigations of the infrared spectra and Raman 
spectra of methane and its halogen 
The present Handbook examines the results of the most im¬ 
portant investigations which are suitable for the determina¬ 
tion of the molecular constants of these compounds. Special 
attention in this connection was given to the resulto of the 
investigations of the spectra of the _corresponding gases. 
The spectra of the liquids and solutions are examined in the 
casesPwhere the gas spectra were not obtained or insuffici¬ 

ently studied. 

The maximum deviations do not exceed +4 • 

CH„F, CH Cl, CIhBr, CH I, CH^, CHgFCl, CH2C12, CHgCIBr, 

CHoBr0, CHpIp, CHF , CHFgCl, CHFC12, CHCl^ CHBr3, CHI3, 

0F¡, CF3C1, CF3Br, CF3I, 0F2C12, OFCIj, CFBr3, CCX^ CCl^r, 

CCloBr-. CBr,,. Cl 
L2'LJX2t ux4’ 

Thomas and Welsh [3963c], as a result of ^ 
rotational structure of the bands v2 and v3 in the Raman 

spectrum of CH^, obtained for the beginning of these bands 

values, practically coinciding with those_£iven in Table 146 
(v1 = 2916.7, v2 = 1533.6, v3 = 3018.9 cm ). 

For the determination of Bq, Childs used the relation £3 + ^ 

= 1/2 which applies only to harmonic vibrations. 

The results of a study of the Raman spectrum of gaseous CF^, 
obtained by Monostori and Weber [2939a] on an apparatus 
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4ß 

982** 

983 

984* 

q84** 

989 

991 

992 

W^o^rf?r dlsPersi°n than in the earlier studies (5 A/mm 
r A}.Were Puíllshed in i960. The following values were 
found in the work [2939a] for the fundamental frequencies of 
the molecule CP • '■ - ^ -■ 

631.2 cm“1. 
4- V1 908.5, ^2 = ^35.0, v3 = 1283.0, v4 

?t1C^rreSpSnínCf betw?en the partially resolved rotational 
structure of the bands in the Raman spectrum of CF^ and the 

value of rc_p found by Hofman and Livingston [2094] was ver- 

11TÍÍvdronon0V0fí°rÍi,and Yeber t2939a]. It was found in the 
work [2939a] that the distance between the maxima of the ro¬ 
tational branches of the band v2 is 33 cm-1 while the value 

calculated on the basis of the Plazcek and Teller relation 

[3263a], using rc_F = 1.327 A, is 29.6 cm"1. 

The vibration frequencies of the molecule CCl^ vary slight¬ 

ly upon transition from liquid to gas. Special investiga- 

inkoS[°744hlS problera were carrled out by Lisitsa and Mal- 

Tb?uaíípted value f01, the interatomic distance C-Cl agrees 
with the value oi>^6he inertial moment of the molecule 

CCl^ (I = 490*10 g*cm2), obtained by Simova [3739, 3740] 

on the basis of the measurements of the distance between the 
maxima in the unresolved band v^, observed by her in the 

Raman spectrum of liquid CCl^. 

Î5t?Le^ïtI',°? dHÎ'ra?îj?î1 investigations of the structure 
f the molecule CCl^ [3664, 2953a] led to values of r« 

which agree with those found in the work [666]î r = 

= 1.768 + 0.003 A, [3664], rc_cl = 1.765 + 0.002 A~[2953a]. 

Approximate values for the frequencies of the normal vibra¬ 
tions of the molecules CH^Cl and CD^Cl (and also the mole¬ 

cules CH^Br, CD^Br, CH^I and CD^I) were calculated by King, 

^dîla+an? ^raw£9rd [24o6] on the basis of equations for the 
potential functions of the molecules of these compounds, 
found by Chang and Dennison [ I088, IO87]. The calculation of 

th? vitiations oïlhe moSSÎes 
and CD^Cl has also been carried out in the work of 

Tanaka [3921]. 

The theoretical calculation of the centrifugal stretching 
constants of the molecule CH^Cl was carried out by Chang and 

Dennison [IO88]. 

An isotope splitting of the frequency v was observed in the 

work [638] for the molecules CH^r79 and CH-Br81, of 1 cm"1. 
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997* 

997** 

1001 

1008 

1015 

1032 

1034 

1035 

In 1959j a report on the results of studies on the infrared 

spectrum of CH^I in the range from 3333-5000 cm“*'" was pub¬ 

lished [990a]. In this range, the rotational structure of 
the V + V, band obtained in the case of high resolution 

^ ~1 -1 
(- 0.07 cm ) could be analyzed, and the values (in cm ) 

of the constants: B" = O.25018, B' = 0.248g8, DR = 5-6-10^, 

A' = 5.095, ^ - O.052, vQ = 4302.15 could be determined, 

assuming that A" = 5*104 cm-'*'. 

The results of the study on the infrared spectrum of CHI^ 

carried out by Price were published in the work by Bernstein 
and Herzberg [762]. 

Wolfe [4309] also determined the values of the constants An 

and C0 for the asymmetric molecule CHClg Cl^'. 

The frequency was observed in the infrared spectrum of 

CF^Br only by Plyler and Acquista [327I], who found it equal 

to 348 cm-1. 

These frequencies are related to fully-symmetric and 
double-degenerate oscillations. 

In Table 149 values determined from the infrared spectrum 
of gaseous bromo-chloro methane were adopted for the frequ¬ 
encies Vg, v^j v^, Vp., Vg, v^, whereas for the frequencies 

vl, Vg, values determined from the Raman spectrum of li¬ 

quid bromo-chloro methane were adopted. 

In i960, the results of a study on the microwave spectrum of 
CHF0C1 [717a] in the range from 14-38 Gc were published. In 

the work [717a] the wave numbers of the purely rotational 

transitions in the vibrational ground states of CHFgCl“^ and 

CHFgCl 37 molecules, corresponding to I = 0, 

^ ...7. CQ, _r -r _,2, were determined with high 

accuracy, and the following values of the rotational constants 

were found: An = 10234.7, Bn = 4861.2, Cn = 3507.7 Me for 

2q, 2_g 

35 
‘0 0 

CHFgCl^ and AQ = 10233.8, BQ = 4717.1 and CQ = 3432.4 Me for 

CHFgCl37. The values IAIBIC = 3385.3*10-117 (g-cm2)3 for 

CHFgCl3^ and IAIBIC = 3565.4«10-117 (g.cm2)3 for CHFgCl37 

correspond to the values of the rotational constants obtained 
in the work [717a]. 

The values of the force constants of CHF^Br adopted in the 

work [3169] were also used to calculate the fundamental fre¬ 
quencies of the CDFgBr molecule. 
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1045 

1046 

The values of the frequencies v2, v3, v^, vQ of the CHCl2Br 
molecule obtained in the work [3292] practically coincide 
with the values of these quantities as calculated from data 
given in the work [3277]. 

After this text had been compiled and the thermodynamic func¬ 
tions of CPClgBr and CFClBr^ had been calculated," a work by 

Gilbert, Piotrowski, Dowling and Cleveland [1744] (see also 
[1744a]) appeared, in which the Raman spectra of liquid 
fluoro-dichloro-bromo methane and fluoro-chloro-dibromo me¬ 
thane was reinvestigated and for the first time their infra¬ 

red soectra were obtained (in the range from 400-3000 cm"1 

for the liquids and from 63O-3OOO cm-1 for the gases). On 
the basis of an analysis of the vibrational spectra of li¬ 
quid CPClgBr and CFCIBrg the values of all fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of_the corresponding molecules which are in good 
agreement with the values of these quantities determined ear¬ 
lier by Delwaulle and Francois [1303], were redetermined in 
the work [1744]. The most considerable difference was obtain¬ 
ed only for the value of the frequency v0 of the CFClBr2 

molecule. This frequency was identified in the work [I303] 

with a band at 790 cm , observed in the Raman spectrum. 
Gilbert and collaborators [1744] found that in the vibration¬ 
al spectra of CFClBr2 "bands, weak in the Raiman spectrum, 

by very intense in the infrared spectrum with centers at 

about 790 and 815 cm"1, correspond to the frequency vQ. They 

assume that vibration frequencies v2 and + between 

which a Fermi resonance takes place, correspond to these 
bands, A certain assignment of the frequency v0 to one of 

these bands in the work [1744] did not seem to be possible, 

and for the frequency v2 a mean value was adopted (803 cm"1 

for liquid CFClBr2 and 806 cm"1 for the gas). The values of 

the fundamental frequencies of the CFClgBr and CFClBr2 mole¬ 

cules determined in the work [1744] (in cm 1) are given in 
the Table below (in parentheses, the values of the frequen¬ 
cies as found from the infrared spectra of the corresponding 
gases are given). 

] Maatcyji* Vi V« V» V» V» V| Vf V. 

CFCkBr 

CFCIBr. 

1068 (1060) 
1061 (1075) 

781(786) 

603(806) 

S03 

462 

336 

340 

366 

.»3 

217 

161 

123(636) 
741 <754) 

361 
307 

204 

too 

1) Molecule 

CC13I, CFI3, CC1.I3, CBrI3, CBr3I, CC12I2, CBr2I2, chfi2. 

.... ' ■ - vrfU 
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1047 

1048* 

1048** 

1049* 

1049** 

CHClIg, CHBrI2, CPClgl, CCIgBrI, CFBr2I, CClBr^I, CHClgI, 

CHBrgI, GFClIg, CFBrlg, CCIBrI,-,, CHFC1I, CHClBrI, CHFBrI, 
CFCIBrI, CI4. 

Tables of the thermodynamic functions of methane and its 
halogen substitution products calculated by Gelles and Fitz¬ 
er [1678] and in several other works are given in Vvedenskiv's 
book [119a]. 

The v'ork of Stepanov [392] aimed at determining a self-con¬ 
sistent system of values of the force constants of the halo¬ 
gen substitution products of methane, starting from the most 
general analytic expression for the quadratic part of the po¬ 
tential energy and from the experimental data on the values 
of the fundamental frequencies of the molecules of the halo¬ 
gen substitution products of methane that are available to 
it. Varying the values of the force constants Stepanov [3921 
succeeded in obtaining values of the fundamental frequencies 
that. are most similar to those found experimentally and gi¬ 
ven in the summary by Wu [4343]. The data given in the sum¬ 
mary by Wu [4343] were, however, in the following subject 
to very important modifications (even the calculations car¬ 
ried out by. Stepanov [392] had revealed several obvious in- 
accuracies in the frequency assignments of the halogen sub¬ 
stitution products of methane). Consequently, for some halo- 
gen substitution products of methane the values of the indi¬ 
vidual frequencies as calculated by Stepanov in the work 
[392] differed considerably from the values obtained in the 
following from an analysis of the infrared and Raman spectra. 

Using the force constants of the fluorine, chlorine and 
substitution products of methane found by Stepanov 

[392] Maslov [293] calculated the corresponding values of the 
influence coefficients of the molecules of these compounds. 
Considering the variation of these quantities in compounds 
of the type of CH4, Ci^X, CH^, CHX^ CX4, where X = F, Cl, 

Br,.Maslov carried out a rough estimate of the influence co¬ 
efficients of CH3I, CH2I2, and CI4 and with their help 

calculated the values of the fundamental frequencies. In do¬ 
ing so, rather considerable discrepancies between the calcu¬ 
lated and.the experimentally found values of the frequencies 
were obtained. Besides, the frequencies of CHI^ and CI4 were 

miscalculated in the work [293]; in the following, the cal¬ 
culations were corrected by Sverdlin [36O]. 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of CC14, CFC1 , 

CF2C12, CF3C1 and CF4, calculated by Albright, Galegar and 

Innés [496] were supplemented by K. Kobe and D. Kobe [2449b1 
of Jalues corresponding to T - 273.15; 29I.I5 and 

290.15 K, and converted to values of temperature in the Cel¬ 
sius, Fahrenheit and Rankine scales. 

CHF 

CF 
3, chf2ci, cf2ci2, ch3ci, chfci2, cfci3, ch2ci2, CF Cl, 

4* 

* V 
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1051* 

1051** 

1053 

1054 

1056 

1062 

1063* 

1063** 

1063*** 

1064* 

1064** 

1064*** 

CD^, CT^, CH3D, CH2D2, CHD3, 

CDTg. 

ch3t, ch2t2, cht3, cd3t, cd2t2. 

Wilson [4287] calculated the constant p = 1.72*10“^ deg“1 
for CH^, which makes it possible to estimate the centrifugal 

expansion of the molecule for the calculation of the thermo¬ 
dynamic functions of gaseous methane. However, such calcula¬ 
tions have not been made. 

Furthermore, on the basis of the results of calorimetric 
measurements carried out by Eucken and Schroder [I505], the 
value S2^g gaseous) = 62.8 + 0.5 cal/mole«degree 

was obtained in the Handbooks [2363, 98]* 

The rQ_p value of CF^ used in the papers [I678, 496] is not 

mentioned. 

v1 - 450, v2 = 214, v3 = 762, v4 = 350 cm“1. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CH3Br calcula¬ 

ted by Stevenson and Beach are rendered in the Handbook by 
Zeise [4384]. They were used also by Spencer and Flannagan 
[3280] to represent the temperature dependence of the speci¬ 
fic heat of methyl bromide in analytical form. 

The results of the calculations made by Edgell and Glöckler 
have been used in the paper [3820] to represent the temper¬ 
ature dependence of the specific heat of methyl iodide in 
analytical form. 

In the paper [1549], the thermodynamic functions of CD3I are 
calculated, too. The values of the thermodynamic functions 
of CH3I and CD3I calculated in [1549] are rendered in the 

Handbook by Zeise [4384] and in a monograph by Vvedenskiy 
[119a]. 

The calculation of iaibic 1 for a tetrahedral model of the 
CH3I molecule with the C-H and C-I bond lengths taken from 

[1678] leads to the value I^I^Iq = 63.8^10-11^ (g»cm2)^. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CHF3 and CDF3 

calculated in the paper [I283] are rendered in the Handbook 
by Zeise [4384] and in the monograph by Vvedenskiy [119a]. 

The results of the calculations are given in the monograph 
[2312] and have been used in the paper [3820] to represent 
the temperature dependence of the specific heat of trichloro- 
methane in an analytical form. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CHC13 and CDC13 

calculated in the papers [2726, 2728] are rendered in the 
Handbook by Zeise [4384]. 
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1065* 

1065** 

1068 

1069* 

1069** 

1075 

1077 

1078 

1087 

1088 

1091* 

1091** 

1091*** 

. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of CHBr, calciUa- 

7^obyr^ljT?nSmu an? Beach are renderea in the Handbook by 
leise [4384]. They have been used in the paper [38201 to 
represent the dependence of the specific heat C of tribro- 

momethane on temperature in an analytical form.P 

These data are given in the Handbook [4384] and in the mono¬ 
graph [119a]. 

One might take notice of the fact that a great part of the 
values of,the thermodynamic functions of CPC13 from the paper 
[1578] coincide almost precisely with the values of the cor- 

quantities in the paper [769] whereas the value 
[1678] °í> ^1500 stained from the paper is clearly too low. 

The specific heat of gaseous trichlorofluoromethane at a 
if ^ a^m was measured by Benning and MeHarness 

Lf44J in the temperature range of 311-4o8°C. 

The difference between corresponding values of 
exceed O.08 cal/mole«degree. ^ 

does not 

The C° values of methylene iodide calculated by Glöckler and 

Edgell [1772] are given in the Handbook by Zeise [4384] and 
have been used by Spencer and Flannagan [3820] to represent 
the dependence of Cp of methylene iodide on temperature in 
an analytical form. 

See footnote two onpagel048). 

For the remaining fundamental frequencies of CF2C1 the va¬ 

lues suggested by Plyler and Benedict [3277] have been used. 

The values used in the paper [4190] were rp ni = I.76 

IC-.Br ^**9^- ^9 those "used, in the pe^pen [1678] wene v A = 

= rc_Br = 1.91 A. C"C1 

The same discrepancies are obtained when the thermodynamic 
functions of CHFgCl are calculated from the experimental data 

of the rotational constants of the CHFgCl^ and CHF Cl-^ 

molecules obtained from the paper [717a] (see footnote one 
to page 103^) . 

See footnote one to page 1045. 

CH3F, CH3C1, CE^Br, C^I, CH2F2, CHpClg, CHglp, CHF 
CF 

3, chci3. 
4^ CP3C1* CF3Br, CF3I, CF2C1, CFC13, CCl^ CHBr3, CHI3, 

CCl3Br. 

The experimental data available for CI^F, CH^, and CHBr 

are not enough for determining the heats of formation of ^ 
these compounds with sufficient accuracy. 
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IO94* 

1094** 

IO94*** 

1097 

IO98* 

IO98** 

1100* 

1100** 

In 1961, Skuratov a.nd Kolesov [38lal published cri tirai vo 
mrks on the paper [471] In which 4 ms4hS aSííaSly 
that it is not possible to carry out further experimental 
thermochemical investigations of the halogen substitutes of 
methane. However, the authors of the remarks [38la] are of 
the opinion that such investigations should be made only by 
r«riwT'imetr;LCama^0dS“ Meanwhile, for this purpose Baybuz 
[80b].succeeded m employing a method of the explosion of 
gas mixtures m a spherical bomb (see footnotes to 
pages 1103-1110 ). Valuable information may be obtained from 
measurements of the equilibrium, from kinetic investigatifs 

mdebinmr47Îl0ofta?iele-tï°n lmpaCt ”leth0<1- A discussion is ’ 
ÍJqoh tí of ^all existing experimental data that can be 

calculating the heat of formation of the halogen 
+wt;L?\teSw0f m®thane without regarding the methods by which 
of^the^remarks^r^8?ílcttained. One may agree with the authors o± the remarks [381a] that m the paper [4?1] the error in 
the suggested values of the heats of formation of the halogen 
substitutes of methane has been estimated too low in several 
not6"hare +ht ^the£.hand'.the authors of this Handbook can- 

th ?e£aîlve opinion of the authors of the remarks 
[38la] concerning the methods used in [471] in the calcula- 
tion of the heat of formation of the halogen substitutes of 
methane and concerning the values of the heat of formaron 
[47?]! comP°^ds of this kind, suggested in the paper 

The same result was found by Margrave [2771] and Luft [2677]. 

Son 0femSíSSíí;SeakÍng from the heat of combus- 
ronqp! yiilnonde as calculated by the Kharasch method 
[761]]3 d by of the Bernstein interpolation formula * 

The following series of compounds have been discussed: CH P, 

CH301’ 0H3Br’ 0H3I “'d 0013F» CCI Br, CCI I; CF^, 3 " 
CF3C1, 0F2C12, CFC13, C014 and CF4, CHf], C^F, 0¾. 

Sgg footnote two to pg^g 109^ 

An estimate, which is based on the results of several semi- 
empirical methods of calculating heats of vaporization ex¬ 
plained in the papers [468, 469], ctpuix¿aGion ex- 

StIndSds0nB08?aSHan?íO°k ?f tíeoU* S* National Bureau of Standards [j5o8] uses the value AH0f298>CHgIg, gaseous) = 

- 2j kc a 1/mo le which was found by Bichowskv and Rossini rñi'íT 
from data of Berthelot [792] and their estimates o?She heat1 
of vaporization of methylene iodide. th h at 

[,471]'?aSOnS Why thlS err°r exlsts are discussed in the paper 

In the paper [3786], the value -32.4 + 0„4 kcal/mole is given 
for this quantity. 
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1102** 

1103* 

1103** 

1103*** 

lio4 

1105* 

1105** 

The heat of vaporization, being equal to 13,2 + 0.5 kcal/mole, 
has been determined by the authors of the Handbook on the 
basis of calculations according to Forcrand's formula 
[1583, 468] with Tm = 398°K [3508], and as the result of a 
calculation according to the Mendeleyev rule with a correc¬ 
tion term [469] (with the heats of vaporization of CHC1„ and 
CHBr3). -3 

Bichowski and Rossini [813] estimated AH°f2^)1(CHI^, gaseous) = 

= +44 kcal/mole, using the results of the calorimetric mea¬ 
surements carried out by Berthelot [792], 

AsaAH0f29g igiKFj solid) value different from the one taken 

in this Handbook has been used in the paper [24o8], the value 
found therein is AH°f2^g (CF^, gaseous) = -2l8 + 2 kcal/ 

/mole. 

As a AH°^298.15( NaF, solid) value different from the one ta¬ 
ken in this Handbook has been used in 
the value found in these is AH0fo^g ^ 

the papers [129, I30], 
(CF^, gaseous = -219.2 + 

+2.3 kcal/mole. 

A more detailed discussion of the results of the investiga¬ 
tions [3666, 2244, 1430, 305O] is made in the paper [471], 

The value of the heat of formation used in this Handbook was 
confirmed by Baybuz [80b] who found the value AH0foc.g ,,- 
(CF^, gaseous) = -220.1 +1.4 kcal/mole by evaluating’the 

results of measurements of the explosion of the mixtures of 
CF^ with H2, Og, CO and HgO. 

Mears and Stahl [2825] carried out measurements at T = 
^ 573*15°K and at p = 1 atm. They obtained the following heat 
values of the gas reactions: 

HF-fcCCI«'»CFO* + HC1, = 4,37±0,20 kcal. 

HF + CFa. = CF*Cl, + Ha, Aff¡71 = -6,60 ±0,50 kcal, 

HF + CFíQ,-CF/n + HQ, A//¿n = -9,88 ±0,40 kCa 1, 

V. acpa. - oa«+cy/a*. a//^ = - 2,62 ± o, 10 kc a 1, 

^CFda.-CPa. + CF/a, A//¡73 = -3,73±0,20kca] . 

In 1961, after the information in this Handbook had been com¬ 
piled, Baybuz [80b] determined the heats of formation of 
CF^, CFgCl, CFCl^, and CCl^ by means of a better method of 

evaluating the results of the measurements of gas mixture ex¬ 
plosions in a spherical bomb. Baybuz1s paper questioned the 
reliability of the data of Mears and Stahl [2825]. The value 

AH°f2^g (CF^Cl, gaseous) =-- -166.2 + 2.2 kcal/mole was found 

for CF^Cl in the paper [80b]. However, preliminary results of 
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the heat of combustion of Na in CF^Cl, found ln J96I at the 

Moscow State University [4la] lead to the value AH°f0^g 

(CFgCl, gaseous) = -I72.3 + 3 kcal/moleo 

With the values of the heats of formation of KF and KC1 of 
this Handbooks the data of the papers [24o8, 4l69] lead to 
AH°f2^g 1g(CF2Cl2, gaseous) values equal to -II3 and -112 

kcal/mole, respectively. 

With the values of the heats of formation of KF and KC1 of 
this Handbook, the data of the papers [24o8, 4l69] lead to 
AH°f2^g CFClg, gaseous) values equal to -71 and -64 

kcal/mole, respectively. 

In 1961, Baybuz [80b] found the value AH°f2^g ^(CFClg, gas¬ 

eous) = -66.4 +2.1 kcal/mole by means of a better method of 
evaluating the results of measurements of the explosion pres¬ 
sure of mixtures of H2, C>2, and CFClg in a spherical bomb 

(see also footnote two on original page IIO5#*). 

The value of the heat of formation used in the Handbook also 
was confirmed by experiments carried out by Baybuz [80b] in 
order to measure the explosion pressure of mixtures of H2, 

CO, and CCl^ in a spherical bomb. With these data, the 

value Ah0fg^g ^(CCl^, gaseous) = -24.6 + 1.3 kcal/mole was 

obtained in [80b]„ 

On this basis of the data from [3900], the value AH°f2^g ^ 

(CClgBr, gaseous) = -10.3 + 0.5 kcal/mole, corresponding to 

AH°f0(CClgBr, gaseous) = -8.I3 kcal/mole, was found in the 

paper [4/1]. 
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Chapter 18 

ETHYLENE AND ITS FLUORINE-CHLORINE DERIVATES 

(C.H., C,F„ C,CI„ C.H.F,, C,II,CI„ W C.II.CI, C.IIF,. C,HCI„ C.F.CI. C,FCI„ C.II.FCI, 
CjHFjCI, CjHFCIj) • 

The molecules of ethylene and of Its halogen dérivâtes are very 

similar in their structure so that it is advisable to examine the com¬ 

pounds of this class in common. In the present Handbook the bromine an, 

iodine dérivâtes of ethylene will not be considered, because of the 

thermal instability of these compounds at high temperatures. 

The halogen dérivâtes of ethylene can be divided into three group£ 

according to the general formulas C^, C2X2Y2 and C^Y, C^YZ, 

2 YZV' "here x' Y’ z> v< are either a halogen or hydrogen. The molecu¬ 

les of the halogen dérivâtes of ethylene of the type possess the 

highest symmetry (point group of symmetry Vh); the molecules C2X2Y2 

have a lower symmetry (point group of symmetry c2v, c2h and cj/and 

the symmetry of the molecules Ct^Y, C^YZ and (yCYZV is lowest (point 

group of symmetry eg. The molecular constants and the thermodynamic 

functions of ethylene and its fluorine and chlorine dérivâtes are con¬ 

sidered in the present chapter in accordance with the belonging of thes, 

compounds to the three groups mentioned. 

Three isomeric forms are known of the halogen dérivâtes of ethyl¬ 

ene of the types and C^YZ: the cis-, the trans- and the asym¬ 

metric form. The numerical differences in thermodynamic properties be¬ 

tween the various isomeric forms of the halogen dérivâtes of ethylene 

are small. The calculations carried out have shown that they are of the 
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same order, as the errors in the determination of the thermodynamic 

properties of these compounds from the experimental data available. 

Therefore, the present Handbook does not contain any tables of the ther 

modynamic properties of the various isomeric forms of fluorine-chlorine 

dérivâtes of ethylene of the types and C^YZ. In the present 

Handbook the polymeric forms of ethylene and its halogen dérivâtes will 

not be considered either. 

Division 1. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

Analyses of the spectra of ethylene and its halogen dérivâtes as 

the electron-diffraction analysis have shown that the molecules 

of all these compounds are plane, with a characteristic double bond 

linking the atoms of carbon. 

Of the compounds considered in this chapter, the vibrational spec¬ 

tra have not been examined for the type C2HFC12 and for the types 

C2P2CV C2HP3< =21¾01 C2Hrei2 the structure parameters have not 

been experimentally determined. In the present Handbook the lacking da¬ 

ta have been replaced by estimates which are based on the results of 

the experimental analysis of the spectra and the molecular structure of 

the other halogen dérivâtes of ethylene. 

The information on the molecular constants of ethylene and its ha¬ 

logen dérivâtes is in the main limited to data concerning the values of 

the fundamental frequencies and the structure of the corresponding mo¬ 

lecules. The constants of anharmonicity of the oscillations, the inter¬ 

action between oscillation and rotation, and the constants of the cen¬ 

trifugal distorsion have not been determined for the molecules of ethy¬ 

lene and some of its halogen derivases. As regards ethylene and some of 

its halogen dérivâtes, the excited electron states were also studied. 

§7! Molecules of the Type? r.^ 

molecules of ethylene and of its halogen dérivâtes of the type 
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C2X^ belong to the point group of symmetry Vh (a = 4) and have 12 nor¬ 

mal vibrations. The completely symmetrical vibrations with the frequen¬ 

cies V1, v2, v3, correspond to an extension of the bonds C-X, C = C 

a change of the valence angle in X-C-X and a torsion of the groups CX 

around the bond C = C. The remaining eight frequencies correspond to the 

antisymmetrical vibrations in the plane (v^ Vg, v10> v11, v12) and 

outside the plane of the molecule (v?, Vg). 

In the infrared spectra of the molecules CyX^ vibrations with the 

frequencies v^, v10, v1]LJ are active, and vibrations with the 

frequencies v2, Vg and Vg are active in the Raman spectra. 

The torsion oscillation (v^) are neither active in the infrared spectra 

nor in the Raman spectra. 

The molecules CgX^ possess no own dipole moment, since they belong 

to the point group of symmetry V^. Therefore their rotation spectra 

can only be observed as a Raman spectrum and not in the infrared. 

C2H4 * The analysis of the vibration spectra of ethylene began in 

•^■905 [II39] and was dealt with in the publications of many investiga¬ 

tors, but only in I950 they succeeded in obtaining a reliable inter¬ 

pretation of these spectra and in finding the exact values of the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of C^H^. 

The infrared spectrum of gaseous ethylene in the range of 700-4800 

cm was analyzed by Coblentz [II39], Levin and Meyer [2597], Smith 

[3790], Gelloui and Barker [1646], Tompson and Garris [3973], Rasmus¬ 

sen and Brattain [3401], Arnett and Crawford [568], Plyler [3270], 

Allen and Plyler [510], and Ozawa [316O]. The infrared spectrum of 

ethylene in the photographic range (8500-14,300 cm"1) was ana¬ 

lyzed by Badger and Binder [600], Schieb and Lueg [3615], Lewis and 

Houston [2602], Bonner [864], Gaenswein and Mecke [1649], and Tompson 

[3968]* The rotational structure of the vibration-rotation bands of 

C2H4 was resolved In the papers [2597, 3790, 1646, 3973, 568, 510, 3968]. 
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In paper [3l60] infrared spectra of ethylene under high pressure and in 

presence of impurities of other gases were obtained, which permitted 

the observation of the bands of C^, active only in tye Raman spectrum 

under normal conditions. 

The vibration Raman spectrum of gaseous ethylene in low dispersion 

was investigated by Daure [1269]# Dickinson, Dillon, Rasetti [1335]# 

Lewis and Houston [2602], Bhagavantam [810], Hemptinne and Charette 

[I987], Stoicheff [3872], and in high dispersion ba Feldmann, Romanko 

and Welsh [1547]. The vibration Raman spectrum of liquid ethylene was 

investigated by Bonner [864], Hemptinne Jüngers, Delfosse [I988], 

Glöckler and Renfrew [I78I], Rank, Shull and Axford [3382], Hemptinne 

and Charette [I987], using devices with low dispersion. 

The vibration spectra of the deuterosubstituted ethylene have also 

been thoroughly studied: C^D^ [II60, 1646, I988, I987# 568, 510], CgHD^ 

[I988, 1987# IO9O]# C2H2D2 [1988, 1987# IO9O, 2553, IO89, 1213] and C^D 

[1988, 1987, 1203, 1213, 1202]. At the examination of the vibration 

Raman spectrum of CgH^ in paper [1547] some vibrational frequencies of 

the molecule of C HgC JH2 were discovered. 

The first interpretations of vibration spectra of ethylene were 

proposed by Mecke [283O] in 1932. Later on, however, as the knowledge 

on the vibration spectra became more profound and extended, this had to 

be corrected, which resulted in new attributions of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of the CgH^ molecule. 

Table I56 gives the attributions of the fundamental frequencies of 

the CgHij molecule adopted by the various investigators together with 

those accepted in the present Handbook.* The most important divergences 

in the attribution of the fundamental frequencies of the CgH^ molecule 

occur with the frequencies v^, v^, Vg, Vg and v10. There were no diver¬ 

gencies in the attribution of the fundamental frequencies v^, v2, Vg 
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and v7, Vg, v^, since the moat intense bands in the Raman spectrum 

correspond to the first set and the most intense bands in the infrared 

spectrum to the second set. 

Up to 1956 the frequencies v^, were taken as the values of 

the maxima of the Q,-branches of the corresponding bands, measured by 

Dickinson, Dillon and Rasetti [1335] in the Raman spectrum of gaseous 

ethylene. Similar values of the frequencies v^, v^, were obtained by 

Bhagavantam [8IO] and are adopted by Conn and Sutherland [II60] and by 

Wu [43^0] (for and v^). In 1956 Feldman, Romanko and Welsh [1547]* 

resolved the rotational structure in the Raman spectrum of gaseous ethy¬ 

lene, determined the beginning of the bands and v^, and measured more 

precisely than before the position of the maximum of the Q-branch of the 

band Vg. The values found in [154?] for v2 and- vq were adopted in 

the present Handbook. Their errors obviously do not exceed +0.5 cm“ 

TABLE 156 

Attributions of the Fundamental Frequencies of the CpI-h Molecule, 
Proposed by Various Investigators , ¿ 4 
(The values of the frequencies are given in cm" )a 

-1 

a) In the present Handbook the same designations are adopted for the 
fundamental frequencies of the C^H^ molecule as in Herzberg's book 
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[152] and in the papers [568, 3382, 366, 1547]. In the papers 
[ll6o, 434-0, 1646, 3401] the designations were different» 

1. Frequency; 
2) type of vibration; 
3) Mecke [2830] 1932; 
4) Bonner [864] 1936; 
5) Conn. Sutherland [ll60] 1939; 
6) Wu [4340] 1939; 
7) Callaway, Barker [1646] 1942; 
Q\ Herzberg [152] 1945; 
9) Rasmussen, Brattain [3401] 1947; 
10) Arnett, Crawford [568] Rank et al. [3382] 1950; 
11) Sverdlov, Pakhomova [366] 1953; 
12) Feldman, Romanko, Welsh [154-7] 1956; 
13) Present Handbook. 

For the vibrational frequencies v^, v^, v^, v^2 Conn and Suther¬ 

land [ll60] and Wu [4340] chose the values of the centers of the cor¬ 

responding bands, measured by Levin and Meyer [2597] in the infrared 

spectrum of gaseous ethlene, obtained on a spectrometer with high dis¬ 

persion. Later on, Callaway and Barker [1646] determined and analyzed 

the rotational structure of the bands v^, and and found the 

beginning of these bands. For the frequencies v^2 they accepted in 

their paper [1646] the value found by Levin and Meyer. Herzberg [152] 

referred this value to the vacuum. In the present Handbook we adopted 

for the frequencies v^, v^, v^2 the values recommended by Herzberg 

[152] based on the data of Callaway and Barker [1646] and Levin and 

Meyer [2597].* The errors of determination with the adopted values of 

the frequencies v^, v^, and v^2 seem not to exceed +2 cm-1. 

For the frequency v1Q Conn and Sutherland [ll60] chose a value 

equal to 1020 cm"1. This value of V was calculated by them with the 

help of the isotope relation Teller-Redlich, attributing the frequency 

V10 = the CgD^ molecule; this choice was based on their 

interpretation of the infrared vibration spectrum of deuteroethylene, 

Wu [4340] interpreted the most intense band in the infrared spectrum 

of ethylene with the center at about 950 cm“1 as due to the superposi- 
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tion of the bands and v10 and chose for the corresponding frequency 

of C2H4 the same value, equal to 950 cm“1, Gallaway and Barker [1646] 

observed in the infrared spectrum of a very weak band with the cen 

ter at about 995 cm“1, which they attributed to the frequency v 0„ This 

attribution was also accepted by Kerzberg [152], Rasmussen and Brattain 

[3401] observed in the infrared spectrum of ethylene a weak band with 

its center at about 807.1 cm“1; they attributed it to the frequency v10 

with a value of 800 cm“1. A very weak band was observed by Gallaway 

and Barker [1646] at about 995 cm“1 attributed in paper [3401] to the 

frequency v? of the 012¾^13¾ molecule. A band at about 800 cm“1 was 

also observed in the infrared spectrum of ethylene by Tompson and Har¬ 

ris [3973], who attributed it to one of the fundamental frequencies of 

the C2H^ molecule. Coblentz [1139] too observed a weak absorption band 

in this part of the spectrum of ethylene. The next investigators of 

the vibration spectrum of ethylene, however, ignored this observation, 

supposing that in the spectrum obtained by Coblentz this band did not 

pertain to ethylene but to some impurities. Arnett and Crawford [968] 

investigated especially the infrared spectrum of ethylene in the range 

of the band with its center at about 800 cm“1, resolved and analyzed its 

rotational structure and determined the beginning of the band at 810. 3 

cm . Arnett and Crawford [568] ascribed this value to the frequency v 

since one then obtained the more satisfactory attribution of the bands 

with centers at 2046.5 and 1656 cm"1, respectively to the frequencies 

V6 + v10 and 2V10°* The final Proof of the correctness of the attribu¬ 

tion of the frequency v10 proposed by Arnett and Crawford [568], was 

given as a result of the calculations of the fundamental frequencies of 

ethylene molecules and its deuteroderivates by Sverdlov and Pakhomova 

[366]. In the present Handbook a value of v10 = 810. 3 cm“1 was accepted. 

Conn and Sutherland [II60] identified the frequency Vg with the 
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v/eak band at 9^3 cm observed by Glöckler and Renfrew [I78I] in the 

Raman spectrum of liquid ethylene. The same attribution was chosen by 

Herzberg [152] for the frequency Vg as well as in the papers [3401, 

568, 3882, 366]. In [864, 4340] the frequency Vg was erroneously assumed 

as equal to 1100 cm . In the Raman spectrum of liquid ethylene Bonner 

[864] observed a band with its center at 950 cm-1 which encouraged 

Gallaway and Barker [1646] to assume Vg = 950 cm \ The correctness of 

the attribution of the frequency Vg chosen by Herzberg [152] was con¬ 

firmed -by Stoicheff [3872], who observed in the Raman spectrum of 

gaseous ethylene a weak and broad band with two maxima in the range of 

950 cm"1. In connection with this, Feldman, Romanko and Welsh [1547]* 

chose Vg = 950 cm"1. However, the value Vg = 943 cm"1, accepted in the 

papers [152, 3401, 568, 3382, 366] is better than the value Vg = 95O 

-1 1 
cm , as it agrees with the attribution of the band at I889.6 cm ^ ob¬ 

served in the infrared spectrum [1139, 2597, 1646] to the frequency 

+ vc -1 
'Y ' 'gj The value Vg = 943 cm" has therefore been accepted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook. 

Conn and Sutherland [II60] estimated the frequency Vg to IO30 cm"1, 

proceeding from the attribution of the infrared band at 2046.5 cm'1 

[2597] to uhe frequencies Vg + v10 and from the estimate v10 = 1020 cm“1. 

Wu [4340] accepted the value Vg = 950 cm"1 proposed by Bonner [864], 

concluding from his attribution of the bands of situated in the 

photographic range. Gallaway and Barker [1646] and Herzberg [152] as¬ 

suming v10 = 995 cm"1, estimated the frequency Vg equal to IO55 or IO50 

.-1 .-1 cm from the complex frequency Vg + v^ = 2046.5 cnT-\ Later on, ana¬ 

logous calculations led Rasmussen and Brattain [3401] to the value of 

v5 = 1250 cm 1, and Arnett and Crawford [568] to the value of Vg = 1236 

cm"1, the first authors assuming v10 = 800 cm"1 and the second ones v 

-- 810. 3 cm* ,-1 
10 

The value of Vg = 1236 cm ^ was verified by Rank, Shull 
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and Axford [3382] who discovered in the Raman spectrum of liquid ethy¬ 

lene a band with its center at 1236 cm-''". The accuracy of the attribution 

proposed in the papers [568* 3382] for the frequency was verified by 

the calculations of Sverdlov and Pakhomova [366]. In the present Hand¬ 

book we accept a value of = 1236 + 3 cm-1* the error is determined 

by the inaccuracy of measuring the center of the corresponding band in 

the Raman spectrum of liquid ethylene [3382]. The attempts undertaken in 

[3872* 1547] to detect the band Vg in the Raman spectrum of the gaseous 

ethylene remained without success. 

Up to the present days the frequency was usually given a value 

of either 3075 or 3272 cm-''"* in connection with the fact that the cor¬ 

responding lines were repeatedly observed in the Raman spectrum of 

ehtylene * (see Table I56). Play1er [3270] showed that the value of = 

= 3272 cm-"'"* adopted by Herzberg [152] and the papers [568, 33Ö2]* is 

not satisfactory* as it leads to an anomalously high value of the cor¬ 

rection for the anharmonicity of oscillation. The measurements of the 

degree of depolarization of the line at 3075 cm-1 [3382] and the cal¬ 

culations of Sverdlov and Pakhomova [366] also spoke in favor of the 

low value of v^_. Stoicheff [3872] applied a more precise method to ob¬ 

tain the Raman spectrum of gaseous ethylene as in the previous investi¬ 

gations* and detected a band with its maximum at 3108 + 5 cm-"'' not ob¬ 

served before. He showed that this band corresponded to the frequency 

V,- of the C2H^ molecule in the gas, while the band previously observed 

in the Raman spectrum of liquid ethylene at 3075 cm ^ corresponds to the 

Vg frequency of the C^H^ molecule in liquid ethylene. The band at 3272 

cm-"'"* observed in the Raman spectrum of gaseous ethylene, is attributed 

by Stoicheff [3Ö72] to the complex frequency v2 + 2v1Q. Feldman, Romanko 

and Welsh [154-7] investigated in high dispersion the Raman spectrum of 

gaseous ethylene in the range from 2800 to 3300 cm-"'". In this range 

they recorded a series of lines of the band and based on their at¬ 

tributions, they calculated the beginning of the band v^, equal to 
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3102„ 5 cm"\ 

In the papers [1160, 4340, l646, 152] the value of the frequency 

v¿1 of the torsion oscillation was estimated to approximately 800 cm \ 

either from an erroneous interpretation of the band with the center at 

1656 cm-''', observed in the Raman spectrum, or from calculations, using 

the results of experimental measurements of the specific heat of gaseous 

ethylene and the values of the remaining frequencies* observed in the 

spectra. 

The true value of the frequency was established by Arnett and 

Crawford [568] as a result of an analysis of the infrared spectra of 

the molecule of ethylene and of the molecules of all deuteroderivates of 

ethylene in the range of the frequencies v^, v^, Vg of the nonplanar 

oscillations and of a subsequent theoretical processing of the data ob¬ 

tained. The fact is that the frequency of the torsion oscillation is 

active in the infrared spectra of the molecules of C2HgD, trans-C^fUD^ 

and CgHDg. This made is possible to determine with sufficient reliabili¬ 

ty the force constant of the torsion oscillation and to calculate the 

value of of the molecules of CgH^, chLs-CgHgDg, CHgCDg and C^, where 

the frequency is not active in the vibration spectra. Thus the freque- 

cy of the C2H^ molecule was determined in paper [568] as equal to 

IO27 0111-1. This result was subsequently verified by calculations car¬ 

ried out in the papers [366, 1213]. A value of = IO27 cm"1 has been 

accepted in the present Handbook. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CgH^ molecule 

adopted in the present Handbook are compiled in Table I57. The errors 

of the adopted values of frequencies are estimated as to +0.5 cm-1 for 

V V vy v5 and v10>± 1 c™”1 v9> vn and v12, + 3 cm“1 for 

Vj| and Vg and +10 cm 1 for Vg. The values of the fundamental frequenci¬ 

es of the C2H,4 molecule adopted in the present Handbook are similar to 
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the values adopted in the first edition,* and to the values recommended 

by Sverdlov and Pakhomova [366] from own calculations of the vibration¬ 

al frequencies of the molecules of the deuteroderivates of ethylene»** 

The most essential differences in the values concern the frequencies 

and V which is due to their improvement achieved by Feldman, Romanko 
5 

and Welsh [15^7]* 

The rotational constants and the moments of inertia of the 

molecule were determined by many investigators by way of fine structure 

analyses of the bands in the infrared spectrum [600, 3615, 597, 3968, 

3790, 1646, 510] and in the Raman spectrum [1547] of ethylene, and also 

from an analysis of the structure of the rotational Raman spectrum 

[¿'602, 3477, 1398]. The most precise values of the rotational constants 

of the vibrational ground state of the molecules of CgH^ and were 

obtained by Allen and Plyler [510] and by Dowling and Stoicheff [1398]. 

TABLE 157 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of CpH^, and CgCl^ 
(a = 4) 

nOCTOHKHan 2 C»F. QCI, q UoCTOHHIiaX c,h4 C,F« CiCI« 

Vj, CMT1 2 
V*. c*“1 

V», CM-' 

V«, CMT1 

V». CM"' 

V., CM-' 

V7, CM-' 

3020.4 
1622,6 

1342,2 

1027 

3102.5 
1236 
949,2 

778 
1872 

394 
190 

1340 

551 
406 

447 

1571 
235 

110 
1000 

347 

288 

V», CM-' 

V», CM-' 

V10, e*“1 
Vu, CM~' 

3 

943 

3105.5 

810,3 
2989.5 

1443.5 
5,477 

508 
1337 

218 
1186 

558 

15 875 

512 

908 

176 
777 
310 

336 800 

-1 2 3 
1) Constant] 2) cm“ ; 3) (g*cm ) . 

Allen and Plyler [510] resolved the rotational structure of the 

band in the infrared spectrum of CgH^ and C2D^, working with a 

spectrometer with a diffraction grating of high resolution. The analy¬ 

sis of the data obtained for CgH^ permitted them to detemine the values 
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Bq = O.9998 and Cq = 0.829^ cm \ where the errors are estimated by the 

authors of the paper [910] as +0.0002 cm“'1". A more realistic estimate 

of the errors of the values of these quantities is +0.001 cm“'1', if we 

take into consideration that the mean deviation of the calculated va¬ 

lues from the observed values of the lines of the P- and R- branches 

with J < 10 is 0.04 cm“11", as this is pointed out in paper [510]. 

Dowling and Stoicheff [1398] photographed the purely rotational 

Raman spectra of and with an average linear inverse disper¬ 

sion of 6.75 em'^/mm in second order of a concave diffraction grating 

with a radius of curvature of 0.4 m. The analysis of the data obtained 

enabled the authors of paper [1398] to determine the following values 

of the rotational constants of CgH^: Aq = 4.828 + 0.009, Bq = 1.0012 + 

+ 0.0009, Cq = 0.8282 + 0.0004 cm""1". Dowling and Stoicheff were the 

first to determine the value of the constant Aq immediately by way of 

analyzing the spectroscopic data, instead of using the approximate re¬ 

lation 1/Aq = 1/Cq + 1/Bq, as this was done in earlier investigations. 

The values of the rotational constants BQ and Cq found in paper [I398] 

agree with the values of these quantities obtained in the papers [510, 

34-77], within the limits of error of determination of the latter. It 

must be noted that, if in earlier determinations of the rotational 

constants of CgH^ by analyzing the rotational structure of the vibra¬ 

tional-rotational bands and of the pure rotational spectrum the rela¬ 

tions of the theory of the energy levels of symmetric rotators* was ap¬ 

plied, in the papers [1398, 510, 3477] the resolution obtained was high 

enough to make it possible to apply the relations of the energy levels 

of asymmetric rotators. 

In the present Handbook we chose for the vibrational ground state 

of the molecule of CgH^ the above values of the rotational constants, 

determined by Dowling and Stoicheff [1398]. The corresponding values of 



the product of the principal moments of inertia are compiled in Table 

157. 

The structure parameters of the molecules of ethylene (in the el¬ 

ectron ground state) were determined by analyzing the rotational struc¬ 

ture of the bands of the vibrational-rotational [597* 3217, 3968, 1646, 

510] and of the rotational [1398] spectra, and also by analyzing elec¬ 

tron-diffraction data [4264, 3204, 663, 664].* The most precise values 

of the structure parameters of the molecule were given by Bartell 

and Bonham [663, 664], Allen and Plyler [510] and Dowling and Stoicheff 

[1398]. aarto 11 and Bonham[6641 carried out a. very accurate electronographic 

investigation into the structure of CgH^, working with a sector-micro¬ 

photometric method, and obtained = 1.084 + 0.003, rQ_Q = 1.3227 + 

+ 0.002 A, /H - C — H = 115°301 + 36'. The values based on the investi¬ 

gation of the rotational structure of the band in the infrared 

spectra of C2H¿, and CpD^ [510] and of the pure rotational Raman spectra 

of and CgD^ [1393] agree with the values of the structure parame¬ 

ters of found in paper [664]: ^(C — H) = 1.086 + 0.003, ro(^ = 6) 

= 1.337 + 0.003 A, /H - C - H = 117°22' + 1° [510] and r0(C — H) = i. 086 

+ 0.003, r0(C = C) = 1. 339 ± 0.002 A, /H - C - H = 117034, + 30* [1398]. 

In the present Handbook the values obtained by Dowling and Plyler [1398] 

were adopted for the structure parameters of the CgH^ molecule. 

The information on excited electron states of the molecule is 

based on examinations of the electron spectra of ethylene in the ultra¬ 

violet and the visible range and on a series of theoretical studies. 

The results of the investigation of the spectrum of CpH^ in the ultra¬ 

violet range, published till 1941, are considered in the surveys by 

Sponer [3825, 3827]. In the following years the ultraviolet spectra of 

C0H^ and C0D^ were analyzed by Wilkinson [4278, 4279, 4272, 4276b]. The 

emission spectrum of CgH^ in the visible range was studied by Goldfard 
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an''l Pimentel [ 1792b]„ A detailed interpretation of the excited electron 

states of CgH^was made by Mulliken [2984a, 3003a] and Walsh [4l45a]. 

Later on the theory of the electron states of the molecule was 

developed in the papers [3005, 3119, 3826, 3193, 2613, 246l], As a re¬ 

sult of the investigations made, it became Known that in the excited 

electron states of the molecule, the groups CII0 are turned through 

90° with respect to each other. The first excited electron state of the 

ra°lecu-Le Ls a with au excitation energy of about 4-5,000 cm-^. 

C2P4.The infrared spectrum of gaseous tetrafluorethylene was ana¬ 

lyzed by Torkington and Tompson [4005] (500-3200 cm"1), Matutano [2813] 

(250-5000 cm"1), Nielsen, Claassen, Smith [3090] (370-3500 cm“1), Mann, 

Acquista, Plyler [2753] (190-4-55 cm"1) and Kiyama, Minomura and Ozawa 

[2429] (500-3200 cm“1). The Raman spectra of gaseous tetrafluorethylene 

were studied by fielsen, Claassen Smith [3090] and those of liquid tet¬ 

rafluorethylene by Monfils and Duchesne [2938]. The numerous investiga¬ 

tions of the vibrational spectra of were carried out with prism 

spectrometers with a dispersion insufficient to resolve the rotational 

structure of the bands. In paper [3090] the Raman spectrum of gaseous 

tetrafluorethylene was obtained with the help of an instrument with a 

dispersion of 15A/mm, which permitted a sufficiently accurate determi¬ 

nation of the position of the maxima of the different bands. 

The vibrational spectra of were first interpreted by Nielsen, 

Claassen and Smith [309O] using data on the infrared spectrum and the 

Raman spectrum of gaseous tetrafluorethylene they had obtained. The re¬ 

sults of later studies confirmed the correctness of this interpretation 

and permitted an improvement of the values of the fundamental frequen- 

cies v4, v6, v?, Vg and v10. 

The investigation of the Raman spectrum of liquid tetrafluorethy¬ 

lene [2938] showed that the vibrational frequencies of the mole- 
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cule do not conciderably vary at the transition from gas to liquid, 

Mann, Acquista and Plyler [2753] analyzed the infrared spectrum 

in the longwave range, not studied by Nielsen, Claassen and mith 

[3090]. This enabled the authors of paper [2753] to determined the value 

of the frequency of = 218 cm 1, estimated in paper [309O] to 245 

cm , and also the value of the frequency of = 4o6 cm“1 in paper 

[509O], considered as equal to 407 cm-1 from non-published data of Ply- 

ler„ For the frequencies Vg and vfí the authors of [2753] chose values 

equal to 55I and 508 cm“1, respectively, based on data obtained by Mon¬ 

fils and Duchesne [2938]. Nielsen, Claassen and Smith [3090] accepted 

for these frequencies values equal to 5^4 and 510 cm“1 respectively. 

The value of Vg = 544 cm"1 in paper [3090] was calculated from the com¬ 

plex frequencies, and the value Vg = 510 cm 1, adopted according to an 

analysis of the Raman spectrum of the gas, where the authors of paper 

[509O] observed a doublet band with maxima at 503 and 517 cm“1. The fre¬ 

quency v4 of the torsion oscillation was considered as equal to I90 cm“1 

by Mann, Acquista and Plyler [2753] concluding from a comparison of en¬ 

tropy of C2f4 [1634] calculated from calorimetric data and from molecu¬ 

lar constants, and also from the results of the calculations of the 

value of v4 from the complex frequencies of C2F4 and from the force con¬ 

stant of the torsion oscillation of the molecule of C2h4, found by Ar¬ 

nett and Crawford [568].* For the remaining fundamental frequencies of 

C2P4 ( V V V3' V V ^1' V12) Mann^ bequista and Plyler [2753] ad¬ 

opted the values found by Nielsen, Claassen and Smith [309O]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the C2F4 molecule re¬ 

commended by Mann, Acquista and Plyler are adopted in the present Hand¬ 

book and compiled in Table 157. The accuracy of these values is veri¬ 

fied by calculations of the fundamental frequencies of the fit -chlore- 

thylene by Mann, Fano, Meal and Slmanouchl [2758]. The errors of the 
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adopted values of the fundamental frequencies of are estimated as 

amounting to +3 to +5 cro ^ and to +10 cm ~ for the value of the fre¬ 

quency of the torsion oscillation. 

The structure parameters of the C,^ were determined in electron- 

diffraction studies [960, 232?, 981, 2204]. The most reliable values of 

the structure parameters of were obtained by I. Karle and G. Karle 

[232?]: rc=c = 1.313 + 0.010, rc_F = 1.313 + 0.035 A, /F - C - F = 

114 + 2°. Similar values of the corresponding structure parameters for 

C0H0F0 were also obtained in paper [2327]* which agree with the results 

of an analysis of the microwave spectrum of the difluorethylene [3448, 

1457]. The values of the structure parameters of CpF^ obtained in paper 

[2327] were later on confirmed by the results of the electron-diffrac¬ 

tion studies of Braun and Livingston [98I] : rQ_Q = !• 33 + 0.06, r^_F = 

= 1.30 + 0.02, A, /F - C - F = 114 + 3°. Somewhat different values of 

structure parameters of CpF^ were obtained by Brockway and Livingston 

[960] (rG;=c = I.27, rc_F = 1. 32A, /_ F - C - F = 110°) and James and 

Livingston [2204] (rQ=Q = 1.27 + 0. 04, r(-,_F = 1. 33 + 0. 02A, ¿F — C - F = 

= 110 + 2°). The results of these investigations are, however, less re¬ 

liable than the results obtained in paper [2327]. The product of the 

principal moments of inertia of OpF^, compiled in Table 157* Is calcula¬ 

ted from the structure parameters found by I. Karle and G. Karle in 

paper [2327]. 

The electron spectrum of CpF^ has not been studied. 

CpClh. The infrared vibrational spectrum of liquid tetrachlorethy- 

lene was studied in the papers [1139* 862, 3818, I610, 1410¾ 3268, 760, 

2753] (190-4000 cm-1)* and of gaseous tetrachlorethylene in paper [4336] 

(400-5000 cm“1). All these studies were carried out with prism spectro¬ 

meters of low dispersion. The Raman spectrum of liquid tetrachlorethy¬ 

lene was investigated in the papers[3327* 1239* 1240, 3960, 2954, 2738, 
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1982, ^337, 2470, 4303, 3381, 3580]. The raman spectrum of gaseous 

tetrachlorethylene has not been analyzed. 

Many investigators* tried to interpret the vibrational spectrum of 

C2C14' The greatest difficulties consist in the attribution of the fun¬ 

damental frequencies active in the infrared spectrum f v , v , v v 
v 7 9 10" 11' 

vl2)- 

In the present Handbook we adopt for C^Cl^ the attribution of the 

fundamental frequencies recommended by Mann et al. [2759, 2758]. For 

the fundamental frequencies of C2C14 active in the Raman spectrum (v^ 

V2' v3' v5' v8)' we chose in Table I57 the values found by Witrek 

[4303] for the centers of the corresponding bands in the Raman spectrum 

of the liquid tetrachlorethylene. In Table 157 we adopted for the fre¬ 

quency of the torsion oscillation (not active in the vibrational 

spectra of CgCl^) the value found by Mann, Acquista and Plyler [2753] 

as a result of the calculation of from the force constant of the cor¬ 

responding vibration of (0. 245* 10“11 erg/rad2 ) and the attribution 

of a very weak line in the Raman spectrum of liquid tetrachlorethylene 

at 218 cm'1 to the frequency 2v4. In Table I57 the vibrational frequen¬ 

cies v,_,, v^, were given the values of the centers of the bands 

measured in the infrared of liquid tetrachlorethylene by Mann, Acquis¬ 

ta and Plyler [2753] and the value of the center of the intense absorp¬ 

tion band found by Pitzer in the infrared spectrum of liquid tetrachlo¬ 

rethylene was attributed to the frequency 

The fundamental frequencies given in Table I57 have thus been ob¬ 

tained for liquid tetrachlorethylene. The corresponding values of the 

fundamental frequencies of the free C0C14 molecule in gaseous form must 

be slightly higher,** since the inter molecular interactions in the 

liquid occur at the expense of a weakening of the intramolecular field. 

In the case of the tetrachlorethylene this difference, however, 
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to about 5 cm-1, as far as one can judge from a comparison of the va¬ 

lues of the frequencies observed in the infrared spectra of liquid 

and gaseous tetrachlorethylene. * In view of this fact, the errors of 

the values of the fundamental frequencies of the CgCl^ molecule compil¬ 

ed in Table 157 are estimated as +5 cm and of the frequency as 

+10 cm-1. 

The structure parameters of the CgCl^ molecule were determined from 

the results of electron-diffraction studies by Brockway, Pauling, Beach 

[959],-Lipscomb,** I. Karle and G. Karle [2328] and Rao and Livingston 

[3387]. In these studies similar values were obtained for the length 

of the bond C - 01(¾ 1.72 A) and of the angle C - C - 01(¾ 123°), but 

different values of the length of the bond C = C. In the papers by Brock¬ 

way, Pauling and Beach [959] it was proposed rc=c = 1.38 A, while, 

according to [517], Lipscomb obtained a value of rc=c = 1.34 + 0.05 A. 

The following electron-diffraction studies with CgCl^ [2328, 3387] were 

based on more effective methods.*** I. Karle and G. Karle [2328] obtained 

rn = I.72 + 0.01, r„_p = I.30 + O.O3 A and ¿C - C - Cl = 123°.25 + 

+ 0° . 75, and Rao and Livingston [3387] found rc_cl = 1.724, rc=c=1.327A, 

/0 - C - Cl = 123°. 35. The value rc=c = 1.30 A, found by I. Karle and 

G. Karle, is smaller than the value of the length of the bond C = C, 

obtained by these investigators for the CgF^ molecule (see page II36). 

Meanwhile, from a comparison of the structure parameters of ethylene 

and its halogen dérivâtes and of general theoretical notions it follows 

that, as in the CgH^ molecule hydrogen is substituted by halogen atoms, 

the length of the bond C = C is reduced and this quantity must attain 

its minimum in the C,^ molecule. According to the data of the papers 

[2327, 1457] the lengths of the bonds C = C in the molecules of CgF^ 

and CpH2F2 (asymm.) coincide within the limits of errors of their de¬ 

termination. It is natural to assume an analogous accordance for the 
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molecules CgCl^ and 0^9:201^ (asyinm. ). Based on an investigation of the 

microwave spectrum of the dichlorethylene in paper [0679] rp_p = 1.32 + 

+ 0. 02 A was found for the molecule of C0H2C12 (asymm. ), in accordance 

with the value of this quantity for the C2C1¿. molecule obtained by Rao 

and Livingston [3387]. In the present Handbook the following values of 

the structure parameters are therefore adopted according to the results 

of the electron-diffraction studies on the molecular structure of 

rC-Cl = i*?2 ± °-01i rc=c = !• 32 + 0.02 A /C - C - Cl = 123°. 3 + 0°.7 

which were used in calculating the product of the principal moments of 

inertia given in Table I57. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of tetrachlorethylene was investigated 

by Lacher, Hummel, Bohmfalk and Park [2509]. 

§72. MOLECULES OP THE TYPE CgX^ 

The molecules of halogen-substituted ethylene of the type C2X2Y2 

exist in three isomeric forms (cis, trans and asymmetric); as regards 

the structure, they differ from one another by the order of bonds lin¬ 

king the X and Y atoms with the carbon atom (cf. Pig. 19). The mole¬ 

cules of halogen-substituted ethylene of the type CgX^, apart from 

being a member oí one or another isomeric form, are characterized by 

one and the same symmetry parameter a = 2 , possessing 12 nondegen¬ 

erate fundamental frequencies, nine of which corresponding to plane 

vibrations (vj, Vj, ..., v8) and three to nonplanar vibrations (vI0, vu, v12). 

The various isomers of the molecules of halogen-substituted ethy¬ 

lene of the type CpXgYg pertain to different point groups of symmetry, 

owing to which their vibrational spectra are different (cf. Table I58). 

Table 159 contains the values of the molecular constants of fluo¬ 

rine and chlorine derivatives of ethylene of the type ^XgY^ accepted 

in the present Handbook. 

C2H2F2° The asymmetric modification of difluorethylene, CH2CF2,* 
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is the only one that has been investigated experimentally 

a 

/X 

\ 

/Y 

\- 

Fig. 19. Isomerie forms of molecules of ha¬ 
logen derivatives of ethylene of the type 

>C2X2Y2’ a) cis í’ormí b) trans form; c) as¬ 
ymmetric form. 

TABLE 158 

Characteristics of the Fundamental Frequencies of 
the Isomeric Molecules of Halogen-substituted 
Ethylene of the Type C X Y 

2 2 2 
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TpoMc-CtXiYt Clh 
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1) Isomers 
2) point group of symmetry 
3) types of vibrations 

fundamental frequencies 
5) activity in the vibrational spectra 
cn infrared spectrum 
7) Raman spectrum 
8) plane 
9) nonplanar 
10) active 
11) inactive 
12) cis 
IS) trans 
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The infrared spectrum of gaseous difluorethylene was investigated 

by Torhington and Thompson [4005] (500-3200 cm-1), Maturano [2813] 

(250-5000 cm-1),Cole and Thompson [114?] (the bands at 803, 926, and 

955 cm“1) and Smith, Nielsen and Claassen [3773] (445-5000 cm 1). The 

Raman spectrum of liquid difluorethylene was studied by Edgell and 

Byrd [1453] and that of gaseous difluorethylene by Smith, Nielsen and 

Claassen [3773]. The vibrational spectra of the deutero-derivatives of 

difluorethylene (CHDCPg and CD2CF2) were examined by Edgell and Ultee 

[1462]. 

TABLE 159 

Accepted Values of the Molecular Constants of the Fluorine and Chlo¬ 
rine Derivatives of Ethylene, of the type Y2 (a - 2) 

Mo/ienyat ]_ 
Vl Vl Vl V« V* V. V7 Vi V. Vio Vu Vil 1C 1 

2 **■* 5 10-u' i*fV 

CH.CF, 

CH,CCI, 
//uc-C,H1CI, k 
Tpov.'C-CjH^Cl, 

CFjCCI, 5 
£/uc-CjF»CI, 

7>MC-C|F£la 

3060 

3035 
3077 

3073 
1327 
1260 

1190 

3103 
3135 

3072 
3080 

1032 

1139 

1186 

1728 

16¡6 
1587 

1578 
1749 

1733 

1707 

1380 

1391 

1294 

1274 
993 

972 
892 

1302 

1088 

1179 
1200 

622 

565 

632 

955 
788 

848 
846 

459 
437 

426 

926 
601 

711 
817 

434 

412 

425 

550 

375 
571 

350 

258 

334 

288 

438 

299 

173 
250 

192 

184 
175 

803 
874 

876 

895 
564 

518 

529 

611 
458 

406 
227 

323 

349 

333 

714 

686 

697 
763 

167 
150 

140 

963,2 

10167 

9841 

4822 
88450 
84970 

82170 

1) Molecule; 2) cm“1; 3) g3»cm3; 4) cis; 5) trans 

According to Table I58 all the fundamental frequencies of the 

CH0CF2 molecule are active in the Raman spectrum and, with the excep¬ 

tion of the frequency v12 of torsional oscillations, also in the in¬ 

frared spectrum. 

Torkington and Thompson [4005] Matutano [2813] analyzed parts of 

the infrared spectrum of CH2CF2 they had observed, but they did not 

interpret the fundamental frequencies. Cole and Thompson [1147] inves¬ 

tigated the contours of the most intense bands in the infrared spec¬ 

trum of CH2CF2„ 
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The vibrational spectra of CHpCFp were interpreted and all fun¬ 

damental frequencies of the molecule were determined for the first 

time in the papers [1453.» 3773]* Edgell and Byrd [1453] interpreted 

the Raman spectra of liquid CH2CF2 they had obtained, taking into ac¬ 

count the results of measurements of Torkington and Thompson [4005] 

in the infrared spectrum of the gas» Smith, Nielsen and Claassen [3773] 

interpreted the infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum of gaseous 

CH2CFp obtained by them. The values obtained in papers [3773, 1453] 

are similar for all fundamental frequencies of the CH^CFp molecule, 

except for and v12. Edgell and Byrd [1453] deteimined the frequency 

V|| of deformation oscillations from the Raman spectrum of liquid di- 

fluorethylene and obtained 1359 cm"1, while Smith, Nielsen and Claas¬ 

sen [3773] obtained for it a value of l4l4 cm"1 from the infrared spec¬ 

trum of the gas and l405 cm"1 from the Raman spectrum of the gas. The 

frequency of torsion oscillations was determined in the papers 

[1453» 3773] on the basis of investigations of the Raman spectrum of 

liquid diflucrethylene where values of 712 cm“1 [1453] and 590 cm"1 

[3773] were obtained. 

This inconsistency was eliminated by Edgell and Ultee [1462] who 

showed that in the infrared spectrum of CH0CF0 Smith, Nielsen and 
d d 

Claassen [3773] had actually recorded the peaks of two branches of the 

v4 band at l4l4 and I361 cm 1. The second branch of this band was ob¬ 

served by Edgell and Byrd [1453] in the Raman spectrum of the fluid 

ac 1359 cm and Smith, Nielsen and Claassen [3773] in the Raman spec- 

trum of the gas at 1358.7 cm"1. 

Using these data and the values of the peaks of the correspond¬ 

ing bands of the CHDCFg and CD2CF2 molecules, Edgell and Ultee [1462] 

showed with the help of the Teller-Redlich product rule that the cen¬ 

ter of the V4 band of the CH2CF2 molecule must be close to I380 cm"1. 
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For the frequency of the torsional oscillation of CH0CF0 Fdgell 
t_. C— 

•ui.l Ultuc [146:>J used the value determined by Edgell and Byrd [1453J 

fro!:, tiie human spectrujn of liquid difluorethylene since it has been 

vei if .Led by calculations in which the dynamic constants of the torsion¬ 

al oscillations of Cgli^ and C2F^ found in papers [568, 2753], were 

used. For the remaining fundamental frequencies of the CH0CF0 mole- 

culo Edgell and Ultee [1462] used the same values as in paper [3773]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the molecules of 

CfijCFj, CHDCF, and CD2CF2, determined in paper [1462], were verified 

by calculations of Sverdlox, Klochkovskiy and Kukina [365]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the CH2CF2 molecule, 

recommended by Edgell and Ultee [1462] are adopted in the present Hand¬ 

book and given in Table I59. The errors of the adopted values of the 

fundamental frequencies of the CH2CF2 molecule may be estimated as 

being within the limits of + 3 to +5 cm"1. 

The structural parameters of the CH2CF2 molecule were determined 

on the basis of electron-diffraction studies [2327] and investigations 

of the microwave spectra of asymmetric difluorethylene [3449] and its 

deuterium derivatives [1457]. The results of all these investigations 

agree with one another. 

Electron-diffraction studies of the structure of the CH2CF2 mo¬ 

lecule, carried out by I. Karle and J. Karle [2327] with the help of 

the sector-microphotometrical method and a method of electron-diffrac¬ 

tion analysis, improved by him, yielded the same values of the struc- 

turul parameters as were obtained in earlier investigations of the mi¬ 

crowave spectrum of CH.CF, 1.34491: ,c-c = 1,311 ±0,035, ^ = ,,321 ±0,015, rc_H = 

l ,07 ± 0,02 Á, /y—C—F = 110 ±3° / H—C—H = 117 ± 7° • 

Edgell, Kinsey and Amy [1457] measured the microwave spectrum of 

CH2CF2 more accurately than in paper [3449] and measured also the micro- 
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wave spectrum of CUDCFg and CD2CF2. As a result of the spectrum ana¬ 

lysis the authors of paper [1457] determined very accurately the values 

of the rotational constants and the moments of inertia of the vibra¬ 

tional ground state of the molecules of CHjCF,,CHDCF, and CD2CF2. 

Under the assumption that /_ H—C—H = /_ D—C—D = 120°, r0(C—H)— /-,(0-0) = 

= 0,009 A , Edgell, Kinsey and Amy [1457] calculated the following 

values of the structural parameters of CH,CF,: /-,(0=0)-1311 ±0 005 

r, (C—F) = 1,321 ± 0,005. r0 (C—H) = 1,10 ±0,05 A, ^ F—C—F = 109°15' ± 25', 

h—C—H = 120° (adopted).* 

The principal moments of inertia of the vibrational ground state 

of the CH2CF2 molecule are, according to data [1457], equal to (in 

10~4° g»cm2) : iA =, 76,2750, Iu = 80,4586, lc = 156,968 ; the values of 
xA ij U 

given in Table 159# correspond to them. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of difluorethyiene has not been inves¬ 

tigated. 

C2H2C12. A series of investigators studied the vibrational spec¬ 

tra of all three isomeric forms of dichlorethylene, which made it pos¬ 

sible to determine the fundamental frequencies of the corresponding 

molecules in a sufficiently reliable way. 

The results of investigating the vibrational spectra of cis- and 

trans-dichlorethylene, published until 1945, are considered in Herz- 

berg’s monograph [152] where these spectra are also interpreted. 

The results of investigations of the Raman spectra, obtained until 

1942, are considered by Kohlrausch [236] and Hibben [2065]. Thorough 

investigations of the vibrational spectra of cis- and trans-C2H2C1 

were also carried out by Bernstein and Ramsay [766] and Pitzer and 

Hollenberg [326O]. 

Ihe vibrational spectra oí deuterosubstituted cis— and trans— 

~C2H2C12 were studied by Bernstein and Ramsay [766] (C0d2C12) and 
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Bernstein and Pullin [765] (CgiïDClg). 

Bernstein and Ramsay [766] obtained the infrared spectra of gas¬ 

eous and liquid cis- and trans-C^HgClg and C0D0C10 in the range of 

400-3500 cm”^ and reinterpreted them, taking into account all the 

spectroscopic investigations carried out previously, the investigations 

of the equilibrium between cis- and trans-C^gC^ [4320] and using the 

theoretical relationship between the frequencies of the isotopic mole¬ 

cules. These investigations enabled Bernstein and Ramsay [766] to 

verify the correctness of the interpretation of the vibrational bands 

of cis-CgHgClg, given by Herzberg [152], improving the values of the 

frequencies v„ v4> v„ v8 and irráerpretation of the vibration¬ 

al frequencies of cis-CgHgClg, given by Herzberg [152] and Bernstein 

and Ramsay [766] were verified by Pitzer and Hollenberg [3260], who 

studied the infrared spectrum of gaseous cis-CgHgClg in the range of 

130-400 cm“1. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the molecule of cis- 

-CgHgClg, given in Table 159.» are based on recommendations by Pitzer 

and Hollenberg [3260], verified by calculations of Sverdlov, Kloch- 

kovskiy and Kukina [365]» The values of the fundamental frequency of 

cis-CgHgClg, recommended by Pitzer and Hollenberg, differ from the cor¬ 

responding values recommended by Bernstein and Ramsay [766] only as 

regards the frequency v^g of torsional oscillation. Bernstein and Ramsay 

obtained a value of vI2 = 691 ch'1. while according to Pitzer and Hollin- 

ger v„ == 697 <yrl . Note that Herzberg [152], on the basis of Wu's 

data [4336], adopted a value of = 694 cm'1 

Great difficulties are connected with the interpretation of the 

vibrational spectrum of trans-CgHgClg. Hertzberg [I52], on the basis of 

the data on the spectra of trans-C^H^Cl^ he had at his disposal, could 

only determine the values of nine frequencies from the 12 fundamental 
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frequencies of the molecule of trans-C0H0Cl0. The first values of all 

fundamental frequencies of the molecule of trans-C0H2Cl0 were deter¬ 

mined by Bernstein and Ramsay [766]. It must be noted that in paper 

[766] the rotational structure of the v10 band was studied in particu¬ 

lar and its center was determined. Furthermore., essential corrections 

were allowed for by Pitzer and Hollenberg [3200] in the interpretation 

of the vibrational spectra of trans-C2H2Cl2, given by Bernstein and 

Ramsay. 

With the help of a spectrometer with diffraction grating Pitzer 

und Hollenberg [3260] investigated the infrared spectrum of gaseous 

trans-CgHgClg in the range of from I30 to 400 cm-1 and arrived at the 

result that the values attributed by Bernstein and Ramsay [766] to the 

frequencies and vi;L (192 and 265 cm"1) and verified by O'Loan [3132] 

were incorrecto This fact prompted Pitzer and Hoolenberg to reinterpret 

the vibrational spectra of trans-CgHgClg, taking into account both 

their own spectroscopic data and the data of Bernstein and Ramsay, as 

well as the results of studies of the Raman spectrum of liquid trans- 

-C2H2C12, obtained by Kreusch, Ziomek and Cleveland [2483]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the molecule of 

trans-C2H2Cl2, given in Table 159> are based on an interpretation of 

the vibrational spectra of trans-C2Ii2Cl0, given by Pitzer and Hollen¬ 

berg [3260] and verified by calculations of Sverdlov, Klochkovskiy and 

Kukina [365]. The values given for the frequencies v,, v3, v4, v6, v,,, v, 

are based on measurements of the Raman spectrum of the liquid [2483], 

the values of the frequencies v2, Vj, v7 and on measurements of the 

infrared spectrum of the liquid [766] and the values of the frequencies 

v9 and v11 on measurements of the infrared spectrum of the gas [3260] 

and data of Wood and Stevenson [4320] on the equilibrium between cis- 

and trans -C0H9C1 -, „ 
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The infrared spectrum of vapor of asymmetric diehlorethylene 

(CH^CClg) was investigated by Emschwiller and Lecomte [1,483] (525- 

-1450 cm"1), Thompson and Torkington [3975] (500-2000 era"1) and Evans 

[1509] (320-700 cm"1). The Kaman spectrum of the liquid asymmetric di- 

chlorethylene was studied by Cabann [1039], Thompson and Torkington 

[3975], Shorygin (according to [415]), Joyner and Glöckler [2310] and 

Evans [I509]. 

The first vibrational spectra of CE^CC10 were interpreted by 

Thompson and Torkington [3975] and then reinterpreted by Joyner and 

Glöckler [2310] on the basis of the more complete data on the Raman 

spectrum they had obtained0 The interpretations of the vibrational 

spectra of CH2CC12 differ mainly in the attribution of the frequencies 

V11 and V120 

Joyner and Glöckler [23IO] did not discover the faint line at 

540 cm"1 in the Raman spectrum of CI^CC^, observed by Thompson and 

Torkington [3975] and attributed by them to the frequency v^. Also 

other investigators [1039, 415, 1509] did not observe this line in the 

Raman spectrum of CH2CC12 so that one may consider it as pertaining to 

an impurity in the diehlorethylene sample investigated by Thompson and 

Torkington [3975]» The fundamental frequency of the CHgCClg mole¬ 

cule was identified by Joyner and Glöckler with the 458 cm"1 line in 

the Raman spectrum. Thompson and Torkington observed the corresponding 

line in the Raman spectrum at 450 cm"1 and attributed it to the fre¬ 

quency v12 of the torsional oscillation. This inconsistency in the at¬ 

tributions of the fundamental frequencies of CHgCClg was eliminated by 

Evans [1509] who again investigated the Raman spectrum of liquid asym¬ 

metric diehlorethylene with a spectrometer with photoelectric record¬ 

ing and a dispersion of 7 A/mm at 4-358 -A and obtained the first infra¬ 

red spectrum of vapor in the range 320-700 cm"1. In this spectral range 
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Evans registered three hands of CE0CClo with the centers at 375, 458 
cl cl 

-1 
'Q3 vll and v7* The and 601 cm corresponding to the frequencies 

frequency does not appear in the infrared spectrum and is only 

observed in the Rarnan spectrum,, 

Table 159 gives the values of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CH0CC10 molecule, determined by Joyner and Glöckler [2310] on the ba¬ 

sis of an interpretation of the vibrational spectra suggested by them, 

which was verified by additional investigations of Evans [I509] and 

the agreement between the experimental value of S^.g.uiiCHjCCl.j , gas) 

and the value calculated from the fundamental frequencies of the CH^CClg 

molecule* found in paper [2310], which was established by Hildenbrandt 

et al [2027]» 

Electron diffraction studies of the molecular structure of all 

three isomers of dichlorethane were carried out by Brockway, Beach and 

Pauling [959] who, assuming the C = C bond length as equal to I.38 A 

obtained the following values for the length of the C — Cl bond and 

the angle between C - C - Cl in the molecules of cis-C2H?Cl2, trans- 

-C2H2C12 and CHgCClg, respectively 1,67 + 0,03 A, 123,5 ± Io, 1,69 ±0,02 A, 

122,5 ±1° h 1,69 +0,02 Ä, 122 ±1°. • Further investigations of the molecu¬ 

lar structure of ethylene and its halogen derivatives, however, showed 

that the value adopted in paper [959] for the C = C bond length was 

much too high so that incorrect values were obtained for the C - Cl bond 

lengths. 

Sekino and Nishikawa [3Ö79] investigated the microwave spectrum of 

CHüCCl]5 and CHiCCl^CI” determined the values of the rotational con¬ 

stants of the corresponding molecules in the vibrational ground state 

with high accuracy. These results and the supposition that the C - H 

bond length and the angle in C - C _ II in the molecule of CHgCCl are 

the same as in the molecule of QH* (rc_H = 1,07 À, ¿C-C—H= 120° , ac- 
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cording to [1646]), enabled Sekino and Nikiahawa to determine the val¬ 

ues of the simple structural parameters of OUCCI,: ^ = 1,32 ±0,02, 

- 1,727 ±0,01 A, ¿C—C-Cl = 123°10' ±30' . 

The values of the structural parameters of the CHgCClp molecule, 

obtained from the microwave spectra in paper [3679] agree with the va¬ 

lues of the corresponding quantities obtained in later electron-dif¬ 

fraction studies [2631, 2093]. Livingston, Rao, Kaplan and Rocks [263I] 

made electron-diffraction studies of the molecular structure of 

CHgCClg, using a visual method, with and without a sector, and a mi- 

crophotometrical method, applying a sector. The results of investiga¬ 

tions carried out with these three methods are in good agreement with 

one another. The most accurate values of the structural parameters of 

CH2CC12 were obtained in paper [2631] with the help of the sector-mi- 

crophotometrical method: rc=c = 1,324 ±0,020, rc_c, = 1,710 ±0,010 Â, 

¿Cl—C—Cl = 114,5 ± Io . Electron-diffraction studies of the molecular 

structure of cis-C2H2Cl2, carried out by Hoffman [2093], yielded the 

following results: rc-c= 1.336 ± 0,016, /-0-0,= 1,722 ±0.010 Á, 

Z c—C—Cl = 123° ± 1 ;,5. 

The values of the products of the principal moments of inertia of 

cis-, trans and as¿mimetric C2H.2C12, given in Table I59, were calcula¬ 

ted from the structural parameters adopted in the paper of Sekino and 

Nishikawa [3679].* 

The ultraviolet spectrum of dichlorethylene was studied by Lacher 

et al [2509]. 

C2F2C12’ The lni>rared spectrum of gaseous asymmetric difluordi- 

chlorethylene was investigated by Torkington and Thompson [4005] (500- 

-3200 cm“1), Nielsen, Claassen and Smith [3089] (442-5000 cm“1) and 

Mann and Plyler [2760] (188-400 cm"1) with the help of prism spectro¬ 

meters of low dispersion. The Raman spectrum of liquid CP2CC12 was in- 
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; i • • I l>,'. ib tohor ■uvi ¡V.-. 1 ! 1' ‘ï \ i ii.i i’.l ;:en, C.!.-io,n;-.'>n t:ud Cialth 

I •)< '>■ ’ I. 'Di' : )ii(i;;i, uccurato moar.ui’CJiKinlir. Uliana noakij in Lite vibra- 

t'i.i11]i . ! .-.mc -l.ra . r dirluor-iichlorothylon«; worn carried out by Nielaon, 

CiL* i«' n* i ion and bmitli. 

Din í'lrr.t at.tornptr. of intorpretinr, tho vibrational spectra of 

CP CC.l , vier o mu lar tai. en by Tor Icing ton and ïlionijuion | i005] „ Those at- 

toihi'ts, however, were very Incomplete since the authors of paper [4005] 

liad insufficiently complete data on the vibrational spectra of CF0CC10 

at their disposal, n more satisfactory interpretation of the vibration- 

a.l spnetra of CF CCI, was suggested by Nielsen, Claassen and Smith 

[bo''"], on the basis of their ov/n careful investigation of the infra¬ 

red .-:0.,-0trum and the Raman spectrum of difluor-dichlorethane.* But ow¬ 

ing to the fact that in paper [3089] the infrared spectrum of CF0CC10 

had ' .i.ly been investigated up to 44,o cm-'1, serious errors in the at¬ 

tributions of the frequencies v , v vp and vn1 were admitted in the 

;1 ntorpri tation of tlic vibrational spectra of OF ,CC10, suggested by 

Mois en, Claassen and Smith. They were first discovered by Mann, Fano, 

Mea.l and Chirianraichi (cf. [27’60, DTix1]), win- calculated the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of the molecule of CF,,CC10 on the basis of the dynamic 

constants of the molecules of C0F¿! and C^Cl^» 

T" verify the changes in the interpretation of the fundamental 

frequencies of CF;,CC12, suggested by Mann, Fono, Meal and Shimanouchi, 

the .infrared spectrum of CF^CClp was investigated in paper [276O] in 

tho. range of from 188 to cm In this range of tho spectrum Mann 

and fly1er [2760J discovered two bands of CF0CC10 with centers at 058 

- -1 b - i 
aiid 'q cm . Tlie band at 258 cm " had previously been observed only 

in the Raman spectrum [3^89, 1973], the weak hand at 323 cm-1, h. xiowover, 

]iad not been observed previously. On the basis of an analysis of the 

prof,ile of the band at 258 cm Mann and Ply 1er [276O] showed that the 
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rv-jifiicy Vy Ij'.ïloii;“;". U< tli.î.;.; •uh.'I not th- rrefiu-•. ] .... 

-U.;I.V r.u^üGtod by HJ oison., CJ-u*. :inci Üü-itJ: [30,.-1: m,.; • ti;or 

rroquoney cerroaponus ou tho band at 303 ci::-1, .in paaor ¡ - ),.-) Olio 

i'i'oquuncy Vy was incorrectly identified with the center of th ■ band 

a.t 434 cm observed in the Karan spectrum, in the i-apeia; [ ¡\. , re.M 

it was shown that this band must a^ree with tlie frequency . wl'ich in 
i 

paj".u’ [3089] was incorrectly identified with the oonoor of an > i- aui at 

0.’. cm ", observed in the infrared spectrum and .in the Kanan -,| -vóriu.-n 

Acoordin/q to [c.760, 2758J the latter corresponds to the frequency ., . 

in paper [3089] the frequency vr had falsely been idontU’iea „¡.th the 

center 01 the band at o40 cm whicli actually correspuuds t- tn har- 

Jiiojdc frequency hv^ . 

The values of tlie- fundamental frequencies of the mol-, -u; > , c 

Cl1.,CC.L.,, recommended in the papers [2700, 2793), are -1020 ¡n v- ¡, . 

1:/). 

A thorough Investigation oí the vibrational spectrum of trans- 

-(.1,1^01, , was curried out by Mann and Plyler [:1/61]. In nan- ; 21 ] th- 

infrared spectrum or gaseous trans-C .K ,C1. was obtainri Lv. / 

130-3000 cm" , by means of spectrometer with a set of pris:»:: av! -. a.i r- 

iï action grating [low dispersion), as well as the Kaman suec ti'imi 01' 

liquid trans-a,£0,01.,,, On the basis of the results of measurements of 

th'o degree of polarization of the lines in the Raman .:1-.:01211, , of an 

investigation oi the- intensity disIriüution in the ln.fr 

and also on the basis of results of calculating the value.-, of the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of the molecule of trans-C.,F ,01. fro- t!u: dtmamio 

constants oí C T,| and C .Cij [--73-- \j Mann o.nd ç tylar .:uc.-a-: ij. 

J'J.etely interpret.in; ; the vibrati-nol spec tita of trans-C i- Cj ., -.'i., • 

value,.. 01 tue J. una.a... ...sal il'equencles of th-■ Jiiolecua-'- of tv • o r,- (-,1 
• • ^ i , , y 

recommended in paper f 76IJ, arc .-p von in T.imLe i),f . 

- ii1/-; - 
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von in Tlio V'lLu' of tlio D'oquoneic,; v2. v,. vs. v„ v, -nul v1M, 

¡'íl ’'; !.[/_!f • iro :)..0:(10 nn )íhíac.uromont.o oí' tlio Kaman .'.jroctrruu ol' liquid 

l.j-um.-C ,1^ (-1.u 'id 10 valuór. of vt, v4, v», Vj.v,, — aro boooci on mea.'•urornents 

n| l.lio ini rarod opectj’uni of tiio gac, and the frequency v^,., of torsion- 

n.l oscillation:-; are determined by meo.no of calculations (cf. [,^758]). 

Tilo va.lue of the frequency given in Table 139 is the nonporturbed 

value recommended by Mann and Plyler. In paper [2761], on the basis of 

an analysis of the infrared spectrum of trans-C0F0Cl,, it was shown 

that oel.ween the vibrations with the frequencies Vi. + Vq and v Fermi 
4 u ' 1 

resonance must occur«* The observed value of the frequency = 1214 

.: m 
1 

2J 
When investigating the infrared spectrum of gaseous trans-C0F0Cl 

L. £_ 

¡(laiúi and Plyler [27ÖI] discovered a series of weak lines of cis-C0F0Cl0 

wliioh enabled them to approximately determine the values of several 

fundamental frequencies of the molecule of cls-C0F0Cl.,„ Mann, Fano, 

Meal and Shimanouchi [2758] used the dynamic constants of C0F^ and 

CpClj| to calculate the values of all fundamental frequencies of the mo¬ 

lecule of cis-C_,F Clr,, in agreement with experimental data [2761]« The 

values of the fundamental frequencies of the molecule of cis-C0F0Cl0, 

calculated in paper [2758], are given in Table 139. 

The values of the structural parameters of the Isomeric molecules 

of difluor-dichlorethylene have not been determined experimentally. In 

paper [3089] the following values are adopted for the structural para¬ 

meters of CF2CC10: rc=,c = 1,27, rc_F - 1,32, rC-ci = 1.7 A. ¿ F — C — F = ¿ Cl - 

— C—C! — i 10" • Mann and riyler [276I], on the basis of data on •che 

structure of the molecules of CF4, QC1,. CH2CF2 which were at their dis- 

j u i,...,1,.], estimated the lollowing values of the structural parameters of 

the molecule of trans-C^F, C.L, : rc,c = 1.31, rc_P = 1,31, rc_c,=1,72 Â, ^C-C - F = 

-/C—C—Cl= 123° . The errors of the values of structural parame- 
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■tcru of the molecule of tranc-C2F2C10, suegested In paper [ 'Vul |, may 

be estimated aa amounting to +0.02 A for the Interatomic dlatancea and 

+3° for the angles between the bonds. Within the limits of the above 

errors the values of the corresponding structural parameters may be 

viewed as identical for all three isomers of the 0,,11,01,^ molecules. 

The values adopted in the present Handbook for the structural par¬ 

ameters of the isomeric molecules of C2F201o have been suggested by 

Mann and Plyler [276I]. Table I59 gives the values of the products of 

the principal moments of inertia of the molecules of OF,-,001,,, truns- 
i— (-. 

-CoF2C12 and cis-C2F2012, in accordance with the values of structural 

parameters adopted. 

The ultraviolet spectra of trans-C2F2Cl2 and CFoC01o were inves¬ 

tigated by Lacher, Hummel, Bohmfalk and Park [2509]. 

§73. MOLECULES OF THE TYPES OF 0oX„Y AND 0oXoYZ 

The molecules of halogen-substituted ethylen of the typos 

CpX^Y and C2X2YZ belong to the point group of symmetry 0^(0 - 1) and 

have 12 fundamental frequencies, appearing in the infrared spectrum and 

in the Raman spectrum. The nine fundamental frequencies of the mole¬ 

cules of CgX^Y and C,X.YZ (vlt v„ .. ., vt) correspond to plane vibrations 

and three frequencies (v1Q, v^, v±2) to nonplanar vibrations. In the 

Raman spectrum the lines corresponding to v2, ..., are polarized 

while the lines corresponding to the frequencies v v and J ,, are 
1U 11 le? 

depolarized. 

The halogen derivatives of ethylen of the type C^YZ, just as 

the halogen derivatives of ethylen of the type CgX^, may exist in 

three isomeric forms: cis-, trans- and asymmetric forms (cf. Fig.20). 

Table 160 contains the values of the molecular constant: of L na¬ 

rine and chlorine derivatives of ethylene of the types 0oX Y and 

CpX.YZ, adopted in the present Handbook. 
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Fig. 20. Isomeric forms of the molecules of 
halogen derivatives of ethylene of the type 
C, XpYZ. a) cis-form, h) trans-form, c) asym¬ 

metric form. 

TAFLE 1Ò0 

Accej’ted Values of the Molecular Constants of Fluorine and Chlo¬ 
rine .Derivatives of Ethylene of the types C^Y and C^YZ (a = 1) 

; 1 Vi V, V, V4 V» V« Vj v« V» Vw Vu vu 1C 

. 2 CT' 3IO-“’ 

CHjCHF 

CHjCHCl 

CILCFC1 

CFjCHF 
CFjCnci 
CFaCFCl 
CCijCHF 

CCIaCHCl 

CCI,CFG 

1654 

1610 

1656 
1788 

1745 

1792 

1589 
1645 

3080 
3030 

3016 

3150 
3130 

1336 

3080 

1181 

3115 

3080 
3069 

1362 

1333 

1215 

1242 

988 

3150 

3130 

1383 

1264 

1199 

1058 

932 

857 

1306 
724 

1186 
929 

845 

689 

840 

520 

1380 

1370 
947 

1171 

970 
517 

628 

407 

928 

395 

699 

485 

433 

338 

274 

250 

1156 

1280 

432 

623 

579 

463 

381 
358 

483 
1030 

371 

232 

201 

188 

172 

174 

931 

942,5 
836 

750 
751 

538 

780 

537 

863 

896,8 
607 

555 
572 

369 

450 

313 

712 

620 

515 

305 

243 

166 

211 

130 

95,177 

323,700 

3182,5 
5160 

12871 

39100 
40900 

92800 

180400 

1) Molecule^ 2) cm“"*'; 3) g^*cm^. 

) 

OMI^F. The infrared spectrum of gaseous fluorethylene was investi 

gated hy Torkington and Thompson [4005] (500-3200 cm-1). Cole and 

Thompson [1147] (665-I250 cm“1) and Bak and Christensen [625] (400- 

-3500 cm“ ). The Raman spectrum of fluorethylene has not been studied. 

Hie infrared spectra of the deutero-derivatives of fluorethylene were 

investigated by Bak and Christensen [625]. 

ihe vibrational bands in the infrared spectrum of fluorethylene 

were first interpreted by Torkington and Thompson [4005], later on the 

j Ltr.ibufcions of the frequencies and v_^ of nonplanar deformation 

vibrations were altered according to a suggestion in paper [4005] and 
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th(3 values of the other frequencies were improved (of. Table lui), 

Pitzer and Freeman [325?'J, on the basis of a consideration of the 

correspondence between the values of the dynamic constants of the mo¬ 

lecules of the halogen derivatives of ethylene of the type cast 

doubt upon the correctness of the interpretations of the frequencies 

v10 and vi;L in paper [4005], and suggested to adopt the values of 

V10 “ and V-^ = 86o cm"^» Cole and Thompson [1147], however, used 

an analysis of the rotational structure of the band at 924 cm-1 to 

show that this band corresponds to a plane vibration, thus verifying 

its attribution to the frequency v . Moreover, in paper [1147] ttu. en¬ 

ter of the band of was defined more precisely and it was shown that 

the bands at 730 and 860 cm ^ in the infrared spectrum pertain to fre¬ 

quencies of nonplanar vibrations. In contrast to paper [4005], however, 

their attribution to the frequencies v10 and v was changed (cih Table 

l6l) o 

TABLE l6l 

Interpretations of the Fundamental Frequencies of the 
C^HgF Molecule by Various Investigators (frequency va¬ 

lues given in cm-1) 

1—T" i 
J Hmctota 

2 
Tun 

KOACãauill 

3 
TopKHlirTOH 
H founcoH 

(40051. 1945 r. 

T- 
riHTnep H 

13257], 
1946 r. 

5 
Ko/i H Tomo- 
coh [1147], 

1949 r. 

6 
Eax h K|>it- 

CTCHCPH IÜ25I, 
1956 r. . 

Ulcpcp H 
7 More 

1 13022], 
1959 r. 

8 
HacTOHUiHB 
CapaBOHHMK 

Vi 

V* 

V* 

V« 

> 
V# 

Vt 

V» 

V. 

Vi* 

Vu 

Vu 

A' 
A’ 
A' 
A' 
A‘ 
A’ 
A' 
A’ 
A' 
A' 
A’ 
A’ 

1650 
3080 
3110 
3135 
1306 
1393- 
924 

1153 
500 
860 
732 
715 

924 
860 
715 

928 
1156 

729.6 
862.7 
711.7 

1654 
3080 
3115 
3150 
1306 
1380 
929 

1156 
483 
940 
863 
711 

931 
864 
714 

1654 
3080 
3115 
3150 
1306 
1380 
928 

lk56 
483 
931 
863 
712 

1) Frequency; 
2) type of vibration 
3) Torkington and Thompson [4005], 1945 
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4) titzi.'T 'ind Fr^ nnnn [ 3^57.1 j 
n 1 Col. 'nul TliOllipnon [ 1147] , 1949 
Ü Bctk ana Christensen [6.15], 1958 
'M Scherer and Potts [362? ], 1959 
9)) Present Handbook. 

Inter on Bak and Christensen [625] investigated the infrared spec- 

i.ra of fluorethylene and its deuterium derivatives in a somewhat high¬ 

er resolution than Torkington and Thompson [4005] which enable them 

to improve the values of a series of frequencies. The interpretation 

of the fundamental frequencies of C^i^F suggested by Bak and Christen¬ 

sen [625] differ essentially from the interpretation given by Torking¬ 

ton and Thompson [4005], corrected by Cole and Thompson [1147], only 

as regards the frequency v^. The value suggested by Bak and Christen¬ 

sen for the frequency v1Q is equal to 940 cm"1, though they did not 

succeed in observing such a band in the infrared spectrum of CgH^F. Bak 

and Christensen substantiated the choice of v,0 = 940 cm"1 on the one 

hand by analogy with C^I^Cl and CgH^Br, for which the corresponding 

frequencies amount to about 940 cm"1, and, on the other hand, by ap¬ 

plying the sum and product rules to the vibrational frequencies of 

C,;)jLF and its deuterium derivatives. The fact that a band with the cen¬ 

ter at 940 cm"1 was not observed in the infrared spectrum of CpH^P was 

explained by Bak and Christensen by assuming it masked by the R-branch 

of the Vj band. The band centered at 730 cm"1 was not attributed in pa¬ 

per [625] to a definite vibrational frequency of the molecule of CpH^F, 

but it is indicated indirectly that it might pertain to the frequency 

of a vibrational transition between vibrational stares of CpH^F. 

Scherer and Potts [3Ó22], based on values of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of the molecules of C^H^F and its deuterium derivatives obtain- 

od in paper [625], calculated the frequencies of nonplanar vibrations 
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oí' U11 these molecules- The differences between the experliuen«. '1 ¡id 
_ 1 ,-1 

the calculated values here du not exceed j_J cm . A value oi 

was obtained by Sclierer and Potts for the frequency v10 of the C ,*¡/ 

molecule, its error may amount to ±2 cm"1. It should be noted that the 

difficulties arising in the interpretation of the vibrational frequen¬ 

cies of CgH^P are chiefly caused by the absence of data on the nsmnn 

spectrum of this compound» 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of fluorethylene adop¬ 

ted in the present Handbook, are contained in Tables iGo and loi» The 

value chosen for the frequency v1Q was calculated by Scherer and Potts 

[3622]. The values given for the other fundamental frequerido., oi 

CpH^F were chosen on the basis of results of Che papers [6. .-, 
lir-. 

(cf» Table I6I). The errors of the values given for v,,, v,_, and were 

estimated to amount tu +10 cm"1, as the corresponding bands in lhe In¬ 

frared spectrum overlap so that it was difficult to determine chdr 

centers accurately. The errors of the values oí the remaining funda¬ 

mental frequencies of the C^F molecule, given in Table I60, may am- 

». r- "I 
ount to V¿, up to +G cm 

The structural parameters of the C^F molecule were deuerüdned by 

Bak and co-workers [026] and also by Morgan and Goldstein [. 'gdgj, on 

the basis of results of an analysis of the microwave spectra of iduo- 

rethylene and its Isotopic modifications. An electron-diffraction study 

of the molecular structure of C^F has not been made. When ¡»vosliga¬ 

ting the rotational structure of the band in the iniicued opudium 

of CgH^F, Cole and Thompson [11^7] determined oniv the values of the 

differences between the rotational constants, A-B, for the ground suaf 

and the excited vibrational states. 

Bak and co-workers [626] investigated the microwave spectra of 10 

isotope modifications of the CH,,CHF molecule, corresponding to the ro- 
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and 6.6 -* G.* In the vibrational ground state. For six isotope modifi- 

catjon,; of the molecule of CIh,CHF the values of the rotational con- 
(- 

atants A0, CQi were determined in paper [626]. The corresponding 

values of the moments of inertia were used to find the structural par- 

ameters of the CH0C1IF molecule. The structural parameters of CH2CHF 

were calculated under the assumption that the molecules of the isotope 

modifications of ClhCHF were plane and that the bond lengths of C-H 

in the CH0 group were identical. The first of the above assumptions 

was justified as the inertial defect (Ic - IB - IA) is insignificant 

compared to the values of the moments of inertia and has different 

signs for the different isotope modifications of the CHgCHF molecule. 

The second assumption is justified since in the calculations with fix¬ 

ed values of the C-H bond lengths in the CHF group the differences in 

the values of the C-H bond lengths in the CHg group did not exceed 0.01 

A. The following values of the structural parameters of CHgCHF were ob¬ 

tained as a result of calculations carried out in [626]: rc»c = 1.333, rc_F = 

- 1,348, rc-H (group CHF) = 1,073. '•c-h (group CHj) = 1,080 À, /_ F—C—H = 

- 115°,4, ¿C-C-H (group CHF) = 1230,7, ¿ C-C-H (CH2 group) = 121° 1 

and ll8°5. The errors of the structural parameters of CHpCHF are not 

given in paper [626], however, to judge from the different variants of 

calculations of these quantities, carried out in paper [626], they may 

be estimated for the interatomic distances as amounting to about 

+o.008 A• 

Morgan and Goldstein [2949] investigated the microwave spectra of 

the molecules of C,!!H2CllHF,Cl,H?CiaHF and C1JH2Cl,HF , corresponding to 

the pure rotational transitions J = 0 -► 1 and J = 1 2 in the vibra¬ 

tional ground state.* These data were used in paper [2949] to determine 

the values of the rotational constants and C^ of the above molecules 
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with errors not exceeding 0.0005$. Assuming that the C^F molecule is 

plane and that Z K-C—H = ¿C—C—H=120°, the authors of paper [2949] 

calculated the moments of inertia for 1134 variants of possible values 

of the other structural parameters. A comparison of the calculated va¬ 

lues of the moments of inertia of the molecules of C13H2C1!:HF, C1;*H2C1::HF 

and C12H2Cl3HF with experimental data and an application of calcula¬ 

tions according to the method of least squares, using the derivatives 

of the moments of inertia with respect to the structural parameters 

enabled the authors of paper [2949] to determine the following values 

of these quantities: rc=c •-= 1,337 ^:0,002, rC-F = 1,344 ± 0.002, rc_H (group 

CHF) = 1,080 ± 0,005, rc_H (group CH2) = 1,075 ± 0,005 Â, Z C-C-F - 

= 121,0 ± 0,2; Z C—C—H = 120° (accepted), which agree with the values ob¬ 

tained by Bak et al [626].* 

The value of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

the CgH^F molecule given in Table l6o corresponds to the values of 

the rotational constants of the vibrational ground state** obtained in 

papers [626, 2949]:** ¿o = 2.13471, ß0 = 0,35480, C0 == 0,30415 or1. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of C2H3F has 'been investigated. 

CgHpCl. The infrared spectrum of gaseous chlorethylene was inves¬ 

tigated by Wu [4336] (400-5000 cm"1), Thompson and Torkington [3975] 

(500-33 30 cm-1),Cole and Thompson [1147] (83O-IIIO cm-1) and Gullikson 

and Nielsen [I885] (295-5000 cm ^). Cole and Thompson [1147] obtained 

the infrared spectrum of ^H^Cl with resolved rotational structure of 

the bands with a spectrometer with diffraction grating. In the other 

papers the infrared spectrum of CgH^Cl was obtained in prism spectro¬ 

meters with nonresolved rotational structure of the bands. 

The Raman spectrum of chlorethylene was investigated by Gullikson 

and Nielsen [I885]. The Raman spectrum of liquid chlorethylene was 

studied by Evans and Bernstein [I510]. Earlier investigations of the 
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K-.!!i:ui jpectrum of liquid chlorethylene were considered in Kohlrausch's 

monograph [236j. The vibrational spectra of the deuterium derivatives 

of chlorethylene were only investigated for CHgCDCl [1510]« 

Thompson and Torkington [3975] were the first who determined the 

values of all fundamental frequencies of the chlorethylene molecule on 

the basis of an interpretation of the infrared spectrum of dichlorethy- 

lene, suggested by these authors. Further investigations of the vibra¬ 

tional spectra of C^Cl [114?, 1510, 1385] verified the correctness 

of the interpretation given by Thompson and Torkington. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the choorethylene 

molecule adopted in the present book are given in Table l60. For the 

frequencies (v,, v , <,.<>, v ) of the plane vibrations, we chose the 

values obtained by Thompson and Torkington [3975] for the Q-branch of 

the corresponding band in the infrared spectrum. For the frequencies 

of nonplanar deformation vibrations (v10j vh) we chose values of 

the centers of the corresponding bands, found by Cole and Thompson 

[1147]„ The frequency v^0 of torsional oscillations was given the mean 

value of the values of v12 obtained in papers [4336, 3975], which ag¬ 

rees with the value found by Gullikson and Nielsen [I885]; it is con¬ 

tained in Table 160. The differences between the values of the simple 

fundamental frequencj.es of the C.^H^Cl molecule, used in paper [I885], 

and the values of the corresponding frequencies, given in Table 160, do 

not exceed 4 cm l.e., according to the spectroscopic data available, 

the deviation is within the limits of probable error connected with the 

determination of the fundamental frequencies of this molecule. 

The structural parameters of the CgH^Cl molecule were determined 

as the result of electron diffraction studies [959, 60] and investiga¬ 

tions of the microwave spectra of chlorethylene and its isotope modi¬ 

fications [3679, 2428]. 
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true turo In early electron-diffraction studies of the molecular 

of C,,H3C1 [959] the C - C bond length was falsely assumed as equal to 

I.38 A, so that the following values were obtained: /-0.01= 1,69 -r 0,02 A, 

z C-C-Cl = 122 + 20 = Later on Goldstein and Bragg [1795] investiga¬ 

ted the microwave spectra of CgH.Cl^^ and and detei'mined witxi 

high accuracy the values of the rotational constants of the vibiatlonal 

ground state of 'these molecules. These data were used by Sekino and 

Nikishawa [3679] to calculaue r0,c= 1,34±002, /-0-01= I.724 -5 0.015Â, 

Q _ i20°3' ±30' under the supposition that in the C^H^Ci mole¬ 

cule the C-H bond length and the angle in C - C - II are just the same 

as in the C2H¿j. molecule: /c-h = 1,07 Á, Z c—C—H = 120° (according to 

data of [1646])o Another electron-diffraction study of the molecular 

structure of CgH^Cl was made by Akishin, Bilkpv and Vesnin [60|„ Under 

the assumption that rc_H = I.07 A and ¿C - C - H = 120°, the following 

values were obtained in [60] for the 0211^01 molecule: /-c^c = 1.32 ±0,02, 

fc-ci = 1,72 + 0,01 A, Z C-C--C1 = 125 ± 2° 

The most careful investigation of the molecular structure of 

¢211^01 was made by Kivelson, Wilson and Lide [¿428], on the basis oí an 

analysis of the microwave spectra of nine isotope modifications of the 

chlorethylene molecule. In paper [2428] the values of the rotational 

constants B0 and CQ of these molecules were determined with high accur¬ 

acy and the corresponding values oí the moments of inertia, Ig and Ig 

were calculated. From the changes of the moments of inertia I£ ana Ig 

connected with the substitution of an isotope (according to the method 

of Costain-Kraitchman [II86, 2471]), the following values of the struc- 

,IM8 tural parameters of the Cgl^Cl molecule* were calculated in paper [¿4l- 

r ( CHq group) - I.078 and I.090, rc_H(CHCl group) - 1.079, ^0 =1,332, 
vs ■•rix (— 

'"c-ci = 1.726 A, Z C—C—H (dig group) = 119u32'-ni 12ri'. Z H—C—H ( CiL, group) 

- 119°27' , /0 - C - H (C1IC1 group) = 123°49', Z H-C-CÎ = i;3°35'. Z C-C-Ci = 
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-¡22'18' - Tin- orror of the value of the C - c bond length obtained 

ni yapar [242ÜJ was estimated by Kiveison, Wilson and Lide as amount- 

tm(r. to +0. (Dû5 A, the error of the other bond lengths were estimated as 

not exceeding +0,,01 A. 

The following values of the principal moments of inertia corres- 

1J011(1 tú the values of the rotational constants of the vibrational ground 

state of the C^Cl05 molecule and the C^Cl37 molecule, determined 

in papers [1795, 2428] (in 10'4° g°cm2): for C2H3CP /,,= 14,95. /^ = 139,14, Ic-. 

154.10; for QH3CI37 ¡A = 14,92, IB = 142,13, Ic = 157,09. 

The values of the products of the principal moments of inertia of 

ColI^C.L, given in Table l60, are based on these data. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of C ,11 Cl has not been investigated. 

CgK^FCl. The spectra and the molecular structure were only studied 

for the asymmetric form of fluorchlorethylene CH2CFC1.* 

The infrared spectra of gaseous CH2CFC1 was investigated by 

Torkington and Thompson [4005] (500-3200 cm"1), Mann, Acquista and 

Ply 1er [2754] (192-6350 cm and Nielsen and Albright [3088]** with 

prism spectrometers of low and medium dispersions. The most thorough 

investigation of the infrared spectral of CH2CFC1 was carried out by 

Mann, Acquista and Plyler [2754]. The Raman spectrum of gaseous 

CH;2CFC1 was studied by Nielsen and Albright [3088] by means of a three- 

prism spectrometer with a linear dispersion of 15 A/mm, at 4358 A. The 

vibrational spectra of the deuterium derivatives of fluorchlorethylene 

viere not investigated. 

An exhaustive interpretation of the vibrational spectra CH^CFCl 

stemb j.rom Mann, Acquista and Plyler [2754] and Nielsen and Albright 

[3088]. In paper [2754] the fundamental frequencies of the CHgCFC? mo¬ 

lecule are identified and the observed infrared spectrum of this com- 

pounu is interpreted on the basis of an investigation of the intensity 
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distribution in the infrared spectrum of CH;)CFC1, an analysis, oi the 

band contours and a comparison of the values oí the fundamentei ito - 

quencies of the molecules of CH2CF2,CHoCFCI,CH4CC12, CH2CBra o Nielsen's 

and Albright's investigation [3088] of the Raman spectrum of gaseous 

CHgCFCl and the infrared spectrum verified perfectly the correctness 

of the attributions of the fundamental frequencies of this molecule, 

carried out by Mann, Acquista and Ply1er [2754]. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the Cli^CFCl molecule 

recommended in paper [2754] have been adopted in the present Handbook 

and are given in Table 160. 

The microwave spectra of CH2CFC1M and CHjCFCl37 were investiga¬ 

ted by Bragg, Madison and Sharbraugh [892] who used the purely rota¬ 

tional transitions to the vibrational ground states of these molecules 

to determine with high accuracy the values of the rotational constants 

Aq, Cq and the asymmetry parameter x = 2ß° Ao^Co C°~ * va^-ues oi 

principal moments of inertia corresponding to it are in the case oi 

CHjCFCF* equal to (in 10 ^ g»cm^) : I a = 78,554, /b = 164,457, /c = 243,328 

and in the case of CHjCFCl37: lA = 78,556, lD = 159,342, Ic ~ 248,215 • In Table 

160 we find the value of the product of the principal moments of iner¬ 

tia of CHgCFCl, based on these data. 

Mann, Acquista and Ply1er [2754], on the basis of experimental 

values of the structural parameters of the molecules of C^F^, CH^Cf^ 

and C^Cl^ and the values of the rotational constants of the molecules 

of CHjCFCl*4 and CHÆFCl37, obtained by Bragg, Madison and Sharbraugh 

[892], determined the following values of the structural parameteio of 

CH,CFC1: = 1.31, = 1,32. rc-c, = 1.734. rc-„ ^c^Ih = .2.- 

The ultraviolet spect; ^" of CÍJH2FCI has not been investigated. 
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<- M:' ,. The ini'rared Gpecfcra of gacoous C.and Ch.DF^ were in¬ 

vestigated by Mann, Acquiata and Ply1er [2752] in the 200-5000 cm'1 

range by means of a prism spectrometer with changeable optics. Other 

investigations of the vibrational spectra of these compounds have not 

been carried out. 

In paper [2752] an assignment is given of the bounds in the in¬ 

frared spectra of the and C^DF^ molecules, based on a compari¬ 

son of the C0HF3 and OgDF^ spectra, a study of the shape of the band 

edges and a comparison of the supposed fundamental frequencies of these 

molecules with the earlier determined fundamental frequencies of 

CpHFoCl, CoHCl^ and CqDCI^ molecules. The values of the fundamental 

frequencies of C^HF^, recommended in paper [2752], are adopted in the 

present Handbook and quoted in Table l6o. 

The structural parameters of CgHF^ have not been determined ex¬ 

perimentally. On the basis of the results of investigations of the mo¬ 

lecular structure of ethylene and its fluorine derivatives, the fol¬ 

lowing ranges of the possible values of structural parameters of C0HF0 
2 3 

may be indicated: rc=c = WO-1,34, rc_p = 1,30 - 1.35, rc_H = 1,07-1,10 Á, 

^/C — C F = 120—128°, /G —C — H== 120—125° . Hence, '’c.c = 1,32 ± 0.02, 

fc-p = ~ ; 1,08 ± 0,02 À, ZC —C — F = 124 ± 4°, —C — H = 122 ±3° 

are adopted in the present Handbook, according to the values adopted 

in paper [27521(^^1,31,^=1,32,^ = 1,07 Á, ZC — C — F = 124°, 
ZC — C — H = 122°). 

The product of the principal moment of inertia of the C2HF3 molecule, 

quoted in Table l6o, corresponds to these approximate values of the 

structural parameters, determined in this manner. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of C^HF^ was not investigated. 

CpHF^Cl. The spectra and the molecular structure of only the asym¬ 

metrical type of difluorochloroethylene, CF0CHC1, have been investiga¬ 

ted. 
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Nielsen, Liang and Smith [309^-] investigated the infrared spectra 

of liquid and gaseous CF0CHC1 in the 262-5000 and 455-5000 cm"1 ranges, 

respectively, and the Raman spectrum of liquid CF^CIICl. The Infrared 

spectra were obtained by a prism spectrometer with changeable optics, 

and the Raman spectrum by a three-prism spectrograph with a linear 

dispersion of 15 A/mm at 4358 A. On the basis of an analysis oi the 

Raman spectra of CFgCHCl, carried out in [3092], and the comparison of 

the probable fundamental frequencies of this molecule with the corres¬ 

ponding frequencies of CFgCHg and CF2CC12, found earlier, Nielsen 

Liang and Smith interpreted the entire Raman spectra of asymmetrical 

difluorochloroethylene. The values of the fundamental frequencies of 

CFgCHCl, determined by this interpretation, are quoted in Table l6ú„ 

The values of the frequencies v-^, v^, ..., Vg and v1Q, given in this 

Table, are determined according to the infrared gas spectrum, and the 

values of v^, vi;L, v1? on the basis of the Raman spectrum of the liq¬ 

uid. The error in the values of the frequencies of CFgCHCl, which are 

quoted in Table l6o, may be estimated as equal to +3 cm-1. 

RL 37 
The purely rotational spectrum of CF2CHC1J^ and CF2CHC1 mole¬ 

cules was investigated by Jenkins and Sugden [2225] in the 0.63-0.84 

cm“1 range. The analysis of the spectra enabled the authors to deter- 

35 
mine the following values of the rotational constants of the CF2CHC1 

(in 10“^ cm“1): A0 = 357 260. ß„ = 76 606, C0 = 63 050 and for the CFgCHCl^ 

-6 
molecule: . , = 357 273, Ba = 74478, C0 - 61 596 the error amounts to +1-10 

-1 
cm „ 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of CF2CHC1, quoted 

in Table l60, is based on the values of the rotational constants, de¬ 

termined by Jenkins and Sugden [2225], taking into account the propor¬ 

tion of the isotopes Cl35 and Cl37 in natural chlorine, adopted in the 

Handbook. 
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Ti lo data uljtained in paper [2225] are insufficient for a total 

determination oi the structure of the CF0CI1C1 molecule. Nevertheless, 

Jenkins and Guidon carried out calculations in order to elucidate the 

peculiarities of the CF^CHCl structure, taking into account the well- 

known data on the structure of the molecule and its halogen deri¬ 

vatives. The use of the Kraitchman method [2471] enabled the authors of 

[2225] to determine only the distance of the chlorine atom to the cen¬ 

ter of gravity of the CF^CHCl molecule, and the ratio of the parameters 

rC-Cl a-nd Zc - c - Cl, corresponding to the found moments of inertia. 

It is pointed out in paper [2225] that the most probable value of rn 
U — U-L 

is 1.72 A; to this value corresponds /C - C - Cl = 118°. In paper [2225] 

the sanie values as those for the molecule are adopted for r^, ^ 

and /C — C — H: rQ_j.j ~ 1=07 A, and /ß — C — H = 120° (according to 

[1646]). Under this condition and using the moments of inertia of 

CFgCHCl ^ and CFgCHCl^, Jenkins and Sugden calculated the values of 

the parameters rc_p and — C — F which correspond to the adopted val- 

ueü rC=C = and 1.34 A„* The results of the investigations of the 

molecular structure of CH2CC12 [2631, 2093|, C2H:1C1 12428], C2H2F 1626, 2919], C2H4 [1398, 

664], CIi,,CF2 [3227] support the assumption that the length of the 

C = C bound in the CF^CHCl molecule lies within I.32 and 1.34 A, cor¬ 

responding, according to Jenkins' and Sugden's calculations, to the 

values rc_Pea,35A and ¿ F-C-FslOfi* . Thus, the length of the C - F 

bond in the CF^CHCl molecule is considerably greater than in the CE^CF^ 

and CpF¿j_ molecules (see pages ligand 113$. Jenkins and Sugden [2225] 

explain this fact by a weakening of the C — F bonds and a strengthening 

of the C - Cl bond. It must be noted that the value rc_F =? 1,35 À found 

in paper [2225], conforms with the length of the C - F bond in the 

C2H3F molecule, in accordance to the data of papers [626, 2949]. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of Cgffi^Cl has not been investigated. 
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CgHFClg. Experimental data on the vibrational frequencies and the 

structure of the C2IIFC12 molecule are lacking. Data on the calcula¬ 

tion of the fundamental frequencies of the C2HFC10 molecule on the 

basis of the molecular force constants of other halogen derivatives of 

ethylene, and presumable estimates of the structural parameters are 

also lacking in literature. 

It is assumed in the present Handbook that, like the eases of 

fluorochloroethylene and difluorochloroethylene, the asymmetrical form 

of CHFCClg is the most stable isomeric form of fluorodichloroethylene. 

On the basis of the data obtained by Jenkins and Sugden [2225] on the 

structural parameters of the CF2CHC1 molecule, and also on the values 

of the structural parameters of C^F and C2HC13 molecules, adopted in 

the present Handbook, the following values of the structural parameters 

of the CHFCClg molecule are assumed: r^c = ¡,32 ±0,02. rc_p = 1,34 ±0,02, 

ci = 1.72 ±0,01, rc_H = 1.08 ±0,02 Á,¿ C-C—Cl = 122 ±2°. Z C-C-F - 125 ± 3U, 

Z C-C-H = 120 ± 2° . The product of the principal moments of inertia 

of the CHFCClg molecule, quoted in Table l6o, is calculated on the ba¬ 

sis of the adopted values of the structural parameters. 

With respect to the fundamental frequencies of the CHFCC10 mole¬ 

cule, one may affirm that they must possess values intermediate be¬ 

tween the values of the corresponding frequencies of CFgCHCl and C^HCl 

(see Table l60). However, in the writing of the present Handbook, the 

fundamental frequencies of the CHFCCZ, molecule were not calculated be¬ 

cause it was found that the vibrational components of the thermodynamic 

functions of C2HFC12 may be determined with sufficient accuracy on the 

immediate basis of the corresponding values of these quantities for 

ethylene halides (see page 1189). 

CgHCly The lnfrared spectrum of gaseous trichloroethylene was in¬ 

vestigated by Wu [4336] in the 400-5000 cm“1 range, and Bernstein [750] 
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,n the 400-4000 crn"J' range by means of prism spectrometers with low 

dispersion- The position of the individual, most intense bands in the 

infrared 

pers [39: 

pectrum of gaseous trichloroethylene was determined in pa- 

4107]. The infrared spectrum of liquid trichloroethylene 

was investigated by Bernstein [759] in the 400-4000 cm“1 range- 

The Raman spectrum of liquid trichloroethylene was studied by 

several investigators whose results are discussed in the monographs by 

Kohlrausch [236] and Hibben [2065]. The Raman spectra of solutions of 

C2HC13 in CC14 have been investigated by Allen and Bernstein [498]. The 

Raman spectrum of gaseous trichloroethylene has not been investigated- 

The Raman spectra of C2DC13 have been investigated in papers [759, 

498, 2132]„ 

A current interpretation of the Raman spectra of C2HC13 is given 

by Bernstein in paper [759]. Subsequent investigations of the Raman 

spectra of C2HC13 [498, 2132] confirmed Bernsteins' interpretation 

[799] and made possible a more accurate determination of the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies. 

In the present Handbook, the values of the fundamental frequencies 

of the C2HC13 molecule are adopted, which were determined by Allen and 

Bernstein [498] on the basis of their investigation of Raman spectra 

of C2HC13 solutions in CC14- The adopted values of the fundamental os¬ 

cillation frequencies of C2HC13 are quoted in Table l6o. The error of 

their determination is estimated as equal to +2^. The difference of 

the fundamental frequencies of the C2HC13 molecule in gaseous and liq¬ 

uid state does not exceed this amount. 

The structural parameters of the C2HC13 molecule were determined 

by Brockway, Beach and Pauling [959] and Lipscom (see [517]) on the 

basis of an electron diffraction study. However, the method used by 

these investigators for recording the electron diffraction patterns ar 
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for interpreting them, was insufficiently perfect for the determina¬ 

tion of the accurate structural parameters of C0HC1.,. Assuming 

'c-c = I*38 A. Brockway, Beach and Pauling [959] obtained from their 

electron diffraction pattern: rc_ci = 1,71 +0,03 À, ¿ C—C-Cl = J23 +2° 

Lip scorn (see [517]) found rCQc = 1,36 +0,04,^-01 = 1,72 ± 0,02 Ä, ¿ C-C-Cl 

(CC12 group) ^ 121.5 ± 1% ZC - C - Cl ( CHC1 group) = 124 ± 2U. 

The results of investigations of the molecular structure of ethy¬ 

lene and its halogen derivatives led to the ascertainment that the 

C - C bond in halogen derivatives of ethylene is shorter than in the 

C2H4 molecule. According to the most accurate investigations [510, 

664, 1398], the length of the C = c bond In the molecule is equal 

to 1.335 ± 0.005A. The minimum length of the 0 = c bond in halogen 

derivatives of ethylene takes place in the C2P4 molecule, where it is 

equal to 1.313 +0.010 A, according to the data of paper [2327]. On the 

basis of investigations of microwave spectra of CHgC012 [3679] and 

OPgOHCl [2225], the length of the 0 = 0 bond was dÜtermined as equal to 

1.32 ± 0.02 A in the caae of OHgOClg, and as laying within I.32 and 

1.34 A in the case of CF2CHC1. The length of the C - 01 bond is equal 

to 1.72 + 0.01 A in all chlorine derivatives of ethylene. The length 

Of the C - H bond in the CgHO^ and CgH^ molecules may be considered 

as identical within the accuracy limits of its determination in c2HF 

(see page 1166). The angle between the 0 = c and 0-01 bonds in the 3 

CC12 group is equal to 122 + 2% according to the data obtained by el¬ 

ectron diffraction studies of the 0gHCl3 structure (see [517]) and 

also the data obtained for OHgCC^ [3679 and 0,,0¾ [5I7, 2328], A val¬ 

ue equal to 125 + 3“ is assumed for the analogous angle in the CHOI 

group, based on data obtained by Lipscom (see [517]) for C2HC1 and 

Akishin, Volkov and Vesnin [60] for C^Cl. The angle between the 0 = c 

and 0 - H bonds may be assumed as equal to 120 + 2". ThuSj the follo„_ 
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-J.il/, o truc tmal parame ter ü of the C^KCl.^ molecule are adopted in the 

J;11.Ult IUndb00k: Ac=c = 1,32 * °*02* ^-c> -= ‘.72 ± 0.01. -c-H - 1.08 ± 0,02 Ä, Z C—C—Cl 

(CC1^r0UP) =122t2%ZC-C-Cl (CMC! group ) = 125 ± 3». z = 12() ± 20 

Ihe adopted values of the structural parameters of C^HCl have 

been used for the calculation of the product of principal moments of 

^inertia, the value of which is quoted in Table I60, 

The ultraviolet C2IiCl3 spectrum has been investigated by Lacher, 

Hummel, Bohmfalk and Park [2509], 

CgF3C]- The infrared vibrational spectrum of gaseous trifluoro- 

chloroethylene was investigated by Smith and co-workers [3772],. Mann, 

Acqulsta and Plyler [2751] (185-4000 cm'1) and Plyler« (110-2M cm'h 

by means of prism spectrometers of low dispersion. The Raman spectrum 

of liquid trifluorochloroethylene was investigated by Smith and co-wor- 

kerS [3772J' and and Ko°d«nrd [3474]. In paper [3772], the Raman 

spectrum of liquid trifluorochloroethylene at room temperature was ob¬ 

tained (under pressure). Measurements of polarization were not carried 

out in this case. Rolfe and Woodward (3474] obtained the Raman spectrum 

of liquid trifluorochloroethylene, cooled to -75<>c, which enabled them 

to carry out measurements of polarization and to observe a series of 

bands of OpPjOl. The Raman spectrum of gaseous trifluorochlcroethy- 

lone was not investigated. 

An interpretation of the Raman spectra of C^CI was suggested 

first in paper [3772]. However, after the calorimetric investigations 

[3130, 1635] made it possible to determine S^^c^ci, gas), a 

very considerable divergence between the experimental and calculated 

values of this quantity was found, ascribed to errors in the assignment 

of the fundamental frequencies of the C^CI molecule suggested in pa¬ 

per [3772]. In order to eliminate this non-alignment, Mann, Acquista 

and Plyler [2751] investigated the infrared spectrum of C2P Cl in a 
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considerably larger range than in paper [3772] and interpreted anew 

the Raman spectra of this compound. Mann, Acquista and Plyler [2751] 

made essential changes in the assignment of the fundamental frequencies 

of the molecule, suggested earlier in paper [3772]. However, the new 

interpretation of the Raman spectra of C^F^Cl, suggested in paper [2751 

could also not be considered as completely reliable. It not only used 

incomplete data on the Raman spectrum, obtained in [3772], but also 

the torsional frequency v12 was not determined on the basis of spectral 

data but calculated by means of the value of S°i(¿j 8(C2F3C1, gas), found 

by calorimetric measurements, and the values of the other frequencies 

and structural parameters of the C^Cl molecule, adopted in paper 

[2751]. The investigation of the Raman spectrum, carried out by Rolfe 

and Woodward [3474], made dubious the assignment of the and v^0 fre¬ 

quencies in paper [2751], and corroborated, at the same time, the cor¬ 

rect assignment of the other frequencies. The true values of the 

and v12 frequencies, equal to I88 and I69 cm-1, respectively, have 

been determined by Plyler (see [2758]), who investigated the Infrared 

vibrational spectrum of C^Cl in the 110-220 cm'1 range. The appro¬ 

priately corrected assignment of the fundamental frequencies of CnF Cl, 

suggested in paper [2751], was confirmed by the theoretical calcula¬ 

tions of [2758]. 

In the present Handbook, the values of fundamental frequencies, 

recommended in paper [2758], are adopted and quoted in Table 160. The 

error of the adopted values of fundamental frequencies of C2F Cl is es¬ 

timated as equal to +2 cm-1. 

The structural parameters of the C^Cl molecule were first deter¬ 

mined by Akishin, Vilkov and Vesnin [60] on the basis of their own 

electron diffraction studies. Using visual methods of orocessing of 

the electron diffraction patterns, the authors of paper [60J found 
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rc-.p --= 1,32 ±0,01, r^a = 1J2 ±0,02 Á, ^ F -C-F = 114 ±2°, / C-C-F 

group) = 123 ± I“, C—C—Cl = 127 ± Io,5 assuming rc^c = 1,31 À 

Z Cl-C-F = 114°. 

Ills sti uctural purcuneijers ol thG C^F^Cl inoleculSj dGisrininsd in 

paper [60], are used in the present Handbook to calculated the products 

of principal moments of inertia of 0,,1^01, the values of which are 

quoted in Table i60„ 

The ultraviolet spectrum of C^F-Cl was investigated by Lacher, 

Hummel, Bohmfalk and Park [2509]. 

C2FC13infrared spectra of gaseous fluorotrich3.oroethylene 

have been investigated by Mann and Plyler [2760] (200-5000 cm'1), and 

Nielsen, Gullikson and Woollett [309I] (450-5000 cm“1), who used prism 

spectrometers with changeable optics. The Raman spectrum of liquid 

fluorotrichloroethylene was also obtained in [2760, 3091], In paper 

[309I] it was obtained by a device with a higher dispersion. 

Mann and Plyler [2760] interpreted the vibrational spectra of 

CgPCi^, obtained by them, on the basis of the fundamental frequencies 

of the C2FC13 molecule, which they also calculated.* The investigation 

of the vibrational spectra of CgFCl,, carried out by Nielsen, Gullikson 

and Woollett [3091], confirmed the interpretation of these spectra, 

given by Mann and Plyler. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the C^FCl^ molecule, 

determined by Mann and Plyler in paper [2760], are quoted in Table I60. 

With the exception of v^, and v12, the values of all fundamental 

frequencies 01 C2FC13 molecule are determined on the basis of the 

infrared spectrum of gaseous fluorotrichloroethylene. The frequencies 

V5 and v9* quoted in Table 160, are determined by means of the Raman 

spectrum of liquid fluorotrichloroethylene. The frequency of the 

torsional vibration was determined by Mann and Plyler [2760] as equal 
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130 cm on the basis of Mann's calculations [2758] / rasch 
1 12 I29 cm"1) 

and the two weak linea at 123 and 1« cr1, observed by the authors of 

paper [2760] in the Kanan spectrum of C2FC13. The error of the values 

of fundamental frequencies of CgFCl^ adopted in Table 160, is estima- 

ted as equal to +3 cm“1. 

The values of the structural parameters of the a.PCl, molecule 

have not been determined in experiments. Mann and Plyler [2760], guided 

by the data on the structure of (¾¾ and C2C14 molecules, obtained in 

papers.[2327, 2328], suggested the following values of these quantities 

rc=.c = 1,31, re-? — 1,31, rc_ci = 1,72 A, C—C—F = C—C Cl = 123° 

In the present Handbook, the structural parameters of C, FC1 are 

assumed as equal to ^ = 1.32+0,02, rc_F = 1,32 ±0,02, ^, = 1.72 + 0,0^. 

ZC—C—Cl (CC12 group)CCI;) = 123±3°, ±C-C~C|(CPC1 group) = 125 + 3°, 

z 1 —C—Cl = 114+ 3°— , on the basis of a comparison of the adopted 

structural parameters of CLFi C F n r m pi n n- , 
and C2Cl4 m°lecules (see 

pages 1138,1173,11511 and nitoxThe mentioned values of structural para¬ 

meters of C2FC15 are used for the calculation of the product of prin¬ 

cipal moments of inertia (see Table 160). 

The ultraviolet spectrum of C2FC13 was investigated by Lacher, 

Hummel, Bohmfalk and Park [2509]. 

Part 2. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of gaseous ethylene and of 14 of its 

fluorine-chlorine derivatives, calculated in the harmonic osccilator- 

rigid rotator model approximation for the temperature range from 293. 

.15 to 6000°K, are quoted in the second volume of the Handbook (see 

Vol. 2, Tables 213, 216, 2l8-230). The calculations have been carried 

out on the basis of the molecular constants of these compounds, quoted 

in Tables I57-I60, not taking into account the effect of intermolecular 

interaction (for ideal gases). 
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The values of the virial coefficients and of their derivatives 

for by means of which corrections for non-ideality may be taken 

into account, are quoted in Table 4.19 (II). 

The data on the thermodynamical functions of ethylene and its 

halogen derivatives, published in literature, are calculât 3d on the 

basis of the harmonic oscillator - rigid rotator model approximation. 

Therefore, the calculation method used is not mentioned when comparing 

the thermodynamic functions of these compounds, calculated for the pre¬ 

sent edition of the Handbook, with the values published in literature, 

§?'4, ETHYLENE AND ITS FLU ORINE-CHLORINE DERIVATIVES OF THE C0X4 TYPE 

The thermodynamic functions of gaseous C0H^, C^F^ and C Cl , 

quoted in Tables 213, 216 and 221 of the 2nd volume of the Handbook, are 

calculated by Eqs, (11.243) and (11.244) in the harmonic oscillator- 

rigid rotator model approximation, using the molecular constants, given 

xn Table 157, and without taking into account the effect of intramole¬ 

cular interactions. The values of the constants and C¿, used in 

the calculations, are quoted in Table 162. 

TABLE 162 

SJnfofGaseeoSsno!S,níScT ^ of Tha^oayna.ic Fune- 
^ 2 4 2 

1 

IWlUCCTÏO 

0, 6, e. (h 04 Oi O7 0« 0, O10 0a 0.. Cs 

2 ‘pad 2 lía*! mo At,-i pad 

CäH« 

c4f« 
CjCli 

ms'.y 

(119 
643 

2334,6 
2693 
2260 

1931,1 

567 

338 

1478 

273 
158 

4463,5 

1928 

1439 

1778 

793 

499 

1365,7 

584 

414 

1357 
731 

737 

4468,2 
1924 

1306 

1165,9 
314 
253 

4301,3 
1706 

1118 

2076,9 
803 

446 

-1,4239 

10,2922 
14,8283 

6,5252 
18,2413 

22,7774 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole*degree. 

The errors in the values of thermodynamic functions of C0H^, CgF^ 

and C2C14> quoted in Tables 213 (II), 21b (II) and 221 (n), ¡re maLly 

caused by the inaccuracy of the adopted values of molecular constants 
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and the disreeardinc of the anharmonicity of the molecular vihratlono. 

The first cause prevails at T < 1000% the second at higher tempera- 

tures. The errors in the values of for ¢^, and 0.,0¾ 

are estimated as equal to ±0.02 and ±0.56 and rO.87 cal/mole-degree, 

respectively, and the errors in the 4>*000 values as equal to ±1.6; ±3.7 

and +4.6 cal/mole»degreej respectively. 

The calculations of thermodynamic functions of C 
'4 and 

02C14, carried out earlier, are discussed below, and a comparison of 

the results of these calculations with those carried out in processing 

the present edition of the Handbook is given. 

CgV The thermodynamic functions of gaseous ethylene have been 

calculated by a great number of investigators. A review of data on the 

calculations carried out is given in Table 163. In this Table Handbooks 

and monographs are also mentioned, in which thermodynamic functions of 

02H^, calculated in the corresponding papers, are cited. 

The earlier calculations of thermodynamic functions of ethylene 

[2331, 430, 3783] are based on estimated values of structural parame¬ 

ters of the C2H4 molecule and on the assignment of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies suggested by Hecke [2830] (see Table 156). The frequency of 

the torsional vibration of the 0,¾ molecule was estimated in these 

calculations on the basis of calorimetric measurements of the specific 

heat of ethylene. 

In Kassel's paper [2331], the thermodynamic functions of CgH, 

were calculated in two variants, corresponding to two assumptions^ 

the quantity of the frequency of torsional vibration: v4 = c and 950 

cm . The structural parameters were assumed as equal to rc^c = 1 i& rc H - 

- 1,08a.,/h_c_h=|09.28, ; to which correspond /4 /c = 3,423-¡0-> (g- 

•cm ) . In Frost's calculations [430], the values of the fundamental 

frequencies of the 0,¾ molecule, recommended by Hecke [2830], were not 
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i > 

I 

'Unuecl oif like those in paper [2331], and the value of 950 cm"1, cal¬ 

culated on the basis of experimental data of the specific heat of ethy¬ 

lene [432J, was assumed for the frequency of the torsional vibration» 

Erroneous values, found in one of the earlier spectroscopical investi¬ 

gations, to which corresponds /^ = 3,187-10-^ (g*cm2)3 (cf. Table 

137), were assumed for the moments of ine. tia of C2H^ in Frost's cal¬ 

culations. The values of thermodynamic functions of C0Hi|, calculated 

in papers [2331, 430], are comparable to the corresponding values 

quoted an Table 213 (II) only after subtraction of the nuclear spin 

component 4r In 2. Then, the difference of the values, given in 

Table 213 (II) and in papers [2331, 430], amounts to 0.4o and O.50 cal/ 

/mole«degree, respectively. These discrepancies are mainly caused by 

the difference of the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

the molecule, assumed in the calculations. 

TABLE 163 

^1^ 01 the Data on Calculations of Thermodynamic 
Functions of Gaseous Ethylene 

1 Airopu 
- rofl 

onyÖJiH- 
■oaaaiia 

3 TepMOAimaMHiccKHe (ftymcuHii 
Cn paso»; 1,-.-. i.* 

a 
HOHorpa^iHM 

5 KacceAb[2331]*. 

ó <X>pocT (430]1. 

7 Cm ht h Boh [3783] . . . 

8 riHTuep [3253]. 

9 KDcth [2312] . . 

10 PyrreHreflM [1877] . . . 

11 Tomhcoh [3971]* . . , . 

12 KHAnarpHK h riHmep[2399] 

13 riepooe HJAaHHe Cnpaaon 
HHKa [420]. 

14 KptneAiiH h Ap- [248-]. . 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1937 

1938 

1941 

1941 

1946 

1956 

1958 

. . 15 
52b8.i» " a™ r = 300 — 30000 k 

5300 h Cp* ®t-äah T = 300—1000* K 

Sr, "r — Hl A-1H r = 298 — 973° K 

H AG7r/T a™ T—Z00 — 1500“K 

c* h s't—s'mM wn r = 

= 273,16— 1273,16“ K 
<I»r Ana r = 355 — 973“ K 

sr> H't-HI C* Ana 
T = 291,16-1500" K 

<I>r, ST, Ht— Hq, Cp Ana T = 

= 298,16 —1500° K 

®r( ST> Ht—Hv lT AJJH 
r = 293,16 — 6000“ K 

<I>r AJiH T = 1000 — 6000’ K 

[426] 

[426] 

[426] 

[4384,3680. 
3426, 427, 

119] 
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cl 
The thermodynamic functions of 

taking into account the nuclear 

1) Authors 
2) year of publication 
3) thermodynamic functions 
4) handbooks and monographs 
5) Kassel 
6) Frost 
7j Smith and Vaughan 

were calculated 

spin component 4R In 2. 

8) Pitzer 
9) Justi 
10) Guggenheim 
11) Thompson 
12) Kilpatrick and Pitzer 
13) first edition of the Hand 

book 
14) Kroepelin et al 
15) for. 

For the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of C0H^, 

Pitzer [3253].» Justi [2312] and Guggenheim [1877] used the values of 

fundamental frequencies of the ethylene molecule (see Table 156), re¬ 

commended in Bonner's paper [864]. In Pitzer's calculations [3253], 

those values of the moments of inertia are used, which were found by 

Badger [597]; to these values corresponds the value I ,\l „lc = 5 20 iQ-u: 

(g*cm ) (cf. Table 157)» Owing to the smaller difference between the 

values of the molecular constants, used in these calculations, the dis¬ 

crepancy between the values of thermodynamic functions of C0Hi+ quoted 

in Table 213 (II) and in papers [3253.» 2312, 1877] is smaller than the 

one between the values adopsed in the present Handbook and those given 

in the earlier papers [2331, 430, 3783]. 

The calculations by Thompson [3971] a,re based on the assignment 

oí the fundamental frequencies of the molecule, recommended by 

Conn and Sutherland [II60] (see Table I56). Here, a value equal to 820 

cm 1, resulting from experimental measurements of the specific heat of 

gaseous ethylene and of its entropy at 298°K (see below), was assumed 

for the frequency of the torsional vibration. In the calculations 

of [3971]» the product of the principal moments of inertia was assumed 

as equal to 5.22»10-ir? (g»cm2)3 on the basis of the results of an ana¬ 

lysis of the rotational structure of a number of bands in the Infrared 
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oj.e^'Uju, obtained in papera [3968, 3790]. If we eliminate the nuclear 

apin component (4r In 2) from the values of <p* and Sj, calculated by 

Ihomp.jon [3971]j the values oí these Quantities become very similar 

to those quoted in Table 213 (II). The difference in the values of 
* * 

11298.15 and ^1000 amounts to 0.02 and 0.16 cal/mole• degree, respective¬ 

ly, mainly due to the difference in the assumed frequencies v,, and 
4 b 

The calculations by Kilpatrick and Pitzer [2399] are based on the 

molecular constants of (y^, recommended by Gallaway and Barker [1646] 

(oCe 1133 and Table 156). The values of the thermodynamic functions 

of C2H4, obtained in paper [2399], are similar to the values quoted in 

Table 213 (II). The differences in the values of $* „ and 

amount to 0.01 and 0.12 cal/mole•degree, respectively, mainly owing to 

the difference in the assumed values of the frequencies and Vg„ The 

thermodynamic functions of 0^, calculated by Kilpatrick and Pitzer 

[2399]j are cited in many Handbooks and monographs (see Table 163).* 

Kroepelin and co-workers [2489] continued the calculations of cf>* led 

off by Kilpatrick and Pitzer, up to 6000°K, using the same values of 

the molecular constants of C0H^ as those in paper [2399]. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of ethylene, quoted in 

the first and in the present edition of the Handbook, differ insigni- 

ficantly, because the differences in the adopted values of the molecu¬ 

lar constants of are small. The differences in the values at 

T = 298.15 and 6000°K are 0.005 and 0.003 cal/mole-degree, respective¬ 

ly* 

lb must be mentioned that in the case of ethylene the effect of 

the centrifugal stretching of the C2H4 molecules on the value of the 

thermodynamic functions can be approximately taken into account, be¬ 

cause Wilson [4287] calculated for the constant Pl= 0,79.10-« de 

gree -1. The regard for the anharmonicity of the vibrations, however. 
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has a significantly greater influence. 

The specific heat of gaseous ethylene was measured hy many inves¬ 

tigators in the temperature range from I50 to 46o°K. The results of 

measurements carried out up to 1935 are cited in the Handbook [426]. 

In the following years, measurements of specific heat have been carried 

out by Burcik, Easter and Yost [IOI9] at 7^ = 270,7:300,0 and 320.TK 

with an accuracy of +0.5$. The results of experimental measurements of 

the specific heat of ethylene are In accordance with the values of the 

specific heat, calculated on the basis of the molecular constants of 

C2H^ and adopted in the present Handbook. 

Egan and Kemp [1466] measured the specific heat of ethylene be¬ 

tween 16.00and 169.40°K and also carried out calorimetric measurements 

of the heats of melting and evaporation. On the basis of the results 

of the measurements carried out, Egan and Kemp calculated c» u 
Olrt8.40 

gas) = 47,36 + 0,10 cal/mole-degree. The value of this quantity, calcu¬ 

lated by means of the molecular constants of and adopted in the 

present Handbook, is equal to 47.354 cal/mole-degree. 

VV The thermodynamic functions of gaseous tetrafluoroethylene 

were calculated not only by Mann, Acquista and Piyler [2753] (7^=19753,. 

1500°K) hut also during the preparation of the firs-t edition of this 

Handbook (7’ = 293.16—6000° K) . In the latter calculations, the same val¬ 

ues of the fundamental frequencies and structural parameters of the 

molecule were used as in the present edition of the Handbook. The 

differences between the corresponding values of thermodynamic functions 

of C2F4, quoted in paper [2753], in the first and in the present edi¬ 

tion of the Handbook [see Table 216 (II)], are insignificant. They are 

caused by a certain difference in the values of the physical constants, 

assumed in the calculations, and in the values of the product of prin¬ 

cipal moments of inertia of the molecule. 
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Purukawa, McCostey and Reilly [1634] carried out very accurate 

calorimetric measurements of the specific heat (7-=16-210¾). melting 

heat and heat of evaporation of tetrafluoroethylene and also of the 

pressure of vapor. On the basis of these data, the authors of 

paper [I6a4] calculated (C,F, , gas) = 64,55 + 0,09 cal/mole-degre 

lho value ol s„la , calculated on the basis of the molecular con¬ 

stants of CA and adopted in the present Handbook, is equal to 64.53 

cal/mole•degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of gaseous tetrachloroethylene 

have been calculated by Torkington [4003], Mann, Acquista and Plyler 

[4753], and Mann, Meel and Plyler [2759] from 298,15—1500° K. 

Torkington’s calculations [4003] are erroneous because they are 

based on an incorrect assignment of the fundamental frequencies of the 

C2C14 molecule and on estimated values of the structural parameters. 

The calculations by Mann, Acquista and Plyler [2753] are based on 

the assignment of the fundamental frequencies of the C2C14 molecule, 

suggested by these authors, and on values of the structural parameters, 

determined by I. Karle and j k.m. 1,.,,,1 by electron diffraction studies and 

corresponding to the value ,1/./.=3,6.,0- (g.cm2)3 (cf. TaMe 157)_ 

The values of ** and S“ quoted in paper [2753], are higher than the 

corresponding values of these quantities in Table 221 (n) by approxl_ 

mately 0.5 and 0.8 cal/mole•degree owing to the fact that lower values 

Of the v7 and frequencies are assumed in the calculation of [2753]. 

The same values of the fundamental frequencies of the 0,,01, mole¬ 

cule as those in the present Handbook, and values of structural parame¬ 

ters according to the data of [2328], are used in the paper by Mann, 

Meel and Plyler. The discrepancy between the corresponding values of 

thermodynamic functions of 0^, quoted in paper [2759] and in Table 

221 ,11), is caused by a difference in the adopted values of the struc- 
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tura^para^eters of the „olecule and of the physical constants. 

Por V it amounts to 0.014 cal/mole• degree at 298.15° K and to 0.007 

cal/mole • degree at 1500° K. 

During the preparation of the first edition of the Handbook, the 

thermodynamic functions of gaseous tetrachloroethylene were not calcu¬ 

lated. 

§75. FLUORINE AND CHLORINE DERIVATIVES OP ETHYLENE OP THE C Y y TÏPE 

TABLE 164 

The values of S° (in cal/mole•degree) for Isomers T 
of C2H2C12 and C2F2C12 

r-.K 
ÇtHjCIj 

2 HiCUUM. 2 HUC- ^ mpQHC- 

298,15 
1000 
2000 

4000 

6000 

68,85-15 
94,842 

114,423 
135,670 

148,404 

69,190 

94,846 
114,405 
135,649 

148,383 

69,250 

95,036 

114,598 
135,842 
148,576 

C,F,C1, 

Ihccumm. 2 We- ( 3 mpanc- 

78,453 
109,186 

130,286 

152,073 

164,918 

1) Asymmetrical] 2) eis; 3) trans. 

77,863 

108,974 
130,082 
151,869 

164,713 

77,974 

109,074 
130,180 

151,968 

164,813 

TABLE I65 

Values of the Constants for the Calculatinn n-p +-wo mu 
Functions of gaseous C^F C H?C1„ and C F Cl^ Therrnodynamic 

mpúrtc.-C,F,CI,¿ 2456 

g] trans?nCe’ 2) deSreei 3) ^l/mole-degree; 4) asymmetrical; 5) CiS] 

The thermodynamic functions of gaseous dlfluoroethylene, 

ethylene and difluorodlchloroethylene, quoted In Tables 219, 

dichloro- 

223, and 
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i;he d- voi::e °f the ty ,»eans of Eqs. 
(11.,43) and (*.**, in the harmonlc oacmaW-r^d rotator »odeX 
cIDíjPDY îrnci^^ ,. . -a. w ua. uur jiioaei 
approximation on the boqio ^ 

we tasi, of the molecular constants of CH CP els 
C, I-I m Qvscx i- „ _ •11pVy^2, C1S- C2H2C12 ana trans-C^^x^ quoted ln Table ^ ^ 

account mtermolecular effects. This choice is due to the fact that 

UZT YalUeS °f m0le°Ular COnStantS are ta0“ -r 4he as,™- meirical isomer of r H m ño s 
2 2F2- As regards to C^Cl and C0P Cl the eel 

Ration of the thermodynamic functions was carried 0^ on the basis 

. le;0leCUlaI- - cis-C^HgClg and trans-CgP cig because 

the vaxues of the thermodynamic functions of these isomers are inter- 

mediate between the values of 
of thp „ t corresponding thermodynanic functions 
T the other two isomers (at least at 

Table 164. (at least at r < „ as follows from 

of tl ValUeS °f the COnStantS ln the f°rmUlaS f°r the calculation 

th her“0^a"‘1C fUnCtl0nS - C.H« and CaP20X2, based on 
the corresponding data of TablP i^o 2 2 dsea cn 

b uaaa oi fable 159, are quoted in Table I65. 

The errors in the thermodynamic functions of r h,f 

quoted in Tables 219 (n), 223 (u) and 226 ítt) ' * *’ C^F2C,^, \ J, 3 (±±) and 226 (n), are caused b th 

inaccuracy of the initial molecular constants and the 

4 calculation (not tahing into account the anharmonicity of the 
vibrat.i nno \ . . ^ one vibrations, etc.), the 

J hQ total errors in the values of n f.nv, 
r.u-t: UI ^298.16 f0r GHaFa, C2H2CI2 and C P n Q . 298.16 lor 

are estimated as e9ual to 0.1; o.25 and 0.6 

cal/mole*degree, respectively, and those of as M„a- r , 

and 4 cal/mole’degree. 3000 ^ “ 2-5i 3 

» irir »• -- —. 
C2P2ci2 were not dealt with. Below, information 

IS given on other ca lem• lurmacion 

gases. S °f the c^ermodynamic functions of these 

1½. Mears, Stahl, et al [0826] calculated the values of 
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Of the gaseous (asymmetrical) difluoroethylene for T= 233,15-298.15'K 

The values of {h't - H'\ ~ m* —h°\o- aw 
o' y 233.,5 A//uii6 are quoted in paper [2826]. 

in the calculations of (2826], the fundamental frequencies of the CH0CF 

molecule are used, which were determined by Smith et al. [3773] on the 

basis of the vibrational spectra of gaseous difluoroethylene (see page 

11113). 

C2H2C12- The thermodynamic functions of the isomers of gaseous di- 

chloroe thy lene are calculated on the basis of the corresponding mole¬ 

cular constants by Godnev and Filatova [160] (<f>* at T = 298.1 - 1500" K 

for cis- and trans-O^Cip, Tatevshiy and Frost [4l5] (S“^^ for all 

three isomers), Fitzer and Hollenberg [3260] (at 7= 200-1500° for cis- 

and trans-02H2Cl2), and Hildenbrand and co-workers [2072] (at 7= 298,15- 

- 1500° K for CHgCClg ). 

The thermodynamic functions of 010-0211.012 were calculated by 

Godnev and Filatova [160] on the basis of obsolete data for the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of the cis-C2H2Cl2 molecule [4339] and of their 

structural parameters [959]. This fact is the principal cause of the 

difference in the ** values, quoted in paper [160] and in Table 223 (11) 

amounting to 0.1 cal/mole.degree at 7 = 298,15° K and to 0.5 cal/mole- 

degree at 7 — 1500 K . In the calculations of Pitzer and Hollenberg 

[3260], the same values of the fundamental frequencies of cis-C H 01 

are adopted those as in the present Handbook. Owing to this fact/the 

differences between the corresponding values of thermodynamic functions 

of cis-^HgClg, given in paper [3620] and in Table 223 (II), are small; 

nevertheless, in the calculations of [3260] the likewise obsolete val¬ 

ues of structural parameters, found in the earlier electron diffrac¬ 

tion study [959], have been used. The difference in the corresponding 

0* values amounts to about 0.05 cal/mole-degree. The values of C 

calculated by Tatevskiy and Frost [415] for all three isomers of CpH Cl 
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are also based on obsolete values of molecular constants. Owing to 

this fact, [415], the values of of the C^Cl,, isomers are by 

Üe5-1 cal/mole.degree lower than the corresponding values of these 

quantities, quoted in Table 223 (II) (for cis-C^Clg), in paper [3260] 

(for cis- and trans-C^Clg) and in paper [2072] (for CH0CC12). 

Hildenbrand and co-workers [2072] measured the specific heat of 

solid and liquid asymmetrical dichloroethylene at temperatures from 

17 to 290% and also the heat of melting and evaporation, and the va¬ 

por pressure. On the basis of these data, the value £,,,.,,(OhCCI, * gas) 

= 69.04 + 0.20 cal/mole.degree was calculated In paper [2072], which 

is in accordance with the value of this quantity, calculated by means 

of the molecular constants. 

C2F2C12° The thermodynamic functions of gaseous trans-difluoro- 

dichloroethylene have been calculated by Mann and Plyler [276I] from 

200 to 1500°K on the basis of the same values of molecular constants 

of trans-C2F2Cl2 as those adopted in the present Handbook. The results 

of the corresponding calculations are in accordance. 

The thermodynamic functions of the other isomers of difluoro-di- 

chloroethylene have not been calculated. 

§76. FLUORINE AND CHLORINE DERIVATIVES OF ETHYLENE OF THE TYPES C X Y 
AND C2X2YZ 2 3 

The thermodynamic functions of fluorine and chlorine substituted 

ethylene drlvatives of the types O^Y and CgXpz, calculated by Eqs. 

(11.243) and (11.244) In the harmonic oscillator-rigid rotator model 

approximation on the basis of the molecular, constants, adopted in Table 

160, are quoted in Tables 218, 220, 222, 224, 225, 227, 228. 229, 230 of the 2nd 

Volume of the Handbook. The values of the constants in the correspond- 

ing formulas are quoted in Table 166. 
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TABLE 166 

Values of the Constants for the Calculation of Thermodynamic Func¬ 
tions of Gaseous Fluorine and Chlorine Derivatives of Ethvlene of 
the Types CgX^Y and C^YZ. 

1 
BcuiecTio 

ei e. 0. O4 e* e. 67 e. e. 610 6n 0u <4 

2 tpad O 
J KOA/MOAb'epad 

C,H,F 
C,H,Cl 

CiH»FCl 
CjHF* 

CiHFjCl 

CtHFG* 
C1HC.I1 . 
CiF|Cl 

C.FCU 

2380 
2316 

2383 

2573 
2511 

2286 

2578 
2367 

4431 

4360 

4339 

4532 

4503 

4431 
1922 

1699 

4482 

4431 

4416 

1960 

1918 

1787 

1748 

1422 

4532 

4503 
1990 

1819 
1725 

1341 

1522 
1233 

1879 
1042 

«1706 
1337 

1216 

1209 

991 
748 

1986 

1971 

1363 
1685 
1396 

904 
744 

586 

1335 

568 
1006 

698 

623 

.394 
486 

360 

1663 
1842 

622 
896 

833 

548 
666 
515 

695 
1482 

534 

334 
289 

247 

270 
250 

1340,0 
1356,1 

1203 
1079 

1081 

1122 
774 

773 

1242 

1290,3 
873 
799 

823 

647 

531 

450 

1024 
892 

741 
439 

350 

304 
239 
187 

5,6439 
7,7709 

10,7962 
11,3327 

12,7860 

14,3954 

15,6084 
14,3901 

16,6513 

13,5930 

15,7200 
18,7453 

19,2818 

20,7351 
22,3445 

23,5575 
22,3392 

24,6004 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole»degree» 

The errors in the thermodynamic functions of the compounds in 

question are caused by the inaccuracy of the adopted values of molecu¬ 

lar constants and the approximate nature of the calculation method» The 
* 

error in the $298.15 values amounts from 0.1 cal/mole*degree (for 

CîHsF, CaHaCl, C2HaFCl,C2HFj, CaHFjCl) to 0.5-0.7 cal/mole »degree (for 

v/jHCIs, CaFjCI, CjFCla, GHFCb). The total error in the O*000 values changes 

from 2-2.5 cal/mole-degree (for GHaF, C2H3CI, CaHaFCl.CjHFa, CaHFaCl) to 4-5 

cal/mole »degree (for C2HCI3, GFsCl, C2FCU, C2HFCI2). 

The thermodynamic properties of the fluorine and chlorine deriva¬ 

tives of ethylene of the types C^Y and C^YZ were not dealt with in 

the first edition of the Handbook. Below, information is given on cal¬ 

culations of the thermodynamic functions of these gases, which have 

been carried out earlier. 

CgH^F. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous fluoroethylene have 

not been calculated earlier. 

C2H3C1. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous chloroefhylene have 
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'been calculated by Godnev and Filatova [l60] (¢^ for T =, 298.1 — 1500° K), 

Tatevskly and Frost [415] (S^Q.l^ ^ Richards [3432] (<]y'T, S'T, H'T - H'0, C'p 

for r=r:291,16—1500° K) and Gullikson and Nielsen [I885] ((l»^ .Sr, (Hr-1 in)/T, C°p 

for T = 273,16—500° K). The differences between the corresponding values 
* 

of quoted in the mentioned papers and in table 222 (II), do not ex¬ 

ceed 0.07 cal/mole*degree and are caused by the difference in the adopt¬ 

ed values of molecular and physical constants. 

CgHgFCl, CgHF^. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous asymmetri¬ 

cal difluorochloroethylene and triflucroethylene were calculated by 

Mann, Acquista and Plyler in papers [2754, 2752] for the range 

T = 200—1500° using almost the same values of molecular constants of 

CHgCFCl and CgHF.? as in the present Handbook.* The values of thermody¬ 

namic functions of CHgCFCl and quoted in papers [2754, 2752], 

are in accordance with the values of the corresponding quantities, 

quoted in Tables 228 (II) and 220 (II)„ 

CgHFgCl. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous (asymmetrical) di¬ 

fluorochloroethylene have been calculated by Nielsen, Liang and Smith 

[3092] (Ht—HoVT.C'p for ^ = 253,46 - 600°^ and Mears and co-work¬ 

ers [2826] (H't-HI at 7= 233,15 —393,15°K). 

In the calculations of [3092], the same values of the fundamenta], 

frequencies of the CgHFgCl are assumed as in the present Handbook, The 

corresponding values of the thermodynamic functions of C0HF?C1, quot¬ 

ed in paper [3092] and in Table 229 (II) differ insignificantly. These 

discrepancies are caused mainly by the difference in the adopted val¬ 

ues of the principal moments of inertia of the CUHF0C1 molecule. 

The results of the calculations by Nielsen, Liang and Smith [3092] 

supplemented somewhat by interpolations and extrapolations, are cited 

in Zeise's Handbook [4384], 

CgHFClg. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous fluorodichlorothy- 
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lene have not been calculated earlier due to the lack of data on the 

molecular constants of this compound. 

In the present Handbook, the translational and rotational compo¬ 

nents of the thermodynamic functions of (asymmetrical) fluorodichloro- 

ethylene are calculated by Eqs. (II.8) and (II.9) and (II.I79), (II.180) 

The values of the constants (¾ and C' quoted in Table 166, are calcu¬ 

lated by Eqs. (11.247) and (11.248). 

The vibrational components of the thermodynamic functions of 

C2HFC12 may be calculated on the basis of the assumption that the in¬ 

crease in these quantities is equal to zero in the exchange reactions 

between fluoro- and chloro ethylenes. For the exchange reactions, in 

qhich C2HFC12 participates, the following equations can be written 

down: 

CjHFCIj + QHFjjCl — CjHFj-f-CjHClj, (XVIII. I) 
2CaHFC!a = CaHjClj + QFjCU, (XVIII. 2) 

. 2CiHFCIa = CaHFjCl -f CaHCl*, (XVIII. 3) 
' ¿CjHFCI* = CjHaFCl + CjFCIj. (XVIII.' 4) 

Assuming that 0 and are valid for these reactions, 

we have the following relations: 

Gho* (CjHFCIj) = <d;04 (QHF3) + tio« (QHCI,) - (CjHFjCI), (XVIII. 5) 

<I>ko4 (CjHFCIj) = i(CjHjCI,) + aw (C2F2CI2)], (XVIII. 6) 

O^iC.HFCl,) = ~[a>;0/1(C2HF2CI)+a);0J)(C2HCl3)]. (XVIII. 7) 

OloM (CjHFClj) = y [a»:0fl (CjHjFCI) + <lw (QFCI,) ]. (XVIII. 8) 

Analogous relations take place for the vibrational entropy compo 

nents. 

The results of calculations of the vibrational components of 

oí fluorodichloroethylene for 7 = 298,15; 1000 (1000) 6000° K by means of Eqs, 

(XVIII.5)-(XVIII.8) on the basis of the vibrational components of i* 
T 

of the other components of reactions (XVIII.l)-(}rVIII.4), calculated 
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by means of the experimental frequency values, are quoted in Table 167. 

It follows from the data of this Table that the calculation by 

means of the approximate formulas of the thermodynamic functions of 

C2HFC12 (XVIII.5)-(XVIII,8) results in very similar values of the cor¬ 

responding quantities. The values of ^(C-HFClg), quoted ln Tal)le 

167, are similar to the values calculated by Eq. (mil.5). Owing to 

this fact, the vibrational components of i,* and S“ are determined by 

Eq. (mil.5) and the analogous relationship for Skol when calculating 

the thermodynamic functions of C2HFC12 for Table 230 (II). 

TABLE 167 

Values (in cal/mole•degree) of the Vibra¬ 

tional component of of Pluorodichloro- 

-^11^8)alCUlated hy Forrnulas (XVIII.5)- 

1 n *k 1 (XVIII.5) (XVI 11.6) (XVI11.7) (XVI11.8) 

298,15 
1000 
2000 
3000 
4000 
5000 
6000 

2,960 
13,683 
24,278 
31,691 
37,364 
41,954 
45,805 

3,081 
13,683 
24,249 
31,654 
37,324 
41,912 
45,763 

2,878 
13,393 
23,926 
31,318 
36,980 
41,563 
45,410 

2,979 
13,723 
24,362 
31,799 
37,483 
42,081 
45,939 

cyrei,. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous trichloroethylene 

have been calculated earlier by Allen and Bernstein ^98] in the tem¬ 

perature range from 298.16-1500” K. In the calculations of [498], not 

only the same values of the fimHamonH-ct ^ 
iundamental frequencies but also other 

values of the structural parameters of the C.HOl. molecule are assumed 

than those in the present Handbook. Owing to this fact and also to the 

difference in the values of the physical constants, the Í* values, 

quoted in paper [498] and in Table 224 (II), differ by o.oi cal/mole- 
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»degree 

Allen and Bernstein [498] calculated also the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CgDCl^. 

CgF^Clj C0FClg. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous trifluoro- 

chloroethylene and fluorotrichloroethylene were calculated hy Mann and 

Plyler in papers [2751* 276O] for the 200--1500° K- temperature range. 

In the present Handbook, somewhat other values of the molecular con¬ 

stants of CgF^Cl and C^FCl^ are adopted than in papers [2751, 2760]. 

This fact explains the small differences in the values of the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of trifluorochloroethylene and fluorotrichloroethy¬ 

lene, quoted in Tables 225 (II), 227 (II) and in papers [2751, 276O]. 
•X* 

The difference in the corresponding <ï>T values amounts to 0.01 cal/mole* 

•degree. 

In papers [3128, I635], values of S¡Mg0 (C2F3CI, gas) are calcula¬ 

ted on the basis of results of calorimetric measurements. The most 

accurate value ^FaCl, gas) = 73*28 + 0.10 cal/mole »degree based 

on calorimetric measurements, was obtained by Furukawa, McCoskey and 

Reilly [1635]» The value of this quantity, calculated on the basis of 

the molecular constants of CgF^Cl, adopted in the present Handbook, is 

equal to 73*264 cal/mole»degree. 

Part 3» THERMOCHEMICAL QUANTITIES 

§77* HEATS OF FORMATION ANB ENERGIES OF DISSOCIATION 

^2¾ (sas)* T^e ^ combustion of ethylene has, since 1838, 

been repeatedly determined. The majority of results of these investi¬ 

gations are only of historical interest. A review of the data publish¬ 

ed up to 1936, is given by Rossini and Knowlton [3505]. 

In 1935* Kistiakowsky and co-workers [2417] carried out a deter¬ 

mination of the heat of ethylene hydrogenation, using ■che method of 

calorimetric bomb. The use of catalyst enabled these investigators to 
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exclude side reactions and to obtain very accurate results. In 1936, 

Kxstxakowsky and co-workers [2420] reviewed the results obtained in pa 

per [2417] and obtained a somewhat more accurate value of the heat of 

the hydrogenation reaction: (gas) + H2 (gas) = (y-Ig (gas), 

A//U20B.16 =-32,018-_r0,0G0 kcal/mole. This result, together with the heat 

of formation of ethane, recommended in Handbook [3508], leads to the 

value A/f7298.is (C3H4, gas) = 12.4 + 0.2 kcal/mole. 

In 1937 Rossini and Knowlton [3505] determined with great accur¬ 

acy the combustion heat of ethylene A//c2B9lls = -337,234+0,072 kcal/mole 

by means of a precise method of calorimetric measurements, developed 

by them. In accordance with the values of the heats of formation of 

C02 and HgO, adopted in the present Handbook, the results of the mea¬ 

surements by Rossini and Knowlton lead to the following value of the 

heat of formation of ethylene 

A// jísjs(CjHi.gas) == 12,50 + 0,10 kcal/mol p . 

This value, corresponding within the measurement error to the results 

obtained by Kistiakowsky and co-workers [2420], is adopted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook. The energy of dissociation of in atoms, corres¬ 

ponding to it, is equal to 

Do(CiH*) = 531,208+ 0.9kcal/mnl p 

(b/yíeas) Experimental data which make it possible to determine 

the heat of formation of fluoroethylene are lacking. 

A graphic comparison of the heats of formation of fluorine deriva¬ 

tives of ethylene, fluorine-chlorine derivatives of ethylene, and 

fluorine derivatives of methane by the Karapet-yants method gives the 

value 

A/nrcs.uiQHoF.gas) = — 33 + 3 kcal/mole, 

which is in accordance with the results of calculations by means of 

the simple additive scheme (see [468]) and by the interpolation for- 
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mula of the Bernstein type, developed by the authors of the Handbook 

on the basis of the adopted values of heats of formation of C0H¿,, 

C2H2F2 and The values of the heat of formation of fluoroethylene 

obtained by this method is adopted in the present Handbook. 

In paper [293], the value hH0fm(C2H3F ) gas) = -28 kcal/mole is 

quoted, calculated on the basis of the simple additive scheme by means 

of data differing from those addopted in the present Handbook. 

To the adopted value of the heat of formation of CpH^F corres¬ 

ponds 

D, (C,H3F) = 543,726 ± 3,2 kc a l/mo 1 e. 

C H Cl (gas). The value of the heat of formation of chloroethylene 
2. 3- 

(+7.5 kcal/mole), adopted in the thermochemical Handbooks [3508, 813] 

is based on the data by Thomsen [3983] who measured the heat of combus¬ 

tion of gaseous CgH^Cl. The error of this value is of the order of 

2-3 kcal/mole. 

In 1956, Lacher and co-workers [2508, 25IO] measured the heat of 

the reaction CgH^Cl (gas) -h 21^ (gas) - CgHg (gas) + HC1 (gas), 

ATTsai =—52,61 4; 0,26 Kcal. The calculation of the heat of formation of 

chloroethylene by means of the measurements results, obtained in pa¬ 

pers [2508, 25IO] and other thermochemical data [3508, 1678] gives 

the value:** 

A//0/2w,t6(CjHaCl.gas) = 8,9 + 0,3 kcal/mole, 

which is adopted in the present Handbook. The value of the dissociation 

energy which corresponds to it, is equal to 

D0(C,H,Cl) = 511,947±0,9 kcal/mole. 

CgHgFg (gas). The combustion heat of asymmetrical difluoroethy- 

lene was determined by Neugebauer and Margrave [3050]: &Hac = 

= —262,15±0,8 kcal/mole. This result, in combination with the thermo¬ 

chemical data of [3508], enabled Neugebauer and Margrave to determine 
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the heat of formation of asymmetrical difluoroethylene: 

A//7js8>]6(CHjjCÍ í, p;as) = — 77,5 kcal/mo Le. 

The authors of paper [305O] assumed the error of the cited value of 

A^7:ss.i6 (C2M2F2) as equal to +0.8 kcal/mole. In the report of MGU [35] 

however, it is pointed out that the error calculated by Neugebauer and 

Margrave is too small and must be estimated as equal to +2 kcal/mole.* 

With regard to this error, the value of the heat of formation of di- 

fluoioethylene, found by Neugebauer and Margrave, is adopted in the 

present Handbook. To it corresponds 

Do (^1^3^2) — 555,281 + 2,5 kca l/mole. 

^pMpPCl (gas). The value of the heat of formation of fiuorochloro- 

ethylene has not been determined in experiments. The results of calcu¬ 

lation, carried out in simple additive manner (see [^-68]), prove that 

the value of the heat of formation of C^FCl lies between -32 and -35 

kcal/mole.** A value equal to -38 kcal/mole results when using the 

Kharasch method (see [468]). 

In order to determine the most probable value of the heat of for¬ 

mation of C2H2FC1, the graphic method by Karapet'yants was applied. 

Here, the values of the heats of formation of CFaCl.CH^Cl.QhFCl QhCl 

and C2F3CI, GHFaCl, GHaCl are used which are adopted in the present Hand¬ 

book. The value 

/aís.isít-aHaFCl, gas) = —35 + 3 kcal/mole 

corresponds better than other values to the heats of formations of the 

mentioned compounds, and it is, therefore, adopted in the present Hand¬ 

book. The corresponding value of the dissociation energy is equal to 

D0(CaHjFCl) = 522,995¿3,2 kcal/mole. 

C?II2C12 (gas)• The heat of combustion of the liquid isomers of 

dichloroethylene was determined by Smith and co-workers [3786] by means 

of the "quartz helix" method (see [3502, 471]). The authors of paper 
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[3786] attributed the values a¡jc (asvmm cum -• • \ 
&ncm¡u ^abyTTim. liquid) = -26‘l. 

• 077 ±0.4 kcal/mole and ’ rovrnm rum , ^ v 
« ^»sm. (symm. C2H2ci2, iiqu. ) = -261.649 + 

± 0.4 kcalAde to the following final states of the products Qf /m_ 

tUStl0n: G02 (SaS)' HC1 (1 : 600 H20). ihe findings of Snith and co- 

workers, combined with the thermochemical data of the Handbook [3508], 

yield the values (in kcal/mole) 

Atf7«M.i»(unsym. - QHjCl,, liq.) = -6,24-0 4 

^o°/»-(syrr, -QHA, Uq.) = - 6,8^0,4 

/j9Biii(unsym. - CjHjCI,, gas) = -f- O.S^O.Sj * 

(sym. - CjHjCIj , ga s) = 4- 0/, + 0,5 . * 

The two latter values agree well with the data by Kirkbride r2407] on 

the heats of chlorination of ethylene and its chlorine derivatives. 

Sinke and Stull [3750] measured the heat of combustion of asym¬ 

metrical dichloroethylene and calculated on the basis of the data ob- 

tamed (asymm. 02H2C12, liqu. ) = -6.0 ± 0.3 kcal/mole, the val¬ 

ue of which is m agreement with the results of [3786, 2407] within 

the limits of the experimental error. 

in the present Handbook, the values of the heat of formation of 

C2H2C12, resulting from the data by Smith and co-workers [3786], are 

adopted for the subsequent calculations. Owing to the fact thattoe 

thermal effect of isomerization of C H n i• .,, 
1 n OÍ C2H2C12 lles within the limits of 

the experimental error of [3786, 2407], the value 

A^7208..s(C2H2CI2,gas)= 0,6 4:0,5 kcal/mole. 

is adopted in the present Handbook. The value 

D0 (CaHjClj) = 497,542 ± 1,0 kc a l/m 01 e. 

corresponds to the adopted heat of formation of C^Cl . 

, Martynov, ShteLr and Zenkov r4la] 

were the first to determine the experimental value of the heat of for- ' 

mation of trifluoroethylene: 
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A"°'“M‘<tlHF- S“) “ - ll-l.6±2,4 kcal/mole 
on the basin or the heat of combustion (Me, - , , 

' ^288.14-232,1 ^2,4 kca 1/mole) 
measured by them. Earlier, the heat of formation of a 

1ormation of gaseous trifluoro- 
O ... ... îr [35] (.13, „ 

. « ..... ., ... ., ,ti>r J jn 
derivatives of ethylene. 

Ihe value of the heat of formation of r rn? ^ 
r,n , . t-on of C2HF3, determined in paper 

d ' 18 adOPte<1 111 tlle present Handbook. To it corresponds 

Do(QHFj) = 559,682^3 kcal/mole. 

CgHPgCl (gas^. The heat of hydrogenation of difluorodichloroethy- 

eT (C2FaCl2 <SaS) + H2 (SaS) = W (S-) + HC1 (gas)) equal to 
^ 21.559 ± 1.9 kcal, „as measured by Lacher and his co-workers 

[-510], The value of the heat of formation 

(C.HF.CI, gas) = _ 77,5 + 3,0 kcal/mole 
which corresponds to it is ++. 

, . adopted m the present Handbook. To it 
corresponds 

Do (CaHFjCI) = 532,735 ±3,3 kca l/mole. 

^^Jeas). Experimental data which make it possible to deter 

mine heat of formation of fluorodichloroethylene are -unknown. Ac- 

-iding to calculations by means of the simple additive method (see 

>0|). thi.S VflTno -l-ïcao. -U_+_ -oa . « \ - 
,hMl, additive method (see 

), this value lies between -38 and -4l kcal/mole.* Calculations 

y T"5 “ <8ee t468]) yieU a ValUe -38 ^cal/mole. 

»pç, rp:;~rhvrof formation °f — 
the value ' F‘C'- GHC1» Hy the Karapet-yants method yields 

is (CjH PCI», g a s) = -39 ±3 kcal/mole, 

which is adopted in the present Handbook. To this value n 
onis value corresponds 

DoiQHFCI,) = 504,505±3,2 kcal/mole. 

* The heat °f corabus-tion of liquid trichloroethylenej 
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Atfc2()8l,5 = — 230,029 + 0,4 kcal/mole, was determined by Smith and co-workers 

[3786] by the "quartz helix" method (see [3502, 471]). The findings 

of Smith and co-workers, combined with the wellknown thermochemical 

data on the heats of formation of aqueous HC1 solutions [3508] yield 

the value (CaHCI,, liqu. ) = -9.4 + 0.4 kcal./mole, to which cor¬ 

responds* 

A/fYïM.isiCjHCIj.gas) = — l.S + 0.5 kcal/mole. 

The later value, adopted in the present Handbook, agrees well with the 

data by Kirkbride [2407] on the heats of chlorination of ethylene and 

its halogen derivatives. To this value corresponds 

D,,(C,HCI3) - 477,46+ l.Okcal/moIe. 

CgF^ (gas). The heat of formation of CgF^ was first determined by 

Kirkbride and Davidson [24o8] on the basis of the results of calori¬ 

metric measurements of the heat of combustion of potassium in gaseous 

tetrafluoroethylene. The value A^7í#g>IÍ (C2F4 , gas) = -l62 kcal/mole with 

an uncertainty of +1 kcal/mole was found in paper [24o8]. The authors 

of paper [24o8] point out, however, that the effective uncertainty of 

the heat of formation of CgF^, found by them, may aount to +5 kcal/ 

/mole. Shortly after, analogous measurements were carried out by Warten 

berg and Schiffer [4l69] who found (CjF« ,gas) = -l64 kcal/mole 

with an uncertainty of +5 kcal/mole. 

Duus [1430] measured the thermal effects of the thermal decomposi¬ 

tion, hydrogenation and combustion in oxygen of gaseous tetrafluoro- 

ethylene and obtained the following results: 1) (gas) = C(graphite 

+ CFj| (gas), A//2*88.,5 = 61,43 4cal; 2) CgF^ (gas) + 2H2 (gas) = 2C (gra¬ 

phite) + 4i-IF (gas), A//V15 =-132,72 kcal, and 3) (¾ (gas) + 02 (gas) = 

= COg (gas) -f CF^ (gas) AH 208.is-151, kcal. Starting from the heat of 

hydrogenation of tetrafluoroethylene, Duus calculated &H°hm,n (CsF* , gas 

^ -I5I.3 kcal/mole. In paper [1430], the value A//%98iiS (CF* , gas) = 
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- l<:.y kcal/mole was calculated on the 'basis of the heat of thermal 

decomposition oí' C^Flo Calculations, carried out on uhe basis of the 

values of thermal effects of the mentioned reactions, found by Duus, 

and the thermochemical quantities adopted in the present Handbook, yield 

the following values; A//7mi5(C2F4 , gas): -I58.6; -151.3, and -I56.9 

kcal/mole. The significant scattering of the obtained results is 

caused by an imperfect analysis of the composition of the final reac¬ 

tion products, carried out in [1430], and an insufficient regard for 

possible side reactions. 

Thermochemical investigations of the reactions of thermal decom¬ 

position and hyrodenation of gaseous tetrafluoroethylene were also car¬ 

ried out by Neugebauer and Margrave [305O]. These authors analyzed the 

composition of the reaction products much more accurately than Duus, 

and carried out a special measurement of the heat of combustion of the 

carbon formed during the thermal decomposition and hydrogenation of 

tetrafluoroethylene. On the basis of the value of the thermal effect 

of the hydrogenation reaction of CgF^,* determined in paper [3050], 

Neugebauer and Margrave calculated Atf%01U5 (GF« , gas) = -I51.7 + 1.1 

kcal/mole. On the basis of this result and the value of the thermal 

effect of the reaction of thermal decomposition of C^F,.,*-* found in 

Paper [305O], Neugebauer and Margrave calculated A/T/ms.is (CF4 , gas) = 

= -217.I kcal/mole. When using the value A//%9(U5 (CF4 , gas), adopted 

in the present Handbook, Atf%SM5 (C3F4 , gas) = -154.6 kcal/mole corres¬ 

ponds to the heat of thermal decomposition of C2F^, found in paper 

[3050]. 

The definitive solution of the problem of the true heat of forma¬ 

tion of C2F4 was obtained by thermochemical investigation of the heat 

of combustion of sodium in tetrafluoroethylene, carried out by Skura- 

tov, Kolesov and Zenkov [40a]. The method, used earlier by Kirkbride 
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and Davidson [24o8] and Wartenberg and Schiffer [4169], was signifi¬ 

cantly improved in this investigation, strictly observing the whole of 

the investigated reaction by analysis of the composition of both the 

initial components and the final products of reaction. Unlike the in¬ 

vestigations carried out earlier in [24o8, 4l69], Skuratov, Kolesov 

and Zenkov used the lower active sodium instead of potassium and suc¬ 

ceeded in avoiding certain side processes. Moreover, in contrast to 

the investigations [24o8, 4l69], distinction was drawn between the car¬ 

bon, formed by combustion of Na in C^, and graphite, and its heat of 

combustion was determined in paper [40a], Corresponding to the thermal 

effect of the reaction C2F4 (gas) + 4Na (solid) = 2C (amorphous) + 

4NaF (solid), (A//’MiU =-385,0 + 1 kcal), determined in paper [40a], is 

A/r/ag.u (GF* , gas) = -152.6 + 1.5 kcal/mole,* the value of which agrees 

excellently with the value determined by Weugebauer and Margrave [305O] 

by means of the heat of hydrogenation of CgF^. All other values obtain¬ 

ed for A//7ÎOMr, (QFí , gas) are undoubtedly less accurate. In the present 

Handbook, the value 

A//7298.i5(C2F4, gas) = --152 + 2 kcal/mole 

is adopted on the basis of the results of thermochemical investigations 

obtained in papers [40a, 3050]. The value of the dissociation energy, 

which corresponds to it, is equal to 

Do (G*17«) = 564,383 ± 3 kc a l/mo le. 

C2F3C1 (sas)» The heat of formation of trifluorochloroethylene 

was determined in 1954 by Kirkbride and Davidson [2408] by measuring 

the heat of combustion of potassium in gaseous C^F^Cl. Corresponding 

to the heats of formation of KF and KC1, adopted in the present Hand¬ 

book (see Table 284), the results of the measurements carried out by 

Kirkbride and Davidson yield the. value 

A// /î»g,i6 (C3F3Clfgas)= —127 + 2 kca l/rnole. 
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Wartenberß and Schiffer [4l69] repeated the meaeuremente carried 

out by Kirkbride and Davison [2408], The value of the heat of forma¬ 

tion of C2P3C1 (-118 kcal/mole), based on the results of (4169], dif¬ 

fers by 9 kcal/mole, from the value calculated on the basis of the da¬ 

ta of Kirkbride and Davidson. The latter authors, using a more perfect 

analytical method and a precision measuring technique, were more sue- 

CGÍ 
ful in avoiding side factors which influence the experiment than 

Wartenberg and Schiffer. Moreover, the results by Kirkbride and David¬ 

son [2408] for other compounds (in particular, for cp^ CP Cl, CFC1 ) 

in contrast to those of Wartenberg and Schiffer, agree weU with thf 

most accurate determinations of other authors. Taking this into con¬ 

sideration, the value of A.T/s..,,. obtained by Kirkbride and Davidsnn, 

is adopted in the present Handbook. To this value corresponds 

Do(C2F3CI) = 549,583^2,6 kcal/mole. 

C2F2C12 (gas). The heats of formation of the isomers of difluoro- 

dichloroe thy lene were determined by Wartenbera; and Schiffer rimSai 
measuring the heat of combustion of potassium^n gaseas C.F^Í ^In" 

accordance with the heats of formation of KF and KC1 adooted in the 

/M8.I5 ^L-Lb ~ + 2 kcal/mole and 
bH°kn.K (trans-C2P2Cl2, gas) = -79 + 2 kcal/mole. The comparison of 

CFl"cFÆ/cF^rrmthrr,eXPeri'"nnctaltyo?etermlned heats of formation of 
v ' CFCla, CCU and QFi, CaFaCl, CjCh, by means of the p-raobio 

the3 indi catad limits PÎT* theï are ««>mcî*ntly reliable within 
-ffeet or - d ll‘?lt,s-. Taking into account the fact that the thermal 
effect of isomerization of C2F,,C12 lies within the limits of the ex¬ 
perimental error of [4l69], the value 

A/ifYas.isiCîFjCIî, K“«) = — 78 + 3 kcal/mole. 

nLv.f°Pte?- whí-cl\,is the mean value of the values for both isomers. 
.espending to the adopted heat of formation of C2F2C12 is 

Do(QFaCl2)= 510,805±3,3 kcal/mole, 

c2Fgcl3 (gas). The heat of formation of fluorotrichloroethylene 

C2C14 by rneans of the graphic Karapet'yants method results in the value 
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TABLE l68 

Values Adopted (in kcal/mole) for the Thermodynamic Quan¬ 
tities of Ethylene and its Fluorine- and Chlorine-Substituted 
Derivatives in the Gaseous State. 
1—. 1 7-t-!___________ 

i 1 Beutecrao J Do ! AffVo 
^^228.14 j 

c,h4 

CaH»F 
• c,h3ci 

CjH.Fa 
• C,HaFCl 

CjHjCl, 
C.HF, 
CjHFjCl 
QHFCl, 
CjHCli 
c,f4 

CjFtCI 
C.FjCl, 
C,FC1, 
GiCU 

531 208 

543 726 

511947 

555 281 
522 995 

497 542 

559 682 

532 735 

504 505 

477 460 

564 383 
549 583 

510 805 
480 983 

457 301 

14490 

-31160 
10669 

-75 847 

—33 511 

1992 

—113 380 

-76 384 
-38103 

—1 008 
-151 213 

—126 363 

-77 535 

—37 663 

-3931 

12 537 
—32 971 

8928 
—77 479 

-34985 
617 

—114590 

—77 491 
—38 997 

—1800 
—152 002 

—127 005 

—78006 

—38010 

-4113 

12 500 
—33 000* 

8900 
—77 500 

—35 000* 
600 

—114 600 
—77 500 
—39 000* 
—1800 

—152 000 
—127 000 

—78 000 

—38 000* 
—4100 

2465 

2652 
2761 

2875 

3073 

3212 
3342 

3484 
3738 
3880 
3807 

3994 
4205 

4369 

4574 j 
1 

2516 

2712 

2825 
2945 
3150 

3289 

3424 
3570 
3830 

3976 

3903 

4094 
4309 
4477 

4687 

clEst imate. 

1) Substance. 

^^7298,is(CjFCIj, «as ) = —38 + 3 kcal/moie, 

T.P11 wlth the calculation by the simple additive method* 
(see [4ÖÖJ). When using tie Kharasch method, the value A//°f (GFC13> 

"39 kcal/mole is chained. In the present Handbook/the value 
of the heat of formation of CgFCl^ obtained by the Karapet’yants 

method, is adopted. The value of the dissociation energy 
which corresponds to it, is equal to 

vju. L//-)i O-i-oi 

D0(C2FCI3)=480,983+ 3,2 kcal/mole. 

c2d4 (gas). In the thermochemical Handbooks [3508, 813], the 

value A//72C8,»(C2CU j liqu. ) = -3 kcal/mole is adopted. As was pointed 
SUÎ+ïynBfC^Woïy.and Rossini [813] j this value, based on the data by 
Berthelot [7<u9] for the heat of combustion of liquid C Cl 

■4J 
is ;oo low.** 

. Tf16 heat of combustion of gaseous tetrachloroethylene was deter¬ 
mined by Thomsen [3983]- According to Thomsen's data 1^3983] the heat 
of formation of C^l^ (gas) is equal to +7.0 kcal/mole. This value can 
not be considered as reliable owing to the principal shortcomings of 
the universal burner" method used by Thomsen (in detail, see [4711). 

In.l953j Smith and co-workers [3786] determined anew the heat of 
combustion of liquid CgCl^ using the "quartz helix" method.*** The val 

ue AZ/caog.u^CU, liqu. ) = -I98.622 + 0.4 kcal/mole was attributed bv 
the authors of [3786j to the following final combustion products: CO 
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HCl (1 : 600 li-,O) „ 
í_ ' 

The results of the measurements by Smith.and 

co-workers, combined with the data of the Handbook [3508] lead to the 

value A///288,i6(C2Cl4 , llqu. ) — -12.4 + 0.4 kcal/mole, to which corres¬ 

ponds 

298,15(CjCli, gas)^ — 4,1+0,5 kcal/mole, 

The latter value, adopted in the present Handbook, agrees well with 

the data by Kirkbride [2407] on the heats of chlorination of ethylene 

and its chlorine derivatives. To the adopted value of the heat of 

formation of ^Cl^ corresponds 

D0 (QCI4) = 457,301 1,0 kcal/mole. 

Manu¬ 
script 
Page [Footnotes] 
Wo. 

1126 

II27 

1128 

II29 

Earlier attributions of the fundamental frequencies of 
CyV suSSes’fced in the papers [2830, 864], have been criti¬ 

cally studied by Conn and Sutherland [II60]. Therefore they 
will not be considered in the present Handbook. 

In paoer [1547] a spectrograph with linear inverse disper¬ 

sion of 10.5cm“1 at k 4358 A was used. 

After having finished the calculation of the thermodynamic 
functions of ethylene based on the values of the fundamental 
of the C2H^ molecule adopted in the Handbook (see Tables I56 

a]^yj57), the authors learned of the results of an analysis 
of the fine structure of the band, obtained by Allen and 

Ply1er [510]. In paper [510] the rotational structure of the 
V11 13 much better resolved than in paper [1646], and 

its analysis is made with greater preciseness (see page ] 
The beginning of the band was determined by Allen and 

Plyler as equal to 2988.66 cm 1, where the error does not ex 

ceed +O.05 cm“1. 

A band with its center at 2046.5 cm' 
«X« spectrum 

A band with its center at 1656 cm 1 was observed in the Ra¬ 
man spectrum of gaseous [810, 1547] and liquid [864, I78I] 

observed by Levin 
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1130 

1131 

1132 

1133* 

ethylene as well as in the infrared spectrum of strongly 
compressed gaseous ethylene [3l60]. 

The attempts undertaken in [1547] to observe the v0 band 
in the Raman spectrum of gaseous ethylene remained(Jwithout 
success. 

-1 
A line at about 3075 cm was observed in the Raman spec¬ 
trum of liquid ethylene [864, 1988, I781, 3382] ana a line 

at 3272 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum of gaseous ethylene [;335]o 
It must be mentioned, however, that Daure [I269] observed a 

line at 3080 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum of gaseous ethylene. 

Eucken and Parts [I503] calculated v. s 775 m*1 from data on the 

specific heat of ethylene found by them. Later on, Bonner 
[864] proposed for the line in the Raman spectrum at 1656 

cm“1 two attributions possible to his opinion: either to the 
frequency + v^, or to the harmonic 2v^. In paper [864] 

the second interpretation was preferred and the frequency 
was estimated as 825 cm-1. Conn and Sutherland [II60] pre¬ 

ferred the first interpretation of Bonner for the line at 

1656 cm“1 and therefore estimated = 700 cm“1. In the pub¬ 

lications of Wu [4340], of Gallaway and Barker [1646] and 
of Herzberg [510] the line at I656 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum 
of C2II4 was attributed to the frequency of the harmonic of 

the torsion vibration and was estimated as 825 and 828 

cm“1. In the papers [4340, 1646, 152] this estimate is con¬ 
firmed by making reference to the coincidence with the val¬ 
ue of v^, estimated from the specific heat of gaseous ethy¬ 

lene [1503, 1019]. The accuracy of this estimate of seemed 

to Herzberg [152] to be also verified by the fact that Ras¬ 
mussen (according to a preliminary report on the results 
[3401] and Thompson and Harris [3973] observed a weak band 

at about 800 cm"1. He considered it very likely that this 
band belonged to the frequency of the torsion vibration, sup¬ 
posing that the latter may become active in the infrared 
spectrum in relation with the transition from high rotation¬ 
al levels ovring to the Coriolis interaction. But this propo¬ 
sal-proved not justified since in papers [3401, 568, 3382] 
the infrared band about 800 cm-1 was shown to belong to the 

fundamental frequency v^, and the b nd at I656 cm“1 obser¬ 

ved in the Raman spectrum was the frequency of the harmonic 
2 V 

10’ 

In the first edition of the Handbook we adopted for the 
fundamental frequencies of the values recommended by 

Arnett, Crawford, Rank and others in the papers [568, 3382] 
(see Table I56), except the frequency v^., for which we chose 
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1133** 

1134 

1135 

i 

the value of v 3102.5 cur1. obtained by Stoicheff [38?2]. 

Analogous calculations were also made by Crawford, Lancaster 

and Incskeep [1213]. 

The reason for this was the similarity of the values of the 
moments of inertia, Ig and Iq. 

The first experimental studies of the structure of the 

molecule were carried out by Wierl [4264], who obtained 
r _i 30-)-010 Á. with the electron-diffraction method» uater 

on^ Badger [597] determined approximately the principal mo¬ 
ments of inertia of C^, based on the data of Levin and Mey 

er [2597] and Lewis and Houston [2602] on the fine structure 
r-» JL.i T -iv-v c*on4'v1 a nf -hhp pvlsnso Witn the help of the bands in the spectra of the ethylene. With the help 

of these data and the value /-^,=1,04 A estimated by him. 

Badger found rc=r-U7 Á, ZH-C-H = 126“ . Penney [3217] proposed 

a length of the bond C - H of the C2H4 molecule equal to 1.08 

A, assuming that it must be somewhat smaller than in the CH^ 

molecule. Using also the values of the moments_of inertia 
of C0H4, determined by Badger [597]* Penney calculated 

'c-c == 1.33 A and ZH-C-H =-118° . Thompson [3968] determined the 
moments of inertia of CgH^ by analyzing the fine strucoure oi 

the rotation-vibration bands of with their centers at 

10 126 and 10,294 cm“1 and from these data and the value 
— i,085 A estimated by him, he calculated rc=sC= A, 

ZH-C-H = us3 . Pauling and Brockway [3204] found ;rc_H=i,OC± 

+ 0,03, rc=c=. 1,34±0,02 A, ZH-c —H = 110±5° as a result of an analy¬ 

sis of electron diffraction pictures by the method of visual 
curves of the radial distribution. 
Gallay and Barker [1646] obtained 1,071, rc_c= 1,353 a, ZH-C-H- 

= H9°55' from an investigation of the fine structure of a sérico 
of vibration-rotation bands in the infrared specura of C^, 

and C D . The insufficient accuracy of the values of the 

structure parameters of C2H4, discovered by Galiaway and 

Barker, is due to the insufficiently high resolution^of the 
rotational structure of the bands and to the applicacion of 
the theory of the energy level of symmetric rotators ana oi 
the approximate relation + used to determinea the 

rotational constants of 02¾).. 

1137 In the infrared spectrum of OgF^ Mann, Acquista and Piyler 
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1139* 
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ll4o** 

n4o*** 

ll4l 

1146 

[2753] observed a weak band with a maximum at 205 cm"1 which 
they ascribed to the frequency supposing it active in the 

infrared spectrum because of the Coriolis interaction with 
the vibration v1QO in the work of Nielsen, Claasen and Smith 

.-1 , 
ed on approximate 

[309O] the authors chose = 210 cm-1, b ;as 

C^F 
4' 

calculations from the complex frequencies of 

In paper [2753] it is reported that the range of investiga¬ 
tion of the infrared spectrum of liquid tetrachloroethylene 

was extended by Pitzer to 135 cm"1, who observed an intense 

band at I76 cm 1 and a weak band at I52 cm"1» 

See [I52, 4340, 4002, 760, 2753, 2759, 2758]. 

This affirmation applies to a large part of frequencies» 

In paper [4336] on the infrared spectrum of gaseous tetrach- 
jLoroethyiene only two fundamental frequencies of the molecule 

vcj and were determined. . 

^°rk °f Lipscomb accomplished in I950, has not been pub¬ 
lished. The values of the structure parameters of C^Cl^ dis- 
covered by him are given in the simimary of Sutton and Allen 

In paper [2328] the sector-microphotometric method was used 
and in paper [3387] the sector-visual method. J 

■p?.1^1 an investigation of the microwave spectrum of cis- 
difiu^tban6 [257°a] has been published, which resulted in 
í$e^ete™in?t;i0n,0f tne values of the rotational constants 
of the vibrational ground states of the molecules of c^H.F, 

CC'^iF» and the following values were obtained for the struc¬ 

tural parameters of the molecule of cis-CgHgF^: r = 

- 1,324, ^c_p - 1,337, rc_H - l.OflO A.^F - C - C =■ 122°9'.^H _ C — C = 121016'. jn pa_ 

thed0tf4nal =onstants the excited vibration- 
al state (- 1) of the molecule of cis-c“H.Fk were also de¬ 
termined. 

In paper [2570a] the structural parameters of the CH CF mo¬ 

lecule were recalculated according to data of Edgell Kinsev 
and Any [1457] and the following values were obtained: 

^0-0= 1.320.^,,-1,321 (chosen according to [2327]) '&-.H - a, 
ZF - C - F - lOO'W, Z H — C— H “ 121*. 
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If the fundamental frequencies obtained by Torki’nctor and 
Thompson are used-['2975], this agreement is nct~lchiaved. 

In i960 Shimitsu and Takuma [3708a] investigated the micro- 
uave spectrum of cis.C^Clg in the frequency band of from 

*P?ctrum analysis enabled the authors of pa¬ 
per [3708a] to determine the values of the principal moments 

of inertia of the molecules of chci,!chci»» and CHa,!CHciJ7 and the 

structural parameters of cis-c,H,cij (''c-a“ i.724 À* ^C-C-a - 121^33- 

under the assumption that ,.32. = ^A. Zc-c-h- 120»). ’ 

Nielsen, Claassen and Smith [3089] were the first who meas¬ 
ured the degree of polarization of the lines in the Raman 

spectrum of CP2CC12 and analyzed the band contours in the in¬ 
frared spectrum. 

Accoiding to the designations adopted in paner [2761' Fermi 
resonance takes place between v + v --- •• L ( Jj ^ 

5 '10 and V 
In paper [294-9] the analogous transitions to the lowest ex- 
cited vibrational state, corresponding to the excitation of 
the torsional oscillation (v^)^ flso iS?esSgate3 ?o? 

the molecule of cuh,c«»hf 

In 1961 Laurie [2570b] published the values of the structur¬ 
al parameters of the C^F molecule, recalculated on Se ba- 

sis of data obtained in the papers [626, 2949]: r = ¡w> 

'r-F = ,>348- rC „ (group CHF) = 1,071, rc_H (CH2 group) = l.C086. and 

1,079 A, Z F-C-C = 121°10', Z F-C-H = lirõS', ZH-C-H = 120o31\ ZC-C-H = I20°43' 

sunt! BaPandS ^ ValUeS of the ^tational con¬ 
stants B0 and C0 of the isotope modifications of the C HnF 

datfUM?^fepdetermined immediately from the spectrosconic 
it Guarniera and Pavero [2924a] were the first* who 
obtained an accurate value of the constant A (and ' 

the dipole moment) of the Cg^P molecule, on the basis of an 

analysis of the pure rotational spectrum of CgH P in the mi¬ 

crowave range, corresponding to the transitions J = 5_6 and 
j - 7-8: A0 . 64,582.7 Me = 2,154243 cm-1. Using the^alSes 

of the constants B0 and C0 obtained by Morgan and Goldstein 

cule. 2 3 
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1164* 

1164** 

1168 

1172* 

1172** 

1174 

II80 
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1193* 

theyrareSthe sïerl4pin0l°gy sueeested ^ Oostain [1186] ney are the so-called rs parameters. Intermediate between 

paiameters of the equilibrium configuration 
(re) and the usual rQ parameters, calculated immediïteîy ?rom 

the moments of inertia of the vibrational ground state. 

Îra^f^wÎÎ6-,-^^1138 °J.i1?vestiga'fcions of the microwave spec- 
a of two iso.ope modifications of cis-C H C1F were publish¬ 

ed [2134a]. The following values of structural na-amefero 
correspond to the values of the moments of iSr?4 o^ cHc^Hr 

and CHCl”CHF obtained in paper [2134a]: ^=,.333. rc a = i>726> 

rC~F “ ^348, rc-H = ^079 A- ZC-C-Cl = 123°t6, ZC-C-H = 123-.2, /C-C-F = 121°. 

In paper [3088] the infrared spectrum of OH rmn unr- 

iiy me values of the fundamental frequencies of uhe-CH CFC1 

difference ^between tbJe™™4or-;xnßhvail’'’ar'dthPeClr™" The 
tal frequencies of CH2CPC1 iZthe 

to 1 cm for most of the frequencies, only in the cas^ nr 
H and V2 ^ is e^a-T- to 3 and 4 cm-l, respectively f 

According to these calculations, 'c-p — 1 351+0 004 A and s f-t p 
- 105*36'± no' , correspond to the value r. cti32A and/ , Li 

ZF—C-F» 106°50*± 1*20'. corre spend to the value »c-c " 1.3* À 

^275^/3474] °btalned ln paper [3772J are clted in papers 

The results of the investigation of the infrared C0F Cl spec¬ 

trum in the 110-220 cm" range are reported in paper/2758]. 

stentf^^r^^a^^V^i^uï^?3 °f the iOTCe — 

the Hanaooftî^rSse^o^^S6"?^^16^ ^oted ^ 
rick and Pitser [2399]? caicuxations oy Kilpat- 

An insignificant difference is present in th-c -p ■> u 

adopted moments of inertia. present in the values of the 

This formula is stated as following: a«., ,ru * 
- 46,36a + 0,668/1*, a - 0. I, 2, 3, 4. /sMlU ( ra3) ~ — 
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The value a14 - 8,889 kcal/ruole is quoted, in papers [2508, 
25IO]0 

Repeated measurements of the heat of combustion of asymmet¬ 
rical difluoroethylene were carried out in i960 in the Ther¬ 
mochemical Laboratory of MGU [41a], resulting in the values 

and ¿/{of „ —79,6 i 2,4 kcal/mole. 
* US« 16 

The value -32 kcal/mole was obtained in paper [293] by means 
of the simple additive method. 

The value of the heat of evaporation of the isomers of 
CgHgClg at 298.15°K is quoted in the Handbook of the US Bu¬ 

reau of Standards [3508]. 

AffYi*(CiHFCI, , gas) = -36 kcal/mole was obtained in paper 
[293] "by means of the simple method of addition. 

The heat of evaporation of CgHCl^, at 298.13°K is quoted in 

the Handbook of the US Bureau of Standards [3508], 

C2F^(gas) + 2H2(gas) + aq = 2C(amorphous) + 4HF(aq), 1S =» 

= —63,5 kcal. 

C2F^(gas) - 2C(amorphous) + CF^(gas); --63,5 kcal. 

The value of the heat of formation of NaCl, adopted in the 
present Handbook, is used in the calculations. 

The value -40 kcal/mole, obtained by the simple additive 
method, is quoted in paper [293]» 

This may be explained by the fact that in the work [739] a 
total reduction of Cl2 to HC1 was not provided for. As later 

measurements proved, up to 14/ of free chlorine remains in 
the Berthelot bomb after combustion of the chlorine-contain¬ 
ing compounds (see [471]). 

See [3502, 471]. 
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[Transliterated Symbols] 

kojl = kol = kolebatel'nyy = vibrational 

pacy = rasch = raschet = calculation 

MPy = MGU = Moskovskiy gosudarstvennyy Universität = Moscow 
State University. 
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Chapter I9 

ACETYLENE AND THE FLUORINE SUBSTITUTION PRODUCTS OF ACETYLENE 

( C2H2j C2EF> C2F2) 

Acetylene belongs to those substances that were studied in a most 

detailed manner whereas its fluorine substitution products are not 

well known substances. At the first stage of preparation of data for 

the Handbook the experimental data needed to calcu?ate the thermody¬ 

namic properties were only known for acetylene. A special work was, 

therefore, undertaken in order to estimate the molecular constants and 

the heat of CgHF and C2F2 formation. Fluoroacetylene was obtained for 

the first time in I959 [2899, 482]. Difluoroacetylene was not obtained 

in pure form,* and its properties were not studied experimentally. 

It is well known that acetylene and its halogen substitution pro¬ 

ducts polymerize in the gaseous state. In the present Handbook, only 

monomeric molecules of these compounds are considered. 

The radicals CgH, CgF and C2, considered in the Chapters 20 (C?H, 

C2F) and 16 (C2) are dissociation products of the CgHg, C2F2 and CgHF 

molecules. 

§78. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

C2H2. A great number of papers delaing with the investigation of 

acetylene spectra are known. The results of these investigations show 

that in the electronic ground state the C2H2 molecule has a linear sy. 

mmetric structure (symmetry point group D^). Molecules of this type 

are characterized by five normal vibrations: three valency vibrations 

of the 2g, F,g and Eu symmetry types and two doubly degenerate deforma- 
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tion vibrations of the II and IT syminetry types. The fundamental fre- 
o ^ 

quencies of the corresponding vibrations are designated in the present 

Handbook by Vp, Vy v^, Vy In the infrared spectrum of C0H0 the 

frequencies and and in yhe Raman spectrum the frequencies 

Vg and are active. 

The studies on the spectra of CgHg, but also on those of CgHD and 

CgDg carried out up to 1944 were critically reviewed by Herzberg [152]. 

In this period, the absorption spectra of CgHg were studied in a very 

detailed way in the photographic range (8700-15,600 cm“1), where the 

bands corresponding to overtones and composite frequencies lie. The 

most accurate studies on the CgHg bands in this range were carried out 

by Levin and Meyer [2597], Herzberg and Spinks [2048], Funke [1629], 

and Mecke and Ziegler [2833]. The spectrum CgHg in the neighboring 

infrared range where the bands of the fundamental frequencies and 

lower overtones lie had been studied very incompletely and inaccurate¬ 

ly before the semiconductor photoresistors wrere introduced into the 

practice of spectroscopic measurements. Consequently, only recently it 

became possible to determine sufficiently reliable values of the vi¬ 

brational constants of C0H_. 

In the past, repeated attempts were made to determine the vibra¬ 

tional constants of CgHg from the existing spectral data (see [2833, 

2048, 1629, 4341, 1809, 4121]). All these attempts, however, cannot be 

considered statisfactory since they were based on unreliable and in¬ 

complete results of studies on bands lying in the neighboring infra¬ 

red range and were carried out without allowing for the resonance be¬ 

tween the vibrational states of CgHg. Herzberg [152] was the first to 

point out the fact that between the vibrational states of the C H Ü, 2 2 

molecule of the form v1, v2, Vy , v^J, and ^ + 2, Vg, - 2, 

, v^J) an anharmonic resonance interaction analogous to the Darling- 
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Dennison resonance in the Ho0 molecule must exist. This assumption 

was verified by Nordin and Haslam [3101], who determined the resonance 

interaction constant of C2H2 equal to 52.65 cm-1. 

In 1950, Bell and Nielsen [719] and Talley and Nielsel [3920] be¬ 

gan a detailed study on the bands of C2H2 lying in the nearby infrared 

range. Bell and Nielsen [719] investigated the infrared spectrum of 

C2H2 in the ranse from 625-4000 cm-1 and carried out a partial analy¬ 

sis of the rotational structure of 30 bands in this range. The authors 

of the.work [719] assigned these bands and approximately determined 

the band heads, which permitted an estimate of the values of some an- 

harmonicity constants of C^. Talley and Nielsen [3920] studied the 

spectral range from 4-300 to 8500 cm-1, in which they discovered 19 

bands. In the work [3920] the wave numbers of the zero lines of these 

bands and their assignment are given. 

Allen, Tidwell and Plyler [515] obtained the infrared spectrum of 

C2H2 in the range from I900 - 85OO cm”''' with considerably higher reso¬ 

lution* than in the works [719* 3920], which permitted them to jarry 

out a more comprehensive analysis of the rotational structure of 28 

bands in this range. In particular, in the work [515] the zero lines 

of 28 bands re determined, and their assignment to the vibrational 

frequencies of the C2H2 molecule is given. On the basis of these data, 

the frequency + and the values of the frequencies v1 and v2 

found by Bell and Nielsen [719] and adopted in the book by Herzberg 

[I52], Allen, Tidwell and Plyler calculated the values of 22 vibra¬ 

tional constants in the quadratic expression for the unperturbed le¬ 

vels of the vibrational energy of C2H2, as well as the value of the re¬ 

sonance interaction constant W-. = 49 cm “ between the vibrational 
¿¿i £r ü £, £ 

states (v^ v2, v3, , v^) and (v1 + 2, v2, v3 - 2, v^1, v^5). With 

the help oí these vibrational constants, however, the experimentad 
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values of the vibrational levels of C2HQ connected with the excitation 

of deformation vibrations cannot be reproduced exactly enough. Thus, 

the discrepancies between the experimentally found values of the levels 

(0, 0, 0, 22,1)(0, 1, 0, 4°, l1), (1, 3, 0, 31, I1) and (1, 3, 0, 51, 

l"*") and those calculated are, respectively, equal to 16.23; 40.0; 

53-99 and 113.21 cm-1. Allen, Tidwell and Plyler expressed the assump¬ 

tion that these discrepancies are due to the existence of a resonancë 
4 4 

interaction between the vibrational states ( , v0, vQ, Vi. vrJ) and 
4 i i 2 3 4 

(vl> Vg, v3, (v4 + 2) , (v5 + 2) -3). Without excluding the possibili¬ 

ty of other resonance interactions between the vibrational states of 

the CgHg molecule, besides the Darling-Dennison resonance, it is hard¬ 

ly possible to agree with the explanation of the essential discrepan¬ 

cies between the experimental and calculated values of the C^H., vi¬ 

brational energy levels, as proposed by Allen, Tidwell and Plyler, 

since the values of the vibrational constants of CgHg obtained in the 

work [515] are not exact enough. 

In order to represent the dependence of the vibrational energy 

levels of CgHp on the vibrational quantum numbers, Allen, Tidwell 

and Plyler assumed a quadratic expression* which Shaffer and Nielsen 

[3690] had founded theoretically for lineal XgYg molecules in the se¬ 

cond approximation of quantum-mechanical perturbation theory. If, 

however, the differences between the series of experimental values of 

the CgHg vibrational energy levels corresponding to the variation of 

any vibrational quantum number are considered it is not difficult to 

satisfy oneself of the fact that even for lower levels terms propor¬ 

tional to the third power of the quantum numbers vn must be taken into 

account. Some of them were used to supplement the quadratic expression 

for Gq(4, Vg, Vy , ) also in the earlier attempts to determine 

the vibrational constants of C2Hg [2048, 1629, 4341]. The necessity of 
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taking account of these terms in the expression for the vibrational 

energy levels of C2HD was shown in the work [514] by Allen, Tidwell 

and Plyler. Besides, even the quadratic expression for G0(v1, vp, vp, 

v¿j , Vr^), used in the work [515] to obtain the vibrational constants 

C2H2, is not complete. Keller, Nielsen and Shaffer [2351, 2352] showed 

that in the derivation of this expression in the work [369O] fourth- 

-power terms were not taken into account in the expansion of the poten 

tial energy of the linear X2Yp molecules with respect to powers of 

the relative displacements of the atoms. If these terms are taken 
üu £[z 

into account, the quadratic expression for G0 (v^, vQ, , vrJ) 

obtained in the work [369O] is supplemented by the term g^^l^lp. The 

value of the constant g¿^ was determined by Keller, Nielsen and 

Shaffer [2352] from the zero lines of some bands, and by Coburn, Rao 

and Nielsen [ll40] on the basis of an analysis of the rotational struc 

ture of the v¿( + band. According to calculations carried out in 

the work [2352] g^,_ = 4.91 cm-1, whereas in the work [ll40] the val¬ 

ue of g^p. = 9« 8 cm“^ was found. 

Additional data on the vibration frequencies o: the C0H2 molecule 

were obtained by Feldman, Shepherd and Welsh [1548], who studied the 

rotational structure of the v1, Vg and vj bands, and by Coburn, Rao 

and Nielsen [1140], who investigated the rotational structure of the 

1 1 
v4 + v5 band. The results of these studies agree with the correspond¬ 

ing results of an investigation carried out by Allen, Tidwell and Ply- 

ler [515]. 

In the present Handbook, the values found by Allen, Tidwell and 

Plyler in the work [515] and supplemented by allowing for the con¬ 

stant y;^|g| (see Table I69) were adopted for the vibrational constants 

of CgHg. This constant must be taken into account since the anharmon- 

icity constant x^ of the CgHg molecule has a positive value as was 
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not only shown in the work [515], but also in the works [1629, 719, 

2176]. Consequently, if we restrict ourselves to the purely quadratic 

approximation of the vibrational energy levels of C2H2, the energy 

levels of the states (0, 0, 0, v^, 0) prove to increase unlimitedly 

if the quantum number v4 grows gradually. This is in contradiction to 

the experimental facts on the limited stability of the C2H0 molecule 

and leads to difficulties and errors in the calculation of the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of acetylene when account is taken of the anharmon- 

icity of vibrations at high temperatures. If the quadratic expression 

for G0 (v-j^, Vg, Vy v4 , is supplemented by the term y444*v^, 

these difficulties are eliminated and the aforementioned discrepancies 

between the experimental and calculated values of the vibrational en¬ 

ergy levels of CgHg are reduced. 

TABLE 169 

Yalues (an crn ) of the Molecular Constants 
of CgHg in the Electronic Ground state 

nOCTOJIH- 
Max ]_ 3RMeHH^ noCTOHHHaN 

3 noCTORHHtH 

5 
SHglCHMe 

“I 

“Î 

• 

Xu 
Xu 
Xu ■ 
Xu 
Xu 

3397,78 

1981,72 

3307,62 

608,28 

729,03 

-24,08 
— 7,92 

, . -25,69 

'+ 5,38 
— 2,27 

*1! 

*1* 

*14 

*1* 

*23 

*24 

*» 

*34 

*15 
*45 

-16,94 

-99,01 

-16,46 

-11,75 

— 1,38 

— 6,15 

— 0,85 

— 9,06 

— 5,73 

-12,65 

y*u 

g** 

gu 

a» 

a* 
a* 
a« 

a* 
d9 

-1 

-1,10' 

+2,49 

1,17658 

0,00692 

0,00635 

0,00549 
—0,0021 

-0,0022 

1,0.10-« 

In.the work [515] the erroneous value of +1.10 cm-1 
is given for g44. 1) Constant; 2) value; 3) constant; 

4) value; 5) constant; 6) value. 

The value of the constant y444 given in Table 169 was calculated 

on the basis of the differences between the experimental values of 
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the 

the 

C0H,, 

£ive 

vibrational energy levels (OlOi0!1), (13031!1) and (1305½1) and 

values calculated with the help of the vibrational constants of 

obtained in the work [515] (see page 1214). Table I69 does not 

the value oí the constant g^ since it was not taken into account 

by Allen, Tidwell and Plyler [515] in obtaining the vibrational con¬ 

stants of C^Hp. An introduction of this constant into the calculation 

of the vibrational energy levels of GpHp would require a new determi¬ 

nation of the values of all vibrational constants. 

The rotational constants B00000 and A00000 of the CpHp molecule were 

determined in the works [2048, I629, 2833, 719, 515,1548,1140, 4265 

1101, 1049] on the basis of the results of a study on the structure 

of the rotational and vibration-rotation spectra of CpiL obtained 

with high resolution by the methods of infrared spectroscopy [2048, 

1629, 2833, 719, 515, 1140, 4265, 1101] and Raman effect [1548, 1049], 

The values of the constants B00000 and D00000 of the C?H2 molecule ob¬ 

tained in the mentioned works agree with each other. In the present 

Handbook, the values determined by Wiggins, Shearer, Shull and Rank 

[4265] as a result of analyzing the rotational structure of the Q bra¬ 

nch of the v-j- + band obtained with a resolution into 145,000 are 

adopted for these constants (see Table I69). 

The vibration-rotation interaction constants were determined 

in the works [2048, I629, 2833, 1548, 1101]. The values of these con¬ 

stants given in Table I69 were determined by Christensen, Eaton, Green 

and Thompson [1101], who carried out a careful analysis of the rota¬ 

tional structure of the CpHp bands in the range from 625 to 3340 cm-1, 

and calculated the values of the corresponding constants of the C HD 
2 

and CpDp molecules. The authors of the work [1101] found a value 

;i-or B00000 which coincides within the limits of accuracy of their de¬ 

termination with the more accurate value of this quantity obtained in 
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the work [4265], and calculated Be and the equilibrium values of the 

bond lengths in the C2H2 molecule: re(C - H) = 1.0585, re(C = C) = 

= 1.2047 A. Very similar values of these quantities are given in the 

monograph by Herzberg [152] and in the work [3156a]-* 

A survey of the studies on the ultraviolet spectrum of CpH2 car¬ 

ried out up to 1953 is given in the works by Walsh [4l4i] and Ingold 

and King [2173]. In the following years, a detailed investigation of 

the electronic band systems of C2H2 in the ultraviolet range (1970- 

-25OO A) was carried out by Ingold and King [2173] and Innés [2176]. 

Wilkinson [4274] studied the band systems of C2H2 in the range from 
O 

I28O-I52O A . A theoretical analysis of the problem of the possible 

electronic states of the CgHg molecule was carried out by Walsh [4l4l] 

and Mulliken [3002] on the basis of the results of studies on the 

infrared spectrum, and quantum-mechanical calculations of the excita¬ 

tion energies of the electronic states of were carried out by 

Ross [3489]** and Howard and King [2134].*** 

Ingold and King [2173] carried out a detailed investigation of 
O 

the CgHg band system in the wavelength range from I97O-2500 A ; this 

system corresponds to transitions from the electronic ground state 

into the first excited electronic state ~A . On the basis of a 
g u 

theoretical analysis [2174] Ingold and King [2173] showed that in the 

first excited electronic state ‘'"A^ the C2H0 molecule has a curved 

plane trans configuration corresponding to the symmetry point group 

C2h and determined the values of the rotational constants and struc¬ 

tural parameters of the CgHg molecule in this state. In the following, 

the band system 1A] <- 1ZÍ was studied in detail by Innés [2176] with 

the help of spectrograms obtained with a considerably higher resolu¬ 

tion than those obtained by Ingold and King [2173]. An analysis of 

the CgHg spectrum carried out hy Innés [2176] verified the fundamental 
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renuits obtained by Ingold and King [2173] increased their accuracy 

and supplemented them by several new results. Innés [2176] carried 

out an analysis of the rotational spectrum of the band system <— 

1>;lr, which permitted bim to determine the excitation energy of the 
o 

state (Vg0= 42197.69 cm-1), the values of the rotational constants 

and the vibration frequencies v0 and v.} of the C0H0 molecule in the 

excited electronic state A . * The structural parameters of the C0H0 

molecule in the excited state 1Au are the following, according to data 

obtained by Innés [2176]: rQ (C - H) = 1.08 + 0.01, r0 (C = C) = 1. 388 

+ O.OO8 A, /0 — C — H = 120 + 2°. (as to the results of the works 

[2173, 2176] see also [4276b]). 

C2F0, CgHF. The molecular properties of fluoro acetylene and di- 

fluoro acetylene can be roughly estimated by a comparison of the ex¬ 

perimental data obtained for C2H2, C2C12, CgHCl, CUDCl, 02Br2 and 

C2I0. The results of the corresponding estimates for the fundamental 

frequencies of CgHF proved to be in good agreement with the experimen¬ 

tal values of these quantities found from the infrared spectrum of 

C2HF [2899, 482 ]. This enables us to assume that the hypotheses made 

in the present Handbook on the structure and vibrational frequencies 

of the Cy-IF and C2F2 molecules are close to reality. 

In the present Handbook we assume that in the electronic ground 

state the C2Fp and CpHF molecules have a linear structure, as well as 

the studied molecules C^, C2C12, CgHCl, CpBrg, C?HBr, and CpI?. For 

CgHF this assumption is verified by the clear results of the spectral 

studies (see below). 

The =C - H bond length in C2H2 is equal to 1.0585 Â [1101], in 

CpHCl equal to 1.0525 A [4-220], in C?HCN, CpHCH.j, C^HCF^ equal to 

I.O56 A [164], i.e., varies within very narrow limits. The given data 

enable us to assume that within the limits of accuracy of + 0.005 A 
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the — H bond length in C2HF is equal to 1. 055 A. 

The =C — F bond length in the C2FQJ G^HF and FCN molecules must 

have very similar values. This statement follows from a comparison of 

the experimental values of the =C - X (X = Cl, Br, J) bond lengths 

in the molecules of the XCN, CgXg, C2KX and CR^C^X types, given in 

Table I70. 

TABLE ITC 

Experimental Values (in Ä) of the =C - X (X = 
= H, Cl, Br, J) bond lengths in the molecules 
of the XCN, C2X2, C2HX and CH^X types. 

III
 

n
 

1 X
 

XCN C.X» CtXH CH»C*X 

= C — H 
= C-CI 
= C —Br 
= C—J 

1,0641164) 
1,629 [1641 
1,790 [1641 
1,995(164] 

1,0585(11011 
1,640 [517] 
1,80(101] 
2,03 [1011 

1,0585 (1101] 
1,632 (4220] 
1,80 [517] 

1,056(164] 
1,637 [164]' 
1,793(164] 
1,991[164] 

Such a comparison permits the assumption that the =C - F bond lengths 

in the C2F2, CgHF and FCN molecules are equal within the limits of 

+0.01 A. The =C — F bond length in the FCN molecule is estimated with¬ 

in I.28 + 0.02 A. (see page 1323).The same value is adopted also for 

the =C - F bond length in the C2F2 and CgHF molecules. A comparison 

of the experimental values of the C - H bond lengths in the C^H-, 

CgH^ and CgHg molecules and the C - F bond lengths in the C^Fg and 

CgFi,* molecules shows that the adopted value for the =0 - F bond 

length in the CgFg and CgHF molecules is correct. 

The triple bond length —C = C varies only slightly if the hydro¬ 

gen atoms in the acetylene molecule are replaced by halogen or other 

radicals. According to [1101], the -C = C- bond length in the CgHg 

molecule is equal to 1.2047 A. The —C = C— bond length in the CgHCl 

and CH^CgCl molecules was determined equal to, respectively, 1.211 and 

I.2069 A, on the basis of a study on the microwave spectra of their 
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isotopic modifications [4220, 164]. If these data on the -c = c- 

bond lengths are compared with the values 0f the force constant of 

tehing of the -C = C- bond in the C2Hg, CyiF and CgHOl* mole- 

cules_, we have to admit that the r /'r h ï h™-, n 
c=c ' ^2¾ ' bond lengths in the 

C2F2 and C2HF molecules must be very similar to -C h C-, but somewhat 

shorter than the latter. In the present Handbook, the -c e c- bond 

length in the 0,1¾ and CgHF molecules is adopted equal to 1. 20 + 0 01 
A. 

Like the C2H2 molecule, the molecules C0F0 and C2HF have five 

fundamental frequencies: three frequencies v,, V3 of the valency 

vibrations and two frequencies of the deformation (doubly degenerate) 

Vibrations v,, In the case of 0^ the frequencies v. and v. 

correspond to the symmetric and antisymmetric valency vibration^ ac¬ 

companied by a Change of the C - F bond length. In the case of c0HF, 

a Vibration connected basically with a stretching of the 0 - H bond' 

length corresponds to the frequency v whereas a vibration aecompa- 

hied by a stretching the C - F bond corresponds to the frequency 

v3‘ Frec3uencies with a stretching of the —r = n u 
s 01 tne c = c“ bond correspond to 

the frequency v2 of the C2F2 and CgHF molecules. 

The C2F2 and C2HF molecules belong to the symvsetry point groups 

D»h and Cw, for which reason the selection rules for the vibrational 

frequencies of these molecules are different. If the selection rules 

cf the C2F2 molecule are analogous to the selection rules of c H 

(See PaSe 121Í’ a11 tal frequencies are active both Jthe 

infrared spectru,» and in the Raman spectrum in the case of the asym- 

metric C?HF molecule. 

Middleton and Sharkey [2899] obtained the infrared absorption 

spectrum of gaseous fluoro acetylene in the range from 665-6500 cm'1, 

and Yakubovich, Smirnov and Dubov [482] in the range from 665-4000 cl'1 
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The microphotometric curve of the C?HF 

[2899J shows nine bands of moderate and 

spectrum given in the work 

strong intensities with center 

at 730, 951, 1058, II50, 2110, 2230, 3355, 3875 and 6330 cm-1, in the 

work [2899] we find the remark that the most intense bands with cen¬ 

ters at 3355, 2230 and IO58 cm-1 correspond to the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies v1, v2, v3 of the C2HF molecule. The rest of the frequencies 

m the spectrum of C2HF was not interpreted by Middleton and Sharkey. 

Up to the publication of the works [2899, 482] the authors of 

the Handbook calculated the fundamental frequencies of the C2HF molec- 

ule with the help of the approximate values of the force constants.* 

The values of the frequencies v1, Vg, calculated in this way proved 

to be similar to the experimental values of the centers of the cor¬ 

responding bands in the infrared spectrum [2899]. Using the results 

of these calculations and taking into account the form of the band 

outlines in the infrared spectrum of CgHF, it proved to be possible 

to assign the remaining six intense bands in the infrared spectrum 

of CgHF. The bands with the centers at 730, 951, II50, 2110, 3875 

and 6330 cm 1 were assigned, respectively, to the frequencies 2v 
5' 

v4 + V 2vV 2v3' vi + v4 and 2vr 

On the basis of this assignment for the fundamental frequencies 

of the CgHF molecule the values given in Table 171 are adopted in the 

Handbook.** The values of the frequencies v2, v3 were determined 

from the centers of the corresponding bands of the infrared spectrum 

[¿899], and the values of v^, v- from the band centers of the overtones 

2v4 and 2v?. Table I71 gives also the value of the principal moment of 

inertia of the CgHF molecule, calculated on the basis of the values of 

the structural parameters given above.*** 

From the experimental values of the frequencies v^, v2, of 

the C2HF molecule given in Table 171 and Eqs.(P4.3¡l) the values of the 
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,'orr,'-) "on-tant- £(l > , fd cl , corresponding to a stretching of the 
c~ 3 2 

— C=C and =0—F , bands and their mutual interaction, can be cal¬ 

culated if the values of the constants f and f , corresponding to 

1 ai 2 
a stretching of the =C—H band and the interaction of the —C==C— 

and =C—H bands are fixed. Assuming that the constants f 
d-^ and 

^d^d^, o;I' m°lecule are equal to the corresponding constants of 

Cum. m = 5.90, fdldo = ~0.3 0 2 • 10 ^ dyn-cm we obtain f ^ _ = 17.62, "2 2 'd 

= 7.)9 and f 
1^2 c: 
= 1.005*10 dyne*cm-'*' 

d2 
ao - ~d2d3 --^juc-uiu . The calculations from Eqs. 

(PU ), based on the values of the deformation vibration frequencies 

v1( and v5 shown in Table I7I and using the adopted values of the struc¬ 

tural parameters of the C2HF molecule, yield the following values of the 

force constants f and f : fa = 0.256, f = 0.190-105 dyn-cm"1. 

TABLE 171 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of C2HF 

MoACKyjia 

1 

Vl Vj Vj v4(2) V»(2) / 
a 

3 CM~l 2 lO-* t-CM’ 

C.HF 
C»Fj 

3355 
2400 

2230 
800 

1058 
1350 

365 
450 

575 
200 

8,7 
23,7 

1 
2 

1) Molecule; 2) cm"1; 3) g-cm2. 

If we assume the force constants of the C2F2 molecule to be e- 

qual to the corresponding force constants of the CgHF molecule and 

carry out the calculations with the help of Eqs. (P4. 35), we obtain 

the following values (in cm"1) for the fundamental frequencies of the 

G2F2 m°lecule: v1 = 2366, v2 = 78I, v3 - 1340, ^ = 480, = 190. 

E:«.cept for v^, the given frequency values are close to the values of 

the fundamental frequencies of C2F2 adopted in the first edition of 

the Handbook on the basis of a rough estimate of the force constants 

(V1 " 255°-» v2 = 780, = 1400, = 475, = 180 cm"1). Since 

the errors in the calculated values of the valency vibration freque- 
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ncies of C^Fg (v^, v^, v^) are of the order of +100 cm“1, and those 

of the deformation vibration frequencies (v^, v¡-) are of the order 

of +50 cm“1, the present Handbook gives rounded-off values of the 

fundamental frequencies of CgFg, as shown in Table I7I. This table 

also gives the value of the principal moment of inertia adopted in 

the Handbook and based on the afore-indicated assumption on the struc¬ 

ture of this molecule. 

§79- THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF THE GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of CgHg, C0HF and CgFg calculated in 

the temperature interval from 293.15-6000°K for the corresponding 

perfect gases are given in the Tables 212, 217 and 215 of Volume 2 

of the Handbook. For 0oHo Table 417 (2) gives the values of the vi- 

rial coefficients and their derivatives. 

CgHg. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous acetylene given 

in Table 212 (2) were calculated taking account of the anharmonicity 

of the vibrations and the centrifugal stretching of the C^Hg mole¬ 

cules by means of Gordon’s method (see formulas (11.195), (II.I96)) 

with the help of the molecular constants given in Table I69. The ex¬ 

cited electronic states of CgHg were not taken into account in the 

calculations since the influence of these states on the values of 

the thermodynamic functions of CgHg is much smaller than their errors. 

The vibrational components of CgHg corresponding to a deformation 

O 
vibration with the frequency v^, but also the quantities v4, v¿", 

-2 
s¿j and s^ were calculated by an immediate summation over the Gordon 

formulas for degenerate vibrations. In doing so, the values of 

Gq(0, 0, 0, v^, 0) were determined according to the data of Table I69 

taking into account of the cubic term y^||.v3. The maximum value of 
4 

the vibrational quantum, number was assumed to be equal to l6 on the 

basis of solving an equation of the form (I.l4b). The rest of the vi- 
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brational components was determined in the usual way from the tables 

of the thermodynamic functions of the harmonic oscillator and the 

corrections to the anharmonicity of the vibrations. The values of the 

constants in Eqs. (II.195), (II.196), (11.247) and (11.248), calculated 

with the help of the values of the molecular constants adopted in 

Table I69 are given in Table I72. 

TABLE I72 

Values of the Constants Used to Calculate the Thermodynamic 
Functions of C0Hpa 

PI OCTOM H • * 
! SnawcHHc 

1Ufl K. 2 
riOCTOHH* 

nan 2 SiiaieiiHc 

4. 
rioCTOH II* 

iian- 
5 

3><a<icinic 

6 
rioCTOHH- 3i(aMciiHc 

8 

0i 

0. 

0. 
0» 
Xu 

Xy 

X» 

xu 

öl 

4923,3-4, epad 
2862,67, zpad 
4795,93, epad 
1052,19, ¡pad 

7,037.10-* 
3.981.10- * 

7.707.10- * 

3.104.10- * 

0,59072,¿pad"1 

1,004.10-*. 
¡pad-* 
5,881-lO-* 

0« 

a» 
9 Û4 

fl» 

hi 

bn 
bn 
bu 

9; bu 

Cll 

flu 

5.397.10- » 

4.666.10- * 

—1,785.10-* 
— 1,870.10-» 

34.59.10- * 

29,13.10"* 
21.77.10- * 

3.19.10- * 

3.50.10- * 

63.48.10- « 

54.88.10- * 

flu 

flu 

flu 

flu 

flu 

flu 

flu 

fl« 

y\i-T 

yn'T 

Vu'T 

—21,00.10-« 
—21,99.10-* 

50,36.10-« 
—19,27.10-* 
-20,18-10-* 
—16,66.10-* 
—17,45.10-« 

6,675.10-« 

24,373, ¡pad -. 

142,455, ¡padÿ 

23,682, tpadq 

y\i-T 
yu’T 
yu-T 
yn-T 
yu-T 
ya-T 
yn’T 

y¡tmT 

ylt-T 

cs L 

16,906, ¡pad 
1,986, ¡pad 
8,849, ¡pad 
1,223, ¡pad 

13,035, ¡pad 
8,244, ¡pad 

18,201, ¡pad 
—0,1102, ¡pad 

—5,275, ¡pad 

0,0093, 
KOAlUOAb-¡pad 

) 6,9647, 
KaA¡MOAb-¡pad 

"The vibrational components of the thermodynamic functions cor¬ 
responding to the frequency were calculated by immediate sum¬ 
mation 1) Constant; 2) value; 3) constant; 4) value; 5) constant; 
6) value; 7) constant; 8) value; 9) degree; 10) cal*mol_1. 

The errors in the values of the thermodynamic functions of C0H0 

given in the Tables 212 (2) fof T < 1500°K are mainly due to the in¬ 

accuracy in the adopted values of the vibrational constants. At high¬ 

er temperatures the errors are also due to the approximation method 

of calculation and, in particular, to the fact that the restriction 

with respect to J was not taken into account, but also that terms 

proportional to the third and higher powers of the vibrational quant¬ 

um numbers were neglected in the power expansions cf Q^Qq^vr 
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total errors in the values of 4'* of acetylene at T - 298.15; J000 

and 6000°K are estimated within 0.01; 0.2 and 0.5 cal•mol-1«deg, re¬ 

spectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of acetylene were calculated in many 

works and are presented in several Handbooks and monographs. In Table 

173, we find a list of the works in which calculations of the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of ^elp the molecular constants 

were carried out, but also the Handbooks and monographs in which the 

results of the corresponding calculations are given are enumerated. 

It follows from Table I73 that in the majority of works the 

thermodynamic functions of CgHg were calculated in the approximation 

of the harmonic oscillator-rigid rotator model (g.0. - zh.r. ). The 

thermodynamic functions of C2H2 were calculated by Gordon [I803, 

1809] and Wagman, Kilpatrick, Pitzer and Rossini [4121] taking ac¬ 

count of the anharmonicity of vibrations, the vibration-rotation in¬ 

teraction and the centrifugal stretching. In the Handbook [426] Frost 

compared the values of calculated in the works [2331, 431] in 

the approximation of the harmonic oscillator-rigid rotator model, 
•X- 

with values of calculated in the work [I809] taking the anharmon¬ 

icity of the vibrations into account. This comparison showed that at 

T < 1000°K the influence of the vibrational anharmonicity on the va¬ 

lues of the thermodynamic functions of C2H2 is unimportant. At 

2800°K the contribution of the vibrational anharmonicity to the value 
* -1 

of ^2800 is about °*5 cal/mol- •deg. 

The vibrational anharmonicity and other deviations from the har¬ 

monic oscillator-rigid rotator model were taken into account in the 

work [1809] according to Gordon's method, and in the work by Wagman 

et al. [4121] according to Mayer and Goeppert-Mayer. The anharmonicity 

constants of C2H2 adopted in the works [1809, 4121] were calculated by 
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the authors 

of the works 

of these 

[2833, 

works irorn the insufficient and inaccurate data 

1Ö30, 43^2] on the vibration frequencies of the 

C2H2 molecule ancl without taking account of the Darling-Dennison re¬ 

sonance between the vibrational states. Consequently, the individual 

values of the anharmonicity constants of adopted in the works 

[1809, 412 ] are widely different from the values of the corresponding 

quantities adopted in the present Handbook. All these constants, how¬ 

ever, permitted the influence of the vibrational anharmonicity In the 

values.of the thermodynamic functions to be taken into account ap¬ 

proximately. Consequently, in spite of the considerable differences 

m the adopted values of the molecular constants, the thermodynamic 

functions of calculated by Gordon [I809] do not differ consider¬ 

ably from those given in Table 212 (2).* At the same time, the values 

of the thermodynamic functions of C2H2 obtained in the work [4-121] 

essentially from those given in Table 212 (2). The discrepancies be¬ 

tween them increase with rising temperature and attain 0.311 cal/mol'1 

'deg. at a value of We must note that the values of the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of C2H2 obtained in the work [4121] are lower than 

those calculated in the approximation of the harmonic oscillator- 

rigid rotator model. This attests to the fact that the method by 

which the vibrational anharmonicity of was taken into account 

and which was used by the authors of the work [4121] is not satisfac¬ 

tory or that errors were committed in this work. 

In the first edition of the Handbook the thermodynamic functions 

of acetylene were calculated in the approximation of the harmonic 

oscillâtor-rigid rotator model. For this reason, discrepancies at¬ 

taining 0.7 cal/mol“1* deg at T = 6000°K for exist between the va¬ 

lues of the thermodynamic functions of as given in Table 212 (2) 

and in the first edition of the Handbook. 
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TABLE 173 

Summary of the Data on the Calculations of the Thermodynamic 
Functions of Gaseous Acetylene 

Airopu 2. 
Toa 

onyÔAU- 
KOBaHHM 

TepuoAHiiiMHqecKae ÿyHKiiHK 3 Mctoa 4 
paciera 

CnpasoiiiHKH 
a MOHorpatpHH 

Kaccejn, [233111 D 

BpauaoT [1000]0 7 

<I>pocr [431)1 g 

TopaoH (1803] q 
IOcth, Jlioaep [2315] 10 
Opocr [432] 11 j o 

raoKJiep, Mopeaa [1780]1 

dHKeu, BeprpaM [1499]I 

PopaoH [1809] 

Vaniau a ap. [4121]r 

15 

OepBoe usAatiae Cnpa- 
aoiHHKa [420] lo 

Kpën&nHH a ap. [2489] 

IT 

1933 

1933 

1935 

1935 

1935 

1936 

1936 

3 1936 

1938 

1945 

1956 

1958 

c' H 
^198.14 » "îBl ' //0, ¢,. jvin 18 

T = 300—3000° K 
300-2000“ K C°p MX T 

SJOO- ®r W" T — 300—3000° K 

<P* ^1000 

Cp AA« T = 0-1000’C 

C¡, Avia T = 300-1500° K 

a>*r MX T = 273,2-700° K 

Cl a^ 7* = 0-300° C 

<D*r AAH T = 298,16-2800° K 

<D*r, S*r, Cl 

AAH r = 298,16-1500° K 
^ •' l8 

s; 

23 

<D r* >r. «r-W0 
18aah T = 298,16-6000° K 

<X>y AAH T = 1000-6000° K 

l8 

19 
r.o.—*.p 

t » 

» » , 
c 

PopAOHa 

r.o.—)K.p, ) 
ci 

» > 

PopAOHa 

Maßspa a 
Pennepr- 

Mafiep 

r.o.—w.p. 
24 

'0 

[426] 

[426] 

|455, 2312] 

[425] 

[4384] 

1425] 

(426, 4384] 

[3680 , 3426, 
3507, 4384, 
119,119a] 

Si 
“The thermodynamic functions of C9H0 were calculated taking 

account for the nuclear spin components. 

13The results of the calculations are given in the form of 
an empirical equation. 

C ■X- 
The values of of the deuteron substitution products of 

acetylene (CQHD, were also calculated. 

°Plooster and Reed [3266] continued the calculations carried 

out by Warman et al. [4121] for up to 3000°K. 

1) Authors^ 
2) year of publication; 
3) thermodynamic function; 
4} method of calculation; 

handbooks and monographs; 
6\ Kassel; 
7) Bryant; 
8] Frost; 
9) Gordon; 
10] Justi, Lueder; 
11] Frost; 
12] Glöckler, Morell; 
13) Eueken, Bertram; 
14) Gordon; 

14) Gordon; 
15) Warman et al.; 
16) first edition of the 

Handbook; 
17) Kroepelin et al.; 
18) for; 
19) harmonic oscillator-ri¬ 

gid rotator; 
20) Gordon's; 
21) harmonic oscillator-ri¬ 

gid rotator; 
22) Gordon's' 
23) Mayer's and Goeppert-Mayer 
24'harmonic oscillator-rigid 

rotator. 
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Taille 173 fjhows the Handbooks in which (with small additions) the 

values of the thermodynamic functions of CgHg calculated in the ori¬ 

ginal works are presented. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous 

acetylene are also given in the Handbooks [2363, 137] • Kelley [2363] 

gives the values of H°, - H298. l6 and ST _ S298. lb ior T ~ ^00-2000 K 

as calculated from em irical formulas based on the calculations of 

Kassel [2331] and Wagman et al.[4121]. In the Handbook [137] compiled 

by Vukalovich et al. the values of the specific heat, the enthalpy 

and the entropy of acetylene are given in the temperature interval 

from 0-1200oC, based on calculations carried out by Harman et al. 

[4121]. 

The entropy of acetylene was not determined from specific heat 

measurements at low temperatures. 

C2HF, ‘thermodynamic functions of gaseous fluoro acety¬ 

lene and difluoro acetylene given in the Tables 217 (2) and 215 (2) 

were calculated from Eqs. (11.243), (11.244) in the approximation of 

the harmonic oscillator-rigid rotator model on the basis of the val¬ 

ues of the molecular constants given in Table 171. Table 174 shows the 

values of the constants for the calculation of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CgHF and C2F2. 

TABLE 174 

Values of the Constants Needed to Calculate the Thermo¬ 
dynamic Functions of Gaseous CgHF and £2^2 

[ Beuiecrao 

1 

Oi (1) 0i (1) 0.(1) 0.(2) 0.(2) Co, Cs 

¿pad p 3 na.i'MOÂb-epad 

C,HF 
QF, 

4827 

3453 

3209 

1151 

1522 

1942 

525 

647 

827 

288 

5,5295 

7,1648 

12,4850 

14,1203 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mol" -deg. 
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The errors in the calculated values of the thermody amic func¬ 

tions of C2HF ah C2F2 are due to the application of an approximate 

method of calculation and the inaccuracy in the adopted values of the 

molecular constants. Since we have no experimental data on the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of the C2F2 molecule the errors of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of CgFg are essentially greater than those of C2HF. The 

errors in the values of $T of fluoro acetylene at T = 298.15, 3000 and 

6000°K are;. respectively, estimated within 0.1; 1.0 and 1.5 cal/mol-1. 

-degree and those of difluoro acetylene within 0.5; 2.5 and 3.0 cal/ 
— 1 ' 

/mol” -degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of CgHF were not calculated earlier. 

The thermodynamic functions of CgFg were calculated when the first 

edition of the Handbook was prepared. The differences in the values 

of the thermodynamic functions of C2F2 given in the first edition of 

the Handbook and in Table 215 (2) are about 0.2 cal/mol"1-degree at 

T < 1000 K and about 0.05 cal/mol"1-degree at T = 6000°K. They are 

due to the differences in the adopted values of the molecular and 

physical constants. 

§80. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES 

C2H2 (gas). The heat of combustion of acetylene was measured by 

Berthelot [784, V96], Thomsen [3983] and Mixter [2927]. The results of 

these measurements agree with each other within the experimental er¬ 

ror limits (+1 - +2 kcal/mol"1) Mixter's data [2927] for the heat of 

thermal dissociation of C2H2 are considerably more accurate. On the 

basis of these data Bichowsky and Rossini [813] calculated AH°f, 

(C2H2 gas) = 53.9 kcal/mol"1. 

In 1938, Conn, Kistiakowsky and Smith [II61, II62] determined the 

heat of hydrogenation of acetylene at 355°X. Rossini et al.[4121, 3507] 

converted the experimental data of Mixter [2927] and Conn, Kistiakowsky 

■291 
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and Smith [1162, llòlj and obtained AH0!^^ ^ (C0H0, gas) - 5^1.19^ 

+ O.190 kcal/mol . This value was adopted in the Handbooks [35079 

3508, 4384, 3426, 249J. In the present Handbook the value 

^//^296.15(02112, R«»i) = 54,2^0,2 kcal/mole, 

is adopted on the basis of the data given in the works [2927’, II61, 

II62, 4121], to which value corresponds 

Du(C2H5) — 388,14 +0,9 kcal/mole. 

C^HF (gas), CpFp (gas). The values of the heats of formation of 

CpHF and CpF^ were estimated by two methods: by the mean bond energie 

and by Kharasch's method. 

When the first method of calculation is applied tne mean bond 

energies of =C — F, ac - H and -C a c in the fluorine substitution pr 

ducts of acetylene must be determined. Since the ac - H and ac - F 

bonds in the HCN, FCN, CgHp, C^HF and CpF^ molecules are analogous 

(see §84 and 78) the mean bond energies of ac — H and ac — F in 

the fluorine substitution products of acetylene are assumed to be e~ 

qual to the dissociation energies of these bonds in the corresponding 

cya,lides.* This assumption permits the calculation of the bond ener¬ 

gy of -C a c - in acetylene equal to E(Cac) = I73 kcal/mol and, 

respectively, the values of the heats of formation of CpHF and CpF,,: 

£H°f298.1^ (C2HF, gas) = +5 kcal/mol and Al^f^g iç)(G2F2’ sas ) = 

= -43 kcal/mol with errors of the order of +15 kcal/mol . 

When Kharasch's method was used the values of the thermao cor¬ 

rections to the triple bond and fluorine were adopted according to 

the work [468]. The values of ^H°f298>15 (C+iF, gas) = +9 kcal/mol 

and AII0fp98 13^2^?, §as) “ kcal/mol which are close to those 

found above from the bond energies correspond to the calculated va¬ 

lues of the heats of combustion AHc^g ^ (CpHF, gas) = -252 kcal/mol 

and AH°c298<1¡- (C?F2, gas) = -203 kcal/mol . 
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TABLE 175 

Adopted Values (in 
Quantities of 

cal/mol-1) of the Thermodynamic 
C2HF and CQF2 in Gaseous State 

Bemecrao 
1 

Do AWVüsa.ic ^203,16 "0 
w* //• 
r,2V&,l5 1 0 

QH, 
CjHF 
CiF, 

388 140 
404 513 
421 755 

54 294 
4 789 

-45 585 

54 201 
4 993 

-45 015 

54 200 
5 000 

-45000 

2341 
2682 
3093 

2393 
2744 
3164 

1) Substance 

Phe calculation of the heats of combustion of the acetylene series 

compounds according to Kharasch's method shows that the deviations 

of the calculated values from the corresponding experimental values 

do not exceed + 6 kcal/mol 

Making use of the estimates carried out for the heats of forma¬ 

tion of C2HF and the following values are adopted in the Hand¬ 

book:* , -,/-, 
A//0/238..5(CîHF, eas) = 5 + 10 kcal/mole, 
AW/zos.isíCaFa, gas ) = -45+10 kcal/mole, 

to which 

D0(CaHF) = 404,513±10 kcal/mole, 

DoiCaPa) = 421,755± 10 kcal/mole. 

correspond. 

Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

1210 

1212 

[Footnotes] 

iccording to [2048]it is shown in the imerioan 
■atents 2831,835, 22.». 1958 and 2546,997,3-9. 
jresence of difluoro acetylene was established 

fluoride mixture. 

1947 that the 
in a carbon 

In the range from 4000 to 85OO cm 1 the resolution was about 

0.1 cm"1, in the range from 1900-3500 cm“1 it was about 

0. 2 cm 
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1217 

.1217 

1217 

1218 

1219 

1220 

1221 

1221 

s i & 
«Cofa. Vt. U,, t/;. yVd' Vj -i- +Su-¡1+ gu-Pv , Where 

** •’/-! • /-»/=1 

vk,oh — 2,. . .1 or o (A-4.5). 

I the work [jl^öaj the attempt was undertaken to give a 
theoretical interpretation of the negative values of the 
constants and a,~ of the CpHg molecule and formulas for 

the calculation of these constants in terms of the moment 
of inertia a.id the structural parameters were obtained. 

For compounds in which a linear configuration of the 

molecule is maintained. 

For compounds in which the ¢2¾ m°lecule has plane cis and 

trans configurations. 

Innés [2176] succeeded also in determining the values of 
the constants and of the molecule in the 

electronic ground state. 

1 r ^ (CiH,)= 1,09 ± 0.03 A [517]. rc_H (CîH.) => 1.084 ± 0.003 A [6641. rc_H(C.H») =-l,0585± 
¿0,005A [11011, rc-FÍC*17«)“ 1.32±0.02A [39091. ^(CiF«) = 1.313±0,010 A [23271. 

According to the calculations carried out the force constant 
of the -C=C— bond in the C2HF and C^HCl mole¬ 

cules is, respectively, equal to I5. 3^-j 17-62 and 13.27*10^ 
dyn*cm“l. 

The latter were found on the basis of the experimental va¬ 
lues of the corresponding force constants of CgHg, CgHCl and 

Gglp and che estimated value of the force constant of the 

— F bond stretching. 

In 1961, the results of the following studies on the infra¬ 
red spectra of C0HF [986a, 2158b] obtained with prism spec¬ 
trometers were published. Brown and Tyler [986a] studied the 
infrared spectra of CgHF and C¡2DF in the range from 400- 

-4000 cm-'1", which permitted them to observe the band v^, 

besides the bands v^, Vg, v^. For C2HF the following values 

of the fundamental frequencies (in cm-'1") were determined in 
the work [986]: v1 = 3370, v2 = 2245, v3 = 1064, -(370), 

= 584. The value of the frequency was estimated by 

Brown and Tyler on the basis of the values of v,, and vr. de- 
4 5 

termined from the microwave spectrum [4029] (see footnote 
three) and the value of v^. Hunt and Wilson [2158b] studied 

the infrared spectra of CgHF, CgHCl, CyiBr and their deu- 

tron substitution products in the range from 250-3500 cm-'1'. 
The following values of the fundamental frequencies (in 

cm- ) were obtained in the work [2158b] for C2HF: = 3355, 
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1221 

1226 

1230 

1231 

1222 

1224 

v2 = 2255, = 1055, = 307, - 578. The values of 

the fundamental frequencies of the C0HF molecule obtained 
in the works [986a, 2158b] are similàr to the values of 
these quantities adopted in Table I7I. 

In I960, a report by Tyler and Sheridan [4029] on the re¬ 
sults of a study on the microwave spectrum of six isotopic 
modifications of the C9HF molecule was published. These au- 

Uiiurs found the following values of the structural parame¬ 
ters of the CpHF molecule: /-(^=1,198, /c_H = 1,053,/-c_p =* 1,279A, 

which they identified with the equilibrium values of the 
corresponding bond lengths within error limits of +0.005 A. 
Thus, in the work [4029] the values of the structurei para¬ 
meters of the CqHF molecule estimated by the authors of 

the oresent Handbook were verified. A value of 1 = 8.645*10“ 
g»«^ corresponds to the value of Bq (CpHF) = 9706.19 Me 

found by Tyler and Sheridan; it is in good agreement with 
the value of I(CpHF) adopted in Table I7I. In the microwave 
spectra of C0HF and CpDF Tyler and Sheridan [4029] observed 

also rotational transitions in the vibrational states (0, 0, 
0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), which permitted them to deter¬ 
mine the approximate values of the frequencies and 

those of the constants and of the CpHF and CpDF mo¬ 

lecules from the i-doubling of the corresponding spectral 
lines. For the frequencies of CpHF evidently too high values 

were obtained in the work [4029]: = 430 and = 65O cm“''' 

The maximum difference does not exceed +0*cal/mol“1*deg. 

According to the data adopted in the present Handbook 
D0(H - CN) = 110.4 + 5 and DQ(F - CN) = 125 + 10 kcal/moí. 

I 1 the present edition of the Handbook the heat of formation 
of CpFp was assumed to be equal to zero by extrapolating the 
heats ¿of formation of CpFg and CpF^ in a very rough way. 

[Transliterated Symbols] 

n = P = Prilozheniye = Appendix 

KOji.sp = kol. vr = kolebatel1 no-vrashchatel1 Nyy = vibrational 
rotational 



Chapter 20 

THE SIMPLEST FREE RADICALS OF HYDROCARBONS AND THEIR 

FLUORINE AND CHLORINE SUBSTITUTION PRODUCTS 

(CH, CH2J CHy C2H, CFj CF2,CF3jC2Fj CHF, C^F, CHFp, CCI, CClg, CC13) 

In the piesent chapter we considei' the 'chermodynamic properties of 

some of the simplest radicals the dissociation products of methane, 

its fluorine and chlorine substitution products as well as those of 

acetylene and its fluorine substitution products. It can De assumed 

that the absence of data on other radicals, among them those contain¬ 

ing two or more carbon atoms, has no important influence on the ac¬ 

curacy of the thermodynamic calculations since the radicals that are 

not considered in the Handbook are comparatively unstable. We must 

note that even the radicals considered in the Handbook are, for the 

moot pait, compounds of low stability, and that the remaining radi¬ 

cals are still less stable, except for, maybe, CBr^, CI^ CBr2, and 

CI2- 1 particular, we may expect that radicals simultaneously con¬ 

taining halogen and hydrogen should easily decompose into solid car¬ 

bon, hydrogen halide and other dissociation products. 

§8l. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

o 
CH. The state X^IT^* is the electronic ground state of the CH 

molecule. As a result of numerous studies carried out by various au¬ 

thors [2061, 1854, 1694, 1520, 1695, 3349, 4051, 1424, 2394, 2476, 

3^07, 3104] three systems of bands were identified in the CH spectrum: 

A A - X 11, B E - X^n and C‘~Z - X2H. All three systems wore observed 

in the emission spectra of various hydrocarbon flames and in the ab- 
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sorption spectrum (in studying explosive combustion of acetylene 

[3103a, 3104], in diazomethane photolysis [34o6a], but also in the 

absorption spectrum oí' a pulsating discharge in the atmosphere of 

an inert gas with C2H2, C^, CgHg, CgH^CH^ admixtures [832a]). 

Since in the works carried out up to 1950 only bands connected 

with transitions between the first two vibrational levels of different 

electronic states had been studied, Herzberg [2020] calculated the 

values of the vibrational constants of methine in the ground state 

X2n (co- = 2861.6 and cu X = 64.3 cm-1) and in three excited electro- 

nie states, on the basis of the values of AG-^ found for CH and CD 

by Gero [I695]. The values of coe and a>exe calculated by Herzberg [2020] 

are recommended in the Handbook [649]. 

I 1952, a work by Durie [1424] was published, who studied the 

emission spectrum of CH using a hydrogen-oxygen flame with small ad¬ 

mixtures of hydrocarbons as the radiation source. A alyzing the 1-0, 

1,1 and 1-2 bauds of the A2a - X2n system, Durie obtained the foilow- 
2 

ing values of the vibrational constants of CK in che state X II; 

cd = 2844 and cd x = 62.5 cm-1. Khachkuruzov [436] compared the vibra- 
e e e 

tional constants of the diatomic hydrides of the second-period elements 

and showed that the values of the constants obtained by Durie are 

less reliable than the values recommended by Herzberg [2020] and ad¬ 

opted in the Handbook [649]. 

This conclusion was verified in a subsequent work of Kiess and 

2 2 
Broida [2394], who analyzed the 0-1 and 1-2 bands of the A A — X ü 

system of the CH molecule. An acetylene-oxygen flame was used as the 

radiation source. The spectrum was photographed in the first order of 

the grating. The wave numbers of the lines were measured with an ac¬ 

curacy of +0.07 cm . In each band up to 12 bands characteristic of 

the 2A — 2II transition were found. The analysis of the rotational 
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,structure of the 0-1 and 1-2 bands was carried out using the formulas 

of Hill and Van Vleck for the energy of the rotational levels of the 

doublet states. The spin-orbit coupling constant of the X Ti state 

was found equal to 27-3 cm-1. Thus, the coupling in the ground state 

of CH is similar to the Hund case b. The splitting in the excited 

state A A proved to be insignificantly small (about 1 cm ). 

A analysis of the 0-1 and 1-2 bauds together with the results 

of an investigation of the 0-0, 1-1 and 2-2 bands carried out by Gero 

[1695] permitted the authors of [239¾ to increase the accuracy of 
2 

the values of the molecular constants of CH in the states X II and 

a2a. 

Kiess and Broida [239j+] estimate the accuracy of their values 

2 
found for the constants œ , a> x and B for the X II state equal to 

G c c ti 

+1.0, +0.05 and +0.010 cm-1, respectively. We must note that these 

values characterize only the inaccuracy of the experimental data. The 

total uncertainty in the values of the vibrational constants is, ob¬ 

viously, considerably higher since they are obtained as a result of 

studying the transitions to three lower levels of the ground-state 

vibrational energy. A linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels 

of the X2n state with the help of the constants obtained in the work 

[2394] leads to a dissociation limit of 30,508 cm which is in sa¬ 

tisfactory agreement with the value of Dq(CH) = 27,989 cm ^ found as a 

result of studying the predissociation in the CH spectrum. 

In the present Handbook the molecular constants of CH in the 

X21I and A2A states found in the work of Kiess and Broida [239^]» and 

the constants in the B2Z and C2Z states, recommended by Herzberg [2020] 

on the basis of a work by Gero [I695], are adopted. These constants 

are given in Table I76. 

CP. The studies on the emission [550, 557, 2758, 55, 268] and 
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absorption [2778] spectra of fluoro methine showed that the X2n state 

is the electronic ground state of the CP molecule. Two systems of lines 

are wellknown in the CP spectrum: A2S - X2n and B2X - X2n lying in 

the range from I95O-2350 A. 

Andrews and Barrow [556, 557] were the first to determine the 

molecular constants of CP. In the works [556, 557] the spectrum of 

CP was obtained with prism spectrometers of low and moderate disper¬ 

sion using a discharge in fluorinated hydrocarbon vapors as the radia¬ 

tion source. In the A Z — X n system Andrews and Barrow observed the 

1-0, 0-0, 0-1 and 1-1 bands with resolved vibrational structure an 

analysis of which allowed them to obtain the values of the rotational 

constants of CP in the X2II and A^X states. An analysis of the vibra¬ 

tional structure of the A X — X n system is not reliable since the 

edges of the 1-0 and 0-0 bands are diffuse owing to the superposition 

of lines belonging to other bands. In the B X system Andrews and 

Barrow identified l8 bands(v"< 3, v' < 6) forming five sequences. Us¬ 

ing the results of measurements of the positions of these band edges 

and the distances between the edges of different branches Andrews 

and Barrow found approximate values of the vibrational and rotational 

constants of CP in the state B. Since the rotational structure of the 

bands of the B-*■ X system was not resolved in the work [557] the type 

of the state B could not be determined. The values of the molecular 

constants of CP in the states X2n, A2X and B found by Andrews and 

Barrow are given in the book by Herzberg [2020] and in the Handbook 

[649]. In order to increase the accuracy in determining the type of 

the state B and in the rotational constants of CP in this state the 

spectrum of the CP molecule was reinvestigated in the range from 

1970-2100 A by Tatevskiy, Kuzyakov et al. [55]* A pulsed discharge in 

a flow of CF4 vapors was used as the source of excitation. The spectrum 
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m,: Pl!0tOSraphed in the range fro"l 2000-2075 A with a DFS-3 spectro- 

On:i.pJi »»vins a dispersion of 2 A/me, ana in the range of ,-, < 2000 A 

„itJi a DFo-o spectrograph having a dispersion of 3 A/mm . 

The authors of [55] carried out an analysis of the rotational 

structure of the 0-0 and 1-0 bands of the B - X system. I„ view of 

the fact that the Q branches are the most intense branches of the 

ba as under investigation, and that the fonnulas for the q branche, 

branches of the *S - band system satisfactorily describe the poli¬ 

tics of the lines belonging to these branches, the authors of [55] 

drew the conclusion that the upper state of the studied bands is a 

State 0t the E tyPe- The values of the rotational constants in the 

State B 2 found in the work [55] practically coincide with the con 

stants recommended by Andrews and Barrow [557]. Table 176 shows the 

vibrational and rotational constants of the CP molecule adopted in 

the present Handbook, found by A drews and Barrow [557], except for 

the rotational constants of CP in the state b22 which were adopted 

according to the work by Tatevskiy, Kuzyakov et al.[55].* 

The state X Hr is the electronic ground state of the CCI 

molecule. A series of bands lying m the range from 2710 to 2940 A is 

cted With the CCI molecule. These bands were observed both in the 

emission spectra [55, 269, 269a, 269b, 579, 580, 2124, 22,7, ,756j 

‘1090, 1819, 4102a] and in the absorption spectrum [4l02a]. The «n ’ 

bands have a very complex structure; their interpretation is, there¬ 

fore, connected with considerable difficulties. Several authors car¬ 

ried out an analysis of the vibrational structure of the CCI bands 

l5'9’ 58°’ al24' 55' 269' 269b' 409°. 181Ç), 4102a], Herzberg [2020] 

and Hosen [649] recommended the values of the molecular constants of 

CCI obtained by Venkateswarlu [4090] making use of the results of worms 

Published up to 1950 (»■■ = 846, ^ = 1, œ; . 867.5 and = ; 
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The same constants were adopted in the first edition of the present 

Handbook, where, however, a special remark is made that the anharmoni- 

city constants found by Venjateswarky are too low and, obviously, er¬ 

roneous. * 
* 

TABLE 176 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of CH, CF and CCI 

! 2 
Mr.*.'. 

re a. De Ti 
Kyju j UKTOHHMC 

CM-1 K 

. 

CH 

x-nd 
A»A 

C*£+ 

oa 

23151,8 
25949 

31821 

2868,5 

2943,0 
2542,5^ 

2824, Id 

64,4 

99,3 

373,8^ 
105,8'h 

14,448 

14,930 

12,887 

14,629 

0,530 

0,696 

0,485 

0,744 

l,43-10-,b 

l,47-10-»c 
2,18-10-1 
1,53-10-» 

1,1198 

1,1026 
1,1861 

1,1132 

CF 
- ^,nd 

i4»£ 

0e 

42705 

49452 

1308,4 

1764 
1191,0 

10,86 

221 

19,4g 

1,4190 

1,7277 

1,323 

0,0190 

0,0260 
0,027 

6.7- 10-‘ 

6.8- 10-« 

6,21-10-« 

1,2708 

1,1516 
1,318 

CCI 

x>n„. 

ß*Am 

0h 

36003,92 

875,1 

860 

7,0 

7.5 

0,69363 i- 

0,6976 L 

0,706201 

0,00672 

0,00678 

1.88- 10-«b 

1.89- 10-«k 

1,84.10-«^ 

1,64521 

1,63441 

-1 
1) Molecule 

2) State. 

a) A = 27. 3 cm' 

b) ß1 = 2.6«IO"5 cm"1. 

c) = 6.4*10"^ cm-1. 

d) calculated by Herzberg from the isotopic relations on the basis of 
the wellknown values of AG^y^ for CH and CD. 

e) A = 77 cm"1. 
O 

f) since only AG-jy2 is known the state A Z, the value of “gXg 

given in the table is estimated from Eq. (I.38). 

g) = -0^ cm_:L- 
h) A = 134.92 cm'1. 

i) the value of B0 is given. 

k) the value of Dq is given. 

l) the value of rn is given. 
' ^ 2 

m) the existence of a Z state with an excitation energy below 36,000 
- 1 

cm" is possible (see [4102a]). 
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In order to increase: the accuracy of analyzing the vibrational 

structure of the bands Kuzyakov, Zvolinskiy and Tatevskiy [35, 269, 

¿69bJ reinvestigated the emission spectrum of CCI. A discharge tube of 

the Schuler tube type filled with helium and CCl^ vapors was used as 

the excitation source. The spectrum was photographed in the first order 

of a DFS-3 spectrograph with a dispersion of 2 A/mm. The most intense 

group of bands in the range from 2777-2788 A wras „.Iso photographed in 

the third order with a dispersion of 0.67 A/mm. In the works [55, 269, 

209b] the wavelengths of 23 edges of five bands were measured, a new 

assignment of edges different from that proposed by Venkateswarlu was 

given, and the following molecular constants viere obtained*: = 858.O 

“exe " ^ = 879.5 and =6.5 cm"1. Subsequently, Kuzyakov and 

Tatevskiy [2¿9a] carried out an analysis of the rotational structure 

of two bands in the spectrum of CCI and found the values of the rota¬ 

tional constants equal to: Bj = 0.6465 + 0.0032, B¿ = 0.6589 + 0.OO38 

and B| = 0. 6551 + 0.0026 cm~^. 

We must note that the authors of the works published up to i960 

considered the observed bands to be connected with the electronic trans- 

2 2 
ition Z -*■ X II. In i960, however, Gordon and King [I819] anew photo¬ 

graphed the spectrum of CCI with an instrument of higher resolution 

than in the preceding works. A detailed investigation of the fine str¬ 

ucture of the band at 2780 A showed that the bands of CCI are connec¬ 

ted with the transition — ^JI^. All attempts of analysis based on 

the assumption that the observed bands are connected with the transi- 

2^2 
tion S — nr, had no success. In the work [I819] it was shown that 

the band in the region of 2780 A is a 0-0 band rather than a 1-1 band as 

Kuzyakov and Tatevskiy [269, 269b] had assumed. In the work [I819] 

it is also remarked that Kuzyakov and Tatevskiy [269a] erroneously 

numbered the lines without paying attention to the small deviations 

. 
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from the parabolic formula for small J. On the basis of the analyst 

carried out the authors of the work [1819] obtained the following 

values for the constants of C01: a>e - 875-1, aJexü 7-°> “e " 

= 7.5, B" = 0.69199, Bq = 0.70533, A" = 134-96 ™ \ r" = 1-65115 

and r' = 1.63546 A. An extrapolation of the ground state vibiational 

levels to the dissociation limit with the help of constants recommend- 

3 cm (77 ed in the work [1819] leads to a value of D0(CC1) - 26940. 

kcal/mole.) which is in good agreement with the mean bond energy m 

the CCl^ molecule. 

In 1961, Verma and Mulliken [4102a] took the spectrum of CGI in 

the first, second and third orders of a grating with a resolving po¬ 

wer of 320,000 and a dispersion in the third order equal to 0.23 A/mm. 

The authors of [4102a] carefully analyzed the fine structure of the 

bands at 2777 and 2788 A, regarded as two subbands of the 0-0 band of 

the transition 2a -¾ and that of the bands at 2846 and 2856 A (sub¬ 

bands of the 0-1 band of the same transition). The assignment of the 

bands at 2777 and 2788 A to the transition 0-0 agrees with the data 

obtained by Gordon and King [I819] and is corroborated by the presence 

of these bands in the absorption spectrum of CCI which was obtained 

by Herzberg.* Since in the work [4102a] the spectrum of CCI was ob¬ 

tained with still greater resolution than in the work by Gordon and 

King [1819] the authors of [4102a] could carry out a more detailed 

analysis of the rotational structure of the bands under investigation, 

and the rotational constants of CCI found by them are more accurate. 

This cannot be said of the vibrational constants in the electronic 

ground state: ^ = 875-9 (2nl/2), 872-3 (2ny2), <x» = 4.6 (aH1/2), 

3.4 (2n3/2), obtained on the basis of measuring the position of the 

lines in the 0P12 and F1 branches of the 0-0 bands of the isotopic mo 

lecules CCl35 and CCl^. 
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In the present Handbook the values of the vibrational constants 

of CCI found by Gordon and King [I819]* and the values of the rota¬ 

tional constants obtained by Verraa and Mulliken [4l02a] are adopted. 

Table I76 shows the adopted values of the constants. 

We must note that considering the possible electronic configura¬ 

tions of the CCI molecule corresponding to low electronic states Verma 

and Mulliken found that the observed system in the spectrum of CCI is 

analogous to the B1 — X system of the NO molecule and that the exis- 

2 
tence of a state 2 can be expected, whose excitation energy must be 

2 
lower than the energy of the state A. 

CHg. The existence of a free radical CH-, was proved experimen¬ 

tally by many research workers [370* 2018, 26‘39]* The problem of the 

structure and type of the electronic ground state and the vibration 

frequencies of methylene remained, however, unsolved for a long time.* 

In connection with the lack of experimental data in literature a great 

number of works dealing with the theoretical calculation of the pos¬ 

sible electronic configurations and the electronic states of the CH0 

molecule was published. A theoretical consideration made by Mulliken 

(see [4091]) showed that the assumption of a symmetric CH,, molecule 

that is nonlinear with a singlet ground state is the most probable. 

This structure corresponds to the assumption that in the CH2 molecule 

2 2 
the carbon atom is in a state corresponding to the s p electron con¬ 

figuration. A GH2 molecule with a triplet ground state and linear 

structure corresponds to the sp electron configuration of the carbon 

atom. Mulliken assumed that in reality the electron configuration of 

2 2 3 
the carbon atom must lie between s p and sp , but somewhat nearer to 

the first case, and, therefore, the CH2 molecule must have a singlet 

ground state, and the HCH angle a value from 110 to l40°. Walsh [4139] 

also concluded that the HCH angle in CH0 must be considerably smaller 
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than l80°. Nira and Oohata [3096] applied the atomic orbital method 

and obtained the value l40° for the HOH angle in CH2, but the authors 

of [3096] remarked that this result could not be regarded as a final 

one. A quantum mechanical calculation carried out by Gallup [3.647] 

showed that the most probable value for the HCH angle lies close to 

l60°. Gray [1844], however, remarks in his work that Gallup's conclu¬ 

sions [164?] are erroneous* since he disregarded the lowest divalent 

state of the carbon atom connected with the electron configuration 

s2p2 without having any reason for doing so. The author of the work 

[1844] showed that the HCH angle in the CH2 molecule corresponding to 

this state of the carbon atom must be somewhat greater than 900. The 

calculations of Foster and Boys [1583a] carried out by the molecular 

orbital method with allowance for the configuration interaction showed 

that the electronic ground state of CH2 is a triplet, and the CH2 mo¬ 

lecule has the following parameters in this state: <HCH = 129° and 

1.12 A. Searcy [367O] found the value 114.4 + 3°, for the HCH 

angle, on the basis of calculations carried out by means of the elec¬ 

trostatic model. 

We must emphasize the fact that all quantum mechanical calcula¬ 

tions of CH2 contain a great number of assumptions (in particular, on 

the value of the interatomic distance and, therefore, are more 

or less approximate [3000]. Consequently, we have to act cautiously in 

using the results of these calculations. 

In the last few years numerous attempts were made to determine the 

spectrum of CHg experimentally. Many years investigations carried out 

in Herzberg's laboratory using the method of pulsed photolysis and 

carried out in order to discover the spectrum of CH2 remained without 

success for a long time [2026]. Only in 1959 Herzberg and Shoosmith re¬ 

ported in a short note [2046] that in the photolysis of diazomethane 
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ili'.jy liad succeeded, aí; last, in obtaining ground of CHn lines in the 

neighborhood oí l400 A, in the absirption spectrum. The study of the 

spectrum observed in the photolysis of ordinary, partially and totally 

deuterated diazomethane, but also an analysis of the fine structure of 

the bands observed in the photolysis of partially and totally deuter- 

ated dizomethane left no room for doubt that the CHOJ CED and CD, mo- 
C. 

lecules, respectively, emit the spectrum. The authors of the work [2046] 

came to the conclusion that in the lower state of the observed elec¬ 

tron transition the molecule must have an HCH angle of ]40 to 160° 

and, respectively, an interatomic distance 1% equal to l.Oi or 1.07 

A. A study of the variable intensity of the lines in the CP0 spectrum 

showed that the methylene molecule in the observed lower electronic 

state must have an incompletely symmetrical electronic structure, i. e. , 

this state must be a state of the 3r type. In fact, the authors of 
o 

the work [2046] did not exclude the possibility that the observed lo¬ 

wer state might not be the electronic ground state. Later on, McCarty 

and Robinson [2689] observed three distinct lines close to 2000 A in 

the absorption spectrum of the products of a condensed discharge 

thiough ethane in a krypton atmosphere that were frozen in liquid he¬ 

lium. Analogous lines appeared also in the absorption spectrum of the 

products of ketene and diazomethane photolysis frozen in krypton. On 

the basis of the magnitude of the observed isotopic shift, when working 

with partially and totally substituted ethane, the authors of [2689] 

concluded that the emission of the spectrum is due to the CH0 radical. 

The experiments carried out, however, practically contributed nothing 

to the solution of the problem which type of ground state and which 

structure the CHg radical might have. They only corroborated the as¬ 

sumption that in one of the states connected with the observed electron 

transition the CHg molecule must be bent. 
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In the following works by Pobinson and McCarty [3460a] and Gold- 

larb and Pimentel [1792a] the process of photodissociation of diazo¬ 

methane and its deuteron substitution products located in nitrogen and 

krypton matrices was studied in detail, at temperatures of 20 to 2°K, 

respectively. In these works it was shown that in the process of photo¬ 

lysis, in fact, methylene is formed, but as to the problem of assign¬ 

ing the bands observed in the spectrum accompanying the photolysis the 

authors of the works [3460a, 1792a] obtained no unique solution. Mc¬ 

Carty and Robinson [3460a] assign only the clear bands lying in the 

region of 3000 A to the CH^ molecule whereas Goidfarb and Pimentel 

assume that with the methylene molecule bands in the visible and ultra¬ 

violet ranges with maxima at 4l82 and 3968 A and absorption in the 

range from 3050-3300 A are connected. Robinson and McCarty carried out 

a theoretical consideration of the possible electron configurations 

and the electronic states of the CHg molecule corresponding to them and 

showed that if in the ground state the CH2 molecule has a linear struc¬ 

ture its ground state is a state of the type, in which case sing- 
H» *1 j 

let states A and with very low excitation energies must exist. 

But if CH2 has a nonlinear structure in the ground state its ground 

state is a singlet state of the ^A^ type. A comparison of the obtained 

experimental data with the results of an analysis of the possible el¬ 

ectron transitions permitted the authors of the work [3460a] to con¬ 

clude that the bands observed in the region of 3000 A are connected 

with a transition between triplet states and, consequently, the CH2 mo¬ 

lecule is linear in the electronic ground state. Robinson and McCarty, 

however, remark that the identifying the ground state of molecules hav- 

,j.iig incomplete electron shells one has to use certain precaution, and 

that in the given case the lower state of the transition observed in 

the solid phase at 4.2°K, in fact, cannot be the electronic ground state 
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uj‘ [/.he CM,, molecule in the same way as this is the case for NH [2688] 

and C , [2688a]. 

In I960, Anetj Bader and Van der Auwera [560a] studied the reac¬ 

tion of methylene obtained in the photolysis with cis or trans 2-butene 

in the gaseous and liquid phases with formation of cis or trans 1.2- 

dimethyl cyclopropane. Carrying out the photolysis of diazomethane 

under the conditions of nitrogen surplus the authors of [ [360a | found 

that the stereospecific properties of the reaction observed by Wood- 

woth and Shell with collaborators [4321a] are lost. This fact permit¬ 

ted them to draw the conclusion that under the conditions of nitrogen 

surplus (as had been supposed earlier by Herzberg) the methylene for¬ 

med on dissociation of diazomethane is in a triplet state, and, con¬ 

sequently, the CH2 molecule is linear in the electronic ground state. 

In 1961, Herzberg presented more detailed data on the results of 

studies on the CH2 spectrum carried out in his laboratory, in a review 

lecture dealing with the investigation of the spectra and structures 

of methyl and methylene [2026b]. Besides the ultraviolet bands whose 

structure was analyzed showing that they are connected with the elec- 

tron transition 2" - ^2“, under certain conditions of diazomethane 

photolysis groups of bands in the red range were observed in the absor¬ 

ption spectrum, whose structure is analogous to the a bands of NH2 and 

which are assigned to the CH2 molecule. An analysis of the very com¬ 

plex structure of these bands led to the conclusion that they are con¬ 

nected with the transition between singlet states B-, ^A^, where in 

the lower state the molecule is bent and rc H - 1.12 A, and the 

H - C - H angle is equal to 103°, 2, whereas in the ^2- state the CH0 

molecule has a linear structure and = !• 03 + 0.01 A. A comparison 

conditions under which ultraviolet and red bands appear in the 

i'i J.J ^ 

q "Pectrum led to the conclusion that the lower state of the ultra- 

ÜÄ41 
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violet bands (the state) is lower than the lower state of the red 

bands (1A1)J and that the energy difference between these states is not 

great. On the basis of these data Herzberg assumes that the V state, 

close to which a singlet state of the ^ type lies is the electronic 

giound state of the CH^ molecule. 

On the basis of the abovementionel experimental works we assume 

in the present Handbook that the CH2 molecule in the ground state has 

a linear symmetric structure and belongs to the symmetry point group 

D»h- According to Herzberg's [2026b] work the interatomic distance 

rc_H is assumed equal to 1.03 + 0.01 A. The product of the moments of 

inertia of the 0¾ molecule calculated on the basis of the adopted 

structural parameters is given in Table I78. 

A tnatomic molecule of symmetry must have three fundamental 

frequencies_ the frequencies v1 and v3 corresponding to the symmetric 

and antisymmetric valency vibrations of the C-H bands, and the frequ¬ 

ency v2 connected with a doubly degenerate deformation vibration of 

the molecule. 

The vibration frequencies of the 0¾ molecule' were estimated by 

the authors of the works [3905, 4338, 4310a, 168, 56]. Sutherland and 

Dennison [3905], Wu [4338] and A. Gurvich and Prost [I68] approximate¬ 

ly estimated the frequencies of 0¾ on the basis of the force constants 

and frequencies of the C2H^ and HgCO molecules, assuming values from 

110 to 142°.5 for the angle between the C-H bands. Tatevskiy and Tyulin 

[56] calculated the vibration frequencies of CH2 on the basis of the 

force constants of methane: fd = 8,34.1o6, fa = O.71.IO6, f = 0.05. 

‘10 ' fda = 0-35-106 cm“2 ([128], page 352) for different values of 

the angle between the C-H bonds: 110, II5, 120, l4o, and l6o°. In i960, 

Wolfsberg [4310a] adopted the vibration frequencies of methylene equal 

to v1 = 3396.7, v2 = 1484.6 and v3 = 3287.8 cm"1 (/HCH = 120°). The 
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lue;.; oi' the CIL-, frequencies found in the works [ 3905, 4338, 56, 128, 

., , d 310aJ are given in Table 177. 

TABLE 177 

Fundamental Frequencies of CH Calculated for 

I Different Values of the HCH angle by Various 
; Authors 

Aaropu 1 
ZHCH Vl vs v* 

¿pad 2 CM-> 2 

4 
By [4338] .... 
CeaepACHÄ h .Uchhhcoh [3905] 5 
A. Fypmm h Opocr [168]. £ 

Í 

TaieacKHft h Tkwihii [5(.] 7 j 

8 1 
ikwiwjxrfepr [4310a]. 

115 
120 
142,5 
110 

; 115 
' 120 

140 
160 
120 

2990 
2970 
2990 
3070 
3060 
3050 
3030 
3020 
3396,7 

1440 
1440 
1440 
1300 
1300 
1310 

.1310 
1310 
148-4,6 

3100 
3000 ' 
3110 
3160 
3160 
3170 
3210 
3230 
3287,8 

1) Authors 
2) degree; 

3) cm“'1'; 
4) Wu; 
5) Sutherland and Dennison; 
61 A. Gurvich and Frost; 
7) Tatevskiy and Tyulin; 
8) Wolfsberg. 

Ac can be seen from the table, the values of the frequencies of 

CHg calculated for a nonlinear molecule are slightly dependent on the 

value of the HCH angle and agree with each other within the limits of 

10^3. The calculation of the frequency of the deformation vibration of 

the linear CHg molecule on the basis of the force constant of the an¬ 

gle between the bonds in the nonlinear molecules may lead to great 

errors since the variation of the angle between the bonds in the trans¬ 

ition from CHZ| and CgH^ to CH2 is connected with a change of the va¬ 

lency state of '-he carbon atom. 

In 1958, Mulligan and Pimentel [2918] studied the products of 
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diazomethane photolysis by the method of matrix isolation. On the ba¬ 

sis of an analysis of the experimental conditions and the relative 

intensity of the bands observed in the absorption spectrum in the range 

from TOO to 3200 cm'1 the authors of [2918] came to the conclusion that 

one Of the bands: 1114 or 1362 cm'1 must be connected with the defor¬ 

mation vibration of the 0¾ molecule. Since on the basis of the exist¬ 

ing data an accurate estimation of the force constant of the deforma¬ 

tion vibration of the 0¾ molecule cannot be made, it is, at present, 

not possible to make a wellfounded choice between these values of the 

frequencies.* In the present Handbook the value of v2 = 1100 + 200 

cm 1 is adopted for the frequency of the deformation vibration of 01¾. 

The frequencies of the valency vibrations of the linear 01¾ molecule2 

not observed in the spectrum may be estimated relatively reliably on 

the basis of a calculation with the help of Eqs. (P4.32) since the for¬ 

ce constant of the C-H bonds varies slightly in the various hydrocar¬ 

bon compounds (ethane: 5.3-105 dyne-cm'1, ethylene: 5.1-105 dyn-cm'1. 

methane: 5-4*10^ dyn*cm-^). 

The values 3000 + loo cm’1 and 3200 + 100 cm"1 corresponding to 

fd = (5.1 + 0.2) io5 dyn.cm-l are a(iopted in the Han(Jbook for the fre_ 

quencies vx and vy According to the work of Herzberg and Shoosmith 

[2046] it is assumed in the present Handbook that the electronic ground 

State Of CHg is a triplet state of the 32 type. The adopted molecular 

constants of CHg are given in Table I78. 

We must note that according to the results of theoretical calcu¬ 

lations [1583a] and experimental investigations [2026b] we may expect 

that there are stable electronic states with low excitation energies 

with the CHg molecule; the state 1A1 is the first excited state with an 

energy close to zero. 
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TABLE 178 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Con¬ 
stants of CHOÍ CHPj CF0 and CC10 

£- C. d 

1 1 V, 
■1 1 

Vi Vj 1 
I 

(3 
CM-1 io-"V • cmy 

CH, 

CHF 
CF, 

CCI, 

3000 
3000 

1162 

730 

1100(2) 
1200 

666,5 
340 

3200 
1600 
1480 

1000 

3,55a 
0,86 

48,20 
1115 

2 
1 

2 
2 

aThe value of 1*10“^^ g*cm^ is given. 
1) Molecule. 

CP2. Venkateswarlu [4091] was the first to obtain the emission 

spectrum of the carbon difluoride molecule in an electrodeless dis¬ 

charge through CF¿| vapors. The spectrum was photographed with a spectre 

graph having a dispersion of 2.6 A/mm at 25OO A. An analysis of the vi¬ 

brational structure of the observed band system lying in the range 

from 2400 to 3250 A showed that the band edges are described very well 

by the equation 

V = 39195 + 750i/i +(495,5¾ — °.5üi*) — (1162«; — O^* - 0,0081^)-(666,5^ — I .Ou;*— 
— 0,5t»¡ü¡)t 

where v^ and v^ are the quantum numbers of the symmetric valency and 

deformation vibrationa and* consequently, the fundamental frequencies 

of the corresponding in the lower state are equal* to vj = 1162 and 

Vg = 666.5 cm 1 and in the upper state: vj = 750 and = 495.5 cm-1. 

A theoretical consideration of the possible electron configura¬ 

tions of various states of the CF2 molecule carried out by Mulliken 

(see [4091]) under the assumption that the molecule belongs to the 

symmetry point group C2v(/FCF ~ IIO-I300) showed that the observed 

system of bands in the emission spectrum of CF2 may be interpreted 

as a system connected with the transition 1Bp . 
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Laird, Andrews and Barrow [2543] studied the absorption spectrum 

of the CF2 molecule and in the range from 2340-2660 A found bands that 

are completely identical with the emission bands observed in the work 

[4091]. This fact served to corroborate the assumption that the lower 

state 1A1 of Venkateswarlu's band system is the electronic ground state 

of the CF2 molecule. 

Since from studying the ultraviolet spectrum of CF2 [254-3, 4091] 

only two frequencies v1 and v2 were found, Duchesne and Burnelle [1429] 

calculated the force constants of CFg in order to estimate the freque¬ 

ncy of the antisymmetric valency vibration Vy on the basis of the 

values v-L = 1162 and v0 = 666.5 cm”1 found in the work [4-091]. Since 

the value of the force constant of the C - F bond obtained in this way 

proved to be considerably higher than in the CH^F, CHgFg and CHF^ 

molecules, the authors of [1429] chose the lower value v2 = 344 cm-1 

for the frequency of the deformation vibration. The conclusion drawn 

on the value of v2 in the work [1429] must, however, not be considered 

justified since for v1 = 1162 and v2 = 344 cm-1 and an FCF angle equal 

to 110° fd = 7.6*105 dyn* cm-1, which seems to be too low for the C - F 

bond.* 

Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56] showed by comparing the values of the 

deformation vibration frequencies of the SiCl^, SiClg and CFg molecu¬ 

les tha-G the deformation frequency of CFg must be greater than that 

of CF^ (437 cm"1), i.e., the value of Vg equal to 666.5 cm-1 is better 

founded than the value of 344 cm"1. Assuming that the relationships 

between the force constants of CFg remain the same as in the CHnFm 

molecules Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56] calculated the force constant 

fd = (13.2 + 0.8)-10^ cm"2 and /FCF = I09.5 + 4° from the values of 
T 

v1 = II62 and Vg = 666.5 cm" . This permitted them to find the fre¬ 

quency of the antisymmetric vibration = l480 + 60 cm 1. The authors 
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rf I Vo] also remark that if fd in CF0 is assumed equal to k^ in the CF 

molecule and /FCF within the limits of 110 to 130°(as recommended by 

Walsh [tlo9]i then = 1530 + 50 cm \ which is in good agreement with 

the aforeindicated value.* 

On the basis of these facts, values of the frequencies of CF2 as 

given in Table I78 are adopted in the present Handbook. The possible 

error in the value of is 10^. 

As was noted above, the results of the study on the spectrum of 

CF2 [4Q91] and the theoretical analysis of the electron configuration 

of CF2 carried out by Mulliken lead to the conclusion that the CF2 mo¬ 

lecule in the electronic ground state belongs to the symmetry point 

group C2v and must have an /FCF angle equal to IIO-I300. A calculation 

carried out by Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56] on the basis of the values 

of the CF2 frequencies found in the work [4091] showed that /FCF = 

- IO9.5 + 4° . An estimate of Searcy [367O] carried as a result of a 

calculation for the electrostatic molecular model yielded the value 

/FCF = 108 + 30.5j which is in good agreement with the value found in 

the work [58]. 

In the present Handbook we assume that in the CFg molecule 

/FCF = 110 + 5°. The interatomic distance rc ^ in CFg is assumed equal 

to the average of the values of rc_p in the CF radical and in the CF^ 

molecule: I.30 + O.O5 A. Table I78 gives the value of the product of the 

moments of inertia of the CF2 molecule corresponding to these structural 

parameters. According to the assumed structure of CF2 it is assumed in 

the handbook that the ground state of CF2 is a singlet. 

CHF. There are no experimental data on the spectrum and the 

structure of the CHF molecule in literature. In connection with the 

fact that the CHg and CFp molecules have different ground states and a 

different structure the estimation of the structure of CHF is not uni- 
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que. In the present Handbook it is assumed that the CHF molecule has 

a nonlinear structure with an angle HCF = 110 + 10°, belong to the sy¬ 

mmetry point group Clv, and its ground state is the state 1A1> The 

interatomic distance rQ_jp is assumed to be equal to the interatomic 

distance rc_H in the methane molecule rc H = 1.09 + 0.03 A,* and the 

distance between the carbon atom and the fluroine atome is assumed to 

be equal to the mean value of rc_p in the CF radical and the CF^ mo¬ 

lecule: 1.30 + 0.05 A. Table I78 gives the value of the product of the 

moments of inertia of CHF calculated for the adopted structural para¬ 

meters. 

A nonlinear asymmetric triatomic molecule belonging to the sym¬ 

metry point group Clv must have three fundamental frequencies corres-’ 

ponding to valency vibrations of the C-H and C-F bonds and to a defor¬ 

mation vibration of the molecule. 

The fundamental frequencies of the CHF molecule were estimated 

in the present Handbook on the basis of a calculation with the help of 

equations derived by Lechner [2579] for nonlinear XYZ molecules and a 

valency-force field model without allowance for the interaction of 

bonds and angles. The calculation was carried out on the assumption 

that the force constants of the C-H and C-F bonds are equal to the cor¬ 

responding constants in the CH,, and CF2 molecules calculated from 

Eqs. (P4.30) and the fundamental frequencies of CHg and CF2 adopted in 

the Handbook: fc_H = 9.OIO6, fc_p = 11.0-106 cm"2, and fa/d2 - the 

deformation constant in CHF - equal to the average of the values of 

fa//d2 for the CH2 nd CP2 moiecules, or 2.5-106 cm"2. The value 
2 62 

= 2.5-10 cm" is also the average of the values of the corres¬ 

ponding deformation constants in the CH3F, CHgFg and CHF^ molecules 

[I28]. The following fundamental frequencies of CHF correspond to the 

force constants estimated in this way: v-, = 3l40, v0 = II80 and v~, = 
-L "j 
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lòoo cm . The calculation carried out on the assumption that the 

i'orce constants of the CH and CP bonds in the CHF molecule are equal to 

the corresponding constants in the diatomic radicals CH and CP (f - 
,-6 6 l C-H 

7’10 and = 13.0*10 cm )} yields the frequencies = 2900, 

v2 ^ 125° and v3 = ^50 cm“1. Practically the same values of the fre¬ 

quencies of CHF (Vl = 2970, v2 = 1210 and V-, - l68o cm“1) result from 

a calculation v;ith the help of Eqs. (P4.25) if we assume that the force 

constants in CHF are equal to the constants of the C-H and C-F in the 

CH4 and cp4 molecules (fc_H = 8.34-106 and fc_F - 12.3-106 cm“2). 

We must also note that the values of the fundamental frequencies 

of CHF do not vary by more than 5-7^ if the value of the deformation 

2 
constant fa/d varies within the limits of 90^. 

On the basis of the aforementioned facts the values = 3000+ 

+ 200, v2 = 1200 + 100, = l600 + 150 cm“1 given in Table I78 are 

adopted in the present Handbook for the fundamental frequencies of 

CHF. 

CC12 . There are no experimental data on the spectrum and the 

structure of CC12 in literature. In analogy to CF2, but also to SiCl2 

we may assume that CC12 has an angular symmetric structure and belongs 

to the symmetry point group C The interatomic distance rp in 

CClg is assumed in the Handbook to be equal to this distance in the 

CCL^ molecule: 1.76 + 0.05 A*, and the angle between the bonus, as in 

the carbon difluoride molecule, equal to 110 + 10°. We must note that 

the calculation carried out by Searcy [367O] yields the similar value 

of /C1CC1 = 112.4 + 3°.5. On the basis of the adopted structural para¬ 

meters the product of the moments of inertia of CC12 which is given in 

Table I78 was calculated. 

The vibrations frequencies of the CC12 molecule were calculated by 

Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56] with the help of Eqs. (P4.28). The calcula- 
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tion carried out for CF2 showed that the calculated values of the fre¬ 

quencies of the fully symmetric vibrations v1 and v2 are in good ag¬ 

reement with those observed edperimentally only in the case where 

the force constant of the C - F bond is assumed equal to 1.20 fd(CH2F2) 

or 1.05 k (CF). The authors of the work [56], therefore, adopted the 

value 7.0-106 cm"2 for fd(CH2Cl2) which is the average of the value of 

f (CH2C12) = 5.9-106 cm“2 [128], multiplied by 1.20 and the value of 

k [CGI] = 6.5-106 cm"2, multiplied by 1.05.* The force constant of 
eK ' 6 

the interaction of the C - Cl bonds between one another fdd = 0.52-10 
2 6-2 

cm"2, the constant of the angle between the bonds fad = 1.77’10 cm 

and the force constant of the interaction of the C1CC1 angle with the 

C - Cl bond fdct = 1.18-106 cm"2 were estimated on the basis of the 

adopted value of fd(CCl2) on the assumption that between the force 

constants of CClg the same relationships remain valid as between the 

force constants of the CCI;,, CHC13 and CH2C12 molecules. The values of 

the fundamental frequencies of CClg recommended in the work [56] are 

given in Table 178 and are adopted in the Handbook. The possible error 

in the values of the frequencies is 10$. 

In analogy to CFg it is assumed in the present Handbook that the 

electronic ground state of CClg is a singlet. 

CH^. Until a short time ago, there had been no experimental data 

on the~"spectrum and the structure of CH3. The structural parameters 

and the vibration frequencies of the methyl molecule could, therefore, 

be estimated only approximately. 

On the basis of qualitative considerations and quantum mechanical 

calculations two alternative models of the CH3 molecule - a plane and 

a pyramidal one - were discussed in literature. Some considerations in 

favor of a plane structure of methyl were expressed by Van Vleck 

[4065, 4066, 4067], Voge [4ll8], Walsh [4136], and Lennard-Jones and 
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Popíj [2594]. The most detailed works, in which the choice of the 

plane structure of methyl is founded, are the works by Penney [j2l6] 

and Mamotenko [291]. The authors of the works [291, 3216] used the 

Hoitler-London-Slater-Pauling [HLSPj method of localized electron 

pairs and calculated the total bond energy of the CH^ molecule for 

the plane and the pyramidally tetrahedral model. According to the cal¬ 

culations carried out by Penney and Mamotenko the bond energy for the 

plane model of CH^ is greater than for the tetrahedral one, by 15.6 

and 21.kcal/mole, respectively. Especially on the basis of the results 

obtained by Penney and Mamotenko a plane model was adopted for methyl 

in the works [146, 168, 370]. 

In following works by Linnett and Poe [2622], Walsh [4139] and 

Itoh, Ohno and Kotani [2194] it was, however, snown that the methyl 

molecule must have a pyramidal form. 

The considerations set forth by Linnett and Poe [2622] had, above 

all, a qualitative character. The authors of [2622] assumed that 

methyl has a pyramidal structure, the angle between the C — H bonds 

having a value between 109°.5 and ll6°.5- 

Walsh [4139] came to the general conclusion that if an AH^ mole¬ 

cule has not more than six valency electrons in the ground state its 

structure must be plane, but if it contains seven or eight valency 

electrons its structure must be pyramidal. Consequently, Walsh [4139] 

assumed thac the structure of the CH-, molecule having seven valency 
j 

electrons must be bypramidal. According co Walsh [4139] the HCH angle 

in methyl must lie between 120° (plane model) and the valency angle 

HNH in NH3, equal to 107°. 

In contrast to the aforementioned works, Itoh, Ohno and Kotani 

[2194] carried out a quantum mechanical calculation of the total bond 

energy in the CH^ molecule for the electronic ground state. Using a 
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method which they called a generalized Heitler-London method (OGL), 

Itch, Ohno and Kotani [21^4] calculated the total bond energy in the 

CH^ molecule for angles ß between the C — H bond and the axis of 

symmetry equal to 45j 54.7j 60j 70«5j 80 and 90o- The corresponding 

values of the angles between the C - H bonds are equal to 75, 90° (re¬ 

ctangular model), 97, 109°.5 (tetrahedral model), II7 and 120° (plane 

model). On the basis of the obtained dependence of the bond energy 

in CH3 on the angle between the bonds the authors of [2194] concluded 

that the most stable shape of the CH^ molecule is pyramidal with an 

angle between the C — H bonds equal to II70. In their calculations 

Itoh, Ohno and Kotani [2194] as well as Penney and Mamotenko assumed 

that the interatomic distance of C — H in methyl is the same and equal 

to I.09 A for arbitrary HCH angles. This assumption as well as a num¬ 

ber of other assumptions simplifying the calculations could, obviously 

alter the value of the optimum angle in an essential way since the 

difference between the bond energies for the angles I09.5, II7 and 120° 

1..-3 not great and amounts only to 2-3 kcal/mole. Consequently, until 

reliable experimental data were obtained, the conclusions of the work 

[2194] as well as those of calculations carried out earlier [3216, 

29I] could not be considered wellfounded, and the problem of the 

structure of the CH^ molecule remained unsolved. 

Using the method of pulsed photolysis, Herzberg and Shoosmith 

[2045] in 1956 for the first time obtained the absorption spectrum of 

the CH^ molecule. The spectrum was recorded by a trimetric vacuum spec- 

trograph with grating. In the photolysis of (pressure 0. 04 

mm, length of the absorbing vessel 50 cm) four narrow groups of diff¬ 

use bands in vacuum ultraviolet were obtained in the absorption spec¬ 

trum in the range from I30O-I510Ä. Analogous, but somewhat shifted 

bands were obtained in the photolysis of Hg(CD3)2. Besides, additional 
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bands were observed in the region of 2l60 A in the photolysis of 

1-1..(011.,),- and in the region of 2140 A in the photolysis of H^CD^g. 
S b 2 
The same bands appeared in the photolysis of CHICHO, (CH^^CO, 

GH.,J and CH.,Br, and, consequently, they are connected with the methyl 
J Û 

radicals since photochemical dissociation of all aforementioned mole¬ 

cules must lead to the formation of a CH^ molecule.* 

The main bands in the vacuum range of the spectrum form sharp 

Rydberg series, which can be described by the following iormulao. 

i o r CHj V = 79380 — ^ _ 0,077)1 ’ 
n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.. . 

for CD, v = 79305 

The constant terms in these formulas yield values of the ioniza¬ 

tion potentials for CH.^ equal to 9-840 + 0.002 ev and for CD., 

9.832 + 0.002 ev, which are in very good agreement with the value of 

9.90 + 0.1 ev obtained by various authors [2559, 2660] from mass- 

-spectrometric measurements. This agreement shows once more that the 

bands really belong to 0Ho. Except for the 2140 A band of CB^j all 

bands are diffuse, evidently owing to predissociation. The sole resol¬ 

ved band at 2l40 A is of variable intensity. The variable intensity of 

the band may be explained by the fact that this band is paralxel. The 

parallel band can be observed in the spectrum of CH^ only H ^1°1- 

ecule has a plane configuration, at least, in one of the electronic 

states between which the transition is observed. If the molecule has 

no plane configuration the variable intensity may be due to the great 

inversion splitting which is possible only in cases where the devia¬ 

tions of the molecule from the plane structure are small. As a result 

of the investigations carried out the authors of the work [2045] con¬ 

cluded that in the ground state the CH^, molecule slightly deviates from 

the plane configuration and is plane in all excited states forming the 
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Rydberg series. The latter agrees with the theoretical predictions 

that the CH^ molecule should be plane [2025]. 

Thus, a preliminary investigation of the CH^ and CD3 spectra 

[2045] shows that the CH^ molecule has a plane structure or a nearly 

plane structure in the ground state. This conclusion agrees with the 

theoretical calculations [2194, 2622, 4139]. 

On the basis of the results of theoretical calculations [2194, 

2622, 4139] and an experimental investigation of the CH^ and CDV 

spectra [2045] it is assumed in. the present Handbook that the CH^ mo¬ 

lecule belongs to the symmetry point group C3v and has /HCH = II7 + 30. 

The interatomic distance rc_H is assumed to be equal to the interato¬ 

mic distance in the methane molecule r^ 1.09 + 0.03 A. On 

the basis of these structural parameters the product of the moments of 

inertia of CH3 which is given in Table I80 was calculated.* 

The normal vibration frequencies of the CH3 molecule may be es¬ 

timated approximately on the basis of a calculation with the help of 

the equations for the field of valency forces (P4.37) with force con¬ 

stants of CH3 assumed equal to the force constants of methane (see 

page 1247)» Such a calculation, however, cannot be carried out exactly 

enough for the pyramidal model with an HCH angle equal to 117r (i.e., 

almost for a plane molecule) since for a molecular model close to the 

plane one an additional force constant characterizing the vibration 

analogous to the extraplanar vibration v2 of the plane molecule XY3 

must be introduced. Consequently, besides the calculation for the angle 

of 117 corresponding calculations for a tetrahedral angle and for a 

plane molecule with an HCH angle equal to 120° were carried out [Eqs. 

(P.4.41)]. In the latter case, the calculation was carried with the 

help of the force constants of methane calculated by Herzberg for a 

field of valency forces without taking account of the interaction of 
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Ijond::, and angles (see [152] page 200) and on the assumption that the 

force constant of the nonplane vibrations fy/d2 is equal to 0.1 * 

The values of the frequencies of CH, calculated in this way are gÍven 

in Table I79. 

As may be seen from Table I79, the frequencies connected with the 

vibrations of the C ~ H bonds are practically independent of the 

chosen value of the HCH angle and similar to the corresponding charac¬ 

teristic frequencies of the C - H angles] The discrepancies between 

the values of the frequencies v2 and calculated for the angle 

HCH = 117° and for the angles of 110 and 120° are considerably greater 

and amount to ~ 500 for v2 and to . 200-300 cm"1 for v^. This is due 

to the aforementioned unreliability of the calculation of the frequen¬ 

cies of the pyramidal molecule with an angle close to 120° with the 

help of Eqs. (P4. 37)-(P4. 39). 

An estimate of the vibration frequencies of the CH^ molecule on 

tie basis of a frequency extrapolation in the molecule series CH-J - 

- CH3Br - CI-I3CI -+ CH3P -+ CH3H yields the values V:l - 2920, v2 = 1300, 

V3 = 3040 and v4 - 1600 cm"1, which, except for v2, agree with the 

values calculated from Eqs. (P4.39) and (P4.41) for HCH angles equal 

to 110 and 120 , within the limits of an error of 10^. 

On the basis of the estimates carried out values equal to 3000 + 

± 100 and 3100 + 100 cm"1, respectively, are adopted in the present 

Handbook for the frequencies v1 and v3, the frequency V¿, is assumed to 

be equal to 1650 cm"1 with an error not exceeding I50 cm"1. The value 

of the frequency v2 is the least determined. In the Handbook tne value 

of v2 - 1000 cm is adopted and it is assumed that the error in this 

value is 2j/0. The adopted values of the frequencies of CH- are given 

in Table I80. 3 



TABLE 179 

Values of the Fundamental Frequencies and the Product of the Mo¬ 
ments of Inertia for Different Models of the CH^ Molecule 

MeroA p^er* m aaiop ^ 
Z HCH V» V» V» (2) v4<2) 1 A1 II1 c 

tpoi 2 cmr* 3 • CM')1 

8 
Pacqer no ypasaeKHiM (04.37) . \ 
H CHAOBUM nOCTORHHUM MCTaHa . * 
PacMer no ypaaxeHHHM (114.41) h ^ 

<*HAOBUM nOCTORHHUM MCTaHa* 
Cfyld>=0,ifd . 

SKCTpanOJIHUHB. i. 
OueHKa Xaai))opaa, AuAepcoua h 0 
KucCHHa [1932]. 

OueHKa A. Typeima h Opocra‘[168] 
- 9 

109,5 
117 . 

120 

109,5 
120 

3053 
3034 

2915 
2920 

2895 
2923 

875 
512 

1030 
1300 

1465 
—0 

3143 
3157 

3100 
3040 

2987 
3025 

1712 
1949 

1620 
1600 

1445 
1602 

53,64 
53,34 

53,06 

cl 
A calculation with the help of the force constants of ethane 
yields values of the CH, frequencies practically coinciding 

(+50 cm"1) with the frequencies as calculated with the help 
of the methane constants. 

bIn the work [I68] the value of the frequency v2 is not given. 
1) Method of calculation and author; 

2) degree; 
3) cm'1; 

(g*cm2)3; 
5) calculation with the help of Eqs. (P4. 37) and the force constants 
of methane; 
6) calculation with the help of Eqs. (?4.4l) and the force constants 
of methane with iy/d2 = 0.If^; 
7) extrapolation; 
8) estimate by Halford, Anderson and Kissen [1932]; 
9) estimate by Gurvich and Frost [I68]. 

Earlier an approximate estimate of the fundamental frequencies of 

the CH^ molecule was carried out on the basis of a comparison of the 

characteristic frequencies of the CH^ group in various compounds by 

Gurvich and Frost [I68] for the plane model of CH^ and by Halford, 

Anderson and Kissin [1932] for the pyramidal model with a tetrahedral 

HCH angle. Table I79 gives the values obtained by these authors. 

Since there is one free electron in the CH^ molecule, it is assumed 
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in the Handbook in accordance with the works [2592, 2990, 2026] that 
Bi*. 

1 its ground state is a doublet 2A,']. The first excited state 2E' must 

lie by about 53,000 cm ^ higher than the ground state as was shown by 

a quantum mechanical calculation carried out by Higuchi [2069]. The 

experimental data considered above attest to the fact that the energy 

of the first excited state has a value of about 46,700 cm"1. 

CF-j and CCI3. There are no informations whatsoever in literature 
_j._ 

as to experimental studies on the spectrum or the structure of carbon 

trifluoride or trichloride. 

In the present Handbook it is, according to a recommendation of 

Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56], assumed that the CFa and CCl^ molecules 

have a pyramidal structure and belong to the symmetry point group 

C^v. The authors of the work [56] assume that the most probable value 

of the angle between the bonds is the angle XCX equal to 110°. As 

was remarked above, theoretical considerations [2622, 4139, 2194] and 

the results of an investigation of the spectra of CH^ and CD.j [2026, 

2045] show that the CH^ molecule must have a structure similar to a 

plane one. It is, therefore, quite probable that the XCX angle in the 

CF^ and CCImolecules, similar to the CH.^ molecule, should have 

values within the limits from 110 to 120°. Until experimental data on 

the structure of these molecules are obtained it is assumed, however, 

in the Handbook, in accordance with the recommendation of Tatevskiy and 

Tyulin, that the FCF and C1CC1 angles are equal to 110 + 10°. 

A preliminary study on the structure of the 2140 A absorption band 

in the spectrum of CD^ showed that the interatomic distance in this 

molecule must be smaller than in the methane molecule [2026]. It is, 

therefore, assumed in the Handbook that in the CF. molecule rn „ = 1.30 

+ 0.05 A ( the bond length in CFl is equal to 1.322 A). The interatomic 
) 

distance in CCl^ is assumed equal to I.76 + 0.05 A, as in CCl^.* The 
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products of the principal moments of inertia of CP, and CCl^ calcula¬ 

ted on bhe basis of these structural parameters are given in Table l80. 

TABLE 180 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of CH , CH F 
CHF2í CF3 and CC13 3' 2 

1 
MoACKyjia 

Vl V, V, V, V* I ve 
1D^C 

i 

1 
, CM-' 2 lO-“' (, . 

CH, 

CH2F 
CHF, • 

CF, 

CCI, 

3000' 

3000 

3000 

025 

615 

1000 

3000 
1150 

630 
345 

3100(2) 

Í100 
1200 

1210(2) 

830(2) 

1650(2) 
1200 

600 

550(2) 

275(2) 

1500 

1350 
1400 
Í400 

53,34-10-* 

0,73 
52,7 

793,8 

307,30101 

3 

1 

, 1 
3 

3 

1) Molecule; 2) cm"1; 3) (g-cm2)3. 

An approximate estimate of the fundamental frequencies of the 

CF3 and CC13 molecules was carried out by Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56]. 

The fundamental frequencies of CF3 were estimated on the basis of a 

comparison of the frequencies in the CF.p, CF3F and CF3H series, but 

were calculated with the help of Eqs. (P4.37), as well. The calcula¬ 

tion was carried out for different values of the FCF angle (110, I15 

and 120°) using the force constants of the CHgFg, CHF^ and CF, mole¬ 

cules.* Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56] recommend the values that are mean 

values of those calculated for the angle 110°.and those obtained by 

an extrapolation iu the CF^l, CF^ and CF^ series, as the most pro¬ 

bable values of the fundamental frequencies of carbon trifluoride. 

Kohlrausch [236] was the first to carry out an estimate of the 

fundamental frequencies of the CC13 molecule by extrapolating the fre¬ 

quencies in the CCl3Br, CCl^l, CC^F, CC^D and CClÿl molecule se¬ 

ries. Tatevskiy and Tyulin [36] calculated the fundamental frequencies 

of CC13 with the help of Eqs. (P'4. 37) for different values of the C1CC1 
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angle. In doing so, they assumed that the force constants of CCl^ are 

equal to the corresponding force constants of CHC1„. * The authors of 

the work [t>6], as in the case of CFV, recommend the values of the 

CCl^ frequencies which are the average values of those calculated 

from Eqs. (P4. 37) for an angle C1CC1 = 110° amd those found by Koh- 

Irausch [236] by extrapolation, as the most probable values. 

The values of the frequencies of CF^ and CCl^ recommended in the 

work [36] are given in Table l8o and adopted in the present Handbook. 

The possible error of these values is about 10$.** 

Since in the CF^ and CCl^ molecules there is one free atom the 

electronic ground state of these molecules should be a doublet as in 

the CH^ molecule. 

Clip ï1 and GHFp. The spectrum and the structure of the CH0F and 

CHF,, molecules were not determined experimentally. Consequently, their 

fundamental frequencies and structural parameters are adopted in the 

present Handbook on the basis of approximate estimates. 

We may assume that if the hydrogen atoms in CH-, are replaced 

by fluorine atoms the structure of the CHpF and CHF? molecules remains 

pyramidal. Since the CHpF and CHF0 molecules have one symmetry plane, 

they belong to the symmetry point group Cg, The C - H and C - F bond 

lengths in CHpF and CHFp were assumed to be the same as in CH. and 

CF^, in the present Handbook: i'c H 
3 

1. OS) + 0.05 and r^ ^ = 1. 30 + 

+ O.05 A, and the angles equal to 110 + 10°. On the basis of the adop¬ 

ted values of the structural parameters the products of ; he principal 

moments of inertia given in Table 180 were calculated. 

A tetratomic molecule of C0 symmetry musu have six nondegenerate 

frequencies, three of which are connected with valency vibrations of 

the bonds and three with deformation vibrations. 

A comparison of the fundamental frequencies in the molecule series 
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and 

CHjFCl CH,FF -U CH,FH -> CH,F 

■ï § 

CHFjCI-*■ CHFaF ->CHF1H->CHFa 

permits an estimate of the values of the corresponding frequencies of 

the CH2F and CHFg molecules which, of course, should be considered to 

be only roughly approximate. 

These values are adopted in the present Handbook and given in 

Table l8o. The errors in the frequencies corresponding to vibrations 

of the .C - H bonds, obviously, do not exceed +200 cm-"1', as is shown 

by a comparison of the vibration frequencies of these bonds in various 

molecules. The values of the frequencies connected with valency vi¬ 

brations of the C - F bonds and given in Table l80 are similar to 

the frequencies of the fluorine substitution products of methane, etil¬ 

le ne, ethane, and, obviously, also their error does not exceed +200 

cm-1. Estimating the error in the values of the deformation vibration 

frequencies is more complex. It is assumed in the Handbook that the 

errors in the corresponding frequencies are 20-30$. In order to verify 

the correctness of the chosen values the fundamental frequencies of 

CH2F and CHF2 were calculated from Eqs. ( P'4. 33)- In doing so, it was 

assumed that the force constants are equal to the corresponding con¬ 

stants of the molecules of the fluorine substitution products of 

methane [128]*: ^=8,5 10^,/^=10,6 10^.^ = 1^10^.^= 0.75-106, 

6 -2 
+HCF = cm • The values of the frequencies calculated in this 

way are equal to: for CHgF v1 = 3150, v2 = 3090, = 1350, = 65O, 

= 1400 and Vg = 1130 cm"1, for CFgH = 3000, v2 = 1000, = 1220,. 

= 250, = UTO, Vg = 1420 cm"1. Except for the frequencies 

which correspond to deformation vibrations they agree with the freque¬ 

ncies given in Table I80, within the limits of 10-20$. 

The too low values of the deformation vibration frequencies Í ) 
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are, obviously, connected with the fact that the chosen approximation 

describes the force field of the pyramidal molecules XY2Z only with in¬ 

sufficient accuracy. 

In analogy to CH^ it is assumed in the present Handbook that the 

electronic ground states of CHgF and CHF2 are doublets. 

C2H and CgF. There are no informations whatsoever in literature 

as to the spectra and structural parameters of the CgH and CgF mole¬ 

cules. Invèstigations of the absorption spectra in the pulsed photo¬ 

lysis of propiolaldehyde (HCgCHO) carried out in Herzberg's labora- 

toiy [2026] showed that irrespective of the presence of CpH in the 

absorption cell as a result of propiolaldehyde photolysis,* no disc¬ 

rete bands connected with the cyi radical are observed in the spectrum. 

We may assume that in the electronic ground states CpH and CpF 

must have a linear structure with a triple bond between the carbon 

atoms C h c ~ X . The molecules of this type belong to the point group 

Cmy and are characterized by three vibration frequencies (one of whi .-h 

is doubly degenerate). The fundamental frequencies and the structural 

parameters of the C2H and C2F molecules may be estimated with suffici¬ 

ent accuracy on the basis of the corresponding data for the molecules 

of acetylene and its halogen substitution products. 

The C h c triple bond length in the molecules of acetylene and 

its halogen substitution products varies slightly if we pass over from 

one substituting element to another. It is, therefore, natural to as¬ 

sume that the C = C bond length in the CgH radical is equal to rc=c 

m acetylene. On this basis it is assumed in the Handbook that r„=.c 

(C2H) = 1.21 + 0.02 A. The C - H bond length also changes slightly in 

the different substitution products of acetylene**; within the limits 

of an error of +0.005 A it is assumed equal to 1.055 A. The C = C bond 

length in C2p was estimated on the basis of a comparison of the inter- 
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atomic distances in the C2P6 and C2P4 molecules as 

equal to 1.20 + 0.03 A. The interatomic distance rn „ in the CP' 
u—I1 2 

molecule was assumed equal to the interatomic distance vn „ in the mo- 
L» — i1 

lecules C2PH, C2P2 and FCN (see pages 1219 and 1323) : rc F = 1. 28 + 0. 05 

A. On the basis of the structural parameters of CgP and C2H estimated 

in this way the moments of inertia of these molecules given in Table 

181 were calculated. 

TABLE I8I 

Adopted Values of the Molecular 
Constants of CgH and CgP 

! ' 1 
jMo/MKyji* 

V| v*(2) V» / 

a 
• CM* 

C.H 
CJF 

3300 

2480 
600 

360 
2030 

109C 
1,90 

7,66 
1 

1 

1) Molecule; 2) cm-1; 3) g*cm2. 

The fundamental frequencies of CgH and C2P were calculated on the 

basis of the estimated force constants of these molecules. The calcu¬ 

lation was carried out with the help of Eqs. (?4.27). The force con¬ 

stants of the C2H molecule were assumed to be equal to the force con¬ 

stants of the acetylene molecule fd = 5.92*105, f = 15.80-105 dyn- 
_X n 1 2 

•cm , f’a = 0.15-10" dyn-cm rad" . The estimate of the force con¬ 

stants of the C — F(f ) and C = C(f, ) bonds was carried out for C F 
u2 ai 2 

by comparing the force constants of the C = C, C -- F and C — H bonds 

in the CgHg, C2H2, CgFg, c2f4í molecules, and the estimate of the 

deformation constant fa was carried out with the help of the value of 

ili.it) constant in the CgHg and C2N2 molecules. The adopted values of 

the force constants of C2F are equal to: f = 8.5-105, f = IS.00’105 

dyn-cm , fa = 0.25-10 11 dyn-cm/rad"1. The fundamental frequencies of 
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C' ,11 calculated with the help of EqS. (pi|.27) v1 , 3330, v2(2) = 560 

'3 "0i,J Cm are Glmllar to the characteristic frequencies of 

the 001 responding vibrations given In Herzberg's monograph [I52] (3300 

700 and 2030, respectively).* m the Handbook It is assumed: v = 3300 

± 100, v2(2) = 600 ± 100, v3 = 2050 ± 100 cm-\ Por the frequencies of 

the C2P molecule the calculation with the help of Eqs. (p4.27) led to 

the values = 2t8o, v2(2) = 360 and Vj = 1090 cm’1 which are given 

in Table 181; the possible error of these values is 15^ ** 

Since there is one free electron in the 0?H and C2P molecules and 

they are isoelectronic with the ON and CP molecules, it is assied in 

the Handbook that their ground states are 2g doublet states. 

§82. THEKMODYNAMIC POTÍCTIOHS OP THE CASES 

The thermodynamic functions of the substances considered in the 

present chapter were calculated for the perfect gas state in the tem- 

. perature interval from 293.15 to 6000¾ with the help of the molecular 

constants adopted in the preceding section. The calculated values of 

the thermodynamic functions are given in Tables 138, 139, 140, 144, 

185, 146, 150, 151, 153, 157, 158, 159, 211 and 214 Volume U 0f the 
Handbook. 

m the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of these gases 

the difference in the conqfarvfc 
nstants of the isotopic modifications of their 

molecules was not aken into account. 

ÇH,. CP and CCI. The thermodynamic functions of methine, carbon 

monofluoride and monochloride given in Tables I38 (n), 144 (ii; and 

157 (II) were calculated with the help of Eqs. (II.l6i) and (1/162) 

on the basis of the molecular constants presented in Table 176. The 

In ï and T d/0T Inz in these equations were calculated by 

the method of Gordon and Barnes [relations (II.137) and (11.138)] 

without introducing corrections for the limitation of the number of 
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rotational levels of the electronic ground state. The CH, CF and 

CCI molecules have electronic ground states According to the a- 

dopted molecular constants the ratio A/B0 has a value of the order of 

1.95 for CH and, consequently, the type of bond in this molecule is 

similar to the Hund case b. In accordance with this fact, in the cal¬ 

culation of the thermodynamic functions of methine the quantities 

In A and T Ò/ÒT In A in Eqs. (H.I6I) and (II.162) were calculated with 

the help of Eqs. (11.153) and (II.154). For the CF and CCI molecules 

the ratio A/B has a value of the order of ^ 55 and ~ I90, respective¬ 

ly. Consequently, the values of In A and T Ò/ÒT In A were calculated 

with the help of Eqs. (II.151) and (11.152) in the calculation of the 

thermodynamic functions of these gases. 

TABLE I82 

Values of the Constants for the Calculât! 
tions of CH, CF and CCI 

on of Thermodynamic Func- 

Beiuecrao 

1 

0 *•10» ßi'lO* ßt-104 
Qo 
T 

do-10* 
T y- -1010 Cq 

¿pad 2. - - — epad~% 3 /pad-*4 KOA/MOAb-ipad 5 

CH 
CF 
CCI 

4127,2 
1882,1 

1256,9 

22,4508 
8,3002 

8,0128 

3,7369 

1,3475 
0,9680 

13,96 
1,90 
0,937 

0,0490043 
0,493201 

1,00264 

9,79 

4,66 

5,44 

-1,13 -2,8717 

2,9274 
5,6055 

4,08.38 
9,8824 

12,5610 

ÍLeUbStanCe; degreei 3) degree"1; 4) degree ~2; 5) cal/mol-de- 

Table 182 shows^ the values of the constants C^ and C for the 

calculation of the components of the rigid rotator and translatory 

motion in Eqs. (II.16I) and (II.I62), the values of the quantities 6 

and X, and also the values of the coefficients in Eqs. (II.137) and 

(11.138). The excited electronic states of the CF and CCI molecules 

were not taken into account in the calculation of the thermodynamic 

functions of both gases since at 6000°K the contribution of these sta 

tes to the values of T* does not exceed 0.005 cal/mol-degree. The con 
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were cal- trilmtions of the A ¿\, and C2Z states of the CH molecule 

culated from Eqs. (11.127), i.e., taking into account the difference 

of the vibration frequencies and rotational constants of CH in the 

ground state and in the excited states. 

The mam errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of methine, carbon monofluoride and monochloride are connec¬ 

ted with the lack of experimental data on the energy of their high vi¬ 

brational levels in the electronic ground state. In connection with 

the fact, however, that the dissociation energies of CH, CP and CCI 

are close to the values obtained by linear extrapolation with the help 

of the constants adopted in the Handbook (see pages 1278, 1285 and 1291), 

the corresponding errors must be unimportant and do not exceed 0.1 

cal/mol.degree in the values of The errors due to the neglect 

of the necessity of limiting the number of rotational levels of the 

electronic ground states of the gas molecules do not exceed 0.05 cal/ 

/mol'degree In the values of O* The total errors in the values of 
rl * * * 

298.15* ^3000 and ^6000 CF and CC1 are given in Table 184. 

The thermodynamic functions of CH were calculated by Zeise [4382], 

A. Gurvich and Frost [l68](T < 5000°K), Ward and Hussey [4l49] 

(2000 < T < 5000-K), Riband [3426] (T < 3500“K), Kroepelin, Neumann 

and Winter [2489] (** for T < 6000"K). All these oaloulations were car¬ 

ried out in the approximation of the rigid rotator-harmonic oscilla¬ 

tor model, and the multiplet structure of the x2n state was taken into 

account by the term R In 4. The application of an approximate method 

of calculation and inaccurate values of the molecular constants of CH 

led to the result that the thermodynamic functions of methine calcula, 

ted in these works contain considerable errors, particularly at high 

temperatures. The results of the calculation by Ward and Hussey (dis¬ 

crepancies within the limits from 0.04 cal/mol-degree in <P* , to 0.6 



cal/mol degree in Sg000) and of that by Zeise (discrepancies within 

the limits of 0.2 cal/mol-degree) are those which agree best with the 

data of the present Handbook. In Riband's work, obviously, rough er¬ 

rors were committed, for which reason his values differ from those in 

Table 138 (II) by 3-4 cal/mol-degree. The thermodynamic functions of 

CH calculated by Zeise, are presented in this book [4-384]. 

The thermodynamic functions of CF were not published in the peri- 

odie literature, in American literature there are reference to tanles 

of the .thermodynamic functions of CF calculated in the US National 

Bureau of Standards which, however, have remained unknown to the au¬ 

thors of the present Handbook. In the book [2?75] Margrave presents 

values of $T of carbon monofluoride for 2000 < T < 5000% which are 

in good agreement with the data of Table 144 (II). 

The thermodynamic functions of CCI were calculated in a work by 

J. Gordon [l8l6] T < 6000°K with the help of the vibrational constants 

found by Venkateswarlu (see page 1238) and the rotational constants 

Be = 0.616 and a1 = 0.001 cm'1. The discrepancies between the results 

of this calculation and the values given in Table 157 (n) are 0.1- 

-0.5 cal/mol-degree. They are due to the difference of the constants 

of CCI adopted in the calculations (in the work [I816] the method of 

calculation is not indicated). 

The thermodynamic functions of CF given in the first and in the 

present edition of the Handbook are identical. The discrepancies be¬ 

tween the corresponding data for CH and CCI attaining 0.05 and 0.62 

cal/mol‘degree In the values of Sg000 are due to the fact that the ao 

curacy of the molecular constants of these gases has been increased. 

The thermodynamic functions of methylene given in Table 139 (n) 

were calculated from Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242). The calculation was 

carried out in the approximation of the rigid rotator-harmonic oscilla- 
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tor lflodel on the hasis of the molecular constants adopted in Table 

l?y. Table 1Ö3 shows the values of the constants and in Eqs. 

(11.241) and (11.242) calculated with the help of the adopted molecu¬ 

lar constants of CH^ but also the values of the quantities ^ used 

calculate the vibrational constants in the values of $* and S°. Since 

it was assumed above that CHg has a 32 ground state (see page 12^5) the 

terms R In 3 are included in the values of C0 and C 
S 

TABLE 183 

äon®So?f™le Constjmt« for Calculating the Thermodynamic Pune 
txons of CH2, Cgi! and Their Fluorine and Chlorine Substi¬ 
tution Products 

r-- 
f 
. Beuiecno 

1 

61 1 *• 1 1 04 e. e. C5 
2 *paà Âb'tpaà 

CH, 

i CH, 
•QH 

f OF, 

t CF, 
1 QF 

CHI- 

« Cri,F 

I CHF, 

1 ca, 
S c0» 

4316,4 

4316,4 

4748,0 

1671.9 

1330.9 

3568.2 

4316,4 

4316,4 

4316,4 
1050.3 

88-1,86 

1582,7(2) 

1438,8 

863,27(2) 

958,95 

906,44 ' 
517,96(2) 

1726.6 

4316,4 
1654.6 

489,2 

496,38 

4604.1 

4460,3(2) 
2920.7 

2129,4 

1740,9(2) 
1568,3 
2302.1 

1582.7 

1726,6 

1438.8 

1194,2(2) 

2374,0(2) 

■791,34(2] 

1726,6 

863,27 

395,67(2) 

2158,2 
1942,4 

2014,3 

2014,3 

—3,2809* 

—5,9373 

2,1998* 
3,8366 

8,1519 

6,5850* 

-0,2915 

1,1914 
6,7454 

8,4659 

13,3945 

__l 

3,6746* 
2,0118 

9,1553* 
11,7857 

16,1010 

13,5405* 
7,6576 

9,1405 

14,6945 
16,4146 

21,3432 

The values of and Cg are given. 1) Substance; 2) degree; 

3) cal/mol-degree. 

The mam errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of methylene are due to the fact that there are no experimen 

tal data on the vibrational constants of CH2 (up to 0.5-0.8 cal/mcl- 

degree ) in the values of ¢^), but also to the fact that there are no 

data which are needed to take account of the deviations of the CH2 

molecule from the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model (up to 0. 5 
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cal/mol-degree in the values of ¢^). According to Kerzberg's data 

(see page 1246) the CHg molecule has a singlet electronic state 

with low excitation energy whose value has remained unknown, as yet. In 

the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of CHg the components 

of this state were not allowed for since there are no data on its ex- 

-X- 
citation energy. The errors in the calculated values of ^298 

-X- -X 

^3000 and ^6000 due i'ac't are 2, 2.5 and 3 cal/mol*degree if 

the energy of the ^A^ state is equal to zero, and 0, 2 and 2.5 cal/mol* 

•degree if it is equal to 2000 cm“ . Table 18()- shows the uotal errors 

of the calculated values of of methylene at 298.15, 3000 and 

6ooo°k. 

TABLE 184 

Errors in the Calculated Values of of CHg, CK^, 

CgH and Their Fluorine and Chlorine Substitution 

Products 

i BeiuccTioi ^198.IS ^3000 AO* u^eooo 
„ 2 Beuiecroo ^®29S.l» ^3000 1 ^«000 

CH 
CH, 
CH, 
C.H 
CHF 
CH,F 
CHF, 

0,02 
0,2 
0,3 
0,1 
0,2 
1,0 
1,0 

0,1 
1.2 
1.3 
1,0 
1,5 
2,8 
3,0 

0,2 
2,0 
2,0 
1.7 
2,5 
4,0 
4.0 

CF 
CF, 
CF, 
C,F 
CCI 
CCI, 
CCI, 

0,02 
0,2 
0,8 
0,3 
0,02 
0,3 
1,0 

0,1 
0,8 
3,0 
2.0 
0,1 
1.5 
3.5 

0,2 
1.2 
4.0 
3,0 
0,2 
2,0 
5,0 

1) Substance; 2) substance. 

The thermodynamic functions of methylene were calculated in the 

works by Zeise [4382] (T < 1500°K), A. Gurvich and Frost [I68] (T < 

< 5000°K), Ribaud [3426] (T < 3500°K), and Kroepelin, Neumann and Win¬ 

ter [2489] (i’rp for T < 6000°K). All these calculations were carried out 

on the assumption that the CHg molecule has a nonlinear structure and 

a singlet electronic ground state. A difference in the type of the el- 
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ectronic ground state and in the structure of CH0 gives rise to con- 

siderable discrepancies between the results of these calculations and 

the data of Table 139 (II). 

The discrepancies between the results of the calculations [2489, 

8426] and the data of the present Handbook are about 1 cal/mol-degree 

at 1000°K and are reduced if the temperature rises. The results of the 

calculation of A. Gurvich and Frost differ from those given in Table 

-X- 
139 (II) by values up to 0.3 cal/mol-degree in the values of and 

up to 1 cal/mol-degree in the values of S°. If the temperature rises 

the differences change their sign. 

The diffeienees between the values of' the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CHp calculated in the first and in the present editions of 

the Handbook are due to the same reasons. In the values of <3>* they 

attain their maximum at 1000°K (about 1.3 cal/mol-degree), in the 

values of S° they decrease from 1.6 cal/mol-degree at 298.15°K, pass • 

through zero at about 4000°K and increase anew up to 0.3 cal/mol-de¬ 

gree at 6000°K. 

CHF, CF2 and CC1,_, . The thermodynamic functions of the three gase: 

under consideration presented in the Tables I50, 145, 158 of Volume II 

of the Handbook were calculated with the help of Eqs. (11.243) and 

(11.244) in the approximation of the rigid rotator-harmonic oscilla¬ 

tor model. The calculation was carried using the molecular constants 

given in Table I78. Table I83 shows the values of the constants C^. 

n 

and C¿ used to calculate the rotational-translational components in 

the values of the thermodynamic functions of these gases, and alsö 0i 

used to obtain the vibrational components of and S° with the helo 
a- jL 

of harmonic oscillator tables. 

The main errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of CHF. CFo and rn .-,- , 
, 2 ana oul2 at low temperatures are due to the fact 

:í i 

i 

¡ 3! 

! Î 

■ / 
; V 

! hi 
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o 

that there are no experimental data on the rotational constants and 

geometric parameters of these molecules*; at high temperatures there 

are additional errors due to the lack of experimental data on the vi¬ 

bration frequencies, the application of an approximate method of cal¬ 

culation and disregarding the excited electronic states of these mo- 
* 

lecules. The values of the errors in the calculated values of for 

CHP, CF2 and CClg at 298.15, 3000 and 6000°K are given in Table 184. 

Calculations of tables of the thermodynamic properties of CFg 

were not published in literature, although there are indications of 

the fact that such calculations were carried out in the U. S. Nation- 
-X- 

al Bureau of Standards. Margrave (see [2775]) presents values of 

for carbon difluoride for T < 5000°K without indicating the way in 

which they calculated and which constants of CF2 were adopted. The 

corresponding values agree with those presented in Table 145 (II) with¬ 

in the limits of 0.1 cal/mol*degree. 

The discrepancies between the values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CFg given in the first and in the present editions of the 

Handbook are connected with the fact that the accuracy of the adopted 

values of the fundamental frequencies and structural parameters has 

been increased to some extent; they do not exceed 0.03 and 0.14 cal/ 

•ft 

/mol*degree in the values of and S°. The thermodynamic functions 

of CClg in the first and in the present editions of the Handbook are 

identical. No other calculations of the thermodynamic functions of CC12 

are known in literature. 

The thermodynamic functions of CHF are published for the first 

time. 

CHy CFy CH2F, CHF^CCl^. The thermodynamic functions of methyl and 

the four other gases under consideration given in the Tables 140, 146, 

151, 153, and 159 of Volume II of the Handbook were calculated from 
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vi», (II. 243) and (II. 24^1 ) in the approximation of the rigid rctator- 

- harmonic oscillator model. The calculation was carried out "with the 

snovf s help ol the molecular constants given in Table l80. Table IS; 

the values of the constants and C¿ for the calculation of the ro- 

tational-translatory components in the values of the thermodynamic 

functions, and also the values of 0n for the calculation of the vibra¬ 

tional components with the help of the harmonic oscinator tables. 

Since the molecules of these gases must have doublet ground stages 

the terms R In 2 are included in the values of q. and C¿, 

The main errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of methyl and the rest of the gases are connected with the 

fact that there are no experimental data on the structure of the mole¬ 

cules, their vibration frequencies and rotational constants; the va- 

•X* 

lues of the errors in the calculated values of at 298.ip* gOOO 

and 6000°K are given in Table 184. 

The thermodynamic functions of methyl were calculated in the works 

by A. Gurvich and Prost [I68] (T < 5000°K), Zeise [4382] (T < l600°K), 

Ribaud [3426] (T < 3500°K) and Kroepelin, Neumann and Winter [2489] 

(¢8 for T < 6000°K). The discrepancies between the results of the cal¬ 

culation [I68] and the data of the Handbook attain 1.5-1.7 cal/mol« de¬ 

gree and are, in the first place, due to the fact that for the plane 

model of CH^ the symmetry number is equal to 6, whereas for the pyra- 

nidal model it is equal to three, and, in the second place, to some 

difference in the adopted values of the molecular constants. The dis¬ 

crepancies between the data of the Handbook and Ribaud's calculation 

also have a magnitude of the order 1.5 cai/mole*deg, and are, obvi¬ 

ously, connected with the difference of the adopted models of the CH^ 

molecule or the neglect of the statistical weight of the ground state 

of this molecule in the work [342b]. The data of Zeise and Kroepelin 
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et al differ from the values given in the Handbook by 0.1-0.2 cal/ 

/mol*degree, evidently owing to some difference in the adopted values 

of the molecular constants. 

Calculations of the thermodynamic functions of CF^ were net pub- 

■X* 
lished in the periodic literature. The values of $T of carbon triflu¬ 

oride recommended by Margrave in the book [2775] and based on unknown 

calculations, differ from those given in Table 146 (II) by 0.7 to 

0.9 cal/mol*degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of CCl^ given in the first and in the 

present editions of the Handbook are identical,, The discrepancies be¬ 

tween the corresponding data for CH^ and CF^, due to some variations 

of, the values of the molecular constants, adopted for the calculations 

attain 0.2 and 0.08 cal/mol*degree, respectively. No other calcula¬ 

tions of the thermodynamic functions of CCl^ are known in literature; 

the thermodynamic functions of CH0F and CHF2 are published for the 

first time. 

C2H and CgF. The thermodynamic functions of C0H and C/F given in 

Tables 211 (II) and 214 (II) were calculated from Eqs. (11.241) and 

(11.242) in the approximation of the rigid rotauor-harmonic oscilla¬ 

tor model. The calculation was carried out with the help of the mo¬ 

lecular constants given in Table l8l. Table l83 presents the values 

of and Cg for the calculation of the rotationai-translatory compo¬ 

nents in the thermodynamic functions of these gases, and also need¬ 

ed to obtain the vibrational components from the harmonic oscillator 

tables. Since the C2H and CgF molecules have doublet electronic ground 

2 
states 2 the terms R In 2 are included in the values of and Cg. 

The errors in the calculated values of the functions of CpH and 

CgF are connected with the fact that there are no experimental data on 

the constants of these molecules and that an approximate method of cal- 
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dilution was used. The estimated magnitudes of the errors in the values 

of rl’T at 298.15; 30OO and 6000°K are given in Table 184. 

The thermodynamic functions of C0H were calculated recently in a 

work by Plooster and Reed [3266] from the estimated values of the mo¬ 

lecular constants (see page I267) for T < 3500°K. The discrepancies 

between the data of these authors and the values given in Table 211 

(II) have a value of the order of 1.5 cal/mol*degree. They are, above 

all, due to the fact that in the work [3266] the statistical weight of 

the ground state of the CgH molecule is chosen equal to 1. 

There are no data in literature on other calculations of the ther¬ 

modynamic functions of C II, nor are there any data on those of G^F- 

§83. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES 

CH (gas). In the spectrum of CH (as well as in that of CD) in the 

2 2 2 
states A A, B 2 and C 2 predissociation takes place [1694]» The most 

accurate value of the dissociation energy of CH equal to about 28,000 

cm“'1" was found by Gero [1694] from the limiting curve of the rotation- 

2 
al levels of the B 2 states of the CH and CD molecules, with which dis¬ 

sociation takes place on rotation on the levels v = 0 and v = 1, The 

2 2 
results of studies on the predissociation in the A A and C 2 states, 

according to which the dissociation energy of CH is equal to 29,500 

and 28,800 cm \ respectively, are in good agreement with this value. 

On the basis of the data obtained by Gero in the work [1694], 

Gaydon [I668] and Herzberg [2020] recommend for the dissociation ener¬ 

gy of CH 28,000 cm“'1" or 80 kcal/moi. 

A linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the ground 

2 
state X H with the help of the constants obtained in the work of Kiess 

and Broida [2394] (see page 1235) yields D0(CH) = 30,500 cm*1 (of the 

order of 87.2 kcal/mol). A shorter and, consequently, more accurate 

linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels 3^2 yields the value 
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Dq(CH) - 29,000 cm-'1' (of the order of 82.9 kcal/mol) if account of 

the excitation energy of this state is taken. This value is in good 

agreement with the values obtained by a study on the predissociations 

in the spectrum of CH although it proves to be less accurate. 

In the present Handbook we assume 

Do(CH) = 80±l kcal/mole. 

To this value corresponds 

A//0/,(CH,*°si)= 141,217th i kcal/mole. 

CHg (gas). The value needed to remove a hydrogen atom from the 

CH^ molecule and the value of the formation heat of CH2 can be cal¬ 

culated from the results of investigating the kinetics of several re¬ 

actions and determining the potentials of ion occurrence on bombarding 

methane and methyl with electrons. 

Kistiackowsky and Rosenberg [2419] investigated the kinetics of 

photochemical dissociation of ketene in the presence of ethylene and 

determined the activation energy of the reaction CH0 + CUH^, -*■ CH0CH0CH0. 

On the basis of this value and a number of assumptions on the dissoci¬ 

ation mechanism the authors found that the lower limit of the energy 

needed to remove a hydrogen atom from the CH^ radical is given by the 

inequality D(CHp — H) >71 kcal/mol. Using the results of several other 

measurements the authors of the work [2419] came to the conclusion 

that D(CH2 - H) is about 80 kcal/mol (AH°f0 (CH2) ~ 62 kcal/mol). The 

error of the obtained value of the dissociation energy may be about 

+10 kcal/mol, according to an estimate [255]• 

Frey and Kistiakowsky [I608] discovered that the CH2 radicals ob¬ 

tained by photochemical dissociation of ketene enter the reaction with ' 

ethylene, propane, cyclopropane and butane. Gesser and Steacie [I703] 

ascertained the fact that the CH0 radicals also react with hydrogen, 

thereby forming CH^. According to a remark made by Trotman-Dickenson 
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14021] D(CHp - H) must be greater than or equal to 101 kcal/mol in or- 

dei to make these reactions possible. This conclusion is^ hov/ever, not 

uncontradicted since the CH2 radicals formed by the photochemical dis¬ 

sociation of ketene, obviously, possess excess energy, which explains 

their elevated reactivity. 

The upper limit of the dissociation energy of methyl D(CH0 - H) 

was calculated by Laidler and Casey [2541] on the basis of the results 

of studying the chemiluminescence arising if methylene chloride reacts 

with sodium vapors [693]. In this work the limit of the heat effect of 

the reaction 

2Na(gas) CHäCla(ßas) = 2NaCI(gaK) -f CHa(gas), (XX. I) 

was found, exceeding 48.3 kcal/mol, to which AH°f0 (CH0) < 69 kcal/mol 

and D(CHp — H) < 87 kcal/mol correspond. 

Using data on the kinetics of cyclobutane dissociation [1678a], 

Reed [34lla] calculated AH Tq (CHp, gas) = 64 kcal/mol. This work gave 

rise to several critical remarks made by Trotman-Dickenson [4021] who 

assumes that D(CH2 - II) must be greater than 101 kcal/mol (or AH°f0 

(Clip) > 82 kcal/mol). In the work [34llb] Reed proved the correctness 

of the value he had proposed in the work [34lla]. 

On the basis of numerous data on the dissociation kinetics of 

methane, the reactions of the methyl radicals and the continuous spec¬ 

trum of the CHgCO molecule, Long [2642] recommends a value of 70 1- 15 

kcal/mol for the heat of formation of CHp. 

McDowell and Warren [2702] measured the potential of CHp ion 

occurrence from methane and calculated D^^CHp - H) <80+5 kcal/mol. 

In doing so, they assumed that in the dissociation ionization of CK¿,, 

ci hydrogen molecule is formed, besides CHp. To this value of the dis¬ 

sociation energy corresponds a value of AH°f0 (CHp) = 60 kcal/mol. As 

is shown by Cottrell [255] the potential of CHp ion occurrence, is, ob- 
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obviously, too low and, accordingly, the heat of formation oi CH2 cal¬ 

culated from these data is too low. An analysis of the data of McDowell 

and Warren [2702] permitted Cottrell [255] to make the folxowing esti¬ 

mate: D500(CH2 - H) = 86 kcal/mol (AH°f0(CH2) = 6b kcal/mol). 

The measurements of the potentials of the CHg ion occurrence from 

methane permitted Branson and Smith [90^] to determine the lower limit 

of the dissociation energy: D(CH2 - H) > 88 kcal/mol, or AH f0(CH2) > 

> 6l kcal/mol. This estimate may, however, have a great error. 

Langer, Hippie and Stevenson [2559] determined the potentials of 

the occurrence ChJ, CH+, CH+, CH+ and C+ ion from methane, methyl and 

methylene and the ionization potential of CH2. By combining these po¬ 

tentials D500(CH2 - H) = 3.7 ± 0.3 ev = 86 + 7 kcal/mol, or D0(CH2 - H) 

= 83.4 kcal/mol and AHof0(CH2) = 65.6 kcal/mol, were obtained.* In a 

work by Waldron [4129] the potential of the occurrence of the CH2 ion 

from CH^ was measured, and the value of D(CH2 - H) = 3.39 1 22 ev 

or 78 + 5 kcal/mol was found, coinciding with the values found by 

Langer et al [2559] within the error limits. 

The values of the dissociation energy D(CH2 - H) calculated with 

the help of the potential of the occurrence of CH2 from CH^ [2559, 

4129] are more reliable than the results of calculations based on the 

potential of the occurrence of CHg from CH^ [2702, 904] since in the 

latter case the process of dissociation ionization involves the rupture 

of several bonds and may be interpreted in various ways. 

The most comprehensive study on the potentials of the occurrence 

of the CH2 ion was carried out in a work by Langer, Hippie and Steven¬ 

son [2559]. ^he same work the ionization potential of CHg was me¬ 

asured. 

On the basis of the data of this work it is assumed in the Hand¬ 

book 
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A//7o(CH2,k-) = 66+15 Kcal/mole* 

Thi;; value ie in good agreement with the results or calculations based 

on kinetic measurements [2419, 4129, 34lla]; a value of 

D0(CH2) - 206,849 ± 15 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to it. 

CH^ (gas). The heat of formation of methyl may oe calculated on 

the basis of a measurement of the energy needed to break off a hydrogen 

atom from methane. The latter value was determined by different me¬ 

thods. • 

When investigating the kinetics of CH^I pyrolysis Butler and Po- 

lanyi [1036] found — I) = 54.0 + 0.5 kcal/mol. To this value 

corresponds AH°f0(CH3) = 35-3 kcal/mol and D0(CH3 - H) = 102.9 kcal/ 

/mol. Further studies, however, showed that the mechanism of CH.I py- 

rolysis is more complex than Butler and Polanyi had assumed [IO36J. 

The most accurate determination of the energy needed to break off 

a hydrogen atom from the methane molecule was carried cut by Kistiak- 

owsky. Artsdalen and Andersen [548, 57I, 54?, 2413]. These authors 

studied the kinetics of photobromination of methane. The reaction ve¬ 

locity was determined by photometric measurement of the bromine con¬ 

centration. As a result of the investigation the activation energy 

of the reaction 

CH* -f- Br = CHj + HBr, [ XX. 2 ) 

was determined equal to = 17* 8 kcal/mol. For the inverse reaction 

the activation energy proved to be equal to 2 kcal/mol [2413]. The heat 

effect of the bromination reaction (XX. 2) is equal to AH¿1CQ = I5.8 

kcal/mol, in this case. On the basis of this value and the enthalpies 

and heats of formation of the reaction components AK°f,,(Ci+ ) = 33.9 

kcal/mol and D0(CH3 - H) = 101.6 kcal/mole. 

Surveys of the numerous measurements of the energy needed to break 
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off a hydrogen atom from the methane molecule carried out by the elec¬ 

tron impact method are given in the works by Stevenson [3854], McDowell 

and Warren [2702] and Cottrell [255]. The mean value of D^00(CH.., - H) 

obtained by this method is 102 + 1 kcal/mol, or D^CH^ - H) = 99.6 

kcal/mol and AH^c^CH^) = 32 + 1 kcal/mol. In following works by Bran¬ 

son and Smith [904], Lossing, Ingold and Henderson [2661], Stevenson 

[3855] and Langer, Hippie and Stevenson [2559] this value of D^00(CH^ - 

— H) was corroborated. 

The heat of formation of methyl may also be calculated with the 

help of the bond dissociation energies of a number of compounds of 

the CH^X type, where X is a halogen, as measured by Lossing, Ingold 

and Henderson [2661]. The investigation was carried out by the electron 

impact method. Recalculation of the results obtained by these authors 

by taking account of the heats of formation of the corresponding com¬ 

pounds adopted in the Handbook yields AH^^CH^) ~ 31 kcal/mol. 

Szwarc [3912] studied the kinetics of the thermal dissociation of 

CH^Br in a toluene stream and found D(CH^ ~ Br) = 68 kcal/mol. To this 

value AH°f0(CH2) = 34.9 kcal/mol corresponds. 

In the'Handbook, the value of 

A//7o(CH„ «.».) = 33,9±2 kcal/mole, 

which is found in the works by Kistiakowsky, Artsdalen and Andersen 

[548, 571, 54?, 2413] is adopted. The works of these authors are the 

most accurate. The rather high error of the adopted value was estima¬ 

ted taking account of the results of mass spectrometric measurements. 

To the adopted value corresponds 

D0(CH,) = 290,581 ±2 kcal/mole. 

CgH (gas). Cherton [1095] studied the process of diacetylene for¬ 

mation from acetylene under the action of ultraviolet radiation. As¬ 

suming that the primary act is the detachment of a hydrogen atom Cher- 
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Lon iound írom the longwave limit of the radiation initiating this 

reaction that D(C2H - H) < 121 kcal/mol. On the basis of the empirical 

dependence of the dissociation energy of the carbon-carbon bond in 

various compounds on the length of the corresponding bond, the same 

author obtained a similar value in the work [IO96]. 

Wien investigating the polymerization of acetylene under the ac¬ 

tion of photosensitized mercury atoms Le Roy and Steacie [2595] found the 

values of 112.2 and 120.7 kcal/mol for the upper limit of D(C2H — H), 

depending on the adopted reaction mechanism. 

Using a method they had worked out Frankevich and Tal1rose [429] 

studied the collisions of several ions and molecules in a special mass 

spectrometer. Frankevich and Tal'rose found that the reactions 

C,Hi + H,0 = H30+ -f CjH ( XX. 3 ) 

and 

CHaOH* + CaH, = CH3OHÎ + CaH ( XX. 4 ) 

do not take place under these conditions. This attests to the fact that 

the corresponding reactions cannot be exothermic [4o6]. On the basis of 

this observation Frankevich and Tal'rose concluded that D(C2H - H) must 

be greater than II7 kcal/mol, or AH°f0(C2H) > 120 kcal/mol. 

A detailed investigation of the potentials of the occurrence of 

various ions from acetylene and its homologs was carried out by Coats 

and Anderson [II38]. As a result of the investigation carried out the 

authors of the work [II38] calculated the values of the heat of for¬ 

mation of the C2H radical lying in the interval from 110 to 153 kcal/ 

/mol (this corresponds to dissociation energies from I07 to I50 kcal/ 

/mol), depending on the initial substance. It was discovered that the 

dissociation ionization products of some. substances, e.g., of acety¬ 

lene, have an excess of kinetic energy. The most accurate measurement 

was carried out in the case of 1-butyne. On the basis of the obtained 
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data the authors of the work [1138] recommend AH°f0(C2H) = 112 + 3 kcal/ 

/mole and DgiCgH — H) = 109 kcal/mole corresponds. 

It is, at present, not possible to choose the value of the heat 

of formation of CpH in a sufficiently wellfounded way. In the Handbook 

the value of the heat of formation of the C^H radical is assumed to be 

A/f°/o(CiH, gas) = 116Í10 kcal/mole; 

this value is the mean of the results obtained in the works [429, 1138]. 

To this value corresponds 

D0(C*H)= 274, 802 ±10 kcal/mole. 

CF (gas). A linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the 
2 

ground state X II of the CF molecule with the help of the constants 

adopted in the Handbook (see Table I76) leads to a value of Dq(CF) = 

= 39,000 cm- = III.5 kcal/mol. A shorter extrapolation of the vibra- 
2 

tional levels of the excited state B Z with the help of the constants 

given in Table I76 yields the value of 61,700 cm-'1' for the dissociation 
o 

limit of this state relative to the v = 0 level of the X1-!! state. On 
2 

the assumption that the B Z state of the CF molecule is correlated to 

the atomic states cos«) -I- , this dissociation' limit corresponds to 

a value of the dissociation energy of D0(CF) = 40 050 r.ir1 = I Hkcal/mole. which 

is in good agreement with the value obtained by a linear extrapolation 

for the ground state. Gaydon [I668] reduces the value of the dissocia- 
p 

tion limit of the B Z state found by Andrews and Barrow [557] by 2800 

cm-'1" and assumes a value of 37,250 + 2400 cm-"1", or I06. 5 + 6.9 kcal/ 

/mol for the dissociation energy of CF. An analysis of the diagrams 

showing the dependence of AG(v + 1/2) on v and of AG(v + 1/2) on G(v) 

shows that the value recommended by Gaydon [I668] requires a too fast 
2 

convergence of the levels of the B Z state of the CF molecule. A some- 
O 

what greater value of the dissociation limit of the B~Z state (39,500 

cm-'1") is, therefore, adopted in the Handbook, or 
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Do(CjF) = 108 ± 5 kcal/mo le j 

to which a value of 

A//°f0(CF, «as,) = 80,085±5 kcal/mole. 

corresponds. 

CFp (gas). Atkinson [586] studied the kinetics of the photodis¬ 

sociation of tetrafluoro ethylene and on the assumption that the dis¬ 

ruption of the double bond is the first state of the process found 

that D(CFp = CFg) < 112 kcal/mol, to which a value of the heat of for¬ 

mation- of CFp greater than -25 kcal/mol and D(CF2 - F) < 113 kcal/ 

/mol correspond. 

Reed and Rabinovitch [3410] studied the reaction kinetics of the 

interaction of sodium vapors with the halogen substitution products 

of methane and concluded that the activation energy of the secondary 

reaction CF^ + Na CFg + NaF must not exceed 3*5 kcal/mol. Hence the 

authors of the’work [3410] found that the heat of formation of CFp 

must be greater than -18 kcal/mol and that D^Fp — F) < 120 kcal/mol. 

Reed and Snedden [3412] measured the energies of the successive 

removal of atoms from the OF^molecule. The investigation was carried 

out by the electron impact method and yielded D^oo^CF2 - F) ^ ± 

+ 7 kcal/mol (the heat of formation of CF^ is greater than -14 kcal/ 

/mol). 

Margrave [2774] determined the potential of the occurrence of 

•f 

the CFp molecule in the dissociation ionization of CpF^ and using an 

estimated value of the ionization potential ü/CFp) = 11 + 1 ev calcu¬ 

lated the value of the dissociation energy D(F2C = CFp) = 93 + 20 

kcal/mol,* and the heat of formation of AI^f^/CFp, gas) = ¢-30 + 20 

kcal/mol. 

Since the distance between the carbon atoms in CgF^ is smaller 

than in 0,^ we may assume that D(F2C = CF2) is greater than D(H2c = 
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= CIi2) = 117.6 kcal/mol and, accordingly, that AH°f(CF2) must be smal¬ 

ler than -IT kcal/mol. The energies of the successive removal of atoms 

from the CHi( and CCl^ molecules are equal to (in kcal/mol): 

D(CX¿— X) D(GX, — X) D(CX —X) D(C —X), 

X = H 
X=C1 

101,5 
65,8 

83,7 
61,6 

126,8 
100,7 

80 
80 

Hence it is evident that the CX-X bond which amounts to about 

32.5/ of the energy of atomization is the strongest. If we assume that 

D(CF - F) is the same portion of the energy of atomization, this yields 

the values AH°f0(CF2) « -50 kcal/mol and D0(F2C = CF2) ~ 51 kcal/mol. 

The latter, low value seems to be unjustified. Obviously, it is more 

correct to assume: Dq(CF — F) > Dq(CH — H) = 126.8 kcal/mol. This leads 

to a value of AH°f0(CF2, gas) greater than -29 kcal/mol. 

Thus, a comparison of the dissociation energies and the interatomic 

distances in the CgF^ and CgH^ molecules, as well as a comparison of 

the energies of the successive removal of the fluorine atoms from the 

CF^ molecule leads to contradictory results. 

In the Handbook the value of 

A//0/o(CF„ gasi) = —3Q±20 kcal/mole. 

is adopted, as obtained by Margrave [2774]. To this value corresponds 

D0(CFj) = 236,585 ±20 kc al/mole. 

The accuracy of the adopted value will have to be increased. 

CF^ (gas). The heat of formation of CF-^ may be calculated on the 

basis of measurements of the CF^ - X bond dissociation energy, where 

X is a hydrogen or halogen atom. 

Sehon and Szwarc [3676, 3913, 3912, 3914] studied the kinetics of 

OF ;,Br pyrolysis in a toluene stream and found that D^F^ - Br) = 64.5 

kcal/mol. Investigating the kinetics of fluoroform pyrolysis in the 

presence of deuteroacetylene, G. Pritchard, H. Pritchard, Schiff and 

Trotinan-Dickenson [3328] found that the difference between D(CH^ _ H ) 
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aru] D(G^ - H) is 0.3 kcal/rnol. Hence D(CP, - H) . 101.1 kcal/mol is 

obtained on the basis of, thermodynamic data adopted in the Handbook. 

Later on, the same authors investigated the reaction kinetics of the 

interaction of the CF^ radical with methane in the work [3329] and 

on the basis of the activation energy of the forward and back reactions 

verified the difference between the values of D(CH^ - H) and D(CF., - H) 

obtained earlier. The results of these investigations, however, cannot 

be used to determine the heat of formation of the CF3 radical since in 

the present Handbook values of the heats of formation of CF^Br and 

CF3H based on the afore-indicated values of D(CF3 - Br) and D(CF, - H) 

are adopted. 

The interaction kinetics of gaseous sodium with various halogen 

substitution products of methane was studied by Hodgins and Haim s 

[2092] and, particularly in detail, by Reed and Rabinovitch [34lO, 

3347]. Using the relationship between the activation energies and the 

dissociation energies of the bonds prepared by Ogg and Polanyi [3117] 

and choosing D(CH3 - Cl) = 81.2 kcal/mol for the basis, which coincides 

with the value adopted in the present Handbook, Reed and Rabinovitch 

found that D(CF3 - Cl) = 80-8l kcal/mol, to which a value of AH°f0(CF.) 

= -118-119 kcal/mol corresponds. 

Dibeler, Reese and Mohler [1330] carried out a detailed mass 

spectrometric investigation of the dissociation ionization of CF^, 

CP3C1, CF3Br ancl In Particular, the excess kinetic energies of 

dissociation ionization products were measured experimentally in 

this woik. The fact, however, that there is no reliable value of the 

ionization potential of CF3 did not permit the obtained results to be 

used to calculate the heat of formation of CF3. 

Farmer, Henderson, Lossing and Marsden [1330] measured the ioniza- 

Í otential of CF3 and the potential of the occurrence of the CF3 
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ion and other ions in the dissociation ionization of CF^H, CFZ|J CF.,01,, 

CF^Br, CF^I, CF^CH^ and C^Fg. In particular, the authors of [I530] 

found that D500(CF3 - I) = 57 + 4, D500(CF3 - F) = 123 + 2 and 

(CF3 - H) = 102 + 2 kcal/mol. Heats of formation of carbon trifluoride 

amounting to -112, -lió and -US kcal/mol correspond to these dissocia¬ 

tion energies. In the work by Farmer et al [I53O] the kinetic energy 

of the dissociation ionization products was not taken into account. 

Consequently, the obtained values of AH°f0(CF3) must be considered to 

be only lower limits, particularly as in an analogous work by Dibeler, 

Reese and Mohler [1330] it was found out that in many cases the disso¬ 

ciation products have considerable kinetic energies. 

Reed and Snedden [3412] determined the energies of the successive 

removal of fluorine atoms from the CF^ molecule by the electron, impact 

method. For D^q0(CF3 - F) these authors found a value lower than or 

equal to 121 + 3 kcal/mol, to which a value of AHof0(CF;j) > II8 kcal/ 

mol corresponds. 

The most accurate value of the heat of formation of CF3 was obtain¬ 

ed by Reed and Rabinovitch [3410, 334?]. The results of mass spectro¬ 

métrie investigations lead to less accurate values that are not in 

good agreement with each other. In the Handbook the value 

A//7o(CFa, Kas;) = — 119i 1 kcal/mole. 

of the heat of formation of carbon trifluoride was adopted. To this 

value corresponds 

D0(CF3) = 344,085±2,5 kcal/mole. 

CgF (gas). The value of the dissociation energy of the C^F radi¬ 

cal 

Do(CjF) = 293± 10 kcal/mole. 

adopted in the Handbook was estimated using the bond energies in the 

C2H2j CgHF} C^Fg, CgH and C2 molecules. To this value corresponds 



CUP (gas). The value of the heat of formation of the CHF radical 

adopted in the Handbook 

A//7o(CHF, r«s) = 8±20 kcal/mole 

was estimated with the help of the mean bond energies in the CPU and 

CFg radicals. An analogous calculation of the heats of formation of 

CHF2 and CHgF showed a good agreement with the experimental data. The 

error of the adopted value depends, above all, on the error of the heat 

of formation of the CF2 radical. The value of 

D0 (CHF) = 231,717 ±20 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to the adonted value of the heat of formation. 

CHF2 (gas) and CHgF (gas). Reed and Rabinovitch [3410] studied 

the diffusion flames of sodium with CHFgCl, CH2FC12 and other compounds 

and found the activation energies of reactions of the type 

CHFjCl + Na -> CHF, + NaCl. ( XX. 5 ) 

Using the relationship between the activation energies and the 

bond dissociation energies proposed by Ogg and Polanyi [3117], Reed and 

Rabinovitch found that D(CHF2 - Cl) and D(CH2F - Cl) are equal to 81-82 

kcal/inol. Heats of formation of CHF2 and CH2F equal to —67 and —17 kcal/ 

/mol correspond to these values. A calculation of the heats of formation 

of CHF2 and CH2F based on the mean bond energies in the CF^ and CH^ 

radicals leads to the values of —68 and —17 kcal/mol, respectively. 

The following values of the heats of formation are adopted in the 

Handbook 

Afl0MCHF„ KnB) = -67±5 kcal/mole, 

AW0/o(CH,F. b„s) = -17±5 kcal/mole, 

to which correspond 

D,(CHF,) = 325,217 ±5,1 kcal/mole, 

D0 (CH,F) = 308,349 ± 5 kcal/mole. 
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CCI (gas). A linear extrapolation of the vibrational energy le- 

2 
veis of the X II ground state of the CCI molecule carried out with the 

help of constants found by Kuzyakov and Tatevskiy [269] yields a va¬ 

lue of Dq(CCI) = 104 kcal/mol, and with the help of constants found by 

Gordon and King [I819] and adopted in Table 176, a value of about 78 

kcal/mol. An estimate of the dissociation energy of CCI with the help 

of a relation proposed by Lippincott and Schroeder [2625] yields a 

value of Dq(CCI) = 80.5 kcal/mol. A similar value results from an esti¬ 

mate op the basis of the data on the dissociation energies of diatomic 

compounds of elements of the 4th and 7th groups, as given in the mono¬ 

graph by Gaydon [I668]. 

Reed and Snedden [3412] found that D0(CC1) = 130 + 20 kcal/mol 

by the electron impact method. This value seems to be too high since 

the mean bond energy in the CCl^ molecule is equal to 77 kcal/mol. x- 

We must note that the value of D0(CC1) obtained by Reed and 

Snedden [3412] is based on a certain interpretation of several pro¬ 

cesses whose correctness cannot be established reliably enough. The 

calculation of Dq(CCI) by the graphical method of Karapet1yants with 

the help of the data on CCl^, CCl^, CClg, CH^, CH^, CH2 and CH yields 

values from 73 to I03 kcal/mol (the scatter is, above all, explained 

by the fact that the extrapolation abruptly decreases the accuracy of 

the estimate). 

It is assumed in the Handbook that 

D0(GC1) = 80± 10 kcal/mole. 

The ratio of the adopted value of Dq(CCI) to the mean bond energy in 

CCl^ is in good agreement with the analogous rations in the case of OF 

and CH. 

A heat of formation equal to 

A/f7o(CCI, *..b) = 118,135± 10 kcal/mole. 
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corresponds to the adopted value. 

CC12 (gas). Blanchard and Le Goff [839] studied the potentials 

of the occurrence of various dissociation products of carbon tetra¬ 

chloride passing through a chamber in which a tungsten tape heated up 

to 1300-l800oK was located. An analysis of the possible mechanisms of 

the CCI and CClg ion formation permitted the authors to calculate two 

possible values of the dissociation energy at 1700°K: D(CCi2 - Cl) = 

-82+7 and 93 + 7 kcal/mol. The authors assume the lower value to be 

correct. The reduction of these values to 0°K yields D0(CC12 - Cl) = 

= 61.7 and 92.7 kcal/mol, or respectively, AHof0(CCl2) = 46 and 77 

kcal/mol. A comparative estimate of these two values by the method of 

Karapet1yants making use of the corresponding data on the halogen 

substitution products of methane and their dissociation products con¬ 

firm the lower value. 

In the Handbook the value of 

A//°/o(CCI,, gas,) = 46dt 10 kcai/mole, 

is adopted; a value of 

D0(CC1,) = 180, 685± 10 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to it. 

CCi3 (gas). When studying the kinetics of CCl^Br pyrolysis in a 

toluene stream Szwarc and Sehon [391^ 3913] found that D0(CC13 - Br) = 

= 49 kcal/mol. The value found by Szwarc and Sehon is confirmed by the 
. / 

results of studying the exchange reaction between bromine and CCl.-,Br 

[255]• To this value of the dissociation energy corresponds a value of 

AH°f0(CCl3) = 12.7 kcal/mol. On the basis of data obtained from study¬ 

ing the photobromination of chloroform [982], Szwarc [3912] found that 

Do(ccl3 - H) = 89 + 2 kcal/mol, to which a value of AH°f0(CCl3) = 13.6 

kcal/mol corresponds. The error of these values is, evidently, some¬ 

what greater than is assumed by Szwarc (see [255]). 
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In the work by Farmer, Henderson, Lassing and Marsden [1530] the 

potentials of the occurrence of CCl^ ions formed in the dissociation 

ionization of CCl^ and CCl^Br and the ionization potential of CCl^ were 

determined (8.78 + 0.05 ev). The potential of CCl^ occurrence from CCl^ 

equal to 11.67 +0.1 ev, proved to be in good agreement with the cor¬ 

responding value II.83 + O.05 ev, obtained by Warren and Graggs [4151], 

and the value of 11.7 + 0. 3 ev, obtained by Blanchard and Le Goff [839] 

Farmer et al [1530] recommend a mean value of the potential of the CCl!j 

ion occurrence, equal to 11.75 +0.1 ev; to this value corresponds 

D5oo(CC13 - Cl) = 68.5 + 3 kcal/mol, or D0(CC13 - Cl) = 67.7 + 3 kcal/ 

/mol, and AH0í'q(CC13) = 15 + 3 kcal/mol. The results of the 

measurements [1530] of the potential of the occurrence of the CCl^ ion 

from the CCl^Br molecule (10. 90 + 0.1 ev) yield D0(CC13 - Br) --= 48.5 + 

+ 3 kcal/mol.* 

The values of the heat of formation of CCl^ calculated from the 

data of Szwarc. and Sehon [.3912, 3914] are, obviously, the most accura¬ 

te. It is assumed in the Handbook that 

A//7o(CCI3, kbs) — 13 + 2 kcal/moïe, 

to which a value of 

D0(CCI,) =242,235±2 kcal/mole. 

corresponds. 
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TABLE 18b 

oi'°the^Simplest'pree^adic^l^ofhf; Quantities 

Stated"6 and Chl°rine SubstitutionyproduAbsnLaSheTSSerous 

r « 
.! fleiueciBo p Da 

A//7. AH°f 
293.16 AH°f 

'20S,1S -^3..6 - H'o <98.16-«; 

CH 

CH, 
CH, 

CjH 

1 CF 
I CF, 
1 . CF, 

QF 

CHF 

CHjF 
CHF, 
CCI 

ca, 
ca. 

eoooo 
206 849 

290 581 

274 802 
IOS 000 

236 585 

344 085 
293 000 
231 717 

308 349 

325 217 
80000 

180685 

242235 

141217 
66 000 
33 900 

116 000 

80085 
— 30 000 
—119 000 

64 670 
8 000 

— 17 000 
— 67 000 

118135 
46 000 

13 000 

142026 

65 859 
33 053 

116 788 
80 955 

— 29 878 
—119 645 

65 662 
8089 

— 17 885 
— 67 834 

119 040 

46 259 

12822 

142 035 

65 853 

33 034 
116 798 
80 963 

— 29 880 

—119 651 
65 677 

8084 

— 17 905 
— 67 851 

119 048 
46 263 
12 827 

• 2026 

2068 
2354 
2230 
2131 
2420 
2690 
2478 

2342 
2361 

2456 

2206 
2637 

3276 

2061 • 

2106 
2396 
2275 

2167 
2465 
2750 
2530 

2383 
2404 

2504 

2244 
2691 

3352 

1) Substance. 
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[Footnotes] 

the works by Porter fi\t 
Thrush [3103a, 3104] ’in whinh+h d^Norri®h" Porte^ and 
CH was obtained for the first timo aïlS°rptl?n sPectrum of 
authors expressed the opinion thAtVh^kvUb+iShedi several 
state of the CH radical? ^ 6 ¿ State ls the ground 

g68] ^ Tatevskiy 
through the flow of CF,, vapors and thn. Stria discharge 
of the pp b.na mu. 4 5 reduced the intensity 
bands inV ; permltted to measure nine »re uanas in the system a2s._v»n u • j ^ oäiü Ai-xn , besides the four bande nr nr 

o served by Andrews and Barrow [557]; 0-2. o-a. o~i, 0-5. 0-6. l-4, 

calculated^ittTthe^heli^oi^the^vibrational^constants^f CP^" 

with°the obser’ved^aïSes^Îrïh^SrkT?^? 8004 gréement 
the vibrational consents'of S^aïe^no^S' 
that in the wnew roí«, -- . ^ ^ “St hOte that in the „0rk [268] the values and a 

0-2 and 0-3 baMsUaie0preSed4Sttesefva!uesra?eUonlyfiihp poor 

'hoasgHigmiiiiijip, 
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12^0 

12*11 

12*12 

12*13 

12*19 

1250 

agreement with the values of B and a given in Table I76. 

The extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the ground 
states with the help of the constants found by Venkateswarlu 
leads to an extraordinarily high values of the dissociation 

limit (177,453 cm"1). 

The linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the 

Â state with the help of the constants found in the works 
[55jf 296, 296b] yields a value of the dissociation energy 

Do (CCI) = 36 29V c*-1 ( 104 kcal/mol-1) which essentially exceeds 

the mean bond energy in the CCl^ molecule. 

As to the absorption spectrum of CCI the authors of the work 
[4102a] refer to a private communication by Hersberg. 

It was proposed in literature during a number of years that 
the angle between the C-H bonds in CH2 should be equal to 
l40°. This value was obtained in 1942¿by Herzberg from an 

analysis of the structure of the X 4050 A band, which he ob¬ 
served in the spectra of coments and in the spectrum of an 
electrodeless discharge in methane vapors [2018, 2017]. 
Herzberg assumed that this band belongs to the CHg molecule. 

In 1949, however, this assignment was refused by Monfils 
and Rosen [2939] who did not find an isotopic shift when re¬ 
placing the hydrogen in the excitation source by deuterium. 
Later on, Douglas [I368] and Clusius and Douglas [1133] pro¬ 
ved unambiguously that the X 4050 A band belongs to the tri- 
atomic molecule C^. 

We must note that Gallup's objection [1648] to the note by 
Gray [1844] is incompetent since he refers to the agreement 
of the conclusions of his own work [1647] with the experi¬ 
mental data obtained by Herzberg in the works [2017, 2018] 
where the band X 4050 A was ascribed to the CHg molecule. 

To the frequency vt^iiUâH*1 corresponds a deformation vi¬ 

bration force constant //j* = o,32. -io* dyn^cm“1, to the fre- 
_1 * 

quency of I362 cm" a force constant of —= 0.47-10* dyn* 

•cm"1. 

Venkateswarlu [4091] remarks that the observed bands are al¬ 
so described well by the equation given above if 344 is cho¬ 
sen instead of 66.5 cm"l for the deformation vibration fre¬ 
quency in the lower state. In the general case, however, the 
calculated values of the band edge wave numbers -are in better 

agreement with the experimental ones if v" = 666,5 or* . 
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1253 

1254 

125r 

1258 

12 59 

After the text of the present Division had been finished a 
work by Mann and Thrush [2761a] was published, who investi 
gated the absorption spectrum of m in the . 
An analysis of the vibrational structure of the observed1"32128 
bands carried out by Mann and Thrush showed that the freou 

°r the deforma6ion vibrations of CP are, respectively 
equal to 660 and 5OO cm"1 ----- 
nie states. 

C ^ - 0 

in ohe ground ana excited electro- 

Besides the calculation of the frequencies of the SiF mo¬ 

lecule carried out in order to cooroborate the assignment of 
the bands observed in the spectrum to the SiF molecule f 
see page 1375), Johns, Chantry and Barrow [22¾] also ealeu 

lated the fundamental frequencies of the CF2 Molecule by 

Barrow's method applying values estimated on the basis of i-hp 
well known frequencies of CF and CF4 for the force cínstants 

of CF2o The values of the frequencies Vi= 1178 and v.-esow« 

reü?l1: of the calculation are in good agree¬ 
ment with those observed experimentally. ^ 

In the A1 state of the CH2 molecule CH,,-g_h = 1,12 A (see 
page 1246). 

Since in the CCI molecule , the value 

^0-01=1.70^0,05^. is more probable for CCI . 

The value of », (CCI) = 875 c-i, corresponds to the value *_ 

= 6,79.10. adopted in the present Handbook and found in'the 
work [1819]. 

Gaydon' Spokes and Suchtelen [ 1670a] reported that 
they had succeeded in observing CH bands in the Region of 

A in ^sorption spectra of flames rich in mpth-u-i 
ether, acetaldehyde, acetone and methane. In a work bv Fai¬ 
son and Kuebler [3038a] the absorption spectra of CH ^and 

CD3 formed immediately as a result of the pyrolysis of meth¬ 

ane and deuteromethane were observed. 

We must note that during the last few years pap«rc’ deal-inrr 
with the study of the paramagnetic resonancefp^ctrum of CH 

vñiisíi temperatures in different matrices [1152, 2329 37683 
38451 were Polished. In particular, an investigation'oftte 

paramagnetic resonance in a mixture of C12H and 0¾ ob¬ 

tained by X-ray irradiation of CH3I at a temperature of 77” 
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carried out by Cole, Pritchard, Davidson and McConnell [1152] 
showed that the CH^ molecule must have a plane structure or 

a structure that is very similar to a plane one. Karplus 
[2329] who studied the paramagnetic resonance spectrum of 
CH^ draws the same conclusion. Thus, we may assume that the 

results of studying the. paramagnetic resonance spectrum of 
CH3 are not in contradiction - t the structure of the methyl 

adopted in the present Handbook. 
In the work [2026] published in April 1959 Herzberg reported 
on additional results obtained from a study on the spectra 
of CH3 and CD2 in his laboratory. An analysis of the fine 

structure of the CD^ band at 2144 A permitted an approximate 

value of the moment of inertia of CDq relative to an axis 

perpendicular to the axis of symmetry of the molecule 

( / = 5.769-io-‘o g*cm ) to be obtained. The fact that there is 

no fine structure in the CH^ band makes it impossible to ob¬ 

tain the value of the second moment of inertia of the CH^ 

molecule needed to determine the structural parameters in a 
unique way. In the work [2026], however, two values of CD) 

corresponding to two different assumptions on the value of 
the angle ß between the C-D bond and the axis of symmetry are 

presented: ß0 = 90°, r0 (c - D) = 1,072 A' and ß = 75°, rt (c-D) = i.osi A 

Since the value of r0(C-D) corresponding to an angle ß = 750 

proved to be too small compared to this distance in other 
molecules, Herzberg [2026] concluded that the angle ß should 
be greater than 75°• It is evident from the given figures 
that even for the plane model of the CD^ molecule the value 

of r0(C-D) is smaller than in methane. The smaller value of 

the interatomic distance of C-D in CD^ compared to the dis¬ 

tance compared to the distance in CD^ is explained by Herz- 

berg by a corresponding increase of the carbon-hydrogen bond 
energy in methyl compared to methane. In the following works 
[2026a, 2026b] Herzberg presents the values I.0699 ancí 
I.079 A, respectively, for the interatomic distance of C-H 
in CH^. 

The calculation of the vibration frequencies of CH^ for the 

plane model (,/HCH = 1200) with the help of the force constants 

of ethylene [12Ö] practically yields the same values of the 
frequencies of CH^ as the calculation with the help of the 

constants of methane. 
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Since in the CCI molecule 'c-ci = i-SWA , the value of 

rC—Cl = 1.70±0,05À • is more probable for CCI, 

The following force constants were chosen in the work [56] 

for calculating the frequencies of Ciy = 1.0,9.io*, /^=0,65.10, 

/a = 2,28-10»,= 1,70-io*./aa = 0,23-10 . The calculation of the 

fundamental frequencies for the plane model of the CF mole¬ 

cule with the help of the force constants of einyl fluoride 
taken from a work by Monfils and Duchesne [29381 yields 
frequency values which differ slightly from theJfrequencies 
calculated with the help of the constants of the fluorine 
substitution products of methane presented above. We must 
note that, in contrast to CH^, the values of the frequencies 

v2 "the plane model of CF^ and differ from the ad¬ 

opted values only by 3C and 80 cm respectively (if 

£ =0,1/^ )• 

* /¿ = 6,1.10«, /¿¿ = 0,45.10«, /„ = 1,62.10«, /¿„ = 1,00.10«. /„„=0,14.10« c.*-*. 

In the Handbook by Landoldt-Boernstein [2555] the frequencies 

of CF3 are given: v¡ = 937. v, = 697. v3= Hie and 503 cm-'- , 

and those of CCl^: v, = 668. va = 367, v, = 760 and v4 = 262 

assumed equal to the corresponding frequencies of CF H and 

CCl^H. Venkateswarlu and Sundaram [4o87] calculated the fol¬ 

lowing values of the force constants of CF^ using Wilson's 

method and the aforementional values of the frequencies of 

CF3 for an angle FCF = 109°: = ,. = ,.69,0.,0. 

and /¿a = —0,509.10* dyn»cm . 

The values of the frequencies of CH2F and CHF0 calculated 
wi'th the help of the force constants of 

the fluorine substitution products of methane obtained in 

rrk+l3?i7]*ïffer slightly from the frequencies cumu¬ 
lated with the help of the force constants of the work [128]. 

The existence of C^H under these conditions was established 
in an indirect way by the fact that absorption bands of 
diacetylene (C^H2) are present in the spectrum of the resi¬ 

dual gases. Recombination of two CgH radicals formed in the 

photolysis [2026] is the only way in which diacetylene is 
formed in the photolysis of propiolaldehyde® 
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rC-H (C*Hi>— 1,0585 A(1101], (C*HC1) — 1,052 A [4220], ¡.|(C2HCN) = 1,056A[164|, 

h CaHCFa) = 1,056 A (164] 

calculation from Eqs. (P4.27) with force constants of 
C2H adopted equal to the force constants of CgHg (see page 

1223)yields Vi = 3320,vj(2) =6io,v* = 2015ch"1, which within the error 

limits coincides with the frequencies calculated above. 

The structural parameters and the vibration frequencies of 
the C2H radical were estimated recently by Plooster and 

S?ed The authors of [3266] started from the assump¬ 
tion that the CgH molecule is linear, belongs to the sym¬ 

metry point group Coov and has the following values of inter¬ 

atomic distances: rc_c= 1,220 and rc_H = )^621 . Since the 

—C=c-H and -c=n groups are isoelectronic, and the CN 

radical corresponding to the C2H radical has been studied in 

a very detailed manner the authors of the work [3266I esti¬ 
mated the force constant and the vibration frequency of the 

bond in the C2H radical on the basis of a comparison 

of the force constants of the c=c and c=N bonds in va¬ 

rious compounds containing such groups with triple bonds. 
+^e4.£0rCe cons"fcan,fc the C-H bond in CLH was assumed equal 
to the corresponding constant in CgHg, and the constant of 

the deformation vibrations /„ = 0.210 rc_H . On the basis of 

the estimated force constants the authors calculated the 

vibration frequencies of C2H: vi = 3216,7,v* = 639,4 and 

V* 1923,4 r.w1 . The values of the fundamental frequencies and 

interatomic distances rcEC and obtained in this way 

agree satisfactorily with, the values recommended in the nre- 
sent Handbook. ' ^ 

The errors in the values of $* and ST of the CC12 and CCI 

molecules are about 0.2 cal/mole«degree since rc_c; is as- 

and6^^^8"^ ^ rather than to I.70 A (see pages 1255 

[1125a] a value of the ionization potential of 
CHg which proved to be in very good agreement with that found 

[^559] was obtained. This agreement is an 
indirect proof of the correctness of the value D(CH2 - H) 

obtained in the work [2559]. 
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In the lecture theses of Chupka, Meshi and Berkowitz 

thÍWOrk wltk tke Presen? a??ïsïcn cf[tte ] 
Handbook had been finished the results of mass-spectrometric 
determinations of the composition of the reaction products 

of graphite with hydrogen are given. Using the ratio of the 

measured C and CH+ ion current strengths and the thermody¬ 

namic ^functions of CH2, Chupka et al calculated the value 

of Ah ^298. 15^^2j Sas) = 80 kcal/mole. Prom the CH+, CH+ 

and CH ion current strengths the authors of rilBal found 
the value of the equilibrium constant of the reaction 

2CH* (ras) = CH (ras) -f CH, (raa) 

and that of its heat effect. The value of AH°f2qg qi-(CHp gas) 

caicuiated on the basis of these measurements is equal to 
86 kcal/mol. Thus, the values of AH0f(CH2, gas) fo2nd ií the 

ÜÏÏÎ Ch^ka et al Proved to be considerablv gre¬ 
ater than those obtained in the preceding works. S 

We must note that Kuzyakov and Tatevskiy [268] did not dis¬ 

cover bands connected with transitions from the level v' = 2 

^2681 ÜassnS îh\TÎem ^ ^ The authors of the work 
2aSSUmeC* ^ka^ ^e^ween the levels v' = 1 and v1 = 2 of* 

Ííe A 2 state predissociation takes place, and on this basic? 
they estimated the upper limit of the disLc^atîon energy o? 

CP equal to 5*8 ev (133 kcal/mole). 

In order to confirm the value of D(F2C =-- CP ) he has adop¬ 

ted Margrave refers to the results of the calculations of 

Patrick [3197] who calculated D(h>c-ch > ,0 
QT^ , , UlrtîC-CH*)= H2. D(Clrf:=CCl3)= 149 
and D(FlC=CF,) = 10s kcal/mole, on the assumption that the 

?'HiKC_C1 an2 C~p bond energies in these molecules are enuai 
to the mean bond energies in nn pm nm mi ~ equal uxiu energies m CH^, CCl^ and CP^. This assump- 

values 
D(H,C-CH,)-117.6 and D(citC=ccii) *■ 96 kcal/mole. 

than the 

Snr=^rleh^|i ?Lte?a^ Ä^te^Paf 

C1 ion occurrence from 00¾ was found, to which a value of 
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D (CClr—Cl) “ 76.1 ±1,6 kcal/mole corresponds, which consid 

ably exceeds the values found in the works [ 1530, 43.51 
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Chapter 21 

COMPOUNDS OP CARBON WITH SULFUR, NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS 

The present chapter deals with some of the simplest compounds of 

carbon with sulfur, nitrogen and phosphorus. 

The carbon - sulfur compounds (CS, CS2 and COS) discussed in the 

Handbook are the most important compounds of this class which are ther¬ 

modynamically stable at high temperatures. Such compounds as CH^SH, 

HCNS, CH^NgS, etc., decompose readily when heated, especially in the 

presence of oxidizers. 

Only a number of the simplest carbon - nitrogen compounds, CN, 

C2N2, HCK and PCN, are discussed in the Handbook. A great number of ot¬ 

her compounds of this class are known (for example, CNHS, CN0H2, CNgH^, 

HNCO, CN^Og, C1CN, etc.). The majority of them are unstable at high 

temperatures, with the exception, perhaps, of HNCO, NCO and a few oth¬ 

ers. 

The carbon - phosphorus compounds are represented in the Handbook 

by the simplest CP molecule. Other more complex carbon - phosphorus 

compounds are thermodynamically unstable at high temperatures. 

§84. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

CS.The S state is the ground electron state of the CS molecule. 

The Co spectrum was investigated in both emission [2537, 2790, 2249» 

1217, 238, 328, 237] and absorption [237, 239, 1042n, 1435, 1436, 2543, 

3302]. In contrast to the thoroughly investigated spectrum of the CO 

molecule, the great number of developed bands of which made it possible 
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"to determine the constants of this molecule in a great deal of elec¬ 

tron states (see page 870), only one hand system (A1!! - X1!), lying 

in ultraviolet, has - up to the present - been thoroughly investiga¬ 

ted in the spectrum of the CS molecule. Furthermore, bands have been 

observed in the 25OO-270O A region of the CS spectrum, the assignment 

of which remains undertermined. 

The band spectrum of CS, first obtained by Fowler and Strutt 

[1585a], was subsequently investigated by Martin [279O] and levons 

[2249]» A minute analysis of the CS spectrum was carried out by Craw¬ 

ford and Shurcliff [1217], who photographed the CS spectrum with de¬ 

vices of various dispersion. The spectrograms used for the analysis of 

the vibrational structure of the spectrum were obtained with a prism 

spectrograph having a dispersion from 7 A/mm at 2400 A to l8 A/mm at 

3200 A. The use of devices with diffraction gratings (with a dispersion 

in the order of 0.28 A/mmj enabled these authors to obtain spectra with 

a well resolved rotational structure of the bands. Crawford and Shur¬ 

cliff [1217] analyzed 65 bands (v' < 11, v" < l6) degrated toward to 

red and composed by P-, Q- and R- branches. On the basis of the inves¬ 

tigation of the fine structure of two bands and the analogy with the 

fourth positive system of CO, the authors of the paper [1217] assigned 

the observed system to the transition from the excited 1II state into 

the 12+ electron ground state, and explained the observed intense per¬ 

turbation of the vibrational and rotational levels of the state by 

the interaction with the neighbouring 3n state. The molecular constants 

of CS, determined in the paper [1217], are recommended in Herzberg's 

monograph [2020] and in the Handbook [649]. 

It should be noted that Howell [2138], comparing the cu^/uf values 

of the basic band systems of diatomic oxide, sulfide, seienide and 

telluride molecules of the elements of the IVth Periodic system group,* 

«"''»««i'aiiiiitiiiiMüiÄWiijiK'. 
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came to the conclusion that the analysis of the rotational structure, 

carried out in paper [1217]* is incomplete, and that the basic band 

system in the CS spectrum refers not to the 1n - 1Z transition but to 

the -¾ - 1Z transition analogous to the Cameron system in the CO spec¬ 

trum (in the Cameron system, = 1.24 is valid, which conforms well 

with the value - 1*20 in the CS system). Howell also assumed 
G G 

that the perturbations observed in the CS spectrum, as well as the per¬ 

turbations of the Cameron bands in CO, are connected with the pertur¬ 

bing effect of the 1n state. However, a minute analysis of the rota¬ 

tional band structure of the basic CS system, carried out by Bowen 

[878] and Laird [2542], based on the spectrograms obtained by Crawford 

and Shurcliff, did not confirm Howell's assumptions [2138]. 

The final -solution of the problem of the type of excited electron 

state, connected with the basic system of the CS spectrum, and of the 

nature of the disturbing states became possible only after the thorough 

analysis of the rotational structure of the bands in a wide range of 

the v' values, carried out by Lagerqvist, Westerlund, Wright and Bar- 

row [2537], to specify more precisely the type of the upper electron 

state of this system. The CS spectrum was excited by discharge in a 

CS2 flow and photographed in the first and second order of a 21-feet 

grating. In the paper [2537]* an analysis of the rotational structure 

of 24 bands (v' < 5, v" < 7) was carried out. The values found by Mock- 

ler and Bird [2930] by investigating the microwave spectrum of various 

isotopic CS modifications (B^ = 0.82005* a|[ = 0.00592 and D" - 1.3^* 

•10-6 cm"1) (calculated by Eq. (1.36)) were used for the analysis of 

the rotational constants of CS in the ground state. The vibrational 

1 1 
and rotational constants of CS in the X Z and A II states, found in pa¬ 

per [2537], are accepted in the present Handbook and quoted in Table 

186. The investigation of the perturbations in the A1!! state enabled 

■ ^‘¡r 
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the authors of paper [2537] to ascertain that they are caused by in¬ 

teraction with the a.3ï+ ani 5tateS) and to eyaiuate the exLiti 

tl0n enerSy and the "0lecul- c°-tents of CS in these states; the 

results are also cited In Table 186. 

TABLE I86 

Accepted Values of the Molecular Constants of cs, CN and CP 

CN 

CP 

A*2 
AWf 

B*2 

X*2* 
A'ilj 

B*2* 

0 

38858* 

38898öt 

39155* 

1285,08 

760 

1081,20 

750 

3.^- 

6,46 

7 

11.1 

5 

-1 

0,82005 

0,585 

0,77995 

0,610 

5,92 

8 

6,29 

6 

1,34 

1,62 

0 

9246,04* C 

25752,0 

2068,616 

1812,316 

2163,9 

13,111*C 

12,588* 

20,2 

1,8989 

1,7166 

1,985 

17,17rd 

17,16*h 
23 

6,3954 e 

6,2464 

6 5744 e 
0H i 

6974,07* 

29100,35*1 

12^9,67 

1061,99 

836,32 

6,86 

6,035 

5,917 

0,79863 

0,6980 

0,68289 

5,97 

7.7 

6,28 
1 

1,326 

1,821 

1,535 

1,82 

1,574 

1,78 

1,172 

1,233 

I.14G 
1,5583 

1,607 

1,6852 

s) The Tq values are given 

b) The existence of another two ^Jl stafpQ ,,,-+1- 
energy of the order of 35,000-38,000 crn'i îsaposïibîetl0n 

c) %ye = 0.91 cm"1 P 

a2 = ^■•TS’IO ^ cm"" 
e) calculated by Eq. (I.36) 

i‘) A = -52.2 cm'1 

g) ^eye = -0.012 cm"1 

a2 = • 10 cm 1 

i) 7 = -0.017 cm"1 

k) rxrTd :alue ls sirn; t^\/2) = 6894.93, 
Te(A n3/2) = 7053.20 cm'1. X 

l) Molecule 
2) state 

3) cm'1. 

The analysis of the possible electron configurations of oj, 

ried out by Lagcrqvist et al [2537], proved that besides the J.u 
- I3O5 - 

C UJ.' - 

) Ü 

] 

'Í 



quoted in Table 186, the CS molecule must have yet another four sta- 

tes ( n, , '2 , Jû) with relatively low excitation energies. By 

analogy with the CO molecule, one may expect that another two states 

IT with excitation energies of the order of 33,000-38,000 cm"1 are si¬ 

tuated between the basic and the first excited singlet A1!! state of CS. 

As was mentioned, above, Crawford and Shuroljff [1,017] observed in 

the CS spectrum besides the basic A1!! - X1!', system another four bands 

in the --)00-2(10 A region, degrated toward to rod and possessing on]y 

P- and P- branches. Crawford and Shurcliff assigned these bands hypo¬ 

thetically to the 0½ - system. Kondrat’yev [230] andt subsequent¬ 

ly, Porter [3302] proved, however, that the ground state X1?1 of the 

CS molecule must be the lower state of this system. Later on, Lager- 

qvist et al [2537] suggested that the bands in question do not in 

fact refer to any new electron transition, but are groups of lines 

caused by transitions from the v’ = llevel of the ground system.* 

ÇN* The X 2 state is the basic ground ejectvon state of the CN 

molecule. The thorough analysis of the possible electron configura¬ 

tions and of the corresponding electron states, which may be antici¬ 

pated for the CN molecule, was carried out by Douglas and Routly [I382], 

Band systems, caused by transitions between eight electron states, and 

reaching from the near infrared region to the far vacuum ultraviolet, 

have been observed in the CN spectrum. 

Two systems, a red, caused by the A2n - 2¾ transition, and a vi¬ 

olet, caused by the B22 ~ X22 electron transition, are the most char¬ 

acteristic ones in the CN spectrum. 

2 0 
The A^n - rx system was investigated by Jenkins, Boots and Mull- 

iken [2236]. The authors of paper [2236] obtained by means of a spec- 

tograph with a 21-feet grating a spectrum in the 3300-8000 A region 

containing 24 bands (v1 < 12, v" < 12) of this system. The analysis of 
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the rotations 1 structure was carried out for seven bands. The analys 

of the vibrational structure was carried out, based on the edGes of 

the R,- band branches, and taking into account corrections for the 

difference in the wavelengths of the R,- branch edges and the band 

heads. As a result of the analysis, the vibrational and rotational 

constants of OH in the 31¾ and A2n states were determined. 

In 1948, however, Hersberg and Phillips [2038] proved that an . 

ror was committed in paper [2236] when analysing the vibrational otra 

cture of the A2n - 3(¾ system. This error was caused by the fact that 

the band X = 9140 A was assumed as the 0-0 band of the - :'ii sv..t,.,(1 

Herzberg and Phillips proved that this band is a 0-1 band and that 

the head of the 0-0 band has X = 10,550 a. Based on the analysis or 

spectrograms obtained in paper [2038] and in earlier investigations 

[2236, 2237], Herzberg and Phillips determined precisely the values ,,, 

the CN constants in the A2n state. 

The violet system of CN bands, caused by the B22 - JTS transi- 

tion and reaching from the visible to the near ultraviolet region, 

was observed In both the emission and absorption spectra [2,,14, 

4242, 3104], The bands of this system have been measured by Uhler and 

Patterson [4034], Kayser and Runge [2340] and Heurlinger [::0u0|. La¬ 

ter on, these measurements were repeated by devons [2248], Jenkins 

[2227], and Jenkins and Wooldridge [2237]. ln X955 Weinard [4L94| a,„i 

Douglas and Routiy [1382] measured and analyzed anew a series or bands 

of the red and violet systems of CN. 

Apart from the bands of the violet system, identified earlier, 

Douglas and Routiy [1382] obtained the bands 16-I3, 19-15, j5-. 17 K;.. 

-18 and 19-18 In the CN spectrum excited by discharge in C0N„ vapor ;h, 

the Presence of helium. In order to determine precisely the“ v:i hr, L i„n- 

al and rotational constants of CN on the low levels Uf the .,,,,, ,, 
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States, the bands of the Av = 1 sequence were measured up to the 5-6 

band in the paper [1382]. Douglas and Routly [1382] also investigated 

the red band system of CB. The results of their own measurements (the 

bands up to y = 19 „ere investigated) and the data obtained by Jen¬ 

kins, Hoots and Mulliken [2236] enabled Douglas and Eoutly to find 

the equation expressing as a function of v for the Sni/p com- 
Ponent of the A2II state. /2 

The extrapolation by means of this equation gives the dissocia¬ 

tion limit of the A state equal to 77,717 cm'1 (9.64 ev). The linear 

■extrapolation gives D0(CH) = 8o,542 cm'1 (9.99 ev). The accepted value 

of DC(CN) is equal to 8.4i ev (see page 1350). Using also the data of 

Jenkins, Roots and Mulliken (2236] and Parker [3184] and the results 

of the analysis of the rotational structure of the 15-8 band, Douglas 

and Routly found the rotational constants of CN in the AS’l state. The 

values of the molecular constants of CM in the A, 4¾ and B2S states, 

found by Douglas and Routly [1382], are accepted in the present Hand- ’ 

book and quoted in Table 186. These constants differ only insignifi¬ 

cantly from the constants found earlier in papers [2236, 2038, 2237, 

2248, 2227] and recommended in the Handbook [649] and in Hersberg’s 

monograph [2020], 

Weinard [4l94] obtained the CN spectrum in diverse orders of the 

diffraction grating with a dispersion varying from 0.88 to 2.14 A/mm. 

Only the lA - A system was thoroughly investigated in paper [4l94]. 
The wave numbers of the band heads and the values of the rotational 

v ne B 2 and JTS states, found for nine measured bands 

<V - 3' V" - 3)’ are e;icellently described by the vibrational and 

rotational constants accepted in the present Handbook. It should be 

noted that the difference between the values of vQ0, listed in paper 

[4194], and the values calculated by these constants, does not exceed 

- ISOS - 
: 
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1 cm 
-1 The corresponding difference for the Bv constants does not 

-1, 
exceed 0.003 cm 

In order to obtain supplementary data on the dissociation energy 

of CN, investigations of the ON spectrum in the short wave region up to 

1650 A have been recently carried out [I380, 1381, 1302, IO63]• Besides 

the X2^, A2n and B22 states, which were already known, Douglas and 

Routly [I38O, 1381, 1382] discovered the following electron states oi 

CN:D2n, F2A and H2n, which give rise to foud band systems in the near 
-j ^ 

ultraviolet region: D2n -+ X2^, DII-*.An, fA^.AII and H n B 2. 

Carroll [IO63] found another two excited states of CN, unknown earlier: 

E22 and J2A, involving the band systems ES-^XS, E2-^AII and J A 

A2n, which are situated in the 165O-2IOO A region. The values of 
—^ A -- 

the molecular constants of CM In the Ä, A2n and B2Z states, found by 

analysis of the vibrational and rotational structure of the ultraviolet 

band systems [3182, IO63], nearly concur with the constants iound by 

analysis of the red and violet systems. The vibrational and rotation- 

al constants of CM in the D2!, E2!, H2n, J2A states, recoim,ended 

in papers [I382, 1003], are not listed in Table I86 because the excJ- 

-1 
tation energies of these states exceed 50,000 cm 

It should be noted that, by analogy with the SiN molecule (sc. 

Table I98), a stable C2n electron state of the CN molecule with an 

-1 

»P 

excitation energy of about 35,000 + 3000 cm' most probably exists. 

CP. Two band systems are known in the spectrum of the CP molecule: 

the B2Z+ xV system, situated in the near ultraviolet region (4400- 

-29OÜ A), and the B22+A2Hi system, situated in the visible region 

(5000-4400 A). 

The spectrum of the CP molecule was obtained for the first time 

by Herzberg [2014] in the first order of a two-meter diffraction gra 

ting (8.7 A/mm dispersion). The band system B 2 
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ally resolved fine s 

Pre1iminary analysis 

tructure, was observed in paper [2014], and a 

of the vibrational structure of the bands of this 

system was carried out. 

Later on, Barwald, G. Herzberg and L. Herzberg [673] obtained the 

CP spectrum with a resolved fine structure of the bands in the 2900- 

-5000 A region by the second order of a three-meter diffraction grat¬ 

ing (2.8 A/mm dispersion). The CP bands, however, were superposed by 

CN bands, and only four CP bands of the 2S - ‘2 (3-0, 2-0, 0-1 and 

0-3) were free from superposition by CN bands. The band edges of the 
2_ 2 
¿ - L system, corresponding to v' < 10, v" < 9, and of the 2Z - 2n 

system, corresponding to v', v" < 4, were measured in paper [673], and 

the analysis of the vibrational structure was carried out. The values 

of the vibrational constants of the CP molecule in the X22+, A2H. and 
2 + * i 

B 2 states as well as of the excitation energies of these states, re¬ 

sulting from this analysis, are accepted in the present liandbook and 

quoted in Table I86. In paper [673], the rotational structure of the 

3-0, 2-0, 0-1, 0-3 bands has also been analyzed, thus making it possi¬ 

ble to determine the rotational constants B , a D and the constants 
c Q 

of the multiple's splitting of the 2S states (the y constants) of the 

CP molecule. The values of the rotational constants of CP, recommend¬ 

ed in paper [673], are accepted in the present Handbook and listed in 

Table I86. 

CS2 * The molecule of carbon bisulfide has a lineary symmetric 

structure and belongs to the symmetry point group D : 

The results of investigations of CS2 spectra, carried out up to 

1944, are thoroughly discussed by Herzberg [15:.1]. It shoihd be noted 

that the majority of papers published before 1-)44 dealt with the in¬ 

vestigation of the Raman spectra of liquid, solid and gaseous carbon 

bisulfide [4081, 4o82, 2562, 2168, 3751, 1882, 4321], and only in the 

,24-:, 2, ::..,2,.2.,.., .:11-: -. :• 
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papers by Bailey and Cassie [609, 614], Dennissen and Wright [I316], 

and Sanderson [3578]* was the infrared absorption spectrum of CB, in¬ 

vestigated by devices with a low dispersion. Based on the analysis of 

the data obtained in these papers, Herzberg [152] recommended the 

following values of the fundamental frequencies of CS0: v1 = 656.5, 

v2 = 596.7 and v3 = I523 cm'1, found by Bailey and Cassie [6l4], Den- 

nisson and Wright [I316] and Langseth, Srensen and Nielsen [2562]. 

Subsequently, the infrared absorption spectrum of gaseous CS2 was 

investigated by Gallar and Plyler [I639, l64o] (the 3v3 band), Allen, 

Plyler and Blaine [512] (the + v3, 2v1 + v1 + 2v2 + v3 bands), 

Plyler and Acquista [3272], and Lord and McCubbin [265O] (the v2 band), 

Guenther [I873, 1873a, 1873b], Guenther, Wiggins and Rank [1874] (the 

bands 3v3 and v2 + 3v3 - v2), Hadni [I919* 1920] (the v2 band), and 

Wentink [4205] (the v3 — band). The Raman spectrum of CSQ was in¬ 

vestigated by Stoicheff [3Ö77] and Evans and Bernstein [151I]. 

The most accurate values of vibrational constants of the CS2 mo¬ 

lecule have been stated in Stoicheff’s work [3877]. Stoicheff [3877] 

photographed the Raman spectrum of gaseous CSg in the second order of 

the grating with a dispersion of I.25 A/mm. The intense v1 and 2v2 

bands, three bands of isotopic CSg modifications: (vt + v, — v9) CSMSM * 

VjCS^S*4 and VjCS^S« and ten "hot" bands: (v, + 3vJ) — 3vJ, 

(vx + 2vJ) — 2vJ, K + 2\l — 2vS), (2vj — vj), (Vi + vj), (Vi + vj) — Vj, (2vt — v^, 

(3vl - vi). (4vJ - 2vS) and (4v* - 2v*) » were measured. 

The results of his own measurements and the data obtained by in¬ 

vestigation of infrared bands enabled Stoicheff to determine the vi¬ 

brational constants of CSp quoted in Table 187 and accepted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook. These constants are calculated taking into account the 

resonance interaction between the energy levels. Although the Fermi re¬ 

sonance in the CSg molecule is considerably weaker than in the C02 mo- 
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lecule., StoicheíT [;í877J showed that the regard for this interact:!.'ui 

noticeably influences the value of the vibrational constants.* 

The pure rotational Raman spec trun: of CS0 was also obtained in 

otoicheff1 s work and Stoicheff succeeded in me a sur in,a, the 

Stokes and anti-Stokos branches up to lines with J 94. The analysis 

of this spectrum enabled Stoicheff to find the following rotational 

constants of CS0 in the ground state: Bn.,n = 0.10910 + 0.0001. D 
o ouu — * 00Ö 

= 1.0.10-- cm--, r0 1.5545 + O.OOO3 A. Using the. value u 1- 2a^ r 
• 1. rl 

+ c:3 - 0.000460 cm"1, obtained by Allen, Plyler and Blaine [510] by- 

analysis of the v2 -I- 2Vg + v3 band in the infrared spectrum, Stoicheff 

found Be = (0.10933 ± O.OOOO8) cm"1 and re - (1.5529 + 0.0005) A, 

wliich excellently conforms with the results of the investigation of 

the fine structure of the bands and v0 b 3v., - v0, carried out by 

Guenther [1873, 1873a, 1873b] and Guenther, Wiggins and Rank [1874, 

1.895]« About .--75 lines of the 003—000 and 0113—(.).^0 bands wore measu— 

led in the papers [18^4, I875]» The values of the rotationa.l constants, 

recommended in these papers, are quoted in Table 187 and accepted in 

the present Handbook. The value of o^, listed in the Table, was cal¬ 

culated by means of the value of cx^, found in the papers [1874-, 1875], 

and of ohe value oí B' — B", obtained by Allen, Plyler and Blaine 

[512] for the 201_000 band. It should be mentioned that the values of 

the rotational constants found in papers [1874, I875, 3877] are more 

accurate, than the values obtained by Allen, Plyler and Blaine [512]. 

These authors found the value 4.34-10-8 cm"1 for Jj()00, which is too 

high in comparison with the value Bqqq = O.IO927 cm found by the 

same authors, and which indicates an error in the measurements or cal¬ 

culations carried out in paper [512]. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of CS? was investigated in papers [4286, 

3717a 1.. 2228, 4186, 3328, 2503, 2612, 3353, 2434, 1373, db.- , to oor. 

/„ 0.. : 0.,9.tai «rt’íiE 

'»«Pli 
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TABLE I87 

Accepted Values of the CS0 Molecular Constantsa 
(in cm"1) 

noCTORUIUII 

p 
Shihchkc 

nOCTO.UROA 

1 
nOCTORHHlH 

p 
SiuteHue 

boctghmuoB 

1 
Docto iiHNaa 

2 
3iu<ichhc 
nOCTORHHOA 

«1 
®i(2) 

W» 
*u 
*a 
*u 

671,36 
398,62 

1551,92 
-1,054 

0,126 
-5,135 

*1* 
Xu 
Xu 
ÍU 
r 

0,861 
-6,67 
—4,95 

0,671 
36,05 

£000 

ai 
a* 
a» 

hoot 

¢1 

0,109099 
0,000156 

-0,000256 
+0,000711 
1.05.10** 
6,6-10-» 

Si 
The fundamental frequencies of the 0So molecule 

cl 

found by the band heads in the Raman spectrum v^) 

and the infrared absorption spectrum (v^ and v ) 

are equal to: v = 657-98, v0 = 396.8 and =3 
-Ia* ¿ 3 

= 1532.5 cm -1. 

1) Constant; 2) value of the constant. 

The attempts at analyzing the structure and Interpreting the ul¬ 

traviolet bands in the absorption spectrum of CSg, made in papers 

[4286, 2228, 4186, 3324] were unsuccessful because the spectral devices 

used for recording the spectrum did not give a resolution necessary 

for the analysis of the fine structure. Only in Liebermann's paper 
w 

[2612], were the absorption bands of CSg in the 3050-3700 A region 

photographed for the first time by a device with a resolving power of 

300,000.. Liebermann succeeded in the analysis of the rotational struc¬ 

ture of six bands not overlapped by neighboring bands, out of the great 

number of bands observed in the region from 3050 to 3700 A. The analy¬ 

sis showed that the ultraviolet bands refer to the 1L+ _+ transi- 
'Ll g 

tion and that the CSg molecule is bent in the excited state, which lies 

about 27,000 cm"1 higher than the electron ground state (the angle be¬ 

tween the C-S bonds is nearly 125° and rc_s s I.735 A). The value of 

the excitation energy found in paper [2612] conforms with the value 
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suggested by Mulliken [2992] on the basis of a theoretical analysis, 

and is corroborated by the papers by Ramasastry [3353] and Kleman 

[2434]. 

Investigating the ultraviolet bands, Ramasastry [3352] found that 

two band systems of CS2 are situated in the 29OO-3800 A region. In 

the more intense system, occupying the 290O-3300 A region, an evolved 

progression with an interval of 450 cm ^ was observed, which Ramasastry 

attributed to the fully symmetrical valence vibration in the excited 

state of CS2. Assuming that the intense system refers to the transi¬ 

tion between the ground state and the excited state of CSg in which 

the molecule is bent, and based on the selection rules suggested by 

Mulliken [2999] for such transitions, Ramasastry recommended the fol¬ 

lowing values for the fundamental frequencies in excited state: v - 

450, v2 = 226, V3 = 1050 cm 1. The second system, observed by Ramas¬ 

astry, obviously refers to the excited 1Hu state, the existence of 

which was reported by Liebermann [2Ö12] on the basis of an investiga¬ 

tion of perturbations in the bands Xk 350I and 360I A. 

It should be mentioned that Douglas [1373] observed a change in 

the shape of the bands in the ultraviolet CS2 spectrum when a magne¬ 

tic field was superposed. A preliminary investigation showed that the 

observed Zeeman effect is only explicable when assuming that the first 

excited electron state of the CS2 is not a singlet state, as was ear¬ 

lier supposed, but a triplet one. The final solution of this problem 

is possible only by investigation of the Zeeman splitting of the ro¬ 

tational CS2 levels in excited state. 

COS. The COS molecule is linear, as well as the C0o and CSn mo- 

lecules, but it belongs to the symmetry point group C^. Such a mole¬ 

cule must have three fundamental frequencies active in the infrared 

and the Raman spectrum (symmetric and antisymmetric valence vibrations 
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and a doubly degenerated deformation vibration). 

The infrared spectrum of COS was first obtained by Bailey and 

Cassie [610, 6l4]. The analysis of the observed bands, the fine struc¬ 

ture of which could not be resolved, resulted in the following values 

of fundamental frequencies: = 859» = 527» = 2079 cm The 

interpretation of the infrared spectrum of COS, obtained by Bartunek 

and Barker [672], gave somewhat different frequency values: = 859-2, 

v2 = 521.5» v3 - 2050.5 cm"1. 

Simultaneously with the investigation of the infrared COS spec¬ 

trum in I93O-I940, papers were also published dealing with the study 

of the Raman spectrum of carbon oxysulfide [1242, 4125]. The values of 

frequencies, found in these works, conform excellently - within the 

error limits of the experiment - with the results of measurements in 

the infrared region of the spectrum. 

In I95I Callomon, MacKean and Thompson [1045] investigated anew 

the infrared absorption spectrum of COS in the region from 500 to 50O0 

cm"1. The analysis of 20 bands, observed in the investigated range, 

enabled the authors of paper [1045] to recommend the following values 

of fundamental frequencies: = 859» v2 - 524 and = 2064 cm 

which conform with the values found earlier. 

The rotational structure of the bands of the carbon oxysulfide 

spectrum was firs4- resolved in the infrared spectrum by Callomon and 

Thompson [1046].* Analyzing four bands in the COS absorption spectrum, 

Callomon and Thompson found: v1 = 859*1» v2 = 524 and = 2062.22 cm 

Supposing a Fermi resonance between the 4v2 and and v1 and le¬ 

vels, the authors of [1046] calculated the interaction energies of 

-1 

-1 
the resonating levels as equal to 12.00 and 33.1 cm , respectively, 

and the values of the nondisplaced frequencies: vn = 865.1 and v. 

= 2065.95 cm'1. 

1 ..3 
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The most minute investigation of the infrared COS spectrum was 

carried out by Allen, Plyler and Blaine [513], who obtained the COS 

spectrum in the region from l800 to 10,000 cm-1 (5.5-1 microns) by 

spectrometers with diffraction gratings. The analysis of the fine 

structure of eight bands, resolved in the best way, gave tne values of 

the rotational constants B000 = 0.20288 + 0.00002 and D000 = (4.08 + 

8 1 
± O.52)«IO” cm" , conforming excellently with the investigation re¬ 

sults of the COS microwave spectrum. 

The authors of paper [513] came to the conclusion that the Fermi 

resonance and the Coriolis interaction do not affect the position of 

the 001 level, and that the value of the nondisplaced band centrum 

= 2065.95 cm"1, suggested in paper [1046], is unreal.* On the other 

hand, it was shown in the paper by Allen et al [513] that the Fermi 

resonance between the v1 and 2v2 levels actually takes place. The ex¬ 

istence of this interaction made it impossible to utilize the results 

of the analysis for the determination of all constants entering into 

the equation of vibrational energy. Only three anharmonicity constants 

were found: x23 = -7.33, x13 = -1.86 and x33 = 11.50 cm"1. 

Owing to the existence of resonance interaction between the vib¬ 

rational states, the difficulties of the analysis of the carbon oxy- 

sulfide molecule spectrum hindered the determination of the nondisturbed 

values of fundamental frequences and of reliable values of the anhar¬ 

monicity constants. Xn the present Handbook, the values of fundamental 

frequencies are accepted, obtained by investigations of the infrared 

and Raman spectra carried out without taking into account the resonance 

interaction of the levels. The accepted values of the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of COS are listed in Table I88. 

The microwave spectrum of the COS molecule was investigated in 

papers [2012, 1250, 1251, 4oo6, 400?, 4009, 344?, 3882, 2664, 420?, 
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2260, 3959, 2663, 3226, 3658, 24o5], In which the lines correspondia 

to the various purely rotational transitions have been measured with 

high precision. 

TABLE 188 

Accepted Values of the Molecu¬ 
lar Constants of COS 

Vi V* (2) V* B«» 
a 

cm“*1 

859 524 2064 0,202867* 1 

= 6.858*10a2 = -3.523^10-2^ 

a3 = I.75-10“ ; D000 = 4.27.IO"8 
cm" . 

The values of the rotational constants of the COS molecule, quo¬ 

ted m Table 188, are found by Tetenbaum [3959] who investigated the 

rotational transition J = 3 4 in various vibrational states, in his 

calculations Tetenbaum used the value D000 = (4.27 + 0.17).10-8 cm-1 

found by Johnson, Trambarulo and Gordy [2200], The values of the con¬ 

stants ax and a2 were found in paper [3959] from the data for excited 

states, taking into account the effect of the Fermi resonance] a, was 

found by investigation of the spectra of three isotopic modifications 

of COS. The value of the £ doubling constant (= 2.1l6*10-21' cm“'1') 

found in paper [3959], conforms excellently with the value q, - 
-4 -i " "" " 

•10 cm , calculated theoretically by Nielsen [3084]. 

The following values of structural parameters of the COS molecule 

correspond to the values of rotational constants determined by micro- 

wave spectra: rc=0 = 1.1637 ± O.OOI3 and rc=;S = 1.5586 + 0.0010 A. 

These values concur with the values of interatomic distances (r 
0—0 

1.16 and rc=s ^ 1.56 A) found by Cross and Broxkway [1228] by elec- 
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tron-diffraction measurements. 

iiC_N. The HCN molecule possesses a linear structure and belongs to 

the symmetry point group C^. The vibrations of such a molecule are 

characterized by three fundamental frequencies: two frequencies (v1 and 

vq)^ referring to the valence vibrations of the C-H and C=N bond, and 

the frequency of the (doubly degenerated) deformation vibration. 

The spectrum of the vapor of hydrocyanic acid was investigated by 

many authors. Based on the analysis of the results of investigations 

carried out up to 1944, Herzberg [152] accepts the values of vibration¬ 

al and rotational constants of HCN, quoted in Table I89. A consider¬ 

able number of papers dealing with the investigation of the spectra of 

various isotopic modifications of hydrocyanic acid were published in 

recent years; besides the infrared spectrum [2193, 3437, 2316, 3378s 

1383, 3380, 3379, 4265, 3373, 3384, 3384a, 3384b, 3393a, 947a, 3385, 

3830, 518, 3374] and the Raman spectrum [2316], the purely rota¬ 

tional spectrum [3728, 1821, 3048, 1708, 3716, 1823, 3729, 4l88, 3084, 

4189, 4354, 1947] and the ultraviolet spectrum of HCN [2035, 4139] 

have also been studied. 

The minute investigation of the infrared HCN spectrum in the re¬ 

gion from 0.5 to 2.5 microns was ca.rried out by Douglas and Sharma 

[1383] by a device with a concave grating and a focal length of 6 m. 

Owing to the use of multipass cells, the length of the absorbing layer 

of hydrocyanic acid vapor reached 600 m. In order to increase the ac¬ 

curacy of determination of wavelengths of the observed lines, the 

interferometric system by Fabry and Perrot was used. Based on the fre¬ 

quencies of 27 bands, observed by them, and the frequency, inactive 

in the infrared spectrum and determined by Stoicheff in the Raman spec¬ 

trum,* Douglas and Sharma [I383] calculated the values of the vibra¬ 

tional constants of HCN listed in Table I89. As it is shown in this 
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Table, the values of the constants found In paper [1383] are close t 

the values accepted by Herzberg [152] „Ith the exception of oa0 

and X 
12 ‘ 

TABLE I89 

iJ “11 

Values (In cm 1) of the Molecular Constants of HCNa 

Hoctohu* 
Ha« ^ 

Tcpuôcpr 

»'Ml p 
3 /iyrn.ic 11 
Ulipua [1383] 

Aflucii. Tmav- 
»JIJI, Ilhafuicp 
4 [MC] 

Hoctohh- 
hoh 

repuGepr 
HW] 

Ayrnac h Aline». Tiifly 
UlapMa [1383] nnaft^ep 

“ï 

«1 

“5 
; *u 

*u 
Xu 
Xu 
Xu 
Xu 

2041,2 

711,7 

3368,6 
52,0 

-2,85 
-55,48 
-4,2 

-14,40 
-19,53 

2105,10 

710,90 

3364,39 
-9,0 
-2,47 . 

— 54,20 
-2,15 

-16,8 
— 19,6 

2107,66 

710,77 

3363,90 
— 10,45 

. —2,50 
— 52,50 

— 2,90 
— 14,43 
-19,19 

Vu* 

gu 

*' 
Baa* 
Oi 

0( 

Oi 

Dwo 

0,768 

3,25 

1,4878 
1,4784 
0,0093 

— 0,0007 
0,0108 
3,3.10-« 

0,527 

3,63 

1,4849 
1,47823 
0,00950 

— 0,00350 
0,01079 
2,85.10-« 

3,63 

1,47791 
0,00991 

2,59. io-« 

a 

Skorlnhof LSn anStlgglL"^^! the Pagf ^ Ra“R> 
wkich thé vibrational-rotational^spectruin 1,1 
b^dsS?^garthand the st-^-ePoef I^îef"fW^Kln- 
lfto Stlcfons) was 

'posslb!t0toSfSdrethe8vaSsS'ofh2erv“?|Sa”:fcSo”a?e f 

states (In cm“'' } : 

Wi-2119,8642, (1)( = 726,9950, 0)( = 3441 2207 m* —íMn¿ 99/0 • ™ • 
= -7,0741, Xu-2,6533, *»=^52 7m W* = 7,°*8955* “3 = 3363,8737, 

fe*5,160. ÿui = — 0,1889, yiu = 0,0285/ ^ = 0 27020^1/Xl*-n^4,!34, ■*« = -19.0055, 
l/ia = —0,0747, tftu = —1.1010 u.„ — o 19/n U,¿ ^ =—O,O0l2, Um __0 779't 
Ä = 1,484514, ai = 0,009673, a, = _o 003938 ^T_ yxu=z~0’ 1830, ^>xn = 0,01943^ 
7» = 0,000157, 7u = 0,000595, t^-o’S 

The listed vibrational constants describe excellently the 

lSlntaî?v°f ^ïh Zer0 111163 of Hc12n observed exner imentally (with an accuracy of +0.2) ud to ifi Ann r.e-?ei ~ 

Tne following values of structural parameter^* of^r-iCH „i. 
recommended In paper [3384a]: re(C -H)= 1/06593 f 

+ 0.00010 and re(C s N) = 1.15313 ± 0.00002 A. 

In^paper [516], also the constants B = 9-30, a = -0.733' 

3 _ ^ an^ c = -0.1461 cm“-'- are given, which enter 
into ohe equation for the interaction energy. 

Vu = A (o, (o, -1) (o, - 1) (d _ 3)]V.> 
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1) Constant; 2) 
Piyler. 

il D fl (1 “P fl0i “I" büt “p 00s)* 

Herzberg; 3) Douglas and Sharma; 4) Allen, Tidwell, 

The difference between these constants is mainly cuased by the 

fact that Douglas and. Charma [I383] have essentially improved the va¬ 

lue of the frequency of the 2v1 + v2 band in comparison with the data 

by Adel and Barker [489] accepted by Herzberg. Moreover, the more pre¬ 

cise value of the v1 frequency, found by Stoicheff, was taken. 

In 1956, Allen, Tidwell and Piyler [516] obtained anew the in¬ 

frared absorption spectrum of gaseous HCN in the region from I.25 to 

5.25 microns (800O-1900 cm-1). Analyzing 22 HCN bands and taking into 

account the resonance interaction of third order between levels of 

tne 'tyP6 (viv2V3^ and (vi + 3, v^, - 2), the authors of [516] 

found the constants of HCN which are also quoted in Table I89. The 

values of the constants, found by Allen, Tidwell and Piyler [516], 

differ insignificantly from the values obtained in paper [I383]. Whe; 

as, however, the constants found in paper [516] make it possible to 

calculate the energy of all levels below 12,000 cm'1 with an accuracy 

011 ) 4he analogous calculation carried out with the constants 
I 

obtained by Douglas and Sharma [I383] results in more significant 

differences between the calculated and measured magnitudes.* This per- ! 

mits us to assume that the constants found in paper [516] better des- j 

cribe the vibrational energy levels of the HCN molecule than the con¬ 

stants obtained by Douglas and Sharma [I383]. 

Douglas and Sharma [I383] also carried out the analysis of the 

rotational structure of l6 bands in the HCN spectrum, and, based on the li 

found values of B^^and the magnitude B0()0 = 1.47828 cm'1, obtained 

"W ®l!' ' / V e.V 
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by analysis of the microwave spectrum of HCN [3048], they calculated 

the value of B0 with an accuracy of +O.OOO3 cm"1 and the value of the 

interaction constants a. quoted in Table I89. The values of the con¬ 

stants B000, D000 and o^, found by Allen,Tidwell and Plyler [516] are 

also listed in the same Table. In order to verify the values of the 

constants o^, a2 and c^, found by Douglas and Sharma by analysis of 

hands lying the near infrared region, where the effect of the Fermi 

resonance is most intense, Dagg and Thompson [1243] analyzed the ro¬ 

tational structure of a series of HCN and DCN bands lying in the far 

infrared spectral region. The authors of paper [1243] found the values 

®000 1.4782, Be - 1.4846, = O.OIO3, «2 = -O.OO37 and = O.OO99 

cm'1, which conform with the values obtained by Douglas and Sharma 

[1383]. This proves that the Fermi resonance affects but insignificant 

ly the rotational constants of the HCN molecule. The small difference 

between the rotational constants found in papers [I383, 1243] does 

almost not affect the values of the interatomic distances rc H - 

= I.0657 and rc_N = I.1530 A. 

An analysis of the rotational structure of individual bands was 

also carried out with a high degree of accuracy in a series of papers 

by Rank and coworkers [3378, 3380, 3379, 4265, 3385, 3374]. The most 

accurate values B000 = I.478218* and D000 = 2.913-1Q-6 cm"1, found in 

the work [3374] by measuring 30 lines of the 2v3 band, conform excel¬ 

lently with the constants obtained by Douglas and Sharma [1383]. 

The results of investigations of the ultraviolet HCN spectrum, 

carried out up to 1953, are discussed in a review by Walsh [4.139]. La¬ 

ter on, Herzberg and Innés [2035] carried out a thorough study of the 

ultraviolet HCN spectrum and showed that the first excited state 

(a A) of this molecule possesses an excitation energy equal to 52,277 

cm . The detailed analysis of the vibrational and rotational strueturu 
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*1 -T , 

of bands of the oTA - X'"Z' system, situated In the region A. < 2000 A, 

led Lier ober g and limes [103¾] to conclude that the HCN molecule is 

bent in the excited (U‘a state and possesses the following structural 

parameters: rc_H = I..UI-, rCH.N - 1.297 A end /HCN - l.?5°B The two fun¬ 

damental frequencies v - I506 and v0 = o'l-ó cm"'' were found in this 

state. The vibration frequency of the 0-H bond was not found. The pa¬ 

per by Herüber.g and lunes [2035] quotes also the v:i brat louai and ro¬ 

tational constants of the subsequent l" exoi1.--'d state of HCN, the 

energy of which is equal to 54,630 cm* 

FCN . Experimental data on the spectrum and structure of the PCM 

molecule wove missing up to i960. When propsrin : the present Handbook, 

the PCM constants necessary for the calculation of the thermodynamic 

functions were evaluated on the basis of the data on other cyanhalldes 

and some other compounds. Subsequently, the results of these evalua¬ 

tions were corroborated by experimental data (see footnote to page 

1326). Owing to the fact that the HCN, 0.1 CN, BrCM and ICN molecules, 

the next analogs to PCN. are linear In the elect**.-n ground state. It, 

is assumed in the present Handbook that tno cyan fluoride possesses 

linear structure and belongs to the symmetry point group C ,. Such a 

molecule Is characterized by two interatomic distances (rp and r- ) 
C-P C-:-N 

and three fundamental frequencies (v, and v0, the frequencies of the 

valence vibrations of the C-P and CxN bonds, and (die frequency v of 

the doubly degenerated deformation vibration). 

The structural parameters, the force constants and the fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of the PCN molecule were formerly evaluated by Thomas 

[3965] and Luft [2673] who assumed a linear structure of the PCN mole¬ 

cule . 

Based on (die exper.im -ntally found fundamenta.! frequencies' of the 

IICN, C1CN, BrCh and ICN m< lecules. Tilomas [3965] c hi ciliated tic valuer 



of the force constants of these molecules and, using a number of semi- 

empirical relationships between the force constants, bond lengths, 

atomic weights and ionization potentials of cyan halides, he evalua¬ 

ted the molecular constants of FCN: rCEN = 1.16.55 A, = 1052 and 

v3 = 2294 cm"1. 

Using analogous semiempirical relationships, Luft [2673] calcu¬ 

lated the value of the frequency of the doubly degenerated deformation 

vibrations, v2 = 4l0 cm 1, and the interatomic distance r^ „ = I.30 + 

+ O.O3 A. 

It should be noted that the evaluation of the molecular constants 

of FCN was carried out by Thomas [3965] and Luft [2673] on the assump¬ 

tion that the observed relationships between the corresponding con¬ 

stants of cyan halide molecules remain when substituting F for I, Br 

and Cl. It is well known, however, that the extrapolation to fluor in 

the series of halogenized hydrocarbons results for the most part in 

erroneous values. Hence, such an evaluation must be treated cautious¬ 

ly, and it requires additional verification. 

Based on conceptions of the length of the C-X bond on the bond 

"type, developed by him, Tatevskiy [409, 410] obtained the value I.30 A 

for the length of the =C — F bond. This value was calculated using 

inaccurate values for the length of the C-F bond in various compounds. 

The calculation, based on new data of the interatomic distances of 

C-F in C2Fg, .C2F4 and CgH^F molecules, gives the value rc p = 1.28 A. 

The evaluation based on the assumption of a linear relationship bet¬ 

ween the length of the C-X bond in XCN molecules and the length of 

this bond in C2X^ molecules, where X = H, Cl, Br and X, results in the 

same value of the interatomic distance rp _. The value r = 1.28 + 

± 0*°3 A is accepted in the Handbook for the FCN molecule. The length 

of the -C = N bond changes insignificantly in the series of various 



cyan halides (from 1.153 for HCN to I.I63 A for C1CN A).* Therefore, 

the rounded off value I.16 + 0.01 A is accepted in the present Handbook 

for the interatomic distance r^^. The value of the moment of inertia 

of the PCN molecule, quoted in Table I90, corresponds to the accepted 

structural parameters. 

TABLE I90 

Accepted Values of the Molecu¬ 
lar Constants of PCN 

Vi V. (2) V« / 

9 

1 . M*“* 
- 2 

It «.CM* 

1070 400 2260 8 1 

“l P 
1) cm ; 2) g«cm . 

It may be expected that the force constants of the C-P bond in 

the PCN molecule must be similar to the force constant of the corres¬ 

ponding bond in the CgHP molecule: fc_p = 7-79-105 dyne-cm"1 (calcu¬ 

lated by Eqs. (P4.34) on the grounds of the fundamental frequencies of 

the CgHF molecule, found experimentally [l6o4]). The value f_ _ = 8.3- 

5 1 
•10 dyne•cm" , obtained by graphical extrapolation of the force con¬ 

stants of C-X bonds in the C1CN, BrCN and ICN molecules to the PCN mo¬ 

lecule conforms well with this value.** The value f_ „ = 8.0 + 0.5* 

•10 dyne«cm , near to the mean value, is accepted in the present 

Handbook. 

The values of the force constant of the C s N bond in HCN, C1CN, 

BrCN, OgNg molecules, calculated by various authors, change within the 

limits from l6 .to 19-105 dyne-cm"1. Taking C1CN and BrCN as an example, 

it may be proved that the various methods of calculating force con¬ 

stants result in essentially different sets of force constants of these 
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molecules. As an ocular demonstration, the values of force 

calculated by means of experimentally observed fundamental 

of C1CN and BrCN molecules are quoted in Table I91. in the 

columns the values are listed as calculated by Thomas [3965] accordin 

to the method developed by him, which makes it possible to evaluate 

three force constants (f^, fc_x and fdd) by means of two fre¬ 

quency values (vx and v3). In the third and fourth columns, the valuó; 

constants are given as calculated by the authors of the Jland- 

booh using Eqs. (P4.26) and the frequencies of isotopic modifications 

of C1CN and BrCN found by Freitag and Nixon [l6o4]; and in the fifth 

and sixth columns, the values of force constants are listed as found 

by Johnson, Orville-Thomas and Opik [2305] using the Kivelson and WjJ - 

constant;; 

frequencies 

first two 

son method [2426, 2427] and taking into account the connection between 

the force constants and the constant of the centrifugal stretch of tl„. 

molecules. 

TABLE 191 

Force Constants of C1CN and BrCN 

(in 105 dyne•cm”1) 

1 ' C1CN BrCN C1CN BrCN C1CN BrCN 

2 Tome 13965] O BMIHCJICHO RO 

0 <n4. 26) 4 Akorc r ap. (23051 

fc=N 
lCr-X 

f<u 

17,61 

5,01 

0,50 

17,80 

4,10 

0,70 

16,07 

5,29 

— 0,752 

16,33 

4,34 

— 0,629 

18,45 ±0,10 

4,76 ±0,02 
1,33 ±0,01 

17,76 ±0,10 

4,00 ±0,02 

0,70 ±0,01 

4] Jon!s™t;al! Th°“as; 3> caiculated by Eqs. (P4.26); 

The calculations, however, carried out with the various sets of 

force constants, quoted in Table I91, result in values of frequencies 

of C1CN and BrCN differing within 5-30 cm”1. Therefore, it appears tint 
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the most correct procedure is to take the coincidence of the value of 

the centrifugal stretch constant, calculated by means of force const¬ 

ants, with the value, found experimentally from the microwave spectrum 

of the molecule in question, as a criterion to determine the selection 

of force constants most accurately describing the force field of the 

molecule [2305]. On these grounds, the value f^ = l8 + 2* 10^ dyne*cm 

approximate to the values obtained by Jones et al [2305] for this con¬ 

stant in C1CN and BrCN molecules, is accepted in the Handbook. 

The calculation of the frequencies of valence vibrations of PCN 

by Eqs. (P4.26) gives the values v1 = 1070 and v3 = 2260 cm-1; their 

errors, caused by the errors in the values of the accepted force con¬ 

stants mentioned above, amount to +40 and +110 cm , respectively. 

When using such a comparatively rough evaluation of the force const¬ 

ants, the constant of the bond interaction may be disregarded, because 

the equations (P4.26) describe satisfactorily the field of valence 

forces of linear three-atomic XYZ molecules (the errors of the fre¬ 

quencies caused by this fact are of the order of 1$). 

The deformation constant of the HCN, C1CN, BrCN, and ICN molecu¬ 

les changes within the limits from 0.25^10-11 to 0.35*10 11 dyne*cm/rad. 

Assuming the mean value 0.30 + 0.05*10 dyne*cm/'"ad for FCN, we ob¬ 

tain Vg = 400 + 40 cm 

The fundamental frequencies, calculated by this method, and also 

the moment of inertia of the FCN molecule, are quoted in Table I90. As 

a comparison shows, the divergences with the corresponding molecular 

constants of FCN, calculated by Thomas [3965] and Luft [2673] He with¬ 

in the error limits of the evaluation of the corresponding values.* 

CgNg. Electron-diffraction measurements [3206, 256I] and also the 

results of investigation of the fine structure of infrared absorption 

bands [1220] and of the rotational Raman spectrum of dicyan [2397] lead 
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to the una.niblgu.ous conclusion that the is s synunetrlc 

linear molecule and belongs to the symmetry point group D . . Accord- 

ing to the vibration theory, such a molecule must possess three non¬ 

degenerated normal vibrations, from which two (with the frequencies 

v1 and v2) have the Alg symmetry and one (v3) the A2u symmetry, and 

two doubly degenerated vibrations, a symmetric. Elg (v^) one, and an 

antisymmetric one, Elu (v^). All frequencies are present in the Raman 

spectrum, and the frequencies and of the antisymmetric vibra¬ 

tions also in the infrared spectrum. 

A review of papers dealing with the investigation of the infra¬ 

red and Raman spectrum of dicyan, carried out up to 1944, is given in 

Herzberg's monograph [152]. According to the interpretation of the 

vibrational spectrum suggested by ¥00 and Budger [4317], Herzberg re¬ 

commends the values of fundamental frequencies, found by investiga¬ 

tion of the infrared spectrum of gaseous CgNg [608], and the Raman 

spectrum of liquid dicyan [3419, 3420]: v1 = 2322, v2 = 848, v3 = 

= 2149, v^(2) = 506 and v^(2) = 226 cm'1. 

Subsequent papers [256I, 1220, 2937, 2561a, 2928, 3659] corrobo- 

tated the interpretation of the frequencies recommended by Herzberg. 

In order to derive the function of the potential energy of the 

CgNg molecule, Langseth and Möller [2561, 2561a] carried out a complex 

of investigations including electron-diffraction measurements (which 

proved that the C2N2 molecule has a linear structure) and the inves¬ 

tigation of the Raman spectrum with simultaneous study of the degree 

of polarization of the strongest lines. The investigation of the Ra¬ 

man spectrum of gaseous C2N2 enabled Langseth and Möller [256I] to 

find the fundamental frequencies of C2N2: = 2328.5, v2 = 850.6, 

= 507*2 and Vp. = 240 cm 1 which differ only insignificantly from 

the frequencies given in Herzberg's book [152]. 
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Grein and Thompson [1220] investigated the infrared absorption 

spectrum of CgNg in the 2000 to 3300 cm ^ (5-3 microns) region by a 

device with diffraction grating. In the investigated region of the 

C2N2 spectrum, three bands with X 3.76, 3.90 and 4.63 microns were 

found and refer, respectively, to the vibrations v3 + v^, v1 + and 

v^. Only the band at X = 4.63 microns was investigated in detail. 

The analysis of the rotational structure of this band, which possesses 

P- and R- branches, enabled the authors of [1220] to find the head of 

the band at 2157.22 cm 1 and the values of the rotational constants 

B000 = °’1588 + 0.0001 and a = 5.32-10-^ cm-1. The value of DnA„ was 

not found in paper [1220] because the results of the analysis, of the 

V3 band enabled the authors to conclude only that DQ00 must be smaller 

than 1*10 It must be noted that, owing to the superposition of 

hot bands, the authors of [1220] failed to determine with certainty 

the centrum of the band and, as it was proved later on [2937], the 

numbering of the rotational lines in this band, suggested in paper 

[1220], proved to be erroneous. 

Möller and Stoicheff [2937] investigated the rotational Raman 

spectrum oí gaseous CgNg, obtained in the second order of a concave 

21-feet grating. The simple structure of the spectrum and the observed 

sequence of the intensity of the lines were an additional and indubi¬ 

table argument in favor of the linear symmetric model of the CgNg mo¬ 

lecule. The analysis of the spectrum enabled the authors of [2937] to 

obtain the rotational constants of CgNg: B000 = O.15752 + O.OOOI5 and 

D000 = 4*10' cm~ * Assuming that rCsN is equal to I.I57 A (by means 

of the data by Westenberg and Wilson concerning the investigation of 

the microwave spectrum of cyanacetylene [4221]) and based on the found 

value of Bqqq, the authors of paper [2937] calculated the value of 

rC-C = 1*380 A, which conforms well with the results of the electron 
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diffraction measurements = 1.15 + 0.02, rQ_Q = 1-38 + 0.02 [256I] 

and rc=N = I.I6 + 0.02, rc_c = 1-37 ± 0.02 A [3206]) within the accur¬ 

acy limits of the latter method. As it is obvious from a comparion 

with the results of paper [1220], the value of the rotational constant 

Bqqoí found by Möller and Stoicheff [2937] is somewhat smaller than 

the value of B000 obtained formerly by Crein and Thompson [1220]. As 

was mentioned above, this discrepancy may be explained by the fact 

that the numbering of the rotational lines of the band, suggested in 

paper [1220], was erroneous. 

Schultz and Eggers [3659] obtained the infrared absorption spec- 

12 14 13 14 
trum of C2 N2 and 02¾ by a split-beam spectrometer with CaF2, KBr 

and NaCl prisms, and they found the value 2159 + 2 cm”'1' for which, 

within the error limits of the measurement, almost concurs with the 

value of found in the paper by Crein and Thompson [1220]. 

In Miyazawa's paper [2928],* dealing with the investigation of 

the infrared absorption spectrum of the two isotopic modifications of 

dicyan Cg Ng and 0 0 °¾ , the band with a maximum at 235 cm 

was found for the Cg'"^4 molecule in the investigated region from 400 

to 180 cm” (corresponding band of the 0 C “^Ng molecule has a max¬ 

imum at 234 cm”'1'). 

In the present Handbook, the rotational constants of CgNg, found 

by Möller and Sto’cheff [2937] by investigation of the rotational Raman 

spectrum of gaseous dicyan, are used for the calculation of the ther¬ 

modynamic functions of CgNg. The following structural parameters of 

CgN0 correspond to these values of the rotational constants: rCEN = 

= I.I57 and rc_c = I.38 A. The values of the V-^ Vg, and frequ¬ 

encies are adopted in the Handbook, corresponding to the data of Lang- 

seth's and Möller's paper [256I]. The value obtained by Crein and 

Thompson [1220] was adopted for the frequency. It must be noted 
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D that the value of may possess an error of +5 cm-1 (see above). The 

adopted values of the molecular constants of C2N2 are quoted in Tab¬ 

le 192. 

TABLE I92 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of 

v‘ v* V. V* (2) v.(2) Boot Dm 
a 

1 CM-* 

2328,5 850,6 2157,22 507,2 240 0,15752 4.10-* 2 

1) cm"’1'. 

§85. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of the substances, dealt with in the 

present Chapter, are quoted in the ideal gas state at temperatures 

from 293»IS-60OO\íí in Tables 204-210 and 23I of the 2nd volume of the 

Handbook. The calculations were carried out without taking into ac¬ 

count the difference of the molecular constants of isotopic modifica¬ 

tions. 

The data of the constants-of the intermolecular potential of 

C2N2 are quoted in Supplement 5, and the values of this gas’s virial 

coefficients and their derivatives are given in Table 240 (II). 

ÇS. The thermodynamic functions of Carbon monosulfide, calcula¬ 

ted by Eqs. (II.I6I) and (II.I62) for temperatures from 293.I5 to 

6OOO K, are quoted in Table 204 (II). The calculation was carried out, 

based on the molecular constants of CS adopted above (see page ), 

by means of the Gordon and Barnes method [Eqs. (II.I37) and (II.138)] 

without limitation of the number of rotational states. The values of 

the constants C(J) and Cg in Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162), of 6 and x for 

the interpolation by means of the anharmonic oscillator tables, and 
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also the coefficients of Eqs. (11.137) and (II.138) for the calcula¬ 

tion of the functions of CS are quoted in Table I93. 

TABLE 193 

Vculues of the Constants for the Calculation of the Thermodynamic 
Functions of CS, CN and CP ^ 

1 
Bcupcrio 

1 
2 

CocToamia 
0 x-10* ßi-10* ß.-io* 9» 

T 
10* 

T As 

•J rpaõ • - - - 3 Ipob-* 4 noA/MOA^.tjiaù 

CS 
CN 

CP 

X *2 
Am 
X *2 
Am 

1848.96 

2975,8 

2610,1 

*1783,62 

1527,98 

5,0269 

6,3537 

7,1003 
5,5337 
5,6827 

0,7245 

0,9176 
1,0221 
0,7503 

1,109 

0,525 
0,87 

1,08 
0,576 
1,27 

0,85061 

0,36774 

0,40706 

0,87354 

1,00013 

2,79 

2,49 

2,93 

2,91 

3,6804* 

2,4315 

3,9273 

10,6359* 
7,3993 

8,8054 

The values of 0$ and Cs, respectively, are given. 

1) Substancej 2) statej 3) degree; 4) cal/mole•degree 

As was noted in §84, the CS molecule must have a series of elec¬ 

tron states with low excitation energies in addition to the four el¬ 

ectron state observed in its spectra and quoted in Table 186. When 

calculating the thermodynamic functions of CS, the components of the 

a' 2 , All and e 2 electron states were calculated by Eqs. (11.120) 

and (11.121), i.e., without taking into account the difference bet¬ 

ween the constants of the ground and the excited molecular states. The 

error caused by neglecting the other electron states of CS does not 

exceed 0.01 cal/mole• degree in the values of <S>* at temperatures up to 

6ooo°k. 

Owing to the high, dissociation energy of the CS molecule (see 

page 1342), the disregarding of the necessary limitation of the number 

of rotational ground state levels in the calculation also does not 

cause essential errors. The total errors of the calculated values of 
* * * 

Cp298.15-’ <I>3000 and ^000 of the cart°n monosulfide do not exceed 0.01, 

O.O3 and 0.06 cal/mole•degree. 
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The thermodynamic functions of CS were calculated earlier by 

Kelley [2364] using the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model ap 

proximation ($T for T < <000°). The differences between Kelley's data 

and that in the present Handbook, the latter changing from 0.02 cal/ 

/mole«degree at T = 298.15° to 0.09 cal/mole*degree at T = 2000°K, are 

caused by the approximate method of calculation used in paper [2364]. 

The results of the calculation carried out by Kelley are cited in 

Zeise's book [4384]. 

ÇN. The thermodynamic functions of cyan, quoted in Table 20/ (II) 

were calculated by the Gordon-Barnes method, using the constants ad¬ 

opted in Table I86. Owing to the fact that the A1-]! electron state of 

the ON molecule possesses a low excitation energy (see Table 186), 

the calculation of the values of and S£ was realized by means of 

Eqs. (II.I3I) and (II.I32). The translational components were calcula¬ 

ted by Eqs. (II.8) and (II.9), the components of the electron states 

X2^ and A IT by the quantities M^, N^, M^, using the equations 

(II.II7) and (II.II8). 

When calculating the values of and N^, the multiplicity of 

the state was taken into account by addition of the addend In 2 

to these quantitiesj the values of and were calculated by Eqs. 

(II.I5I) and (II.152). The values of A^, Ag, 0 and x, and also the 

coefficients of the Eqs. (11.137), (II.I38), (II.I51) and (II.I52), 

used for the calculations of IVL and IK, are quored in Table 193. No 

corrections were introduced by limiting the number of rotational le- 

veis in the X 2 and A H states when calculating the M. and N. values, 

and the equations for the energy of the vibrational levels were not 

brought into accordance with the dissociation limits. The components 

of the second excited state were calculated by Eqs. (11.120) and 

(11.121), i.e., without taking into account the difference between the 



Constantin of CN in this and in the ground statej the components of 

higher electron states were not taken into account in the calculation 

of the thermodynamic functions of cyan. 

The fundamental errors in the calculated values of the thermody¬ 

namic functions of cyan are caused by the lack of data about the ener¬ 

gy of the high vibrational and rotational levels of the ground state 

of CN. However, due to the high magnitude of the dissociation energy 

■X- 
of this molecule, the corresponding errors in the values of $T and 

also the errors owing to the neglection of corrections for the limited 

number of rotational energy levels do not exceed O.03 cal/mole*degree 

at T < 3000°K, and 0.1 cal/mole<degree at T = 6000°K. 

The thermodynamic functions of cyan have been calculated by Kelloy 

[2363] (S£ at T < 2000°K) and Johnston, Beizer and Savedoff [2270] 

(T < 6000°K). Kelley's data are cited in Zeise's book [4383]. The dif¬ 

ferences between the data of [2363] and of the present Handbook do 

not exceed 0.1 cal/mole<degree; it may be assumed that they are caused 

mainly by the use of the results of calculations carried out for the 

present Handbook with those of Johnston and coworkers was impossible 

because the papers of these authors were not available to the libra¬ 

ries of the USSR. 

Referring to literature data unknown to the authors of the Hand¬ 

book, Margrave cites in the book [2773] values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CN at temperatures from 2000-5000°K. These thermodynamic 

functions differ from those quoted in Table 207 (II) by 0.2-0.3 cal/ 

/mole«degree. 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of cyan adduced in the 

first and in the present edition of the Handbook are identical. 

CP. The thermodynamic functions of the gaseous phosphorous carbide, 

quoted in Table 210 (II), are calculated by the Gordon and Barnes me- 
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thod. Owing to the fact that the CP molecule possesses excited elec¬ 

tron states with low energies, the calculations were carried out by 

Eqs. (II.I3I) and (II.I32). The translational components were calcu¬ 

lated by Eqs. (II.8) and (II.9), using the values of A. and Aa which 

are quoted in Table 193. The components of the X2S and A2U states were 

found by the quantities and calculated by Eqs. (II.II7) 

and (II.II8). When calculating these values, the multiplicity of the 
? 2 

a 2 and A n states has been taken into account by the addends In 3 and 

In 4. The components of the second excited state Br2 were calculated 

by Eqs. (11.120) and (11.121). The values of 0 and x, and also of the 

coefficients of the equations, used for the calculation of Mx, Nx, 

Ma, Na, are given in Table I93. 

The errors in the values of thermodynamic functions of CP which 

aie quoted in Table 210 (II), are caused mainly by the inaccuracy of 

the molecular and physical constants adopted for the calculation. The 

errors of the values of at 298.15; 3000 and 6000°K are estimated 

as 0.02; O.05 and 0.1 cal/mole*degree, respectively. 

The theimodynamic functions of gaseous phosphorous carbide have 

been calculated by Potter and Distefano [33l4aJ for T = 298.15-6000°K 

011 the basis of the same constant values which are adopted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook. Owing to this fact, the values of the thermodynamic 

functions of CP, quoted in paper [3314a] and in Table 210 (2), are al¬ 

most identical. 

cs2- The thermodynamic functions of carbon bisulfide, calculated 

by Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) for temperatures from 293.I5 to 6000°K, 

are quoted in Table 205 (TI). The vibrational-rotational components 

were calculated by the Gordon method [Eqs. (II.195) and (II.196)] using 

the constants adopted in Table 197* Owing to the fact that the anhar- 

monicity constant, according to the data of [3877], has the value 
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x22 >, 0 (see Table 187), it was impossible to take into account in 

the applied method the enharmonicity of the double degenerated vibra¬ 

tion of this molecule and also of all terms in Eqs. (II.195) and 

(II.I96), related to those vibration (for example, xvfviv% , etc.). 

Hence, the corresponding terms in Eqs. (II.I95) and (II.I96) were ta¬ 

ken as equal to zero; the errors caused by this simplification are 

relatively small owing to the small value of Xl = — —» — 0,003 

The values of and Cg for the calculation of the components 

of the rigid rotation and the translational movement, and also the 

values of 0n and xn are quoted in Table 194. As was mentioned above 

(see page 1311), a resonance perturbation of the vibrational states 

2v2 and takes place in the CSg molecule, but the effect of this 

interaction on the thermodynamic properties of carbon disulfide is es¬ 

sentially smaller than in the case of carbon dioxide; the correspond¬ 

ing error of ^qqq does not exceed 0.04 cal/mole*degree. Hence, cor¬ 

rections for the resonance interaction of the vibrational levels have 

not been taken into account when calculating the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CSg. Owing to the lack of reliable data concerning the type 

of excited electron states of the CS2 molecule and their excitation 

energies, these were also not taken into account. The errors caused by 

the neglection of these states do not exceed 0.05-0.1 cal/mole'degree 

in the value of ^qoo* ^ie ’*:ü4al errors in the calculated values of 

■K* ■K’ 

$298 15* $3000 and $6000 are ^ the order of ,:)*03i O-l and 0.5 cal/ 

/mole»degree. 

Earlier, the thermodynamic functions of CSg were calculated by 

Cross [12271 (f< 1800°K).Keny(23frlI (f < 18000^.1 Papousek I3183|(r< 1000°K). Obvious¬ 

ly, all these calculations were carried out in the rigid-rotator har¬ 

monic oscillator model approximation. Owing to the fact, however, that 

they were carried out only at relatively low temperatures, the differ- 
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enees between these results and those of the present Handbook do not 

‘K* 
exceed O.O5 cal/mole*degree for the values of $T and S°. The data by 

Cross are cited by Ribaud [ 3^-26] * Zeise [4384] and other reference 

books. 

Data for CS2 are absent in the first edition of the Handbook. 

TABLE 194 

Values of the Constants for the Calculation of 
the Thermodynamic Functions of CSg and OCS 

Il 
OeiuccTBO 

t 

0, 0, Cq Cs 

2t •p0® 3 »OA’MOAh-tpaÔ 

cs* 
cos 

963,62 
1236 

569,72(2) 
754(2) 

2219,7 
2970 

7,9338 
7,3721 

14,8893 
14,3276 

ax1 = O.OOI574, x2 = 0, x3 = O.OO3328. 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole«degree. 

COS. The thermodynamic functions of carbon sulfoxide, quoted in 

Table 206 (II), were calculated by Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) in the 

rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model approximation for temperatures 

from 293.15-6000°K. The values of the constants C. and C0 in Eqs. 

(11.241) and (11.242) and also the values of 6n used for the calcula¬ 

tion of the vibrational constants, are quoted in Table 194. 

The errors in the calculated values of thermodynamic functions of 

COS are caused mainly by the fact that the enharmonicities of the mo¬ 

lecular vibrations of this gas were not taken into account in the cal¬ 

culation. The total errors in the values of are 0.1; 1 and 2 cal/ 

/mole«degree at 298.15; 3000 and 6000°K, respectively. A number of au¬ 

thors (see [4384]) calculated earlier the thermodynamic functions of 

COS. Among these calculations, the paper by Cross [1227] deserves 

special attention for in it the thermodynamic functions of COS are 
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calculated for T < l800°K. The results of the calculation by Cross are 

cited in a number of reference books, including that of Zeise [4384], 

Ribaud [3426] and the book [2775]* They conform within O.OI-O.O3 cal/ 

/mole»degree to the values quoted in Table 206 (II). 

The thermodynamic functions of COS, calculated in Papousek's pa¬ 

per [3183] up to 1000°K, conform to the values for the same range, 

quoted in the present Handbook. 

Kemp and Giauque [2366a] found S°^g ^ = 55.27 + 0.1 cal/mole* 

•degree based on the measurement of the specific heat of solid and li¬ 

quid carbon sulfoxide at temperatures higher than 15°K and also of the 

melting and evaporation heats. This value is recommended by Kelley 

[2364]. It conforms to the value quoted in Table 206 (II) (55.324 cal/ 

/mole«degree) within the limits of accuracy in the measurement. 

CgNg. The thermodynamic functions of dicyan, quoted in Table 23I 

(II), are calculated by Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) in the rigid rota¬ 

tor-harmonic oscillator model approximation for temperatures from 

293*15-6000cK, using the constants given in Table I92. The values of 

the constants and Cg in Eqs. (11.240) and (11.242) and also the 

values of 0n for the calculation of the vibrational components are gi¬ 

ven in Table 195* 

The main errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of dicyan, especially at temperatures higher than 1000°K, 

are caused by the fact that it is impossible to take into account the 

anharmonicity of the vibrations and other deviations of the CgNg from 

the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model (up to 1.5-2.0 cal/mole* 

* \ 
•degree in $T). The errors due to the insufficient accuracy of the ad¬ 

opted values of the fundamental frequencies of the CgNg molecule, es¬ 

pecially of the V,- frequency (see page 133(), are essentially smaller 

(of the order of 0.02 and O.06 cal/mole-degree in $298 15 and ^000^ 
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The total errors in the calculated values of dr m* and 
SÍ8.1S’ 3000 6000 

amount to 0.2; 2 and 3 cal/mole-degree. 

TABLE 195 

Values of the Constants for the Calculation of the Ther¬ 
modynamic .Functions of CgNg, HCN and FCN 

1 «i 6, 0. 04 c0 
2 (pod ' 

C*NS 

HCN 

FCN 

3350.2 
3028.2 

1540 

1223,8 

1022,6(2) 

575,5(2) 

3103 

4839,7 

'3252 

729,75(2) 345,31(2) 

C 

6,0694 

1,0457 

5,4289 

. 13,0249 
8,0007 

12,3844 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole«degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of dicyan have been obviously cal¬ 

culated in a number of papers. Tables of the thermodynamic functions 

of dicyan for various temperature intervals have been calculated by 

Stevenson [3852] (T < lOCXT K) * Thompson [3971] (r < 1000° K) , Miyaz- 

awa [2928] (T < 1500° K) , and McLain and Scheller [ 2721] (7* < 4500° K); 

Thompson's data is cited in the books by Ribaud [3426] and Zeise 

[4384]. The results of the calculation carried out by Miyazawa [2928] 

conform best to the values quoted in Table 235 (II). The systematic 

differences from Miyazawa's data., amounting to 0.05—0.08 cal/mole «deg¬ 

ree, are entirely explainable by the difference in the values of v 
5’ 

adopted in the calculations. 

The differences between the data in the Handbook and the results 

of McLain's and Scheller's calculations [272I] amount to O.I5-O.I8 cal/ 

/mole«degree in the whole temperature range and are 3-4 times higher 

than differences which could be caused by any discrepancies in the va¬ 

lues of molecular constants of C2N2 used in the calculation. 

Ruehrwein and Glauque [3548a] found 5^ = 57,64 + 0,1 cal/mole «deg¬ 

ree, based on their investigation of the specific heat of solid and 
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liquid C2N2 in the temperature range from 15-251.95°K and also of the 

melting and evaporation heats of dicyan. This value is also recommen¬ 

ded by Kelley [2364]; it is almost independent of the values of the 

vibrational constants of C2N2 and conforms well to the value quoted in 

Table 23I (II) (57.712 cal/mole•degree). 

HCN. The thermodynamic functions of hydrocyanic acid, quoted in 

Table 208 (II), are calculated based on the constants found in the pa¬ 

per by Douglas and Sharrna [I383] and cited in Table I89. The calcula- 

bhe vibrational—rotational components was carried out by 

Kassel's method [see Eqs. (11.210) and (11.211)]; the corrections of 
* 

the $T values with regard to the anharmonic vibrations of the HCN mo¬ 

lecule, the interaction between the rotations and vibrations, and the 

centrifugal stretch by rotation were calculated by these equations for 

the temperatures 298,15; 500, 700,'1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000,4000, 5000 and 6000°K. 

At T < 4000°K, the terms with 2 in the sums / + / + ^^2 ; the 

terms with ¡ + j + k <4. were calculated for 4000, 5000 and 6000UK. The 

values of R In a in Eqs. (11.210) and (11.211) for the other tempera¬ 

tures were obtained by interpolation. The corresponding correction in 

the values of S° was calculated by numerical differentiation of the 

R In a values. 

The values of the constants C(J) and Cg in Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) 

and also of the quantities Sn for the calculation of the harmonic os¬ 

cillator components in the values of and S^, are quoted in Table 195. 

The excited electron states of the HCN molecule possess an energy 

higher than 50,000 cm ; they were not taken into account when calcula¬ 

ting the thermodynamic functions. The fundamental errors in the obtain¬ 

ed values of the thermodynamic functions of hydrocyanic acid are cau¬ 

sed by the use of insufficiently accurate data for the vibrational con¬ 

stants of the HCN molecule and by the fact that the calculation was 

* 
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I 
carriel out by Kassel's method in which, besides a number of other 

simplifications, the upper limits in the partition functions of v and 

J are assumed as being infinite. It should be noted that the differen- 

ces in the $T values calculated by the vibrational constants found in 

papers [1303^ 516] (see page!319) do not exceed 0.01 cal/mole*degree. 

•ft -X* -ft 
The total errors in the $298 15* ^3000 and ^6000 values to about 

0.03, 0.1 and 0.4 cal/mole«degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of hydrocyanic acid have been previ- 

*ft 

ously calculated by Gordon [I807] ($T for r^2000°K » calculated by 

Gordon's method, Eqs. (11.195))* Stamm, Halverson and Whalen [3834] 

(T < 1000% * and Bradly, Haar and Friedman [889] (T" <15000° K) • In 

the latter paper, the calculation was carried out by the complicated 

Mayer and Goeppert-Mayer method. The thermodynamic functions of HCN, 

calculated in papers [I807* 3034] conform to those in the present Hand¬ 

book within the limits caused by the difference of the values of thé 

HCN molecular constants and the physcial constants adopted in the cal¬ 

culations. At the same time, the differences between the data quoted 

in the present Handbook and in paper [889] essentially exceed the va¬ 

lues which would be expected due to a difference of the vibrational 

constants of HCN used in the calculation.* Due to the fact that the me¬ 

thods used in both calculations are similar, it is impossible to ex- 

-ft 

plain the observed differences in the values of <£>T and S° amounting to 

the order of O.3-O.5 cal/mole«degree. Let us note that similar dif¬ 

ferences exist also between the results of other calculations carried 

out by Friedman and Haar and the data of the present Handbook (for ex¬ 

ample, for OH and HgO, see pages 41^ and 427). The calculations car¬ 

ried out in the Handbook by immediate summation over the energy levels, 

prove that there are obviously some systematical errors in these papers. 

The thermodynamic functions of HCN calculated in Gordon's paper 
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[ISO?] are cited in the books by Zeise [4384] and Ribaud [3426], and 

the data by Bradly, Haar and Friedman - in the book [2775]. 

The tables of the thermodynamic.properties of hydrocyanic acid, 

given in the first and present editions of the Handbook, are identical. 

Glauque and Ruehrwein [1718a] found 5Vi.= 47,92 ± 0,2 cal/mole- 

•degree based on the results of the measurement of the specific heat 

and of the heats of phase transitions of hydrocyanic acid within the 

temperature range of 15 to 298.80°K. The same value is quoted in Kel¬ 

ley's Handbook [2364]. The difference between this value and that cal¬ 

culated in the Handbook (48.211 cal/mole"degree) exceeds somewhat the 

uncertainty pointed out in Glauque's and Ruehrwein's paper [1718a]. 

FCN. The thermodynamic functions of cyan fluoride, quoted in Ta¬ 

ble 209 (II)i were calculated by Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) based on 

the values of the molecular constants of FCN adopted in Table I90. 

The calculation was carried out by the rigid rotator-harmonic oscilla¬ 

tor model approximation. 

The values of the constants C(J) and Cg in Eqs. (11.241) and (II. 

242) and also the values of 6n for the interpolation in the harmonic 

oscillator tables are quoted in Table 195. 

The errors in the values of the thermodynamic functions of FCN, 

quoted in Table 209 (II), are caused mainly by the fact that the an- 

harmonicity of the vibrations and the vibrational-rotational interac¬ 

tion were not taken into account in the calculation, and also because * 

estimated values of molecular constant were used. The errors in the 

values of molecular constant were used. The errors in the values of 

4(-4(- 4(- 

^98.15* ^3000 and 4,6000i occasioned by the mentioned causes, are es¬ 

timated as equal to 0.1; I.5 and 3 cal/mole«degree.* 

The thermodynamic functions of FCN have been calculated earlier 

by Luft [2673] for temperatures up to 1000°K, using molecular constants 



based on estimations by Thomas and Luft (see §86). When calculating 

the thermodynamic functions of PCN for the first edition of the Hand¬ 

book,, the same molecular constants were used, on which Luffs calcu¬ 

lations [2673] were based, with the exception of r^ which was as- 
U—r 

sumed as being equal to I.27 A, whereas the value of I.30 A was used 

in paper [2673]. The differences between the values of and S° in the 

first and present editions of the Handbook do not exceed 0.1 cal/mole- 

•degree, and are explainable by some difference in the adopted mole¬ 

cular constants, mainly in the value of the frequency v2 of the de¬ 

formation vibration. 

§86. THERMOCHEMICAL QUANTITIES 

CS (gas). Owing to an unreliable extrapolation of the vibration¬ 

al levels of the ground state of the CS molecule, Lagerqvist, Wester- 

lund, Wright and Barrow [2337] found C0(CS) = I8I kcal/mole (A//0/o= 53,3 

kcal/mole). 

Lewis and Lacey [2603] investigated the equilibrium between car¬ 

bon monoxide and elementary sulfur (see the parts for COS and CS2) and, 

based on the results of the analysis of the reaction products and on 

some assumptions with regard to the character of the reactions taking 

place, they found the value of the constants of the following equilib¬ 

rium: 

CS2(gas)= CS(gas)-t-S( liq. ). (XXI. 1) 

On the basis of this data, the authors of the Handbook found AH°fo (CS) 

= 31 kcal/mole.* 

The dissociation of CS2 on a tungsten film was studied by Blan- 

chart and Le-Goff [839] in a continuous flow system. The dissocia¬ 

tion products were determined by a mass spectrometer. It- was found 

that at l850°K the potential of the formation of CS+ and CSg is equal 

to 17.7 + 0.1 ev, and that the ionization potential of CS is equal to 
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11.8 + 0.2 ev. Hence it follows 'D,»s0(CS)= 90 + 10 kcal/mole, and 

Af/°fo (CS)= 51,5+10 kcal/mole. The potential of the occurence of CS+ 

ions by dissociating ionization of CSg and the ionization potential of 

CS were also measured by Smyth and Blewett [3807]. The values obtained 

in this work are lower by about 1 ev than those obtained in the work 

by Blanchard and Le-Goff. However, the difference and, therefore, the 

energy of the S - CS bond, proved to be sufficiently similar. 

Schafer and Wiedemeier [3602] investigated the equilibrium of the 

reaction of carbon bisulfide with an incandescent carbon filament. 

Varying the carbon bisulfide pressure and the temperature, the authors 

achieved such reaction conditions that the thickness of the filament 

neither increased nor decreased, a fact which corresponds to the re¬ 

action 

2GS, (gas )•— St (gas)+ 2CS (gas. (XXI. 2) 

The partial pressure of Sg may be calculated in such a system by the 

equilibrium 

CSj(gas) = C(tb.) + S*(gas). (XXI. 3) 

The calculation of the heat of formation of CS by the experimen¬ 

tal data by Schafer and Wiedemeier and the values of the thermodynamic 

properties of the components of this reaction, adopted in the Handbook, 

results in AH°fo (CS, gas) = 57*7 kcal/mole. A similar value was cal¬ 

culated by Schafer and Wiedemeier [3602]. 

Besides the equilibrium between carbon bisulfide and carbon fila¬ 

ment, Schafer and Wiedemeier [3602] also investigated the equilibri¬ 

ums of the reactions of manganese, magnesium and copper sulfides with 

carbon 

MS (tb.) + C (tb.) = M (gas )-f- CS (gas ) (XXI. 4) 

and found (CS, gas) = 60 + 6 kcal/mole ( 59,2 kcal/ 

/mole), which conforms well to the value cited above. 
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In the Handbook, a value of the heat of formation of CS is adop¬ 

ted, equal to the mean between the value calculated by the results of 

the investigation of the reaction of carbon bisulfide with carbon fil¬ 

ament and of the reactions of metal sulfides with carbon [3602] 

fo ÇCS, raa) = 58,5 ± 5 Kcal/mole. 

The equation 

D0(CS) = 175,772 ± 5 kcal/rnole, 

corresponds to the adopted value and conforms well to the value ob¬ 

tained by linear extrapolation. 

CS2 (gas>‘ Thomsen [ 3982, 3981] measured the combustion heat of 

gaseous carbon bisulfide and found the value -265.1 kcal/mole (the 

heat of formation of carbon bisulfide is 28.8 kcal/mole [813]). in 

Berthelot's paper [785], the combustion heat of liquid carbon bisulfide 

was determined, resulting in a heat of formation of CS2 (gas) equal to 

17.2 kcal/mole [813]. Later on, Berthelot [789] carried out a new de¬ 

termination of the combustion heat of carbon bisulfide. Calculations 

based on this work resulted in the considerably higher value: 24.6 

kcal/mole [813]. 

Guerin, M. Bastick, J. Bastick and Adam-Gironne [1876] determined 

anew the combustion heat of gaseous carbon bisulfide. It was found by 

chemical analysis that S02 and S03 are formed during the combustion in 

proportions which vary in each experiment. Introducing amendments to 

the formation of S03, the authors of paper [1876] found from three ex¬ 

periments the value A«,,,,,, =-265.8 kcal/mole for the reaction 

CS, (gas H- 30, teas» CO, (raa) + 2SO, ( gas ) ( XXI. 5 ) 

and estimated its error as equal to +2 kcal/mole. The value 

(CS2, gas) = 29.9 + 2 kcal/mole, or 29.7 kcal/mole at 0°K, corresponds 

to this value. 

The heat of formation of carbon bisulfide may be calculated on the 
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basis of an equilibrium investigation. Evaluating together the results 

obtained by Terres and Wesemann [2958] and Stock, Siecke and Pohland 

[3868] (see below, the part dealing with COS), the authors of the 

Handbook obtained àHafo= 27.6 kcal/mole. 

Wieland [4258] investigated the dissociation of carbon bisulfide 

at temperatures from 688-1015°K according to the Eq, (XXI.3)- The 

concentration of S2 molecules in equilibrium with CS2 and solid carbon 

was determined by comparison of the absorption spectra of S2 in equi¬ 

librium mixture to the absorption spectra of the vapor of elemental 

sulfur. The calculation of ten experiments gave for the reaction heat 

the mean value of -6.1 ± 0.4 kcal/mole. The recalculation of two ex¬ 

periments, the initial data of which is cited in paper [4258], and 

the use of the thermodynamic functions adopted in the Handbook resul¬ 

ted in a coincident value. The dissociation heat, found in paper 

[4258], corresponds to the heat of formation of CS2 (gas) equal to 

ÁH0fo— 24.8 ± 0.45 kcal/mole. 

Lewis and Lacey [2603] investigated the equilibrium between car¬ 

bon monoxide and elemental sulfur. Aside from the fundamental reaction 

(XXI.11), these authors, by using the results of the analysis of the 

reaction products as a basis, also found the value of the equilibrium 

constant of the reaction 

2COS(gas)^CO,(gas)+CSa(gas). (XXI. 6) 

The calculation adopted in the Handbook, using the data of paper 

[2603] and the values of thermodynamic functions of the components of 

this reaction, gives ¿//‘fo (CS2, gas) = 28.3 kcal/mole. Thus, the 

results of the measurements of the formation heat of carbon bisulfide 

show a poor mutual accordance. A thorough analysis of this data is 

hindered by the fact that the fundamental papers [I876, 4258] are very 

briefly stated. 
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The following mean value is adopted in the Handbook: 

^P’/oiCSn gas)= 27 ± 3 , kcal/mole, 

which corresponds to 

• (GSj) =3 271,959±3,1 kcal/mole. 

COS (gas). Lochte-Holtgreven and Bown [2634] found in the absor¬ 

ption spectrum of COS the limit X 2550 Á , of the region of conti¬ 

nuous absorption and explained it on the grounds of thermochernical 

calculations by the dissociation 

COS-vCO + S^D). (XXI. 7) 

The modern, more accurate thermochernical and spectroscopical data, 

however, does not permit this limit to be referred with sufficient 

accuracy for the dissociation process of COS. 

The combustion heat of gaseous COS was measured by Thomsen 

[3981]. The heat of formation of carbon sulfoxide equal to -34.3 kcal/ 

/mole [813] corresponds to the value found by him. The accuracy of 

this value is reduced by the necessity of introducing a correction 

for the formation of sulfur trioxide in the combustion products. 

The results of equilibrium investigations with partition of COS 

may serve as a more reliable source of information on the heat of for¬ 

mation of the latter. The most thorough investigation of equilibria of 

such type was carried out by Terres and Wesemann [3958]. These authors 

found the equilibrium constants of the reaction 

H«s (gas )+• CO, (gas )-= COS (gas )± H,0 (gas ). ( XXI. 8 ) 

investigating both the direct and the inverse reaction. The calcula¬ 

tion of the heat of the reaction, investigated by Terres and Wesemann 

[3958], and the use of the values of thermodynamic functions adopted 

in the Handbook gave A//0== 7,0±0,1 kcal/mole (direct reaction, 623- 

-8730) and A7/0= 6,9 drp, 1 kcal/mole (inverse reaction, 723-873°K). 

These values correspond to the heat of formation of COS being equal to 
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bHufo= —34 kcal/mole. 

In paper [3958], also the equilibrium 

COS (gas )+ H*S (gas )= H,0 (gas )+ CS, (gas ). ( XXI. 9 ) 

was investigated. The reaction heat 'A//0= 8,5 kcal/mole was calcula¬ 

ted by this data. However, owing to a number of experimental hindrances 

noted by the authors of paper [3958], the quoted equilibrium constants 

are insufficiently accurate (see page ). The same remark also con¬ 

cerns the work by Stock, Siecke and Pohland [3868], in which the equi- 

librium 

2COS (gas) = CS* (gas )+ CO, (gas ). (XXI. 10) 

was investigated. 

Using the data obtained in [3868], A//0= 1,15 ±0,3 kcal/mole was 

calculated. The evaluation of the results of investigations of the 

equilibria (XXI.9) [3958] and (XXI.10) [3868], mentioned above, makes 

it possible to exclude the heat of formation of carbon disulfide from 

the corresponding thermochemical equations and to find bH0fo (COS, 

gas) = -34 kcal/mole. 

Lewis and Lacey [2603] investigated the reaction 

CO(gas)4-S(liq. ) = COS(gas) (XXI.11) 

and found the values of its equilibrium constant at 575 and 533°K. Ba¬ 

sed on these values and on the thermodynamic functions quoted in the 

Handbook, the heat effect of the reaction (XXI.11) was calculated as 

equal to A//o=—5,6 kcal/mole. ,.û//°/o(OOS) = -32.8 kcal/mole corres¬ 

ponds to this value. It should be noted that the latter is less accur¬ 

ate than that calculated on the basis of the data of Terres and Wese- 

mann [3958]. 

In the Handbook, the value of the heat of formation of carbon oxy- 

sulfide is adopted as 

A/r/0 (COS, raa) = — 34 ± 1 kcal/mole, 
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which is based on the measurement results by Terres and Wesemann [3958]. 

D0 (COS) = 327,259 ± 1,2 kcal /mole. 

corresponds to the adopted value. 

. Sll5ââ) • ln Spite of the fact that developed system of bands re¬ 

aching from the near infrared to the vacuum ultraviolet region of the 

spectrum have been observed in the spectrum of the ON molecule, the 

results of the numerous investigations of the ON spectrum make it im¬ 

possible to recommend a sufficiently reliable value of D0(CN). 

The extrapolation of the vibrational levels of XV states by 

the equation found by Douglas and Routly [1382] [for «-<18 (see page 

)] leads to a dissociation limit lying by 77,720 cm'1 (9.64 ev) 

higher than the level of v = 0. The extrapolation of the *»ir vibra¬ 

tional states gives a dissociation limit the energy of which is equal 

to 70,470 cm 1 (8.74 ev) with respect to the level v = 0 of the 

State- A lower accurate linear extrapolation for the ,X*S and 

^*n states gives values of D0(CN) which are equal to 80,542 cm'1 ’ 

(9-99 ev) and 73,460 cm'1 (9.11 ev).* 

Investigating the cyan spectrum in the vacuum ultraviolet region, 

Carroll [1063] found that the levels of the VA state converge very” 

quickly and that, therefore, the extrapolation of the vibrational le- ^ 

veis to the dissociation limit may be more reliably carried out for 

this state than for the X-2 and A'n states. The linear extrapola¬ 

tion of the vibrational levels of the state leads to a dissocia¬ 

tion limit lying by 87,500 cm'1 higher than the v = 0 level of the 

,X-S state. If we assume that the CW molecule in the J’A state dis¬ 

sociates into :C(>pi+ni,d) ,»this dissociation limit corresponds to 

the value D0(CN) = 195.3 kcai/mole (8.48 ev) which is recommended by 
Carroll [IO63]. 

The investigations of the dissociation energy of dicyan [2099, 
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£414, 4242, 3455] lead to Inaccurate and contradictory values of 

D(NC-CN) ; this data Is discussed in Qaydon's [1668] and Long's 

[2642] papers. 

Glöckler [I760] estimated the energies of NaCH and KCH lattices 

and, assuming the electron affinity of ON as being equal to that of 

the Br atom, he calculated D(NC-CN) = 120+8 kcal/mole: a heat of 

formation 4H7.(CN)=97 kcal/mole corresponds to this value. 

Based on the longwave limits of the continuous absorption in the 

spectra of CH3CN and ICH and on the extrapolation of the vibrational 

levels of the HCH molecule. Long [2642] calculated the value of the 

heat of formation: 4//-/.(01) = 92.5 kcal/mole. A recalculation of Long's 

data, taking into account more accurate values of some thermodynamic 

magnitudes gives 4TO = 93-0 kcal/mole. Cottrell [255] points out 

that the value of the heat of formation obtained in this way may be 

considered only as the upper limit of the possible values. 

The equilibrium of the formation of cyan from elements 

C (graphite') -{- Nt (gas )= CN (gas ) ( XXI. 12 ) 

was investigated by Brewer, Templeton and Jenkins using the intensity 

of the emission spectrum of CN. By the slope of the straight line ex¬ 

pressing lg Kp as a function of 1/T, Brewer et al calculated the reac¬ 

tion heat at 2750°K as equal to 83.5 kcal/mole (a correction taking 

into account the electron excitation and the vibrational and rotation¬ 

al energy of the CN molecule was introduced into the value measured 

immediately). Using the thermodynamic functions calculated in the pre 

sent Handbook, a heat of formation A//%(CN) = 85 kcal/mole* conforms 

to this value. 

The heat of formation of CN may also be calculated by determining 

the potentials of occurrence of ions from cyan compound molecules un¬ 

der the action of electronic impacts. Based on the potential of occur- 
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rence of CN+ from HCN and C2N2i Stevenson [3853] calculated the value 

A//7o (CN, gas) = 89.2 kcal/mole. He assumed that CN in the excited 
2 

A II state is formed by dissociation McDowell and Warren [2703] deter¬ 

mined the potential of occurrence of CN+ from CH^N and calculated on 

this basis D*g8>i&(NC—CHa) = 104,2 kcal/mole^ which conforms to A//0/« 

(CN, gas) = 90.2 kcal/mole. It was proved in the s°ame paper that the 

fragments of CN and CN+ formed by dissociation of C0N0 under the ef- 

feet of electronic impacts possess an excess kinetic energy, a fact 

which was not taken into account in paper [3853]. 

Herron and Dibeler [2011a] measured the potential of occurrence 

+ + + 
of Cl , Br and I from C1CN, BrCN and ICN. Assuming that CN is formed 

in the /4*11/,. state, they calculated (CN, gas) < 89 kcal/ 

/mole. The kinetic energy of the fission fragments was not measured in 

this paper and, therefore, the final result is given as a limit of 

possible values. The recalculation of the measurements of [2011a] us¬ 

ing the values of ionization potentials of halogen atoms, cited in 

paper [2941] and taking into account the potential of occurrence of 

Cl+ from C1CN, determined by Stevenson [3853] gave the value A//% 

(CN, gas) < 88.3 kcal/mole.* 

Thus, the results of measurement of the formation heat of CN in 

papers [933, 3853,* 2011a] conform well together. In the Handbook, the 

mean value 

A//7o(CN, pis,) = 88 ±5 kcal/mole, 

is adopted, to which corresponds 

D0 (CN) = 194,121 ± 5 kcal/mole. 

This value of the dissociation energy conforms well to the value 

JQatCN) = 195,3] kcal/mole, cited above and calculated by extrapolation 

of the vibrational levels of the y*A state of the CN molecule.** 

C2N2(sas). Bichowsky and Rossini [813] discussed the results of a 

. 
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number of previous works dealing with the determination of the com¬ 

bustion heat of dicyan and assumed for this quantity the value of 

-260 kcal/mole. Wartenberg and Schutze [4172], and Knowlton and Prosen 

[2448] measured the heat of combustion of dicyan in oxygen. The comb¬ 

ustion was carried out in a burner under constant pressure. Similar 

values of the combustion heat, -26I.3 kcal/mole [4172], and -261.94 + 

+0.43 kcal/mole [2448] were obtained. 

In the Handbook the heat of formation of dicyan 

A#r/tM.u(CtNtl gas.) = 73,83±0,5 kcal/mole, 

is adopted, calculation by means of the data by Knowlton and Prosen 

[2448]. The value 

D0 (CtNj) — 490,890 ±1 kcal/mole. 

, corresponds to this adopted value. 

HCN (gas). The combustion heat of HCN (gas) was measured by 

Berthelot [787] and Thomsen [3901]. They obtained the values -159.3 

and -I58.5 kcal/mole, respectively. Based on the amendment for the 

formation of nitric oxide found by Wartenberg and Schutze [4172] and 

obtained on the occasion of measurement of the combustion heat of di¬ 

cyan, Gordon [I807] improved the measurement results of Thomsen and 

obtained the value -159«4 kcal/mole for the combustion heat of HCN, 

which almost conforms to the value found by Berthelot. The heat of 

formation AW0/«8.i* (HCN, gas) = 31*2 kcal/mole corresponds to this 

value. 

Long [2642] reduced the value of the combustion heat of HCN, ob¬ 

tained by Thomsen [3981], by 0.4$, as it was recommended by Kharasch 

[2392]. The heat of formation A//7„lt„ = 29,8 kcal/mole corresponds to the 

value of the combustion heat (-I58.O kcal/mole) assumed by Long. 

The amendments of Thomsen's measurement results [398I] by Gordon 

[1807] and Long [2642] are very approximate. In the Handbook, a value 
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of the formation heat of HCN is adopted equal to the mean between the 

values calculated by Gordon [I807] and Long [2642]: 

A/r/ws.i* (HCN, gas) = 30,5 ±1,0, kcal/mole. 

The expression 

D# (HCN) = 303,183 ± 1,1 kcal/mole. 

conforms to this value. 

FCN__[_gas). An estimation of the heat of formation of cyan fluo¬ 

ride by the half-sum method [470], using the values of the formation 

heats of C1CN and BrCN [2648], gives the value -l6 kcal/mole. The va¬ 

lue -l8 kcal/mole was found when using the method by Kharsch [2392, 

468]. 

The change of the dissociation energy of the carbon-halogen bonds 

in cyan halides depending on the ionization potentials of the halogen 

atoms leads to DÎM(F—CN) = 125 kcal/mole, and, accordingly, to 

A#/i»8.u (FCN, gas) = -I7 kcal/mole.* 

The value 

Aff0fits.u(FCN> *n*) = —; 17 ±20 kcal/mole, 

is adopted for the formation heat of FCN, and, accordingly, 

D0 (FCN) = 317,776 ± 20 kcal/mole. 

CP_{jaË£) • The dissociation energy of CP was determined by Barwald, 

G Herzberg and L. Herzberg [673] by linear extrapolation of the vib¬ 

rational levels of the •X*! electron ground state. The dissociation 

energy was found to be equal to 6.9 ev (in the order of I60 kcal/mole). 

Similar values gives the linear extrapolation of the levels of the 

excited .4*11 and states. Gaydon [I668] considers this value as 

being somewhat overevaluated and recommends the value 6+1 ev. Exper¬ 

imental data on the formation heat or dissociation energy of CP are 

missing in literature. Owing to the fact that the linear extrapolation 

of the ground electron state levels results in overevaluated values 
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in the case of the CN molecule, the value recommended by Gaydon 

D, (CP) = 138± 23 kcal/mole• 

is adopted in the Handbook. The expression 

• (CP. gas) *= 106,956 ±23 kcal/mole . 

corresponds to this value. 

TABLE 196 

Adopted Values (in cal/mole) of the Thermochemical 
Quantities of Carbon Compounds with Sulfur, Nitro¬ 
gen and Phosphorus in Gaseous State 

h 
D. 1 A«*/, MV»,.» MV*',, 

CS 
CS, 
cos 
CN 
QN, 
HCN 
FCN 
CP 

175772 
271950 
327259 
194121 
490 890 
303183 
317 776 
138000 

UNO 
17000 

— 34000 
88000 
73 352 
30570 

-17155 
106956 

59295 
27220 

— 33 946 
88795 
73815 
30501 

-17006 
107 542 

59294 
27209 

— 33952 
88803 
73830 
30500 

— 17000 
107 541 

2045 
2495 
2324 
2038 
2950 
2167 
2429 
2047 

2081 
2549 
2373 
2073 
3018 
2210 
2480 
2083 

1) Substance 

Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

[Footnotes] 

1303 The values of oja, are equal to 1.46 + 0.04 for the whole 

group of molecules, and for CS 'n#»'' = 1.20. 

1306 Barrcw, Dixon, Lagerqvist and Wright [650b] analyzed in I961 
the rotational structure of a number of bands in the absorp¬ 
tion spectrum of CS obtained by pulse photolysis of CSg. Be¬ 

sides the 0-0, 1-0 and 2-0 bands of the A‘n-x«Z , system, 

three other bands of the a*{n)—.vs system and bands of the 

two forbidden o'^-X'S and i*2-«-x»2. system were observed 

in the CS spectrum. The analysis carried out in paper [650b] 

results in molecular constants of CS in the and «*2-, 

states which are almost similar to those quoted in Table I86. 

In paper [650b], also the CS constants in the ^((1) state 

were determined <r.<386i3,#,«,>780. -10. B#>0,629 and a ~ 11-10“3 
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1312 

1335 

1316 

1318 

1320 

1321 

1324 

1324 

-In cm ). 

It should be noted that the value of the anharmonicity of 
Xgg obtained by Stoicheff [38?7] possesses a positive sign. 

This is obviously caused by the fact that only three over¬ 
tones of the Vg vibration could be observed in the CSg spec¬ 

trum. 

Went ink [4-206] calculated the zero frequencies and anharmo¬ 
nicity constants of the COS molecule by the data of Callomon 
and Thompson [104-6] which takes into account the resonance 

perturbation of the levels: a>, = 876. w» = 530, 6)»= 2091, xu=> —4.Ó, 
*»»«=—0,4, jrjj = —7, Xu = —6,»0, xi» = —4,5, xjj = 11.5 and gßß = 3*2 

cm“'1'. Wentink emphasizes, however, that in contrast to the 
constants of COg and CSg, the values of the vibrational con¬ 

stants of COS, calculated by him, should be regarded as only 
approximate, because the presence of Fermi resonance must 
result in perturbation of a number of Raman bands used for 
the calculation of the anharmonicity constants of the COS 
molecule. 

This conclusion by Allen et al [513] was corroborated by the 
results of the papers by Saksena [35?4-a] and Saksena, Wiggins 
and Rank [3575]* who carried out very accurate measurements 
and found the values of vQ, B1 - B" and D1 — D" for five 

bands 3v,+v*, 2vi + 2vi+v* and 3v^) in the infrared 
absorption spectrum of CSg. 

Stoicheff's work was not published. 

According to the opinion of Douglas and Sharma, these diff¬ 
erences are caused by the fact that in their work the reson¬ 
ance perturbation of the levels and the cubic terms in the 
expression for the energy of the vibrational levels were not 
taken into account. 

This value of Bqqq together with the results of the micro- 

wave measurements carried out by Nethercot, Klein and Townes 
[3148] and Simons, Anderson and Gordy [3728, 3729] leads to 
uhe value of the velocity of light c = 299*793*2 + 1.8 km/sec, 
similar to the most accurate value of this magnitude (see 
Appendix 2). 

In CgNg ^“1,157A ( see page 1328). 

The same value of f^, f^r FCN was obtained by three differ¬ 

ent methods: by graphic representation of the f^, ^ values of 

cyan halides as a function of the ionization potential of the 
halogen atom: by the behavior of the corresponding values of 
the fc x constants of the XCN and C»X4(X = Br, Cl, F) molecules; 

and by the logarithm of the constant f^ x of cyan halides as 

a function of the logarithm of the length of the carbon-halo- 
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gen bond. 

1326 After this chapter had been written, papers were published 
dealing with the study of the infrared [592, 1359b, 1537a] 
and the microwave [3705] spectra of cyan fluoride. Aynsley, 
Dodd and Little [592, 1359¾] observed two bands, at IO77 

and 2290 cm" , in the infrared FCN spectrum. The study of the 

find structure of the IO77 cm"1 band and also of the shape 

of the 2290 cm 1 band led to the conclusion the both bands 
are parallel bands of the linear threeatomic FCN molecule 

with a moment of inertia equal to 7.89«10"39 g.Cm2, and with 

the corresponding interatomic distances rc_p=i,26 and 

rc-N 1.16A . The values of the interatomic distances and 

the observed frequencies excellently correspond, within the 
error limits, to those adopted in the present Handbook. In 
the paper by Fawcett and Lipscomb [1537a], bands at 2290 

and IO78 cm“ were found in the infrared FCN spectrum, which 
are identical with the previously observed [592, 1359b], 

and a triplet band at 451 cm 1 which corresponds to the de¬ 
formation vibration of FCN. 
Sheridan et al. [3705] observed the transitions i«-o, 2«-i, 3.-2. 

in the microwave FCN spectrum. Measurements gave the values 
of the rotational constant B000 = 10,554.20 + 0.9 Mcps = 

= O.35205 cm"1 and of the constant of centrifugal stretch 

D000 = 0*0053 ± O.OOO3 Mcps = 0.l8*10~^ cm"1. Based on the 

analysis of the obtained spectrum, the authors of [3705] 
drew the conclusion that the value of rc_N must be somewhat 

greater than the value of rc_N in C1CN which is equal to 

I.163 A [164]. Assuming rc_N = I.I65 A, the value of 1.26 A 

was found for rc_p which conforms well to the structural par¬ 

ameters of FCN adopted in the present Handbook. 

1.329 The paper [2928] was published after the calculations of the 
thermodynamic functions of CpNp quoted in Table 23I (II) had 
been finished. ¿ ¿ ^ / 

13^0 In paper [889], the calculations of the thermodynamic func¬ 
tions are carried out using the constants found by Allen, 
Tidwell and Plyler [516]. 

13^1 The thermodynamic functions of FCN, calculated by means of 
the molecular constants found experimentally (see pagel323) 
conform to the values quoted in Table 209 (II) within 0.06 
cal/mole•degree. 

13¿!2 Using the experimental data obtained in this paper. Brewer 
[IO93] found the very similar value (CS, gas) - 

31.5 kcal/moie. 
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1348 

1348 

1349 

1350 

1350 

1352 

The ground state and the excited /i*n state of the CN 

molecule correlate with the normal 0(^)+N(4S) states. 

According to the correlation rules, the j»A state may cor¬ 

relate with the following states: 0(¾) + N(2D): 0(¾) + 

+ N(2P); 0(¾) + N(2D). 

In the paper by Brewer et al, the value of 94.3+6 kcal/ 
/mole was obtained when reducing to 0°K. The difference from 
the value cited above may be explained by the fact that Bre¬ 
wer et al assumed (H°750 - H°) = 13,750 cal/mole (calculated 

on the assumption that the enthalpy of CN depends only on 
the translational constant), while, according to Table 207 
(XX), we have — Hq = 22,840 cal/mole. It is noted in 

the paper by Knight and Rink [2447c] that Brewer et al could 
obtain an underestimated value of the heat of formation of 
CN owing to self-absorption in the cooler zones of the King 
furnace. 

The results of paper [2011a] were corroborated later on by 
Dibeler et al [1329a] on the basis of measurement of the 
potentials of occurrence of a number of ions in ionization 
of dicyan and of three cyan acetylenes. 

After this chapter had been written, in the paper by Knight 
and Rink [2447b] the density of gas was measured in a shock 
wave propagating in a mixture of dicyan or hydrocyanide with 
krpton. Based on the density as a function of the velocity 
of the shock wave, the authors of paper [2447b] calculated 
the dissociation energy of dicyan as equal to 145 + 6 kcal/ 

/mole (or &fi°h (CN, gas) = 109.6 kcal/mole) which is con¬ 

siderably higher than the values adopted in the present 
Handbook. 

Glöckler [I767] determined the value of D0(P - ON) = I33 

kcal/mole using the graph of the dissociation energy of the 
carbon-halogen bond in cyan halides as a function of the in¬ 
teratomic distance. It must be noted that the estimation of 
D0(p “ CN) given in paper [I767] possesses a low reliability 

because the function D0(X - CN) vs. rc_x is not linear. 

[Transliterated Symbols] 

^-325 PI = p = prilozheniye = supplement. 
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Chapter 22 

SILICON AND ITS COMPOUNDS 

ÍSI, SI*, SiOi SJO», SiH, SIF, S1F», SiF|, SIF«, SiCI, SÍCI21 SiCI^, SiCI^, SIN, SiC, SICj, Si4C) 

The present chapter deals with silicon and its simplest compounds 

with oxygen, hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, nitrogen and carbon. 

Silicon vapor contains Si atoms and the molecules Si„ S'i„ Si4 

Si*’ SiVSi,[21l8]. The present Handbook deals only with the two simplest 

substances Si and Si2 which, according to the available data, are the 

fundamental components of the vapor. Results of measurements of sili¬ 

con vapor pressure show, however, that the possibility of the presence 

of heavier molecules as basic vapor components cannot be excluded un¬ 

der equilibrium conditions within a certain temperature range. 

The basic osygen compounds of silicon, Si02 (solid, liquid and 

gas) and SiO (gas), are treated in the Handbook. The thermodynamic pro¬ 

perties of all equilibrium modifications in condensed state are given 

for Si02. The data on inequilibrium modifications (glass-like Si02 and 

quartz above ll4o°K, for example) are not treated in the Handbook. At 

one time it was supposed that silicon monoxide was also stable in con¬ 

densed state. Thus, the thermodynamic properties of SiO in solid state 

were treated in the first edition of this Handbook. Later on, however, 

was proved that SiO is thermodynamically unstable in solid state and 

decomposes into Si and SiOg (see [89I, 922]). 

Literature data point to the existence of SigOg (gas) molecules in 

the silicon-oxygen system in gaseous phase and under reducing condi¬ 

tions. This substance, however, is instable (the ratio n 
^SigOg: PsiO ;L- 
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equal to 4-10 ^ at l463°K [3304]) and is not treated in the Handbook.* 

A great number of silicon-hydrogen compounds is known. All these 

compounds, however, have a low stability. So, SiH4, the most stable 

silane, decomposes into the elements at only 400°C. These components 

often decompose explosively in the presence of water or oxidants. Only 

the simplest hydrogen compound of silicon, SiH, is treated in the 

Handbook. 

The silicon-fluprine and silicon-chlorine compounds SiP^ and 

SiCl^ and the products of their stepwise dissociation: SiFs, SiF2 SiF SiCI. 

SiCl2 and SiCI are treated in the Handbook. Thus, the quoted data 

give a sufficiently comprehensive concept of the properties of the si¬ 

licon-fluorine and silicon-chlorine systems. The large group of mixed 

compounds of the type SiF^l, SiHCl2F, etc., however, is not treated 

in the Handbook. 

SiN (gas) is the sold compound of the silicon-nitrogen system, 

which is treated in the Handbook. Silicon nitrides in condensed state, 

possessing a considerable stability, are not dealt with in the Hand¬ 

book. 

The mass-spectrometrical investigation of the evaporation of si¬ 

licon carbide, carried out recently [l4o6], has shown that the molecu¬ 

lar composition of the gaseous phase of the Si - C system is very com¬ 

plex. Formerly, it was assumed that SiC was the main component of 

this system. New data proved, however, that elemental silicon is the 

main product of evaporation of silicon carbide, and that the partial 

pressure of SiC2 and SigO exceed the pressure of SiC by more than 

three orders. Moreover, the compounds Si2C2, Si^ and S^C have been 

found in quantities comparable with that of SiC. Nevertheless, the 

data on SiC (solid, gas), SigC, SiO,, Si and Si2 and also on C (solid), 

given in the Handbook, permit the calculation of the composition and 



"fchs thermodynamical properties of this system with sufficient accuracy 

since the other gaseous compounds are formed in significantly lower 

quantities. 

§8?. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

Si. In the ground state the silicon atom possesses the elec¬ 

tron configuration U*2s'2p'3sKp' , to which two other states, 1D and 1S 

correspond. The excitation of one 3p electron of the Si atom entails a 

•group of states with the electron configuration 3s23p(^P)nl . The first, 

of these states ) possesses an energy of about 40,000 cm“1, 

and the ionization limit of this group has an energy of 65,743 cm“1. 

In Table 197j the energy levels of Si up to 54,000 cm 1, correspondin,"' 

to the transition of the 3p electron into the 4s-, 4p- and 3d- states, 

and also the states ^S and ^D, which correspond to the electron con¬ 

figuration \s?2s?2p*3s3p9 y are quoted. The other states of Si, conned, 

ed with excitation of 3p- and 3s- electrons or simultaneous excitation 

of two and more electrons, are not dealt with in the Handbook. The ex¬ 

citation energies of the silicon atom levels, quoted in Table I57, urn 

adopted according to the quantities recommended by Moore [2y4lJ, with 

the exception of the 3s3p*‘S level, for which the data are cited ac¬ 

cording to the paper by Yel’yashevich and Nikitina [I87]. 

In Table I97, levels of the silicon atom with similar excitation 

energies are joi'-ed together with a total statistical weight and a 

mean energy, 

Si2. The spectrum of the Sig molecule has been only very incomp¬ 

letely investigated. Downie and Barrow [1399] observed in the spectrum 

of a hydrogen-air flame with addition of Si.Cl^ a. band system in the 

4200-5700 A region, which they suppositionally ascribed to the Si,, mo¬ 

lecule. The spectrum was recorded on a device with low dispersion, a 

fact which did not permit the carrying out of an analysis of the rota- 
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tional structure. An approximate analysis of the vibrational structure 

led to the following values of constants: v< = 19 000,w'= 1050,(u'= 750cat1 . 

These data are quoted in Herzherg's monograph [2020] and in the Hand- * 

book [649]; the assignment of the bands observed by Dawnie and Barrow, 

however, to the Sig molecule, cannot be considered as unequivocal. 

More reliable data on the spectrum of the Sig molecule were obtained by 

Douglas [1371] who investigated the glowing that occurs in xenon at¬ 

mosphere in a pipe with aluminum electrodes covered by a thin silicon 

layer, when weak electric discharge takes place. Two weak band systems 

reaching from 3480 A to the visible region, have been observed. The 

analysis of the spectrograms, obtained by a device with high disper¬ 

sion, showed that the bands lying in the 3480-3980A region are caused 

by the 3ne-> 3nu transition, and the weaker bands, lying in the visi¬ 

ble and in the near ultraviolet region, are connected with the 

transition. Douglas analyzed the rotational structure of the 

0-1, 0-2 and 0-3 bands of the 3n—“n system and determined the rota¬ 

tional constants and the constants of the spin-orbital interaction in 

both n states and the vibrational constants in the lower state. 

Douglas also carried out an analysis of the structure of the bands of 

the *21 — *2, system; owing to the fact, however, that the isotopic 

structure of the edges was not observed, it was impossible to numerate 

unequivocally the bands of this system. 

Owing to the fact that the absorption spectrum of the Sig mole¬ 

cule was not observed, and the experimental data on the emission spec¬ 

trum are not numerous, the problem of the type of electron ground 

state and the relative position of the excited electron states of the 

Sig molecule is obscure up to date. Obviously, a comparison with the 

energy states of the Cg molecule may serve as the sole source of infor¬ 

mation in this case. Based on the analogy of the configuration of the 
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electron shells of C0 and Sip, Douglas [1371] assumed that the 

state (the lower state of the ’Z—3S) system observed in the Sip spe¬ 

ctrum) is the electron ground state of Sip. Douglas proceeded in this 

case from an erroneous conception of the type of ground state of Cp, 

existing at this time, and he assumed that the type of the ground 

state changes from into when changing the principal quantum num¬ 

ber of the Cp valence electrons into that of Sip. 

TABLE 197 

Energy Levels of the Silicon Atom 

1 A 
3 Hom«p 
' ypoaaa 

■Q COCTOHHHC 
r E CTaTUCTU* 

^eCKMl 
MC 

Shovi-hx, 
C*-1 p S^CKTpOIIHafl 

^ KOuiÿnrypaiiHJi D TSpM 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

« 

ls‘2s»2p*3s*3p* 

ls*2s*2p,3s‘3p* 

ls*2s*2p*3s*3p* 

is*2si2plòs^p* 

ls*2s*2p*3s,3p* 

li*2s*2/i,3s3p* 

. . . 3s*3p (»/>) 4s 

. . . Ss^p [*P) 4s 

. . . 3i’3p (*A) 2d 

•Pi 

•Pi 

lD 

>S 

»S 

•P 

*P 

•D 

1 

3 

5 

5 

1 

5 

9 

3 

15 

0 

77,15 

223,31 

6298,81 

15394,24 

33326 

39860 

40992 

45303 

T 

9 
fj 

. . . 3s Up (tP) 4p 

. . . 3s*3p (lP) 2d 
lP 
'D 8 47326 

il 

i; to 

\ 

. . . 3s*3p (*P) 4p 
. . . 3s3p* 

•D 
*D 30 48420 

1 u 
. . . 3**3p (*P) 4p 
. . . 3s*3p (*P) 3d 

*P,*S 
•F 33' 49690 

h V 
12 

i 

. . . 3s*3p (*P) 4p 
j . . .3sUp(»P)3d 

lP, »S 
•P. 'F, 'P 25 51650 

A) Bumber of the level; B) state; C) elec¬ 
tron configurâtionj D) term; E) statistical 

weight; F) energy, cm“1. 
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Later on., Douglas and Rao [1379] suggested the assumption, based 

on an analysis of the possible configuration of the electron shells 

of Pg and Ng in their ground states, that the singlet state of the 

type can be the ground state of the Si2 molecule. Owing to the 

fact that recent investigations of the Cg spectrum, carried out in i960 

proved that the ’L2 state is the ground electron state of Ch ( see page ë \ jt 0 

866), this assumption seems to be very probable, and it is adopted in 

the present Handbook. Based on the analogy with C0, it is assumed in 

the Handbook that the a^n and b^2 states (the lower states of the 

band systems 3ri—Tl and *2—*2) , respectively, observed in the Sig 

spectrum) are the first excited states of Si2. The energies of these 

states are estimated as equal to 800 + 200 and 8000 + 2000 cm"1. 

The molecular constants (<x> , B and r ) of SiQ in the ground 

state X'2e , quoted in Table I98 and adopted in the Handbook, are 

estimated on the basis of a comparison of the corresponding constants 

of Cg in the and ¿,»2Ä states with the Sig constants in the 

aan„ and b32t states. The molecular constants estimated in this 

way may contain significant errors (equal to +60, +O.05 cm"1 and +1 A, 

respectively). 

The experimentally observed molecular constants of Sig in the 

3 3 
and 2 states, quoted in Table I98, are adopted in the Handbook on 

the basis of data by Douglas [I37I]. 

It should be noted that in analogy to Cg the existence of states 

of the Alnu and type with excitation energies not exceeding 

20,000-25,000 cm-1 may be expected in the scheme of the energy states 

of Sig. 

jt: 
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TABLE 198 

Adopted Values of the Molecular constants of Si„, SiO, SiH SIP 
S1C1, SIN and SIC. 2 

Mojte? 
Ky^a 

2l ■ 

Coctohhhc 

• 

Tt o. <v. <X| Pu-10* 

CM-' -- 
1 À 

Si, 

t 

a*n; 

w; 

% 

■2" **u. 

0 

8006 b 

80006 

28859,1 

32075,7 

6306 

547,94 

506,72 

271,32* e 

2,47 

1,97 

1.99* 

0,296 

0,2596 

0,2376 

0,2370 

0,1699ef 

0,00155 

0,00135 

0,00135 

r— 

2,046 

2,155 

2,252 

2,255 

2,G63e 

SiO 
Am* 

0 

42834,9 
1241,44 

852,71 
5,92 

6,44 

0,7273 

0,6313 
0,00508 

0,00695 

1,02 

1,43 
1,509 

1,620 

SiH 
x*n, 
A**, 

(Fh 

24393,15" i 

2042,47 

1858,13 

35,67 

98,73 

7,498 

7,470 
0,214 

0,347"k 
395 

523 

1,521 

1,523 

SiF 

xm, 
A*S 
B*S 

cyj 
c'*n 
zy*n 
D*2 

O«1 

22858.4 

34561.5 

39438,4 
41964,9 
46606,7 
47418.6 

857,6 

718,58 

1011,23 

891,5* 
1031.8 
1032.9 
1003,2 

4,67 

10,167“ n 

4,825 

5,8 
4,45 
5,28 

' 5,64 

m 
G.ssn** 

.0,57839 

0,62707 

0,6043 
0,6376 
0,6329 
0,625 

m 
0,00566" 

0,00941°° 

0,00462 

0,0067 
0,0039 
0,0044 
0,0055 

1,08 

1,57 
1,600 

1,6049 

1,5414 

1,57 

1,54 

SiCl 

x*nr 

B»2t 
c*a 
D*2 

0np 

34102,7 
41165.4 
44941.5 

- 535,4 

701,5 
674,3 
663 

2,20 

l,40y u 
2,20 

0,2558p r 

0,2790 

0,0016 s 

0,00150 

0,234c 

0,175 

2,07, 

SiN 

A*2 
Am 

fi*2 
c*n 

0 
8000 

24299,4 
34493 

1151,68 
1032,3 

1031,01 
697,3 

6,56 
6,4 

16,743*v 
3.3 

0,7310 

0,743 

0,00567 

0,01037 

1,183 

1,439 

1,571 

1,579 

SiC 
^2^ 

û*n6 
vs6 

0 

7006 

70006 

10006 _ \ 0,656 

— — 

1,756 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Adopted in analogy to C2 

Estimate 

A = -71.6 cm"1 

The existence of A1n and 

lower than 20,000 cm“1 is possible 

are stained, supposing 

c32 states with an excitation energy 

lowest vibrational level which was observed 
0 that th.: 

corresponds to 
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f) 

g) 

h) 

j-) 

k) 

l) 

m) 

n) 

°) 

P) 

r) 

s) 

t) 

u) 

V) 

2Í 
3) cm 

y' = 0. 
the values of BQ and rQ are quoted. 

in analogy to CO it can he expected that the SiO molecule pos- 

si- ofan an enerF of 36,000 cm"1 (estimate on ha- 
•i- oi (1.31)) and two more triplet states with an excitation 

energy lower than T e (A n). Another three excited singlet 
states and one triplet state with an excitation energySlower 

anÏÏÆ°S perturbation!? 1363 ^ ^ °n the the 

A = 143.35 cm"1 

A = 3*83 cm"1 

a2 = -0.041 cm"1 

A = I6I.92 cm"1 

The value of in the state was found by the difference 

of-the wave numbers of the edge and the head of the band- the 
varue of Be was calculated by the found by thS way?’and 
the value of Bq 

“«y* =» 0,157 CAT*. 

a»= 1.3 Î0-« cm-*. 

A =s 207,9 cm-*. 

The value of Bq for the x*nv; state is given, fl, = 0.2564 e*-i 
is valid for X}n.^. . 

The value of for the state is given. 0..0.2355.,0^,-. 
is valid for x*n.,t 

ana 10 g y11 o d S iP^ the^P-T?observed ln the spectrum. In 
low-? than ? atl0n energy of thls s^ate must be 

1 than the saltation energy of the b>z state. Estima¬ 

tion on the basis of (I.3I) gives r,(/i*i)~i8000±20oo cm-* 

This value of may be inaccurate because the assignment 

of the 2-0 and 3-0 bands in the B*s-x*n system is doubtful. 
^,-0.11722 cm-*. 

Moleculej 
states 

-1 

—* The ls+ state is the ground electron state of the Sio mole¬ 

cule. The experimentally observed first excited electron state A1!! ' 

has an excitation energy Tq = 42,834.9 cm'1. Until recently, only the 

two electron states of the SiO molecule were known (see [2020, 649]). 
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Based on an analysis of the perturbations of the vibrational levels of 

the A I! state, Lagerqvist and Uhler [2535] concluded that another four 

excited electron states of SiO exist with excitation energies of the 

order of 43,000-44,000 cm 1. The approximate estimations of the exci¬ 

tation energies and constants of SiO, given by the authors of paper 

[2535] are not reliable and must be checked and specified. Owing to 

this fact and also to the high excitation energies, these SiO states 

are not treated in the present Handbook. Another four excited electron 

states of the SiO molecule with excitation energies exceeding 52,500 

cm“ were determined by Barrow and Eowlinson [3539, 66o, 662] when 

investigating the absorption spectrum of silicon oxide in the vacuum- 

ultraviolet region. These states are also not treated in the Handbook. 

The band system /l1!! •—observed in both the emission spec¬ 

trum [2247, 3581, 3693, 642, 2525, 2535] and the absorption spectrum 

of SiO [3539, 66O, 662] is most thoroughly investigated. In Herzberg's 

monograph [2020] and in the Handbook [649], those values of molecular 

constants of SiO in and A^IT states are recommended which were de¬ 

termined by Saper [3501] when analyzing the rotational structure of th 

0-1, 0-2, 0-3, 0-4 and 1-4 bands of the A1!!—system. In subse¬ 

quent investigations [2529, 2535, 3539, 660, 662], the values of the 

molecular constants of SiO in the X1^ and A1!! states have been deter¬ 

mined more accurately. 

The values of the molecular constants of SiO in the X^Z and A1]! 

states, adopted in the Handbook and quoted in Table 198, were deter¬ 

mined by Lagerqvist and Uhler [2535] when analyzing the rotational 

structure of nine bands of the A1!!-*1!: system, obtained by a device 

with an dispersion of 0.6 A/mm. 

Owing to the structural similarity of the valence electron shells 

of the CO, CS and SiO molecules, a definite analogy in types ¿aid ex- 
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citation energies of the lower electron states of these molecules can 

be expected. In analogy to CO and CS, especially, it can be expected 

that the S10 molecule possesses triplet electron states, the lower of 

which (the a3il state) must have an excitation energy of about 

36,000 + 3000 cm"1 [estimated by Eq. (I.31)]. 

—” The nr state is the ground electron state of the S1H mole¬ 

cule. Only one band system near to 4l00 A was observed in the SIH spe¬ 

ctrum. The emission spectrum of the SiH molecule was investigated in 

papers [21.,6, 2979, 3462, 1372]. The absorption spectrum was obtained 

rather recently by Nelson and Ramsay [3038b] and Thrush [3988a] when 

studying the pulse photolysis of silane and also of SiCl4 in the pre¬ 

sence of hydrogen. 

SiH bands, appearing in the arc spectrum when various silicon 

compounds are introduced, were first observed by Jackson [2196]. The 

analysis of the rotational structure of 0-0 and 1-1 bands, obtained by 

a highly resolving device, proved that they are connected with the 

A*A-Xm transition. The experimental data by Jackson were subse¬ 

quently analyzed by Mulliken and Christy [3003] and Mulliken [2979], 

who proved that the spin-orbital coupling in the :X*nr state belongs to 

the case intermediate between the Hund cases a and b. 

An analysis of the rotational structure of the 1-1 band of SIH 

and the 0-0 bands of SiH and SiD was also carried out by Rochester 

[3462]. The bands were obtained in an arc spectrum and photographed in 

the second order of a concave 21-feet grating. The results of the ana¬ 

lysis carried out by Rochester [3462] differ somewhat from the data 

obtained by Mulliken [2979] and Jackson [2196] because in the latter 

paper a number of lines with low J values was erroneously assigned to 

insufficient resolution. The values of the SiH constants found by Ro- 

cheotei [3462] are recommended in Herzberg's monograph [2020] and in 
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the Handbook [649]. Owing to the fact that only the 0-0 and 1-1 band:'. 

were observed in papers [2196] and [3462], the values of the vfbra- 

2 2 
tional frequencies of SiH in the H and A states, quoted in the Hand¬ 

books [2020] and [649], were estimated by Kratzer's formula and are 

not completely accurate. 

Ine most thorough Investigation of the i42A—X2n band system was 

carried out by Douglas [1372] who obtained the 0-0, 1-1, 0-2, l-o „nt 

2-1 bands of the SiH molecule, parallel with Si., bands, in the spec- 

trum of a discharge in SiH. Owing to a device with a very high disper¬ 

sion (0.35 A/mm) and an analysis of the 2-2, 1-0 and 2-1 bands. Done- 

las succeeded in defining the values of rotational constants, already 

known earlier, and in determining the values of rotational constants 

of the SiH molecule. The values of the SiH molecular constants Ln t h 

A and A2A states, found by Douglas [1372] are adopted in the prosnd. 

Handbook and quoted in Table I98. 

The SiH molecule is an analogen to the methine (CH) molecule. Doth 

molecules possess the ‘’ll electron ground state and the first e.-.cit 1 

2 2 
state of the A type, and the energies of the i\ A states ai .- s inr 1 as 

in both molecules (see Tables 176 and 198). Another two states, KW 

and C 2, with excitation energies of about 26,000 and 32,00) eur-g ,.. 

pectively, are known in the CH molecule. It can be assumed that the 

SiH molecule possesses analogous states with similar excitation oner•• 

gies. 

SiF. The X2]!^, state is the ground electron state of the Si F mol¬ 

ecule. Experimentally, the existence of six excited doublet otates 

_3_ 

with excitation energies which do not exceed 50,000 cm was determi.e 

ed (see Table I98), and also that of four excited states with highe# 

excitation energies [2257]* which are not treated in the present loans•• 

book. 
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In the emission spectrum of SiF [3299, 2265, 1394, 2257, 647, SOI, 

582, 1518], the band systems ÀV - X*n„ B‘Z - X‘nr and C*£-Jm 

(termed also a, ß and y systems), 0¾ - x!n, cm - X'd, D'm _ X’ll, 

B’S - /1>2*. C'*n - A’ZD’rn ~A*Z,D<m-B‘Z , and four slightly inves¬ 

tigated systems (E - X, 0 ~ X, H-. X » F - X) , lying m vacuum ultra¬ 

violet, have been observed. The absorption spectrum of the SiF molecule 

has not been investigated. 

The molecular constants of SiF in the ground electron state 

have been determined by a number of authors on the basis of investiga¬ 

tions of the vibrational and rotational structure of the band systems 

Xn.a2_.w1 and M-Wi . Assundi and Samuel [582] were 

the first to prove that on the basis of the analysis of the vibration- 

dl structure of these systems, they have a common lower 2a state which 

is the ground electron state of the SiF molecule. The basic results of 

investigations by Asundi and Samuel were confirmed by Eyster r1313] 

who obtained the a, ß and 7 bands of SiF on a device with a O.78 and 

0.56 A/mm dispersion. In addition to the analysis of the vibrational 

structure of the a-, ß- and 7- bands (by the edges), Eyster also in¬ 

vestigated the rotational structure of the 0-0 bands of the a- and ß- 

systems, and proved that the spin-orbital coupling in the A state of 

the SiF molecule is intermediate between the Hund cases a and b. This 

was subsequently confirmed by Jones and Barrow [2257] who carried out 

a thorough analysis of the rotational structure of the 0-0 band of the 

a- system recorded in the fourth order of a concave 21-feet grating. 

The values of the molecular constants of SiF in the :rn state, recom¬ 

mended in paper [2257], are adopted in the present Handbook and quoted 

in Table 198. Very similar values, obtained by Eyster [1518], are re¬ 

commended in Herzberg's book [2020] and in the Handbook [640]. 

In obsolete investigations [2265, «01, 582, 1518], the upper state 
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2 
of the a- system of SIP was regarded as a A II state (see also [2020, 

649]). However, on the basis of an analysis of the rotational structure 

of B -*• A band system and the 0-0 bands of the a- system, Jones and Bar- 

row [2257] proved that the 2S state is the first excited electron 

2 
ptate of SiP. The molecular constants of SiP in the A 2 state, found in 

paper [2257], are adopted in the present Handbook and quoted in Table 

198. 

The molecular constants of SiP in the higher electron states 

/1*2 (B-Z, C‘£, C'Hl ..mil)'2!!) adopted in the Handbook and quoted in Table 

198, were found by Jones and Barrow and their co-workers [2257, 647] 

by analysis of the structure of the — A'2II, Zi\E —/122, (72 — A'21I, D-Ï. — X*1I 

and D'21I —, systems. 

SiCl. The X2nr state is the ground electron state of the SiCl mo¬ 

lécule. The existence of three excited electron states of SiCl was ex¬ 

perimentally proved: and D2Z. On the basis of a comparison 

with the wellknown electron states of SiP (see Table I98), it can be 

assumed that a series of stable states with excitation energies Luwer 

than 50,000 cm“1 must additionally exist in the SiCl molecule. Among 

them, the excited electron state of the A22 type, not observed experi¬ 

mentally, is the most important with regard to the calculation of the 

thermodynamic functions of SiCl. Calculation by Eq. (1.31) gives an 

2 
estimate of the excitation energy of the A 2- state as equal to approx¬ 

imately 18,000 + 2000 cm 1. 

Three band systems: ß^S-* X2nr, C2A - and D22 - X2nr [126I|, 

2245, 2247, 2253, 325] have been observed in the emission spectrum of 

SiCl excited by discharge in SiCl^ vapor. Only bands of the ß-S—A'4I 

system were observed in the absorption spectrum [645, 3988a, 4258a|. 

The analysis of the vibrational structure of the ß'-E—XHl, band 

system, the most intense system in the SiCl spectrum, was carried out 
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for the first time by Datta [1264]. Later on, the results obtained by 

Datta «ere confirmed by levons [2253] «ho measured the edge positions 

of 12 bands xm.C*d-X>n systems, and those of six bands of the 

D-Ï. - X*n system. The values of the vibrational constants of SiCl in 

the1’ X’n, 8=2, and B2Z states, found in paper [2253], are adopted in 

the present Handbook and quoted in Table 198. The same values are re¬ 

commended in Hersberg's monograph [2020] and in the Handbook [649]. 

The rotational constants of the SiCl molecule remained unknown un¬ 

til very recently because SiCl bands with a resolved rotational struc¬ 

ture had not been obtained. Only in i960, a paper by Ovcharenko, Tunit- 

skly and Yakutin [325] was published in which the authors carried out 

a fine structure analysis of the 1-0, 0-0 and 0-1 bands of the 

B>1 - X*n system. The bands have been photographed in the third order 

of a spectrum by a DFS-3 spectrograph with a dispersion of 0.57 4/mm. 

The rotational constants of SiCl in the Â and B22 states, found in 

paper [325], are adopted in the present Handbook and quoted in Table 

I93. 

It must be observed that the value of the rotational constant oi 

SiCl in the ground state, estimated in the first edition of the Hand¬ 

book, conforms satisfactorily to the value found in paper [325]. 

SIN. Just as in the case of the CN molecule, the 2S+ state is the 

ground electron state of the SIN molecule. The existence of three ex- 

_ , , , _ 0.p q-îM. Atn b^+ and C^n, has been experiment- 
cited electron states of biJN. /1 n, ß - J 

ally proved. 

Two band systems, B’Z* - X’S‘ , and CT1-.4T1 , lying in the re¬ 

gions XX 3800-5200 and 320O-56OO A, respectively, have been observed 

in the SIN spectrum. The band system B‘ï*-X*2* was repeatedly inves¬ 

tigated in emission [2245, 2234, 2713, 2714, 2715, 2973], and It was 

obtained in absorption by Thrush [3988a] when studying the pulse pho- 
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tolysis of a SiCl^ and mixture. The less intense hand system 

C2!’!—i42n was investigated in emission by Mulliken [2973]. 

The most thorough investigation of the band system fí'¡Zh — À'2£+ 

was carried out by Jenkins and-Laszlo [2234]. These authors photograph¬ 

ed the bands of the sequences Ay = 0 (o', y" < 5) and Ay = 1 (t/= 3, 4, 5, 6 

and o" = 2, 3, 4, 5) in the second order of a spectrograph with concave 

grating (O.96 A/mm dispersion). As a result of the analysis of the vi¬ 

brational and rotational structure of the B2!, — X22, band system, Jenkins 

and Laszlo determined the values of the molecular constants of SiN in 

the ^S^and states, which are quoted in Table I98. 

The analysis of the vibrational structure of the C2!!—/^n system 

was carried out by mulliken [2973] on the basis of the band edges. The 

values obtained by him of the vibrational constants of the SiN mole- 

2 
cule in the A-JI and C n states, are quoted in Table I98. The excitation 

2 
energy of the A II state is unknown because the >i2ri — transition 

was not observed in the SiN spectrum. By reason of the similar excita- 

tion energies of the B 2 states of CN and SiN molecules (see Tables l8 

and 198), it can be assumed that the excitation energies of the A1 n 

states of these molecules must possess similar values. As a result of 

2 
this fact, the excitation energy of the A II state may be estimated as 

equal to 80OO + 2000 cm“1. An estimation by means of Eq. (1.31) gives 

the same value. Based on this value and on the vuluu v,i;) = ‘¿ù 41« oir‘ 
p 

for the C-U — AHÏ system, the excitation energy of the C II state can 

be assumed as equal to 34,493 + 2000 cm“1. 

SIC. The existence of the SiC molecule was proved by mass-spectru- 

metrical investigations by Drowart et al [l4o6]j the spectrum of tills 

molecule, however, was not observed experimentally. Thus the molecular' 

constants of SiC, necessary for the calculation of the thermodynamic 

functions, can be estimated only approximately on the basis of the well- 
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known constants of Cg and. Sig molecules which are the nearest analoga 

to the SiC molecule, and also by comparison of the force constants of j 

the C,C and Si-C bonds in the Cg, SiC and SiCg molecules. 

In analogy to the Sig and Cg molecules, it'is assumed in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook that a state of the X^2 type is the ground electron state 
s 

of the SiC molecule. It may be expected that the SiC molecule must po- j 
I 

ssess stable electron states of the a3II and 6JS types with low ex- 

-1 
citation energies, approximately equal to 700 and 70OO cm , respect- 

I 

ively. f 

As was noted above, the comparison of the vibrational frequencies 
I 

of C2 and Si2 is one of the possible ways of estimeting the vibration¬ 

al frequencies of the SiC molecule in the electron ground state. Sev- 

eral authors [1121, 1122, 2135* 2746, 2925* 4071] suggested various 

relations which connect the vibrational frequency of the XY molecule 
' JJ 

with those of Xg and Yg molecules. Based on t comparison of the cal¬ 

culated values of frequencies of many molecules with the experimental¬ 

ly found frequencies of these molecules, it was proved by Varshni 

[4071] and Majumdar and Varshni [2746] that the estimation on the bar. s 

of formulas suggested by Majumdar and Varshni [2746] (w2,65(XY) = 

=-L[w2,M (XX) + ©^(YY) ]) and Varshni [4071] (mXY) = 0,3KmXX) o, (YY) -f 

+ 0,7 j* ti>«(YY) j j i * conforms go the experiment. 

The calculation by means of this formula, carried out with the 

aid of the frequencies of Cg and Sig, adopted in the Handbook, gives al¬ 

most conformal values of coe (SiC) equal to II85 and II95 cm"1. It must 

be noted that the values of u)e (SiC) estimated in this way may contain 

a significant error owing to the fact that the value of o)o (Sin) in the 

X1^ ground state is itself an approximate value (see page 1360)., 

Under these conditions, the following method of estimating <Dp (SiC) 

is also quite reasonable. A comparison of the force constant of the C-C 
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bond in the SiC2 molecule (fcc = 9.71-lo5 dyne^cm"1) with the force 

constants ke of the Cg molecule in various electron states shows that 

the constant k0 (Cg) = 9-53-105 dyne-cm'1 in the aU. state is most 

similar to fGC (SiCg). Assuming that a similar relation remains valid 

also for the Si = C bond in SiCg molecules (fg1=c = 2.88-105 dyne-cm'1) 

and passing from the a'nu states to the states, we obtain for 

the force constant of SiC the value k, (SiC) = 3-7-105 dyne-cm'1, cor¬ 

responding to û)f (SiC) = 870 or1 - Owing to the approximate nature of both 

estimation methods, the mean value o,, = 1000± 150 cm“ is adopted for 

the SiC frequency in the present Handbook. The interatomic distance 

rSi.C was assumed as equal to 1.75 ± 0.1 A (the half sum of the inter¬ 

atomic distances rc_c and rSi_Si in the Cg and Sig molecules). The va¬ 

lue of the rotational constant which corresponds to this interatomic 

distance is quoted in Table 198. 

Earlier, the molecular constant of SiC was estimated by Drowart, 

De-Maria and Inghram [l4o6j, who assumed ke = 3.1-105 dyne-cm'1, 

o). = 796 cm“ and rQ = 1.9 A (obtained for the Si-C bond as the results 

of an analysis of infrared and Raman spectra of various organo-silicon 

compounds). Such an estimation cannot be regarded as competent because 

the Si-C bond in organo-silicon compounds is a single bond whereas 

that m Cg is a Multiple one. In analogy to Sig, the multiplicity of 

the electron ground state of SiC was assumed in [l4o6] as equal to 

three. 
. 0 

SiOg. References to experimental investigations of the spectrum 

and the structure of the silicon dioxide molecule are totally lacking 

in literature. The molecular constants of this compound, adopted in 

the Handbook and quoted in Table 199, have been estimated by Korobov 

when preparing the first edition of the Handbook. It was assumed in 

the estimate that, in analogy to the carbon dioxide molecule, the S10o 
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molecule possesses a linear-symmetrical structure and belongs to the 

symmetry point group D^. The calculation of the fundamental frequen¬ 

cies of Si02 was carried out by means of Eqs. (P4„31) and the follow¬ 

ing values of the force., constants and the interatomic distance: 

/rf= 7,5-105./dli= 0,7-10s,/0/d2 = 0,39-105 dyne^cm"1, and rsi_0 = 1.554 k, ob¬ 

tained by comparison of the corresponding constants of SiO, CO and CO 

molecules » The probable error of the fundamental frequencies of Si02, 

calculated by this way, amounts to about 10$. The principal moment of 

inertia of the SiOg molecule was calculated under the assumption that 

rgi_0 = 1*554 + 0.03 -A. 

TABLE 199 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of 
SiOg, SiFg, SiClg, SiF^j SiCl^, SiF^, SiClj|, 

^iCg, SigC 

MojieKyjia 
V, V, V, v4 

a 

fj»-1 io-"* («•C**)» 

SiO, 

SiF, • 

SiCi, 

SiF, 

SiCI, 

SiF, 

SiCi« 

SiCi 

sue 

940 

937 

540 

830 

480 

800 

424 

591 

430 

420(2) 
427 

248 

430 

24Ò 

268(2) 

150(2) 

430 (2) 

340 (2) 

1240 

1000 

610 

980 (2) 

600(2) 
1031 (3) 

621 (3) 

1742 

980 

390(2) 
200(2) 

391 (3) 

221 (3) 

12,8* 
286 

5800 

2640 
80500 

7940 

255100 

14* 

28,6* 

2 

2 

2 
3 

3 

12 

12 

1 

2 

aThe value 1*10^-^ g*cm^ is given. 

1) Molecules; 2) cm"1; 3) (g*cm2)3. 

The structure and fundamental frequencies of the Si0o molecule 

have also been estimated by Schick [3622a]. On the basis of an analogy 

with COg, Schick assumed that the SiOg molecule possessed linear symmet¬ 

ry and belonged to the point group D . . The interatomic distance r,,.. 

was assumed as equal to 1.54 A (on the basis of a comparison of the in- 
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teratomic distances in CO, SiO and Co2). Estimating the fundamental 

frequencies of the SiOg molecule, Schick compared the frequencies of 

COg and CSg, CO and CS, and found that the ratio vcS|/vco, changes from 

0.49 to O.65, and vcs/vco =0,59 is valid. Assuming that the ratio 

vsioAco. = vSi0/vco = 0.572, has an error limit of 15$, Schick calculated 

Vl = 767.V, = 382 i and 1340 c«'1 Schick estimated that the error 

of these values may he as high as 15-20$. The values, found hy Schick, 

conform to the frequency values adopted in the present Handbook within 

the mentioned error limits. 

SiPgo The structure of the SiFg molecule was not studied experi¬ 

mentally. It is assumed in the present Handbook that, similar to the 

CXg molecules (where X = F and Cl), the SiFg molecule possesses non¬ 

linear symmetry and belongs to the symmetry point group Cgv. The in¬ 

teratomic distance is assumed as equal to 1.57 + O.05 A (the 

mean between the values of rsl_p in SiF and SiF^ molecules) and 

¿FSIF = 110 i 53 (in analogy with CFg). 

A molecule with Cgv symmetry must possess three fundamental fre¬ 

quencies: a symmetrical (v-^) and an antisymmetrical (^) valence vib¬ 

ration of the bonds, and the deformation vibration (Vg). 

The SiFg spectrum was first obtained and investigated in 1958 by 

Johns, Chantry and Barrow [2259]. The authors of paper _2259] proved 

that the <5- system observed earlier by Johnson and Jenkins [2265] in a 

spectrum of a discharge in SiF^ vapor does, in fact, not belong to the 

SiF molecule (as Johnson and Jenkins assumed) but to the SiFg molecule 

The analysis of the vibrational structure of these bands, lying in the 

22OO-25OO A region,* enabled Johns, Chantry and Barrow to find two fre 

quencies, 937 and 427 cm-1, which, in analogy to CFg, have been assig¬ 

ned to the v1 and Vg vibrations, respectively, of the symmetrical non¬ 

linear SiFg molecue. This interpretation of the SiFg spectrum was con- 
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firmed in paper [2259] by the conformity between the observed frequen¬ 

cies and those calculated by Eqs. (P4.28), using SiPg force constants 

(in 105 dyne-cm'1) equal to f^6.t73.^=0.330./,.=0.0897 , and two values 

of the constant ^ , equal to 0.535 and 0.669 (v, = 927.v,= 390 and 

vi~93I, ,. = ..25 .* The value v, = 1000 cm~> corresponds to the val¬ 

ues of the SiPg force constants assumed in paper [2259]. The calcula¬ 

tion of the frequency v,, of the antisymmetrical vibration by means of 

Eis. (P4.30) and of force constants, calculated on the basis of exper¬ 

imentally found values of and v2, results in v,,= lOMa»-* . 

Earlier, an approximate calculation of the frequencies of normal 

vibrations of SiP2 was carried out by Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56]. The 

force constants of SiP2 required for the calculation SiF, (/, =9,Mo«. /, = 

= 2.75-10-. /,, = 0.50-10-: and /,.=0.80-10-0,-) have been estimated by the 

authors of r56] on the basis of a comparison of the force constants of 

SiCl2, CI2 and CC12, assuming the validity of the ratios 

-/rf(CF,) = k(SiF»> . um u(SiF,) 
td(CCI,) té(SiCI,) ’ /.(CCI,) /a(SiCI,) etc. 

The calculation resulted in the following values: ^ = 870,^ = 500 , 

v3 = 970; the values of and v2 correspond within a limit of 10- 

13% to those found experimentally. 

In the present Handbook the values found in paper [2259] by in¬ 

vestigation of the electron spectrum of SiP2 are adopted for the fre¬ 

quencies of the symmetrical valence and deformation vibrations of SiP2. 

The value v, = 1000+100 cm~1 is adopted for the frequency cf the anti- 

symmetrical vibration. The adopted frequency values are quoted in Table 

199. In the same table, the value of the product of the moments of in¬ 

ertia is quoted, vrtiich corresponds to the structural parameters of SiP2 

quoted above and adopted in the Handbook. In analogy to the CP2 mole- 2 

cul0, ^ is assumed in the present Handbook that the electron ground 
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State of SiFQ is a singlet state. 

SiCig. The structure of the SiClg molecule was not investigated 

experimentally. It is assumed, in the present Handbook that, similar to 

the CF2 and CC12 molecules, SiClg is a nonlinear symmetrical molecule 

and belongs to the symmetry point group This assumption has been 

confirmed by the results of the investigation of the SiClp spectrum 

[58I]. The structural parameters of SiClg have been estimated by Tat- 

evskiy and Tyulin [56] who assumed = 2,05 ± 0,05Ä (the rounded mean 

of the rSi_cl values in SiCl and SiCl^) and ZC1S¡C¡= 110+5° . These 

values are adopted in the present Handbook. The product of the princi¬ 

pal moments of inertia of SiCl2, corresponding to them, is quoted in 

Table I99. 

The SiClg spectrum was investigated by Asundi, Karim and Samuel 

[58I] who, whan studying the spectrum of the discharge in SiCl^ vapor, 

observed broad diffuse bands with a nonresolved rotational structure. 

The authors of paper [58I] assigned these bands to the triatomic SiClg* 

molecule and, on the basis of an analysis of the vibrational structure 

of the spectrum, they obtained the values of the symmetrical valence 

vibration V| = 540c«“1 and the deformation vibration v, = 248 cm-1 of 

the electron ground state of SiC^. The calculation of the antisymmet- 

rical vibration frequency by means of Eqs. (P4.29) and of force con¬ 

stants, calculated on the basis of the experimentally determined fre¬ 

quencies and v2, results in the value v3 = 612 or' . Tatevskiy and 

Tyulin [56] calculated also the values of v3 by Eqs. (P4.28). Assuming 

for SiClg the force constants /</- 4,84 + 0,25 10« and 4,/ - 0,36 dC0 or=, 

estimated by comparison of the force constant of the diatomic SiCl mo¬ 

lecule with the force constants of SiCl4, Tatevskiy and Tyulin obtained 

vj = 010 1-30or* . The values of the frequencies and Vg, found in 

paper [58.1], arc adopted in the present Handbook. The value v, = 610 ± 
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± 60 ar1 is adopted for the frequency of the antisymmetrical valence, 

vibration. The adopted values are quoted in Table 199.* 

Corresponding to the assumed structure and the results of the an¬ 

alysis of the spectrum of the SiCl2 molecule, it is assumed in the 

present Handbook that the ground electron state of SiCl2 is a singlet 

state. 

SiFg. Experimental data on the structure and the spectra of the 

SiP^ molecule are lacking in literature. In analogy to CP^, it is as¬ 

sumed in the present Handbook that the SiP^ molecule possesses a py¬ 

ramidal structure with the silicon atom on the vertex and belongs to 

the point symmetry group C3v. According to the recommendation of Tat- 

evskiy and Tyulin [56], it is assumed that the interatomic distance 

is rsi—F =1,57+0,05A and ^FSiF =110 + 10° • 

A molecule of such a symmetry type must possess four normal vib¬ 

rations, two of which (with the frequencies v1 and v2) are totally 

symmetric and belong to the symmetry type A1, and the two others (with 

the frequencies v3 and v^) are doubly degenerated and belong to the 

symmetry type E. 

Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56] estimated the fundamental frequencies of 

the SiP3 molecule, using certain simple regularities. Based on the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of CICBra, DCBrs, HCBrs and DSiBra, HSiBra’ , the au¬ 

thors of paper [56] obtained by extrapolation the fundamental frequ¬ 

encies of CBr^ and SiBr^ molecules. Assuming the CBr^ and SiBr^ fre¬ 

quencies, found in this way, and also the frequencies of CFa, OCla, SiCla'; 

obtained by estimation (see pages 1263 andl378), and by drawing graphs 

of the frequencies as a function of the halogen atom, the authors of 

[56] found the following values of the SiP^ frequencies (in cm"1): 

vi =780+80, vj=470+50, va= 1000+100, V4=370+50 . It is obvious that such an 

estimation can give correct frequency values only when the estimations 
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of the CFa, CGs, SiCb frequencies are correct. 

The frequencies of the SiF^ vibrations may also be calculated on 

the premise that the force constants of SiF3 are equal to the corres¬ 

ponding force constants of SiF^. The calculation by Eqs, (P4.37), us¬ 

ing the force constants of SiF^ found by Voelz et al [4n6], results 

in values of the SiF^ frequencies equal to vi=880, va=460, V3,=950 and 

^4=400^-1 , and, when using the force constants recommended by Pis- 

torius [3250], the values vi=890, v2=390, v3=1010 and V4=220 ck-* 

are obtained. 

The means of the values found by three different estimations are 

adopted in the Handbook for the frequencies v-j_, v2 and v^. The error 

of these values amounts to 10-15^. The value V4=220 (calculated 

by the SiF^ constants obtained by Pistorius [3250]) differs strongly 

from the value recommended in paper [56] and also from the value cal¬ 

culated by means of the SiF^ constants found by Voelz et al [4ll6], 

Thus, the value V4=390 c*-1,' , near to the mean of the values obtained 

in papers [56, 4ll6], is adopted in the Handbook. The error in the 

value is of the order of +100 cm“1. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of SiF^, adopted in the 

Handbook, and also the product of the principal moments of inertia of 

this molecule, calculated on the basis of the structural parameters of 

SiF3, cited above, are quoted in Table 199. Owing to the fact that the 

SÍF3 molecule possesses one free electron, it is assumed in the Hand¬ 

book that the ground state of SiF3 is a doublet state. 

SiCl3« Literature pertaining to experimental data on the spectrum 

and the structure,of SiCl3 is lacking. According to the recommendation 

of Tatevskiy and Tyulin, and in analogy to the molecules (where 

X = F and Cl), it is assumed in the present Handbook that SiCl3 has a 

pyramidal structure with the silicon atom on the vertex, and belongs to 
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the point s pune try group C^. The fundamental frequencies of the SiCl3 

molecule: vi—455-1-50, v2=225+30, vn:-G70 + 60, vi= 165-1-20 011-1— } have been 

estimated by Tatevskiy and Tyulin [56] on the basis of an extrapola¬ 

tion in the molecules series BrSiCla-^ClSiCU-vFSiCla-vDSiCU-^HSiCh-^iCb (the 

frequencies of these molecules, with exception of that of FSiCl^, are 

wellknown [236]), The authors of paper [56] emphasize that such on 

extrapolation hields only approxirmite values of the SiCl^ frequencies 

because while it takes into account only the diminution of the mass 

of one of the atoms to zero in the molecules mentioned above, it dis¬ 

regards, however, the change in the distribution of the electrons when 

one atom chlorine is detached from SiClij. (or one atom hydrogen from 

HSiCl^). In both cases, not only the change in the configuration of 

the electron shells, but also a change in the angle between the bonds 

is possible [see [4139]). 

In the paper by Venkatesvarlu and Sundaram [4087], dealing with 

the calculation of the force constants of pyramidal XY^ molecules, it 

is assumed that the frequencies of SiCl^ are equal to those of the 

corresponding frequencies of the HSiCl^ molecule HSiCU‘(vi= 489, v2= 249, v3= 587 

and V4= 179cjh'1) . The extrapolation of frequencies in a molecule se¬ 

ries, carried out in paper [56], is more regular than the mechanical 

transfer of the frequencies of the HSiCl- molecule to the SiClq mole- 

cule. It must be mentioned, however, that the frequency values of 

SiCl3, recommended in papers [4o87, 56], conform to one another within 

the error limits of the estimations (10-15$). 

The calculation of the fundamental frequencies of SiCl3 by Eqs. 

(p4.37), assuming the force constants of SiCl3 as equal to those of 

SiCl^ found in paper [3250] =2,757• =0,399• 10», U ==0,23-10», =0,296-10», 

/««=0,07-10* dyne'cm“1), results in the values v, = 510, vl=244, v3=540 

and V4 = 236cjm_1 . These values conform satisfactorily to the frequ- 



encies recommended in papers [56, 4087] within the accuracy limits 

(about 10-15$) of the calculation. Frequency values, being rounded 

means of the values found in papers [56, 4087] and of the values calcu¬ 

lated above, are adopted in the Handbook, and it is assumed that the 

probable error in the recommended values does not exceed 15$. These 

frequency values are quoted in Table 199* 

The product of the principal moments of inertia of SiCl^, quoted 

in Table 199# is calculated for r$i_ci =2,05+0,05A (the rounded mean of 

the values in SiCl and SiCl^) and ^/ClSiCl =110+10°. 

Owing to the fact that the SiCl^ molecule possesses one free elec¬ 

tron, the ground state of SÍCI3 must be a doublet state. 

SiFj^, The results of electron diffraction studies [965# 3203, 910# 

954] show that the SiF^ molecule has a tetrahedral structure and be¬ 

longs, as well as the methane molecule, to the point symmetry group 

T^. Such molecules must possess four fundamental frequencies. One of 

them (v-^) belongs to the totally symmetrical vibration, one (Vg) to a 

doubly degenerated, and two (v^ and v^) to threefold degenerated vib¬ 

rations. All the vibrations are present in the Raman spectrum, and only 

the threefold degenerated vibrations are present in the infrared spec¬ 

trum. 

The values of the fundamental frequencies of the SiF^ molecule, 

recommended in Herzberg's monograph [152] (vi=800, va= 260, vs= 1022, 

V4=520 6K"*) # are based on the results of the investigation of the in¬ 

frared spectrum, of gaseous SiF^, carried out by Bailey, Hale and Thom¬ 

pson [62I], and on the investigations of the Raman spectrum of liquid 

SiFh, carried out by Yost, Lassetre and Grosse [4363]. 11 bands in the 

-1 
region 2-19 microns (5000-555 cm ) were found and identified in paper 

-1 
[621]. Only one line with a frequency of 800 cm was observed in the 

Raman spectrum [4264]. In 1938, Yost [4358] published his findings that 
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SlCl^. The SiCl^ molecule., as well as SIF^, has a tetrahedral struc¬ 

ture and belongs to the point symmetry group T^. 

Based on the analysis of the results in investigations of SiCli, 
r 

Raman spectra, collected in Kohlrausch's book [2456], Herzberg [152] 

recommends the following values of the fundamental frequencies (in 

cm“1) for the molecule of silicon tetrachloride: vi = 424, v2 = 150 

Va = 608 ond V4 = 221. 

The results of subsequent investigations of the Raman spectrum of 

liquid SiClj|, carried out by Delwaulle and co-workers [1304, I301, 

1300, 1308], Goubeau and Warneke [I833], and Stock and Schneider [3880] 

confirmed the values of the fundamental frequencies of SiCl¿j. recommen¬ 

ded by Herzberg (the values of v2 and coincided fully, and 

610 cm [1833] and 609 cm 1 [3880] were found instead of 608 cm“1. 

In 1953 Smith [3771] obtained for the first time the infrared 

i.pectrum of gaseous silicon tetrachloride in the region from 2 to 25 

microns (5000-400 cm“1). The spectrum was investigated by prism spec¬ 

trometers ^ the errors in the found wave numbers did not exceed +2 cm“1. 

The authors of paper [3771] observed only one strong line in the spec¬ 

trum, referring to the fundamental vibration ^2* ^nd a series of com¬ 

bination bands and overtones, the frequencies of which could be satis¬ 

factorily interpreted on the basis of the fundamental frequencies re¬ 

commended by Herzberg [152]. The value of the frequency v3=621 ok-1 

found in paper [3771]* somewhat exceeds the value obtained in the 

investigation of the Raman spectrum of liquid SiCl^ [I300, I301, 1304, 

1308]. Obviously, this difference can be explained by a change of the 

vibration frequency by transfer from the liquid to the gaseous state. 

An analogous effect takes place in the spectrum of SiF^ (see above). 

In Table 199* the values of the frequencies v^, and are 

quoted, which are adopted in the Handbook and recommended by Herzberg 
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[152] on the tasis of the investigation of the Raman spectrum of liq¬ 

uid SiCl4, and the value of the v3 frequency, found by investigation 

of gaseous 510¾ [3771]. It can be expected that the true values of 

the fundamental frequencies of liquid 510¾ will somewhat differ from 

the values quoted in Table 199, because the latter were found by in¬ 

vestigation of the spectrum of liquid 510¾. 

The results of the electron diffraction studies [954, 2628, 4352] 

conform well to one another and give the value rsl_a =2,01+0.02 A . The 

product of the principal moments of inertia of the 510¾ molecule, cal¬ 

culated on the basis of this rSi_cl value, is quoted in Table 199. 

SÍC2. Kleman [2433], investigating the spectrum excited in a King 

furnace filled with silicon, discovered in the 4600-6700 A region a 

combined band spectrum which was subsequently identified with the 

greenish-blue bands observed earlier in star spectra [2853, 3578a] and 

also in the spectra of various comets [3909b]. The bands have been 

photographed by Kleman in the second order of a grating with an I.25 

A/mm dispersion. The analysis of the conditions of the appearance of 

these bands and also the investigation of the structure of the observ¬ 

ed spectrum led Kleman to the conclusion that the emitter of the bands 

is the linear asymmetrical 51¾ molecule. This assumption was confirm¬ 

ed by analogy with the spectrum of the C3 molecule which appears by 

excitation in the King furnace under very similar conditions, and also 

in the emission spectra of astrophysical sources. 

The linear asymmetrical Si = C = C molecule belongs to the point 

symmetry group and must have three fundamental frequencies: two 

frequencies (v^ and v3) refer to the valence vibrations of the Si = c 

and C = C bonds., and one doubly degenerated frequency v2 is caused by 

deformation vibrations. 

Assuming that, similar to CU the q-ir 
3f zne blC2 molecule is linear in the 
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¿iound and, in tiia axciied staia^ Klaman [2433] ^ on iha basis of an 

analysis of the observed electron spectrum, recommended the following 

values of the fundamental frequencies of SiC2 (in cm-1): v¡=591, v'=456 

v¡=Í742, v'8=1461 . The frequencies and v3 of the ground electron 

state, found by Kleman, are adopted in the present Handbook and quoted 

in Table 199* For the estimation of the frequency of the doubly degen¬ 

erated deformation vibration it is assumed that, in analogy to the for¬ 

ce constants of other linear triatomic molecules,* the force constant 

has the value fa=0,54;0,2-10'u dyne »cm'rad-1. A frequency v2 = 430+80 cat1. 

corresponds to this force constant. 

The interatomic distances r^-Q and are assumed as equal to 

the corresponding distances in C¡3 and SiC molecules: 1,28+0.05 and 

1,75±0,08Â . The value of the moment of inertia, quoted in Table I99, 

corresponds to the adopted values of the structural parameters of the 

SiCg molecule. In analogy to Cy the multiplicity of the electron 
ground state of SiC2 is assumed as equal to unit. 

The fundamental frequency vg and the structural parameters of the 

SiC2 molecule have been estimated earlier by Drowart, De-Maria and 

Inghram [l4o6] who assumed /-0=0=1,3, and r5f=c=1.9Á (the mean value 

of the interatomic distances Si - C in various organo-silicon comp 

ounds).** Based on these values and on fa = 0,65-10-+ dyne*cm*rad“1, 

adopted in analogy to the force constants of deformation vibrations of 

the HpO and SCO molecules, the authors of [l4o6] calculated by Eq. 

(P4. 27) the frequency value va = 465 ^-1 . 

Si2C. The spectrum and the structure of the Si2C molecule have 

not been studied experimentally, although the existence of such a mole¬ 

cule is proved by mass-spectrometrical investigations [l4o6]. In gase¬ 

ous state, SigC may possess both the shape of symmetrical SiCSi mole- 

eules and that of Si2c molecules with an asymmetrical structure. Owing 
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to the fact that the Si-C bond is stronger than the bond between two 

silicon atoms (see page it is assumed in the present Handbook 

that the SigC molecule is linear symmetrical and belongs to the point 

group D^. The interatomic distance rSi c is assumed as equal to the 

corresponding distance in the SiC molecule (1.75 + 0.08 A). The value 

of the moment of inertia of SigC, corresponding to the adopted struc¬ 

tural parameters, is quoted in Table 199» 

A linear symmetrical SigC molecule must possess three fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies, caused by the symmetrical (v^ and antisymmetrical 

(v2) vibrations of the Si - C bonds, and the doubly degenerated de¬ 

formation vibration v2. The calculation of the fundamental frequenci¬ 

es of SigC by Eqs, (F4.32), assuming that the force constant of the 

Si-C bond (fd) and the deformation constant (fa) are equal to 

2.9-105 dyne-cm”1 and 0.5-10-11 dyne-cm-rad-1, respectively (assumed 

in analogy to SiC2), results in the values vi = 420, vi = 335 and 

V3= 1000ck_1 . The appropriate calculation by Eqs. (P4.31)* taking 

into account the constant of the bond interaction, which is assumed 

q -1 
as equal to 0.25-Hr dyne-cm , gives almost the same frequency va¬ 

lues: vi = 440 , Va =335 and v* =950 cm~1 . The rounded off values 

vi = 4304-50, va — 340+50 and Vs = 980+100 cmn are adopted in the present 

Handbook. In analogy to the molecule, the multiplicity of the ground 

electron state of SigC is assumed as equal to unit.* 

Earlier, the structural parameters and fundamental frequencies of 

the SigC molecule were estimated by Drowart, De-Maria and Inghram 

[l4o6]. In analogy to SiC2, the authors of paper [l4o6] assumed that 

the SigC molecule possesses a linear asymmetrical structure with the 

interatomic distances rSi-c=l,9À (like the organo-silicon compounds) 

and rsi_si=2,25A (as in Si2 in the a¿- state). Assuming that the 

force constant of the bond is equal to the constant kQ in the 
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the Sig molecule (2.1*10^ dyne»cm the bond constant f0. n and the 
deformation constant fa are equal to 3«1*10^ dyne*cm~^ and 0.65^10-^^ 

dyne»cm«rad , as in SiCgj the following frequencies have been found 
in paper [l4o6] (in cm 1): vi = 446, va ~265 and Va = 799 . It must be 

mentioned that (see above) Drowart et al [l4o6J, when estimating the 

interatomic distance and the force constant of the Si - C bond, pro¬ 

ceeded from the assumption of an analogy with organo-silicon compounds 

which, as well as in the case of the SiCg molecule, is incorrect in 

the present case. 

§88. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of silicon and its compounds in the 

ideal gas state, calculated according to the molecular constants ad¬ 

opted In the previous section for temperatures from 293.I5 to 6000°K, 

are quoted in Tables 233-235, 237-24? and 249-251 of the 2nd volume 

of the Handbook. The calculations are carried out without taking into 

account the differences in the constants of individual isotopic modi¬ 

fications of the gases in question. 

In Table 386 (II), the values of the virial coefficients and of 

their derivatives are given for silicon tetraflupride; analogous data 

for the other gases discussed in this chapter are unknown. 

Si. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous monatomic silicon, 

quoted in Table 233 (II), are calculated by Eqs. (11.22) and (II.23). 

The partition function of the electron states and its derivative with 

respect to the temperature are calculated by direct summation [Eqs. 

(11.20) and (11.21)] over the energy levels quoted in Table 197, and 

the translational components are calculated by Eqs. (II.8) and (II.9) 

assuming <4« = 2,6595 and 4$ = 7,6274 cal/g-atom*degree. 

At temperatures up to 5000°K, the accuracy of the calculated val¬ 

ues of thermodynamic functions depends solely on the accuracy of the 
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adopted values of physical constants, and the corresponding errors in 

the values of and do not exceed 0.003-0.004 cal/g-atom*degree. 

At higher temperatures, errors become noticeable which are caused by 

the fact that electron states with an excitation energy higher than 

52,000 cm“1, corresponding to values from 4 to 11 of the principal 

quantum, number of the valence electron of Si, are not taken into ac¬ 

count in the calculation; however, the contribution of these states is 

small in the temperature range in question and does not exceed 0.01 

cal/g-atom*degree in the values of S^qqq* 

Earlier, the tables of thermodynamic functions of monatomic sili¬ 

con have been calculated for a wide temperature range by Kolsky et 

al [2462] (up to 8000°K) and in the US Bureau of Standard [368O] (up 

to 5000°K). The results of both calculations correspond to the data 

of Table 233 (II) within 0.005-0.00/ cal/g-atom*degree. In the book 

by Stull and Sinke [3894], thermodynamic functions of monatomic sili¬ 

con are given which are identical with the data of [368O]. 

The thermodynamic functions of monatomic silicon, quoted in the 

first and the present edition of the Handbook, differ by not more than 

0.003 cal/g-atom*degree. 

Si2 and SiC. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous diatomic sili¬ 

con and silicon carbide, quoted in Tables 234 (II) and 249 (II), res¬ 

pectively, are calculated by Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162). The calcula¬ 

tions are carried out in the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model 

approximation on the basis of the constants of the Si2 and Sin mole- 

cules quoted in Table I98. In Table 200, the values of the constants 

C$ and Cg of Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162) are given, and also the value 

of 0, calculated on the basis of the adopted constants of both sub¬ 

stances. As mentioned in §8j, the Sig and SiC molecules must obviously 

possess a series of excited electron states with low energies. The 
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components of the n3n and 6*2- electron states of the Sig molecule 

(see Table I98) are calculated by Eqs. (11.120) and (11.121), i.e., 

without taking into account the difference of the Sig constants in 

these states and in the 1½ ground state. 

TABLE 200 

Values of the Constants for the Calculation of the Thermodynamic 
Functions of Gaseous Sig, SiO, SiH, SiF, SiCl, SiN and SiC 

8tmecf*è 0 X-IO* ß,.|0* ß,.|0* 
* 
r 

</.•10- 
T r Co Cs 

2 tpad epad~l tpaif-* 3 Ktu/MOAb-epad 

su 
mo 
SiH 
SiF 
Sid 
SIN 
SiC 

906,43 
1785.8 
2938.7 
1233.9 
768,03 

1656.7 
1438.8 

4,7527 
17,464 
5,4454 
4,1027 
5,696 

0,7009 
2,8954 
0,9778 
0^,6307 
0,7786 

0,50 
8,38 
0,96 
0,40 
0,62 

0,959168 
0,094037 
1,20066 
2,73957 
0,954681 

' 2,65 
10,05 
8,96 
5,01 
3,10 

1,05 

5,0846 
3,9208 

-0,5565 
5,9399 
8,4725 
5,1489 
3,8532 

12,0401 
10,8758 
6,3990 

12,8954 
15,4280 
12,1039 
10,8087 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole*degree. 

The SiC molecule must also possess excited electron states with 

low energies. The a3n and ¿>32 states of SiC have been taken into 

account when calculating the thermodynamic functions of this molecule. 

The calculation of the corresponding components was carried out by means 

of Eqs. (11.120) and (11.121) on the basis of the excitation energies 

of these states, estimated in §87. 

The main errors in the calculated values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of Sig and SiC are caused by the lack of experimental data for 

the constants of these molecules in the basic electron states (up to 

‘ft 

0.5 cal/mole-degree in the values of 4>T), by the calculation in the 

rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model approximation (up to 0.2-0.3 

*ft 

cal/mole-degree in the values of $T) and by the lack of experimental 

data for the excitation energies of the a3n and 6*2 states (in the 

•ft 

order of 0.3 cal/mole-degree in the 4>T values of both gases). 
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The total errors of the $T values quoted in Tables 234 (II) and 

249 (II)j disregarding the errors caused by the uncertainty of the 

ground state type, are at T = 298.15; 30OO and 6000°K of the order of 

0.4; 0.8 and I.3 cal/mole»degree for both gases. 

Earlier, the thermodynamic functions of Sig have been calculated 

in the first edition of the present Handbook and also in the work by 

..nghram and co-workers [l4o6] (¢^ values for four temperatures in the 

2000°K range). Both calculations were carried out in the rigid rotator- 

harmonic oscillator model approximation. It was assumed in the first 
Q 

edition that the n state was the ground state of Sig, and the calcu¬ 

lation was carried out by means of the constants found by Downie and 

Barrow (see page 1359). In paper [l4o6] it was assumed that was 

the ground state, and the constants were adopted from Douglas1 paper 

[I37I]. The differences between the data quoted in Table 234 (II) and 

in the first edition of the Handbook amount to 0.3 and 0.9 cal/mole» 
'ft 

•degree in the $T and Sr0p values, respectively; the analogous differ¬ 

ences with regard to the calculation results of Inghram and co-workers 

amount to 0.01-0.12 cal/mole»degree in the values of ^ooo* 

The table of the thermodynamic functions of SiC is published fir- 
* 

st. $T values for 2000-2200°K have been calculated in paper [l4o6]; the 

calculation was carried out by means of estimated values of the mole¬ 

cular constants, assuming the *2», state as the ground state. The dif- 
•ft 

ference between the $2000 value obtained in this work and that quoted 

in Table 249 (II) amounts to 0.5 cal/mole*degree. 

SiO and SiN.The thermodynamic functions of gaseous silicon monoxide 

and nitride, quoted in Tables 235 (II) and 24? (II), are calculated 

by Eqs. (II.16I) and (II.162) on the basis of the molecular constants 

adopted in §87 (see Table I98). The values of .|n£ and in 

these equations have been calculated by the Gordon-Barnes method 
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[Eqs. (II.137) and (II.138)] without corrections limiting the number 

of rotational levels of both gas molecules. In Table 200, the values 

of e and X, of the constants C$ and Cg in Eqs. (II.161) and (II.l6r), 

and of the coefficients of Eqs. (11.137) and (II.138) are quoted, 

calculated on the basis of the molecular constants of SiO and SiN. Ow¬ 

ing to the fact that the SitT molecule has the ground state, the 

addends R In 2 are included in the C$ and Cg values of this gas. The 

components of the excited states of the gas molecules in question 

( for SiO, i4*n and for SiN) are calculated by Eqs. (II. 

120) and (11.121), i.e., without taking into account the difference in 

the constants of these molecules in the excited and ground state. In 

the case of SiN it is impossible to use a more accurate method for 

tne calculations of the components of the /î2!"!, state possessing a low 

excitation energy because data on the magnitude of the excitation en¬ 

ergy are lacking (see page 137¾. The triplet states of SiO were not 

taken into account in the calculations because their excitation ener¬ 

gies are high, and the contributions to the and SJ values are suf¬ 

ficiently small. 

The main errors in the calculated values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of silicon monoxide and nitride are caused by the lack of exper¬ 

imental data on the lower excited electron states of their molecules 

( 4SIT in SiN, triplet states in SiO). For SiN they are of the order of- 

O.05 and 0.1 cal/mole*degree in the values of $*000 and $g000, resp- 

ectively; for SiO they do not exceed 0.02 cal/mole»degree in the 

values. The errors caused by the lack of experimental data on the ener- 

§y oT the high vibrational and rotational levels of the ground elec¬ 

tron states of SiO and SiN must be smaller than these values; the er¬ 

rors caused by neglection of the corrections which take into account 

the necessary limitation of the number of rotational states are unes- 
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sential in the investigated temperature range owing to the high dis¬ 

sociation energies of both molecules. 

The total errors in the values of at 298.15; 3000 and 6000°K 

are of the order of 0.01; 0.02 and 0.05 cal/mole-degree for silicon 

monozide, and 0.02, 0.03 and 0.2 cal/mole*degree for silicon mononi¬ 

tride. 

The thermodynamic functions of SiO have been calculated in papers 

by Brewer and Edwards [920] (T < 2000°K) in the rigid rotator-harmon¬ 

ic oscillator model approximation, and by Schick [3622a] (four temp¬ 

eratures in the range from 298.15 to 3000°K), who introduced correc¬ 

tions by the Mayer and Goeppert-Mayer method. The results of the cal¬ 

culations carried out in these papers correspond to the data of Table 

235 (II) within 0.08 cal/mole.degree for the values and O.08 cal/ 

mole-degree for the Sj values. The existing differences are caused 

mainly by the different methods of calculation. 

The thermodynamic functions of SiO quoted in the first and in the 

present edition of the Handbook are identical; the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of SiN differ in the $* values by up to 0.5 cal/mole-degree, and 

m the S° values by up to 1.4 cal/mole-degree due to the fact that the 

components of the Am state of SiN have not been taken into account 

in the first edition. 

Other calculations of the thermodynamic functions of SiN are un¬ 

known in literature. 

—• The thermodynamic functions of silicon monohydride, quoted 

in Table 238 (II), are calculated on the basis of constants adopted 

above (see page 136¾ and using Eqs. (II.I61) and (II.162). The values 

of 'Ini' and T^-InS in these equations are calculated by the Gor¬ 

don and Barnes method [Eqs. (II.137) and (II.I38)] without corrections 

for the limiting of the number of rotational levels of the energy of 
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the ground electron state of S1H. The U state with a bond type 

near to the Hund case a (A/B . 20) is the ground electron state of 

S1H. Thus, the values of ma and in Eqs. (11.151) and 

(11.152).* The components of the excited ^ state of the SiH mole¬ 

cule are calculated by Eqs. (11.126) and (II.127), i.e., taking into 

account the difference in the constants of SiH in this and in the 

ground electron state. In Table 200, the values of 9 and x, the con¬ 

stants Cj, and Cs in Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162), and also the coeffi¬ 

cients m Eqs. (11.137) and (II.138) are quoted, calculated on the ba. 

Sis of the adopted molecular constants of SiH. 

The main errors in the calculated thermodynamic functions of SiH 

are caused by the insufficient accuracy of the known vibrational con¬ 

stants, the lack of data on a number of excited states of SiH, and 

also by the neglection of corrections which take into account’the ne¬ 

cessary limitation of the number of rotational levels of the ground 

electron state of this molecule. The total error of the „ 

*3000 and «6000 values- quoted in Table 238 (II), can be estimated as 

equal to 0.02, 0.05 and 0.2 cal/mole-degree. The thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of silicon monohydride, quoted in Table 238 (II), differ essen¬ 

tially from the data in the first edition of the present Handbook. 

These differences (up to 0.5 cal/mole-degree in Í* and up to 0.8 cal/ 

/mole*degree in SJ) are caused by the use of more accurate values of 

the molecular constants of SiH and a more accurate calculation method. 

Other calculations of thermodynamic functions of SiH are unknown 

in literature. 

— — S1C1- The tterhodynamic functions of silicon monofluoride 

and monochloride, quoted in Tables 239 (II) and 242 (II), are calcula¬ 

ted on the basis of the molecular constants adopted in §87 (see Table 

198) by means of Eqs. (II.I61) and (11.162). The values of |„v and 
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r_lnS in these equations are calculated by the Gordon and Barnes 

method [Eqs. (II.137) and (II.138)] without corrections which limit 

the number of rotational energy levels of the ground electron states 

of both gases. The ground electron states of the SiP and SiCl molecu¬ 

les are states of the ’17, type with a bond type corresponding to the 

Hund case a (A/E » 1), thus the values of in A and In A in 

3qs. (II.161) and (II.I62) have been calculated by Eqs. (II.151) and 

(II.152). in Table 200, the values of 0 and x, of the constants ^ 

and Cs A.n Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162), and of the coefficients in Eqs. 

(II.I37) and (11.138) are quoted, calculated on the basis of the ad¬ 

opted molecular constants of SiP and SiCl. 

The SiP and SiCl molecules possess a number of excited states 

(see the preceding section). The components of the A*2 state of the 

SiP molecule are calculated by Eqs. (11.126) and (II.127), the com¬ 

ponents of the ß’2 and C’2 states of the SiP molecule and of the 

SC’A, D*2 states of the SiCl molecule are calculated by Eqs. (II. 

120) and (11.121), i.e., without taking into account the difference in 

the molecular constants of the excited and the ground electron states. 

The main errors of the thermodynamic functions of the gases in 

question are caused by the lack of data on the energy of high vibra¬ 

tional and rotational levels of the ground electron states of their 

molecules and by the neglection of corrections which permit' a limita¬ 

tion of the number of rotational levels of the ground electron states. 

However, owing to the relatively high dissociation energies of SiP 

and SiCl, these errors are small. They may be assumed as equal to 0.02; 

O.05 and 0.2 cal/mole.degree in the <i>* values at 298.15; 3000 and 

6000°K. The differences between the values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of the gases in question quoted in the first and the present edi¬ 

tion of the Handbook are caused by more accurate values of the molecu- 
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lar constants of both gases and also by the altered method of calcu¬ 

lation of the thermodynamic functions of SiCl. They do not exceed 0.02 

and 0.04 cal/mole-degree in the values of $* and Sj for SiF and am¬ 

ount to 0.2 and 0.5 cal/mole«degree in the values of these functions 

for SiCl. 

Other calculations of the thermodynamic functions of SiCl are un 

known in literature. The values of $T of silicon monofluoride for a 

series of temperatures from 298.15 to 5000°K are cited by Margrave in 

the book [2775] without indicating the paper in which the calculation 

was carried out. These data (with exclusion of T = 500°K) conform to 

these quoted in Table 239 (II) of the present Handbook within a limit 

of O.07 cal/mole«degree. 

TABLE 201 

The Values of and C¿, for the Calculation of 

the Thermodynamic Functions of Gaseous SiC>2, SiF , 

S1F3j SiiV SiC12* Sicl3* SiC2, SigC 

1 
BeuiecTao 

e. 0, e, e. 
c<t> cs 

2 *paà 3 KBA/MOAb-ipad 

SiO] 
• SiF, 

SiF, 
SiF, 
SiCl, 

• SiCl, .- 
SiCl« 

SiCa 

Si,C 

1352,5 
1348.2 
1194.2 
1151,0 
776,95 
690,62 
610,05 

850,33 

618,68 

604,29 
614<36 
618,68 
385,60 
356.82 
345,31 
215.82 

618,68 

489,19 

1784,1 
1438,8 
1410,0 
1483.4 
877,7 
863,3 
893,5 

2506.4 

1410,0 

561,13 
562,57 

287,76 
317,97 

• . 

5,8464* 
6,4369 
9,9703 
7,5333 

10,6330 
14,7300 
12,4411 

6,9773* 

7,8210* • 

12,8015* 
14,3860 
17,9194 
15,4820 
18,5817 
22,6791 
20,3902 

13,9328* 

14,7765* 

a) The values of C^ and Cs are given. 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole«degree. 

SiOg. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous sislicon dioxide, 

quoted in Table 237 (II), are calculated by Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) 

using the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model approximation and on 
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the basis of the molecular constants adopted in §87 (see page 1374). 

in Table 201, the values of the constants and Cg in Eqs. (11.241) 

and (11.242), and also the values of are quoted, calculated on the 

basis of the adopted molecular constants of SiOg. 

The main errors of the thermodynamic functions of silicon dio ide 

quoted in Table 237 (II), are caused by the fact that they are calcu¬ 

lated on the basis of estimated molecular constants of SiOg (up to 

0.8 cal/mole*degree in the $T values) and that the calculation was 

carried out by the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model approxima¬ 

tion (up to I-I.5 cal/mole• degree in the <5* values). The total er¬ 

rors amount to 0.2; 1.5 and 2.5 cal/mole«degree in the values at 

298.15; 3OOO and 6000°K, respectively. 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of silicon dioxide, 

qacted in the first and the present edition of the Handbook are iden¬ 

tical. In i960, a paper by Schick [3622a] was published in which the 

thermodynamic functions of gaseous silicon dioxide were calculated 

for ;T<73000° K, on the basis of estimated values of the molecular con¬ 

stants of SiOg. The differences between the data of Schick's calcula¬ 

tions and the data of Table 237 (II) amount to 0.6 cal/mole-degree 
* 

in the <i>T and S° values. 

SiP and SiClp. The thermodynamic functions of SiP0 and SiCl„. 
■ ■ —■ c- d. 2 

quoted in Tables 240 (II) and 244 (II), were calculated by Eqs. (II. 

243) and (11.244) in the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model ap¬ 

proximation. The calculation was carried out using the constants adop¬ 

ted above (see Table 199)- In Table 201, the values of the constants 

and CjJj in Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) and the values of are quo¬ 

ted, calculated by means of the adopted molecular constants of SiPg 

and SiClg. 

The fundamental errors in the values of the thermodynamic funct- 
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are tions of SiFg And SiClg, quoted in Tables 240 (II) and 244 (II), 

caused by the inaccuracy of the adopted values of the molecular con¬ 

stants of these molecules (about O.5 cal/mole»degree in the <i>* va¬ 

lues) and also by the fact that the calculations have been carried 

out in the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model approximation (up 

to 0.1 cal/mole-degree in the values of these quantities). The total 

error in the $T values of both gases at 298.15; 3000 and 6000°K is 

estimated as equal to 0.3; I.5 and 2.5 cal/mole«degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of SiCl2, quoted in the first and the 

present edition of the Handbook, are identical. The thermodynamic 

functions of SÍF2 differ by quantities of the range of 0.2 cal/mole* 

•degree. These differences are caused by the fact that in the first 

edition the calculation was carried out on the basis of estimated fun¬ 

damental frequencies of SiF2 (see page 1375). Other calculations of 

the thermodynamic functions of the gases in question are unknown in 

literature. 

SiF3 and SiCl . The thermodynamic functions of SiF and SiCl 

quoted in Tables 24l (II) and 245 (II), were calculated by Eqs. (II. 

243) and (11.244) in the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model ap¬ 

proximation. The calculation was carried out using the molecular 

constants adopted in §87 (see Table I99). In Table 201, the values of 

the constants and of the equations (11.243) und (11.244) and 

also of en are quoted which have been found on the basis of the adopt¬ 

ed molecular constants of SiF3 and SiCl^ Owing to the fact that the 

molecule^ of SiF3 and SiCl3 possess doublet electron ground states, 

the addends K In 2 are included into the values of 0^ and C¿. 

The fundamental errors in the thermodynamic functions of u^d 

SÍCI3, quoted in Tables 24l (II) and 245 (II), are caused by the lack 

of experimental data on the vibration frequencies and structural para- 
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meters (or moments of inertia) of both molecules and also on the values 

of other constants necessary for the accurace calculation (constants 

of anharmonicity, interaction, etc.). These errors are of the order of 

1 and 3 cal/mole*degree in the values of $298.15 and $3000 of both Sases> 

and they can obviously exceed 5 cal/mole»degree in the values of 
* 

^6000' 

The differences between the thermodynamic functions of SIP, and 

SiCl^, quoted in the first and present edition of the Handbook, are 

caused by some alterations of the constants of these molecules adopted 

in the corresponding calculations; they do not exceed 0.1 cal/mole»deg- 

gree for SiP^ and 0.5-0.6 cal/mole»degree for SiCl^. Other calculations 

of the thermodynamic functions of both gases are unknown in literature. 

SiF||_ and SiCl^. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous silicon 

tetrafluoride and tetrachloride, quoted in Tables 242 (II) and 246 (II) 

were calculated by Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) in the rigid rotator-har¬ 

monic oscillator model approximation. The calculations were carried 

out on the basis of the molecular constants adopted in the preceding 

section (see Table 199)» In Table 201, the values of the constants 

(¾ and in the Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) and also those of 0 , found 

by means of the adopted molecular constants of SiF^ and SiCl^, are quo¬ 

ted. 

The errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic functions 

amount to about 0.4; 3 and 5 cal/mole »degree in the values of $>* 0 . • 
* * 290.I55 

¢3000 and d»6ooo for SiP^, and about 0.7; 4 and 6 cal/mole»degree for 

SiClj|. The errors caused by inaccuracy of the adopted values of funda¬ 

mental frequencies and structural parameters, however, do not exceed 

0.1-0.2 cal/mole»degree, and the fundamental errors are casued by lack 

of data on the anharmonicity of the vibrations, constants of centrifu¬ 

gal stretching and vibrational-rotational interaction. 
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The themiodynamie functions of silicon tetrafluoride and tetrachlo¬ 

ride have been calculated in a number of papers for moderate tempera¬ 

tures. Thus, the thermodynamic functions of SiP^ have been calculated 

by Voelz, Meister and Cleveland [4ll6, 4117] (7<1000°K) ; Ryss [354] 

(TXOXHQ and Mikawa [2911a] (7<1500°K) , and those of SiCl4 by Cer- 

ny and Erdos [1078] (7^iooo0K) > Schneider and Pliva [3645] (7^1500°K) 

and Mikawa [2911a] (7<1500°K) • The results of all these calculations 

conform to the data quoted in Tables 242 (II) and 246 (II) within the 

limits 0.05-0.15 cal/mole»degree; the existing differences are caused 

by somewhat different values of the fundamental frequencies of SiP^ 

and SiCl2| assumed an the calculations. A table of the thermodynamic fun¬ 

ctions of SiPj^, calculated in paper [4ll6] is cited in Zeise's book 

[4384]. 

Strelkov and co-workers [48] measured the specific heat of SiP^ 

at temperatures from 13 to 194.4 K and also the melting and evaporation 

heats of this substance. On the basis of the data obtained, the authors 

of this paper found S;MC6 = 60,682± 0,04 cal/mole* degree and s21)(Ufi= 

= 67,52 ¿0,1 cal/mole »degree/which conforms satisfactorily to the 

value 5^8,,5 = 67,435 cal/mole‘degree quoted in Table 242 (II). 

The thermodynamic functions of SiP^, quoted in the first and pre¬ 

sent edition of the Handbook, are identical; the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of SiCl^ differ by O.I-O.I5 cal/mole«degree due to a more accur¬ 

ate determination of the fundamental frequency v^. 

SiCg and SigC. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous SiC2 and 

Si2C, quoted in Tables 250 (II) and 251 (II), were calculated by Eqs. 

(11.241) and (11.242) in the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model 

approximation. The calculation was carried out on the basis of the 

molecular constants estimated in the foregoing section (see Table 199). 

In Table 201, the values of the constants C$ and Cg of Eqs. (11.241) and 
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(11.242) and also of 0n are given, calculated on the basis of the adop¬ 

ted molecular constants of the gases in question. 

The errors in the thermodynamic functions of SiCh, and SigC, quot¬ 

ed in Tables 250 (II) and 251 (II), were caused by the lack of experi¬ 

mental data on fundamental frequencies and structural parameters of 

these molecules (see page 674) and also by the fact that the deviation 

01 the molecules of both gases from the rigid rotator-harmonic oscil¬ 

lator model was not taken into account in the calculations. These er¬ 

rors are of the order of 0.5; I.5 and 3 cal/mole*degree. Tables of ther¬ 

modynamic functions of SiCg and SigC have not been previously published 

-ft 

in literature; the values of $T of both gases for T =2000—2300°K have 

been calculated in the work by Inghram and co-workers [l4o6]. The val¬ 

ues for SiCg, quoted in this paper, conform to the data of Table 250 

(II) within limits of 0.02 cal/mole»degree in spite of the essential 

difference in the values of and adopted in the calculations 

(see page 1385). The values of silicon semicarbide differ by cal/ 

/mole»degree. These differences were caused mainly by the fact that a 

different symmetry of the SiC2 molecule was assumed in paper [l4o6] 

than that in the present Handbook (see pages 1385 and 138§„ 

§89. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF Si, SiOg AND SiC IN SOLID AND LIQUID 

STATES 

The thermodynamic functions of Si, Si02 and SiC in solid and li¬ 

quid states [Tables 242 (II) 236 (II) and 248 (II)] were calculated by 

Eqs. (Ij.1.9)-(III. 11) on the basis of the values of thermodynamic quan¬ 

tities quoted in Table 202. The errors of the calculated T* values at 

temperatures 298.1000,1500,2000 and 3000°K , estimated on the basis 

of an analysis of the possible errors in the initial data, are quoted 

in Table 203. 

Si. Silicon has a diamond type crystal structure with the coordi- 
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nation number 4. Data on a polymorphism of silicon are lacking. 

The specific heat of silicon at low temperatures has been meas¬ 

ured by Nernst and Schwers [3046] (20—90°iO ; Anderson [549] (61—2S6°K) 

Pearlman and Keyes [320?] (1-100°K) j Keyes and Seidel [2344] 

(1 2—4,2°K) J anc* Flubacher, Leadbetter and Morrison [ 1570] (8—300°K). 

The data obtained by these investigators conform satisfactorily to one 

another. The measurements carried out by Flubacher et al are the most 

reliable (with an accuracy of +0.2$ in the 20-300°K range., and with 

an accuracy of +0.5$ at temperatures lower than 20°K). The values 

SÎm.u =4,50+0,02 cal/g-atom-degree and /^Vi* -//0o= 770+3 cal/g-atom were 

adopted in the Handbook on the basis of the data of [1570], also tak¬ 

ing into account the measurement results of the other investigators. 

The enthalpy of solid silicon at high temperatures was measured 

by Magnus [2733] (298-1174°K) 5 Serebrennikov and Gel'd [372] 

(298—1556°K) ; Olette [3127] (1473—1685° K) and Kantor, Kisel' and 

Fomichev [207] (1245—1690°K) • The obviously most reliable data of en¬ 

thalpy of solid silicon were obtained by Serebrennikov and Gel'd [372] 

who carried out the greatest number of measurements (48) of the enthal¬ 

py of three different specimens of silicon and obtained values which 

conformed well to one another and also to the measuring results of 

Magnus [2733] (below 1174°K), Kantor et al [207] (above 1245°K), Olette 

[3127] (above l473°K). On the basis of the values Him—#^.^=7380 and 

Hioo—Htnn-MW cal/g-atom, obtained by the data of [372], and also 

the value ^,,=4,73 cal/g-atom-degree [2364], the authors of the 

Handbook developed ar equation for the specific heat of solid silicon, 

which is cited in Table 202. 

The measurements of the melting point of silicon, carried out by 

diverse investigators, results in values from I683 to 1696 K: Hoffmann 

and Schulze [2095] (1683 ± 2°K) 5 Olette [3127] (1685°K) J Gayler 
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[1674] (1688±2°KÎ , Kantor et al [20?] (169C±4°K) , and WartenberC 

[41.6°] (1696°K) . The causes of the essential differences in the data 

of these authors remain unknown. It is impossible to estimate the ac¬ 

curacy of tne highest value of '1696°K * obtained by Wartenberg [4l60] 

because the measuring methods are not described in his paper. In the 

Handbook the va_i.ue 1690°K is adopted according to the data of Kantor 

and co-workers [207]- the accuracy of this value is estimated as ±bnK. 

TABLE 202 

Adopted Values of the Thermodynamic Functions of Silicon and Its 
Compounds in Solid and Liquid State 

1 
Be- 

iurCT.o 

2 

CoCTORDNe 

» 

W»8.I5“ co 
^298,15 Cp IS 

3 Ko»tK))MUMCMTU 

• ypiiHCHMN Rnn C* 
P 

i| HHTcpiia/i 
TCMneparypu 

r"LMr 
1 lr 

Mil 11 

AW,, 5 
raj/Mojtb 7 K**fMO**'Spad a 6-10» MO'» *K aK 

Si 

Si 

SiO, 

SiO« 

SiO.1 
SiO, 3 

SIO* 

SIC 

SIC- 

^ KpHCT. 
9 XChak. 
19(sapu II 

Ksapu 1 
ITphahuhv I 
2 kpHCTO- 

OaAHT I 
: /Khak. 
KpHCT., rene. 
KpHcr., nexc. 

770 

1657 

' 

777 

4,50 

10.00 

3,035 

4,73 

10,63 

6,39 

5,664 

7,1 
11,22 

14,41 
13,64 

14,40 

24,0 

9,93 

12,26 

0,79 

8,20 

1,94 

2,64 

2,04 

1,92 

0,56 

1,04 

2,70 

Í,M 

298.15- 1690 

1690-5800 

298.15— 848 

848-1140 

1140-1743 

1743-2001 

/ 2001-44900 

298ÍÍ15-1800 

1800-3100 

1690 

848 
1140 

1743 
2001 

3100 

11900 

290 

120 

50 
1840 

a) • CJ = a + 67* — cT**1 ( cal/mole» degree) 

1) Substance 
2) state 
3) coefficient of the equation for C 

4) temperature range 
5) or 
6) cal/mole 
7) cal/mole•degree 
8) crystalline 
9) liquid 
10) quartz 
11) tridymite 
12) crystobalite 
13) crystalline, hexagonal. 

The enthalpy of liquid silicon was measured by Korber and Oolsen 

[■ 463j (I873°K) ) Olette [3127] ( 1685—1823°K ^ 15 measurements), and 
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Kantor et al [207] ( 1698—1915°K , l4 measurements). The value 

C^U,2 cal/g-atom*degree of the specific heat of liquid silicon, 

calculated by Chipman and Grant on the basis of the data of [2463], is 

erroneous. The value CJ=6,12 cal/g-atom»degree obtained by Olecte 

[3127] is based on enthalpy measurements with in a relatively small 

temperature range (about l40°K); owing to this fact this value is very 

inaccurate. Numerical values of enthalpy are not given in paper [3127], 

and it is therefore impossible to estimate the accuracy of the C“ va¬ 

lue. The most reliable data on the enthalpy of liquid silicon have been 

obtained by Kantor, Kisel' and Fomichev [207]. According to the equa¬ 

tion C0= 6,02+0.597-10-»T derived by them, the specific heat of Si (li- 

qui. ) changes from ^„—7,03 toC^ =7,16al/g-atom*degree. Based on the 

data of paper [207] the constant value 0^=7,1^0,3 cal/g-atom»degree 

is adopted in the Handbook as the specific heat of liquid silicon, 

and this values was also used in the calculations of the thermodynamic 

functions of silicon at temperatures above 1915°K. 

The melting heat of silicon is, according to the data by Olette 

[3127]i equal to 12.1 + 0.1 kcal/g-atom, and, according to Kantor and 

co-workers [207],-11.95 + 0.18 kcal/g-atom. The first value is less 

reliable owing to the inaccuracy of the data on the specific heat of 

liquid silicon in [3127] (see above). Using the data of [207] on the 

enthalpy of solid and liquid silicon, the value ^///111^=11,9:^0,2 kcal/ 

/g-atom is adopted in the Handbook; the insignificant alteration in 

comparison to the data recommended in [207] is due to the alteration 

in the form of the equation for the specific heat of liquid silicon. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of silicon in solid and 

liquid states, calculated for temperatures from 293,15 to 5000oK, are 

quoted in Table n32 (II). The values of the errors of the calculated 

■ft 

values are qaoted in Table 203. 
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The values of the thermodynamic functions of solid silicon, quo¬ 

ted in Table 232 (II), do not differ from the values calculated in the 

first edition of the Handbook. The differences between the hermodyna- 

mic functions of liquid silicon, quoted in the first edition of the 

Handbook and the values by Stull and Sinke [389^] at temperatures up to 

/ * 
3000°K do not exceed 0.2 and 0,5 cal/g-atom*degree in the and S° 

values, respectively, and are caused by a more accurate determination 

of the melting and specific heat of liquid silicon. 

Si0o. Three crystalline modifications of solid silicon dioxide are 

known: quartz, tridymite and cristobalita, each of which is in a ther¬ 

modynamical equilibrium in a certain temperature range:* 

miarlz II 7Î «jiiarlz ¡ tridymite I rj cristobalitc I 
848° K 1140*K 1743*K 

In the present Handbook, the thermodynamic functions of silicon 

dioxide are calculated for the equilibrium states indicated above. 

The specific heat of quartz at low temperatures has been measured 

by Abderson [551] (25-233°K) and Nernst [3042] (53-297°K) . Based on 

these data, Mosesman and Pitzer [2959]* and Kelley [2364] calculated 

the values 5^,,,. = 10,00^0,1 cal/mole*degree and 7/^.,,-//^=1657+10 cal/ 

/mole, which have been adopted in the Handbook.** The equations for 

the specific heat of the diverse Si02 modifications, recommended by 

Kelley [2364a] on the basis of an analysis of the results of numerous 

measurements of specific heat and enthalpy of silicon dioxide, carried 

out by Mosesman and Pitzer [2959]* are adopted in the Handbook (see 

Table 202). The accuracy of the corresponding equations for the enthal¬ 

py of the diverse Si02 modifications amounts, according to an estimate 

by Kelley, to +0.1$ for quartz, +0.7$ for tridymite, and +0.2$ for 

cristobalite. The heat of the quartz conversion at 848°K, equal to 

290 cal/mole,*** was also adopted according to the recommendation of 

Kelley [2364a]. The values recommended by Mosesman and Pitzer [2959] 
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are adopted for the temperatures and heats of the equilibrium conver¬ 

sions of quartz into tridymite ( AA/u«o=120 cal/mole) and tridymite 

into cristobalita ( ¿//„«=50 cal/mole). The values of the conversion 

heats were obtained by these authors from the differences in the entro¬ 

pies of these modifications at the equilibrium conversion temperatures, 

which are equal to 1140±3°K and 1743±10°K , according to the data 

by Kracek [2407b] and Fenner [1549a], respectively. Mosesman and Pitzer 

estimated the accuracy of the values of conversion heats obtained by 

them as equal to +50 cal/mole; in fact, the errors of these values 

may obviously amount to some hundred calories. 

The melting point of cristobalite was assumed as equal to 2001°K 

[3508]. Immediate determinations of the melting heat of cristobalite 

have not been carried out. The calculation of the melting heat of 

cristobalite on the basis of the heat of conversion of cristobalite 

into glass at room temperature (using the heat of dissolution) and the 

change of their enthalpy at room temperature and at the melting point 

gives values from 0.9 to 5-7 kcal/mole [2959]. From these, the value 

1.7 kcal/mole, obtained by Roth and Troitzsch [3532], is the most re¬ 

liable. The calculation of the melting heat of cristobalite on the ba¬ 

sis of the state diagrams of cristobalite and alkali metal oxides, car¬ 

ried out by Kracek [2470a], gives the value A///nIOoi^1,84 kcal/mole, 

which is adopted in the Handbook of the US Bureau of Standards [3508] 

and also in the present Handbook. 

The specific heat of liquid silicon dioxide is estimated as equal 

to 24 cal/mole*degree (see page 26l ). 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of silicon dioxide in 

solid and liquid state, calculated for temperatures from 293.15 to 

4900°K, are quoted in Table 236 (II). The values of the errors of the 
'X* 

calculated <I>T values are given in Table 203. 
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* 

The Tables of the thermodynamic functions of SlOg, quoted In the 

first and present edition of the Handbook, are identical. 

SiC. Silicon carbide forms a series of crystalline modifications 

from which the cubic low-temperature modification (ß-$iQ and the high- 

-temperature hexagonal modification '(a^SiCf are thermodynamically in 
/ 

equilibrium. According to the various data, the conversion of ß-SiC 

into o-SiC occurs at temperatures from 1800 to 2200°K. The conversion 

heat at room temperature, determined from the difference in the combus¬ 

tion heats of both modifications [2158], amounts to 1.1 kcal/mole. 

The calculation of the thermodynamic functions of silicon carbide 

was carried out for the hexagonal high-temperature modification, be¬ 

cause the temperature and heat of the polymorphous equilibrium conver¬ 

sion of .ß-SiC into a-SîC has not yet been determined. It was assumed 

that the values of thermodynamic functions of both modifications are 

similar, because, owing to the data of [2158], the difference between 

the entropies of the cubic and hexagonal modification amounts to only 

O.03 cal/mole*degree at 298.15°K.* 

The specific heat of silicon carbide at low temperatures was me¬ 

asured by Kelley [236I] (53—i295°K) > who calculated the value 

Sm.w =3.95 cal/mole «degree. The extrapolation of the specific heat 

above 53« 10^ gives only 0.043 cal/mole «degree. The values 3>93!> 

cal/mole «degree and //»*,1«—//¡¡=*777 cal/mole are recommended on the ba¬ 

sis of the same data in the Handbook of the US Bureau of Standards, 

and are also adopted in the present Handbook. The possible errors of 

these values amount to +O.05 cal/mole«degree and +10 cal/mole, resp¬ 

ectively. 

The enthalpy of solid silicon carbide at high temperatures was 

measured by Magnus [2733] (290—U73°K) , Weigel [4192] (273—1224°K) 

Miehr, Immke and Kratzert [2901, 2902] (290—1629°K) , Humphrey, Todd, 
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Coughlin and King [2158] <298—1789°K) > Maksimenko and Polubelova [287] 

(288—1273°K) > and Fomichev, Krasovitskaya and Kantor [15] (1220—2469°K). 

The most reliable data among the first four papers are obviously those 

of Humphrey et al [2158]. The values of the enthalpy of the hexagonal 

and cubic modifications of SiC, obtained by them, differ only by 0.5$. 

Eased on these data, Kelley [2364a] derived an equation for the speci¬ 

fic heat of the hexagonal SiC modification which is adopted in the 

present Handbook up to l800°K (see Table 202). Kelley [2364a] estima¬ 

ted the accuracy of the corresponding equation for the enthalpy as e~ 

qual to +0.6$. The measuring results, carried out by the authors of 

[287, 15] for "black" and "green" specimens of silicon carbide* 

fer considerably from each other. The experimental values of the en¬ 

thalpy, obtained by the authors of [15] for the "black" silicon car¬ 

bide specimen (98.85$ SiC), are at 1200°K by 0.7$ lower than the data 

of [2364a]. The difference increases systematically with rising temp¬ 

erature up to 1.5$ at l800°K. The data of [15] for the "green" SiC 

specimen (99.05$ SiC) are, on an average, by 10$ higher than the data 

of [2364a]. Owing to such essential differences, which are explained in 

paper [15] by different structure and states of the investigated spe¬ 

cimens, the authors of the present Handbook developed an equation for 

the specific heat of silicon carbide in the range from I800 to 3100°K 

(see Table 202) on the basis of the value CoJ», = 13,27 cal/mole »degree 

[2364a] and the estimated value of the specific beat at the tempera¬ 

ture of decomposition of SiC 0^108.= 14.0 cal/mole»degree (see page 257 )» 

The values of the enthalpy of SiC, calculated by means of this 

equation for the temperature range from I800 to 2500°K, are by 1.5-3$ 

higher than the values obtained in paper [15] for the "black" SiC spe¬ 

cimen. This difference obviously characterizes the accuracy of the 

values of SiC enthalpy adopted in the Handbook for 2500°K. 
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According to the data by Scace and Slack [3598a], an incongruent 

fusion of silicon carbide and decomposition into graphit and a liquid 

solution of carbon in silicon (with the composition 19$ C and 8l$ Si) 

occurs at3100 + 40°K. When the temperature rises, the separated grap¬ 

hite dissolves, and a more concentrate solution of carbon in silicon 

results] a single-phase solution with the composition SiC is formed at 

temperatures of the order of 3600°K [3598a]. In Table 248 (II), the 

thermodynamic functions of silicon carbide are given, but only up to 

3100°K. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of silicon carbide in 

solid state, calculated for temperatures from 293.15-3100°K, are quoted 

in Table 248 (II). The magnitudes of the errors in the calculated 

values are given in Table 203. 

TABLE 203 

Errors (in cal/mole*degree) of the $* Values 

of Silicon and Its Compounds in Solid and 
Liquid States 

r. «K M 1000 1S00 3000 3000 

SI 
SIO, 
SIC 

±0,02 
±0,1 
±0,05 

±0,05 
±0,2 
±0,2 

±0.08 
±0,3 
±0,3 

±0,15 
±0,4 
±0,4 

±0,5 
±1.2 
±0,8 

§90. THERMOCHEMICAL QUANTITIES 

Si (cryst.)is the standard state of silicon. 

Si (gas). The sublimation heat of silicon can be calculated on 

the basis of measurements, carried out by different authors, of the 

vapor pressure of silicon and silicon carbide, and also on the basis 

of the quantity Dq(SíO). The results of the corresponding calculations, 

carried out by the authors of the Handbook, are quoted in Table 204. 
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The calculations have been carried out under the presumption, that the 

silicon vapor is monatomic. 

TABLE 204 

Results of the calculation of the Sublimation Heat of 

1 AmpM 
2 

r«* 3 Mew* TtMnepiTyp, 
' *K 

AWi.. 
aun't-amOM 

5 

Py<M>. Konux [3556)6 , /. . 
B«yp, Bpjmiep [691] .7 . . . 
Pyi»RAp. [3550, 3556).8. . . 
Bappoy, PoyjmicoH (662) 0. . 
Xomf (2118).¿0 . 
flpowpf ■ Ap. (1406) . . 11. 

12 
Hccmmum I Mp. [22,13,452a). 
BarAopÿ. Cune [676) . . J.g 

1926 
1934 
1935 
1954 
1954 
1958 

1958 
1959 

14 15 
KhDCHH* (paMOMCHHC SiQ 
KaneHRR^y 

> 
De(SIO) 
Macc-cneKTpoMerpHqecKHll6 
Macc-ciwRTpoMerpHMecKKl 

(paMOJKCHHC SIQ 
KayAcewe ij 
HcnapoiHe c noMpxHocn^g 

2673-2990 
1980-2373 
2163-2607 

1450-1600 
2149—2316 

1493-1585 
1473-1623 

100 
89 

104±8 
105±12 
Ul±5 

91±1,5 
105. 

1) Authors 
21 year 
3) method 
4) temperature range 
5) kcal/g-atom 
6) Ruff, Konshak 
7) Ruff, Brunner 
8) Ruff et al. 
9) Barrow, Rowlinson 

101 Honig 
11) Drowart et al. 
12) Nesmeyanov et al. 
13) Batdorf, Smits 
14) boiling 
15) decomposition of SIC 
lo) mass-spectrometrical 
1?) Knudsen 
l8) evaporation from the 

surface. 

Ruff and Konshak [3556] investigated the evaporation of silicon 

carbide and determined the equilibrium constants of the reaction 

' SIC (cryst. )m c ('uraphit.-) + SI ( «as) ( XXII. 1) 

and its thermal effect A//0 =, 106,6 kcal/mole. The calculation by means 

of the thermodynamic functions of the components of reaction (XXII.l), 

adopted in the present Handbook, results in a higher value Aff = ill 

kcal/mole, to which Atfs* (Si, cryst.) = ICO kcal/g-atom corresponds. 

The concurrent values A//s, = 89 kcal/g-atom have been obtained in 

papers [69I, 3550, 3556] by determination of the boiling point. The 

similar value Af/s9 = 91 kcal/g-atom was found by An. Nesmeyanov et al 
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[22, 13, 452a] by the Knudsen method, using effusion chambers with an 

orifice ratio of 1:22,600. As noted in paper [13], the calculated va¬ 

lues of the pressure of silicon vapor decrease and the values of the 

sublimation temperature increase when the orifice ratio of the effusion 

chamber exceeds 1:800. 

In the paper by Batdorf and Smits [676], the evaporation rate of 

silicon on an open surface was measured, and the sublimation heat was 

found as equal to a//s0 = 105 kcal/g-atom. 

The mass-spectrometrical investigation of the evaporation of si¬ 

licon, carried cut by Honig [2118], gave the temperature dependence 

of the Si+ ion current, corresponding to AWsIM0 = 105± 12 kcal/g-atom 

(the reduction to 0°K hardly changes this value). 

The investigation of the composition and the partial pressures of 

the evaporation products of silicon carbide, carried out by the mass- 

spectrometrical method by Drowart, De-Maria and Inghram [l4o6], showed 

that monatomic silicon is the main product of evaporation. The values 

of the partial pressures of the silicon vapor, generated as a result 

of the reaction (XXII.1), have been found in this work. These values 

correspond to a thermal effect of the reaction (XXII.1) equal to 

A//, = 122,9 ±3 kcal/mole,* and bHs0 (Si, cryst.) = 111 + 5 kcal/g- 

atom. 

Thus, the investigation of surfacial evaporation [676] and the 

mass-spectrometrical investigations [2118, l4o6] result in a value of 

A//s0 (Si, cryst. ), which is considerably higher than that which was 

obtained by the Knudsen method [22, 452a] and the determination of 

the boiling point [3556, 691, 3550]. It was mentioned above that the 

calculated values of the sublimation heat increase when the ratio of 

the effusion orifices increases. Since the orifice ratio in mass-spec¬ 

trometrical investigations is usually greater than 1:800 (1:500, for 
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example, in paper [l4o6]), it remains uncertain whether or not these 

results are really contradictory, because it is possible that the 

mass-spectrometrical and effusion method will give similar results un¬ 

der equal conditions. 

The determination of the sublimation heat of silicon gives res¬ 

ults very similar to those obtained for carbon (see page 9^8) and boron 

(see page 151¾. Just as in the case of carbon and boron, the experi¬ 

mental data for silicon may be explained if one assumes the formation 

of associated Sin molecules with very low evaporation coefficients in 

the saturated silicon vapor. In this case, the effusion measurements 

give the pressure of saturated silicon vapor, the main component of 

which are the hypothetical Sin molecules, and the mass-spectrometrical 

measurements give the partial pressure of monatomic silicon. The other 

possible explanation, a very low value of the evaporation coefficient 

of monatomic silicon, is hardly probable because the evaporation of the 

atoms proceeds, as a rule, at an evaporation coefficient hear to the 

unity. 

The value of D0(SiO), obtained by Barrow and Rowlinson [662], also 

argues in favor of a higher value of the sublimation heat of silicon. 

On the basis of the vibrational constants of the SiO molecule in the 

excited E state, and a comparison of the convergence of the vibration¬ 

al levels of the E state and the ground electron states of the molecules 

of oxides, sulfides and selenides of germanium, silicon and stannum, 

Barrow and Rowlinson obtained D0(SiO) = I85 + 7 kcal/mole. Atfs* 

(Si, cryst.) = 185 + 7 kcal/g-atom corresponds to this value. 

In accordance with the considerations quoted above, the value 

A//s0 (SI, cryst.) = A/f°/o (SI, gas ) = 111 ± 5 kcal/g-atom, 

obtained by Drowart et al [l4o6] is adopted in the Handbook. 

The adopted interpretation of the experimental data on the deter- 
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minâtion of the sublimation heat of silicon is not indisputable. The 

definitive solution of this problem requires additional experimental 

investigations.* 

Si2 (gas). The linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of 

the Si2 molecule, carried out on the basis of the data by Douglas 

[1371]j results in a dissociation energy equal to approximately 9? kcal/ 

/mole. If, in accordance with Gaydon's recommendation [l4l, 1668], we 

decrease this value by 20%, the dissociation energy of Si2 will be 

equal to 74 kcal/mole with a possible error of approximately + 18 

kcal/mole. The estimation of the dissociation energy of Si2 on the ba¬ 

sis cf Lippincott's and Schroeder's relation [2625] gives Do(Sii)=72 

kcal/mole.** 

The value of the dissociation energy of Si2 can be calculated on 

the basis of the investigations of the evaporation of silicon and si¬ 

licon carbide. Honig [2118] determined by this method the composition 

of the silicon vapor and calculated by the temperature dependence of 

the Si and Si2 ionic currents the sublimation temperature of silicon 

atoms as equal to AZ/Sum« 105:1:12 kcal/g-atom and the heat of the re¬ 

action 

2Si(cryst. )o=Sit(gas), (XXII.2) 

as equal to =135±12 kcal/mole. D1M0(S1.)=75±18 kcal/mole or 

Do(Sl*)=71 ± 18 kcal/mole correspond to these values. 

Drowart, De-Maria and Inghram [l4o6] investigated by the mass- 

spectrometrical method the composition of the evaporation products of 

silicon carbide. The values of the partial pressures of Si and Si2, 

found in this work, correspond to the dissociation energy 00(51,)=77^5 

kcal/mole (the similar value of 75 kcal/mole was calculated by the au¬ 

thors of [l4o6]). The data quoted in paper [l4o6] also permit the de¬ 

termination of the thermal effect of the reaction 
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2SiC (cryst.) = 2G ( graphite.) -f Si« (gas ) 

equal to Aii«3® 170,7 kcal/mole, to which corresponds Do(Sii)=74,5 kcal/ 

/mole. 

The results of the calculations of D^Si^) by the data by Honig 

[2118] and Drowart et al [l4o6] show a sufficient conformity. The mean 

value 

D,(Si,) = 74±5 kcal/mole. 

is adopted in the Handbook. 

To this adopted value corresponds 

àH°U(Sit. «o») =* 148±9 kcal/mole. 

SiO__(<^as). The value of the heat of formation of gaseous silicon 

monoxide can be calculated by the results of the investigations of the 

heterogeneous equilibria 

Si {cryst. )+ SiOj ( cryst. ) = 2SIO ( gas ) 

SiQi ( cry «i. ) + Hj (gas) = SiO (gas) + HfO ( gas ). 

The equilibrium (XXII.3) was investigated by Schafer and Hornle 

[36OO], Gel'd and Kochnev [144, 145], and Brewer and Mastik [925], and 

the equilibrium (XXII.4) was investigated by Grube and Speidel [1866]. 

Tombs and Welch [3998] investigated both equilibria. The results of 

these words have been discussed by Brewer and Edwards [920], Baughan 

[686] and Gel'd and Yesin [143]. Baughan recalculated the results, ob¬ 

tained in the papers mentioned above, and obtained for the thermal ef¬ 

fect of the reaction (XXII.3) the values 164.7 [3600], I67.2 [3998] and 

I7I.2 kcal/mole [3998] (in the paper by Tombs and Welch [3998], two 

series of measurements of the equilibrium (XXII.3) have been carried 

out), and for the reaction (XXII.4) the values 134.7 [1866] and I30.3 

kcal/mole [3998]. Owing to the fact that the thermodynamic functions, 

adopted by Baughan [686] for these calculations, differ only insigni¬ 

ficantly from those adopted in the present Handbook, the values of the 
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thermal effects of the reactions (XXII.3) and (XXII.4), calculated by 

Baughan, are used in the subsequent calculations. The data by Schafer 

and Hornle [3600] and Tombs and Welch [3998], to which correspond the 

heats of formation of silicon monoxide A//7o=-22tO±0,5 kcal/mole 

[3600] and -21.4 +1.5 kcal/mole [3998], are the most reliable data. 

Brewer and Mastik [925] and Nesmeyanov and Pirsova [Belykh) [317, 

2r] studied by the effusion method the pressure of silicon dioxide 

vapor in the temperature ranges 1840-1951 and l6oi-1754°K, respective¬ 

ly. At these temperature ranges the vapor of silicon dioxide consists 

almost of SiO and oxygen, and, therefore, the thermal effect of the 

reaction 

SiQi (kphct.) = SiO ( gas )f O ( gas ) ( XXI1.5 ) 

and the heat of formation of SiO can be calculated on the basis of 

these experiments. 

Brewer and Edwards [920] corrected the results of the calculation: 

in [925] and found the heat of the reaction (XXII.5) as equal to 

A//0-245,6±2,7 kcal/mole, to which corresponds (SiO, gas) = 

-22.2 + ¿.9 kcal/mole. On the basis of the data obtained in [317, pg; 

the value of the thermal effect of the reaction (XXII.5) was found as 

equal to A//o=247,l±l,2 kcal/mole, and thus, Af/0/# (SiO, gas) = 

= -21.7 + 2 kcal/mole. 

Thus, the results of the most accurate determinations of the equi¬ 

librium constants of (XXII.3), (XXIÏ.4) and (XXII.5) conform well to 

one another. In the Handbook, the rounded off value 

AfTMSIO, gas) =* — 22(0db 1 kcal/mole. 

is adopted. 

The value of the dissociation energy of silicon monoxide, calcu¬ 

lated by the spectroscopical data, is used for the choice of the sub¬ 

limation energy of silicon, because the latter value is less accurate 
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in comparison with the heat of formation of SiO (gas). 

The value 

D# (SiO) «a 191,987 ¿ 5,1 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to the adopted values a/T/o (SiO, gas) and ¿Hs0 (Si, 

cryst.). 

SiOg (quartz)# The results of measurements of the combustion heat 

of elemental silicon in oxygen, carried out up to I936, are discussed 

in the Handbook by Bichowsky and Rossini [813]. The values obtained in 

these words are inaccurate and contradictory, a fact which may be ex¬ 

plained mainly by an insufficient purity of the silicon samples. 

Roth and co-workers [3513# 3519# 3529# 3532] carried out several 

determinations of the combustion heat of silicon and obtained values 

of the heat of formation of quartz within the limits from -204 to 

-208.3 kcal/mole. 

Humphrey and King [2157] carried out the most accurate measure¬ 

ment of the combustion temperature of silicon. These authors ananly- 

zed roentgenographically the combustion products and introduced cor¬ 

rections for the formation of the various crystalline modifications of 

silicon dioxide. In paper [2157], the value of the heat of formation 

of the main product of combustion of silicon, cristobalite II, was 

found as equal to A//#/m.«=-209,33±0.25 kcal/mole. Coughlin [II93] re¬ 

calculated this value, taking into account the altered atomic weight 

of silicon, and obtained A//7w,M--209.55±0.25 kcal/mole. 

Many investigators (references are given in [2155a]) determined 

the heat Ox the conversion of cristobalite II into quartz by measuring 

the heat of solution of these modifications in hydrofluoric acid. Hum¬ 

phrey and King [2157] found the value «—0.93±0,09 kcal/mole. 

Humel and Schwiete [2155a] carried out a very minute determination by 

th ’ method. They showed in particular that, in contrast to the more 
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ooüolete measurements, the heat of dissolution obtained by them does 

not depend on the degree of pulverization of the initial sample. The 

value of the heat of conversion -5//,,,,, = -,.8010,23 kcal/mole was ob- 

tained in this paper. 

Another way of determining the heat of conversion of cristobalite 

-nto quartz is also possible; it was first used by Mosesman and Pitz- 

er [29591. These authors used data on the heats of the equilibrium 

conversions quartz - tridymite and tridymite - cristobalite, calcula¬ 

ted by them on the basis of the different entropies of these modifi¬ 

cations in the conversion points (more in detail, see page ), and 

found the heat of conversion of cristobalite into quartz as equll to 

“-0'35 kcal/mole. This value was also adopted by Coughlin [1193] 

Tne calculation based on the more accurate data on the enthalpies of 

quartz, cristobalite and tridymite, recommended by Kelley [2364a] and 

adopted in the present Handbook, leads to the value =_0,42 

kcal/mole. 

Thus, the results of calculations of the heat of conversion of 

cristobalite into quartz, based on measurements of the heat of solu¬ 

tion and on the thermodynamic functions of these modifications are not 

uniform. Owing to the necessity of coordinating all data in the Hand¬ 

book, including the accordance between the heats of formation and the 

thermodynamic functions, a heat of conversion of cristobalite into 

quarts equal to àHm,u=-0A2 kcal/mole is adopted in the Handbook 

for the subsequent calculations, and 

Aff7a»*.i»(SI0#, Kiapu) = - 210 ± 1,5 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to this value. 

There is no reason, however, to regard the results of measurements 

of the heats of dissolution as being erroneous. Thus, a considerable 

error must be ascribed to the heat of formation of quartz, adopted in 
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the Handbook. 

Si02 (gas). The values of the sublimation temperature of silicon 

dioxide, calculated by the authors of the Handbook on the basis of 

measurements of the pressure of silicon dioxide vapor, are quoted in 

Table 205. With the exception of papers [3304, 88], the calculations 

have been carried out under the assumption that the vapor contains only 

Si02 (gas) molecules. The thermodynamic calculations, however, based 

on the data for SiO (gas), show that the evaporation of silicon diox¬ 

ide must be accompanied by a dissociation of Si02 (gas) into SiO (gas). 

The mass-spectrometrical investigation [3304] corroborates these cal¬ 

culations. Thus, the values of ^SiO.) , calculated by the data of 

[3564, 3556, 2181, 2182, 925, 317, 21], must be considered as only the 

lower limits of the possible values of this quantity. Moreover, it 

was found that the vapor pressures obtained in papers [3564, 3556] are 

over-evaluated owing to the fact that the investigations were carried 

out in ampoules, the material of which reduced the silicon dioxide to 

monoxide. 

In the paper by Bergman and Medvedev [88], the heat of sublimation 

of silicon dioxide was determined according to the results of measure¬ 

ments of the explosion pressures of mixtures containing disilyl ethane, 

carbon monoxide and oxygen. The calculations showed that silicon diox¬ 

ide has a low stability as a vapor and that its partial pressures are 

relatively small even under oxidizing conditions. Thus, only the lower 

limit of the possible values of the sublimation heat of silicon diox¬ 

ide, equal to I30 kcal/mole, could be calculated on the basis of these 

experiments. 

Porter, Chupka and Inghram [3304] investigated mass-spectrometri- 

cally the composition of the evaporation products of silicon dioxide. 

Which emanated from an effusion cell. On the basis of the temperature 
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dependence of the SiO"^ ionic current, the authors of [3304] the sub¬ 

limation heat of silicon dioxide AtfSiM=136±8 kcal/mole, to which cor¬ 

responds AHsq— 135-4-8 kcal/mole. Porter, Chupka and Inghram gaged the 

device by the wellknown vapor pressures of silver and gold and calcu¬ 

lated the equilibrium partial pressures of SiOg, SiO and 0. The par¬ 

tial pressures of SiOg found in this way correspond to the value 

A//s0—140 kcal/mole. 

In the Handbook, the value of the sublimation heat of silicon 

dioxide 

A#f50(S10tl quartz) = 135 ± 5 kcal/mole, 

was adopted, which was calculated on the basis of the data by Porter, 

Chupka and Inghram [3304]. 

To the adopted value of the sublimation heat correspond 

A/rM&Oi’ eas) = —73,812±5,1 kcal/mole, 

D, (SiO,) = 302,786 ± 7,1 kcal/mole. 

SiH (gas). The linear extrapolation of the wellknown vibrational 

levels of the ground electron state of SiH gives the value Do(S¡H)=80,7 

kcal/mole. 

The investigation of the spectrum of SiH, carried out by Douglas 

[1372], showed that the excited *A state of this molecule possesses 

a small minimum on the potential curve; thus, a sufficiently reliable 

value of D0(SiH) can be obtained by a short extrapolation of the ob¬ 

served vibrational levels of this state. The corresponding value of 

the dissociation energy of SiH in the state is equal to 7840 ± 2000 ai-*. 

A correlation of the electron states of SiH with the states of 

Si and H atoms was carried out by Mulliken [2982] who proved that the 

SiH molecule in the XHl ground state must dissociate into SI(*P)+ H(*5) 

atoms, and, in the excited •A — state, into 5800)+H(sS) atoms. A 

dissociation energy of SiH, equal to 25730+2000 cm-1 , or 
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Dg (Si H) — 74 i 8 kcal/mole. 

correspond to the SiH dissociation energy in the state found in 

paper [1372] and to the correlation of the electron states of SiH, 

Si and H, suggested by Mulliken. 

This value is adopted in the Handbook; to it corresponds 

gas) = 88,632 ±7,8 kcal/mole. 

Schafer and Klemm, [36o4a] investigated the equilibrium of the 

interaction of hydrogen with silicon. However, the authors failed to 

determine to which reaction the found hydrogen pressures correspond. 

Barrow and Deutsch [650a] proved that the reaction investigated in pa- 

per [36o4a] cannot be the reaction of formation of SiH. 

SiF (gas). The linear extrapolation of the vibrational level of 

the **n ground state of the SiF molecule gives the value Do(SiF)= 111 

kcal/mole. Gaydon [1668] obtained the too low value D0(SiF)”88 kcal/ 

/mole on the basis of erroneous data about the type of the first ex¬ 

cited state of the SiF molecule and the inaccurate molecular constants 

of SiF in this state, found by Eyster [I518]. The inaccuracy of the 

D0(SiF) value adopted by Gaydon becomes evident when we compare it rlth 

the dissociation energies of CF and CH and the mean bond energies in 

SiF«, CF« and CH^. The mean energy of the Si - F bond in SiF^ is equal 

to 139 kcal/mole, i.e., it is by 58$ higher than the DQ(SiF) value 

adopted by Gaydon, whereas the mean bond energies in CH^ and CF^ are 

considerably more similar to the dissociation energies of CH and CF. 

The investigation of the SiF spectrum, carried out by Johns and 

Barrow [2257], proved that the state and not the »13, state, as 

it was assumed by Gaydon, is the first excited state of SiF. The compa¬ 

rison of the Dq(SíF) values, found by linear extrapolation of the ob¬ 

served electron states of SiF, carried out by the authors of [2257], 

proved that the value 136 kcal/mole is the upper limit of the disso- 
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ciao-Lon energy of SIP, and. that 115 kcal/mole Is its lower limit. Thus, 

Johns and Barrow [2257] recommend 

D0(SIF)= 125±10 kcal/mole, 

as the most probable value which is adopted in the present Handbook. 

To this value corresponds 

âH°f0(SIF, gas.) r= 4,5db 11,2 kcal/mole. 

TABLE 205 

Results of the Calculation of the Sublimation Head of 
Silicon Dioxide 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Arropu 

Pyqx}», IUmhot (3364]. . 
Py«M», Komuax [3536] . 
HHyAayxa, Area (2181, 

2182) .. 
Bpyap, MacTHK (023]. . 
rioprep, Mynxa, Harpa» 

[3304] . 

HecueRRoa, «Dupcoaa 
[317, 21]. 

Bepmai, Mumarb [88] . 

OR ' 3 Motor 

1921 
1926 

1942 

1931 

1955 

1956 

1959 

KHneHHk 17 

15 
HcnapeHHR c noaepxRocTR 
St^ySHOKHUfl 16 

IT 
Macc-cneirrpoMerpHMecKHft 

dfótyatioiRufí 
BajgMM c^epmecRoK 

^ HOTCPOM 
Tctineparyp, 

K* 

Ko^ii- 
oecroo 

OBWTOB 

2073-2503 
2333 

1273 h 1473 

1840-1951 

1200^-1950 

1601-1754 
2064-3207 

19 

1 

2 
3 

24 

24 

6 ah*., 
KKOA/mOÃ» 

102±2 
115 

103±5 
1224:3 

135;fc8 

125,44:1,0 
>130 

1) Authors 
2) year 
3) method 
4) temperature range 
5) number of experiments 
6) kcal/mole 

Ruff, Schmidt 
Ruff, Konshak 
Inuzuka, Ageha 9j 

10) Brewer, Mastick 
11) Porter, Chupka, Inghram 
12) Nesmeyanov, Pirsova 
13) Bergman, Medvedev 
14) boiling 
15) evaporation on a surface 
16) effusion 
17) mass-spectrometrical 
lo) explosion in a spherical 

bomb. 

SiFg (g3-s) and SiF^ (gas). The heats of formation of SiPg and 

SiP^, adopted in the present Handbook, 

A/#7o(SIF|, gas) ■* — 168± 10 kcal/mole, 

A/rft(SIF„ gas) = — 250 4:10 kcal/mole 

were estimated by the Karapet'yants method. The calculation was based 

on the comparison of the heats of formation of a series of compounds: 
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SiP^ and SiF with SiCl^, SiCl^, SiClg and SiCl, and also SiF^ and SiP 

with CF^, CP^i CFg and CP. 

To the values adopted correspond 

D, (SiF,) = 316 ± 11,2 kcal/mole, 

Do (SiF,) = 4Í6.5 ± 11,2 kcal/mole. 

SiF^ (gas). The values of heats of formation of silicon tetraflu- 

oride, quoted in the most of the contemporary thermochemical Handbooks, 

are based on measurements of the thermal effects of dissolution of 

SiP^ and SiOg in hydrofluoric acid, which were carried out as long ago 

as in the past century. In Truchot's works [4022, 4023], the heat of 

dissolution (-3^--0 kcal/mole) of gaseous silicon tetrafluoride in a 

solution of hydrofluoric acid was measured. Guntz [I898] found somewhat 

differing value of the heat of dissolution, equal to -33.5 kcal/mole, 

on the basis of his own measurements of the heat of dissolution of hy¬ 

drogen fluoride, the heat of dissolution of silica in hydrofluoric a- 

cid, measured by Thomsen [3901]* and the heat of hydrolysis of SiF^, 

measured by Hammerl [1943]. Bichowsky and Rossini [813] calculated the 

value &H0ful (SiP^, gas) = -363 kcal/mole on the basis of these data. 

The recalculation of this quantity, using more accurate values of the 

heat of formation of quartz and of the other reactions in the thermal 

cycles, led to the values -370 kcal/mole [3508], -370.8 kcal/mole [3532] 

and -373 kcal/mole [420], These values, however, are not very reliable 

because the calorimetric technique of the measurements in papers [4022, 

4023, 1898, 3981 and 1943] does not meet modern requirements. Moreover, 

these papers do not contain data about the purity of the initial sub¬ 

stances, the concentration of the reaction products, and also about 

the conditions under which the experiments have been carried out. 

Wartenberg and Schutte [4171] measured the heat of the immediate 

reaction of silicon with elemental fluorine and found ^H0fn3 (SiF^, 
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gas) - -359-7 ±2.6 kcal/mole. However, owing to the great difficulties 

occurring when carrying out a combustion in elemental fluorine (car¬ 

bon, which gave evidently erroneous results when combusted immediately 

in fluorine, may serve as an example), the error in the value obtained 

oy Wartenberg and Schutte may be considerably greater than the authors 

indicate. In particular, Ryss [353* 356] proved that the heat of 

formation, obtained in this way, may be considerably too low owing to 

the formation of SigP^, and that the correct value must be 370-373 

kcal/mole. 

The most accurate determination of the heat of formation of sili¬ 

con tetrafluoride was carried out by Vorob'yev, Kolesov and Skuratov 

[ 3^",* 39j 129a]. These authors measured the heat of decomposition 

of silicon tetraflupride (in surplus) by metallic sodium and found 

àHtunt “*—174,l± 1,4 kcal/mole. The reaction was carried out in a calo¬ 

rimetric bomb with a movable electrode and was initiated by an electric 

arc. Assuming on the basis of literature data (NaP, cryst. ) 

= -136, 17 kcal/mole, the authors of [34, 129a] found the heat of for¬ 

mation of silicon tetrafluoride as equal to -370.6 + I.5 kcal/mole. 

The recalculation oi this value on the basis of the heat of formation 

of sodium fluoride adopted in the Handbook gives the value 

(SÍP4, gas) = -372.3 kcal/mole. 

Vorob'yev, Kolesov and Skuratov [39, 129, 129a] also measured the 

thermal effect of dissolution cf silicon tetrafluoride in 19$ hydro¬ 

fluoric acid and found A///i(a,u=<—34,02±0,04 kcal/mole. Based on this 

value and using the thermochemical cycle which includes the heat of dis¬ 

solution of quartz in hydrofluoric acid, the value (SiP., 

gas) = -372.3 ±1.5 kcal/mole was found.* Moreover, the heats of dis- 

solution of silicon tetrafluoride in water and in 0.4% hydrofluoric 

acid viere measured in papers [129, 129a], and the values -22.56 + 0.03 
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and -33-79 ± 0.05 kcal/mole, respectively, have been found. Starting 

from these data, the heat of formation of silicon tetrafluoride equal 

to -372.9 ±1.5 kcal/mole can be calculated. 

On the basis of the measurements by Vorob'yev, Kolesov and Skur- 

atov [34, 39, I29, 129a], the value 

AW"fmtu(SIF4, raa) = —372,5±1,0 kcal/mole. 

is adopted in the Handbook. To this value corresponds 

D*(SiF4) » 556,168 ±5,5 kcal/mole. 

(gas). The linear extrapolation of the wellknown vibrational 

levels of the *»Ii: ground state of the SiCl molecule gives the value 

Do(SiCI)=92 kcal/mole, which is adopted by Herzberg [2020] and in the 

Handbook [649]. Gaydon [I668] reduced this value by 20^ and recommend¬ 

ed the value Do(SiC1)=76±12 kcal/mole. 

A comparison of the dissociation energies of CP, CCI and SiP 

with the mean energies of the bonds in the CP^, CC14 and SiP4, mole¬ 

cules proves that the value recommended by Herzberg is more reliable. 

In the Handbook, the value 

Da(SICI) = 92 ± 15 kcal/mole. 

is adopted. To this value corresponds 

AWMSICI, gas) = 47,55± 15 kcal/mole. 

SiClg (gas). Schafer and Nicki [360I] measured by a static method 

the partial pressure of SiCl2 generated as the result of the reaction 

Si (cryst.) + SiCl4 (gas) = 2SÍCI, (gas), ( XXII. 6 ) 

they found by the temperature dependence of the logarithm of the equ¬ 

ilibrium constant of this reaction within the 1500-1540°K range the 

thermal effect of the reaction A//IWO=75,2 kcal/mole, to which corres¬ 

pond Aff#=79,8 kcal/mole and (SiCl2, gas) = -35.3 kcal/mole. 

The recalculation of the results obtained by Schafer and Nicki, 

using the values of the thermodynamic properties of the components of 
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va- the reaction (XXII.6) adopted in the present Handbook, gives the 

lues Atf0=75P6 kcal/mole and AH°fo (SiClg, gas) = -38 kcal/mole. 

The authors of paper [3601] assume that the error in the measurement 

of the logarithms of the equilibrium constants of reaction (XXII.6) 

amounts to +0.4, which results in an error of the value of the thermal 

effect of the reaction equal to +3 kcal/mole. 

Antipin and Sergeyev [74] determined the values of the equilib¬ 

rium constants of the formation of SiClg under more complex condi¬ 

tions. In this work, a flow of elemental chlorine passed over elemen¬ 

tal silicon, and the generated SiCl^ reacted at temperatures above 

1000°C with the surplus of silicon. The equilibrium constants of the 

reaction (XXII.6) were calculated on the basis of the Si - Cl ratio 

in the sublimate for the temperature range 1273-l673°K. The calcula¬ 

tion proved that a heat of reaction equal to 69.9 + 0.7 kcal/mole and 

AH°fo (SiClg, gas) = -40.7 kcal/mole corresponds to these constants. 

It must be mentioned that in contrast to Antipin and Sergeyev[74], 

Schafer and Nicki [360I] found that no side reactions take place in a 

considerable degree in the system investigated. 

The estimation of the heat of formation of SiCl2 by the Karapet'- 

yants method based on the heats of formation of SiCh, SiCI, CCh, CCI2 

and CCI adopted in the Handbook gives AH°fo (SiClp, gas) = -43 kcal/ 

/mole. 

In the Handbook, the value 

Aff°/o(SiClf, gas) = — 38 ± 2 kcal/mole, 

is adopted, which is calculated on the basis of the equilibrium con¬ 

stants of reaction (XXII.6) found by Schafer and Nicki. The value 

calculated on the basis of the measurements by Antipin and Sergeyev 

[74] conforms to the adopted value within the error limits. To the ad¬ 

opted value of the heat of formation of SiCl2 corresponds 
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D* (SiCI«) ■= 206,1 db 5,5 kcal/mole. 

SlClg (gja,s). The adopted value of the heat of formation of the 

SiCl^ radical 

A/P/f (SiCI», gas) = — 87± 10 kcal/mole, 

was estimated by the Karapet'yants method on the basis of the heats of 

formation of SiCU; SiCI«, SiCI, CCI«, Œli, CCTt and CCI. To this value cor¬ 

responds 

Da(SICls) = 283,65 ± 11 kcal/mole. 

SiCl^ (gas). The heat of formation of silicon tetrachloride can 

be found by the results of measurements of the heat of its hydrolysis 

and the heat of combustion of silicon in chlorine. 

Troost and Hautefeuille [4019, 4020] measured the combustion heat 

of amorphous silicon in chlorine with formation of liquid silicon tet¬ 

rachloride and found hH =-157,6 kcal/mole. The recalculation of 

these data, taking into account the altered atomic weight of silicon, 

gives the value AW =—158,1 kcal/mole. Berthelot [778] revised the 

data by Troost and Hautefeuille and obtained AW = — 150,1 kcal/mole, 

after some calorimetrical corrections. This correction, however, can¬ 

not be acknowledged as well-grounded: the analogous correction of the 

heat of combustion of boron in chlorine (see page ) found by Troost 

and Hautefeuille, led to erroneous results. Using the heats of combus¬ 

tion of silicon in chlorine, found by Troost and Hautefeuille and tak¬ 

ing into account the ht .u of conversion of amorphous silicon into 

crystalline [3508], the authors of the Handbook calculated the value 

AW0/«** ( SiCl^, liqu.) = -157-1 kcal/mole. The results of the measure¬ 

ments of Troost and Hautefeuille [4019, 4020] cannot be acknowledged 

as reliable. 

The heat of the hydrolysis reaction 

SlCI4(liq. ) +2H|0( liq. ) = SIO* ( coll. | + 4HCI(soln.) (XXII.7) 
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was measured by Troost and Hautefeuille [4019* 4020], Berthelot 

[778], Thomsen [3981], Roth and Schwartz [3531] and Andrianov and 

Pavlov [73]. Values of the hydrolysis heat equal to - 70.0,--69, 

7,-69,3,-70,1 and -76.6 kcal/mole, respectively have been obtained in 

this works [813]. The measurement results of Roth and Schwartz [3531] 

are the most reliable. Based on the heat of conversion of quartz into 

the colloidal modification [3508] and the measurement results of Roth 

and Schwartz, the value A//7„s (SiCl^, liqu.) = -I58.I kcal/mole 

was calculated. 

The heat of evaporation of silicon tetrachloride, A//t> = 7.0 

kcal/mole, was taken from the data of the Handbook [3508]. Hence, we 

obtain for the heat of formation of gaseous SiCl^ the value 

D,(SICI4) = 375,672 ±5,1 

which is adopted in the Handbook. To this value corresponds 

AirfmatCSiCI«. gas)= — 15! ± 1 kcal/mole, 

SiN (gas). The linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels 

of the ground state of the SiN molecule gives the value 

Do(SlN)=143 kcal/mole. The graphical extrapolation of the wellknown 

vibrational levels of the state of the SiN molecule, carried 

out by Gaydon [I668] under the assumption that 51(^)+N(4S), corres¬ 

pond to the dissociation limit in this state, gives the value 

Dc(SiN)=101,T> kcal/mole. Gaydon [I668] recommends the somewhat higher 

D0(SIN)= 104 ±9 kcal/mole, 

which is adopted in the present Handbook. To this value corresponds 

A//7o(SiN, gas)= 119.536± 10 kcal/mole. 

SiC (cryst.). Mixter [2926] measured the combustion heats of gra¬ 

phite, silicon and silicon carbide in sodium peroxide and calculated 

by these data the heat of formation of silicon carbide °ftn.u ==—3 

kcal/mole. The presence of side reactions and the inaccurate analysis 
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of the combustion products lower the value of this paper. Ruff and 

Grieger [3553] repeated the measurement by the same method and, after 

having eliminated some of the errors committed in paper [2926], found 

the value -26.7 + 2.1 kcal/mole which was adopted by a series of au¬ 

thors of reviews and Handbooks. However, in spite of the precautions 

taken by Ruff and Grieger, their method of combusting in sodium perox¬ 

ide cannot be regarded as reliable. 

Wartenberg and Schutte [4171] determined the heat of combustion 

of silicon carbide, silicon and carbon in fluorine and found by these 

data the heat of formation of silicon carbide as -31 + 6 kcal/mole. 

This value also cannot be regarded as reliable because the heats of 

combustion of silicon and carbon in fluorine, found by Wartenberg and 

Schutte, differ considerably from the more accurate modern data. 

The value of the heat of formation of SiC can be calculated on 

the basis of the equilibrium constants of the reaction 

SKM erydt. )+ 3C(Br»ph‘>e) ■» SiG( tryHl. ) + 2GO(gas). ( XXII.8) 

measured by Brunner [998]. 

The heat of reaction A7/#»147±8 kcal/mole and the heat of for¬ 

mation A//°f« (SiC, cryst. ) = -7+8 kcal/mole* correspond to the 

equilibrium constants found in this paper. 

A more accurate value of the heat of formation of silicon carbide 

can be calculated on the basis of the combustion heat of the cubic 

(7248.7 cal/g) and hexagonal ^7276.1 cal/g) modification of silicon 

carbide in oxygen, measured by Humphrey, Todd, Caughlin and King 

[2158] (we cite this paper according to [3434]). Assuming that mainly 

cristobalite is formed by the combustion of SiC, as it is the fact in 

the combustion of elemental silicon [2157], we find for the hexagonal 

modification the value 

btrtmM (SiC, hexag. )■= — 11,8db3 kcal/mole. 
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This value is adopted in the Handbook. 

The results of measurements of the equilibrium constant of the 

reaction (XXII.8), obtained in [998], lead to a value which conforms 

to that adopted within the error limits. 

SiC (gas). Ruff and Konshak [3556] investigated the evaporation 

of silicon carbide in the 2673-2990°K temperature range by determin¬ 

ing the boiling points. Assuming that Si(gas) and SiC(gas) are the 

evaporation products, they calculated the quantity of SiC(cryst.) which 

evaporates in the form of SiC(gas) and by decomposition into C(graph¬ 

ite) and Si(gas). According to these data and using the values of the 

thermodynamic properties adopted in the Handbook, the sublimation tem¬ 

perature of SiC equal to 143 kcal/mole was calculated. 

The mass-spectrometrical investigation of the composition of si¬ 

licon carbide vapor, carried out by Drowart, De-Maria and Inghram 

[l4o6] (2l49-23l6°K) proved that besides the gaseous silicon, SipC 

and SiCg are the main evaporation products, and the partial pressure 

of SiC amounts to less than 0.001 of the sum of the partial pressures 

of SigC and SiCg. Thus, the measurement results by Ruff and Konshak 

cannot be used to calculate an accurate value of the sublimation heat 

of SiC. In the paper by Drowart et al [l4o6] the values of the partial 

pressures of SiC in silicon carbide vapor were found, and the heat of 

sublimation 

SiC( cryst. ) = SiC (gas), ( XXII. 9) 

was calculated as equal to A//so=197±5 kcal/mole, to which corres¬ 

ponds Do(SiC)=95±8 kcal/mole. The recalculation on the basis of the 

values of thermodynamic properties adopted in the present Handbook, 

gives the values A//so=l90 kcal/mole and 'D^SiQ^KK kcal/mole. 

Drowart et al also found the equilibrium constants of the reac¬ 

tion 
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SIC (ras) — C (gas )4- Si (gas ). ( XXII. 10 ) 

In addition to their own results, they utilized the measurements 

of the pressure of saturated monatomic carbon vapor from paper [3894] 

and calculated by these data D.(SiQ-l<»±5 kcal/mole- The calculatlon 

by means of the values of the thermodynamic functions adopted in the 

present Handbook gives the value D«(SiÇ)=l04 kcal/mole. 

In the Handbook, the value of the dissociation energy 

D«(SIC) a 103 dbS kcal/mole, 

is adopted, which is the mean between the two values calculated by 

the data of Drowart et al [1406). To this value correspond 

A#rf,(SiC,gas)= 177,585±7 kcal/mole, 

cryst .) =: 189,1584:8 kcal/mole. 

SiCg (gas). Drowart, De-Maria and Inghram [1406] determined mass- 

spectrometrically the composition and the partial pressures of the 

evaporation products of silicon carbide. They found that the main ev¬ 

aporation products are Si(sas), SiC^gas) and Siegas). Based on the 

temperature dependence of the SÍC+ ionic current, Drowart et al. found 

for the thermal effect of the reaction 

SIC (kphct.) + C (rpa<t>HT) = SIC, (gas ). ( XXII. 11 ) 

the value ¿#«,.= 173*5 kcal/mole, to which corresponds Do(SiG)=286 ±7 

kcal/mole. 

Starting from the absolute values of the partial pressure of SiC , 

Drowart et al [l406] found the thermal effect of the reaction (XXII.11) 

as equal tol68 ± 5 kcal/mole, or D,(SiG)=294 kcal/mole. The recalcula¬ 

tion of these values, using the values of the thermodynamic functions 

of the components of this reaction, adopted in the present Handbook, 

gives the values ¿#,= 160,3 kcal/mole and D.(SiG)=300,6 kcal/mole. 

On the basis of experimental data, Drowart et al [l4o6] also cal¬ 

culated the equilibrium constant of the reaction 
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&C, (gas) = SI (gas) + 2C Igas) ( XXI1.12 ) 

and found for the thermal effect of this reaction Do(SiG)=302 kcal/ 

/mole* Recalculation, based on the thermodynamical properties adopted 

in the present Handbook, gives a conformable value. 

In the Handbook preference is given to the values calculated on 

the basis of the partial pressures of evaporation products, and is 

adopted. 

Do (SIC,) = 300 ± 5 kcal/mole. 

To this value corresponds 

Ajr7o(SiC,„ gas) r= 150,17 ± 7 keal/mole. 

(gas). On the basis of a mass-spectrometrical investigation 

of the evaporation of silicon carbide (see the sections dealing with 

SiCg and SiC), Drowart, De-Maria and Inghram [l4o6] found the temper¬ 

ature dependence of the Si2C+ ionic current and calculated the ther¬ 

mal effect of the reaction 

2SIC (cryst.) « Sl£ (ras) + C ( Br«Phiu-), ( xxil. 13 ) 

as equal to ^1000=170^5 kcal/mole, to which corresponds Do(SiiC)= 

= 241±I0 kcal/mole. The calculation of the thermal effect of the re¬ 

action (XXII.13), carried out by the authors of paper [l4o6] on the 

basis of the measured partial pressure of SigC and the values of the 

thermodynamic functions of the components of this reaction, led to 

the values A//0=18I±5 kcal/mole and Do(SiÆ)=234 kcal/mole. Calcula¬ 

tion on the basis of the values of thermodynamic functions adopted in 

the present Handbook led to the essentially differing values A//0= 

= 160,5 kcal/mole and Do(Si»C)=254 kcal/mole.* 

Using the found values of the partial pressures of Si and Si2C, 

Drowart et al [l4oó] also found the equilibrium constant of the re¬ 

action 

Si,C (gas) **» 2SI Igas) + C(gas ) ( XXII. 14) 
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and the dissociation energy D*(Si«Q=250 kcal/mole. Recalculation of 

these data by means of the values of thermodynamic functions of the 

components of reaction (XXII.14) adopted in the present Handbook led 

to the somewhat higher value, equal to 255 kcal/mole. 

TABLE 206 

Adopted Values (in caljmole) of the Thermochemical Quanti¬ 
ties of Silicon and Its Compounds 

— Bei lecTto 
2- Do haii3 

A//S, AW7. 

Si 
SI 
SI. 
SIO 
SiO, 
SiOk 
SIH 
SIF 
SIF, 
SIF. 
SIF« 
SiCI 
SIO. 
SICI, 
sicu 
SIN 
SIC 
SIC 
SIC, 
sue 

,4 KpMcr. 
i r«*- 

t 
• 

6 Kup« 
•• • Tu 

• 
» ■’ 
• 
» 

• 
» 

- » 
. » 

* 7 
KpMcr.. race. 

Î 

III 000* 

74000 
101087 
135000* 
302788 
74000. 

ItfiOOO 
316000 
416500 
556168 
03000 

206100 
283650 
375672 
104000 
189158* 
103000 
300000 
355000 

0 
III 000 
148000 

—33000 
-206812 
-73812 

88632 
4500 

-168000 
—360000 
-371168 

47550 
-38000 
-87000 

-150472 
119536 

-11573 
177585 
150170 
136585 

0 
112031 
148873 

—21720 
-209995 
-74175 

89043 
4937 

-168270 
-250 884 
-372 489 

48046 
-38062 
-87322 

-151 000 
119822 

-11799 
178997 
{51450 
137549 

0 
112035 
148881 

—21725 
-210000 
—74180 

89039 
4935 

-168280 
-250896 
-372500 

48045 
-38066 
-mm 

-150997 
119818 

-11800 
179018 
151463 
137554 

747 
1778 
2367 
2047 
1604 
2424 
2150 
2220 
2550 
2973 

. 3572 
2319 
2838 
3655 
4525 
2051 
746 

2384 
2477 
2683 

770 
1805 
2421 
2083 
1657 
2477 
2186 
2260 
2601 
3041 
3660 
2362 
2898 
3739 
4633 
2088 

777 
2437 
2531 
2743 

a) The value of the sublimation heat is given. 

1) Substance5 2) state; 3) or; 4) cryst.; 5) gas; 6) quartz; 
7) hexagon. 

The value 

D«(S1*C) « 256 ± 5 kcal/mole, 

is adopted in the Handbook, calculated on the basis of the partial 

pressures of the evaporation products of silicon carbide, measured by 

Drowart et al [l4o6]. To the adopted value corresponds 

Air/.(sitc .gas) 136.585db 10 kcal/mole. 
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1358 

1372 

1375 

1376 

1377 

1378 

1382 

1385 

[Footnotes] 

A minute analysis of the evaporation processes of silicon 
monoxide is given in Schick's review [3622a]. 

The values of the a> frequencies of SiC, calculated by 

Majumdar and Varshni [2746] and Varshni [4071], are erroneous 
because the authors of the papers [2746, 4071], used in their 
estimate the value of ü)f(SWÏ found by Downie and Barrow 

[1399] (see page 136() and the value of for the 0*11* 

state (see page 868 ). 

The bands are obtained in the spectrum of a discharge in a 
hollow cathode in a mixture of SiF^ vapor and helium. 

The force constants of SiFg have been estimated by Johns et 

al. [2259] on the basis of the wellknown values of the funda¬ 
mental frequencies of SiF^ and SiF. 

The fundamental frequencies of CFi(v,—1178 hv»^.630m*') calcu¬ 

lated in paper [2259] in an analogous manner, conform satis¬ 
factorily to the experimentally observed frequencies (see 
Table I89). 

The bands observed in paper [501] belong to two systems ca¬ 
used by transitions between two excited states which posses 
excitation energies of about 28,034 and 29,952 cm“1 and the 
ground electron state of SiClg. 

To the adopted values of the fundamental frequencies of SiCl2 

conform satisfactorily (within a limit of 10$) the frequen¬ 
cies calculated by Eqs. (P4.28) using the force constants of 

SiCl0 assumed as being equal to the force constants of SiCl^: 

vl = 490, v, = 235, V,=670c,ir> (using the constants /,/=5.5-10^ /^rrO.IO.IO*, 

/a/¿*= o,86-io*,/^ = 0,80-10^ cã-* , calculated by Schneider and Pliva 

[3645]) and V, = 544, », = 220 and v.^saoar1 (using the con- 

stanits /á = 2,575-10*,/rfrf = 0,399-10*././d*=o,296-10» and /,,«=0.029.10» dyne* 

• cm“1, calculated by Pistorius ['3250J). The satisfactory con¬ 
formity of the calculated and v2 values to the experimen¬ 

tally found values proves the correctness of the interpreta¬ 
tion of the SiCl2 spectrum suggested in paper [58I]. 

The work by Best and Tramp was not published. 

The value o,47*10'M dyne^cm^rad“1 was assumed for the force 

constant of the deformation vibration of the molecule. 
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1385 

1386 

1393 

1399 

1404 

1404 

1404 

This estimate of the interatomic distance Si = C in SiC2 

on the basis of the interatomic Si - C distance in organo- 
silicon compounds is obviously erroneous because the compa¬ 
rison of the interatomic C - C distances in C2Hg and C3 with 

the interatomic Si - C distance in SiH3CH3 proves that 

rSi=C in S1C2 must be equal approximately to I.55 A and not 

1.9. 

The calculation of the fundamental frequencies of the asym¬ 
metrical molecule Si^C by Eqs. (P4.27), assuming that 

/sic“2-®’10* dyne• cm”1 and 7.-0,5..10-^ dyne*cm*rad"1 (Like 

in SiCg) and /sisi—2,6.10* dyne^cm"1 [estimated by comparison 

of the force constants of the C - C bonds in SiC2 and C2 

(in the cfitin state) and the Si — Si bond in the Si2 molecule 

(in the a*n state) gives Vi = 485, v, = 250, v, = 815 «r* . The mo¬ 

ment of inertia of the asymmetric Si2C molecule, which cor¬ 

responds to the interatomic distances ^ = 1,75 and 

rsisi **2»20A , is equal to 23*10“3^ g*cm2. 

The calculation by means of Eqs. (11.149) and (II.150), which 
correspond to a bond intermediate between the Hund cases a 
and b, results in values which conform within the limits of 
the accuracy of the calculation to the data of Table 238 

The values — SÎWiM are calculated on the basis of the 

molecular constants of SiP^ adopted in the present Handbook. 

In solid state, the silicon dioxide can also exist in a vit¬ 
reous state which is a thermodynamically nonequilibrium 
phase. 

There are references in [1014] that Westrum and Biel meas¬ 
ured the specific heat of quartz in the temperature range 
from 6 to 300°K, however, these data have net been published 
up to the present. Extrapolation of the specific heat of 
quartz measured between 2 and 4°K [2296a] to higher temper¬ 
atures results in data which conform to the data of [551. 
3042]. 

The conversion of quartz II into quartz I is a second-order 
phase change occurring in the temperature range from 825 to 
850°K. The heat of this conversion, calculated by the results 
of measurements of the specific heat of quartz carried out 
by Sinel’nikov [376a], amounts to approximately 100 cal/mole. 
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1^07 

1410 

1412 

1412 

1422 

1427 

The value ^mi»29o' cal/mole, recommended by Kelley [2364a], 

is an effective value, coordinated to the equations for the 
specific heats of the low- and high-temperature quartz 
modifications, derived by him. 

The authors of the Handbook know paper [2158] by Chemical 
Abstracts. The absolute values of the entropies of silicon 
carbide modifications are not quoted in the abstract. 

The black and green color of SiC samples depends on the dif¬ 
ferent degrees of purity and the different methods by which 
the silicon carbide is produced. 

This value is calculated using the thermodynamic functions of 
the components of reaction (XXII.1) adopted in the Handbook. 
A significantly different value kcal/mole is 

quoted in paper [l4o6]. This difference is incomprehensible 
because the values of the thermal effects of the same reac¬ 
tion at 298*15 and 2000°K, quoted in [l4o6] and calculated 
using the data of the present Handbook conform excellently 
to one another. 

In the paper by Davis et al [1275a], published after this 
chapter was finished, the vapor pressure of elemental sili¬ 
con carbide (2117-2171°K) have been measured by the Knudsen 
method. In this paper, the following values have been ob¬ 

tained: áHimít (Si, cryst.) = 108.4 + 3 kcal/g-atom (re¬ 

calculation to 0°K gives A/f*,-107,4 kcal/g-atom) and the heat 

of the reaction (XXII.l) equal to A//^, - 128 ± 3 kcal/g-atom 

to which corresponds a//* (Si, cryst.) = II3.4 kcal/g-atom. 

It must be taken into account that these values were obtained 
for an electron state of Sig which is possibly not the ground 

state of this molecule (see page 1363)'. 

The small difference between the values of the heat of for¬ 
mation of SiF^ quoted in the Handbook and those calculated 

by Vorob'yev et al [129a] on the basis of the measured heats 
of dissolution may be accounted for by the somewhat differ¬ 
ent values of the heat of formation of quarts used in the 
calculations. 

This value is calculated using the values of thermodynamic 
properties the components of the reaction (XXII.8) adopted 
in the present Handbook. Brunner [998], using the temperature 
dependence of the logarithm of the equilibrium constant of 
this reaction, obtained the sharply differing value 

- —43,5 kcal/mole. 
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1430 The difference between the values of the thermodynamic quan¬ 
tities of SiC, SiCg and Si^C, calculated by the authors of 

the present Handbook on the basis of the data by Drowart et 
al [l406], and the values quoted in the original paper can 
be explained by the obviously erroneous values of the ther¬ 
modynamic properties of SiC(cryst.) used in paper [l4o6]. 
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Chapter 23 

BORON AND ITS COMPOUNDS 

(B, Bi, BO, BO|, B|0,'( 6,0,. BH, HBO, HBO„ H,BO„ BF, BF„ BF„ FBO, BCI, BCI„ BCI„ BN) 

In the present chapter boron and several of its compounds with 

oxygen, hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine and nitrogen will be discussed. 

Elementary boron is known to exist in several crystalline modi¬ 

fications [2086, 2687a, 3918a] and in amorphous state. Temperatures 

and heat values for polymorphous transformations of crystalline boron 

were not determined,* therefore, polymorphism of crystalline boron is 

not dealt with in this Handbook. Respective data cited in text and in 

the table of Vol. II pertain to the alpha-rhombohedral modification, 

which is stable at temperatures up to 1000°K. 

Saturated boron vapors consist of boron atoms and diatomic 

molecules which were observed in mass-spectroscopic investigations o,. 

boron vapors. Discussion of thermodynamic properties of monatomic and 

diatomic boron is included in the present Handbook. The following 

should be mentioned: though in mass-spectroscopic analysis of the com¬ 

position of boron vapors no molecules with more than two atoms have 

been revealed, the discrepancies between the results for vapor pres¬ 

sures determined by the Knudsen method and those obtained through mass 

spectroscopy, which are also analogous to those observed in investi¬ 

gations of sublimation heat of carbon, hint at a possible existence 

of such molecules which do possess low evaporation coefficients (see 

page ). 

Until recently, sufficiently reliable data on the existence of 
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only two boron oxygen compounds were available In literature; those 

on boron oxide (boric anhydride) and boron monoxide BO. Sug¬ 

gestions have also been made as to the possible existence of the bo¬ 

ron oxide dimer B^Og [1523, 376, 8]. In this conjunction. In the first 

edition of the present Handbook three boron oxygen compounds have been 

treated with: B20^ (in the crystalline, liquid, and gaseous states), 

BjjOg (in gaseous state), and BO (in gaseous state). Through mass-spec¬ 

trométrie [2171, 2, 3, 4], effusiometric [36II, 3612], and spectro¬ 

scopic [52, 52a, 54, 351b, 4238] Investigations, carried out during 

the years 1957-1960, it was possible to essentially expand and specify 

the knowledge about the composition of boron oxygen compounds exist¬ 

ing in gaseous state. Above all, it was proven by mass-spectrometric 

and effusiometric measurements that B^Og molecules were not present in 

vapors exhaled from boron oxide, while, on the other hand, examina¬ 

tions on the composition of boron oxide vapors under reducing condi¬ 

tions (using a mixture of BgO^ + B) lead to the conclusion that under 

these conditions at temperatures up to 3000°K not the BO molecule is 

the representative principal compound which is present in the vapors 

but its dimer BgOg. Careful investigations of spectrums of boron ox¬ 

ide vapors heated in atmospheres of various gases inferred the con¬ 

clusion that the well known "fluctuation bands" appearing in vapor 

spectrums under oxidizing conditions belong to the BOg molecule [54, 

289a, 293b]. The suggested existence of molecules of boron dioxide BOg 

in gaseous state was subsequently confirmed by spectral examinations 

of boron-containing flames [2329a] and explosive mixtures of various 

boron oxygen compounds [351b]. At the same time it is worthwhile men¬ 

tioning that preliminary attempts to discover BOg molecules by mass- 

spectrometric investigations of boron oxide vapors under oxidizing 

conditions, as tried in the study [10a], failed to render positive re- 
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suits. 

Thus, at the present time the existence of four gaseous oxygen 

compounds has been confirmed: of BO, BgOg, B^, and B02; all these 

compounds are discussed in the present Handbook. 

Detailed investigations of the composition and stability of bo¬ 

ron oxygen compounds in condensed state were not carried out. Sugges- 

tionu have also been made that in addition to the well known boron 

oxide B203, occurring in both the crystalline and amorphous state, 

the preparation of boron suboxide is possible [see 356a]. Thus, in 

the study [3612] Indirect hints are given as to the possibility of 

preparing boron suboxides in solid state on heating a mixture of bo¬ 

ron oxide with boron.* Since, however, the question of the thermody¬ 

namic stability of boron suboxides in condensed state is fore-the-time 

-being left open and no data on the thermodynamic properties of these 

compounds are available in literature, in the present Handbook only 

one boron oxygen compound in condensed state is discussed, the BgO . 

Boron is able to form a great variety of compounds of hydrogen; 

all these compounds are unstable already at moderate temperatures, es¬ 

pecially in the presence of oxidizers. In the Handbook only the simp¬ 

lest of this class of compounds, the boron monohydride BH is included. 

In the system Boron-Oxygen-Hydrogen two compounds are known to 

exist in condensed state: the metaboric acid HB02 and the orthoboric 

acid H^BO^. ** On heating both these compounds decompose in water va¬ 

pors and boron oxide at such low temperatures as of the order of 400- 

500°K, and therefore, they are not treated with in the present Hand¬ 

book. When studying volatility of boron oxide in water vapors several 

investigators were able to assume that there exist boric acids which 

are stable in gaseous state. Thermodynamic calculations carried out by 

Medvedev [295] in 1955 gave also rise to the conclusion that metaboric 
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acid In gaseous state Is a rather stable compound at high temperatures. 

On these grounds, gaseous HBOg was included among the boron compounds 

which were described In the first edition of the present Handbook. 

Though new Investigations (see page 1537) led to the conclusion that 

stability of HBOg at high temperatures Is lower than should be expect¬ 

ed on the basis of the calculations made In the study [295], this bo¬ 

ron compound remains still as one of the most stable In the system 

Boron-Oxygen-Hydrogen over a broad range of temperatures and pressures. 

In literature [2773, 752, 1515] Information Is available on the 

existence of the dimer (HB02)2 (in gaseous state). Afterwards, how¬ 

ever, this information was not confirmed. In recent words [2853b, 

3368b, 3369a] small quantities (about 1$ at 1000-1500°K) of a trlmer 

type molecule (HB02)3 were said to exist. Possibly It could be ex¬ 

pected that at even more elevated temperatures the concentration of 

the trlmer will be reduced even more. 

In the present Handbook besides HBOg two more gaseous compounds 

of this system are discussed: H^BO^ and HBO. At high temperatures, the 

stability of the orthoborlc acid Is essentially lower than that of 

the metaborlc acid, however, at moderate temperatures and high water 

vapor pressures, the H^tíO^ type acid (gaseous state) may become the 

principle component of the system under discussion. There are no ex¬ 

perimental data on the existence of HBO molecules In literature, how¬ 

ever, it can be expected that this acid forms at elevated temperatures 

in analogy with the isoelectronic type molecules of HCN, which plays 

an essential part In the Carbon-Nitrogen-Hydrogen system at elevated 

temperatures. 

On the whole, the data presented on the Boron-Oxygen and the Bo¬ 

ron-Oxygen-Hydrogen systems in this Handbook may be considered more 

complete by comparison to those cited in other Handbooks and Reviews. 
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The errors in the tables on thermodynamic properties of a number of 

substances are, however, too great for making precise equilibrium cal¬ 

culations of the chemical reactions in which the compounds partici¬ 

pate. This holds chiefly for such compounds as BgO^, B^, and H^BO^ 

in gaseous state. 

Of the gaseous compounds of the Boron-Fluorine system and of the 

Boron-Chlorine system the following are described in this Handbook: 

BF, BF2, BF3 and BC1, BClg and BCl^ respectively. There is no experi¬ 

mental evidence on the stability of BFg and BC12 molecules in litera¬ 

ture.* These compounds were included in the Handbook according to the 

analogy with corresponding aluminum compounds. On the other hand, 

there are literature data on such compounds as B2F^ and BgCl^ (viz. 

e-S'j [1558a, l888a]) or EFClg and BClgF [2068a]. These compounds are 

not discussed in the Handbook. 

There are no data on the boron-oxygen-fluorine system in the lit¬ 

erature. In this Handbook only the simplest compound of this system, 

FBO has been included, since its existence can probably conceived in 

accord with the analogy to the isoelectronic molecule FCN and also 

supported by the general concept on the structure of molecules. 

Out of the nitrogen compounds of boron the boron nitride has been 

included herein, with data given for both the condensed and gaseous 

state. The low stability of boron nitride in the gaseous state should 

be referred to. 

General information on the chemical and physical properties of 

boron compounds and boron alloys can be found in the monograph by Sam¬ 

sonov, Markovskiy, Zhigach and Valyashko [356a]. 

§91. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

2 
B. In its ground state P the boron atom has the electron conflg- 

2 2 
uration Is 2s 2p. On excitation of the 2p-electron a group of energy 
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states of the type L = 1 is formed whose ionization range equals 

66,930 cm-1 with respect to the lower state 2P1//2. The excitation en¬ 

ergies of this group are big: the first excited state ls22s23s2S has 

an energy of about 40,040 cm-1, and the second excited state ls22s23p2 

P has not been observed experimentally until now. In Table 207 the 

states of this group with excitation energies lower than 50,000 cm“1 
o ¿1 

are listed. There, we find listed also the energy state 2s2p P; 

since in the boron spectrum no intercombinational transitions could be 

observed, the energy of this state has been accepted in accordance 

with Edlen's estimate on the basis of the data for C+ and N4-*" (see 

[2941]). 

TABLE 207 

Energy Level of the Boron Atom 

1 
HoMep 
7POMM 

2 COCTMM« 
Ctiticts- 

WCMl 
MC 

“T— 
dacpraa, 

«*-• 3 >4«KTpONH«a 
MNÿiirypaiiM 

4 
TtpM 

0 
1 

2 
3 

4 

n*2s*2p 
ts*2s*2p 

l**2j2p* 
1j*2s*3i 

ls<2s2p* 

•P 
•s 

•p 
•D 

2 

4 

12 

2 

10 

0 
16 

28800a 
40040 

47857 

Estimate 

l) Level number; 2) state; 3) electron configuration; 4) term; 5) sta¬ 
tistic weight; 6) energy, cm“1. 

Bg. The Information on the spectrum of the B2 molecule is ex¬ 

hausted with the data obtained by Douglas and Herzberg [1376, 1374] 

who observed the system of the B2 bands in the region of 3200 A in the 

emission spectrum of a non-condensed discharge in helium with traces 

of BCI3. Based on fine structure band analysis, intensity distribution 

in the bands and electron state analysis of the B2 molecule, this sys- 
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tern was attributed to the transition «Z"—. In the work [1374] 

Douglas and Herzberg assumed the lower state (*2¿) to be the electronic 

ground state of the Bg molecule. This suggestion is in agreement with 

the prediction by Mulllken [2983] on possible types of the ground 

electron state of the Bg molecule sind is also confirmed by comparative 

studies on vibration frequencies and interatomic distances of diatomic 

molecules formed by elements of the second period in their ground 

electron states, which had been carried out by Douglas and Herzberg.* 

On the other hand, quantum-mechanical calculations made by Pad¬ 

gett and Grlffing [3162] led to the conclusion that the >‘2¡¡ state 

should be considered the ground electron state of the Bg molecule. How¬ 

ever, resulting from the simplified calculations adopted by these au¬ 

thors, the possibility may not be excluded that the ground electron 

state of Bg might be either »2; or »n. . The final solution to the 

problem of the ground electron state of the Bg molecule will not be 

possible until its absorption spectrum will be investigated. 

In accordance with the recommendations made by Douglas and Herz- 

berg [1374], in the present Handbook *2; is being considered as the 

ground electron state of the Bg molecule. 

The vibration constants of the Bg molecule for the electronic 

states X^h^'Z; , included in the present Handbook and listed in 

Table 208, were found by Douglas and Herzberg [1374] in an analysis of 

the vibration structure of bands formed in the sequence At> = 0. 1 c 0'< 4 

and . The rotation constants were found as the result of fine 

structure Investigations of the P- and R- branches in the 0-0, 1-0 

and 1-1 bands. 

In the monograph by Herzberg [2020] and in the Handbook [649] the 

very same values for the molecular constants of the Bg molecule are 

reconunended. 
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TABLE 208 

Accepted Values for the Molecular Constants of bJ1, IP'O1*, BUHI, B1^", B'^**, B'W1 

A 
Mmmfm 

B T, . * 1 ***** 
1 

B, D.’ia' r* 

ur* A 

BJ« x»i7 0 

30573,4 

% 
1051,3 

937,4 

9,4 

2.6 

1,212 

1,160 

0,014 

0,011 

5,35* 

6,10* 

1,590 

1,625 

x*n 
0*2 

0 

23958,856 

43174,4 

1885,44 

1260,415 

1280,69 

11,769 

10,935 

10,59 

1,7803 

1,4277 

1,5192 

0,01648 

0,0196 

0,0210 

6,29 

7,06 

8,4 

1,2.049 
1,.45 

1,304 

Bi»H» 
i 

x»z 
am*' 
x»n 
«B 

0 

20000* 

23105,0 

47080 

2368* . 

2344" 

491- 

123" 

12,018 

12,667* 

12,152 

12,128* 

0,412 

0,521* 

1220 

1220 

1410 

1280 

1,2325 

1,198* 

1,221 

1,220* 

-gup. 
•X1!'* 

xin" 

0 

35000* 

51151,4P 

1400,6 

1323,64 

1271,8 

11,2" 

9,40 

. «,0e 

1,518 

1,412 

1,423 

0,017 

0,0179 

0,018 

7,13" 

7,14" 

1,262 

1,312 

1,304 

B“a*» X»2 
x»n 

0 

36750,92T 

839,12 

849,04 

5,11 

ll,37y 

0,6838 

0,7054 

0,00646 

0,00820* 

1,72 

1,60* 

1,716 

1,689 

B“N»* x*n 
Am, 

0 

27851 

15.4,8 

1317,5 . 

12,3 

14,9 
1,666 

1,555 
0,025 

0,010 
8,1 
8,7 

1,281 
1,326 

a) Calculated by the relation (l.36) 

b) X« 122,3« orí. 

v) Computed by the relation (1.36) 
g) Computed by the relation (1.38) 

d) A =■ 5.95 cm-'. 

e) Estimate 
zh) Reduced to' the value Bq 

z) Reduced to the value rQ 

l) Computed on the basis of the estimated value «^(X'Z) and. the dif¬ 

ference magnitude found In the work [523]. 

k) Computed on the basis of the estimated value and the differ 
ence magnitude — »X* found in the work [523]. 

l) a,--«.«» or». 

m) In the study by Onaka [31^1] the following constants for the 
state are listed * - 1402,13, 11,84, *^,-0.058. fl,-l,5107,0,-0,0185, 

0,--0,00015. 0, —7.IO**, or1, r4—1,2852 A. 

n) - +0,01« or». 

0) In the work by Barrow et al. [659] the following constants of a a*n 
state of the BP molecule are listed: 0, = 1323,86,.6)^ = 9,20, =0,047, B,= 
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•njr 

*.4413. ^,=0.0158. 0,-6,3.10-^. r, = 1.3079 A. ^ =24.25 ar>. 

ÏLt5en?tU?y by 0n^ka for the ¿«n state of the BP molecule 
the following constants were found: r.-5,,57.48. 
0.242 8, = ,,4205. 8,= 1.4207. a. ^ OUtO. _ 0.000,7, D= 7.,0^ f.-*. f -,,3047 4. 

r) It Is possible that the i2- state with an excitation energy being 
close to the energy of the ATI state exists. ^ ë 

S ) <ùtyt = 0.10. o,?, = -0.017 cm-1. 

A^h^40f4.terJS,.°f BC1 a stable triplet state should 
exist. An estimate of the excitation energy of this state gives 
T, (a*IlK 24 000 ± 3000 or». 0 

u) 0)^, = -0,100. «,?, = -0.0271 cm-1. 

f) a, = 0,00050 eu¬ 

ch) Pf 0,27-10- Cj»“1, 

A) Molecule; 
B) state. 

B0. The ground electron state of the B0 molecule Is the 

state. As a result of Investigations of the B0 spectrum the existence 

of three excited electronic states of this molecule has been estab¬ 

lished: /î*llt and C2n . Between the four mentioned states the fol¬ 

lowing transitions were observed: '4*11 **2 in the region 3100-12,000 

A (a-system of bands),* ß*2-*X*I— in the region 2000-3600 A (ß_sys_ 

r-em of bands), ß*2-*-4*Il— in the region 4800-5800 A and C*II-* «X*2 — in 

the region 1600-2100 A. 

In the B0 spectrum the a-andß- systems of bands were most thor¬ 

oughly Investigated. The molecular constants of B0 In the X*!4- and 4*11 

states were determined In the works [2226, 36l4, 2235, 289] on the ba¬ 

sis of an analysis of an a-band-system. Schelb [36l4] obtained values 

for the rotational constants of B0 In the X*2 and 4*fl, states when he 

Investigated the fine structure of the 0-1, 0-2, 0-3 §.nd 0-4 bands. 

The spectrum was excited In a graphite arc. Into which boric acid was 

Introduced, and recordings were made In the first order of the dif¬ 

fraction grating (with a dispersion of 1. 98 A/mm). Jenkins and McKellar 
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[2235] measured and analysed a large number of spectral lines which 

formed nln bands (0-0, 0-., 0-2, 1-0, .-., ,-2. 2_o, 3_o, . The 3pectmm 

was excited by Introducing BC13 into an atmosphere of active nitrogen 

containing oxygen traces, and was recorded on an apparatus with a dis¬ 

persion of 0.95 A/mm. Precision of measurement for the position of the 

individual lines was 0.01 cm'1. The vibrational and rotational con¬ 

stants of B0 in the X'Sand Estates have been recommended in Herzberg 

book [2020] and in the Handbook [649] and have been adopted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook (cf. Table 208). Mal'tsev, Kuzyakov and Tatevskiy recal¬ 

culated the values for the rotational constants of B0 according to the 

experimental data obtained by Scheib [36l4], and those by Jenkins and 

McKellar [2235]. Thereby it was shown that the calculation made by 

Scheib was incorrect. The values for the rotational constants of B0 in 

the X-Ï state (B. = 1,77997, «, = 0.01536.«, = 0.00022.D. = 6.4-10-= 0) , 

found m the study [289] on the basis of Scheib’s values, are obviously 

more correct, since Scheib observed lines with greater values for J 

than those found by Jenkins and McKellar. The more accurate values as 

specified by the authors of the study [289] are, however, irrelevant 

with respect to the goals of the present Handbook. 

The molecular constants of B0 In the state were obtained as a 

result of investigations on the rotational structure of ß-system bands, 

carried out in the works [l475, 1477, I631, 289, 2531]. The most care- 

ful studies on the ß-system were made by Malt-sev, Kuzyakov and Tatev¬ 

skiy [289] as well as by the authors Lagerqvlst, Nilsson and Wigartz 

[2531]. Mal'tsev, Kuzyakov and Tatevskiy were able to Identify ß-sys¬ 

tem banas on an apparatus with a dispersion of 2 A/mm, using for the 

excitation of the spectrum a discharge tube with a hot cup cathode. As 

the result of the rotational structure of the bands O-O, 0-lf 0-2 0-3 

1~4, l”5,2“6,2~6 ^ 3-4 the authors [289] found for the molecular 
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constants of BO values in the fl*E state „hlch are listed in Table 208. 

Lagerqvlst, Nilsson and Wlgartz [2531] also examined the fine 

structure of nine bands of the ß-system: 3 1 on , , , , 
0-2 ., „ , 3_1, 2-°' 2~2' 1-0. 1-4. 0—0, o-l; 

and 0-3. The bands were observed In spectrum being excited In a 

graphite arc and the recordings were made on an Instrument with a dis¬ 

persion of 1.3 A/mm. The accuracy of measurement was for the majority 

of the spectral lines +0.05 cm'1. As the result of this analysis, the 

rotational and vibrational constants for B0 in the Upstate were found 

to have the following values :r - ¿qiT,. nc 

„ = 0.02,0. D, - 8 5 ,0-. -. “ l28W = ">•«• * = 1.517,. 
, these values differed only little from 

those found in the work [289]. 

should be noted that in the study of Lagerqvist, Nilsson and 

Wlgartz [2531] „e find a summary of molecular constants for BO In 

Which as the most reliable vibrational and rotational constants in the 

ground state those constants are recommended, which were found by the 

authors of the present work as the result of the analysis of bands of 

the ß-system. In the work [289] it is shown, however, that with the 

same error found when determining the wave length of the spectral 

lines in the region 1-2500A O-bands) and in the region A-SoooA 

(a-bands), the errors in the determination of the wave numbers were 

four-time larger for the lines of the ß-bands than for those of the 

a-bands. Therefore, the constants for the ground state as obtained 

from the analysis of the bands of the c-system, listed in Table 208, 

prove to be more reliable than those obtained from the analysis of the 

bands of the ß-system. 

Mulllken [2972] observed in the spectrum of B0 besides the a- and 

ß-systems a system of bands located in the region 4800-5800 A, which 

he referred to the transition m - A<n . The analysis of the bands of 
this system yielded vibrational constants for B0 in the /,¾ „¿.n states, 
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which were in good agreement with the constants found in the a- and 

ß-system analyses. 

When investigating the spectrum of BN Kret'yen discovered in the 

vacuum ultraviolet a band system in the region 1700-I900 A which he 

assumably attributed to the transition C*n —of the BO molecule. 

Subsequently, Mal'tsev, Katayev and Tatevskiy [288a] used as a source 

for the excitation of the BO spectrum a hot cored cathode. With this 

feat they were able to obtain in the ultraviolet, in the region 185O- 

2090 A, intensive bands, which had been masked by BP bands in the 

studies by Chretien. Analyzing the data, the authors of the study 

were able to prove that the ultraviolet bands belong indeed to the 

transition C*n —of the BO molecule and to identify the following 

values for the vibrational constants in the state C*F1 :7, = 55369, co, = 

= 1315 h títfXt — 11 cm'1 • The rotational constants of BO in the state CTl 

were ß# =-• 1,4759, ^ = 0,0170hD0 = 8,3*IO**«»"1— which were found by Kuzyakov, 

Tatevskiy and Tunitskly [270] as a result from an analysis of the ro¬ 

tational structure of the 1-0 and 2-0 bands in the ultraviolet system 

of C*n — . Similar data were obtained by the authors of the work 

[288a]. Since the excitation energy of the C*n state exceeds 50,000 cm"1 

the B0 constants in this state have not been included in Table 208.* 

BH. The ground electron state of the BH molecule is the state ll*. 

In the emission spectrum of the boron monohydride four band systems 

could be observed: the singlet systems ^0-^2+ 12636, 3195, 3989,523], 

C*2 -*Aln,Dll -* i4*n Í1367], and a band system which was associated with 

transition between the triplet stat-es *2 — *0 [2636, 523] . In the absorp¬ 

tion spectrum, only the most intensive system /l1!! — X1!*, was obtain¬ 

ed, which occurred in the photolysis spectrum of diborane as well as 

of BCl^ in the presence of hydrogen [3988a, 3038b].** 

The ground electron state of the BH molecule is only associated 
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with the system 'l1!!--which had been investigated in the studies 

[2636, 3195j 3989, 523]. The measurement results for the wave numbers 

of the lines occurring in the bands 0-0 and 1-1, obtained in the 

studies [2636, 2193j 3989 and 523]* were in good mutual agreement 

within the limit of errors of the experiment. Almy and Horsfall [523] 

found in addition to the 0-0 and 1-1 bands also the 2-2 band. The val¬ 

ues found by these authors [study 523] for the vibrational and rota¬ 

tional constants of BH in the states X1! and /iln are listed in Table 

208 and are used in the present Handbook. 

Since in the band system only the bands of the sequence 

Au=0, could be obtained, the spectrum analysis allowed only to deter¬ 

mine the values for the differences between the vibrational states of 

BH in the states ¿‘0 and X»2: ©;—«; = —21,8 h vtx\ — (ù\xt = 80,2 cm.-'. Using 

the values w'= 2366 hof= 49cir*, which have been calculated according 

to the relations (I.36) and (I.38) respectively,* Almy and Horsfall 

found oí'= 2344 h o>'x'= 129or1. When comparing the difference values Ao>, 

and Aú),xt — with the calculated and experimental values of the corre¬ 

sponding terms for the state of the A1H molecule, it is possible 

to conclude that the possible errors in the values o># and Wijr# for the 

X‘2 state of the BH molecule amount to +40 and +1 cm"1. 

Besides the ¿4*11 — X*2 system in the study of Almy and Horsfall 

also a 0-0 band of a triplet system was discovered, located in the re¬ 

gion 3694 A. An analysis of the structure of the P-*and R-branches of 

this band instigated the authors of work [523] to draw the conclusion 

that the band under consideration should be assigned to the transition 

*2—®n , whereby the association with the ®n state was similar to 

Hund's Case (b). The triplet state constants, as recommended in the 

work [523] are listed in Table 208. Since in the spectrum of the bo¬ 

ron monohydride no intercombinational transitions could be observed, 
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the energy of the triplet states remains unknown. However, it is pos¬ 

sible to assume on the basis of the analysis the possible electron 

configurations of the BH molecule and to demonstrate by the analogy of 

the energy scheme of the A1H molecule that the lower triplet state of 

BH should have an excitation energy of the order of 20,000 + 2000 cm“1, 

i.e. , an energy being smaller than that of the ¿‘FI state. 

Besides the band systems of BH which have been so far considered, 

Douglas [1367] discovered in the spectrum of a noncondensed discharge 

through helium with traces of BCl^ and hydrogen, three bands at the 

wave lengths U 3415 , 3396 and 3099 A, which he assigned to the trans¬ 

itions c‘2+-*i4*n h Dl2+-* i4in. An analysis of these bands enabled Douglas 

to estimate the values of the molecular constants in the Cl2* and Dl2+ 

states, which have not been included in Table 208, as the excitation 

energies of these states exceed 50,000 cm“1 50 000 cm"1 (7, (C1^) = 52346,6, 

T, (Dl2) = 55333,6 or1) • It should be noted that the occurrence of 

energy states of the type in the BH molecule with large excitation 

energies may be considered as an additional prove for true analogy in 

the scheme of the electron states of BH and A1H, which was the basis 

for estimating the excitation energy of the a*n state of the BH mole¬ 
cule. 

The molecular constants for BH, listed in Table 208, and accepted 

in the present Handbook were also recommended in the book by Herzberg 

[2020] and Handbook [649]* 

BP. The ground electron state of the BP molecule belongs to the 

‘Z+type. Investigations of the BP spectrum yielded the following re¬ 

sults: in the studies, (3890,3199, 2909, 1414,1100,659, 3141, 287al the existence 

of five stable excited singlet states (^‘11, fl1!*, C'Z, D'll and £‘2) and 

of three triplet states (a*!!,,6*2+,c*2+) has been established. 

The most comprehensive studies of the band systems associated 
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with the transitions between the singlet states of BP and those lo¬ 

cated in the far ultraviolet (1300-2100 A) were carried out by Chretien 

and Miescher [2909, 1100, 1100a]. -The source of excitation used in 

these investigations was a glow discharge in a discharge tube with a- 

luminum electrodies, through which helium with a small amount of BF,, 

was circulated. The spectrum was obtained in a vacuum spectrograph 

with a dispersion of 8.3 A/mm. Chretien identified [1100.] four sys¬ 

tems of bands associated with the transitions between the excited sin¬ 

glet states and the electron ground state . The nature of the band 

structure allowed to determine the type of states participating in the 

corresponding transitions, and a comparison of the isotopic shifts of 

the band edges found for B11?19 and B10F19 by measurement and those 

found through calculation proved that the spectrum has been correctly 

assigned to the molecule of BF. The most Intensive and distinct system 

of bands in the BP spectrum proved to be the /4*n(2Í00-I860Á) sys¬ 

tem. Kret'yen measured the wave lengths of the edges of the Q-branches 

(which practically coincide with the initial position of the corres¬ 

ponding bands) of 35 bands of this system, which formed the sequence 

Au = 0, ;fc I H:t2ct>'< 8 and ^ < 10 • The band structures found as a re¬ 

sult of the analysis for the vibrational and rotational constants of 

BP in the states XlIl and d1!! are listed in Table 208 and have been a- 

dopted in the present Handbook. * 

Onaka [3l4l] re-examined in 1957 the band system A'Tl-X'l, using 

a vacuum spectrograph with a grating of the "echelle" type whose dis¬ 

persion was in the region 1900A~0,3A/** . In the study [3l4l] an ana¬ 

lysis of the fine structure of 13 bands was carried out, which corre¬ 

spond to the values u'< 5 and „• < 6 . The molecular constants of BP 

occurring in the states X‘2 and ¿‘II, as found by Onaka are listed in 

the remarks co Table 208. They differ only unessentially from the con- 
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stants adopted In the present Handbook. 

The BP constants for the Xl2 and A'U, states as found by Chretien 

and adopted in the present Handbook for the calculation of thermodyna¬ 

mic functions are cited in Handbook [649]» In Herzberg's monograph 

[2020] some different values are said to have been recommended accord¬ 

ing to preliminary information by Miescher and Chretien [2909]. 

It should be noted that the considerations on various possible 

electron configurations for the BP molecule encouraged Onaka [3l4l] to 

draw the conclusion that in the vicinity of the state there should 

exist a ‘I", state, which so far has not been discovered in the BP 

spectrum. 

The excitation energies of all remaining known singlet states of 

BP (B'S.C1!. ^‘n and £»2) exceed by far 50,000 cm”1. Therefore, the 

molecular constants for BP as found by Kret'yen [1100] and Mal'tsev 

[287a] have not been included in the present Handbook's Table 208. 

The system of bands associated with the transition between the 

triplet states and located in the near ultraviolet region, were inves¬ 

tigated in the studies [3890, 3199, l4l4 and 659]. An analysis of the 

vibrational structure of the triplet bands had been carried out for 

the first time by Strong and Noss [3890]. In this study an electrode¬ 

less discharge in a BP^ atmosphere has been used as excitation source. 

The spectrum was obtained on a Hilger spectrograph and also on the 

first scale of the grating (at a disperlon of 1.2 A/mm). An analysis 

of 12 bands of the system ¿>*2—0*11 and of three bands of the system 

«*2—0*11 , carried out on the edges of the P^-branches enabled the 

authors [3890] to find vibrational constants for BP in the:o*n and 6*2. 

states. The rotational constsmts for BP in the o*n and 6*2 states were 

found by Paul and Khauss [3199] when they investigated the fine struc¬ 

ture of the band system 6*2—0*11 with «>'<1 and 
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^-n Table 208 the vibrational and rotational constants for BP are 

listed in Table 208 in the a3n. state as found in the studies [3890, 

3199].* Since in the BP spectrum no intercombinational transitions 

could be observed, the absolute values for the excitation energies of 

the triplet states are unknown. An attempt to determine the excitation 

energy oí triplet states in BP, as tried in the study [659], failed, 

since it was not possible to discover any excitation in the rotational 

structure of triplet bands. The value for Tg for the state a*IT , equal¬ 

ing 35,000 + 2000 cm , cited in Table 208, was estimated according to 

the method suggested in the study [1355] on the basis of the value for 

the dissociation energy of the BP molecule, on the linear extrapola¬ 

tion of the state levels of a*n and on the assumption that the states 

Xl2 and a3fl have a common dissociation limit. 

As the excitation energies for triplet and singlet states of the 

InP and GaP molecules [651, 656] are known, the excitation energy for 

the state a3n of the BP molecule has been estimated also according to 

the relation (I.31) and was found to be equal to 36,000 cm“1. 

In a study by Barrow et al [659], published in 1958, the triplet 

system of bands of the BP molecule has been reinvestigated again. A 

spectrum with great dispersion in the third and fourth order of a 21- 

feet grating was obtained. A detailed fine-structure analysis of six 

bands of the system —a»n and of the 0-0 band of the system c3! —a3n 

showed that the lower triplet state a*n proved to be the normal 

state 3rir( and that the upper states proved to be states. The val¬ 

ues for the molecular constants of BP in the states 0% and b*X+ 

found in the study [659] differ only unessentially from the constants 

obtained in previous works [3890, 3199]. 

BCfL The ground electronic states of the BC1 molecule as well as 

of other molecules of mono-halides of elements belonging to the third 
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group is the state >XlI+. In the emission spectrum of BC1 a single 

band system could be observed, being associated with the transition 

WO —X1!. The same system was obtained recently by Thrush [3988a] 

in an absorption spectrum of BC1 during a pulse photolysis of 

Bands belonging to the BC1 molecule and located in the region of 

26OO-29OO A had been discovered for the first time by Jevons in 1924 

[224?] in a spectrum of discharge through BCl^ vapors. The vibrational 

structure of these bands has been later on analyzed by Miescher [2904]. 

The most detailed investigation of the band systemof BC1 had been 

accomplished by Herzberg and Hushley [2034]. The spectrum was excited 

through non-condensed discharge in a helium atmosphere with small ad¬ 

ditions of BCI3, and the photographs were made in the sixth order of 

a 21-feet grating. In the spectrum well developed sequences of the 

type Ao = 0. ±1 and +2 were observed which were formed by bands with 

V and o"< 8. Due to the presence of P-, Q-, and R-branches in each 

spectral band it was possible to assign the system under investigation 

to the transition »n-. »I. Furthermore, an analysis of the vibra¬ 

tional structure of the ultraviolet band system of BC1, carried out by 

Herzberg and Hushley on the edges of the Q-branches of B^Cl^ and B10 

Cl , who took also into account the measurement results of Miescher 

[2904], made it possible to reveal vibrational structures of BC1 in 

the states d'n and X'2. In study [2034] It was shown that the inter¬ 

pretation of the vibrational structure being characteristic for the 

spectrum of isotope molecules of BC1, as suggested by Miescher [2904] 

proved to be wrong in a number of cases, and consequently, the con¬ 

stants found by him for BC1 are erroneous, too. 

The vibrational constants œ and 00 x of the molecule B11^5 in 

the X'S and d'LI states, as found by Herzberg and Hushley [2034] have 

been included in the present Handbook. In the same Table the rotation- 
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al constants for also obtained by Herzberg and Hushley in an 

analysis of the rotational structures of the P-, Q-, and R-branches of 

bands with v1 and 6 . Analogous values for the molecular con- 

11 is 
stants of B C1J^ are recommended in the book [2020] and in the Hand¬ 

book [649]. 

The following should be noted: in analogy to other molecules of 

halides of elements of the third group one should expect for the BC1 

molecule the existence of a stable triplet state of the type ^*11,' with 

its position below the singlet state A'H which so far could not be ob¬ 

served. An estimate of the excitation energy of this state based on a 

comparison with excitation energies of the corresponding states of A1C1 

yields a value r,(a*n)=24 000 + 3000 or1. 

BN. The first work in which a spectrum for BN has been obtained 

is that by Douglas and Herzberg [1375]* The spectrum was excited in a 

discharge tube filled with helium, with a small amount of BCl^ and 

traces of Nitrogen added, and photographed on a spectrograph with a 

21-feet grating. 

In the BN spectrum two band systems could be observed: a triplet 

system (*n—*11) and a singlet system (Ml—‘2). 

Based on the analogy of the structure of the triplet system of BN 

with Swan's system of the Cg molecule, whose lower state'll previously 

was considered as the ground state of Douglas and Herzberg [I3f5] 

suggested that the lower state of the triplet system of BN might be 

the ground electronic state of the molecule. At the present time it 

has been shown that the ground state of the C2 molecule is the singlet 

state ‘2 , and that the *11 state is located at 717 cm“1 above the l2 

state (see page 868 ). Hence it could be expected that the suggestions 

made by Douglas and Herzberg on the type of the ground electronic 

state of BN should be revised. However, on the basis of an absorption 
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spectrum of BN, obtained by Thrush [3988a] during a pulse photolysis 

of BC13 in the presence of nitrogen, it was shown that in the spectrum 

only bands of the triplet system Tl-m, appeared and that singlet 

bands were not observed. This is to corroborate the conclusion drawn 

by the authors of study [1375] that the state Xm should be consider¬ 

ed as the ground state of BN. Thrush tries to explain a similar dis¬ 

crepancy in the scheme of electronic states in isoelectronlc molecules 

of BN and Cg on the grounds that the boron and nitrogen atoms in 

ground states ( P and S) possibly could correspond to the triplet and 

quintuplet states of BN, while two carbon atoms in the ground electro¬ 

nic state 3p might lead to the formation of a 0g molecule in the tri¬ 

plet and quintuplet states as well as in the singlet states. In ac¬ 

cordance with the results obtained from an investigation of the ab¬ 

sorption spectrum of BN it has been assumed that the state x-n may 

be considered the ground electronic state of this molecule. 

When analyzing the vibrational structure of the triplet system on 

the edges of ten bands forming three sequences (i„ _ o, +1 c <,' < 3 and 

Douglas and Herzberg found the constants o>e and to be 

in the X n and M’ll states. In analyzing the structure of the 0-0 band 

it was shown that both states % according to the type of coupling 

should be close to Hand's case (b). Since R-branches could not be re¬ 

solved in the bands observed and due to the fact that the Q-branches 

were in the H-l, type transitions of so little intensity that they 

could practically not be detected in the spectra it proved to be im¬ 

possible to set up an analysis of the rotational structure through 

compilation of the combinational differences. Therefore, the authors 

of study [1375] were able to analyze only the structure permitted P- 

branches in the following three bands: 0-0, 1-0, and 0-1. The error 

thus found in value B" may probably reach a magnitude of +0.05 cm'1. 
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as The vibrational and rotational constants for BN in both states 

found in the study [1375], are listed in Table 208 and have been a- 

dopted in the present Handbook. In the monograph [2020] and in the 

Handbook [649] the same values for the molecular constants of BN are 

recommended. It should only be noted that in the book [2020] for the 

state Aa value for T^ being equal to 27,877*0 cm ^ has been cited, 

while in the Handbook [649] f, = 27 850ch"1. The value Tg cited in Herz- 

berg's book [2020] was calculated for the value of the band edges, 

while the value T cited xn the Handbook [649] corresponds to v of 

ohe initial band. The value T^ listed in Table 208 corresponds to the 

onset of the 0-0 ban’. 

In addition to the triplet system of bands belonging to the BN 

spectrum, Douglas and Herzberg [1375] discovered three other bands 

with an unresolved fine structure and edges at 30,963.3; 32,817.2 and 

34,498.8 cm"1. On the basis of the external view the authors assigned 

them to the singlet system *n-'S [1375]. On the assumption that 

these bands are of the type 0-1, 0-0 and 1-0, this assignment allowed 

to estimate the following values: AG.,. = 1853,9 and AGÍ,. = 1681,6ar>. The 

authors of study [1375], however, emphasize that similar interpreta¬ 

tions of the observed bands should be considered as roughly tentative. 

BOg* All flames containing boron and its compounds have a charac¬ 

teristic green color caused by the so-called fluctuation bands, reach¬ 

ing the spectra of these flames from 3700 to 68OO A. For the first 

time these bands have been obtained by authors of the work [3575a] and 

subsequently they have been investigated by a number of authors. How¬ 

ever, all attempts to determine the carrier of these bands with a sin¬ 

gle value, which had been ascribed in various studies to molecules of 

BgOg [3813] and of BO [3745] have been unsuccessful until i960. 

In 1958 Mal'tsev and Tatevskly [54] were the first to suggest 
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that these bands belong to the previously unknown molecule of BOg. The 

correctness of this suggestion was confirmed by their further Inves¬ 

tigation of the Intensity of the "fluctuation bands" in emission and 

absorption spectra of boron oxide vapors in an atmosphere of various 

gases, depending on the temperature of the furnace and the nature of 

the gas [52a, 289a, 289b], furthermore by investigations of the inten¬ 

sity of these bands in the flame spectra, depending on the oxygen con¬ 

tent in the fuel mixture, carried out in the work of Kaskan and Milli¬ 

kan [2329a] and also by the study of Rusin and Tatevskiy [351a] who 

investigated the spectra of explosions of boron-containing mixtures. 

In the studies [52a., 289a, 289b] Mal'tsev, Matveyev and Tatevskiy 

investigated also the "fluctuation bands" of B02 on an apparatus with 

great dispersion and they performed a preliminary analysis of the vi¬ 

brational structure of the spectrum. On the basis of the data obtain¬ 

ed Tatevskiy and co-workers drew the conclusion that the BOg molecule 

as well as its isoelectronlc molecules NCO and N3 possess a linear 

structure, and they found v" to be ~650car1. 

Having assumed that the two B - 0 bonds in the BOg molecule are 

inequal (one being a single bond and the second being a double bond) 

and having accepted the bond energy constants and the bond lengths to 

be of the same values as those accepted for 8/),(/8-0 = 5 3-108 /b 0 = 

= 13.4-108 dyne.cm 1, rB_o = 1,36 and rB-o = 1,20 Á). the authors of [52a] 

found for B110g the values Vl and v. to be v = 908 and v0 = 1932 cm-1. 
o 1 3 

The suggestion made on the inequality of the boron-oxygen bonds 

in the B0g molecule by Mal'tsev, Matveyev and Tatevskiy on the basis 

of the analogy with the inequality of these bonds in the group 0 - B = 

- 0 in the molecules and X0B0 cannot be considered as fully jus¬ 

tified. It is more probable that in the molecule B0g as well as in its 

isoelectronlc molecules COg ^ ^ both bonds are equivalent and that 
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their properties are intermediate between the single and double boron- 

oxygen bonds. If this bond proves to be of the sesqui-valent type, 

and consequently, the bond constants B - 0 in the B02 molecule are 

approximately equal to the half-sum of the corresponding constants of 

the single and double boron-oxygen bonds i/s-o = (10± 2) • 10s dyne-cm“1 

and rB-o = 1,27 ±0,03 À) , then the symmetric and antisymmetric valence 

vibration frequencies should be equal to v, = 1000 ± 100 and v, = 1900 ± 

+ 200 cm 1. A comparison of the ground frequency values for BO^ ob¬ 

tained on the assumption that both bonds are either nonequivalent or 

equivalent, of course by taking into account averaged values for the 

bond energy constants may lead to the conclusion that the values of 

the ground frequencies and are preserved in both cases as prac¬ 

tically constant. 

It should be noted, however, that in the COg molecule being iso- 

electronic with B02 the bond energy constant, the bond length and the 

bond interaction constant possess magnitudes which are close to the 

constants of this type in the COg molecule (fc_0 and fdd are equal 

(in 10"5 dyne • cm-1) to 14.5 and 0.9 for COg and 15.5 and 1. 3 for C0g, 

respectively.). This means that the detachment of one of the eight 

shared valence electrons from the COg molecule does not result in a 

noticeable weakening of the C - 0 bond, which in the COg type mole¬ 

cule remains practically a double one. Therefore, it can be assumed 

that, if the bonds in the BOg molecule are considered to be equivalent, 

the properties of these bonds formed by seven electrons, which is also 

the case in the COg molecule, should approach those of the double bond 

type boron-oxygen. Apparently, this suggestion is confirmed when the 

values of the bond dissociation energies of BO are compared with those 

of BOg (see §94 and Table 219), since according to data obtained by 

Rusln and Tatevskiy [52a and 351b] the dissociation energy of BOg (0f 
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the order of 14 ev) exceeds D0(BC) almost by a factor of two. If we 

assume the coupling constant fd In BOg to have a value of the order of 

12•10^ dynes «cm 1 (i. e. somewhat less than the constants of the double 

bonds In BO and which are equal to 13-3-105 dynes-cm"1 and 

^3-5-10 , respectively) and If we consider the constant f = 1-105 
..j[ 

dynes‘cm , then we obtain for the symmetric and antisymmetric vibra¬ 

tion frequencies Vj—UQO' and —2050 cu*1.1 . * 

TABLE 209 

Accepted Values for the Molecular Constants 
of BOg, BgOg, HB0 and BBO 

MoAeicyjia 
1 v* 1 V, 1 V4 1 V, / 

9 
cm-» 

BO,« 
B,0, 
HBG 
F BO 

1070 
2100 
2450 
1000 

464 (2) 
650 
700(2) 
400(2) 

1322 
1890 
1800 
2100 

500(2) 250(2) 
8,502 

23 
2.1 
8,5 

2 
2 
1 
1 

Note: a) A = -148.6 cm"’^'. 

l) Molecule. 

Amendments to_the_proof. After the manuscript of the Handbook was 

sent to the press, a work by Johns [2256b] was published. In which an 

analysis of the absorption spectrum of BOg, obtained by pulse photol¬ 

ysis of a mixture of BC13 and oxygen, has been described. The spectrum 

was photographed on an apparatus with great dispersion; It was formed 

by a number of band groups In the region 3800-6800 A. 

Owing to the fact that the spectrum was obtained by pulse type 

photolysis and not in flames or King's furnace the rotational struc¬ 

ture of the bands was relatively simple, thus considerably facilita¬ 

ting the analysis and making separation of the bands, belonging to the 

B 0g and B Og molecules possible. The band groups with the red 

shade, previously known as "fluctuation bands" have been attributed to 
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the transition >»*n-X*n , while the group of doublet bands in the re¬ 

gion 4070 A has been assigned to the transition B'X-xm. As the re¬ 

sult of the analysis intended to determine the rotational structure 

of the band system A*n-X*n Johns was able to show that the B02 mol¬ 

ecule is a symmetric linear molecule in both electronic states B’¿ = 

= O.3292; Bq = O.3IO6 cm“1, r'¿ = I.2653 and r¿ = 1.3025 A). The val¬ 

ues for the ground frequencies and for the spin-orbital coupling con¬ 

stant of BOg in the X2!! state found by Johns are equal to v1 = IO7O; 

v = 464; ~ 1322*; A = -148.6 cm”1. The constants for BOg in the 

A2!! state have according to the data of Johns the following values 

(in cm"1 ) : ro=tS29l,53; w, - 99V. 0),=502-. V, = 2357; A = ~ tot.3 or‘. The analysis of 

the group of bands of the fl*z-X*n system allowed to determine only 

the values r, = 24507.9 «r‘. v, = 505 and fl0 = 0,3250 <■*-'. Since the values for 

the constants of B0g found by Johns are considerably more accurate 

than those estimated by the authors of the Handbook and those listed 

in the works [52a, 289a, 289b] they have been adopted for the subse¬ 

quent calculations. The corresponding values for the B0g constants in 

the Á state are given in Table 209. 

HB0 and FB0. The spectra of the HB0 and FBO molecules could not 

be observed until the present time and their constants are unknown in 

the literature so far. It is, however, possible to estimate the val¬ 

ues of these constants with a sufficient great precision on the basis 

of the general concepts on the orientation of chemical bonds, resort¬ 

ing to their analogy with their isoelectronic molecules HCN and PCN. 

When the present Handbook was drawn up, it has been accepted that both 

molecules do have in the group electronic state 1Z a linear structure 

(the point group being C^) and that the bond energy constants and 

bond lengths in the HB0 and PB0 molecules have the same values as the 

constants for the following molecules: BH(ke = 3.04*105 dyne*cm"1. 
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re - i-255 A); BF(ke = 8.16-105 dyne-om"1, rg = 1.262 A); BO(k = 

= 13.3-105 dyne-om-1, re = 1.205 A). The values fa/dld2- whlch are In- 

dispensable for the calculation of the ground frequencies for the de¬ 

formation vibrations of the HBO and FBO molecules have been accepted 

as being equal to 0.2*105 dyne•cm'1 on the basis of the corresponding 

values which are valid for the isoelectronic molecules HCN and PCN. * 

The values for the ground frequencies of the HBO and PBO mole¬ 

cules were calculated according to the Eqs. (P4.27) using the accept¬ 

ed values for the bond energy constants given in Table 209. The error 

of the cited values is +10^. In Table 209 also the moments of inertia 

of these molecules are given, which have been calculated according to 

the above accepted parameters for the molecular structure; the error 

of the latter does not exceed 0.03 A. 

BgOg. There are no experimental data on the structure of the BgOg 

available in the literature. Through comparison of the properties of 

the isoelectronic molecule Cÿig and using the general concepts on the 

orientation of the chemical bonds of the boron it is possible to as¬ 

sume that the BgOg molecule should have a linear structure and should 

belong to the point group D^. Tetratomic molecules of this type pos- 

ess five normal vibrations two of which (the deformation vibrations v4 

and v,_) show a twofold degeneracy. 

The only experimental investigation of the BgOg spectrum ever 

made was carried out by White, Walsh and Mann [4240]. The emission 

spectrum was obtained on heating a mixture of magnesium oxide with el¬ 

ementary boron at a temperature of 1550°K, i.e., under conditions 

which are described by Searcy and. Myers [3673] as favorable for the 

formation of BgO^ in the vapors. In the region from 1200 to 3000 cm-1 

the authors of the study [4240] were able to detect only a single band 

at a frequency of 1890 cm"J- which was interpreted by them as a valence 
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vibration of the — B = C bond type. 

The structural parameters and the ground frequencies for the B20o 

molecule may be estimated with the aid of indirect data. Such an es¬ 

timate was carried out for the first time by Inghram, Porter and Chup 

ka [2171] on the basis of the interatomic distances and bond energy 

constants of the Bg and BO radicals, three years before the study 

[4240] had been published. The bond lengths = B - B = and - B = 0 in 

the BgOg molecule have been assumed to be equal to the interatomic dis 

tances in the mentioned radicals (I.589 and I.205 A, respectively) and 

the vibration frequencies have been calculated using the Eqs. (P4.36). 

The force constants of the bonds = B- B = and-B = 0 were assumed 

to be equal to the force constants of Bg and BO (3.58-105 and 13.65. 

-10-^ dyne-cm'1 ), and the constant of the deformation vibrations was 

estimated in analogy to the corresponding constant of CgNg to be 0.135 

-10 dyne-cm . The values for the ground frequencies found in this 

manner in the work [2171] for B^Og were equal (in cm"1) to: v1 = 2070, 

Vg = 610, V3 = 1885, = 435 and = 215.* 

Mal'tsev et al [54] tried to re-estimate the constants for BgOg. 

In this work the bond length = B - B = was assumed to be equal to 1. 70 

A, based on the value of the corresponding interatomic distance in 

the molecules BgP4 (I.67 A) [4017] and BgCl4 (I.75 A) [588] and the 

force constant of this bond was assumed to be equal to the coupling 

constant ^>-1/ in the BgCl4 molecule [2757] (2.6-105 dyne-cm"1). 

For the interatomic distance and the force constant of — B = 0 and for 

the constant of the deformation vibrations of BgOg the authors [54] a- 

dopted values being close to those selected by Inghram, Porter and 

Chupka (1.20 A, 13-105 and 15-105 dyne-cm“1). The ground frequencies 

of the molecule Bi:L0g, calculated in the study [54] from the Eqs. (P4. 
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.36) are equal to the following values (in cm"1): = 1»75, v, = 533, v, = 

= 1840, v4 = 462 and = 198, i.e., rather close to the results obtain¬ 

ed by the calculation In [2171]. 

It should be noted, however, that the alteration of the force 

constant and bond length of = B - B = as outlined In the study [54] is 

not justified with respect to the corresponding values which have been 

adopted by Inghram, Porter and Chupka. Prom data on hydrocarbons and 

from general considerations, developed In the studies of Tatevskly 

(see e.g. , [409])., It follows that the bond length of = X — X = 

should be considerably smaller and the force constant should be con¬ 

siderably larger than the analogous constants for the bond >X —X< 

Therefore, the estimated values for the constants of the molecule 

according to the B^ and B2C14 molecules are false. The bond lengths 

- B = 0 and = B - B = In the BgOg molecule could possibly be expected 

to be somewhat smaller and the force constants somewhat larger than 

those in the molecules BO and Bg. * If we assume the force constants of 

the bond types B - B and B = 0 In the molecule to be equal to 

4-105 and 14-105 dyne-cm"1, and the interatomic distances to be equal 

to 1.55 and 1.20 A, then the values of the fundamental frequencies of 

B202 are found to be equal to : Vl = 2120, v, = 670, v, = 1920, v4 = 540 and 

V.- 270c«-» (when f^/^dg = 0.2-105 dyne-cm"1). 

Prom the given data It Is apparent that the values of the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of BgOg being obtained through calculation from 

various values of the force constants vary within the limit of errors 

originating from the use of a simplified field of force for this mole¬ 

cule and from neglecting the constants of interaction. 

The values for the fundamental frequencies of the BgOg molecule 

used in this Handbook are those given in Table 209, where for a 

value has been accepted, which was found experimentally in the work 
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[4240], while for all other frequencies the values chosen were close 

to averaged values from those calculated in the study [2171] and those 

by the authors of the Handbook. The rate of errors in these values is 

10-15$. The moment of inertia of the molecule, listed in Table 

209, was calculated to be for = 1.57 ± 0,03 and for rB.0 = 1,20 ±0.03 Ä. 

Since the BgO^ molecule has an even number of electrons, its 

ground state has been accepted in this Handbook to be of the ^ type. 

After the calculations of the thermodynamic functions of the B^O^ 

molecule had been completed a study by White, Mann, Walsh and Sommer 

[4238] was published in which IR emission spectra of Bo0Q and B 0 
2 3 2 2 

have been investigated. In the spectrum of B20Q in the region 70O- 

-3000 cm only one frequency could be observed at I890 cm-1 which 

was attributed to the vibration v^. The values for the other frequen¬ 

cies of B202 were obtained on the basis of estimates and were assumed 

to be equal to: Vl = 2000, v, = 750, v4 = 600 and = 300 cm”1. The value 

for v1 was calculated by the authors of the work [4238] through com¬ 

parison of the values and v~ in CLNp with the value v0 for B 0 
-i- qaa 2 22^ 

given above. Value v2 was calculated in accordance with the Eqs. (P4. 

36)í assuming that /8-8=4-106 and /8-0 = 13,5-106 dyne^cm“1, and the 

values and were obtained through comparison of these frequen¬ 

cies in CgNg with frequencies of deformation vibrations of BgC^. 

The values v1, and obtained in the study [4238] on the ba¬ 

sis of qualitative considerations, in general are in satisfactory 

agreement with those accepted in the present Handbook, though they are 

seemingly less precise. As to value v2 obtained in this study, the au¬ 

thors of [4238] obviously commited in their calculation an arithmeti¬ 

cal error, since when assuming /b-b = (4 ^ 0,5)-106 and /b-0 = (13,5 ± 0,5)-106 

dyne^cm”1, vt = 640 ± 30 ar1. 

B2°3‘ the last IO-I5 years great attention was given to 
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the determination of the structure, structural parameters and funda¬ 

mental frequencies of the boron oxide. Until the middie of the 1950- 

ties these investigations were limited to various estimates based on 

the general connotations of the theory of oriented valences and to re. 

aults obtained from investigations of spectra of combinational scat¬ 

tering observed in vitreous boron oxide. In all studies made the con¬ 

clusion was drawn that the molecule has a dyplramldal structure 

(with the point group D3J. The entropy of gaseous boron oxide at 

T— 1600"K , calculated according to these data with the help of sta¬ 

tistical methods were found to be in satisfactory agreement with the 

value calculated according to the Eqs. (17) (see page 36) from re¬ 

sults of calorimetric measurements of the specific heat and enthalpy 

of the boron oxide in the solid and liquid states and from data on 

saturated vapor pressures obtained by Speiser, Haidich and Johnston 

(3817j. Since analogous calculations based on molecular constants of 

B203, estimated for the angular model of this molecule (with the point 

group C2v) resulted in sharp discrepancies for the entropy values the 

conclusion on the dipyrasldal structure of the boron oxide molecuL 

appears to be sufficiently well established. 

It should be noted, however, that the attempts to determine the 

fundamental frequencies of the molecule from absorption spectra 

of vitreous boron oxide proved to be unfounded. Through subsequent 

careful investigations of spectra appearing in the vitreous and also 

in the liquid form of boron oxide, carried out in the studies by Sobo¬ 

lev and co-workers (aSo, 375, 376]* it was shown that in the bands a 

great number of bands could be observed which by no means whatsoever 

could be interpreted as to be representative of some sound model of the 

B203 molecule, even with an allowance for intermolecular interaction. 

For this reason Stepanov (see (28U ^ won 
^ v L¿OJ^ as wel1 as Sidorov as Sobolev [375, 
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376] attempted to interpret the spectra which they obtained from vit¬ 

reous boron oxide, after correlating their findings with the work 

[1523] as if the latter would exist of the molecule (point group 

T ). The values for the frequencies of the molecule B^Cb- this way are 
d 
given in the study [376]. However, later on Geerin came to the conclu¬ 

sion that in accordance with his theory of vibrations of finite crys¬ 

tal lattices [152a] the frequencies in the spectra of vitreous boron 

oxide cannot be assigned to any molecular vibrations, but are caused 

by vibrations of the crystal lattice [152b]. Thus, the results from 

the investigations of spectra of boron oxide in the condensed state 

cannot be used to draw any conclusion on the structure and constants 

of the BgO^ molecule. 

A careful study of the structure and structural parameters of the 

boron oxide molecule was carried out in the works by Akishin and opli - 

idonov [8, 1C, 67b] using the electron diffraction method. The results 

of these investigations proved to be incompatible with the dipyramidal 

model of the molecule. At first Akishin and Spiridonov [8] who 

took into account the results obtained from investigations of spectra 

of the vitreous boron oxide in the studies [375* 376] attempted to in¬ 

terpret the electron diffraction pattern obtained by them as being due 

to electron scattering from B^Og molecules. This, however, proved to 

be possible only for an asymmetric model of the molecule, though the 

authors of the works [275, 276] had conceived for the B^Og molecule a 

model of high symmetry. Besides that it was shown by mass-spectrometrie 

and effusionometric investigations of the composition of boron oxide 

vapors (see page 1^3^ that in these vapors there are no molecules of 

the type B^Og present. 

Akishin and Spiridonov [10, 67b] having re-investigated the 

structure of the boron oxide molecule using rotating sectors and mi- 
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crophotometric measurement of the electron diffraction pattern (elec¬ 

tronograms), came to the conclusion that the only structure of the 

B2C>3 molecule which could be explained by the diffraction pattern ob- 

o 
served should be that represented by the angular model b/ \ 

o o 

(point group C )* with the following structural parameters: r-, = 
^v B=0 

= 1.20 + O.O3, = !• 36 + 0.03 A, ^B)B = 95°' These values are In 

good agreement with those to be expected for the angular model of the 

BgO^ molecule according to theoretical connotations.** 

The IR-emission spectrum of boron oxide vapors has been studied 

In the works by Dawes and Porter [l40l]. White, Walsh and Mann [4240], 

White, Mann, Walsh and Sommer [4238] and Tatevskly, Mal'tsev et al 

[54, 52a] . ^0 determine the size of the Isotope shift of bands In the 

BgO^ molecule. In these Investigations In addition to the normal bo¬ 

ron oxide also the B^-enriched oxide has been examined. 

In the work by Dawes and Porter [l40l] In the Infrared spectrum 

only a single band could be observed in the region 2013 cm“1 (for Bg10 

O3 in the region 2114 cm“1); in the presence of water vapors an addi¬ 

tional weak band could be revealed In the region 3770 cm“1. On the ba¬ 

sis of the .size of the isotope shift observed Dawes and Porter sugges¬ 

ted for the BgO^ to have a dipyramidal structure (group D^). However, 

subsequently, Taylor [3956] was able to show that this conclusion is 

erroneous and that the Isotope shift as observed by Dawes and Porter 

is incompatible with the dipyramidal and linear models of the BgO^ 

molecule. 

White et al [4240, 4238] investigated the emission spectrum of 

boron oxide vapors in the region from 65O to 4000 cm"1 on heating B^ 

in a vacuum furnace in an argon atmosphere at a temperature of 1350 - 
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> 
1400¾. In the spectrum three bands were observed which were located 

(for the natural mixture of the isotopes B10 and B11) at 2040, 1302, 

and 742 cm'1. According to the data of [4240, 4238] the isotope shift 

for these bands was equal to 60, 35, and 22 cm'1, respectively. On the 

basis of the analysis of the spectrum obtained and in accordance with 

the general concepts on the orientation of the boron atom valences the 

authors of these works came to the conclusion that the B^ molecule 

should have an angular structure (of the type of the Cgv symmetry). 

The molecule of this type should have nine normal vibrations eight of 

which are active in the infrared spectrum. White et al identified the 

band at 2040 cm'1 with valence vibrations of the double bond B = 0 (by 

the frequency of the symmetric vibration Vj and the anti-symmetric 

vibration vg), which should be close to each other according to their 

values, and the band in the region 1300-1400 cm"1 with the valence 

vibrations of the single bond B - 0 (by the frequencies v2 and v , re¬ 

spectively). The band in the region 742 cm"1 was assigned to theRe¬ 

formation vibration vg of the group 0B0. In order to confirm the sug¬ 

gested interpretation of the boron oxide vapor spectrum and in order 

to determine the values for the rest of the frequencies, - the authors 

of the work [4238] calculated the vibration frequencies for BgO ac¬ 

cording to their estimated values of the force constants. TheRalues 

of the fundamental frequencies found for the molecule this way 

were equal to*: ,, = 2035. v, = Mil, ,, = 873. v, = 310, ,, = 758. v. = 2035.,, = 1300, 

V, = 740, V, = 869 CM-'. 

Tatevskiy and Mal'tsev [52a, 54] investigated the emission and 

absorption spectra of boron oxide vapors in atmospheres of He, Ng, H 

02 and water vapors. In all cases the infrared spectrum showed In the 

region up to 2500 cm'1 only a single band at about 2100 cm’1, while m 

the visible region in the presence of oxygen a green luminescence was 
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revealed, which was absent In the atmospheres of Inert gases, liydrogen 

and water vapors, and which was Identified with the spectrum of BOg. 

Aiming at the determination of the frequencies of the BQ0_ molecule 

the authors of the work [5^-] estimated the force constants for the 

angular model of this molecule as being equal to (in 10^ dyne•cm“1) 

5 < f B—o < 6; 13 < /B==0 ^ 14; fa_0._B = 0,71 and 0,45 < fo-B=o < 0.67 ; they 

also calculated the following values for the fundamental frequencies 

Of B,03: V, = 2050 ± 80, v, = 1020 ± 80, v, = 700 ± 80, v4 = 190 ± 30, v, = 700 ± 80, 

V, = 2050 ± 80, v7 = 980 ± 60, v8 = 620 ± 60, v, = 630 ± 80 cm'1. 

Due to the fact that the results of these calculations only bad¬ 

ly agree with the data obtained in the study by White et al [4238], 

Tatevskly and Mal'tsev checked and re-examined these calculations in 

the work [52a] and recalculated them for various isotope modifications 

of the B203 molecule on the basis of various sets of force constants, 

including those which were assumed in the work [4238]. Thereby it 

was found that the frequency of the order of 1300 cm-1 cannot be ob¬ 

tained with any rational set of force constants, including those as¬ 

sumed by White et al. This led the authors [290a, 52a] to the conclu¬ 

sion that in the work [4238] in the calculation of the fundamental 

frequencies for the BgO^ molecule an error was tolerated and that the 

bands observed in the spectrum of boron oxide vapors in the regions 

1302 and 742 cm-1 do not belong to free BgO^ molecules, but to fine 

particles of the liquid boron oxide formed as a dispersed cloud at the 

ends of the heater.* On the basis of the calculations carried out by 

Tatevskly, Koptev and Mal'tsev [52a, 4l0a] they recommended for the 

molecule ^2^3 the following values for the fundamental frequencies 

(in cm"1 ) : v, = 2015, v, = 815, v, = 749, v4 = 160, v§ = 753, v, = 2029, v7 = 933, v, = 658 

and v, = 673. 

Although the objections raised in the works [52a, 290a] against 
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the interpretation of the infra-red spectra of boron oxide vapors, as 

suggested by White, Mann, Walsh and Sommer, may not be considered as 

proven until new investigations of the infrared spectra of boron oxide 

vapors will be carried out, the data obtained in the studies [4238, 

52a] allow to give preference to the values for the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies of calculated by Tatevskiy, Koptev and Mal'tsev, except 

for the frequency of the deformation vibration v^. The value ob¬ 

tained in the work [52a] is underestimated, since it leads to an in¬ 

creased discrepancy between the values S° calculated by statistical 

methods and those obtained from results of calorimetric measurements. 

The molecular constants for boron oxide as accepted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook are listed in Table 210. The corresponding product of the 

chief moments of inertia is calculated according to formula +3.48) and 

the structural parameters found in the work of Akishin and Spiridonov 

[67b]. The values for the fundamental frequencies, with the exception 

of have been accepted on the basis of the calculation made by 

Tatevskiy and Mal'tsev [52a] and by taking into account the rounding 

off of the values obtained by them, which they made due to the 1si top 

constitution of boron. The value has been accepted according to the 

work [4238]. The errors for the accepted values of the fundamental 

frequencies, in particular of the deformation vibrations of B - 0 - B 

(v^) and also of the valence vibrations of the single bond B - 0 may 

be rather considerable. 

HBOg. In the literature there are no experimental data available 

on the structure of the HBOg molecule. However, using the general, con¬ 

cepts on the orientation of the chemical bonds of the boron atom and 

the results from electron diffraction pattern investigations of the 

salts of the metaboric acid (see [67]) it can be undoubtedly assumed 

that the HBOg molecule should have an angular structure in analogy to 
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its is©electronic molecules HN^ HNCO, HOCN, with three atoms (0 - B = 

0) lying in one straight line. Molecules of this type belong to the 

point group Cs and do have six normal vibrations. The only investiga¬ 

tion ever made on the HBC>2 spectrum had been carried out in i960 by 

White, Mann, Walsh, and Sommer [4239] who obtained an infrared emis¬ 

sion spectrum from the vapors of HB1102, HB1002, DB1102 and DB100o on 

heating B^ in an atmosphere of water vapors. In the spectrum of HB02 

the following three frequencies were observed: 3680, 2030 and 1420 

cm"1, which were identified by the authors with the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies for the valence vibrations of the bonds — O—H (v,). — B = 0 (v,) 

and = B —0— (v,) respectively. * Frequencies of the three deformation 

vibrations could not be observed in the spectrum, although in the re¬ 

gion 1300 cm 1 a weak band, shifted in the spectrum of DBOg towards 

the region 1000 cm-1, has been observed where one actually would expect 

a band which corresponds to the deformation vibration B - 0 - H (v^). 

However, an unambiguous assignment of this band to the molecule of the 

metaboric acid proved to be unfeasible due to the bands of Er¿0 and DgO 

located in this region. The authors of the study [4239] accepted v4 = 

= 1250 cm -1. The fundamental frequencies of the vibrations 0 = B - 0 

of the deformation type (of the in-the-plane type v5 and out-of-the- 

plane type Vg) were estimated to be equal to 6OO and 700 cm"1 on the 

basis of the fundamental frequencies of analogous vibrations occurring 

in the molecules and BgO^. 

In the preparation of the first edition of the present Handbook 

the fundamental frequencies of the HB02 molecule have been estimated 

at an earlier period from the frequency values of isoelectronic mole¬ 

cules and have been accepted to be equal to 3680. 2200, 1300, 1000, 610 and 

TOO cm , correspondingly, which were in excellent agreement with the 

data obtained in the study [4239], 
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The values of the fundamental frequencies for HB02 which have 

been accepted in the present Handbook on the grounds of results from 

Infrared spectroscopic irvestigations of the metaboric acid and on the 

basis of approximated estimates are given in Table 210.- There, we find 

also the product of the principal moments of inertia of HBOg which was 

calculated by assuming rB»o = 1,20, rB-o == 1,36, ro_H == 0,96 À and ZHOB =105°. 

The errors for the accepted values of the frequencies v., vp and 

seemingly do not exceed +10 cm-1; in the values of the frequencies v^, 

Vj. and Vg the errors are essentially greater and cannot be accurately 

estimated. Possibly one can assume that they do not exceed +]00 cm“1 

in and Vg, and +I50 cm“1 in v^. 

H3B03' The sPectrurn 3X1(3 molecular structure of the orthoboric acid 

in the gaseous state has not been experimentally Investigated. How¬ 

ever, there is a rather large number of works dedicated to the study 

of the infrared spectrum of a variety of isotopic modifications of 

the crystalline boric acid (boracic acid) and of the Raman spectrum 

diagram of its solutions, which allows to make an approximate estimate 

of the molecular constants of H^BO^. 

By x-ray diffraction studies [4372a] and electron diffraction 

studies [1207a, 1207b] it has been shown that the boracic acid in its 

crystalline state consists of two-dimensional plane layers separated 

by a comparatively large distance one from the other (3.l8 A) and 

bound by the weak van der Waals forces. In the plane layer the group 

BiOH)^ has the symmetry C^. 

Landsberg and Baryshanskaya [272a] Investigated the Ramai spec¬ 

trum of the boracic acid and were able to show that the valence fre¬ 

quency OH is subject to considerable shifting aid broadening. This 

proved to be good evidence for the suggestion made earlier by Bernal 

and Megaw [758c] as to the existence of hydrogen bonding between the 



groups B(OH)2 in the boracic acid. Since the forces of hydrogen bond¬ 

ing are by one order smaller than the forces acting between atoms 

within the range of a molecule, it is possible to consider the H^BO^ 

group of the crystalline boracic acid with sufficient approximation 

as an Isolated molecule and to Interpret the frequency observed In 

the spectrum of the crystalline boracic acid as associated with the 

vibrations of the H^BO^ molecule. 

TABLE 210 

Accepted Values for the Molecular Constants of H3B°3 

MoJie- 
ÿy« 

pV, ^V, |5v« 16V, |T v, (g V, |9 v, |iov, |iiv„ 
5 

_’ _:___L2. 
l*-“' («««•)• 

BA 
HBOi 

h,bo; 

2030 

3680 

3250 

820 
2030 

880 

750 

1420 

1060 

310 

1250 

650 

760 

610 

800 

2040 

700 

3150(2) 

835 

1440(2) 

660 

550(2) 

680 

1100(2) 210(2) 

3425 

11.3 

1115 

2 

1 

3 

Note: a) I = 1.3^10-^ g*cm^, V = 2000 kcal/mole. 
■ 1 pUf1 

l) Molecule; 2) v, ; 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) vg; 8) vy; 9) vnj 

10) v9; 11) v10; 12) IO-*1? (g-cm2)3; 13) o . 

Zachariasen [4372a] determined on the basis of x-ray diffraction 

measurements the following values for the bond lengths and bond angles 

In the crystalline boracic acid: rB-o = 1,362, ro_H = 0,88 A,/;OBO =120° and 

Z BOH =114° . When Cowley [1207a, 1207b] studied later on the hydro¬ 

gen bonding In crystalline boracic acid he found the following values: 

r*_o=l,36 and r0-H = 1.00—1,05À . The latter values, being by far 

superior to those found by Zachariasen, are in good agreement with re¬ 

sults obtained from Investigations of the interatomic distance 0 - H 

in various crystalline compounds with hydrogen bonding, which distorts 

the interatomic distance 0 - H and the angle X0H (ss [3248a]). 

It can be possibly assumed that the structure of the H^BO^ group 

in the crystalline boracic acid should be preserved on the whole In 
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the isolated molecule However, the values for the interatomic 

distance 0 - H in the molecule should be close to the 0 - H 

bonds in other compounds (0.95 + 0.02 A) and also the angle BOH should 

be close those occurring between oxygen bonds (of the order of 105 + 

± 10°). In this conjunction it has been assumed in the present Handbook 

that the molecule H^BO^ is plane, belongs to the point group of the 

symmetry C^n and is characterized by the following structural parame¬ 

ter values :rB_o - 1.36 ± 0,02, r0-H = 0,95 ± 0,02 À, Z OBO = 120°and Z BOH = 105 -t 10°. 

The value corresponding to these parameters for the product of the 

principal moments of inertia of the H^BO^ molecule is given in Table 

210. 

The plane molecule should have three non-degenerate vibra¬ 

tions of the type A'(where v1 is the valence vibration 0- H, is 

the valence vibration B - 0 , v3 is the deformation vibration BOH), 

two non-degenerate vibrations of the type A" (where is the deforma¬ 

tion vibration of the structure BO^, is the rotation vibration 0 - 

-- H), four two-fold degenerated vibrations of the type E' (where vg is 

the valence vibration 0 - H, is the valence vibration B •- 0, Vg is 

the deformation vibration of the structure 0B0, v0 is the deformation 

vibration of the structure BOH) and a two-fold degenerate vibration of 

the type E" (where v10 is the rotation vibration 0- H). The A', E' 

and E" types vibrations are active in the spectrum of combination 

scattering while the A" and E' types vibrations are active in the in¬ 

frared spectrum. The results from the investigations of the Infrared 

spectrum [2810a, 2913a, 3688] and from those of the combination scat¬ 

tering spectra [272a, 544a, 2065a, 2316a, 2500, 2924b, 2688a, 4078a, 

372a, 800a, 1430a] of the crystalline boracic acid and its aqueous 

solutions, its solutions in methanol and other solvents are in good 

agreement one with another. The existing discrepancies occur mainly 
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due to the fact that some investigations were made on spectra of the 

crystalline boracic acid while others were carried out on solution of 

the boracic acid. Besides that, a certain difference in the frequen¬ 

cies is caused by a considerable band width in the infrared spectrum 

and by difficulties arising in the determination of the band peaks. 

The most detailed investigations of infrared spectra and Raman 

spectra for various isotopic modifications of the boracic acid were 

carried out by Bethell and Shephard [800a], Servcss and Clark [3688] 

and Sidorov and Sobolev [3?2a]. The data obtained in the cited works 
«i 

are verified by earlier and less extensive investigations [5^a, l430a 

2065a, 2316a, 2500, 2810a, 2913a, 2924b, 4078a]. Based on an analysis 

of measurement results given in the works [800a and 3688] Pistorius 

[3251] recommended the following values of fundamental frequencies 

(in cm"1) for the molecule H^BO^: = 3250, Vg = IO6O, = 881, = 

= 648, v5 = 824, v6 = 3150, Vy = 1428, vq = 544, v9 = II83, v10 = 209. 

The force constants calculated by Pistorius on the basis of these val¬ 

ues yield a rather good description of the field of force of the H^BO^ 

molecule (the calculated frequencies are in good agreement with the 

experimental frequency values within the limits of 3-5$)«* 

In the work [372a] done by Sidorov and Sobolev, which apparently 

remained unknown to Pistorius, they investigated infrared spectra of 

the boracic acid with a natural mixture of isotopes and boracic acid 

enriched with the isotope B10 (in the frequency region 450-4000 cm"1) 

and on the basis of the data received and from analysis of previously 

published works they recommended the following frequency values (in 

cm"1 ): V, = 3170, v, « 886, v, = 1169, v4 = 658, v, = 729, v, = 3240, v7 =» 1448, v, = 550, 

V, = 1198 , which are in good agreement with the values selected 

by Pistorius.** 

In the present Handbook the values listed in Table 210 have been 
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accepted for the fundamental frequencies of the H3B03 molecule. They 

are rounded off and close to the average values found in the works 

[800a, 3688, 372a]. The possible rate of errors for the accepted fre¬ 

quency values amounts to 5-10$. 

Since in the H3B03 molecule three groups are linked to the boron 

atom through the single bonds B - 0, in this molecule a rotation of 

the group OH around the bond B - 0 should occur. The cited moment of 

inertia for H3B03 has been calculated according to the formula (11.234) 

which by first approximation is true for the case of several tops 

[3255]. For eaoh top a value Ipr = 1.297-10-4° g-o,2 was found, which 

after rounding off was included in Table 210 containing the accepted 

values of the molecular constants of H^BO . 
3 3 

The magnitude of the potential barrier for the Internal rotation 

in the molecule H3B03 is unknown. An estimate on the basis of the most 

common notations with an allowance for the spatial relations and a 

comparison of the potential barrier magnitudes in various molecules 

with an analogous top (chiefly in alcohols) yielded a value V0 = 2000 

+ 1000 kcal/mole (see Table 210) (for the condition that the potential 

curve has two peak minima, i.e.; n = 2). It should be mentioned that 

such a value for the magnitude of the potential barrier had been a- 

dopted in the work of Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515] in thermodyna¬ 

mic calculations of the functions of ^BO^ 

BFgj BClg. In the literature there are no experimental data 

available on the molecular constants of BF2 and BClg. The vibration 

frequencies and the structural parameters of these molecules have been 

approximately estimated in the works of Tatevskiy, Veits (Weiz) and 

Gurvich [51]. In the estimate it was suggested that BFg and BClg do 

have a non-linear symmetry structure and do belong to the point group 

Cgv* * Assuming that the bondage in these molecules Is established by 



two p-electrons of the boron atom, the authors of the work [51] came 

to the conclusion that the angle X — B — X should have a size within 

the limit from 90 to 120°; they considered the same to be equal to 110 

+10°. The interatomic distances in the molecules BF2 and BC12 have 

been assumed to be equal to those occurring in the molecules BF^ and 

BC13: rB-F = i,3üi0,03 and ra_ci ~ 1*73 ±0,03 Á . On the basis of the 

accepted values for the structural parameters the moments of inertia 

were calculated for the cited compounds which are given in Table 211. 

Triatomic molecules belonging to the point group of the symmetry 

C2v have three fundamental frequencies. The fundamentals of the BFg 

and BC12 molecules have been calculated in the work [5I] in three dif¬ 

ferent ways on the basis of different values of the force constants. 

The calculation was carried out according to the Eqs. (P4.30) and (P4. 

29), assuming that the force constants of BX2 are equal to force con¬ 

stants of BX3, which were calculated correspondingly: a) without tak¬ 

ing into consideration the Interaction of the angles one with another 

and of the angle with the bond and b) by taking into consideration 

such interactions. Due to the fact that the suggestion for the equali¬ 

ty of the force constants of BX2 type molecules with the force con¬ 

stants of BX3 type molecules has been made on a rather arbitrary ba¬ 

sis, in the work [51] the fundamental frequencies of BX2 type mole¬ 

cules were calculated according to the Eqs. (P4.29), taking into con¬ 

sideration force constants of the bond type B - X, which have been 

accepted as being equal to the force constants of the corresponding 

diatomic molecules of the type BX and also to the deformation constant 

and force constants of bond interactions satisfying the relations 

7¿r(BX‘)=7¿r<BX-,- 

On the basis of the results obtained from a comparison of the a- 
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bove mentioned calculations carried out in the work [51] the funda¬ 

mental frequency values for the BPg and BClg molecules recommended are 

those listed in Table 211, which have also been accepted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook.* Since the discrepancies between the frequency values, 

calculated by different methods, do not exceed 10$, the errors in 

these magnitudes can possibly assumed to be of the sarnie order. Since 

in the BPg and BClg molecules there is an unpaired electron, there 

ground electronic states should be of the doublet type. 

TABLE 211 

Accepted Values for the Molecular Constants of 
BPg, BClg, BP^ and BCl^ 

Manen y m 
2Vl 13 V» 1 4 5 »4 r a 

cm-' he-"’ (*•<•»•)• 

BF» 

B“F, 
B»F, 

BClt 
B,#CI» 
B“c:, 

1260 

888 

888 

800 

47! 

471 

420 

718,23 

091,45 

210 

480 

460 

1420 

1504,8(2) 

1453,5 (2) 

900 

995(2) 

956(2) 

482,0(2) 

480,4(2) 

244(2)^ 

243(2) 

45 

999 

915 

36915 

2 

6 

2 

u 
Note: a) Calculated according to the rule of 
the Teller-Redlich products 

1) Molecule; 2) ; 3) v^, 4) v3¡ 5) v4; 6) ICT117 (g-cin2)3; 7) 0 

By an analysis of spectroscopic data [554, 620, 619, I637, 

4363* SOTO, 27IO, 290], furthermore from results of electron diffrac¬ 

tion patterns [910, 2600] and also from results of dipole moment meas¬ 

urements [2620, 3047] it was possible to reveal that the BP^ molecule 

is plane, symmetric, has the form of a true triangle with the fluorine 

atoms positioned at its vertices, in the center of which the boron at¬ 

om is located. Such a molecule is assigned to the point group of the 

symmetry and possesses four fundamental frequencies which corre¬ 

spond to the types A' fv-il Aff ï „ ^ x-.. / 
[ l'* A 'v2) and E (v3 and v^). In the infra- 
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red spectrum the frequency Is inactive} while in the Raman spectrum 

the v2 frequency is inactive. The two-fold degenerate vibrations v3 

and are active in both the infrared spectrum and the Raman spectrum. 

The Raman spectrum of had been investigated for the first 
* 

time by Anderson, Lassettr and Jost [554]. In 1938, Jost, De-Volt, 

Anderson and Lassettr [4363] who carried out a more elaborate meas¬ 

urement of the Raman spectrum ol gaseous boron trifluoride (boron 

fluoride) were able to show that the only strong line related to the 

molecule BP^ in the spectrum was that with the frequency of 888 cm'^, 

which was interpreted by the authors of the work [4363], as linked to 

the full-symmetric vibration v-^. This interpretation was confirmed by 

the absence of an isotopic shift in the band when B"^ has been re¬ 

placed by the isotope B11. The low-frequency band, located in the re¬ 

gion 439-513 cm"1, which the authors of the work [4363] were able to 

observe has been assigned by them to the vibration v^. 

An Infrared absorption spectrum of gaseous BP^ in the region 

from 10,000 to 667 cm (1-15M-) has been obtained on prism spectrome¬ 

ter for the first time by Bailey, Hale and Thompson [620, 619]. How¬ 

ever, due to the presence of a large number of bands caused by insuf¬ 

ficient purity of the investigated substance the interpretation of the 

results was rather difficult. 

Gage and Barker [I637] investigated the infrared spectrum of BP 

on a device with a crystal lattice and expanded the region under in¬ 

vestigation to 500 cm 1 (20m,). In the spectrum six bands were dis¬ 

closed, being associated with the fundamental vibrations Vg, and 

and also the first overtone of the vibration Vo. In the study [1637] 

the values Vg, and are listed correspondingly for B10?^ and 61½^ 

It should be noted that the accurate measurement of the band peaks was 

impeded by the bands of water and carbon dioxide, masking the 3 true- 
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ture of the spectrum studied. 

Nielsen [3070] tried to scavenge the casing of the spectrometer 

with dry nitrogen in order to eliminate the influences of the atmos¬ 

pheric bands. In the spectrum obtained he measured very carefully the 

rotational structure of the band proceeded to analyze the rota¬ 

tional structure on the basis of the data obtained and determined the 

wave numbers for the onsets of the v2 frequencies for B10F3 and BUF 

(as being equal to 718.23 and 691.¾ cm'1 correspondingly) as well as 

the values for the rotational constants as being equal to B" = 0.35272 

B' = 0.35288 and D" = D' = 13-72.10^ cm"1. Using the value found for 

tne rotational constant in the ground state it was possible to calcu¬ 

late the moment of inertia for the BF^ molecule with respect to the 

axis located in the plane of the same to be = 79.34*10“^° g«cm2 and 

also the value for the interatomic distance rB p = 1.295 A, which is 

in good agreement with results obtained from electron diffraction pat¬ 

tern measurements (rB _ = 1.30 A). 

The values of the fundamental frequency v3 for the isotopic mol¬ 

ecules of BF3 were rendered more accurately in the works by Lindeman 

and Wilson [2617], by McKeen [2710], by Mal'tsev, Moskvitina and Tat- 

evskiy [290], and finally by Wanderrin [4056]. Lindeman and Wilson 

obtained for B1:LF3 and B10F3 v3 values, being equal to 1453.5 and 

1504.7, respectively. The study of McKeen was dedicated to intensity 

measurements of infrared absorption bands of the BF3 molecule. The 

spectrum was recorded on a double-beam spectrometer with prisms con¬ 

sisting of CaFg and KBr. The values v3 (B10F ) = 1504.7 and vQ (B1:LF ) 

= 1453.6 cm are in excellent agreement with the results obtained by 

Lindeman and Wilson and prove to be more accurate than those cited in 

the work by Gage and Barker [I637]. Using the rule of the Teller-Red- 

luch products and the relation *¡ =»*/(v/v,)*. being true for isotopic 
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moleculesj and also the values of the Vg frequencies found in the work 

of Nielsen [3070], furthermore the value for v^, found in the work of 

[1637], McKeen calculated the following constants of anharmonicity 

and the zero frequency vibrations 00g, oo^ and for the molecules 

B10F3 and B13^*: 

• = 760,00 

1607,5 

510,9 

. [®5 

l®5 

BUF, 

o)® e= 730,17 

wj = 1549,6 

« 509,2 

xt = 0,058 

X, = 0,068 

*4 xss 0,06 

xt = 0,056 

xt = 0,066 

*4 = 0,06 

v,= .18,13 

V, = 1504,7 

v4 = 482,1 

Vj = 691,54 

V, = 1453,6 

v4 = 480,4 

In the work of Mal'tsev, Moskvitina and Tatevskiy, intended for 

the study of the isotopic effect and for obtaining a more accurate in¬ 

frared spectrum of BF^ the spectrum of natural BF^ mixed with the en¬ 

riched isotope B10 (85$) has been investigated in the region from 

10,000 to 1000 cm"1 (l-lO |i.). The authors of this work obtained for 

the frequency values (1504.8 and 1453-2 cm which were identical 

with those found by McKeen [27IO] and Lindeman and Wilson [2617], and 

additionally a number of combination bands and overtones in the region 

from 10,000 to 2000 cm”1 (1-5 p.). The constants of anharmonicity were 

not calculated in the work [290]. 

Another work dedicated to obtain more accurate values for the 

combination frequencies of bands and overtones in the infrared spec¬ 

trum of BF^ was that of Wanderrin [4056] in which the spectra of a 

natural boron isotope mixture with BF^, containing approximately 96$ 

B10, were studied. The frequencies in the region I500 cm”1 were meas¬ 

ured with a precision of up to +1 cm"1 and the accuracy in measurement 

in the region 3000 cm"1 amounted to 2-3 cm"1. The values for the fre¬ 

quencies + 2v^, + v^, 2v1 + v¿j, v1 + v^, 2v3 and 2v^ + found 

by Wanderrin coincided within the limits +5 cm"1 with those cited in 
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the work oh Mal'tsev, Moskvltina and Tatevskly [290]. The values v3 

P3^ = and = 1453.9 found by Wanderrin differ from 

those obtained in the works [290, 26.17] by tenths of a reciprocal cen¬ 

timeter. 

A review of the results listed in the above mentioned works shows 

clearly that the available data on the overtone and combination band 

frequencies are Insufficient for calculating a complete set of con¬ 

stants of anharmonicity, being part of the expression for the vibra¬ 

tion energy of the molecule BP^. Therefore, in the present Handbook we 

find recommended for the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of 

BP^ the values of the fundamental frequencies, which were found in the 

works [1637, 4363, 3070, 2710, 290, 4056, 2617] and which are also 

given in the Table 211. In the same table we find also listed the val¬ 

ue for the product of the moments of inertia of BF3, calculated on the 

basis of the interatomic distance rB_p obtained by Nielsen [3070] as 

the result of an analysis of the fine structure of the band. 

The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of gaseous boron trifluoride 

has been Investigated by Kaufman [2335]. On the basis of the data ob¬ 

tained he was able to draw the conclusion that the first stable ex¬ 

cited state had its position approximately at 49,600 cm-1, above the 

ground electronic state of the BF3 molecule. 

BC13' electron diffraction measurements [2600], spectrum 

studies [554] and also from dipole moment measurements [755] it could 

be shown that the BC13 molecule as well as the BF3 molecule has the 

form of. a plane equilateral triangle with the boron atom in its center 

and that it belongs to the point group of the D3h symmetry. 

A Raman spectrum of liquid BC13 had been obtained for the first 

time by Bagavantam [809]. In the spectrum under investigation two fre¬ 

quencies have been observed: 470 and 255 cm-1. Subsequently, Vankates- 
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varlu [4084] who studied the spectrum of liquid BCl^ found frequency 

bands corresponding to the following frequencies: 472, 255 and 947 

cm“1. (In the work [4064] it is noted that the intensity of the last 

two frequencies mentioned is small and that they are very probably 

doublets). The most exhaustive investigation of the Raman spectrum of 

BCl^ has been carried out by Anderson, Lassettr and Jost [554]. The 

spectrum of BCl^ was obtained at room temperature. The results from 

polarization measurements which were carried out simultaneously facil¬ 

itated the interpretation of the observed spectrum. The authors of 

this work assigned the band with the frequency 471 cm“1 to the vibra¬ 

tion Vp the bands at 946 and 909 cm“1 to the frequency of the 

B11C1.., and B1(1C10 molecules, respectively, and the sharp band found 

at 902 cm“1 was interpreted by them as an overtone of the deformation 

vibration 2v2. 

An infrared spectrum of gaseous BCl^ has been obtained for the 

first time by Cassey [IO71] in the region ranging from 3300 to 670 

cm"1 (3-I5 M-)* In the spectrum, nine bands were observed which were 

attributed by Cassey to fundamental and Raman frequencies and over¬ 

tones. As it was shown in a later work by Anderson, Lassettr and Jost 

[554] this assignment proved to be incorrect. At a later period, 

Scruby, Lacher and Park [3668a] reinvestigated the infrared spectrum 

of gaseous BCl^ again in the same region as studied by Cassey, and 

they were able to measure 15 bands, belonging to the B10C1^ and B11C1^ 

molecules. Measurements and calculations carried out by authors of 

[3668a] confirmed the interpretation of the spectrum as outlined in 

the work [554] and allowed to obtain more accurate values for the fre¬ 

quencies 72 and Prom our own data and from an analysis of previous 

works Scruby, Lacher and Park were able to recommend certain values 

for the fundamental frequencies of the B^Cl^ and B^Cl^ molecules, 
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which also have been accepted in the present Handbook and which have 

been included in Table 211. 

Levy and Brokway [2600] found from electron diffraction studies 

the interatomic distance B — Cl in the molecule to be equal to 

1.73 + 0.02 A and the angle Cl — B — Cl to be equal to 120 + 3 • The 

product of the moments of inertia of the BCl^ molecule, calculated for 

the angle _/Cl - B - Cl = 120° and for the interatomic distance rB_cl = 

= 1.73 A, is given in Table 211. 

Since it has not been possible until present to reveal in the 
35 

spectrum of BCl^ 3-n isotope effect caused by the isotopes Cl and 

Cl37, the molecular constants listed in Table 211 are considered to be 

linked to the natural mixture of chlorine isotopes. In the monograph 

by Herzberg [152] for the fundamental frequencies of BCl^ those values 

are being recommended which were found in the works by Cassey [1071] 

and in those by Anderson, Lassettr and Jost [55^]* 

§92. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES 

Thermodynamic functions of boron and its compounds of oxygon, hy¬ 

drogen, fluorine, chlorine and nitrogen, in the state of an ideal gas, 

have been calculated for temperatures fron 293.15 to 6000°K from con¬ 

stants accepted in the preceding section and listed in the Tables 267- 

271, 273-284 and also in the Table 286 contained in Volume II of this 

Handbook. In the calculations of the thermodynamic functions for di¬ 

atomic and several multiatomic boron compounds (viz. below) the differ¬ 

ence between the isotopic modifications of their molecules was taken 

into account. In the present Handbook, data for two gases (BF^ and 

BCI3), allowing for the influence of intermolecular interaction on 

thermodynamic functions, have been included [see Supplement 5 and Ta¬ 

bles 422 (II) and 423 (H)]- 

B. The translational components in values of thermodynamic func- 
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tiens of monatomic boron have been calculated according to formulas 

(II. 8) and (II. 9), assuming .,4,,, = -0,1849 and /15 = 4,7833 cal/g-atom- 

•degree; the electronic components have been calculated according to 

Eqs. (11.20) and (ll.2l) on the basis of the energy levels listed in 

Table 207. The basic errors in the calculated values of thermodynamic 

functions of boron are characterized by the lack of experimental data 

on the excitation energy of the state 2ssp2 and by excluding 

states with excitation energies above 50,000 cm"1 from consideration. 

Nevertheless, at temperatures up to 6000°K the errors in the values 

$T and S^, do not exceed + 0.01 cal/g-atom»degree. 

Thermodynamic functions of monatomic boron have been calculated 

by Kol'skiy et al [2462] (<t* for T<8000° K) , Huff, Gordon and Mor¬ 

rell [2142] and by Wilkins and Altman [4269] (r<6000°K) ; in the sum¬ 

mary of Stoll and Zinke [3894] the table for thermodynamic functions 

of boron has been accepted according to data by [2142]. The discrepan¬ 

cies between the values listed in Table 267 (ll) and in the work [2462] 

do not exceed 0. 01 cal/g-atom»degree and arise chiefly from the dif¬ 

ference in the accepted values for the physical constants; the dis¬ 

crepancies with respect to the data of [2142] amount to 0.03 cal/g-at¬ 

om-degree in the value S^00Q, which are explained in addition to the 

dissimilar values for the physical constants by the negligence of the 

excited states of the boron atom in the work [2142]. 

The values of thermodynamic functions for monatomic boron listed 

in the first edition of the present Handbook and in the work of Wilk¬ 

ins and Altman agree with the data listed in Table 267 (II) within the 

limits of 0.001 cal/g-atom-degree. 

Bg^and^BO. Thermodynamic functions of diatomic boron and boron 

monoxide as listed in the Tables 268 (ll) and 269 (II) have been cal¬ 

culated according to Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162). The values ln Z and 
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71 In 2 in these equations have been calculated according to the 

method of Gordon and Barnes [using the relations (11.137), (il.138) 

for a natural mixture of boron Isotopes. The calculations were carried 

out using averaged values of the molecular constants for Bg and BO 

found according to Eqs. (1.45) on the basis of constants listed in Ta¬ 

ble 208. The calculations were made without limitation of the number 

of rotational states of the molecules Bg and BO. Although the mole¬ 

cules Bg and BO possess multiplet ground electronic states, the val¬ 

ues In A and T^ln A in Eqs. (II.16I) and (II.162) have been accepted 

as being equal to zero, as the spin-orbit couplings are unknown. In 

Table 212 the following values are listed: and Cg for the calcula¬ 

tion of the components of translational motion and the rigid rotator 

in the thermodynamic functions of these gases, 0 and x for the inter¬ 

polation according to the tables of the anharmonic oscillator and also 

the coefficients used in Eqs. (il. 137) and (11.138); corresponding 

values have been calculated from "effective" values of molecular con¬ 

stants. Since the molecules Bg and BO do have the ground electronic 

states -’Z and Z , in the values C$ and Cg of these gases the addends 

R In 3 (for Bg) and R In 2 (for BO) have been included. When the ther¬ 

modynamic functions of BO were calculated the components of state j4*n 

of the molecules of this gas were computed according to relations (II. 

126) and (II.127); more elevated electronic states of BO (see Table 

208) have not been considered in the calculation.* The constants of 

the state A*2 of the Bg molecule were calculated according to Eqs. 

(11.120), (II.121), i.e,, without taking into consideration the dif¬ 

ference between the constants of Bg in the states x*2» a-nd 

The basic errors in the calculated values for thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of Bg and BO are due to the lack of data on the energy of ele¬ 

vated vibrational and rotational levels of the corresponding molecules 
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in the ground state. !„ the ease of whose Bond dtssootatton ener¬ 

gy is not large, the rate of errors is augmented by some other fault 

Oue to the neglected necessity of introducing into the calculation 

corrections for the limitation of the number of rotational levels of 

molecule, whlch^leads to an error of the order of 0.1 cal/mole-de- 

gree^ln the value i6ooo. The general errors In the calculated values 

Of *T at 298.15, 3000 and 6000«K for diatomic boron and its monoxide 

amount to approximately +0.02, +0.1 and +0.2 (b2), and to +0.01, +0.03 

and +0.1 (BO) cal/mole.degree, respectively. 

Earlier, thermodynamic functions of Bg and BO have been calcu¬ 

lated by Walker, Woolley and Pire (the work has become known from the 

summary of Huff et al [214211 f«nr, 0 ^ . 
42j; for a temperature of up to 6000°K and 

by Wilkins and Altman [4269] (T am* k ^ 
¿oyj (r<6000 K. in approximation to the rigid 

rotator-harmonic oscillator model, thereby introducing corrections 

which were calculated according to the method by Pennington and Cobb). 

ermodynamic functions of BO have also been calculated by Evans, Pro- 

sen and Wagman [I515] (r < 2500° K). 

TABLE 212 

Functions ^Ss^, ^rÄlfanTST“ 

1525,7 
2726,3 

3403,5 

2026,0 
1213,1 

9,0523 

6,2742 
20,710 

8,0233 

6,1186 

1,1416 

0,9348 

3,4785 

1,1134 
0,9541 

0.567022 
0,38827 

0,058853 
0,455400 
1.011.10 

1,5601 

2,0184 

-5.5476 

1,2743 
4,1700 

4,1300 

8,5159 
8,9739 

1,4079 

8,2298 

11,1255 

11,0855 

1) Compound; 2) deg; 3) deg'1; 4) cal/mole-degree. 

In the case of B0, the di 
screpancies between the values of ther- 
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modynamlc functions listed in Table 269 (II) and those given in the 

work [2142] agree with the magnitude of the components of the state 

¿’n of this molecule (up to 0.15 cal/mole-degree in the value S? Î 
n ,,. oOOCr 
n his account it possibly may be assumed that in the calculation of 

Walker, Woolley and Pire the excited electronic states of BO have not 

been taken into consideration 

In the case of B2> the values <D* and S°, given in the summary of 

[2142] for r = 298,15° K, exceed the data given in Table 268 (ll) by 0.42 

cal/mole.degree. With rising temperatures the discrepancies decrease 

to 0.05 cal/mole-degree in the value 0)^, and in the entropy, passing 

through zero, they increase again reaching approximately 0.5 cal/mole* 

•degree in the value Sj000, with the entropy of B2 at elevated temper¬ 

atures being smaller, according to the data of [2142], than that 

listed in the present Handbook. For this reason it can be possibly as¬ 

sumed that the calculation of Walker et al for B2 had been carried out 

in approximation to the rigid rotator-hiirmonic oscillator model. The 

discrepancies between the values of the functions in question at 298. 

.15°K cannot be explained. However, due to the identical discrepancies 

in the values 0)^,, and it seems to be obvious that in the work 

of the American authors an arithmetic error of the order of 0.4 cal/ 

/mole-degree has been committed in the computation of the translation¬ 

al and rotational components. 

The thermodynamic functions of BO, calculated by Wilkins and Alt¬ 

man, are close to those given in the summary of [2142]. At high tem¬ 

peratures they are in good agreement with the data listed in Table 269 

(II); at high temperatures the discrepancies increase and reach ap¬ 

proximately 0.2 cal/mole-degree in S^, . Prom the magnitude of the 

discrepancies it becomes evident that in the work [4269] and in the 

calculation the state A'ü of the BO molecule had not been considered. 
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The thermodynamic functions of B2, calculated in the work [4269], are 

at T<3000° 1C in good agreement with those given in Table 268 (ll). 

However, with rising temperatures the discrepancies do increase rapid¬ 

ly and reach 0.07 and 0.3 cal/mole «degree in the values and 

correspondingly. These discrepancies are obviously due to the inaccu¬ 

racy of the method of Pennington and Cobb used in the work [4269] for 

the calculation of corrections for the deviation of the Bg molecule 

from the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model. 

The thermodynamic functions of Bg and BO as listed in the first 

and present edition of this Handbook are identical. 

BH. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous boron monohydride 

listed in Table 274 (II) have been calculated according to Eqs. (II. 

l6l) and (II.I62). The values In^ and in these equations 

were calculated by the method of Gordon and Barnes (using the rela¬ 

tions (II.137) and (11.138)) and by introducing corrections for the 

limitation of the number of rotational states of BH in the ground e- 

lectronic state The calculation has been carried out using the 

molecular constants given in Table 208. In view of the lack of relia¬ 

ble data on the vibrational constants of BH in the ground state 

the difference between the constants of the molecules B10H and 31½ 

was not accounted for. 

In Table 212 the following values are listed: and Cg in Eqs. 

(II.I61) and (II.I62), the values of the coefficients used in Eqs. 

(II.I37) and (II.138), and also the values d and x* calculated from 

the accepted values for the molecular constants of BH. The components 

of the excited electronic states and ' A'H have been calculated 

without taking into consideration the difference of the molecular con¬ 

stants of BH in these states and in the ground state [using Eqs. 

(II.120) and (II.121)]. The application of a more accurate method for 
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considering the excited states is unwarranted in view of the lack of 

reliable data on the energy of the state a3!!. 

The basic errors in the calculated values for the thermodynamic 

functions of boron monohydride are caused by the following reasons: a) 

by the lack of experimental data on the vibrational constants of BH 

(the error being up to 0.05 cal/mole»degree in $*); b) by the lack of 

Information on the energy of high vibrational and rotational levels of 

the ground state of this molecule (the error being up to 0.1 cal/mole* 

•degree in $TJ; c) by the negligence of the difference between the 

constants of the isotopic modifications of BH (of the order of 0.01 

cal/mole«degree) and d) due to the approximated calculated of the com¬ 

ponents of the excited states. The errors in the values <t>* <d* and 

^moo, listed in Table 274 (II ) have magnitudes of the order of 0.01, 

0.1 and 0.3 cal/mole «degree, respectively. 

Thermodynamic functions of boron monohydride have been calculated 

by Walker, Woolley and Fire (viz., the summary of [2142]) for T < 

< 6000°K, by Ward and Husse [4l49] (from 2000 to 5000°K) and by Wilkins 

and Altman [4269]. The first two calculations obviously have been car¬ 

ried out in approximation to the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator 

model, leading thus to an essential difference between the values ob¬ 

tained through these calculations and those listed in the present 

Handbook. Corresponding discrepancies with the data obtained by [2142] 

at T = 6000° K exceed 1.3 cal/mole«degree in the value for the entro¬ 

py. 

The values for 7<5000oK. being close to those cited in the 

works [2142, 4149] are recommended by Margrave in the book of [2775]. 

In the work of Wilkins and Altman [4269] thermodynamic functions 

of BH have been calculated for T^ 6000° K . The discrepancies between 

the data of Wilkins and Altman and those listed in Table 274 (II) a- 
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‘M* 

mount to 0.14 cal/mole«degree in and 0.57 cal/mole«degree in at 

6000°K. These discrepancies obviously may result from the application 

of a less elaborated method of calculation (the method of Pennington 

and Cobb being used) and from disregarding the excited electronic 

states of BH. 

The discrepancies between the values of functions for BH given in 

the first edition and those given in the present edition of this Hand¬ 

book (up to 0.07 cal/mole«degree) are attributed to additional consid¬ 

eration of the state a*II and to the introduction of corrections for 

the limitation of the number of rotational levels of the ground state. 

BF and BC1. The thermodynamic functions for boron monochloride 

and monofluoride listed in Table 278 (ll) and 282 (II) have been cal¬ 

culated in accordance with Eqs. ((II.I61) and (II.162). The values 

In 2 and In 2 in these equations were calculated by the method of 
oT 

Gordon and Barnes (using the relations (11.137) and (II. 138)) without 

introducing corrections for the limitation of the number of rotational 

states in the molecules of both gases. 

The calculation was carried out for a natural mixture of the iso¬ 

topes B10 and B11 as well as for Cl^ and Cl^ (in the case of BCl) by 

using "effective** values of the molecular constants computed on the 

basis of the constants given in Table 208 and with the aid of the re¬ 

lations (1.45). 

In Table 212 we find listed values for and Cs in Eqs. (II.I61) 

and (II.162), the values for the coefficients in Eqs. (11.137) and (II. 

138) and also the values 0 and x calculated from the "effective" con¬ 

stants of both molecules. The molecules BF and BCl have excited elec¬ 

trons of the state a*Il with energies of the order of 35,000 and 

24,000 cm“1, respectively; however, there are no experimental data a- 

vailable on the energies of these states. In this connection, the com- 
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•*> ponents of the state a1!!, and also of the state /l1!!' of the BC1 mole- 

cule was computed by the simplest method feasible [using Eqs. (II. 120) 

and (11.121), i.e., without considering the difference of constants In 

the ground state and In the excited state. As to the excited states of 

the BP molecule It should be stated that they have not been considered 

in the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of this gas; the er¬ 

rors due to this simplification do not exceed 0.005 cal/mole«degree 
-X* 

In the values $T. 

The basic errors In the calculated thermodynamic functions of bo¬ 

ron monofluoride and boron monochloride are chiefly due to the lack of 

experimental data on the energy of high vibrational and rotational 

levels of the ground electronic states for both molecules arid also due 

to the fact that the accepted values of the vibrational constants in 

the binomial equations lead to a convergence of the vibrational lev¬ 

els of the ground state markedly below its dissociation limit. How¬ 

ever, owing to the large magnitude of the vibration frequencies and 

the dissociation energies in the molecules of the gases under consid¬ 

eration, these reasons as well as the negligence of the necessity to 

limítate the number of the rotational constants of the molecules do 

not lead to remarkable errors in the results of calculations. The gen¬ 

eral errors in the values <i>* are of the order of 0. 05 cal/mole-degree 

at T = 3000°K and 0.1 cal/mole-degree at f = 6000° K •* 

Thermodynamic functions of boron monofluoride have been cited 

earlier in the summary of Huff et al [2142] for r< 6000oK and in the 

work of Ward and Kusse [4l49] for temperatures from 2000 to 5000°K. 

The calculation carried out in the latter was based on false values 

for the constants of HP and its results differ from the data of the 

present Handbook by 3-5-3-8 cal/mole-degree. The discrepancies as to 

the data of [2142] do not exceed 0.2 cal/mole-degree in and 0.5 
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cal/mole«degree in S£ and are obviously due to the fact that the cal¬ 

culation in the work [2142] had been carried out in approximation to 

the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model. 

In a work by Altman [526], published recently, the thermodynamic 

functions for BP and BC1 have been calculated for 7 < 6000° K. The dis¬ 

crepancies between the results of this work and the data given in the 

present Handbook amount to 0.05 cal/mole-degree in SJ for BP and to 

0.46 cal/mole-degree correspondingly for BC1. These discrepancies may 

be attributed to the fact that in the work [526] a less accurate cal¬ 

culating method has been used and that the excited electrons of the 

state of BC1 have not been taken into account. 

The thermodynamic functions for boron monofluoride given in the 

first edition and in that of the present Handbook are identical; the 

functions of BC1 differ by one order of magnitude, not exceeding 0. 04 

oal/mole.degree in the value of 4»* and 0.25 cal/mole-degree in the val 

ue of S°; the differences arise from additional consideration of the 

state a*n of this molecule. 

The thermodynamic functions of boron nitride given in Table 286 

(II) have been calculated according to Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162). The 

values of Ini and T^lrl in these equations have been calculated by 

the method of Gordon and Barnes [using the relations (il.137) and (II. 

138) without introducing corrections for the limitation of the number 

of rotational states. The values InA and In A in Eqs. (II.161) 

and (II.I62) have been assumed of being equal to zero, since the con¬ 

stant of spin-orbit coupling for BN is unknown. The calculation was 

performed on the basis of the molecular constants as listed in Table 

208. The difference in the constants of the isotopic molecules B^N 

and B N has not been considered in the calculation in view of the in¬ 

sufficient accuracy of the known constants. In Table 212 we find 
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listed the values of and Cg, of Ö and x and also of the factors 

used in Eqs. (11.137) and (11.138), which have been calculated accord¬ 

ing to the accepted molecular constants for BN. 

Since the BN molecule has a ground electronic state of the type 

in the values of and Cg the addends R In 6 have been Included. 

The components of the state A3il of the BN molecule have been calcu¬ 

lated according to Eqs. (11.120) and (11.121). 

The basic errors in the calculated values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions for boron nitride at low temperatures follows from the approxi¬ 

mate estimate of multiplicity for the rotational levels of BN in the 

ground state ^1. This uncertainty may amount up to 1-1.5 cal/mole»deg¬ 

ree. At more elevated temperatures this type of error decreases while 

another type becomes more essential because there are no data availa¬ 

ble on the energy of high vibrational and rotational levels of the 

state X¾ and because the necessity of introducing corrections for the 

limited number of rotational levels is being neglected. It should also 

be noted that, in analogy to C2, in BN the occurrence of a number of 

electronic states with low excitation energies can possibly be assumed. 

The general error in the values of and is of the order of 

1-1.5 cal/mole»degree. 

The thermodynamic functions for boron nitride given in the first 

edition and in the present edition of this Handbook are identical 

In the book [2775] Margrave quotes values of for 7^ 3000° K, 

based on unknown data. These values exceed those given in Table 286 

(II) by 2.76 cal/mole»degree and are obviously erroneous. Kelley 

[2363] quotes values of Sr—S** for 7*<2000° K > however, without in¬ 

dicating the value of 

BOg. The thermodynamic functions for boron dioxide given in Ta¬ 

ble 270 of the Second Volume (Vol.Il) of this Handbook have been cal- 
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culatea according to Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242). The calculation was 

performed In approximation to the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator 

model on the basis of the molecular constants for BOg listed In Table 

209. In Table 213 we find listed the values of 0,,,, 0g and which 

had been calculated on the basis of values accepted for the constants. 

Since the BOg molecule has the ground electronic state of the type 

in the values of 0,, and Og the addends R In 4 have been included; 

splitting of the components and of this state has been ac¬ 

counted for by using Eqs. (II.151) and (II.152) on the basis of the 

spin-orbit coupling constant found by Johnson (cf. Table 209). The 

values of KlnA.,, and /?!n A* + In A* have been added to the mag¬ 

nitudes calculated according to Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242). The B02 

molecule has 2 excited low-energy electronic states. The components of 

these states have been calculated according to Eqs. (11.120) and (II. 

121), i.e., without considering the difference between the constants 

of B02 in the states X*n, ,4*11 and 

The basic errors In the calculated values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions for B0g have been introduced due to the fact that it is impossi¬ 

ble to consider the deviations of the B0g molecule from the rigid ro¬ 

tator-harmonic oscillator model and also due to the low accuracy of 

the accepted value for Vj. The errors are estimated to amount to +0.2, 

and il and +2 cal/mole-degree in the values of o* at 298.15, 3000 and 

6000¾. It should be noted that the discrepancy between the values of 

thermodynamic functions for BOg listed in Table 270 (II) and those 

computed from the constants as estimated by the authors of this Hand¬ 

book (cf. page 1457) amounts to 0.26 cal/mole-degree in and up to 

2 cal/mole«degree in Sg000. 

Other calculations of thermodynamic functions for BOg have not 

been published in the literature. 
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Bg02. The thermodynamic functions of the dimer of boron monoxide 

listed in Table 271 (XI) have been calculated according to Eqs. (II. 

241) and (11.242) in approximation to the rigid rotator-harmonic 

dilator model. The calculation «as performed «ith the aid of the con¬ 

stants as accepted in Table 209- In Table 213 «e find listed values of 

0 and Cg for the calculation of the components of the progressive mo- 

tion (translation) and of the rigid rotator and also values of Sn for 

the calculation of components of the harmonic oscillator. The latter 

have been calculated «ithout considering the difference in the fre¬ 

quencies of the individual isotopic modifications of the 1¾¾ mole- 

cule. 

The basic errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of B202 result from the lack of experimental data on the 

fundamental frequencies and the structure of this molecule (approxi¬ 

mately +2 cal/mole'degree in the value of ^000) and also from the 

fact that it is impossible to consider the deviations of the B202 mo¬ 

lecule from the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model (approximately 

2 cal/mole-degree in the value of ¢3000)- The Seneral err0I’S ln th 

n „ * and do have magnitudes of 
calculated values of ®29Q.15’ ®3000 a 6000 

the order of +1; ±4 and ±6 cal/mole-degree. 

During the recent years Tables of thermodynamic functions for 

B. 0- have been calculated in the «orks of Evans, Prosen and Wagman 

[1515] <r< 2500°K), Of Wilkins and Altman (42691 *(T < 6000° K) and ol 

White et al (4238) (r<«XX»-K) All calculations were accomplished on 

the basis of estimated values for the constants of the B202 molecule; 

ln the »orks [1515, 42691 values have been accepted for these con¬ 

stants which had been suggested by Inghram and co-workers [2171), 

while in the work [42381 constants have been selected, which had been 

obtained by the authors themselves (see page 146¾. The discrepancies 
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between all calculations performed in these works and listed In Table 

271 (II) on the values of thermodynamic functions amount in 1* and S”, 

to about 1.2-1.5 cal/mole-degree; thereby, the results of calculations 

obtained in [1515, 4269] are larger than the data listed in Table 271 

(II) while those results obtained in the calculations of [4238] are 

smaller than the latter. The discrepancies between the results from 

all calculations are almost entirely caused by the differences exist¬ 

ing in the values which had been accepted for the calculations of the 

fundamental frequency values for the deformation vibrations v4 and v 

occurring in Bg0 . ' 

In the book [2775] Margrave quotes values of for the dimer of 

boron monoxide at several temperatures. These data obviously are based 

on approximated calculations performed in a work which remained un¬ 

known to the authors of this Handbook; they differ essentially from 

data obtained in other works. 

— and —' Th® ther>”odynamlc functions for boron hydrideoxlde 

and boron fluoro oxide listed in Tables 275 (n) and 281 (II) have 

seen calculated according to Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) in approxima¬ 

tion to the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model. Calculations were 

carried out from constants listed in Table 209. In Table 213 values 

are quoted of c$ and Cs in Eqs. (11.241) and (11.242) and also of ^ 

for the calculation of the vibrational components according to the L- 

bles of the harmonic oscillator. 

The basic errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions for HBO and ÏB0 are due to the lack of experimental data on 

the constants of these molecules and also due to the fact that it is 

impossible to consider the deviations of the molecules of both gases 

from the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model. These errors show 

magnitudes of the order of 0.5, I.5 and 3 cal/mole-degree in the values 
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of $T at 298.15, 3000 and 6000°K, respectively. 

Thermodynamic functions of both gases have been published In the 

literature for the first time. 

The thermodynamic functions of boron oxide listed In Table 

273 (II) have been calculated on the basis of the constants of the 

molecule which were accepted above (see Table 210). The calcula¬ 

tion was performed according to Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) In approxi¬ 

mation to the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model. In Table 213 we 

find listed the values of the constants and used In Eqs. (11.243) 

and (11.244) and also of the magnitudes needed for the calculations 

according to the Tables of the harmonic oscillator. 

The basic errors in the calculated values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions for boron oxide are due to the lack of reliable data on the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of and also due to the fact that it is im¬ 

possible to consider the deviations of this type molecule from the 

rigxd rotator—harmonic oscillator model. A precise estimate of the 

magnitude of these errors cannot be made at the present time; it can 

be assumed that they are equal by the order of magnitude to the dis¬ 

crepancies between the functions which were calculated from the con¬ 

stants as suggested in the works [4238, 52a]. In conjunction with that, 

the errors in the values of $298.15* ^3000 and ^000 have 1)6611 assumed 

to be equal to +1, +3 and +5 cal/mole«degree, respectively. 

Thermodynamic functions of gaseous boron oxide were calculated 

during the recent years in a number of works (see [2142, I515, 4238, 

2775]). The first calculation obviously was carried out in the work by 

Walker, Woolley and Fire which was not published in the periodical 

literature and became known only from references in a number of Amer¬ 

ican publications. In this work, for BgO^ molecules a dipyramidal 

structure had been accepted and an approximate estimate of the funda- 
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mental frequencies of this type molecule had been made. The thermody¬ 

namic functions for BgOj calculated by Walker, Woolley and fire are 

listed in the summary of Huff, (Jordon and Morrell [214a]; they »ere 

considered to be sufficient accurate and have been therefore accepted 

in the first edition of this Handbook. The discrepancies between the 

values of thermodynamic functions of boron oxide listed in Table 273 

( ) and those quoted in the publications mentioned are practically 

independent of the temperature and do have a magnitude of the order of 

6.5 cal/mole-degree. They are chiefly due to the difference in the 

numbers of symmetry and the products of the moments of inertia between 

the dipyramidal and angular model of the BgO^ molecule. 

In the works [4238, 1515] the thermodynamic functions for boron 

oxide have been calculated for temperatures up to 60OO and 2500"K in 

accordance with the suggestion that the B^ molecule possesses an an¬ 

gular structure. The calculation of White et al [4238] was carried out 

on the basis of the interpretation of the spectrum of vapors as 

proposed by them; the results of this calculation are smaller than the 

values listed in Table 273 (II) by a magnitude of from 0.3 cal/mole- 

•degree in the value of $*9a15 and up to 3 cal/mole-degree in s;nn„. 

e values for the molecular constants of which have been ac¬ 

cepted in the work of Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515], are unknown; 

the values of thermodynajnlc functions obtained by them are In good a- 

greement (within the limits of 0.5 cal/mole-degree In 0* and SJ) over 

the whole temperature range with the data of the present Handbook. 

The thermodynamic functions listed by Margrave in the book [2775] 

are close to those quoted in the summary by Huff et al [2142]; they 

have been obviously obtained on the basis of an approximate estimate, 

assuming for a dipyramidal model, or by recalculation from the 

data of Walker, Woolley and Fire. 
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ífflOg. The thermodynamic functions for gaseous metaboric acid as 

listed in Table 276 (ll) have been calculated according to Eqs. (n. 

2^3) and (11.244). The calculation was carried out in approximation to 

the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model, using the molecular con- 

stantû which were accepted in the preceding section (see Table 210). 

In Table 213 we find listed values of the constants and 0^ used in 

Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) and also the values of 0n for the calcu¬ 

lation of the vibrational components of HBO^, computed from the ac¬ 

cepted values of the molecular constants. 

The basic errors in the thermodynamic functions for the metaboric 

acid as listed in Table 276 (ll) are due to the lack of experimental 

data on the fundamental frequencies and vg of the HBOg mole¬ 

cule, furthermore due to the lack of anharmonicity constants, of cen¬ 

trifugal stretching constants, etc., (of the order of 0.5 and 1 cal/ 

/mole«degree in ¢^000 corresPondlngly). The general errors in the cal¬ 

culated values of at 298.15, 3000 and 6000°K may be estimated to be 

equal to +0.2; +2 and +4 cal/mole«degree, respectively. 

The first calculation of thermodynamic functions for metaboric 

acid has been carried out during the preparation of the first edition 

of the present Handbook on the basis of the same values of the struc¬ 

tural parameters which had been accepted in the given publications, 

and on the basis of the close values of fundamental frequencies (see 

page 147]). The discrepancies between the results from these calcu¬ 

lations and ohe data listed in Table 276 (II) do not exceed 0.5 cal/ 

/mole«degree. They are chiefly due to the change in the value of fre¬ 

quency as compared to the values which had been accepted in the 

first edition. 

White et al [4239] calculated the values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions for temperatures up to 6000°K on the basis of molecular con- 
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stants being close to ^hose accepted in this Handbook. The results 

from both calculations agree within the limits of 0.1 cal/mole-degree. 

Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515] calculated thermodynamic functions of 

HBOg up to 2500°K on the basis of estimated values of the molecular 

constants. The data obtained by these authors essentially differ from 

those listed in Table 276 (ll); thereby the discrepancies rise with 

increasing temperatures and reach about 1 cal/mole-degree in S° 
2500’ 

In the book [2775] Margrave quotes values of of metaborlc acid 

for several temperatures, without indicating the work in which they 

have been obtained. These data are false and at a temperature of T = 

1000°K they differ from those obtained by other authors by 6 cal/mole- 

•degree. 

H3BQ3* The thermodynamic functions for gaseous ortho-boric acid, 

listed in Table 277 (II ), have been calculated for temperatures of 

293.15-6000°K according to Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) in approximatior 

to the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model. The values of 0 C' 
n* $ 

and C- (cf. Table 213), needed for the calculations when using these 

equations, have been computed on the basis of the molecular constants 

of H3BC>3, listed in Table 210. The components of hindered internal ro¬ 

tation of the values $vn<vr and Syn.vp have been calculated according 

to Eqs. (11.236) and (11.237), in which the expressions ($* — 
* ' sv. vr 

¢- J and (Ssv>vr- S^^) were found, according to Pitzer's and vn. vr ■ 

Quinn's Tables [3259] to be functions of the type —L 

2000 —^ w - 
VJRT = . For the calculation of Qsv> vr according to Eq. (II.231 

it was assumed that n = 2; the value in Eqs. (11.236)-(11.237) was 

assumed to be equal to 1. Since in the h3B03 molecule there are three 

tops, the values of and s;n> yr in Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) 

were triplicated. At the same time, the components of the twisting 

(torsional) vibrations (v^ and v10) have been assumed to be equal to 
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zero. 

The errors in the values of the thermodynamic functions of ortho- 

boric acid., listed in Table 277 (ll), are due to different factors: at 

low temperatures, they are due to the lack of experimental data on the 

magnitude of the potential barrier for internal rotation, and at high 

temperatures, they are due to the lack of data on the fundamental fre¬ 

quencies for the H^BO^ molecule (the fundamental frequencies being 

assumed on the basis of spectral investigations of the acid in its 

solid state). As to the above mentioned errors in the value of the po¬ 

tential barrier (+1000 cal/mole) we find analogous errors in at 

298.15; 3000 and 6000°K to be equal to +I.5, +0.8 and +0.2 cal/mole* 

•degree, correspondingly.* The errors resulting from a possible inac¬ 

curacy in the assumed structural parameters and fundamental frequen¬ 

cies of the H^BO^ molecule are equal to +0.2; +I.5 and +3 cal/mole* 

•degree, respectively, while the errors resulting from not considering 

the anharmoniclty of vibrations and other deviations of the HLB0, mol- 
•J w> 

ecule from the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model do have a mag¬ 

nitude of the order of 0.1; 1.5 and 3 cal/mole«degree, respectively. 

The general errors in the calculated values of $*nQ ncr, ^ and 
# ¿yo. itr 3000 

$6000 have been estlmated to equal +2' +4 and +6 cal/mole.degree, re¬ 

spectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of gaseous ortho-boric acid were pre¬ 

viously calculated in the work of Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515] for 

temperatures up to 2500°K. The results of these calculations are in a- 

greement within limits of 0.5 cal/mole-degree with the values listed 

in Table 277 (ll)* In the book [2775] Margrave quotes for H-,B0^ sever- 
* ^ 3 

al values of $T (for T < 1500°K) without Indicating the source whence 

the data have been obtained. The data given by him are smaller than 

the data listed in Table 277 (II) by 3-3*5 cal/mole-degree. 
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BFg smd BClg. The thermodynamic functions of boron difluoride and 

boron dichloride, listed in Tables 279 (II) and 283 (ll), have been 

calculated according to Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) in approximation to 

the rigid rotator-har*monlc oscillator model according to the molecu¬ 

lar constants, which have been accepted in Table 211, 

In Table 2.13 we find listed the values of and C¿, according to 

which the components of progressive motion (translation) and of the 

rigid rotator as well as the values of 9^, for the Interpolation ac¬ 
cording to the Tables of the harmonic oscillator, were found. Since in 

the previous section it had been assumed that the molecules BF0 and 

BClg have doublet ground states. In the values of C' and Cl the ad- 
4? O 

dends R In 2 have been included. 

The basic errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions are connected with the lack of experimental data on the mo¬ 

lecular constants of the gases under consideration, primarily due to 

the lack of the vibrational constants. The general magnitude of errors 

in the values of at 298.15, 3000 and 6000°K is of the order of 0. 5, 

2.0 and 4.0 cal/mole «degree. 

The discrepancies between the values of the discussed functions 

given in t le first edition and those given in the present edition of 

this Handbook, amount to 0.005 and 0.002 cal/mole«degree for BFg and 

BClg and which arise from rounding off the products of the moments of 

inertia of these molecules, which are accepted in the present edition. 

Other calculations of thermodynamic functions for BFg and BClg 

are not known in the literature. 

BF3 and BClr The thermodynamic functions for boron trifluoride 

and boron trichloride, listed in Tables 280 (ll) and 284 (II), have 

been calculated according to Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) in approxima¬ 

tion to the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model on the basis of 



constants accepted in the previous section. For the allowance of the 

difference between the constants of the individual isotopic modifica¬ 

tions of the BF3 and BC13 molecules the calculation was performed by 

employing averaged values of their vibrational constants and of their 

products of moments of inertia. In Table 213 we find listed the values 

of CçJ, and used in the calculations. 

The basic errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions for BF3 and BC13 are due to the fact that there is no possi¬ 

bility for considering the anharmonlcity of vibrations in the mole¬ 

cules of these gases as well as for considering other corrections to 

be made which are typical for their deviation from the rigid rotator- 

harmonic oscillator model because of lacking experimental data on the 

magnitude of the corresponding constants. In the case of BCl^ at low 

temperatures also the inaccuracy of the accepted value for the inter¬ 

atomic distance (of the order of 0.0? cal/mole-degree) comes into 

being. The general errors in the calculated values of at 298.15, 

2000 and 6000°K, respectively^ show magnitudes of the order of 0.1, 

1.5 and 3.0 cal/mole-degree for BF3 and of 0.2, 2. 0 and 4 cal/mole-de¬ 

gree for BC13. 

The thermodynamic functions for boron trifluoride and boron tri¬ 

chloride have been calculated previous.ly by Spencer [3819] from close 

values of the molecular constants for r <1000° K. Subsequently, Alt- 

shuller [529] introduced a correction into the results of Spencer's 

calculation aiming at a greater precision for the value of interatomic 

distance B - F in the BF3 molecule. 

In the work of Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515] the thermodynamic 

functions for BF3 and BC13 have been calculated for temperatures up to 

2500°K; finally, in the summary of Huff, Gordon and Morrell [2142] the 

values of the functions for BF3 have been obtained for temperatures up 
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to 6000°K. The results of all these calculations. Including those giv¬ 

en In the present Handbook, agree with one another within the limits 

of 0.02 cal/mole«degree. * 

The standard entropy of gaseous boron trifluoride has been deter¬ 

mined for the first time in the work of Aiken and Schroeder [1505] as 

a result from heat capacity measurements of BP^ from 12 to 173°K. The 

authors of this work found S^g = 6l. 17 cal/mole «degree. Spencer 

[3819] reqorked and specified the experimental data obtained by Aiken 

and Schroeder; however, the discrepancy between the value found by 

them, i.e., S°^g = 60.80 + 0.5 cal/mole«degree and the above mention¬ 

ed magnitude lies within the limits of errors occurring in experimen¬ 

tal data. 

In 1954, Strelkov and co-workers [46] repeated the measurement of 

the heat capacity of BP^ at temperatures from 12.6 to 162.8°K as well 

as the measurement of the melting heat and heat of evaporation of BF^ 

The value of 6O.67 + 0. 04 cal/mole«degree agrees excellently with the 

value of 60.716 cal/mole«degree listed in Table 280 (II). 

§93- THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OP B, BgO AND BN IN THE SOUD AND LIQ¬ 

UID STATE J 

The Tables of thermodynamic functions for elementary boron, the 

boron oxide B^ and boron nitride BN in the solid and liquid state 

[Tables 266 (ll), 272 (ll) and 285 (ll) have been calculated accord¬ 

ing to Eqs. (lll.9)-(lll.ll) on the basis of thermodynamic quantities 

listed in Table 214. The errors in the calculated values of at tem¬ 

peratures of 298, 1000, 15OO, 2000 and 3000°K which were estimated on 

the basis of an analysis for determining the possible errors of the in¬ 

itial data are listed in Table 215. 

B. Solid boron is known to exist in the crystalline and amorphous 

state.** Crystalline boron is capable of forming a number of different 
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polymorphie modifications. According to the data by Chord and Newkirk 

[2086] up to 1300°K the a-rhombohedral modification proved to be ther¬ 

modynamically stable, in the temperature range of l400-l600°K the te¬ 

tragonal modification behaved in the same manner and above l800°K the 

ß-rhombohedral modification remained stable. However, since the tran¬ 

sition points and heats for various boron modifications had not been 

determined, the polymorphism of crystalline boron has not been con¬ 

sidered in the calculation of thermodynamic functions. 

TABLE 214 

Accepted Values of Thermodynamic Quantities for Boron and 
Its Compounds in the Solid and Liquid State 

1 
Be- 

mecTio 

2 
Cocto«- 

nae 

r* cptN.M 
3 KO»^RUflCHTU ■ 

ypaiNCHKN AJIN C*a 
p 

4 Hniepaa/i 
Tcuneparyp Tm bHm 

5 
MA/moA* 

6 
AOAJaoAA-tpad a 6-10* clO* °K °K 

apa! 
/mOAb 

7 

B 
B 
B 
B*Qi 
BA 
BN 
BN 
BN 

KpHCT. 
• 

)Khwc. 
KpHCT. 

?)Kmak. 
KpHCT. 

. » 
)Khak. 

292 

2218 

641 

1,403 

12,87 

3,673 

2,65 

14,83 

4.78 

4,013 

5,42 

7.5 
8,73 

30,5 

5,034 

9.5 
16,0 

2,165 

0,752 

25,4 

6,154 

« .5 

1,787 

1,31 

1,854 

298.15- 1100 

1100-2500 

2500-5600 

298.15- 723 
723-3300 

298.15- 1000 

1000-3000 

3000-4500 

2500 

723 

3000 

6000 

5500 

18000 

n 
Note: a) C° = a + bT - cT- (cal/mole«degree). 

l) Substance; 2^ state; 3) coefficients used in the equation for C°a^; 

4) temperature range; 5) cal/mole; 6) cal/mole«degree; 7) cal/mole; 
8) cryst.; 9) liqu. 

The heat capacity of pure crystalline boron at low temperatures 

(17-300°K) has been measured by Johnston, Hersch and Kerr [2279]« The 

values of S°^q and H°^q ^ - Hq (see Table 214) obtained by these 

authors are of high accuracy (+0.01 cal/g-atom«degree, respectively); 

this fact can be explained by the adequate accuracy of the heat capac¬ 

ity measurement (+0. 3# at T > 200°K and +1$ at 20°), by the high Debye 
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temperature for crystalline boron (of the order of 1200°K) and by the 

small value of the entropy obtained through extrapolation of the heat 

capacity to 0°K (S^ = 0.0014 cal/g-atom«degree). 

The data on the average heat capacity of solid boron over a tem¬ 

perature range from room temperature to 400-500°K, already obtained by 

a number of researchers at the end of the XIXth century (see for ref¬ 

erences given by Kelley [2363] are unreliable in view of the lack of 

information on the state of the Investigated samples and on their con¬ 

tamination with metal borides. The data by Magnus and Danz [2734] on 

the enthalpy of amorphous boron In the temperature range 298-1174°K do 

not seem to be authentic either due to the Impurity of the investiga¬ 

ted sample (grade of purity 97$) and due to some inadequate working 

procedures in the method of investigation (the slow establishment of 

thermal equilibrium because of the poor thermal conductivity of boron 

and also the interaction between the material of the ampul with boron 

at temperatures about 1100°K; see [1515])- Evans, Prosen and Wagman 

[1515] used in the calculation of thermodynamic functions for crystal¬ 

line boron the data of Robertson [3454] on the heat capacity of B 

(cryst.) over a range from room temperatures to 373°K*; extrapolation 

of the heat capacity up to 2000°K has been carried out by the authors 

[1515] by assuming that C° = 7.0 cal/g-atom*degree. 
p2000 

The only work performed on measuring the enthalpy of sufficiently 

pure boron over a broad temperature range (298-1103°K) has been carried 

out in i960 by Wise, Margrave and Altman [4299a]. The authors investi¬ 

gated two samples of crystalline boron: one of grade I having a purity 

of 99-6$ and the other of grade II having a purity of 99.5$, and also 

a sample of amorphous boron (with a total of metal impurities of 

0.2$). X-ray diffraction pattern analysis revealed in all three samples 

a certain amount of a high-temperature ß-rhombohedral modification of 
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boron. The discrepancies between the values of enthalpy obtained for 

samples I and II, amounting to an average of 2%, has been explained by 
Wise et al 14299a] by the inequality in the state of the samples being 

Investigated. Sample II had been prepared through recrystallization of 

amorphous boron and could have contained a considerable quantity of 

the amorphous phase, what should result in an overrated value of the 

heat capacity. In the present Handbook in the temperature range 298- 

-1100 K the data obtained by Wise, Margrave and Altman [4299a] for 

sample I (see Table 214) have been accepted, since sample I was found 

to be in a better crystalline equilibrium state than sample II.* 

In the literature there are no reliable data on the melting point 

of boron, different authors quote values ranging from 2273 to 2773°K. 

According to determinations made by Cayeron [1230, 1231] the melting 

point of boron lies in the range between 2273-2348°K. However, Szerzy 

and Mayers [3673] were able to show that heating of boron up to a tem¬ 

perature of 2420°K does not lead to its melting. In this Handbook the 

melting point oí boron has been accepted as being equal to 2500 + 200°K 

The melting point for boron A//MOO = 6.0±2 kcal/g-atom has been calcu¬ 

lated on the basis of the approximated value of entropy for the melt¬ 

ing of boron AS = 2.4 ±0.5 cal/g-atom-degree, which was obtained from 

the comparison of the melting entropies for a number of common sub¬ 

stances having a close-packed crystalline lattice (see [2439]). The 

heat capacity of liquid boron has been estimated to equal 7.5 cal/g- 

-atorn-degree (see page 261). 

The values calculated in the present Handbook for the thermodynam¬ 

ic functions of crystalline and liquid boron [Table 266 (ll)] differ 

essentially from those given in the first edition of this Handbook and 

in a number of summaries [3894, 1515, 2364a] in view of the inequali¬ 

ties of the accepted initial data on heat capacity, melting point and 
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melting heat for crystalline boron. The discrepancies in the entropy 

values in the temperature range 1000-3000°K amount to 0.2 to 0.6 cal/ 

/g-atom«degree, and in the values of up to 0.4 cal/g-atom*degree 

(at 2300°K). 

The values of thermodynamic functions for boron in its solid and 

liquid state, calculated for temperatures of 293.15-5600°K, are listed 

in Table 266 (II ). The size of errors in the calculated values of $T 

are listed in Table 215- 

BgO^. Solid boron oxide is known to exist in the crystalline and 

vitreous state. At low temperatures, the heat capacity of crystalline 

BgO^ has been measured by Kelley [2361] (53-295°K) and by Kerr, Hersch 

and Johnston [2374] (l8-297°K). The data obtained by these authors are 

in good agreement with one another and helped to obtain the values of 

S°98 ^ and H'm.n—H[, listed in Table 214. 

Extrapolation of the heat capacity below l8°K yields a value ci 

Sw= 0,027 cal/mole «degree [2374]. The accuracy in the value of S298.15 

according to the estimate of the authors of [2374], amounts to +0.10 

cal/mole«degree, and of the value //¡ according to the estimate 

made by the authors of this Handbook,* to +10 cal/mole. 

Measurement of the enthalpy of vitreous and crystalline boron ox¬ 

ide at temperatures below the melting point of has been carried 

out by Sautard [38l4] with an accuracy of about 1$. He also determined 

the dissolution heats of crystalline and vitreous boron oxide and cal¬ 

culated the transition heat for the transition of vitreous boron oxide 

into the crystalline form at 298.15°K to equal A//^itll = 4,36 i 0.02 kcal/ 

/mole. A recalculation of this value towards the melting point of B^O^, 

assumed to be equal according to the data by Kracek et al [2470c] to 

723 +2°K,** yields a value for melting heat of A//70 = 5,27 kcal/mole, 

[3814]. Kelley [2363] reexamined the measurement results of Sautard 
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[3814] and arrived at some different equations for the heat capacity 

of crystalline and vitreous and obtained somewhat higher values 

for the melting heat (A//TM = 5.54- 0.3 kcal/mole). These data were ac¬ 

cepted In the present Handbook. The size of errors In the value for 

the melting heat of crystalline BgO^ should be considered as large as 

+1 kcal/mole in view of the fact that errors might also be due to the 

indeterminacy of the phase transition state in vitreous boron oxide 

which strongly depends on its thermal treatment [1515]. 

The enthalpy of liquid boron oxide has been measured by Sautard 

[3814] (791-1777°K), by Voskresenskaya and Banashek [12] (800-l400°K) 

as well as by Krasovitskaya, Kutsyna, Kantor, Pomichev and Kandyba 

[261] (874-2128°K). 

The data obtained are in good agreement with one another and yield 

the following heat capacity values for liquid BgC^: 30.45 [38l4], 30.0 

[12] and 30.54 cal/mole «degree [26l], The value of 30.5 + 0. 5 cal/mole* 

•degree, accepted in this Handbook, is an average value between those 

obtained in the works [3814 and 261] and coincides with the values 

recommended by Kelley [2363]. This value has also been utilized for 

the calculation of thermodynamic functions of liquid boron oxide at 

temperatures above 2100°K. 

Values of thermodynamic functions for boron oxide in both the 

solid and liquid state, calculated for temperatures of 293.15-3300°K, 

are given in Table 272 (ll). The size of errors in the calculated val- 
* 

ues of are given in Table 215. 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of BgO^ given in the 

first and the present editions of the Handbook are identical. The de¬ 

viations from the values of the themodynamic functions of Bo0o, cal- 

culated by Huff, Gordon and Morrell [2142] up to 2500°K do not exceed 

O.25 and 0.3 cal/mole-degree with the values of and S°} respectlve- 
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if ly* The deviations from the values of the thermodynajnlc functions of 

B203, obtained by Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515] for temperatures up 

to 2000°K are greater and amount to 0. 7 and 1.1 cal/mole«degree with 

and ST at 2000°K, respectively. The causes of these deviations are 

not clear since the authors of paper [1515] do not give all thermody¬ 

namic quantities they had used In order to calculate the thermodynamic 

functions. 

BN. Boron nitride has a hexagonal structure, analogous to the 

structure of graphite.* The low-temperature specific heat of boron ni¬ 

tride was measured by Dworkin, Sasmor and Artsdalen [1432] (19-301°K) 

and Westrum and Biel (cf. [4222a]) (5-300°K). A systematic deviation 

can be observed with the results of the measurements which Is greatest 

at temperatures of H0-120°K. This deviation was explained by Westrum 

and Biel [4222a] by considerable magnetite Impurities In the sample 

Investigated in paper [1432], which. In this temperature Interval, 

shows an anomalous specific heat. According to data of Dworkin et al 

£i432], 5^,.,5 = 3,673 ±0,02 cal/mole«degree and //^,5-//0 = 641 cal/mole. 

According to data of Westrum and Biel, $¿*.,5 = 3,537 cal/mole-degree. 

In paper [4222a], however, there are no numerical values of the spe¬ 

cific heat and the quantity //^.,5-//^ for BN. Since the measurements 

of Westrum and Biel must be published in next to no time, the authors 

of the Handbook did not recalculate the tables of the thermodynamic 

functions of boron nitride which have been calculated on the basis of 

the values of Sm>u and — obtained by Dworkin et al [1432] 

(see Table 214). The accuracy of these values may be estimated as a- 

mounting to +0.15 cal/mole, respectively. 

The enthalpy of boron nitride In the temperature interval of 298- 

lj -HT« was measured by Magnus and Danz [2734]. Kelley [2363] estima¬ 

ted the accuracy of these measurements as amounting to +2$. Based on 
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the values of Wioo —/Wu = 2900 cal/mole and W¡ooo— //*»«. 1» = 5900 ^al/ 

/mole, calculated by Kelley [2363] from data of [273^] and the value 

of CPlw„ = 4,783 cal/mole «degree [1432] the authors of the Handbook de¬ 

rived an equation for the specific heat of boron nitride in the inter¬ 

val 298-1000°K, given in Table 214.* 

At the temperatures from 1000 to 3000°K the specific heat of sol¬ 

id boron nitride was estimated with the help of a linear equation (see 

Table 214], derived on the basis of the value 11.00 cal/mole «de¬ 

gree and the approximate value of the specific heat of solid BN at the 

melting point, C^= 14,0 cal/mole «degree. 

The melting point of boron nitride was taken as equal to 3000°K, 

on the basis of insufficiently reliable data of Blederich and Sittig 

[l6l4] (the error of the value used amounts to +200 — +300°K. ** The 

melting'' entropy of boron nitride was assumed as equal to 6 + 2 cal/ 

/mole«degree, according to an approximate estimation (see [267]), 

which leads us to a value of the melting heat of — 18 ±6 kcal/ 

/mole. The value of the specific heat of liquid boron nitride was es¬ 

timated as equal to l6 cal/mole«degree (cf. page 261). 

TABLE 215 

Errors (in cal/mole«degree) of the 
‘ft 

of Boron and Its Compounds in Sol¬ 

id and Liquid States 

r». K M • i ION »00 2000 3000 

B 
BA 
BN 

±0,01 
±0,1 
±0,15 

±0,07 
±0,3 
±0,25 

±0,15 
±0,5 
±0,4 

±0,3 
±0.8 
±0,6 

±0.6 
±1.5 
±1,2 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of boron nitride xn 

solid and liquid states, calculated in the interval of 293«15-4500°K, 
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are given in Table 285 (ll). The values of the errors of the calcula- 
* 

ted values of $T are given in Table 215. 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of BN, given in the 

first and in the present editions of the Handbook, are identical. 

§94. THE THERMODYNAMIC QUANTI'TIES 

The standard state of boron is B (cryst. ) 

Most of the thermodynamic investigations were made with boron in 

amorphous state. The value of the heat of transition, B(cryst) -*■ B 

(amorph. ), = + 0,\ kcal/g-atom, necessary to calculate the 

standard heats of formation, was taken from the Handbook [3508]. The 

method of determination and the error of this value are not known so 

that the estimated values of the errors of the thermodynamic quanti¬ 

ties of boron compounds do not include the error of determining the 

heat of transition of B (cryst.) -*■ B (amorph.).* 

B (gas). The values of the heat of sublimation of boron, A//sMl = 

= 115 koal/g-atom [813], A//sIM0=75 kcal/g-atom [1093], and also 

A//sMg.n=97,2 kcal/g-atom [3508], recommended in the editions of the 

Handbook, are based on approximate estimates. 

Table 216 gives the values of the heat of sublimation of boron, 

calculated on the basis of experimental measurements of vapor pres¬ 

sures by means of effusion and mass-spectrometrical methods, under the 

supposition that the vapor consists of boron atoms alone. In the pen¬ 

ultimate column of the table the values of the ratio of evaporation 

area to the area of the effusion opening (a) are given. The values of 

the heat of sublimation of boron given in the last column of the table 

differ somewhat from those calculated by the authors of experimental 

investigations, which is explained by the small difference of the val¬ 

ues of the thermodynamic functions of boron in gaseous and condensed 

states, used in the calculations. 
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Very careful measurements of the boron vapor pressure were made 

by Priselkov, Sapozhnikov, Tseplyayeva and Nesmeyanov [22, 3o8a]. In 

this paper It was observed that the pressure measured decreases strong¬ 

ly as the relative size of the effusion opening is Increased and cor¬ 

respondingly the heat of sublimation of boron rises from 100.6 to 124. 

•5 kcal/g-atom. The authors of papers [22, 33Öa] recken that in the 

evaporation of boron from effusor chambers with large openings the bo¬ 

ron vapor consists of nonsaturated monatomic boron (the evaporation 

coefficient of boron is smaller than 10“^), and recommend a value of 

Atfs, = 101 ±% kcal/g-atom, which is obtained with the smallest open¬ 

ings. 

Mass-spectrometrical measurements of boron vapor pressures were 

carried out by Akishin, Nikitin and Gorokhov [3, 1, 63a]. Molybdenum 

and tantalum effusor chambers, lined with pressed boron, were used as 

boron vapor sources. The authors of this paper could not notice a 

change in vapor pressure of atomic boron depending on the relative 

size of the effusion opening (see Table 216). The measurements of bo¬ 

ron vapor pressure in evaporation from an open surface, carried out by 

Akishin et al., together with the results of measurements obtained in 

evaporation from effusor chambers, permitted the calculation the val¬ 

ue of the coefficient of evaporation of boron, being equal to 0.2-0.3 

at l600~2000°K.* Almost the same value of the coefficient of evapora¬ 

tion was obtained for carbon (see page 9^5). 

As may be seen from Table 216, the vapor pressures measured with 

the help of Knudsen's method yield a value of the heat of sublimation 

of boron equal to 101 + 2 kcal/g-atom, the heat of sublimation in¬ 

creasing sharply as the relative size of the effusion opening is in¬ 

creased, reaching values of up to 124.5 kcal/g-atom [22] and 138 kcal/ 

/g-atom [3673]- Mass-spectrometrical measurements yielded values of 
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130-6 kcal/g-atom [3, 63a] and 129 kcal/g-atom [3622b, 1105a],* which 

do not depend on the size of the effusion opening. It is possible that 

these deviations, just as the analogous deviations in the case of car¬ 

bon, can be explained by the existence of associated molecules (for 

example, ) in the saturated boron vapor, molecules which have a very 

email coefficient oí evaporation.** If this supposition is true, the 

mass-spectrometrical measurements refer to equilibrium partial pres¬ 

sure of monatomic boron, and the effusion measurements in chambers 

with small openings to saturated boron vapor pressure, with associated 

molecules of as its main component. 

According to this interpretation, the following value is accepted 

in the Handbook: 

A//50(B, cryst.) = gas) = 130 + 5 keal/g-atom. 

fliis explanation of the results of experimental measurements of 

boron vapor pressure cannot be viewed as undisputable. 

Bgjgas). Douglas and Herzberg [137^] estimated the B2 dissocia¬ 

tion energy with the help of a linear extrapolation of the vibration¬ 

al energy levels of the ground state of the Bg molecule. The val 

ue of D0 (B2) = 83 kcal/mole they obtained is given in the Handbook 

[649] and in Herzberg's book [2020]. As also for a series of other mo¬ 

lecules, Gaydon [I668] reduced this value by 20^ and recommended a 

value of D0 (Bj) - 69 ± 12 kcal/mole. 

Inghram and Drowart [2170a] give the following value of the dis¬ 

sociation energy 

^0(^1)-82,3 + 10 kcal/mole, 

calculated on the basis of mass-spectrometrical measurements of the 

composition of the boron evaporation products [1105a]. This value is 

accepted in the Handbook; the following value corresponds to it: 

A/TMB^gas) = 197,7+14 kcal/mole. 
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TABLE 21() 

Resulta or Calculations oí' the Heat of Sublimation of Boron (in 
kcal/g-atom) v ' 

1 Atwpu 2 Toa Mctoa 
Hiircpna/i tom 
ycpaiypu.“K 

J 'liicaii 
HaMCpcHHÏl A//.0 

6 « 
CepcH, Maflepc [3673| 

ripHCCAKOB, CailOlKHHKOB, 
7 UenAHBBa, Ah. H. He- 

cmbhhob [22,338a I 

8 
Akhuhih, Hhkhthh, Topo- 

ios [3, 1, 63a] 

Ahhuihh, Hhkhthh, Fopo- 
xoB [3, 1, 63a] 

q 
Mynxa [1105a] 

10 
UlHCCCAb, BHAbHMC [3G226] 

1957 

1958 

1958 

1958 

1957 

1959 

KHyacena 

KnyAcena 

Macc-cneKTpoMerpH'iecKHft, 

HcnapeHHe H3 a^yatioH- 

hoA KaMepu 12 
Macc-cneKTpoMerpimecKHA, 

HcnapeHHe c OTKpuToA 

noBepxHocTH 13 

Macc-cneKTpoMerpHMecKHH, 

HcnapeHHe H3 stt^ysHOH- 
hoA KaMepu 

To ate 14 

2115-2413 

1693—1764 

165-4 

1651-1734 
1686 

1693 

1663 

1665—1710 

1668-1702 

, 2027-2233 

J 2024-2231 

\ 1765—1990 

1973-2166 

1600 -2330 

1600- 2330 

9 

5 

4 
6 
1 
2 

! 

3 
2 

12 
13 

11 
24 

<40 

914:17 

45996 

17612 
10800 

9258 

3745 

887 

42 

7000 

3000 

700 

i:wa 
100,6 

98,8 

101,2 

102,8 
102,0 
105.4 
109,6 

124.5 
130,8 
130.6 

i:k),5 

137,5 

129 

129 

Note: a) Previously, values of 133 kcal/g-atom [917] and l4o.9 kcal/ 
/g-atom were given In literature for the heat of sublimation of boron 
making reference to unpublished papers of Searcy and Myers. Obviously' 
the authors of paper [3673] revised twice the value of the heat of 
sublimation they had obtained. 

l) Authors; '¿) year; 3| method; 4) temperature interval, °K; h) num¬ 
ber of measurements; 6) Searcy Myers 13673]; 7) Priselkov, Sapozhnikcr 
Iselyayeva, An. N. Nesmeyanov [22. 338a]; 8) Akishin, Nikitin, Gorok- 
ho/ Lb, I, 63a]: 9) Chupka [1105a]; 10) Schissel, Williams [36aab]; 
'■l/ Knud sen; 12) mass—spec trometrical, evaporation I'roin ef fusor chani- 
ber; ! 3/ mass-specti’ometrical, evaporation from open surface ; l4) dit¬ 
to. 7 

B0 (gas). Gaydon [1668], based on thermodynamic data [3069] and 

the results of a linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the 

2 + 
X V, ground state and the first excited state 4»n , recommends a 

value of O0 (B0) = 175 + 9 kcal/mole (7-6 + 0.4 ev). 

Lagerquist, Nilsson and Wigartz [2531] extrapolated the vibration¬ 

al levels of the states Alikin and a2S and, under the 

that B0 in the states A*2* and AH\ dissociates into the 

supposition 

atoms 
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B(’P)+0(sP), and in the state b°-2 into the atoms B(2P)4-0('Dh ob¬ 

tained values of 212, I71 and I88 kcal/mole respectively, for the 

quantity De(BO). 

In the paper by Mal'tsev et al [288a] a linear extrapolation was 

carried out with the vibrational levels of the states X'l,, A2n, B1!, and 

0¾. li for the states and the same corelation is used 

as in paper [2531] and BO in the 0¾ state is assumed to dissociate 

into the atoms B (’P) + O (‘Sg), the authors of [288a] obtained the values 

of 2.17, 104, 96 and II3 kcal/mole, respectively, for the BO dissocia¬ 

tion energies in the various states. Since the BO molecule in the 

states and Am has one and the same dissociation limit, the fol¬ 

lowing relations may be written down: 

T, M*n) = D (X*Z) - D (4*11). 

T' (B*l) = 0 (X*2)- D 

T, (C*n) -At = D (X*2:) - d (C*n), 

(XXIII.1) 

(XXIII.2) 

(XXIÍI.3) 

where A1 and Ag denote the excitation energies of the states 1D and 

lsg of the °*ygen atom. In paper [288a] it was found that the right- 

hand sides of these relations have values which are higher by about r 

ev (46 kcal/mole) than the left-hand sides which are known exactly. 

Since the right-hand sides contain the value of D (X22) = 217 kcal/mole, 

it was natural to conclude that this value must be too high by 2 ev 

and that, consequently, 0^2)=171 kcal/mole. This value is in good 

agreement with the value recommended by Gaydon [1668]. A value of 

A/py<, (BO) = í9 kcal/mole corresponds to it. 

Searcy and Myers [3669] studied the evaporation of a mixture of 

elementary boron with beryllium oxide. Assuming that in the evapora¬ 

tion boron monoxide BO is formed, the authors of paper [3669] obtained 

A//72S8.15 (BO) =-f 4,5+ 3 kcal/mole. Paper [3669] is referred to in the 

review of Brewer [917] and the article by Soulen and Margrave [3812]. 
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Searcy and Myers [3671, 3672] used the same method to Investigate the 

evaporation of a mixture of boron with magnesium oxide and found that 

^H°f2s)9.K --5,5 + 6 kcal/mole (cited from [3812] and [II93]),, Thereaf¬ 

ter Searcy and Myers [3673], based on the results of mass-spectromet- 

rical investigations, recalculated their previous results of measure¬ 

ments with magnesium oxide, under the assumption that molecules 

constitute the main product of evaporation. 

On the basis of measurements of the vapor pressure above a mix¬ 

ture of boron with beryllium oxide, carried out by Searcy and Myers 

[3669], Soulen and Margrave [3812] determined the limiting value of 

the heat of formation of boron monoxide as A//0/o(BO) > 5, 3 kcal/mole. 

Soulen and Margrave [3812] assumed that higher temperatures in exper¬ 

iments with beryllium oxide favored the production of large quantities 

of boron monoxide, compared with the magnesium oxide experiments. 

In the Handbook a value of 

A//o/0(B0, gas) = 5+10 kcal/mole, 

has been accepted for the heat of formation of boron monoxide; the 

value of 

D0(BO) = 183,987 3t 11 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to it. 

A similar value of th^ BO dissociation energy has been recommend¬ 

ed by Berkowitz [756], referring to a private communication by Chupki. 

BOg (gas). The heat of formation of BOg may be calculated on the 

basis of equilibrium studies. Mal'tsev, Tatevskiy and Matveyev [52a, 

293a] investigated the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 

fluctuating bands of BOg (5500 and 5200 A) in the absorption spectrum 

under such conditions that the boron oxide is heated in an oxygen at¬ 

mosphere. Prom these data the value of the heat effect of the reaction 

BA ( liq. ) + ‘/A (gas )= 2B02 (gas), 
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was obtained as equal to AA/,700 = 159,4 +3,5 kcal/mole (this value was 

calculated in paper [293a] with certain corrections, not taken into 

account in the previous paper [52a]). The values of AW„= l69-8 kcal/ 

/mole and &H°f0(BOit gas) = -67*2 + 1.7 kcal/mole correspond to it. 

In an analogous paper of Kaskan, MacKenzie and Millikan [2329a] a 

value of A ft „„o = 140 kcal/mole was found. Aft0fo (BO„ gas) = -76.7 kcal/ 

/mole corresponds to this value. 

In the papers of Rusin, Tatevskiy and Ponkrat'yev [351a, 52a, 

329a, 351t)] the equilibrium 

HBO, (gas) + OH (gas)= BO, (ras) 4- H,0 (gas) (XXIII. 5) 

was investigated and also a series of other equilibrium reactions in¬ 

volving BOg. 

In these papers the dependence of the intensity of absorption of 

the fluctuation band (5^70 A) of B02 on the concentrations of oxygen, 

hydrogen, hydroxyl and water vapor was investigated. The experiments 

were made in a spherical bomb. 

As a result of these works the values of the equilibrium constant 

of reaction (XXIII. 5) were obtained as equal to 0.47 + 0.05 (at 3027°K). 

The values of the (XXIII.5) reaction heats, equal to Aft0 = 6,0 and 

3.6 kcal/mole and of the heats of formation, bH°f0 (BO„ gas) = -6l. 8 

and -64.2 kcal/mole correspond to these values (the values of the ther¬ 

modynamic parameters of the components of the reaction (XXIII.5) ac¬ 

cepted in the present Handbook were used in the calculations). 

Similar values of Aft0MBO„ gas), equal to -65.2 and -65.8 kcal/ 

/mole, were calculated from the equilibrium constants of other reac¬ 

tions obtained in paper [351a]. The mean value for the three reactions 

is equal to -64.2 kcal/mole. 

The values of the heat of formation of BOg, calculated on the ba¬ 

sis of data from papers [293a, 351a] are in good agreement with one 
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another. In the Handbook we accept the value 

A/f7o(BOi» gas ) = — 65 + 5 kcal/mole, 

to which 

D0(BOj) = 312,974 + 7 kcal/mole. 

corresponds. 

BgOg (gas). The gaseous products in the system B - at tem¬ 

peratures of 1300-1500°K were investigated by Inghram^Porter and 

Chupka [2171]. In these investigations a mixture of boron and boron 

oxide (ration > l) was heated in an effusion cell and the vapor 

emerging was analyzed by means of a mass-spectrometer. It could be ob¬ 

served that under these conditions the main product of evaporation was 

the BgOg molecule. Prom the temperature dependence of the BgO^ ion 

current intensity the authors of paper [2171] determined the value of 

the reaction heat of 

■g* B (cryst.) -f- "j- B|Oj( liq.,) = BtO|(gas), (XXIII.6) 

and obtained A//i«W|= 94 + 8 kcal/mole, to which A//#= 100 5 + 8 and a 

heat of formation of A//70(BA) = — 102.3 kcal/mole correspond, if the 

composition of the condensed phase does not vary on heating.* 

Inghram et al used the evaporation of a given quantity of silver 

from an effusor vessel to determine the absolute values of the partial 

vapor pressures from the ion currents of Ag\ and Bg0^ and calcu¬ 

lated the values of the equilibrium constant of the reaction 

■|B(cryst.)-f |B10,(gaS)=Bl01(gas). (XXTII. 7) 

The authors of [2171] assumed that in this way the indeterminacy con¬ 

nected with the possible formation of a new condensed phase could be 

eliminated since in the initial composition of the mixture boron was 

always present in abundance. However, as mentioned by Searcy and Myers 

[3673], it is then possible that the results are slightly distorted 
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i- 
fe up to 2 kcal/mole) because of the reduction in activity of elemen¬ 

tary boron ae a consequence of its complete dissolution in boron ox¬ 

ide. Using the estimated values of the reduced thermodynamic potential 

of B202, the authors of paper [2171] calculated the thermal effect of 

the reaction (Xmi. 7) and obtained A//, = 35.65dr 3,5 kcal/mole. A re¬ 

calculation of the constants found by Ingtoam et al with the help of 

the values of the thermodynamic functions of tne reaction components 

accepted in the present Handbook yielded the values of 4„ -279 and 

A/,7. (BA)--.09,7 kcal/mole. * 

Searcy and Myers [3673] investigated the equilibrium of 

23(cryst.) + 2MgO(cryst.) = BA(ra3) + 2Mg(gas). (»CIII. 8) 

in the temperature interval of 1337-1436¾. The mixture of boron and 

magnesium oxide «as heated in an effusor vessel of tungsten. The par¬ 

tial pressures of and of magnesium vapor „ere calculated from the 

loss in „eight. The authors of [3673] used these data to calculate 

4«7»".<BA. aas) = -100 + 5 kcal/mole. The considerable scatter of 

the values obtained for the heat of formation of B202 may, according 

to Searcy and Myers, be explained by the insufficient surface of con¬ 

tact between boron and magnesium oxide, i.e., by the presence of non¬ 

equilibrium conditions (under the conditions of experiment both sub- 

etances remained in solid state). In one of the experiments the ini¬ 

tial mixture of boron and magnesium oxide „as pressed and the area of 

the hole in the effusor chamber „as reduced, which resulted in a con¬ 

siderable growth of the partial pressures of and Mg measured. In 

this experiment a value of A„7m,.(BA, gas) . -107 kcal/mole (or 

4/,7. = -107.5 kcal/mole) was obtained. Searcy and Myers assumed that 

this value „as more reliable than the mean value taken from all expert- 

ments. 

recalcu-Lction of the data obtained by Searcy and Myers [3673], 
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using the values of the thermodynamic parameters of the reaction com¬ 

ponents of (XXIII.8) accepted in the Handbook yields a mean value of 

the reaction's thermal effect, a//0 = 254± 5 kcal/mole, or *H°f0 

gas) - -102 kcal/mole. A calculation of the experiment, carried out 

with the reduced effusor opening led to the value of A//70(B2Oj, gas) = 

-109 kcal/mole which must be viewed as more accurate. 

The molecular composition and the vapor pressure above the B - 

- B203 system were investigated by Scheer [3612]. In this paper the 

quantity of the substance evaporated from the effuser vessel and the 

torsional stress arising owing to the efflux of vapor from the two o- 

penings were determined. It was shown that in the range of 1340-l4l0°K 

the molecular weight of the emanating vapor amounts to 55 + 3 (molecu¬ 

lar weight; of B^Og equal to 53.6). Based on 14 measurements of the 

torsional stress arising as a result of efflux of vapor produced above 

the JJ - BgC^ mixture. Scheer found an equation representing the temper¬ 

ature dependence of the equilibrium constant of the reaction (XXIII.6) 

to which a value of A//,,,, = 72,4 kcal/mole or Atf0 = 73,9 kcal/mole and 

A//7o(BA, gas) = -124 kcal/mole corresponds. These values are not in 

agreement with the results of the papers considered above. Scheer as¬ 

sumed that this deviation is due to the fact that in the system he had 

investigated it is difficult to maintain the equilibrium so that the 

values, obtained in the papers [3612, 217I], may contain serious errors. 

Moreover, Scheer [3612] gives a series of convincing arguments which 

speak in favor of the formation of a condensed phase of (BO) in the 

efiuslon cell. If this assumption is true, the values of the heat of 

formation of BgOg given above, which are based on the results of inves¬ 

tigations in [3612] and [2172] must be too low. 

A recalculation of the data obtained by Scheer [3612], using the 

values of the thermodynamic functions of boron and its compounds ac- 
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cepted in che Handbook, yielded a value of iff, = 92 ±0,5 kcal/mole for 

the thermal effect of the reaction (XXIII.6); a value of AH“/,(BA. 

eas) = -111 kcal/mole corresponds to it. The heat of formation of BgO 

may also be calculated from the rates of loss in weight of the effu¬ 

sion vessel containing the mixture of B and BgO^ measured by Scheer 

[3612] (the author of paper [3612] used the results of these measure¬ 

ments to determine the molecular weight of the emanating vapor). Prom 

these data a value of iff“,, (BA) = - 111 kcal/mole was found which is 

in perfect agreement with the results of calculations, based on the 

measurements of the torsional moment, and with the results obtained in 

the recalculation of the data from [2171, 3673]. The results of cal¬ 

culations of the experiments of [3612, 2171, 3673] prove convincingly 

the superiority of the method of experimental data processing with the 

help of the thermodynamic potentials of the reaction components (ac¬ 

cording to the 3rd law of thermodynamics), compared to the calcula¬ 

tions based on the determination of the temperature dependence of the 

equilibrium constants (according to the 2nd law of thermodynamics). 

The reactions of interaction of liquid boron anhydride with graph- 
ite 

B*Q»( ) + 3C( graphite ) = 3CO(ra3) + 2B (cryst), (XXIII.9) 
B*0»( liq. ) + C< graphite ) =* CO (raa) + B A (gas ) (XXIII.IO) 

were Investigated by Rentzepls, White and Walsh [3422a] in the inter¬ 

val of 1376-1656¾. At a temperature below 15.50¾ the reaction mainly 

takes place according to Ec, (XXIII. 9). Above 1600“K in accordance 

with the equation of reaction (XXIII.10) a noticeable quantity of BgO 

is formed in the vapor. The authors of paper [3422a] evaporated en-2 2 

tirely the known quantity of boron anhydride from the graphite effu¬ 

sion chamber, containing graphite powder and determined the quantity 

of CO that was formed, in order to determine the ratio of the partial 
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pressures of CO and at temPeratures of l603-l656°K. This ratio 

is in fact an equilibrium constant of tne reaction 

C( uraphite)-}. BIOl(gas)=-i-BjO, ( liq.) -f- y B (cryst.) + CO (gas ). (xXIII. 11 ) 

Rentzepis et al [3422a];, using the values of the thermodynamic 

functions of the components of reactions (XXIII.9) and (XXIII.10), 

available in literature, obtained A//% (6,0,. gas) = -110. 7 +1.5 kcal/ 

/mole. 

A recalculation of the values obtained in paper [3422a] with the 

help of the values of the thermodynamic functions of the components 

of reaction (XXIII.ll), accepted in the present Handbook, yielded a 

value of A//%(BjPt, gas) = -I08. 7 kcal/mole. The authors of paper 

[3422a] assumed that the ratio of partial pressures of CO and Bg0o 

they had obtained might be too low. In this case the true value of 

A//0/,(BjOj, gas) must be somewhat smaller than the calculated one. 

The results of measurements of the heat of formation of BgO^ are 

in good agreement with one another. In the Handbook we accept a mean 

value 

A/f7, (B,0„ no) = — 109 ± 3 kcal/mole, 

to which 

D*(BdO») =» 486,974 ±8 kcal/mole, 

corresponds. 

BgO^ (cryst. ). The results of measuring the heat of formation of 

vitreous boron oxide are given in Table 217.* A determination of the 

heat of formation of boron oxide by direct combustion of elementary bo¬ 

ron is rendered difficult by its incomplete combustion, the difficul¬ 

ties of obtaining sufficiently pure Initial samples and the insuffi¬ 

cient accuracy of the analysis of such samples and the products of 

their combustion. In the combustion of boron in the presence of sub¬ 

stances containing hydrogen (paraffin oil, benzoic acid and the like), 
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the final state of the combustion products becomes Indefinite to a 

high degi^ee because of a partial hydration of the boron oxide being 

formed. 

In the boron samples used by Roth et al [3523, 3521, 3516] and 

Todd and Miller [3592] hydrogen must have been contained which caused 

an increase of the values obtained (the spectroscopic analysis of bo¬ 

ron carried out in paper [3992] could not yield any information on the 

presence of hydrogen). The accuracy of these studies was also reduced 

because the samples were burm, together with paraffin oil [3516, 3521, 

3523] or benzoic acid [3992] so that the final results had to be cor¬ 

rected in a very indefinite manner for hydration. Eggersgluess et al 

[1469] burned boron together with soot. The value obtained in this pa¬ 

per was much lower than the other values to be found in literature, and 

the cause of this deviation is not clear.* 

A careful determination of the heat of combustion of boron was 

carried out by Gal'chenko, Kornilov and Skuratov [139a, 36, l4o, 248]. 

The initial boron was heated in a calorimetric bomb by means of a 

special microfurnace which made it possible to obtain a high percent¬ 

age of boron combustion (35-40^) without auxiliary burning substances. 

The quantity of boron oxide formed in the combustion was determined 

from the increase in weight of the quartz cup with the boron. ** Using 

this method the authors obtained a value of -299.5 + 1.8 kcal/mole. A 

combustion of boron together with benzoic acid, described in the same 

paper, yielded a less accurate result, namely -298.3 +6.6 kcal/mole. 

Eckstein and Artsdalen [1450] burned boron without adding a sub¬ 

stance to facilitate the combustion. The same authors [1450] consider 

their own value of -304.6 + 4.2 kcal/mole as less accurate than those 

calculated on the basis of the heat of hydrolysis and the thermal dis¬ 

integration of diborane [3338]. 
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The paper by Stegman ard Nathan [3842] was not published. It Is 

referred to in papers [1276, 2655]. 

Based on the most accurate measurements of the heat of combustion 

at elementary boron [139a, 36, l40, 248] (combustion without benzoic 

acid) and [1450] the value of (BgO^ vitr. ) - -302 + 2 kcal/ 

/mole was calculated. 

Table 217 gives the values of the heat of hydrolysis of boron 

trichloride, according to the equation 

BC1,( liq. ) + 2403H,O( liq. ) = (HjBOj + 3HCI)‘2400H20 (soin.). (XXIII. 12) 

The values Oj. the heat of formation of vitreous boron oxide, gi¬ 

ven in Table 217, last column, were calculated with the help of the 

values of the heat of dissolution of [3338, 572], the heat of 

dilution of boric acid solutions [3769]¡ the heat of mixing of solu¬ 

tions of H^BO^ and HCl [1888] the heat of formation of HC1 solutions 

[3508] and the heat of formation of BC13 (liqu. ) equal to -102.9 + 0.6 

kcal/mole.* 

The measurements of Troost and Hautefeuille [2040] contain a sys¬ 

tematic error [2267]. The measurements of the heat of hydrolysis of 

gaseous BC13 by Kapustinskiy and Samoylov [211] are, obviously, also 

incorrect. The most accurate measurements of the heat of hydrolysis of 

BCl^ (liqu. ) were carried out by Skinner and Smith [376I] and Gunn and 

Green [1888]. Based on these papers a value of A/Tfoa.»(B.C),. vitr. ) = 

-302. 1 + 1 kcal/mole can be calculated. A sim lar value was calculated 

on the basis of measurements of Laubengayer and Sears [2570], the ac¬ 

curacy of this quantity is, however, much lower since Laubengayer and 

Sears measured at 0 C and the recalculation for 250G can only be per¬ 

formed in an approximate way [2267]. 
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'ABLE 217 

Determining the Heats of Formation 
°r Vitreous Boron Oxide From Amorphous Boron 
and Oxygen (in kcal/mole) 

2 A»ropu r°Aö AW/ (BjO,) 
1203,15 ' 1 

Pot, Beprep. BeprpaM (3516, 3521, 3523) . . . 
Toan, Mn/inep Í3992I. 

1946 
1946 
1948 
1949 

fl 958 
11958 
1958 

—340^3 
-335,8±0,8 
. ?rvi 7 CreAnaoteii, Haratt I3842| . . . 

Srrepcrmoc, Moepo, Flapnep |146'JJ . . . -281,1±3Í1 
—299,5¿1,8 TaJibicHKo, KopHHjioB, ¿KyparoB |139a, 38, 140, 

248] . . . .. 
BKoneAH, AprenaaeH [1450]. 

—¿yo, dio, o 
-304,6±4,2 

E. HaiiepcHrtc renflotu rH^po^Haa BCI, (ikhäk.)* 

1 ASTOpu 
8 
Ton 

1 ^^MB.ia riApojinaa 
Ba, (XIAK.) 

A/// (B,0,) 

Tpycr, OrtJieA [4020].. 
Eepmo [779] . 
JTayÖeiireAep, Cepc [257o| . 
KanyciHHCKHA, CaMoAnoa [211] . . . 
CKHHHCp, G4HT [3761]. 
Tara, rprni [18881 ........... 

1876 
1878 
1945 
1952 
1953 
1960 

-79,93 
-68,13 
-69,23 
-75,03 
-69,1±0,15 

-68,68±0,06 

-324,2 
—300,6 
—302,8 
-314,4 
—302,5 
-301,7 

B. riauepcHHe ren^oru rHxipoaHaa B,H, (raa) 8 

, 
1 Avropu 5r„, 

6 AWt»í.ia 
riApojiaaa 
BÄ (raa) 

A/// (B|Oi) 
tas,ia ' 

Pot,, Beprep [3516, 3521, 3523J . . 
ripráeH, Amokcoh, rieprHAb 13338) 
FaHH, rpHH [18881. 

1946 
1959 
1960 

-110i;2 
-ÍH,46±0,54 
—112,22^0,1 

-300,3 
-301,78 
-302,54 

F. HanepenHerenjioTucropaHHB BN (kpitet.) «KHcaopojje 

J Arropu 
2 
Toa 

3 A^*i§.i» 
cropaHMit 

BN (Kpacr.) 
A/// (B,Oi) 

'tOfl.15 

AaopKHit, CacMop, Aprcnama [1432] 1954 - 90,2±0,5 —302,6 

B. 

Measurement of the hea" 
1' uthors; 
Hoth, Borger, Bertram: 
Todd, Miller; 
Stegman, Nathan; 

Measurement of the heat 

of combustion of boron in oxygen. 

|) Eggersgluess, Monroe, 
6) Gal1chenko, Kornilov, 

tov; 
7) Eckstein, Artsdalen; 
o) year; 

of hydrolysis of B0i3 (llqu.}a 

Parker; 
Skura- 
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1) 
2) 
O ) 

J 

4) 

C. 
ij 
2) 
3) 

D. 
l) 
2 ) 
3 
4 

Authors : 
Troost, HautefeuLile ; 
Berthe lot; 
Laubengayer, Sears [2570); 

5) Kapustinskiy, Samoylov; 
6) Skinner, Smith; 
7) Gunn, Green; 
8) year; 
9) hydrolysis of BC1 

vb 3 
(liqu. ). 

Measurement of the heat of hydrolysis of B H¿- (gas) 
Authors; 4) Gunn, Green; 
Roth, Berger; 5) year; 
Prosen, Johnson, Pergiel; 6) hydrolysis of B Hg (gas). 

Measurement of the heat of combustion of BN (cryst.) in oxygen. 
Authors; 
year; 
combustion of BN (cryst. ); 
Dworkin, Sasmor, Artsdalen. 

aJohnson, Miller and Prosen [2267] recalculated the results of measure¬ 
ments of [4020, 779, 2570, 211] for 298.15°K and the concentration of 
the products of hydrolysis of (H»BO, + 3HCI)-40000H^). The aw of hydroly¬ 

sis, given in the table, were recalculated for the concentration of 

the products of hydrolysis of <H,Bo1 + 3Hci).2400Hrf) * since in paper [1888] 

the heat of mixing cf HCl sind H^BO^ solutions was measured, correspond¬ 

ing to this final concentration. 

Concentration of the products of hydrolysis of HjBOa-lOOOHtO. 

The value of the heat of formation of diborane from amorphous bo¬ 

ron and hydrogen, A///2js,iü = 6,73 ¿ 0,52 kcal/mole, obtained by Prosen, 

Johnson and Pergiel [3335] and the values of the heat of hydrolysis of 

diborane given in Table 217 permit a calculation of the value of the 

heat of formation of boron oxide. The measurements of Roth and Borger 

[3516, 3521, 3523] were insufficiently accurate. More accurate values 

were obtained by Prosen, Johnson and Pergiel [3338] and Gunn and Green 

[1888]. Based on these measurements the value of vitr. ) = 

-302.2 + 0.4 kcal/mole can be calculated. 

Gal'chenko, Kornilov, Timofeyev and Skuratov [1398, 36, l40, 248] 

measured the heat of indirect reaction of boron with nitrogen (see 

page 15¿j8)and, using the value of the heat of combustion of boron ni¬ 

tride, obtained by Dworkin, Sasmor and Artsdalen [1432], 
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BN (cryst .1 + O* — y B,03 ( vitr.) -f y Nj — 90,2 Hb 0,5 >cal/mole, XXIII. 13 ) 

they calculated a value of A/rfoa.ia (B203. vitr.) = -302.6 + 1.4 kcal/ 

mole. Compared with the method of burning boron in oxygen, this method 

ol determining the heat of formation of boron oxide has the advantage 

that in this case side reactions are avoided (we only know a single 

boron nitride BN) and such impurities as oxygen or hydrogen contained 

in the initial boron sample do not interfere with the determination. 

Thus, the values of the heat of formation of boron oxide, obtain¬ 

ed by burning elementary boron, by hydrolysis of boron trichloride and 

diborane and combustion of boron nitride, are in good agreement with 

one another. It is, obviously, not justified to consider the values 

obtained by one of the various methods as unrestrictedly superior to 

the others. The values, obtained from measurements of the heat of hy¬ 

drolysis of diborane and boron trichloride are, however, more reliable, 

since in these cases there is no doubt as to the purity of the initial 

samples and the final state of the reaction products is more definite. 

In the following calculations the value of 15= — 302,2 ± 0 5 

kcal/mole is used for the heat of formation of vitreous boron oxide 

from boron in the amorphous state and oxygen. Since the values of the 

heats of transition of amorphous boron to crystalline boron and vitre¬ 

ous boron oxide to crystalline boron oxide at 298.15°K amount to -0.4 

kcal/g-atom [38l4], respectively, a value of 

KpHCT.) =—3(/5,76 ^ 0,1 kcal/mole, 

corresponds to the chosen value of ¿///„,,„(8,0,, vitr. ) of amorphous bo¬ 

ron and oxygen; this value is accepted in the Handoook. 

B203 (gas). Table 218 gives the values of the sublimation heat of 

boron oxide calculated on the basis of measurements of the vapox1 pres- 

w sure. The last column of the table contains the A//s0. values, calcu¬ 

lated from Eq. (IV. 3.5) with the use of the thermodynamic functions of 
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b"’0n Mllie ln SaSe0US and states, accepted in the present 

Handbook and the values of the boron oxide vapor pressure found by ex¬ 

periments. The two columns before the last give the values of iHsr 

this is the heat of sublimation at the mear, temperature of measurement 

calculated from Eq. (TV.14) based on the function ,8p_,/r , ^ the ' 

' ValUeS' °btained by recalculating Msr for 0»K, using the val¬ 

ues of the enthalpy of liquid and gaseous boron oxide, accepted in the 

Handbook. 

Measurements of the boron oxide vapor pressure, made by Cole and 

Taylor [1151] with the help of the tube method, yielded values that 

were too high because of insufficient drying of the gas and the appa¬ 

ratus. Similar measurements were made by Soulen, Sthapitanonda .and 

Margrave [3813] but the furnace used in these experiments was lines 

with platinum which made it possible to avoid humidity and obtain more 

accurate values. 

The results of effusion measurements 13817.3I5a, 3673, 42381 yielded 

values which are in good agreement. In Scheer's paper [3611], besides 

the loss in weight of the effusion vessel, also the torsional moment 

was measured that arises when the boron oxide vapor leaves the two o- 

penings. Prom these data Scheer determined the molecular weight of the 

evaporation products of boron oxide as equal to 6S + 9 (molecular 

weight of boron oxide equal to 69.64). The boron oxide vapor pressure 

found by Scheer was considerably lower than those found in other pa¬ 

pers. Scheer assumes that this can be explained by the large surface 

(2.3 mm ) of the effusor opening or an error in the temperature meas- 

urernent. 

White, Mann, Walsh and Sommer [4238] investigated the temperature 

dependence of the intensity of the infrared emission spectrum of boron 

oxide vapor (with the 8040 ^ band). The value of Ms, calculated 
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from these data with the helo of Fn ^ ¿t 
P i hq. (IV. 14) is in good agreement with 

the results of other measurements. 

In a paper by Meschi, Chupka and Berkowitz [2853b] the values of 

the equilibrium constants of the reactions (XXIII.15) and (XXIII.16) 

were determined. The difference of the thermal effects of these reac¬ 

tions (see page 1538) permitted the calculation of the value of Aj/s, (B,0, 

cryst. ) = 99*4 kcal/mole. 

Akishin, Nikitin, Khodeyev and Sidorov [5a, 10a] determined the 

value of the heat of sublimation of boron oxide by means of a mass- 

speetrometrlcal method. The boron oxide was evaporated from an effu¬ 

sion chamber with an opening of 0. 018 mm2. Besides the value of the 

at of sublimation, calculated from the temperature dependence of the 

B2°3 l0n CUI,rent’ the anthors determined also the values of the par¬ 

tial pressures of boron oxide, using a calibration based on the evap¬ 

oration of silver. The value of A//S>. given in the last column of Ta¬ 

ble 218 were calculated from these data. In attempts made with common 

evaporation of silver and boron oxide from a single chamber in papers 

[5a, 10a] a sharp increase (by about 15« of the Ag+ ion current in¬ 

tensity was observed near the solidification point of silver. The au¬ 

thors of papers [5a, 10a] therefore used only the data obtained with 

separate evaporation of boron oxide and silver. In the paper of White, 

Walsh, Goldstein and Dever [4239b] a value of the heat of evaporation' 

of boron oxide was obtained by means of a mass-spectrometrical method 

which is in good agreement with the value obtained by Akishin et al in 

the papers [5a, 10a]. 

The data given in Table 218 show a considerable deviation of the 

values of the heat of sublimation of boron oxide, calculated from Eq. 

(IV. 14) with the help of the function obtained, and those 

calculated from Eq. (IV. 15) with the help of the values of the thermo- 

’3» 
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dynamic functions of In liquid and gaseous states and the absolute 

values of the bonon oxide vapor pressure. It must be mentioned that 

analogous calculations, based on the thermodynamic functions of boron 

oxioe in gaseous state, calculated under the assumption of a bipyram- 

idal structure of the (gas) molecule (see [2142, 420]) yielded 

coincident results. However, since the angular structure of the B20 

(gas) molecule is at present an indisputable fact (cf. page 1467), this 

coincidence must be viewed as accidental. Moreover, as this was shown 

in a series of examples, the determination of the slope of the 

straight line \gp — \lT is accompanied by considerable errors. The con¬ 

struction of this function with the help of data from many papers ena¬ 

bled Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515] to find the value of Atfslsoo 84+5 

kcal/mole, or A//s0 = 95.9*5 kcal/mole which agree much better with the 

value calculated from Eq. (IV.15). Bere and Renich [752] referring to 

an unpublished paper of the US NBS, recommend an equation for the cal¬ 

culation of the B203 pressures at various temperatures, to which a 

value of A//s0 = = 98,4 kcal/mole corresponds, and they give a value of 

A//su#0 =.84 ±6 kcal/mole which agrees with that calculated by Evans et 

al [ISIS]. The values, calculated from the relation Igp —|/r and with 

the use of all data are more trustworthy than those calculated on the 

basis of measurements of the individual authors. 

Akishin, Nikitin, Khodeyev and Sidorov [5a, 10a] established the 

fact that the method of degasification and drying of boron oxide usu¬ 

ally applied (annealing in vacuo at about 900°C for 1-2 hrs.) Is in¬ 

sufficient. A more complete degasification and drying requires heating 

of the initial samples up to 1200-1300°C. These authors showed also 

that the results of measurements in [3817, 315a, 428a, 13] at low tem¬ 

peratures are therefore inaccurate and yield a value of lgp-|/r cal¬ 

culated from the function A//s, (Eq. IV. 14) which is too low. 
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Por papers Í3S17, 315a, te8a, 13] Table 218 gives the results of 

calculations, carried out by Akishin et al [5a, 10a] In which several 

points, corresponding to the lowest temperatures, have been discarded. 

The values of obtained in this way are in much better agreement 

with those calculated from Eq. (IV. I5). 

TABLE 218 

(ÎnUÎc!l/moït;CUlatlng the heat °f subll”ation of boron oxide 

8 
9 

lo¬ 

ll 
12 

Ah. H. HecMeiiuoB, 
$HpcoBa [315a,428a, 13] 

CayacH h ^p. (3813], 
CepcH, MaAepc (3673, 

3013a] ..... 

1955 

IS 

15 

16 

17 

Ulep (3611] . 

Vafir, Mann h no. 
(4238] .. 

MeuiH h ap. (28536] 

Akhuihh h ap. (5a, 
10a] ....... 

VaAr, y(wiui h ap. 
(42396] .. 

i i960 
(1960 

1960 

1961 

1961 

KHyaceHa 1<| 1331—1642 
* 1449-1642 
» 1290-1515 
» 1402-1512 

1567-1808 npoTOKa 

Kuyacena 
» 

(TOpSHOHHUfl 
-0 BapHaHT) 

KnyaceHa 
ÜHltXlKpeHUH- 
-1 aabHuA 

sapHaHT) 
KHyaceHa 

DO HSMepCHH» 
MreHCHBHOCTH 
22 noaocu 

21)40 c.m-‘ 
MaCC-CIKKTpo- 

MerpHMCCKHA 
I23 

1501-1566 
1414-1621 

1406-1626 

1409-1610 
1400-1800 

1061-1451 

1315-1529 

1220-1641 

6 
19 

13 

10 

77,3* 

76,9 
83,6 

87,5 

76,0±3,5 

84,3±1 221 

16 82,9±l,5 

90,3 

89,0 
95,6 

99,5 

89,5 

95,7 

94,3 

86,3^2,5 
98,0¿0,7 
98.4 
97,9±0,6 
98.5 

9b,8±2i0 

97,4±0,3 
100,6±0,2 

i00,8±0,3 

99,1±0,3 

99.4 

100±1 

98.5 

1 
2' 

3, 
4 
5, 
6 

cL 
According to log p as a function of 1/T calculated see tv, 
common results of measurements of [38Í.3] aSd [3817I? 

Authors: n) o ^ r 1 
9) Speiser et al [3817]; year; 

method; 
temperature interval; 
number of measurements; 
according to Eq. (IV. 14) 
according to Eq, (IV. 15) 
Cole, Taylor, 

în* N- NesmeyanoviJpirsova; 
11) Soulen et al; 

Searcy, Myers; 
Scheer; 
White, Mann et al; 
Meschi et al; 
Akishin et al [5a, 10a]; 
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17) White, Walsh et al; 20) ftorsional variant); 
18) tube; 21) (differential variant); 
19) Knudsen; 22) according to intensity meas¬ 

urements of the 2040-cm-l 
band; 

23) mass-spectrometrical. 

Preferring the value calculated according to Eq. (IV. 15), the 

following value is accepted in the Handbook: 

AfiTs, (3,0,. cryst.) = 98 + 5 kcal/mole. 

The divergence between the values of a//s0, calculated from Eqs. 

(IV.l4) and (IV. 15) obviously indicates serious errors in the values 

accepted for the thermodynamic functions of boron oxide in gaseour or 

liquid states.* 

The following values correspond to the accepted value of the heat 

of sublimation 

A//0,*# (B,0,t gas ) = — 20ft,282 ^ 5 kcal/mole, 

D,(B,Q») = €43,243+ 10 kcal/mole. 

BH (gas). The observation of the predissociation at the levels 

V1 = 0, 1 and 2 of the ¿‘Il state of the BH molecule enabled Almy and 

Horsfall [523] to estimate the upper limit of the dissociation energy 

of the BH molecule in the ground state X'X as equal to 83 + 1 kcal/ 

/mole. But in the paper of Herzberg and Mundi [2037] it was shown that 

the potential curve of the ¿»n state of the BH molecule, just as also 

the potential curve of A1H, has a maximum and, in connection with this, 

the actual value of the BH dissociation energy must be considerably 

lower. Therefore Gaydon [I068] recommends the value 

D#(BH) = 69Ht® kcal/mole, 

which has been accepted in the Handbook. A value of 

A/',0f,(BH,gas)= 112,632^10 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to it. 
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HBO (gas). The value of the dissociation energy 

D#(HBO) = 260±15 kcal/mole, 

accepted in the Handbook was estimated on the basis of a comparison of 

the dissociation energies of BO, BH.CN.CH and HCN (the HON and HBO 

molecules are isoelectronic). 

A//°f0(HBOt gas) = — 19,381 ± 15 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to the accepted value of D#(HBO) 

HB02 (gas). The metaboric acid exists in three crystalline modi¬ 

fications: orthorhombic (a), monoclinic (ß) and cubic (7) [3956a, 

2470a]. 

Based on measurements of the water vapor pressure above orthoboric 

acid, [1643, 3956a, etc] and the heats of dissolution of the various 

modifications of HBOg in water [3833] and in solutions of caustic soda 

[3523, 3516] (in the calculations some unpublished data of Prosen, 

Randall and Margrave were used), Evans, Prosen and Wagman [1515] cal¬ 

culated the values of Atf0^ (HBOg, orthorhomb.) = -I89. 13 + 0.8 

kcal/mole and A(HBO,, monoclin.) = -190.73 + 0.8 kcal/mole.* 

Sokolova, Skuratov, Shemanayeva and Yuldasheva [387] measured the 

heats of dissolution in water of the orthorhombic (+ 0.47 + 0.01 kcal/ 

/mole) and the monoclinic (+ 1. 76 + 0.01 kcal/mole) modifications of 

metaboric acid (final state HjB03'500 H,0). From these data the values 

of AW7*»*.u (HBO,, orthorhomb.) = -.189.26 + 0.3 kcal/mole arid A//°/m.u (HBO„ 

(HBOg, monoclin.) = -190.57 + 0.3 kcal/mole were calculated which, 

within the limits of error, agree with the values calculated by Evans 

et al [1515]. The results of paper [387] are preferred. 

The heat of formation of the cubic modification of metaboric acid 

can be calculated on the basis of measurements of Kilday and Prosen 

[2397a] of the difference (-1.429 + 0.011 kcal/mole) of the heats of 

dissolution of this modification and the orthoboric acid in 2N NaOH 
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solution. A value of â/f’/mu (HBO„ subie) . -192.69 + 0.3 kcal/mole 

were obtained from these data. 

In order to calculate the heats of formation of metaboric acid in 

gaseous state the results of measurements of its vapor pressure and 

the results of determining the equilibrium constants of reactions in¬ 

volving HB02 can be used. 

In the paper of StackeIberg, Quatram and Dresse 1 [3833] the vol¬ 

atility of boric acids was investigated in the presence of water vapor. 

At the highest vapor temperatures (l60-l80°C), apart from the ortho- 

boric acid, a considerable quantity of metaboric acid was found to ex¬ 

ist. Prom the dependence of the volatility of boric acid on the partial 

pressure of water vapor, the authors of paper [3833] found that the 

thermal effect of the reaction 

KjBOj(ga,s| = HBOjfgas) 4* HjO(gas) (XXEII. 14) 

at 170°C amounts to 19 kcal/mole or = |9>i kcal/mole. If we use 

the value of the heat of sublimation -of determined in the very 

same paper (see below), we obtain from this a value of - 
. ™ /*M.u(HBO,t 

gas) = -163 kcal/mole. 

A more accurate value of the heat of evaporation of H^BO^ as 

found in paper [2853a.] yields a still higher value of AA/72fl(t 18 (HBO 

gas) - -I70 kcal/mole. The values of the heat of formation of HBO^, 

calculated according to data of [3833], are much too high compared to 

the results of later and more accurate measurements which might be ex¬ 

plained by a mechanical withdrawal of boric acid under the experiment¬ 

al conditions [3833] (cf. [1862]). 

Abrikosov, Lyang-Tsun-U and Shashkov [57a] studied the volatility 

of boron oxide in helium and hydrogen in the presence of -water vapor, 

in a flow system, at a temperature in the range 1133-l637°K, and deter- 

mined the temperature dependence of the HB02 (gas) partlal pressure ln 
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the equilibrium of 

V*B|Oj( liq. ) + VíHjO(gas ) = HBO, (gas). (mil. 15 ) 

Prom the equation, expressing this dependence, the value of the ther¬ 

mal effect of the reaction (30111.15) was found to be equal to A//I38# = 

= 43.5 kcal/mole, and the value of A//0/™... (HBO,. gas) = -132.4 kcal/mole. 

The value of = — 140,9 + 3 kcal/mole was calculated from the ab¬ 

solute value of the HBOg vapor pressure, with the help of Eq. (IV. I5). 

Randall and Margrave [3369a] investigated the volatility of boron 

oxide in the presence of water vapor.* The studies were made with the 

help of the tube method in the interval of 1000-1273°K. An analysis 

of the dependence of the rate of withdrawal of boron oxide on the wa¬ 

ter vapor pressure enabled the authors of [3369a] to find out that 

(gas) was the main product of evaporation at 1273°K and water 

vapor pressures below ¿'••lO ^ atm. Values of the constant of equilibri- 

umj = 3,347 10-3 j and of the thermal effect, A//0 = 46'kcal/mole, of 

the reaction (X3CEII. 15), correspond to the partial pressures of HgO and 

HB02 obtained by Randall and Margrave (in the calculation the formation 

of small quantities of (HBOg)^ and H^BO^ was taken into account); a 

value of AtfVo (HBO„ gas) = -134.6 kcal/mole corresponds in its turn 

to the former values. Using literature data on the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of the components of reaction (XXEII.15), Randall and Margrave 

calculated a value of -134.9+1 kcal/mole. 

White, Mann, Walsh and Sommer [4239] measured the intensity of the 

infrared emission spectrum of the gaseous products of the system B, 0 
2 3 

(liqu.) - HgO (gas) in the temperature interval of 1250-l450°K. The 

thermal effect of the reaction (XXIII.15) was determined from the tem¬ 

perature dependence of the intensity of the band at 2030 cm"1 and a 

value of A//„l0 = 39,0 i2,5 kcal/mole was found, to which A/Tf»,»is(HB02, 

gas) = -135-3 + 3 kcal/mole corresponds. 



A mass-spectrometrical investigation of the system BgO (liqu.) - 

- H20 (gas) at 1061-1451°K, carried through by Meschi, Chupka and Ber- 

koMitz [2853b], showed that besides (gas) HBOg (gas)* was the 

main product of this system, containing boron. In this work the boron 

oxide was heated in a platinum effusion chamber into which water vapor 

was led simultaneously. Based on measurements of the ion currents, 

Mesohi et al determined the values of the constants of equilibrium and 

the thermal effects of the reaction (mil. 15) and the reaction 

'/.«.Ofeasi+ 7,6,0, (gas )= HBO,(gas). (mil. 16) 

Using the values of the equilibrium constants calculated by the 

authors of paper [2853b] and the values of the thermodynamic proper¬ 

ties of the reaction components, accepted in the present Handbook, the 

following values of the thermal effects of these reactions were calcu¬ 

lated: áff„,= 47.1 kcal/mole (mil. 15) and 4//. = -2,7 kcal/mole 

(mil. 16); the values of 4/f/m.,t (HBO£, gas) = -134.5 kcal/mole and 

-135.2 kcal/mole correspond to them. 

For the thermal effect of this reaction a value of = 423 4-2 

kcal/mole was found from the temperature dependence of the equilibrium 

constant of the reaction (xmi.l5); the values of Aff0 = 48,l kcal/mole 

and A/fymii(HBO„ gas) = -133-4 + 2 kcal/mole correspond to It. As in 

most other cases, the values of the heat of formation of HB02, calcu¬ 

lated with the help of the thermodynamic properties, are more accurate. 

The values of the heat of formation of metaboric acid in the gas¬ 

eous state, obtained in the papers of Randall and Margrave [3369a], 

White et al [4239] and Meschi, Chupka and Berkowitz [2853a], are in 

good mutual agreement. Based on these data, the following value has 

been accepted in the Handbook: 

A// /«8,1»(HBOj, gas ) = — 135-j- 1 kcal/mole. 

The heat of sublimation of the thermodynamically most stable mod- 
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■.I 
ification of metaboric acid., 

&HStm,w (HBOIt cub. ) = 57,69 + 1 kcal/mole, 

and the dissociation energy 

Dq (HBQi) = 433,781 i 5 kcal/mole. 

correspond to the value accepted in the Handbook. 

H BO (gas). The value of the heat of formation of H„BO„ (cryst.) 
3 3_ -1 0 

may be calculated from the results of measurements of the heats of 

dissolution of boron oxide and in water. Prosen, Johnson and 

Pergiel [3335], based on a series of experimental investigations, cal¬ 

culated the thermal effect of the reaction 

BpOj(vj.tr.) 4* 2003HjO( liq. ) = 2 [H3BO*-1000H,01 (soin.), (XXIII. 17) 

as equal to A//«,.« = -7,90 ±0,03 kcal/mole. The value of the heat of 

dissolution of orthoboric acid at 298.15°K, 

HjBOj(cryst.) + !000H,O( liq. ) = H3BOs- 1000H30(soln. ) (XXIII. l8) 

is equal to 5.166 + 0.O36 kcal/mole, according to measurements of Art- 

sdalen and Anderson [572] (in the recalculation the heats of dilution 

of boric acid solutions, given in paper [3769], were used). The above 

values of the heats of dissolution, together with the accepted value 

of the heat of formation of vitreous boron oxide (see pagel530), yield 

the value 

(H3B03, cryst.) = -262,29 ±0,3 kcal/mole. 

The value of the heat of evaporation of orthoboric acid was de¬ 

termined by StackeIberg, Quatram and Dressel [3833]- In this paper the 

water vapor was allowed to pass through a layer of orthoboric acid and 

the amount of boric acid contained in the condensate was determ-uned 

analytically. By means of this method the following value of the heat 

of sublimation was obtained: A//s<13 = 23,24 kcal/mole or = 23,96 

kcal/mole* and AW7iM,,8 (H3BOs, Sas) =: -238.33 kcal/mole. It must be 

noted that the value of the heat of evaporation of HB02 found by Stack- 
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elberg et al. in the same paper [3833] (see above) to be incorrect. 

Meschi, Chupka and Berkowitz [2853b] investigated the system 

B2°3 - HgO at 106l-l451°K by means of a mass-spectrometrical method. 

Boron oxide was heated in an effuser cell to which water vapor was con 

veyed simultaneously. H3BC>3 molecules were only observed at the high¬ 

est temperature of l451°K. The authors of paper [2853b] used the ob¬ 

served temperature dependence of the ion current intensity to 

calculate the thermodynamic functions of (HBOg)^ The data given in pa. 

per [2853b] permit the calculation of the value of 

(H3BO,. gas ) = -- 247 + 5 kcal/mole. 

This value is more accurate than that calculated from the results of 

paper [3833] and has oeen accepted in the Handbook; the following val¬ 

ues correspond to it: 

cryat.) = 15,29^5 kcal/mole, 

D# (HaBO() = 706,327 7 kcal/mole. 

-F feas)- The only source of information about the value of the 

dissociation energy of the BP molecule is an extrapolation of the ob¬ 

served vibrational ]evels of the ground state and the excited state to¬ 

ward the dissociation limits. 

An estimation of the BP dissociation energy on the basis of a 

linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the electron ground 

state XI, yields a very low value of D0(BP), equal to 123.2 and 116. 

.7 kcal/mole, respectively, according to data of Chretien [1100] and 

Onaka [3l4l]. However, by comparing the dissociation energies of the 

molecules of the halogen elements of group III (A1F, A1C1, etc. ). , ob¬ 

tained by different methods, Welti and Barrow [4203] were led to the 

conclusion that a linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the 

ground state of the group of molecules under consideration yields too 

low values of the dissociation energies, which amount to about 50-70^ 
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of the real valuea. 

The extrapolation. of the ievels of the excitea electron state 

H. 3 „ore reliable. Aeeordi„g to the rules of correlation, the BP 

o ecu e in ohe state „ay dissociate into ato„s that are in the 

states B W + P ,,,, e ,S) + P ,,, and g + p ,,, , respecuvely. 

.3 Possibility Of formation of fluorine atoms in an excited state can 

V rtualiy be i&noped as the energy of the flrst exolted state ^ 

Sh (104,730 cm ,. If the excltatlon energy of the first 

i:;;rr :orcn atora -taken into -—of ^ dis. 
erSy 0f fche BP m0leCU;Le ls to° low->‘ it Is therefore lógi¬ 

ca o assume that the dissociation limit of the state correspond 

to a boron atom and a fluorine atom in the norm*! f i- 
extranoifl-H . . states.^ A graphical 

.apolation of the levels nr -f-i-ici ^ 
levels of the „ state according to an équation 

found by Chretien [lloo1 leads to o hi 
cm“1 to „M h J dissociation limit of 17,850 + 4000 

’ C a ValUe °f D«<BF' = >96±I2 kcal/mole corresponds. This 
ue i _ed in the seoond mtlon of Gaydon,3 monosraph 

]- An eXtraP°lati0n °f the -B-«onal levels of this state with 

more accurate constants as recommended by Onaka [3l4l] yields the vaJ : ——- nmits of ^31::: 
Chretie ^ th6 Value of D0W oaiculated from 

A1C1 d" B, eîUa,;i0n' A 0OmParÍSOn °f the diSS°Clatl- energies of AiP, 
and BBr, obtained by thermochemical methods and as the result of 

predissociation observations t-v, 
of the at e extrapolated dissociation limits 

h H ateS °f theSe «-ules, carried through by Barrow [646a] 

showed that the potential curves of the ¿'n electron state 
h electron states must pos- 

ess maxima whose height decreases as the molecular weight increases.« 

in connection with the fact that the Detenus 
one potential curve of the A'n st«t-P 

; the " ”0leCUle a- ~ a - following value L 

been chosen in the Present Handbook for the BP dissociation energy: 
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D0(BF) =185i 15 kcal/mole. 

The following value corresponds to it: 

AH°f0(BF, gas)=—36,5i 15 kcal/mole. 

BPg (gas). The value of the dissociation energy 

D« (BF,) = 320 ± 20 kcal/mole 

used in the Handbook was estimated from the relation 

D. (BF.) - D, (BF) D« (AIF.) - D0 (AIF) 
b,(BF,) - D,(BF) — Do (AIF.)-Do (AIF) ’ (mn. i9) 

i.e. , according to the method of Karapetyants. For this purpose the 

values of the dissociation energies of BF, BF„ AIF, AIF* and AIF^ ac¬ 

cepted in the Handbook., were used. 

A/yof0(BFï, ras) = —153¿20 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to the value accepted for the BFg dissociation energy. 

BF3 (gas). The values of the heat of formation of BF^ given in 

modern thermochemical Handbooks were calculated from the heat of BF,3 

dissolution in water, -24.46 kcal/mole, determined by Ammerl [1943] 

(recalculated with the newest atomic weights) and the heat of reaction 

of boric and hydrofluoric acids, -27-5 kcal/mole, found by Thomsen 

[3981]. Laubengayer, Finlay and Sears [2569, 2570] also measured the 

heat of hydrolysis of BF^ and obtained = — 21,9 + 0,2 kcal/mole. A 

sufficiently accurate recalculation of this value for room temperature, 

however, proved impossible since in literature there are no. data on 

the specific heat of aqueous solutions of BF^. 

The values of the heat of formation of BF^, calculated by various 

authors from these data differ essentially; this is explained by the 

fact that different values of the heats of formation of HF and 

have been used in these calculations. The accuracy of the values cal¬ 

culated from these data is considerably reduced by the fact that the 

final compositions of the products of BF^ hydrolysis in water and the 
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the products of reaction of boric and hydrofluoric acids were not the 
same [356, 38, 1657]. 

Careful measurements of the heafq nr e neats oi dissolution of boron tri- 

fluoride and boric acid in hydrofluoric acid, pern,ittins the calcula¬ 

tion Of a more accurate value of A«7(BFS, gas), „ere carried out by 

Skuratove, Kanarskaya and Martynov [38]. The authors of [38) measured 
the reaction heats of 

BF.(gas)fHF.686H10(Boln.) = BF..HF.686H,0(soln.), (XXIII20) 
H,BO, (cryst.)+4(HF-I82H10)(Boln. )=BF,-HF-728H10'( aoln j+3H,0(: 11,. XXXIIUI) 

in an adiabatic calorimeter and established that the final states of 

the products of these reactions may be considered as identical. The 

difference of the heats of the reactions (XXEII.20) and (XXIII. 21), 

««,. = -.6.2 ±0,1 kcal/mole, found in paper [38) corresponds to the 
value of 

^ r»3) = —268+ 1.5 kcal/mole, 

This value has been accepted in the Handbook; the value 

D. (BF*) = 452,826 + 5 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to it. 

ffBO (pas ). The I^BO dissociation enerev waq ^ ^ , n energy was estimated by compar¬ 
ing the dissociation enersi^q or « 

energies of BF.BO.CF.CN and PCN (the mole¬ 
cules of PBO and PCN are isoelectronic). 

The value obtained in this way 

D* (FBO) =s gas + 25 kcal/mole 

has been accepted in the Handbook; the folding value corresponds to 
i 11 

A//7,(FBO, raa) = - 172,513½25 kcal/mole. 

B21_isas). A linear extrapolation of the vlbratlona! levels of the 

ground state of the B01 molecule yields the value of D0(BC1) = 97 koal/ 

/mole which, as in the case of BF, is too low and less reliable than 
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the value obtained by a graphical extrapolation for the yun. state. 

An extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the /HIT excited 

state according to an equation suggested by Herzberg and Hushley [2034] 

yields a dissociation limit which Is higher by 44,821 cm“1 than the 

zero vibrational level of the ground state. Under the assumption that 

the BC1 molecule in the i4‘n state dissociates into atoms in normal 

states (see page 1542), a value of D0(BCl) = 127.9 kcal/mole corresponds 

to the dissociation limit obtained in this way.* 

Obviously, as in the case of BP, the potential curve of the A1!! 

state has a maximum whose height amounts to about 10 kcal/mole. There¬ 

fore a value of 

D0(BCI) = 118 + 10 kcal/mole, 

is recommended in the present Handbook for the BC1 dissociation ener¬ 

gy; 

ÛW70(BC1, gag 1 = 40.55+ 11 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to it. 

BClg (gas). The heat of formation of BC12 was estimated according 

to Karapet'yants ’ method. The graph is plotted with the help of data 

on the heats of formation of AICI. MCI,. MCI,. BC1 and BClg. The value 

A/¡f7o (BCI,, gas ) = —30 +10 kcal/ mole 

found in this way has been accepted in the Handbook. The following 

value corresponds to it: 

D0<BCI,) = 217,1 + 11,0 kcal/mole. 

BClg (gas). Troost and Hautefeuille [4020] measured the total 

thermal effect of ohe reaction of chlorine with amorphous boron and the 

hydrolysis of the BClg obtained. Moreover, they measured also the 

heat of hydrolysis of BClg separately. Combining these data permits 

the calculation of the value of the heat of formation of BClg (liqu.), 

which is equal to -103-3 kcal/mole (the results of the measurements 
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were reduced to standard conditions by Johnson et al [2267]. This 

value, however, may only be viewed as approximate since the authors of 

paper [4020] had no sufficiently pure boron sample at their disposal 

and, moreover, as shown by Berthelot [779] and Thomsen [3981] (see 

also [2267]), this paper may contain a systematic error in the deter¬ 

mination of the thermal capacity of the calorimeter. 

Gal'chenko, Timofeyev and Skuratov [l40a, 37, l40] measured the 

heat of combustion of boron in chlorine. The initial boron was obtain¬ 

ed by pyrolysis of diborane and degasified by annealing in vacuo. An 

X-ray structural analysis showed only traces of the crystalline phase. 

By means of a spectroscopic analysis it was shown that metallic impu¬ 

rities (mainly calcium) were present in an amount of about 0.01$. It 

was of great value that in this work the initial boron sample was ana¬ 

lyzed by the method of melting in vacuo [422], thus proving the pre¬ 

sence of 0. 23$ oxygen, 0. 12$ hydrogen and 0. 005$ nitrogen. The cup 

containing the boron was heated in a microfurnace in chrlorine atmos¬ 

phere (6 atm) up to 500-600°C. Under these conditions an almost com¬ 

plete combustion of boron was achieved (99.7-99.8$). According to the 

weight of the initial portion in the bomb, either BC13 in gaseous 

state or a mixture of gaseous and liquid BC13 was obtained as the re¬ 

sult of the reaction. Prom these experiments the authors of paper [l40a 

47, l40] determined the value of the heat of formation of boron tri¬ 

chloride in liquid state, -103.3 +0.6 kcal/mole and in gaseous state 

-97*4 + 0. 7 kcal/mole. 

Johnson, Miller and Prosen [2267] also determined the heat of com¬ 

bustion of amorphous boron in chlorine. Unlike the work of Gal'chenko 

et al [37, l40], the combustion took place in a flow system: a mixture 

of chlorine with helium was blown over the boron. A quartz cup with 

the boron was heated in a resistance furnace up to 400°C. The value of 
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the heat of formation of gaseous boron trichloride -97.51 + 0.32 kcal/ 

/mole, found in paper [2267], is in good agreement with that obtained 

by Gal1chenko et al rl40a, 37, l4o]. The error of the value obtained by 

Johnson et al [2267] may, however, exceed this value considerably, 

since the spectroscopic analysis carried through by the authors of pa¬ 

per [2267] could not yield information on the presence of the most im¬ 

portant impurities in the sample, namely oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen. 

Based on the heat of formation of BC13 (gas) from chlorine and 

amorphous boron, obtained by Gal'chenko et al [l40a, 37, l4o], and the 

value of the heat of transition of crystalline boron to amorphous bo¬ 

ron, A//™.,, =* 0.4 kcal/g-atom [3508], in the Handbook we accepted the 

following value of the heat of formation of BC13 (gas) from the ele¬ 

ments in the standard state: 

(BCI*, gas)=s —97.0-4-0.7 kcal/mole . 

D@(BC1,) = 312,426 ±5 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to the accepted value of the heat of formation. 

Lacher, Scruby and Park [2512] measured the heat of chlorination 

of diborane 

B*H«(gas)-f-6Cla(gas)= 2BCl3(gasH-6HC! (gas) (XXEII. 22) 

and obtained A//„ltU = — 343 + 3,4 kcal/mole; a value of A//7MgI5 (BCIj 

gas) = -IOI.5 + 1.8 kcal/mole* The deviation from the value accepted in 

the Handbook exceeds considerably the error of the measurements of 

[2512]. It seems that in paper [2512] a systematic error has been ad¬ 

mitted. 

The results of measurements of the heat of hydrolysis of BC13 

were considered on choosing the value of the heat of formation of bo¬ 

ron oxide. 

MJcryst- ). In the papers of Slade and Higson [3763, 3764] and 

Lorenz and Woolcock [2656] the dissociation equilibrium of boron ni- 
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tride was investigated. Processing of the data of these authors yields 

values of the heat of formation of boron nitride of from -18.1 to 

-34.5 kcal/mole [3593, 2358, 2355]. The values obtained on the basis 

of papero [3764; 3763, 2656] may only be considered as the lower limit 

of the heat of formation of boron nitride since the samples of boron 

and boron nitride used contained considerable quantities of impurities 

which might have resulted in an increase of the pressures measured. 

The value of A//0/M,.u =-32,1 recommended in the Handbook [3508] has 

obviously been obtained by recalculating the data from Kelley's paper 

[2355]. 

A more accurate determination of the heat of formation of boron 

nitride was achieved by Gal'chenko, Kornilov and Skuratov [139b, 36, 

140; 248]. These authors measured the heat of direct reaction between 

nitrogen and amorphous boron, a//2M,# =-61,1 ± 0,34 kcal/mole. By means 

of an X-ray analysis it was established that boron nitride is obtained 

in the hexagonal crystalline modification. Since boron and nitrogen 

react only at high temperatures, the weighed portion of boron was 

heated in a nitrogen atmosphere up to 1300°C in a small special elec¬ 

trical furnace. 

As mentioned in a short communication [3622b], the measurement of 

nitrogen pressure above BH by means of Langmuir's method yielded a 

value of A//»/IM.I# (bn, cryst. ) Ä - 60 kcal/mole. 

Ihe value of the heat of formation of the hexagonal crystalline 

modification of boron nitride, from boron in crystalline state and 

gaseous nitrogen, 

(BN, cryst.) = —60,7 0,4 kcal/mole . 

was obtained by Gal'chenko, Kornilov and Skuratov [139b]. In the cal¬ 

culation the value of A//,,,.,, = — 0,4 kcal/g-atom was used for the heat 

of transition of amorphous boron to crystalline boron [3508]. 
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BN (gas). The value of the dissociation energy of boron nitride, 

D0(BN) = 92 ± 12 kcal/mole 

accepted In the present Handbook, was obtained by Gaydon [l668] on the 

basis of a graphical extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the BN 

molecule in the X*n ground state and the d*!! excited state, with the 

help of data from the paper of Douglas and Herzberg [1375]. 

An estimation of the BN dissociation energy according to the re¬ 

lation suggested by Margrave and Stapitanonda [2777] yields a value of 

about 70 kcal/mole. A linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels 

of the ground state is much less accurate than the graphical and 

yields a value of about I3I kcal/mole. 

The following values correspond to the accepted value of the dis¬ 

sociation energy: 

AW°/#(BN, gas) = 150,536± 13 kcal/mole, 

Affs,(BN, crysf.) = 210,549± 13 kcal/mole. 
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TABLE' 219 

Accepted Values (in cal/mole) of the Thermodynamic 
Quantities of Boron and Its Compounds 

BciuecTBo 
4 
jOCTOH M HC 

Do iiflii 5 
AH s0 A//70 

fJO Lio 

n 2113.16 " 0 n 2H8.15 '' I' 

B 
B 
Bs 
BO 
BO, 
B,0, 
B,0, 
Bi>, 
BH 
HBO 
HBO, 
H,BOa 
BF 
BF, 
BF, 
FBO 
BCI 
BCI, 
BCI, 
BN 
BN 

KpHCT. 1 
Taa 2 

» 
?» 
» 
» 

^Kpiicr. 
2 Fas. 

» . 

> . 
» 
» 
* ' 
» 
» 
p 
• 
» 
» 

1-KpHCT. 
2 Faa 

130000" 

62 300 
183 987 
312 974 
486 974 
98000" 

643 243 
69000 

260 000 
433 781 
706 327 
185000 
320000 
452 826 
380 000 
118000 
217100 
312 426 
210 549* 
92000 

0 
130000 
197 700 

5 000 
-65000 

-109000 
-304 282 
-206 282 

112 632 
-19381 

-134 175 
-244 470 
-36500 

-153000 
-267 326 
-172 513 

40550 
-30000 
—96 776 
-60013 

150536 

0 
131 207 
199 199 

5 739 
-64816 

-108617 
-305 756 
-206994 

113 391 
-19 499 

—134 985 
—246 973 
-35 774 

-152835 
—267 990 
-172 415 

41 275 
-29691 
-97000 
-60694 

151280 

0 
131219 
199 209 

5 744 
-64812 

-108 608 
—304 760 
—207 903 

113 326 
-19 504 

-135000 
-247000 
-35 771 

-152 838 
—268000 
-172413 

41279 
-29691 
-97000 
-60700 

151284 

279 
1486 
2057 
2038 
2503 
2981 
2144 
2906 
2030 
2173 
2501 
3812 
2042 
2517 
2724 
2434 
2080 
2741 
3285 

617 
2041 

292 
1511 
2093 
2073 
2555 
3051 
2218 
2976 
2065 
2216 
2551 
3903 
2077 
2565 
2784 
2485 
2118 
2795 
3359 

641 
2076 

Si 
Value of the sublimation heat given, 

l) Crystalline; 2) gas; 3) substance; 4) state; 5) or. 

Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

[Footnotes] 

1438* In the case of aluminum oxygen compounds under analogous 
conditions the occurrence of the aluminum monoxide A10 and 
aluminum (sesquioxide) AlgiQ has been established. 

1438** The tetraboric acid HgB^O^ in its free state does not exist, 

only its salts. 

l440 The ions BF^ and BCl^ observed in the mass-spectrometric in¬ 

vestigations [2782a, 2570, 2483a] were obtained through dis¬ 
sociating ionization of the molecules BPL and BCl^ and there¬ 

fore, they cannot be considered as a proof for the existence 
of the BFp and BClg molecules. 

1442 The use of the method of molecular orbitals for the analysis 
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Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

1444 

1447* 

1447** 

1448 

1450 

1452 

1459 

Of the electronic states of the B molecule enabled Mulliken 

!!..^°!.that theer0aná ele=toonic state of the Bg molecule 
could be one of the following states 

'n,,and »Z- 

S£e08^'Ä SeSîïfil SntSeat “r eleCtr0n 

SfSveMeratSlbStlftfthe“?^^10" ban<3s of ths bOTic 

^„?rLenLsi”„eédh?owe^'b^ 3pfbe“ 
sociated »ith multiatomlc boron oxygen compounds [288 ly??' 
23293.] (see for more details page 1457). ’ ' ' 'j 

The observation of the band system in the absorp 

S°?he“tS ?Lr?S1-udndaneS^ 
should be the state 15+ 

The correct value of a similar estimate of the vibrational 

constants for BH in the state x'Z. is confirmed by results 

from corresponding calculations for A1H according to the da¬ 

ta of the work [4376], yielding „>,710 and «»20.82«-* 

while the values found experimentally are equal* to ,682 

■dq\ ' ,* The application of the relations (l and (1 
38) for estimating the vibrational constants of BHiA ?he ( 

Am state is unjustified, since for this state of A1H they 

lili t0 COnslder,able discrepancies between the experimental 

The rotational constants have been determined from inva^f-i 
gâtions 1^3the fine ^ructure of the following five bands:' 

The constants of BP in the states and are nni- 
-isted in Table 208, since the excitation energy of these 
states should exceed 50,000 cm'1. 

BO ^-iwí1016 °f ?-a,skan^ McKenzey and Millikan [2329a] for 
B0g a linear symmetric structure has been adopted, while the 
fundamental frequencies v1, v2 and v 

being equal to 1100, 600 and l400 cm-1 
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Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No 

1460 

1461 

1462 

1463 

1465 

1467* 

146?** 

Accepted on the basis of the value 2v, = ¿644 c*-*. 

In the molecules XCN, where X = P, Cl, Br and H, the value 

fjdidt practically remains constant and equal to (0,20±0,03)-10» 

-1 

1468 

dyne•cm 

The calculated value for the frequency practically coin¬ 

cided with those observed in the work [4240]. 

As it is commonly known, the force constant of the -C = N 
bond in the molecule is larger than in the radical CN. 

The constants of the C - C bonds in CgNg cannot be compared 

with those in the radical C2 owing to the different multi¬ 

plicity factor. 

In addition to the combination scattering spectra (Raman 
spectra) in these works also infrared absorption spectra 
have been obtained and the polarizability of the combination 
scattering lines (Raman spectral lines) has been investiga¬ 
ted. 

It should be mentioned that the authors [10, 67b] left the 
question open whether the diffraction pattern observed 
should be assigned not only to the BgO^ molecule, but also 

to the radical 0B0 with unequal boron-oxygen bonds due to 
the fact that the whole diffraction pattern is sufficiently 

and satisfactorily interpreted by the group o~“b=o. • On 

the other hand, the presence of a sharp maximum at 2.56 A in 
the radial distribution curve constructed from the diffrac¬ 
tion patterns cancels the possibility to assigning the dif¬ 
fraction pattern to any arbitrary model of the BgO^ molecule 

which does not contain the linear group 0 - B = O', in parti¬ 

cular to the model of the type b<^>b=o and the dipyramidal 

model. 

To prove the data obtained for the BgO^ molecule, Akisin and 

Spiridonov investigated the structure of the molecule BgS^ 

[67a], for which also an angular structure with the parame¬ 
ters rB-s-> 1,65 ±0,03, 'B_s-1,80 ±0,02A and ¿BSB—96*. had been ob¬ 

tained. 

Semi-boldface type is used for the frequencies observed in 

the spectrum. 
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According of the data of the work [29a] in the reflection, 
spectrum of liquid boron oxide the bands 1316 and 720 cm'1 
are present. ' 

In the spectrum of DBOg, instead of the band 3680 cm-1 a 

band in the region 2750 cm 1 has been observed. 

condition may be considered to be an additional confir¬ 
mation for the truth of the initial suggestion that the vi- 
bration frequencies of crystalline boracic acid may be con¬ 
sidered to belong to the isolated molecule HoB0 . 

3 3 
There exist only discrepancies as to the attribution of1 some 
of the frequencies. As opposed to Pistorius, Sidorov and 
Sobolev attribute the frequency of 886 cm-1 to the valence 
vibration of the bond B - 0, while they associate the fre¬ 

quency of 1169 cm 1 to the deformation vibration of BOH. Be¬ 

sides that, in the work [372a] the frequency 3170 cm'1 is 
assigned to the symmetrical valence vibration of the bond 0 — 

— H, while the frequency 3240 cm 1 is assigned to the anti- 
S1¿lraííelr'lGal on* This difference in the interpretation 
of frequencies does practically not influence the values of 
thermodynamic functions of H3B03, as the first two frequen¬ 

cies belong to the same type of vibrations (A1) and as the 
values of the valence vibration frequencies of 0 - H are 
large and extremely close to each other. 

According to the work by Walsh [4139] the molecules under 
consideration should be non-linear due to the fact that they 
have 17 valence electrons. 

Calculations for the fundamental frequencies of BPg accord¬ 

ing to the force constants of B?3, as recommended in the 

work of Gubo, Buse and Campman [I830] lead to the'values 

V,-=1250, v»«= 490,v»=* 1380or1, which within the limits of the in¬ 

dicated errors coincide with those accepted in this Handbook. 

In the calculation of the frequency ** 
that x^ = x^. 4 

it has been assumed 

The components of state ^*n have been calculated according 
to the constants of sub-state 4*11,^, a procedure through 

which no errors have been introduced into the results of the 
calculation. 

In this Handbook, the calculation of functions for BP has 
been carried out with the aid of constants found in the work 
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of Kret'yen [1100]. The thermodynamic functions for BP, 
calculaued with the aid of the constants suggested by Onaka 
L3141J differ from those given in Table 278 (II) by 0.02- 
0.03 cal/mole«degree. 

If it is assumed that the internal rotation around the bonds 
B - 0 in the H^BO^ molecule is free, the value of 

will exceed the value given in Table 277 (ll) by 3 cal/mole* 
•degree; if there occurs no internal rotation, and instead, 
the twisting (torsional) vibration occurs, this value will 
be smaller than that given in Table 277 (ll) by about 5 
cal/mole «degree. 

In 1961 the work of Jakis and Papousek [2203a] has been pub¬ 
lished in which the thermodynamic functions for boron tri- 
fluoride and boron trichloride have been calculated for 

r<i500°K. The calculation was carried out separately for 
^11 fictions of these gases, containing and 

B with the aid of constants recommended in the work [4207]. 
The discrepancies between the data given in the work [2203a]* 

for and B1:LC13 on the one hand, and those listed in 

the Tables 280 (ll) and 284 (II) for equilibrium isotopic 
mixtures of boron trifluoride and boron trichloride on the 
other hand, do not exceed 0.06-O.08 cal/mole-degree. In the 
case of BC1-, these inequalities are practically independent 
of the temperature, while in the case of BF3 they increase 

irom 0.01 to 0.07 cal/mole«degree with rising temperatures 
from 298.15 to 1500°K. 

x-ray diffraction patterns of amorphous ('micro—crystal¬ 
line ) boron spectral lines of a tetragonal modification of 
boron have been detected (see [356a]). On heating of amor¬ 
phous boron in the vacuum up to temperatures of the order of 
2000UK, amorphous boron changes over into its crystalline 
form [2279]. 

The data of Robertson have not been published in the periodi¬ 
cal literature and became known to the authors of this Hand¬ 
book only through the work [1515]. 

Wise et al [4299a] derived from their own data and those 
contained in the work [2279] the following equation for the 
heat capacity of crystalline boron: 

C,- R[D (875/T) + 2£ (1075/T) + £ (4050/r)), 

where D and E are the Debye and Einstein functions (see page 
■- ). They used this equation for calculating the thermodyna¬ 
mic functions for crystalline boron in the temperature range 
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of 100-2400°K. It should be mentioned however, that the heat 
capacities and enthalpies, calculated according to this e- 
quation, are overrated as compared with the experimental da¬ 
ta for the samples of boron I and II [4299a]. 

1510* There are indications [1014] that Westrum and co-workers did 
measure the heat capacity of crystalline B?0„ in the tempera¬ 
ture range of 6-350°K, however, these data nave not been 
published as yet. 

1510** This value had been subsequently confirmed by Donohue and 
Hubbard [1361a] who obtained for the melting point of 

a value of 724°K. 

1512 In 1957 [4207a] a cubic modification of boron nitride was 
produced which has the structure of diamond and was called 
borazone. The thermodynamic properties of borazone have as 
yet not been investigated. 

1513* Recently MacDonald and Stull [2700a] measured the enthalpy 
of BN in the interval of 230-l683°K. The data they obtained 
agree with those given in Table 285 (ll) with an accuracy of 
±lfo. 

1513** V'entorf [4208] determined .the pressure dependence of the 
melting point of boron nitride and obtained melting points 
of 32OO, 3400 and 3500°C, with an accuracy of +100°, for 
pressures of 30,000, 65,000 and 80,000 atm, respectively. 

1514 In the monographies of Kubaschewski and Evans [2494, 2495], 
with reference made to a private communication of Prosen, a 
value of 1.0 kcal/g-atom is recommended for the transition 
heat. The origin of this value is incomprehensible since Pro¬ 
sen in his papers (cf., e.g., [2267, 3335* 3338]) uses a 
value of +0.4 kcal/g-atom. 

1515 The presence of this coefficient of evaporation. Obviously, 
is the cause of the too high values obtained for the heat of 
sublimation of boron in the case of evaporation from an open 
surface (137.5 kcal/g-atom) [3,1,63a] or evaporation from a 
chamber with a large relative opening [I38 kcal/g-atom) 

[3673]. 

1516* Paper [1105a] has only become known from brief communications 
[2170a and 3622b]. 

1516** The Bg molecule (see the next paragraph of this section is 

not very stable and its presence in vapor cannot explain the 
deviation of the results of measurements made with different 
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relative sizes of the effusion openings. 

1521 In the paper of Inghram et al [217I] the composition of the 
condensed phase was not investigated at high temperatures. 
iSi:lniNCated by the authors of this paper [2171] (see also 
L3ol2J ), it is possible that boron oxide reacts with boron 
in such a way that a new condensed phase is formed. This 
assumption is based on the lact that the partial pressure of 
boron oxide over the mixture of boron and boron oxide is 
lower by a iactor of iive than the pressure over pure boron 
oxide. 

1522 Soulen and Margrave [3812] recalculated the results of the 
measurements of [2171] using the values of the thermodynam¬ 
ic functions of boron oxides obtained in own calculations 
and obtained a similar value of AWY, (8,0,. gas) = -110. 9 
kcal/mole. 

-^525 In the taoj.e and In the text values of the heat of formation 
of vitreous boron oxide from boron in amorphous state and 
oxygen are given. 

1526 In the paper of Eckstein and Artsdalen [1^50]^ making refer¬ 
ence to a private communication by Parker, it is indicated 
that the authors of [1469] revised the results obtained pre¬ 
viously and recommend a value of -300 kcal/mole. 

1526** In the determination of the quantity of boron oxide by ex¬ 
traction and titration of the solution obtained, the quantity 
of boron oxide obtained proved smaller than the weighed por¬ 
tion. The authors explain this by an incomplete extraction of 
boron oxide from the combustion products. 

^527 Value given of the heat of formation from boron in amorphous 
state. 

1535 With the help of the heat of sublimation of boron oxide at 

1430 K, determined from the relation igp_1/7* , and the val¬ 

ue of the entropy of (liqu. ) at this temperature. White 

et al [4239b] found a value of s,«, (BtO*. gas) = 93.9 cal/mole 
*degree, which is in good agreement with the value calcula¬ 
ted in paper [4238]. Using the value of the entropy of B^O 

(liqu.) accepted in the present Handbook, a considerably 

different value of S||M(Brf)a. gas) = 100.3 cal/mole «degree has 

been obtained. Obviously, this divergence may only be caused 
by the difference of the values of the entropy of B^O^ (li¬ 

qu. ), used in paper [4239b] and in the present Handbook. 
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1540 

1542* 

1542** 

1545 

1547 

of the heatSor?ormItiorSfCS3B03t(?rysr)faccepteäeinaäl 
present Handbook. 

serie^o^authors6[12772j^776^1851^752^1515°f a 

tr imeri c t ab or i c ' ac id Uf HBO^ )*^ LTcaîculSed hit? % 
Saï^nl^Æe'e'quïîiÂ °n fche ln- 

3368b, 3369a] obtained the sîmnar^Sï^ o^^lT® ,et fj 
/mole. In earlier papers Margrave et S (c? [277^ 
suggested the existence of the dimer (HBO )1 with he It if 
formation of about -357 kcal/mole. 

In the recalculation for 298.15¾ a value of 1HI,n 

^1--^ a4C-.«va±^ Si^Sf- fOT 

of the33Gelation energy Çalue^of'^the^h tM a oomParls°n 
aa and Tl, e5timated Síftít^elp^f^ ^o^ïToï- °f 

the levels of the ^.n state and those obtained by thermo- 

SriS ?hehs?atoseQ„ iarI-OW [646aJ t0 the inclusion that a- ne states M(>p,,)+ycorrespond to the dissocia¬ 

tion limits of the y,,, states of the molecules considered. 

In the case^of boron the energy of the state amounts to 

DptBp}9 Cm and haS vlI-tually influence on the quantity 

~ O? Se rMSte- ^sÄ^hfv^er^Sf 

g^a.-wsÄÄÄÄBV.ws** 

yielded a value of D.(BCI)-H8±9 kcal/mole. 

valueeofal^a““' "gaff-lfyq M“ [3335] a gas; _ +Ò. 73 + 0.52 kcal/mole was used 
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1473 np = pr = proizvedenie = product 

1502 

1502 

BH.Bp = vn.vr ynutrenneye vrashcheniye 
(occuring with $ and S). 

CB. Bp = sv.vr = svobodnoye vrashcheniye = 
(occurring with ¢, S, and 
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Chapter 24 

ALUMINUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS 

(Al, Al+t Al2, AlOf A120, A120^, AIE, 

AIP, A1F2, A1F3, A1C1, A1C12, AlCl^, 

AIN) 

In this chapter aluminum and its compounds with oxygen, hydrogen, 

fluorine, chlorine and nitrogen are discussed. 

In the Handbook the thermodynamic functions of Al (crystalline, 

liquid, gas), Al2 (gas) and Al (gas) are given. These data allow us 

to calculate the theriiodynamic properties of aluminum and its vapors 

within a wide range of temperature and pressure. The literature con¬ 

tains no reference to the existence of a molecule of more complex com¬ 

position in aluminum Vapors. 

The aluminum-oxygen system is presented in the Handbook by the 

compounds AlgO^ (crystalline, liquid), AlO (gas) and AlgO (gas). Apart 

from the well-known crystalline modification of aluminum oxide, corun¬ 

dum, several other modifications are known (see page 1599) but they are 

thermodynamically unstable, at least under the usual pressures. The 

literature contains indications [2089] that under definite conditions 

in the condensed state, apart from AlpO^, the aluminum suboxides AlO 

and Alo0 occur. However, the absence of the necessary data on these 

compounds did not admit of calculating tables of their thermodynamic 

functions. Hence, the estimates of the compositions and thermodynamic 

properties of substances in the condensed state, forming in the alumi¬ 

num-oxygen system, under definite conditions (reducing medium, temper- 
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atures of 1050-1500°C and above) can be inaccurate. 

The gaseous compounds of the aluminum-oxygen system presented in 

the Handbook are A10 and Al^O. Apart from these compounds, A1202 is 

known to exist in the gaseous state. However, the partial pressures of 

this compound in saturated vapors of aluminum oxide at 2000-2600°K 

are two to three orders lower than the pressures of A10 and AlgO. The 

problem of the thermodynamic stability of the aluminum oxide Alo0o in 

the gaseous state remained obscure for a long time. The mass-spectro- 

metric studies [l405a] of evaporation products of aluminum oxide under 

natural conditions carried out in i960 have shown that the basic pro¬ 

ducts of evaporation are A1 and 0, and the partial pressure of Al^ 

(gas) is less than 10“^ of the partial pressure of monatomic aluminum. 

In this connection, in the present edition of the Handbook the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of Al^O^ (gas) are not discussed. In order to make 

it possible to calculate the thermodynamic properties and the composi¬ 

tion of evaporation products of aluminum oxide, in Volume II of the 

Handbook the values of the equilibrium constant are indicated for the 

reaction 

Al,0,( cryst., liq. ,) =5 2A1 ( gas ) -{-30 («““ )• 

Considering the great significance of the problem of the thermo¬ 

dynamic stability of AlgO^ (gas) and the close connection of this prob*- 

lem with the selection of the heats of formation of A10 and AlgO, in 

the section on the selection of thermochemical values works on the de¬ 

termination of the heat of sublimation of aluminum oxide are discussed. 

Out of the compounds of the aluminum-hydrogen system in the Hand¬ 

book the most simple compound, A1H, is discussed. The compound A1H3 is 

equally known but it has a low stability, and carrying out calcula¬ 

tions of the compositions of the products formed by the reaction of al¬ 

uminum with hydrogen it can be neglected. 
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The alumina-fluorine system is represented in the Handbook by 

the following compounds: A1F3 (crystalline, liquid, gas), A1F2 (gas) 

and AIF (gas). Apart from these compounds, a further compound is known, 

A12F6, but its content in saturated vapors of aluminum trifluoride at 

elevated temperatures is not high and does not exceed 2% at 1000°K 

[3307a]. 

In the Handbook the following compounds of aluminum with chlorine 

are treated: A1C13 (crystalline, liquid, gas), AlClg (gas) and A1C1 

(gas). At low temperatures the vapors of aluminum chloride consist 

practically completely of dimerized AlgClg molecules. However, already 

at 700°K A1C13 becomes the main component of the vapor. Hence, the 

calculations of the compositions and thermodynamic properties of the 

aluminum-chlorine system at higher temperatures can be carried out 

with satisfactory accuracy on the basis of the data indicated in the 

Handbook, without consideration of AlgClg. 

It is known that A10C1 occurs in the crystalline state (see, e.g., 

[3602a]). In some works (e.g., [3612a]) the occurrence of the compounds 

A10C1 and A10F is suggested in the gaseous state, too. For the time 

being, however, no experimental evidence of the existence of these com¬ 

pounds in the gaseous state exists, and they are not discussed in the 

Handbook. 

§95. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

—* The A1 atom in the ground state has the electronic configura¬ 

tion Is 2s22p 3s23p which corresponds to one term 2P. The series limit 

of the states with the electronic configuration ls22s22p^3s2( 1s) ni is 

situated at 48279.16 cm"1 above the lower level 2P1/2. The states with 

such a configuration are doublets with L = i. The states with the con¬ 

figuration corresponding to the excitation of 3s-electrons, and also 

of electrons with the main quantum number n = 2, are not discussed 
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since the excitation energy of such states is sufficiently high (above 

60,000 cm“1). 

In Table 220 the energy levels of the A1 atom with the configura- 

22621 
tion Is 2s 2p 3s ( S) n£ and the values n < 11 are indicated. The ex¬ 

citation energies of these levels are adopted on the basis of the va¬ 

lues proposed by Moore [2941], As in other cases, in Table 220 the 

states with similar excitation energies have been incorporated into one 

level with the total statistical weight and the mean excitation energy. 

TABLE 220 

Energy Levels of the Aluminum Atom 

A 
HoMep 
ypoMM 

g COCTOflHM ■El 
■^CrariicT«- 

ReCKBl 
aec 

P 

Siiepra«. ««-• n »Jierrpoiinaa 
■OHtirypaim* D TCpM 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 - 
6 
7 
8 
9 

...Ss^SJSp 

...3s*(»S)3p 

...3s* (*5)45 
. • .3 s 3 p® 
...Ss^SJSrf 

. ...3s*(«5)4p 
¿.3s»(>S)5s 
...3s*('S)4¿ 
...3 s* ('S) 5 p 
...3s»(*S)4/ 

tp;. 

tpv. 
*s 
•p 
*D 
•P 
*S 
*D 
»P 
*F 

2 
4 
2 

12 
10 
6 
2 

10 
6 

14 

0 

112,04 

25347,69 
29097,03 
32436,25 
32960 
37689,32 
38932 
40276 
41318,74 

10 ...3s*(>S)5rf 
...3s*(1S)6s, 6p 

*D 
»S.»P 

18 42593 

11 ...3 s* ('S) 5/,5^ 
_ 

*F, *G* 32 43831,08 

12 ! ...3*’(iS)6</ 
1 ...3s*(»S)7* 

»D 
*S 

12 44186 

13 

.. .3s* ('S) 6/ —6A 
...3s* (»5)7«/ 
...3s* ('S) 8s 

*F. *G*.*//* 
*D 
*S 

72 45200 

14 
* f * 

...3s' ('S) 7/-71 

...3s*(»S)8p,8d 

...3s* ('S) 3s 

*F,*G*,'//•,*/• 
*/>\*D 

*S 
98 4G027 

15 

...3s* ('S) 8/-8* 

.. .3s* (*S) Sp, 9<i 

...3s* ('S) 10s 

•F*. *G* . . . *K* 
*F*,*D 

*S 
128 46591 

16 

...3s* (»5)9/-91 

.. .3s* ('S) 10p, 10d 

...3s*('S) Us 

*F,*G* ...*/.• 
*P*, *D 

*S* 
162 46942 

17 
.. .3s* ('S) 10/—10m 
...3s*('S) Up—Un 

¡»FVG* . . .*M* 
*P*,*D* . . .*/V* 

422 47192 
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in the compendium of Moore [8941] data are given only for a re¬ 

latively low number of otates of Al, mainly for the states s, P, D and 

P states. The remaining states were not ascertained experimentally and 

their energies were evaluated based on the regularities formulated in 

Chapter I. Particularly, to all the states with L > 3 (for the given 

n) the excitation energy of the term with L = 3 was attributed. In 

le 220 the terms, not indicated in the compendium [2941], are marked 

with an asterisk. 

The maximum errer in the evaüuafi nn n-p 
evaluation of the energies of the levels 

must occur for the state ls22s22pSsS(1S) 5g2G and be approximately 

1000 cm . Considering that the excitation energy of the corresponding 

term has a value of the order of 45,000 cm'1, a similar inaccuracy in 

the determination of the energy does not lead to essential errors in 

the results of the successive calculations. 

-"y-' The posltlve ion of monatomic aluminum Al+ in the ground 

state S has the electronic configuration ls2asS2p63s2. The ionisation 

limit of the states with the electronic configuration ls22s22p63snf 

has the energy 151,8ÓC cm"1. The first two excited states of the Al+ 

ion, indicated in Table 211, are connected with the transition of one 

3s-electron to the 3p-state. The terms forming on transition of the 

3s-electron to higher states have an excitation energy exceeding 90,000 

cm , and with simultaneous transition of two 3s-electrons to 3p-state- 

above 85,000 Therefore, they are not discussed in the present 

Handbook,. 

The e*istence «>e Alg molecule has been shown experimen¬ 

tally by mass-spectrometric studies [1107], To date, however, the 

spectrum and structure of the Alg molecule have not been studied ex¬ 

perimentally., The attempt to obtain the absorption spectr™ and the 

emission spectrum of Ay «aken in the oork [30], was not crowned 
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with success. Hence, the molecular constants of Al2 adopted in the 

present Handbook are based on the results of approximate evaluations. 

It should be noted that a sufficiently sound evaluation of the inter¬ 

atomic distance ari1^ frequency of the vibrations of the 

Alg molecule is impossible, so long as the corresponding constants 

for Ga2, In2 and Tl2 are unknown. The interatomic distance in the A1 

molecule was evaluated by comparing the interatomic distances in the 

molecules B2, BX and A1X, where X = H, 0, N, F, Cl, or Br and taken 

to be (2.4 + 0.06) A, which corresponds to B = 0.22 + 0.02 cm“1 On 

the basis of this interatomic distance the value of the oscillation 

frequency, Algî cue = 520 + 50 cm 1, was calculated by means of the 

Guggenheimer equation (see page 88). The reliability of the quantity 

a>e so obtained is confirmed by a comparison of the force constants of 

the Xg molecules of different groups of the periodic system. By ana¬ 

logy with B2 it can be suggested that the ground state of Al0 is the 

state 2 and the first excited state has an energy of the order of 

30,000 + 3000 cm"-1-. The molecular constants of Al2 adopted in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook are indicated in Table 222.* 

TABLE 221 

Energy Levels of the Aluminum Atom 

Houep 
ypomfl 
A 

B CocToaHHe E—- 
CraTKCT«. 

aecxal 
■ec 

-P- 
Snepraa. 
CM-' MICKTpOHHtN C KOH^arypaiiKir . TepM 

- n 
0 
1 
2 : 
3 
4 

fj*2f*2p*2a* 
1*' 2s* 2p* 3sJp 
1 j* 2s* 2p* 3j 3p 
le* 2j* 2p* 3i 3p 
i«*2ia2p*3t3p 

*s 

•Pi 
•Pi 
'P 

1 
1 
3( 
5 
3 

0 
37392,0 
37453,8 
37579,3 
59849,7 

A) Number of level; B) state; C) electro¬ 
nic configuration; D) term: E) statisti¬ 
cal weight; F) energy, cm“1. 

A10. The ground electronic state of the A10 molecule is the state 
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As a result of studying experimentally the A10 spectrum the ex- 

2 
isissncs of two fiiirtlfioir stcibis stcitss h3,s "boon dscorto-iriscl. 13 ^ Q.nd. 

C2n.. By analogy with the BO molecule it can he expected that the 
1 2 

first excited State of A10 must be a state of the type A IT. For the 

time being, however, transitions associated with this state were not 

observed in the A10 spectrum. The evaluation using the Shifrin rela¬ 

tion (I.3I) and the comparison of the excitation energies of the mono¬ 

type electronic states of A10 and BO allow the estimate that the ener¬ 

gy of the A2n state of the A10 molecule is approximately 17,000 + 2000 

-1 
cm . 

In the A10 spectrum three systems of bands were identified: the 

green system B2Z — X2^, the ultraviolet system C^n - )(¾ and the sys¬ 

tem C2n - B22, situated in the region of 79OO-89OO A. 

The molecular constants of A10 in the state )¾ and B22 were 

ascertained by studying the repeatedly investigated green system which 

has been observed in both the emission spectrum [368I, 3546, 3296, 2828, 

2952, 2530, 1290, 3481, 3482, 3484, 1797] and the absorption spectrum 

[279, 2123, 2400]. The results of papers devoted to the study of this 

system and published till 1950 are discussed in the Handbook [649] and 

in the book of Herzberg [2020]. The molecular constants of A10 in the 

states )(¾ and B22 recommended in these publications are based on the 

data obtained by Sen [368I] (rotation constants) and Roy [3546] (vi¬ 

bration constants). The rotation constants were ascertained by Sen 

by analyzing the fine structure of the bands 0-0, 1-0, 0-1, 2-1, 1-1 

and 1-2 (the bands were recorded in the second order on an apparatus 

with a dispersion of 0.62 A/mm). The vibration constants of A10 in the 

states )¾ and B22 were obtained by Roy [3546] using the edges of the 

bands. Since in the spectrum studied by Roy bands were observed up to 

V' and v" < 11, the constants ascertained by him are much more accu- 
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rate than the constants obtained earlier by Meche [2828] using the 

data of Moerikoefer [2952] and Pomeroy [3296] on the basis of study¬ 

ing a smaller number of bands. 

In 1957, Lagerqvist, Nilsson and Barrow [253O] studied again 

carefully the system B22 - Ä. The spectrum was excited in a direct- 

current aluminum arc. The 0-0 band was photographed using an apparatus 

with plane grating (dispersion 0.37-0.¾ A/mm), the remaining bands 

were taken on a Wood concave grating with a dispersion of 1.2 A/mm. The 

bands with v' < 3 and v" < 5 were studied. The analysis of the rota¬ 

tional structure of the bands led to constants which conform excellent¬ 

ly with those found by Sen. The analysis of the vibrational structure 

was carried out oh the beginnings of the bands; the constants ascer¬ 

tained cd", cd"x", cd'x' differ slightly from the values recommended by 
e* e e e e 

Roy [3546].* Subsequently, bands of the green system of A10 were ob¬ 

tained by Goodlett and Innés [1797] on excitation of the spectrum in 

a coazial cathode. The spectrum was recorded in the third order of 

the grating on an apparatus with a dispersion of 0.4 A/mm. The results 

of the analysis of the vibrational and rotational structures of the 

green bands are in good agreement with the data obtained in the works 

[3681, 3546, 2530]. The only particularity of the study made in the 

work [1797] is the determination from the 0-0 band of the constant of 

spin doubling for the lines with low values of the rotational quantum 

number K.** 

Since in the first edition of the present Handbook the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of A10 were calculated from the constants )(¾ and B"2 

found by Sen [368I] and Roy [3546] and the difference of the new con¬ 

stants obtained by Lagerqvist, Nilsson and Barrow [2530] has practical¬ 

ly no effect on the values of the A10 functions, in the present edi¬ 

tion of the Handbook for the molecular constants of A10 in the states 
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y2v 2,., 
and B 2 the values are used which were ascertained by Sen and Roy 

and are indicated in Table 222. 

The molecular constants of A10 in the state C^n were detected by 

studies of the ultraviolet system with complex structure of the bands. 

The bands of this system in the A10 spectrum were first observed by 

Coheur and Rosen [1145] who succeeded in achieving only a very approx¬ 

imate analysis of their vibrational structure.* Subsequently, Goodlett 

and Innés [1797] exciting the A10 spectrum in a coaxial cathode photo¬ 

graphed the bands of the ultraviolet system in the second and the third 

orders of the spectrum. Owing to the use of an apparatus with high 

dispersion and high resolution the authors of the work succeeded in 

showing that the bands of this system consist of two subbands each of 

which in turn is formed by two intense branches. The analysis of the 

vibrational and rotational structures of the bands led to the conclu¬ 

sion that the lower state of the ultraviolet system is the ground 
O 

state X^2, while the upper state is the inverse state 2n. (A = -75.78 
—1 ■*' 

cm ). The molecular constants of A10 detected by Goodlett and Innés 

[1^97] in the state C II are indicated in Table 222 and used in the pre¬ 

sent Handbook.** 

A1H. The ground electronic state of the All! molecule is the state 

X 2. The spectrum of the A1H molecule was studied by many authors. The 

most intense system in the A1H spectrum is the system situated in the 

range of 4000-5000 A and due to the transition A^n X^2. Besides, in 

the Alii spectrum five very weak singlet systems occur and a system of 

bands, associated with the transition between the triplet states. The 

results of the works of Holst [2113, 2112], Holst and Hulthen [2115], 

Howson [2l40], Moerikoefer [2952] and Ericksson, Hulthen and Bengtsson 

[1492] published till 1950 are summarized in the Handbook [649] ond in 

the monography of Herzberg [2020]. 
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■« V- In 195^-, Zeeman and Ritter [4376] studied again the system of the 

bands AH- X1^. The spectrum was observed introducing aluminum into 

the graphite tube of a King oven., The oven was filled with pure hydro¬ 

gen the pressure of which was varied from 40 to 50 mm Hg. When the 

temperature of 2100°C was reached the spectrum was taken in both emi¬ 

ssion and absorption in the second and third orders of a 21-foot con¬ 

cave grating. The rotation constants of A1H in the states A1n and X1! 

ascertained by analyzing the fine structure of the bands 0-0, 0-1, 

0-2, 0-3, 1-0, 1-1, 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 are indicated in Table 222 and 

adopted in the present Handbook. The vibration constants of A1H in 

the ground state and the value for the state A1n, ascertained in 

the work [4376] by means of the wave numbers of the beginning of the 

bands (the oscillation frequency and constants of the anharmonicity in 

the state A H could not be determined, since only bands with v' = 0 and 

1 were ascertained) are equally given in Table 222. It should be noted 

that the constants in the states XXS and A1!!, ascertained by Zeeman 

and Ritter [4376] and adopted in the present Handbook, are more accu- 

late than the constants obtained in the old works and recommended ir 

the Handbook [649] and in the monography [2020]. 

The molecular constants of A1H in the state aJFI given in Table 

222 were taken from the data of Holst [2110] who studied the system 

of bands associated with the transition 32 - 3n. The spectrum was 

ohotographed in the second order of the grating on an apparatus with 

a dispersion of O.94 A/m. Since in the A1H spectrum no intercombina¬ 

tion transitions were observed. Table 222 gives the approximate value 

of the excitation energy of the state a3n, suggested by Holst [2110] on 

the basis of a rough estimate; it may contain an error of the order 

of +2000 cm"1. 

The excitation energies of the remaining known electronic states 
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of the A1H molecule exceed 45,000 cm"1, and, since the molecular con¬ 

stants in these states are very inaccurate, they are not given in 

Table 222. 

TABLE 222 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of Al^, A10, A1H, 

AIE, A1C1 and AIN 

MojicKyjiâ 

1 

CocTORHne 

2 

T. <*,xt Be ax-l03 /Vio* rt 

3 • A 

Al, A»!' 0 5206 — 0,22“ — — 2,40“ 

AIO X*2r 

c*n/ 

0 

20699,2 

33174,6 

978,1 

870,0 

728,4 

7,12 

3,80 

7,5 

0,64148 

0,60417 

0,6027 

0,575 

0,453 
0,36 

1,109 

1,166 

1,6176 

1,6668 

AIH 
S' a*n 

A»n 

0 
20000“ 

23470,33* 

1682,563 

1688“ 

1082,76*' 

29,090“ 6,39066 

6,704“ • 

6,38688 

18,581* 

73,229 

357,061 
400 

370,1" 

1,64822 

1,64826 

AIF A»S 
a*n 
Am 

0 

33000“ . 

43947,73 

801,95 

827,8 

804,69 

4,70 

3,93 

6,3525° 

0,55228 

0,550“ 

0,55660 

0,483 

0,556 

0,97 

1,10 

1,6547 

1,648 

Aid X'2+ 
a*n 
A'n 
6*2 

0 

24594 

38254,0 

43590 

481,30 

524,35 

449,96 

350“ 

1,95 

2,175 

4,37P 

0,242 

0,250 
0,259 

0,226“ 

0,2 

0,2 

0,6 

0,25" 2,13 

2,10 

2,07' 

AIN i A»nc 0 J 1017« 
- 0,65* . _ - 1 1,68“ 

1) Molecule; 

2) state; 

3) cm"1 
a) Adopted in analogy to B2; 

b) evaluated by means of the Guggenheimer Eq. (1.41) ; 
c) evaluation; 
d) in the work of Lagerqvist, Nilsson and Barrow [2530] the 

following molecular constants are proposed for the state 

)¾ u)g = 979.23, 0¾ = 6097, B^ = 0.64136-0.00580 (v + 

+ 1/2), = (I.08 + 0.02) (v + 1/2).10-6 cm"1, r^ - 1.6178 

A and for the state B2Z: Te = 20688.95, cu' = 870.05, co'x' = 

= 3.57, = 0.60408-0.00447 (v + 1/2), D¿ = 1.10.10-^cm"1, 

r' = 1.6668 A. e 
e) in analogy to B0 it can be expected that in the system of 

AlO terms the state A H occurs with an excitation energy 

lower than the energy of the state B22 (the evaluation 
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from the relation of Shifrin (1.31) gives T (A2H) ^ 17,00 + 

+ 2000 cm“1); 

w0y0 = O.2389 cm“1; 

= O.OOI6I cm“1. 

the value De is given; ß1 = -0.0573-10^, ß2 = 0.00282-10“^ 

cm“1; 

the value a)Q is given, calculated by means of Eq. (1.36); 

the value B0 is given; 

the value v00 is given; 

the value Aq, /0 is given; 

the value De is given; ß1 --- 4.9957 10 cm“1; 

a>eye = O.OI779, coeze = 0.004845 cm“1; 

the value D0 is given, calculated by means of relation (I.36); 

<Ve = -O.216 cm“1; 

taken in analogy to BN. 

A1F. The ground electronic state of A IF is the state The 

A1F spectrum in both emission and absorption was studied repeatedly 

[3465, 3540, 3028, 3029, 3541, 3030, 3031, 661, 1,354, 1455, 657, 3032], 

The most intense band system in the AIF spectrum lies in the region of 

2360-2200 A and is due to the transition A1n - X1!. Apart from this 

system, a large number of other singlet systems is associated with the 

A1F molecule and also a series of systems caused by transitions bet¬ 

ween triplet states. Intercombination transitions were not detected in 

the A.1F spectrum. 

First, Rochester [3465] detected AIF bands in the A1F absorption 

spectrum. By analogy with A1C1 and AlBr he identified the system situ¬ 

ated in the region of 2360-2200 A, with the transition A1n - x1! and 

obtained an equation describint the position of the edges of the Q- 

branches. The vibration constants of A1F in the states A1n and X1! 

ascertained by Rochester [3465] are recommended in the monography of 

Ilei ¿.berg [2020] and in the Handbook [649]. Later, Rawllson and Barrow 

- ISTO - 

■*.> 

f) 

g) 

h) 

k) 

l) 

m) 
n) 

o) 

P) 

q) 
r) 
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[35^0] came to the conclusion that the value found by Rochester 

is too high and, consequently, the analysis of the vibrational struc¬ 

ture of the A1n - X1! system carried out by him is not correct. This 

conclusion was drawn based on a comparison of the values of the dis¬ 

sociation energies of AIF ascertained from thermochemical measurements 

[1863] and calculated by extrapolating the vibrational levels of the 

state X1^ of AIF using the constants obtained by Rochester, ana as a 

result of the comparison of the values xe|i1//2 for the halides of the 

third group.* The authors [35^-0] studied again the spectrum of A1F 

excited in a discharge tube into the coaxial cathode of which a mixture 

of A1 and A1F3 was introduced. The bands of the system 1n - 12 were 

taken on a Hilger quartz spectrograph, with a dispersion of the order 

of 2 A/mm in the region of 2000 A. Though the frequencies of the ed¬ 

ges of .the Q branches were consistent with the data of Rochester, the 

assignment of the bands carried out anew made it possible to obtain the 

equation 

vQ = 43947,6 + (803,95 (r/ + 7,) _ 6,14 (o' + 7,)* - 3,91 • JO"3 (o' + 7,)«] - 

' -1801,52 (V' + 7,) - 4,70 (o' + 7«)’ + 0.010 (o' + 7,)7, 

which describes the position of the edges of the Q branches much bet¬ 

ter than the constants ascertained by Rochester. 

-Qi 1953-1957* there appeared in the literature a large number of 

works by Barrow with co-workers [35^1, 661, 1354, 1355, 657] and of 

works by Naude and Hugo [3029, 3028, 3030, 303I, 3032], devoted to the 

study of the AIF spectrum. The values of the vibration constants, of 

A IF in the states X1^ and A1!! ascertained by analyzing the systems of 

bands, associated with transitions including these states, differ very 

slightly from the values suggested in the work [35^0]. The most accu¬ 

rate vibration constants in the states X1! and A1H describing the po¬ 

sition of the edges of the Q branches of 40 bands of the A^FI — x^2 
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system with v" < 6 and v' < 16 were obtained by Barrow, Johns and 

Smith [657] who studied the system A1n - X1^ in both emission and ab¬ 

sorption spectra. The mean discrepancy between the wave numbers of the 

edges of the Q branches obtained from the spectrograms and calculated 

by means of the vibration constants is approximately 0.48 cm“1. 

Naude and Hugo [3032] carried out a careful study of the band sys¬ 

tems associated with the transitions B1!! - X1^ and 0½ - X1^ which lie 

in the vacuum ultraviolet. The spectrum excited in the coaxial cathode 

of a discharge tube was taken on a three-meter vacuum spectrograph 

with a dispersion of O.63 A/mm. In the system B1^ — X1^ bands were ob¬ 

served with v' <5 and v" < 6, in the system 0½ - X1^ bands with 

V» < 3 and v" < 5. The vibration constants in the ground state X1!, 

ascertained by analyzing both systems are co" = 80I.95 and (u"xM = 4.70 
-1 see 

cm , i.e., they are practically consistent with the constants obtain¬ 

ed in the work [657]. In the present Handbook vibration constants of 

A1P in the states X 2 and A II are adopted which are recommended in the 

work of Barrow, Johns and Smith [657]« These constants are given in 

Table 222. 

For a long time the rotation constants of A1P in the ground elec¬ 

tronic state remained unknown, since because of the overlapping by 

neighboring bands the fine structure of the bands of the system A1!! - 

- X1^ could be resolved not even in the seventh and ninth orders of 

the 21-foot concave grating [3028], and other systems associated with 

the transitions in the state X 2 are situated in the vacuum ultra¬ 

violet. Only in 1956,» Barrow, Johns and Smith [657]^ based on measure¬ 

ments of the distances between the edges of the P and Q branches and 

the edges of the R and Q branches of 24 bands of the system A1!! - x12 

as well as on the values of the rotation constants in the state A1!! 

obtained by Naude and Hugo [3028, 3030] ascertained by means of the 
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equation Av = Í\B' -B") the values Bv in 'th0 state X1!! for v" < 6 

and calculated the values B , a and r equal to 0.5528, 0.00488 cm-1 
S _L S 

and I.654 A, respectively. 

In 1957i Naude and Hugo [3032] using for recording the A1P spec¬ 

trum a three-meter vacuum spectrograph obtained in the fourth order 

of the grating the bands 0-0, 0-1, 0-2, and 1-3 of the system B12+ - 

- X1^ and the bands OrO, 1-3 and 1-4 of the system - X12+ with 

a resolved fine structure. Making use of the values of the rotation 

constants at different vibrational levels in the states 6½ and C1!, 

obtained by analyzing the systems 0½ - A1!! and F1H - B1! [3028], the 

authors of the work [303O] obtained the rotation constants in the 

state X^2 of the A1P molecule which are practically consistent with 

those calculated in the work [657]. These constants are accepted in 

the present Handbook and given in Table 222. The rotation constants of 

A1F in the state A1!!, indicated in Table 222, were obtained by Naude 

and Hugo [3028] by analyzing the fine structure of 11 bands of the 

system 0½ — A^II, lying in the infrared region of the spectrum. 

At present, for the A1P molecule, apart from the low excited state 

A1!! a large number of other excited singlet states (B1!, C1!, D^A , 

FFTI, 0½) are known with which are associated different systems, ascer¬ 

tained in the emission and absorption spectra of A1P. Since, however, 

the excitation energies of these states exceed 50,000 cm“1 they are 

not indicated in Table 222. 

Apart from singlet systems, in the A1P spectrum band systems are 

ascertained which are caused by transitions between triplet states. The 

analysis of the vibrational structure of the triplet system of A1P was 

first carried out by Barrow and Rowlinson [3540]. Later, Dodsworth and 

Barrow [1354, 1355] performed an analysis of two more systems associ- 

ated with transitions from the state to the general lower state -HI. 
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Since, however, intercombination transitions were not observed in the 

A1P spectrum, the absolute values of the excitation energies of trip¬ 

let states are unknown. Dodsworth and Barrow [1355]* based on the 

analogy between the -¾ states in the molecules BP, A1P, GaP and InP, 

came to the conclusion that these states are associated with the same 

electronic configurations and that the dissociations products in these 

states must be identical. Comparing the dissociation energies of GaP 
"5 

and InP in the states a^n with the dissociation energies of these com¬ 

pounds in the ground states Xà and suggesting that the corresponding 

relation is valid in the case of A1F, too, the authors of the work 

[1355] evaluated the excitation energy of the state aJn as being ap¬ 

proximately 33*000 cm“'1'. The evaluation using the relation (1.31) gives 

T (a^n) = 32,500 + 3000 cm“'1'. In the present Handbook T (a2n) = 33,000 
6 S 

+ 30OO cm“'1' is adopted. Table 222 gives the vibration constants in 

•5 
the state a^IT, ascertained in the work [1355]* By analogy with the Ga 

and In fluorides it is accepted that the state ^11 of the A1P molecule 

is the normal state. 

A1C1. The ground electronic state of A1C1 is the state X1X+. The 

spectrum of the A1C1 molecule was studied in both emission [2247, 805, 

2740, 2113, 2111, 2904, 3607, 3408, 2114] and absorption [2905]. 

The most intense bands of A1C1, situated in the wavelength region 

2810-2550 A and caused by the electron transition A^IT — X"1-! were stu¬ 

died by Bhaduri and Powler [805], Mahanti [2740] and Holst [2113, 2111 

2114] in the emission spectrum and by Miescher [2905] in the absorp¬ 

tion spectrum. In the work [805] the A1C1 spectrum was excited in the 

discharge in AlCl^ vapors in the presence of helium and taken on a 

spectrograph with a dispersion of 2.85 A/mm in the region cf 2550 and 

4.0 A/mm at 2800 A. The analysis of a large number of bands forming 

the sequence Ay = 0, +1, +2, 3 and 4 with v' < 9 and v" < 13 enabled 
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Bhaduri and Fowler [805] to detect the vibration constants of A1C1 in 

the states A II and )(½ which are given in Table 222 and adopted in the 

present Handbook. The vibration constants in the states A1!! and X1! 

ascertained by Bhaduri and Fowler [805] are recommended in the book 

of Herzberg [2020] and in the Handbook [649]* too. Similar values of 

the respective constants were obtained by Mahanti [2740] and Holst 

[2111]. The use of a spectrograph with a dispersion of 0.96 A/mm en¬ 

abled Holst [2113] to resolve the rotational structure of six bands 

9~11* 9~12* 9-I3 and 10-14* IO-I5* IO-I6 and to ascertain the values 

of the rotation constants for high vibrational levels in the states 

1 1 
A H and X 2. The rotation constants indicated in Table 222 for A1C.1 in 

these states were detected in the dissertation of Holst [2114] summar¬ 

izing his previous investigations. Since the authors of the Handbook 

could not look through this dissertation* in the Handbook the constants 

from this work, given in reference tables [649* 2020]* are adopted. 

Studying the spectrum of the noncondensed discharge through A1C1, 

vapors in helium atmosphere Sharma [3607] ascertained two new A1C1 

band systems situated in the wavelength regions of 4154-3970 and 561a- 

5265 A. The analysis of the structure of the bands taken in the first 

order of a 21-foot concave grating has shown that the first group is 

associated with the intercombination transition a^n - X1!-1" and the 

bands in the green region of the spectrum are caused by the transition 

between the triplet states b3Z - a3H. In the system a3n - X1! 12 bands 

were analyzed forming sequencies Ay = 0* +1 with v'* v" < 4. For the 

analysis use was made of the values of the constants of A1C1 in the 

ground state* ascertained by Bhaduri and Fowler [805] and Holst [2114], 

In the triplet system b32 a3n one succeeded only in obtaining the 

bands 0—0, 0—1 and 0—2. Transitions from the level v* — 1 were not ob¬ 

served. The data obtained in the work [3607] did not allow to carry out 
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a detailed analysis of the fine structure of the bands, since only 

the branches at the longwave end of each band were resolved,. The mo¬ 

lecular constants of A1C1 in the triplet states a^ll and b:;2 ascertain¬ 

ed by Sharma are accepted in the present Handbook and given in Table 

222. 

Subsequently, Reddy and Rao [3^08] investigating the emission 

spectrum of A1C1 ascertained in the wavelength region of 2075-1820 A 

a large number of bands belonging to six different systems. Five out 

of them have a general lower state which is the ground state of the 

A1C1 molecule. The approximate analysis allowed the evaluation of the 

excitation energy and the oscillation frequency of the upper states. 

Since the excitation energies of these states exceed 50,000 cm“1, 

they are not given in Table 222. 

AIM. The spectrum and structure of the AIN molecule were not stu¬ 

died experimentally. Hence, the molecular constants of AIN, suggested 

in the present Handbook, are obtained as the result of approximate 

evaluationso The interatomic distance in the AIN molecule was evalua¬ 

ted based on the comparison of the interatomic distances in the dia¬ 

tomic molecules of the oxides and nitrides of a number of elements. 

Such a comparison indicated that the interatomic distance in the nit¬ 

ride molecule of the given element (rx_N) is 0.04-0.07 A longer than 

the interatomic distance rx_Q in the molecule of the respective oxide. 

Since rA1_0 = 1.62 A, it has been assumed in the present Handbook that 

rAl-N = + 0.08 A (the corresponding value Be is 0,65 + O.06 cm“1). 

Based on the value rA1_N so evaluated, by means of Eq. (I.4l) the 

frequency of the normal oscillation 00 = 1070 + 100 cm“1 was calcula- 
0 — 

ted. By analogy with the molecule BN it was accepted that the ground 

electronic state of AIN is a state of the type -¾. The adopted values 

of the molecular constants of AIN are given in Table 222. 
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AlgO. The existence of the A120 tolecnle has been sho«n by mass-spec- 

trometric studies [1164a, l4o5]. The literature contains, however, no 

information whatever on studies of the structure and spectra of the 

A120 molecule. Based on general notions on the orientation of chemical 

bonds it is assumed in the present Handbook that the A120 molecule has 

a nonlinear symmetric structure (point group c2v). A sufficiently well- 

founded evaluation of the molecular constants of AlgO is made diffi¬ 

cult because of the absence of any data whatever on the nature of the 

Al-0 bond in this molecule. Assuming for AlgO a nonlinear symmetric 

structure it can be suggested that the Al-0 bonds in such a molecule 

must be single and the angle between the bonds must have a val e of 

the order of 105°. Based on the comparison of the values of the inter¬ 

atomic distances and the force constants of the bonds in the molecules 

A10, BO and in such polyatomic oxygen compounds of boron where 'he 

single bond B-O occurs, the length of the Al-0 bond and the force of 

the bond fA1_0 were taken to equal 1.78 A and 2.8-105 dyne-cm'1, res- 

pectively.* 

TABLE 223 

Adopted Values of the Molecular Constants of A1 0 
aif2, aif3, aici2, aici3 2 

•''^Acuy.-.r. 

1' 

Vf O • c 

2 

-ICI- 
• v-ii 

‘Í7G 
Zíj 

7CÛ 

! 050(2) 
î: I 540 

-(2) 574 
• CCO 

! “*5 ! 6-(2)! 120 (2)1 1235-102 

1) Moleculej 2) cm j 3) (g*cm2)^. 

Table 223 gives the values of the fundamental frequencies an d th 

products of the main moments of inertia of A120, calculated using 
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Eqs. (p4o30) and (P3.17) and the above-mentioned constants. The value 

of the cc vnnt fa/d needed for the calculation of the fundamental 

frequencies by means of Eqs. (P4.30) was evaluated based on a compari¬ 

son of the magnitude of this constant with other molecules of the 

type and taken to be 0.4* 105 dyne •cm“1. 

It should be noted that the adopted structural parameters of Al^O 

are in satisfactory agreement with the results of a preliminary stu y 

of the structure of the Ga20 molecule carried out by the electron dif¬ 

fraction method by Akishin et al [4a]. In accordance with the results 

of this work, Ga20 has a nonlinear symmetric structure (point group 

C2v) with the following structural parameters: rGa Q = I.83 + 0.02 A, 

/GaOGa = 145°. The latter was determined with a low accuracy and in 

future more precise definitions are required; as to the value r 
Ga-0 

it confirms, apparently, the single nature of this bond. At the same 

time mass-spectrometric studies of the evaporation of aluminum oxides 

(see page I612) led to the conclusion that the atomization energy of 

this molecule is two times higher than the dissociation energy of 

AlO. The authors of the work [l405a] made the suggestion that this can 

be caused by the interaction of aluminum atoms; another edplication 

may be the assumption of a double nature of the Al-0 bond in AlgO which 

must lead to a simultaneous increase of the angle between the bonds. 

Both these suggestions are, however, so at variance with the usual no¬ 

tions on the nature of the bonds of the oxygen atom that they are not 

considered in the evaluation of the AlgO constants.* The error of the 

fundamental frequencies of AlgO, given in Table 223, can be estimated 

15-20$ of their values, and those of the adopted values rfl1 n and 

/A10A1 + 0.05 A and +10°, respectively. 

An evaluation of the molecular constants of AlgO has been made in 

the works of Drowart, De Maria, Burns and Inghram [l405a] and of Cook, 



Piller et al [ll64a]. In both works it has been accepted that the Alo0 

molecule has a nonlinear symmetric structure. Drowart et al evaluated 

the angle A10A1 as being 110° and assuming that the force constant of 

the Al-0 bond and the length of this bond equal to corresponding values 

in the A10 molecule and the ratio f /d /f, in Alo0 is 0,094 (mean for 

a series of molecules of type ^0) they ascertained using Eqs. (P4.30); 

= 1079, Vg = 351 and = 921 cm“'*'. In the work [1164a] the values 

of the fundamental frequencies of Alo0 were adopted equal to = 1580, 

Vg = 500 and -- 970 cm“1 (the method of evaluating them is not indi¬ 

cated in the work). 

AlPg and AlClg. The literature fails to prode any data on the mo¬ 

lecular constants of AlPg and AlClg. An approximate evaluation of the 

fundamental frequencies and structural parameters of these radicals 

was carried out by Heimgartner [I983] (AlClg) and Tatevskiy, Veyts and 

Gurvich [51] (AlPg and AlClg). Apparently, the values of the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of AlClg, ascertained by Heimgartner [I983] = 900 

Vg = 550 and V3 = 1100 cm“1 are not correct, since they were obtained 

with the aid of an evaluation based on the comparison of the frequen¬ 

cies of SOg, NOg, ClOg and ClgO. The force constant of the Al-Cl bond 

in AlClg corresponding to the frequencies found by Heimgartner is 

8.5^105 dyne*cm” , i.e., it is four times higher than the force con¬ 

stant in A1C1, which is unlikely. 

Tatevskiy, veyts and Gurvich [5I] evaluating the constants of 

triatomic halides of aluminum proceeded from the assumption that A1F0 

and AlClg just as BPg and BClg have a nonlinear symmetric structure and 

belong to the point symmetry group Cgv.* Suggesting that the bonds in 

these molecules are brought about by two p-electrons of the aluminum 

atom, the authors of the work [51] assumed that the angle XA1X is 

110 + 10° and the interatomic distance r^ p is I.65 + O.03 A (as in 
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the AIP molecule), and r^-Cl = 2.13 + O.O3 A (as in AlCl). Based on 

the values of the geometric parameters thus obtained the products of 

the moments of inertia of AlPg and AlClg, given in Table 223, were 

calculated. 

The fundamental frequencies of the AIF^ and AICI2 molecules were 

calculated in the work [5I] by means of the equations of the field of 

valence forces neglecting the constants of the interaction of bonds 

and the angle and considering the interaction of neighboring bonds 

[Eqs. (P4.30) and (P4.29)]. The calculations were carried out on the 

basis of two sets of force constants: 1) force constants of A1X2 mo¬ 

lecules equal to the force constants of AIX^ molecules (accordingly, 

for A1F2 in 105 dynes-cm"1: fd = 5-0, fdd = 0.5, f&/d2 = 0.2 and for 

A1C1„: f, = 2.5, f = O.25, f /d2 = 0.1) and 2) the force constants of 

the Al-X bonds equal to the force constants in the corresponding dia¬ 

tomic AIX molecules, and the deformation constants and the constants 

of the interaction of bonds satisfy the relationships f/fd(AlX2) = 

f/fd (A1X3) (birg: fd = 4.22, fdd = 0.4, fa/d2 = O.l? and A1C12: fd = 

= 2.09, f,, = 0.21, f /d2 = O.08. The fundamental frequencies of AIF 

and AlClg so calculated have been adopted in the first edition of the 

Handbook. The calculation of the frequencies in the work [51], however, 

has been performed using the incorrect values of the force constants 

of AIF^ and AlCl^, obtained in the work of Stepanov [393] (see below). 

The fundamental frequencies of A1F2 and A1C12 adopted in the pre¬ 

sent edition of the Handbook and given in Table 223 have been evalua¬ 

ted in the same way as in the work [51], but with force constants of 

AIF^ and AlCl^, calculated from the frequencies of these molecules, gi¬ 

ven in Table 223. 

Since the discrepancy between the values of the frequencies calcu¬ 

lated applying the different methods amount to 5-10$, it can be sug- 
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gestad that the possible errors in the frequencies reconmended have 

the same magnitude. 

Since in the AIF^ and AlClg molecules electrons with unpaired 

spins occur their ground states must be doublets. 

AIF^, The electron diffraction study of the structure of the AlFn 

molecule, carried out by Akishin, Rambidi and Zasorin [66] has shown 

that the A1F3 molecule has a planar symmetric structure with interato¬ 

mic distances rA1_p = 1.63 + 0.02 A and belongs to the symmetry group 

D3h. The value of the product of the moments of inertia of A1F3, cal¬ 

culated for this value of the interatomic distance, is given in Table 

223. 

The spectrum of the A1F3 molecule has not been studied experi¬ 

mentally. Hence, the vibration frequencies necessary to carry out the 

calculation of the thermodynamic functions of A1F3, can be ascertained 

only as a result of approximate evaluation. The values of the funda¬ 

mental frequencies of A1F3 which were adopted in the first edition of 

the Handbook had been calculated by Stepanov [393] using the force 

constants of AlCly evaluated on the basis of a comparison of the force 

constants of BF3, BC13, BBr3 and AlCl^ The results of the works of 

Heise and Wieland [1984] and Klemperer [2440] show, however, that 

Stepanov [393] used for the calculation of the force constants of A1C13 

incorrect values of the fundamental frequencies of A1C13 and, accord- 

iftgly.» miscalculated the force constants and frequencies of AIF^ In 

the present edition of the Handbook for the evaluation of the force 

constants of A1F3 and the subsequent calculation of the frequencies of 

A1F3 the force constants of A1C13 were recalculated using the frequen¬ 

cy values suggested by Heise and Wieland [see below). The calculatjon 

was performed by two methods: by means of the equations of the field 

of valence forces of a more simple type (P4.4l) with the constants of 
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Interaction, being zero^ and by means of Eqs. (P4.4o) considering the 

interaction of the bonds. In the assumption that the substitution of 

fluorine for chlorine in molecules with a central boron atom is equi¬ 

valent to the analogous substitution in molecules with a central alum¬ 

inum atom, a comparison of the force constants of AlCl^ with the con¬ 

stants of BF3 and BCl^ made it possible to evaluate the constants of 

AIF3 * and calculate the fundamental frequencies the values of which 

are given in Table 223. The values of the AIF^ frequencies so obtain¬ 

ed are very approximate, the possible error in them is 10-20$. 

AlCl^o For a long time in the literature no experimental data 

were available on the spectrum and structure of the AlCl^ molecule, 

since in vapors aluminum chloride occurs mainly in the shape of AlgClr. 

The spectrum and structure of Al^Cl^ have been studied repeatedly 

(see [3171, 966, 1686, 1959j I68I]). In the first edition of the Hand¬ 

book the frequencies and geometric parameters of AlCl^ have been cal¬ 

culated based on approximate evaluations. At the same time it has been 

suggested that in analogy with the well-known molecules BF„, BC1 and 
3 3 

BBr^ the AlCl^ molecule has a planar symmetric structure and belongs 

to the point symmetry group D^. The interatomic distance rA1 C1 was 

adopted equal to the interatomic distance in the A1C1 molecule (r 
^ Al-Cl 

= 2.13 A). For the fundamental frequencies of A1C13 the values were 

1 ecommended, evaluated by Heise and Wieland [1.984] based on the fre¬ 

quencies of the A12C16 molecule: = 350, v2 = 215, v3(2) = 615 and 

Vj|(2) = 130 cm"1. 

In 1956, Klemperer [2440] succeeded first in obtaining the infra¬ 

red spectrum of AlCl^ The spectrum was studied in the region from 

-1 
1200 to 325 cm . In the emission spectrum,** studied by passing alum¬ 

inum chloride vapors through the bulb heated by a nichrome furnace to 

the temperature of 900°C, a single band was ascertained at 610 cm"1. 
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Since at such a temperature the aluminum chloride vapors consist al¬ 

most completely of molecules of the monomer A1C13, Klemperer attri¬ 

buted the band ascertained to the valence vibration of the Al-Cl bond 

of the A1C13 molecule. In the opinion of the author of the work [244o] 

such an interpretation is fully consistent with the suggestion of a 

planar symmetric structure of the A1C13 molecule, since a molecule 

belonging to the symmetry group D3h must have three frequencies active 

in the infrared spectrum: two of them connected with the change of 

the angles between the bonds must be situated in a region of longer 

wavelengths than the region which has been studied in the work [244o], 

and the third caused by antisymmetric valence vibrations of the Al-Cl 

bonds must have a frequency of the order of 6oo cm'1, i.e., similar 

to that ascertained in the spectrum. It may be mentioned that the 

assessed experimental values of the frequencies of the antisymmetric 

vibrations of the Al-Cl bond in the dimer (A12C16) and the monomer 

(A1C13), 625 and 610 cm"1, respectively, are similar to the value ev¬ 

aluated for this frequency by Heise and Wieland (615 cm-1); this is a 

certain confirmation of the correctness of the evaluation of A1C1 fre¬ 

quencies accomplished by Heise and Wieland [1984]. Besides, it i/con- 

firmed by the following considerations. If in analogy with BP , BC1 

and BBr3 it is suggested that in the A1C13 molecule the force^onstant 

of planar deformation vibrations fa/d2 ls of the value of the 

force constant of the Al-Cl bond (fj), then the value found by Klemp¬ 

erer for the frequency of the antisymmetric valence vibration v = 

= 610 cm 1 is in keeping with the value fa = 2.5.105 dynes.cm-1, cal¬ 

culated by means of Eqs. (P4.41). The latter allows to calculate* the 

frequencies = 345 and v!( = 150 cm-1. The assumption that the rela¬ 

tion of the force constant of some deformation vibrations to the con¬ 

stant fd in the A1C13 molecule equals approximately such a relation in 
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A ,* 

'«I. i»' 

) 

the boron halide molecules leads to the values f^/d2 = 0.24*10^ 

-1 -1 
dynes«cm and = 235 cm . The comparison indicates that the fre¬ 

quency values of AlCl^ so ascertained are practically consistent with 

the frequencies evaluated by Heise and Wieland. Therefore, in the 

present Handbook the frequency values Vg and suggested in the 

work [1984] are adopted-.. The frequency of the antisymmetric doubly de¬ 

generate vibration is taken to be 6l0 cm“1 in accordance with the 

results of the study of the infrared spectrum [2440].* Obviously, the 

errors in the values V-^, Vg and do not exceed 15$. The error in 

the value is 10-20 cm 

The interatomic distance in the AlCl^ molecule was con¬ 

sidered, just as in the first edition of the Handbook, equal to the 

interatomic distance in the A1C1 molecule: r = 2.13 + O.03 A.** 
J--OJL 

The product of the momenta of inertia of the AlCl^ molecule, calcula¬ 

ted for this value anl an§-*-e C1A1C1 120° is given in Table 

223. 

§96. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of aluminum and its compounds, dis¬ 

cussed in the present Handbook, in the state of the ideal gas were 

calculated for temperatures from 293.15 to 6000°K and are indicated in 

the Tables 288-292, 294-296, 298-3OO, 302 and 304 of Volume II. The 

calculations were made using the constants adopted in the preceding 

section. 

Al. The thermodynamic functions of monatomic aluminum, given in 

Table 288 (II), were calculated by means of Eqs. (11.22) and (II.23). 

The values of the translatory components of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of gaseous monatomic aluminum were calculated by means of Eqs. 

(II.8) and (II.9) with A^ = 2.5388 and Ag = 7.5070 cal/g-atom*degree, 

those of the electronic components by means of Eqs. (11.20) and (11.21), 
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based on the energy levels presented in Table 220. To simplify the 

calculation, all electronic states with n < 11 were considered in the 

statistical sum at all temperatures. 

At T < 5000°K the errors of the calculated values of the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of monatomic aluminum are practically determined 

solely by the inaccuracy of the adopted values of the physical con¬ 

stants and do not exceed 0.005 cal/g-atom*degree. At higher tempera¬ 

tures the errors due to incorporating the excessive states with n < 
max — 

< n < 11, where nmax is calculated by means of Eq. (II.18), into the 

statistical sum and its derivatives and, besides, errors due to the 

approximate estimates of the excitation energies of a number of levels 

become essential. Nevertheless, the total error of the calculated 
■X- 

values of monatomic aluminum in the entire temperature range does 

not exceed 0.01 cal/g-atom*degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of monatomic aluminum have been cal¬ 

culated previously in a number of works (see [2355, 1984, 2142, 2334, 

2462], Among them, the calculations of Kolsky et al [2462] (for T < 

< 8000°K) and Huff, Gordon and Morrell [2142] (for T < 6000°K) should 

be noted. At low temperatures the results of all calculations are in 

good agreement with each other, with the exception of the data of 

Heise and Wieland [1984], in whose work, apparently, an error was to¬ 

lerated. The discrepancy between the data of Table 288 (II) and the 

work [2462] at T 2 6000°K have magnitudes of the order of 0.01 cal/ 

/g-atom»degree; they are mainly caused by the fact that in the latter 

in the calculation of the electronic components a number of levels 

with n > 11 were taken into account. At temperatures above 6000°K the 

discrepancies must pass through zero and increase again and it is due 

to this fact that Kolsky et al did not consider the levels with n < 11 

which had not been ascertained experimentally in the spectrum of the 
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Al atom» In the book of Stull and Sinke [3894] the values of the ther¬ 

modynamic functions of monatomic aluminum calculated in the work [2142] 

are indicated» 

The discrepancy between the values of the thermodynamic functions 

of A1 given in the first edition of the Handbook and Table 288 (II) 

reaches 0.006 and 0.047 cal/g-atom*degree in ^qqq and S^qqqí they 

are due to the fact that in the present edition a more accurate method 

of calculating the electronic components was used. 

A¿» The values of the translatory components of the thermodyna¬ 

mic f'unctions of monatomic ionized aluminum were calculated applying 

Eqs. (II.8) and (II.9) with the and Ag mentioned above for monato¬ 

mic aluminum; the electronic components the contribution of which to 

the values $T and S° at temperatures up to 6000° is negligibly low, 

are not considered in the calculation» The total error of the calcu¬ 

lated values of the functions of Al+ within the entire temperature 

range does not exceed 0.01 cal/g-atom*degree in the values and 

0.02 cal/g-atom*degree in the values S°. 

The thermodynamic functions of onefold ionized aluminum were 

calculated recently in the work of Green, Poland and Margrave [1851a] 

(T < 50,000 K). The evaluation was carried out considering all elec¬ 

tronic states of A1 indicated in the compendium of Moore [2941]. The 

discrepancy between the results of this evaluation and the data of 

the Handbook does not exceed 0.02 cal/g-atom*degree. 

Al2, AIM. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous diatomic alumi¬ 

num and aluminum nitride, given in Tables 290 (II) and 304 (II), were 

evaluated by means of Eqs. (II.16I) and (II.162) using the approximate 

rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model based on the constants evalu¬ 

ated in the preceding section. Since the constants of the enharmonici- 

ty of the vibrations, the centrifugal stretching and the vibrational- 
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-rotational and spin-orbit interactions are unknown for both mole¬ 

cules, the values In 2 and In A and their derivatives in Eqs. (ii.l6i) 

and (11.162) were adopted equal to zero, in Table 224 the values of 

the constants (¾ and Cs in these equations are given and, besides, the 

values of the quantity 6 for interpolation using the tables of the 

harmonic oscillator. In connection with the fact that in analogy to 

Ba and BN in §95 it has been assumed that the molecules Alg and AIN 

have the ground states 3S and 3n, m the values 0,,, and Cg, given in 

Table 224, the addends E In 3 (for Alg) and E m 6 (for AIN) are in- 

eluded. 

TABLE 224 

Values of the Constants for the Evaluation nr rha mu 
dynamic Functions of Gaseous upfaST”10' 

and AIN 

1 
BtniKTao 

e *•10» Pi 0» ¢0 
T 

</,.10» 
T c9 

2 *paà 2 »pad-1 li KOji/MOAb ipad 

AI. 
AIO 
AIH 
AIF 

AlCl 
AIN 

820,11 
1407,1 

2420.4 
1153,8 
692,35 

1539.5 

7,2787 
17,289 
5,8607 
4,0515 

0,9003 
2,9446 
0,8784 
0,8297 

0,83 
9,54 
0,77 
0,71 

1,08858 
0,110383 
1,26400 
2,88450 

3,78 
12,4» 
4,45 
5,86 

7,6971 

5,m2 
-1,7314 

4,5935 
7,1453 
7,4852 

14,6526 
12,4287 
5,2231 

11,5490 
14,1008 
14,4407 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) degree'1; 4) cal/mole•degree 
a) fo-1010/T2 = 1.65 

The main errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of AL, and AIN are connected with the lack of experimental 

data on the constants of the molecules of both gases and the conse¬ 

quent application of an approximate method of calculation. These error 

have a magnitude of the order of 0.3, 0.8 and 1.2 cal/mole- degree for 

Al2 and 1.5-2 cal/mole-degree for AIN in the quantities 4»* „ 
-* * SpSolS'» 
3000 and ^6000° The Sross errors of the thermodynamic functions of 
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aluminum nitride at low temperatures are due to the impossibility of 

considering the splitting of the rotational levels of the state X2!! 

of the AIN molecule because of the lack of data on the constant of 

the spin-orbit coupling. 

The thermodynamic functions of Al^ and AIN, given in the first 

and present editions of the Handbook, are identical. Other evaluations 

of tables of the thermodynamic functions of these gases are not known 

in the literature. 

A10 and A1H. The thermodynamic functions of aluminum monoxide 

and monohydride, given in Tables 29I (II) and 294 (II), were calcula¬ 

ted using Eqs. (II.I6I) and (II.162). The quantities In 2 and T ô/òT 

In 2 in these equations were evaluated by the method of Gordon and 

Barnes [Eqs. (11.137) and (II.138)] neglecting corrections for the li¬ 

mited number of rotational levels of the molecules. The values In A 

and T 8/dT In A for both gases were adopted equal to zero, though the 

2 
molecule A10 has a ground electronic state of the type 2. The evalu¬ 

ations were carried out based on the constants given in Table 222. 

Table 224 shows the values of the constants 0^, Cg, the values 0 and 

x as well as the values of the coefficients in Eqs. (11.137) and 

(II.I38), calculated using the adopted molecular constants of A10 and 
2 

A1H. Since the molecule A10 has the ground state 2, the addends 

R In 2 are includes in the corresponding values of and Cg. 

The components of the excited states a^II and A II of the A1H mo¬ 

lecule were evaluated using Eqs. (11.126) and (II.127) (i.e., consid¬ 

ering the differences of the constants of the ground and excited sta- 

tes; in view of the lack of data on the excitation energy and con- 

stants of the state A II the components of the constant B 2 of the A10 

molecule were calculated applying a simpler method [relations (11.120), 

(11.121)], the components of the state C22 of the A10 molecule were 
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not taken into account in the calculation. 

In spite of the fact that calculating the thermodynamic functions 

of aluminum monoxide neither the components of the states A2n and 

C 2 were taken into account nor corrections were made for the limited 

number of rotational levels for the state X2!, the errors of the cal¬ 

culated values of the thermodynamic functions of this gas, given in 

Table 291 (II), are small and amount to 0.01, 0.03 and O.05 cal/mole- 
.y. ^ 

•degree in ¢298.2.5^ $3000 and ^6000* At the sajne time, the errors of 

the values of the thermodynamic functions of A1H are substantially 

higher, particularly at elevated temperatures where thanks to the low 

value of the dissociation energy of the molecules of this gas the mag¬ 

nitude of corrections allowing to consider the upper limits in the 

sums over the rotational states, becomes essential (up to 0.1 cal/ 

/mole-degree, in ¢5000). The total errors of the calculated values 
* * -V. 

298,15* 3000 and ^6000 values of the order of O.03, 0.05 

and 0.2 cal/mole*degree. 

Tables of the thermodynamic functions of A10 were computed in 

the works of Huff, Gordon and Morrell [2142] (T < 6000°K), Ward and 

Hussey [4l49] (2000°L < T < 5000°K) and Gordon [I817] (T < 6000°K). 

All evaluations were carried out using the constants suggested in the 

monography of Herzberg [2020]. The discrepancies between the values of 

the thermodynamic functions of A10, given in Table 291 (II) and those 

calculated in the works [2142, 4l49] are due to the fact that in the 

works mentioned the calculations were performed using the approximate 

solid rotator-harmonic oscillator model. The discrepancies reach 

0.5-0.8 cal/mole-degree in the values SJ at 5000-6000°K. Apparently, 

in the work [I817] the evaluation was carried out applying a more 

accurate method so that the discrepancies with the data of the present 

Handbook are less important and do not exceed O.05 and 0.2 cal/mole* 
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i4tii> “degree in the values and respectively. These differences are 

probably due to the fact that Gordon did not allow for the excited 

electronic state of A10 in his calculation. 

Moreover, it should be noted that Inghram and co-workers [l405a] 

calculated the values of A10 from 2000 to 2500° for the subsequent 

handling of the results of mass-spectrometric measurements. This eva¬ 

luation was carried out using the approximate rigid rotator-harmonic 

oscillator model and in view of this the discrepancies between the 

quantities calculated in this work and those given in Table 291 (II) 

have values of the order of 0.2 cal/mole"degree* 

Previously, the thermodynamic functions of A1H had been evaluated 

only in the work of Ward and Hussey [4l49], the calculation had been 

carried out using the approximate rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator 

model for temperatures from 2000 to 5000°K. The discrepancy between 

the data obtained in this work and those given in Table 294 (II) am¬ 

ount to 0.4 and I.3 cal/mole*degree, in the quantities and 
POOD 

q° 
5000° 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of A10 and A1H, given 

in the first and present editions of the Handbook, are identical. 

AIF and A1C1. The thermodynamic functions of aluminum monofluo¬ 

ride and monochloride, presented in Tables 295 (II) and 299 (IT), 

were computed applying Eqs. (II.16I) and (II.162). The values In 2 

and T ò/òT In 2 in these equations were calculated applying the method 

of Gordon and Barnes [Eqs. (II.I37) and (II.138)] on the basis of the 

constants indicated above. The calculations were carried out without 

introducing corrections for the limited number of rotational levels 

of the molecules of both gases. In Table 224 the values C$, Cg, 0 and 

'"'I x as wel1 as 4he values of the coefficients in Eqs. (II.I37) and 

(11.138) are given, calculated by means of the adopted molecular con- 
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stants of A1P and A1C1. The values of the components of the state 

a n of the A1C1 molecule in and S”, evaluated using Eqs. (11.126) 

and (11.12(), i.e., taking into account the differences of the con¬ 

stants of the ground and excited States; the values of the components 

of the state A II of the A1C1 and A1F molecules were computed using a 

simpler method [Eqs. (11.120), (11.121)]. The states of the A1F and 

A1C1 molecules with higher excitation energies were not considered in 

evaluating the thermodynamic functions of the two gases. Nor was the 

difference of the constants of the AlCl^ and AlCl^ molecules con¬ 

sidered in the calculation in the case of A1C1. 

The main errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of A1F and A1C1 are defined by the lack of experimental data 

on the energy of high vibrational and rotational levels of the ground 

state and by the fact that into the calculations no corrections were 

introduced for the limited number of rotational levels of the A1F and 

A1C1 molecules. Nevertheless, owing to the high value of the dissoci¬ 

ation energies of both molecules the corresponding errors are small. 

Thus, in the case of A1C1 this correction calculated using Eq. (II.59) 

does not exceed 0.05 cal/mole*degree in the value $g000, and the er¬ 

ror due to the unsuitability of the adopted vibration constants for 

the approximation of the levels of the vibrational energy of A1C1 near 

che dissociation limit amounts to about 0,1 cal/mol©*degree. In the 

case of A1F the corresponding errors are still smaller. 

Thus, for AIF and A1C1 the errors of the calculated quantities 
* * * 

^298.15^ 4>3000 and ^6000 d0 not exceed 0*02, 0.05 and 0.2 cal/mole- 

• degree. 

A table of the thermodynamic functions of A1F had been calculated 

in the work of Altman [526] (T < 6000°K) on th- basis of the same va¬ 

lues of the molecular constants that are adopted in the present Handbook. 
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The discrepancies between the vaines ne aw aw 
the values of the thermodynamic functions, 

given in Table 296 Í tt^ «na -în • , 
? ^and. in this work. inorp«<-.o Qo +U j. 

s reaoe as the temperature 
rises and reach 0.07 and 0.27 cal/mole.deSree in the puantities 

*6000 and s6ooo' respectively. Apparently, these discrepancies are due 

to the difference of the methods of calculation ma™ 
calculation (Altman used the methoc 

M Pennington and Kobe) and to the fact that in aw . , w ic xaub unau m the work [526] the 
excited electronic state of A IF w- ^ nnf • .a. arr was not taken into account.* 

The thermodynamic functions n-p Ain -u icuions of A1C1 had been evaluated by Heise 
and Wieland [1984] f* fnr m 1rnAox „ 

1 y 4J (*T for T < 1W0 ), Poster, Russel and Cochran 

] ($T for T < 2400°K)j Gordon [iSiy] (t < 6000°kA 

(T < 6000°K). The results of th \ ^ {^‘ 

th evaluations carried out in the works 

[1984, 1584] are in good agreement (within the limits of 0.1 cal/mole- 

•degree) with the data of Table 299 (II). The values of the thermody¬ 

namic functions of Aid, calculated by Altman and Cordon, are practi¬ 

cally identical; at elevated temperatures they differ markedly from 

those evaluated m the present Handbook. These disrepancies amount to 

0.16 and 0.67 cal/mole-degree respectively, in the values ** ^ 

apparently, they are due to the fact that in the works [1817^526] - 

less accurate method of calculation (method of Pennington and Kobe 

or Mayer and Geppert-Mayer) had been used and the excited electronic 

states of A1C1 had been neglected. 

in the book of Zeise [4384] the thermodynamic functions of A1C1 

calculated in the work [1584] are given. 

The thermodynamic functions of A1C1, presented in the first and 

present editions of the Handbook, are identical, the thermodynamic 

functions of A1P differ by 0.1 cal/mole • degree in the values 6* and 

Sl owing to the fact that becuase of the lack of experimental La the 

value B0 for the state A had been adopted on the basis of an approx¬ 

imate evaluation made by the authors of the Handbook. 
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Alo0. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous aluminum semioxide, 

given in Table 292 (II), were calculated applying Eqs, (II»243) and 

(11.244) using the approximate rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator mo¬ 

del. The evaluation was carried out based on the molecular constants 

given in table 223. Table 225 presents the values of the quantities 

0n and the constants and in Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) calcula¬ 

ted using the adopted values of the molecular constants of Al^O. 

The essential errors of the calculated values of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of aluminum semioxide are due to the lack of experimen¬ 

tal data on the structure of the molecules of this gas and their con¬ 

stants. The above-mentioned errors in the values of the structural 

parameters and fundamental frequencies (see page 1577) correspond to 

y ■H* *K" 
the errors in $0_o <i> and $ of the order of 0.5, 1.2 and 

290.15 3000 60OO 
1.5 cal/mole*degree. The errors due to carrying out the evaluation 

using the approximate rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model amount 

to 1 and 1.5 cal/mole »degree in $g000 and f|)6000* The total errors of 

the values $*, given in Table 292 (II), at 298.I5, 3000 and 6000°K 

are estimated with +1, +2.2 and +3 cal/mole•degree. 

Calculations of the tables of the thermodynamic functions of 

aluminum semioxide for a wide range of temperatures are not available 

in the literature. In the works of Cook, Filler, Keyes et al [ll64a] 

-ft 

and of Inghram and co-workers [l405a] the values +T of AlgO were com¬ 

puted for the subsequent handling of the results of experimental me¬ 

asurements. These evaluations were carried out for several temperatures 

on the basis of estimated values of the molecular constants. In the 

■ft 'ft 

work [1164a] no calculated values of $T are given,; the values +T com¬ 

puted in the work [l405a] for T = 2000-2500°K differ from the values 

given in Table 292 (II) by approximately 2 cal/mole» degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of Al^O, given in the first and present 
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editions of the Handbook, are identical. 

TABLE 225 

Values of the Constants for the Calculation of 
the Thermodynamic Functions of Monatomic Alum- 
inum Compounds in the Gaseous State 

Bcuiecreo 

1 

«1 e> e. e« C® ”1 CS 

2 *paà 3 kúÂfM Me-¿pad 

q
t
ú
f
c
ô
ô
 

<
<
<
<
<

 

935,21 

1122,3 

1007,2 
676,23 

503,58 

388,47 

345,31 

474,80 

187,04 

309,34 

1007,2 

1251,8 

1366,11(2) 
776,95 

877,66(2) 

431,64.(2) 

187,04(2) 

7,7132 

8,0331 

7,5825 

12,1713 

12,4161 

15,6613 

15,9822 

15,5316 
20,1204 

20,3642 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole*degree. 

AlPg and AlClg • The thermodynamic functions of aluminum difluo¬ 

ride and dichloride, evaluated using Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244) are 

presented in Tables 296 (II) and 300 (II). The evaluations were car¬ 

ried out using the approximate rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator mo¬ 

del based on the molecular constants adopted above (see Table 223). 

Table 225 gives the values of the quantities 0n and the constants 

m and C' in Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244), evaluated on the basis of the 

molecular constants of A1F2 and AlClg and adopted in the calculations. 

Since the AlFg and AlClg molecules have doublet ground electronic 

states, the addends R In 2 are included in the values of the constants 

Ccj> and CS* 
The essential errors of the calculated values of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of aluminum difluoride and dichloride are due to the 

lack of experimental data on the structure and fundamental frequencies 

of AIF and AlClp (up to 1 cal/mole-degree in the values $T) and to 

the fact that the calculation was carried out using the approximate 

rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model (up to 1-1.5 cal/mole»degree 

in the values $*). The total errors of the values $*, given in Tables 
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296 (il) and 3OO (il)j at 298,15., 3000 and 6000°K have values of the 

order of 0,5^ 2 and 4 cal/mole•degree., 

The thermodynamic functions of AIF2 ani^ A1C10, given in the first 

and present editions of the Handbook, differ by a magnitude of the 

order of 0,,1-0,3 cal/mole «degree owing to a more accurate evaluation 

of the fundamental frequencies of these molecules in the new edition. 

Other calculations of tables of the thermodynamic functions of these 

gases are not known in the literature, though in some American publi¬ 

cations indications are made concerning calculations of the equilib¬ 

ria of chemical processes in which AIF2 AlClg are involved, 

AIF^ and AlCl^,. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous aluminum 

trifluoride and trichloride, given in Tables 298 (II) and 302 (II), 

were calculated using Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244). The evaluation was 

carried out using the approximate rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator 

model on the basis of the molecular constants adopted above (see 

Table 223). Table 225 contains the values of the quantities and the 

constants and in Eqs. (11.243) and (11.244), evaluated on the 

basis of the molecular constants of AIF^ and A1C13 adopted in the cal¬ 

culations. 

The main errors of the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of -AIF^ and AlCl^ are due to the lack of experimen al data 

on the fundamental frequencies of the molecules of these gases (up to 

2 and I.5 cal/mole«degree in the values $* for AIF, and A1C1 res- 
i j 3s ' 

pectively) and to the fact that the calculations were made using the 

approximate rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model (up to 2.5-3 cal/ 

/mole•degree). The total errors of the values $*, presented in Tables 

298 ( II) and 302 (ll), at 298.0.5, 3000 and 6000°K amount to magnitu¬ 

des of the order of 0,6, 4 and 6 cal/mole«degree, respectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of A1C13 were calculated in the works 
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of Heise and Wieland [1984] (¢,^, for T < 1500°K) and Poster et al 

[1584] ($* for T < 2400°K)o The data of Heise and Wieland are consis¬ 

tent with those given in Table 298 (II) within the limits of 0»2 cal/ 

/mole-degree; this discrepancy cannot be due to the slight difference 

in the adopted values v2 (see page 1582) and is connected, apparently, 

with some error in the calculation of the above-mentioned authors. The 

evaluation of Foster, Russel and Cochran was carried out based on 

constants obtained as the result of rough estimates and their data 

differ sharply from those presented in Table 302 (II) (up to 5 cal/ 

/mole»degree in 2.5)* c,i' 'the calculations made in the 

work [1584] are adopter in the book of Zeise [4384]. 

Apparently, the thermodynamic functions of AICI3 have been cal¬ 

culated also in the works of Villa, Blunder, Vries and Newton which 

remained unknown, however, to the authors of the Handbook. 

The thermodynamic functions of AlCl^, presented in the first 

and present editions of the Handbook, are identical, the functions of 

. ^ 0 

AIF^ differ by at most 1-1.5 cal/mole»degree in the values and ST; 

these discrepancies are due to a more accurate estimation of the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of AlP^ in the preparation of the present edition 

of the Handbook (see page 760)» Other calculations of tables of the 

thermodynamic functions of A1F.;, are not known in the literature.* 

§97. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OP Al, AlgO^ AIF^ A1C13 AND AIN IN THE 

SOLID AND LIQUID STATES 

The thermodynamic functions of Al, AlgO^, AlFy AlCl^ and AIN in 

the solid and liquid states (Tables 286, 2Q2, 297, 30I, 303 of Volume 

II of the Handbook) were calculated using Eqs. (III.9)-(III»11) based 

on the thermodynamic values given in Table 226. The errors of the va¬ 

lues evaluated at temperatures of 298, 1000, I5OO, 2000 and 3000°K, 
’ ) L 

estimated by analyzing the errors of the initial data, are presented in 
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Table 227. 

Al. Aluminimi metal has a cubic face-centered lattice. Polymor¬ 

phic transitions do not occur in aluminum. 

TABLE 226 

Adopted Values of the Thermodynamic Functions of Aluminum and 
its Compounds in the Solid and Liquid States 

Be- 
UICCTBO 

Jl 

COCTOH 
HHC 

2 

'^298,15 "o zVSilfi p298.l5 
íj KoscJkJímuhciítw d 

ypaoHCHHK A-nn C« 
J Hmcpna^ 
TCMticparypH 

1 
KQA/MOAb 4 KOA/MOAftpad MO3 C-10-* eK 

Tm ii^ii 
Tir y 

A//m iifln 
A////-7 

°K ,KQA¡MOAb 

AI 8 
Ale 

AljO» 

AI»0» 
A1»0, 

AIF, 
AIF, 
AIF, 

A1CI, 
A1CI, 
A1N 
AIN 
AIN 

KpHCT. 

)Khak. 

KpHCT, 

> 
)Khak. 

KpHCT. 

> 
>Khak, 

KpHCT. 

>Kkak. 

KpHCT, 

» 

>Khak 

1094 

2394 

2777 

4000 

924 

6,77 

12,175 

15,89 

26,0 

4,80 

5,82 

18,88 

17,95 

21,60 

7,19 

4,94 2,96 
7,4 

Ta6/iniHue AaHHbie 
10 [1632] 

25,71 3,96 
34,6 

17,27 10,96 2,30 
20,93 3,00 
32,0 - 

13,25 28,0 
31,2 - 

10,98 0,80 3,58 
8,925 1,88 

16,0 — 

298.15— 932 

932—4300 

298.15— 1200 

1200-2303 

2303-6000 

298.15— 727 

727—1600 

1600-2300 

298.15— 465,6 

465,6—1400 

298.15— 1800 

1800-2700 

2700-4000 

932 

2303 

727 

1600 

465,6 

2700 

2610 

28 000 

150 

16000 

8500 

16200 

1^ Substance; 
2) state; 
3) cal/mole; 
4) cal/mole»degree; 
5) coefficients in the equation for C; 
6\ temperature range; ^ 
7) or; 

crystalline; 
9) liquid; 
10) table data. 

a) C° = a + bT — CT-2 (cal/mole»degree) 

At low temperatures the specific heat of aluminum was measured in 

a number of works (references see Kelley [2364]; among them, measure¬ 

ments within a wide range' of temperatures were carried out by Maier 

and Anderson [2744a] (54-297°K) and Glauque and Meads [1717] (15-320°K). 

The results of these measurements are in satisfactory agreement with 

each other and lead to S298. ^ values equal to 6.75 and 6.79 cal/g-atom 
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•degree, respectively« Based on the data of this works (and addition¬ 

ally several other works in which the measurements of the specific 

heat of aluminum cover a range down to 1°K) Kelley [2364] suggested 

the value S^g ~ 6*77 + 0.02 kcal/g-atom*degree which is adopted 

in the Handbook. Extrapolation of the specific heat to 0°K gives only 

OcOOOg cal/g-atom*degree. The value 15 “ Ho = 10^' — 5 cal/g-atom 

is adopted based on the data of llauque and Meads [I717]. 

Numerous data on the enthalpy and specific heat of solid aluminum 

in the interval from 290°K to the melting point of 932°K (2493] have 

been discussed by Kelley [2363, 2364a] who on the basis of these data 

suggested a linear equation for the specific heat of aluminum (see 

Table 226); the accuracy of the relative equation for the enthalpy 

has been estimated by Kelley [2364a] equal to +0.6^. Based on the 

measurements of the enthalpy of liquid aluminum, carried out by Wust, 

Meuthen and Durer [4349] (up to 1273°K) and Awbery and Griffiths [590] 

(up to 1036°K) Kelley [2363] recommended for the melting heat of al¬ 

uminum the values = 2.57 kcal/g-atom and for the specific heat 

of liquid aluminum = 7.0 cal/g-atom-degree. Based on the results of 

measurements of the enthalpy of liquid aluminum, carried out by Oelsen 

and Middel [3IO9] within a wider temperature range (up to l425°K) The 

authors of the present Handbook obtained somewhat higher values equal 

to AHm^gg = 2.61 + 0.03 kcal/g-atom and = 7.4 + 0.3 cal/g-atom* 

•degree. The corresponding value of the melting heat of aluminum, 2.6l 

kcal/g-atom, is higher than the values determined by Wittig [4304] 

(2.48 kcal/g-atom) and recommended by Kubaschewski [2493] (2.50 kcal/ 

/g-atom) but in good agreement with the results of the very accurate 

measurements made in I955 by Oelsen et al. [3111] (2.63 + 0.03 kcal/ 

/g-atom). 

Since the adopted value of the melting heat must be adjusted to 
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the value of the specific heat of the liquid, in the Handbook the 

abovementioned values AHm and C° obtained from the data of Oelsen and 

Middel [3109] were adopted. Moreover, the value of the specific heat 

of liquid aluminum, C° = 7.4 cal/g-atom*degree, was adopted for ev¬ 

aluating the thermodynamic functions of aluminum above l425°K. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of aluminum in the so¬ 

lid and liquid states, evaluated for temperatures of 293„ 15-4300°K, 

are given in Table 286 (II). The errors of the calculated values 

are presented in Table 227. 

The discrepancies between the values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of aluminum, given in Table 286 (II) and in the Handbooks 

[389^, ISIS and 2364a] as well as the first edition of the present 

Handbook, are due to the different values of the melting heat and spe¬ 

cific heat of liquid aluminum, adopted in the calculations. These dis¬ 

crepancies do not exceed 0.2-0.3 cal/g-atom.degree in the quantities 

$T and ST at temperatures up to 2000-3000°K. 

A1203o Alumàrium oxide has several crystalline modifications, 

among bhem the thermodynamically stable a-modification of Al^O^, or 

corundum, having a rhombchedral lattice. The varieties of corumdum, 

ruby and sapphire, have the same structure and are distinguished from 

corumdum merely by the color due to the isomorphic admixture of Cro0-, 

(red ruby) or to colloidal admixtures of oxides of several metals 

(blue sapphire). Other modifications of aluminum oxide, the hexagonal 

ß-modification, the cubic y-modification with a spinel-type lattice, 

and some more are metastable and can occur within a limited tempera¬ 

ture range, usually in the presence of impurities. Heated to tempera¬ 

tures of the order of 1500°C these modifications are converted into 

the a-modification of Al^. In the Handbook, for the solid aluminum 

oxide the thermodynamical properties of the a-modification (corundum) 
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are given. 

Measurements of the specific heat or enthalpy of corumdum were 

carried out by many investigatorsj especially at high temperatures, 

since corundum has several properties allowing to use it in calorimet¬ 

ric measurements of the specific heat within a wide range of tempera¬ 

tures. These properties are related with the high volume specific heat 

(at T > 200°K), the heat resistance and the chemical inertia in air 

up to the melting point, the nonhygroscopicity, the availability of 

corundum specimens of high purity as well as the absence of polymor¬ 

phic transitions and anomalies 0° the specific heat. 

Based on three studies on the specific heat of aluminum oxide in 

the 30-295°K range made until 1935, Kelley [2364] suggested S°^g = 

= 12.5 + 0.15 cal/mole*degree. More accurate measurements of the spe¬ 

cific heat of were performed by Kerr, Johnston and Hallett 

[2375] (20-295°K) and Ginnings and Purukawa [1753] (l4-298°K). The 

data of these authors are in satisfactory agreement with each other 

and lead to practically coinciding values of the entropy of Al^O^ at 

298o15°K equal to 12.165 + 0.02 and 12,175 + 0.01 cal/mole“degree, 

respectively. The extrapolation of the specific heat below l4°K leads 

to the value S% = 0.003 cal/mole«degree. In the Handbook the quanti¬ 

ties S°^g and H^g — Hq are adopted according to the data of 

Ginnings and Purukawa [1753] (see Table 226), with an error of +0,02 

cal/mole'degree and +3 cal/mole, respectively. 

As to the enthalpy and specific heat of aluminum oxide within 

the 273-1173°K range the values are most reliable that have been ob¬ 

tained in several works of the U. S. National Bureau of Standards 

[1751, 1753, 1632]. On the basis of these studies Purukawa, Duglas, 

McCoskey and Ginnings [I632] computed a table of the thermodynamic 

functions of aluminum oxide up to 1200°K and recommended these data as 
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a standard of the specific heat and enthalpy. In a number of later 

works these values were verified. The measurements of the enthalpy 

performed by Gomel'skiy [162.] (360-ll40oK) and Walker, Grand and Miller 

[4132] (371-975°K) led to values coinciding with the data [I632] with 

an accuracy of 0.1-0.2^. The results of the measurements of the speci¬ 

fic heat of A120^,, made by West and Ginnings [4214, 4215] (300-700°K) 

and Shmidt and Sokolov [464a] (325-987°K) are consistent up to 65O- 

-700°K with the data of the U. S. National Bureau of Standards [I632] 

with an accuracy of 0.1-0.2^. Above 650°K, the discrepancies between 

the measured results [464a] and [I632] increase to 0.4^, but remain 

within the scatter of the values [464aj. The thermodynamic functions 

of A1203, calculated by Furukawa et al [I632] up to 1200°K, are ad¬ 

opted in the present Handbook without any changes. 

Measurements of the enthalpy of solid AlgO^ at temperatures above 

1200°K had been carried out in several works, but only in the work of 

Kantor, Kandyba, Kan, Krasovitskaya and Fomichev [206] data have been 

obtained on the enthalpy of fused aluminum oxide. The results of me¬ 

asurements of the enthalpy of solid AlgO^, carried out by Kantor et al 

[206] are defined within the 1194-2179°K range with an accuracy of 

+0.3^ hy an equation derived by these authors, and are in good agree¬ 

ment with the data of the U. S. National Bureau of Standards [I632] 

(at 1200 K), v/ith the results of measurements of the enthalpy, carried 

out by Rodigina and Gomel'skiy [347] (1373-l673°K) and within the li¬ 

mits of jA3.5$ with the values computed using the equation suggested 

by K^ley [2363] up to l800°K based on the data of several earlier 

works (^,861, 3713i 76, etc.]. In the present Handbook for the enthalpy 

of AlgO^W temperatures above 1200°K the data, obtained by Kantor 

et al [206V are adopted. To make these data agree with the values ad¬ 

opted for tie specific heat up to 1200°K an equation was set up by 
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the authors of the Handbook for the specific heat of solid aluminum 

oxide (see Table 226) in the 1200-2303°K range based on the value 

Cpl200 = cal/mole*degree [I632] and the value H^qq - Hi200 = 

= 35^900 cal/molej obtained from the data of Kantor et al [206].* 

The most accurate measurements of the melting point of corundum 

[206, 1675a, 1675b] lead to values from 2288° to 23120K, In the Hand¬ 

book the value 2303°K, obtained in the work of Kantor et al [206] with 

an accuracy of +5% is adopted. 

Ten measurements of the enthalpy of liquid aluminum oxide within 

the 2308-2476°K range, carried out by Kantor et al [206] with an ac¬ 

curacy of +0.3/, lead to a value of the specific heat of liquid 

AlgO^ equal to 34.6 + 2 cal/mole-degree and to a value of the melting 

heat AHm?^02 = 28.0 + 1.0 kcal/mole which are adopted in the Handbook. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of aluminum oxide in 

the solid and liquid states, evaluated for temperatures of 293.15- 

-60C0°K, are presented in Table 292 (II). The magnitudes of the errors 

in the calculated values $T are given in Table 22/. 

Up to 1200°K, the values of the thermodynamic functions of solid 

AlgO^, given in the first and present editions of the Handbook, are 

identical. At higher temperatures the discrepancies between the values 

$* increase to 0.4 cal/moleôdegree at 3000°K, then they decrease, at 

4500°K they change the sign and rise to 0.7 cal/mole-degree at 6000°K. 

The discrepancies between the corresponding values S° are at 2000oK 

0.6 and at 6000°K 3-4 cal/mole-degree. 

The table of the thermodynamic functions of solid and liquid al¬ 

uminum oxide up to 4000°K have been calculated by Huff, Gordon and 

Morrell [2142]; the important discrepancies with the values of the 

thermodynamic functions, adopted in the present edition, which reach 

up to 9 cal/mole-degree in the value S° are caused by the inaccuracy 
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of the thermodynamic values adopted in the work [2142] ; m particular, 

for the melting heat of Al^ the authors [2142] adopted in the value 

6 kcal/mole instead of 28 kcal/mole (the latter has been ascertained 

experimentally in the work of Kantor et al [206]), 

Aliy Aluminum trifluoride has at low temperatures a rhombohedral 

lamellar structure; at 727°K a polymorphic transition of A1P occurs 

with a small heat effect (see below). 

At low temperatures (54-296¾) the specific heat of A1P of a 

purity of 99.85$ was measured by King [2402] who had calculated the 

value S|g8>15 = 15.89 + 0.08 kcal/mole.degree which includes the va¬ 

lue sy = 0.56 cal/mole-degree obtained by extrapolating the specific 

heat to 0°K. Measurements of the specific heat of A1F3, made previous¬ 

ly by Strelkov and Kostryukov [43] within the 13-30°K range were car¬ 

ried out on an impure A1F3 specimen and lead to a lower value of 

S298.15 = l4-58 ca-l/mole.degree. In the Handbook the value S” „ 0b- 

tamed by King [2402] is adopted; the potential error of this value 

is ±0.2 cal/mole-degree. The value - hJ = 2777 ± 10 cal/mole, 

adopted in the Handbook, is evaluated using the data of King [2402], 

The enthalpy of solid A1F3 at high temperatures was measured by 

Lyashenko [284] (440-1060°K), Voskresenskaya and Banashek [12] (709- 

-1430°K), O'Brien and Kelley [3IO6] (401-1401°K). The data obtained 

by these authors are consistent within the limits of 1/. Apparently, 

the most reliable among them are the data of O'Brien and Kelley 

[3IO6] the accuracy of which has been estimated ±0.2/ by Kelley [2364a], 

The equations for the specific heat of the low-temperature and high- 

temperature modifications of A1F3 and the value of the heat of trans¬ 

ition of A1F3, Ah727 = 0.15 kcal/mole, obtained in the work [3106] 

are given in Table 226. 

Reliable data on the melting point and heat of A1F3 are not known 
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in the literature. Brewer et al [3093] show that the melting point of 

A1F3 lies above 1545°K. From a comparison of the corresponding values 

for the halides of several metals (Li, Na, Be, Mg, Al) the values 

adopted in the Handbook for A1F3 are for the melting point l600 + 

+ 100°K, the melting entropy ASl6oo = 10 + 3 cal/mole»degree and the 

melting heat AHm1g00 = l6 + 5 kcal/mole. These values may be consid¬ 

ered only rough approximations. The specific heat of liquid AIF^ is 

estimated equal to 32.0 cal/mole• degree. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of aluminum trifluoride 

in the solid and liquid states, evaluated for the temperatures of 

293.15-2300°K, are given in Table 297 (II). The magnitudes of the 

•X* 
errors of the calculated quantities $T are presented in Table 227. 

The discrepancies between the thermodynamic functions of AIF^, 

evaluated in the first and present editions of the Handbook, are in 

the values at 298 a~d 2000°K 0„7 and 1.5 cal/mole*degree, respect¬ 

ively, and due to a much more accurate definition of the specific heat 

of solid AIF^ at low and elevated temperatures in the works [2402,2106] 

AlClq Crystalline aluminum trichloride has a lamella hexagonal 
8° 

structure. Information on a polymorphism of AlCl^ is not known in the 

literature. 

No systematic measurements of the specific heat of AlCl^ have 

been made at low temperatures. Fischer [1564] carried out three mea¬ 

surements of the mean specific heat within the 90-273°K range. Using 

these data as well as values of the specific heat of AlCl^, obtained 

by comparing the specific heats of AIF^ [2402], MgF2 [3993] and MgCl^ 

[2366], the authors of the Handbook estimated the values of the en¬ 

tropy and enthalpy of AlCl^ at 298.15°K equal to = 26.0 + 

^98.15 "D 
+ 1.5 cal/mole «degree and H° Q nn: H° = 4000 + 100 cal/mole. The va- 

lue S° 0 -,r- adopted was confirmed by a comparison of the value of the 
290.15 
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standard entropy of ^ 

TalUe S298.15 = 40 cal/mole »degree t0°- 

- 3508, and „btained, apparent^ ^ ^ ^053 

(lmateS‘ ÍS mCh t0° ^ Juet as the cJeaid 0f leSS aCCUrate 
298.15 = 23 instead of the value s° pond“S value for Wp. 

obtained erperinentally). Kuhaseheus^d Ï ^-89 

the review of Villa [4109] suggest the , to 

-/»le.degree which is ^ W = 26.3 ± s„5 

ted ln - Handbook.* ' ^ “““tent with the value adop- 

The only „ork on the lneas 

the S73-50^ tange has been aeo-pi h ^ «thin 

[2363i “tinted the accuracy of th ^ ^«4]. Kelley 

±S" aM suSgested an equation for the""8 ^ ^k 

within the range from S98»K to fh SPeClflC hes‘ solid hici 

-455,=3.5 ± o.; ::;;:rng point °f 465-6“k' - --- 

,U“ "“S % = 31.2 calóle.degree Til ^ 
Handbook fsPP ^ These values are . tsee Table 226)0 adopted in the 

The values of the thermodynamic fun r- 

“ thoe_Solld and liquid states, evaluated0 
-1400 K, are given ln Table 3Q1 °r temperatures of 293,15_ 

the evaluated quantities 4%re D e “dsnitudes of the errors m 

The tables Of the th " ^ ^ TaWa 227. 
first and he™odynamic functions of A10i 

■ and present editions of the Ha su 3' eÍVen ln the 

4¾ Aluminum nitride has a he 

«htsite (2ns), information on a pol °f the ‘ype of 
the literature. ^vaxSm of ls not ^ ^ 

Mah, King, Weller and Chw * 

of the specific heat (53-196¾] [^2^1 ^ “-“““ments 

—e. fhese authors calculai ^ ^ 

298.15 = 4.80 + 0.02 
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cal/moleodegree which includes the value = 0.073 cal/mole»degree, 

obtained by extrapolating the specific heat to 0oK. The above-mention¬ 

ed quantity 3°^^ and the value 925 cal/mole, eval¬ 

uated using the data [2738a], are adopted in the Handbook. The esti¬ 

mates of S°98o15, made previously applying various empirical methods 

[127, 219, 224, 273, 2385], lead to values from 5 to 6 cal/mole-deg- 

gree. 

Data on the enthalpy of AIN at elevated temperatures (298-l800°K) 

are described by the authors [2738a] by an equation with an accuracy 

of ±0o9$„ The corresponding constants in the equation for the specific 

heat of AIN within this temperature range are given in Table 226. The 

results of measurements of the enthalpy of AIN, carried out previous¬ 

ly by Satoh [3594] (273-871°K) with an accuracy of +3^, are consis¬ 

tent with the data [2738a] within the limits of the error mentioned. 

Within the 1800-2700°K temperature range the specific heat of AIN was 

approximated by the equation (see Table 226), derived with the aid of 

the values C“l8oo = 12.31 cal/mole-degree [2738a] and C°270() = i4.0 

cal/mole•degree (see page 258). 

Reliable data on the melting point of AIN are not known in the 

literature. The approximate value of 2700 + 200°K, adopted in the 

Handbook, is based on data [l6l4, 3421a] (according to the former 

the melting point of AIN is 2500% according to the latter it lies 

above 2670%. 

The melting heat of AIN = 16.2 ± 6 kcal/mole Is evalua¬ 

ted using the melting entropy As = 6 + 2 cal/mole-degree, estimated by 

the same method as the melting entropy of boron nitride. The specific 

heat of liquid aluminum nitride is adopted equal to 16.0 cal/mole.deg- 

ree (see page 26l )„ 

The values of the thermodynamic functions if aluminum nitride in 
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the solid and liquid states, calculated within the 293„15-4000°K 

range, are given in Table 303 (II). The errors of the calculated va- 
, * 
lues $T are presented in Table 227. 

The discrepancies between the values $* and for AIN, given in 

Table 303 (H) and in the first edition of the Handbook, do not exceed 

0.1 cal/mole*degree up to 2000°K, but at temperatures of 3000-4000°K 

they are approximately O.5 cal/mole-degree. 

TABLE 227 

Errors (in cal/mole-degree) of 
the Values of Aluminum and 

its Compounds in the Solid and 
Liquid States 

T*. K »8 1000 1500 2000 3000 

A1 
AÏ*Q» 
AIFs 
AlQi 
À1N 

±0,02 
±0,02 
±0,2 
±1,5 
±0,02 

±0,07 
±0,07 
±0,3 
±2,5 
±0,1 

±0,2 
±0,12 
±0,4 
±3,5 
±0,15 

±0,4 
±0,2 
±1,2 
±5,0 
±0,25 

±0,8 
±0,5 

±0,7 

§98. THERMOCHEMICAL VALUES 

The standard state of aluminum is A1 (cryst.). 

A1 (gas). Table 228 shows the values of the heat of sublimation 

of aluminum at 0°K, evaluated by the authors of the Handbook based on 

data in the literature on the pressure of aluminum vapors. Just like 

the measurements for a number of other metals with high boiling points 

the results of the measurements of Baur and Brunner [692] lead to 

slightly excessive values of the pressure of the saturated vapors and, 

accordingly, to underestimated values of the heat of sublimation 

(see review article Eucken [14-96]). In the tests of Brewer and Searcy 

[931]i in which effusion chambers of tantalum carbide were used, it 

was ascertained that the results depend on the size of the effusion 

aperture (with the reduction of the size of the aperture from 8 to 2 
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2 
mm the calculated values of the heat of sublimation decreased from 

76.7 to 73o6 kcal/g-atom). The best repeatability of results v;as ob¬ 

tained by Brewer and Searcy in tests with chambers of beryllium oxide. 

Brewer and Searcy [93I] suggest for the heat of sublimation of alumi¬ 

num the mean value of 76-8 + 1.4 kcal/g-atom computed from the results 

of all measurements. 

Detailed measurements of the pressure of aluminum vapors have 

been made by Priselkov, Tseplyayeva and Sapoznikov [21, 338] by an 

integral variant of the method of Knudsen. The effusion chambers 

were made of beryllium oxide. The use of a ceramic diaphragm elimina¬ 

ted the "creeping out" of fused aluminum through the effusion apertu¬ 

res. The relation between the internal surface of the chamber and the 

area of the effusion aperture varied from 1600 to 5000. The value of 

the heat of sublimation of aluminum, Ahs0 = 74.7 + 0.3 kcal/g-atom, 

calculated using the results of the works [21, 238], remains constant 

within the temperature range studied. The analysis of potential errors, 

carried out by the authors of the works [21, 338] has shown that the 

maximum error in the resultant value of the heat of sublimation does 

not exceed +1.0 kcal/g-atom. 

Porter, Schissel and Inghram [3306] carried out a mass-spectro- 

metric study of the evaporation of a mixture of aluminum oxide and 

aluminum (effusion chambers of zirconium oxide) and ascertained 

AHs932 (Al, cryst.) = 74 kcal/g-atom, or AhSq - 77 kcal/g-atom. Accord¬ 

ing to the estimate by the authors of the work [3306] the accuracy of 

these values is +3 kcal/g-atom. 

Johnson, Hudson, Coldwell, Spedding and Savage [2266] applied for 

the determination of the heat of sublimation of aluminum a mass-spec- 

trometric method in which the ionization of the aluminum vapors escap¬ 

ing from the effusion chamber took place on an incandescent tungsten 
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tape. Investigating the temperature dependence cf the ion current of 

Al+, the authors [2266] ascertained for the heat of sublimation of 

aluminum the value AHs1327 = 73*5 ± 0.4 kcal/g-atom, or Ahs0 = 77-5 

kcal/g-atom. 

TABLE 228 

Results of Evaluation of the Heat of Subli¬ 
mation of Aluminum 

Arropb' 

Qapxac [1529] . 7 . . . 
Bayp, Epyumep [692] .8. 

Bpyap, Cepe« [931]. .9. 

Hop-rep, IIIkccmu, HnrpaM 
[3306] . . .., . . . 

Axobcoh, Xbacoh h Ap. 
[2266] . . . . 11 . . 

ripHCe/IKOB, CanOWHHKOB, 
UeiuucBa [21. 338] .12 

To* 
2 

Mctoa 

3 

HirrepBa^ 
TeMnepaT>*pt 
4 ’K 

Kojin- 
•temo 
onuton 

¿Hu. 
KKaM/t-arn*M 

6 
1931 
1934 

1951 

1955 

1956 

1957 

KnyAceua 
¿I KlinCHHH 

KnyAcena 

uacc-cnex- 

Tpouerpuqe- 
-,, cxhA 19 

KayAceHa 

1476 
1734—2237 

J1383—1460 
[1410—1468 

1500-1800 

1150-1500 

1273-1473 

4 

4 
6 

11 

77,0 
74,1 ±0,6 

75,1±1,5* 
77,9±0,4<‘ 

77±31 

77,5±0,4* 

74,7±0,3 

1] Authorsi 
2) year^ 

method; 
4j temperature range, °K; 
5) number of tests; 
6\ kcal/g-atom; 
7j Farkas; 
8} Baur, Brunner; 
9] Brewer, Searcy; 
10] Porter, Schissel, Inghram; 
11j Johnson, Hudson, et al.; 
12) Priselkov, Sapozhnikov, Tseplyayeva; 
13] Knudsen; 
l4d boiling; 
15) mass-spectrometric; 
a) Effusion chambers of tantalum carbide; 
b) Effusion chambers of beryllium oxide; 
c) Computed using the dependence of the logarithm of the 

ion current of Al+ on 1/T and converted to 0oK„ 

Thus, the results of the works discussed are not in satisfactory 

agreement with each other. Considering the high reliability of the 

data obtained by Priselkov, Tseplyayeva and Sapoxhnikov [21, 338] in 
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the Handbook the value 

Á/fSg (AI, cryst ) «A/f/o (AI, raa) = 75,5 ¿ 1,5 ko al/g-atcm, 

is adopted which Is consistent within the limits of the error speci¬ 

fied with the values calculated by means of the data of other authors. 

——(laa.s.l» ionization potential of monatomic aluminum is 

adopted in conformity with the suggestion of Moore [2941] equal to 

48,279.16 cm'1 or 

/(AI) = 138,043 kcal/g-atom. 

The error of this magnitude is about 1 cal/g-atcm. 

The value I (Al) adopted is in keeping with 

AH°f0(Al\ gas ) = 213,543i-1,5 kcal/mole. 

Al2(gas). Drowart and Honig [l4o8] carried out a mass-spectro¬ 

métrie analysis of the composition of the vapors of several elements 

and, based on the relations of the ion currents of the atoms and dia¬ 

tomic molecules of these elements, they calculated the dissociation 

energy of the latter. A comparison of the dissociation energies of di¬ 

atomic molecules of elements of different periods and groups of the 

periodic system enabled the authors of the work [l4o8] to ascertain 

the dependence of the dissociation energies of these molecules on tho 

atomic number of the element in the period and the period number and 

to evaluate the dissociation energies of some molecules which had not 

been investigated previously. The dissociation energy of Al0 is esti¬ 

mated equal to 39 kcal?mole in the work [l4o8]. 

Studying the mass spectra of evaporation products of aluminum 

carbide Chupka, Berkowitz, Giese and Inghram [1107] ascertained that 

in the vapors apart from aluminum atoms a small quantity of Al0 mole- 

cules occurs. Having evalued the thermodynamic functions of this gas 

the authors [1107] found D0(A12) = 46 kcal/mole. The recalculation ba¬ 

sed on the values of the thermodynamic functions of Al2 adopted in the 
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present Handbook, led to D0(A12) = 45 kcal/mole. The authors of the 

work [1107] point out that part of the labeled Alg ions could form 

owing to the dissociation of the Al^Cg molecule on ionization and, 

consequently, the value obtained may prove to be excessive. 

In the Handbook one has adopted the value of the dissociation 

energy of the Alg molecule, 

Do(Al*) ='45±10 kcal/mole, 

computed using the data of the work [1107], The evaluation of Drowart 

and Honig [l4o8] is consistent with this value within the limits of 

error. The adopted value D0(A12) corresponds to 

4W°/o(Al|,gas) = 106± 10 kcal/mole. 

A10 (gas). The linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of 

the ground electronic state of A10 using the vibration constants ad¬ 

opted in the present Handbook leads to the value D0(A10) - 95 kcal/ 

/mole (4.1 ev). The extrapolation using the vibration constants ascer¬ 

tained by Lagerqvist, Nilsson and Barrow [2530] gives for the disso¬ 

ciation energy of A10 about 97 kcal/mole (4.2 ev). The D0(A10) values 

obtained by linear extrapolation cannot be considered reliable. More 

accurate values were obtained as a result of effusion, mass-spectro¬ 

métrie and spectrometric measurements. Brewer and Searcy [931] studied 

the evaporation of aluminum oxide within the 2309-2605°K range from 

an effusion chamber made of tungsten. Analyzing the potential evapora¬ 

tion products of aluminum oxide the authors of the work [931] came 

to the conclusion that the main product of evaporation must be the 

molecule A10, and ascertained D2gg(A10) = I38 kcal/mole. Calculations 

carried out in the works [420, 296] have shown, however, that the e- 

vaporation rate of A^O^ ascertained by the authors of the work [931] 

cannot be explained satisfactorily, if one reckons that the only pro¬ 

duct of evaporation under the test conditions is A10 (see page 1617)0 
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Ackermann and Thorn [487] have shown that under the test conditions 

of the work [931] aluminum oxide has been reduced by tungsten and this 

has led to excessive values of the pressures evaluated (fears and 

Navias [3673¾] suggest that the pressures were excessive by 4000 times) 

and to an excessive value Dq(AIO).* 

Drowart, De Maria., Burns and Inghram [l405a] (see also the pre¬ 

liminary communication [1310]) studied the mass spectrum of evaporation 

products of aluminum oxide from effusion chambers made of tungsten 

(2l88-2594°K) and molybdenum** (2036-2466°K) and computed the values 

of the partial pressures of the evaporation products of aluminum oxide 

and of the equilibrium constants of the reaction. 

AlO( gas) = AI (gas) -{-0(t!as). (XXIV. l) 

Using the thermodynamic functions of the components of this re¬ 

action the authors of the work [l405a] ascertained Dq(A10) = II5 + 5 

kcal/mole (mean of all tests with different effusion chambers). The 

recalculation of the measured results of Drowart et al, applying the 

values of the thermodynamic functions adopted in the present Handbook, 

led to a consistent value. 

Gurvich and Veyts [123, I70] determined by the spectrophotometric 

method the partial pressures of aluminum in acetylene-oxygen flames 

and calculated the values of the equilibrium constants of the reaction 

(XXIV.l) at temperatures of 315O, 3210 and 3250°K. By these calcula¬ 

tions it was shown that A10 is the main aluminum compound under these 

conditions and the other aluminum compounds (AlgO, A10H, AlgO^, A1H) 

are present in negligible quantities. Based on these tests the authors 

of the work [I70] calculated D0)A10) = I37 + kcal/mole. This value 

was obtained in tests when aluminum was introduced into the flame in 

the shape of solute aluminum chloride. In the tests where aluminum was 

introduced into the flame in the shape of solute alum KA1(S0, ) the 
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measured partial pressure of aluminum was about two times lower com¬ 

pared to analogous tests with AlCl^ The reasons of this discrepancy 

remain unclear (the presence of sulfur in the flame cannot explain 

this phenomenon, since the concentration of A1S molecules under the 

test conditions must be negligibly low). 

The discrepancy between the values D0(A10), obtained on the basis 

of mass-spectrometric [l405a] and spectrophotometric [123, 170] mea- 

ourements, cannot be explained completely. 

In the Handbook the value 

D0(AIO) = 1I5±5 kcal/mole, 

based on mass-spectrometric measurements [l405a] is adopted, since the 

results of the measurements [123, 170] may result in an excessive value 

Do(A10) °wing to the iormation of some aluminum compounds, considered 

not or not accurately enough, in the flames. 

To the adopted value corresponds 

A//70(AlO.Eas)= !9,487±5,2 kcal/mole. 

AlgO (gas). Information on the heat of formation of gaseous alu¬ 

minum semioxide is based on studies of the evaporation of aluminum ox¬ 

ide under reducing and neutral conditions. Brewer and Searcy [931] 

studied the pressure of vapors above the system A1 (liquid) + Al, 0 

(cryst.) at l466-l853°K. The attempt to carry out this investigation 

by the effusion method failed, since Brewer and Searcy could not find 

a material for the effusion chamber, chemically resistant against 

aluminum as well as aluminum oxide. Brewer and Searcy placed a small 

quantity of aluminum metal on the bottom of a crucible of pure alumi¬ 

num oxide and filled it up with aluminum oxide powder. On heating the 

aluminum evaporated and its vapors passed through the aluminum oxide 

layer. As the tests have shown, the volatility of aluminum increases 

under these conditions by about 100 times. The authors of the work [931] 
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adduce several arguments In favor of the assumption that the increase 

of the volatility occurs owing to the formation of gaseous AlgO. From 

the quantity of the evaporated aluminum and aluminum oxide it has been 

ascertained, based on several hypotheses, that the heat effect of the 

reaction 

4Al(Kas) + A 1,0g (soi,) = 3 A 1,0( gas) 
(XXIV. 2) 

equals zero (with an accuracy of about +20 kcal/mole). To this value 

corresponds the value D0(A120) ,-= 242 + 8 kcal/mole. 

The mass-spectrometric study, carried out by Porter, Schissel and 

Inghram [3306], on the composition of the vapors above the system A1 

(liquid) + A1203 (solid) confirmed the suggestion of Brewer and Searcy 

[931] that A120 is the main product of evaporation under the condi¬ 

tions of their tests. By the temperature-dependence of the ion current 

of A120+ Porter, Schissel and Inghram ascertained that the heat effect 

of the reaction 

VjAI(|¡quhi .)-j-VjAljO,(soi.) = A1,0(K"») (XXIV 3) 

at 932 K is 86+5 kcal/mole,* to which corresponds L0(Alp0) = 251 + 5 

kcal/mole0 

The most detailed study of the evaporation of aluminum oxide has 

been carried out by Drowart, De Maria, Burns and Inghram [l405a] (see 

page 1612). Based on the. measured partial pressures of the components 

of the reaction 

Al,0(ijas) = 2A1 (raa)-f-0( eas) (XXIV. 4) 

and the calculated values of the thermodynamic functions, the authors 

of the work [1405a] ascertained the value D0(A120) = 244.8 + 7 kcal/ 

/mole (mean of all tests with different chambers). The values 0* Alp0) 

estimated by the authors of the work [l405a] are lower by about 2 

cal/mole»degree than the values adopted in the present Handbook (see 

page 1615), To achieve agreement with the values of the thermodynamic 
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functions adopted in the Handbook the value D0, ascertained by the 

authors of the work [1405a], must be reduced to 240.2 kcal/mole. The 

calculation, based directly on the partial pressures ascertained in 

the work and the values of the thermodynamic functions of AlgO adopted 

in the present Handbook, leads, however, to the value D0(A120) = 242 

kcal/mole which is not consistent with the above-mentioned value; the 

reasons of this discrepancy are not clear. 

In the work of Hoch and Johnston [2089] it has been shown that 

on heating the mixture A1 (liquid) + AlgO^ (solid) to temperatures of 

IO5O-I60O C and with an Al/0 ratio in the mixture equal to two the 

condensed phase of the composition Al^O becomes stable. At temperatures 

above I500 C and an Al/0 ratio equal to 1, still another condensed 

phase, A10 becomes stable. Hence, the results of the calculations of 

the tests of Porter et al [2306], based on'the suggestion that the 

composition of the condensed phase A1 (liquid) + AlgO^ (solid) remains 

unchanged on heating to 1500-l800'FK, may contain a mistake. The same 

comment may pertain to the tests of Brewer and Searcy [931]* too. 

Drowart et al [l405a] measured the values of the equilibrium con¬ 

stants of the reaction (XXIV.4) between gaseous substances which made 

it possible to avoid the error cropping up in connection with the for¬ 

mation of Al20 and A10 in the condensed state. Hence, one has adopted 

in the Handbook the value 

D#(AIt0) = 2429^7 kcal/mole, 

computed using the partial pressures of the components of the reaction 

(XXIV.4), found in the work [l405a]. To the adopted value corresponds 

A//°/.(Al,0, gas,) = —32,013±7,5 kcal/mole. 

Alo0^ (corundum). The heat of combustion of aluminum was deter¬ 

mined repeatedly. In the old works of Berthelot [793]* Wartenberg and 

Witzel [4174], Moose and Parr [2945] pure aluminum has been burnt 
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insufficiently. Hence, the heats of combustion of aluminum (related 

gram-atom), obtained in these works and equal to -380.2, -396.0 

and -375.9 kcal, respectively, are inaccurate. 

In the works of Roth and co-workers the following values of the 

heat of combustion were ascertained: -380.8 kcal [3529], -393.3 kcal 

[2837] and -402.9 kcal [3535]. In the work of Roth, Wirths and Berendt, 

[3533] the value of -398 kcal/mole, the mean of the results of the 

works [2837, 3535], is recommended as most likely. 

Snyder and Seitz [3809], Holley and Huber [2108], Schneider and 

Gattow [3643] and Mah [2738] made very accurate measurements of the 

heat of combustion of aluminum (purity 99.99$ and above) and found 

values equal to -399.04 ± 0.24, -400.29 ± 0.31, -400.6 ± 1.4 and 

-400.48 + 0.25 teal, respectively. Thus, the heats of combustion of 

aluminum, ascertained in recent works, are in good agreement. However, 

in the literature not a single point of view is expressed with regard 

to the phase composition of the aluminum oxide forming in the combus- 

tiorio 

Wartenberg [4l58, 4159] and Schneider and Gattow [3643] reckon 

that apart from corundum the combustion products of aluminum contain 

still another modification of aluminum oxide (x-Al^) which is slow¬ 

ly converted into corundum in the heating process. Schneider and 

Gattow estimated the quantity of x-Alg03, forming on combustion of al 

uminum, and the heat of transition of x-A1203 into corundum. The in¬ 

troduction of a correction calculated on this basis into the results 

of calorimetric measurements leads to the value of 402 + 2 kcal/mole 

for the heat of formation of corundum. 

In the works of American scientists [3809, 2108, 2738] it has 

been suggested that corundum forms in the combustion of aluminum. Mah 

[2738] carried out an x-ray diffraction analysis of the combustion 
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products and showed that the main product of combustion is corundum 

and that other modifications form in negligible quantities. This point 

of view7 on the composition of the combustion products of aluminum is 

more reasonable [18], 

In the Handbook the value 

à»efm.u(Ala09t corundum > = -400,4±3 kcal/mole, 

suggested in the work of Mah [2738], is adopted. 

A1203 (gas). The determination of the heat of sublimation of al¬ 

uminum oxide is made difficult by its extremely low volatility (con¬ 

sequently, the necessity of making the investigations at very high 

temperatures) and the capacity of being reduced at elevated tempera¬ 

tures. 

The results of measurements of the pressure of AlgO^ vapors, per¬ 

formed by Ruff and co-workers [3564, 3556], are wrong since under the 

conditions of their tests aluminum oxide was vigorously reduced by 

the tantalum of which the crucibles were made. 

Brewer and Searcy [931] carried out 11 measurements of the pres¬ 

sure of the vapors above aluminum oxide by an integral variant of the 

effusion method (2309-3605°K) with tungsten chambers. The authors of 

the work [93I] suggested that A10 is the main product of evaporation 

of aluminum oxide. The evaluations made [420, 296] showed, however, 

that the evaporation rates of aluminum oxide ascertained in the work 

[931] cannot be explained in case A10 is the only product of evapora¬ 

tion. Suggesting that apart from A10 under the test conditions [931] 

A120^ evaporates additionally, in the works [420, 296] the value 

AHs^AlgO^) = I72 kcal/mole was computed. But subsequently it was shown 

in the works [487, 3673b, l405a, 4158] that under the test conditions 

[93I] tungsten must vigorously reduce the aluminum oxide and, conse¬ 

quently, the measured results [931] cannot lead to a correct value of 
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the heat of sublimation of aluminum oxide = 

Wartenberg [4158] studied the volatility of aluminum oxide by 

the channel method. A tube of pure aluminum oxide was heated to 2223°K 

in a stream of dry air. From the change of the weight of this tube 

Wartenberg determined the quantity of aluminum oxide evaporated. It 

became evident, however, that as a result of heating the weight of 

the tube increased owing to the condensation of sodium oxide evapora¬ 

ting from other parts of the apparatus, inside of the tube. After the 

sodium oxide had been washed out a slight reduction of the weight 

of the tube as compared to the initial weight was observed (the quan¬ 

tity of the sodium oxide precipitated was about 10 times higher than 

this reduction of weight). The evaluation of the heat of sublimation 

of aluminum oxide, based on the suggestion that the weight of the 

tube decreased because of the evaporation of AlgO^ leads to the value 

AHs0 - 176 kcal/mole. The reliability of this value reduces the ne¬ 

cessity of introducing into the measured results important corrections 

for the condensation of sodium oxide and the absence of an analysis 

of the condensate (possibly, the reduction of weight recorded was du ■ 

to the evaporation of impurities). 

The mass-spectrometric study of the composition of the evapora¬ 

tion products of aluminum oxide under neutral conditions (2036-2594°K) 

carried out by Drowart, De Maria, Burns and Inghram [l405a], has shown 

that A1 and 0 are the main products of evaporation. Besides, the 

vapors contain A10 and AlgO (partial pressures one to two orders lower 

than of A1 and 0) and a small quantity of Al^ (four orders lower 

than of A1 and 0). An ion current of A1?03+ was not recorded in the 

vapors; this means that the partial pressure of A1?0 must be less 

than 10 atm with a total pressure of the evaporation products of 

about 2«10 5 atm. By means of these data the lower limit of the heat 
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of sublimation of aluminum oxide can be evaluated, ArSq > 200 kcal/ 

m le. The conclusion on the absence of AlgO^ molecules in the vapors 

of aluminum oxide under conditions of vacuum evaporation cannot be 

used directly in handling the data of Wartenberg [4158], since the 

latter were obtained on evaporation of aluminum oxide in air. The li¬ 

mit of potential values Ahs^AI^, cryst.), ascertained in the work 

[l405a], is indisputable, however, and the underestimated value 

AHs^AlgO^, cryst.) obtained by Wartenberg is explained, apparently, 

by the evaporation of impurities. 

Thus, data confirming the presence of AlgO^ molecules or other 

heavier molecules in the vapors of aluminum oxide are not known in 

the literature [l405a]. Accordingly, no experimental values of the 

molecular constants and the heat of formation of Al203 (gas) are 

available. Hence, the thermodynamic properties of AlgO^ (gas) are not 

discussed in the Handbook. In order to make it possible to evaluate 

the composition of the evaporation products of aluminum oxide, in 

Volume II of the Handbook [Table 293 (II)] the values are given of 

the equilibrium constants of the reaction 

Al,0,( cryst., liquid ) = 2AI ( eas)-j-30 (gas), (XXIV. 5) 

the heat effect of which is 

A//0 = 725,455 ± 3 kc al/mo le. 

At the same time it should be noted that at temperatures below 

2500°K under oxidizing conditions, e.g., on evaporation in air, AlgO^ 

will be the main product of evaporation, if the heat of sublimation of 

aluminum oxide is 200 kcal/mole. At temperatures above 2500°K, however, 

A10 will become the main product of evaporation under oxidizing con¬ 

ditions. 

Studies of the evaporation of aluminum oxide under oxidizing con¬ 

ditions and the experimental determination of its heat of sublimation 
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are extremely desirable. 

■(Sas)• The study of the predissociation in the A1H spectrum, 

carried out by Herzberg and Mundie [2307] leads to a value of the dis¬ 

sociation energy equal to 71.5 kcal/mole. Since the curve of the 

potential energy of the state A1n shows a small maxim™, the actual 

value of the dissociation energy of A1H must be slightly lower. Hence, 

Gaydon [1668] suggests the value 

D0(A1H) = 67±5 kcal/mole, 

which is adopted in the present Handbook. This value is practically 

consistent with the value of the dissociation energy, evaluated by .. 

linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the ground state of 

Allí using the constants ascertained by Zeeman and Ritter [4376]. To 

the adopted value of the dissociation energy corresponds 

A//70(A1H, Kas) = 60,132±5,2 kcal/mole. 

AlP_Uas)o The linear extrapolation of the vibrational energy 

levels of the ground state of the A1P molecule using the constants 

adopted in the present Handbook leads to the value D0(A1F) = 101,48 

kcal/mole. Welti and Barrow [4203] have shown, however, that the lin¬ 

ear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the ground state of 

the molecules of monofluorides of Group-Ill elements leads to values 

which amount to about 65/ of the value of the dissociation energy of 

these molecules. For AIF this gives D0(A1F) - 152 kcal/mole. A brief 

diagrammatic extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the excited 

state A n of the AIF molecule, carried out by Barrow, Johnson and 

Smith [657], leads to the dissociation limit, situated 58,544 cm-1 

above the level v = 0 of the state X12. Assuming that in analogy to 

GaF and InF the dissociation limit of the state A1 FI of the A IF molecule 

corresponds to the dissociation to Al(2P3/2) -,- F(2P3/?), the authors 

of the work [657] obtained D0(A1F) = I67 kcal/mole, which exceeds by 
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about 12 kcal/mole the D0(A1P) value obtained by investigating the 

equilibria (see belou).* As pointed out in the works [3540, 643], 

this discrepancy can be explained on the basis of the assumption of 

the presence of a maximum on the potential curve of the state A1n of 

the A1P molecule. A similar phenomenon is no rare exceptron, analogou; 

maxima are observed likewise on the curve of the state A1!! of the 

A1C1 molecule and on the curves of the states B3n of the AgCl, AgBr 

and Agi molecules [2996], 

A more accurate value of the heat of formation and, accordingly, 

the dissociation energy of A1P has been ascertained studying the equi- 

librium of the reaction 

AlFj ( cryst. '> + 2A1( liquid..) = 3AIF( gas,. ( XXIV, 6 ) 

Porter [3303a] carried out a mass-spectrometric analysis of the 

compositions of the products of his reaction at about 950”K and as¬ 

certained that A1P is the main gaseous component. 

Gross, Campbell, Kent and Levi [1863] ascertained the equilibri¬ 

um constant of the reaction (XXIV.6) at 1193¾. The reaction was car¬ 

ried out in a graphite vessel having an outlet in the shape of a fine 

capillary. At the same time lead evaporated from this vessel, me ana¬ 

lysis of the condensate rendered it possible to ascertain the rela¬ 

tion of the aluminum and lead quantities precipitated on the collector, 

and to calculate the partial pressure of A1P. The evaluation using 

the values of the thermodynamic functions adopted in the Handbook 

leads to the value = 1T7.91 ± 1.0 kcal/mole for the heat effect of 

this reaction, to which corresponds AH°f0(AlF) = -59.2 + 1.0 kcal/mole. 

In the work of Baymakov [81], based on an analysis of the curves 

of the rate of the weight loss of the crucible in which the reaction 

(XXIV.6) took place, the temperatures were ascertained at which the 

pressure of the A1P vapors became equal to a definite value. From the 
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five experimental points so obtained (1287-13^9°K) the value of the 

heat effect of this reaction, Ah0 •= 179»1 + 5=0 kcal/mole, and AH°f0 

(A1P) = -58.8 + 2o0 kcal/mole, were estimated with the aid of the 

values of the thermodynamic functions adopted in the present Handbook, 

The partial pressure of A1F, forming as a result of the reaction 

(XXIV.6), were measured by Witte and Barrow [4302] by a torsional va¬ 

riant of the effusion method (830-932°K). The reaction was performed 

in an effusion chamber of carbon. Based on the temperature -dependence 

of the pressure, obtained in two most reliable test series, Witte and 

Barrow [4302] ascertained the value of the heat effect of the reac¬ 

tion (XXIV.6), AHq = 173*7 ± 2 kcal/mole, or AH°f0(AlP), gas) = -60„6l 

+ lo2 kcal/mole. The calculation based on the values of the thermody¬ 

namic functions of A1F computed by the authors [4302] led to Ahq = 

= 171.8 + lo3 kcal/mole. The recalculation of the results of these 

tests using the thermodynamic functions adopted in the present Handbook 

leads to the similar value of 171.2 kcal/mole to which corresponds 

AHof0(AlF), gas) = -61.4 + 1 kcal/mole. 

Semenkovich [368a] measured the equilibrium constants of the re¬ 

action (XXIV.6) using the transfer method (LL33-l473°K). To the re¬ 

sulting partial pressures of AIF corresponds the heat effect of the 

reaction Ahq = 169.6 kcal/mole and AH°f0(AlF) = -62 kcal/mole. 

The most accurate measurements of the equilibrium constant (XXIV.6) 

were made by Witte and Barrow [4302]. Giving preference to this work 

A/f7o(AIF, gas) = — 61 + 1,5 kcal/mole. 

is adopted in the Handbook. The error of the adopted value is deter¬ 

mined in the first place by the error of the value Aii0f?^g (AIF,,, 

cryst.) used in the calculations. 

To the adopted value of the heat of formation corresponds 

D0 (A1F) = 155 ± 2,2 k c al/mo 1 e, 
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that is 12 kcal/mole less than the value ascertained by diagrammatic 

extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the state A^rh 

AlFg (gas). Experimental data confirming the presence of A1F0 

molecules in aluminum fluoride vapors are not known in the literature. 

Mass-spectrometric studies of the composition of the evaporation pro¬ 

ducts of aluminum fluoride [3307a] and a mixture of aluminum with 

aluminum fluoride [3303a] have shown the presence of a large quantity 

of AlFg ions. These ions formed, however, in the dissociation ioniza¬ 

tion of AIFçj molecules. If, thus, in the vapors a small quantity of 

AlFg molecules was present additionally, it could not be detected by 

this method. 

In analogy with aluminum chloride (see page 1629) it has been sug¬ 

gested that AlFg becomes a component of the composition of the evap¬ 

oration products of aluminum fluoride. The value of the heat of for¬ 

mation adopted in the Handbook 

gas)=—173±IQ kcal/mole 

was evaluated by the method proposed by Karapet1yants. For the evalua¬ 

tion data on the heat of formation of AIF, AIF^, A1C1, AlCl^ and A1C1 

were used. To the adopted value corresponds 

D#(AIF,) = 285,5i 10 kcal/mole. 

A1F„ (cryst.). The calculation of the heat of formation of alum¬ 

inum trifluoride on the basis of data on the heats of solution is 

made difficult because of the formation of crystalline hydrates and 

the insolubility of anhydrous AIF^- The values obtained in the works 

[813, 3308, 4133] for the heat of formation of aluminum trifluoride, 

based on thermochemical cycles including the heat of solution, differ 

significantly from each other and are very inaccurate, since the re¬ 

sults of rough estimates were used in computing them. The most accur¬ 

ate estimate of this type was made by Brewer [1093] who evaluated the 
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heat of hydration and the entropy of A1P3 (eryst.) and, using the data 

on the solubility of A1F3 [1470] and the entropy of the ions [2564j, 

he ascertained the value of the heat of formation of crystalline all- 

inum trifluoride, An-f^g^ = -323 ± 15 kcal/mole. 

In the work of Gross, Hayman and Levi [1864] the heat effect of 

the reaction 

yPbFt( cry.M. )-f Al( cryst. ) = A1FS ( cryst. )-I Pfo ( ( XXIV. 7 ) 

has been measured, equal to AH2g8-15 = -117.9 kcal/mole. In total, 

six tests were made. The initial mixtures contained aluminum in ex¬ 

cess. No analysis of the lead fluoride and reaction products was car¬ 

ried out (these authors detected no satisfactory method of analysis), 

calculations of the tests were made in the assumption that the 

action is fully accomplished. It has been observed that the heat of 

reaction depends were markedly on the method of drying the initial 

lead fluoride. 

The heat effect of the reaction (XXIV.7) Was measured repeatedly 

by Skuratov, Kolesov and Martynov [4l]. The investigation was made 

within a wider range of compositions of the initial mixtures and under 

more different conditions of carrying out the tests (different stages 

of grinding the starting materials; different materials of the cruci¬ 

bles containing the reaction mixture; different stage of compressing 

the mixturej etc.). In this work 24 measurements were made and the 

heat of reaxtion = -117-7 kcal/mole was ascertained. Thus, 

the results of the measurements of the heat effect of the reaction 

(XXIV.7), obtained by Gross, Hayman and Levi [1864] and Skuratov, 

and Martynov [4l], were in very good agreement in spite of the 

test conditions. 

In the Handbook one has adopted the value 
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A//7nMi(AIFlt cryst. ) = — 357 ^ 3 kca 1/mo 16, 

computed using the results of measurements of the heat effect of the 

reaction (XXIV.7). 

AlFg (gas). The composition of A.' vapors was studied by the 

mass-spectrometric method by Porter and Zeller [3307a]. In this work 

it has been ascertained that AIF^ is the main component of the vapor. 

The quantity of the dimer (AlF^g amounts to about 2% and, consequent¬ 

ly, the formation of the dimer can be neglected in calculating the 

heat of sublimation of aluminum fluoride. Porter and Zeller found the 

value of the heat effect of the reaction 

(AlF3)2 (gas J = 2A1FJ ( gas ), ( XXIV. 8) 

equal to = 48.0 + 4 kcal/mole. 

The pressure of saturated vapors of aluminum trifluoride was 

measured by Albrich [3125] (spring balance method, 1371-1567°K), Ruff 

and Le Boucher [3559] (spring balance method, 1367-1524°K), Naryshkin 

[305] (channel method, 1108-1273°K), Yevseyev, Pozharskaya, Nesrneyanov 

and Gerasimov [IS, 183] (Knudsen method, 980-1123°K), Gross, Campbell, 

Kent and Levy [1863] (simultaneous evaporation with lead, 1193°K) 

and Witte and Barrow [4302] (torsional variant of the effusion method, 

955-1063°K). From these data with the aid of the values adopted in 

the present Handbook for the thermodynamic properties of AIF^ in the 

condensed and gaseous states the values Ahs^AIF^ cryst.) were calcu¬ 

lated equal to 7I.5 + 0.6, 7O.3 + 0.5, 71.3 + 0.3, 69 and 7I.O + 0.2 

kcal/mole. With the exception of the measurement of Gross et al [I863], 

the results of the remaining easurements are in good agreement. The 

most accurate measurements were carried out by Yevseyev et al [I3, 183] 

and Witte and Barrow [4302], From the temperature-dependence of the 

AIF^ pressure [Eq. (IV. 14)] using the data [13, I83] the value Alis^ ^ 

- 8l kcal/mole and using the data [4302] Ahs0 = 71.54 y 0.6 kcal/mole 
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were computed,, The discrepancy of the Value AhSq, calculated by two 

methods using the data [13., 1Ö3], is indicative of errors in the de¬ 

termination of the temperature-dependence of the pressure of AIF^ va¬ 

pors in these works. 

In the Handbook one has adopted the value 

A^5o(AIFj, cryst. ) = 71 ¿i 1,5 kcal/mole, 

calculated using the results of the measurements [13, I83, 4302], The 

error of this value is due to the important errors of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions, particularly, of A1F3 (gas), used in these calculations. 

To the adopted value of the heat of sublimation correspond 

A/r/0(AlF3, «as) = -284,517±3,3 kcal/mole, 
D0(A1F,) = 415,517±4 kcal/mole. 

—(.Sa,s) • study of the predissociation in the spectral of 

the A1C1 molecule leads to a dissociation limit of the state A1n cor¬ 

responding to D0(A1C1) = II9.7 kcal/mole [2113]. The close value of 

123.4 kcal/mole gives the limit of the coincidence of the vibrational 

levels of the state A1!!. However, these values of the dissociation 

eneigy can exceed the true value, since on the potential curve oí' the 

state A n of the A1C1 molecule a maximum may occur [643]. The linear 

extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the ground state of A1C1 

as well as for other diatomic halides of Group-Ill elements lead to an 

underestimated value, D0(A1C1) = 84.2 kcal/mole. 

The most reliable value of the dissociation energy of A1C1 can be 

computed on the basis of equilibrium studies. Heise and Wieland [1984] 

investigated the absorption spectra of A1C1 forming in the reactions 

A1C1j(k«s) = A1C1 ( «as) ± fclj ( uns), 
AlCl|(t!as) -f 2A1 ( liq. ) = 3AIC1 ( «as). 

From the temperature-dependence of the intensity of the absorption 

bands of A1C1 Heise and Wieland calculated the value AH0fp^g (A1C1, 
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gas) = 10.5+2 kcal/mole. In the work of Poster, Russel and Cochran 

[1584] the equilibria of the reactions (XXIV.9) and (XXIV.10) were 

evaluated, too. Prom data in the literature Foster et al adopted 

AH f0(AlCl, gas) - -13.85 kcal/mole, computed the partial pressure of 

AiG!, obtained as a result of the reaction (XXIV.9), and comparing 

them with the measured intensities of the absorption spectrum they 

ascertained the dependence of the intensity of the absorption spectrum 

of A1C1 on the partial pressure. Using this dependence and the intensi¬ 

ties of the A1C1 absorption spectrum, measured experimentally in the 

products of the reaction (XXIV.10), Poster et al ascertained the par¬ 

tial pressures of A1C1 forming in the reaction (XXIV.10). The authors 

[1584] ascertained that the data obtained by them are consistent with 

the value AH°f0(AlCl, gas) = -13.85 kcal/mole, adopted in the calcula¬ 

tion. These da La cannot be used, however, to obtain the independent 

value AH°f0(AlCl). 

By means of the quantity of aluminum carried off by passing over 

it a definite volume of A1C13 vapors, Russel, Martin and Cochran 

[3568] ascertained the value of the equilibrium constant of the reac¬ 

tion (XXIV.10) equal to 0.539 at 1388°K and of the A1C13 pressure e- 

qual to 74o mm Hg. From these data using the values adopted in the 

Handbook for the thermodynamic properties of the components of the re¬ 

action (XXIV.10) the value AHof0(AlCl, gas) ^ -13.3 kcal/mole was ev¬ 

aluated. 

A detailed study of some equilibria in which A1C1 takes part was 

carried out by Gross, Campbell, Kent and Levi [I863]. Passing argon, 

saturated at a definite temperature with A1C1 vapors, through fused 

aluminum and analyzing the reaction products forming, these authors 

ascertained the values of the equilibrium constants of the reaction 

(XXIV.10) with an the 1225-1278°K temperature range. Based on these da ta 
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and the values adopted in the Handbook for the thermodynamic proper¬ 

ties of the components of the reaction (XXIV,10) AH°f0(AlCl) = 

= -11.8 kcal/mole was evaluated. Besides, Gross et al [I863] measur¬ 

ed the partial pressures of A1C1 obtained on heating in a special 

vessel a mixture of aluminum metal with NaCl or KC1. In these sys¬ 

tems, apart from NaCl or KC1 vapors the products of the reactions 

NaCl( cryst. H-Al( liquid.) = A1C1 (raa) -f Na(gas), 

KCl ( cryst. .) -f- A1 ( liquid. ! = A1C1 (ras) + K(gas|. 

became part of the gaseous phase. 

The equilibrium vapor was removed from the vessel and in it the 

relation was determined between A1 and NaCl or A1 and KCl, respect¬ 

ively. Using the well-known vapor pressures of NaCl and KCl the values 

of the partial pressures of A1C1 were ascertained. The recalculation 

of the results of the measurements of Gross et al with the aid of 

the values adopted in the Handbook for the thermodynamic properties 

of the components of these reactions led to the values AH°f (A1C1, 

gas) equal to -11.5 kcal/mole (equilibrium with NaCl (cryst.), 1053°K), 

-10.0 kcal/mole (equilibrium with NaCl (liquid), 1243°K), and -11. 9 

kcal/mole (equilibrium with KCl (cryst.), 1023°K) 

In the work of Heimgartner [I983] a study of the equilibrium 

( XXIV. J.0 ) was carried out within a much wider range of temperatures 

(878-1383°K). Based on this study Heimgartner ascertained the value 

Al^fg^s.i^iAlCl, gas) = -10.28 kcal/mole. 

With the exception of the value AH°f0(AlCl, gas), obtained in 

the work [3568], all remaining values agree satisfactorily. In the 

Handbook the mean value 

4tf°MAICI( gas) = __ h _j_o,8 kcal/mole, 

is adopted to which corresponds 

D#(AICI)= 115,05±1,7 kcal/mole. 
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that is 5-8 kcal/mole less than the values derived from the dissoci¬ 

ation limit in the spectrum of MCI. 

A1C12 (gas). Direct experimental data allowing to ascertain the 

presence of AiCl2 molecules in vapors of aluminum trichloride are not 

known in the literature. The mass-spectrometric study made by Porter 

and Zeller [3307a] has revealed the presence of a large quantity of 

A1C1+ ions, obtained by electron bombardment of aluminum trichloride 

vapors. Porter and Zeller have shown, however, that these ions form 

on dissociation ionization of A1C13 molecules. If, thus, even a small 

amount of AlClg is contained in the composition of the evaporation 

products, it cannot be detected by this method. 

Heimgartner [I983] studied the reaction (XXIV.10) within the 

878-1383°K range. I: the works [1863, 4l98, 3568] discussed above the 

same reaction was investigated within much more restricted tempera¬ 

ture ranges. The wide temperature range enabled Heimbartner to ascer¬ 

tain that the results of his study cannot be explained, if it is 

assumed that in the vapors above the mixture of A1 and AlCl^, MCI 

(gas) and A1C13 (gas) are contained exclusively. Hence, Heimgartner 

proposed that under the conditions of his tests A1C1? (gas), forms, 

too, and evaluated the heat of formation of this gas equal to -76 

kcal/mole. 

Previously, Miescher [2904, 2905] found by means of the situa¬ 

tion of the longwave limit of the spectrum of A1C13 vapors that the 

energy of the bond D( AlClg - Cl) must be less than I06 kcal/mole. 

This is consistent with the value AH°f0(Mci2, gas) the absolute value 

of which exceed 62 kcal/mole. 

In the Handbook one has adopted 

A// /jts.u(AlClj, Kasj — —763; 5 bcal/mole, 

ascertained by Heimgartner [I983]. To this value corresponds 
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bo(AlClj) — 208,386 + 5.2 kcal/mole. 

AICI3 the Handbook [3508] on the basis of data on 

the heat of solution of aluminum in hydrochloric acid [1056., 3534, 

^367^ 815, 3433] and the heats of solution of aluminum trichloride 

[3526]* and sulfate [4368] the value AH0f298>^(AiGL^ cryst. ) - 

-I66.2 kca1/mole is proposed. The error of this value is 1-1.5 kcal/ 

/mole [IO93, 267]» 

Siemonsen [3720] determined the value of the heat of formation 

of A1C13, burning aluminum metal in chlorine. The reaction was carried 

out in a. calorimetric bomb at a chlorine pressure of 7-8 atm. By 

this method it was ascertained that AH°f293o^(AiC^, cryst. ) = -167.5 

+ 0.4 kcal/mole. 

The most accurate measurement of the heat of formation of alum¬ 

inum chloride was carried out by Coughlin [II96]. In this work the 

heat of solution of aluminum chloride was measured in a solution of 

hydrochloric acid. Making use of the value of the heat of solution 

of aluminum metal in hydrochloric acid, measured in his previous 

study [1194], Coughlin ascertained for the heat of formation of alui 

inum chloride the value 

fttt.it(AlClj, cryst. ) = — 168,57 + 0,2 kcal/mole. 

A1C13 (gas). Under the conditions of tests in which the pressure 

of saturated vapors is measured the vapors of aluminum trichloride 

are composed almost completely of dimerized molecules. Hence, in order 

to compute the value of the heat of sublimation of aluminum trichlo¬ 

ride 

A1C1,( cryst. '! =S AlClj^as), ( XXIV. 13) 

the values of the equilibrium constants of the reaction 

AIjClj ( t;as) = 2A1C1j ( fias ). (XXIV. 14) 

must be known. These values were evaluated by Fischer, Rahlfc and Bonze 
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[156?] (605-869°K) and by Smits and Meyering [3803] (669-8l6°K) based 

on measurements of the density of saturated vapors of aluminum tri¬ 

chloride. 

The most accurate measurements of the pressures of saturated 

vapors of aluminum trichloride were obtained by various methods by 

Fischer, Rahlfs and Benze [I567] (393-450°K) Treadwell and Terebesi 

[4015] (365-519°K), Smits and Meyering [3803] (420-482°K), Takahashi 

[3917] (390-424°K) and Dunne and Gregory [1421] (295-323°K). 

Extrapolating the values of the equilibrium constants of the re¬ 

action (XXIV.14), ascertained in the works [1567], [3803], to the 

range of lower temperatures, the authors of the Handbook computed the 

values PA1C1 and the heats of sublimation of A1C13 at 0°K, equal to 

26.05 [1567], 25.93 [4015], 25.83 [3803], 26.17 [3917] and 26.6 

kcal/mole [1421]. These values are in good agreement with each other, 

with the exception of the results obtained by Dunne and Gregory ^ v 
'4 if 

[1421]. The measurements in the work [1421] had been carried out, 

however, at very low temperatures, which required a much more exten¬ 

sive extrapolation of the values of the equilibrium constants of the 

reaction (XXIV.14), by which, apparently, the discrepancy obtained is 

explained. 

In the Handbook the value of the heat of sublimation of aluminum 

chloride is adopted in conformity with the equation of the reaction 

(XXIV.13) equal to 

A//s0(A1CI3, cryst. ) — 26,0+ 1,5 kcal/mole. 

The error of this value is defined by the inaccuracy of the thermody¬ 

namic functions of aluminum chloride in the condensed state and the 

necessity of extrapolating the values of the equilibrium constants 

(XXIV.l4) to lower temperatures. 

To the adopted value correspond 
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»> A//7o'{AIC13, gas,) = J42J85+ ,,5 kcal/moie 

D0(AlClt) = 303,335^2,1 kcal/mole, 

—• (cryst,)< Neuma^ Kroger and Haebler [3053] measured the 

heat of interaction of aluminum metal with nitrogen. The value ascer¬ 

tained m this work for the heat of formation of aluminum nitride 

AH f298.15 = "57,4 kcal/mole, got into several Handbooks [2358, 3508]. 

Brewer [IO93] proposed in a survey on the thermodynamic properties 

of nitrides a slightly higher value of -64 kcal/mole, evaluated us¬ 

ing data from the review of Kelley [2358]. 

The value of the heat of formation of AIN can be computed by 

determining the equilibrium constants of reactions in which it takes 

part. Thus, Satoh [3592], based on his own measurements of the speci¬ 

fic heat of aluminum nitride and the data of Frankel [1597] 0n the 

equilibrium of the reaction 

AlflOj (KpHCT.) -j- 3C (. graphite') Nj ( Sas ) = 2A1N( cryst..)4-300(^), (XXIV.I5) 

ascertained that the heat effect of this reaction at 298.15°K am¬ 

ounts to 150.2 kcal. The possibility of side reactions with formation 

of the highly volatile lower aluminum oxides reduces the accuracy 

of this value. To the heat effect ascertained corresponds the heat 

of formation of aluminum nitride, Ah0^^ = _ 85 kcal/mole. In the 

work of Satoh [3592] the value of -74.7 kcal/mole was ascertained 

which differs markedly from the above-mentioned value. The discrepan¬ 

cy is explained by the obsolete value of the heat of formation of 

aluminum oxide, used by Satoh in the calculation. 

The equilibrium of the reaction 

4AIN( crys..) f3C( graphite ) = A14C3{ crys,. ) -f 2Na ( *«* ) (XXIV.l6) 

has been studied by Prescott and Hincke [3315] at temperatures of 

1700-1900°K. Kelly [2358] converted the heat effect of this reaction 

to standard conditions. The evaluation of the heat of formation of al¬ 

uminum nitride using the data of Prescott and Hincke [3315] leads to 
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AH f298.15 ~ “72 kca1/mole [3211], This value is more reliable than 

the value computed according to the data of Frankel [1597], since 

Prescott and Hincke [3315] selected for the study of the equilibrium 

(XXIV.l6) in which many secondary processes have been ruled outo 

Neugebauer and Margrave [3049, 3051] determined the heat of 

formation of aluminum nitride by the method of direct nitration» Al¬ 

uminum powder was burnt in a calorimetric bomb at a nitrogen pressure 

of 30 atm. In this work the value 15(A1N cryst. ) - -76.47 + 

+ 0.2 kca1/mole was ascertained. 

Mah et al [2738a] measured the heat of combustion of aluminum 

nitride in oxygen and calculated the value AH0f29g (Ain, cryst.) = 

= -75-6 + 0.4 kcal/mole. The values obtained in the works [3049, 

305I] and (2738a] are in good agreement with each other. In the Hand¬ 

book one has adopted 

cryst. ) = -76-1-0,5 kcal/mole. 

The value computed using the measurements of Prescott and 

Hincke [3315], coincides within the limits of potential errors with 

the adopted value. 

.( Gas)° In the literature no experimental data are available 

on the basis of which it would be possible to evaluate directly the 

dissociation energy of the AIN molecule. Since also the spectrum and 

the structure of AIN have not been studied experimentally, the use of 

different polyempirical and theoretical relationships linking the 

interatomic distance and the force constant with the dissociation en¬ 

ergy can lead only to a very approximate value. 

Margrave and Stapitanonda [2777] using the approximate relation 

D0(MN) = U\ — I — A, 

where - e /r is the energy of the ionic bond, I the ionization po¬ 

tential of the metal M, and A the affinity of the electron of the 
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nitrocen atom N,* obtained for D0(A1N) two yalues: 82 and 137 teal/ 

/mole corresponding to two values of the Interatomic distance r 
_ , Al-N^ 

evaluated on the basis of the ionic radii rN_ adopted equal to 1,08 

and 0.70 A. 

The evaluation based on the values rA1_N = 1.68 A and I(.A1) = 

138 kcal/mole, adopted in the Handbook, leads to values D0(A1N) of 86 

and 60 kcal/mole, in dependence on the adopted value A(N) which is 

-26 kcal/mole according to the data [2769], but zero according to 

the recommendation of Skinner and Pritchard [376O]. 

In the Handbook one has adopted the value 

D,(AIN) = 70±20 kcal/mole. 

To this value correspond 

A//o/0(AlN, gas)= 118,036 + 20 kcal/mole, 

A//s„(AIN,cryst.) = 192,830 + 20 kcal/mole. 
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TABLE 229 

Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

1563 

156¿l 

Adopted Vagues (in Kcal/mole) of the Thermochemical 
Parameters of Aluminum and its Compounds 

MJtB 

A//S.3 

Kopyua 
Ofaa 

AIN 
AIN 

A//°/o AH°f AHaf «' u* 
2»3.1i "2*3,16 

75 500* 

1380430 
45 000 

115 000 
242000 

725 455* 

67000 

155000 

285500 

71000* 

415 517 

115050 

208386 

26000* 

303 335 

192 830* 

70000 

0 
75500 

213 543 

106 000 

19 487 

—32013 

-397 494 

60132 
-61000 

—173000 

355 517 

-284 517 

—11000 
—75 786 

—168185 
—142 185 

-74 794 

118036 

0 
76 063 

215 390 

106 035 

19466 
—32 407 

-400384 
60112 

-61015 

-173418 

—357 003 

—285 500 
- 10 955 

—75 992 

—168 588 

142 589 

-75 990 

118008 

0 
76 060 

215 411 

106 017 

19 457 
-32 426 

—400400 

60100 

—61025 

—173430 

—357000 

—285 513 

—10963 
—76000 

—168570 

-142593 

—76000 

117 998 

2300 

2037 

2087 
, 2720 

2688 

3192 
2187 

3012 

3892 
3891 

888 
2055 

2777 

3265 
2228 

3074 

4000 
3977 

924 

2092 

1) Substance; 2) state; 3) or; 4) cryst; 5) gas 
Vcilus of the heat of sublimation^ b) value oí' 
the ionizatj.on potential of the aluminum atom; 
c) value of the heat effect of the reaction 
A1203 (cryst.) = 2A1 (gas) + 30 (gas) at 0°K. 

[Footnotes] 

Sharma [3607] ascertained in the spectrum of discharge 
through AlCl^ vapors in helium atmosphere bands in the 

wavelength region of 3310-2950 A, the wave numbers of 
the edges of these bands are defined by the equation v — 

31450,8 + (391.4 (v’ + 1/2) - 0.9 (v1 + 1/2)2) - (592,0 

iu ^ (v" + I/2) )• Sharma made the suggestion 
that these bands can be associated with the A 1,, molecule, 

si mi la: sanee., as to the order of magnitude, the value go" 1 
e 

to the value expected of this molecule. In later works, no 
indications were found on the nature of the emjtter of the' 
bands observed by Sharma. 

Chupka, Berkowitz, Glese and Inghram [II07] evaluated a vi 
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1566 

1566 

1567 

1567 

1571 

1577 

1578 

1570 

15 82 

"bration frequency of Alg of 400 cm“1 and an interatomic 

distance of 2.5 A. 

The molecular constants of A10 in the states X2! and 
ascertained in the work of Lagerqvist, Nilsson and Barrow 
[2530] are indicated in the notes of Table 222. 

In the works [368I and 253O] these constants were obtained 
for lines with high values of the quantum number K. Below, 

results of measurements of the values y (in cm"1) are given, 
based on the data of various authors: 

13611] [2530] 11797] 

T* 0,030 0,021 ±0,005 0,019±0,005 
T* 0,021 0,010±0,005 0,008±0,006 

» 

The authors of the work [1145] found the following constants 

of A10 in the state C2I1: vQ0 = 33,085, coQ - 845 and a>0xQ = 

= 4 cm-1. 

The rotation constants were calculated from the results of 
measurements of the fine structure of the bands 4-2, 1-0, 
0-0 and 0-1. 

1/2 
Vago and Barrow [4o46] detected that the values xeM. " must 

be approximately constant for analogous molecules. Actually, 

for BF, GaF, InF and T1F the values xep1//2 are 0.021, 0.020, 

0.019 and 0.020, respectively. With the constants obtained 

by Rochester, x |i1//2 for A1F is O.O33. According to the data 
e -i/o 

of Rowlinson and Barrow [3540], xep ' 0.020. 

Since in the A10 molecule the bond is double, it is accepted 
that in A120 the length of the bond is O.16 A longer than in 

A10, and the force constant of the bond is 0.5 kQ (A10). 

The high atomization energy of A120 can be explained within 
the frame of the conventional notions on the orientation of 
the valences of the A1 and 0 atoms, if one suggests that 
this molecule has, like No0, a linear symmetric structure 
A1 = A1 = 0. Apparently, Such an accumption would find its 
configuration in the fact that in mass spectra of the Al-0 

system Al1 ions are detected the formation of which is ex¬ 

plained by the authors [l405a] with the dissociation of 
ai2o. 

According to the rule of Walsh [4139], the molecules under 
discussion must be nonlinear, since they have I? valence 
electrons. 

fd = 5*10 dd 
= 0, ■10 fa/d‘ 0.2^10-3 and f^/d' 0, 
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1582 

1583 

1584 

1584 

1592 

1596 

1602 

1605 

1612 

The Intensity of the corresponding band in the absorption 
spectrum is markedly lower than in the emission spectrum. 

The values and accordingly and depend slightly on 

the adopted value of the deformation constant f /d1“. 
ct 

It should be noted that the frequencies of the planar vi¬ 
brations pf AlCl^, adopted in the works of Stepanov [393] 
and Venkateswarlu and Sundaram [4o86] based on the studies 
of the spectrum of Raman scattering of liquid aluminum tri¬ 

chloride (541, 348 and 808 cm-'*") are apparently wrong. They 
are not consistent with the value of the frequency of the 
antisymmetric vibration, ascertained by Klemperer, and the 
force constants of AlCl^ calculated by Venkateswarlu and 

Sundaram by means of these frequencies, have unreasonable 
values; thus, the force constant of the Al-Cl bond is 

5 -1 5.1»10 dynes»cm which is more than two times higher 
than the value of the force constant of the bond of the A1C1 

ke = 2.09*10^ dynes •emu"''*"). 

No definite regularity was ascerbained in the change of the 
interatomic distance on transition from diatomic boron and 
aluminum halides (XY) to tetratomic molecules (XY^). A com¬ 

parison of the respective values of the interatomic dis¬ 
tances rx_Y in the molecules BCl-BCl^ and A1F-A1F0 

shows that the discrepancy between them does not exceed 
+0.03 A. 

Witte and Barrow [4302] indicate the equation = + 

+ 11o5453 + 16.0154 ln T for the calculation of the values 
S°; in this equation the value of the constant term is in 
good agreement with the value Cg, given in Table 224. 

In the work of Witte and Barrow [4302] the thermodynamic 
functions of AIF^ were calculated, apparently, for handling 

experimental data, but in the paper only the equation Si is 
given. -1 

In I96O-I961, Kirillin, Sheyndlin and Chekhovskoy [227a, 
227b) published results of measurements of the enthalpy of 
corundum within the 771-2266°K range with an accuracy of up 
to +0.9$. Within the limits of the error specified these 
data are consistent with the values given in the present 
Handbook. 

There are indications (see [1014] that Degazarion ot al me¬ 
asured the specific heat of AlCl^ within the 15-3bO°K range, 
however, to date these data have-not been published. 

In the work [I3IO] it is pointed out that Brewer recalcula¬ 
ted again the results obtained in the work [931] and found 
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■:S > 
1612 

l6l^ 

1621 

1630 

163^ 

D0(A10) = II9 + 8 kcal/mole. 

In the work_[1309a] the same authors studied the evapora¬ 
tion of a mixture of aluminum oxide and uranium from moly¬ 
bdenum effusion chambers (i876-2322°K)„ ^ 

In the work of Porter, Schissel and Inghram [3306] the va¬ 
lue of the heat of this reaction, Ah^ = 85 + 5 kcal/mole, 

has been ascertained. The value specified in the text has 
been obtained by recalculating the data of the work [33061 
taking into account the enthalpy values of the components 
of this reaction, specified in the Handbook. 

In the work [657] vibrational levels of the state A1!! were 
observed to v - l6, the height of which above the level 
V = 0 of the ground state 156.4 kcal/mole. With the normal 

shape of the potential curve of the state A1!! this valup 
must give the lower limit D0(A1F). It exceeds, however, 

by approximately,.1.5 kcal/mole the value of the dissocia- 
• 0bîalned+^S a result 0:f studying the equilib¬ 

rium of chemical reactions in which A1F is involved o' 

As regards the heat of solution of AlCl^ see also the work 

of Eley and Watts [1473]. ^ 

Evaluating D0(A1N) Margrave and Stapitanonda considered 

using the data of the work [2769] that A - -26 kcal/mole. 
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Chapter 25 

BERYLLIUM AMD ITS COMPOUNDS 

(Be, BeO, BeH, BeF, BeF„ BcCI, BeCI„ BeN) 

In the present chapter the thermodynamic properties of beryllium 

and of some of its simple compounds with oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, 

fluorine and nitrogen are considered. The more complex compounds of 

beryllium with these elements (BeH2, BeOh, Be(0H)2, Be^IT? etc.) are 

not considered primarily because of lack of data in the literature on 

their structure and molecular constants. It can be assumed that most 

of these complex molecules will be unstable at high temperatures, and 

that thermodynamic calculations performed without taking into account 

their formation will lead to results which are close to the true ones. 

Predictions of this kind, however, should be made with great precau¬ 

tion because the results of recent mass-spectroscopic work show that 

in many cases the contrary picture is observed - at high temperatures 

in saturated, vapours the complex molecules become relatively more sta¬ 

ble. Thus, in the evaporation of beryllium oxyde it was discovered 

[II06] that at higher temperatures the polymeric molecules (BeO)n gain 

more and more importance. Moreover, under reduction conditions the 

Be20 molecule may become important [72]„ Prom the evaporation products 

of beryllium oxyde only Be and BeO are considered in the Handbook. 

Therefore these data are not sufficient for a full description of the 

system beryllium-oxygen, they can only give information on the amounts 

of atomic beryllium and beryllium oxyde in the vapours. 

Also not included in the Handbook is the Be0 molecule, because the 
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dissociation energy of this molecule apparently does not exceed 16 

hcal/mole* [1408] and it should desintégrate into atoms already at com¬ 

paratively low temperatures. It should be noted that in paper [72] da¬ 

ta were obtained according to which Bea is the main evaporation product 

of beryllium in the region 1400-1550=¾ whereas monoatomic beryllium 

becomes the main component of the vapour only above the melting temp¬ 

erature (1556°K). However, these data are apparently wrong because 

they can only be explained in the case of D.(Be,)>50 kcal/mole which 

is in disagreement with the results of all other investigations. 

Prom the possible components of the system beryllium-oxygen-hydro- 

gen, Be, BeO and BeH are considered in the Handbook. There are data in 

the literature indicating that under certain circumstances such mole¬ 

cules as Be(0H)2 and perhaps BeOH can exist in the system Be - 0 - H 

besides the three component considered [I865]. Because of lack of data 

on the molecular constants and the heats of formation of these com¬ 

pounds they are not considered in the present Handbook. 

In the Handbook four compound of beryllium with halides are con¬ 

sidered: BeP, BeP2, BeCl and BeCL,. In addition to these compounds, 

dimeric molecules (BeX2)2 may be present in the beryllium-halide sys¬ 

tems: they are not considered in the present Handbook. Apparently 

these compounds can exist only at moderate temperatures. 

In the Handbook the thermodynamic properties of BeN(gas) aro 

quoted. Beryllium nitride in its solid state - Be^ has considerable 

thermal stability: according to the data of [1093] the dissociation 

temperature is 2510"K. Therefore, the data quoted in the Handbook do 

not allow the calculation of the composition and the thermodynamic pro¬ 

perties of the system beryllium-nitrogen below this temperature. 

§99« MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

Be. In its ground state the beryllium atom has the electronic con- 
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figuration ls22s2, with the corresponding term 1S. Through the excita¬ 

tion of one 2s-electron of the beryllium atom a group of singlet and 

triplet terms is formed which correspond to the configuration \s~2s(-S)nl 

with the values L = £. The ionization limit of this group is at 75,192. 

.29 cm"1, whereas the first excited state 2p3po ls 21,980cm-1 higher 

than the ground state Quoted in table 230 are five energy levels 

of the Be atom which were taken into account in the calculations of 

thermodynamic functions and which correspond to the transition of the 

2s-electron to 2p~ and 3s-states. Higher levels with excitation ener¬ 

gies of more than 56,000 cm"1 can be disregarded in the following cal 

culations. 

TABLE -30 

Energy Levels of the Beryllium 
Atom 

“— 
Hoxep 
ypoBim 

B Co cto mm e CratHC- 
THMCC- 
n KHfl 
k »ec 

F 
3Hepr«ii, ctr* O'SJlCKTpOHHdH 

KOH<t»<rypama D Tepx 

0 

1 

2 
3 
4 

ls«2s* 
ls,2s2p 
ls12s2p 
lss2s3s 
isï2s3s 

•s 
*p 
»P 
*s 
‘S 

i 

9 
3 
3 
1 

0 
21980 
42565,3 
52082 
54677 

-- 

A) Number of level.; B) state; 
C) electronic configuration; 
D) term; E) statistical weight; 
F) energy, cm-1. 

The excitation energies of the singlet levels were taken from 

Moore [2941], of the triplet levels from Moore [2941] and the paper of 

Botsmann, Corliss, Meggers and Trice [882]. 

BeO. The electronic ground state of the BeO molecule is the state 

XlI .* The bands of BeO occupy a broad region of the spectrum - from 

the far ultraviolet to the infrared region. The most thoroughly inves- 
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tigated in the emission spectrum are three systems of bands: the sys¬ 

tems A1!! -* ^‘2; [2051, 2538, 2520, 3946, 25211 and [2521], lying 

m the infrared region, and the system of bands B'Z - X1!. lying in the 

region 4200-5700 A [742, 3487, 1963, 1964, 1309. 3945a, 2832, 2539, 2521, 2250). Besides 

the systems quoted above a large number of bands has been observed in 

the BeO spectrum in the region 3600-2000 A. However, because of the 

complexity of the structure and the appreciable overlap of different 

systems formed by these bands, the analysis is difficult and their 

assignment remains to a large extent uncertain [742, 1114, 1115, 1969.25211. 

The results of work concerned with the investigation of the spec¬ 

trum of BeO are collected and critically analyzed in the thesis of 

Lagerkvist [2521]. Lagerkvist again recorded the spectrum of BeO in 

the region from 2000 to 13,600 A, measured the position of 20,000 lines 

and performed a thorough analysis of the various systems of bands of 

BeO. The excitation source was an arc burning in air between electrodes 

of metallic beryllium. At a spectrometer with a dispersion of 1.2 and 

0.5 A/mm the ultraviolet bands and the bands of the systems B'Z-X'Z, 

''l1!! —X1^ and 5‘2—/IMi were investigated. 

In the system 5‘2-X>2 the fine structure of 25 bands with 

ü' < 11, t/"< 9, and in the system ¿«II - X‘2 26 bands with v’ < 11, < 3, 

were investigated, and in the system BV-A'n 27 bands were identi¬ 

fied. The results of the analysis of the vibrational and rotational 

structure of these systems of bands allowed Lagerkvist to calculate 

with great accuracy the values of the molecular constants of BeO in 

the states ^2, ¿'n and fl‘2 , which are quoted in Table 231 and are 

accepted in the present Handbook. The same constants of BeO are recom¬ 

mended in the book [2020] and in the Handbook [649]. 

As mentioned above, a large number of bands of BeO lie in the 

ultraviolet region of the spectrum. An analysis of these bands, perfor- 
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Ciccone [1114, 
med by Bengtson-Knave [742], Harvey and Bell [I969], 

1115] and Lagerkvist showed that some ultraviolet bands are connected 

with the transition between the state /l'n and a singlet state lying 

approximately 40,000 cm'1 higher than the state X'S . The vibrational 

and rotational constants of BeO in this state, as found by Lagerkvist, 

are quoted in Table 231. Moreover, it is shown in the papers of Ciccone 

[1114, 1115] and Lagerkvist [2521] that a number of ultraviolet bands 

of very complicated structure are connected with the transition between 

the state and the triplet state of BeO. Since up to now an anal¬ 

ysis of these bands has not been performed the excitation energy and 

the type of the triplet state is unknown. 

TABLE 231 

Aecepted Vaiues of the Molecular Constants 
BeP, BeCl and BeN of BeO, BeH, 

1 
Mojic- 
Ky/ia 

2 
COCTOBIIHC T‘ 1 "Ve 1 /4 a, 1 0..io« re 

1 <*-■ A 

BeO 

X'Z 
Am 

D* h 

0 

9405,61 

21 253,95 

39120,1 

1487,323 

1144,238 

1370,817 

1081,8 

11,8297* a 

8,4145* c 

7,7455* * 
9,1 

1,6510 

1,3661 

1,5758 

1,31 

0,0190 

0,01628rc 

0,0154 

0,01 

8,198öb 

7,79a e 

8,41*g 

1,3310 

1,4632 

1,3623 

1,49 

BeH 
Am 

0 

20027,911 k 
2058,5 

2087,7 
35,5" 1 

39,9" j 
10,308 

10,470 
0,300 

0,329 

980 

1020 

1,297 

1,287 

BeF 
Am 

0 

33234,16" 
1265,61 

1171,36 
9,234* 1 

8,523° 0 
1,4877 

1,41865 
0,01685 

0,01610 

m 
8,225" 

8,301 
1,357 

1,390 

BeCl xm 
Am 

0 

27 972,76T§ 
846,43 

821,03 

5,15" P 

5,01* t 
o,8p q. 

0,8P q 
— — 1,71*r 

1.71c r 

BeN 0 1500*v — l,57*v — 
- 1 1,40*^ 

V 
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I ii 
* -.^==0,02235 CM-1. 
6 ßi = + 0,0096.^0-^ CM-*, f =[19 ; 
-l.i(o + l/2)j.l0-u. 0 1IA5"- 

* -^,-0.03389 cm *. ' 
r = 0,000055 c*-*, 
* Pi — 0,044-10-^ cji-*, 
* “^. = -0,00027 cA 

* Pi = 0,07.10-« CÄ-t, f =- {27_2 ip 4- 
+ 1/2)1.10-« ’ * 2 ^ + 

pïî!; í?pe °f thi® pta'te is not accurately known, 
engtson-Knave [7^2] and Harvey and Bell F196Q1 

kvi^rSll/c6 D-3íate 13 the atate In; Lager- 
kvist t2521] conjectures that this state may al- 
yo be the state 12 or 

" -^. = -0,5 cm-*. 

= 2,14 
' = 0,02259 cm-*. 

" Pi —0,0290.10-« cjit». 
* ^ —16,46 cm-*. 

° mJf» *= — 0,00497 CMT*. 

" = 0,0205, *tZ' = — 0,0000582 cm-'. 

q) Quoted is the value of B . 
\ . 0 

rj Quoted is the v value of r^. 

r ^ = 25 cm-'. 
y — —0,0368 oi-i. 

vj Estimate. °n ^ baSlS °f the rUles of -rrelation. 

1) Molecule; 2) state; 3) cm"1. 

It should be noted that on the basis of the results of a pertur- 

bational analysis in the systems and ^2-^2 Lager- 

kvist [2521] considers as possible the existence of another t«o 

electronic states of EeO with energies of the order of 11,000 and 

26,000 cm t which were not seen in the spectrum of BeO. 

BeH. The electronic ground state of the Bell molecule is the state 

XU .* In the emission spectrum of the BeH molecule only two systems 

of bands are identified: the system 4<n-X>Z , lying in the region 
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from 4800 to 5600 A [4181, 3229, 74l, 3135], and the system 

iylng in the region 188O-I960 A [4l8l, 4l82]. The absorption spectrum 

of BeH has not been observed. The most complete analysis or the- vibre- 

tional and rotational structure of the system A2tt — X*}] w.is dorm b- 

01sson [3135]. The bands of BeH in paper [3135] were obtained in the 

spectruin of an arc with beryllium electrodes burning in a hydrogen 

atmosphere. The spectrum was recorded in first and second order of the 

grating (the dispersion being 1.8 and 0.9 A/mm, respectively). The an¬ 

alysis of nine bands forming the sequences Ay = 0, -1 (y"< 4. V < 4) 

enabled Olsson [3135] to determine the values of the rotational and 

vibrational constants in the states and A2U . The constants 

found by Olsson are accepted in the present Handbook and are quoted in 

Table 231. The same values of the molecular constants of BeH in the 

states x*2 and Am are recommended in the Handbook [649] and in 

the monograph of Hertzberg [2020], 

The ultraviolet system of bands of BeH (3n*-Xl2) is investiga¬ 

te01 much worse than system A*n - XV. m the paper of Watson and 

Humphries [4182] approximate values of the molecular constants of Bell 

in the state 2II* are found as a result of an analysis of three bands 

of this system. Since the excitation energy of the state 2n* exceeds 

50,000 cm ( 7Y~50 934ar'), this state is not included in Table 231. 

It can be expected by analogy with other molecules of the hydride;: 

of alcaline earth metals that between the two states 2n (/1*11 and 2n*) 

there is the state B?5; with an excitation energy which is smaller than 

that of the state 2ri*. An estimate by the method of Shifrin (see page 

53) leads to a value of T0 for the state B22 equal to 26,000 

cm“1. 
4ooo 

BeF. The electronic ground state of the BeF molecule is the s vtc 

X2 . In the spectrum of BeF only one system of bands lying ;.n the 
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region 3400-2800 A has been observed. Fowler [1387] observed the ab¬ 

sorption spectrum of BeF vapour when heating BeF^ in a King oven up to 

M temperature of 2000°0. 

For the first time the bands of this system were obtained by Dutt 

[1206] in the spectrum of a carbon arc containing BeF0. The spectrum 

was recorded in first order in a spectrograph with a concave grating 

(dispersion 5.5 A/mm). Basing on the analysis of the results of the 

measurements of spectrograms obtained by Dutt [1266], Millican [29/4] 

showed that the bands are connected with the transition /t*n — **2: 

and found an equation describing the position of the heads of five 

groups of bands forming the sequences Aw = 0, + 1.-,,,,,4: 2. A sixth group 

of bands lying in the region 3347-3392 A did not fit into the scheme 

of Mullican. Therefore levons [2251] anew obtained and analyzed the 

system of bands of BeF. In the spectrum which was excited in an arc 

and recorded in a quarz spectrograph (dispersion 6-4 A/mm in the re¬ 

gion 3500-3000 A) the wavenumbers of the heads of the Q1-branches of 

bands with v1 and t/"< 8 and the wavenumbers of the heads of the R - 

and the R^-branches of bands with v', 13 were measured. As a re¬ 

sult of the processing of the obtained data levons found the vibration 

frequencies and the anharmonicity constants of BeF in the states 

and A2U ( = 1265,62, *= 9,12, a>; = 1172,58, <oV = 8,78 and T, (¿’FI) = 

33233,6c«'1). These values of the constants are recommended in the 

monograph of Hertzberg [2020] and in the Handbook [649], To determine 

the dissociation energy of BeF Tatevskiy, Tunitskiy and Novikov [4l4] 

investigated anew the vibrational structure of the bands of BeF. The 

spectrum was photographed in the spectrograph DFS-3 (dispersion 2 A/mm). 

Since gas-discharge tubes working in the stationary and impulse mode 

were used as excitation source, the bands of BeF had a weakly developed 

fine structure which made it possible to identify much more bands than 
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in the paper of Jevons [2251]. An analysis performed on the heads of 

the -branches of bands with „'<15 and f < |7, allowed to obtain 

the vibrational constants K.».*. and „hlch describe the posi¬ 

tions of the experimentally observed bands much better than the con¬ 

stants found by Jevons [2251]. These constants are accepted in the pre- 

sent Handbook and are quoted in Table 231. 

The fine structure of the three most intense bands of the system 

¿‘.l-JCI was investigated by Jenkins [2229]. The bands 0-0, 1 - 0 

and 0 - 1 were obtained in the spectrum of a carbon arc containing BeP 

and were photographed in second order in a spectrograph with a concave2 

grating (dispersion 0.97 A/mm). As a result of the analysis of the band 

structure Jenkins obtained two values for the constant A of the spin- 

orbit coupling in the state A2n: +22.10 and -16.46 cm"1. Due to the in¬ 

sufficient resolution of the lines with small J it was impossible to 

make an unequivocal choice between these values. Considering the rela¬ 

tive values of the A-splittings in the Fl and P2 series of terns of the 

state n, Jenkins [2229] suggested that the state A*n is the normal 

state '17, with the constant bond A ='22.10 cm'1. Later, Malliken 

[2980] on the basis of a more detailed examination of the A-splitting 

as a function of J came to the conclusion that the A’tt state is an 

inverted one with the constant A = -16.46 cm-'1' vn-f-o-f-- t j-u.^+o cm . me rotational constants 

of BeP in the states X'i and A'n found in the paper of Jenkins 

[2229] are accepted in the present Handbook and are quoted in Table 

231. The same values of the rotational constants are recommended in the 

book of Hertzberg [2020] and the Handbook [649]. 

—• ^ one system of iahto A'n-X’Z, iying ln the reglon 

3686-3468 A was observed in the spectrum of BeCl. The emission spectrum 

of BeCl was investigate' in the papers of Fredriksen and Hogan [l6c ] 

and Novikov and Tunitskiy [321]: the absorption spectrum of BeCl wa: 
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not investigated. Comparison of the spectrum and the observed elec¬ 

tronic states of the BeCl molecule with the spectra and the electronic 

states of the molecules of BeP, MgP, MgCl and CaCl, for which the ab¬ 

sorption spectrum was observed and the type of the electronic ground 

state is known, allows to assume that the electronic ground state of 

the BeCl molecule is the state 'X2E+. 

The spectrum of the BeCl molecule was obtained for the first time 

by Fredriksen and Hogan [1603]. The excitation source was a beryllium 

arc burning in a fluorine atmosphere. The spectrum was recorded in 

third and fourth order of a 21-foot grating. An analysis of the band 

structure showed that the bands are connected with the electronic tran¬ 

sition *4an —and the type of bonding in the state 2H is interme¬ 

diate between the cases a and b of Huid. As a result of an analysis of 

the rotational structure, performed on the heads of the Q1-branches of 

bands with v' and i/"< 3, Fredriksen and Hogan found the vibrational 

constants of BeCl in the states ^an and X22 (in cm-1): û>'=846.58, 

= 5,11, (i)' = 824,19, (ù'tx'e = 6,03. These constants are recommended in the 

Handbook [649] and in the book of Hertzberg [2020]. Later on Novikov 

and Tunitskiy [321] anew investigated the emission spectrum of BeCl 

excited in a gas-discharge impulse tube. The spectrun was recorded in 

the spectrograph DFS-3 (dispersion 2 A/mm, revolving power 144,000). 

The analysis of 40 .bands of the molecule BeCl^ anc} 26 bands of the mo- 

lecule BeCl 1 forming the sequences Ai» = 0, ±1, i 2 c o'and d"< 10, ena¬ 

bled the authors [321] to find the values of the vibrational constants 

of BeCl in the states X2! and A2n which, although only slightly dif¬ 

ferent from the constants found by Fredrikson and Hogan [I603], better 

describe the position of the investigated bands. The values of the vi¬ 

brational constants found in paper [321] are accepted in the present 

Handbook and are quoted in Table 231.* 
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Up to now no complete analysis of the vibrational structure of 

the bands of BeCl could be successfully performed, since, because of 

the overlap of bands, lines in different branches of the bands could 

not be identified even in the fourth order of the 21-foot grating. As 

a result of measurement of the position of several lines near the heads 

of the SR21- and the -branches of the 0 - 0 band, and the observation 

of a weak head belonging to the Bed37 molecule and lying at a dis¬ 

tance of O.98 cm"1 from the head of the ^-branch of the 0 - 0 band 

of BeCl35, Predrikson and Hogan [I603] calculated the values of the 

vibrational constants for the zero vibrational levels of the states 

and /I’ll : and 3'~0.8 ■ These values of the vi¬ 

brational constants which should be considered only as approximate are 

accepted in the Handbook and are quoted in Table 231. 

An estimate of the interatomic distance in BeCl, on the basis of 

the combination of the values of rBe-F in BeP and BePg and of r^a 

m BeClg, leads to a value rBe_c, = 1,71 ±0,05A . This makes it possi¬ 

ble to estimate the possible error in the value of B0 found by Fred¬ 

riksen and Hogan [1603] to be +O.05 cm“1. 

It should be noted that in the paper of Parker [3187] the appear¬ 

ance was reported in the spectrum of an arc containing beryllium salts, 

of a system of bands *n - % lying in the yellow-green region of the 

spectrum and assigned by the author to the BeCl molecule. A comparison 

of the vibrational constants found by Parker [318] ( 0,-=5515 wV = 62 

»; = 540,0, a>X= 7,1 at-*), with the constants of BeCl calculated in the 

papers of Predrikson and Hogan [1603] and Novikov and Tunitskiy [321] 

shows that both electronic states of Parker's systems are not identi¬ 

cal with the states X*S and 4*11, investigated in the papers [I603, 

32I]. To clarify the nature of this system, the spectrum of BeCl in 

the region from 3000 to 6000 A excited in a gas-discharge tube was in- 
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vestigated in paper [321]; since the-bands of Parker's system were not 

seen therein, the conclusion can be made that this system does not be¬ 

long to the BeCl molecule.* 

BeN.The spectrum of the BeN molecule has not been observed exper¬ 

imentally 0 Therefore in the Handbook an approximate estimation of the 

molecular constants of BeN was performed. 

The interatomic distance in the BeN molecule was estimated as a 

result of combination of interatomic distances in diatomic molecules 

of the oxydes and nitrides of several elements. This comparison shows 

that the interatomic distances in the molecule of the nitride of a 

given element is larger by 0.04-0.07 A than in the molecule of the 

corresponding oxyde. On the basis of the value rBc-o = 1,33A [2521], 

fße-N = 1,40 + 0,08A is accepted in the Handbook. To the accepted value 

of the interatomic distance corresponds a rotational constant Bq equal 

to 1.57 ± 0.18 cm"1 and a frequency of normal vibration (o, = 1500cm'1, 

calculated according to the Guggenheim relation (see page 88). The 

possible error of the value of frequency estimated in this way is 20(’¿. 

The molecular constants of BeN accepted in the present Handbook are 

quoted in Table 231. According to the rules of correlation it is ac¬ 

cepted that the ground state of the BeN molecule is a state of the type 

BeFg. The electronographic investigation of molecules of the va¬ 

pors of beryllium fluoride oerformed by Akishin, Spiridonov and Sobolev 

[68] showed that the BeFg molecule has a linear symmetrical structure 

with an interatomic distance rDe-F = 1.40-h 0,03 A and belongs to the point 

symmetry group . Therefore the BeF^ molecule must have three main 

vibrations - the symmetrical and antisymmetrical valence vibrations of 

the bonds Be - F and the doubly degenerate deformation vibration con¬ 

nected with a change of the angle FBeF. 
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Attempts to obtain and to identify the spectrum of the BeF2 mo¬ 

lecule were done for the first time in the papers of Prokof'ev, Nepor- 

ent, Yaroslavskiy et al [28, 19, 29], To obtain the BeF^ spectrum a 

special device was designed consisting of a high-temperature cuvette 

with a heater of large length and a infrared spectrometer allowing the 

recording of the spectrum in the region from 5000 to 250 cm"1. In the 

absorption spectrum of BeFg vapours at 900-950° two bands with 

maxim at S.8 mk (1020 cm'1) and 29 mk (345 cm-1) were obtained which 

were assigned to the frequencies v3 and v2 respectively0 However, the 

authors [29] remark that the investigated sample of beryllium fluoride 

contained only 60# BeF2 and 4o# different admixtures which were not 

analyzed« Moreover the authors of the paper [29] emphasize that gen¬ 

erally the absorption bands at 9„8 and 29 mk can be assigned to the 

absorption of gaseous beryllium fluoride only with precaution since in 

the cuvette a condensed state in form of smoke was always present which 

could substantially distort the results of measurements0 

Much more reliable data about the spectrum of BeF2 were obtained 

by Buechler and Klemperer [1002] who investigated in detail the spec¬ 

trum of gaseous beryllium fluoride. The pressure of BeF2 vapour nec¬ 

essary to obtain the absorption spectrum (about 100 mm Hg) was attained 

by heating BeF2 in a King oven to a temperature of about 1000°C. The 

spectrum in the region from 2300 to 700 cm“1 was recorded in a Perkin- 

Elmer spectrometer with a KBr prisma. The authors of paper [1002] ob¬ 

tained two intense absorption bands with frequencies 1520 and 825 cm"1 

which were interpreted as bands connected with the antisymmetrical (v^) 

and deformation (v2) vibrations respectively. The values of the fre¬ 

quencies v2 and found in the paper [1002] make it possible to cal¬ 

culate, assuming the force constants of the BeF2 molecule: 

¿»S.SMO«, Ä«-0,85-1106 and dyne/cm^ If it is assumed 
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following Buechler and Klemperer^ that /^ = 0, then /,, = 4,96-104 dyne/ 

/cm“1 and v-^ = 666 cm In the Handbook a rounded average of these val¬ 

ues (v-j^ = 700 cm“1) is accepted and assumed that the possible error 

therein does not exceed 10^. This value is given together with the ex¬ 

perimentally determined and frequencies in Table 232.* The same 

table contains also the value for the moment of inertia of BeP^ calcu¬ 

lated from structural parameters found by Akishin, Spiridonov, and So¬ 

bolev [68]. 

BeClg. It was found, as a result of electronographic investiga¬ 

tions of the beryllium chloride structure, by Akishin, Spiridonov, and 

Sobolev [68], that the BeCl^ molecule has a linear symmetrical struc¬ 

ture with an interatomic distance = 1*75 ± °3 A and belongs 

to the punctate group D Such a molecule must have three normal vi¬ 

brations - a symmetric and antisymmetric valent vibration of the Be-Cl 

bonds, and a twice degenerated deformational vibration due to the 

change of the ClBeCl angle. 

Buechler, and Klemperer [1001, 1002] were the first who investi¬ 

gated the infrared spectrum of BeClg vapors in the range 200 to 2000 

cm“1. In the absorption spectrum of beryllium chloride vapors at a tem¬ 

perature of 500°C were found four absorption bands with frequencies 

484, 608, 857 and m3 cm“1. At an increase of temperature to 1000°C 

remained in the spectrum only two frequencies: 1113, and 484 cm"1. The 

authors explained this by the presence of beryllium chloride at T = 

= 5OO0C principally in the form of a dimer [IO93] (hence are the fre¬ 

quencies 857 and 608 cm"1 related to Be^Cl^ vibrations), while at an 

increase of temperature in the spectrum can be seen bands only related 

to vibrations of BeCl^ monomer molecules. 

Besides the absorption spectrum in paper [1002] was also studied 

the BeClg emission spectrum at a high temperature. In the emission 
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spectrum of BeClg was observed only two bands with maxima at m3 and 

484 cm , which were obtained by absorption at 7—1000°C. The high 

frequency band at III3 cm-1 related the authors of the paper [1002] to 

the antisymmetric vibration v^, and the 484 cm ^ frequency to the de¬ 

formation vibration Vg. 

Corresponding to the values Vg and v3 found in the work [1002], 

assuming that fdli= 0,1 /¿, are the force constants of BeClg [Eqs. (p4. 

29)] ^ ~ 3,24-105. /¿j :-= o,32-10s, and /a/d* — 0,28-10s dyn*cm~^, and the fre¬ 

quency of symmetric vibration vx = 412 cm'1. The force constant of the 

Be - Cl bond, calculated by equations of the valency field forces, not 

considering the constant of bond interaction [Eqs. (P4.30)], and based 

upon experimentally determined frequency, /¿=2,9210“ dyn^cm"1. To 

this value corresponds v-^ = 375 cm 1. It must be said that Klemperer 

[2441] determined the values of frequencies and calculated the 

force constants of M — X (/</) bonds of zinc, cadmium, and mercury halo- 

genides investigating the infrared absorption spec mum of their mole¬ 

cules in the frequency range of asymmetric vibrations, supposing on 

the basis of results of Investigations of mercury halogenide spectra 

[2442], that the force constants of bond Interaction are equal to zero. 

Comparison with force constants of corresponding biatomic molecules led 

to the proportion fd (MX,) / ke (MX) = 1.3-1.4 (for Zn, and Cd), and equal 

about 2 (for Eg), while for BeClg we obtain 4,(BeCl,)/*.(BeCl)-. 0. 96 based 

upon data of Buechler, and Klemperere [1002], and supposing that f^ = 

= 0. Therefore it is more expedient to use the proportion between force 

constants similar to the proportion for other linear trlatomic mole¬ 

cules (fdd— OA fd) in estimations of-vibration frequencies of triatomic 

molecules of halogenides of the beryllium subgroup. 

Thus, it can be suggested with an accuracy up to 10$ for the 

approximate value 400 cm-1. This value is quoted together with expert- 
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mentally determined ground frequencies and in Table 232.* 

It should be noted^ that in the paper of Neporent, Girin et al 

[59] was reported the observation of a band with a maximum at 12 fi 

(833 cm“1) in the absorption spectrum of BeClg vapors at 7’~ 350—<K)0oC 

Comparison with results of the paper [1002] shows^ that this frec^uency 

might be related to vibrations of the Bc^Cl^ dimer. 

The value of the BeClg moment of inertia quoted in Table 232 was 

calculated on the basis of structural parameters found in the paper 

[68]. 

TABLE 232 

Accepted Values of BePOÍ and BeClg 

molecular constants 

■ 1 
Mo/ieiiyjii 

^ V, ! V, (2)3)4 V, 3 / 0 
0 6 ID-“ e-CM* 

BeF, 

BeClt 
700 

400 
825 

484 

1520 

1113 
12,4 

36,1 
2 
2 

1) Molecule, 2) 3) Vg (2), 4) 

5) 1, 6) cm“1, 7) g‘cm2, 8) 0. 

§100. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of beryllium and its compounds with 

oxygen, hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, and nitrogen in the ideal gas 

state were calculated for temperatures from 293.19 to 6000°K by the 

constants given in §99, and presented in Tables 306, 308, 310, 312, 

SIS, SIS and 316 of the II. volume of the Handbook. The difference of 

constants of isotopic modifications of molecules of the investigated 

compounds was not considered in the calculations. The constants of in¬ 

termolecular interaction of substances discussed in Uie present chap¬ 

ter are unknown. 

Be. The translational components in the values of thermodynamic 
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functions of monoatomic beryllium were calculated by Eqs. (II.8) and 

(lï* 9) with A<j> = —0,7296 and /i5 =+4,2386, the electronic components — by 

Eqs. (11.20) and (II.21) based upon the energy levels of the Be atom 

and are quoted in Table 23O. At temperatures below 4500-5000°K is the 

accuracy of the calculated values of functions determined only by the 

accuracy of the applied physical constants, and the errors of the val- 
* 0 

ues cíYp and do not exceed 0.003-0. OO5 cal/g-atom*degree. The error 

increases with higher temperatures because of the disregard of elec¬ 

tronic states with excitation energies above 55^000 cm and the main 

quantum number n<ll, but, since the contribution of such levels is 

small, the error of the value does not exceed 0.02 cal/g-atom* 

•degree. 

Tables of thermodynamic functions of atomic beryllium were calcu¬ 

lated by Katz, and Margrave [2334] (7 < 2000° Kh Kol'skiy et al [2462] 

(7<8000° K) and Stall, and Zinke [3894] (7 < 3000° K). Divergencies be¬ 

tween the values presented in Table 306 (ll), and data from these au¬ 

thors and the values presented in the first edition of the Handbook too 

are determined only by the difference of the physical constants ap¬ 

plied in the calculations. 

BeO. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous beryllium oxide quot¬ 

ed in Table 308 (ll) were calculated by the method of Gordon and Barnes 

upon the basis of molecular constants presented in Table 231. Due to 

the fact that the BeO molecule has two electronic states with low ex¬ 

citation energies (see Table 231) the calculation of the values and 

S° was carried out by Eqs. (II.131) and (II.132). The translational 

components in the values of these functions were calculated by the pro¬ 

portions (II. 8) and (II.9), the components of electronic states X‘2, 

¿»IT and ß>2 through the values M{. Nt, found by Eqs. (II.II5) and 

(II.II6). In Table 233 are quoted the values 0 and /c, and also the val- 
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ues of coefficients In Eqs. (il.137) and (II.138) applied for calcula¬ 

tions of the values and N^. There are also presented the values for 

the constants A$ and Ag in Eqs. (II.8) and (ll.9). Calculating the val¬ 

ues IV^ and Ni no corrections were made related to the limitation of 

'■i'O number of rotational levels. 

TABLE 233 

Values of Constants for the Calculation of Thermodynamic 
Functions of Gaseous BeO, BeH, BeF, BeCI,, and BeN 

1 
UemeCTBO 

* 

2 0 jt-lO-1 Pi-10* ßi-10* 
<7o 
T 

do 
^.1011 C<i> cs 

ipad ipa&~1 3 KOÂ/uOÂb-tpad 

BeOA‘2: 

/»n 

BeH 

BeF 
BeCl 

BeN 

2139,5 

1646,0 

1974.9 

2961,3 

1820.9 

1217,8 

2158,2 

• 7,9539 

7,3542 

5,6506 

17,245 

7,296 

6,072 

1,1508 
1,200 

0,98185 

2,9477 

1,14 

1,32 

1,49 

0,995 

9,55 

1,3 

0,423496 

0,511907 

0,433319 

0,068436 

0,46993 

4,23 

5,87 

4,76 

13,20 

5,22 

2,3140* 

—4,3643 

2,5285 

5,1263 

1,8250 

7,2819* 

¿,5902 
9,4830 

12,0818 
8,7805 

brought values and Ag 

l) Substance; 2) degrees; 3) cal/mole«degree. 

Principal errors in calculations of values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of beryllium oxide were stipulated by the fact, that the applied 

values of BeO vibrations constants are not very suitable for the deter¬ 

mination of energies of high vibration levels of the ground state, as 

well as by the fact that in the BeO molecule exist presently unknown 

electronic states with low excitation levels (see page 1643). At temp¬ 

eratures up to 3000-3500°K this does not result in considerable errors 

of the calculated values of functions (the error of values does not 

exceed 0.02-0.03 cal/mole«degree). At higher temperatures they have to 

increase quickly and might attain 0.1-0.3 cal/mole«degree at 6000°K. 

The values of thermodynamic functions for BeO, presented in the 

first and the present edition of the Handbook are identical; other tab- 
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ulated calculations of thermodynamic functions of gaseous beryllium 

oxide are not published in the literature. 

BeH. Thermodynamic functions of the beryllium monohydride, quoted 

in Table 309 (ll ) were calculated by Eqs. (II.I61) and (II.162). The 

values In 2 and r^rln2 were calculated by the method of Gordon and 

Barnes [proportions (II.137) and (II.138)] from constants presented in 

Table 231. The calculations were carried out without introducing cor¬ 

rections for the limitation of the number of rotational levels of the 

electronic ground state of BeH. In Table 233 are quoted values and 

CS calculation of the components of the transversal movement 

and rigid rotator, and also the values 0, x* and the coefficients in 

Eqs. (II.137) and (ll. 138) used in calculations. Since the BeH mole¬ 

cules has the electronic ground state Xa2, in the values C and C 
$ g 

were included the components R In 2. The components of the 4*11 excited 

state of the BeH molecule were calculated from Eqs. (11.126)-(11.127), 

i.e., considering the difference of the vibration frequencies and the 

X22 and 4*il rotational constants of BeH In the ground state. 

The errors in the calculated values of thermodynamic functions of 

beryllium monohydride are mainly due to the inaccuracy of the applied 

calculation method, particularly by neglecting the second constant of 

anharmony and the neglect of the necessity of the limitation of the 

number of rotational levels of the BeH molecule. The corresponding er¬ 

rors in values of at 3000°K are 0.003 and 0. OO8 cal/mole*degree, 

and at 6000°K = -0.05 and 0.4 cal/mole-degree. The total errors of the 
-X- # 

values $298.15' ^3000 and ^6000 of the order °-02; 0.1 and 1 cal/ 

/mole-degree. The values of thermodynamic functions of BeH cited in 

the first and the present Handbook are identical. Other calculations of 

thermodynamic functions of BeH were not published in the literature. 

BeP. The thermodynamic functions of BeP quoted in Table 310 (ll) 
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were calculated by Eqs. (ll.lól) and (11.162). The values In 2 and 

7’--'m2 in these equations were calculated by the method of Gordon 
dT 

and Barnes [proportions (ll.137) and (II.138)] from the constants pre¬ 

sented in Table 231. Calculating these values corrections for the lim¬ 

itation of the number of rotational levels of the energy of the ground 

state X22 were not considered. In Table 233 are quoted the values for 

the constants Ch and CQ in Eqs. (il. 161) and (II.162), 0 and x - for 

interpolations by means of tables of auxiliary functions, and also the 

coefficients in Eqs. (11.137) and (II.I38). To consider the multiplic¬ 

ity of the X22. ground state of the BeP molecule in the values and 

Co were included the components R In 2. The components of the /1*11 
O 

state were calculated by Eqs. (11.120) and (II.121), i.e., without con¬ 

sidering the difference of the BeP constants in the ground and the ex- 

citated states. Owing to the high excitation energy of the d1!! state 

this simplification does not cause errors at T < 6000°K. 

At 7,< 3000°K- the errors of the calculated values of BeP func- 

* 
tions do not exceed 0.01-0.02 cal/mole-degree for At higher temp¬ 

eratures increase the errors because the calculations, according to 

the presented method, do not consider the second constant of anharmony, 

and the BeP vibrational levels calculated without this constant con¬ 

verge considerably lower than the dissociation limit (see below, page 

1677).The corresponding error for the value $^qqq is of the order 0.05 

cal/mole»degree. Errors due to the disregarding of corrections which 

consider the necessity of limiting the number of rotational energy lev¬ 

els, are, thanks to the great dissociation energy of BeP at 7 < 6000° K, 

negligibly small. 

The values of thermodynamic functions of BeP presented in the 

first and the present edition are practically identical; other calcu¬ 

lations of thermodynamic BeP functions are unknown. 
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BeCl. Thermodynamic functions of BeCl given in Table 313 (II ) 

were calculated by Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162). The values InZ and 

r-^rIn2 were calculated in approximation of the model rigid rotator- 

anharmonic oscillator by the method of Gordon, and Barnes [proportions 

(II.I37) and (II.138)], and by constants quoted in the preceeding chap¬ 

ter. The constants ß1, ß2, qQ, and d0 in Eqs. (II.137) and (ll.138) 

were in calculations assumed to be equal to zero, since the values of 

constants of the oscillation-rotational interaction, and centrifugal 

stress of BeCl are unknown. In Table 233 are given the values C^. and C0 
¢3 

for the calculation of translational motion components and the rigid 

rotator, and also values for 0 and x for the calculation of the com¬ 

ponents of the anharmonlc oscillator. In relation to the fact that the 

BeCl molecule has the ground state, the components R In 2 were in¬ 

cluded into the values C$ and Cs; the components of the vlMI state of 

the BeCl molecule were calculated from Eqs. (II.120) and (II.121), i.e. 

not considering différencies of the BeCl constants in the X*1 and 

states. 

The total error of the calculated values of thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of BeCl at low temperatures is due to the inaccuracy of the ap¬ 

plied value for the rotational constant of this molecule. The corre- 

spending errors for the values ¢,.-, and S° are for instance +0.1 cal/ 

/mole-degree. At temperatures above 1000°K are getting the essential 

errors connected to the inaccuracy of the applied calculation method, 

in particular to the fact, that the centrifugal stress and also the 

Interaction of rotation and vibration of the BeCl molecule were not 

considered. At 6000°K these errors have values of the order 0. 1 cal/ 

/mole-degree for values. The total error of the calculated values 

# # * 

$298.15* ^ooo and ¢6000 are estlmated wlth +0.1, +0.2 and +0.3 cal/ 

/mole-degree respectively. 
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Divergencies in the values of BeCl thermodynamic functions quoted 

in the first and the present edition are generally due to the differ¬ 

ent applied vibrational constants of the BeCl molecule; they do not ex- 

-X- 
ceed 0.06 cal/mole«degree for the values and S^. In the literature 

do not exist informations upon other calculations of thermodynamic 

functions for this gas. 

BeN. The thermodynamic functions of beryllium nitride quoted in 

Table 316 (ll ) were calculated by Eqs. (II.I61) and (II.I62), and the 

constants accepted in the preceeding chapter. So far as the constants 

characterising deviations of the BeN molecule from the model rigid ro¬ 

tator-harmonic oscillator are not known the calculation was carried 

out in approximation of the model rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator i, 

e. , the values ln2 and f-l. InS in Eqs. (II.I61) and (II.162) were 

taken equal to zero. In Table 233 are presented the values for and 

Cg in these equations and the 0 values for the calculation of the com¬ 

ponents of the harmonic oscillator. Since in §99 was assumed that the 

ground state of BeN is the *2t state the components R In 2 were includ¬ 

ed in the C, and values. 
0 S 

The fundamental error of the calculated values of thermodynamic 

functions of beryllium nitride is determined by the absence of authen¬ 

tic data upon molecular constants of BeN, and at high temperatures - 

by the approximative method of calculation. The error due to the inac¬ 

curate estimation of the value Bq is for example +0.9 cal/mole«degree 
‘ft 

for the values $rfi and S°, and due to the inaccuracy of ov, - about +0. 
ft ft ft 

.03, +0.3 and +0.4 cal/mole «degree for the values $298. 15' ^OOO' $6000 

respectively. Errors in these values caused by the neglect of the an- 

harmony of vibrations, the centrifugal stress, and the interaction of 

rotation and vibration of the BeN molecule are of the order 0.01, 0.2 

and 0.5 cal/mole«degree, and those caused by the disregard of corree- 
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s 
I 

ons for the limitation of the number of rotational BeN levels - a- 

I bout 0.4 cal/mole.degree for The total error of the calculated ** 

i values is +0.3, +1 and +2 cal/mole-degree at T = 298.15, 3000 and 6000°K 

I respectively. The values of thermodynamic functions of beryllium ni- Itride given in the first and the present edition of the Handbook are 

identical. Other calculations of thermodynamic functions of BeN in the 

literature are unknown. 

BeF2 and BeClg, Thermodynamic functions of gaseous beryllium flu¬ 

oride and chloride, quoted in Table 312 (ll) and 315 (II), were calcu¬ 

lated by Eqs. (ll.24l) and (11.242) in approximation of the model rig¬ 

id rotator-harmonical oscillator. The calculation was carried out on 

the basis of molecular constants presented in Table 232. In Table 234 

are quoted values of the constants C$ and Cs in Eqs. (ll.24l) and (ll. 

242), and also values of 0 by means of which were calculated components 

of harmonic oscillators. 

1 
TABLE 234 

Values of Constants for the Calculation 
of Thermodynamic Functions of Gaseous 
BeFg and BeClg 

Banter*/ 1 ¢1 1 fc • 1 cs 
? • *poi 

BeF, 
Bed, 

1007,1 
575,52 

1187,0 
696,37 

2187 
1601,4 

5,0516 
8,7572 

12,0071 
15,7127 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole-degree. 

The errors of the calculated values of thermodynamic functions of 

beryllium fluoride and chloride are stipulated by the approximative 

character of the calculation (the neglect of the anharmony of vibration 

and other effects), the absence of experimental data upon the dimen¬ 

sion of frequencies of symmetrical valency vibrations of both mole- 
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oí' other rulea and the unsufficient accuracy of the accepted values 

frequencies and moments of inertia. 

The errors at T - 29^-15°K are of the order of 0.1 cal/mole‘degret 

■¥r 

for the values and ST and are stipulated hy the inaccuracy of deter 

mining the bond length in BeP0 and BeCl0 mole cules. En ors of the vai - 
CÍ i- 

-X- , 
nes of ¢-.. .. n for both gases are about 1 and 1. ó cal/mole "degree respei.: 

o o o (J 

lively (errors caused by the unreliability of the accepted values 

do not exceed 0.2 cal/mole«degree ). 

Deviations between the values of thermodynamic functions of beryi 

Hum fluoride and chloride given in the first and the present edition 

of the Handbook are stipulated by differences in fundamental frequen¬ 

cies used In the calculations and attain 0.6-0.9 cal/mole-degree for 

^ n 
the values and S.p. In the literature do not exist indications upon 

other calculations of thermodynamic functions /or BeF^ and BeClg. 

§101. THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OP Be, BeO, BeF0 AND BeCl0 IN SOLID 
C. 

AND LIQUID STATES 

The thermodynamic functions of Be, BeO, BeP<¿ and BeCl0 in solid 

and liquid states (Tables 305* 307* 311 and 31^ of Vol. II) were cal¬ 

culated from Eqs. (ill.9)-(ill. H) with the help of the thermodynamic 

quantities given in Table 235. The choice of these values from the re¬ 

sults of experimental Investigations or approximate estimates is con- 

* 
sldered in what follows. The errors of the calculated values of at 

the temperatures of 298,1000,1500,2000 and 3000°K, estimated on the ba¬ 

sis of an analysis of the possible errors of the initial data, are giv 

en in Table 236. 

Be. We know the following polymorphous modifications of beryllium 

the hexagonal close-packed modification (structural type of Mg), wider 

Is stable in the wide temperature interval of from 4 to 1523°K and Id 

cubic space-centered modification (structural type of a-Fe) which , ae- 



cording to data of Martin and Moore [2784a], forms near the melting 

point of 1523°K. When measuring the enthalpy of beryllium [208] the 

polymorphous transformation was not observed so that it was not taken 

into account in the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of bery 

Hum in the present Handbook. (An indication as to the polymorphism of 

Be near 4°K may be found in the paper of Gindin et al [152a]). 

TABLE 235 

Accepted Values of the Thermodynamic Quantities of Beryllium And 
Its Compounds in Solid and Liquid States 

1 
Bciucctk 

2 
CocToiNaa 

• 
C* 

'iM.ll 
3 Kot^MmeHTu # 

■ ypisaeaaa pjia Cp 
Hurepaavi 

Tcuneparypu Tm àHm 

5 , 
KOA / MO Ah 

Ö 
IUU / MQA* •tpad a 6.10s C.10-* •K •K KãA/MOA* 

De 

Be 

Be 

BeO 

BeO 

BeO 

BeF, 

BeFi 
Bed, 

BeCIt 

Kpxcr. 7 

JKhäk. 8 
KpHCT. 7 

» 

)Khak. 8 
KpHCT. 7 

)Khak. 8 
KpHCT. 7 
)Khak. 8 

468 

686 

1900 

2900 

2,28 

3,37 

10,80 

15,0 

3,93 

6,11 

12,0 

17,0 

_Ö 

5,374 

7,1 
8,69 

10,70 

16,00 

11,98 

23,0 

13,86 
24,0 

1,38 

3,62 

1,29 

8,12 

10,53 

3,25 

2,13 

298—1200 

1200—1556 

1556—4400 
298-1000 

1000-2821 
2821—6000 

298-1076 

1076-2300 

298-678 

678-1200 

1556 

2821 

1076 

678 

3500 

17000 

4000 

3000 

a 

1) 
2 
3) 
4 

cl = a+?T-cT-* (cal/mole «degree ) ; 

Substance 
state 
coefficients in the equation for 
temperature interval 

b 
Tabulated data from [1752]. 

5) cal/mole 
6) cal/mole«degree 
7) cryst. 
8) liqu. 

Kelley [2364] used the data on the specific heat of beryllium, ob¬ 

tained by Cristescu and Simon [1221] (10-300°K) and recommended a val¬ 

ue of Saw,« = 2,28 ± 0,02 cal/g -atom • degree. More accurate measurements of 

the specific heat of beryllium were carried out later on by Hill and 

Smith [2074] (4-300°K, 150 measurements). The data they obtained in the 

interval of 100-200°K lie higher than the specific-heat curve obtained 

by Cristescu and Simon, at other temperatures they are lower than thi 
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curve. The values of Szos.is = 2,28 ± 0.02 cal/g-atom‘degree and H^oq - 
29Ö. Ip 

- H° = = 468 + 4 cal/g-atom, calculated by Hill and Smith, are accept¬ 

ed in the present Handbook. 

Based on five papers on the measurement of the enthalpy of beryl¬ 

lium at high temperatures Kelley [2363] recommended a linear equation 

l;o describe the specific heat of beryllium with an accuracy of +2% in 

the interval of 298-1300°K. Later on more reliable data on the enthal¬ 

py of beryllium were obtained by Ginnings, Louglas and Ball [1752] 

(273-1170°K) and Kantor, Krasovitskaya and Kisel' [208] (6l9°K - Tm). 

At temperatures near 1000°K these data are in good agreement with 

one another (deviations less than 0.5^); at low temperatures more ac¬ 

curate data were obtained by Ginnings, Douglas and Ball [1752] with the 

help of an ice calorimeter, whereas the massive calorimeter, used in 

paper [208] was not suited for measurements in this temperature Inter¬ 

val. 

The thermodynamic functions of beryllium, given in Table 305 (ll) 

in the Interval 298-1200°K were calculated from data of [1752] with 

the help of graphical and numerical integrations. In the Interval of 

from 1200°K to the melting point of beryllium, equal to 1556°K [3508], 

a linear equation (see Table 235) was derived for the specific heat of 

beryllium, based on the values of = 7,03 cal/g-atom-degree [I752] 

and Him — Hltor = 2590 cal/g-atom [208],* 

Kantor, Krasovitskaya and Kisel' [208] measured the enthalpy of 

liquid beryllium in the interval of 1566-2l66°K and derived an equa¬ 

tion for the specific heat. 

Ci = 5,926 + 0,568- 10-»r + 4,314-105^1. 

according to which the specific heat of liquid beryllium rises from 6. 

99 to 7-27 cal/g-atom-degree, as the temperature increases. However, 

since the values of the enthalpy of beryllium found in paper [208] dls- 
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play a considerable scatter (on the average about 1^), a constant val¬ 

ue of C° = 7.1 cal/g-atom-degree with a possible error of +0.2 cal/g- 

atom-degree, has been chosen In the present Handbook for the specific 

heat of liquid beryllium. This very value Is used In the calculations 

oí the thermodynamic functions of beryllium at temperatures above 

2200°K. 

According to data from [208] the melting point of beryllium Is e- 

qual to 3*57 +0.1 kcal/g-atom. In the Handbook we accept the value of 

Atfm* = 3.50 db 0,1 kcal/g-atom, calculated from the equation for the en¬ 

thalpy of solid and liquid beryllium which have been used in the cal¬ 

culations of the thermodynamic functions of beryllium. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of beryllium in solid 

and liquid states, calculated for temperatures in the range 293.15- 

-4400°K, are given in Table 305 (II). The values of the errors of the 
'ft 

values calculated for $T are given in Table 236. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of solid and liquid 

beryllium, given in Table 305 (ll)s differ greatly from the values cal¬ 

culated in the first edition of the present Handbook and in the Hand¬ 

book by Stull and Sinke [3894]. At 3000°K the deviations reach 0.25 

and 0.6 cal/g-atom-degree for the values of $* and S° respectively, 

and are due to the essential improvements achieved with the values 

the melting point of beryllium and the specific heat of liquid beryl¬ 

lium as the result of measurements, made by Kantor and co-workers [208]. 

BeO. Beryllium oxide is known in the form of a hexagonal modifi¬ 

cation (structural type of Wurtzite ZnS). Kelley [2359] measured the 

specific heat of beryllium oxide from 55 to 293°K and calculated the 

value of — //* = 686 ± 5 cal/mole-degree; the value found by an ex¬ 

trapolation below 53°K amounts to 0.037 cal/mole-degree. The value cal¬ 

culated from data of [2359] amounts to = 3,37 ± 0,02 cal/mole. 
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The enthalpy of BeO at temperatures up to 1200°K was measured by 

i-lagnus and Danz [273^] (293-1175°K) and Rodlgina and Gomel1 ski y [31] 

(364_1128°K). The data of these authors agree with one another within 

the limits of 1%. Similar are also the equations for the specific heat 

of beryllium oxide, derived by Kelley [2363] according to data of Mag¬ 

nus and Danz [273^1 and Rodigina and Gomel'skiy [31], respectively; 

C; = 8,45 + 4,00.10^7-3,17.,10^, 

«= 8,69 + 3,62-10^7-3,25.10»r«. 

In the Handbook the thermodynamic functions of BeO up to 1000°K 

were calculated with the help of the second equation since this equa- 

. ion is based on the more accurate experimental data. 

The enthalpy of oeryllium oxide was measured at temperatures a- 

bove 1200°K by Kandybaya, Kantor, Krasovitskaya and Pomichev [I7] 

(Il69-2142°K, 22 measurements) and [15] (1203-2645°K, 25 measurements). 

The data obtained in paper [15], up to 2300° display a slight spread 

(about 0.6$), at higher temperatures (2377-2645°K) a certain increase 

in spread of the measuring results can be observed (up to 2-3$). Based 

on the value of //Î300— //»*,« = 23660 cal/mole, according to data from 

[15], and also the value of Cp100o= 11,99 cal/mole «degree and H°000 - 

H298. = 6983 cal/mole [3l]j the authors of the Handbook derived a 

linear equation for the specific heat of BeO for the range of from 

1000 to 2300°K (of. Table 235)- This equation is also used to calculate 

the thermodynamic functions of beryllium oxide up to the melting point 

which, according to data of [208], is equal to 2821°K. The melting 

heat of beryllium oxide, equal to 17 + 3 kcal/mole, was calculated 

from an approximate value of the melting entropy of AStm = 6 ±1 cal/ 

/mole‘degree-, obtained by comparing the melting entropies of oxides of 

the alkaline-earth metals. The specific heat of liquid BeO was estima¬ 

ted as amounting to 16 cal/mole‘degree.* 
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The values of the thermodynamic functions of beryllium oxide in 

solid and liquid states, calculated for the temperatures in the range 

293- 15-6000°K, are given in Table 30? (II). The magnitudes of the er¬ 

rors of the calculated values of are given in Table 236. 

The differences between the thermodynamic functions of beryllium 

oxide, given in Table 307 (II) and In the first edition of the present 

Handbook, do not exceed 0.2 and 0.3 cal/mole-degree in the values of 

i>T and SJ and are due to an improvement of the data on the specific 

heat of BeO in the result of paper [17]. 

BeFg. With beryllium fluoride two crystalline forms have become 

known, a hexagonal modification of quartz-like structure and a tetrag¬ 

onal one of cristobalite structure.* At not too high temperatures the 

quartz-like form (Q-BeFg) is thermodynamically stable; it suffers a 

polymorphous transformation at 220°C and melts at about 58o°C [321a]. 

The crystobalite-like form (C-BeP2) is in equilibrium at temperatures 

near its melting point (about 800°C). At lower temperatures, however, 

the cristobalite-like form of BePg is fully stable, suffers an enanti- 

otropic transformation near 120°C with a low heat of transition (about 

200 cal/mole according to data of [273a]) and goes over to the quartz¬ 

like form of BePg only in the case of a long annealing In the temper¬ 

ature interval of 300-400°C (cf. [321a]). According to an idea suggest¬ 

ed by Novoselova [321a], there exists a third crystalline form of BeP2 

which is In thermodynamic equilibrium at temperatures of from 420 to 

680°C; its structure is unknown (maybe it is analogous to tridymite, 

denoted as T-BePg). The true scheme of polymorphal transformations of 

BePg is thus the following [321a]; 

PQ-BeF,I±«Q:BeF, H * T (?)-BeF, 
WfC ' 430—«G* C 

«C-BeF, 4_Zl 
-»00*C fused 
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Owing to the fact that the heat of formation of beryllium fluo¬ 

ride has only been determined for the crystobalite-like modification, 

the thermodynamic functions were calculated for this very modification 

of BePg. Since in literature there are no experimental data on the spe¬ 

cific heat and the enthalpy of crystobalite-like BePg, its polymorph¬ 

ism has not been taken Into account in the calculation of the thermody- 

namic functions. 

The entropy of BeP2 at 298.15°K (^„=10,8 + 0,5 cal/mole-degree ) 

was chosen for the Handbook according to an estimate by Karapet-yants 

[219], on the basis of a method elaborated by him and the wellknown 

values of ^298.1^ for Be°. MgO, MgFlt CaO, CaFJ( ßaO. BaF,. This value was 

verified by an estimate obtained by another empirical method, proposed 

by Kireyev [224] (lü.4), Drozin [180] (IO.9), Venner [127] (11.5), and 

also according to Latimer's method [2565] where an empirical correc¬ 

tion (10.4 cal/mole-degree) was introduced. The value of = 

= 1900rt 100 cal/mole was esti ated on the basis of a comparison of 

the corresponding experimental data for MgPg and CaPg. 

The enthalpy of vitreous beryllium fluoride at high temperatures 

was measured by Rodigina and Gomel'skiy [31] (373-971¾) and Kutsyna, 

Kantor, Kandyba, Krasovitskaya and Fomichev [17] (477-1375¾). A sys¬ 

tematic divergence is observed between the data of these authors which 

amounts to about 5% and is obviously due to a difference in the phase 

state of the BeF^ samples investigated. In the Handbook the data obtain¬ 

ed by Rodlngina and Gomel'skly [31] for solid BeFg are accepted. 

Based on the values of IS,0. cal/mole-degree, = 

cal/mole U030 cal/mole, obtained from data of [31], the 

specific heat equation given in Table 235 was derived, which was used 

in calculating the thermodynamic functions of solid BeFg up to the 

melting point at 1076¾ [3686]. The accuracy of this equation amounts 
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to about %, since in paper [31] the phase state of the BePg sample 

was not investigated and the heat of the polymorphous transformations 

were not taken into account.* 

Direct determinations of the melting heat of beryllium fluoride 

was not determined. An approximate value of the melting heat of BePg 

may be found from the values of the heat of sublimation and evapora¬ 

tion, calculated from the temperature dependence of the saturated va¬ 

por pressure of solid and liquid BeP^. According to Sense, Snyder and 

Clegg [3686], applying to a comparatively narrow temperature interval 

(1019-1055°K and 1094-124l°K), the values of Affs = 06,6, Affo = 50,91 and 

A//m = 5,7 kcal/mole were calculated. The data of other authors con¬ 

cerning the vapor pressure of solid [434] and liquid BeF2 [323] in a 

wider temperature interval (846-1376°K) yielded essentially different 

values: Affs = 52,0, Affo = 48,0 and A/fm = 4,0 kcal/mole. The value of 

the melting heat of BePg, A//m = 4.0 kcal/mole, accepted in the Hand¬ 

book, may possess an error of about 1-1.5 cal/mole. The melting en¬ 

tropy of BeP2, equal to 3.7 cal/mole«degree, corresponding to this val¬ 

ue, is lower than the melting entropy of BeClg (4.4 cal/mole«degree); 

the same is true for the fluorides and chlorides of the other elements 

of group IX. In connection with this, we see that the estimate of the 

melting heat of BePg, obtained by Brewer [IO93] must be too high as 

the corresponding value of the melting entropy amounts to 6 cal/mole• 

•degree. 

The value of the specific heat of molten beryllium fluoride above 

1076°K (Cp = 23.O cal/mole«degree) was calculated from the results of 

measuring the enthalpies of vitreous and liquid BeP2 up to 1375°K [17] 

(accuracy 5-10$). The same value has been used in the Handbook to cal¬ 

culate the thermodynamic functions of BeP2 at higher temperatures. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of beryllium fluoride 
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in solid and liquid otates, calculated for the temperatures of 293.15- 

2300°K, are given in Table 311 (ll). The values of the errors in the 

* 
calculated values of are given in Table 236. 

The differences between the thermodynamic functions of BePg given 

in Table 311 (ll) and in the first edition of the present Handbook, at 

2000°K, reach 1. 7 and 3.2 cal/mole-degree with the values of and S°. 

The deviations are due to the fact that in the new edition the newest 

experimental data on ehe enthalpy of BeP2 [17, 31] have been taken in¬ 

to account. 

BeClg. Just as BePg, beryllium chloride may occur in several poly¬ 

morphous transformations (see paper [267a]). Since in literature there 

are no data on the specific heat, the enthalpy and heat of transforma¬ 

tion of BeClg, the polymorphism of beryllium chloride has not been tak¬ 

en into account in the calculation of its thermodynamic properties. 

The estimation of the values of S^B.,5-= 15,0 + 1 cal/mole-degree, 

^298.15 —=2900+200 cal/mole and C^.i» = 17,0 cal/mole-degree was based 

on the corresponding data of the chlorides and oxides of Be, Mg and Ca. 

The value of Sg^g ^ was calculated by means of Karapet'yants1 method 

[219] and verified by calculations with the help of the approximation 

method of Kireyev [224] (16.O), Drozin [I80] (15.6) and Venner [127] 

(i4.5 cal/mole-degree ). * 

The specific heat of BeClg in the interval of from 298.15°K up to 

the melting point at 678°K [3508]** was estimated with the help of a 

linear equation, derived on the basis of the values of = 17,0 and 

= Z cal/mole-degree (see Table 235). 

The value of the melting heat of BeClg, Cp»;8=2!,0 kcal/mole, was 

calculated from data obtained by Ralfs and Fischer [3350] on the satu¬ 

rated vapor pressure of solid and liquid BeCln. Owing to the low ac- 
cl 

curacy of these measurements (cf. page 1683), the value given has an er- 
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ror of +1 kcal/mole. The specific heat of BeCl2 was estimated as a- 

mounting to 24 cal/mole'degree. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of beryllium chloride in 

solid and liquid states, calculated for the temperatures of 293.15- 

-1200°K^are given in Table 3l4 (H). The errors of the calculated val¬ 

ues of $T are given in Table 236. 

The Table of the thermodynamic functions of crystalline and liq¬ 

uid BeClg [Table 3l4 (ll)] is identical with that given in the first 

edition of the present Handbook. 

TABLE 236 

Errors (in cal/mole«degree) of 

the Values of of Beryllium 

and its Compounds in Solid and 
Liquid States 

f.K - 1000 IKO *000 3000 

Be 
BeO 
BeFt 
BcCli 

±0,02 
±0,02 
±0,5 
±1.0 

±0,05 
±0,05 
±1,0 
±2,0 

±0,07 
±0,07 
±1.5 

±0,1 
±0,1 
±2,0 

±0,25 
±0,25 

§102. THE THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES 

The standard state of beryllium is Be (cryst. ). 

M,.(Sas)' The results of measurements of the saturated vapor pres 

sure of beryllium, obtained by Baur and Brunner [691] (method of boil¬ 

ing point determination, l850-233l°K) and Schuman and Garrett [366l, 

3662] (method of evaporation from a surface, 1174-1336°K) are insuffi¬ 

ciently accurate. As shown by Gulbransen and Andrew [l883], beryllium, 

under the conditions of the experiments of Schuman and Garrett [366l, 

3662], coats itself with an oxide film which caused an essential drop 
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oí the vapor pressure measured. The vapor pressures measured in the pa¬ 

per of Baur and Brunner [96I] show an irregular temperature dependence. 

In connection with this, the values of the heat of sublimation of beryl¬ 

lium, 78.3 + 1.3 and 79.5 + 0.6 kcal/g-atom, calculated from data of 

[691] and [3661, 3662], respectively, proved too high. 

A more reliable value of the heat of sublimation of beryllium may 

be found from measurements of saturated vapor pressure, carried out by 

Holden, Speiser and Johnston [2IO5] and Gulbranson and Andrew [1883]. 

The results of the first paper, obtained with two samples of beryllium 

(1172-1552 K, effusion method and method of evaporation from a surface) 

yielded the values of A//s0 = 76,68 + 0,4 and 77. 02 + 0. 3 kcal/g-atom, 

respectively, for each of the samples. According to data of Gulbransen 

and Andrew obtained by the method of evaporation from a surface with 

two beryllium samples (1103-122S°K), the heat of sublimation of beryl¬ 

lium is equal to 77.18 + 0.23 and 77.08 +0.2 kcal/g-atom. In the Hand¬ 

book a mean value of these three has been accepted: 

AHs0(Bt, cryst.) = 774;0,5 kcal/g-atom. 

(cryst.). In the papers of Mielenz and Wartenberg [2903], 

Moose and Parr [2945], Neumann, Kroger and Kunz [3054] and Roth, Borg¬ 

er and Siemonsen [3524] the heat of combustion of beryllium in oxygen 

was measured. In these papers the values of _135,9,_134,5,_145,4 and 

-147.0 kcal/mole, respectively, were found. The insufficient purity of 

the initial samples of beryllium., their incomplete combustion and the 

simultaneous inflammation of the substances applied to facilitate the 

combustion reduce the accuracy of the quantities obtained in these pa¬ 

pers. 

The values of the heat of formation of beryllium oxide, calcula¬ 

ted on the basis of measurements of the heat of its dissolution in hy¬ 

drofluoric acid [1173, II74, 2810], cannot be considered as accurate 
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C35S4 25], partlcularly owlng ti the faot that in these papers 

SPir;:rof the caiorimeter was --- - - sum of the 

of -—— 

Smirnov and Chukreyev [385] measured the emf of a , 
mpnf iva ^ ^ f a galvanic ele- 

C he reactlon Be(cryst.) + 1/2C0 (gas) - Beor 
+ l/p r a. 2 “ BeO(cryst. ) + 

(send) took pxace. The temperature dependence of the emf oh 

serven makes It possible to determine the value of the h 

action: au _ 0¾o i i / heat °f thls re~ A^um--93,9 kcal/mole; a value of , 

1 kcal/mole corresponds t0 lt mt ^ C^st-) = -«1. 

sume that a " °f [385] SU«eSte^ to as- 
Un er the condltlons of their experiments (955-1313°k) th 

reaction betwepn rn ^ I0I3 KJ the 
on Between CO and carbon'was Insignificant a 

culatlor, V, snuicant. Thermodynamic cal- 

: Cd m ;:er'show that under these ~—must 
duces th rSe qUantlt:leS- The Pt-ssiblllty of side reactions re¬ 
cces the reliability of the value obtained by the authors of [385 

pure ir aM Snyder [ll84i deter”lned the heat - oombustlon o^ a 
mltt d P 8 °f berylliUm; they U3ed a “thod Of combustion which per 

““»Píete combustion without the addition of s h t , ctuuimion of substances facm 
tatlng the burning. The value of the heat of fn n 

^ one neat oí formation of bervlUnm nY 
ide, obtained in this paper, 

Aä7«..h(B«0, cryst.) = _ 143,1 ± ,,0 ltcal/mole 

has been accepted in the Handbook. 

BeO (gas], The 3aturated vapor pres3ure of berylllum 

measured by Erway and Seifert [1495] and Belvkh - a , 
1 ^ ^d Nesmeyanov [315 

22]. The measurements reported In the 
pv, , p the flrsfc PaPer were carried out m 
the Interval of 22^50 pin-50^ v, ln 

2250-2413 K by means of the effusion method with the 

app^cation of radioactive beryllium. The measurements of the second 

andTh"6™ ^1'16'3 °Ut by b°th the effU3ion meth°d (integral variant) 
■ he method of evaporation from an open surface. Special investiga- 
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viorio [22] 0 ho we d that in the temperature interval of 2103-2573°K in 

the effusion chamber no essential reduction of beryllium oxide occurs 

by virtue of the metallic tungsten of which the effusion cells used in 

papers [1495., 22] were made. The calculation of the heat of sublima¬ 

ron of BeO with data from [l495, 22], under the assumption that beryl¬ 

lium oxide evaporates in the form of BeO molecules, leads to values of 

156.8 + 0.2 and 160.O + 0.1 kcal/mole, to which BeO dissociation ener¬ 

gies equal to 122 and US kcal/mole, respectively, correspond. 

Calculations of the vapor pressure of beryllium above beryllium 

oxide, carried out by the authors of the Handbook, however, showed that 

the saturated vapor pressures above beryllium oxide obtained in papers 

[1495, 22], proved to be equal to or even lower than the calculated 

partial pressures of atomic beryllium above beryllium oxide. This 

speaks in favor of a virtually complete dissociation of beryllium oxide 

on evaporation. It is therefore not possible to calculate the value of 

the heat of sublimation of beryllium oxide on the basis of measurements 

of [1495, SIS, 22]. 

The dissociation energy of beryllium oxide and, correspondingly, 

its heat of sublimation may be obtained from spectroscopic data. A lin¬ 

ear extrapolation of the vibrational energy levels of the XlZ, state, 

carried out with the help of constants given in Table 231, yields a 

dissociation limit, equal to about 47,500 cm"1 (136 kcal/mole). Under 

the assumption that the BeO molecule in the X'S state dissociates in¬ 

to the atoms Be (‘S) + O ('D), this yields D0 (BeO) = 90 kcal/mole. 

An extrapolation of the levels of the A'tl state is much more 

reliable since of this state the levels are wellknown for t><25 (with 

the X»S state it is only the levels with t; < 16) that have been inves¬ 

tigated). The dissociation limit of the ¿«n state is equal to 45,500 

cm 1 (130 kcal/mole). The correlation of the electron states of BeO 
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with the states of Be and 0 proves [2521] that BeO in the states /l1!! 

and X1! may dissociate into the atoms 86(½) and 0(½). Considering 

this, Lagerqvist in paper [2523] recommended a value of D0(BeO) = 111 

kcal/mole. If we take into account the Inaccuracy of the estimates of 

dissociation energies by means of the method of linear extrapolation, 

the error of this value may amount to about +10 kcal/mole. 

Chupka, Berkowitz and Glese [1106] subjected beryllium oxide va¬ 

por to a mass-spectrometrical analysis. Atomic beryllium proved to be 

the main component of the vapor. The quantity of BeO only amounted to 

about l/lOO of the quantity of Be. Besides BeO, polymeric molecules of 

(BeO),,(BeO)4,(BeO)j, (BeO)2 and (BeO)g (in the order of decrease) were ob¬ 

served. The fraction of polymeric molecules increases with the temper¬ 

ature and, by way of an extrapolation, one may arrive at the result 

that at the boiling point of BeO which is equal to about 4l20°K [1106], 

(BeO)s, (BeO)4 and (BeO )^ will be the chief components of the vapor. 

Chupka et al [1106], using the values of vapor pressure of metal¬ 

lic beryllium above beryllium oxide, calculated from thermodynamic da¬ 

ta, in their recalculation of ion currents to partial pressures, found 

the values of the equilibrium constants of the reactlonsBeO(*a..)-.Be(íta..)4- 

+ O ( g«* ) und BeO ( 8a») -)- O ( «<*» ) —* Be ( !BaB ) + 0,( g«»). With these data Chupka et al 

calculated the values of D0(BeO), equal to 104.4 and 106.6 kcal/mole, 

respectively. The value of D, (BeO) = 106,6 + 3 kcal/mole is recommended 

as the better one; it was calculated from the results of investigating 

the second reaction, since its constant is nondimensional. Calculations 

based on the thermodynamic quantities accepted in the present Handbook 

and the data of paper [1106] yielded the values of 104.1 and 106.4 

kcal/mole, respectively.* The value of the dissociation energy of beryl- 

D, (BeO) = 106,4 ± 3 kcal/mole, 

has been accepted in the Handbook; it was calculated from data of Chup- 
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ka, Berkowitz and Giese [1106]. The value of D, (BeO) = III ± 10 kcal/ 

/mole, calculated by Lagerqvist [2523], coincides with it within the 

limits of error. 

The values of 

A//s0(BeO, cryst.) = 171,868^3.2 kcal/mole, 
A//°/o (BeO, gas ) = 29,587 ^ 3 kcal/mole. 

correspond to the value accepted for D^^BeO). 

Bell (gas). For the BeH dissociation energy Gaydon [1668] recom¬ 

mends a value of 2.3 + 0.3 ev or 53 + 7 kcal/mcle, obtained from re¬ 

sults of a graphical extrapolation for the states (2.5 ev) and 

/1*11(2,2 ev), under the assumption that the BeH molecule in the 
o 2 

state dissociates into the atoms BepP) and H( S).* 

This value is used in the Handbook: 

D0 (BeH) ssr 53 i 7 kcal/mole, 

to it corresponds 

(BeH, gas ) = 75,632 ± 7 kcal/mole. 

BeF (gas). Experimental data on the dissociation energy or the 

heat of formation of BeF are lacking in literature. An estimation of 

this quantity based on a linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels 

of the X22 state of the BeF molecule with constants obtained in the 

papers [2251] and [4l4], yields values of 124 kca]/mole (43,370 cm"1) 

and 126 kcal/mole (44,070 cm-1), respectively. In Herzberg's book [2020] 

and in the Handbook [649] a value of D0(BeF)= 124 kcal/mole has been 

accepted. Gaydon [1668] recommends a lower value, equal to 92 + 23 kcal/ 

/mole, under the assumption that for molecules formed of atoms in the 

-state, a linear extrapolation yields too high results. 

In the first edition of the present Handbook it has been assumed 

that, with BeF and also with a series of analogous molecules, the low¬ 

er values of the dissociation energies obtained by linear extrapola- 
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tion were incorrect and may rather be considered as the lower limits 

of the dissociation energies of the corresponding molecules. Tateyey. 

skiy, Tunitskiy and Novikov [414], as the result of an analysis of the 

¿m—X*S band system of the BeP molecule, supported this assumption 

showing that the curve of ic*,,. as a function of v exhibits a positive 

curvature. An extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the states 

and MU of the BeP molecule with the help of constants given in 

Table 231, yields values of 57,500 and 38,200 cm'1 for the dissocia¬ 

tion energies of "BeP in these states. It is, however, difficult to de¬ 

termine the BeP dissociation energy from these values as the correla¬ 

tion of the electron states of the molecule with the states of the Be 

and P atoms is unknown. According to the rules of correlation, the low¬ 

er limit of dissociation of this molecule, Beps) + F(*P), must be in 

correlation with the states: «ï* and ». In seroth approximation 

these states must be both repulsive since the Be atom in the 1S-state 

has a closed electron shell. 

If it Is assumed that the states Mm and X*2\ to be observed In 

the BeP spectrum, correlate with the dissociation limit of Be(3P) + p 

( P),* the dissociation energy of the molecule in each of these states 

must be lower than the energy of the 3P-state of the Be atom, 1.e., 

lower than 22,000 cm"1, because of the interaction with the repulsive 

states *11 and *2! + 

In the BeP spectrum, however, one may observe the levels of the 

states »Z+ and «n with energies, approximately equal to 21,600 and 

18,100 cm"1, respectively [4l4], and there are no indications as to a 

rapid convergence of the levels as their energy increases. The authors 

of paper [4l4] came therefore to the conclusion that the potential 

curves of the states and tn , correlating with the dissociation 

limit of Be CS) 4-F (»P) , have deep minima owing to the perturbation by 
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higher states of these types, that these states are stable and the sys¬ 

tem *n-*2+' is connected with the transition between them. Two val¬ 

ues of the dissociation energy of the BeP molecule, equal to 57,590 

311(3 38 200(^^ + 33 200 ^(^ = 71 400 (^-1 , will then correspond to the dis¬ 

sociation limits of the states X»2 and Am, calculated by extrapolat¬ 

ing the energies of the vibrational levels of these states. The au¬ 

thors of paper [4l4] had no possibility of a reasonable choice between 

¿hese two values so that they used a mean value, equal to 64,000 cm"1 

or 183 kcal/mole. 

In spite of the fact that the arguments used by the authors of 

paper [4l4] in favor of the assumption of a correlation between the ob¬ 

served states X*2+ and *n of the BeP molecule and the atoms Be(1S) + 

+ F( P) are very persuasive, this is, however, insufficient for a de¬ 

termination of D0(BeF) from data, obtained by extrapolations of the 

levels of the ¿»n state. In particular the potential curve of the A*n 

state may have a maximum so that an extrapolation of the levels of 

this state yields too high a value of D0(BeP). If, m agreement with 

paper [4l4], we assume that the zero_th approximation of the state 

must be a repulsive state and the appearance of a minimum on the poten¬ 

tial curve of this state is caused by the interaction with the «jj 

state, in correlation with the dissociation limit of Be(^P) + F^p), an 

extrapolation of the observed vibrational levels of the ¿«n state 

must lead to a dissociation limit of a perturbing state (i.e., the lim¬ 

it of Be(3P) + P(2P)), in spite of the fact that the A2n state is in 

correlation with the states of Be ('S)+ F (*P). In this case D0 (BeF) = 

= 71 400 at'1 — 21 900 nr1 = 49 500 ar1 , or l4l kcal/mole. .It must be noted 

that with the molecules of MgP and CaP, which are analogous to BeP, an 

analysis of the correlation of the molecular and atomic states and a 

comparison of the dissociation energies, obtained by extrapolating the 
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levels of-a series of electron states of these molecules, verify the 

supposition that an extrapolation of the lower levels of the A^u state 

yields the dissociation limit of M(^P) + P(2P). 

Hence we see that a substantiated choice of the value of dissocia¬ 

tion energy of BeP from the data available at present is impossible and 

it may only be assumed that it must lie within the interval of from 

l40 to 180 kcal/mole. 

In the Handbook the most likely value of 

D'(BeF)=160 kcal/mole, 

has been chosen which is similar to the value obtained by extrapola¬ 

tion for the state X*2. The error of this value can be estimated as 

+20 kcal/mole. 

It Is interesting to indicate that the chosen value is close to 

the mean bond energy of Be - P in the BePg molecule, though previously 

based on Insufficiently reliable data, the mean bond energy in MX^- 

-type molecules was assumed to be much higher (cf. [242]) than D0(MX) 

(where M Is a metal of group II and X a halogen). 

A value of 

AA/70 (BeF, gas ) =, _ 64,5 ± 20 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to the value accepted. 

(c^yst.). Kolesov, Popov and Skuratov [234, 25] measured the 

heat of dissolution of beryllium oxide in 23$ hydrofluoric acid and ob¬ 

tained A//1M= — 24,17 3: 0.12 kcal/mole. The results of earlier measure¬ 

ments [II73, II74, 2810] of the heat of this reactions are not accurate 

(cf. page 1672). Pricke and Wullhorst [l6l2] obtained a value of -24.35 

kcal/mole for the heat of dissolution of beryllium oxide in 11.6$ hy¬ 

drofluoric acid, which is In good agreement with the results of measure¬ 

ments of [234, 25] if the difference In concentration of the acid is 

ignored. 
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The heat of dissolution of beryllium fluoride in 23$ hydrofluoric acid 

measured by Kolesov, Popov and Skuratov [234, 25] by adiabatic and di¬ 

athermic methods, proved to be equal to A//„, = _8,04 ± 0,07 kcal/mole. 

This quantity was measured for the first time. The BePg sample investi¬ 

gated could not be examined with sufficient accuracy in a direct chemi¬ 

cal analysis. The authors, however, made a careful analysis of the in¬ 

itial ammonium fluoroberyllate and showed that its decomposition, ac¬ 

companying the formation of BeP^, is complete and without any side re¬ 

actions. 

The following value of the heat of formation of crystalline beryl¬ 

lium fluoride 

A/ffiM.ií (BeFj, crys lv.) =» — 241,2 + 0,8 kcal/mole. 

corresponds to the hea^ of dissolution, obtained by Kolesov, Popov and 

Skuratov [234, 25]. 

This value has been accepted in the present Handbook. 

In older literature the values of the heat of formation of beryl¬ 

lium fluoride published had been obtained with the help of approximate 

estimations. Thus, Brewer [1093] estimated the heat of formation of 

BeP2 and found that it was equal to -277 + 10 kcal/mole. Shishokin 

[464] estimated the heat of formation of beryllium fluoride to -203 

kcal/mole. A much better result, -235 kcal/mole, was obtained by an es¬ 

timation of Karapet'yants [221] according to a method proposed by him¬ 

self. 

BePg (gas). The saturated vapor pressure of beryllium fluoride was 

measured by Khandamirova, Yevseyev, Pozharskaya, Borisov, Nesmeyanov 

and Gerasimov [434, 13] by means of an effusion method (864-949.5°K) 

and by means of the flow method by Sense, Snyder and Clegg [3686] (1019 

-124l°K) and Novoselova, Muratov, Reshetnikov a 1 Gordeyev [323] (1040- 

-I376 K). The results of the measurements are in good agreement with 
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one another. A calculation of the heat of sublimation of BePg at 0oK, 

according to data from [434, 3686 and 323] yields the values of 55.2 + 

0.2; 54.6 + 0.3 and 5^*5 + 0.3 kcal/mole respectively. The mean of the 

values given above has been accepted in the Handbook for the heat of 

sublimation of BePgî 

AHs0 (BcF|, KpHCT.) = 54,8 i 1,5 kcal/mole. 

The following values correspond to it: 

A//0/,(BeFj, raa) = — 185,721 i 1,7 kcal/mole, 

D# (BeF#) «= 299,721 ± 2 kcal/mole. 

BeCl (gas). In literature there are no experimental data on the 

dissociation energy or the heat of formation of BeCl. In Herzberg's 

monograph [2020] and in the Handbook [649] a value of D0(BeCI) » 94 

kcal/mole is recommended which has been obtained as the result of a 

linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of the state with 

constants found in the paper of Fredrickson and Hogan [1603]. Based on 

the same consideration as in the case of BeP (cf. page 1676), Gaydon 

[I668] assumed a lower value, equal to 69 kcal/mole. However, as we may 

see from the example of the BeP molecule, such a reduction of the val¬ 

ue, obtained by a linear extrapolation of the levels of the ground 

state, is not substantiated in the case of halogen compounds of ele¬ 

ments of group II, but the values obtained by the linear extrapolation 

must be considered as a lower limit of the dissociation energy of the 

corresponding molecules. Novikov and Tunitskiy [321] estimated D0(BeCl) 

by extrapolating the vibrational levels of the /l*n state with respect 

to constants, given in Table 231; under the supposition that the states 

X*2 and dHI have a common dissociation limit, BeOS) + CfíV), they ob¬ 

tained -.0,(8601)=.147^11 kcal/mole (51,500 + 4000 cm"1). Taking into ac¬ 

count that the potential curve of the yl1!! state may possess maxima, 

the authors of paper [321] recommend a value of 135.8 kcal/mole for the 
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dissociation energy of BeCl. 

This value, however, seems to be a little too high. Just as in 

the case of BeP, it is possible that the extrapolation of the levels 

of the /î*n state yields the dissociation limit of Be(*P)-f CI(*PJ, so 

that D0(BeCl) — 30 000 cm'1, or 85 kcal/mole which is in satisfactory a- 

greement with the value obtained in the linear extrapolation. A well- 

defined selection between the considered values of the dissociation en¬ 

ergy of BeCl being impossible before new experimental values have been 

obtained, one may only assume that 90 kcal/mole <Do(BeCl)<130 kcal/ 

/mole. Since the dissociation energy of BeClg has a value of the order 

of 220 kcal/mole, and the dissociation energy of other diatomic com¬ 

pounds of metals of group II with halogens amounts to about half the 

value of Dq(MXg), in the Handbook we accept the value of 

De(BeC!) 3= 110 ±20 kcal/mole. 

The following value corresponds to it: 

AW°/0(BeCl, gas)= — 4,45i kcal/mole. 

BeGig (cryst.). Mielenz and Wartenberg [2903] determined the heat 

of combustion of beryllium in a stream of chlorine. The value obtained 

-112.6 kcal/mole, has been accepted by the authors of a series of Hand¬ 

books [1903, 267]. But since the initial sample contained a consider¬ 

able quantity of impurities (30.55$ of beryllium oxide) this work can¬ 

not be viewed as accurate. 

As a result of measurements of the heat of combustion of beryl¬ 

lium (99$) in chlorine, carried out in an enameled calorimetrlcal bomb 

at a chlorine pressure of 7-8 atm, Siemonsen [3720] obtained a value 

of -109.2 kcal/mole for the heat of formation of beryllium chloride. 

The most accurate measurement of the heat of formation of beryl¬ 

lium chloride was carried out by Johnson and Gilliland [2266a]. In 

this experiment beryllium (99-4$) was burnt in a chlorine current. The 
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obtained value of 

AtfVu(BiCltl cryst.) at —118,034-0.86 kcal/inole 

is accepted In the present Handbook. The value obtained by Slemonsen 

[3720] just as In the case of hid, CaCl,. SrCI, and BaCl2 (see Chapters 

and XXVII) deviates considerably from the values obtained In 

other papers. Johnson and Gilliland assume that a systematic error was 

admitted In paper [3720]. 

BeCl (gas). Ralfs and Fisher [3350] measured the saturated vapor 

pressures abO'/e solid and liquid beryllium chloride in the temperature 

interval of 613-732.5°K. The values they obtained are not quite reli¬ 

able because of the interaction of the BeClg vapor with the quartz 

walls of the apparatus. The corrections for the partial pressures of 

SiCl^ appearing, which were introduced by the authors of [3350], a- 

mounted to 50-80^ of the total pressure. A calculation of the heat of 

sublimation of BeClg according to data from [3350]^ under the assump¬ 

tion that beryllium chloride vapor consisted only of BeClg molecules, 

yielded a value of A//, = 31,2 i 0,1 kcal/mole. 

Ralfs and Fisher L3350] also investigated the densities of BeCl 

and BeBr2 vapors and observed the presence of a considerable dimeriza¬ 

tion of these compounds. With the help of the estimated value of AO* 

for the reaction 

(BeCl,)! «2 2BeCla 

and the value of the equilibrium constant Kn* = 1,655 I3350J the authors 

of the Handbook derived the approximate equation 

in order to calculate the logarithm of the equilibrium constant of 

this reaction. Taking into account the dimerization of BeClg in the va 

por, the value of the heat of sublimation 
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Á7/s0(BeCI„ cryst.) = 33,0 ¿ 1,5 kcal/mole, 

was obtained which has been accepted in the Handbook.* The following; 

values correspond to it: 

Af/70(BeCI„ ^3) = -85,268^1,6 kcal/mole, 
D0(BeCll) = 219,368 ± 1,7 kcal/raole. 

BeN (gas). In literature experimental data permitting a calcula¬ 

tion of the value of the dissociation energy of BeN are lacking. An es¬ 

timation of D0(BeN) according to the method of Margrave and Stapitanon- 

da [2777] (cf. page 1633) with rEe„N = 1,40±0,08A,/(Be) =75192,29^-1 [29411 

and i4(N)=0133311 yields D0(BeN) =22± 13 kcal/mole. ** 

A comparison of the dissociation energy of diatomic nitrides of 

the elements of the second group of Mendeleyev's table yields the val¬ 

ue 

D0(BeN) = 40±10 kcal/mole. 

This value proves to be more reliable than that calculated by means of 

the method of Margrave and Stapitanonda [2777] and used in the Hand¬ 

book. The following corresponds to the value accepted: 

A///„(BeN, raa) = 149,536-f-10 kcal/mole,, 
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TABLE 237 

Sñd lL1UOoioSndf/m0le) 0f the Quantities of Beryl. 

Be 
Be 
BeO 
BeO . 
BeH ( 
BeF / 
BeF( ' 
BeF, ' 
BeCl 
Beds 
BeCl. 
BeN 

Kp«c7.3 

r«s 4 
KpHCT. 
Ta* .X 

Kpacr. o 
Tea 4° 

• 
KpHCT. 3 
r«9 ' 4 

« 

171 868* 
106400 
53 000 

160000 
54 800* 

290721 
110000 
33 000* 

219368 
40000 

0 
77000 

-14228' 
2958V 
75632 

’ -64500 
—240521 
-185721 

-4450 
-118268 
-85268 

149536 

0 
78008 

-143093 
30160 
76224 

—63938 
—241202 
—186050 

—3896 
—118054 
-85346 
150112 

. 0 
780Í3 

—143 100 
30158 
76222 

. —S3 942 
—241 200 
-186063 

-3898 
-118030 
-85351 
150109 

448 
1456 
656 

2041 
2032 
2047 
1840 
2192 
2079 
2815 
2523 
2042 

468 
1481 

, 686 
2076 
2067 
2082 
1900 
2237 
2117 
2900 
2579 
2077 

aValue given of the heat of sublimation. 
1) Substance; 2) state; 3) cryst.; 4) gas 

Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

1640 

1641 

1644 

1648 

[Footnotes] 

^o,m°TTVSoeS dlssociati°n energies of the molecules of 
thP^P 1 ?en£S are c^used by the fact that the atoms of0 
thS3Lel!ments have a closed shell of valence electrons Cs2} 
and the formation of molecules occurs on account of Van-der-’ 
Waals forces and the influence of the excited states of 
these molecules. 

5? »neQ£o?er,°f ?Serkvl8t [2521] it was shown on the basis 
of an analysis of the possible electronic configurations that 
the least energy belongs to the state 3-2 - the lowest of the 
electronic states observed in the emission spectrum of BeO. 

thïS con°lusi°ri has been confirmed experimentally bv 
Tresh who observed in the absorption spectrum of BeO bands 
of the system 8½ - X1^ [3988b]. 

This assertion is based solely on a theoretical analysis of 
th_ possible electronic configurations and the electronic 
states of the BeH molecule which correspond to them, because 
the absorption spectrum of BeH has not been observed. 

The third anharmonicity coefficient has been introduced into 
the expression for G0(v) of the state X2Z of the BeCl molecule 
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Manu - 
script 
Page 
No. 

1650 

I652 

1654 

in order to match the energies of the vibrational levels and 

the dissociation limits of the states X22 and A2n (see page 
1681) . ' 

it is noted in the Handbook [649] that the vibration frequen¬ 
cies found by Parker [3187] are too small for a molecule 
like BeCl. 

In the first edition of the present Handbook the frequencies 

?ri, ®e^*(v,==750> v» = 600 and V, = 1550 ^-1) were calculated by Eqs. 
(P4. 29) assuming the fd force constant to be equal to k the 

force constant of the bond in the biatomic BeP molecule 
(ke =-- 5.77-1CP dyn. cm“1) and fdd = 0. lfd. The deformational 

constant /a/d* was estimated quite roughly, similar to the 

estimation done by Stepanov [393] for the MgP2 deformational 

constant,. and was assumed to be 0.4010^ dyn •cm-1. However 
results of BeClg spectrum investigations [1001] showed already, 

that such an estimation of the deformational force constant 
gives an understated value. 
It should be noted, that the estimation of force constants of 
deformational vibrations of halogenide molecules of elements 
°í! ï?e 11 sroup, carried out by Berry [771] based on the use 
oi the ionic molecule model, led in case of BeP2 also to a 

too low value 46* 10* dyn •cm-1, whereas the value for 

this constant is 0.73*10^ dyn*cm 1, according to experimental¬ 
ly determined frequencies. 

Since no papers were before in literature dealing with the 
investigation of the BeClg molecule spectrum in the first edi¬ 

tion of the Handbook the values of BeClg ground frequencies 

were calculated on the basis of approximative estimations of 
force constants of this molecule by Eqs. (P4.29). In the cal¬ 
culation was assumed that the force constant fd of the bond 

in the BeClg molecule is equal to the force constant of the 

bond of the corresponding biatomic molecule [ke(BeCl) = 3.03* 

of bond interaction as- 
5 -1 

• 10^ dyn.cm ] and the constant f 
dd 

sumed to be 0.IfThe value for the deformational constant 
/a/d* was assumed to be 0.17*105 dyn*cm-1, based upon the 

estimation by the method of Stepanov, who applied it for the 

calculation of /,/</* for MgP2 [393]» As a result were found 

the following values of BeClg frequencies: fcci,: v, - 400, v, - mo 

and V.™ i070c.tr1. The value of the frequency for the nonsym- 
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Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

1664 

1666 

1667 

1669 

1670* 

1670** 

1675 

1676 

metrical vibration is in good agreement with the experimental¬ 
ly determined value, while the estimated value for the fre¬ 
quency of the deformational vibration is extremely under¬ 
stated. 

According to data of Martin and Moore [2784a] the melting 
point of beryllium, purified by zone melting, is equal to 
1565°K. 

When the calculations of the thermodynamic functions of BeO 
had been finished, a paper was published by Kandyba, Kantor, 
Krasovltskaya and Pomlchev [204] who recommended somewhat 
different values of the coefficients of the enthalpy and the 
specific heat of BeO: 

€* - #.471 + 2,09-10-f (1200 -- 2820* K). 

This equation^ yields lower values of the specific heat at 
1200?K (by 2$) and higher values of Cp at higher temperatures 
(at 2800°K by 7$). The values of Sgg^ and $2800 devlate by 
0.24 and 0. 06 cal/mole*degree, respectively. 
From the values of enthalpy in the interval of 2820-2840°K, 
given in paper [204] and referring to a sample that was par¬ 
tially molten, the lower limit can be found for the heat of 
melting of BeO, equal to 15 kcal/mole. 

As to the analogy between the crystalline forms and the poly¬ 
morphous transformations of BeFg and Si02, see the paper of 

Novoselova and co-workers [322, 230, 321a]. 

The values of Wf —for substances in crystalline and 

vitreous states (e.g. , SiOi. B«Q>. NaaSiiOk) differ from one another 

by less than 5-10$. 

The value of 5^.,,^21,5^:2,5 cal/mole «degree of BeClg, deter¬ 

mined by Kubaschewsky and Evans [2494] by means of Latimer's 
method [2565] Is, obviously, incorrect. Estimations of the 
entropy of compounds of light elements at 298°K by means of 
this method usually yield much too high values. 

Furby and Wilkinson [1631a] obtained recently a value of 
672°K for the melting point of BeClg. 

When calculating the experiment at T = 2242°K the authors of 
paper [IIO6] admitted an arithmetical error which mainly ex¬ 
plains the differences between the values calculated in the 
Handbook and those of paper [II06]. 

A less accurate linear extrapolation of the vibrational 
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Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

els of the ground state x*! yields a value of DHBeH)-M,3 
kcal/mole. 

1677 According to the Wigner-Wittmer correlation rule, the follow- 
12 electron states of BeP must be connected with the dissocia¬ 
tion limit of Be(»/>)+F(V), which is by 21,980 cm-1 higher than 

the limit of Be OS) + F (*P), *l!+(2), *2!", *11 (2), ‘A, *X*(2), 42¡", 4IÍ(2) and «A. 

1684* In the paper of Ryabchikova and Tikhinskiy [356a], published 
when the compilation work with the present chapter had been 
finished, the ion current intensities of BeCl+ and BegClJ 

above beryllium chloride were measured in the interval of 
496-578°K with the help of a mass-spectrometrical method. 
Prom the temperature dependence of the ion current intensi¬ 
ties Ryabchikov and Tikhinskiy found the values of the heats 
of sublimation of BeCl2 and BegCl^ at 537°K equal to 34 + 1 
kcal/mole and 44+1 kcal/mole, respectively, and 24+2 
kcal/mole for the dissociation energy of dimeric molecules. 

A value of aWs»» cryst. ) = 32.3 + 1 kcal/mole corresponds to 

the value of Atfso(Be€!t. obtained in this paper; it agrees with 

the value accepted in the Handbook within the limits of er¬ 
ror. 

1684** Margrave and Stapitanonda [2777] give two values for Dn(BeN): 
64 and I67 kcal/mole, obtained under the assumption that 
/(Be)-75 192,29 c*-» (29411,¿(N)--26 kcal/mole [2769] and rBe N was 

calculated for two values of rN- equal to 0.70 and 1.08 A. 

S’; 

I 

t 
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Chapter 26 

MAGNESIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS 

(Mg, Mg+, MgO, MgH, MgF, MgF|, MgCI, MgCI,, MgN) 

In the present chapter we consider the thermodynamic properties 

of magnesium and Its simplest compounds with oxygen, hydrogen, fluo- ' 

rlne, chlorine and nitrogen. We will also consider the moatomic magne¬ 

sium ion which may be formed in systems containing magnesium at temper¬ 

atures of 5000-6000¾. The data available permit us to consider the 

magnesium-oxygen system as more simple as the analogous system of beryl 

lium-oxygen. Mass-spectrometrical Investigations of the composition of 

the evaporation products of MgO [3305] showed that the vapor contains 

only Mg and MgO. The absence of stable gaseous magnesium hydroxides 

[2626] make it possible to assume that the system magneslum-oxygen-hy- 

drogen will also be described sufficiently completely by the data given. 

The low value of the dissociation energy of the Mgg molecule (7.2 kcal/ 

/mole [3813,29]) permits the exclusion of this molecule from the num¬ 

ber of the components under consideration! In the Handbook all known 

compounds of magnesium with fluorine and chlorine, MgF, MgF,, MgCI and 

MgClg, are considered. Indications as to the existence of polymeric mo¬ 

lecules of the type (MgXg)n are lacking in literature. 

Among the compounds of magnesium with nitrogen, only MgN (gas) 

will be considered. We also know a magnesium nitride (Mg Ng) In solid 

state, but it disintegrates at 1300°K. 

The composition of the reaction products of magnesium with oxygen, 

hydrogen, fluorine and chlorine Is much simpler than in the case of 
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beryllium and the data given In the Handbook permit calculations of 

various systems comprising magnesium with great reliability. 

§103. THE MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

M£. In its ground state the magnesium atom has the electron con¬ 

figuration \s'2s'2p°3s', to which the one term ^ corresponds. On exciting 

one 3s-electron a group of singlet and triplet terms, 3s(*S)nl with the 

values of L = £ appear. The first excited state of this group, 3p3P, 

has an excitation energy of about 22,000 cm-1. 

Table 238 gives the energy levels of the Mg atom pertaining to 

the group of terms with the configuration 3s{'S)nl and possessing exci¬ 

tation energies lower than 50,000 cm-1. These levels correspond to the 

transition of a 3s-electron to the states 3p, 3<3, 4s and 4p. Levels of 

this group with higher excitation energies and also levels connected 

with the excitation of two 3s-electrons or electrons with n = 2 could 

not be taken into account in the following calculations (cf. page 1704). 

TABLE 238 

Energy ceveis of the Magnesium Atom 

1 
HoMep 
ypoMi 

2 CocTomiM 
Ctit». 
tnnee- 

aec 

6 
SHcpraii, 

C-l sjieirrpoRHaii 
-1 KOH^arypmna 4 "P“ 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 

ls*2s*2p«3s (•$) 3p 
l5*2s*2p*3s (*5)3p 
li*2s*2p*3s (*S)3p 
ls*2s*2p*3s (*S) 3p 
ls*2î*2p*3s (*S) 4s 
ls*2s‘2p*3s (*S) 4s 
ls*2s*2p*3s(‘S)3d 
li«2s,2p*3$ (*S) 4p 
ls*2s*2p*3s(*S)4p 

'S 

»/»• 
•Pi 
•p, 
•p 
'S 
'S 

'0. *D 
•P 
'P 

t 
i 
3 
5 
3 
3 
1 

29 

3 

0 
21850,3ß8 
21870,42G 

. 21911,140 
35051,3« 
41197,37 
43503 

47650 

4934« 

1) Number of level; 2} state; 3 
tron configuration; 4) term; 5) 
tical weight; 6) energy, cm“!. 

) elec- 
statis- 

The excitation energies of the Mg levels given in Table 238 are 
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based on recommendations of Moore [2941] and levels whose excitation 

energies are similar in magnitude were united to a single one, with a 

summary statistical weight and a mean excitation energy. 

Mg+. The positive magnesium ion has an electron configuration of 

ls»2^2p*3s in its ground state and is isoelectronic with the natrium 

atom. Just as with the Na atom (cf. page 1863), the ground state of the 

i 2 
Mg ion is of the type S and the excited states are connected with 

transitions of a 3s-electron to higher states. In Table 239 only one 

excited state of Mg ^ (Moore [294-1]) is considered, the other states 

have energies of 70,000 cm“1 and more and cannot be taken into account 

in the following calculations. 

TABLE 239 

Energy Levels of the Mg+ Ion 
_ . / 

1-. 

HoMep 
ypoHi 

2 Cocroaam 
Cnr¿ 
eraaec- 
aal aec 

6 
Saepraa, 

ca-' - 3 ejerrpouiR 
■oatarypmaa 

4 »pa 

0 
1 
2 

ls*2s*2p*3p 
l(*2s*2p*3p 

•S 

:¾ 
2 
2 
4 

0 
35669,42 
35760,97 

l) Number of level; 2) state; 3) elec¬ 
tron configuration; 4) term; 5) statis¬ 

tical weight; 6) energy, cm“1. 

MgO. Two band systems were investigated in the spectrum of the MgO 

molecule, which lie in the red and green ranges of the spectrum. Mahan- 

ti [2739, 2742] was the first who analyzed the vibrational structure of 

these two systems. His analyses of the rotational structures of the 

0-1, 0-0, 1-0 and 2-0 bands of the red system [2742] led him to the con¬ 

clusion that this system was connected with the electron transition 

*2—*2 . Later on Lagerqvlst [2519] investigated the bands 0-0 and 

1-1 of the green system and showed that they belong to a system con- 
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nected with transitions between the electron states 12. The vibration¬ 

al constants of the lower states of both systems are in good agreement 

with one another, the rotational constants, however, proved to be es- 

oentially different. This disagreement was the cause of a new investiga¬ 

tion of the red bands of MgO, carried out by Lagerqvist and Uhler [2534, 

2533]. The radiation source used by the authors of paper [2534, 2533] 

was an arc discharge burning in air between cooled magnesium electrodes. 

The spectrum was photographed in first order of grating (dispersion 

1.2 A/mm); the errors in wave number measurements did not exceed +0.04 

cm"1. In contrast to Mahanti's data [2742], the spectrograms obtained 

in paper [2533] showed clearly the lines of the Q-branch. An analysis 

of the band structure showed that the green bands are actually connect¬ 

ed with '2 -‘Z, transitions and the bands of the red system with the 

H -* Z, transitions, the lower states of both systems being identi¬ 

cal. It was thus also shown that Manhanti's analysis [2742] was incor¬ 

rect. The molecular constants of MgO in the three electron states in¬ 

vestigated, obtained as a result of an analysis of the five bands of 

the system ^ —‘2 and the three bands of the system »Z—‘Z, are com¬ 

piled m Table 240 and used in the present Handbook. The same values of 

the constants are recommended in Herzberg's book [2020] and in the 

Handbook [649]. 

It is necessary to consider in particular the problem of the elec¬ 

tron ground state of the MgO molecule. As follows from what has been 

said above, the MgO emission band systems investigated correspond to 

transitions between singlet electron states. On the other hand, since 

the ground state of the Mg atom is of the type 1S0, a combination with 

the nonperturbed oxygen atom in the 3P state may, according to the 

Wigner-Witmer correlation rule, result in the formation of molecules 

only in triplet states. In the past years a series of papers was pub- 
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liahed in literature, in which, based on theoretical considerations 

[917] and also on direct experimental data [929, 2526], the assumption 

was supported that the electron ground state of the MgO molecule can¬ 

not be a singlet but must be a triplet state. Since the question wheth¬ 

er the lowest known state was the ground state could not be answer¬ 

ed definitely without investigating the absorption spectrum of MgO va¬ 

por, it was tried to obtain MgO absorption spectra and to discover new 

bands in the MgO spectrum which corresponded to transitions between 

triplet states. In particular1, Barrow and Crawford [650] obtained the 

first absorption spectrum with a flame containing magnesium compounds. 

The complex band system appearing in the ultraviolet range of the spec¬ 

trum, which was previously observed by many authors in the emission 

spectrum, under various conditions of excitation, [2339, 4098, 1452], 

was assumed by Barrow and Crawford to pertain to the MgO molecule, 

though they did not succeed in analyzing the spectrum obtained because 

of the complexity of the structure and the insufficient resolution of 

the bands. 

These bands were then obtained by Brewer and Porter [929] in the 

absorption spectrum of vapor in equilibrium with solid magnesium oxide 

heated in a King furnace up to temperatures of 2500-2600°K. In spite 

of the fact that a spectrograph with diffraction grating with a second- 

order dispersion of O.67 A/mm was used as a spectral apparatus, the ro¬ 

tational structure of the bands could not be resolved completely. As a 

result of an approximate analysis of the vibrational structure of the 

ultraviolet system which, according to Brewer and Porter, corresponds 

to transitions between the triplet states of MgO, one of which being 

viewed as the ground state, the values of the vibrational constants in 

these states were determined. The authors, however, noted that the data 

obtained by them do not permit an unambiguous attribution of the band 
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system observed to the magnesium oxide spectrum. In papers [124, I67O] 

it was in fact supposed that the bands observed in the ultraviolet 

range of the spectrum might be connected with the emission of the tri- 

atomic MgOH molecule.* 

Thus, since there are no direct experimental data specifying the 

type of the electron ground state of MgO and since, on the other hand, 

it is well-known that the electron ground states of the molecules of 

BeO, CaO, SrO and BaO (see the corresponding sections of Chapters XXV 

and XXVII) are states, it has been assumed in the Handbook that the 

MgO ground state is of the type 12, corresponding to the lower state 0 

the red and green systems, investigated in detail in the paper of 

Lagerqvist and Uhler. 

It must be noted that after the compilation work of this chapter 

had been finished, the results of investigations of Bulewlcz and Sug- 

den [1012] were published, who had studied the stability of the MgO and 

MgOH molecules by the method of flame photometry. Studying the tempera¬ 

ture dependence of the relative intensity of the 0-0 band edge of the 

green system of MgO, Bulewlcz and Sugden found that the excitation en¬ 

ergy of the upper state of the green system is equal to about 97 kcal/ 

/mole, and the lower state 1X must be at least by 45 kcal/mole higher 

than the MgO ground state. This value agrees with the value of 55 + 15 

kcal/mole obtained by Brewer and Porter as the result of measurements, 

carried out on exciting the MgO spectrum in a King-type furnace [929]. 

Concluding from these data and from the coincidence of the values of 

D0(MgO)i calculated with the help of the second and third laws of ther¬ 

modynamics under the assumption that the ground state of MgO is a 

type state, Bulewlcz and Sugden [1012], just as also Brewer and Porter 

[929] assume that the MgO ground state must be a triplet. 

In i960 a paper of Tresch [3988b] was also published which was de- 
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voted to the problem of the type of the BeO ground state. Besides an 

investigation of the BeO absorption spectrum, Tresch studied the ab¬ 

sorption spectrum of a pulsed discharge between magnesium electrodes 

in an oxygen atmosphere and observed in it only a triplet system of 

MgO, on which Brewer and Porter [929] had reported. These observations 

might be considered as a support of the assumption that the ground 

state of MgO was of the type of 3S provided the conditions of excita¬ 

tion in the pulsed discharge were in equilibrium, which is not quite 

evident. 

MgK. The electron ground state of the MgH molecule is a state. 

In the MgH spectrum five bsmd systems have been analyzed, lying in the 

range of from 2300 to 61OO A and observed in both the emission spectru 

and the absorption spectrum [4187, 3208, 3209,1893, 1894, 1868, 1869, 4027, 4028, 1895, 

1896. 1897). The most detailed and complete investigation of the 

known systems of MgH bands was carried out by Guntsch [1897]. As re¬ 

sults from the tables published in the Handbook [649]/in the system ' 

“*■ ^ Guntsch [1897] measured and analyzed ten bands (v1 and 

o'<3), in the system C*n->i4*n two bands [(0-0) and (l-i)] and in 

the system C*!! — five bands (o'^ 1, p* < 2). An analysis of the sys¬ 

tem of bands A*n - X'£ was carried out according to the edges of the 

P-br,'anches of the band system C*n-^«n according to the beginnings of 

the bands and of the system C*n - X*II according to the edges of the Q- 

-branches. An investigation of the band structure showed that the ¿»n 

state is a normal state with A = 35 cm"1. The splitting of the C2II 

state could not be measured. In the systems — X*2 and DJ2—/l*n 

only the 0-0 bands were investigated. The values of the molecular con¬ 

stants of MgH obtained in paper [1897] are recommended in Herzberg«s 

monograph [2020] and in the Handbook [649]. These constants are accept¬ 

ed in the present Handbook and given in Table 240. 
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TABLE' 24o 

Accepted Values of the Mol ppm 
MSH, MgF, Mgoi and MgN M01eOUlar Constants of MgO, 

Alo^c- 
Kyjui' 

Cocro 
HIIHC 

rt 
i b>‘ j wr*t 

1 
<*!• 10J ZViO 

MgO X‘2* 
i4>n 

0 
3563,3 
19984,0 

785.1 
664.1 
824.1 

5,18 
3,91 
4,76 

0,5743 
0,5056 
0,5822 

0,50 
0,46 
0,45 

1,23 
¡,18 
1,15 

A 

1,749 
1,864 
1,737 

MgH 

XV 
A'n, 

c*n 

D*2 

0 

19223r 

38730 
41120 

42070 

1 1405,7 

1611,3 

990* 
1740 

1620* 

31,5® 

40,7* 

56 

5,8181 

6,1779 

5,448’ 
6,161 

6,296* 

16,68" 

18,83° 

14,4 

I 330 

360 

270 
340 

380 

1,7306 

1,6795 

1,789" 
1,682 

1,664" 

MgF 

XV* 
Am 
Ä*2 
C*2 

0 

27832" 

37151,7 
42528 

717,0" 

746,0 

757.8 
821.9 

3,84" 

3,97 

6,24 
4,82 

0,518s 

0,529* 

0,537* 

0,39" 

0,39" 

0,55" 

1,09" 1,75" 

1,73" 

1,72" 

MgQ XV 
Am 

0 

26493" 
465,4° 

491,5" 
2,05° 

2,52" 
0,25" — • — 2,16" 

MgN 

1 \ i\/r -1 

XVp 1 0 860" 
• 

0,25" — — 1,55a 

state j 

ed tta?°thïl s?ate4rLaSPf fVitely ^^blish 
of Mgo. It Is possible that^h^0” ground state possible that the ground state is 
Of the type Of V [9:7, 929, 2526, lo12, 3988b] 

=a — 0.15 ru-1 3 j . b) ®íy# =» — 0,15 CMT1. 

c) 0| = —0,0073 sm~1. 

d) --»«-• 7he value of Te given Is a meaI1 val 
o-f- »n,/, and hi.,,. 

e) - 1.48 

f ) 
1 ^ *= — 0,0013 or*. 

g) Calculated from the value of for MgH aM 
h) Value of BQ given. f 

i) Value of Pq given. 

k) Sgv?LuebS^n¿fatvher^/rx ^drecsuits °f 

ml Calculated ?rZ ^ (^3^: 
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n) mean given of the values of the constants of 
*n1/t and »n,/, . 

o) mean value of the quantities obtained for the 
transitions and 

p) estimate. 

q) chosen according to the correlation rules. 

MgF. The electron ground state of the MgP molecule is of the type 
2 

2. Three band systems have been investigated in the MgP spectrum: 

Am - — A*2 and C*2 — A82 11265, 2250, 2262, 2233, 1587], The first MgP 

bands were obtained by Datta [I265] in the emission spectrum of an arc, 

containing MgPg. The MgP spectrum was recorded with a spectrograph of 

a dispersion of 2.75 A/mm. The author of paper [1265] did not analyze 

the MgP spectrum. 

An analysis of the vibrational structure of the band systems 

>4*n — A*2, — A*2 and c*2 _ was carried out by Jevons [2250], 

Johnson [2262] and Fowler [1587]. The most reliable values of the mole¬ 

cular constants of MgP in the states X«2,.yl»n and OZ were obtained 

by Fowler [1587] when investigating the MgP absorption spectrum. The 

spectrum was excited by heating MgPg in a King furnace to temperatures 

of 1300-1900°C, for recording a spectrograph with a dispersion of 1.3A/ 

/mm was used. Comparing the molecular constants in the state **2 ob¬ 

tained on analyzing the system — XJ2, with the constants obtained 

previously by Johnson [2262] in Investigations of the ^4*11—A*2. band 

system, showed that Johnson's analysis [2262] was incorrect. Therefore 

Fowler [1587] analyzed the band system >1^1—A*2 once again, using the 

spectrograms obtained by Datta [1265]* The analysis based on the edges 

of the Q2 branches of the bands with 1»'< 7 and t/*<8. 

The vibrational structure of the band system _X*2 was inves¬ 

tigated by Jevons [2250]. As in paper [1265], the spectrum was excited 
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In a carbon arc, burning in an MgPg atmosphere. The spectrum was photo¬ 

graphed in a quartz spectrograph with a dispersion of 2.81 to 3.22 A/ 

/mm, in the range of U 2740-2630Â. The bands with v' < 6 and tf < 7. 

were analyzed. 

The paper by Jenkins and Grinfeld [2233] is the only one in which 

the rotacional structure of the MgP bands could partly be resolved. In 

spite of using an apparatus with a 21-foot grating, the authors of pa¬ 

per [2233] succeeded in measuring only a few lines in the R- and Q- 

-branches of the 0-0 bands of the systems >1*11 —and ß*2 _ 

xhis enabled them to find the values of the rotational constants Bq in 

the states X2X,A*Il and ß*2. The authors of paper [2233] came to the 

conclusion that the state of the MgP molecule, just as the yl*n 

state of the BeP molecule is an inverse state with a coupling constant 

A 34,3cm-1. The rotational structure of the bands of the C*S — X*2: 

system was not analyzed. 

Table 240 gives the vibrational constants of MgP, obtained In the 

papers of Powler [1387] and Jevons [2250]. ,lince in the analysis of the 

systems C — X,A—X and B - X somewhat different values were obtained 

for the constants of the state X9S , the mean of these values was cho¬ 

sen for Table 240. The values of the rotational constants, given In 

Table 240, were obtained in the paper of Jenkins and Grinfeld [2233]. 

In Herzberg's monograph [2020]* and in the Handbook [649] the same 

values of the constants of MgP are recommended. 

MgCJL The electron ground state of the MgCl molecule is of the 

type of X’S. in the emission and absorption spectra of MgCl, investi¬ 

gated by a series of authors [313I, 414?, 3345, 3188, 2948, I957], three 

band systems were identified, lying in the ultraviolet range of the spec 

The vibrational structure of the band systems of MgCl was analyzed 
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by Parker [3188], Morgan [2948] and Harrington [1957]. Parker investi¬ 

gated the emission spectrum of MgCl. As a result of an analysis of the 

bands lying in the near ultraviolet and forming the sequence &v— 0 . 

+ 1> + 2, he obtained the serial formula v=26441,5 + [474,8 (y'+VJ— 

2,5(o [447,4 (0 -f V*) 1,6 (0* + V*)*), which gives a satisfactory des - 

cription of the wave numbers of the edges of the bands observed. The 

same band system was obtained by Morgan [2948] in the absorption spec¬ 

trum of MgCl. The necessary vapor pressure of magnesium chloride was 

produced by conducting a current of chlorinve over metallic magnesium 

arranged in an open graphite tube in a King furnace whose temperature 

was kept at a level of l600°C. The absorption spectrum was recorded in 

second order of a curved grating (dispersion 2.7 A/mm). Based on the re¬ 

sults of an analysis of the bands with y'^ 7, y*<C forming the sequence 

Ay = 0,+ 1, ¿2, Morgan [2948] found that within the limits of error of 

measurement, the positions of the edges of the Q-branches can be des¬ 

cribed by the Equation v =26 521,0 + 1491,6 (v' -f V2) — 2,54 (v' -b V^2 — 0,025 (y' + 

+ Vj)3! — [466,0 (y* + Vj) — 2,10 (y"-b Vî)2!. In paper [2948] it was also shown 

that the band system of MgCl in the near ultraviolet is connected with 

the transition A2!!—X22, and that the analysis carried out by Parker 

[3188] was incorrect owing to a wrong attribution of the band system 

observed to the transition *2—*2 or *n —*11. The most complete inves 

tigation of the spectrum of MgCl was carried out by Harrington [1957].* 

The band system ¿4*11 —X*2 was obtained by the author of paper [1957] in 

both the emission and the absorption spectra. An analysis of the vibra¬ 

tional structure of 23 bands of this system, forming the sequence Ay = 

= 0, ±l(t>' and y^S), made it possible to obtain the values of the mo¬ 

lecular constants of MgCl which coincide virtually with the constants 

found by Morgan [2948]. Besides the system Vl*n—X*2, Harrington [1957] 

observed another two band systems in the MgCl absorption spectrum which 
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are connected with transitions between the excited states ßaS (7,-37 006 

cm and 0^11(7,—40 847cm"1) and the electron ground state Xa2. The 

vibrational structure of these band systems were not analyzed. 

In the present Handbook the vibrational constants of MgCl, found 

in paper [1957] and given in the Handbook [649] have been accepted. 

The rotational constants of the MgCl molecule have not been deter¬ 

mined by experiment since the rotational structure of the bands obser¬ 

ved could not even be resolved in fourth order of a 10-foot curved 

grating. The value of the rotational constant of MgCl in the Xa2 state 

was therefore calculated from the relation rMg_cl = 2,16 i0,02A, obtained 

by way of comparing the interatomic distances in the molecules of 

MgF (1,75 A) [2233Î, MgFa (1,77 A) (691 and Mga,(2,18A) 1691. 

MgN. In literature there are no data on the molecular constants of 

MgN. An estimate of the corresponding values, given in Table 240, was 

carried out by the authors of the Handbook just as also for the BeN mo¬ 

lecule (cf. §99). The possible error of the value of rMe-N= 1,55A may 

amount to + 0.08 A, and the error In the value of the vibration fre¬ 

quency may reach +l80 cm In the Handbook, in agreement with the co¬ 

rrelation rules, the electron ground state of MgN was assumed to be a 

state. 

MgFg. The structure of the magnesium fluoride vapor molecules was 

investigated by Akishin, Spiridonov and Naumov [69] by the method of 

electron diffraction. In the results of the investigations of these au¬ 

thors It was established that the MgF^ molecule has a structure of lin¬ 

ear symmetry (point group D»*) and that the Interatomic distance was 

r^g-P = 1,77±0,02A. The value of the moment of inertia of MgF0, calcu¬ 

lated from these data, is given in Table 241. 

In literature there is not any information about Investigations of 

the spectrum of magnesium fluoride vapor. In the first edition of the 
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Handbook the fundamental frequencies of the MgPg molecule were there¬ 

fore calculated from Eq. (P4. 31) on the basis of estimated values of 

the force constants. The force constant of bond f, In the MgP mole¬ 

cule was assumed to be equal to the force constant of bond k 'in the dl 

atomic molecule, and the value of the constant of bond interLion was 

taken as An = 0,1/,. The deformation constant yjt «as estimated by 

means of a method suggested by Stepanov [393] , by way of comparison 

with the A1F3 molecule. In this connection It was assumed that the val¬ 

ue of /./d* of MgP2 lies between the values of and fji> of A1P . 

The accuracy of the value of fjd* obtained in fMc, ^ 
' alnecl this way was estimated 

by Stepanov to esnount to 50^ which results in an error of the value of 

V2 amounting to 25-30*. Based on the estimated values of the force con¬ 

stants the fundamental frequencies (in cm'1) were calculated: ,, = 565. 

V, = 325, V, = 815 ». 

The investigation of the infrared spectrum of BeOlg, carried out 

by Buchler and Klemperer [1001] showed that. an estimation of the val¬ 

ue Of the constant of deformation, ,./<f according to the method of Step 

anov, leads to incorrect values.** The values of the force constants 

of the MgP2 molecule, estimated under the assumption that the relation¬ 

ships linking the force constants of the MgX2 molecules remain unchang¬ 

ed, just asjln the case of the force constants of BeCl2, are equal to 

(in dyne-cm ): /, = 3,5-10>. y = 0.35-1(1 and /./4= = 0,310-. The fundamen¬ 

tal frequencies of MgP2 corresponding to these constants are given in 

Table.241 and accepted in the present Handbook.*« The frequency val¬ 

ues found in this way are approximate and may contain errors of the or- 

der of 10-15$. 

MgOlg. An electron-diffraction analysis of the structure of vapor 

molecules of magnesium chloride showed that the MgClg molecule has a 

linear symmetrical form (point groun n \ wm-v, w xiio ¿¿loup Deo»,) with an intermolecular dis- 
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tance of ^,-01=2,18 + 0,021(69]. The value of the moment of Inertia of 

the MgCl2 molecule, calculated from the structural parameters found in 

paper [69], has been accepted in the present Handbook and is given in 

Table 24l. 

Since the MgCl^ molecule pertains to the point group of symmetry 

Doc*. must have thr,ee n°rmal modes of vibration, the symmetric (v^ 

and asymmetric valence oscillations and the doubly degenerate de¬ 

formation oscillation (vg). The modes Vg and must be active in the 

infrared spectrum, the mode in the Raman spectrum. 

The infrared absorption spectrum of gaseous magnesium chloride was 

studied by Buchler and Klemperer [1001, 1002] and Randall, Green and 

Margrave [3369]. The Raman spectrum of MgClg was not investigated. 

Buchler and Klemperer [1002] investigated the infrared spectrum of 

MgClg at a temperature of r~ 1000°C in the range from 700 to 220 cm 1. 

The spectrum was recorded with a Perkin-Elmer spectrometer. The frequ¬ 

encies of the antisymmetric and deformation oscillations were found: 

V3 = 597 and Vg = 295 cm-1. 

Randall- Green and Margrave [3369]* working with a Beckman device, 

obtained the absorption spectrum of gaseous MgClg in the infrared, at 

a temperature of 1000°C. Since the long-wave end of the device used by 

the authors was at 400 cm they could only obser\e one frequency, con¬ 

nected with the antisymmetric valence oscillation, for iich a value 

of = 588 cm-1 was found, which deviates by only 9 cm 1 from the val¬ 

ue obtained by Buchler and Klemperer [1002]. The frequency v]_, not ob¬ 

served in experiments, may be calculated from the estimated values of 

the force constants of MgClg. Randall et al [3369] estimated the value 

of v1 and obtained 297 cm-1 (calculation carried out according to Eq. 

(P4.32), with a value of /,=1,84-108 dyne •cm“1, calculated from the val¬ 

ue of Vj = 588oh"1 under the assumption that the constant of Interaction 
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of the bonds fdd =0). A virtually coincident value of vd = 301 cm-1 

Is obtained by calculating with the help of Eq. (P4. 32), using the 

constant [4*= 1,9-105 dyne •cm“'1' obtained by Buchler and Klemperer [1002], 

also under the assumption that fdd = 0. The latter supposition is bas¬ 

ed on results of investigating the spectra of mercury halides [2441, 

2442] which show that the force constant of interaction of the bonds 

in these compounds are very small. If we assume that fdd= 0.1 fd, a 

calculation with the helo of Eq. (P4. 31) (with the values of fd = 2.11* 

5 5-1 
•10 and fdd = 0.21-10 dyne-cm , calculated from the wellknown value 

of v3) leads to v1 = 334 cm ^1. In the present Handbook a value of 310 + 

+ 30 cm“1 Is taken for v1, the mean of the values given above. The val¬ 

ues chosen for v2 and were borrowed from the paper of Buchler and 

Klemperer [1002]. The possible error of these frequencies amounts to 

±3%. 

TABLE 241 

Accepted Values of the Molecu¬ 
lar Constants of MgPg and MgClg 

1 
Movexyjia 

Vl v,(2) V* / 
a * 

CMT> £ 3i<r* *■«* 

MgFt 
MgCl, 

590 
310 

370 
295 

860 
597 

19.8 
55.9 

.2 
2 

— 1 P 
l) Molecule; 2) cm“ ; 3) g*cm . 

It must be noted that a calculation of the frequencies of the MgClg 

molecule from Eqs. (P4.3l) with the force constants ^ = 2,0-101. /^ = 

= 0,2-105 and /a/rf2 = 0,18-105 dyne*cm 1 [the latter were estimated in the 

same way as in the case of MgPg (see above)] leads to the following 

values of frequencies: v1 =325 vl*=260 and v, = 580 cm'1. The values of vp 

and v3 are in good agreement with the values found in experiments. 
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§104. THE THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF THE GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of magnesium and its compounds consid 

ered In the present Handbook, in the state of a perfect gas at the tern 

peratures of 293. !5 to 6000¾ are given in the Tables 3.8,3.9,32.-323, 

325,326,328.329 of Volume II of the Handbook. The thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of all compounds of magnesium were calculated for a natural mix¬ 

ture of magnesium isotopes and other elements' isotopes, without tak¬ 

ing into account the differences of the constants of the individual 

isotope modifications of the molecules. In connection with the absence 

of corresponding data, no information is given in the present Handbook 

on the constants of intermolecular interaction with magnesium and its 

compounds. 

Mg- The thermodynamic functions of monatomic magnesium, given in 

Table 318 (II), were calculated from Eqs. (11.22) and (11.23) The pro¬ 

gressive components in the values of the thermodynamic functions of gas 

ecus monatomic magnesium were calculated from Eqs. (II. 8) and (II. 9) 

with 4.= 2,2294 and 4S= 7.1976 cal/g-atom-degree. The sum over the 

electron states of the Mg atom and its derivative with respect to tem¬ 

perature was calculated by direct summation based on data given in Ta¬ 

ble 238. At temperatures below 4000¾ the accuracy of the calculated 

values of thermodynamic functions of magnesium is only determined by 

the accuracy of the physical constants used, and the errors of <fr and 

S‘ do not exceed 0.003-0.005 cal/g-atom.degree. At higher temperatures 

the errors become essential because of the fact that in the calculations 

the electron states of the magnesium atom with excitation energies 

higher than 50,000 cm-1 and a principal quantum number in „ < u have 

not been taken into account. The contribution of these levels to the 

sum over the states and its derivative is small and the error caused by 

their neglection does not exceed 0.03 cal/g-atom .degree in the value of 
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q° 

b6ooo’ 
Tables of thermodynamic functions of atomic magnesium were pre¬ 

viously calculated by Overstreet [31581 (Or for T < 1500° K), Kolsky et al 

[2462] (T < 8000° K) Katz and Margrave [2334] (T < 2000° K), Stull and 

Sinke [3894] (7 < 3000° K) and Veyts, Gurvich and Rtishcheva [126] 

(7 < 3500° K). The deviations between the data given in Table 318 (il) 

and in the papers [126, 2334, 2462, 38941, and also in the first edition 

of the Handbook, are only determined by the differences of the univer¬ 

sal constants used in the calculations. 

M¿. The thermodynamic functions of ionized magnesium, given in 

Table 319 (ll) were calculated from Eqs. (11.22) and (11.23) (A^ = 

= 2.2294 and As = 7-1976 cal/g-atom*degree), with the levels listed in 

Table 239 taken into account in the statistical sum and its derivative. 

The neglection of levels with higher excitation energies in the calcu¬ 

lation does not give rise to errors in the values of the thermodynamic 

functions of MgT with 7 ^ 6000° K. 

The thermodynamic functions of Mg+ were calculated in the paper 

of Margrave and co-workers [1851a] for 7 <50 000° K- The results of 

this investigation are in good agreement with the data given in Table 

319 (II). 

MgO. The thermodynamic functions of gaseous magnesium oxide giv¬ 

en in Table 321 (II) were calculated by means of the Gordon-Barnes me¬ 

thod, using the constants given in Table 240. Since the MgO molecule 

has two electron states with low excitation energies (4*11 and ßl2) 

Eqs, (II.I31) and (II. I32) were used in the calculation. The progress¬ 

ive components of the quantities ^ and S° were calculated from Eqs. 

(II. 8) and (II.9), the components of the electron states X1^, 4*0 and 

ß'Z from the quantities M1 and 1^, obtained from Eqs. (II.II7) and 

(II.II8), without Introducing a correction for the limitedness of the 
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number of rotational levels of these states. Table 242 gives the val¬ 

ues of 0 and X for the states /l1!! and ß‘2 of the MgO molecule 

and also the coefficients of Eqs. (11.137) and (II.138) used to calcu¬ 

late the quantities and N^. The values of the constants A<¡> and Ag 

of Eqs. (II. 8) and (II-9) are also given. 

TABLE 242 

Values of the Constants Used to Calculate the Thermodynamic Func¬ 
tions of Gaseous MgO, MgH, MgF, MgCl and MgN 

1 
Beuiccno 

e jc-lO* ßi-lO* MO* no 
Y 

kW /,.1010 
CS 

T ft 

2 tpoà 3 »pad-* ipaàz^ 4 koj/mo tS'tpad 

MgO X*I 

A'n 
a>2 

MgH 

MgF 
MgCl 

MgN 

1129.4 

955,74 

1185.5 

2151.6 

1031.4 

669,5 

1237.4 

6,5979 

5,8850 

5,7760 

21,060 

5,3556 

4,4048 

0,8744 

0,9140 

0,7759 

2,9032 

0,7528 

0,76 

0,84 

0,60 

21,20* 

0,58 

1,21576 

1,38122 
1,19867 

0,121221 

1,34203 

5,23 

6,48 

4,75 

14,0 

5,65 

-2,2 

3,7372* 

-0,4639 

5,9131 

8,3193 
5,3064 

8,7051* 

6,4916 

12,8686 

15,2748 

12,2619 

a) Values of A$ and Ag given; b) calculated from Eq. (II.58). 

1) Substance; 2) degree; 3) deg"1; 4) cal/mole-degree. 

The main errors in calculating the values of the thermodynamic 

functions of magnesium oxide are connected with the accuracy of the data 

on the energy of the vibrational levels of the MgO molecule and the 

neglection of corrections for the limitedness of the number of rotation¬ 

al levels of energy. None the less, if the ground state of MgO is a 

12 state, as this was assumed in IO3, the errors in the values of ¢4)8,15 

and ¢)^ do not exceed 0.01 and 0. 05 cal/mole-degree, respectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of MgO were previously calculated by 

Kelley [2363] (S° for r < 3000° K), this calculation, however, was car¬ 

ried out in the approximation of the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator 

model, with incorrect values of the constants, proposed by Mahanti 
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differ essentially 

o 

[2739]. Owing to these facts the data of [2363] 

from the values given in Table 321 (ll). The corresponding divergences 

reach 2 cal/mole«degree. The thermodynamic functions of MgO, given in 

the first and the present editions of this Handbook and in the article 

by Veyts, Gurvich and Rtishcheva [126] are identical. 

JYIgH. The thermodynamic functions of magnesium hydride, g°iven in 

Table 322 (ll), were calculated from Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162). The 

values of In2' and T^InZ in these equations were calculated by the 

Gordon-Barnes method [Eqs. (ll.137) and (II.138)] with the constants 

given in Table 240. The calculations were carried out without correc¬ 

tions for the limitedness in number of the rotational energy levels. 

In Table 242 the values of the constants C* and Cg of Eqs. (II.161) 

and (II.I62) are given, as well as the values of 0, x and the coeffi¬ 

cients of Eqs. (II.137) and (II.138). Since the MgH molecule has a 

•2 -type ground state, the quantities c* and Cg comprise terms of R 

in 2. The components of the excited state Am of the MgH molecule were 

calculated from Eqs. (II.126) and (11.127), i.e., taking into account 

the differences in the constants 0^ MgH in the states X*2 and AaH 

the components of the state A/ere calculated from Eqs. (II.I20), 

(II.I2I), i.e., without taking this difference into account. The higher 

electron states with excitation energies exceeding 40,000 cm-1, are 

not considered in the calculation as their contribution to the values 

of the thermodynamic functions is negligibly small with r^6000°K 

The main error of the calculated values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of magnesium hydride are due to the absence of sufficiently ac¬ 

curate data on the vibrational energy levels of the MgH molecule,* and 

also to the application of an approximate method of calculation. In par¬ 

ticular, the neglection of correction for the limitedness in number of 

rotational levels of MgH causes errors of 0.02 and 0.4 cal/mole«degree 
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with the values of ¢)^ and respectively. The total errors of 

the values of <D^lgi and of magnesium hydride amount to +0.01 

+0.03 and +0.5 cal/mole«degree, respectively. 

The thermodynamic functions of magnesium hydride^ given in the 

first and the present editions of the Handbook are identical with 

those given in the paper of Veyts, Gurvlch and Rtishcheva [126]. In 

literature there is no information on other calculations of thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of this gas. 

MgP and MgCl. The thermodynamic functions of magnesium monofluo¬ 

ride and monochloride, given in Tables 323 (II) and 326 (ll) were cal¬ 

culated from Eqs. (il. 161) and (II.162) and the molecular constants gi¬ 

ven in Table 240. The values of In 2 and In 2 in these equations 

were calculated according to the Gordon-Barnes method [Eqs. (n. 137) 

and (II.138)]. In Table 242 we find the values of the constants C© 

and Cg, necessary to calculate the components of the rigid rotator and 

progressive motion, and also the values of 0 and x and the coefficients 

of Eqs. (II.137) and (II.138). Since the constants of centrifugal dis¬ 

tortion and vibration-rotation interaction in MgCl are unknown, a ser¬ 

ies of constants in Eqs. (il.137) and (II. 138) has been set equal to 

zero in the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of this gas. 

The molecules of MgP and MgCl have ground states of the type 

so that the terms of R in 2 have been included in the quantities c® 

and Cg. The components of the states yWI and fl*2 of the MgP molecule 

were calculated from Eqs. (11.126) and (11.127), (taking into account 

that the constants of these states are different) and Eqs. (II.120) and 

(II.121), respectively, (without taking the difference of the constants 

into account). Owing to the absence of data accounting for the centri¬ 

fugal distortion of MgCl and the interaction between rotation and vi¬ 

bration in this molecule, the components of the state >l*n of the MgCl 
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molecule were calculated from Eqs. (11.120) and (II.I21). 

The main error In the values of the thermodynamic functions of 

MgP calculated In this way are due to the absence of data on the ener¬ 

gies of high vibrational levels of this molecule and an accurate value 

of its dissociation energy. But thanks to the fact that the dissocia¬ 

tion energy of MgP Is high, these errors are small, being of the order 

of 0.02 and 0.05 cal/mole-degree for the values of Oj. at 3000 and 

6ooo°k. 

In the case of MgCl, the errors caused by the absence of experi¬ 

mental data on the rotational constant will also contribute to these 

errors (+0.05 cal/mole-degree in the values of <l>*r and SJ) and the saim 

is true for those caused by the neglection of the centrifugal distor¬ 

tion and the rotation-vibration interaction in the MgCl molecule, whict 

reach 0.07 and 0. 16 cal/mole-degree with the values of and 

respectively. The errors of the values of and calcu¬ 

lated amount to +0.1, +0.2 and +0.3 cal/mole-degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of MgP and MgCl given in the first 

and in the present editions of the Handbook are identical. Other calcu 

lations of the thermodynamic functions of these gases have not been 

published in literature. 

MgN. The thermodynamic functions of magnesium nitride, given in 

Tables 329 (II) were calculated from Eqs. (II.161) and (II.162) in the 

approximation of the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model, based on 

molecular constants considered in the previous section. In table 242 

we find the values of the constants C® and Cg of Eqs. (II.161) and 

(II.I62), and also the values of 0 used to calculate the components of 

the harmonic oscillator. Since in §103 it has been assumed that the 

ground state of MgN is of the type , terms R In 2 are comprised in 

the quantities C® and Cg. owing to the fact that the calculation of 
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the thermodynamic functions of MgN was carried out with the help of 

constants obtained from a rough estimation and in the approximation of 

the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model, the calculated values of 

these functions have large errors. The errors due to the estimate of 

the quantity rMg_N amount to about +0.4 cal/mole.degree with the val¬ 

ues of <D*r and S°, respectively, and the errors due to the Inaccurate 

values of the MgN vibration frequency amount to about +0.03, +0.35 

and +0.4 cal/mole «degree with the values of OÎfg>I4l and The 

errors caused by the neglectlon of the anharmonicity of the vibrations, 

of centrifugal distortion and rotation-vibration interaction in these 

quantities are of the order of 0.01, 0.3 and 0.6 cal/mole «degree, res¬ 

pectively, while the errors caused by ignoring the necessity of limit¬ 

ing the number of rotational levels of MgN amount to about 0.05 a.nd 0.5 

cal/mole «degree with the values of and respectively. The to¬ 

tal errors in the values of <p*r at 298.15, 3000 and 6000°K amount to 

+0.3, +1 and +2 cal/mole«degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of MgN in the first and the present 

editions of the Handbook are identical. Indications as to other calcu¬ 

lations of thermodynamic functions of these gases are lacking in liter¬ 

ature. 

MgPg and MgClg. The thermodynamic functions of magnesium fluoride 

and chloride, given in Tables 325 (ll) and 328 (ll), were calculated in 

the approximation of the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model from 

Eqs. (ll.24l) and (11.242) with the help of the constants given in Ta¬ 

ble 241. Table 243 contains the values of the constants C® and CL in 
O 

these equations and also the values of 0n used to calculate the compo¬ 

nents of the harmonic oscillators, calculated from the accepted molecu- 

} lar constants of MgP2 and MgCl?. 
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TABLE 243 

Values of the Constants Used to Calcu¬ 
late the Thermodynamic Functions of 
Gaseous MgF,, and MgClg 

Betqecno 

1 

0. 0. cs 
2 *pad 3 KOJl/MOAt-tpad 

MgF, 

MgCI, 
848.89 

446,03 
532,35 (2) 

424,44(2) 
1237,4 

580,96 
6,8218 

10,1485 
13,7773 

17,1040 

l) Substance; 2) degree; 3) cal/mole«deg. 

The main errors In the calculated values of the thermodynamic 

functions of MgFg and MgCl^ are caused by the inaccuracy of the values 

taken for the fundamental frequencies and the fact that the calculations 

were carried out in the approximation of the rigid rotator-harmonic os¬ 

cillator model. Since in the case of MgFg the values of all three fun¬ 

damental frequencies have been chosen by way of approximate estimations, 

the errors in the calculated values of <j>* <d* and dj* amount to 
MMi* 3000 «000 

+0.5, +2.5 and +4 cal/mole-degree. With MgClg they amount to about +0. 

•3# +2 and +3 cal/mole-degree. 

The differences in the values of the thermodynamic functions of 

both gases given in the first and the present editions of the Handbook 

are caused by the application of somewhat different values of the fun¬ 

damental frequencies of their molecules and reach 0.5-I.3 cal/mole-deg¬ 

ree with the values of <i>*r and S°. Indications as to other calcula¬ 

tions of thermodynamic functions of magnesium fluoride and chloride 

are not encountered in literature. 

§105. THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF Mg, MgO, MgFg and MtCl IN SOLID 

AND LIQUID STATES 

The thermodynamic functions of Mg, MgO, MgFg and MgClg in solid 

and liquid states (Tables 317, 320, 324 and 327 of Vol. II) were calcu- 
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lated from Eqs. (ill. 9)-(HI. H). based on the values of the thermo¬ 

dynamic quantities given in Table 244. The errors of the calculated va¬ 

lues of a>*r at the temperatures of 298, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000° K, estimated 

on the basis of an analysis of the possible errors of the initial da¬ 

ta, are given in Table 245- 

TABLE 244 

Accepted Values of the Thermodynamic Quantities of Magnesium and Its 
Compounds in Solid and Liquid States_ 

CocTeamra 

4*w.ia «o 
c* 

upst8.lt 
KOS^lÿHIlMCHTM 8 yp«B- 
5 H*«»» AJ18 Cp® 

ß HtfiepBasi 
Tcuneparypbi 

Tm A//m 

* » . i ••• 

3 aOAÍMOÂ* ■ 4 KOA/aoÂt-tpad 6.10» C.10-* •K •K 
KÛAf 

MOA* 

"MS ' 
'•Mg 

MgO 

MgO 

MgO 

• MgF» 
MgF, 

MgO, 

'MgCl. 

KpHCT.^ 

)Krak.> 

KpHCT. 

> 

>Khjhc. 

KpHCT. 

)Khak. 

KpHCT. 

)Khak. 

■1190 

1233 

2370 

3300 

7,78 

. 6,43 

! 13,68 

21,4 

5,95 

9,03 

. 15,21 

17,01 

5,33 
7,9 

10,18 

13,37 

16,0 

16,93 

22,6 

18,90 

22,1 

2,45 

1,74 

0,205 

2,52 

1,42 

0,103 

1.48 

2,20 

2,06 

298.15- 923 
923-2400 

298.15- 2100 

2100-3075 

3075-4800 

298.15- 1536 

1536-5000 

298.15- 987 

987-3700 

923 

3075 

1536 

987 

2140 

18500 

13900 

10300 

67* — cT*-* ( ca 1 /mole • deg). 
l) Substance; 2) state; 3) cal/mole; 4) cal/mole«degree; 5) coeffi¬ 
cients in the equation fpr C°; 6) Temperature interval. 

P 

The structure of magnesium is of the type of hexagonal closest 

packing. Polymorphous transformations do not occur with magnesium. 

Based on measurements of the specific heat of magnesium, carried 

out by Cluslus and Vaughen [1137] (ll-229°K) and Eastman and Hodebush 

[1442] (74-289°K), Kelley [2364] recommended a value of ='7,77 ± 0,05 

cal/g-atom*degree. 

Later measurements of the specific heat of magnesium at low temper¬ 

atures were made by Craig, Krier, Coffer, Bates and Wallace [1210] (12- 

-320°K), Smith [3793] (l-20°K) and Esterman, Friedberg and Goldman 

[1495a] (1.8-4.2°K). A calculation with the data of these authors leads 
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to values of S;M,lk — 7,78 ±0,03 cal/g-atom-degree and H’%u —Hl= l\90 ±5 

cal/g-atom, which are accepted In the present Handbook. * 

Measurements of the specific heat and the enthalpy of magnesium 

in the Interval of 298 to 1050°K were considered by Kelley [2363] and 

Kubashevskiy [2492] v¿ho recommended the following equations for the 

specific heat of solid magnesium: 

.: (¿ *= 0,14-1:1,50-10-*r-0,78-10*r-« [2363), (XXVI.l) 

(¿'¿=.5,33 t[- 2,45-10^7 - 0,103-lO4?’-* [2492]. (XXVI.2) 

In the Handbook the second equation has been chosen to calculate 

the thermodynamic functions of magnesium since recently published meas¬ 

urements of the true specific heat of Mg (Saba, Sterrett, Craig, Wal¬ 

lace [3572] (293-548°K) coincide virtually with the curve obtained by 

Kubashewski [2492] and differ at room temperature by 4$ from the value 

calculated with Kelley's equation [2363]. Stull and MacDonald [3893] 

measured the enthalpy of crystalline magnesium at five temperatures of 

from 720 to 890°K. The equation he derived for the specific heat of 

magnesium, 

Cf «= 4,463 + 3,697 - 10~9T + 0,33,10^ (XXVI. 3 ) 

yields near the melting point of Mg to values of the specific heat that 

are somewhat higher compared to other data, though the values of the 

enthalpy differ from the corresponding values calculated with the equa¬ 

tion accepted-in the Handbook by no more than 0.5$ (at 900°K). 

For the heat of melting of magnesium and its specific heat in liq¬ 

uid state different values are found in literature. Kelley [2363], bas¬ 

ed on data of Zalesinski and Zulinsky [4373] and Awbery and Griffiths 

[590] recommended a value of A//iM = 2,16+ 0.14 kcal/g-atom and C*,= 7,4± 

+ 0,7 cal/g-atom-degree. Kubaschewski, taking into account unpublished 

data of Reinharts on the enthalpy of liquid magnesium, calculated the 

values of 81//,,3=2,1^0,1 kcal/g-atom [2494] and C*,= 8,l;fc0,3 cal/g- 
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-atom’degree [2492]. The most reliable value of the melting heat of 

magnesium, equal to 2.14 + 0.05 kcal/g-atom, was obtained by Stull and 

MacDonald [3893] from measurements of the enthalpy of solid and liquid 

magnesium in the interval of 720-1055°K. The following equation has 

been introduced for the specific heat of liquid magnesium (Stull and 

MacDonald, [3893]): 

C; =5,292 + 2,60-10^7-0,118-lOT-*. (XXVI. 4) 

According to this equation the specific heat of Mg in the interval oí 

c)23-1100oK increases almost linearly from 7-68 to 8.14 cal/g-atom«deg¬ 

ree. Since the data on the enthalpy of liquid magnesium obtained by the 

authors of [3893] in a comparatively narrow temperature interval (955- 

-1055°K) display a certain scatter (maximum deviation from mean values 

reaches +7$), the authors of the Handbook consider it more justified 

to use these data to calculate the value of the mean specific heat, 

£^.- 79 4-0,2 kcal/g-atom*degree. This value has been accepted in the 

Handbook to calculate the thermodynamic functions of liquid magnesium 

in the interval 923-1100°K and also at temperatures higher than 1100°K.* 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of magnesium in solid 

and liquid states, calculated for temperatures of 293.15-2400°K, are gi¬ 

ven in Table 317 (II). The values of the errors of the calculated val¬ 

ues of <i>*r are given in Table 245. 
The differences between the values of the thermodynamic functions 

of magnesium, given in Table 31? (H) and those of the first edition of 

our Handbook, are caused by an improvement of the heat of melting of 

magnesium and do not exceed 0.05 and 0.15 cal/g-atom«degree with the 

values of OJ. and Sj, respectively. 

MgO. Magnesium oxide is only known in the form of a cubic modifi¬ 

cation (structural type of NaCl). Measurements of the specific heat of 

magnesium oxide at low temperatures were carried out by Gunther [1889] 
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(21-84°K) , Parks and Kelley [3192] (94-291^), Glauque and Archibald 

[1711] (20-301°K) and Barron, Berg and Morrison [640] (10-270°K). A 

calculation of the entropy of MgO at 298.15°K, according to data from 

[3192, 1711 and 640] yields the values 6,4 +0,1-,6,66 + 0,02 and 6.43 +0. 

.05 cal/mole-degree, respectively. The strong deviation of the value 

calculated from the data of Glauque and Archibald [I711] is explained 

by the fact that the authors of paper [171I] Investigated an MgO pre¬ 

paration that had been obtained by dehydrating Mg(0H)2 at 200-300°C and 

was, as to Its state, essentially different from the other crystalline 

samples of MgO Investigated by other authors.* Most accurate are the 

data of Barron, Berg and Morrison [640], according to which the values 

of $^5=-= 6,43 +0,05 cal/mole-degree and ff»*.,» — .= 1233 ± 5 kcal/mole 

were chosen for the Handbook. 

The most accurate measurements of the enthalpy of MgO at high tem¬ 

peratures were carried out by Magnus [2732] (288-1040°K) and Wilks 

[4268] (303-2073 K). Based on these data, an equation, given in Table 

244, was derived by Kelley [2363] for the specific heat of MgO in the 

interval of 298-2100°K. In the interval of from 2100°K to the melting 

point at 3075 ± 30° K Í917] the specific heat of MgO was estimated with 

the help of a linear equation, under the assumption that Cp„m = 13,80 [23631 

[2363] arid CpMn — 14,0 cal/mole-degree (estimate, cf. page 258). 

The heat of melting of MgO, equal to 18.5 + 1 kcal/mole, was bor¬ 

rowed from Kelley [2356] who calculated this quantity from the phase 

diagram of a binary system containing MgO. The specific heat of liquid 

MgO was estimated as equal to 16 cal/mole-degree. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of magnesium oxide in 

solid and liquid states, calculated for temperatures of 293.15-4800°K 

are given in Table 320 (ll). The errors of the calculated values of 

O* are given in Table 245. 
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The differences between thermodynamic functions of magnesium ox- 

ide^ given in Table 320 (ll) and those given in the first edition of 

the present Handbook, do not exceed 0.12 cal/mole«degree in the values 

of and S° and are caused by Improved values of S2t816. 

Past years there was no information as to the poly¬ 

morphism of magnesium fluoride in literature. In 196I Breusov [96a] 

showed that MgP2 may exist in two different tetragonal modifications, 

a low-temperature a-MgF, and a high-temperature (J-MgF, with melting 

points at 1255 and l400°C, respectively. Besides these two modifications 

Breusov obtained also an unstable modification (cf-MgFj), whose structure 

was not established and which, when heated up to 900°C, goes over to 

the high-temperature modification ß-MgFj* Experimental data on the spe- 

heat and the enthalpy of magnesium fluoride were only obtained 

with a-MgF,, the temperature and the heat of equilibrium transition of 

a-MgF, to ß-MgF, were not determined; in the present Handbook the 

thermodynamic functions of crystalline MgPg were therefore calculated 

for the a-modification. 

The specific heat of magnesium fluoride at temperatures of from 

54 to 297°K was measured by Todd [3993] who calculated the value of 

^2t8.H= 13,68 0,07 cal/mole «degree. Since an extrapolation of the spe¬ 

cific heat below 51°K contributes essentially to the value of the en¬ 

tropy of IVIgPg (SJt = 0,54 cal/mole «degree), the possible error of this 

value at 298.15 K must be raised to +0.1 cal/mole‘degree. A calculation 

of —#5 according to Todd's data [3993] yields 2370 + 10 cal/ 

/mole. 

The most reliable determinations of the enthalpy of crystalline 

and liquid MgPg were made by Nealor [3035] (298-1760°K). Kelley [2363] 

estimates the accuracy of these measurements as amounting to +0.5$. In 

Table 244 we find the equation for the specific heat of MgP2 ln the in- 
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terval of from 298°K to the melting point at 1536°K [3508], and also 

the values of the melting heat of MgPg, = 13,94-0,2 kcal/mole, 

and the specific heat of liquid MgFt Cp = 22,6 cal/mole «degree, obtain¬ 

ed by Nealor [3035]* The latter value was used in the calculation of 

the thermodynamic functions of liquid MgPg at temperatures higher than 

1760°K. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of magnesium fluoride in 

solid and liquid states, calculated for temperatures of 293.15-5000°K, 

are given in Table 324 (ll). The magnitudes of the errors of the calcu¬ 

lated values of are given in Table 245. 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of MgPg given in the 

first and the present editions of the Handbook are identical. 

MgCljp. Magnesium chloride is known in the form of a rhombohedral 

modification (laminated structure of the type of CdClg). 

Kelley and Moore [2366] measured the specific heat of MgClg in 

the interval of 54-295°K and calculated 5^.,, = 21,4-^0.2 cal/mole «deg¬ 

ree. The error of this value is mainly due to a considerable contribu¬ 

tion of the entropy at T = 54°K which was estimated by an extrapolation 

of the specific heat of MgClg below 50°K (S°Q = 1.74 cal/mole-degree). 

The value of the enthalpy, — H’0 = 3300 ± 20 cal/mole, was calculated 

according to data of Kelley and Moore [2366]. 

The enthalpy of MgClg at temperatures above 298°K was measured by 

a series of authors (as to references see in Kelley [2363]), the most 

reliable data, however, were obtained by Moore [2942] in the interval 

of 298-l428°K. The recommendations of the author of [2942] as to the 
0 

equation for the specific heat in crystalline MgClg (see Table 244), 

the value of the heat of melting of MgCl, AWMT = ; 10,3 ±0,3 kcal/mole and 

the value of the specific heat of liquid MgCl,Cp = 22,l cal/mole «degree, 

are accepted in the present Handbook. The latter value is used to calcu- 
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late the therrcod« functions of liquid Mg012 at temperatures high 

er than 1400°K. 

TABLE 245 

Errors (in cal/mole«degree ) 
ues of <t> of Magnesium and 

of the Val- 
Its Compound s 

in Solid and Liquid States 

r, *k 293 1000 1600 2000 3000 

Mg 
MgO 
MgF, 
MgCI, 

±0,03 
±0,05 
±0,1 
±0,2 

±0,06 
±0,15 
±0,15 
±0,3 

±0,12 
±0,2 
±0,2 
±0,4 

±0,3 
±0,3 
±0,5 
±0,7 

±0,6 
±1,0 
±1,2 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of magnesium chloride 

In solid and liquid states, calculated for the temperatures of 293.15. 

-3700-K^are given in Table 327 (II). The errors of the calculated val 

ues of $T are given in Table 245. 

The tables of the thermodynamic functions of MgOlg, given in the 

first and the present editions of the Handbook are Identical. 

§106. THE THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES 

The standard state of magnesium is Mg (cryst.). 

ÄLigas]. Table 246 contains the values of the heat of sublimatlor 

Of magnesium, calculated with the help of the values of the thermodyna¬ 

mic functions of Mg accepted in the present Handbook, based on measure¬ 

ments of the saturated vapor pressure of magnesium, carried out by va¬ 

rious authors. The values calculated with the help of data obtained by 

means of the boiling point method, the flow method and the effusion me- 

thod, are in good agreement. 

in the present Handbook we use a rounded mean value of the heat of 

sublimation of magnesium: 
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A/fJg{M2' cryst.) s= 35,0±0,2 kcal/g-atom. 

The highest value of the heat of sublimation, A//s0 = 35,38 ±0,05 kcal/g- 

-atom, was calculated from the results of a paper by Hartmann and 

Schneider [1967]- It must be noted that the authors of a series of Hand¬ 

books [2355i 3508, 389^] consider this paper as the most reliable. 

TABLE 246 

Results of Calculating the Heat of Sublimation of 
Magnesium 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

l 
9 

Mg+ (gas). According to Moore [2941], the ionization potention of 

the magnesium a.tom is equal to 91,669.14 cm“1 or 

/(Mg) = 176,328 kcal/g-atom. 

The error of this value amounts to about 1 cal/g-atom. This value is 

accepted in the Handbook; the following corresponds to it: 

1 Avtopu To* 3 M«TOA 
4 HHTCpBáJI 
TewiepiTypu 

•K 

MrfcJio 
MJMe- 
p««iia 

6 AHs,. 
KMA/i-amoM 

Py^fs, XapTMaHH [3554] • . 
XapniaHH, UlHeAAcp [1967]. 
JlefiTretaib [2588]. .... 
Bayp, BpyHHep [691]. . . 
K<MiMaB,3A*epTOH [1155]. 

UlMflAep, 3ui [3642]. . • 
niBeftwp, IllmnJib [3644]. . 
Bemp, KyÔanieacKHft [4105] 
npHcejiKOB, Uenjiaena, Ca- 

noacHHKOB [27a]. 
Oimt, Cmht [3785]. 

1924 
1929 
1931 
1934 
1935 

1939 
1941 
1953 

1957 
1959 

17» 
> 

Meros KHncHHa 
» 
» 

• » 

SéÿysHOHHuA 
lo IKTOA 
Meros KHncHHH 
Meros npoTona 

19 * * 
3<tKt>y3HOHHUA 
l8 MCTOA 

911-1359 
1023—1271 

1370 
926-1283 

700—738 
47 1376 

817-1067 
973-1073 

668-782 
626-818 

11 
13 
1 
8 

8 
1 
3 
2 

18 

34,65±0,1 
35,38±0,05 
34,93 
34,96±0,4 

35,01±0,02 
35,06 
35,02±0,12 
34,92±0,12 

34,74±0,05 
34,9 

Authors 
year 
method 
temperature interval 
number of measurements 
kcal/g-atom 
Ruff, Hartmann 
Hartmann, Schneider 
Leltgeb 

10) Baur, Brunner 
11) Coleman and Egerton 
12) Schneider, Esch 
13) Schneider, Stoll 
14) Vetter, Kubaschewski 
15) Priselkov, Tseplyayeva, 

Sapozhnikov, 
16) Smith, Smith 
IT) Boiling-point method 
18) effusion method 
19) flow method. 
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A//7#(Mg*, gas) = 211,328±0,2 kcal/g-atom. 

MgO (cryst. ). The heat of combustion was determined repeatedly. 

The results of many measurements, carried out until 1936, are compiled 

in the Handbook by Bychowsky and Rossini [813]. The most accurate meas¬ 

urements of the heat of combustion were made by Holley and Huber [2108] 

and Vorob'yev and Skuratov [129, 129b]. In these papers the values of 

A/T/m.iiíMgO, cryst.) equal to -143. 70 + 0.12 kcal/mole and -l43. 92 + 

± 0*26 kcal/mole, respectively, were obtained. 

Schomate and Huffmann [364-9] measured very accurately the heat of 

dissolution in hydrochloric acid of metallic magnesium (-111. 322 + 0.04l 

kcal/g-atom) and magnesium oxide (-35-799 + 0.021 kcal/mole) and obtain¬ 

ed A//7í,8.i, =—143,84 + 0.05 kcal/mole for the heat of formation of mag¬ 

nesium oxide. This value coincides within the limits of possible error 

with the results of measurements of Holley and Huber [2108] and Vorob' 

'yev and Skuratov [129, 129b]. 

In the Handbook the following value has been accepted; 

4-^7*«.u(MgO, cryst.) = —143,84 ±0,1 kcal/mole. 

MgO (gas). The vapor pressure of magnesium oxide was measured by 

Ruff and Schmidt [3564] by the method of boiling point determination 

(2723-2903°K) and Brewer and Porter [929] by the effusion method (2040- 

-2200°K). A recalculation [296] of the results of these papers, taking 

into account the formation of 0, 02, Mg and MgO (ground state 12) in 

the vapor yielded the following values of the heat of sublimation of 

magnesium oxide: = 144 (35641 and 129 kcal/mole [929] or D0(MgO) = 93 

and 108 kcal/mole, respectively. The dissociation of magnesium oxide in 

vapor seizes 70$ according to data from [3564] and 20-70$ according to 

data of [929] (as dependent on temperature). The results of these pa¬ 

pers, however, cannot be viewed as reliable because of the reducing con¬ 

ditions in the effusion cell and errors in the temperature scale [932]. 
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In the paper of Brewer and Porter [929] the temperature dependence 

of the emission intensity of the green band system of MgO was also in¬ 

vestigated and the value of the heat of sublimation of magnesium oxide 

in an excited state was obtained as A//s„ = 185+15 kcal/mole. To recal¬ 

culate it for the ground state of MgO, the authors of [929] compared 

the Intensities of the green and ultraviolet band systems and found 

A//s0 — 115±35 kcal/mole. As shown in papers [3225, 122, I670], how¬ 

ever, the ultraviolet band system must not be attributed to the MgO 

spectrum (see pagel693). 

Porter, Chupka and Ingrham [3305] investigated the composition of 

the products of evaporation of magnesium oxide by means of a mass-spec- 

trometrical method and came to the conclusion that the main evaporation 

product of magnesium oxide were magnesium atoms (ratio Mg:MgO in vapors 

exceeds IOOO) and that Atfs0(M£>, cryst. ) .>149,4 kcal/mole, while 

Do(MgO)<90 kcal/mole (under the assumption that the ground state of 

the magnesium oxide molecule was of the type 3S). A recalculation of 

the data of [3305] under the assumption that the MgO ground state was 

a ‘S, type state yields D0(MgO)<94 kcal/mole. As shown by Medvedev 

[298] (see also the sections on the choice of the values of dissociation 

energies of CaO, SrO and BaO), however, mass-spectrometrical measure¬ 

ments yielded lower values of D0(MgO) which is caused by the dissocia¬ 

tion of MgO molecules on ionization. 

Much more accurate information on the dissociation energy of MgO 

may be obtained by means of spectroscopic measurements of the equilib¬ 

rium constants of magnesium oxide dissociation in flames. Huldt and 

Lagerqvist [2149] investigated the dissociation equilibrium of magnesi¬ 

um oxide in an acetylene-air flame and obtained D«(MgO) = 120 kcal/mole. 

In papers [917, 122] it was, however, noticed that in the paper of 

Huldt and Lagerqvist [2149] an error had been admitted. Veyts and Gur- 
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vich [122] determined the MgO dissociation equilibrium constants from 

measurements of the absolute and relative line intensities of magnesi¬ 

um in acetylene-airj acetylene-oxygen and hydrogen-oxygen flames whose 

temperature varied between 2430 and 3250°K. The value of the dissocia¬ 

tion energy of magnesium oxide, found in this paper under the supposi¬ 

tion that the MgO ground state is a ‘2 -type state (see page 1693» 

Do(MgO)=100dt3 kcal/mole, 

has been accepted in the Handbook. This value is in satisfactory agree¬ 

ment with the results of a theoretical calculation, carried out by 

Gaspar and Csaviszky [1656] who obtained D,(MgO) = 103,7 kcal/mole. 

The following corresponds to the value accepted: 

A//s0(MgO.cryst.) = 136,833 ±3 kcal/mole, 

A//°f0(MgO,gas) = —6,013±3 kcal/mole. 

When the calculations of the tables of thermodynamic properties 

of the substances considered in this chapter were finished, the paper 

of Bulewicz and Sugden [1012] was published in which the dissociation 

of magnesium oxide was investigated with the method of flame photometry, 

developed in Sugden's laboratory [2206, 3898, 1011, 1010]. Under the 

assumption that the MgO electron ground state is a triplet state of 
O 

the type the authors of paper [1012] recommend a value of 98+2 

kcal/mole for D^MgO) which is a mean of the values obtained in three 

different ways. A recalculation of the results of paper [1012] under 

the assumption that the ground state of the MgO molecule is of the type 

1Z yields the value D0(MgO) = 102 + 2 kcal/mole which, within the limits 

of error, agrees with that accepted in the Handbook. It must be noted 

that the authors of paper [1012] stressed particularly that the value 

of Dq(MgO) they had found was in best agreement with the value of 

Do(MgO) = 100 kcal/mole, obtained in paper [122] and accepted in the 

present Handbook. 
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MgH (gas). A graphic extrapolation of the vibrational energy lev¬ 

els of the state of the MgH molecule yields a value of D0(MgH)_ 

16 000 cat1, or 46 kcal/mole. This valué was used by Gaydon [1668]. 

Guntsch [18971., with the help of an observation of the predissociation 

in the C*n state of this molecule and under the assumption that the 

C*n state of the MgH molecule dissociates into the atoms Mg^P) -f H(2S), 

obtained D0(AtgH)20 000 cm-1,, or <58 kcal/mole. 

A more accurate value of the dissociation energy may, obviously, 

be obtained when investigating the B*S state of the MgH molecule which, 

thanks to the low value of o>e, must have a potential curve with a flat 

minimum. Up to present days, however, in the MgH spectrum it was only 

transitions from this state to the lower vibrational level (v1 = O) 

that were observed. Nonetheless, even under the assumption that the lev¬ 

el with V1 = 1 of the flaS state did not exist, a value of 16,600 cm“1 

or 47.5 kcal/mole was obtained for the lower limit of the dissociation 

energy of MgH. 

An unambiguous choice among the three values considered is render¬ 

ed difficult, particularly because of the unreliability of the graphic 

extrapolation for the X*Z, state in which only levels with i,<3 are to 

be observed. We therefore chose the following value for the Handbook: 

D0(MgH) = 51 5 kcal/mole, 

which is close to the mean value (18,000 cm“1) of the above values. The 

following corresponds to it: 

(MgH, raa) = 35,632 ± 5 kcal/mole. 

MgP (gas). In literature there are no experimental data on the 

value of the dissociation energy of the MgP molecule. An estimate of 

this value by means of a linear extrapolation of the vibrational levels 

of the state of the MgP molecule, with the constants chosen above 

(cf. page 169¾ yields a value of the order of 85,000 cm“1 or 95 kcal/ 
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/mole. This value was accepted by Herzberg [2020] and in the Handbook 

[649]. Gaydon [1668], on the basis of the same considerations as In 

the case of BeP (cf. page 167$ assumed a value lower than that obtain¬ 

ed by linear extrapolation and recommended 74 kcal/mole. In the first 

edition of the present Handbook It was noted that such a reduction is 

not justified and the value obtained in the linear extrapolation may 

only be viewed as a lower limit of the dissociation energy of MgP. If 

we assume that with halides of the elements of group II the ratio bet¬ 

ween the dissociation energy of the molecule and the value obtained by 

linear extrapolation of the ground state levels is virtually kept con¬ 

stant, analogously as in the case of compounds of the elements of 

group III, the dissociation energy of MgP must be close to 125 kcal/ 

/mole. 

The correlation of the electron states of the atoms of Mg and P 

and the MgP molecule shows that the first three dissociation limits of 

this molecule correspond to the atoms Mg(*P)-f FfV) and the 

ions Mg*(*S) + F'OS), while the second and third dissociation limits lie 

higher by 21,900 and 32,700 cm 1 than the first. The two states of MgP, 

£ and *n, correspond to the lower dissociation limit of Mg(*S)-j-F(*P) 

states which, in zero_th approximation, must possess repulsive potential 

curves. If, however, we consider the perturbation of these states by 

the states *2* and *n, correlating with the higher dissociation lim¬ 

its, in particular the state *2+, in correlation with the states Mg+ 

( S) + P ( s), we may suggest to view them as the stable lower states 

of MgP. 

Since the band systems and C2 -in the MgP spec¬ 

trum are sufficiently intense, the upper states .¾ of these systems 

are, obviously, of the type *z+. The state of the MgP molecule 

may only correlate with the dissociation limit Mg(*P)-f FCP) 
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State tfS may be linked with both this dissociation limit and a high¬ 

er one, corresponding to Mg+(2S) + F-(‘S). The dissociation energies of 

MgP in the states ß*S+ and C*S+, obtained by linear extrapolation with 

the constants accepted above, are equal to 22,500 and 36,000 cm“1, re¬ 

spectively. The following values of the dissociation energy of MgP in 

the ground state correspond to them: about 38,000 and 56,000 cm“1 (if 

MgP in the C*S+ state dissociates into the ions Mg+(85)+ F-(‘5)) * or 

45,000 cm“1 (if MgP in the state C*2 dissociates into Mg(3P) + F(2P)). 

The dissociation energy of MgP in the Am, state, found by linear 

extrapolation, is equal to 34,5000 cm“1. If MgP in the Am state is 

assumed to dissociate into the atoms MgOS) + F(2P) and extrapolation is 

carried through toward this dissociation limit, the dissociation ener¬ 

gy of MgP must be close to 62,000 cm“1. Such a value of D0(MgP) seems 

too high** and one may assume that, as in the case of BeP, a linear ex¬ 

trapolation of the vibrational levels of MgP in the Am state leads 

us to a dissociation limit that would correspond to an excited state of 

the Mg atom. The energy of dissociation of MgP, obtained as a result 

of an estimation by way of an extrapolation of the vibrational levels 

of MgP in the states ¿»n, will then be equal to 62000 — 21 900 ¡s 40 000 ar\ 

which is in good agreement with the value calculated above with the 

help of an extrapolation of the levels of the state ß*2. 

The latter fact obviously supports the assumption that a linear 

extrapolation of the lower vibrational levels of the states >1*11 and 

ß*2 of the MgP molecule leads us to the common dissociation limit. An 

analogous position is also encountered in the case of CaP. 

It is obvious from what has been discussed above that the values 

of the dissociation energies of the MgP molecule, obtained as a result 

of an extrapolation of the vibrational levels/of four states of this 

molecule, must lie within the limits of 35,000 and 56,000 cm“1 or 95 
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and l60 kcal/mole. Since it is impossible at present to reasonably se¬ 

lect one among these values, a value of 

D0(MgF) = 120+20 kcal/mole, 

has been accepted in the Handbook for the dissociation energy of MgP, 

which is close to the mean of the values mentioned above. Note that it 

coincides virtually with the mean value of the bond energy in the MgP 

molecule. The following corresponds to the value accepted: 

AA/°fo (MgF, gas)= —66,5 ±20 kcal/mole. 

MgPg (cryst.). The thermal effects of the reaction of precipita¬ 

tion of magnesium fluoride from magnesium chloride and magnesium sul¬ 

fate solutions, measured by Petersen [3227] and Guntz [I898] are equal 

to -29.I and +1.7 kcal/mole, respectively. Bichowsky and Rossini [813] 

used these data and obtained a value of -263.8 kcal/mole for the heat 

of formation of magnesium fluoride. 

A recalculation of Domanges data [136I] with the help of the e- 

quation 

MgFf (tb.) + HjO(gas )= MgO(tb.) + 2HF (gas ) (XXVI. 5 ) 

yields a value of A//0 50,9 kcal/mole for the thermal effect of this 

reaction; a value of AHefm,u = —266,2 kcal/mole of the heat of forma¬ 

tion of magnesium fluoride corresponds to it. 

Brewer [IO93] estimated the entropy of MgPg and, with the help of 

data on the product of solubility and entropy of the magnesium ion 

[2564], he calculated the value of the heat of formation of magnesium 

fluoride: A//Van. u =—261,6 kcal/mole. 

Torgeson and Sahama [4001] measured the heat of dissolution of 

magnesium hydroxide in hot hydrofluoric acid ( A//7,,T.c =—29,09 + 0,02 

kcal/mole) and the heat of transformation of magnesium oxide in hydrox¬ 

ide A//2M,1s =—8,85 + 0,025 kcal/mole). With the help of these values 

and taking the results of the papers of Petersen [3227] and Guntz [I898] 
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into account, the authors of the Handbook [3508] calculated the value 

of the heat of formation of magnesium fluoride: AHcf2Wtl, = -263,5 kcal/ 

/mole. 

In the paper of Gross, Hayman and Levi [l864] the heat of reac¬ 

tion of metallic aluminum and lead fluoride was measured. As a side re- 

suit these authors obtained also the heat of formation of magnesium 

fluoride, -268 kcal/mole. The measurement of the heat of formation of 

MgPg was not the principal aim of this work and the authors of [1864] 

themselves assumed, for various reasons, that the value they had found 

might be too high. 

In the present Handbook a value of 

(MgF i, cryst.) = -263,5 + 1 kcal/mole, 

has been accepted for the heat of formation of crystalline magnesium 

fluoride, which was calculated by the authors of the Handbook [3508], 

based on measurements of heats of dissolution. 

MgF2 (gas)* The saturated vapor pressure of magnesium fluoride 

was measured Ruff and Le Boucher [3559] (1934-2129°K) by the method of 

boiling point determination and by Yevseyev and Pozharskaya [22] (1282- 

-1462 K) by means of the effusion method. A calculation of the heat of 

sublimation of MgP^ from these data yields the values 85.9 +0.4 and 

86.04 + 0.1 kcal/mole, respectively. Results of electron-diffraction 

studies [8] and also the good agreement of the values of the heat of 

sublimation, calculated from the results of vapor pressure measurements 

in a wide temperature interval (1300-2100°K), speak in favor of the ab¬ 

sence of a noticeable association or dissociation of MgP2 vapor under 

the experimental conditions of papers [3559, 22]. 

In the Handbook we accept the following value of the heat of sub¬ 

limation of magnesium fluoride : 

A!fs0(MgFt,cryst.) = 86 + 2 kcal/mole, 
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'* v Do (MgFj) = 248,569 2,5 kcal/mole, 

A//7o (MgF„gas )= -176,569 + 2,2 kcal/mole. 

correspond to it. 

(6asl A Unear extrapolation of the vibrational levels of 

the state X’E with constants, given in Table 24o, yields the value of 

Ds(MkCI)~74 kcal/mole, recommended by Herzberg [2020] and in the Hand 

book [649], Gaydon [1668] uses a lower value (58 kcal/mole), obtained 

by a graphical extrapolation of the levels of the state A'H based on 

the assumption that the AMI state is in correlation with the states 

of Mg(sP)+CI(’P). At the same time, if one estimates the dissociation 

energy of MgCl on the basis of a graphical extrapolation of the values 

Of 40,+.,, in the state A'il as a function of v or G0(v), in this case 

assuming that the states X‘2 and Am have a common dissociation lim¬ 

it so that the corresponding value will be equal to about 100 kcal/mole. 

A well-defined choice between the values given is rendered diffi¬ 

cult by the insufficiency of the data available for a reliable graphic 

extrapolation of the levels of the state AMI. Based on the data con¬ 

sidered and a comparison of the dissociation energies of the molecules 

of BeP, MgF and BeOl with the values obtained by a linear extrapola¬ 

tion for the state X‘Z, and the mean bond energies in the molecules 

of the type MeXg, the following has been accepted in the Handbook: 

D0(MgCI) =90 + 15 kcal/mole. 

Corresponds to the value accepted 

A//7o(MgCl, M3) = - 26. 45± 15 kcal/mole. 

MgClg (cryst.). It was impossible [3720] to determine the heat of 

formation of magnesium chloride by the method of burning magnesium in 

chlorine, since magnesium does not burn well because of the high boil- 

! inS point of magnesium chloride. 
■«i 

Sano [3579] investigated the equilibrium of 
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MgCI| ( sol. I + H,O (gas )= MgO (sol. ) + 2HCI (gas ) ( XXVI. 6) 

and found that the heat of this reaction was equal to = 20.2 

keal/mole; a value of -150.4 keal/nole of the heat of formation of mag- 

nesium chloride corresponds to it. 

A more accurate value of the heat of formation of magnesium chlo¬ 

ride may be obtained from data on the heats of dissolution of metallic 

magnesium and magnesium chloride in hydrochloric acids. Among the 

great number of papers devoted to this problem (for literature refer¬ 

ences see Handbooks (813. 3508]), the paper of Schomate and Huffman 

[3649] is the best. These authors measured very accurately the heat of 

dissolution of magnesium In 1 N hydrochloric acid and obtained A/W. = 

—lil 322± 41 cal/mole (this value was varified by measurements of 

Westrum and Ayrlng [4223 ]) and Aff«.,. =-36 S66 ± 18 cal/mole for the 

heat of dissolution of magnesium chloride m hydrochloric acid. These 

data were used to calculate the value of the heat of formation of mag- 

nesium chloride: 

'A/rfM.uCMgCi,, cryst.) = —153,4-f-0.2kcal/mole. 

which has been accepted In the Handbook. In the calculation of the dif¬ 

ferential heat of dissolution of hydrogen chloride the authors of the 

Handbook used more accurate values [3508] which explains the difference 

between the value obtained and the value of -153.2 kcal/mole calcula- 

ted by the authors of [3649]. 

MsC12 (ga3)' The saturated vapor pressure of magnesium chloride 

was measured by Maier [2744] in the temperature interval of 1056-l4oi°K 

(cf. [148], page ). a calculation of the heat of sublimation of 

MgCl2 with the help of these data yields the value of A//s0 = 52,8 kcal/ 

/mole. A value of 

A^fs0(MgCIJ,cryst*) = 52,8¿2 kcal/mole, 

had been accepted in the Handbook for the heat of sublimation of MgCl . 
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the following corresponds to It: 

AWof0(MgC!|tgas)= —100,516 + 2 kcal/mole 

D0 (MgC!s)='192,616 ±2 kcal/mole. 

MgN (ga.s]. In literature there are no experimental data which 

could be used as a basis for calculating the dissociation energy of 

MgN. 

Margrave and Stapitanonda [2777] proposed to use an ion model to 

calculate the dissociation energy of nitrides of the first three groups 

of the periodic system. This model was previously used to calculate 

the dissociation energy of oxides, hydrides and halides of metals [1344, 

2443, 2770, 928]. The interatomic distances in nitrides (rMe_N) were 

in this case estimated with the help of the ionic radii. With the elec¬ 

tron affinity of the nitrogen atom being assumed to amount to -26 

kcal/mole [2769], the value of the ionization energy of magnesium to 

61,669.14 cm 1 [2941] and with the two values of 1.08 and 0.7 A for 

the ionic radius of nitrogen. Margrave and Stapitanonda obtained val¬ 

ues of 45 and 101 kcal/mole, respectively, for D0(MgN). Using a value 

of rM,_N = 1,5¾0,08A for the Interatomic distance in the MgN molecule, 

which is accepted in the Handbook, an assuming that the electron affi¬ 

nity of the nitrogen atom is equal to zero (as recommended by Pritch¬ 

ard and Skinner [3331]) a value of 0,(1^) = 38+11 kcal/mole is ob¬ 

tained by applying the method of Margrave and Stapitanonda. 

An estimation of D,(MgN) by way of comparing the dissociation en¬ 

ergies of the nitrides of the elements of group two of the periodic sys¬ 

tem results in a similar value, amounting to 35 kcal/mole. 

The following value is used in the further calculations in the 

Handbook: 

Aff0/o(MgN,gas)= 112,536 + 10 kcal/mole. 
D, (MgN) = 35 + 10 kcal/mole. 
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corresponds to the value accepted. 

TABLE 24? 

Accepted Values (in cal/mole) 
Quantities of Magnesium and It 

of the Thermodynami 
s Compounds 

c 

BeuiecTM 
2 

CoCTORBle 
Do, / HJIH" 

A//So AW0/, AH°f 
îra.is 

A«0/- 
*98.IS ^*W.1S~ "o ^»8.1S~^0 

Mg 

Mg 

Mg+ 

MgO 

MgO 

MgH 

MgF 

MgF, 

MgF,' 

MgCl 

Mga, 

Mga, 

MgN 

Kpucr. 
Fas 

» 

Kpucr. 
Fas 

» 

» 

Kpucr. 
Fas 

» 

KpHCT. 
Fas 

» 

36 000* 

176 3286 

136 833* 
too 000 
51 000 

120 000 
86 000* 

248 569 

90 000 

52 800* 

192 616 
35 000 

0 

35 000 

211328 

-142 846 

- 6 013 

35 632 

- 66 500 

-262569 
—176569 

- 26450 

-153316 

-100516 
112536 

0 

35 296 
213 080 

—143 838 

- 6 102 
35 519 

— 66 592 
—263 508 

—177 217 
— 26 494 

—153 414 

—100 930 

112434 

0 

35 291 

213100 

— 143840 

— 6112 
35507 

— 66 603 

—263 500 

-177 227 

— 26 503 

—153 400 

-100 934 

112423 

1160 

1456 

1456 

1188 
2091 

2039 

2105 

2294 
2585 

2193 

3215 

2899 
2076 

1190 
1481 

1481 

1233 

2129 

2074 

2143 

2370 

2643 

2234 

3300 

2966 
2113 

a) Heat of sublimation given; b) ionization 
potential given. 

1) Substance; 2) state; 3) or. 

Manu¬ 
script 
Page [Footnotes] 
No. 

1694 

1695 

1698 

1699 

This assumption was verified later on in a paper of Pesie 
and Gaydon 3225] who investigated the speot^ of m2n4i- 
urn oxide and hydroxide in the range of 3600-4000 A A com- 

oi' thf spectra excited in a hydrogen-oxygen flame 
with the spectrum of an arc burning in an oxygen atmosSiere 
containing vapor of light and heavy water, and the complex!- 

paper ?? the b?; ? ^served, led the authors of 
paper j322o] to the conclusion that the ultraviolet bands ob¬ 
served previously [929, 650] attributed to the MgO molecule 

produced by a superposition of Mg OH bands and " 
the bands of multiatomic magnesium oxides (Mg, 0 , Mg 0 or 
Mg02). 2 2 2 

Guntsch's thesis is not available in the libraries of USSR 

the6 Handboolfíeíq].lnve3tlgatlons ^ U897] are given in ' 

In the book [2020] there is, obviously, a misprint: a value 

ci* », (**1) «* 717,6 c*"1 is giver, 

Harrington's thesis [1957] has not been published. The re- 
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Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

1701* 

1701** 

1701*** 

1707 

suits of the investigations of [1957] are contained in the 
Handbook [649]• 

The MgPg frequencies were previously obtained by Stepanov 

[393] whose calculations yielded the following values: 

Vl= mo±30.V»” 320 i 80 ■ Y*-» 770^4001-1. in paper [393L however, 

the values of the dynamic constants f, and f,. were chosen 
d dd 

on the basis of an incorrect value of 

Jenkins and Grinfeld [2233]. 

Cf. footnote on page 165^. 

•i(MgF), obtained by 

In the paper of Klemperer and Buchler [1002] the fundamental 
frequencies v2 and were found as a result of investigating 

the infrared absorption spectrum of MgCl2; they are in excel¬ 

lent agreement with the frequency values calculated in the 
same way as in the case on the MgPg frequencies. This agree¬ 

ment between the estimated values of the fundamental frequen¬ 
cies of MgClg and those found by experiment supports the 

validity of the assumptions made when estimating the dynamic 
constants of MgPg. 

It must be noted that a neglection of the constant weye 0f 

the MgH molecule in calculations using the Gordon-Barnes meth¬ 
od does not give rise to essential errors because of the 
small amount of this constant. An extrapolation of the vibra¬ 
tional level energies of MgH by means of equations of second 
and third orders yields slightly different results (cf. page 
1723). 

1713 Based on a private communication by Wallace (1955), Stull 
and Sinke [3894] recommend somewhat higher values of S°^0 -,,- 

/ 290.15 
= 7-81 cal/g -atom • degree and w^81195 cal/g-atom; in 

the subsequent papers of Wallace and co-workers [4134, 3572], 
however, it is noticed that the values of the specific heat 
of magnesium they had measured neat room temperatures were 
lower by 0.2$ than those obtained previously [1210]. 

1714 The extrapolation of the equation of specific heat of magne¬ 
sium toward the boiling point of magnesium at 1390°K (C° = 

=8.9 cal/g-atom»degree) made by Stull and Sinke [3894] is 
not justified since, according to data obtained in the past 
years for a series of metals (cf. page 262), the specific 
heat of molten metals decreases slightly as the temperature 
increases. 
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Manu¬ 
script 
Page 
No. 

1715 

1724 

The influence of the dimensions of the MgO crystals on fhM r. 
specific heat was also studied by Lien and Phillips [26141 
õf°f.’!1®p^red î*6 heat of an MgO sample consisting n^gr,^ «-woo 

«es0?or^0aSlOSocSstSr aS hlSh aS Che “P^ihg val- 

According to the 
tlons of electron 
the MgP molecule 

Wigner-Witmer rule the following correla- 
states of atoms (and ions) with states of 

may occur: 

1725* 

1725** 

MfOSJ + F**/») 
M« {*/») +F (*r 
Mg*i*S)+F-( 

MgF:»ZVn 
flfíi ,s‘ ‘n (2),,A' T(2)’ (2)*4A 

if the c»s state correlates with Mg+ and P" ions a linpan 
extrapolation for these states must yield too low^a value. 

With Di(MgF)~62 OOOcir1 the MgP dissociation energy in the 

**** state must be of the order of 47.000 cm“1 i e it 

aS hlgh aS the -lue obtained" by^lin- 
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CALCIUMj STROMTIUM, BARIUM AND THEIR OXIDES 

(Ca, Ca*. CaO, St, Sr*. SrO, Ba, Ba*. BaO) 

of calVhe PleSen; ChaPter' "e 00nSlder the the™ody^io Properties 
IH1™' Str0ntlUm' d i0ns md thelr ox. 
das. No compounds other than the metal and the diatomic oxide have 

been detected in significant quantities in the p i -> 
4 nuiries in the calcium-oxugen and stro* 

iurn-oxygen systems l3213]. The barium-oxygen system - h , 
system xs somewhat more 

mplex. (BaO)2, Ba20 and Ba,0, may occur Ln thid . r - . ay occur in this system [2170], The 

lack of data on the structure and molecular constants of these 
1c, an -, ^ oanus oi tnese compound 

an obstacle to calculation of their thermodyn^ic properties' 

The halogen compounds of calcium, strontium and barium and com¬ 

bi lili elementS ”lth hydr°Sen ^ the Hand- 

ion the corresponding atoms becomes substantial even at tempera 
tures of 4000-6000cK. P 

§107. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 

Atoms and Monatomic lon.q 

Ca. Basically, the Ca atom has the electron configuration 

\5*25*2p'Zs^pHs'; to which corresponds a sinele ^ fo a 
onp ¿1 „ o1 ^ s a single s term. On excitation of 
one 4s-electron, the term e-r-nnA 

_1 P -3P 4s(*5)n/, whose serial boundary oc¬ 
curs 49,304 cm above the lowest term makes its an 

, maxes its appearance. This 
group consists of sinxlet anh 1-7,-1,.-1,.4- 4 

, 8 trlplet te™s 1 = On excitation 
Of the second .s-electron of the Ca atom, series groups of the type 

fo™. The terms of the first series of this type. 
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...äsWDK have raoderate exolfcatlon energles (beglnnlng at 35<000 

cm ), and its serial boundary Is approximately 63,000 cm"1 above the 

lowest -S state. This group consists of singlet and triplet terms with 

I. 0 2 for Ü' = 0, L = 1, 2, 3 for Ü’ = 1 and L 1 r, i' + 1 and Í' + 2 

for £ ' > 2. The terms of the other series of the type 

etc. , have considerably higher excitation energies. The same applies 

for terms related to excitation of Inner-shell Ca electrons with the 

principal quantum numbers 2 and 3. 

Table 248 lists energy levels of the Oa atom that belong to groups 

of terms ...4sCS)si and — 34(*D)n/' and terms with the electron configu¬ 

ration ...4p2 and ...3d2. The energies of these levels are takn on the 

basis of data recommended by Moore, [2941], and levels with closely 

similar excitation energies have been combined into single levels with 

a resultant statistical weight and the excitation energies averaged. 

Since Moore does not give data for all terms of the group ...3p‘H=S)nl 

and gives them for only a few terms of the group ...3y‘Mpo)„r. the ener¬ 

gies of all remaining terms were estimated by the technique described 

earlier (see page 56). Thus, the energy of terms with L - 3 and the 

given value of n was assigned to terms of the group with 

i>3 and n< 11 m view of the lack of data needed for more accurate 

estimation, terms of the group ...3<i(W)ni' with „>5 were assigned to 

the boundary of the series. 

In Table 248, the terms taken as a basis for the estimates are 

marked with the asterisk. The maximum errors in estimating the excita¬ 

tion energies by the method used are Incurred for the ..a^s^g and 

...3d(-D)6d JP; states; they may be of the order of 1500 and 3500 cm“1, 

respectively. 
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TABLE 248 

Energy Levels of the Calcium Atom 

Hoxep 

ypOBHR 
A 

B CoCTOBHHe E 
CraiHc- 
TMiec- 
■>A (ec 

F 
SlICpPHH, 

CM-* 
SBCKTpOHiiail 0 

■OHiÿHrypamN D Tcpu 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

.5 « 

...45* 

...4s(*S)4p 
...4s(*S)4p 
...45 (*S) 4p ' 

...4s (*S) 3d 
...4s(*S)3J 

. ...4s(*S)4p 
...4s (*S) 5s 
...4s(*S)5s 

...3<i (UD) 5p' 

•s 

V, 

•Pi 
•Pi 
»D 
lD 
>P ‘ 
•S 
lS 

*f\ >d 

1 
1 
3 
fj 

15 
5 
3 
3 
1 

26 

. 0,00 
15157,91 
15210,067 
15315,948 
20356,6 
21849,61 
23652,32 
31539,51 
33317,25 
35832 

...4s(*S)5p 
...3d(*D)4p' 

•p 
*p 

12 36607 

11 ...4s (*S) 4(f 'D,*D 20 37640 

12 ...3rf(*D)4p' 
...4p* 

•D 
•P 

24 38336 

13 ...3rf(*D)4p' »P 9 39338 

14 
...4s (*5) 6s 

...3d(*D)4p' 
...4p* 

»S 

. . *P 
»S,»D 

16 40592 

15 ...4s(*S)6s 
...4f(»S)5p 

' *S 
>P 

» 

4 41705 
• 

• 

”1 
...4s(*S)4f 
...4s(*S)6p 

‘P.*P 

.•P 
37 42290 

17 ...4s(*S)5rf •D, 'D 20 42789 

18 
* ...4s(V)6p 

...4s(*S)7s 
...3d* 

»P 

•S, 'S 
•F 

28 44000 
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I ' HoMep 
j ypOMa / 

( B Coero a■ 
jp SHepriifi, 

CM“1 
a/ïCKTpoKHaa _ 

KoH4>Mrypaiiaa C J D TapM 

g Ctithc* 
THWee- 

khA aec 

I 1 9 

I 19 
1 f ’ 
I • • ' • 

~~...i*(*S)5f,Sg . 
...it (*S) 7p 
...4*(*S)6rf 

V.V;*G,«0 
.: V.'P 

»0,10 
' 98 44920 

I 2D 
I ^ < 
1 1 

...4( fS) 6/ — 6/k 
.. ■» * 

...is («S) Id 

...4s (*S) is, 8p 
; ...4s(*5)9s 

V,V;'C*,»0*; 
lN*,*H* 

»0, >o 
»5. »5; »P*, tp 

»5, >5 

148 46210 

21 

...4(^5)7/-71 
-.4s (*S) 9p 

. ...4sf5)&/ 
...4( (*5) IQs 

„_..Jrf(*D)5(' 

*0*./• 
»/>•, >P 
•o*. >0* 

•5. >5 
•o,*o* 

218 47070 

. 22 ' 

...4s («5) 8/-84 

...4s (*5) 10p 
... ,..ii(*S)9d 

...4spS)lis 

/'.o*./c* 
(p.,ip 

»O, >D* 
•S,*S 

256 47580 

.23 - 
...4sp5)9/ —9/ 
.:.4( PS) lip 
...4( pS) 101 

• 

P.0*.¿* 
»P* ,*P 
9D,lD* 

320 47930 ! 

* 24 : 
...4( PS) 10/—10n 
...4spS)lM-11a 
...3^ 

F. 
•D, >0*,P,0*.iV» 

•S, >0, H7, *P 
856 48300 

’ 25 ...3tfPD)5p'.e^ 
...3d i*D) 44,5* 

D,P.D,F 
StP.D.F.Q 280 53860 I 

29 ‘ ' ...MPD)«r L* »480 62955 I 

-* «woci-veu experimentally. 

responding £“ fll^fno? =0"fiS“?W°n 3d(2D)nr, oor- 
with lower excïtltÎonaeneSRÎesaken lnt0 aCC°Unt ln ^e^ev'els 
..4 -. ° “ not ta 
with lower excitation energies. 

A) Number of level: B) stafn. M +. 
E) statistical weight; p) energy, ím-íf°n conflguration; D) term; 

—• ^ P0SlWïe 0al01™ lon «>e ground state has the eleotron 

configuration l»*2j'2p'3j,3p,4«, to which corresponds the single term 2S. 

Table 249 gives the energy levels of the positive calcium ion with ex¬ 

citation energies under 50,000 cm'1, adopted from Moore [2941]. 
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Most of the electron levels of the 0a+ Ion have high excitation 

energies, and its ionization limit is situated 95,748 cm"1 above the 

ground state. Because of this, the levels with excitation energies o- 

ver 50,000 cm"1 are not discussed in the present Handbook. Neglecting 

of these levels does not cause any Important errors in the results of 

the subsequent calculations. 

TABLE 249 

Energy Levels of the Ca+ Ion 

A 
HOMCp 

ypOBHfl 

B CocToiiHiie E 
CratHc- 
TMMCC* 

KHfl sec 

F 
3hcp 
r««, 
CM-* 

0 »ACKTpOHHan 
ROHÿarypaium D repi4 

0 
1 
2 

...3í*3p*4j 

...3$*3p*3d 
...3s^3p*4p 

*S 
•D 
»P 

2 
10 
6 

0,00 
13687 
25340 

A) Number of level; B) 
tron configuration; D) 

tical weight; F) energy 

state; C) elec- 
term; E) statis- 

, cm"1. 

Sr. The strontium atom in the ground state 1s has the electronic 
configuration As „ith the other elements of 

group 2, excitation of one valency electron of Sr forms the group of 

terms ...4s>4p,5s(*S)n/. whose series edge has the energy 45,925.6 cm"1. 

This group consists of singlet and triplet terms with L = Í. The sec¬ 

ond group of terms, connected with the excitation of the second valency 

electron of Sr into the 4d-state, ...4s>4p*WD)nf, also consists of sing¬ 

let and triplet terms with L = 2 at f = 0. ¿ = ,.2.3 at f = 1 and L = 

= V, <' + 1 and f + 2 at r>,. The first levels of this group of 

terms have an energy of about 33,000 cm"1, and its edge is situated ap¬ 

proximately 60,000 cm"1 above the ground state 1S. The terms of the Sr 

atoms, connected with the transition of the second valency electron to 

higher states (5p, 6s, 5d, etc.), and also the terms connected with ex- 
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citation of internal electrons (with »»<5), have high energies and are 

not considered in the Handbook. 

TABLE 25O 

Energy Levels of the Strontium Atom 

A Homp 
*po*aa 

£ Cocraaaaa 
ECr»Tac. 

TM0C- 
■■1 MC 

Saepraa, 
«•-» C Mearpoaaaa 

aoaÿarypaiiBa D tep* 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 . 

' 5 ' 
8 
7 
8 
9 

...5s* 
... 5s (*5) Sp 
... 5* ('S) 5p 
...i»Í*S)5p 
... 5s (*5) 4d 
...5s(V)4f 
... 5s Bp 
... 5s (*5) 8s 
...5s(V)6s 
... a (?D) Bff 

»S 
sp. 

Vs 
. V, 

»O 
»0 
V 
•s 
*s 

V..V, 

1 
1 
3 . 
5 

15 
5 
3 
3 
1 . 

12 

0,00 
14317,52 
14504,35 
14898,58 
18253.7 
20149.7 
21698,5 
29038.8 
30591.8 
33455,2 

10 ...id CD) Bft 
...5s(*S)8p 

V4. ‘0 
v.v 

28 33924 

11 ...*dCD)5pr 
...5spS)5tf 

V* 
*0 

8 34727,5 

12 ...5sfS)W 
... 5p* 

•0 
V 

24 35217 

13 ,..4d?D)iï •0 _ 15 36441 

# 
• ' » 

14 
...Bp* 
...4d(*D)5p' 
...5s(*S)7s 

»D.«S 
V 

• SS : 
18 37229 

15 
...43^0)5^ 
...5s (IS) 7s, 7p 
...5s(*5)4f 

V 
»S.V 

V 
32 

« 

38595 

18 
...5s (*5) Ip 
...5s (IS) 4/ 
TTSsCSjed 

V 
V 

•D,*D 
36 39607 

17 ...5s (*S) 8s, 8p 
...5s ('S) 5/, 5f 

S;V, V* 
F;0* 

80 41393 
, • 
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18 ...5j('S) Id 
...5s(*S)9s.8p 

D 
S; *P, *P* 36 42131 

19 
...5s(*S)6/—6A 
...5s(*S)&d 

F. G*, H* 
D 128 42864 

. 20 
...5s (*.S)10s,10p 
...5s (>S) 7/- 71 
...5s (*S) M 

S; tP, V* 
P.C*.//•,/• 

D 
196 43643 

21 
...5s {»SJlls.llp 
...5s (*S) 8/-8* 
...5s t*S) lOni 

S;*P.»P* 
F.G*.K* 

•D, lD* 
256 44192 

22 
...4d* 
...5s (35)9/-9/ 
...5s (*S) lid 

'S*.'D*,'G*,*P,'F* 
F.G*.L* 

D 
353 44580 

23 

1 1 

...5s(*S)!0/-lftn 

...5s (*5)11/—11« 
F. G*....,M* 
F. C*..... N* 

812 44925 

24 ...idpD)«/' L‘ 1 9440 64815 

* This state has not been observed experimentally. 

a) All states with the electron configuration 2d(tD)ni', 
to n < 11 and not taken into account in the levels ¡ith 
tion energies. A) Number of level; B) state; C) electroi 
tion; D) term; E) statistical weight; p) energy, cm“^-. 

corresponding 
lower excita- 
configura- 

Table 250 gives the levels of the Sr atom, including the terms of 

the two groups: ...5s(*S)n/ and ...4<i(*D)n/', and also the corresponding elec¬ 

tron configurations ...5s2 and ...5p2. The energies of the terms were 

taken from Moore [2941]; the terms with similar excitation energies 

were combined into a single level. Inasmuch as Moore [2941] presents da¬ 

ta only for the S-, P- and D-terms of the group ...5s(*S)n/ and for sev¬ 

eral terms of the group 4d(*D)nr, the excitation energies of the other 

terms were adopted on the basis of estimates. In this case the energy 

of the P-terms with the same values of n were ascribed to the terms of 

the first group with and to the terms with o>9 and the 
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terms with n>7 the energy of the corresponding h and h terms. The 

energies of the unobserved terms of the second group with n = 5 „ere 

estimated on the basis of the excitation energies of the levels of the 

Sr ion and the Oa atom, and the terms with «>5 „ere ascribed to 

the ionization limit. The inaccuracies thus produced do not cause any 

great errors in the results of the subsequent calculations. 

—’ The Stl,0ntlUm l0n ln the S^nd -täte 2S has the electron 
configuration WWW*. Upon excltatlon of the 5s_eleotron 

the group of ...( S)ni terms is formed whose edge is 88,964 cm'1 above 
the lower state ¿S. 

TABLE 251 

Energy Levels of the Sr+ Ion 

tfoMep 
jrpoaaa 

A 

^ COCTOMM 
r E CTaTMcra- 
lec**« 

sec 

F 
3HeprNB, 

CM-t 
C MCKfpoHHaa 

Dwp* 

0 
1 
2 
3 

...AsHp»4d 

...4sMp*Sp 

...4s*4p*6s 

•S 
•D 
•P 
•S 

2 
10 
6 
2 

0 
14724,2 
24249,5 
47736,53 

iMumoer ot level; B) state; C) el¬ 
ectron configuration; D) teri; E) ¿ta- 
tlstlcal weight; p) energy, cm"1. 

Table 251 gives the three first excited terms of this group cor¬ 

responding to the transition of the 5c-electron into the 4d-, 5p- and 

6s-states, adopted from Moore [294l]. The higher levels of the Sr+ ion 

will not be considered in the present Handbook. 

Ba. The barium atom in the ground state 1S has the electronic con¬ 

figuration Excitation of one 6s-electron 
tho group of torrou # s V vi serais ...WSpVsTSW, whose series limit is 

situated 42,032.4 cm 1 above the ground state ^ 
& una tate s* Thls group consists 
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of singlet and triplet terms with L = Ü. 

In addition to the terms of this group^ another two groups of 

terms are treated in the Handbook: ...S&pWfDW and ...SsWi^V" 

with series limits situated 47,390 and 63,420 cm"1, respectively, high¬ 

er than the ground state. The group ...5d(lD)nl' consists of singlet and 

triplet terms with L = 2 at /' = 0. 1 = 1, 2, 3 at Ü1 = 1 and L = i1, 1 + 

+ lj + 2 at /'^2; the group consists of the singlet 

and triplet terms with L = 1 at ß" = 0 and L= /"+1 at /'>1. The 

other groups of terms of the barium atom are not considered in the Hand¬ 

book because their levels have excitation energies over 60,000 cm-1. 

Table 252 gives the energy levels of the barium atom corresponding 

to the above-indicated groups of terms, adopted on the basis of the 

data recommended by Moore [2941]. The levels with closely similar exci¬ 

tation energies are combined into a single one with summary statisti¬ 

cal weight and mean excitation energy. The summary [2941] presents da¬ 

ta only for a relatively small number of terms, mainly for the S-, P-, 

D- and P-terms of the groups ...6s(2S)«/ and ...5d(*D)/i/' ; the remaining 

terms, including the terms of the group ...6/;(*P)n/"p have not been ob¬ 

served experimentally and were estimated during the preparation of the 

Handbook. 

11 3 Thus, the S-, G- and -terms, corresponding to the configura¬ 

tion ...5s"5p95d*, were ascribed to the 3P2 term of the same electron con- 

figuration. In the group ...6s(2S)nl terms with large values of n at 

small ¿ are absent^ these terms were ascribed to the levels of the same 

group in correspondence with the arrangement of the analogous terms 

with smaller values of n. The excitation energies of the terms with val¬ 

ues of ¿>3 were assumed to be equal to the excitation energies of the 

terms witn L = 3 (for the same value of n). The unobserved state with 

the configurations ...5d(*D)n/' and ^..%p^P)nr were ascribed to the corres- 
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ponding ionization limits.* 

TABLE 252 

Energy Levels of the Barium Atom 

Hoxep 
ypo»*« ■ 

B COCTORNN« E ^ CrancTR- 
ROCKMft 

»ec 
F SHcprim, 

CM-' 
C MeKTpOHHan 
■omtmrypaiiHii D TtpM 

... 'Ò . 
1. f ■ 

• -'■> 2 ' . • 

3 .• . 
,:-:4- t 

. 5 
• 
1 
8 • 
8 

10 

It 

...61« 

. ...61 (*S) 5d 
' ...81(¾) Srf 

...8s (*S) 5d 

...6s (*5) Sd ■ 

...&s?S)6p 

...6s (¾) 6p 

...61 (*S) 8p 

...Sd (*D) 6f/ . 

...Sd(*D)8pT 

...Sd (*£>) 6p' 

iS 

•O. 
•D. 
•0, 
«O 
V. 

•Pi 
•p* 
*p 
•Ft 
•Ft 
•Ft 

1 

3 

5 
7 

s 
1 
3 
5 
3 
S 
7 

9 

0,00 

9033,085 

9215,518 

9596,551 

11395,4 

12266,0 

12636,8 
13514,7 

18060,3 

22065 
22947 

23757 

12 ...Sd* >o 
•D 

10 23068 

13 "* 
14 
15 
16 
17 

-18- 
19 
20 
21 

22 
23 
24 

.25 

...Sd« 

...Sd« 

...Sd« 

...Sd^Dje/r' 

...Sd (*D) 8ft 
- ...Sd(*D)8(t 

..JSd (*D) 8ft 

...Sd (*D) 8p' 

...6s(*S)7s 

..M?D)8pr 

...6s (*S) 7s 

. ...Sd{»D)8pT 
...64(¾) 6d 

•Pa 
V» 

•Pt, 'S', *F\ HP 
•Di 
•Dt 
•D, 

•Pa. •Pi 
•Pa 
•S 
lF 
'S 
'P 
'D 

1 

3 

36 

3 

5 
7 

4 

5 
3 

7 

1 
3 

• 5 ■ • 

23209 

23480 

23919 

24192 

24532 

24980 

25688 

25957 

26160 

26816 

28230 

28554 
30237 

28 ...6i(*S)6d 
...6s (*5) 7p 

•D 
•P 24 30822 

27 

28 !-f;- 
29 

...6s (¾) 7p 

...SdCO)?«' 

...Bd(*0)7f' 

'P 
•Du »Da 

•D, 

3 

8 

7 

32547 

32892 

33526 

30 ...SiÇDW 
...6s (¾) 8. ; i 

'D 
•S 8 33837 

' 31 ...8^ 

...6s («S) 4/ 
•S. »Pa, «P, 

•F.'F 33 34652 

32 ...8p* •Pu *D 1 10 35481 

33 
...8$pS)U 
...8a (¾) 8p 

*..Jd(«D)6d' 

•D 
'P, *P* 
•QuW 

35844 

1743 



a) All states with this electronic configuration, 
n < H and not taken Into account in the preceding levels. A) Number 
of level; B) state; C) electron configuration; D) term; E) energy cm 

corresponding to 
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The terms in Table 252 for which Moore [2941] did not give any 

data, are marked with an asterisk. 

Because the accuracy of estimation of the energies of the lower 

levels is the most important for the subsequent calculations, an ap¬ 

proximate estimate of the energy of the term .. .5d2 gives the basic 

error in it. It should be pointed out that it is impossible to carry 

out a reliable estimate of the excitation energy precisely for this 

level and that the error in the adopted value can attain 8000-10,000 

cm'”1. The maximum error in the estimate of the energy of the levels, 

formed by the non-equivalent electrons, is that made in the term 

...6^5)5^ *0 and amounts to approximately 3500 cm-1. 

Table 252 does not give the terms formed by the equivalent 4f¿ 

electrons; it is to be expected that they are close to the first ion¬ 

ization limit and that the error in the subsequent calculations, due 

to neglecting these levels, will be very slight (see page 1755). 
+ P Ba . The positive barium ion in the ground state S has the elec¬ 

tron configuration 1 s12s*2p»3s*3p*3d,04s,4p,4dl05s,5p*6s. Excitation of the 6s- 

-electron forms the group of doublet terms ...OS) ni, whose limit is 

situated 80,686.87 cm”1 above the ground state of Ba+. 

Table 253 gives the terms of this group with energies up to 

50,'000 cm”1 adopted from Moore [2941]. The error connected with the 

fact that levels with higher energy were neglected, is slight. 
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TABLE 253 

Energy Levels of the Ba" Ion 

A 
n HoMep 

ypotim 

B 'Cocroama E 
Ctitictb- 

aecKal 
■ec 

F 
dHCprNlV, 

c*-* C ajICKTpOHHSH 
KoaÿarypaiiMN D TCpM 

0 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

. ...5s*5p,6s 
...5st5p*5d 
...5s%5pP5d 
...5$*5p,6p 
...5s*5p*6p 
...Ss^p'Tj 
...5$®5p*6d ‘ 

...5s«5p»4/ 

...Ss'tylp 

•S 

'D'l. 
'Dv. 
tP'L 
VV. 
•s 
*D 
•F 
•P 

2 
4 
6 
2 
4 
2 

10 
14 

6 

0,00 
4873,850 
5674,824 

20261,6 
21852,4 
42355 
46073 
48387 
49804 

A) Number of level; B) state; C) elec¬ 
tron configuration; D) term; E) statis¬ 

tical weight; P) energy, cm“1. 

Oxides of Calcium, Strontium and Barium 

The spectra of the oxides of the alkaline earth elements have sev¬ 

eral features typical for this group of molecules. As a result of many 

years of research, carried out by different authors, the different band 

systems in the emission spectra of CaO, SrO and BaOg, situated within 

a board spectral region from the far ultraviolet to the near infrared, 

have been fairly adequately studied to date. All the band systems ob¬ 

served in the spectra of the monoxides of Ca, Sr and Ba are connected 

with transitions between the singlet states 1Z and \l, the state 12 

being the lower state for all these molecules. The ease with which ex¬ 

citation of the spectra at relatively low temperatures and under condi¬ 

tions in which thermal excitation takes place can be achieved, led to 

the natural conclusion that the lower 1Z states of the corresponding 

transitions are the electron ground states of the molecules of the alka¬ 

line earth element molecules. This conclusion, however, is in contra¬ 

diction to the Wigner-Witmer correlation rules, according to which the 



ground states of these oxides should be the triplet states 3Z or 

provided that they, as is usually the case with other molecules, are 

connected with the ground states of the corresponding atoms. Hence 

many authors, in particular Gaydon [1668] and Brewer [917], assumed in 

their works that the ground states of CaO and SrO are triplet states, 

transition to which have not yet been observed in the spectra of these 

molecules. A final solution of the problem concerning the type of 

ground state is impossible without a careful study of the absorption 

spectra of Ca and SrO have not been studied to date, an attempt has 

been made in the work of Veyts and Gurvich [124] to resolve this ques¬ 

tion indirectly. As a result of an investigation of the temperature 

dependence of the logarithm of the equilibrium constant of the dissoci¬ 

ation of CaO and SrO within 2300-3200°K in the work [124], the dissoci¬ 

ation energies of these molecules have been determined. On the basis 

of a comparison between the values of DQ found in this manner and the 

values calculated by means of the equation Do= r(A4>*In/i,), the au¬ 

thors of the work [124] inferred that the ground state of the molecules 

of these two oxides should be the state 12. in the work [124] it has 

been shown that this conclusion does not contradict the correlation 

rules, if the ground states of the molecules are correlated with the 

excited state 3P of the metal atom, and the potential curves of the 

triplet states, formed from the ground states of the metal and oxygen 

atoms M(1S) + 0(3P) are curves of the repulsion type. In accordance 

with the conclusions of the work [124], it is assumed in the present 

Handbook that the ground states of the molecules of the alkaline earth 

element oxides are the states ]l. * 

Another typical feature of the spectra of these molecules is that 

perturbations occur in the excited electron states. An analysis of the 

corresponding perturbations in the band structure, carried out by the 

i I 
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method of Kovacs and Budo [2468] showed that in the molecules of the 

alkaline earth metal element oxides should exist hitherto unobserved 

excited electron states with energies of the order of 10,000-15,000 

cm and make it possible to estimate the values of the molecular con¬ 

stants of the oxides in these states. 

ÇaO.The emission spectrum of CaO, situated in the region from 

11,000 to 3000 A and appearing when different calcium compounds are in¬ 

troduced into a flame or arc, has been studied by many authors [2739, 

967, 2835, 968, 3483, 2589, 2590, 2155, 2154, 3196, 2522, 2524J. 

The most detailed Investigations of the CaO spectrum has been car¬ 

ried out by Lagerqvist and Hultin [2155, 2154, 2522, 2524]. The spec¬ 

trum was excited either in a carbon arc, whose positive electrode con¬ 

tained CaCl2 or in an arc with electrodes of pure calcium and was re¬ 

corded in the first order of the grating (dispersion about 1.25 A/mm). 

The position of the lines was determined with an accuracy of +0.05 cm"1. 

An analysis of the bands in the infrared system, connected with the 

transition Ah - xh, of four bands of the blue system (6½ - X]L) and 

six bands of the ultraviolet system, corresponding to a transition be¬ 

tween the electronic states 0½ and X1^ has shown that the lower states 

of all these systems are identical and are h states. This state has 
been taken in the present Handbook as the electron ground state of CaO. 

An investigation of the band structure and also of the perturba¬ 

tions in the upper states of the above-enumerated systems enabled the 

authors of the works [2154, 2524] to recommend the values for the mole¬ 

cular constants of CaO in different electronic states, given in Table 

254 and adopted in the present Handbook. 

Herzberg [2020] recommends several different values for the mole¬ 

cular constants of CaO, found as a result of the investigations [967, 

2835, 2589, 2590, 2401]* carried out before the appearance in print of 
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works of Lagerqvist and Hultin [2155, 2154, 2522, 2524]. 

TABLE 254 

BaOPted Values of the Molecular Constants of CaO, SrO and 

Mom* 
Ryju COCTOMHN, 

T. I ~ 1 "A I a,*10* D0.10* 

#jr-» 
A 

1,822 

1,906 

1,950 
1,989 

. , • 

CaO 

x»z 

A«2* 

B»n 
.02 

0 

11556,2 

25901,0 
28857,7 

732,11 

726 

574,4r 
560,0 

4,81 

1.0 

4,0 

0,44447 

0,4063 

0,3882 
0,3731 

s.ss* 

1.41 

5,5 

3.2 

0,684® 

0,54 

0.7 
0,7 

s*o 

x»2 

A‘2* 
B»n 
C*2 

0 . 

10886,6 
24702,8 
28632,7 

653,40 

610,58 
519,9 
480,2 

3,96 

0,89* 
3,24 
2,6 

0,33779 

0,30471 
0,29377 
0,2742 

2,04* 

1,12 
1,55 
2,1 

0,354* 

0,32 

0,35 

1,920 

2,027 
2,061 
2,132 

BaO X*2 

i4>28 

0 

16812,2 
669,81 

409,7 
2,054 

1.64 
0,31249 

0,2584 
1,30" 

1.11 

0,265 

0,28 

1,940 

2,133 

state. 

«*•-0,000005 «-». 
] Pi ?■ — 0,003-10-* «-i# 

0) 3tate3^ead3°to^thePhypotheai3nth“t ïf6 eXOlted electron 

o^ll^oo'ia OO^om-î11 sïbatate3 "lth lener|íl3Sof thforter 

d) The value is given. 
e) (*,--0.000006 «'». 

f ) Oí _ |0,JM + 0.002« (. + vj —0.002 (. + W]. 1|H 

S) Äed syf3t^ ^ 
tiguous electron otates wlth energïeYSUT^^Vw 

cÍo¿l°?oT. 'wh03a vibrational and rotational constants'are 
close to (..~«*0- 450, The type of these states 
is unknown. 

h) “A--0,054 «-». 

1 ) *» — -0,00002 M-i. 
k) analysis of the perturbations In the vibrational levels of 

the state A 2 has shown that there exist another four electron 
states, components of the state«» 3y- 3n 
the excitation energies of these statte aS'oî thfoteYoY" 
17,00-1800 cm , »,-.450 and 0,225«-». 
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The Handbook [649] presents the constants of CaO in the states 

X £ and All, recommended by Lagerqvist and Hultin [2155, 2154], the 

approximate values of the vibrational and rotational constants of six 

states with energies of the order of 11,000-12,000 cm“1, found in the 

saine works [2155, 2154] as a result of an analysis of the perturba¬ 

tions observed in the spectrum, and also the vibrational constants of 

another eight electronic states with energies over 37,000 cm“1, calcu¬ 

lated by Lejeune and Rosen [2590]. Because it is pointed out in the 

Handbook [649] that the assignment and analysis of the bands, carried 

out in the work [2590] are doubtful, the corresponding constants are 

not given in Table 254 of the present Handbook. 

SrO. The spectrum of the strontium oxide molecule has been inves¬ 

tigated repeatedly by different authors (2832, 2739, 2743, 520, 519, 521, 522. 2468, 

2469, 1278, 2525, 2532). Three band systems were observed in the emission 

spectrum: the infrared system connected with the electron transition 

A Z - X1^, the blue system, corresponding to the transition 3½ - X1^, 

and the system 0½ - X1^, situated in the ultraviolet region of the 

spectrum. Analysis of the vibrational and rotational structure of the 

bands of the different systems shows that their lower states are iden¬ 

tical and are the 12 state which is regarded as the electron ground 

state of the molecule SrO in the present Handbook. 

The analysis of the vibrational structure of the bands in the blue 

system, carried out by Mahanti [2739], the analysis of the vibrational 

and rotational structure of the infrared system, carried out by Almk- 

vist and Lagerqvist [519, 521] and Lagerqvist and Selin [2532] and also 

the analysis of the vibrational and rotational structure of the blue 

system, carried out by Kovacs and Budo [2468, 2469] and Dcezsi, Koczkas 

, j Matx,al [1278] gives excellent agreement between the constants of 

the state X 2 of the SrO molecule. The constants of SrO in the state 
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X 2, found in the work of Lagerqvist and Selin [2532] were adopted in 

the Handbook. The rotational and vibrational constants of SrO in the 

state X1^ recommended in the work [2532] were obtained on the basis of 

the results of the investigation of the bands 0-2, 1-3,2-4,3-5 of the 

system A 2 - x22 and the earlier analysis [521] of the bands 4_i, a_0 

a-1, 2-0, 1-0, 0-0 and 0-1 of this same system. 

The constants of the first excited state AX2 of the SrO molecule, 

adopted in the present Handbook and presented in Table 254 were found 

by Almkvist and Lagerqvist [519, 521]. An analysis of seven bands with 

o<4 of the system AX2 - 2½ has been carried out in these works. An 

analysis of the perturbations, observed in the bands of the infrared 

system A 2 - XX2, enabled the authors of the work [521] to infer the 

existence of four closely spaced electronic states with energies of the 

order of 10,900-11,300 cm"1 whose vibrational amd rotational constants 

are practically Identical (a,,~440-450, 242-0,252 cm1). The type of 

these states has not been determined in the work [521]. 

Analysis of the bands 0-1,0-2.0-3. 1-1. I-4. 1-5, 1-0, 1-6 and 2-6 of 

the system 6¾ - X12, carried out by Kovacs and Budo [2468, 2469] and 

Dcezsi, Koczkas and Matrai [1278] enabled the molecular constants of 

SrO in the state B1!!, given in Table 254, to be found. 

The same Table gives the molecular constants of SrO in the state 

C 2 found by Lagerqvist and Almkvist as a result of an analysis of the 

bands with t>'<4 and o'< I of the ultraviolet system 0½ - X12. 

BaO. The BaO bands have been observed in emission [2832, 274l, 

2209. 2527,2467, 24661, as well as absorption [3191].* The scheme of the 

band edges of BaO was first established by Mecke and Guillery [2832]. 

Later one, Mahanti [2741] showed that the bands, situated in the region 

between U4300 and 8000 A, are connected with a transition between h 

singlet states and carried out an analysis of the structure of these 
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bands. 

Because the interatomic distance in the lower state found by 

Mahanti proved to be too low as compared with the magnitude of r in 
. e 

analogous molecules and because several Inaccuracies existed in the 

data given by Mahanti, which had been commented on by James [2209], 

Lagerqvist, Lind and Barrow [2527] ln I950 again investigated the spec¬ 

trum of the barium oxide molecule. An acetylene-air flame, into which 

BaClg solution was introduced, was used as source for the excitation 

of the spectrum. The spectrum was recorded in the first order of the 

grating (dispersion 1.2 A/mm). The accuracy of the determination of the 

line positions in the spectrum was about +0.03 cm-1. Analysis of the 

structure of 11 bands with ^<5 and showed that they are con¬ 

nected with the electron transition A1^ - X1^ and enabled the molecu¬ 

lar constants of BaO in these two states to be determined. These con¬ 

stants were adopted in the Handbook and are given in Table 254. 

Analysis of the observed bands showed that all the vibrational 

levels of the excited 2 state with t>>l are perturbed. A careful 

study of these perturbations [2467, 2466] enabled them to be connected 

with the perturbing influence of four electronic states, two of which 

are substantes of the state, and the two others, substantes of the 

n state. The work [2466] gives the constants of one of the perturbed 

states (the components of the 32 state: „„=17476,40.=450,4(o+l«>- 

— 2,9(ü 4-1/2)* and £,,=0,2254— 0,00135(0 +1/2). The constants of the other 

three substates, determined with less accuracy, are similar to those 

given above. 

§108. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF GASES 

The thermodynamic functions of atomic and ionized calcium, stron¬ 

tium and barium and also their oxides in the ideal gas state were cal¬ 

culated within the temperature range 293. 15-6000°K on the basis of the 



constants adopted In the preceding section. The calculations were car¬ 

ried out without allowing for the differences of the constants of the 

isotope modifications of the molecules CaO, SrO and BaO; the calcula¬ 

tion results are given in Tables 331, 332, 334, 336, 337, 339, 341, 342, 344 II 0f 

Vol. 2. 

Ca* Sr and Ba- The thermodynamic functions of the three above-men¬ 

tioned monatomic gases, given in Table 331 (n), 336 (n) and 34l (n), 

were calculated by means of the relations (11.22) and (11.23). Table 

255 gives the values of the constants A(J) and Ag in these equations, us¬ 

ed in the calculations of the thermodynamic functions of Ca, Sr and Ba. 

The electron components in the values of the thermodynamic functions 

of Ca, Sr and Ba were calculated by means of Eqs. (II.20) and (II.21) 

by direct summation of the electron energy levels, given in Tables 248, 

250 and 252. The summation was carried out on a high-speed electronic 

computer with limitation cf the number of electron states of these atoms 

in accordance with the method described in §6 [see Eq. (II.18)]. To 

simplify the calculation, the maximum value of the principal quantum 

number nmax was taken as equal to 11 and the same for all temperatures. 

TABLE 255 

Values (in cal/g-atom«degree) 
of the Constants for the Cal¬ 
culation of the Thermodynamic 
Functions of Ca, Ca+, Sr, Sr+ 
Ba and Ba+. 

A Umcno ' AS 

Ca, Ca* 
Sr, Sr* 
Ba, Ba* 

3,7186 
6,0604 
7,3903 

8,6868 
11,0186 
13,8684 

A) Substance. 

calculated by means of Eq. (II. 18), 

The uncertainty in the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions of calcium and 

strontium at temperatures up to 

4000-5000°K thus calculated is de¬ 

termined only by the inaccuracy of 

the values used for the physical con¬ 

stants, because at these tempera¬ 

tures taking into account the ex¬ 

cess electron states with values of 

rtm*E</»<ll, where n has been 
liicuX 

does not introduce any errors. 



These errors do not exceed +0.005 cal/g-atom«degree in the values of 

* 
$ j in the case of barium, additional errors are introduced because of 

the absence of experimental data concerning the energy of the state 
o o . 

...5d “'P (up to +0. 03 cal/g-atom*degree in the of ¢3000^ 

At higher temperatures the errors due to the use of an approximate 

method of limiting the number of electron states of the atoms and al¬ 

so the absence of experimental data on the excitation energies of sev¬ 

eral levels begin to exert an effect. However, the total error in the 
4(. 

values of ¢5000 oi' the above“considered gases do not exceed +0.02 cal/ 

/g-atom«degree for Ca and Sr and +0.1 cal/g-atom«degree for Ba, 

The thermodynamic functions of Ca have been calculated earlier by 

Overstreet [3158] (¢^ for T<3000°K), for Ca and Sr by Katz and Mar¬ 

grave [23341 (T<2000° K). for Ca, Sr and Ba by Veyts, Gurvich and Rltish- 

cheva [126] (r<3500° K) and Kolsky, Gilmer and Gilles [24621 (T< 8000° K). 

At T<4000° K the differences between the data of [233^* 126, 

2462] and the values given in Tables 331, 336 and 341 of Vol. 2 do not 

exceed 0.003 cal/g-atom«degree and are due only to the difference be¬ 

tween the values of the physical constants used in the calculations. 

At higher temperatures the data of [2462] differ considerably from 

those given in the present Handbook. At 6000°K these differences at- 

tain 0.037; 0.064 and 0.156 cal/g-atom «degree in the values of <I>T for 

Ca, Sr and Ba, respectively, and are due to the fact that in the calcu¬ 

lations of Kolsky et al. all the levels given by Moore [2941] were ta¬ 

ken into account without limitation of the magnitude of the principal 

quantum number, and because the states for which experimental data are 

lacking, have not been taken into account. 

Ca*. Sr+ and Ba+. The thermodynamic functions of Ca+, Sr+ and Ba+, 

given in Tables 332 (II), 337 (1^) and 342 (II), respectively, were 

calculated by means of Eqs. (11.22) and (11.23). The values of the con- 
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stantg Aç and Ag In these equations, used in the calculations, are gi¬ 

ven in Table 255. The electron components were calculated by means of 

direct summation of the energy levels, given in Tables 249, 251 and 253. 

The main errors in the values of the thermodynamic functions of Ca+ 

Sr and Ba thus calculated are determined mainly by the fact that the 

electron levels with excitation energies over 50,000 cm'1 have been 

neglected. Owing to the fact, however, that the ionisation limits of 

all three ions are^fairly high (approximately 90,000 cm'1), the errors 

in the values of 4,*^ are less than the errors due to the Inaccuracy 

of the physical constants. 

The thermodynamic functions of ionized calcium, given in the first 

and present editions of the Handbook, agree within the limits of 0.002 

cal/g-atpm.degree; within the same limits the thermodynamic functions 

of Ca , sr+ and Ba+ agree with the calculation results of Margrave and 
co-workers [1851a]. 

Cap, SrO and BaO. The thermodynamic functions of the oxides of 

calcium, strontium and barium, given, respectively, m the Tables 334 

(II), 339 (II) and 344 (II), were calculated by means of Eqs. (II.161) 

and (II.162). The values of hii! and r ^ t 
mz. and in these equations were 

calculated by the method of Gordon and Barnes [Eqs. (II. 137) and (II. 

138)] on the basis of the molecular constants, presented in Table 254. 

The calculation of |n2 and T^im was carried out without limitation 

of the number of rotational energy levels and without correlation of 

the adopted vibrational constants of the above molecules with their 

dissociation energies. Table 256 gives the values of the constants C$ 

and Cg in Eqs. (II.I61) and (II. 162), the values of 6 and x for the in¬ 

terpolation by means of the anharmonic oscillator Tables and also the 

values of the coefficients in Eqs. (il.137) and (II.138), calculated 

on the basis of the adopted molecular conrtants for CaO, SrO and BaO. 
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xne components of the excited states of the molecules CaO, SrO and BaO 

given in Table 254, were calculated oy means of Eqs. (11.120) and (ll. 

121), i.e. , without taking account of the difference between the vibra¬ 

tional and rotational constants of these molecules in their ground and 

excited electron states. 

Ihe errors in the calculated values of the thermodynamic func¬ 

tions of CaO, SrO and BaO at temperatures up to 15C0-2000UK are mainly 

due to the inaccuracy of the values of the physical and molecular con- 

stants used in the calculations and do not exceed 0.02-0.03 cal/mole* 

•degree in the values of ciy At higher temperatures the errors due to 

the approximate manner of taking into account the excited electron 

states of OaO, SrO and BaO given in Table 254, the neglect of the need 

for limiting the number of rotational states and also the neglect of 

several lower electron states which have not been observed directly, 

but have been detected by means of the perturbations in the spectra of 

these molecules (see page 839), begin to take effect. These last-men¬ 

tioned errors can attain 0.2-0.5 cal/mole «degree in the values of a? 
oOOO 

of these gases. The total uncertainty in the values of 0 . a* 
* 298.15* 3000 

and ai6000 of the oxldes of calcium, strontium and barium is of the or¬ 

der of +0.01, +0.1 and +0.5 cal/mole «degree. 

The thermodynamic functions of CaO, SrO arid BaO had been calcula¬ 

ted earlier in the work of Veyts, Gurvlch and Rtishcheva [126] for 

7^3500 K. The results, given in this work and in Tables 334 (u), 339 

(II) and 344 (II), agree within the limits of 0.005 cal/mole«degree. 

The existing differences are accounted for by a certain difference be¬ 

tween the values of the physical and molecular constants which have 

been used. Other calculations of the thermodynamic functions of CaO, 

SrO and BaO are not known in the literature. 
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TABLE 256 

the Th0™0' 

Beutecrao 

a 

6 *•10* ßi-10* M0« ft 
T 

do 
y-io« 

•pod 

CaO 
SiO 
BaO 

1053,4 
940,24 
963,72 

6,5701 
6,0598 
3,0665 

0,7566 
0,6058 
0,4169 

0,460 
0,545 
0,815 

1,56964 
2,06381 
2,22883 

4,65 
4,35 
3,79 

5,6157 
7,9901 
9,3114 

12,5712 
14,9456 
16,2669 

a) Substance; b) degree; c) eal/mole-degree. 

§109. THERWDYMKO PROPERTIES OP Oa, CaO, Sr, SrO, Ba and BaO IN THF 
SOLID AND LIQUID STATE 

The thermodynamic functions of Ca, CaO, Sr, SrO, Ba and BaO in tht 

soiid and liquid state (Tables 330, 333, 335, 338, 340 and 343 of Vol. 

(Il) were calculated by means of Eqs. (111.9)-(111.11) on the basis of 

the values of the thermodynamic quantities given in Table 257. The er- 

in the calculated values of at the temperatures 298, 1000, 150a 
2000 and 3000-K were estimated on the basis of an analysis of the pos¬ 

sible errors in the initial data, given in Table 258. . 

Ça. Three polymorphous modifications of Oa are known: o-Ca- the 

cubic, dense packed modification (structure of the Cu type), (PCa — a 

modification with a complex, as yet undetermined structure and r-Ca, 

which has a hexagonal close packed structure (structure of the Mg type). 

As the heat of transformation of into jpc is unknown, only the 

polymorphous transformation of (po, into at 713“K has been tak¬ 

en into account in the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of 

calcium. 

Kelley [2364] examined the results of several studies on the heat 

capacity of calcium at low temperatures and, based mainly on the data 

of Cluslus and Vaughen [1137] (10-201°K), recommended *he value S^g ]r 
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- 9.S5 + 0.10 câl/g-atom-degree. The data of Roberts [3450] (l.5-20°K), 

published In 1957, gave a value of S°Q = 0.134 cal/g-atom-degree which 

is 0.02 cal/g-atom-degree greater than the corresponding value obtain¬ 

ed on the basis of the data of the work [1137]. The Handbook adopted 

»be values 5^,,=9,97+0,08 cal/g-atom-degree and _/fô~1377±10 cal/ 

/g-atom-degree, calculated by means of the data from the works [1137, 

3450]. 

TABLE 257 

Adopted Values of the Thermodynamic Quantities of Calcium 
Barium and Their Oxides in the Solid and Liquid State 

Strontium, 

1 
BcuiecTao 

2 
Correa. 

s;«.h G Ptn,iê 

9 K(»$$atiReBTu ■ 
ypiaaeaaa xjia C¿ a 

Î HHTCpBtÄ 
TeunepaTypbi 

Tm 
7HJ1* 
* Tir 

&Hm 
7 BJIM 

1 ¿>Htr 

3 koa/moã» 4 KãJtfm**‘»pa9 a 6-10* C.10-* #K •K KO AfMO Ab 
2 

Ca 8 
Ca 
Ca 
CaO 
CaO 
CaO 
Sr 
Sr 
Sr 
SrO 
SrO 
SrO 

; Ba 
Ba 
Ba 
BaO 
BaO 
BaO 

KpHCT. 
> 

SKmk. 
BKphct. 

> 
9>Khäk. 
KpHcr.8 

> 

)Khak.S 
KpHcrß 

• 
HChäk.S 
KpMCT.f 

» 
JKhsk.c 
KpMcrß 

• 
Mmicp 

1377 

1670 

1550 

2040 

1640 

2380 

8,97 

9,5 

12.7 

13,0 

14,5 . 

16.8 

(6,30 

10,24 

6,50 

10,64 

6,76 

10,82 

5,31 
1,50 
7.4 

11,67 
12,83 
16,00 
5,71 
8,0 

-7,4 
12,34 
13,21 
16,00 
5,69 
8,0 
7.5 

12,74 
13,65 
16,00 

3,33 
7,74 

1,08 
0,41 

2,66 

1,12 
0,29 

3,60 

1,04 
0,16 

-2,5 

1,56 

1,806 

1,984 

298.15— 713 
713—1122 

1122—3400 
298.15— 1800 

1800—2860 
2860—6000 

298.15— 862 
862—1043 

1043-3100 
298.15— 1200 

1200-2730 
2730—6000 

298.15— 643 
643-483 
983-3500 

298.15— 1200 
1200-2196 
2196-6000 

713 
1122 

2860 

862 
1043 

2730 

643 
983 

2196 

270 
2070 

19000 

200 
2200 

16700 

140 
1830 

13800 

а) —«.+ 6r —eT*1 (cal/mole-degree). 

1) Substance 
2) state 
3) cal/mole,- 
4) cal/mole-degree 
5) coefficients in the equation for C° 
б) temperature range P 
7) or 
8) cryst. 
9) liquid. 
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Data on the heat capacity and enthalpy of calcium at temperatures 

above 298°K were obtained in several investigations, but the presence 

of a polymorphous transformation in calcium at 713°K makes the selec¬ 

tion of the most reliable data difficult. Kubaschewski [2492] carried 

out a critical analysis of the results of these works, including un¬ 

published data by Jauch on the enthalpy of Ca within the range 298- 

-I223 K, and recommended a linear equation for the heat capacity of 

calcium in the range 198-713°K, a heat of transformation £//„3=0,27+ 

+ 0,04), kcal/g-atom, an equation for the heat capacity of 7-Ca (713- 

-1122°K), the heat of melting £//mn« =2,07+0,08 kcal/g-atom and a value 

for the heat capacity of molten calcium C% =7,4±0,2 cal/g-atom-degree 

(II22-I223 K), which have been adopted in the present Handbook. The 

last value was also used for the calculations of the thermodynamic 

functions of liquid calcium at higher temperatures. The calculated val¬ 

ues of the thermodynamic functions of calcium (Table 330 (ll)) agree 

within +0.Ü3 cal/g-atom«degree with the calculation results of Stull 

and Sinke [3894], carried out up to 1700°K. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of calcium in the solid 

and liquid state, calculated for the temperatures 293.15-3400°K, are 

given in Table 330 (ll). The magnitude of the errors in the calculated 

values of are given in Table 258. 

CaO. Calcium oxide and also the oxides of the other alkaline earth 

elements (SrO and BaO) are known only -in the form of cubic modifica¬ 

tions (structure of the NaCl type). 

The heat capacity of calcium oxide at low temperatures has been 

measured by Nernst and Schwers [3046] (28-90°K) and Parks and Kelley 

[3192] (87-293 K). Kelley [2364], based on these data, recommended 

Siw.is —cal/mole «degree. The value of SCsq, obtained by extrapola¬ 

tion oí the heat capacity to below 28°K, is 0.04 cal/mole«degree. The 
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-the heat capacity of strontium was measured by Roberts [3450] 

within the range 1.5-20°K and by Glascock [1758] at room temperatures 
_ • 

ÎM.1» 12,7+0,3 cal/g-atonrdegree). Using these data and also the val¬ 

ues of the heat capacity of calcium, the Handbook authors, using the 

method of Karapet'yants, estimated the heat capacity of strontium with¬ 

in the temperature range 20-298°K and found the values (C°pwn= 6,5+0,3 

cai/g-atom• degree* and //;8.16-//O0-1550+30 cal/g-atom. 

Data on the heat capacity and enthalpy of strontium at tempera- 

tuies over 298 K are lacking. The values of the transformation tempera¬ 

ture (862°K) and the melting temperature of strontium (1043°K) were 

taken from the data of Eastman et al [l440]j they are in good agree¬ 

ment with the values, recommended by Kubaschewski [2493]. Kubaschewski 

[2493] carried out an estimate of the heat of melting a//io«3=2.2+0,15 

kcal/g-atom, and Stull and Sinke [3894] of the heat of transformation 

of strontium A//M1=0.2 kcal/g-atom. The estimate of the heat capacity 

of strontium within the range 198-862°K was carried out by means of an 

equation, derived on the basis of the values C°„98 = 6,5 cal/g-atom «deg¬ 

ree [1758] and C%sm=8,0 cal/g-atom*degree (see Table 257). The heat 

capacity of the high-temperature modification of strontium has been es¬ 

timated as being 8.0 cal/g-atom«degree, and the heat capacity of liquid 

strontium has been taken as 7«4 cal/g-atom«degree on the basis of the 

data of [3894]. The differences between the values of «D*, given in Ta¬ 

ble 335 (II) and those calculated up to l600°K by Stull and Sinke 

[3894] do not exceed 0.25 cal/g-atom«degree and are due to the more 

precise value of 3°^ 15 as a result of the publication of the data of 

Roberts [3450]. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of strontium in the sol¬ 

id and liquid state, calculated for the temperatures 293.15-3100°K, are 

given in Table 335 (ll). The magnitude of the error in the calculated 
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value //^,.1,-//0=167(^20 cal/mole, given In Table 257, has been calcula¬ 

ted on the basis of the data from the works [3046, 3192]. 

Kelley [2363] re-examined the numerous enthalpy measurements on 

calcium oxide at high temperatures and recommended for the heat capa¬ 

city of CaO In the range 298-l800°K the equation given In Table 257. 

The results of the enthalpy measurements on CaO, carried out In 1951 by 

Lander [2554] (564-1176üK), agree with the values recommended by Kelléy 

[2363] to within 1.0-1.3^ (700-1100°K). The heat capacity of CaO In 

the range from l800°K to the melting point 2860±25° K 1917] has been es¬ 

timated by the Handbook authors by means of a linear equation, derived 

on the basis of the values ^,^ = 13.57 cal/mole «degree [2364] and 

C° naco — 14,09 cal/mcle-degree; the last value has been obtained In ac¬ 

cordance with the rule, formulated In chapter 3 (see page 2 58 )- The 

heat of melting of calcium oxide A//m,M#=19,0±3,0 kcal/mole has been 

taken from the estimate of Kubaschewski and Evans [2494]. The heat ca¬ 

pacity of liquid CaO has been estimated as 16.O cal/mole-degree. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of calcium oxide in the 

solid and liquid state, calculated for the temperatures 293.15-6000°K, 

are given In Table 333 (II)• The magnitude of the error in the calcu¬ 

lated values of OJ. is given in Table 258. 

Sr. Strontium has three polymorphous modifications, a cubic face- 

centered (a-Sr, structure of the Cu type), a hexagonal dense packed 

(ß-Sr, structure of the Mg type) and a cubic body-centered (r-Sr, struc¬ 

ture-of the Na type). The temperatures of the equilibrium transforma¬ 

tions of strontium are 608 and 862°K. In view of the absence of experi¬ 

mental data on the heat capacity and enthalpy of strontium at tempera¬ 

tures above 298°K, only the polymorphous transformation at 862°K whose 

heat has been estimated by Stull and Sinke [3894] was taken into ac¬ 

count in the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of strontium. 
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values of 0*r Is given in Table 258. 

SrO. Anderson [550] measured the heat capacity of strontium oxide 

within the range 58-298°K and calculated the value 5^,8,,,= 13.0+0.2 cal/ 

/mole‘degree. Extrapolation of the heat capacity to below 56.2°K gives 

the value SM,2=l,17 cal/mole‘degree. The value //"aw»—//°o calculated 

on the basis of Anderson's data [550] is 2040 + 20 cal/mole. The en¬ 

thalpy of SrO within the range 406-1266°K was studied by Lander [2554]. 

The equation recommended by him for the heat capacity of SrO (see Ta¬ 

ble 257) is used up to 1200°K. The heat capacity of strontium oxide 

within the range from 1200°K to the melting point 2730+20° K 1917) has 

been estimated by means of a linear equation, derived on the basis of 

the values (^,^=13,56 cal/mole «degree [2554] and C°pî73o=14,0 cal/mole* 

•degree. The heat of melting of strontium oxide, according to an esti¬ 

mate by Kubaschewski and Evans [2494] is l6. 7 +2.0 kcal/mole. The heat 

capacity of liquid SrO has been taken as l6.0 cal/mole‘degree. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of strontium oxide in 

the solid and liquid state, calculated for the temperatures 293.15- 

-6000°K, are given in Table 338 (II). The magnitude of the errors in 

the calculated values of is given in Table 258. 

Ba. Barium is known in the form of the cubic body-centered modifi¬ 

cation (a-Ba, structure type of Na) is stable up to 643°K and the high- 

temperature modification ß-Ba, whose structure has not yet been deter¬ 

mined. 

The existing literature data on the heat capacity of barium apply 

to the lowest temperatures (Roberts [3450], 1.5-20°K) and to room temp¬ 

erature (Mendeleyev, see [2819], C% = 6,87 cal/g-atom-degree, 273- 

-373°K). Calculation of the heat capacity of barium within the range 

of 20-298°K by the method of Karapet'yants, using the above data and 

the values of the heat capacity of potassium, gives the values Sp^g ^ ; 
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= l4.5 + 0.5 cal/g-atom*degree and W0*»!.!*—W%=lt»40+50 cal/g-atom. * 

Measurements of the enthalpy of the high-temperature modification of 

barium and of liquid barium have been carried out in the unpublished 

work of Jauch (see [2492, 2493], 723-1123°K). On the basis of these da¬ 

ta, Kubaschewski [2493] recommended for the heat of transformation of 

barium the value | A//««a=0,14±0,08 kcal/g-atom and for the heat of melt¬ 

ing of barium, —A//h* = 1.83±°*07 kcal/g-atom. The values of the heat ca¬ 

pacity of the ß-modification of barium obtained by Kubaschewski [2492] 

on the basis of the data of Jauch (C% = -1,36+19.2-lO*» 7.673-983° K) and 

of liquid barium (C%= 11,5+0,3 cal/g-atom*degree) are improbably high. 

Hence values were adopted in the Handbook, as in tle summary of Stull 

and Sinke [3894] for the heat capacity of barium, which had been ob¬ 

tained by means of an approximate estimate, namely: a linear equation 

for the heat capacity of a-Ba (298-643° K) (see Table 257), the value 

C%=8,0 cal/g-atom*degree (643-983°K) for ß-Ba and the value C°p-7,5 

cal/g-atom*degree for liquid barium. 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of barium in the solid 

and liquid state, calculated, for the temperatures 293» 15-3500°K, are 

given in Table 340 (II). The magnitude of the errors in the calcula¬ 

ted values of is indicated in Table 258. 

The differences between the values of the thermodynamic functions 

of solid and liquid barium, given in Table 340 (II) and those calcula¬ 

ted up to 1900°K by Stull and Sinke [3094] attain approximately 1 cal/ 

/g-atom«degree and are due to the considerable improvement of the val¬ 

ue S°jgQ as a result of the work of Roberts [3450]. 

BaO. The heat capacity of barium oxide within the range 56-299°K 

has been measured by Anderson [550] who recommended the value S0»*,u= 

= 16,8+0,3 cal/mole »degree. The value S^g g* obtained by extrapolation 

of the heat capacity below 56.2°K, is 2.56 cal/mole«degree. The value 
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_yyo_2380 1 30 cal/mole has b66n calculated on the basis of the 

data of Anderson [550]. Lander [2554] (391-1299°K) studied the enthal¬ 

py of two samples of barium oxide, one of which contained 27^ SrO^ and 

the other had been obtained by thermal decomposition of Ba02 contain¬ 

ing an Impurity of SlOg. On the basis of the data thus obtained. 

Lander [2554] recommended for the specific heat of pure BaO an equa¬ 

tion which is used in the Handbook within the range 298-1200°K (see Ta¬ 

ble 257). For the heat capacity of barium oxide in the range from 1200’K 

to the melting point 2196 + 10°K [917], a linear equation has been es¬ 

tablished on the basis of the values C°p1Mo= 13.84 cal/mole‘degree [2554] 

and CpnM=l*‘0 cal/mole «degree. The heat of melting of BaO, adopted 

on the basis of the estimate made by Kubaschewskl and Evans [2494], is 

13.8 + 2.0 kcal/mole. The heat capacity of liquid barium oxide has 

been estimated as l6. 0 cal/mole«degree. 

TABLE 258 

Uncertainties (in cal/mole«degree) in the 
Values of for Calcium, Strontium, Ba¬ 

rium and Their Oxides in the Solid and Li¬ 
quid State 

r*. K 2» 1000 1500 2000 3000 

Ca 
CaO 
Sr 
SrO 
Ba 
BaO. 

±0.08 
±0.2 
±0.3 
±0,2 
±0.5 
±0.3 

±0.15 
±0.25 
±0.8 
±0,3 
±1,0 
±0,4 

±0.2 
±0,3 
±1.2 
±0,4 
±1.4 
±0,5 

±0,3 
±0,4 
±1,5 
±0.5 
±U 
±0,7 

±0,6 
±0.8 
±2.0 
±1.0 
±2,2 
±1,3 

The values of the thermodynamic functions of barium oxide in the 

solid and liquid state, calculated for the temperatures 293-15-6000"K, 

are given in Table 343 (XX). The magnitude of the possible error in 

the calculated values of <t>r is indicated In Table 258. 
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§110. THERMOCHEMCAL QUANTITIES 

The standard state of calcium is Ca (eryst.). 

Oa. (gas). Table 259 gives a summary of the literature data on 

the pressure of saturated calcium vapor and also the heats of sublima¬ 

tion of calcium calculated by the Handbook authors on the basis of these 

data. 

The results of the measurements, carried out by Pilling [3248] by 

the method of evaporation from a surface are insufficiently reliable 

owing to the inaccuracy of the measurement method used by him and the 

contamination of the sample (97*2$ Ca, 1.6$ Mg and 1.2^ CaClg). The da¬ 

ta of Ruff and Hartmann [3554] obtained by the spring balance method 

(variant of the method of boiling point determination) are erroneous 

(for criticism of Ruff's method of determination of the saturation va¬ 

por pressure of metals see the review by Eucken [1496]). The vapor 

pressures of calcium, measured by Rudberg [354?] by the effusion meth¬ 

od, are almost 10 times lower than the data of other authors which 

can be accounted for by the imperfection of the apparatus and method 

used for the temperature measurement in this work. 

The most reliable measurements of the vapor pressure of calcium 

were carried out by Priselkov and Nesmeyanov [337], Douglas [1384] and 

Tomlin [3999] by means of different variants of the effusion method. 

The results of these measurements are in good agreement and give the 

value A//So(Ca, cryst. ) = 42.1 kcal/g-atom. The measurement results of 

Hartmann and Schneider [1967] obtained by the method of boiling point 

determination also agree with these data. The curve of the vapor pres¬ 

sure over solid calcium, presented in the recently published work by 

Smith and Smith [3785] is too steep and results in a heat of sublima¬ 

tion a//s0=42.9 kcal/g-atom, which is greater than the values obtained 

on the basis of the data of other investigators. 
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TABLE 253 

Results of the Calculation of the Heat of Sublimation of Calcium 

A A BTOpiJ 
B 

Toa C Mstoa 
HwrepnaA 

rtMncparypw, 

D *K 

MhCJIO H3- 
MCpCHH A 
E 

A Hi,. 
nKa*lt-amou 

F 

nwuiHHr [3248). 

Py^, XapTMaHH (3554) .... 
XapmaHH, II!nefiaep [1067] . . 
PyAÖepr [3547).. . 
npHceflKOB, HecMCRHOB [337] . 
Ay mac [1384] ........ 
Tomahh [3999] . 
Cm irr, Cmht [3785] ...... 

1921 

1924 
1929 
1934 
1954 
1954 
1954 
1959 

i RcnapeHRii 
C nOBCpXHOCTH 
k KHnCMHH 

» 
1 KiyAceaa 

» 
» 
i 
• 

776-973 

1233-1380 
1254-1546 
774-897 
748-943 
807-918 
801-877 
730-965 

6 

7 
11 
8 

11 
13 
6 

41.8 

40.9 ±1,8 
41,97±0,25 
45,97±0,16 
42,0540,15 
42,17±0,22 
42,08±0,13 
42.9 

A| Authors 
B) year 
c| method 
D) temperature range, 0K 
E) number of measurements 

P) AHo , kcal/g-atom. 
b0 

a) Pilling [3248] 
bJ Ruff, Hartmann [3554] 
cj Hartmann, Schneider [1967] 
d) Rudberg 
e) Priselkov, Nesmeyanov [337] 
f) Douglas [1384] 
g) Tomlin [3999] 
hj Smith, Smith [3785] 
i) evaporation from a surface 
k) boiling 
l) Knudsen. 

The Handbook adopted the value 

A/fS0(Ca,cryst.) = A/fo/0(Ca,gas)= 42,1 ±0,2 kcal/g-atom, 

which is the mean of the values calculated by means of the data of Pri¬ 

selkov and An. Nesmeyanov [337]# Douglas [1384] and Tomlin [3999]- This 

value practically coincides with the value recommended by Stull and 

Sinke [3894]. 

Ca+ (gas). The value of the ionization energy of the calcium atom 

adopted in the Handbook, 49,304.8 cm-^ or 

/(U)-= 140,975 kcal/g-atom, 

has been taken from the work of Moore [2941]. The error in this value 

does not exceed 1 cal/g-atom. To the adopted value corresponds 

A//0/, (Ca\ ras) « 183,075 ± 0,2 kcal/g-atom. 
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^ .(cryst-)• Bichowsky and Rossini [813] have reviewed critically 

the numerous literature data on the heats of dissolution of calcium ox¬ 

ide and metallic calcium in hydrochloric acid. Based on these data, 

they calculated the heat of formation of calcium oxide A//7M1=—151,7 

kcal/mole. Later on Rossini et al [3508] reduced this value to stand¬ 

ard temperature and, taking into account several recent works, recom¬ 

mended the value A//0/*,,,,, = —151,9 kcal/mole. 

Siemonsen [3720] measured the heat of combustion of metallic cal¬ 

cium in chlorine and found A//aM =-187,8 kcal/mole (the scatter of the 

individual measurements exceeded 2 kcal/mole). On the basis of this 

value and also several thermal effects of other reactions [3508] it is 

possible to establish a cycle which does not contain L-e heat of dis¬ 

solution of calcium in hydrochloric acid. The heat of formation of CaO 

calculated in this way is A//7m.i.=-149,7 kcal/mole. 

Attempts to obtain a fairly accurate value for the heat of forma¬ 

tion of calcium oxide by the method of combustion of metallic calcium 

in oxygen remained without success for a long time [3013, 1901]. In 

1956 Huber and Holley [2l4l] carried out a new determination of the 

heat of combustion of calcium in oxygen. A carefully analyzed sample of 

calcium with high purity (99-37^ Ca, main impurities 0.07^ CaO and 0.52 

% CaHg). It was found by a special analysis that formation of Ca02 did 

not take place. 

The heat of formation of calcium oxide, 

All7a«.is (CaO, cryst. )= —151,79 + 0,21 kcal/mole, 

found in the work of Huber and Holley [2141] has been adopted In the 

Handbook. 

The value obtained from the thermochemical cycle which Includes 

the heat of solution of calcium in water, is very close to the adopted 

value. The agreement with the value, calculated on the basis of the 
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heat of formation of calcium chloride, is less good which is a conse¬ 

quence of the relatively low accuracy of the heat of formation of CaCl„ 

used in the calculation. 

The heat of dissociation of calcium carbonate which can be calcu¬ 

lated on the basis of the numerous studies of this reaction, gives on¬ 

ly the difference between the heats of formation of calcium oxide and 

calcium carbonate. Because both these values are calculated from ther¬ 

mochemical cycles which include the heat of solution of calcium in ny- 

drochloric acid (the least accurate member of the cycle), this calcu¬ 

lation cannot give an independent value for the heat of formation of 

calcium oxide. 

CaOjgas}. The vapor pressure of calcium oxide has been measured 

by Ruff and Schmidt [3564] and Claassen and Veenemans [lll6]. The re¬ 

sults obtained by Ruff and Schmidt are erroneous, mainly because of 

the reduction of the calcium oxide by the graphite (or carbide) walls 

of the crucible. Claassen and Veenemans measured the rate of evapora¬ 

tion of calcium oxide and other alkaline earth metal oxides from plat¬ 

inum foil, coated with a layer of calcium oxide with a thickness of 

100-200 microns. It was assumed that the temperature of the platinum 

was the same as that of the calcium oxide coating. However, Blevett, 

Liebhafsky and Hennelly [842] showed that owing to the difference in 

the emission coefficients of platinum and the alkaline earth metal ox¬ 

ides and also because of the low thermal conductivity of these oxides 

this assumption may result in considerable errors in the measured tem¬ 

peratures. The results of the seven tests (l6l7-1728°K) carried out by 

Claassen and Veenemans [1116] can be represented by the equation 

Igp (atm)»-2^*99+7.25*. 

The composition of the products from the evaporation of calcium ox- 
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ide are given further on. The partial pressures of Ca, 02 and 0, form¬ 

ed as a result of the dissociation of the calcium oxide in the condens¬ 

ed state, were calculated on the basis of the thermodynamic properties 

of these substances as adopted in the Handbook. It was assumed that 

yCa = y0-^-2Vo where V is the evaporation rate. The partial pressure 

of CaO, the total vapor pressure over the calcium oxide Zp (in atm) 

and the proportion of Ca in the vapor, calculated by means of the data 

of Claassen and Veenemans [ll6] are given below: 

r,°K Pc* Po» Po Pc*o Zp Pc» 
Pc» + Pc»0 ' 

1600 7,76-10-“ 7,26-10-“ 3,88-10-“ 4,11-10-“ 1,648-10-“ 65,4 
1750 2,27-iO-* 2,30-10-“ 1,11-10^ 1,21-10^ 4,82-10-» 65,2 

% 

It might be of interest to mention that the proportion of calcium 

in the vapor is practically Independent of the temperature. The in¬ 

crease in temperature, which promotes the dissociation, is compensa¬ 

ted in this case by the increase in pressure, which has the opposite 

effect. 

Calculation of the heat of sublimation of calcium oxide on the ba¬ 

sis of the data obtained by Claassen and Veenemans [1116], allowance 

being made for the formation of atomic calcium in the vapor (the meth¬ 

od of calculation is described in the work [296]) led to the value 

A//s„=--140 kcal/mole.* The uncertainty in this value, estimated on the 

basis of the scatter of individual experimental points, is +4 kcal/mole. 

To this value of the heat of sublimation corresponds a dissociation en¬ 

ergy D0(CaO)=U2±4 kcal/mole. 

Drummond and Barrow [1409], using the data of Claassen and Veene¬ 

mans [1116], calculated the heat of sublimation of calcium oxide as 

137-5 kcal]mole. The difference between this value and those found in 

the present Handbook, is explained by the fact that the authors f->! the 

work [1409] did not allow for the dissociation of the calcium oxide and 
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that they used a wrong equation, representing the experimental data 

for their calculation [1116] and obviously taken from the work of Kel¬ 

ley [-355] (see footnote, page 1768). 

Pelchowitch [3213], using a mass spectrometer, investigated the 

composition of the products of the evaporation of calcium oxide from 

heated platinum foil. The main evaporation product under thes.: condi¬ 

tions at i550-l800°K proved to be atomic calcium. The dependence of the 

current of CaO ions on temperature found by Pelchowitch corresponds 

to the heat of sublimation of calcium oxide a//s0=174 kcal/mole, or 

A//Sim=169 kcal/mole, which sharply contradicts the value calculated 

above on the basis of the data of Claassen and Veenemans [III6]. It 

may be assumed, as in the case of SrO, that calculation of the heat of 

sublimation of calcium oxide on the basis of the results of measure¬ 

ments of the Intensity of the CaO+ ion current leads to incorrect re¬ 

sults. In fact, it was found in the work [3213] during an investigation 

of the evaporation of barium oxide, that a considerable proportion of 

the barium oxide (40-50$) dissociates during ionization under the in¬ 

fluence of the electron beam. As the molecule CaO is much less stable 

than BaO, it may be expected that the dissociation of CaO as a result 

of the ionizing effect of the electron gun will be even more consider¬ 

able and thus, the ion current CaO+ measured by Pelchowitch [3213] can¬ 

not serve directly as a measure of the CaO concentration in the vapor. 

In these cases it is necessary for the transition from the ion current 

to the partial pressures to allow for the degree of dissociation dur¬ 

ing the ionization, which cannot be done at the present time. It should 

be pointed out that Pelchowitch himself [3213] did not calculate the 

heat of sublimation of .calcium oxide on the basis of the data obtain¬ 

ed by him, and that he reported in this work only the angle of slope 

of the curve which expresses the logarithm of the CaO+ ion current as 
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a function of temperature. 

The numerical value of the dissociation energy of calcium oxide 

can also be calculated on the basis of a study of the dissociation e- 

qullibrium of this molecule in flames.* Huldt and Lagerqvist [2148, 

2149] investigated the dissociation equilibrium of calcium oxide in 

acetylene-air flames (2240-2430°K) and found D0(CaO) = 120 kcal/mole. 

However, later on the same authors [215O] corrected this value and re¬ 

commended II2.7 kcal/mole.** In the works of Veyts and Gurvich [122, 

125, 121], the dissociation equilibrium of calcium oxide was studied 

in carbon monoxide-oxygen, acetylene-air, acetylene-oxygen and hydro¬ 

gen-oxygen flames over a temperature range of 2370 to 3210°K. One of 

the sources of error in the values of the dissociation energy of CaO, 

determined by the method of studying the equilibrium in flames, is 

the indeterminacy of the probability of the electronic transition con¬ 

nected with the Ca line (4227 A), which also accounts for the differ¬ 

ences between the dissociation energies of calcium oxide of II5 [129] 

and 117-0 kcal/mole [121], recommended on the basis of the same experi¬ 

mental data. At the present time, however, the probability of this 

transition has been determined very accurately [327]. Recalculation of 

the data, obtained in the last work of Huldt and Lagerqvist [2150] and 

in the works of Veyts and Gurvich [125, 121] with allowance being made 

for the transition probability found in the work [327] leads to values 

of D0(CaO) of II3.2 and 114.9 + 4 kcal/mole, respectively. The value 

obtained on the basis of the data, given in the works [122, 125, 121] 

is the more reliable because in these works the investigations were 

carried out in several types of flames over a wider range of tempera¬ 

tures and, besides the partial pressure of the atomic calcium had been 

measured by two independent methods. 

The agreement between the dissociation energies obtained on the 
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basis of measurements of the vapor pressure of calcium oxide and stud¬ 

ies of the dissociation of calcium oxide in flames, may be considered 

to be completely satisfactory. Because the results of the vapor pres¬ 

sure measurements on calcium oxide, carried out by Claassen and Veene- 

mans [1116] exhibit a large scatter and their accuracy is reduced in 

consequence of the marked dissociation of the calcium oxide in the va¬ 

por, the value D0(CaO) obtained in the investigations of the flame equi¬ 

libria, is more reliable. The dissociation energy of calcium oxide, 

obtained by Veyts and Gurvich [125, 121] has been adopted in the Hand¬ 

book 

Do(CaO)— 115^4 kcal/mole, 

To this value corresponds 

A//°/0(CaOf gas )= —13,913 ±4,0 kcal/mole, 

A//s0(CaO,cryst.) = 137,133±4>0 kcal/mole. 

The standard state of strontium is Sr [cryst. ). 

.(gas)- The Pressure of saturated strontium vapor has been in¬ 

vestigated by the method of boiling point determination by Ruff and 

Hartmann [3554] (l217-l4ll°K) and Hartmann and Schneider [1967] (1199- 

-1379°K) and by the effusion method by Priselkov and Nesr.eyanov [337] 

673-873 K). The calculations of the heat of sublimation of strontium 

on the basis of these data gives values of 38.0 + 2, 39.46 + 0.05 and 

38.6 + 0.3 kcal/g-atom, respectively. The data of Ruff and Hartmann 

[3554], as in the case of calcium (see page 176^, are erroneous and 

were not used for this reason. The causes of the considerable differ¬ 

ences between the data of Hartmann and Schneider [1967] and Priselkov 

and Nesmeyanov [337] are not clear. The better correspondence between 

the heats of sublimation of strontium at 0°K, calculated by means of 

the second and third laws of thermodynamics from the data of Hartmann 

and Schneider, makes it possible to regard them as slightly more relia- 
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ble. The value 

A//s0 (Sr, cryst. ) = &Hof0 (Sr, gas )= 39,2 ± 0,8 kcal/g-atom 
A 

which has been adopted in the Handbook, is the weighted average of the 

values calculated from the data of Hartmann and Schneider [1967] and 

those of Priselkov and Nesmeyanov [337]. The uncertainty in this value 

is due mainly to the inaccuracy of the thermodynamic functions of sol¬ 

id and liquid strontium (see Table 258). 

Sr+ (gas). The ionization potential of the strontium atom is 

^■5j925.6 cm-'*', oy 

/ (Sr) = 131,313 ikcal/g-etom, 

which has been adopted in the work of Moore [2941]; the uncertainty in 

this value is about 1 cal/g-atom. To this value corresponds 

Atf’MSr*, gas )= 170,513 ±0,8 kcal/g-atom. 

SrO (cryst.). The data on the heats of solution of strontium in 

hydrochloric acid and of strontium oxide in water and in hydrochloric 

acid were examined by Bichowsky and Rossini [813] and the value A//7t„ = 

= —140,8 kcal/mole was recommended for the heat of formation of stron¬ 

tium oxide. Rossini et al [3508] later recalculated this value to stand¬ 

ard conditions and recommended AA/7„MI=—141,1 kcal/mole. 

The heat of combustion of metallic strontium in chlorine (-210 

kcal/mole), measured by Siemonsen [3720], enables the construction of 

another thermodynamic cycle to be achieved, in which the heat of solu¬ 

tion of metallic strontium in hydrochloric acid does not appear. This 

calculation, in which several other data from the work [3508] are In¬ 

cluded, gives a value of about -153 kcal/mole, which differs greatly 

from that calculated by Rossini et al [3508], The results of the meas¬ 

urements of the heat of combustion of strontium in chlorine carried out 

by Siemonsen [3720] are not accurate (the experimental values vary with¬ 

in the limits of 202 and 217 kcal/mole); hence, preference has been giv- 
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en in the Handbook to the heat of formation of strontium oxide. 

A//o/w.u(Sr0,cryst. )=— 141,1 ;t2,0 kcal/mole, 

calculated on the basis of the thermochemical cycle including the heat 

of dissolution of metallic strontium. 

SrO (gas). Claassen and Veenemans [1116] investigated the rate of 

evaporation of strontium oxide from heated platinum foil. The vapor 

pressure of strontium oxide, obtained by these authors within the temp¬ 

erature range of l495-l635°K (under the assumption that strontium ox¬ 

ide is the only product of evaporation) can be described by the equa- 

tion lgp(atm)=-^-1-10,47 .* The calculation of the heat of subli¬ 

mation of SrO, carried out by the authors of the Handbook, allowance 

being made for the formation of Sr atoms in the vapor (the method of 

calculation is described in the work [296I], gave the value A//s0=l28 

kcal/mole. The calculated Sr content of the vapor, according to the 

data of the work [III6], decreases with increase in temperature and a- 

mounts to 6l$ at 1500°K and 29.2$ at l650°K. 

Moore, Allison and Struthers [2944] carried out a detailed inves¬ 

tigation on the rate of evaporation of strontium oxide from a platinum 

strip. In contrast to the preceding work, the quantity of strontium ox¬ 

ide, evaporated from the strip and condensed on the collector, was de¬ 

termined not only by gravimetric analysis but also by a polarographtc 

method and the method of radioactive tracers. In individual studies it 

was found that under the conditions of the work [2944], reduction of 

the strontium oxide does not take place. The results of 19 tests (1290- 

-l650°K) carried out in the work [2944], taking into account the data 

of Claassen and Veenemans [III6], can be represented by the equation 

IgM»-y—I-10,468, where M is the rate of evaporation of SrO (in g• 

cm” *h- ). Assuming that the sole evaporation product is SrO, the au- 
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thors of the work [2944] found for the heat of sublimation Atfs0=1264:0.8 

kcal/mole.An approximate calculation of the formation of atomic stron¬ 

tium (on the assumption that SrO dissociates to an extent of 40$) led 

the authors of the work [2944] to the value 126.6 kcal/mole. 

The results of the calculation of the composition of the dissocia¬ 

tion products of strontium oxide in the condensed state on the basis of 

the thermodynamic properties of the corresponding substances as adopt¬ 

ed in the Handbookj are given below. The partial pressures of SrO, the 

total vapor pressure over solid strontium oxide (in atmospheres) 

and the content of atomic strontium (in %) were calculated on the basis 

of the data of Moore et al [2944]: 

r, *k Par Po. Po PsrO 
PST 

PSr + PSiO ’ 

1300 
1500 
1850 

1.33.10- » 
5.78.10- “ 
2,06.1fr* 

2,18.10-» 
8,95.10-“ 
3,09.10-» 

2,60.10-» 
1,21.10-“ 
4,44.10-» 

2,6710-» 
5.52.10- “ 
1.12.10- * 

4.48.10- » 
1.34.10- “ 
3.93.10- * 

33,3 
51,2 
14,8 

The heat of sublimation of SrO, calculated by means'of the data 

of the work [2944], allowance being made for the formation of Sr atoms 

in the vapor, is A//s0=128 kcal/mole* which agrees with the results of 

the calculations on the basis of the data of Claassen and Veenemans 

[1116]. The uncertainty in this error is estimated to be + 4 kcal/mole. 

To this heat of sublimation corresponds D0(SrO)= HO.SHtS kcal/mole. It 

should be pointed out that the above given calculations were carried 

out on the assumption that the condensation coefficient of strontium 

oxide is equal to unity. It was found in the work of Morgulis, Gavril- 

yuk and Kulik [302] that the condensation coefficient of strontium ox¬ 

ide on tungsten, depending on the degree to which it is coated with 

strontium oxide, varies from 0.1 (pure tungsten) to 0.4-0.5 (approxi¬ 

mately 30 molecular layers of strontium oxide). Because the method oí’ 

evaporation from a covered surface had been used in the works [1116, 
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2944], a value of the evaporation coefficient of less than unity would 

have resulted In lower values of the calculated partial pressures of 

strontium oxide as compared with the true value. 

The mass-spectrometrlc investigations of the evaporation of stron¬ 

tium oxide from a surface [3213] and from an effusion cell [3305] 

which will be examined further on, led to coincident results which ob¬ 

viously attests to the fact that the evaporation coefficient of stron¬ 

tium oxide cannot be much less than unity. If it be assumed that the 

evaporation coefficient of strontium oxide is 0.5, the heat of subli¬ 

mation should be 2 kcal/mole less and the value of D0(SrO) must be re¬ 

duced by the same amount. 

Pelchowitch [3213] investigated the mass spectrum of the evapora¬ 

tion products of strontium oxide from a heated platinum strip (l400- 

-1750°K). He found that the main evaporation product under these con¬ 

ditions is atomic strontium (the ratio of the ionic current of Sr+ and 

SrO+ was always greater than 50). An investigation of the dependence 

of the logarithm of the Sr+ ion current on temperature showed that, as 

in the case of the evaporation of BaO, the experimental points can be 

accommodated not by one, but two line curves with an inflection point 

at l600°K. By virtue of its relatively low intensity, the SrO+ current 

can be studied only at temperatures over l600°K. The slope angle of the 

straight line lg/(SrO+)—1/r corresponds to a heat of sublimation of stron¬ 

tium oxide of 160 kcal/mole (or 154 kcal/mole at 0°K). 

Porter, Chupka and Inghram [3305] carried out an investigation of 

the mass spectrum of the products of evaporation of strontium oxide 

from an effusion cell, made of aluminum oxide. The main evaporation pro¬ 

duct proved to be strontium: at a temperature of 2100°K, the ratio of 
-t- 

the Sr and SrO ion currents was 300 : 36:1. The calibration of the ap¬ 

paratus by the method of evaporating a certain quantity of silver, used 
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by the authors of [3305] made It possible to find the partial pressure 

*,0 = 3,6.10- atmospheres at 2100“K. Calculation of the heat of sub¬ 

limation of SrO on the basis of the above given value leads to a 

value of Affs.» 151 kcal/mole. * The calculation of the composition of 

the dissociation products of solid strontium oxide under conditions of 

evaporation from an effusion cell [296], carried out on the basis of 

the thermodynamic data adopted in the present Handbook, gave the folio« 

ing values at 2100°K: *, = 4.24.,0-.5,52..0- and ,0 =,.03-,0- atmos¬ 

pheres. If we assume [3153] that the ionization cross sections of stron 

tium and strontium oxide are equal, then, on the basis of the calcula¬ 

ted value *,= 4,24.10- atmospheres and the ratio of the ion currents 

of strontium and strontium oxide, found by Porter et al [3305], we can 

calculate the value *0=1,4.10- at. To this value corresponds a heat 

of sublimation of strontium oxide A«j, = 154,6 kcal/mole. 

Thus, the results of the mass-spectrometric studies [3305, 3213] 

give the heat of sublimation and dissociation energy of strontium ox- 

Me of AÂV.I53Í3 kcal/mole and D,(SrO) =86 kcal/mole, which differ 

markedly from those calculated on the basis of the results of the in¬ 

vestigations on the vapor pressure by the method of evaporation from a 

surface [1116, 1294]: a//s,=128 kcal/mole and D,(SiO)=llO,6 kcal/mole. 

The difference between these values exceeds somewhat the usual uncer¬ 

tainties in the above described methods. Brewer and Searcy [95] show¬ 

ed that the cause of the difference may be the reducing conditions in 

the effusion cell** or the low evaporation coefficient of strontium ox¬ 

ide. However, Moore et al [1294] showed that a reduction of the stron¬ 

tium oxide had not taken place in their work. It is also difficult to 

imagine that during the evaporation of strontium oxide from an effusion 

chamber, made of alumina [3305] reducing conditions could play an im¬ 

portant part (see section on BaO in the work [2170], It is not possible 
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to account for the difference by a low evaporation coefficient of 

strontium oxide, because higher pressures were found in studies car¬ 

ried out by the method of evaporation from a surface [1116, 29^4]. 

It may be assumed that the cause of the marked difference in the 

results of the mass-spectrometric measurements and the results of the 

measurements by conventional methods consists in the fact that the au¬ 

thors of the mass-spectrometric measurements [3305] failed to allow 

for the dissociation of the strontium oxide during the ionization. In 

fact, during the investigations on barium oxide [3213* 2170], it was 

found that approximately half of the BaO+ ions dissociate during the 

ionization. As the stability of the molecule SrO is much less than 

that of BaO, it may be expected that the SrO+ ion will also be less 

stable than the BaO+ ion. In this case, the dissociation of the SrO+ 

should take place with greater intensity than the dissociation of BaO , 

and the heat of sublimation of SrO calculated on the basis of the SrO+ 

ion current proves to be much too high. 

The dissociation energy of strontium oxide can be found as a re¬ 

sult of studies of flame equilibria. A detailed description of the ex¬ 

perimental method and the method calculating the dissociation energies 

is given in the work [122]. The measurements, carried out by Huldt and 

Lagerqvist in an acetylene-air flame at temperatures of 2430°K [2148, 

2149] and 2240-2430°K [2150], enabled the dissociation energies of 

strontium oxide, of 111.0 and 111.7 kcal/mole,* respectively, to be 

calculated. 

Flames of acetylene with oxygen and air, hydrogen with oxygen and 

carbon monoxide with oxygen (2370-3210°K) were used in the works of 

Veyts and Gurvich [122, 125, 121]. The dissociation energies of stron¬ 

tium oxide obtained in these flames: 111.0, 111.0 and 111.8 kcal/mole 

(undertainty +4 kcal/mole), agree fully with those obtained by Huldt 
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a*d Lagerqvist. Recalculation of theae values, allowing for the recent 

ly Obtained more precise values of the transition probability of Sr 

[327] leads to D„(SK))=1I3.2±4 kcal/mole. The dissociation energy thus 

determined, agrees within the limits of error with the results of the 

investigations on the vapor pressure over strontium oxide. 

The dissociation energy of strontium oxide 

D,(SrO) = U2±2 kcal/mole, 

which is the average of the value, found on the basis of the measure¬ 

ments of the vapor pressure of strontium oxide and that obtained In 

the investigation of the dissociation equilibrium in flames, has been 

adopted in the Handbook. To this value correspond 

^^°f# (SrO, gas) =s —13,813^2,1 kcal/mole, 

A//«, (SrO, cryst. 426,740 ±2,9 kcal/mole. 

The standard state of barium is Ba (cryst.). 

BaJsas}. The pressure of saturated barium vapor was measured by 

the method of boiling point determination by Ruff and Hartmann [3354] 

(1203-1403-K) and Hartmann and Schneider ¡1967] (1333-1411¾) and the 

effusion method by Rudberg and Lempert [3548] (798-1023¾) and by Zait¬ 

seva [194b] (914-996 K). Calculation of the heat of sublimation of ba¬ 

rium on the basis of these data gives values of M,8±2,4. 42.9±0.2. 46.9+0.4 

and 46.7+0,96 kcal/g-atom, respectively. The data of Ruff and Hartmann 

[3554], as pointed out previously (see pagel765), are erroneous. The 

causes for the considerable difference between the data of Hartmann 

and Schneider [I967] and the results of the effuqinn mo i r 10 ui une eiiuslon measurements [3548 
19^-b] are not known. 

The results of the effusion measurements are obviously more relia¬ 

ble. They agree well with each other. The value 

Affs, (Ba, cryst. ) = A//«/, (Ba, raa) = 46,8 ± 2 kcal/g-^tom, 

calculated on the basis of the effusion measurements [3548, 194b] has 
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adopted in the Handbook. 

Balsas). The ionization potential of the barium atom, equal to 

42,032.4 cm:1, or 

1 (Ba) = 120,182 kcal/g-atom, 

has been adopted from Moore [2941]; its uncertainty is about 1 cal/g- 

-atom. To this value corresponds 

A//7. (Bargas )= 166,982 ^2 kcal/g-atom. 

BaO (cryst.). The heat of formation of barium oxide has been cal¬ 

culated by Bichowsky and Rossini [813] on the basis of the literature 

data on the heats of solution of barium oxide in water and hydrochlo¬ 

ric acid and of metallic barium in hydrochloric acid. The value = 

= -133 kcal/mole recommended by Bichowsky and Rossini [813] was later 

recalculated by Rossini et al [3508] to the standard temperature of 

25°C. The value recommended by Rossini et al [3508] for the heat of 

formation of crystalline barium oxide 

A/T/ii».i*(BaO,cryst. )= —133,4±2 kcal/mole, 

has been adopted in the Handbook. 

The thermodynamic cycle, including the heat of formation of barium 

chloride, equal to -219.3 kcal/mole (determined by Siemonsen [3720] by 

direct combustion of metallic barium in chlorine) gives a heat of for¬ 

mation of barium oxide of about -14? kcal/mole. This value is less ac¬ 

curate than that adopted in the Handbook, mainly because of the low ac¬ 

curacy of the heat of combustion of barium in chlorine found by Siemon¬ 

sen [3720] (the results of individual measurements of Siemonsen are 

within the range of -214 to -233 kcal/mole). Comparison of the heats 

of formation of BaCl2, LiCl and SrClg with the measurement results of 

other authors shows that a systematic error is obviously present in 

the measurements of Siemonsen. 

Ba0_j[gas]. Barium oxide is the only alkaline earth metal oxide 
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which evaporates in the form of BaO molecules practically without dis¬ 

sociation. This conclusion was obtained in numerous Investigations car¬ 

ried out by the mass-spectrometrie method (a bibliography Is given In 

the works [466, S170 and 3213]). The results of the mass-spectrometric 

works are confirmed by thermodynamic calculations: the partial pressure 

of atomic barium over barium oxide, calculated on the basis of the 

thermodynamic data, proved to be by three to four orders of magnitude 

less than the partial pressure of barium oxide, found In experimental 

investigations. 

The first investigation on the vapor pressure of barium oxide was 

carried out by Thompson and Armstrong [3978] by the channel method. 

This work had certain deficiencies: the pressures obtained in it prov¬ 

ed to be much too high. Inghram, Chupka and Porter [2170] advanced a 

hypothesis on the possibility of formation of Ba^ (gas) under the ex¬ 

perimental conditions of Thompson and Armstrong. 

The rate of evaporation of barium oxide from a metal strip, coat¬ 

ed with barium o.vide, has been measured by Claassen and Veenemans 

[1116] (1223-1475°K) and Hermann [2008 (1200-1555°k). Calculation of 

the heat of sublimation of BaO at 0°K on the basis of the data obtain¬ 

ed by these authors leads to values of 102.8 + 0.3 and 102. 5 + 2 kcal/ 

/mole and the corresponding values of D0(BaO) of 136.1 + 3 and 136.4 + 

+3.5 kcal/mole. It is possible that certain errors were made in the 

temperature measurements in these works (see [842]) due to the low 

thermal conductivity of barium oxide and the indeterminacy of the emis¬ 

sion coefficient of the surface coated with barium oxide. 

Blevett, Liebhafsky and Hennelly [842] investigated the vapor pres¬ 

sure of barium oxide by the effusion method. The pressures found by 

them were in good agreement with, the pressures measured by Claassen 

and Veenemans [III6] over the same temperature range by the method of 
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evaporation from a surface which attests to the fact that the evapora¬ 

tion coefficient of barium oxide is close to unity. 

Using a specially designed effusion chamber, the authors of the 

work [842] enlarged the temperature range considerably, carrying out 

measurements in the region 1526-1731°K. The pressures of barium oxide 

found in this series of experiments proved to be in excellent agree¬ 

ment with those obtained at lower temperatures and can be expressed by 

the general equation Igp(atm)=-1^+5,75(1200-1800°K). Calculation of 

the heat of sublimation of barium oxide on the basis of the experimen¬ 

tal data, obtained by Blevett, Liebhafsky and Hennelly [842], led to 

the value a//s0= 100,7^0,^ kcal/mole or Do(BaO)=138,2±3 kcal/mole. 

Of the investigations on the vapor pressure of barium oxide, car¬ 

ried out by the mass-spectrometric method, the most important are the 

works of Pelchowitch [3213], Inghram, Chupka and Porter [2170] and 

Shchukarev and Semenov [466]. Pelchowitch [3213] measured the BaO+ ion 

current which appears during the ionization of the evaporation pro¬ 

ducts of barium oxide from the surface of a metal strip (platinum, 

nickel, tantalum). It was found that under the experimental conditions 

(temperatures of ll50-l400°K), tantalum is oxidized by barium oxide. 

Platinum and nickel did not enter into a reaction with the barium ox¬ 

ide under the same conditions. Pelchowitch measured the ion current 

as a function of temperature and found that during evaporation from 

platinum, the relation of the logarithm of the ion current and temper¬ 

ature can be expressed by two straight lines with a slope corresponding 

to the heats of sublimation of 114.4 kcal/mole (1150-1250°K) and 94.3 

kcal/mole (1260-1400°K). Measurements of the electrical conductivity 

of barium oxide, carried out by Pelchowitch [3213] also demonstrated 

the existence of a point of inflection at 1260°K. The existence of a 

point of inflection at around 1260°K has not yet been explained. A 
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phase transformation in this region with a heat of about 20 kcal/mole 

is impossible because the fusion temperature of barium oxide (2196°K) 

is considerably higher. 

It should be pointed out that an inflection point was not observ¬ 

ed during the evaporation of barium oxide from nickel. In addition to 

the BaO ions, Pelchowitch [3213] observed considerable quantities of 

Ba ions. At energies of the ionizing electrons of 30 to SO ev, the 

ratio of the Ba+ and BaO+ ion currents was approximately equal to uni¬ 

ty. However, at lower energies of the ionizing electrons, this ratio 

decreased rapidly which indicates the formation of Ba+ ions in conse¬ 

quence of a dissociation of part of the BaO molecules during ioniza¬ 

tion. 

Shchukarev and Semenov [466], like Pelchowitch [3213], investiga¬ 

ted the rate of evaporation of barium oxide from a platinum strip, but 

the ionization of the vapor was carried out not by electrons but on 

the surface of a heated tungsten strip. The authors of the work [466] 

found a relation of the vapor pressure of barium oxide and temperature 

IgP^atm^ = — +5|81 an<3 calculated, on the basis of this relation, 

the heats of sublimation of barium oxide as A//slw,=89 kcal/mole (or 

A//So=94 kcal/mole). The more reliable value 4//50=102^1 kcal/mole 

(and the corresponding value D0(BaO)=137 kcal/mole) can be calculated 

on the basis of the above given equation by means of the thermodynamic 

functions of barium oxide in the gaseous and condensed state, which 

were adopted in the present Handbook. 

A detailed study of the composition and the vapor pressure of ba¬ 

rium oxide by the mass spectrometric method was carried out by Inghram, 

Chupka and Porter [2170]. In contrast to the preceding mass-spectromet¬ 

ric investigations, the authors of the work [2170] used an effusion 

cell of alumina which enabled them to carry out the Investigation under 
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1,* 

!«> conditions closer to equilibrium. On the basis of the ion current as a 

i unction of temperature, the authors of the work [2170] found a value 

A// -inheat °f SUbllmatl0n °f barlUm 0Xlde A//Sl7oo=102±8 kcal/mole (or 

kCal/m0le)- The =all^ation Of the apparatus carried out in 

he W°rk t2170] the evaporating a k„o„n quantity of sil- 

possible to calculate the absolute vapor pressure of barium 

ox de at four temperatures from 1530 to 1758°K. To these values cor 

responds a heat of sublimation of barium oxide ^ = I04 koal/mole 

-a Dtt(BaO)--135 kcal/mole. The authors of the work [2i70] assumed that 

he error in this value is _+4 kcal/mole. The authors of the work [2170] 

-und in barium oxide vapor, in addition to BaO molecules, moiecules 

22 at °f evaporation A//s,„, „105+ kcal/mole), Ba20 (heat of 

ssociation into gaseous barium oxide and barium , 93+17 kcal/ 

/mole) and Ba203. ' 

Inghram, Chupka and Porter fpiynl m n u cuu rorter L2170J, like Pelchowltch [3213] 0b- 

served considerabie quantities of Ba+ ions in barium oxide vapor, ihe 

intensity of the Ba+ ion current varied not only as a function of tem¬ 

perature but also of time. The authors of the work [2170] proposed 

Part °f the Ba l0nS WaS formed on account of dissociation of 

ao during ionization, and another on account of a reduction of the 

barium oxide by impurities. A reducing medium should not greatly affect 

the measured pressure of barium oxide because the evaporation was car¬ 

ried out from an effusion chafer with a small orifice and the equilib¬ 

rium between the gaseous and solid barium oxide should not have been 

disturbed. However, the dissociation of the barium oxide during i0nl2. 

ation could have markedly lowered the value of the partial pressure of 

barium oxide calculated by the authors of [2170]. The experimenta! da¬ 

ta given in the works [2l7o, 3213] allow of the conclusion that about 

half the BaO molecules dissociate during ionization. Introduction of 
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the corresponding correction gives a heat of sublimation of barium ox¬ 

ide A//s0=l02 kcal/mole. 

Thus, the results of the vapor pressure measurements on barium ox 

ide by the method of evaporation from a surface [1116, ¿008], the ef¬ 

fusion method [842] and the mass-spectrometric method [466, 2170] are 

in fairly good agreement. The most reliable measurement results are 

apparently those obtained by the effusion method [842]. 

The dissociation energy of barium oxide can be calculated on the 

basis of the results obtained in the studies of the dissociation equi¬ 

librium of BaO in flames (a description of the method and calculations 

is given in the work [122]). Huldt and Lagerqvist [2148, 2149, 2150] 

carried out an investigation in acetylene-air flames (2240-2430°K), 

and obtained for D0(BaO) the values 126.8 and 128 kcal/mole. A recal¬ 

culation of the data of the work [2150], based on the thermodynamic 

functions of barium, adopted in»the present Handbook (see also [126]), 

led to the value Do(BaO) = 130.5 kcal/mole. In an analogous work, carried 

out by James [2210], a value of 134.5 kcal/mole was obtained.* 

In the works of Veyts and Gurvich [122, 125, 121] the investiga¬ 

tion was carried out in acetylene-air and acetylene-oxygen and in oxy¬ 

gen-hydrogen flames (2450-3210°K). The dissociation energy of BaO, ob¬ 

tained in flame studies, depends on the probability of the transition 

corresponding to the barium line X 5536A. On the basis of the transi¬ 

tion probability, found in the work of Ostrovskiy [327] and the results 

of the measurements, carried out in the works [122, 125, 121], the val¬ 

ue Do(BaO) = 137±4 kcal/mole was calculated. Recalculation of the data 

of Hyldt and Lagerqvist [2150], with allowance made for the new values 

of the transition probability, gives 129 kcal/mole. 

It should be pointed out that because the evaporation of the bar¬ 

ium oxide Wes place in the form of BaO molecules without any marked 
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decomposition or association, the results of the measurements carried 

out by the Knudsen method and the method of evaporation from a surface 

deserve special confidence. The value D,(BaO)=l37 kcai/mole, found in 

the »ork [122] during a spectroscopic study of the dissociation equi¬ 

librium of BaO in flames is in excellent agreement with these measure- 

ment results. 

To the value 

D0(BaO)s= 137±2 kcal/mole, 

Vvhlch has been adopted in the Handbook, corresponds 

A/i (BaO,gas )= —31,2i3¿;3 kcal/mole, 

AWs#(BaO,cryst.) = 101,89 4- 3.5 k cal/:mole, 

TABLE 260 
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Page 
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1743 The work of Garton and Codling [1655a] in which the absorp¬ 
tion spectrum of the Ba atom had been again investigated, 

was published in i960. Transitions to several states 1P, ^ 

and with the configuration ... Sdnp and »>8 were observ¬ 

ed in this work. The energy of these states is of the order 

of about 40,800 to 45,600 cm"1 while the present Handbook 
gives them as equal to the energy of the ionization limit 

...bdÇD)nl', i.e. , 47,390 cm"1. 

1747 It has been reported in the recently published work by Park¬ 
inson and Nicholls [3191] that the absorption spectrum in 

the shock tube showed bands of the system ¿‘Z-X‘Z of the 
molecule BaO. In the case of barium oxide the ground state 

evidently correlates with the state B« (*D)-t*O (*P). 

1748 It should be pointed out that constants are given in the 
works of Lejeune [2589] and King [2401] which were obtained 
as a result of a study of the orange and green bands which, 
as shown later [2205, 2151] belong ,to the triatomic molecule 
CaOH. 

1751 The absorption spectrum of BaO has been reported only in the 
work of Parkinson and Nicholls [3191]. The authors of the 

work [3191] observed bands of the system X‘l —x'Z with o* <2 
and 0’ < 8 during excitation in the shock. 

1761 The same value was obtained by comparison of the standard en¬ 
tropies of the alkali and alkaline earth elements. The ear¬ 
lier estimates of S°98>15 [2364, 3508 and 1093] give the val¬ 

ues 12.5 + 0.5; 10.0 and 13-3 cal/g-atom*degree, respective¬ 

ly- 

1763 The earlier estimates of S°9g ^ gave larger values: 15-1 

[273], I6.0 [2364] and 16.2 + 1.0 cal/g-atom»degree [2494]. 

1768 The monograph of Kelley [2355] gives the incorrect equation 

Igp(atm)--^9 + 8,89, which accounts for the error in the re¬ 

calculation of the data of the work [III6] from millimeters 
Hg to atmospheres. 

1769 Claassen and Veenemans [III6], based on the temperature de¬ 
pendence of the vapor pressure of calcium oxide (without tak¬ 

ing the dissociation into account), found A//s,m= 120 kcal/ 

/mole (or Atfse= 125 kca.l/mole). The difference between this 
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1771* 

1771** 

1774 

and the value calculated in the present Handbook is due to 
the great scatter of the experimental points and the narrow 
temperature range, which affects the results of the calcula¬ 
tions, carried out by the method used by Claassen and Veene- 
mans, particularly strongly. 

A detailed description of this method and the technique of 
processing of the experimental data can be found in the work 

Huldt and Lagerqvist [2150] assumed that the fundamental elec¬ 
tronic state of the molecule CaO (and also of SrO) is the 

state *S. As has been shown in the work [121], this assumn- 
ti°n is erroneous. The value has been recalculated on the as¬ 
sumption that the electronic ground state is the state »£. 

The incorrect equation 

1775 

1777* 

1777** 

1778 

If P1 atm 10,24. 

has been given in the work of Kelley [2355]. 

?pq5Xin^Q?ndT^-1^09^ based on the data of the work 
as9ï?R 7 thmuheft üf 3 uk Uma ti on 0f strontium oxide 
as 125.7 kcal/mole. The lower value obtained by these authors 
is explained by the fact that they failed to allow ?or the 
dissociation of strontium oxide in their calculations. 

Porter, Chupka and Inghram [3305] found for the heat of sub¬ 

limation the value Mtmu-155.1 kcal/mole. The difference 

between this and the value calculated by the authors of i-ho 
Handbook is explained primarily by the different electronic 
ground states of the molecule SrO, adopted in the calcula¬ 
tion of the thermodynamic functions of SrO (gas). 

During the mass spectrometric recording of the auanfit-v of 
strontium oxide in the vapor, reduclngSc™dltíons ?es5t ín 
higher values for the heat of sublimation. If the quanti tv of 
strontium oxide in the vapor is determined by the grämet- 
JÎ°^Ç?tentlome?]:lc or radioactive tracer method, reducing 
conditions result in lower calculated heats of sublimation. 

During the calculation of DQ(SrO), Huldt and Lagerqvist 

[2150] assumed that the electronic ground state of the mole- 

cule SrO (like that of CaO) is the state »ï. in the present 
Handbook it has been assumed that the ground state of ?his 

molecule is the '2 state (see §107). Values of DQ(SrO), re- 
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1785 

calculated for the ground stat-p «1 r.>io 4 
6ÍUUHU state are given accordingly 

OhlnÄbsÄ3 [2al0) 18 fro” “ abstract in 
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